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A NEW, SLENDER CONTAINER FOR THE FRAGRANT SPRAY
THAT HOLDS HAIR SOFTLY, BEAUTIFULLY IN PLACE

Breck Hair Set Mist, a fragrant spray, is available in an attractive new
container. This slender package is easy to use and economical to purchase.

Breck Hair Set Mist is gentle as nature’s mist, yet its delicate touch holds your

hair softly in place for hours. A damp comb renews your waves without respraying.

Breck Hair Set Mist provides a quick, easy way to make lasting pin curls, too.

Fragrant as a bouquet, Breck Hair Set Mist contains lanolin, which leaves the

hair soft to the touch and brings out the natural lustre and beauty of your hair.

B R
Copyright 1957 by John H. Breck. Inc.

Plus tax. Available wherever cosmetics are sold.New 8 ounce size $1.65; 4V5 ounce $1 25; 11 ounce $2.00



New stops odor...without irritation

So safe for any normal skin you can use it every day

If you’ve ever worried about underarm stinging or burn-

ing from using a deodorant daily or right after shaving

or a hot bath— now you can set your mind at ease.

New Mum Cream is so gentle and safe for normal skin,

you can use it whenever you please, as often as you please.

Mum Cream gives you the kind of protection you can’t

possibly get from any other leading deodorant—because
it works a completely different way.

Mum Cream is the only leading deodorant that works

entirely by stopping odor . . . contains no astringent

aluminum salts. And it keeps on working actively to stop

odor 24 hours a day. When a deodorant is so effective—

yet so safe — isn’t it the

deodorant for you? Get

new Mum Cream today.

p

MUM® stops odor 24 hours a day with M-3
(bacteria-destroying hexachlorophene)



cool
Nothing to stop you from rushing head-

long into a clear, fresh pool, a mountain
spring, a briny surf! When it’s time-of-

the-month, you can still keep cool! You
can swim wearing Tampax— the internal

sanitary protection that really protects

while it keeps your secret safe!

Doctor-invented Tampax® is invisible

and unfelt when in place. You can wear
it under the sleekest bathing suit— and
no one will ever know! You can dive,

swim, be a living mermaid— and Tampax
won’t absorb a drop of water!

Any time, anywhere, Tampax is the

coolest , nicest, most comfortable

sanitary protection you can
wear. No belts, pins or pads to

chafe and bind. Nothing to

bulge or show. Nothing to cause odor.

Take off for a breezy beach at a mo-
ment’s notice! Say "goodbye” to "prob-
lem days” with Tampax! It’s easy to

change . . . simple to dispose of . . . con-
venient to carry. Why, as much as a

whole month’s supply tucks away in

your purse! 3 absorbencies: Regular,

junior, Super. Wherever drug products

are sold. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Massachusetts.

Invented by a doctor—
now used by millions ofwomen
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FILMED BY M-G-M IN MAU-MAU COUNTRY
...UNDER MILITARY PROTECTION!

ROCK HUDSON
in a giant

new triumph!

ROCKSTARRING

DANA WYNTER
SIDNEY POITIER

Famed
book on

the screen
with

ring

impact!

WITH WENDY HILLER * JUANO HERNANDEZ -WILLIAM MARSHALL 5“ RICHARD BROOKS
BASED ON THE BOOK SOMETHING DIRECTED P IP LI A PH RPfifWQ
OF VALUE" BY ROBERT C. RUARK * BY iML/NniXU DlMJWlXO

PRODUCED

BY PANDRO S. BERMAN
AN M-G-M
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New sunshine yellow

shampoo
puts sunny sparkle in hair!

shampoo
plus egg

leaves hair silkier . .

.

softer. . . easier to manage

Brunette? Blonde? Redhead?
You’ll thrill when you see how your
hair responds to the conditioning
benefits of new shampoo plus egg !

It’s just what your hair needs— for

new life and luster, for rich silky

softness. You’ll love the “feel” of

your hair—the way it manages.

That’s the magic conditioning touch
of shampoo plus egg ! This new
kind of shampoo cleans cleaner,

rinses super fast. It’s the one really

different shampoo . . . from its sun-
shine yellow color to the lilting

sunny sparkle it puts in your hair!

Try it once, you’ll use it always.

Economical 29 59f, $1.

'WtH HAIR-CONDinONING ACHE

2% fresh whole egg

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

BEAU JAMES—Paramount. Directed by Melville
Shavelson: Jimmy Walker, Bob Hope; Betty Comp-
ton, Vera Miles; Chris Nolan, Paul Douglas; A Hie
Walker, Alexis Smith; Charley Hand, Darren Mc-
Gavin; Bernie Williams, Joe Mantell; George Jcssel,
Jimmy Durante, Themselves; Prosecutor, Horace
McMahon; Dick Jackson, Richard Shannon; Arthur
Julian, Willis Bouchey; Sid Nash, Sid Melton; Al
Smith, Walter Catlett.

BUSTER KEATON STORY
, THE—Paramount.

Directed by Sidney Sheldon: Buster Keaton, Donald
O’Connor: Gloria, Ann Blyth

;
Peggy Courtney,

Rhonda Fleming; Kurt Bergner, Peter Lorre; Larry
IV inters, Larry Keating; Tom McAfee, Richard
Anderson; Joe Keaton, Dave Willock; Myra Keaton.
Claire Carleton; Buster Keaton (7 years'old), Larry
White; Elmer Case, Jackie Coogan.

DESK SET—20th. Directed by Walter Lang: Rich-
ard, Spencer Tracy; Bunny, Katharine Hepburn;
Mike Cutler, Gig Young; Peg Costello, Joan Blondell;
Sylvia, Dina Merrill; Ruthie. Sue Randall; Miss
Wormier, Neva Patterson; Smithers, Harry Ellerbe;
Azac, Nicholas Joy; Alice, Diane Jergens; Cathy.
Merry Anders; Old Lady, Ida Moore; Receptionist

.

Rachel Stephens.

GARMENT JUNGLE, THE—Columbia. Directed
by Vincent Sherman: Walter Mitchell, Lee J. Cobb;
Alan Mitchell, Kerwin Mathews; Theresa, Gia Scala;
Artie Ravidge, Richard Boone; Lee Hackett, Valerie
French; Titlio Renata, Robert Loggia: Kovan, Joseph
Wiseman; Tony, Harold J. Stone; The Ox, Adam
Williams; Mr. Paul, Wesley Addy; Dave Bronson,
Willis Bouchey; Fred Kenner, Robert Ellenstein;
Tulio’s Mother, Celia Lovsky.

MAN AFRAID—-U’-I. Directed by Harry Keller:
Rev. David Collins, George Nader; Lisa Collins,
Phyllis Thaxter; Michael Collins, Tim Hovey; Carl
Simmons, Eduard Franz; Lieut. Marlin, Harold J.
Stone; Wilbur Fletcher, Judson Pratt; Nurse Willis,
Reta Shaw; Ronnie (Skunky) Fletcher. Butch Ber-
nard; Maggie, Mabel Albertson.

MONTE CARLO STORY, THE—U.A. Directed by
Samuel A. Taylor: Marquise Maria de Crcvccoeur,
Marlene Dietrich; Count Dino della Fiaba, Vittorio
De Sica; Mr. Hinklcy, Arthur O’Connell: Jane
Hinkley, Natalie Trundy; Mrs. Freeman, Jane Rose;
Sophie, Clelia Matania; Albert the portiere, Alberto
Rabagliati: Hector, the Maitre, Mischa Auer.

REACH FOR THE SKY—Rank. Directed by Lewis
Gilbert: Douglas Bader, Kenneth More; Thelma
Bader, Muriel Pavlow; Johnny Sanderson, Lyndon
Brook; Turner, Lee Patterson; Mr. Joyce, Alexander
Knox; Nurse Brace, Dorothy Alison; Harry Day,
Michael Warre; Robert Dcsoutter, Sydney Tafler;
“Woody" Woodhall, Howard Marion Crawford;
Peel, Jack Watling; Streatfeild, Nigel Green; Sister
Thornhill, Anne Leon; Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh
Dowding, Charles Carson; Air Vice-Marshal Leigh-
Mallory, Ronald Adam; Air Vice-Marshall Halahan,
Walter Hudd; Crowley-Milling

,

Basil Appleby;
Police Constable, Philip Stainton; Flight Sergeant
Mills, Eddie Byrne; Sally, Beverly Brooks; Warrant
Officer West, Michael Ripper; Civilian Pilot, Derek
Blomfield; Douglas Bader’s Mother, Avice Landone;
Adjutant of Prison Camp, Eric Pohlmann; Flying In-
structor Pearson, Michael Gough; Bates, Harry
Locke; Warrant Officer Blake, Sam Kydd.

SAINT JOAN—U.A. Directed by Otto Preminger:
Saint Joan, Jean Seberg; The Dauphin ( later Charles
VII), Richard Widmark; Dunois, Richard Todd;
Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, Anton Walbrook; The
Earl of Warwick, John Gielgud: The Inquisitor, Felix
Aylmer; John de Stogumbcr, Harry Andrews; de
Conrcellcs, Barry Jones; The Archbishop of Rhcims,
Finlay Currie; The Master Executioner, Bernard
Miles; Captain la Hire, Patrick Barr; Brother Mar-
tin ( Ladvenu)

,

Kenneth Haigh: Robert de Bcaudri-
court, Archie Duncan: Duchesse de la Tremouillc,
Margot Grahame; La Tremouillc, the Lord Chamber-
lain, Francis de Wolff; an English Soldier, Victor
Maddern ;

"Bluebeard” (Gillcs de Rais). David
Oxley; The Steward, Sydney Bromley: Warwick’

s

Officer, David Langton.

SOMETHING OF VALUE—M-G-M. Directed by
Richard Brooks: Peter McKenzie, Rock Hudson;
Holly Keith, Dana Wynter; Elizabeth Newton,
Wendy Hiller; Kimani, Sidney Poitier; Njogu, Juano
Hernandez; Leader, William Marshall; Jeff Newton,
Robert Beatty; Henry McKensie

,

Walter Fitzgerald;

Joe Matson, Michael Pate; Lathela, Ivan Dixon;
Karan ja, Ken Renard; Witch Doctor, Samadu Jack-
son; Adam Marenga, Frederick O’Neal; Waitliaka,

John J. Akar. *
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Starring

Bob Hope -Vera Miles
Paul Douglas- ALEXIS SMITH • DARREN McGAVIN

WALTER CATLETT • technicolor®
Guest Stars-

GEORGE JESSEL
Produced by JACK ROSE * Directed by MELVILLE SHAVELSON • Screenplay by JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON
Based on the book by Gene Fowler* Dances and Musical Numbers Staged by Jack Baker

He held her

for the first time

. . . and knew
there’d never

be a last!

The love story

of a guy who
gave up

City Hall for

the arms of a

beautiful girl!

Paramount Presents

THE LIFE OF JIMMY WALKER-
NIGHT- MAYOR OF NEW YORK
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ENDS DELL DRY
THIRSTY” HAIR

THE NEW HAIRDRESSING IN SPRAY FORM

becoming
attractions

A Small wonder: Golden Touch wafer-

thin purse perfumer holds generous %
oz. of Houbigant’s “Chantilly Spill-

proof, with applicator top. $3.75*

B Liquid Asset, new skin conditioner

by Revlon, is formulated to normalize

both dry and oily skins and maintain

correct acid-alkaline balance. $2.25 *

C Linen and Lace, delicate new sachet

in aerosol form, sprays fine mist that

leaves only the fragrance. Also a room

freshener. By John H. Breck. $1.50.

D Coral Ice, Cutex’ dazzling new sum-

mer shade for both tan and fair-lady

complexions, comes in lipstick (shown)

and both regular and Pearl nail polish.

E Dorothy Gray’s “Summer Song” frag-

rance medley, available through August,

includes cologne, $1.00*; dusting pow-

der, $1.25* and soap bonbons, $1.00*
* Plus tax

O
What’s the differ-

• ence between
#

Lanolin Discovery

and other hair-

dressings?

A Ordinary
* hairdressings

”coat” your hair

—make it oily—
Lanolin Discovery's mistyfine spray is absorbed

into every hair right down to your scalp.

To enhance the natural color of your hair— to get a shimmery satiny

sheen with deep fascinating highlights, just spray on Lanolin Discovery

Hairdressing and brush a little. In just seconds you get the same
beautiful results as brushing your hair 100 strokes a day.

$1.25 and $1.89
both plus tat

Used and recommended by leading beauticians. Available wherever cosmetics are sold

How do you make your hair

so lustrous and shining?

By following myA hairdresser s advice

# and using Lanolin

Discovery. It's the

greaseless hairdressing that

replaces natural

beauty oils.
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JACK
WEBB
AS T/SGT. JIM MOORE, U. S. MARINES—

ROUGH AND TOUGH IN A SURPRISING

NEW ROLE, ONE OF THE MOST POWER-

FUL OF ALL SCREEN PERFORMANCES!

PRESENTED BY

WARNER BROS,
STARRING The girl with the Marine-blue eyes I

•Jackie Loughery Monica Lewis -Virginia Gregg

He called them ‘clowns’

and ‘little girls*, and
when they weren’t

listening— he called

them wonderful

!

obody knew he
had a girl -not

even the

AND “PLATOON 194-”- REAL MARINES WHO MAKE A GREAT STORY RING TRUE!

SCREEN PLAY BY JAM ES LEE BARRETT PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY JACK WEBB* A MARK VII LTD. PRODUCTION



ore#* the

Editor 9
s shoulder...

The life of a movie critic, a request from
Monaco, and wliat’s coming up next month

Brush
Vbur Teeth

with Colgate's...

Brush
Bad Breath

Away!

And Colgate's with GARDOL
Fights Decay All Day,Too!

Colgate Dental Cream with Gardol

stops mouth odor all day for most

people . . . with just one brushing!

Gives you that fresh -clean feeling that

comes from brushing your teeth with

Colgate Dental Cream.

And unlike other leading toothpastes,*

Colgate Dental Cream contains Gardol

to form an invisible, protective shield

around your teeth that fights tooth de-

cay all day . . . with just one brushing !

Colgate's with GARDOL
CLEANS YOUR BREATH

WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR TEETH

Ho tv to Be a Movie Reviewer

What does it take to be a movie re-

viewer? We asked our own Janet Graves

to tackle that question and her answer
was, “You’ve got to like movies.”

Janet has been “liking” movies ever

since she was able to toddle down the

aisles of her neighborhood theater. And
she had very definite opinions of what
she did and didn’t like even then. Like

probably many of you did, as a child

she filled scrapbooks with pictures of

Janet and Rock trade notes.

popular stars. (“I guess my favorites

were Ronald Colman and Humphrey
Bogart.”) When she grew older she

wrote letters to Photoplay and argued

with the movie reviewer when she

thought her favorites weren’t given re-

spectful treatment. Later, Janet, who
grew up in Philadelphia, took to writing

letters to the Morning Ledger blasting

or praising the reviews of the motion

picture critic, Eric Knight. Mr. Knight

was so fascinated by Janet’s correspond-

ence that he arranged an appointment

to meet her. They became fast friends

and his wife helped Janet get a job in

David 0. Selznick’s story department.

Janet, who has been reviewing movies

for Photoplay for five years, sees over

two hundred and fifty a year. Even
though Janet sometimes looks back on

the screen heroes of her childhood she

admits “there are more good actors to-

day.”

Janet’s enthusiasm for movies is still

undiminished and at the end of the day
she likes nothing better than to curl up
in front of her TV screen and to look at

—you guessed it—old movies.

Grace ISote

Each morning we are greeted with a

stack of letters on our desk from read-

ers, and it is one of the pleasures of each

day to take a few minutes off and read

what you have to say about Photoplay.

The other morning was particularly

exciting. Nearly buried in the avalanche

of mail was a thin pale blue envelope

with a foreign stamp. In one corner was
engraved—The Palace. Monaco.

Yes, it was from Princess Grace. She
requested that we send her the two back

issues in which she had been featured

on the cover. We promptly air-mailed

three copies of each, delighted to know
that Her Serene Highness hadn’t forgot-

ten the days when she was just plain

Grace Kelly, movie star. We speculated

what Grace would do with the covers.

Hang them over Princess Caroline’s bed

to let her know how beautiful and fa-

mous her mother had been? Or will

they turn up on a new stamp for Mo-
naco? We don’t think that UOffice des

Emission de Timbres, which has the say

in this, could make a prettier choice.

Hollywood’s Indestructibles

You have been pressing us for stories

on stars like Cary Grant. Joan Crawford.

Barbara Stanwyck; all the favorites that

never seem to grow old. Starting next

month in two installments we will ex-

plore the fabulous lives of twenty-two of

Hollywood’s most durable stars—“Hol-

lywood’s Indestructibles.” The author is

Dick Sheppard who is both an author

and actor and young enough to be the

son of any one of them. Asked why he

had chosen to write about this group in-

stead of actors his own age, Dick’s reply

was, “They are my favorites because

they are the best models for any young

actor or actress who not only wants to

get to the top, but stay there.”
8



If you wash your hair once a week - or oftener-

you need the gentle shampoo...

j f

. . . so gentle it cannot dry your hair-

leaves it instantly easy to manage

New, richer Pamper is the really gentle

shampoo. So gentle it cannot dry your hair,

leaves it instantly easy to manage right after

shampooing. So rich it leaves your hair soft,

shining, in finest condition. So rich and gentle

you could use it every day. Get Pamper today.

. . . gentle as a lamb.



Address your letters to Readers Inc., photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street
,
New York 17, New York. We

regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios..—El).

READERS INC...
1if

Foul Play For Kirk!

If anyone deserved an Oscar this year,

it was Kirk Douglas. His moving, unforget-

able portrayal of Vincent Van Gogh in

"Lust for Life” was the greatest thing I

have ever seen. It was not a simple role to

play. Van Gogh was an intense, complex
individual with a precariously balanced
personality, difficult to capture. But calling

upon his extraordinary skill, Douglas did
not merely portray Van Gogh—he was
Van Gogh, to the very last detail. I pro-

test the injustice that was done Kirk

!

What’s the matter with Hollywood?

Sandra Orlob
San Francisco, California

Gossip Can Be Honest

May I congratulate you on your excel-

lent magazine? I am a very serious movie-
goer and have been buying Photoplay for

a number of years.

I particularly like “Exclusively Yours.”
Radie Harris seems to have a really per-

sonal, truthful and most entertaining way
of telling the reader all he wants to know
about films and their stars. I do hope we
can have many more articles of this kind.

John Udry
New York City

You will
—

“Exclusively Yours” is a

monthly feature .

—

Ed.

We’ll Take Your Dare, Kathleen

I’ve read your column for years, and
now I just dare you to publish this letter.

For years, I’ve read people’s letters saying
that all actors are snobs and don’t care

about their public. Believe it or not, there

is one who is an exception to this rule

—

Rock Hudson. I recently saw him in “Writ-
ten on the Wind,” and thought that he
was super. I also thought that he was not

too busy, but just said he was to keep the

public away. So I wrote him, asking for

his autograph. Then I saw him in person
and realized how wrong I had been and
that he really was busy. He was so nice

to everyone that I wished with all my
heart I had not sent my letter because of

its bluntness. But he did receive it, and
this busy actor sat down and personally
autographed a picture of himself and his

wife. Right now, I feel rather humble, and
Rock, if you read this, I wish to offer my
personal apology. All actors are not snobs.

Some, like you, are wonderful.

Kathleen McLaurine
Bronx, New York

Newcomer Neile

I just saw “This Could Be the Night”
and I wonder if you can tell me some-
thing about the wonderful girl in the night

club who wins a stove in a cooking con-

test. I think her name is Neile Adams.

Barbara Jones
Chicago, Illinois

This is Neile’s first picture. She was born

in Manila, Philippines of an English fa-

ther and a Spanish mother. She spent her

first years traveling back and forth to

Hong Kong for an education. During the

war, at the age of nine, she broke through

enemy lines to smuggle messages to the

Allies. Later, she and her mother came to

the United States where Neile finished her

education.

She broke into show business as a danc-

er. Was featured in “Kismet” and “The
Pajama Game,” in the same role that gave

Carol Haney and Shirley MacLaine their

film breaks.

During the run of “Kismet” a man came
backstage to congratulate Neile. He said

she was too young but that in a couple of

years he might be able to do something for

her in Hollywood. He said his name was
Joe Pasternak. Two years later, as prom-
ised, he gave Neile a featured role in

“This Could Be the Night .”-

—

Ed.

Ode to Tab

Here is a poem which I wrote about
Tab Hunter. I am president of one of the

Tab Hunter fan clubs and would love

you to publish this poem.

I’ve never felt this way before

Can it be that I am sick?

I’ve lost my heart to someone
But not any Harry, Tom or Dick.

Elvis doesn't thrill me
Rock doesn’t make me swoon,
Not even with cute Tommy Sands
Do I ever want to spoon.

1 never flipped for Tony
Yul Brynner leaves me cold

I’m not even coy toward Frankie-boy
(Maybe, he is a bit too old).

But there is one guy I sigh for

He is so really cool

When I hear his disk of “Young Love”
I positively drool!

Although I know I’ll never be
“The Girl He Left Behind,”
I do wish I could meet him once
I wish he’d be that kind!

He’s the only one I cry for

My eyes I always dab
When watching a dramatic scene

Played by my boy, Tab.
Yes, the moment I first saw him
Cupid sent his dart

Three thousand miles from Hollywood
Straight into my heart.

Wendy Wolchok
Great Neck, New York

Please Tell Me

I saw Robert Stack in “Sabre Jet” and
"Written On the Wind,” and I think he

is a wonderful actor. Can you tell me
something about him?
Your magazine is wonderful—keep up

the good work

!

Judy Oi.in

N. Kingsville, Ohio

Robert Stack, born on January 13, 1919,

was educated in the public schools of Los

Angeles, traveled in Europe with his

family, took a great interest in sports at

an early age. At 16, Stack was an All-

American skeet shooting champion and
at college was a varsity pole vault star.

In 1938 he decided to desert college

courses in favor of an acting career. He
served in the Navy and was released with

the rank of full lieutenant. Returning to

civilian life, he landed a role in “Date If ith

Judy,” and other assignments followed. He
recently married Rosemary Bowe. He
swims, plays tennis, hunts, fishes, is inter-

ested in all forms of music, plays the sax-

ophone and clarinet and sings .

—

Ed.

Continued
10



JANE POWELL starring in "THE GIRL MOST LIKELY"
AN RKO RADIO PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR • A U N I VE R S A L- 1 NT ERN ATION AL RELEASE

. .
.
pretty day

...pretty girl

...prettiest

complexion

under the

sun...

a Lux Complexion !

“When I’m out in the bright sun-

light or under movie spotlights

—

that’s when I really appreciate

Lux—and the way it keeps

my skin soft and smooth,” says

Jane Powell.

And even when the sun doesn’t shine—you’ll have a

special glow of your own— with a Lux Complexion. For

Lux, with its rich Cosmetic lather, its mildness and

gentleness, can do as much to keep your skin soft and

smooth as it does for any Hollywood star. Then Lux
adds this delightful bonus—the Lux fragrance, best-

liked soap perfume in the world.

Lever Brothers unconditionally guarantees your

complete satisfaction with Lux— or your money back.

For a complexion you’ll love—and he’ll love, too— use Lux.

9 out of 10 Hollywood stars depend on LUX

New! Now Lux comes
in 4 lovely pastels, as

well as pure white.
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Washed

with another

leading

shampoo!

Washed with

“curl-keeping”

NEW
WOODBURY!

Unretouched photo of Jan Rylander, St. James, L. I. ( See her pretty face below.

)

P

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING MAGAZINE
proved in its famous testing laboratory:

New Woodbury Shampoo holds curl

better, keeps set longer ! Example
shown above: Left side of Jan’s

hair, washed with her usual

shampoo, got limp, straggly.

Right side, washed with

Woodbury, is springy, curly,

beautifully manageable.

Leading shampoos were tested this way on

hundreds of women. Results show New Woodbury,
with its curl-keeping ingredient, holds waves best.

Protects hair from drying out — leaves it shiny-

clean, without dulling soap film.

Costs less than other leading brands. And right now,

for a limited time, the big $1 size is only 59C
If you don’t agree Woodbury is the finest shampoo
you ever tried, we’ll return your money.

We Agree on This One

When I first saw Tony Perkins, it was on
a television show and I could have bet my
bottom dollar that this young man, virtually

an unknown, had what it takes to he a

great actor. Then, when I saw “Friendly
Persuasion,” I knew I was right! Now, in

"Fear Strikes Out,” he does a wonderful
job.

Tony has poise and charm, and all he
needs now is good publicity. By this, I mean
more stories in Photoplay. Maybe a feature

such as “A Day in the Life of Tony Per-

kins,” with photographs from the time he
gets up in the morning and has breakfast,

goes to the studio, then lunch, work again
and home to his apartment to study his

script or to go out for the evening. I believe

most of your readers would like to know
how and what goes on in the normal day of

a movie personality.

Joyce Pollack
Cicero, Illinois

Your thinking is right in line with ours.

Keep watching Photoplay for the next year
and each month you’ll get your wish.—Ed.

Rating the Movies

I am writing in regard to “Over the Edi-

tor's Shoulder” in the May issue. You ask

the question, “How Do You Rate the

Movies?” It drew my interest immediately
because I have been an avid movie fan

nearly all my twenty-one years. Actually, I

have seen so many pictures that I know
automatically what I will like by finding

out what type of picture it is and who is in

it, and then I can decide in about a minute
whether I want to see it. By doing this, I

can narrow my moviegoing down to two or

three times a week, because I can't afford

to see them all. There are, of course, cer-

tain actors and actresses that I wouldn’t

miss, no matter what.

I don’t really pay much attention to the

story, all I ask is that there be plenty of

action. I’m really very easy to please when
it comes to movies. The only kind that

doesn’t hold any interest is horror movies

and I find, to my own horror, that these

are the pictures that are usually shown on

weekends when children flock to the

theaters.

I am always faithful to my favorite stars.

I have seen every one of Doris Day’s pic-

tures: Jean Peters and Jennifer Jones run

very close seconds. I read reviews mostly

for the fun of it because everybody lias a

different opinion. But the only opinion I

trust is my own.

Norma Jenkins
Clarksdale, Mississippi

Build Up

You deserve much praise. You’re not

constantly printing stories on divorce. In-

stead, you try to build up marriages, in a

way give the couple the courage to go

ahead. Please keep up your marvelous work.

Mary Keppi.incer

Winona, Minnesota

WOODBURY HOLDS CURL BETTER, KEEPS SET LONGER Continue

-

1
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KLEINERT’S PRESENTS A WATER TIGHT CASE FOR BEAUTY!

Fabulous fashion caps with a Magic Inner Rim that keeps

hair really dry! Yes, Kleinert’s Sava -Wave swim caps are the

prettiest caps afloat, and the most efficient ones money can buy.

Shown here... just two of the stunning caps you’ll find in all the

newest swimsuit colors. Top, Pagoda Rose; about $5.98. P>elow,

Clematis; about $1.69. Colorful Kleinert beach bags, from $1. SAVA-WAVE SWIM CAPS
Cabana beach bag in pink, aqua, yellow, black, $3.98
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Start enjoying this new safe way
to feminine daintiness

This side for shaving under arms

This side for

shaving legs

close, clean

and oh,

so smooth

Enjoy new freedom from nicks and

cuts this safe, gentle, quick way
ONLY the Lady Sunbeam has the "compact” shape

and the shaving head with one edge especially honed
to shave legs, and the other edge especially honed for

underarm use. Ends muss and fuss, nicks and cuts

of soap and blade. The Lady Sunbeam’s gentle, sure

performance eliminates irritation caused by blade

shaving and gives you a new easy way to keep neat,

fresh, dainty. Your choice of 6 lovely colors.

funbeam only 5 1

4

95

ELECTRIC

TURQUOISE

IVORY

BLACKCORAL

Small as a compact— and fast, sure, convenient.

C S. C. ® SUNBEAM, LADY SUNBEAM

P
Look for the MARK OF QUALITY Famous for COFFEEMASTER, etc.

Here’s Hopper

I would appreciate it greatly if you
would print a picture of Dennis Hopper,
with some information about him. I think
he has great talent. Thank you.

Jane Merican
Toledo, Ohio

In 1954 Dennis Hopper arrived in Holly-
wood, without any previous professional
acting experience, to become an actor. Two
months later, he was under long-term con-
tract to Warner Bros.

He was born May 17, 1936, in Dodge
City, Kansas and was raised on his grand-
parents ’ wheat farm.

Later the family moved to La Mesa,
near San Diego. California, and he attend-

ed high school there. He graduated from
Helix High School in June, 1954, and
worked at odd jobs around San Diego. In

November of that year, John Swope, who
operated the summer playhouse at La Jolla

where Hopper worked during the summer
of 1953, urged Dennis to take a chance at

Hollywood. He obtained several parts in

tv shows, and when three studios offered

him contracts, he decided to sign with

Warner Bros, with the result, he hit it

big in “Giant .”

—

Ed.

Everybody Loves Doris Day!

Doris Day is my favorite movie star.

Why is it that the public prefers fireballs

like Kim Novak, Anita Ekberg, Diana
Dors and Marilyn Monroe? Doris is a

wonderful person. Her acting, singing and
dancing are terrific. Why can't the public

praise her as much as they do those

others? Doris works hard at her profession

—it takes no work at all to dress half nude
as they do.

14
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Pip Piper Speaks Up

1 read Beatrice Seekin's letter with

great interest with reference to the stars

of yesterday, so beloved by our parents. I

am too young to have known them all, but

I have imagination.

I have just arrived from England—on

the Queen Elizabeth. First magazine I

bought? Why, Photoplay, of course. I

Hew out here from New York, yesterday,

and read it on the plane.

Because the movie queens of yesteryear

intrigue and capture my imagination (my
own mother worshipped at their shrines)

I am sending you my own tribute to them
—some still living, some dead, some for-

gotten :

Where Are They Now? These days fan

magazines are full of the doings of those

sexy bombshells, Monroe and Dors. That
sultry child of glamour, Brigette Bardot,

whose face has been likened to a pouting
peke, slick-chick Debbie Reynolds and a

host of others. But what has become of

the stars of yesterday? Where are they

now, those forgotten ones who built the

bridge over which our stars of today wig-

gle their triumphant way?
Remember Gloria Swanson with her

own brand of sophisticated glamour? Back
in the ’20’s hers was a name to conjure
with, and she can still draw the crowds.

Next came smouldering Pola Negri,

woman of the world, the very personifica-

tion of seductive sin. Making a debut in

‘'Forbidden Paradise,” sbe followed this

by “The Women He Scorned.” Why, even
the titles sent a delicious thrill down our
spines. Alas, her day w'as short-lived. Pola,
once a terrific box-office sensation of the

'20’s, now lives a quiet life in a secluded
part of Hollywood. Still beautiful, it is

rumored sbe may make a comeback.
Don’t think that all was sin and seduc-

tion in the ’20’s. What of virtue and inno-

cence, and the famous Gish sisters? “Or-
phans of the Storm” hypnotized yester-

day’s movie audiences, and if Lillian

touched our hearts in “Broken Blossoms,”
she tore that long-suffering organ to shred-
in “Way Down East.”

Sin and virtue! Yes there was a share
of both, and if we wanted the thrill of

adventure, we got it from Pearl White in

“Perils of Pauline.” “To be continued next
week” was a famous slogan then, and left

the children of that era unable to rest until

the next week and the next episode. Pearl
missed death by a hair many times in these
adventurous pictures but she finally died
in Paris.

Others came and W'ent. Voluptuous Mae
Murray of “Merry Widow'” fame, lovely
Lili Damita, tearful Mae Marsh, pansy-
eyed Janet Gaynor, and red-haired Clara
Bow.
Then came still another screen type

—

the one and only Greta Garbo. Her debut
in “The Kiss” with John Gilbert intro-

duced a different type of acting, and ap-
pealed tremendously to the sophisticated
public. Greta Garbo still appeals to young
and old alike.

The above names are still household
words, so let?s honor them, for because of
these early pioneers, a great industry has
sprung up. Yes, the movie queens of
yesteryear have indeed built the bridge
over which our present stars dance so
blithely.

Pip Piper
San Joes, California

Continued

Now you can enjoy the full beauty of

lovely radiant hair more often

CONTROLLED HEAT

[I -/-

Only
. Jadrj { Autmeam

gives you all these advantages

• Greater

convenience

• More
freedom

• Faster drying

action

• More
comfortable

• Scientific

heat control

Enjoy new hair drying speed, comfort
and convenience

New, scientifically designed vinyl cap fits easily over your
hair and concentrates drying air where hair is heaviest.

Drying air comes from heat-control unit through durable,

flexible hose. No more head turning or tiring arm raising

as with an ordinary hand-type dryer. No more hot air on
neck and shoulders as with a professional-type dryer. And
the Lady Sunbeam is so simple to use— just set the dial for

any temperature you want— hot, warm, medium or cool.

Cap has no electric wires.

HANDS ARE FREE
Do nails, write letters, etc.

MORE COMFORTABLE
No heat on neck, shoulders.

FASTER
You are finished in minutes.

Look for the MARK OF QUALITY ( 'iffJfftftftJ? Famous for MIXMASTER, efc. p

ytm/etst uictmc appuancij maoc
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fresh young HALO look

is softer, brighter

Whistle Clean
— for no other shampoo offers Halo’s

unique cleansing ingredient, so effective

yet so mild. And there are no

unnecessary ingredients in Halo. No greasy

oils or creamy substances to interfere

with cleaning action, no soap to leave

dirt-catching film. Halo, even in

hardest water, leaves your hair

softer, brighter, whistle clean.

Stanwyck Supporter

This is a congratulatory letter to Photo-
play. You may all take a bow

!

You have won this accolade because you
have finally given an award, long overdue,
to Barbara Stanwyck.
You asked if fans support their favorite

stars. I can't, of course, speak for anyone
but myself but this I can tell you—I see
all Miss Stanwyck’s pictures.

So three cheers! Your sound judgment,
good taste and obvious discrimination are
indeed uplifting.

Margaret C. Inchram
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

A German Version Of Monroe

I always read your wonderful magazine,
Photoplay, and I’m so glad to have a

chance to buy it here in Germany. In your
letters column, I saw a little picture of a

girl who looks like Ava Gardner. Now, I

ask you—don’t you think I look a little

like Marilyn Monroe?
In about two months, I will make a trip

to the United States. Do you think I will

have a chance on television?

Ilse Sattler
Hamburg, Germany

Contest Competition

I’m so glad you published the informa-

tion about the Photoplay contest prize win-

ners in the May issue. My daughter, Jean
May, tried so hard in that contest, in the

hope she would win one of the smaller

prizes. But when she read tjie unique and
attractive way in which the winning con-

testants had the stars arranged, she real-

ized then she never had a ghost of a

chance of winning.

Thank you for telling us about the ar-

tistic entries that were sent in. You sure-

ly have lots of energetic and painstaking

readers.

(Mrs.) Ivy Hills
Salkum, Washington

Fashion Firsts

I have just been looking at the won-
derful fashions in Photoplay. Could I

order a catalogue from your magazine?
I think the clothes are simply beautiful.

Dorothy Olson
Allen, Minnesota

Photoplay does not issue a catalogue,

hut does feature each month exciting new
fashions. To assist you in purchasing
them, we also feature in Photoplay a list

of stores throughout the United States.

You can also order the item from the

store nearest you by enclosing complete

information as to your size, color, selec-

tion and a clipping of the item from the

magazine—Ed.



“With George Raft holding my hand and Tony Perkins feeding me I am so very wanted
”

HOLLYWOOD SAYS:

Benvenuto Sophia!

p

“1 get so tired of this hustly-bustly . But so much fun.

I want to get rid of my body and be a great actress

”

By Ed Wilkes

“Pretty men, bah! I like clever ones.

My boyfriend Carlo Pond is clever
”

Italian actress Sophia Loren, the star of three major
Hollywood films: 20th’s “Boy on a Dolphin,” U.A.’s “Legion

of the Lost,” “The Pride and the Passion” recently bounced

off a plane in California to pay her first visit to the United

States—a long-awaited event on the part of us Hollywoodites.

The reception accorded one of Italy’s most exuberant and

voluptuous exports (38-24-38) was as overwhelming as her

dimensions. Sophia was the guest of honor at a succession

of parties and easily lived up to her billing as the “most
beautiful Italian girl since Venus.”

Sophia, who is in Hollywood to make Para.’s “Desire Under
the Elms” with Tony Perkins and Burl Ives has traveled a

long way in a very short time. Eight years ago she was a

dirty, half-starved Neapolitan street urchin. Today, she

makes more money than any other movie star in the world.



p

Everybody has a definition of Hollywood,

and Debbie and Eddie give Sidney theirs!

Martha Hyer’s career shoots higher and
higher—and aims at stardom, Sid says

THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

I CAN’T imagine Jayne Mansfield

shy. . . . Did you ever notice that ac-

tresses who play movie stars in pictures

aren’t? . . . Frank Sinatra was never

greater than at his recent engagement

at the Mocambo. . . . Frankie was the

master; singing all his great songs, and

even kidding himself several times dur-

ing the evening. The show was great.

Martha Hyer is a very different

type blonde, who finally appears to be

coming into ber own and stardom. . . .

As for me, I’d rather watch Tony Per-

kins perform at a party than on the

screen. Very interesting. . . . Elvis Pres-

ley is a singer who doesn’t have to

learn new lyrics with every new song,

because Elvis isn’t selling the words.

. . . Asked Eddie Fisher for a definition

of Hollywood, and he told me: “Holly-

wood is a place where a person is

doubtful what to do, especially after he

lias done it.”

Jerry Lewis, if he weren’t a success-

ful comic, is the type of fellow who
might own a magic shop—selling cigars

that explode, etc. ... I don’t believe

I’ll ever see a movie junket without

Ann Miller. . . . Everyone has two busi-

nesses, their own and show business. A
sponsor can tell Doris Day how to act

and rewrite a script, but would you

hear a holler if Doris told him how to

manufacture lipstick. . . . Asked Tony
Curtis for a definition of Hollywood,

and he told me: “Hollywood is a place

where a fellow never has to struggle

about making a living until he makes
$1000 or more a week.”

Natalie Wood will outgrow her leath-

er jacket. ... A movie studio after

dark, calm and practically deserted, is

one of the most fascinating places I

know. . . . And man! What those clean-

ing women must know! ! . . . Tennessee

Williams’ real name is Thomas Lanier

Williams. . . . Even after it’s explained

to me carefully, I don’t understand how
Arthur Loew. Jr. can romance Joan

Collins one night and Susan Strasberg

the next. A fellow can’t be that versa-

tile. ... I wonder what Ingrid Bergman
has done with ber Oscars. . . . How
about a musical version of “The Front

Page” with Bing Crosby and Frank

Sinatra, Mr. Cohn? . . . Stewart Gran-

ger is the cook in the family. Paul

Newman is a good cook, and so are Lex

Barker and Jeff Hunter to mention a

few. . . . I’m always astonished when
an actor is a good cook, although I

know that in the leading restaurants

and hotels the chef is a male, ... In

fact. I don’t know of a female chef in a

prominent restaurant. Do you. Duncan
Hines? . . . Asked Debbie Reynolds for

a definition of Hollywood, and she told

me: “Hollywood is a place where the

stars twinkle after they wrinkle.”

Wonder what Bing Crosby is honest-

ly thinking while watching Perry Como
on TV. ... I like Bob Hope’s remark:

“Crosby dressed for calypso years be-

fore it became popular.” . . . Always
the best show in town : Celebrities be-

ing interviewed at a movie premiere.

You get such things as an interviewer

truly believing Jeanne Crain is Zsa Zsa

Gabor. . . . Asked Kim Novak for a

definition of Hollywood, and she told

me: “Hollywood is a place where if you

can afford what you’ve got, you’re en-

titled to something better.”

I never expect to see John Wayne
attending classes at the Actors Studio

and becoming an advocate of The Meth-

od. Know what? It would ruin him. . . .

Whenever I hear a starlet rap Joan

Crawford. I know the starlet would love

to be another Joan Crawford. . . . The
sign in the window of a Beverly Hills

shop read: “Sale—Slightly Irregular

Sweaters.” And Deborah Kerr won-

dered if the gals buying them were

slightly irregular. . . . Asked Jeff Chan-

dler for a definition of Hollywood, and

he told me: “Hollywood is a place

where nothing is more needed and

more valuable than a spare reputation.”

That’s Hollywood For You!
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HAT BY SALLY VICTOR

becauseyou are the very air he breathes...

One touch of VETO
dries away perspiration worries!

He’s yours, and you knoiv it. It’s love, and you show it.

What fabulous fun, being female, at a time like this

!

Don’t let anything mar this moment. Double check your

charm every day with VETO . . . the deodorant that drives

away odor . . . dries away perspiration worries. (Remember,

if you’re nice-to-be-next-to . . . next to nothing is impossible!)

VETO isforyou

in more ways than one Spray Stick

H—

n

Aerosol

Mist

$

p
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LET’S
GO TO THE
MOVIES

WITH JANET GRAVES

/VW EXCELLENT VERY GOOD

GOOD Z' FAIR

Saint Joan ,j.A .

'/'/'/V' The wonderfully alive young

face of newcomer Jean Seberg (at left)

is perfect for the role of the farm girl

who rallied soldiers of 15th Century

France to fight the invading English.

And an all-round splendid cast points

up each brilliant line in George Ber-

nard Shaw’s tribute to Joan of Arc.

Richard Widmark climbs triumphantly

out of his action-movie rut to play the

foolish, pathetically weak Dauphin, who
does not dare to claim the throne of

France until Joan—with the power of

God behind her—earns him the right

through her battle victory. As her gal-

lant comrade in arms, Richard Todd
warmly portrays the single-minded

fighting man, putting more faith in the

sword than in the cross.

Others among England’s foremost

actors come into prominence in the cli-

mactic scenes of Joan’s trial. With his

superb assurance, John Gielgud plays

the Englishman who wants her burned
for purely political reasons—nothing

personal. Finlay Currie, Barry Jones

and Felix Aylmer are church digni-

taries; Harry Andrews, a very English

priest who hates Joan for her nationali-

ty. Serious as the theme is, its treat-

ment is full of Shaw’s slashing wit,

getting in gibes at both the French and
the English. While youthful Jean is

occasionally out of her depth in a role

of such grandeur, her performance has

a beautiful sincerity and balance, mark-
ing her as an important find. family

Continued



NEW!
Only child's home permanent with

SQUEEZE-BOTTLE EASE . .

.

gives curls that last a year

!

Curls really take because comb-tip
squeeze bottle saturates hair far more
thoroughly than any other way.

Now, no need to take chances using Adult

Permanents on your child’s hard-to-curl hair.

Lilt Party Curl really overcomes problems of

curling young hair. And Party Curl is so much
easier, faster for you to apply on a fidgeting

child. “Squeeze-Bottle Ease” ends messy dip-

dabs for you. Now just squeeze on lotion from

comb tip on bottle. Hair is so thoroughly

saturated, soft curls last even a year!
© 1957, Procter & Gamble Co.

r
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BEST ACTING: KATHARINE HEPBURN, SPENCER TRACY

Office workers Katie and Spence pretend they're off on a cruise

Just for the moment, Dana Wynter makes Rock forget danger

MOVIES
Continued

Desk Set 20th; cinemascope, de luxe colob

V'V'V'V' Never mind those mechanical brains (though

one of them figures in the plot of this crackling com-

edy). You never saw such neatly clicking cooperation

as you get here from Katharine Hepburn and Spencer

Tracy. As always, Katie’s volatile style contrasts beau-

tifully with Spence’s shrewd underplaying. She’s the

bright, regretfully unmarried head of a radio network’s

research department. He’s the efficiency expert whose

report, she is sure, will replace her and her girls with

a mere machine. Breezy co-worker Joan Blondell is

Katie’s ally in the fight against the robot invasion;

Gig Young is the old stand-by beau. Here’s office life

at its liveliest. family

Beau James paramount; vistavision, technicolor

V'V'V After scoring a genuine acting triumph with

“The Seven Little Foys,” Bob Hope does another real-

life role and again creates a sympathetic, complex

character. He’s cast as Jimmy Walker, good-time New
York mayor whose city returned his affection—but

didn’t, in the end, look on him with full respect, as his

political career ran into scandal. Bob gets sturdy sup-

port from Paul Douglas, as the practical Tammanyite.

The mayor’s domestic problems are treated with un-

usual frankness, Alexis Smith playing the estranged

wife who stands by him on public occasions, Vera

Miles playing the show-girl who wins his love. All these

are seen as part of the colorful ’twenties. adult

Something of Value m-g-m

V'V'V Shot in Africa with an Anglo-American cast, this

vigorous, violent film generates steady excitement. Two
Americans take the leads, portraying native-born

Africans. Rock Hudson performs solidly as the white

man who sympathizes with the country’s original, in-

habitants, until the terrorism of the Mau Mau forces

him to take up arms. Sidney Poitier is the Negro raised

almost as Rock’s foster brother, but shoved into the

ranks of the Mau Mau by insults to his pride. Similar

to dramas of America’s frontier, the picture compares

Dana Wynter, as Rock’s tender-minded bride, with

Wendy Hiller, as his sister, a true pioneer woman.

Scenery shows why Africa is a beloved country, adult

Reach for the Sky rank

V'V'V High among Britain’s most able and attractive

actors, Kenneth More draws a sure-fire role as the fab-

ulous airman Douglas Bader. No fiction-writer would

dare to concoct such a story as Bader’s; it just hap-

pens to be true. Portraying the flyer of England’s early

air age, More gets across the picture of a man of action

thrown into a terrible situation when a needless crash

costs him both his legs. And he shows us a stubborn,

indomitable man as he painfully learns to walk again,

doggedly determined that he must fly again. Muriel

Pavlow is pert and likable as the girl who meets and

marries Kenneth after he has been maimed. In general,

it’s a straightaway saga of courage. family

Continued



Years from now, passers-by will note rheir initials

in the birch tree’s bark. And it looks as if this love affair

would last even longer. Young as they are, both Pat .

and Andy have learned that unpleasant breath is a

barrier to romance. When they whisper "sweet nothings.”

you may be sure they’ll stay sweet, thanks to

the security that gargling with Listerine Antiseptic brings.

The most common cause of bad breath is

germs . . . Listerine kills germs by millions

The most common cause of bad breath

by far is germs that ferment the protein always

present in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic kills

germs instantly ... by millions.

Tooth paste can’t kill germs

the way Listerine does

Tooth paste can’t kill germs the way

Listerine does, because no tooth

paste is antiseptic. Listerine IS

antiseptic. That’s why Listerine

stops bad breath four times

better than tooth paste.

Gargle Listerine full-strength,

morning and night.

LISTERINE
the most widely

used antiseptic

in the world.

P

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC stops bad breath 4 times better than tooth paste



YOUNG IDEAS:

PERIODIC PAIN

p

V,

Don't let the calendar make a

slave of you, Betty! Just take a

Midol tablet with a glass of water

. . .that’s all. Midol brings faster

and more complete relief from

menstrual pain — it relieves

cramps, eases headache and

chases the “blues.”

"WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW"
a 24-page book explaining menstruation

is yours, FREE. Write Dep't B -77, Box 280,
New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).

All Drugstores

have Midol

PHOTOPLAY PRINTED PATTERNS

9393—Smart little terry beachcoat to

sew in a jiffy—enjoy all summer. It

wraps and ties conveniently, has a giant

“carry-all” pocket. Misses’ sizes 12-

20. Size 16: .'P/g yards
,
35-inch fabric

9363—Easy one-piece halter playsuit

for sun-lovers ; its own flared skirt

to whisk on when occasion demands. Jr.

Miss sizes 9-17. Size 13 playsuit, /%
yards, 35-inch fabric; skirt, 3 yards

4820- -Perfect summer matchmates!

Yoked blouse, trim shorts, side-buttoned

skirt. Printed Pattern in Misses’ sizes

12-20. Size 16 blouse and shorts: 3Yg
yards 35-inch fabric ;

skirt 3w yards

Send thirtv-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: PHOTOPLAY Patterns, P. O. Box

133, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add 5< per pattern for first-class mailing.
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Cashmere
BouQuet

TALCUM PQ WOE

CASHMERE BOUQUET

Cashmere Bouquet Talcum Powder pampers every inch of you . . .

with its lilting bouquet, its satin-soft touch. And that exciting fragrance

men love lingers on your skin hour after hour . . .

as if you had stepped from your bath right into a bouquet!

CASHMERE BOUQUET COSMETICS... p
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MOVIES Continued,

P
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New Spray-Set

by the makers of

Lustre -Creme . .

.

SETS HAIR
TO STAY
THE SOFTEST
WAY!

HOLLYWOOD FOUND IT FIRST-NOW IT CAN BE YOURS!

There are 2 types of Lustre-Net. Super-soft for loose, casual hair-do’s. Regular for

hard-to-manage hair. 5‘A oz. can—a full ounce more! Only $1.25 plus tax.

SUPER-SOFT

LUSTRE -l\|

HAIR SPRAY
Loved by Hollywood Stars

because it’s non-drying...

contains no lacquer...

mists hair with Lanolin !

See lovely TERRY MOORE,

in “BERNADINE”
A 20th Century-Fox Production

in Cinemascope.
De Luxe.

The Monte Carlo Story u.a.;

TECHNIRAMA, TECHNICOLOR

VVV There’s no mention of Monaco’s

young royal couple in this gay comedy

of the little Riviera realm, but Marlene

Dietrich and Vittorio De Sica are as ur-

bane and handsome a romantic pair as

you’ll ever see. Dead-broke gamblers both,

they make the mistake of setting their

fortune-hunting sights on each other. After

they have discovered their error, they team

up, posing as brother and sister, with de-

signs on wealthy Americans whose yacht

has just arrived at Monte Carlo. As a naive

widower from Indiana, Arthur O’Connell

is easy game for Marlene. But Vittorio

can’t feel anything but fatherly toward

Arthur’s pretty and amorous teen-aged

daughter. Natalie Trundy. It’s all light-

hearted fun, against dreamy and luxurious

backgrounds. family

Man Afraitl u-i, cinemascope

VV With suspense as its chief aim. a mod-

est thriller neatly fills the bill. As a min-

ister and family man, George Nader kills

a young burglar who has invaded his home
and temporarily blinded his wife (Phyllis

Thaxter) with the flick of a rope. Already

conscience-stricken, George is further tor-

mented when Eduard Franz, grief-crazed

father of the dead boy. begins a campaign
of revenge, centered on threats against

George’s own little son (Tim Hovey). A
simple story of action, the picture has wel-

come touches of human understanding,

instead of the usual outright dedication to

violence. family

The Buster Keaton Story para*
MOUNT, VISTAVISION

VV Moviegoers who feel twinges of nos-

talgia for the old silent-film days will find

some satisfaction in this easygoing yarn of

early Hollywood. Expert comic in his own
right. Donald O’Connor plays the well-

remembered Keaton, presented here as a

solemn clown who can reach success but

isn’t sure how to handle it. And failure,

with the advent of the talkies, is a real

blow. Ann Blyth is the gentle girl Don
finally marries: Rhonda Fleming is the

dazzling star he thinks he loves. High

[joints in the movie are some fine old

Keaton gags, nicely executed by Don and

supervised on the set by Buster himself,

though he doesn’t appear. family

COLUMBIAThe Garment Jungle
V'V Though New York’s clothing-industry

center is a fascinating and unusual setting

for a movie, it’s reduced here to a locale

for over-simplified conflict, good guys vs.

bad guys. Returned from overseas service,

attractive Kerwin Mathews joins pop Lee

J. Cobb’s firm. Gradually, Kerwin realizes

that Cobb is dominated by Richard Boone,

racketeer hired to keep the union out of

the shop. Gia Scala. union organizer’s wife

(finally widow) stands by Kerwin in his

fight; so does Valerie French, as a sophis-

ticated buyer, Cobb’s girl. adult



"Items 5 through 9 inclusive

, cover a bicycle tour I took with

a group of exchange students . . .

ALLIED ARTISTS Presents

GARY
COOPER
AUDREY
HEPBURN
MAURICE
CHEVALIER

"Item 10: a businessman from

, Brussels . . . Item 11: the chauf-

feur of the businessman ...”

LOVE
IN

THE

Love is a game any number can play . . . especially in the afternoon. .

.

with JOHN McGIVER . Screenplay by BILLY WILDER and I. A. L. DIAMOND • Based on Novel by CLAUDE ANET * Musical Adaptation by FRANZ WAXMAN

1

"How many men in my life before

,
you ,

Mr. Millionaire? I will

itemize thetn . . .

"Item 1: a handsome red-headed

, algebra teacher—who first called

me Miss X . . .

3
"Item 2: a very sweet boy who

, is now a missionary in French

Equatorial Africa . . .

4
"Item 3: a riding instructor—

,
formerly a Cossack. Item 4: an

English duke . .

.

In any other city. ..at any other time...

the American millionaire would have
known she was only pretending to be
as experienced as he was... but this was
Paris... in April... in the afternoon!

Produced and Directed by BILLY WILDER



YOUNG IDEAS:

have a breath of

Paris about you . . .

every (lay!

Enjoy Paris glamour

in your deodorant

!

Evening in Paris stick

glides on smooth

and dry, keeps under-

arms dry and deli-

cately fragrant. Rely on it for 24-hour

protection. New convenient push-up tube.

EVENING IN PARIS

DEODORANT STICK
BOURJOIS * CREATED IN FRANCE • MADE IN U.S.A.

NEEDLE NEWS

7081—Keep cool and pretty in a wrap-

around halter top. Make in embroidered

solid color, or gay stripes. Misses’ 12-

18 included. Pattern
,
guide and transfer

712—Sunburst of radiant colors in this

four-patch, easy-to-make quilt! Charts,

directions, pattern of four patches,

yardages for both single, double beds

7074—Gay little shell pocket in easy

crochet holds a washcloth. Use heavy

cotton for terry towels, lighter for

linen. Directions for holder and edging

566— Weave these gay Swedish designs

on towels, aprons, mats—anything made

of buck. Attractive throughout your

home. Charts, directions for four designs

7020—Crochet a stunning TV cover with

graceful center medallions. Directions

for 22-inch cover in No. 30 cotton. Make
smaller in No. 50, larger in string

7020

end twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay. Needlecraft Service,

'. O. Box 123. Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

attern for first-class mailing. Send extra twenty-five cents for Needlecraft Catalog.



She’s brushed out her new Bobbi wave — and right away (without resetting) her “Souvenir” hairdo looks pretty as you please.

Just brush it ! That's it

!

No resetting— no “breaking in”

with Bobbi—the special permanent

for casual hairstyles like these

You get a soft, natural Bobbi wave and your

casual hairstyle in just one step. Simple pin-

curls and Bobbi lotion— that’s all. No separate

neutralizing. No resetting. Bobbi’s as easy as

setting your hair and your wave is in to stay

— carefree and casual— week after week.

Softly feminine — that’s “Daffodil.”
Only Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent lets you
brush out a soft, natural wave the very
first day. Just brush it. That’s it!

Bobbi is the only permanent spe-

cially designed for carefree haircombs
like “Calypso.” With Bobbi you just can't

get tight, fussy curls.

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent com-
plete with “Casual Pin -Curlers” for

faster, firmer pin-curls. Can't crimp,

rust or discolor hair. $2.00

New! Bobbi Refill —
Everything you need
(except pins) to make
your casual hairdo per-

manent. $1.50

p
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INSIDE
Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

Mike Wilding dates Marie MacDonald,

but does he have plans for the future?

Our Correspondents Report:

Ceylon: Bill Holden, who is here making
“Bridge On The River Kwai” and re-

cently was voted Number One Man at

the boxoffice, received a wire from

John Wayne, former boxoffice king,

stating simply, “You sneak!”

Bill who’s on location in a camp in

the jungle of Kitulgala, helped the cast

and crew get over their “jungle fever”

by thinking up all sorts of projects to

get their minds off the heat: He set off

some firecrackers one evening after

work, had some “fire balloons” made,

got a pet monkey and two parrots

which were named as mascots, and

learned to play some tom-toms made

by the Singhalese. Bill's partner in

crime was Jack Hawkins, his co-star in

the picture, and his lovely wife Ardis

sat by and watched. The Holden-

Hawkins Act was a self-appointed

morale team, designed to keep up the

spirits of the all-British crew, away
from their homes and their wives for

much too long.

Paris: Marisa Pavan Aumont sends her

original designs and sketches for

dresses to her mother, who expects to

have them made up in Hollywood and

will sell them in a dress shop she’s

opening in Beverly Hills. Mrs. Pieran-

geli will name the dress shop after her

two famous daughters. P. S. : Marisa

designed all her own maternity clothes.

It’s true: Elvis Presley’s record are

all the rage in Russia. Described as the

latest “nonsocialist-realist” craze, Pres-

ley records, transferred from bootleg

U. S. discs to discarded hospital X-ray

plates, are selling for about $12.50

each in Russian rubles. “Hound Dog”
cleaning up, but no royalties for El.

Hollywood: Likes and dislikes—Holly-

wood is reading Bosley Crowther’s

“The Lion’s Share,” the well-researched

and well-written history of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer. Martindale’s and

Marion Hunter, where the stars shop

for their reading material, report they

can’t keep it in stock. Crowther, motion

picture critic of the “New York Times,”

is tops in his field. But they don’t like

“Too Much. Too Soon,” the Diana

Barrymore “confessional” written in

collaboration with Gerold Frank. Gene
Fowler wants to retitle it “Too Much,

Too Late—Too Bad,” and Hedda Hop-

per suggests “Long Day’s Journey Into

Oblivion.” Perhaps it’s all because it’s

too much, too close to home . . . .

At Raf’s Record Bar in Beverly Hills,

where the stars buy their discs, three

favorites are reported: Sinatra, Bela-

fonte and Nat “King” Cole in that

order. Biggest sellers are: Sinatra’s

“An Evening With You”, Belafonte’s

calypsos (in preference to “An Eve-

ning With Belafonte”) and anything

Continued
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INSIDE Continued

of Cole’s. Also big is the Eydie Gorme
album, the one in which she jets into

the vocal stratosphere with “I’ll Take
Romance.” Teenagers “dig” Elvis Pres-

ley’s “All Shook Up,” while their

moms are buying the same disc for the

other side, “That’s Where Your Heart-

ache Begins.” . . . Kim Novak does her

record buying in flamenco and show

tune albums.

Big Scenes and 3ody-Building: The big

man in Jayne Mansfield’s life, Mickey

Hargitay, has a small role in her next

movie, “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunt-

er?” They never appear in a scene to-

gether—just carry on a trans-continen-

tal feud via television. In the movie

(which turns out to be a good-natured

spoof of television in the screen ver-

sion) he loses her to someone else. In

real life, however, they’ve been insepa-

rable, with Mickey giving her an exten-

sive course in body-building in their

after-hours workouts together. Jayne

says it’s done wonders for toning up her

muscles—and besides, their “routine”

comes in handy at parties and premi-

eres. According to reports, they expect

to be married soon. . . . Incidentally

Jayne, who was blasted by the press for

the unladylike way she acted at Sophia

Loren’s cocktail party given by 20th

(when she stood behind Sophia in a

gown cut down to there and postured

and posed till the photographers got

their flash bulbs ready) seems chast-

ened by the experience. She hasn’t

been at a party given for Sophia since.

Things We Wonder About: We wonder

what plans Mike Wilding is making for

the future, now that his marriage to Liz

is over. Will he return to England, to

resume the career he gave up for Liz?

. . . It must be quite a job for Debra

Paget to manage “protection” for her

crystal-studded Cadillac. How does she

do it? She made the mistake, just once,

of leaving it parked in the CBS parking

lot for an afternoon, and returned to

find that memento-seekers had pried off

the crystals on one side of the car. It

will take .$500 to replace them. . . .

What is Farley Granger doing these

days? Remember him? ... Do Debbie

and Eddie ever play their “How I Love

You Pretty Baby” for the benefit of

Carrie Frances?

Music at Midnight: Latest of the stars

to turn vocalist for the benefit of the

juke boxes is Bob Wagner, whose “So

Young” and “Almost Eighteen” were

put on wax at an all-night music session

recently. Bob was on a personal ap-

pearance tour and had no other time

available, and Liberty wanted the re-

cording cut immediately, so Bob ar-

ranged to get to the studio at midnight

and worked straight through till 8:00

a.m. Natalie Wood,who’d been with him
earlier in the evening for the opening

of a drive-in theatre in San Diego, was
there to keep him company and to ply

him with coffee when things got dull

—

so the whole thing turned out to be as

much fun as work can ever be!

Continued

The hard way to sign an autograph: Jayne Mansfield is lifted high above the crowd by Mickey Hargitay at a recent premiere
32



with Helene Curtis Spray Net
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Your hair remembers its loveliest lines...when it’s
mhmunit
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trains as it sets p incurls . . .trains as it holds your wave

If your hair inspires no poetry, is the fault perhaps your

own? Are you using a mere pincurl spray? Or are you training

your hair with Helene Curtis spray net and its exclusive

"control” ingredient? Use spray net to set silky but long-

lasting pincurls. Use it as always to hold your hair in place.

Gradually, excitingly your curls get the habit of curling.

These lovely waves remember their place from shampoo to

shampoo. Use spray net faithfully and soon your hair will

be trained to softest perfection—poetic perfection!

BOTH FORMULAS NOW
IN GLAMOROUS NEW
GOLDEN CONTAINERS:

SUPER SOFT
trains most hair and
hair styles beautifully.

REGULAR for hair

harder to manage.

696, Large $1.25,

Giant Economy $1.89
plus lax



3 . Is there a sure way to put an

end to ugly perspiration stains0
4 . Is one bath a day really enough

for an active girl like you o

Girls who Know
the answers use Atfid

--fo be sure/

r

You owe it to yourself to get 100% on

this test. It's a cinch you will, too, if you’re

smart enough to use Arrid daily.

For Arrid is the most effective deodor-

ant your money can buy. Doctors prove

that Arrid is 1 V2 times as effective against

perspiration and odor as all leading deo-

dorants tested.

Why? Only Arrid is formulated with

the magic new ingredient Perstop.* That’s

why more people have used and are using

Arrid to protect against odor and perspira-

tion than any other deodorant.

What’s in it for you? Just this!

yt Arrid keeps you safe morning, noon
«*• and night! Rub Arrid in— rub per-

spiration and odor out. When the cream
vanishes you know you’re safe. And ap-

proachable any hour of the day or night.

2.

Arrid protects you against all kinds

of unexpected perspiration. It keeps

you dry even when anxiety or excitement

cause your glands to gush perspiration.

^ Arrid stops perspiration stains. Used

daily, it keeps your underarms dry,

soft and sweet. There’s never a hint the

situation's getting warm. Saves clothes

from ugly stains even on hot, sticky days.

yj Arrid's rubbed-in protection starts on
*/• contact— keeps you shower-bath fra-

grant for 24 hours! Remember— nothing

protects you like a cream. And no cream
protects you like Arrid. No wonder Arrid

is America’s number one deodorant!

Don't be half safe.

Be completely safe.

Use Arrid . . .

to be sure.

43 < plus tax

.

Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

INSIDE STUFF
Continued

Paris Landing: Anita Ekberg blew

into Paris the same day as the Queen of

England, which rather took the wind out

of Anita’s sails but was a great relief to

husband Anthony Steel. After posing for

the tens of photographers who crowded
around her. Anita demurely covered her

low-w-w cut dress with a chiffon scarf.

Anita is unhappy with the habit news-

papermen have of putting her measure-

ments next to her photograph. “It’s like

putting a person’s bank account next to

his name.” she says. And Anthony Steel

asked reporters to deny the story that

she was pregnant, adding. “My wife is

an actress, you know. She doesn’t need

that kind of publicity.”

The Volcano Gone Quiet? We thought

Shelley Winters had changed—that for

a former volcano she had certainly be-

come both cooperative and quiet in of-

fering to accompany her fiance Anthony

Franciosa on his tour to plug “Hatful

of Rain.” even though she had been

by-passed for the movie version. And
then Shelley reverted to type! Shelley

and Tony were on their way to bid at an

auction when a photographer tried to

take their picture. Shelley whispered

that she wasn’t wearing any lipstick.

Tony objected to the camera and a free-

for-all ensued. After the damage bad

been done. Tony issued an apology, of-

fered to pay for the camera and Shelley

(we hope!) went home to put on some

make-up. Incidentally, Tony’s a free

man. now that his divorce from his for-

mer wife is final. All of which should

mean that he and Shelley will be get-

ting married soon—but so far, they

haven’t set the date.

Clamor About Glamour: The most

sought after role in town is that of “Jean

Harlow.” whose life story Producer

Jerry Wald is readying for the screen.

Marilyn Monroe. Jayne Mansfield, Kim
Novak and Carroll Baker are among
those bidding for it. Some bidding! . . .

Mamie Van Doren will wear a “mova-

ble” gown in Paramount’s “Teacher’s

Pet.” Edith Head created it. The dress

contains thousands of crystal drops on

small strings, which move all the time,

whether Mamie does or not—and Mamie
does. too. . . . Don Loper. one of the

colony’s better-known “gowndoliers”

says: “The uncovered look has had it.

The gals are going for more tasteful

creations.” Chiffon dresses are very

much in vogue and Don’s favored colors

this season are his “Pink Mink” and

“African Orange.” He’s doing a big

business, too. in leather sports coats to

match your sports car. Who has that

kind of dough? . . . Best figure in Hol-

34



lywood? Edith Head, who's dressed

most of them and received better than a

half-dozen Oscars for doing it, says

Liliane Montevecchi has one of the best

she’s ever seen. Liliane will have an all-

black wardrobe to show it off in “Sad

Sack.”

Favorites of the Film Set: Hollywood

has its television heroes over which the

gals swoon as avidly as film fans swoon

over them. You should see them when

Jim (“Gunsmoke”) Arness, Hugh (Wy-

att Earp) O’Brian and Jock (“Range

Rider”) Mahoney walk into the room at

a party. They’re their stars.

Heroes of the Younger Set: James
MacArthur. Helen Hayes’ talented hoy.

a solid click in his first RKO film, “The
Young Stranger,” may not make another

film until the summer of 1958. A student

at Harvard, he is only available for

movie work during the summer months.

He turned down a role in “Peyton
Place” this summer and RKO passed up
its option on his services because they

had no property for him. So, instead of

appearing before the cameras this sum-
mer, he’ll probably hop a freighter to

Europe.

Want to start a Tommy Sands Fan
Club? Tommy already has 1,000 clubs

going for him, bringing in over 15,000

pieces of mail a week. He’s a fan too

—

of Elvis Presley. They worked together

on the Colonel Tom Parker circuit

throughout the South. Nice kid. Should
do big things picture-wise under Exec-

utive Producer Buddy Adler’s guidance
at 20th-Fox.

Continued

Everybody says acting of new find Tony
Franciosa is great. Long time booster

Shelley Winters can crow, “l told you so.r
'
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all heads turn to Noreen
Walking on air . . . that’s you after your first Noreen rinse . . .

the temporary rinse that puts natural young color back into

your hair.

You’ll always be definite, never nondescript, when you

use Noreen . . . always a really blonde blonde, a true or

titian redhead, a jet-black brunette or a grayhead with

an elegance and charm all your own. Noreen’s colors

make the difference that’s all the difference between

hair and really beautiful hair. Ask about the Noreen

Color Applicator for easy application in only

three minutes.

Write for literature and FREE sample offer:

Noreen, Inc., 450 Lincoln Street, Denver 3,

35



the new Elvis?

Now—for the first time— the

complete Tommy Sands story.

Don't miss this exciting book on

a new skyrocketing performer.

TOMMY SANDS—His Life Story

—Over 125 photos.

WILL SANDS REPUCE ELVIS PRESLEY?

NOW AT ALL NEWSSTANDS—35c

If your newsdealer has sold out, use this coupon.

I*
1

|

BARTH HOUSE, INC.

205 E. 42 ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

]

SIRS:
j

I I ENCLOSE 35c. PLEASE RUSH THE NEW TOMMY SANDS I

I BOOK TO ME.

[

NAME
;

PLEASE PRINT
!

ADDRESS

J

CITY ZONE STATE

L J

INSIDE STUFF
Continued

Personal Triumph: Why make pic-

tures? Judy Garland will earn more
from her personal appearances at the

Flamingo (Las Vegas), the Dallas State

Fair, and the Greek Theater (Los An-

geles) this summer than she ever did in

a full year of movie-making.

Hubby Sid Luft is negotiating for a

date in London, and our French corre-

spondent reports that “All Paris is wait-

ing with fervent anticipation for Judy
Garland’s appearance at the Olympia in

September. As soon as it was an-

nounced, the orders started pouring in.’"

Coming Soon: Look for Ernest Borg-

nine in the “Life of Pancho Villa.” He’s

Ann Blyth, here with husband Dr. Jim

McNulty won out over 18 others for the

right to sing the blues as Helen Morgan.

planning to make it in Mexico this fall

with his partner, Sam Weiler. With the

aid of a mustache, the resemblance is

remarkable. . . . Why was Ann Blyth

cast as “Helen Morgan”? Because, she

made the best test of the eighteen lensed

for the part. Director Mike Curtiz said

her tests “were just plain wonderful.”

And Jack Warner, who made the pic-

ture, believes she’s going to add the

biggest laurel of all to her career. Ann’s

that good. . . . John Mitchum is starting

to give his big (and better known)
brother, Robert, a run for films. His

latest for Columbia will be “The

Mad Ball.” with Jack Lemmon. ... If

you ask Dick Powell, and we did. Tami
Conner, recently signed by 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, will be a big star. All she

needs is the right role. Well, Dick, how
about finding it for her?

International Love Affair: Etchika

Choureau, the girl with the name that

sounds like a sneeze and a figure that

looks like a whistle (and a personality

that captured Tab Hunter’s heart) is



hack in town again making “Darby’s

Rangers” for Warners’. The lovely twen-

ty-three-year-old French actress who

starred in 15 French, Italian and Ger-

man pictures before coming to the

States, met Tab Hunter while they were

making “Lafayette Escadrille” together.

He asked her to Gary Cooper’s cocktail

party one day after work, she accepted,

and that started that. As Etchika put it,

their romance took place in a movie by

day, and at the movies at night. Tab,

who’s usually adept at parrying ques-

tions about love, came right out in print

recently and admitted he was real

“gone” on the girl. It was the first time

he’d made such an admission, and his

fans think it’s great. What does Etchika

think? “Ees very nice. But he nevair tell

me!” Etchika does admit, however, that

Tab sent her a pressing of “Young Love”

the minute it was released and that they

corresponded while she was in Paris.

Asked about marriage, Etchika replies

that she hasn’t considered staying here

permanently—and besides, nobody’s

asked her to yet. For the record, Etchi-

ka’s tiny, demure and gentle. She has a

petite figure (34, 22^2, 34) green eyes

and long blond wavy hair. Though she

understands English better than she

speaks it, she’s managed to pick up

some good American slang. She likes

“les hamburgers,” thinks Tab is “a

veree nice guy” and anyone who does

her a favor is “a leeving doll.”

Invitation to a Memory: A party to

remember will be the one the American

Export Lines tosses this month (July)

aboard the Constitution to launch 20th

Century-Fox’s “An Affair to Remember.”

Very swank, with food being flown in

from all over the globe. And. it’ll be a

picture to remember, too, as Deborah

Kerr and Cary Grant are at their best.

Believe me, it’s great.

Champagne Props: “The Mad Ball,”

starring Jack Lemmon and Kathy Grant,

which is now being filmed at Columbia,

promises to be one of the funniest come-

dies of the year. The plot centers around

the efforts of some G.I.’s in France to

throw a strictly-against-the-rules party

for the officer nurses. Director Dick

Quine had the unique idea that the mad
ball scene, which climaxes the movie,

should be filmed at night to get the

actors in the party spirit. And speaking

of spirits, Roger Smith, who has a fea-

tured role, let me in on a secret. Not all

of the drinks being slipped to him by

the prop man were the usual colored

water. About every third take, the bub-

bles in the champagne were the real

thing. No wonder Jack Lemmon. Mickey
Rooney and Arthur O’Connel were co-

operative in the retakes. Undoubtedly,

this is the kind of realism in film-mak-

ing they would like more of. The End

Beach Hint
Look smart in the sea—
and “smooth” on shore

!

U.S. SWIM CAPS
clockwise

:

RIBBONAIRE
U.S. Aqua Mode styled by Adolfo of Emme, 5.95

NOSEGAY
U.S. Aqua Foam, 1.69

3-D U.S. HOWLAND
with Watertight Suction Band, 1.39

United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y.



a&ru& a little Mississippi riverboat gal

who taught a sophisticated

bachelor about Love,

a stuffy town about Fun

...and an ultra-modern

family about Happiness!

~

co-starring

UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL presents

REYNOLDS

OnemaScopE • technicolor

LESLIE NIELSEN WALTER BRENNAN

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the month
indicated. For reviews this month see contents page.

VV ABANDON SHIP!—Columbia: Arresting

idea, not too adroitly handled. After a shipwreck,

Ty Power commands an overloaded lifeboat, must
decide which people may stay aboard. Mai Zet-

terling’s a nurse, in love with Ty. (F) June

VVVV AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS—
U.A.; Todd-AO. Eastman Color: Colossal! Yet it's

light and entrancing. Stuffy Britisher David Niven
does the globe-circling jaunt on a bet in 1872, with

Mexico’s great Cantinflas as his valet, big stars

in bit parts. (F) January

/V BACHELOR PARTY—U.A.: Drably realistic,

brilliantly acted story of New York. As fellow em-

ployees do the town with a groom-to-be, book-

keeper Don Murray worries about his own future

with wife Patricia Smith. (A) June

VVV BOY ON A DOLPHIN—20th: Cinema-

Scope, De Luxe Color: Vistas of Greece add en-

chantment to a Ladd adventure yarn. Archeologist

Man. diver Sophia Loren, collector Clifton Webb
vie for an ancient statue. (F) June

COUNTERFEIT PLAN, THE—Warners:

British-made crime thriller. Killer Zacli Scott

forces engraver Mervyn Johns to turn counterfeiter.

Peggie Castle's also held captive. (F) June

VVVV DESIGNING WOMAN—M-G-M; Cinema-

Scope, Metrocolor: Lively marital farce teams

Gregory Peck and Lauren Bacall as a sports writer

and a fashion designer, battling problems that in-

clude a gangster. Another Woman. (F) May

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE—A.A.:

Satisfying Western. A chance-met group besieged

by Indians includes officer Dennis O'Keefe, adven-

turer Barry Sullivan, spoiled Mona Freeman, gal-

lant Katy Jurado. (F) June

V'V'V'V FEAR STRIKES OUT—Paramount:
Tony Perkins does a first-rate job as baseball

player Jim Piersall, driven toward breakdown by

his over-ambitious father. Karl Malden. Norma
Moore is sympathetic as Tony's wife. (F) May

VW FUNNY FACE—Paramount; VistaVision,

Technicolor: Light, imaginative tune-film about

high-fashion high-jinks presents Fred Astaire as

a photographer, Audrey Hepburn as a new model
off on a fling in Paris. (F) May

VVVV GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL—
Wallis, Paramount; VistaVision, Technicolor:

Handsome frontier drama. Marshal Burt Lancaster

tries bo draft gambler Kirk Douglas to help smash

an outlaw gang. Rhonda Fleming, Jo Van Fleet are

their sweethearts. (F) June

VV GUNS OF FORT PETTICOAT, THE—Colum-

Ida. Technicolor: Brisk Audie Murphy Western.

As a Union vet, he organizes a fort full of women
to repel Indian raids. (F) May

VVVV HAPPY ROAD, THE—M-G-M: Honey of

a movie, combining heart and hilarity. American

widower Gene Kelly and French divorcee Bar-

bara Laage trail their runaway children across

France. Both small kids are charmers. (F) April

MALA POWERS-SIDNEY BLACKM ER I LDRED NATWICK withFay Wray

Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY. Screenplay by OSCAR BRODNEY - Produced by ROSS HUNTER
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VVVV IF ALL THE GUYS IN THE WORLD . . .

—Buena Vista: Enthralling, heartening interna-

tional film (titles in English). “Ham" radio oper-

ators and fliers of several nations save fishermen

stricken at sea. ( F) January



ZZ COOD Z FAIR a—adults f—family

INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN, THE—
U-I: Ingenious, haunting science-fiction film pic-

tures Grant Williams as an average man who
shrinks to minute size. (F) May

ZZZ KELLY AND ME—U-I; CinemaScope.

Technicolor: In a pleasant, sentimental comedy,

ham vaudevillian Van Johnson is put in the

shade by his partner—a trick dog. Piper Laurie

helps the team to film fame. (F) May

ZZZ LITTLE HUT. THE—M-G-M, Eastman

Color: Mild farce strands pompous Stewart

Granger, wife Ava Gardner and her admirer.

David Niven, on a tropic island. (A) June

ZZ PUBLIC PIGEON NO. 1—U-I, Technicolor:

Red Skelton's’ showmanship lifts a creaky caper

about a timid soul taken in by con-men. Janet

Blair’s his loyal sweetie. ( F) January

ZZZ SHOOT-OUT AT MEDICINE BEND—
Warners: Agreeable Randolph Scolt item. To get

crooked James Craig, Randy and two fellow Civil

War vets pose as peaceable Quakers. (F) June

ZZZZ SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS. THE—Warners;

CinemaScope, Warnercolor: True story of great

adventure. As young Lindbergh, Jimmy Stewart

dares transatlantic flight in 1927. <F) May

ZZ STRANGE ONE, THE—Columbia: Youthful

Ben Gazzara does a striking dehut as a bully in an

overdrawn drama of a southern military school.

George Peppard's a likable cadet. (A) May

TALL T, THE—Columbia. Technicolor:

Good horse opera, unusually strong on character.

Rancher Randy Scott, Maureen O'Sullivan and

others are held as hostages by outlaw Richard

Boone and his young gunmen. (F) June

pv tarzan and the lost SAFARI—M-G-M.
Technicolor: African locales add interest as

jungle-wise Gordon Scott aids plane-wreck sur-

vivors, Betta St. John among them. (FI June

ZZZZ TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE—Para-

mount; VistaVision. Technicolor: Overwhelming
DeMille epic of Biblical times, forcefully acted by
Charlton Heston as Moses, Yul Brynner as Phar-

aoh. many other stars. ( F) January

ZZZZ THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT—M-G-M.
CinemaScope: Fresh, sly romantic comedy casts

Jean Simmons as a prim teacher hired as a secre-

tary by night-club owner Paul Douglas. Anthony
Franciosa scores; so do dancer Neile Adams, singer

Julie Wilson. (A) June

ZZZZ 12 ANGRY MEN—U.A.: Tense, intelli-

gent jury-room drama. Henry Fonda maneuvers
prejudiced fellow jurors into serious judgment on
a hoy’s trial for murder. (F) June

ZZ UNTAMED YOUTH—-Warners: Odd melo-
drama set on a sort of prison farm, brutally ran.

Lori Nelson and rock 'n’ rolling Mamie Van Doren
are befriended by Don Burnett. (A) June

ZZZZ VINTAGE. THE—M-G-M; CinemaScope.
Metrocolor: Earthy yet romantic story of Southern
France’s vineyards. Mel Ferrer and Pier Angeli fall

in love. As Mel's young brother, John Kerr guards
a tragic secret. (F) June

ZZZZ YOUNG STRANGER, THE—U-I: Teen-
ager James MacArthur scores in a thoughtful study
of family relationships. Kim Hunter's his mother;
James Daly, his movie-producer dad, who fails the

boy in a crisis. (F) March

A CinemaScope Picture released by 20th Century-Fox, produced by Jerry Wald Prods., Inc. Color by Deluxe,

You’ll love DEBORAH KERR in Leo

AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER

DEBORAH KERR LOVES

LUSTRE-CREME

SHAMPOO
never dries - it beautifies

SHAMPO0

thick and creamy. .

.

blessed with lanolin!

needs no after-rinse!

of course, it leaves hair

more manageable! NO WONDER IT S THE FAVORITE SHAMPOO OF

4 OUT OF S TOP HOLLYWOOD MOVIE STARS



New and lavish

AMAY

Scented like perfume

from Paris that

would cost you

$25°° an ounce

Blended with

fine cold cream
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Probably the most lavish soap

that everpampered your shin

(yet costs no more than ordinary soaps

)

Kept fresh and fragrant in Pink Pearl foil



rPHE current movie heroes are boys trying to

do a man’s work. Most of them are adoles-

cent, and this applies regardless of age. These

heroes include boys who’d like to be men.

Some play tough g-iys, like Paul Newman and

Marlon Brando. Some are rebels like the late

James Dean and the current Sal Mineo and

Elvis Presley. Others, like Tony Perkins, shown

on this page, play it shy and boyish. What’s

wrong with this new look in Hollywood men?

Why are the old, reliable favorites—Clark

Gable, Jimmy Stewart, Gary Cooper, John

Wayne and company—-still carrying the big

box office burden and running away with the

heroine at an age when they might well be set-

tling down to pipe and slippers ? Does the fault

lie in the way these stars are being handled,

or in the stars themselves? To each his own,

and every generation has its own heroes. Let’s

face it: The actor is never isolated from what

is happening around him. The garish, giddy

Twenties had sleek, smoldering ( Continued )



HOLLYWOOD MEN ™
Valentino. The grim depression Thirties had a two-

fisted Cagney and Gable, realists in a rough world,

while the smooth Melvyn Douglas and David Niven

offered an escape to dreamed-of elegance and sophis-

tication. World War II found the ideal hero of

sterling strength and character in the rugged per-

sons of John Wayne, Gary Cooper, Jimmy Stewart

and Gregory Peck.

Then abruptly, during the early years of postwar

confusion, a strange new movie idol appeared. Clad

in T-shirt and blue jeans, serious, moody, an indi-

vidualist to the core, Montgomery Clift was a far cry

from any of the previous screen-hero styles. And in

his wake, off the Broadway stage, mumbling, brood-

ing, scratching, sexy and confused, came the first of

the modern movie heroes—Marlon Brando.

Gable—The King—had been dethroned. But

Brando, and the actors who followed in his footsteps,

had no desire to be King. They knew in the 1950’s

Kings have no power and are out of style.

These years belong to the rebels and the teen-agers.

On waves of teen-agers’ adulation, Jimmy Dean

became a cult and singing idols—-Elvis Presley, Pat

Boone, Tab Hunter, Tommy Sands—were carried to

stardom. The surge of rebellion runs the gamut from

young Sal Mineo to the (Continued on page 111)
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The new Actors Studio grads aren’t slobs—
witness neat and well-scrubbed Ben Gazzara

Who’d have thought the only man to make

it as romantic idol would be Yul Brynner?
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F
EW people, strolling along Fifth Avenue on a balmy spring day, noticed

the couple—the spare, spectacled man taking long, brisk strides, the girl

trotting fast to keep up with him, her face turned toward him, smiling and

adoring. A few did a double take when they glanced at the girl—because she

was wearing a mink coat that flopped around her ankles—and galoshes! Her

blonde hair hung about her face in lank strands, and not even a trace of

lipstick livened her pale features.

Marilyn Monroe didn't give a hang that the crowds who would have

mobbed her a short time ago didn’t gather. That Marilyn—the one who care-

fully displayed her charms in tight-fitting dresses in public and kept even

a lone interviewer waiting for hours while she applied and reapplied her

make-up before she could get up courage to see him—that Marilyn was gone

forever.

She didn’t need her anymore. “Everything I ever needed or wanted in my
whole life, I have,” she thought, gazing fondly at her husband, “Except the

baby, of course. Then it will be perfect!” Her blue eyes filled with the tears

that always come when she’s especially happy.

Arthur Miller pressed her hand. But he wasn’t smiling. What concerned

him at the moment gave him no reason to smile. On May 13th, he had to

go to court, to answer two charges for contempt of Congress, a result of his

refusal to name names when he ajjpeared before the House Committee on Un-

American Activities last June even though he did not invoke the Fifth

Amendment and denied that he had ever been a Communist.

To the newsmen who asked him whether Marilyn was upset by this when

the charges were first announced, Arthur had replied crisply, “Nobody is

exactly overjoyed.” But if Marilyn was upset then, she wasn’t now. She was

prepared to follow her husband along Fifth Avenue, to the ends of the earth

—

or to jail, if need be.

Or was she? Can Marilyn Monroe really turn her back on stardom, with all

its ego-swelling wealth and adulation and security? It is a decision she will

have to make now. She is at another crossroads in her life—and time to decide

on a turning is running short.

She has arrived at this point during the past year, by another of the

puzzling personal revolts that have marked her behavior in the past.

At the beginning of 1956. Marilyn never had it ( Continued on page 90)

by ALEX JOYCE
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the crossroads
For love of Arthur Miller , she’s forsaken old friends ,

turned her back on Hollywood. Where does she go from here?





by RORY CALHOUN

Cyindy.Oh (finely
“Lita and I didn’t plan to give an interview on our new daughter

, Cindy ,

until Photoplay’s photographer
, Bob Beerman, took these first pictures”

I want to thank you—all of you—who

sent Lita and me your good wishes for

Cindy Frances. Your telegrams, letters

and cards gave us a wonderful feeling.

Frankly, Lita and I hadn’t planned to

have any pictures taken of Cindy until she

was a few months older, but when Bob

Beerman (Photoplay’s photographer,

and an old friend) stopped by one

Sunday afternoon we let him take a peek

at her. Cindy was sleeping, and Lita, Bob

and I tiptoed into the nursery. “Ah, she’s

so cute,” Bob cajoled, “couldn’t we take a

couple of shots?” We weakened and

agreed—but it wasn’t easy. Cindy wasn’t

at all cooperative. (Continued on page 107)

Sever thought a guy like me would, be able to cope with

is bottle business, I must admit I was all thumbs at first—
it look at me now ! Lita says 1 just have a way ivith women,

wause / can get Cindy to burp much quicker than she can”

“All those baby books we read say even a tiny baby must feel

loved. Cindy will never fall short on that score—Lita’s

afraid I’U spoil her completely! On her crib we hung a

little cross. Every day we thank God for sending her to us.”
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THE THREE WEEKS
WE’D LIKE TO FORGET
rPHEY were three weeks that seemed like something
-*• out of a nightmare, the kind of nightmare that

leaves you spent and exhausted when you wake up in

the morning, feeling vague about what it was all about

and knowing you couldn’t remember the details if you

tried. Your heart races, your fingers are clammy and

your mind is a blank. It takes you a moment or two

to realize you’re safe in the friendly familiarity of

your own room, with yellow sheets on the bed and

shafts of sunshine sifting through the light organdy

curtains. Seeing that you’re up, little Pamela comes in

to you to ask, “Could I go to Anne’s house after school

today? Please?” And suddenly you know you’re back

in the world of reality! You blot the nightmare out of

your mind, and sometimes, when you’re busy, you

think you’ve succeeded. Only every once in a while.

little snatches of the dream come back to haunt you.

For Dick and June Powell, three weeks of nightmare

started on February 22nd, when the newspaper head-

lines screamed out to a startled public, “June and Dick

Call It a Day” and
“Dick Powells Separate After 11-

Year Marriage.” June, the “perfect wife” of so many

screen marriages, admitted painfully that she had not

been able to make a go of her own. “We have not been

getting along in the past few years, even though we

have both tried very hard,” she said. “I have decided

that Richard and I have the best chance for happiness

if we are apart.” Dick verified the report. Speaking

soberly and from the heart, Dick said, “It’s true that

we have not been getting along, but I thought it was

worth giving it another chance. Unfortunately, June

did not agree. I think that ( Continued on page 96)

by JEAN HARRISON



by streetcar and sampan

11
1 promised you—and here they

are—my pictures
, just developed says

Tony Perkins. “Now you see why I love Siam

!

“Who’d ever thought I’d get

to visit this wonderful Tech-

nicolored country? Here I

am posing for my Siamese

friend Udom Yenrudi atop

the Pagoda of Dawn with the

watery city of Bangkok in the

background. Temple or wat

crawling is a favorite pastime

for tourists. How do you

like the shirt? I had several

made. Some fun, eh wat?”

“Life for the Buddhist monk is not all medita-

tion. This monk wanted me to join him in a

badminton game. To enter the Temple of the

Reclining Buddha in the background, you must

take off your shoes. Seemed like a great idea !

”

“Time off from ‘This Bitter Earth ’ l spent rub-

bernecking from the stem of a sampan or the

front end of an open-air streetcar. Those float-

ing taxis were great for getting around the city,

called the ‘Venice of the East.’ Everybody's

your friend in Siam—including the pigeons.”

>!
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J^Jer real name is Dorothy E.

Maloney. She was born January

30, 1925, in Chicago, but she’s a true

Texan in spirit, her family having

moved to Dallas when she was three

months old. She attended Ursuline

Convent and Highland Park High

School, where she won five scholar-

ship offers. She modeled at Neiman-

Marcus from kiddie right through

campus clothes. When in a play aptly

named “Starbound,” at Southern

Methodist University, she was spotted

by a movie talent scout, but it took

her four months to make up her mind

to accept. When she did, her parents

laid down a list of rules: no cheese-

cake pictures, no lone dates with men,

no visits to plush night spots. She kept

the rules until they agreed that she

was old enough to be released from

them. She made her movie debut in

“The Big Sleep” in 1946, and has

made over thirty films. Most of them

were the “girl next door” or “under-

standing wife” variety, until she

bleached her natural brunette tresses

to chestnut blonde to play the married

woman who had an affair with soldier

Tab Hunter in “Battle Cry.” It opened

producers’ eyes to the fact that she

is one of the sexiest actresses on the

screen. She doesn’t think that she is

sexy. But she has many male admir-

ers who do. The list of men she has

dated reads like a male Hollywood

Who’s Who. Among them: Richard



Courted by famous stars, winner of an Academy Award,

her name is news. Yet nobody really knows her. Why?

Egan, Frank Sinatra, Liberace, Tab

Hunter, Scott Brady. She has also

dated lawyer Bentley Ryan, producer

Roger Corman, oil man Rulon Niel-

sen. She admits that she was en-

gaged for some time to a Texas

doctor. She has recently acquired her

second home, and is furnishing it

herself. In it are two phones, for

which nobody in Hollywood has the

numbers. They are for exclusive use

of her family and friends in Dallas.

She manages to spend as much time

in Dallas as in Hollywood. Although

she keeps turning down proposals, she

says she wants to get married. She

has a shrewd mind for money, has

interests in a mink ranch in Montana

and a millinery shop in Texas, has put

her own funds into pictures that made

profits. She dresses simply, seldom

wears a hat and doesn’t care for fur

coats. She has been described vari-

ously as witty, shy, explosive, calm.

The fact that she wears dark glasses

even at lunch in the commissary has

led some people to call her affected.

The lowest point of her life ^was -the^

death of her brother Will, struck

down by lightning on a golf course at

the age of sixteen. The highest point

of her life was the winning of the

Academy Award for Best Supporting

Actress this year for “Written on the

Wind.” Months have passed since fifty

million people saw her on TV that

night—and they are still asking:

“Who is Dorothy Malone?” For all

her fame, she remains puzzling and

contradictory. To solve this enigma,

Photoplay questioned Dorothy. Here

are her answers:

When did you begin to click in

Hollywood?

When I changed hair color and did

“Battle Cry.” Up to then I was only

the sweet, girl next door type. I

thought I’d get some strange fan mail

reaction. But strangely enough I re-

ceived only perfectly lovely letters.

But I certainly disappointed a date

I had one night after I’d made that

picture. I turned up in a little suit

and looked just like a regular human

being. He apparently thought I’d turn

up in a black velvet slinky dress. He
couldn’t figure it out. Apparently I

wasn’t the type he hoped I’d be.

T^rd your family help you in your

career?

I’ve always had the feeling that

they’d rather I’d stayed at home. They

were noncommital, which they have

been on almost all important decisions

in my life. Of course, it’s been the

effect of them on my life which influ-

ences my decisions, whether they give

an opinion or not. Many of my de-

cisions are based on what I think they

would think, maybe wrong or right,

and on the things I learned when I

was little. My brother, Will, who was

killed by lightning a few years ago

when he was only sixteen was the only

member of the family who really was

enthusiastic about my being in the

movies. He’s the only one who really

gave a positive reaction to what I was

doing. Mother might say “I don’t

know why you want to be in the

movies.” He would say “Dorothy is

okay.” That’s all he’d ever say, but

I’m sure he was the only one who

thought it was okay for me to be in

the movies and away from home. My
family wasn’t too happy about my
playing the role I did in “Written on

the Wind.” But after they saw it,

they felt all right about the job I did.

ere you ever discouraged?

During the years since I first came

to Hollywood, many times I was dis-

couraged. Many times I didn’t get

the part I wanted and sometimes it

was hard to get any work at all.

When I was home, after my broth-

er’s death, I started doing public rela-

tions work for the Girardian Life

Insurance Company. They gave me
the two Afghan dogs I have now

—

I call them my Girardian Angels.

I was home for a couple of years.

Then a producer who remembered a

part I had been in, called me back to

Hollywood. ( Continued on page 104)
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RVNNIN
SCAlt

“Ever since I was a slum kid chased by the

cops, I ran. There was only one destination—
a psychiatrist's office. This is what happened

there—the story I couldn't tell until now."

T t was a beautiful day, clear and sunny, the kind that makes a person

feel glad to be alive. I slammed the door of my car and stood for a

moment, looking up and down the street. There were some kids playing

ball in a vacant lot, a policeman passing the time of day with a grocer

on the corner. The sound of laughter and juke box music came from

the open door of a bar. A nice day. For everybody, it seemed—except

for me.

Glad to be alive? I was anything but! Walking down the street was

an effort. I looked at the buildings for the number, hoping I wouldn’t

find it. But there it was. I stood for a while, just looking at it, until I

knew I couldn’t put off going inside any longer. My hand on the door-

knob was clammy. I pushed it open, and my heart started to pound so

hard I could feel it. I, Tony Curtis, was going to see a psychiatrist.

This is the story of what happened inside that office, from that day,

four years ago. Six months ago, I couldn’t have told it. It struck too

deep, was too painful. But now, I feel that I can talk about it, fully

and freely.

Why? Because I feel it may be of help to people. Some friends of

mine warned me, “You know what will happen. Some people will think

you’re putting on a Pagliacci act, crying on (Continued on page 93)
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In which fabulous people are glimpsed at

work , at play, in the privacy of their homes

BY RADIE HARRIS

With Kay as “Queen,” the “King” seems
to have regained all the happiness he

once shared with his beloved Carole

Travelogue: Since I am the original

“have evening dress, will travel” gal,

and the sight of a plane, a train or boat

has the same effect on me as diamonds
have to Liz Taylor or Paulette Goddard,

I went to the opening of the new Shera-

ton Hotel in Philadelphia and then flew

on to Hollywood for a three-week holi-

day whirl. Happily, I have a faculty for

being in the right place at the right

time, and again my good luck brought

me to the Coast at the height of the

social season. Some of the high spots

—

the gala premiere of “Heaven Knows,

Mr. Allison,” at Grauman’s Chinese, fol-

lowed by Anita and Buddy Adler’s sup-

per dance at Romanoff’s; Greer Garson’s

dinner dance at the Club Seville, honor-

ing Jayne Meadows and Steve Allen; a

weekend at Palm Springs as the house

guest of Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.

These were just a few of the events and

places I covered on my non-stop social

marathon. What a mad race.

Down Memory Lane: Reflecting back

on these happy memories now, it is diffi-

cult to single out any one event as the

most exciting. Hollywood was still dis-

cussing the Academy Awards. I don’t

know whether you were satisfied with

the results of this year’s elections, but

at the parties I attended, the opinion

seemed to be that Ingrid Bergman won
the “best actress” award on a tidal wave
of sentiment for her American comeback
more than for her actual performance

as Anastasia; that Yul Brynner didn’t

rate an “Oscar” for his “King and I”

portrayal, excellent as it was, because

he was merely recreating a role he had
played on the stage for two years and

that Kirk Douglas should have won, be-

cause he brought such histrionic skill to

his characterization of Vincent Van
Gogh in “Lust for Life” that his own
identity was completely submerged;

that Jimmy Dean shouldn’t have been a

nominee in the regular lineup but should

have been given a special posthumous

award; that the sweeping victory of

“Around the World in 80 Days” won the

unanimous approval of everyone—espe-

cially lovely Liz Taylor.



Queen Liz: Mrs. Todd couldn’t care less

about her career now, but Mike, who
saw a rough cut of “Raintree County,”

has been predicting to everyone that Liz,

who was overlooked in this year’s nomi-

nations, would definitely be in the run-

ning for an Oscar next year. Actually,

this Metro film may well be Liz’ last

screen appearance. She is expecting her

heir or heiress in October. (With two

Wilding sons,, she’s hoping this “Act of

Todd” will be a daughter.) In the mean-

time, while awaiting this blessed event,

she, Mike and her Wilding offspring will

spend the summer in the most beautiful

and expensive villa at Cap Ferrat, on

the French Riviera. This is the kind of

indolent, luxurious life that Liz adores,

and it won’t be easy for Metro, to whom
she is still under contract for another

two years, to lure her back to work. In

her choice of a second “Mike,” she has

obviously found the perfect husband—

a

man who can complement her laziness

with his vitality, her youthful acquisi-

tiveness with his adult experience, her

extravagant desires with his generous Clifton IFebb well-wishes Sophia Lorens young sister on her singing career

Greg Peck and his wife Veronique

refuse to match rebuffs with an

unknowing and officious receptionist

pocketbook. Now, with a baby coming

along to crown their delirious happiness,

I only hope Liz comes through this

childbirth without too much suffering.

She still suffers pain from her operation

for a misplaced disc and has to sit in

upright hard chairs.

When Ladies Didn’t Meet: I talked to

Anna Magnani who, pounds thinner

than on her last visit, looked as glamor-

ous as any Hollywood star, in a pearl-

gray satin evening gown and chinchilla

stole, and as she answered questions in

her own halting English or through an

interpreter, I couldn’t help but wonder
what went on in her mind when she

watched Ingrid Bergman accepting her

award in a filmed interview from Paris.

Here was the actress who had replaced

Magnani in Roberto Rosselini’s affec-

tions and not only had she lost the man
she loved to Ingrid, but also the man
she considered—and still does—her fin-

est director. What dramatic irony that

eight years later they were both des-

tined to participate in the same TV
show, but how fortunate that Magnani,

as last year’s award winner, was chosen

to present this year’s Oscar to the “best

actor”! Had it been to the “best ac-

tress” I strongly suspect that Signora

Anna would have arrived in Hollywood

the night after the presentation event!

Hats Off To Bacall: Lauren Bacall, to

whom pain has been too familiar a sight

this past year, isn’t wearing her sorrow

on her sleeve, but is facing a future

without Bogie as he would have wanted

her to—with no self-pitying tears but

Arguments continue to blaze in Holly-

wood over the choice of Yul Brynner

as top male winner in the Oscar derby

Can the invasion of newcomers like

Tommy Sands cut out the. old Hollywood
favorites? Date Molly Bee nods yes

with laughter among friends they once

shared together. I lunched with Betty at

Bogie’s favorite restaurant, Romanoff’s,

and she spoke freely and candidly about

her late husband and the children’s re-

action to the loss of their father

—

but

not for publication. “Anything I say,

Radie, must remain a confidence be-

tween us as friends,” she warned me. “I

have been offered fabulous sums from

publications all over the world to write

about my life with Bogie, especially

during the last year of his fight with

cancer, but I have turned them all

down. I refuse to commercialize my
memories and my personal life. These

J
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Continued.

Ingrid, here with family, celebrates what cynics thought couldn’t happen

1

*’

are sacred to me, Bogie and our chil-

dren.” To which I add “bravo!” There

are too many stories being written now
that sacrifice good taste in exposing the

most intimate secrets of one’s private

life for the sensationalism they arouse,

and the film sale that inevitably follows.

A Ball With Lucy: “I Love Lucy.” No
show could be more appropriately

named for its star, for to know Lucille

Ball is to love her. Lucille has never

forgotten that I was on her bandwagon
long before she and Desi Arnaz began

to count their first million. Lucille can

never do enough to express her apprecia-

tion. No sooner had I checked into the

Beverly Hills Hotel, when her beautiful

flowers of welcome arrived and she her-

self was on the phone. “Hey there, girl,

when are you coming down to visit us in

Palm Springs?” she greeted me. “We
drive down every Thursday night after

the show and stay until Monday, so you

just name the date and the guest suite is

yours.” Well, who am I to turn down an

invitation like' that? On my weekend
visit, we had cocktails with Kay and
Clark Gable in their private bungalow
on the Grounds of the Tennis Club. It

was wonderful catching up with the

“King” and his beautiful “Queen” for

an informal visit like this. Clark, with

his graying temples and bronzed body

from his holiday in the sun, looked

handsomer than ever, and it was obvious

that in his marriage to Kay he has, at

long last, regained the happiness he

once shared with Carole Lombard and

never thought he’d find again.

Modest Greg: It was in Palm Springs,

too, that I caught up again with Vero-

Anna Magnani, who lost Rossellini to

Bergman, seemed unperturbed at

Awards. She never looked so stunning

nique and Greg Peck. I had gone to the

screening of “Designing Woman” with

them at M-G-M and had visited their

Beverly Hills hilltop home for my first

glimpse of six-months-old Anthony, their

cherubic, blue-eyed baby son and now
they were spending the weekend at La
Quinta and had invited me to dine with

them at The Beachcombers.

After gorging ourselves, we stopped

by the Racquet Club for a nightcap.

Greg, with his usual modesty, an-

nounced to the man at the door, “I’m

not a member, but we’d just like to

come in for a nightcap.” “Only mem-
bers and their guests are admitted!”

snapped back the officious receptionist.

And only an actor like Greg, in return

for this rebuff, wouldn’t toss his weight

around. He just laughed, and turning to

Yeronique and myself cracked, “I guess

I better start doing TV, so guys like this

can recognize me in the future!”

More Happy Memories of the Holly-
wood Scene: Set-visiting at 20th-Fox,

Greer Garson, looking lovelier than ever,

gave Steve Allen and Jayne Meadows
a party. Philip Reed added decorum

Metro, Warners’ and U-I, where I

caught up with old chums like Deborah

Kerr, Cary Grant, Jayne Mansfield,

David Wayne, Joan Collins, Gene Kelly,

David Niven, June Allyson, Fred Mac-

Murray, John Ericson, Mervyn LeRoy,

Andy Griffith, and met some new faces

(to me) like Taina Elg, Rick Jason,

Nick Adams and John Saxon . . . Meet-

ing the singing idol, Tommy Sands . . .

Admiring Clifton Webb’s beautiful new
“Boy on a Dolphin” room in his Beverly

Hills home, inspired by his recent visit

to Greece . . . Luncheon at Romanoff’s

with Bob Wagner, who assured me he is

not marrying Natalie Wood or any of

the girls with whom his name is linked.
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young ideas from Hollywood

From thousands of letters Photoplay received in

the last six months, here are the questions you

asked most often. On the following pages of this

special section are the answers from the stars!

Will Kathy Grant talk about Bing now? 60

With the things he does
,
can Elvis be God-loving? 62

Can a marriage

survive Hollywood? 6^

Is Tab really serious about singing? 66

What’s the latest

Hollywood fashion fad? 72

Can you tell me how to copy the stars’ hair styles? 68

How can I have a wedding like a star’s? 76

Can you help me find

the job I want? 81
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For a while
,
her romance with Bing Crosby

was rapturous. Then—it was hopeless. Yet from it,

Kathy Grant has learned that . . .

LOVE IS NEVER A



MISTAKE
A LITTLE girl lay by the side of a dusty, lonely

1 road. She was scarcely conscious; badly hurt. The

sun beat down upon her crumpled body and she whim-

pered with pain. ‘I am going to die,’ she thought. And

then a fine handsome cowboy galloped up on his horse

and rescued the little girl. She looked at him and saw

that it was Hopalong Cassidy. ‘Where are you taking

me?’ she asked.
“
‘To Hollywood, to be a movie star,’ said Hopalong.”

Kathy Grant tells this story—a dream from child-

hood—to show how she became a movie star. “Not that

simple, really,” she laughs, “but I’ve had the dream a

long time. I had lots of dreams to keep me company

when I was growing up. I must have been lonely,” she

admits candidly, “but I know it was my fault. I had a

lot of imaginary playmates, though. But the only one I

remember by name is Lulu—the bad one. She really

was a little devil. Every time something bad happened,

Lulu was to blame.”

“And who is to blame for unhappy things today?” I

asked. Kathy knew what I meant, for she had promised

not to evade the question of her romance with Bing

Crosby. In the two years they’d gone together, their

romance had hit the gossip columns, the front pages

and the cover lines of magazines throughout the world.

Some stories had been kind, but many had been cruel,

filled with innuendos and misplaced motives. Reading

some of them I’d thought, “How can a youngster like

that take it.” I asked Kathy and listening to her talk

about herself and about her (Continued on page 105)

by SYLVIA ASHTON



by LOUIS F. LARKIN

“I know how it sounds when some people start talkin’ about God. But there comes

a time in a man’s life when he has to say somethin’. I think now’s the time to tell the

truth about me—Elvis Presley—and what I think. I want to tell about the time when

I was as low as I could get, and I got down on my knees and prayed. Now, maybe a lot

of people will say that what happened next was a coincidence. They got a right to

think that if they want to. . . . But I don’t. I think it was a plan of God. . .
.”

Tp lvis Presley walked over to the large mirror in his

hotel room and looked at himself. He ran his

hand through his long chestnut brown hair, then

slowly tugged one end of the silk string tie he was

wearing, sighed and dropped his head. His usually

squared shoulders slumped.

The room reflected Elvis’ dejection. A sagging

bed in one corner was piled high with suitcases,

clothing and his guitars. On a desk branded with

cigarette burns a battered fan labored helplessly

against the hot humid air that settled over the room

like a damp sheet.

Gene Smith, Elvis’ cousin and traveling com-

panion, sat in the corner mopping his face with a

damp handkerchief.

“Tired, El?” asked Gene.

Presley nodded his head. “But it ain’t the work.

Never did mind it.” He glanced around the room.

His eyes fell on two slightly crumpled newspapers

lying beside the faded armchair in which he had

been sitting. He turned his head slightly so he could

read them. He sighed heavily.

“Stuff like that gets me weary,” Presley said

pointing to the headlines.

On page one in large bold type was a story head-

lined “Pastor Flays Elvis. Elvis Presley is morally

insane.” The story, quoting the clergyman, said in

part, “The belief of unholy pleasure has sent the

morals of the nation down to rock bottom and the

crowning addition to this day’s corruption is Elvis

Presley-ism.”

Next to that story, still on the same page was

another: A prominent Los Angeles judge, com-

menting on a serious case of juvenile delinquency,

said, “It is strange that in all these cases involving

boys under age, everyone has been wearing an Elvis

Presley haircut. I wish,” concluded the judge, “that

Elvis Presley had never been born.”

Gene eyed Elvis critically. He had traveled a lot

with his cousin and knew him as few people did. At

the moment, he knew that Elvis was depressed.

Depressed and disgusted like he’d been when he

read that he’d pointed a gun at a Marine. How
many people had read the (Continued on page 100)





westward — ha

!

“Hollywood is grand, but we wouldn’t sorrow,”

says Shirley MacLaine, “if we left it tomorrow!”

QEEING’S that you asked me,” said Shirley MacLaine, as she curled

‘"-'her feet under her in the barrel chair and almost disappeared into

her knees. “Yup. I like it here.” She flashed a lightning smile that

lit up her face.

“Lots of people say that Hollywood is a good place to work, but

no place to live. You know the idea—long on fame and fortune, but

short on personal happiness. I don’t think so.” Shirley rolled her

tongue around in a gesture that acknowledged thought and locked

her arms around her knees. “I think happiness (Continued on page 102)
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Tab Hunter stars in Warners’ “Lafayette Eseadrille.”

on the

upbeat

A minute ago there was casual banter, laughter.

^ ^ the sound of an orchestra tuning up. Now, there

is only silence. The conductor raises his arms, wait-

ing for a cue from the engineer in the glass booth.

At a microphone dangling from the ceiling stands

a young man, bronzed, tow-headed. He is expectant,

tense. He moistens his lips. Suddenly the small

room is flooded with music as the orchestra plays

the opening bars of the first in a new album—-Tab

sings. ... Is he serious about it? Or is this new career

just a lark? “I don’t even hum well,” he once said.

The trouble was, he had no faith in himself. But

fans who liked his singing have given him that

faith. As these intimate photos, taken when Photo-

play spent an afternoon with Tab at Dot Records

Studio, reveal, he is taking his singing seriously

—

because this is his way of saying, “Thanks to you.”



“This record has to be right. I can’t stand on ‘Young
Love.’ I owe too much to it. And to all the fans who’ve
stood behind me. I just can’t let them down. . . . Only a

few seconds to go. Just time for a sip of water

Feel scared inside, maybe I’m too tense, pushing too hard.

I mumble the words in my sleep. The melody races through

my head every waking minute of the day. Hours and hours

of rehearsal. And I thought making a picture was hard. . . .

Here goes. Everything fine right down to the last bar
and then the orchestra and I hit a sour note. Perhaps
because we’re all so beat, we start laughing. But it

breaks the tension. I undo my collar, take off my sweater.

Everybody’s feeling all right now. It’s like we’re doing
it for the first time. . . . But on the playback, I wonder.
It this my best? Will my fans really like it? I sure

hope so. . . . ’Cause, I’m singing this one just for them.’
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Nicest thing about movie stars’ hairdos—their carefree,

born-beautiful look . Second nicest thing—it's easy to copy at home

A slave, she admits it, to

a daily shampoo, June Allyson

can set her pert page boy in

a speedy two minutes. June’s

hair is very fine and naturally

curly. While still damp, she

parts it diagonally, from

temple to crown on left side.

Two large, standing pin curls

form fluffy bangs. Sides are

set with one large, flat curl over

each ear. June brushes rest

of hair over her hand, turning

ends under. Long clips behind

ears help shape page boy.

A fast squirt of hair spray sets

it to stay. Special charm of

June’s hairdo is its bounce. On
page 90 Ethel Neefus, her

hairdresser for 14 years, tells

how June’s soft, fine hair

gets its body and spring.

—



DRAWINGS BY

FLORENCE KEVESON

The girl with round face

and baby-fine hair can take her

cue from Debbie Reynolds,

who cheerfully owns up to both.

For Debbie’s personal views,

her studio stylist’s professional

opinion, see page 90 . To copy

Debbie’s hairdo exactly,

follow sketch, above. Top is set

in nine stand-up pin curls,

wound toward face. Row of

small, flat pin curls at sides is

followed by two rows of larger

curls, gradually increasing

in size toward back. Three rows

of large curls in back are

wound toward face. To comb
out, top is brought forward

in soft, full bangs. Sides

and back are swept up in high,

wavy pony tail with

ends flipped neatly under.

Continued.
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Continued

.

“1 like to wear my hair

short because it’s easy to

keep—long, too, because

it’s so feminine,” confides

Natalie Wood, who doesn't

really have to make up

her mind. Like most girls

ivith an oval face, she can wear

either length—and does. “When

Natalie’s hair is long, it looks best

brushed back,” says Jean Burt Reilly,

chief hair stylist at Warners’. “Short,

it can be brought forward without

smothering her small face.” A short-

cut in every way, Natalie’s gamin

hairdo (shown here) requires no

setting, needs only to be combed into

place. Feather cut, with bangs and

sides tapered to fall into points, back

is shaped to fit nape of neck. To learn

how Natalie skips the awkward stage

between long hair and short, see page 90
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Demure as dynamite, Ann Blyth’s medium-length

hairdo follows no fashion trend, just looks beautiful.

Gentle and feminine as well as flattering, it is also

easy to set. Soft waves on top are formed by two

rows of standing pin curls, a third row of flat curls.

In each row, one curl is on left side of part, two curls

on right. Sides and back are set as shoivn. On
page 90, read how Ann keeps her thick,

dark hair always lustrous and manageable.

•

•Vi

Doris Day's tumbled topknot has a carefree, combed-with-

an-egg-beater charm achieved by clever cutting,

setting and combing. About setting, first: Hair is parted

just off center. Two rows of very large, standing pin

curls on top are rolled over two fingers and wound toward

face. Flat curls on crown are wound in reverse

direction. Hair in back is swirled to point at nape

of neck, sides sleeked flat and held in place with clips

while drying. Cutting and combing directions on page 90



“A Calypso hat : straw, feathers and fun — protects your hair

when you’re out in the sun,” suggests Lee Remick. By Gobbi. $8.

• -w V'" > MHIIQ



and fancies

¥

“Ever notice how it’s usually one girl in a crowd who starts the new

fashion trends?” asks Lee Remick, attractive young newcomer in

Warners’ “A Face In The Crowd.” “She’s the one who’ll turn up in

the maddest sun bonnet, the gayest swimcap, the giddiest sandals.

She’s cause for masculine comment wherever she goes, and wherever

she goes, girls imitate her.” Pointing to our collection of fine and

fancy beach accessories (most of them pure fun!) Lee smiles

and says, “This summer, that girl is going to be me !
” It can be

you too, in Hollywood fashions designed to start a trend at your

favorite seashore or mountain resort: A. Birdcage beachbag

in turquoise cotton, Kleinert’s, $5. B. Head-turning swimcap

in water-repellent velvet. Aqua Modes by U. S. Rubber, $8.

C. Eye-stopping “pear” beach hat in braided straw, by

William J., $25. D. Petal swim cap, a rose in rubber,

by Kleinert’s, $6. E. White beaded ropes, spaced with

“gold” by Coro, each, $4* F. Navy sun spots on a

large white silk square, by Glentex, $2.

G. Black kid thong sandals caught with natural

wood buttons, by Bernardo, $8. H. White

plastic bracelets, in varying widths, each, $1.*

Gilt bangles, each, $2.* Both, by Coro.

I. Long-stemmed carnations, to bloom

on playclothes, by Flower Modes, each $2.25.

J. Skimmer flat in “orange sherbet”

kid, by Capezio, $10.

K. Fleet-footed mule in black

and white stripes, accented with

cherries, by Oomphies, $8.

•Plus tax

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROCKFIELD AND BRUCE KNIGHT
FOR STORE INFORMATION

ON ACCESSORIES, SEE PAGE



THE FUN: Norma Moore, of “Fear Strikes Out,” in

a skirt patterned with cool summer refreshment: slices

of watermelon in green and aqua, or pink and orange, $9

THE FANCY: A coordinated pique blouse—feminine

and frilly—in green or black. $6. Hat by William J.

THE FUN: Virginia Gibson, of “Funny Face,” wears

sleek patio pants (watermelons again!) $9; the black

pique poncho, $8. All separates, sizes 5-15, by Jo Collins

THE FANCY: A saucy “lemon” sunhat by William J.

Sandals with a blossom to bob on your toe, by Capezio

To buy fashions, see information and stores listed on page 112
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based on his make-up research

an entirely new

NEW!
color won’t come off till you take it off!

brilliant high fidelity colors!

B

NEW!
no blotting, no waiting to set!

never, never dries your lips!

everything you’ve ever wanted...

all in one

Max Factor’s new
When Hi-Fi touches your lips, you’ll see glowing color

never possible before! You’ll feel Hi-Fi’s glide-on moist-

ness that never dries your lips. No need to blot Hi-Fi or

wait for it to set . .

.

ever. It stays on until you take it off!

Discover this dream lipstick — created by Max Factor

from his make-up research for color TV. Buy Hi-Fi

Lipstick. $1.25 plus tax, at any fine cosmetic counter.

lipstick

m i

hi-fi Lipstick

MAILTHIS FOR A GENEROUS "TRY-SIZE” HI-FI LIPSTICK

Max Factor, Dept. L, P. O. Box 941, Hollywood 28, California

Please send me a “Try-Size” Hi-Fi Lipstick, enough for at

least 60 days, plus Max Factor's new booklet “You At Your
Loveliest.” I enclose 25£ to help cover postage and handling.

I prefer (check one) Clear Red PinkD Coral tw

Name !

Street

City

Please print

_Zone_ _State_

(This offer good only in U. S. A.)



Expecting to be a Member

of a Wedding soon?

Then let Linda Darnell

show you the way to make

it a lovely event

a most unforgettable day
\\ 7 HEN Linda Darnell married Captain Robbie Robertson recently,

we thought it was one of the loveliest informal weddings we’d

seen, and for the benefit of you who expect to be in a wedding party

soon, we asked her how she’d managed to do it all in just three

weeks. First off, she ordered her wedding invitations “rush,” choos-

ing ecru stationery, script engraving and matching reception cards.

With help, and a little luck, they went out the required two weeks

before The Day, and answers were prompt. (That’s something to

keep in mind the next time you receive a wedding invitation in the

mail!) When wedding gifts started coming in, Linda listed them for

“thank you” notes to be sent later, and set them out on display. Her

wedding dress was ready early : it was pale pink peau de soie, not as

traditional as white, but highly fashionable. ( Continued on page 79)

A bride’s make-up should be

natural-looking: Linda uses little

eye make-up, and ( because her veil

is pink) still less rouge
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iYhen she believes in you, you kinda start believing in yourself

t isn’t just that Ma understands, even when you don’t say right out what’s

roubling you. She helps too. Not by telling you what to do. More by see-

ng the good in you when you can hardly see it yourself. Like Esther Hunter

aid to Fay the other day, “Why, when Ma believes in you, you kinda

tart believing in yourself.” Everybody in town feels that way about Ma
Erkins. You would too if you met her. And you can meet her. You can

;et the whole story— even while you work — when you listen to day-

ime radio. Hear MA PERKINS on the CBS RADIO NETWORK.
Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time.



your golden hour . .
.

your own special time . .

.

when you alone can know the wonder

of a warm SweetHeart bath

Such a lovely interlude, your own SweetHeart Bath. The quiet luxury

of a little le’sure. Then the warm glow, and the fresh, lively tingle your skin adores.

How SweetHeart manages to make you feel so good is SweetHeart’s own

special secret. We can tell you this much though: SweetHeart’s blossom-light

fragrance, graceful oval swirl and gentle, gentle softness are only part

of it. The rest? Well, try SweetHeart for your hands and face or all of you and see.

j)l957, PUREX CORPORATION, LTD. now "glamorapped” in new gleaming foil because SweetHeart

adores you so!



a most unforgettable day Continued,

Though photographers were legion, the dignity of the ceremony

was maintained by Linda’s inviolate rule of “no photographs at

the altar.” Afterward, Linda and Robbie greeted their guests in

the charming courtyard outside the chapel. (As a guest, you con-

gratulate the groom, only extend your wishes for her happiness

to the bride, and—-most probably—kiss her.) At the reception

later, Linda and Robbie danced their first dance as Mr. and Mrs.

(the first dance is traditionally reserved for the bride and groom)

,

enjoyed the wedding dinner, cut the wedding cake and shared the

first slice in the hope that their

life together would be equally

sweet. (Guests are invited to the

reception to have a good time

—

so go ahead and do it! It’s per-

missible—and proper—to intro-

duce yourself to other guests.

)

You can stay till after the bride

and groom have left, as Linda’s

guests did, but if you’re there

when the bride throws her bou-

quet, don’t catch it unless you’re

a bridesmaid. You might wind

up being the bride at the next

wedding, but you would surely

give Emily Post a bad shock!

Photographs from Linda’s own wedding album:

On their return from the altar, Mr. and Mrs. Robert-

son smile happily (above). Left: True to tradition,

the bride and groom cut a slice of wedding cake

One last picture for the photographers—and one last kiss for Linda and Robbie—before they leave for their honeymoon
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NEW CRYSTAL-BRIGHT BRILLIANCE FOR LIPS AND FINGERTIPS

It glitters ... it dazzles ... it crackles with excitement! It’s the new, all-the-rage color by Cutex ... an electric spark

of coral, flashed with a potent touch of pink. Breathtaking the way “Coral Ice” lights up your spring

fashions! Bewitching the way it brings out the secret fire in you! And wait

So tempting— it’s tingling!

YOU’LL LOVE creamy, lasting

Cutex Lipstick ... and the

matching nail polish (both

regular and iridescent Pearl)

that wears longest of all!

BOATER BY MR. JOHN

"Coral Ice”



what you don’t know about

JOB-HUNTING

Are you a teen-ager looking for a summer job? A housewife seeking ways

l. to pad the family income? Or maybe planning to take that big step and

embark on a career? Whatever the case, you are probably asking yourself:

What am I best qualified to do? What will I most enjoy doing? With a

bewildering array of more than thirty thousand occupations to choose from,

it’s not easy to select the one that suits you best.

To help you find that job and to avoid the pitfalls that lie in the way of

a successful career Photoplay asked Maxine Block to talk with Hollywood’s

top stars so that they might pass along to you their own formulas for

getting ahead—tips on how to make your job pay off in happiness as well as

cash; ways to help you move ahead in a career.

For three months Maxine Block knocked on the dressing room doors of

the stars and on the doors of Hollywood job counselors, employment agency

heads, personnel managers and prominent business executives.

One fact everybody agreed on. Do what you like and like what you do.

Set your goal and never take your eye off it. “Most of Hollywood’s best-

known actors and actresses,” said one studio head, “began their careers

performing the lowliest chores, but while they made the rounds of producers’

offices or clerked in stores they never forgot that ( Continued on page 83)

BY MAXINE BLOCK
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BLONDES HAVE MORE FUN THAN ANYBODY?

You 7/ find out when you blonde your hair with Lady Clairol!* Whipped Creme

Hair Lightener. Actually silkens your hair as it lightens it ... in one fast action! Lady

Clairol whips instantly to a soft, rich cream . . . never runs or drips. Nothing like it

for ease . . . for speed . . . for clear, even tone. Leaves hair easy to manage . . . never

coarse or brassy. For a glamorous change in your looks... your personality. . . try

amazing, new Lady Clairol. The Whipped Creme makes the fabulous difference!



‘7 lost my first acting

part because I didn't take

the job seriously. I never

made that mistake again.’”

JEAN SIMMONS

JOB-HUNTING Continued

they wanted to act—often against strong advice to quit and stop reaching

for the stars.

Find out what you do want to do—and then get behind it and push.

Susan Hayward says, “The best way to keep someone else from choosing

your career for you is to have interests and ideas of your own. Weigh

everyone’s advice but in the end make your own decisions. You’ll work

ten times as hard to make your job a success.”

And Esther Williams adds, “If you merely dream how nice it would be

to have some extra money but have no real objective in mind, you may
not make the necessary effort to get the right job or even keep it after you

have it. So, don’t take a job unless you are determined to do your best.”

And Pat Boone insists that,
“
Education is the best investment for getting

a new job.”

“There are kids,” Pat says, “who get themselves summer jobs, fall in

love with the independence and the money, and then don’t return to school

in the fall. This, I believe, is a terrible mistake, one that they will regret

all their lives. From the beginning Shirl and I insisted that we’d let

nothing—my singing, our marriage, our children—interfere with getting

an education.”

But Pat has learned, too, that you have to work for the things you really

want in this world. He learned respect for a dollar at the tender age of

fifteen.

“Dad put me to work digging ditches at fifty cents an hour. I remember

at the end of the first day I was so bone tired I could hardly get the shovel

off the ground empty, to say nothing of lifting a load of dirt.

“After that session with the shovel I knew
(
Continued on page 109)

“/ was often hungry as a

kid. At fourteen I started
\
fending

for myself determined never

to let it happen again.”

VERA MILES
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introducing

PAT BOONE
in

BERNARDINE
What goes on m a young man s mind when he thinks about girls . . .

especially a Bernardine on the banks of the Itching River? If

you've ever been in love, you'll enjoy this tender tale of youth

and romancing, adapted from 20th Century-Fox's new musical hit

T n Sneaky Falls, Idaho, by the banks of the

Itching River, there exists a dream place

for young men. There, mothers have to coax
their sons for spending money and ask per-
mission to stay out late. There, every girl is

Bernardine and the word ‘No’ is never spoken.

”

There were four “Shamrocks” gathered around
Arthur Beaumont as hgj spoke; four who were
no longer boys and not yet men. They had
reached that wonderful and terrible age, seven-
teen, when they wanted all the world, yet felt

the world did not want them. Not to be per-
mitted to drink beer was the worst insult; not
to have a date positively calamitous.
They were seated in the back room of the

Shamrock, a hamburger and beer joint which
they adopted as their after-school headquarters.
Here they spoke of such weighty subjects as

girls, boats and their cars or “goats” as they
called them, and listened to such weighty music
as bongo-calypso. As they listened to Beau the
walls of their haunt, papered with signs swiped
from elsewhere by generations of Shamrock
habitues: this pool for use of hotel guests only,
HALF MILE TO SKI JUMP, DO NOT DISTURB, THIS WAY
to the zoo, etc., literally disappeared for them.
Instead, they saw the banks of the Itching River,

with a beautiful girl sitting by its waters, the
breeze stirring her long blond hair.

Beau himself had never been more carried
away by the sound of his own words. He spoke
in his usual soft tones, his smile dreamy and
faraway, as if unaware that the news he was
imparting could change the lives of his comrades
and, in fact, of all young men the world over.
For Beau this was quite typical. (Continued )

SUMMER FICTION BONUS
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BERNARDINE Continued

BEAU JEAN SANFORD MRS. WILSON MR. WELDY

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Beau Pat Boone

Jean Terry Moore

Mrs. Wilson Janet Gaynor

J. Fullerton Weldy Dean Jagger

Sanford Wilson Richard Sargent

He was, to quote one fellow’s mother,
“A sensitive, delicate youth with ele-

gantly weary mannerisms.” The rais-

ing of an eyebrow, the flick of a finger

could, and usually did, send the other
boys off to do his bidding. Yet he
had none of the outward toughness
usually found in a leader. One of the
boys, Morgan Olson, who wouldn’t
lower himself even to comb his hair,

had this toughness in his manner. And
George Friedelhauser, an intelligent,

upstanding all-American type fellow,

had it in his build; he played football.

Beau had a far more dangerous
quality than toughness; he had charm.
Nobody knew quite what was happen-
ing when Beau got hold of him. With-
out half trying, sometimes without even
meaning to, he wheedled his way
around parents and teachers alike and
arbitrated the sharpest differences

among the Shamrocks. He was their un-
disputed leader and voice of authority.

“Sneaky Falls . . . Sneaky Falls,

Idaho,” whispered Sanford Wilson, the
rebel among them, to whom any place
other than home seemed romantic.
“By the banks of the Itching River,”

murmured Friedelhauser.
“Where every girl is Bernardine,”

Beau reminded them.
Even ladies’ man Marvin Griner, with

a line that had half the girls in Win-
gate High hooked, forgot them all as he
thought of a girl who never said “no.”

“Bernardine,” they each said softly,

as if afraid she could hear if they spoke
too loud. And one of them began to

hum a tune, thereafter known as Bern-
ardine.

Up until Beau’s inspiring talk, the
day had been going badly for Wilson,
but that was nothing particularly new
for him. He was an impulsive char-
acter, constantly in hot water which his

fierce moods got him into and his

friends got him out of.

An then this morning. Mason had
brought him the bad news. Mason was
not a bad Joe, considering the fact he
was a teacher. But they’d been in the
high-school locker room, getting
dressed for gym, when Mason came in.

“I’ve just come from a faculty meet-
ing,” he said, “and you, Wilson, are
flunking practically every subject.

What’s the matter, too many girls?”

That was a good one, Sanford
thought. He never had the problem
of getting rid of a girl because he
didn’t have a girl to get rid of.

Beau, who’d been with him, inter-

posed. Sometimes Beau could be help-
p ful. “This is a clean-living man, Mr.

Mason,” he’d said. “He gave up girls

a long time ago.”
Mr. Mason attacked Wilson’s other

main reason for being. “Then, what is

it? Boat racing?”
Caught for a quick reply, Beau an-

swered for him again. “That’s what
keeps him sane, Mr. Mason. Mental
hygiene, that’s what it is.”

Unimpressed, Mason warned, “Well,
the mailman will hand your mother a
nasty shock Monday morning, Wilson.
Mr. Dykers wrote her a note.”
Old Dykers and his note. The fel-

lows had rallied ’round him in sym-
pathy and elected to call an emergency
executive session at the Shamrock.
Beau had taken his favorite spot at the
window; Griner hadn’t come with them,
some doll was dropping him off in her
convertible. Friedelhauser and Olson
stood in critical attention at the juke
box, listening to a trumpet solo and
nursing their Cokes. Wilson just sat

alone, slumped over a table in gloom,
finding the activity around him an
added irritant. He brooded over his

troubles, one at a time: Not only was
there the prospect of flunking, but he
had to have a date for a shindig at the
Black Cow that night and where was
a girl to come from?
Meanwhile, Friedelhauser and Olson,

who were discussing the trumpeter,
gave him his opportunity to raise his

problems. Friedelhauser thought the
artist stank but Beau was of Olson’s
opinion. “Listen to that noise—that
cool, cool noise,” Beau said.

“Friedelhauser is right,” said Wil-
son. “That guy’s strictly O.T.L.—Out
to Lunch.” Casually he broached his

subject. “Mister Bongo opens at the
Black Cow tonight.”

They looked at him warily. Olson
spoke: “If this means a bite, my allow-
ance is four week’s overdrawn.”
“And I’m clean,” said Friedelhauser.

“However, to show you I have a for-
giving heart, I’ll give you Mister Bongo
on record.” He pressed a button on the
juke box and put in his coin. Out
poured Bongo’s latest hit.

“Out of a box!” sneered Wilson. “You
got to see Bongo to know him.” He
illustrated on a couple of tables Bongo’s
rhythmic technique, producing such a
racket that Ruby McDuff, the manager
of the Shamrock, appeared glowering
in the doorway. “What’s goin’ on?”
she demanded. Dead quiet descended.
Beau turned on the charm and paci-

fied her. Wilson took a swig of Coke
to calm his nerves. “Anyway,” he
boasted, “I’m going to the Black Cow
tonight. And for the benefit of you
bankrupts, I’m loaded.”
His statement had the desired effect.

They gathered ’round, all but Beau.
“But I’m going with a girl,” Wilson

added. “Get Christine, Beau, to find

me a girl and we’ll double-date. I’ll

pick up the tab.”

“What girl, Wilson?” Beau looked
up disgustedly. “Name me one girl

who would date you—just one?”
Griner’s entrance saved Wilson from

the embarrassment of answering. But
he was no help.

“What?” Griner glared. “I’ve told
you, Wilson, don’t come to me for spare
parts any more. I fixed you up with
four different girls and I’m still living
down your reputation. Your tech-
nique stinks.”

“What time do I get for technique?”
Wilson answered. “You blind-date me
with a girl ten miles out of town—

I

get there at eight-thirty and have to
be home by ten. Where’s the time for
technique when you got a mother like
mine waiting up for you? I’m just out
of practice.”

Beau patted Wilson on the back.
“Don’t worry, Fofo. Remember there’s
a dream place for guys like us. In
Sneaky Falls, Idaho. . .

Abruptly Wilson dug into his pocket
for a coin, walked over to the phone
booth and, looking at the boys as if

something great were about to happen,
dialed long distance. They exchanged
worried glances. “This is Vice-Com-
modore Bidnut of the Shamrock Yacht
Club,” they heard him say into the
phone in an altered bass voice. “I

want to talk person-to-person to

Sneaky Falls, Idaho. A Miss Bernar-
dine Mudd—Mudd, with a double ‘d’,

please.”
A blank expression suddenly came

over his face as he turned to his bud-
dies. “She’s getting the routing,” he
said with wonder.
“Must be a new girl,” said Olson.
The others listened open-mouthed at

Wilson’s next words. “I’ll verify that,

operator. If you give me your num-
ber I’ll call you back.”
“Cute voice—must be a cute girl,” he

said more to himself than the guys. In
alarm they saw what he was up to as
he stepped out of the booth. “Operator
Twenty-Two,” he whispered. “Think
of it, a new girl in town! And she
won’t know a thing about my repu-
tation which I don’t even deserve.”
As Wilson hurried down to the phone

exchange to get a gander at Operator
Twenty-Two, the others silently emp-
tied their pockets for his bail.

Arriving at the phone exchange,
Wilson parked in front of the building.

Beau’s parting remarks kept ringing
in his ears. “I just want to leave you
with one thought for the day—the
password for success,” he said, drop-
ping it like a pearl: “Technique! My
boy, you’ve got none! Absolutely none.”



Wilson shook off this awful thought,

and straightened up once inside the

reception room, explaining to the clerk

that he had trouble getting an Idaho
number, and came down to investigate.

“I can’t dial it again,” he said, “because
my pet monkey ate the piece of paper
it was written on. But I got the oper-
ator’s number—Twenty-Two, I think

it was.”
The clerk, a bit bewildered, but still

unsuspecting, called Jean Cantrick, Op-
erator Twenty-Two, to come out with
her toll ticket on the Idaho call. Wil-
son, who had been keeping up a line of

chatter, stopped dead as she came in

sight. Jean Cantrick was blonde, five-

foot-two, with eyes of blue, a delight

to look at, and just the right size for

his arms. The gang’s Bernardine theme
song filled his head, his mouth felt

parched, his legs weak and queazy,
but it was a nice queaziness, not the
kind that came upon him at exam
time.

“Sneaky Falls?” he heard the clerk

say. “Curious name.”
“It certainly is!” said the superin-

tendent, suddenly interrupting and
reading the rest of the ticket. She
scowled nastily. “Mr. Bidnut, there

is no Sneaky Falls. I’ll count three,

then blow the police whistle!”

Outside the building Mr. Bidnut
stood pat—having found Bernardine,
he refused to give her up. He scarcely

knew how long he waited, twenty
minutes or two hours, till he saw her
come out of the building. He singled
her out almost immediately from the
stream of homebound employees and
made his way to her side. But all she
did when he offered to drive her home
was look right through him, just what
he needed to divest him of any sem-
blance of technique. “I’m really a
solid guy, Miss Cantrick,” he stam-
mered. “Ask Ruby McDuff at the
Shamrock or anybody at Wingate
High-”
Her lack of response was disconcert-

ing and the fact that her bus was
coming didn’t help matters. “I can’t
tell you my life story standing here,”
he said in desperation. “There’s a
bongo-calypso deal at the Black Cow
tonight. . .

.”

She didn’t give him so much as a
backward look as she boarded her bus
in the middle of his sentence. There
was only one thing to do, he reasoned:
follow in his goat.

When he rang the bell of the board-
ing house he saw her enter, she opened
the door, all ready to let him have it.

Seeing the woebegone expression on
his face, however, she smiled despite
herself. After a while, she conceded:
“What time do they start to rock and
roll tonight?”
Wilson didn’t drive home; he floated,

going by sheer instinct like a horse
who has lost his driver. He couldn’t
wait to call Beau. “I got it made,
Beau—the most gorgeous custom job
you ever saw in your life,” he ex-
plained over the phone.

“Is this a boat, a goat, or a girl?”
Beau questioned.

“I have found Bernardine. Wait till

you see her! Griner—that wolf—and
Friedelhauser and Olson! They don’t
have to do me favors any more with
blind dates and spare parts.”
“You’re bragging, Fofo. Just give

me a true report. Did you meet the
girl? No elaborating. Just facts.”

“Meet her? We’re in love. If you
don’t believe me, come in at the Black
Cow later and take a glimpse at her.

I repeat, glimpse!”
Later, as he sat in the Black Cow

with Jean, he was in such ecstasy look-
ing at her over their Cokes that he
hardly heard Mister Bongo, though
the noise was deafening. One by one
the boys sneaked in to get a look at the
new girl. Beau went first to get his

promised glimpse and for once wore
an expression of complete surprise on
his face. “Men,” he reported to the
fellows who were still waiting outside
diffidently for their turn. “Fofo has
found the original Bernardine!”
“And gentlemen, get it straight,” he

warned as Olson vaulted over the side
of the car and headed for the Cow.
“That captive bird is the exclusive
property of Vice-Commodore Bidnut.
And whomsoever shall try to poach
will answer to the Committee.”
Olson returned and climbed back in

as Friedelhauser said smugly, “Nobody
will have to poach. Considering Wil-
son’s outstanding record with women,
this captive bird will have flown the
coop by midnight. Tomorrow I’ll get
a haircut, an executive modified flat

top.”

But this time the fellows were wrong.
Wilson had evidently changed the
course of his history with women and
Jean even came to watch him boat
race that Sunday. Wilson won the
race but was disqualified because he
wouldn’t obey orders to come in and
have his boat inspected. Drunk with
happiness and inspiration, he kept cir-

cling the course, doing figure eights.

He was still riding high the next
morning. Cleo, the Wilsons’ maid,
was the first to notice the tremendous
change that had come over him. “That
boy took a shower this morning,” she
told his mother, “with real water! That
boy’s in love!”

“Cleo, how can you? Sanford’s only
a boy—in love with his schoolmates
and his boat.” She couldn’t believe
her son was growing up, almost didn’t

want him to. Yet he came down and
sat across the table from her, immersed
in dreams that were definitely not
about boats nor schoolmates.
He thudded back to his schoolday

world when Cleo delivered the mail
with Dyker’s note. He watched his

mother’s face stiffen. Then she cried,

“Fullerton Weldy was right! We do
need a man in the house.”
Horror dawned upon him. “What do

you mean?” he sputtered. “That old
square.”
“For your information, Mr. Weldy

asked me to marry him—last week.”
“That sneak! That last word in

nothing!”
“Mr. Weldy was right.” His mother’s

lip trembled. ”1 haven’t the weight
and authority to prevent you from
wasting your life—to keep you out of
the Shamrock—to make you study so
you can graduate. You need a father!”
“You’d marry Fullerton Weldy just

to see that I graduate?” Wilson asked
unbelievingly.

“It’s one good reason.”
It was then that Wilson decided he

had to grow up fast. This was a man-
sized problem. “That’s crazy. All I

got to do is crack a book,” he prom-
ised. “Beginning tomorrow, you’ll see

—

I’ll stay in every night and study till

I pass those exams. Starting tomorrow.”

“It’s always tomorrow, Sanford.”
His mind raced ahead. “Tonight I

got a very important date.”

Like a general he laid his plans out
at school, letting Beau in on them. He
would have to sew things up with
Jean, get her to wait for him during
the two weeks he’d be holed in. Their
date this evening would have to be
something special, memorable. “I want
to drive somewhere nice—with danc-
ing. The Blue Grotto, maybe.”
As usual, reliable Beau grasped the

situation. “I’m beginning to see. It’s

Paris. You have a twenty-four hour
pass. In the dawn you leave for the
front to reioin your regiment.”

“That’s it!”

“I’m with vou, Fofo. Tonight you’ll

order everything wrapped in a towel!
Just leave it to me.”

If he had been a girl Wilson would
have flung his arms around Beau’s
neck in gratitude. “How are you going
to do it, Beau?”
“Wait for a bulletin at the Sham-

rock.” Beau made a little circle with
his forefinger, signifying all would be
well.

Beau hurried home to execute his
plans, taking Friedelhauser and Olson
along as accessories. They headed for

the garage where, hidden under a tar-

paulin, he showed them a sports run-
about of breathtaking beauty. The
wheels were on blocks, the batteries on
a work bench. The fellows gasped.
This was no goat, it was a gazelle.

“It’s Bernardine on wheels!” said

Olson.
“It’s a car,” said Beau. “My brother

is not using it at the moment. He’s in

an Air Force igloo in Alaska.”
“This goat will impress Bernardine

all right,” said Friedelhauser, “but it

still won’t get Wilson into the Blue
Grotto.”
Wordlessly Beau flashed his broth-

er’s draft card. The two were duly
impressed. “Get this thing air-borne,”

he instructed. “I’ll go in and tackle

Mother.”
Mrs. Beaumont was a trusting woman

who still believed in her sons. Still,

when the younger one came in with his

latest bit of news, she was rather
startled. “Mom, I dreamt that Lee
was home on leave. I have extrasen-
sory super-nuclear perception, you
know.”
“You have?”
“I’m so sure he’s on his way that I

would like to do something nice as a
surprise. Even a little thing like put-
ting his car in shape. Take my word,
he’s coming, Mom.”
Mrs. Beaumont clasped her hands in

wonderment. “Then do it, Arthur, do
it!”

The car job took the boys three
hours of solid toil. And no sooner
were they out of sight and on their

way to the Shamrock, when a taxi

drew up in front of the Beaumont
home with a returning native inside

—a handsome, strapping young man
of twenty-four — Lieutenant Langley
Beaumont, home on a wing, and to any
girl, a dream. His father, who had just

been hearing about the extrasensory
perception from Mrs. Beaumont, shook
his head unbelievingly, and looked on
spellbound as his long-absent son
bounded into the living room.
“Where’s Beau?” he asked, looking

around.
“At the Shamrock—where else?” said



BERNARDINE
Continued

his father in a hardly enthusiastic tone.

Like a homing pigeon, Langley fol-

lowed the flock. There he interrupted
a truly touching scene in the parking
lot. The fellows were gathered around
Wilson who was studying his passport
to the Grotto—the Lieutenant’s draft
card. “Remember, Fofo,” they were
telling him, “technique.”
Without a word, and with perfect

timing, the Lieutenant plucked the card
from Wilson’s hand, and was off be-
fore the guys could say “Bernardine.”

Necessity made Wilson ingenious.
“Since the Blue Grotto is so crowded,”
he said to Jean, “let’s try eating under
the stars.” Accordingly, he left her in

the car and stopped at the Greasy
Spoon for hamburgers and Cokes, then
drove to a roadside rest on a cozv
country road. He cut into a spot with
a picnic table, turned up the volume on
his radio, and parked. “Want to dance
first or eat?” he asked.

“Eat.”
They spread their banquet on the

table and the girl attacked her ham-
burger ravenously while Wilson
watched, lovesick, the thought of not
seeing her for two weeks making him
tense and anxious. His hand stole over,
just to touch her, when Beau’s voice
came, as if from outer space: “Tecn-
nique, Fofo, technique.”

“Sure, I’ll remember.”
“Remember what?” asked Joan.
“Nothing, nothing. You know, you’re

very beautiful, even eating. Do you
have a picture I could keep?”
Opening her handbag, she provided

one from a strip of snapshots, photo
vending machine variety. Her pre-
paredness miffed him, but he had no
time for non-essentials and grasping
her hand, upset a Coke bottle. A few
drops spilled on her dress and as he
rubbed the spot, embarrassed at his
clumsiness, Beau’s voice came to him
again, sadly this time. “Poor technique,
Fofo, very poor. . .

Unfortunately his feelings were too
strong to listen to any voice. He
snatched the burger fi’om the girl’s

hand and slapped it on the table. “Jean,
I’m sorry if you’re still hungry but
time is running out. We have to make
the most of tonight.”
He crushed her to him savagely.

“Jean—my Bernardine!”
Startled, she repulsed him. “Sanford

Wilson! I am not your Bernardine!”
“You don’t understand. It’s our last

night together for a long time to come.”
“I’m positive of it,” she said, picking

up her handbag and vanishing.
Dazed, it took Wilson a few minutes

to run after her. By that time Jean
had fumbled her way in the darkness,
along the lonely road and disappeared.
What had happened was that a car
slowed down alongside her, a Thunder-
bird with a Lieutenant. “Any trouble,
young lady?” he asked politely, and
offered to drive her to town.
“Thank you, I’ll manage.”
“At least let me drive you to the Blue

Grotto. You can phone for a cab from
there.”

She sized him up and got into the
car. Once inside the Grotto, they started
to dance.

Wilson, in the meantime, sought out

Beau and consolation. “To think,” said
Beau, “if you had only let her finish

that burger, it might have changed
the course of your whole life.”

“I know, I know,” he mumbled, and
picked up the phone for the tenth
time. “I just have to know if she got
home,” he explained his nervousness,
then sagged with relief when he heard
the girl’s voice. At the end of the
conversation he reported, all smiles:

“She said she’d wait for me until after

exams.”
Then a terrible thought seized him.

If he holed in for two weeks, every
wolf in town would be after Jean. And
if he didn’t, he’d wind up with Fuller-
ton Weldy for a stepfather. Again, he
slumped in despair.

“I have it!” said Beau, suddenly
snapping his fingers. “I’ll post a sched-
ule at the Shamrock. Griner will take
Jean out three times. Friedelhauser a
couple times, and—

”

“No! I don’t trust those characters!
They’re smooth operators. They would
let Jean finish a hundred burgers.
You’re the only one I would trust.

Beau.”
Beau reminded him that he’d never

get a clearance from Christine. A large

thought took hold in his brain as he
heard his brother’s Thunderbird pull

up. His voice filled with awe, he said,

“Can it be that Providence has sent
us brother Lee for this purpose?”
Wilson was electrified.

Beau called him the next morning
early to report success with the Lieu-
tenant. “Your troubles are practically

over,” he promised. “The Lieutenant
will do it.”

Later that day, overwhelmed by his

good luck, Wilson boasted to his

mother. “Mom,” he said, “those exams.
They’re in the bag.”
But Mrs. Wilson, not having quite

the optimism of her son was not con-
vinced, and decided, then and there,

to take action of her own. She would
get Vernon Kinswood to study with
Sanford.

Vernon was different from the other
boys; this she knew, he read books.
Beau called him “a morbid type who
would unfortunately get somewhere.”
Vernon had obnoxious habits like

wearing knitted socks, and going to

the bank every Friday to add to his

savings account. The way to his mind,
Mrs. Wilson knew, was through his

bank account, and she had no trouble
at all securing his services for a prom-
ised check.

When she broke the news to Wilson,
he wasn’t enthusiastic, but that after-

noon found the two boys holed up in

Sanford’s room—a routine established
for the rest of the week, at the end of

which, Wilson, unable to take his

tutor any longer, dumped him at the
public library one night and slipped off

to the Shamrock. Here he noticed a
startling innovation: Olson cracking a

book. O.lson was not so deep in intel-

lectual pursuits, however, that he
couldn’t look up and offer a devastat-
ing comment: “That chick of yours is

a dream floating by in that Thunder-
bird. I just saw her going by with
Langley.”

“She’ll have expensive tastes when
you get her back,” Friedelhauser put
in. “She won’t go for burgers in a
basket any more. And what a come-
down to rattle around in that old wood-
burning goat of yours.”

Sanford hadn’t thought of that. One
trouble not even over when a new
one was on the way—that’s life, he
complained. There was nothing to do
but get another car, that was for sure.
“I’ll sell my boat,” he said, finally, with
his jaw set in mansize determination.
His declaration produced a sensation

among the boys for it was a Bemar-
dine of boats, but unhappily none had
money. “Maybe you could form a syn-
dicate,” Wilson offered.

Before anyone could answer, a voice,

bitter and denunciatory, was heard in

the doorway. It was Kinswood, looking
for his charge.

Surprisingly, Beau greeted him like

a Shamrock brother. “You’ve never
seen our clubroom have you, old Kins-
wood?” he asked in dulcet tones.

“Abiding friendships have been sealed
in this room.”
Kinswood, the smart one, was taken

in. “I have never rejected any sincere
overtures of friendship.”

“Gentlemen, a drink for Kinswood.”
Olson got him a Coke.
“We have a little fund for entertain-

ing prospective members.” Beau leaned
forward, as though addressing a board
meeting. “Gentlemen, I make a motion
that we desist calling our friend Vernon
Kinswood a slob.”

“You are not a slob any longer,” said

Friedelhauser.
Kinswood looked almost human, he

was so full of gratitude.

“The next step,” Beau continued, “is

positive integration against negative
segregation. Every Shamrock has to be
a specialist. Wilson is a great boat
racer and Griner is a great operator
with the girls. And since you don’t

care much for girls, your classification

is boat owner.”
“But that takes money!”
“Do you mean you have no money

in that bank where you drop in every
Friday afternoon?”
Gone was the bonhommie as Kinswood

looked into a sea of hostile faces. Thus,
for the slight fee of seven hundred
dollars, Vernon Kinswood found him-
self owner of the boat, BERNARDINE
MUDD II, and a brother Shamrock.
Through the last weary days of

exams the fellows suffered with Wil-
son, calling for his sleepless body and
driving it to school. Beau conned Mr.
Mason into giving him advance notice

as to whether Wilson passed. “He’ll

turn gray over the week end,” he
pleaded. When Wilson heard the good
word, he fainted—almost. He wasn’t
used to anything nice.

Recouping his strength, Wilson felt

a new sense of power and raced home
to prepare to tell his mother. He smiled
inscrutably and spoke in a low con-
trolled voice. “What if it turns out that

I flunked, Mom?” he played with her
like cat and mouse.
“We’ll have to speak to Fullerton

Weldy and see about summer school,

was all she could answer.
“Fullerton Weldy. Summer school.

You have no faith in me, Mom.” And
acting his age, he crossed to the side-

board with its assortment of liquor

bottles and poured himself a green
liquid.

“Mom, the next time you have the

urge to serve creme de menthe, re-

member that I’m the man around
here.”

His mother stared unbelieving, “San-
ford, don’t tell me! You’ve passed?”



“Was there any doubt of that?” he
replied in bored tones. “The morning
you got that note about me, didn’t we
make a bargain?”
Mrs. Wilson embraced him and

fumbled for a handkerchief. “This

calls for a celebration. I’ll call Fuller-

ton Weldy to take us to dinner.”

Her son recoiled. “Fullerton Weldy,
you said! That isn’t the bargain we
made. I passed those exams to show
you we didn’t need any guy in this

house.”
“Sanford, a wild statement like that

means we made a bargain between us?”
“It was! You promised to throw him

out if I passed!”
“Why, Sanford, I never . .

.” she
stopped and fumbled for words. “Now
that you have passed and are going to

college, you might try to be an adult,

not a child who just consults his own
likes and dislikes.”

He looked at her harshly, feeling

betrayed. “I took a big gamble locking
myself up for two weeks,” he said

bitterly. “A chance you don’t even
know about—that could have affected

my entire life and happiness. But I

did it for you and now you welsh on
me. Well, I’m only glad that every
woman isn’t like you.” He finally tore

out of the living room, leaving his

mother in tears. He went to the other
woman in his life.

Waiting outside the phone exchange
in the new goat he had bought on
Bernardine’s account, Sanford came to

an important conclusion. When he at

last saw her, he ran up: “It’s been
a hundred years, Bernardine,” he said.

“Get aboard, we’re taking off for

Sneaky Falls, Idaho.”
“What are you doing here, Sanford?

What’s Sneaky Falls? I can’t go. I have
a date,” and she waved to Langley’s
car which just rolled up. “So long,

Sanford.”
Sanford couldn’t believe it, he just

couldn’t believe it. Something was
wrong. He didn’t know what to do nor
where to go till he found himself
headed toward the Shamrock. Griner
greeted him cordially, but Beau was
enveloped in a strange silence.

He tried to appear casual as he went
up to Beau. “Did you say you fired the
lieutenant last night?”

“That’s right, Fofo.”
“Did your brother understand you?”
“He understood all right.” Beau’s face

was a mask. How was he going to tell

his best friend the news that had set

him back on his ears just a half hour
ago? He, Beau, who had always thought
he could get anything in the world
merely by talking? At last he sum-
moned the courage. “Fofo,” he said
gently, “the lieutenant is going to

marry Jean.”
There was a long low whistle from

every one. Wilson sat down slowly, his

face white. “But how could he when
I’m in love with her?”
“Serves you right!” Friedelhauser

said. “We would have dated her gladly.
But you wouldn’t trust your friends

—

you had to get outside talent.”

“I didn’t get outside talent. I got my
friend, my pal to fix it up for me. He
did fix it, too—for his brother. That’s
what this dirty double-crosser did!” He
caught Beau with a blow under the
chin that sent him sprawling. The boys
roared at Wilson but Beau said quietly,

“Let him alone.”

Wilson left the den alone and got into

his new goat. There was no place to

go; not home, last place, he said to

himself. His mother, his friend, all

were against him. Whom could he
believe in? What was left in life now?
he asked himself. As if he’d find the
answer there, he headed for the open
country. So deep in thought that he
noticed the skunk which ran across
the' road in front of his car too late.

Swerving to avoid it, his car ran into

an irrigation ditch, turning over. Luck-
ily Wilson was unhurt and climbed
from under the wreckage only to find

that his goat was demolished.
It was Weldy who accompanied Mrs.

Wilson to the police station when they
reported the finding of the overturned
car, then went home with her to wait
for news from the boy who was no-
where to be found. Cleo greeted the
pair. “He just walked in,” she said

quietly, “and he’s all right.”

Weldy immediately took charge. “I

think Ruth, that a little heart to heart
talk is indicated. Want to come with
me. or would you rather I went alone?”
“No, please. I’d rather you waited

down here.” She hurried up the stairs

where she found her son packing his

suitcase. He had joined the Army, had
his physical and been accepted within
the space of a few hours. He was
leaving that night.

It took Mrs. Wilson a while to find

her voice. “All right I won’t marry
Fullerton Weldy.”
She waited, expecting her son to fling

himself into her arms. But nothing
happened.
“Weldy?” he said in a far-off voice.

“I don’t care about that any more.”
She didn’t understand. His only other

problem had been getting through
school, she thought. What could be
bothering him? She turned away and
got the answer as her eyes took in the
little snapshot of Jean Cantrick stuck in

the dresser mirror. She studied it, then
looked at her son in a different man-
ner. He turned his back to hide his

torment, but she saw. She wanted to

take him in her arms, but wisely said.

“We’ll talk when you come downstairs.”
There she found J. Fullerton Weldy

busy tallying up figures of the cost of

the accident. “You must reduce the
weekly allowance to this boy—restrict

the use of the car. You must—

”

She fixed him with a weary smile.

“Fullerton, this boy, as you keep call-

ing him, has joined the Army. He’s
leaving tonight on the ten o’clock train.”

He stared at her in dumb amaze-
ment. But nothing nonplussed this man.
He would straighten everything out in

the morning he concluded—he knew
the general.

“No, please,” interrupted Mrs. Wilson,
“this is a decision a man has taken.
It’s not for you nor me to reverse it.

“We mothers think that nothing in

creation is good enough for our sons.

We don’t want them to live the way
we’ve lived, love the way we’ve loved,
or die the way we’ll die. We want the
miracle! We want them to walk into
the future a brand new way—over a
bridge of rainbows!” She turned direct-
ly at Weldy. “And we go about it with
balance sheets, petty punishments and
restrictions until one day—like now

—

they suddenly find themselves in the
valley of adulthood.”

During the months that passed, San-
ford wrote often and it was with delight
that Mrs. Wilson learned he’d be home

for the holidays. It was nearly Christ-
mas—six months since she’s seen him

—

when Weldy escorted her to the station

to meet Sanford and welcome him home
on his first furlough. The older man,
having learned his lesson, kept a dis-
creet distance behind Mrs. Wilson as
the train pulled in He waited with a
tentative smile—and some apprehension
—while Sanford kissed his mother and
gave her a hug that practically lifted

her off her feet, Then suddenly aware
of Weldy, he impulsively walked over
and offered his hand to his erstwhile
enemy. “Glad to see you, Weldy,” he
added, while his mother brimmed over
with gratitude.

By the time they reached home, Cleo
had prepared biscuits and coffee, but
walking over to the sideboard Sanford
said. “Thanks, I’d rather have a drink
if it’s all right. Creme de menthe still

a favorite around here?”
Mrs. Wilson started nervously, then

braced herself and answered as calmly
as she could, “Still a favorite.”

The young man grinned at his mother
and Weldy, breaking the unspoken ten-
sion in the room. He went to the side-
board and served them. “To us,” he
said. “To all of us.”

“I hope you’ll have a good time,” his

mother said a little later. “The boys
are home from college.”

“I don’t want to see any of them,”
Sanford turned, answering savagely.
Then, recovered his humor: “What I

meant was—I didn’t come home to

waste my time with a bunch of

strangers.”

“Strangers? Your best friends?”
interrupted Weldy quietly.

“Well—yeah—school friends. Some-
how things change when you’re in the
Army.” He put out his cigarette, striv-

ing to give the impression of great
peace and contentment. “Think I’ll go
up and unpack—if you don’t mind.” He
gave them all a warm smile and started

up the stairs with his coat and bag.

“I do hope our surprise will work,”
said Mrs. Wilson to Weldy.
“Don’t worry, my dear, don’t worry.”
At the entrance of his room, Wilson

could go no further. There in his favor-
ite chair, with the dreamy, faraway
familiar smile that Wilson had grown
to hate in his thoughts, sat Arthur
Beaumont. He acknowledged Wilson’s
appearance with that barely percept-
ible elevation of an eyebrow.

It was a ghastly moment for Wilson.
He closed the door and leaned against

it, tried to say something but couldn’t.

The tears mounted. Nothing stirred in

the room. Then Beau gave a happy
cry, leapt from his chair and planted
his fist in Wilson’s face, knocking him
into a bass drum—the one that Wilson
had carefully preserved for years.

Working himself loose from his un-
comfortable new quarters, Wilson
started for Beau in a fury. But before
he could lift a finger, he stopped dead.
From outside his window, floating up
and filling the room came the voice
of the Shamrocks. They were singing
'Bernardine!’

Wilson was laughing now. Spon-
taneously he clapped Beau on the
shoulder and together they joined in

the chorus: “By the banks of the
Itching River . .

.” There were other
Bernardines, Wilson thought. The End

Adaptation from film script by Peggy Taub.



“June’s page boy is trimmed bluntly,” says

hairdresser Ethel Neefus. “Only sides are feathered

a bit in front for springy, upturned curls.” Blunt

cutting gives June’s soft hair body and fullness.

So do frequent shampoos. June, who’d as soon

skip her shower as her daily shampoo, half-dries hair

with a home dryer, then sets as shown on page 68.

Freshly washed hair looks twice as thick and fluffy.

JUNE ALLYSON IS IN U-l's "MY MAN GODFREY**

“Debbie is small and has a small face,” says William

Tuttle, head of M-G-M’s make-up department. “She

looks best with her hair swept back and caught up in

a pony tail.” “It’s easiest to manage that way,

too,” confides Debbie. “Especially when I’m

traveling without a hairdresser. Because my hair is

baby-soft, I use hair spray after combing,

then comb through again quickly before spray is dry.”

DEBBIE REYNOLDS IS IN U-l’s “TAMMY AND THE PLAYBOY”; M-G-M’s “THE RELUCTANT DEBUTANTE”

“For Doris Day’s pixie-cut, a girl needs hair as

well-behaved as Doris’—slightly curly and medium-

textured,” says Jean Burt Reilly. It is razor-

cut while wet, with top 1^2 inches long; sides %
inch; back trimmed close as possible. Setting,

shown on page 71, is to give line and direction, not

curl. While still damp, pins are removed, hair

brushed almost straight, then combed into place.

DORIS DAY IS IN WARNERS’”tHE PAJAMA GAME”

Natalie Wood proves that a girl can grow to any

lengths for a pretty hairdo—without suffering through

the straggly, in-between stage. “While Natalie

is letting her hair grow, we keep it in shape by

blunt-cutting the ends a bit,” says Jean Burt Reilly.

A loose permanent gives Natalie’s straight, fine-

textured hair body and a little curl. Non-

oily hairdressing adds both control and sheen.

NATALIE WOOD IS IN WARNERS* “BOMBERS B-52”

“THE HELEN MORGAN STORY*’

“Although my hair has some curl,” says Ann, “it’s so

thick and heavy I need a loose permanent to avoid

nightly pin-curling.” “Ann’s hair is taper-cut

to give it spring,” says Bill Tuttle. “Also, dark

hair looks softer with feathered edges.” For

the sheen and smoothness that give thick, dark hair

its lush beauty, Ann shampoos every four days

and gives herself a monthly conditioning treatment.

ANN BLYTH IS IN WARNERS

Marilyn at the Crossroads

(Continued from page 44)
so good. By holdout tactics, possibly picked
up from baseball’s Joe DiMaggio, she had
brought mighty 20th Century-Fox to its

knees, winning a fat new contract that per-
mitted her to select her own films and
directors and gave her the right to make
films elsewhere. If there were any skepti-
cal souls left who scoffed at her yearnings
for better things, they got their comeup-
pance when, in February, Marilyn an-
nounced that she would co-star in “The
Prince and the Showgirl” with Sir
Laurence Olivier, no less. But the skeptics
held their stand, refusing to acknowledge
that Marilyn had anything to do with it

and gave credit for the coup to her man-
ager, partner and guiding mentor, the ever-
present photographer, Milton Greene.
Enter Arthur Miller. He stole into the

picture discreetly, via bicycling dates with
Marilyn in Brooklyn and cozy dinners at

little out-of-the-way restaurants where
the lights were dim and newshawks non-
existent. And he claimed Marilyn’s heart
so completely that soon her former whole-
souled affections for Lee Strasberg, direc-
tor of Actors Studio, and his wife, Paula,
Milton Greene and his wife, Amy, were
getting second priority.

In the little frame house in Flatbush
where Arthur’s parents, Augusta and Isa-
dore Miller, lived—an exact counterpart of

the one in their son’s greatest play, “Death
of a Salesman”—she found warmth and
love. Dostoevski and “The Brothers
Karamazov” forgotten, she prattled with
Mother Miller about Arthur’s favorite
dishes and learned to make stuffed cab-
bage. And in June, in both a civil and
Jewish religious ceremony, Marilyn and
Arthur were married.

But she couldn’t go back to making
stuffed cabbage for Arthur. She had to

make a picture with Sir Laurence Olivier.

So—after some difficulty in obtaining
Arthur’s passport because of the Con-
gressional charges against him—they set

out on a venture that could have put the
wackiest comedy script to shame. At her
first press conference, there was such a

riot that both Millers and Oliviers had to

barricade themselves behind a snack bar.

Grave poetess Edith Sitwell, sipping gin

and grape juice with Marilyn and Arthur,
pronounced her “a remarkable woman,”
while an English lady journalist wrote,
“The most prominent thing about her is

her spare tire.” Finally, to escape pursuit,

Marilyn hid in a hearselike limousine

—

which only gave rise to further cracks

about “the body” within.

On the “Prince and the Showgirl” set,

things were scarcely less hectic. The first

kiss of Marilyn and Sir Laurence was
reported to “last all day.” But the sweet-
ness and light did not prevail. In short

order, there were stories about sharp dis-

agreements. Said Marilyn icily when the

cameras finally ground to a halt, “There
were no more rows than the usual dis-

agreements in making any film.” Said the

gallant Sir Laurence, “Miss Monroe is a

fine actress. She lived up to my expec-
tations completely.”
Through it all, Arthur Miller strode

stoically, and Marilyn went right on reap-
ing a crop of headlines that exceeded a

press agent’s wildest dreams—which con-
tinued when she returned, with the rumor
that she was expecting a baby. “No com-
ment,” said Arthur drily. “Some things,”

cried Marilyn, “should be private.” On this

slim shred, stories appeared that described

Marilyn’s emotions, even her visit to an
obstetrician, in great detail—stories that

had not a word of corroboration from the

Millers themselves.
(Continued on page 92)



New! The only permanent
you dare wash at once

!

Leaves your hair

soft, sweet and

instantly

shampoo-fresh

!

Takes V& the time, the work!
RICHARD HUDNUTS New

So easy! No need to shampoo first!

Only Richard Hudnut’s new Quick has

Crystal Clear Lanolized lotion. A lotion so

pure yet penetrating, you can wave with-

out washing first—and shampoo right after

you wave! So easy! When your wave is

finished, you shampoo instead of rinsing.

No need to wait a week to wash away “new
perm” frizz and odor. No fear you’ll wash
out or weaken your wave. It’s locked in to

last with exclusive Crystal Clear Lotion !

Wave and wash with Vi the work!

Quick’s the quickest! Only Quick’s exclu-

sive Crystal Clear Lotion penetrates so

fast, it lets you wrap more hair on each

curler and still get a firm curl to the tips.

You get a complete new-style wave with

just 20 curlers —% the winding time—
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the work ! Shampoo instead of rinsing and,

from the first minute, your new Quick

wave is lanolin-soft, sweet to be near. Use

Quick today— be shampoo-fresh tonight!
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Crystal Clear Lotion can be
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(Continued from page 90)

All these shenanigans disguised some
changes in Marilyn that were far more
significant Suddenly under Arthur’s tute-

lage, her attitude toward her career was
switched. She shocked old business as-

sociates by turning up for conferences
demurely dressed—and on time. She
shocked them further by listening atten-
tively, and making decisions with shrewd-
ness and authority they never suspected
she had. And she wouldn’t lift a finger

to make a film. When MGM announced
plans to make “The Brothers Karamazov,”
her cherished dream, she didn’t even put
up a fight for it.

Those who knew her well opined that
Arthur Miller had become Marilyn’s
Svengali, and she was letting her career go
to pot.

One person who might well share these
sentiments is ex -Svengali Milton Greene.
She upped and gave him his walking
papers, Greene countered by seeing law-
yers. “I don’t want to do anything to

hurt her career,” he said, “But I did de-
vote about a year and a half exclusively to

her, and practically gave up photography.”
Snapped Marilyn, “He knows perfectly well
that we have been at odds for a year and
a half, and he knows why. My company
has been completely mismanaged by
Greene. He made secret commitments
without informing me. He has misin-
formed me about certain contracts.”

Puffing thoughtfully at his expensive
cigar, a 20th Century-Fox executive mere-
ly shrugs. There was a time when the
problems of Marilyn were enough to make
him take to Miltown, but no more. Now,
he only says, resigned, “That girl had
better come to her senses.” It isn’t a threat.

He’s thinking about the days when Mari-
lyn’s name meant millions to the studio.

He’s thinking, in particular, about “Bus
Stop.” It was a fine picture that won
critical acclaim for all—including Marilyn.
At the box office, it did well enough, but
in comparison with her previous films, it

laid an egg. The name Monroe wasn’t
magic any more.

A cynical intimate of Marilyn’s also

takes a dim view: “Arthur Miller is just

another prop. First, it was her agent,
Johnny Hyde. Then, when he died, it

was Natasha Lytess, her drama coach.
While she was married to Joe DiMaggio,
she was torn between the two of them,
and there was no love lost between Natasha
and Joe. Then, she threw them both over
and took up with Milton Greene and the
Strasbergs at the Actors Studio. And
now, Miller. I’m wondering if she really
knows what she wants?”
To the lonely orphan girl, all the people

named were, she thought, fulfillments in

her lifelong search for the love and se-
curity she had never known. Parent
images. Fathers and mothers she never
had.

The one who was closest of all—closer
than even Arthur Miller, because she was
a woman, receiving confidences that one
woman only gives to another—is Natasha
Lytess. And strangely, it is Natasha, an-
other outcast, who holds the greatest
hope for Marilyn’s future happiness with
Arthur Miller.

“Oh yes, I think it will last,” she ex-
claims, her brown eyes snapping. “I hope
so. I give her my blessings. He’s a tal-

ented man. He has a good deal to offer.

It should work, my heavens! He’s a far
cry from that other guy!”
Natasha is just as positive that Arthur

Miller is right for Marilyn as she was that
Joe DiMaggio was wrong for her. In the

p
spacious living room of her charming one-
story white brick French Provincial home
in Beverly Hills, Nathasha smiled wryly

club chair. A shaft of sun lighted her
prematurely gray hair.

“I was always her bad conscience,” she
said. “I raised her like a child. I’m thirty-
six, only six years older than she, but I

always felt sixty years older.”
“She knew she could come to me,”

Natasha continued softly in her faintly

Germanic accent. “She had a friend in

me, and I say it very humbly.”
The living room was alive with subtle

reminders of Marilyn, and bespoke her
first exposure, under Natasha’s guidance,
to the world of culture. It was Natasha
who introduced her to art, good books,
good music and good taste.

Classic-crowded bookshelves flanked the
fireplace before which Marilyn so often
had curled up on the rug. Those books
were like chapters in Marilyn’s life. “The
Brothers Karamazov,” a copy of “All My
Sons” by one Arthur Miller, a book called
“Wisdom of the Sands” by French author
Antoine de Saint-Exupery, a gift from
Marilyn which she had feelingly inscribed,

“Because I met you. I’m learning.”
There were no visual reminders of

Marilyn. “I never got an autographed
picture,” Natasha explained sheepishly.
“We were so close. It seemed so silly.”

Her eyes sparkled as she told the true
story of Marilyn’s romance with Arthur
Miller. They met during the year Marilyn
and Natasha shared a two-bedroom apart-
ment on North Harper Street in Holly-
wood. Miller had come to Hollywood to

discuss a deal with Columbia which didn’t

materialize. But a friendship with Marilyn
did. She met him at a cocktail party.
“She fell in love with him then,” Na-

tasha declares. “Nothing ever happened,
but she told me excitedly that this was
the kind of man she could love.”

They met several more times in the
company of mutual friends, and Marilyn’s
infatuation seemed to possess her. She told

Natasha that she’s heard Arthur’s marriage
to the former Mary Slattery was founder-
ing, then in the same breath she’d add dis-

consolately that he’d probably stay married
for the sake of his two children.

“The love was repressed " Natasha went
on. “You don’t go on suffering. She met
DiMaggio and married him. But I knew
all along she had the feeling for Miller. I

used to tell her, ‘If it’s meant for you,
Marilyn, it will come.’ And when it

happened, I knew it was meant for her.

I think she’s unspeakably happy. Now she
has fame, money and the love of her life.

It’s frightening.”

But what of the problems? Miller’s in-

dictment for contempt of Congress? “If

she loves him,” Natasha said quietly, “I

think a woman can go through anything
with a man. I think she loves him that

much now.”
And what of a baby? Smiling, Natasha

fingered a simple silver chain around her
neck. “I had a talisman to bless me and
my daughter,” she explained. “A very
old silver medal with a figure of the Christ
Child on it. When Marilyn had to be
operated on several years ago for ap-
pendicitis, the doctors feared her fallopian

tubes would have to be removed. Marilyn
was so distressed at the thought that she
might never be able to have a child, and
on the day she was to be operated on, I

gave the talisman to her.”

During the operation, Marilyn clutched
it in her hand. When she left the operat-
ing table, she was still able to bear chil-

dren. The fear that her fallopian tubes
might be infected proved to be unfounded.
“She wore the talisman for a long time

after that,” Natasha smiled, “On a silver

chain around her neck.” She always
wanted to find a man she loved, and have
a child.

Yet Natasha has one reservation about
the marriage, that stems from her first

meeting with Marilyn, back in 1947. She
was an unknown starlet named Norma
Jean Dougherty then, sent by Max Arnow
of Columbia with the hope that Natasha
could “do something with her.”
“She wore a red knitted dress and her

hair was disheveled,” recalls Natasha. “She
looked just like lots of little girls who
come to me. What struck me was that she
was very, very closed. She was so much
in a shell, she couldn’t talk. She was
very, very unhappy. I felt she had a dire
need of what I had to offer.”

Natasha beseeched her to stop torment-
ing herself with childhood hangovers. “Let
it dry up,” she begged her. “Stop milking
it. Otherwise you’ll never be the master
of it, always the victim. Come one day
to the point where you are grateful for
every misery you had, every foster home.
Come to the point where you realize your
mother and father didn’t know what they
were doing, so you won’t have that bitter-
ness. Don’t drown in self pity.”

One day, a troubled Marilyn came to
her and confessed, “I’ve posed in the
nude.” Natasha told her, “Marilyn, it’s

done, so forget it. But don’t do it again.”
Later, when the news came out, she was
terrified. Natasha said, “For goodness
sakes, Marilyn forget it. People aren’t
that interested in anything. Headlines
come. They read them and throw them
in the ashcan.” Marilyn felt reassured,
and was able to tell the truth about it.

Natasha frowned. “But she is still so
terribly insecure. That’s dangerous. With
an insecure person, you don’t dare be
strong. Then you carry them, and it

inhibits them even more. This is defi-

nitely true of Marilyn. You have to be
very delicate. She’s always on the de-
fensive.”

Is Arthur Miller the person to keep that
delicate balance? “Often, artists are peo-
ple who can’t live what they paint or
write,” Natasha mused. “If Miller lives

what he writes, I say fine. But I don’t

know.”
Does Marilyn? Maybe. Maybe not.

But at the moment, there are strong indi-

cations that she has at last found the
security she has longed for.

For the first time in her life, she has
the courage to go without makeup, and
dress as she pleases. She isn’t “letting

herself go,” as some think. For her, this

is a new kind of freedom—freedom from
the bondage of her body. For years, she
thought that her figure and her looks were
all she had. Now, she doesn’t.

Her tardiness is a thing of the past, not
because Arthur Miller has goaded his wife
into promptness, but because she is no
longer afraid to meet people, forever stall-

ing the fearful moment when she would
have to come face-to-face with them, be-
cause for too long all people were
strangers.
She is no longer afraid to speak her

mind. She can make her own decisions,

because she has gained self-respect.

So strong is her faith in herself and in

her husband that she stood staunchly by
him in the face of the Congressional con-
tempt charges. An M-G-M executive re-

vealed that one reason she gave the studio

for turning them down when they ap-
proached her about “The Brothers Kara-
mazov” was that she wanted to be near
her husband during his trial. The other

reason: Marilyn told them that she was
expecting a baby.

So, above all, she gained confidence

—

enough to put one of the most valuable

careers in the world second, and marriage
and motherhood first.

It looks as if Marilyn Monroe is going to

take the right turn—to happiness.

you’ll enjoy: Marilyn Monroe in Warner Broth-

ers' “The Prince and the Showgirl.”
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the public shoulder. You don’t want that,

Tony.” No, I don’t. But I’ll risk it, for

thn sake of a lot of folks I know won’t
feel that way. Folks who have written

me—teen-agers and adults, too—saying
that they were troubled. They heard I was
going to a psychiatrist,

_
and they want to

know whether I’d advise them to do the

same and what my reactions were.
Well, truthfully, the first time I went

I was scared stiff. But I wasn’t going to

show it—not me! After all, I knew pretty

much about what went on in a psychi-
atrist’s office.

“Where’s the couch?” I tried to make
the question sound breezy. But I was sur-

prised that there wasn’t a couch in sight.

Everybody knew that was standard equip-
ment—the place where you stretched out
and bared your soul.

I tried to keep up the banter as the
doctor waved to a comfortable chair, and
I sat down on the edge of it. “What do
I talk about?” I blurted. “Sex?”
He smiled. “If you like.”

So I told him about my first girl. When
I was going to P. S. Eighty-two in New
York—I was going on twelve years old

—

I fell in love with a cute little blonde
who wouldn’t have a thing to do with me.
I used to pass notes to her which she
would tear up and throw away. She
treated me with terrible disdain, and once
when I tried to put my arm around her,

she slapped me. I felt miserable.
Then I got acquainted with Ann. She

had her troubles, too. There was a big
scar on her face as a result of an accident
she had been in. None of the guys would
go out with her and somebody told me
that she gave kissing lessons in the back
of the school, so I asked her.

Running Scared

“Sure,” she said, “ten cents a kiss.”

I told her I didn’t have a dime, but she
said that didn’t matter. She’d trust me.
We went walking and when it was about
dark she sat down with me on a bench
under the Elevated steps. She told me to

kiss her, so I did.

“You’re terrible,” she said, “you don’t
even know how to pucker up.”
Looking back on it, I guess we were

both terrible, but we were a couple of

lonesome kids, and we became friends.

“Now, isn’t that exciting?” I asked the
doctor.

“It must have had some meaning for

you,” he replied, “or you wouldn’t have
remembered.”

I leaned back in the chair. It was funny,
but I didn’t feel nervous anymore. I felt

relaxed and at ease as I hadn’t felt in

ages.

I mention this to show that my experi-
ence with an analyst was not a long
period of agony, as a lot of people say
their “treatments” have been-. The re-
lationship between the doctor and me was
like an easy conversation between friends,

with only a few periods when I became
disturbed.
One of these concerned my first real

fight.

There was this kid who didn’t like me.
In fact, we had a mutual dislike, which
blew up one day while we were playing
on a roof top. He knocked me down and
kicked me in the groin. The pain was
terrific. He kept on kicking at me. I tried

rolling back and forth to get out of the
way and then, finding a piece of broken
glass lying on the ground, I hid it in my
hand. When he jumped on me, I slashed
at his face with the glass. Blood gushed
all over. Yelling in pain, he grabbed at

his face and ran down the stairs. . . .

yelling all the time at the top of his

lungs.

After awhile, I dragged myself down
the stairs and over into an alley way
until the pain subsided. My body ached
so I couldn’t straighten up. Then I sneaked
home, went to my room and changed
clothes so my mother wouldn’t find out.

If she had asked me, I would have told
her the truth—at that time I wasn’t
addicted to lying. I never forgot this—even
years later I’d get riled up when I thought
of that kid.

For a long while afterwards, this same
kid kept hounding me. One day in class

at school he got me so mad that I couldn’t
control myself. In anger, I jumped on
his back, started to pull at his hair, and
twisted his ears, hard, until he yelled.

The teacher sent me to the office of the
principal, a Mr. Reskob. He said to me:
“Bernie, we all have a cross to bear.

You’ll have this the rest of your life,

whether it’s related to your family or
something that bothers you in business. I

don’t tell you to take things lightly, but
the kind of viciousness you displayed to-

day by jumping on the boy’s back and
screaming is not the answer. You must
find another way to get off ‘the kick.’

”

There was always with me this feeling

of sudden violence I couldn’t control,

just under the surface, even when I be-
came an adult.

Like the morning, shortly after my dis-

charge from the Navy, when I woke up
feeling particularly disturbed.
For some strange reason I felt drawn

back to my old neighborhood, so I got

dressed, put on my new suit and tie and
took a subway train from the Bronx to

the Seventies where I used to live. As I
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walked along Seventy-second Street near
First Avenue, I remembered a German
boy, who lived in the neighborhood, who
used to roust me around. I went looking
for him.

I described him to a kid who oointed
out where he lived, and said that he was
working. I hung around the neighbor-
hood . . . went to the corner and got my-
self a chocolate egg cream, walked around
some more, came back and bought a

doughnut. I called my mother and told

her I’d be late coming home for dinner.
Then I sat down on the front stoop to his

place to wait.

Just at dusk a figure came down the
street and I recognized him at once. He
walked up to me, stopped and said, “Wait
a minute—don’t tell me. Why you’re
Bernie Schwartz!”
With that I came up off the stoop, and

I must have hit this boy as hard as I ever
hit anybody in my life. He flew about
twelve feet. I looked down on him and
started to cry.

As I told my analyst about it, I looked
down at the floor. But I couldn’t hide the
feeling of shame that I could feel was
reddening my face. So I seized at a straw
—an incident that was always a source of

secret pride to me. I didn’t realize that it

was also an outburst of violence, this

time directed at things instead of people.
I had taken a kid’s dare—I had to, to

show how tough I was. I jumped from
the roof of a six-story building, across the
alley to the roof of a four-story apart-
ment house. Believe it or not, this was
still a big thing to me, a sort of symbol
of success. It was as if I was saying to

myself, “Maybe I’ll fail as a career some
day, but even if I do nobody else can ever
say they did anything like jumping off

that roof.”

My analyst pointed out that this feeling

is not unusual, that people aren’t normal
who don’t have a craving for achieve-
ment. But now I could see that I had used
it as a protection against my terrible

insecurity.

In spite of the tough act I put on, most
of the time I was shy and withdrawn, and
other kids used me as a “patsy” just for

laughs. Once I took another dare—one
that in later years cost me a big dentist’s

bill. All of the kids at school used to be
sent to the Guggenheim Clinic on Seventy-
second Street. If you had a white card, it

meant your teeth were to be cleaned. A
blue card meant you needed filling. A
pink card meant pull.

One day a kid said to me, “Bernie, you
want to make a quarter?”

“Sure.”
“Well, all you have to do is take my

card to the dentist, and when you come
back. I’ll give you two-bits.”

I did. The dentist pulled out one of my
rear molars. It wasn’t until years later

when I came to Hollywood that I could
afford to have that tooth replaced. And I

never collected the quarter.
Things like this made me suspicious of

everyone to the point that I began to feel

there was some weakness in me. To this

day I can’t see anything funny in what
people call “ribbing.” I hate to be the
butt of a practical joke. Like the one a
couple of publicity guys played on me at

the studio when I first began to work in

pictures. I was so anxious to make good
I fell for anything people told me.

I’d played a cowering deaf mute in one
of my first pictures and these guys kept
telling me afterwards that since I had
done so well the studio was going to

cast me as spineless characters forever.

They kept building up the idea for days
until I finally burst in on the casting

director and shouted, “If you think I’m
going to play those kind of parts you’re
crazy!”
“What are you talking about?” he asked.

“We don’t have anything planned for you
right now.”

I was so angry I wouldn’t talk to the
publicity guys for days.

I went to the analyst three times a

week. His office became a pleasant, famil-
iar place. There was a soft rug on the
floor, and the colors were restful. The
sun streamed through the windows in the
afternoon. But it didn’t make it any
easier for me to tell him all these things.

Sometimes, I’d come home shaken, as

a result of having relived one of these
experiences in our talks. Janet was
wonderful—patient and understanding—
though it must have been tough on her,

too. But gradually, from the analyst I

was learning something very important

—

the great influence of a person’s child-

hood experiences on his behavior as an
adult. Now, I was beginning to under-
stand why I did things I was ashamed of,

in spite of myself. Why I had kept on run-
ning away from them—and myself—for so

long. When I learned that it was merely
a reaction set by events in my childhood,

which I could not control because I didn’t

understand it, it was as if a great burden
had fallen from my shoulders.
But it took many a long talk in that

analyst’s office before I could bring myself
to talk about the thing that was bother-
ing me most of all, because I felt terribly

guilty about it—so guilty that I often woke
up in the middle of the night, thinking
about it. It was the death of my younger
brother Julie, who was run over by a

truck driven by a drunken driver when
I was thirteen, and died in the hospital
a day later.

A few weeks before the accident, a
friend of mine named Mike took me to

services at his church. When he went up
to the altar rail to take communion I did
exactly what he did. He was horrified.
“You’ve committed a sin,” he said. “Now
something terrible is going to happen.”

I felt this was one of the reasons God
took my brother away from me.
When I finally succeeded in confessing

this incident to the analvst. he only said,

“When did you stop believing this?”
“I don’t know. I still blame myself for

a lot of reasons.
“You know,” I told the analyst, “I al-

ways felt sort of responsible for Julie. I

was quick, I had a sense of coordination
that he lacked, but there was a sort of
calm wisdom in Julie that I didn’t have. I

remember that one day when he was tag-
ging after me to school, I looked around
and he was gone. I went looking and
found him sitting on the steps of a church,
just sort of dreaming. I bawled him out.

He looked up at me in his gentle way
and said, ‘Don’t hit me, Bernie. I just
don’t feel like going to school today.’ So
I didn’t make him go.”

What made me think of that? Was it

because of the guilt I always felt that I

hadn’t “looked after” Julie as well as I

should have?
There was a lot more to the discussion

about the death of my brother. As I talked
about it with the analyst, I saw that if I

hadn’t cultivated the feeling of guilt about
it to the point that I could never discuss
Julie’s death with my parents or anyone
else without breaking down, the agony of
that memory might have been erased years
ago. I might have had the same result if

I’d taken my problem honestly to a close

friend or anyone who would listen just

as the psychiatrist did.

One of the things about analysis that
I’d never know was the way a simple,

casual question can sometimes lead to an
amazing revelation. This hapoened to me,
when during one of these talks about my
brother’s death, the analyst asked, “Did
your brother ever have any other acci-

dents?”
It came over me like a sudden shock

—

something I had never thought of—that
a few months before the fatal accident
my brother Julie had been knocked down
while crossing the street, and stayed in

bed for a few days with a bump on his

head. A feeling of relief surged through
me. I couldn’t explain why.

I think the analyst put his finger on it

when he said, “You know, having a con-
science about right and wrong is one
thing; blaming yourself, having a feeling

of guilt about something that was un-
avoidable is another.”

In the beginning of my analysis I was
half fearful and half full of anxious an-
ticipation, expecting that I’d find the
secret of everything in one blinding flash.

I was afraid that somewhere in the tangled
jungle of my mind we would come up
with the discovery that all my life I had
resented my mother or my father. I soon
got over that as I slowly realized that but
for the tough environment I grew up in

I was a pretty average kid, with a normal
love for his parents. I didn’t get that

blinding flash from this revelation about
my feelings about my brother’s death,

either. It wasn’t that simple.

In psychoanalysis, you don’t just sit

down and unroll everything that happened
to you, backwards. It’s not a case of count-
ing them off. until you come to the one
that’s bothering you.

A lot of the time, during these sessions,

things I remembered came in short bursts.
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For example, in one hour I thought about
a teacher I had called Mrs. Delaney, and
how sorry I felt for her when her mother
and sister died on the same day. And how
close I felt to her because of the sympathy
she gave me when my brother died a few
weeks later. How I was able to share my
grief with her, but couldn’t talk about it

to my own parents . . . About the day
two kids jumped me and gave me a broken
nose. (My mother came home from the

store just as they were finishing the job,

and she chased them with a new broom—
gave them a terrible whacking) . . . How
close my father and I were. How he built

me little boats out of wood for presents
because we were too poor to exchange
gifts . . . The petty thievery that might
have sent me to jail if it had continued.

The big moment I had half expected
when a white spotlight would point out
the one thing that had caused all the
worries and feelings of guilt I experi-
enced never came either. Instead, I be-
gan to realize that I was going through a

gradual re-education with respect to my
own life experiences.
For example, for a long time I as-

sumed a sort of wise-guy attitude to

cover up my lack of self-confidence. I

remember how, when I had been signed
to a contract at Universal, I flew out to

the coast and sat next to a fellow with
whom I

.
struck up a conversation. He

asked me what I did and I told him I

was going to Hollywood to be an actor
with Universal.
“Very interesting,” he said, “but how

does it happen that you chose that
company?”
“Oh,” I said, “they were all after me

(a big lie), but this is the studio where
a young actor gets a break. Now you
take a place like Warner Brothers. Noth-
ing. Why, they even let Clark Gable go
over to Metro.”
My companion laughed. Just before we

landed he introduced himself—Jack War-
ner!

Nobody would have believed that this

was a session of psychoanalysis, if they
could have seen me and my analyst
laughing over that one! Everybody has
an idea that it’s all grim torture, and it’s

not. To put it as simply as I can, it’s just

a matter of getting to understand your-
self. Sometimes the process is painful, of

course, but much of the time it isn’t.

All in all, I’m glad that I did go through
psychoanalysis, because the experience
has helped me to understand the emo-
tional and intellectual changes I have
gone through in my life up until now, and
freed me from the fear and guilt that had
made me miserable. But as I said in the
beginning, consulting an analyst is a
step to be taken only after consultation
with the family doctor, who may point
out many other ways in which to achieve
a better understanding of oneself and to

apply common sense to one’s problems.
If my failure to point to one important

revelation that analysis produced to

make me a better human being seems like

an anti-climax, let me say this: the
secrets of a happy life were written down
for everyone long ago. You can read
them in the Bible. You can find them
in the everyday life of ordinary people

—

in the unselfishness of your friends, the
love of your family. There lies your se-
curity, your insurance against fear, the
answer to your emotional problems. But
sometimes, as in my case, it takes a long
road to arrive at what you should have
known in the beginning—that all people
are essentially good, and you’re not so
bad yourself. The End
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The Three Weeks We'd Like to Forget

p
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(Continued from page 49)
There’s a good chance of us getting back
together. I certainly hope so.”

After the initial shock, a few people in

the Hollywood know said it wasn’t as sur-
prising as it seemed. There had been
rumors of trouble in the Powell house-
hold as far back as 1955 and June’s name
had a habit of coming up on the gossip-
mongers’ tongues, linking her with a

number of Hollywood leading men. Others
summed up the situation with know-it-all
candor: “June’s matured as a star and as
a woman since their marriage, and Dick
doesn’t realize it!”

And so, when I was invited for the
interview, I accepted with mixed feelings,

just as they had mixed feelings when
they discussed it with me. As a long-
time friend of both, I would have pre-
ferred not to write of their marital woes,
and as decent, normal human beings, they
would have preferred nothing to be writ-
ten, but as stars, they know that stories

will appear in print anyway, and they’d
rather that this one were done from
truth, than from hearsay.
When I interviewed them both, late

one afternoon a few short weeks after
their reconciliation, June was in her dress-
ing room preparing for a dinner engage-
ment and Dick arrived a few minutes later.

For two hours we chewed over their diffi-

culties and the possibilities for their future
together.

It was neither awkward nor unpleas-
ant, as might be expected in a similar
situation with any other couple. They
were, as always, full of banter. Their
laughter came easily, as did the minute
flare-ups over minor points of disagree-
ment involved in our discussion. Beneath
the surface of both the laughter and the
arguments was a strong impression that
here were two people deeply in love and
profoundly disturbed over their seeming
inability to iron out their differences.
Dick had suggested we talk about the

three weeks they were separated, an un-
happy period both would like to forget.

It was evident, however, that neither had
any intention of proclaiming that, now
they were back together again, their basic
problems had been solved. June and Dick
are the first to admit that as of this writ-
ing, there is no obvious solution.

“We are fighting awfully hard to keep
something together,” said June, and Dick
nodded in agreement.
They are held together by a bond of

love, a fact which complicates the situa-
tion. If they did not love each other the
solution would be relatively simple: di-
vorce.

To begin with, neither June nor Dick
wants a divorce. The recent rift was a
separation and only a separation, re-
quested by June in the hope that such
action, even though drastic, would enable
them separately and alone, to see their
troubles objectively.
“When you separate,” said June, “it is

temporary. When you divorce, it’s per-
manent, and I don’t want that.”
“But,” said Dick, a hint of apprehension

in his voice, “you wouldn’t have asked
for a separation unless in your heart you
really wanted a divorce.”

June looked at him in despair, the sort
of look a woman gives a man when she
is wondering if he will ever understand.
It was a spark that set them off; June in-
sisting she wants only to mend the mar-
riage, Dick reasoning that if it couldn’t
be mended at home together, then June’s
request for a separation had meant she
was thinking of a permanent split.

It was a small point, but indicative of
the strife that stems from their lack, on

so many subjects, of a central viewpoint.
In the instance of the Powell marriage,

as in every other marriage, there are two
sides to the story. Each of them is right
on many points, and each is wrong to a
certain degree—but each thinks he is

right from beginning to end and it seems
an endless rhubarb, held together by
their love.

In reality the trouble began long ago,
perhaps even as far back as the day they
first met. There was immediate attraction;
for Dick June was, in his own words, “the
cutest little character I ever saw.” For
June, Dick was not only attractive, he
was Dick Powell the movie star, he was
established and important in Hollywood,
and he was an older man. The last is an
important factor, for as such he held ap-
peal for a girl who had grown up without
a father.

It may as well be said; there is a strong
possibility that June’s initial affection for
Dick was the result of a father complex.
It is further possible that any man June
married would have been viewed the
same way by her, because of her innate
need. There could hardly have been a
lonelier childhood than hers. Her very
first memory is of riding in the back seat
of a car, her mother in front with the
driver, a man June doesn’t remember.
It was a balmy day, spring as she recalls;
she couldn’t have been much more than
three years old. The man and her mother
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had been talking earnestly for a long
time but June had heard none of it until

her mother’s voice suddenly cut like a

knife across her mind.
“Oh, I couldn’t do that! I couldn’t put

her in a home!”
June was too young to comprehend the

actual meaning of her mother’s words,
but she caught the tone and the sense of

it, and it is a painful memory that set

the keynote for the remainder of her
childhood. She grew up in a void of ach-
ing loneliness that cried out for love and
companionship—and a mentor.
When she was twenty-one, Dick seemed

to fulfill these needs. That he loved her
there was no doubt. He was a charming
man, an amusing companion, and he also
filled the security gap. He was successful,
he knew his business from the inside out,
and inasmuch as it was a business in

which June was newly involved, she
looked up to him as her advisor.
As for Dick, the youthful June had all

the appeal a man of forty could wish. She
was gay and refreshing, and he was en-
chanted by her naivete.

Put these two together, joined by a
love that grew as their years together
proved that each was an even finer person
than the other had hoped, and you would
judge them the perfect couple.
But with these passing years came the

rub. If time does not stand still, neither
do people. When they were married in

1945 Dick was already a mature man, not
likely to change in his habits or patterns
of life, but June grew up, literally, as
Mrs. Powell. As a matter of course she
lost the naivete which Dick had admired.
She became a star in her own right, and
proved to be a shrewd businesswoman as
well. She also became a personality in

her own right, and with maturity, no
longer felt the necessity of leaning on
Dick for guidance and protection. If there
had been a father complex, it was gone
now. She viewed the marriage as a nor-
mal partnership in life. Dick, on the
other hand, continued to regard her as
he had from the beginning: a child-bride
who needed direction. It would be diffi-

cult to find a more kind-hearted man
than Dick Powell, and in his affection for
June he continued to make household de-
cisions and assume the responsibilities.
Dick also felt that June put too much

emphasis on affection, that she needed
continual reaffirmation of his love. In dis-
cussing this need he throws up his hands
in a gesture of helplessness. “I’ve tried,
but I can’t reassure her enough. There
isn’t enough love in the whole world to
make that girl happy!”
For at least two years they have been

admitting to each other they cannot find
a common ground. In February, chafing
under what she felt was over-direction,
June blew up, much in the manner of a
teen-age girl who has been spanked by
her father. She asked that they separate.
On the morning of Friday, February 22,

June packed her luggage for a trip to
Palm Springs, with her secretary and
daughter Pamela. Dick stood in her dress-
ing room watching her, and arguing the
point of separation.
“You can’t go without me,” he said.

“You can’t live without me and you
know it.”

June folded a pair of slacks neatly into
a suitcase. “I’m tired of being told what
I can and cannot do,” she said coolly.
“You don’t even know how to get to

Palm Springs,” he said.

She flared up at him. “I’ve been there
a million times with you! I’m not an
idiot! I don’t want you telling me how
to get there—I can find it myself!”
He told her regardless, and when June

reached South Pasadena, a point not
vaguely en route to Palm Springs, she
also reached her Waterloo. She stopped
the car, went to a public phone and
dialed her home telephone number.

“All right!” she said. “Where is Palm
Springs?”
To Dick’s credit, he didn’t say I told

you so. He is not that kind of a man.
Instead he laughed, and so did June. It is

this humor they have in common, the
happy faculty for laughing at themselves,
that makes the marriage more than worth
saving. In the midst of the most serious
argument one will say something that
strikes the other funny, and the ice is

broken as well as the argument itself.

When June eventually reached Palm
Springs, admittedly via Dick’s explicit

directions, she flew to a telephone to ad-
vise Dick she had arrived safely. She
called him a second time, to say good-
night. Of such stuff is marriage made.
Eleven years together make a bond, a
sharing of the little things, that few
people can ignore.

The next day, Saturday, despite the
company of Pamela and her secretary
Barbara Salisbury, June was lonely (the
unspoken assumption is that she missed
Dick), and at noon the threesome left for

Los Angeles.

In the interim, the Edgar Bergens had
unknowingly put themselves in the mid-
dle. Edgar had flown to Palm Springs to

make certain June was all right, and after

he flew back to Los Angeles on Saturday
he had phoned Dick and asked him to

come for dinner that night. Unaware of

this, Frances Bergen, also worrying about
June, had telephoned her in Palm Springs
and invited her for dinner on Saturday.



The upshot was that the ‘separated’

Powells had dinner together that evening

with the Bergens.
“She ate,” says Dick. “I wasn’t hungry.”

“You know the first thing he said?”

June asked me. “He walked in and said,

‘Darling, you look terrible. You look as

though you’ve lost five pounds.’ I said ‘I

look fine, thank you.’ And then I looked

in the mirror and he was right. I looked

absolutely awful.”
During the three weeks of separation

the Bergens as well as other friends spoke

to them frankly, pointing out the difficul-

ties each already knew existed. Without
exception their friends hoped for a recon-

ciliation, not only for the sake of the

children, but for June and Dick them-
selves. Says June, “But you can’t learn

anything from your friends. We must
work it out for ourselves.”

That Saturday night June stayed with

the Bergens, Dick went home. On Sunday
he arranged to move to the apartment of

his daughter Ellen, in New York attending

to the birth of her brother Norman’s first

child. When June returned home from
the Bergens, she saw Dick’s trunk on the

front porch, his suits laid over chairbacks,

hangers strewn here and there. The final-

ity of it struck her forcibly, and she had
to consciously restrain herself from waver-
ing. She must not give in; their only hope
lay in sorting things out while apart from
each other. She asked Dick to come back
for dinner with her and the children

after he had moved his things into Ellen’s

apartment.
Almost every night of that following

week, Dick had dinner with June, mostly
at home. Separately, they made dinner-

engagements with other people, then

broke them at the last minute, irresistibly

drawn together.

“I don’t know what we talked about,”

says Dick. “Mostly the kids, I suppose.
We spent some time talking about a new
school for Rick. And of course I kept
telling June that our separation was ridic-

ulous, that it was serving no purpose.”
Neither does June recall clearly the

conversations of that week. “All I re-

member is that suddenly we found our-
selves behaving as we should have before
we separated.” If there was occasional

laughter, there were also many tears. It

was a bad week, so bad that June reacted

as she always does to unhappiness; she
became ill. On Friday she went to work
in “My Man Godfrey,” feeling half alive.

The studio doctor was worried about her
and offered to go out to the house the next
day to check her condition, but June de-
clined on the basis she didn’t want to

spoil his weekend. That night she went
to her mother’s house for dinner. Satur-
day she felt worse, and lonely to boot,

because Dick had gone to Palm Springs
for the weekend, unaware of her illness.

On Sunday she wakened with a fever of

104° and telephoned her personal physi-
cian. Dr. Corday put his stethoscope to

June’s chest, and shook his head. “You
have pneumonia,” he said. “Have some-
one take you to the hospital right away.”
When Dick returned to Hollywood that

night he went straight to the house, heard
the news from the servants, and dashed
off to the hospital. He couldn’t stay long
because he was due at a dinner given by
the Justin Darts, and in all courtesy could
not break the engagement at such a late

hour.
“But,” he says, “I had dinner with her

at the hospital every night from then on.”
“No you didn’t,” says June.
Dick shuts his eyes tight for a minute,

trying to remember. “All right, half the
nights, anyway. Besides, you ordered it

from a restaurant and it was too cold to
eat.”

“I had it catered because the doctor
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wanted me to eat lots of red meat. And
the night it was cold, you didn’t get there
until 8:30, when I was half finished. It was
warm enough for me.”
They spar like this, and at the same

time Dick is wondering if June has had
a decent lunch that day. As Dick says,
“When you live together for eleven and
a half years it can get pretty frightful.

But when you separate from somebody
after eleven and a half years, that’s more
frightful.”

“At home,” says June, “he insists on
dinner every night at seven, and then he
gets home after eight o’clock.”
“That was a very important meeting

that night,” says Dick.
“Business, always business,” says June.

“You should have married a telephone.”
Unexpectedly, they grin at each other.
June was in the hospital six days, and

the following Saturday Dick drove her
home.
“He put me in the living room. And then

he went flying.”

“Well, you were healthy, weren’t you?”
“So there I was,” says June, “eight

pounds lighter, and healthy—and lonely.”
And Dick refrains from making the

male observation that, after all, she had
asked for a separation.
She suggested that day that when he

finished flying, he come back and have
a cocktail with her.

“You really want me to?” said Dick.
“Of course. And besides, it’s your

house.”
Not quite knowing whose house it was,

Dick took off for the wild blue yonder,
and that evening over his cocktail he said
to June, “I love you with all my heart.

And besides, when you’re not around I

have no one to do things for.”

Out in the kitchen, the cook was startled

by the peal of June’s laughter that rang
through the house.
Nevertheless, Dick returned that night

to Ellen’s apartment, a comfortable place
that failed to make him happy, and called
June before he went to bed to let her
know he had arrived safely.

On Wednesday June returned to work
at the studio and, still exhausted from
her bout with pneumonia, to say nothing
of her emotional turmoil, somehow got
through the rest of the week. “The only
thing I could think of that week was get-
ting all the rest I could. Richard called

each night—and each night I waited for

his call.”

On his part, Dick lived through the next
few days by inhabiting his producer’s
office at 20th Century-Fox during the
daylight hours, and thinking about June.
“I missed going home and seeing her in

the house, I missed laughing with her.

And I missed her when I was closed up
in a room at night.” In the evenings, in-

asmuch as the separation seemed to be
straggling along in its inimitable fashion,

he looked at houses for rent, and thought
of June.
Thursday June went to see a preview

of her new picture “Interlude,” with Bar-
bara, her secretary. She asked Dick to

go with her, but he was committed to at-

tend the preview of a Fox picture that
night. “Hmph,” said June to Barbara.
“Business—always business!”

“But,” Dick had said, “I’d like to take
you to dinner tomorrow night.”

When Friday night came, Dick was
hopeful that he might break down June’s
resistance. “I never had any other feeling

than that we would go back together. I

don’t think she really wanted the separa-
tion in the first place.”

I mentioned to him the complicated
tangle there would have been, had there
been a permanent split. The accumula-
tion of those years of marriage is stag-

gering, including not only their home, but



its accompanying dogs, horses, hens,
heifers, etc. Dick laughed. “When I told

Morgan (their business manager) about
it he groaned and took a phenobarbitol.
‘You kids can’t do this!’ he said.”

For the hopeful husband that evening,
there seemed little hope. They had dinner
at Jack’s At The Beach, and all through
the meal and into coffee and dessert, Dick
argued with June that their separation
was nonsensical, that it was serving no
purpose. June, still physically exhausted,
was on the verge of tears. She must stick

it out; if he missed her as he said he did,

perhaps in time he would come around
to seeing her viewpoint. She had read
somewhere that we quarrel only while
there is still hope of understanding. If

that was true there was still hope, but
there was certainly more of it if they could
see each other occasionally and discuss
their differences, rather than facing the
same old situations day in and day out at

home.
The upshot was that they drove home,

still separated, and Dick was angry. He
dropped her at the house and left, tearing
around the lake on two wheels of his car.

It was the first real clash they had had
since the separation, and June stood at

the door and listened to the fading sounds
of his car winding down through the
trees to the main road. She went to bed,
but she couldn’t sleep. If he was angry
enough to drive that way, he might kill

himself. For hours she imagined all sorts

of horrible things happening to him, and
at 2 a.m. she picked up the phone next
to her bed and dialed the number of
Ellen’s apartment.
“Richard? I love you and I miss you,

and I want you to come home.”
“Oh damn!” grumbled Dick. “Now I

have to get dressed all over again.”
But it was a happy-type grumble.
Thus ended the three weeks.
As I talked with them there in her

dressing room, June slipped out of her
robe and into a dress that zipped up the
back. “I wish they wouldn’t insist on
rear zippers on these new clothes,” she
said, and backed up to Richard. “Please,”
she said, and as he obliged she grinned at
me. “That’s another reason I need him.”
They need each other for many reasons.

With all their differences they have a great
deal in common. There is their love and
their laughter and their children (neither
of whom is old enough to realize the
recent rift), and a life together of twelve
years this coming August.
But they also need understanding,

otherwise their love and their conflict
make an insoluble combination. It would
seem this common viewpoint can be at-
tained only if Dick will realize that June
has grown up, and that given the chance,
June will prove it to him.

If the understanding did not come with
a separation, it will have to come out of
living together in the future. The separa-
tion, in its brief duration, proved nothing.
It was a bitter experience for both, a
three-week period they would like to
forget. The one thing they learned from
it is that while they may not be able to
live in true happiness with each other,
they most certainly cannot live in a state
anywhere near approaching happiness
when they are apart.
The three weeks of the nightmare are

over, but the shock of it remains. Per-
haps now that it is over each of them will
be more ready to give, to understand, to
change and to grow. It’s been said that
“the anger of love renews the strength of
love” but love needs more than either
anger or strength. It needs flexibility if

it is to survive at all. The End
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God Is My Refuge

(Continued from page 62)

next day that the gun was a toy that Elvis

carried in his car for laughs? That the

Marine wanted to forget about the whole
thing?
Suddenly Elvis turned from the papers

and said to Gene, “Anybody down in the

lobby?”
Gene nodded. “About fifteen or twenty

folk, I guess.”
“Would you ask them to come up?”

Elvis asked.
Gene left the room silently. In a few

minutes he returned. Following him
through the door were several teen-age
girls, a man and his wife, two youths in

their early twenties, an elderly woman, a

policeman, a taxi driver, a towel-and-
apron delivery man and a bellhop.

The women were seated in chairs, all

of them wide-eyed at being invited to

talk with Elvis. The men shuffled around
and either sat on the floor or on the long

sofa near the window.
Elvis thanked them for coming to the

room, then said, “I guess you saw the

stories about me in the papers, today.”

Most of the group nodded or murmured
nearly inaudible “yeses.”

“Is there anything you can do about
those stories in today’s papers, Mr. Pres-
ley?” the cabbie queried.

Elvis shook his head and smiled.

“Wouldn’t do anything if I could,” Elvis

said. “Can’t stop people from thinkin’

and I got no right to stop ’em from sayin’

what they think. Just wish some of those
who say things about me would give me
a chance to talk. Wouldn’t be easy, tryin’

to tell a preacher or a judge that they
was wrong, but I’d like to try.

“Nobody knows what’s inside me. I got
a heart and feelings, too, and I get hurt
when I hear people talk bad about me.
And you know, I think some of them
people would be kinda surprised at what
I had to say.”

Elvis thought for a moment. He shifted

his rugged six-foot-two frame in the
chair and then, as though he were speak-
ing to a great audience instead of a small
group, he began to talk. It took him a
long time to say what he felt, but as the
moments went by the visitors knew they
had been allowed to take part in a rare
and intimate experience.
This is what Elvis said.

* * *

What I’m goin’ to say I haven’t said to

anyone before, because I know how it

sounds when some people start talkin’
about God. But there comes a time in

a man’s life when he has to say somethin’.

So now I think it’s time to tell the truth

about this Elvis Presley and the way he
thinks.

I’m not trying to sound like a fellow

who’s any more religious than anybody
else but there’s not a day that goes by that

I don’t think about God and pray hard
to show my gratitude to Him.
Even when I was a kid I thought about

God. My mother and my father taught
me that when I did something good, God
would be pleased. And when I did some-
thing bad, He would be angry.
Like other kids I didn’t understand

much about Him and behaved because I

feared his wrath. What I mean is that

until I was older I didn’t realize that the
best way to show love for my Maker was
to take what He had given me and try,

the best way I know how, to make some-
thing of myself.

I never expected to be anybody impor-
tant. Maybe, I’m not now, but whatever
I am, whatever I will become will be
what God has chosen for me. It can’t be
any other way for anybody. That I be-
lieve. Some people I know, can’t figure
out how Elvis Presley happened. I don’t
blame them for wondering that. Some-
times I wonder myself.

I think it all started the day I walked
into my Daddy’s bedroom and found him
sitting there, with his head in his hands.
I guess he was pretty deep in thinking,
because when I said, “What’s the mat-
ter, Dad?” he looked up suddenly, and I

saw that his eyes were all watery.
Now you’ve got to understand. I was

eighteen then, and I guess I loved my-
Mom and Daddy as much as any son
could love his parents. There have been
times in my life when Daddy was strict

with me, and times I think when he was
too easy. But after everything was said
and done, he was my Daddy, and any-
thing that hurt him, hurt me.
So when I saw him look up at me like

that, almost crying, I got scared. I had
never seen him that way before. I guess
he thought I was old enough to know a
few of the more serious things in life, so
he told me what was bothering him.

I knew that a few months before, while
on his job as a truck driver, he had hurt
his back. At first, he had laughed it off

and told Mom and me not to worry. Now,
he said, I ought to know the truth. The
injury to his back was more serious than
he thought, and it looked like there’d be
long periods of time when he wouldn’t be
able to work at all. This meant we were

having trouble getting enough money to

live.

Dad said what was bothering him now
was the bills that were piling up. He
couldn’t find any way to pay them. He
said that he never wanted to be the
greatest man in the world, but that he
wanted to be a good husband to my
mother and a good father to me. And
now it looked like we were going to have
real hard times.

When Daddy got all through explaining
this to me, I went to my room and sat on
my bed, with my head in my hands. The
more I thought about it, the more I real-

ized that because I was only eighteen
years old, there wasn’t going to be very
much I could do to help. So I did the
first thing that came to my mind. I got

down on my knees and prayed. I asked
God to show me some way I could help
my parents.

A week later, things began to happen.
Up till then I hadn’t been doing much, al-

though I had been working with Sam
Phillips. I met Sam the year before. I was
itchin’ to make a record so I went down-
town to see him. I’d heard he had a com-
pany called Sun Records. Well, Sam
wasn’t in but his secretary told me it

would cost me four dollars to hear myself
sing. I made a record, took it home and
listened to it. Tt wasn’t very good. But
it made me real :e that if I ever wanted
to become a singer I was going to have
to do a lot of learnin’.

I kept on singin’ and started to save
my money up and when I got enough
money together I went down to see Sam
again and make another record. This time
he heard me and told me he’d teach me
what he knew. We worked together for a
long time. And although Sam helped get
a couple of my records played on the air,

they didn’t cause much of a commotion.
I’m tellin’ you, I was pretty discouraged.
Now maybe a lot of people will say that

what happened next was a coincidence.
They got a right to think that if they
want to. But I don’t. I think what hap-
pened was the plan of God. And I’ll al-

ways think so.

It was a week after my Daddy told me
about his trouble that things started to
happen. I was sittin’ in a movie tryin’ to
cheer myself up a little when the usher,
who was a friend of mine, came racin’
down the aisle and said, “Elvis, your
mom’s outside. She’s been lookin’ for you
everywhere.” I thought to myself, some-
thin’ happened to Dad. When I got out on
the sidewalk, Mom grabbed me and said,

“Quick, El, they want you down at the
radio station. They just played your latest

record and the people that heard it want
you on the air. You’d better scoot right
on down.”

Well, that’s just how it all started. And
it hasn’t stopped since. I didn’t plan any
of it. It just came the way I told you.
But along with all my records and my

singin’ came all those words in the papers
claimin’ I was gettin’ all the kids stirred
up and in trouble. If I thought for one
minute that I contributed to juvenile
delinquency I’d go back to driving a
truck.

I wish that those who criticize me could
understand what happens to my heart
when I see those words in print. Those
people know, they just must know, if they
will look into their own hearts, that a
twenty-two-year-old fellow from Tupelo,
Mississippi doesn’t really contribute to
juvenile delinquency.
For instance, I’ve cut my hair in a way

that I like and feels comfortable with me.
A lot of youths my age now have their
hair cut the same way. Some of them get
into trouble. And because their hair is

cut like mine, it’s Elvis Presley’s fault

that some confused young guy has done
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something that makes him look wrong.
Some performers have trouble finding

something to do with their hands. Others
don’t know which way to walk, or turn,

or even how to look.

Now, when I’m on the stage, or even
rehearsin’ or in front of movie cameras
and just my face shows, I have to move.
I have to move my legs, my body, my
head, my hands, my knees, everything.

Once I start to sing, I don’t know what
it is, something happens to me. Maybe
it’s the crowd, maybe it’s me, maybe it’s

the music, maybe it’s the song. After that

I’m just a young fellow named Elvis

Presley, up there on the stage, trying to

entertain a lot of people.

If there are people who feel that there

is some secret meaning, some evil impli-

cation in the way I perform, I can only
tell them, right from my heart, that they
are wrong.

I wish the people who criticize me, would
try to remember how they felt when they
were young. Maybe a lot of them didn’t

think Sinatra was the greatest or that

Rudy Vallee was the Vagabond Lover.
But at least they could understand why
their friends felt that Sinatra was the
best or why the girl of yesteryear experi-
enced a funny kind of feeling over a Rudy
Vallee record. Why can’t they understand
that some people like to hear me sing?
Those who like my records buy them.

Those who don’t like the way I perform
on stage go to see someone else. That’s
the way it should be. I wish there was
some way I could get everybody to un-
derstand that. People have a right to
their opinion. Of me, of others, of any-
thing.

’Course some of the things they say
about me are true.

I like cars. All kinds. I have my Cads
and my Lincolns and my Messerschmitt
and now I have another. A little red
racer. Seats one. I’m going to drive back
to Memphis in it this week.
And when they say I like to ball it up

and have a big time on a date with a girl,

why that’s true, too. I have as much fun
as I can. In that respect, I don’t think I’m
any different than any other young fellow.
On a date we go to the movies, the ones

with lots of action. I don’t like those
“conversation” pictures where everybody
just kinda stands around.
And by living it up, I mean getting with

a group and doing the same things they
do. Driving up and down main street,
laughing, telling jokes, goin’ to the drive-
ins for Cokes and milk shakes. And like
any other guy my age, when I take my
girl home I stand on the porch for awhile
and try to keep from waking her folks
up. I’ve fell over more than one set of
milk bottles and stepped on more than
one cat’s tail just because I wouldn’t let
my date put the porch light on.

I think that most people, if they think
about it, can remember doing the same
things when they were young.
But no matter what I do, I don’t forget

about God. I feel he’s watching every
move I make. And in a way it’s good for
me. I’ll never feel comfortable taking a
strong drink and I’ll never feel easy smok-
ing a cigarette. I just don’t think those
things are right for me.

I guess maybe I talked too much, now.
A guy like me can get to yammerin’ like
this and never shut up. But sometimes
when I read things like in those news-
papers over there, I want to tell some-
body that the stories aren’t true. I just
want to let a few people know that the
way I live is by doin’ what I think God
wants me to. I want someone to under-
stand. The End

don’t fail to see: Elvis Presley in Paramount’s
“Loving You.”

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
$500 FOR YOUR Child’s Picture (All Ages). Thousands paid
by advertisers. Send one small picture. Returned with judges’
report. Print child's, parents' name, address on back. Spotlite,
8346-P7, Beverly, Holl ywood, Calif.

$200 MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywear— Play-Time
Dresses; lacing Leather Mocassinsl New Baby Sandalsl No
house selling I Rush stamped, addressed envelope for further
details. Babygay, Warsaw 1 ,

Indiana
.

$200. MONTHLY REPORTED, preparing envelopes, post-
cards, from mailing lists at home. Longhand, typewriter.
Revealing Information 25c! Economy, Clearwater 3, Florida.

$2.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE doing light assembly work at
home. Experience unnecessary. Crown Industries, 8507-B
West Th ird, Los Angeles 48, Calif.

COLLECTING BOXTOPS, LABELS—through acquaintances,
youngsters, groups—for Buyers— brings monthly checksl
Publishers-F7, Oceanside , Calif.

TOP PRICES PAID, cutting wanted items from your newspa-
pers. Revealmg information 1 0c 1 Economy, Clearwate r 29, Fla.

EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.
Glenway, Box 6568, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy,
profitabl e. Hanky Aprons, Caldwell 3, Ark.

EARN $50 FAST sewing our precut products. Information 3c.
Thom pson’s , Loga nville, Wisconsin

.

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper Items For Publishers.
Write, Newscraft, PW-983-E. Main , Columbus 5, Ohio.

RECEIVE CASH FOR Boxtops, Labels, Wrappers, Coupons!
Write, Boxtops, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, Ohio.

$30.00 WEEKLY MAKING Roses. Easy, Write Studio Com-
pany, Greenville 5, Pa.

SECRET ORIENTAL RECIPE. Original Turkish Delight. 50c.
“Delight”, Box 268, Adelaide St„ Toronto, Canada.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 TO $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential — no co-signers— no inquiries of employ-
ers or friends. Repay in monthly payments to fit your income.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan,
City National Bldg., Dept. WD-7, Oma
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a, Nebraska.

BUY IT WHOLESALE
BUY WHOLESALE! 30-80% Discounts! Appliances, Gifts,
Typewriters, Tools, Watches, Sporting Goods, Jewelry, Cam-
eras, Housewares, etc. Consolidated Distributors, Clifton 17,
New Jersey.

INSTRUCTION
FINISH HIGH SCHOOL at home, spare time. No classes.
Diploma awarded. Write for Free catalog. Wayne School,
Catalog HCH-45, 2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14.

FOREIGN 8 U.S.A. JOB LISTINGS
HIGH PAYING JOBS: Foreign, USA. All trades. Travel paid.
Information. Application forms. Write Dept. 21 B National,
1020 Broad, Newark. N.J.

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK 1 1M MEDIATE Commissions I

Free Outfitsl Hirsch, 1301-12 Hoe, New York City 59.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED PAINTING Novelties. No Sell-
ing, N . Roland, Vincentown 1 . N.J.

$15.00 THOUSAND POSSIBLE, copying names for adver-
tisers. Economy, Clearwater 12, Florida.

$300. MONTHLY POSSIBLE mailing circulars. John Hall,

1265-C Broadway, New York 1, N.Y.

MAKE $125.00 WEEKLYI Preparing Postcards. Instructions
$1,00, (Refundable). Ewell Farley, Harlan, Ky.

$50.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE Mailing "Booklets”. Enterprises,
526 S . Western ,

Chicago 12.

$35 WEEKLY PREPARING envelopes. Instructions $1. Re-
fundable. Adservice, Spring Valley 151, New York.

EXTRA MONEY PREPARING Mailing Postcards, Gul, 1815
Meyers, Lombard, Illinois.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

HELP WANTED
BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS-TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1677C, Glen-
dale, Cal if.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-39, Chicago
32, Illinois.

HOMEWORK ON HAND-made moccasins and bags. Easy,
Profitable. California Handicrafts, Los A ngeles 46, California .

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time with
60-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma,
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. XB74,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Box 144W.
Station E, Atlanta, Georgia.

LEARNWhTLEASLEEPI Details free. Research Association,
Box 610-WP, Oma ha.

HOME SEWERS OPPORTUNIT IES

SEW APRONS IN your home, profitably. Write: Adco,
Bastrop, Louisiana.

SEW BABY SHOES at home! $40 week possible. We contact
stores for you. Tiny-Tot

,
Gallipoli s 19, Ohio.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$$$$GROW MUSHROOMS. Cellar, shed. Spare, full time,
year round. We pay $3.50 lb. We have over 25,000 customers.
Free Book, Mushrooms, Dept. 412, 2954 Admiral Way,
Seattle, Wash.

AGENTS WANTED
60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-H oi

l

ywood, Glendale, Calif., Dept, 1677H.
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is highly personal and that you can be
happy wherever you are, if you’ve a mind
to. I’ve learned a lot about how to be happy
from my husband Steve Parker—but you
know who gave me a real philosophy?
Stephanie!”

Stephanie, the first of three children the
Parkers resolutely plan on having, was
born last October and very shortly after

that, life unfolded for Shirley MacLaine
depths and nuances she hadn’t suspected it

possessed. Suddenly there were no more
trials or annoyances or inconveniences.

“It was the most remarkable discovery,”
she said not long ago. “For me anyway.
Maybe everybody else already’s found it

out. But it was just this: You can have
just as much fun enjoying a job as you can
not enjoying it. Well more, naturally. But
do you think I’d figured that out until this

one came? Not for a minute. It all goes
back to Steve.” She calls Stephanie Steve.
Sometimes Stevie.

“Thing I’ve found out,” Shirley MacLaine
said, “is—oh, I suppose child’s play to any-
one else. But I had to discover it the hard
way. At least, that makes it mine.”

Interviewing Shirley is like being on a

roller-coaster ride—it’s exhilarating, sur-
prising and covers a lot of distance. Our
conversation took us through the house, out
the exit, onto the back porch. Shirley stood
up on a railing, leaned against the wall of

the house and placed her hands on her
knees.

“Take pictures. When I came out here, I

thought the part before the camera was
everything, the actual moments of the take,

and now of course I know it’s nothing but
the very end product and all this enormous
work builds to it. But I didn’t know that.

And the preliminaries, they were just

something, far as I was concerned, to be
got through. To hold still for. Make-up.
Stills. Rehearsal. Study. Interviews. Even
driving to and from work. I made them
ordeals in my mind. Not bad ordeals,

heaven knows, but something to survive,
not look forward to. Then Steve was born,
and my whole life changed and it was a
whole new way of being—I didn’t know
it but I hadn’t even lived before—and all

of a sudden, it was so simple, the idea
came to me, ‘If you’ve got to do it, why
not enjoy it? Whatever it is? What have
you got to lose?’ And I did try to do that,

and darned if I couldn’t, and it changed
things.

“I'm not going to be twenty-three till

April and I’m certainly not setting myself
up as a poor girl’s Norman Vincent Peale,
but I did find this out for myself and any-
body else who wants it can have it. Steve
—this Steve here—gave it to me, so why
shouldn’t I pass it on? You see, when
you’re as happy as I was with Steve, and
of course, her father, too, then you’ve got
to enjoy everything. You can’t help it.

And once you’re in the habit, you don’t
stop. Hairdriers, mountain roads, critics,

make-up, just waiting, I don’t care what
it is—name it, and I’ve learned to find out
what’s best in it and to lean on that. It’s

my discovery for this year, and it goes
right back to Stevie.

“End of philosophy!” she laughed, and
we went back into the house. “Sure I like
Hollywood,” she said as she turned to me,
“but happiness isn’t something that has a
time and place. IPs the people you’re with,
and the things you’re sharing. Isn’t this
nice?” She pointed toward the view of the
ocean, and the churning of the waves. “I
call that the Parker House roll.” We both
laughed. We were in the rear of the house,
in a room with picture windows facing the
ocean and a little stretch of beach the

Parkers may call theirs so long as they pay
the rent. They rent the home on a year-
round basis (rent one of these jobs for the
summer season only and they bump you
$1,000 a month) and hope to buy it when
the rental period expires. It is an attached
house, one of a number at the north end
of the colony, and contains a housekeeper,
a young boxer dog with a superficial re-
semblance to Herbert Hoover, Stephanie,
and a good deal of sand. The sand does not
ruffle the Parker family. “We chose to live
on the beach,” Shirley has said with
something like bristling vigor, “so we ex-
pect sand on the floor. People who don’t
want sand on the floor shouldn’t live at

the beach. You can’t have it both ways.”
Stephanie, in the next room, clung to
the edge of her play-pen. Shirley Mac-
Laine is absolutely right: Stephanie is in-
spirational. Husky, too. Pretty soon Shir-
ley couldn’t stand it any longer and went
over to the play-pen and lugged Stephanie
into the conversation. “We’re going to
take her to the doctor,” she said to Steph-
anie. “Yes, we are. We’re going to take
her to the doctor and she’s going to break
the scales.”

Stephanie’s gamin-faced mother wore a
striped shirt and pedal-pushers. Loafers.
This was a day off but she’d gotten up
pretty early anyway, eight o’clock or so,

DANGER AHEAD!
What is the big threat to Hollywood's

most glamorous movie queens?
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and walked a mile and a half down the

beach to what is called Malibu Pier, and
then back again, happy in the feel of the

sand, and then a very big breakfast. It

was animal spirits, real joy. She loves the

beach and would not live elsewhere in

Southern California, although dream’s end
for the Steve Parkers is a farm in Vermont:
“We’ll work it and smell it and live with
the seasons.” They all but know what
farm and where in Vermont. And one of

these years, Shirley MacLaine and her

gifted husband will turn their backs on
Hollywood for the state they love the best,

where even the summer nights get cold

and the winters are virtually polar. And
there, she says, they will farm.
“Without a single regret?” The pro-

jected transference seemed implausibly
drastic.

“Without a single regret,” she said.

"You’re talking about career and climate

and things like that, I mean? No, because
then this phase of our lives will be over,

and I wouldn’t look back on it if I could.

Now it’s here and we’re here, except
Steve’s in Japan, and it’s fine. That’s what
I’ve been talking about, loving things in

and for the present. But next year or in

five years or however many it is—and I

don’t really know—we close it out. And
it’ll be Vermont, and you know, there
summer is summer and winter’s winter
and the hills blaze up in fall, and in the

spring— Well, it’s not Hollywood, if you
follow me. Then I won’t care if I never
see another glossy restaurant or an auto-
graph album or a sound stage, and I’ll just

be Shirley Parker, but truly.

“It’ll have to be that way. I know I’m
young, and I don’t want to talk out of

turn, but I feel sad sometimes for some
of the great stars out here who can’t seem
to let go of what they’ve achieved. It’s

almost as if they’re hopelessly stuck with
it. Ambition’s great—I have a good stack

of it myself—but if I thought it were
getting to be more than I could handle, I’d

skedaddle for Vermont tomorrow. This
so-called fame seems to make it so easy
to lose perspective. Ambition’s a neces-
sary weapon, I’m pretty sure, but if it gets
to be your master, you’re in trouble. Dr.
Frankenstein bit off more than he’d in-
tended to, didn’t he? No, sooner or later
it’ll be Vermont and goodbye, Sunset
Boulevard. Not au revoir—goodbye. But
today it is Hollywood, and I’m having a
ball. I’d be an ingrate and something of a
liar, too, if I said anything else. It’s

wonderful.”
Stephanie squirmed on Shirley’s lap and

was regretfully put in the play-pen. Her
young mother executed a small, restless
entrechat, the ballet maneuver in which
the dancer leaps into the air and gets very
busy with the ankles, and sat down again,
her back to the window. Behind her, the
combers rolled up the steep little beach; it

was something like a postcard. The Cham-
ber of Commerce had dreamed it up.

“I credit whatever success I have,” Shir-
ley continued, walking over to pat the
dog, then Stephanie, “to hard work, am-
bition, good teachers, coincidence, my hus-
band’s help and devotion and Carol Haney’s
weak ankles. Especially the ankles.”

Shirley MacLean Beaty Parker was born
in Richmond, Va., on April 24, 1934, the
daughter and elder child of Ira O. Beaty,
one-time musician and bandleader who
today sells real estate, and the former
Kathlyn MacLean, dilettante actress and
for a while a dramatics teacher at Mary-
land College.

At 16, Shirley danced her way into the
chorus of a revival of “Oklahoma!” and
then “Kiss Me Kate” before she returned
to Washington and Lee High School in

Arlington, Virginia “to finish.” After
graduation, she did TV commercials and
guest shots, modeled for stores and
photographers, spent summers dancing

i

with Washington’s National Symphony
j

Orchestra and one fine day turned up in

the chorus of “Me and Juliet” back in

New York. That wasn’t significant in and
of itself, but it gave her the fundamentals
to try for a specialty spot in Fred Brisson’s
“Pajama Game.” Shirley not only did
specialty dance work in that, she also un-
derstudied star Carol Haney—who prompt-
ly (it was the third night of the run)
broke her ankle. Just like in the movies.

In the audience the very night that
Shirley went on for Carol was filmster

Hal Wallis, who’d come to see Miss Haney,
and was pretty much overwhelmed by
what was served up instead. Did he say,

“Sign that girl!”?

Not quite. What really did happen was
that Wallis did go backstage and was
spotted by Miss MacLaine before he saw
her. “Are you,” she asked, moved either

by premonition or a feeling of having seen
this plot before, “looking for me?” And he
was, and she has lived happily ever after.

Wallis signed her to a contract virtually

there and then, and not long afterward she
made a memorable test, directed by the
same Daniel Mann who turned out for

Wallis “Come Back, Little Sheba” and
“The Rose Tattoo.”

The test is notable for the fact that it

contained no preconceived material. Miss
MacLaine just did a little dance step with-
out any music, then talked about herself.

The whole business is today a cherished
film in Paramount archives and still

viewed by charmed Hollywood onlookers.
These credit Shirley with the entire tri-

umph. She credits Mann.
“It’s the way we react to each other,”

she says now. “It’s total professional ac-



cord. We don’t always see eye to eye,

but I believe in him implicitly and I relax

with him. Wait for ‘Hot Spell,’ please.
,

I

1 honestly think you’re going to like it. It’ll

be another one for Danny.” Or for Shirley

Booth. Or quite possible for Shirley Mac-
' Laine, who is happy over what she has

to do.

“I really just had to walk through ‘Eighty

Days,’ ” she has said. “Cantinflas had the

best part. But this is different.”

Back in New York after Wallis’ de-

i parture, Carol Haney got well pretty soon

—well, it was a month—and Shirley re-

turned to lesser work. The summer passed,

and then in early Autumn in Hollywood,
Alfred Hitchcock decided he needed some-
thing in the way of a fey girl character for

an odd picture of his called “The Trouble

with Harry.” “It’s a comedy,” Hitchcock
liked to tell listeners, “about a corpse.

Very amusing.” So he saw this test she’d

made for Wallis and arranged to borrow
her. He did so and the company went to

Vermont for location filming. This was
September of 1954, a month and year not

liable to be passed over lightly by Shirley

MacLaine.
She’d met Steve Parker in New York

during “The Pajama Game” period. He
was an actor-director and he later became
her manager. Now he got up to Vermont
in a hurry, and on the 17th day of that mo-
mentous month and year, they were wed.
Parker now is setting up in Japan a

kind of liaison business between the

Hollywood and Japanese film industries.

It is, to Miss MacLaine’s way of thinking,

a slightly risky procedure, “but I never
said it to him. Wives who discourage their

husbands should be flung to crocodiles.”

After the Hitchcock picture, she starred

with Martin and Lewis in “Artists and
Models,” and then in the leading feminine
role in Mike Todd’s “Around the World
in 80 Days.” In the interim, national
magazines and other self-appointed critics

|got real excited over her, as well they
might, and she’d started all over again in

television.

Miss MacLaine is faintly freckled, not
conventionally beautiful, and not notably
small or large. In fact, she stands five-six

land measures 34-24-34 in the usual vertical
order. Her hair, coiffed perhaps in a wind-
tunnel, suggests that she may at one time
or another have lost an election bet, and
there is not an atom of her to betray the
role of film star. She takes her work seri-
ously, herself not at all, and indeed she
is hard at work at the moment helping to
form a Malibu play group, for which her
financial reward will be roughly nil. Again,
after the completion of “Around the
World in 80 Days,” she took to the road
in the play “The Sleeping Prince” instead

|
of standing around Hollywood and Vine
looking for autograph albums.

It was producer Wallis who became ob-
sessed with the notion that Miss MacLaine
had dramatic talent, director Mann who
seconded this same notion, and Shirley
MacLaine who prays mightily she can
third it. Paramount officials say she has.
Viewers of the rushes of “Hot Spell” are
utterly sold on her. Nor would it appear
likely they are wrong.
For the joy and surety build for her.

First there was Shirley—and not so much.
Then Shirley and Steve—and more and
more. Then Shirley and Steve and
Stephanie, and that was the breakthrough.
Something happened, and everything was
sunny as the beach and surf at Malibu.
Like the Hal Wallis episode, it’s all sort
of square—and entirely happy, like a love
story that winds up in the sunset. Only
this one is just beginning. The End

\OU ll love: Shirley MacLaine in Paramount’s
**Hot Spell.”
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Now Dura-Gloss wears longer,

yet is far easier to apply

No nail polish tested, regardless
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to apply as new 3-in-l Dura-Gloss,

with its sensational, chip-resistant

Flex-Film formula that bonds
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BeYourOwn MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in-
stead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no “num-
bers” or trick music. Some of our 900,000 students, like
Lawrence Welk, are band LEADERS. Everything is in print
and pictures. First you are told what to do. Then a picture
shows you how. Soon you are playing the
music you like. Write for big 36 page
Free Book. Mention favorite instrument.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Studio A207,
Port Washington, N. Y. (59th Year).

FREE
BOOKLET

OH, MY
ACHING BACK
Now ! You can get the fast relief you need from

nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
and pains that often cause restless nights and mis-
erable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts
come on with over-exertion or stress and strain —
you want relief—want it fast ! Another disturbance
may be mild bladder irritation following wrong
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Who Is Dorothy Malone?

( Continued, from page 53)

This was Lindsay Parsons and the picture
was “Jack Slade” with Mark Stevens. I’m
very grateful to Mr. Parsons.
Eddie Rubbin, who first saw me in

Dallas, is another person I’m grateful

to. I would say that the other people I’m
most grateful to and who I remember
most are Sophie Rosenstein (now dead)
who coached me when I was at U-I. Also
Lewis Greene who was an agent at MCA—
and mine—when I first came out. (He’s
now employed in another business.) And
Edna Benoit and Charley Windham of the
Girardian Life Insurance Company. Mr.
Windham gave me something to do while
I wasn’t doing much out here in Holly-
wood. It kept up my morale. To Peggy
Harrison at Highland Park High School
in Dallas, I’m grateful. I did all my plays
under her direction. Raoul Walsh and
Douglas Sirk, who directed “Written on
the Wind” and “Pylon,” were helpful be-
yond thanks. I attribute a lot of my ease to
Douglas Sirk’s direction. I really enjoyed
the part. He kind of let everyone in the
picture have his own freedom of expres-
sion, at the same time keeping his direc-
torial eye on them.

How did it feel getting the Academy
Award?

best and the rest follows. I’ve made a lot
of mistakes that turned out to be the best
thing that ever happened. And sometimes
something that looks wonderful turns out
badly. If my brother hadn’t won a golf
trophy, he wouldn’t have been asked to
play golf with a group of older men and
wouldn’t have been struck by lightning
that day. But it must have been his time.
You can’t always say whether some-

thing is good or bad at the time it hap-
pens. I always say “I hope I’m making
the right mistake.” Sometimes it looks
like everything you do is a mistake; it’s

how it turns out.
I went back and forth to Texas a lot

when I first came out because I didn’t
have any family here. (Dorothy was
criticized by the press in those early years
for not staying around Hollywood to try
to pursue her career more actively. Ed.)
Perhaps if I’d concentrated on staying here
it would have been better or maybe it

wouldn’t have been. But I’m very glad
I did go back so much because I spent
all that time with my brothers while they
were growing up. And I’m particularly
glad I was able to be with my brother,
Will, that much.
My brother Bob is studying law and

is working now for the insurance com-
pany I once worked for. He wants to end
up in tax law.

It tickled me because it’s the people in
the business that did the voting, the actors
and extras. It’s thrilling and gratifying. I

see it so much from their angle and they
from mine, it makes it more special than
if it’d been anything else. I’m not exactly
new in this business and I like not being
new. I know the people at the studios
and I know the crews. It’s more like
friends voting and not strangers. It’s not
a cold thing. It’s warm. The people know
what I’ve gone through and I know what
they’ve gone through. I’ve seen them up
and down. Seen them start out little then
become big stars and big producers. I’ve
made at least thirty pictures, and all of
them in Hollywood. Maybe next year,
it’ll be a friend of mine who wins.

I never thought of winning the award
while I was making the picture. I take
each picture as it comes, picture by pic-
ture. If someone says “What is your next
picture?” I say I don’t want to know
anything about my next picture while I’m
on this one. I’m concentrating on what
I’m on right now. Everything will be taken
care of in its own time is my philosophy.

Were you nervous Academy Award
night?

Yes, Academy Award night posed quite
a problem, too. It was the third night of an
auction I was attending. I had my eye
on a certain lamp which was up to be
auctioned Award night. When I told the
auctioneer my problem the night before,
he was kind enough to set a price on the
lamp and let me buy it then and there.

You made some thirty pictures.
Why do you think it took you so
long to reach the top?
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I don’t think of myself as having reachec
the top now. I would say, looking back
and this is just a philosophy of mine
guess—everything is in its time. All th<
delays and all the hardships go to make uj
your cycle, to make you ready when you:
time comes. An Award, for instance, maj
cause you to go to Paris and meet the mar
of your life. You go along and do you:

What are your plans for the future?

I’d love to write—love to write a play
and picture. But so far haven’t gotten
around to either. I’m just lazy I guess.
(Editor’s Note: This observation of Doro-
thy’s hardly seems warranted since she’s
furnished two homes during the last

couple of years, made several pictures and
tv appearances; recently she worked days
on “Tip on a Dead Jockey,” while com-
pleting “Pylon” at night, takes care of a
couple of dogs, makes talks at church
affairs, writes songs, both music and

TO REACH THE STARS

In most cases your letters will reach
a star if addressed in care of the
studio at which he made his last pic-

ture. If you have no luck there, try

writing to each star individually,
c/o Screen Actors Guild, 7046 Holly-
wood Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif.

Allied Artists, 4376 Sunset Drive,

Hollywood 27

Columbia Pictures, 1438 North
Gower Street, Hollywood 28

Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
1041 North Formosa Avenue,
Los Angeles 46

M-G-M Studios, 10202 West
Washington Blvd., Culver City

Paramount Pictures, 5451 Mar-
athon Street, Hollywood 38

RKO Radio Pictures, 780 Gow-
er Street, Hollywood 38

Republic Studios, 4024 Radford
Avenue, North Hollywood

20th Century-Fox, 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles 35

United Artist, 1041 North For-

mosa Avenue, Los Angeles 46

Universal-International,
Universal City

Warner Brothers Pictures,
4000 West Olive Avenue, Burbank

lyrics. She spends lunch hours and spare
time frequently running to auctions to
pick up pieces for the house. She seems to
accomplish a great deal more than the
average woman. For instance, while mak-
ing “Tip on a Dead Jockey” she repainted
the flowers in her new wallpaper, because
when she got the whole wall covered with
pink flowers it was too overpowering and
the paper was so expensive. She’s now re-
painting each one with white paint.)

I’d be very happy married to the right
man and to have children. I love farm life

and would love to have a farm. About
giving up my career if and when I marry,
I used to be very vociferous and say I’d

give it up. But I’ve noticed that many
girls said they’d give up their career and
then later didn’t want to. Maybe I’d give
up my career and never want to come
back. But I wouldn’t want my husband
to be depending on my giving up my
career . . . because I just might want to
go on with it. It wouldn’t be fair to him
to have him depending on something I

might later not want to do.

W hat are you looking for in a man?

I don’t have any set ideas. Would love
him to like some of the same things I do,
to have some of the same interests. I adore
bright men with a sense of humor. I would
like somebody who would be very casual
about partying, someone to whom home-
life would be as important as it is to me.
I’d love to have someone who is used to

dealing with people. I would like a man
who has traveled a lot and is ready to

settle down on a farm. I wouldn’t want
to feel that I was keeping him from doing
something he wanted to do. I wouldn’t
want the kind of man who’d suddenly
decide to go to Paris the next day. I think
there’s a right person for everybody.

Were you ever engaged?

I was engaged once—to a doctor in

Dallas. We’re the best of friends now and
I admire him tremendously. I guess it was
a matter of timing. We weren’t ready. But
I still think he’s a wonderful man. I’ve

been rumored engaged to Scott Brady but
that’s not true, but I still consider him one
of my dearest friends.

Your name never hits the gossip
columns, how come?

I don’t date a lot of people. And most
of them aren’t in the limelight. I date a
boy from Texas and one from Baltimore
and a boy who has just moved out here
from the East who is in electronics. I also

see Roger Corman, who is a producer at

Allied Artists. Once in a while I go to

a party, but I prefer quiet evenings.

What do you do for fun?

I change with the situation. I used to

go back home and go horseback riding

and swimming, reading, and partying and
bridge playing. Right now, I’m furnishing
my second home and I’m doing a lot of

shopping and painting. When I have time
I play tennis (I have a court in the yard
of my new home) and swim and go to the
beach. I rented a beach house last sum-
mer when my brother Bob was out here
with me. I love spectator sports. And
I love to just stay home and not do much
of anything. That’s it! The End

you’ll like: Dorothy Malone in U-I’s “Pylon” and

M-G-M’s “Tip On A Dead Jockey.”
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(Continued from page 61 )

childhood, some things were easier to un-
derstand.

“I was born Kathryn GrantstafT, not
Kathy Grant,” she explained, “in Hous-
ton, Texas. When I was a little girl, my
family moved from Houston to the tiny

town of West Columbia, and I lived there
all during grade and part of junior high
school.”
Some two hundred miles away from

West Columbia, in Robstown, Kathy’s
Aunt Frances—her mother's sister—and her
husband Leon Sullivan lived. “Aunt
Frances and Uncle Leon didn’t have any
children of their own,” Kathy explained,
“so we visited them on summer vacations
and holidays. Robstown was our second
home.” At twelve, she went to live in

Robstown with her Aunt and Uncle.
“Leaving my family, moving to a strange

town—it all seemed painless to me,” she
says without much feeling, “I made a few
friends, but gradually my imaginary play-
mates took precedence over my real ones.
It was here in Robstown that I dreamed
of Hopalong and Hollywood. I don’t re-
member where the thoughts began—or
ended,” she adds seriously, then suddenly,
smiling, “Silly isn’t it?”

But those who remember Kathy then
know it was not silly. She was withdrawn
and uncertain and unable to make an effort

to win acceptance among her fellow stu-
dents. There is still pain for Kathy when
she speaks of those days, and still surprise
that she was so often misunderstood.

“I didn’t know how to go about being
popular,” she recalls somewhat ruefully.
“At first I didn’t even realize I wanted to
be. I just got off to a bad start with the
kids,” and she let her thoughts wander a
moment. “I guess right from the begin-
ning I did.”

“I’ll never, never forget the first party
invitation I received from a girl who was
very popular in school. But Aunt Frances
and Uncle Leon and I had planned a picnic
for the same afternoon. I loved those pic-
nics—and I didn’t go to the party. The
next day I found out it had been a surprise
party for me. Isn’t that awful? A sort of
introduction to all the kids. Their opinion
of me was pretty low. They thought I was
a snob.”

Kathy recalls: “Aunt Frances was really
distressed by it all. She spent many weary
hours trying to impress upon me the im-
portance of social graces and etiquette.”

At the time she listened quietly and
agreed to change her ways, but “deep in-
side something rebelled against following
a fixed pattern—just as it does now. I

didn’t mean to hurt people. . .
.” and then

abruptly she adds, “Aunt Frances was very
good to me—really. I just didn’t appreciate
it all. I was pretty headstrong and there
were times I made her pretty angry, too.
She had every right to be, but then again,
I thought, so do I.

“My aunt sewed beautifully. She made
all my clothes. The trouble was I wanted
clothes that were different. She told me
she knew best. I remember, during my
Junior year, I was invited to the Junior-
Senior Banquet. I knew just what I

wanted: a red strapless evening gown. But
Aunt Frances made me a white organdy
one with puffed sleeves, very kiddish and
proper. How I hated it. We argued a lot.

My own mother was far away. I used to
think that perhaps she would have under-
stood some of the things I couldn’t make
Aunt Frances understand, now I realize
I was silly. I adopted another ‘mother’ in
Robstown, Bea Jackson, who was our
Rainbow Girls adviser. Almost immediately
she became “Aunt Bea” to me. I ran with

all my troubles to her and she’d listen

patiently and say, ‘but Kathy, don’t blame
your auntie. She only wants you to be
perfect.’ I remember crying out bitterly

one day, ‘But I don’t want to be perfect.

I just want to be happy ... to be me.’ ”

Happiness had many faces and Kathy
Grant had yet to find the one which best
suited her. She was still a “loner”—as she
is today—but the need for acceptance, a
desire for love and warmth and roots

—

drew her deeper into school activities. She
went out for athletics, dramatics and as
many school functions as she could man-
age—and she made friends. And without
her knowledge, a group of fellow students
entered her photograph in a beauty contest.

She won, and this, the first of several
awards, proved a turning point in her life

—a point where dream and reality sud-
denly began to fuse.

“At sixteen,” Kathy explained. “I was
chosen Texas Rodeo Queen. One of the
judges was Art Rush, who was also Roy
Rogers’ manager. I talked with him about
my dreams of a picture career.

“
‘Finish school. Grow up, Kathryn,’

was his recommendation. ‘Then think
about it.’ Although my Mother, Dad, Aunt
Frances, Uncle Leon and a schoolteacher
had all said the same thing, it was Art
Rush who carried authority,” Kathy ad-
mitted. “So I graduated from high school
and went on to the University of Texas,
with thoughts of Hollywood, though, still

in mind.”
A year later she won second place in a

“Miss Texas” contest, and the following
summer left for Hollywood, where she
secured a screen test through Art Rush’s
help.

“Hollywood’s a confusing place for a
teen-ager on her own,” Kathy explained.
“Suddenly, there was no Aunt Frances,
no Uncle Leon, no Aunt Bea. And I was
only sure of one thing. I wasn’t going to

fight the battle of a girl alone in Holly-
wood. A home and family atmosphere
were too important to me. I didn’t see my-
self living alone in some furnished room

—

or even in a girls’ club. I needed to be
with a family. And I needed to go on with
my college work, so I enrolled at UCLA
and lived with a family near campus. They
became my new elders. They were won-
derfully understanding.” And Kathy might
have added, they gave her the needed
understanding and affection she’d always
searched for.

Later on, when she went back to the
University of Texas for a six-week sum-
mer course to complete her credits for her
college degree, she met in her government
class, “Aunt Mary Banks”—a bright
charming and friendly woman who was
taking the course because now she had
time for study with her own children
grown. The Banks family—Gilbert Sr.,

their daughter Marilyn, who is about
Kathy’s age, and Gilbert Jr., who is in his
teens—became her family too. Kathy
speaks of the latter as my “sister and
brother.”

Although Kathy has her own apartment,
when Mr. Banks moved his business to

California, she made the Banks her real

home. Here roots were firm and deep
and their understanding made the months
to follow less painful. “But I’m trying to

be a grown woman now,” she says, “so
I’m determined to try to make my own
home out of this apartment.”
We were in her apartment when she

told me about Bing Crosby. On her coffee

table lay a book called "The Consolation
of Philosophy.” Alongside of it were a
decorator’s plans for redecorating the
apartment—Kathy’s current big project.
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They seemed to symbolize what’s im-
portant to Kathy. Her thirst for knowl-
edge, her need for a philosophy—and her
yearning for a home.
The story of Kathy Grant and Bing

Crosby is truly the saga of all star-crossed
lovers, from the moment of their meeting
to their ultimate break-up. They are not
the first couple who have bridged the
chasm of two decades to fall in love. But
they ended it as they feared from the be-
ginning that they must.
“The difference in our ages meant

nothing,” Kathryn said softly. She
smoothed back her already smooth dark
hair and a strained expression came over
her face.

“We were two human beings. We loved
each other. He is a lonely man, a gentle
man. He takes his responsibilities seri-

ously, weighs them carefully. We were
happy in a relaxed quiet way. We did not
yet know what we learned later: that a
man like Bing Crosby is not just a person.
He is a symbol. Even 1 was a symbol. And
one doesn’t disturb a public symbol with-
out paying an exorbitant price.”

Later, Mary Banks added further to
the story:

“Kathy told me about Bing as soon as
they met. She wanted him to know the
family. She wanted us to meet him. It

was arranged. We went to her little

apartment on a Sunday evening. Kathy
had read in the newspapers that it was
Bing’s birthday. She bought a birthday
cake. She served tea and we had a lovely
time. There were no tensions, no em-
barrassing silences. My husband and I

didn’t know just what to expect, but the
visit was pleasant. Nevertheless we were
worried.
“They were simply wonderful together.

He is a deeply quiet man at heart. Kathy
is that way too. They seemed to share a
remarkable, under-the-surface level of
understanding.

“There was a flowing of spirit from one
to the other which went on of its own
accord. This happens between a man and
a woman, sometimes. Kathy has depths

and wisdom far beyond her years. (She
also has a very high IQ, rated tops in

studio group testing.) Sometimes I marvel
at her myself. It was this very depth that

lessened the age difference between them,
but the outside world couldn’t know that,

of course.

“Already some of the gossip columns
had used an item or two about them. We
all felt that a great storm of public dis-

approval was building up. They conducted
their friendship with distinction and dig-

nity, but I think they knew from the start

that their friendship venture on un-
approved ground would be difficult.”

There were those who said that Bing
Crosby was interested in a young girl

because he was going through a phase
common among middle-aged men. There
were those who said that Kathy was only

interested in him because he was a big

man in the picture business.

They found their targets with cruel

precision, the climate of public opinion
was no longer threatening a storm. The
storm was raging and nearly at its peak.

“Despite this, Kathy and Bing seemed to

be two happy people. Not hysterical, nor
overly romantic about each other, just

down to earth, and aware,” says Mary.
Some say Kathy thought, till the very

end, that they would be able to work
things out. She’d bought a wedding dress

(and never used it). She had asked to be
converted to the Catholic faith. (It was
her own idea, but it was Bing’s religion).

And then their relationship seemed un-
tenable.

Mary Banks’.; hazel eyes filled with un-
shed tears behind her glasses. She added,

“We love Kathy so much. We felt sorry ij

for her. And for Bing too.”

“We had so much fun together,” Kathy \
declares. “We didn’t have to talk much. 1

I don’t like making small talk. I almost
can’t. Bing’s that way too. We didn’t need
small talk.”

She was silent for a moment, lost in

reverie. Then she jumped to her feet and
cried in a too-cheerful voice. “Let’s have
some tea! I make good tea!”
She went into the kitchen and came

back soon bearing the tea things. Bending
over the cups as she poured, she went on:
“There’s something the economists call

the climate of public opinion. The world
could not accept our departure from the
accepted pattern. What had started as an
ideal human relationship became muddled
and confused. In time we were forced to
recognize that our responsibility to the
outside world was more important than
our responsibility to each other. But it

wasn’t easy to act on that realization. It

was an intellectual decision. Emotions
aren’t so easily influenced.”
The lengthening shadows of late after-

noon streaked across the room. A tardy
shaft of sunshine caught the highlights of
a beautifully hand-wrought brass tray.
Kathy’s fingers traced its carving lightly.

“I brought this back with me from
Korea,” she explained. “It’s lovely, isn’t

it?”

Color portrait of Tony Curtis by Avery;

Don Murray from 20th Century-Fox; John

Saxon from U-l; Sal Mineo from Allied

Artists; John Kerr from M-G-M; Rory Cal-

houn by Beerman; Tony Perkins by Udom
Yenrudi; Debbie Reynolds from M-G-M;

Pat Boone from 20th Century-Fox.

The trip to Korea, and other trips to

entertain service men, had followed as an

antidote for pain.

“I wonder,” she mused thoughtfully, “if

it would have made a difference to people

if I had announced that I was giving up
my career? Would the climate have
changed? I would no longer have seemed
ambitious—would people have believed me
then?”
She immediately rejected this notion

with her next: “But I couldn’t do that! It

wouldn’t have been honest!”

No, it wouldn’t, and not being honest is

the greatest crime of all to Kathy Grant.

What she will be, she will be on her own—
as always. And what she must do, she

must do because of her inner convictions.

The doorbell rang and Kathy ran to

answer it. She let in a tall, lanky, good-
looking boy and gaily announced: “Oh,

meet Guil, my adopted kid brother.” And
in a moment, Kathy had shut the door on
her memories.
“Mom says I’m to bring you back to the

house for dinner. It’s your turn to do the

dishes.”
And as Guil bent down to help her into

her jacket and take the chocolate cake she

was bringing over for dinner, Kathy turned
suddenly towards me, serious for a moment,
and said, “Answering your questions. No,

love is never a mistake.” The End

be SURE TO see: Kathryn Grant in Columbia's “The
Night The World Exploded” and “The Mad Ball.”



Cindy, Oh Cindy

(Continued from page 47)
Usually, Cindy finishes her nap early in

the afternoon, but this was the nurse’s
day off, and Cindy slept. So Bob and I

went into the living room to chat while
Lita got tea. At three o’clock I poked my
head into the nursery to call for our model,
but Cindy was still sleeping. Three-thirty?
Cindy slept. Four o’clock? Cindy slept on.
At four-thirty I went in and turned on
all the music boxes in the room. It sounded
like a department store the week before
Christmas, with all the music boxes play-
ing a different tune. Take a little “Rock A
Bye Baby,” mix it up with “Ba, Ba Black
Sheep” and add a little “Mary Had A Little

Lamb,” and you have some idea of the din.

But Cindy didn’t waken, and I went in to
wind the music boxes up again. Lita said,

“This baby is going to grow up neurotic
if we keep doing this to her.”

Finally, Cindy opened her eyes and
howled. When Cindy wakes up, you know
it! I picked her up in my arms, and she
quieted down immediately. “How’s my
little girl?” I asked, the way I always do
when I hold her, and she held out her tiny
dimpled arm. “All right,” I said, real man-
to-woman, “Grab my hair.” And she did.
“Reach for my nose,” I coaxed. And she
did. “That’s it,” prompted Bob. Lita and I

held her and played with her and fed her,
while Bob and his camera kept clicking
away. Next afternoon, Bob stopped by with
the negatives, and said, “Let’s choose one
for the magazine.” But they were all so
good we couldn’t make up our minds, so
we finally settled on three: my favorite,
Lita’s, and Bob’s. They’re the pictures you
see here, and we hope you like them.
You know, I must admit that before

Cindy was born, I’d listened to a lot of
conversation from what I call the Young
Fatherhood set. And I’ll admit I got bored
—except perhaps when I’d listen to Eddie
Fisher or to Guy Madison. So before the
baby came I promised Lita I wouldn’t over-
play that fatherhood role: no pictures in
the wallet, no dinner-party conversations
about the baby and no articles in maga-
zines. I can’t explain why, but now that
Cindy’s here my resolutions have gone
out the transom, and here I am, talking
about her. Maybe because there’s some-
thing about watching that tiny bundle of
energy change into a vibrant, living per-
sonality day by day that takes you by the
heart—when it belongs to you.
Before the baby came our gynecologist,

Dr. Blake Watson, used to see me and say,
“You can take on bets Rory. It’s going to
be a boy.” I’d grin from ear to ear and
Lita would look up at me and answer,
“Well, really honey, we don’t care if it’s

a little girl, do we? Darling, whatever God
gives us.”

I’d nod my head and say, “That’s the
way I feel. That’s exactly the way I feel.”
Then later I’d start thinking about it,

and get so excited I’d slap my knee and
exclaim, “Boy, I can hardly wait until that
boy gets older. I can take him fishing.”

“Sure,” Lita would answer quietly. “But
maybe it will be a little girl.”

A month before Cindy was born, my
cousin asked me what I’d want to name
the baby if it were a girl, and I thought
for a minute and said: “We’ll call her
Sharon. Only of course she’s going to be a
boy and his name will be Rory.”
Then, one evening when we were sitting

in the living room, Eddie Fisher’s hit
record “Cindy” came on. Lita fell in love
with it almost immediately. And I noticed
whenever she’d be doing the evening
dishes, or maybe straightening up the
pillows on the couch, she’d sing softly to
herself: “Cindy, oh Cindy. Cindy, don’t let

me down.” The day before Cindy was born,
Lita asked: “Darling, don’t you think
Sharon sounds sort of uppity?

“I don’t know,” I answered, seriously
giving it thought.
“How do you like Cindy?” she asked.

“Don’t you think it’s a warm, human
name? And Cindy and Calhoun sound well
together, too. Besides,” she teased, “it’s a
lovely name for a dark-haired little girl.”

“What do you mean girl?” I asked, pre-
tending to be astonished.

I didn’t say much further, but made a
mental note that “Rory” sounded pretty
fine, whether he had dark hair or not.
Early the next morning, Lita tapped me

on the shoulder. “Darling.”
“Uh-h-h-h.”
“Darling, it’s time to go to the hospital.”
“Huh?”
“I think the baby’s coming. We ought to

go to the hospital.”
I woke with a start. “How do you feel?”

I asked.
“I feel fine.” Lita smiled, but the smile

didn’t last long, and she closed her eyes
for a minute, to blot out the pain.

I kissed her on the cheek and held her.
“It’ll be over real soon honey,” I said and
jumped into my clothes.

And then I drove our car out to the
front. It was still only about 7:00 o’clock
in the morning; it was cold, and dew
gathered in little drops on the windshield
of the car and settled around us in its

dampness. I put my arm around Lita
protectively.

“Are you cold? Do you want my jack-
et?” I asked.

Lita crossed her arms and huddled in
a corner of the car. “I’ll be okay,” she said
softly, throwing her shoulders back—and
I put my foot down and stepped on the
gas. I thought we’d never get there.
When we finally arrived at the hospital,

I left Lita with one of the sisters who
showed her to her room. As Lita walked
down the long white corridor away from
me, I had the sudden, horrifying thought:
“What if something should happen to her?”
The following hours were little short of a
nightmare. Lita’s mother was there, and
I called Vic Orsatti and Stan Musgrove,
my agent and publicity manager, to come
down to keep us company—but even that
didn’t help. There was nothing to do but
worry . . . and wait.

Some time before noon, one of the sis-
ters started walking down the long corri-
dor toward us; her face set and solemn-
looking and I thought the worst. “It’ll be
ten minutes more,” was all she said. That
was all.

At exactly 12:29, Dr. Watson stuck his
head out the door for a moment and an-
nounced softly and matter of factly: “It’s

a girl.”

I was so glad it was over that for a
few minutes I was numb. And then

—

feeling started to come creeping back. I

thought of the fishing poles and the rifle

and the cute little powder blue silk shirt
and trousers that were my first presents
for the baby, and I shrugged my shoulders.
“Welcome Cindy, baby girl,” I said softly.

“God bless you.” I smiled at the “Cindy”;
it was a slip of the tongue, and I thought
Lita would like that.

About five minutes after the baby was
born they placed her in the oxygen drawer
where they put all babies for the first 24
hours, and the sister let me take a quick
look at her through the glass window.
Looking at that little fat-cheeked thing, so
tiny and defenseless, was touching, and
all I could do was push back the lump in
my throat and say, “Hi ya, young one.
I’m your father.” It felt so good just saying
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that, and so right, and all the plans I’d

been making for that son of ours just

slipped away with the waiting for her, and
I felt so happy I was almost groggy.
Later I went in to see Lita. “She’s just

beautiful,’’ was the first thing I said.

“She’s got the longest fingernails, too; and
the most beautiful little hands.”

Lita looked sort of serious and said,

“Well, it’s not a little boy.”
“I don’t care, honestly,” I answered, and

the minute I’d said that I knew that it

had come from deep down inside, and
that I’d meant it. It’d slipped out natural-
ly. “Cindy’s adorable.”

“
‘Cindy,’ ” Lita smiled weakly. “I was

afraid for a moment you’d stick with
Sharon.”
“With that dark hair? She couldn’t be

anything but a Cindy!” I insisted. We
both started to laugh, and I felt good, and
I leaned over and reached for Lita’s hand.
Each day after visiting hours, I went

home to the nursery Lita and I had gotten
ready for the baby. First thing, I took down
the huge cowboy and cowpony I’d hung
up on the walls of the nursery and trans-
ferred them to the kitchenette. Nobody as

feminine as Cindy should sleep in a room
with a cowpony! And a cowboy, indeed!
For several weeks before the baby came,

Lita and I had been making the nursery
ready. We’d built a new room onto our
house, and we’d furnished that as a bed-
room for ourselves, turning our old bed-
room into a nursery for the baby. Lita had
bought unpainted furniture, painted it

with a marble-type paint, and I had hung
huge Mother Goose toys on the wall to

decorate the room. There were still a few
odds and ends and I tried getting them all

finished by the time Lita came home. A
wonderful day that day Lita was released
from the hospital. We’d bundled the baby
into a nest of warm and fluffy pink
blankets, and Mary, our nurse, sat in the
back seat with the baby while Lita and I

sat in the front.

The ride back from the hospital was
slow and cautious, just as the one going
up there had been fast and anxious. When
we got home, I lifted the baby in my
arms and carried her into the house. “This
is the moment I’ll remember for a long,

long time,” I said solemnly to Lita. “Just
as I’ll never forget carrying you over the
threshold to our first apartment.” I looked
down at that tiny little face with the fat

cheeks and button of a nose, and I got a

warm feeling as I put her in the crib.

Both of us were thinking that this was
a wish we’d been afraid to wish for, a
dream we’d been afraid to dream. Lita and
I had been married for nine years, and
we’d wanted a baby so badly it hurt to
think about it. Lita had become pregnant
twice, and twice we’d lost the baby. It

had seemed so unfair to come so close to
happiness, only to have it snatched away
again. “God will bless our marriage with a
child,” Lita had said the last time—and
both of us believed it. Only for a long time,
it didn’t seem as though it would ever
happen, and Lita and I talked of adopting
children. We talked about it often, but
never really did anything about it. And
then Cindy came along.
Now I know what it really means to be

happy. Sometimes I look at the baby, and
I’ll gloat. “Hey, you’re part of me. I’m half
responsible for your being born! You
wouldn’t be here without me!” And I’ll

throw out my chest and practically ex-
plode with pride.
Our baby’s a month old now. Shortly

after we got home from the hospital,

Father Kanaly came over to christen the
baby “Cindy Frances,” the “Frances” be-
ing Lita’s mother’s name.
There are times, I’ll admit, when being

a father takes some getting used to. Like
the time at the hospital when Lita and I

were talking, and I said, “You’re a little

weak, honey; why don’t we take a holiday
in Hawaii for some sun and sand.”
“But the baby?” Lita wailed.
And then I remembered: I had responsi-

bilities. I’d completely forgotten about the
baby for the moment. Then the time that
I had an early-morning call, and Cindy
kept us up till four a.m. the night before.

But most times it’s so natural having a
baby around the house you hardly notice
the change.
Driving home from the studio the other

day, I started thinking about the baby and
stopped off at a children’s shop. (I bought
her a rattle—a little pink and white one
with bows on it. It’s right for a girl: I’m
learning!) And then I started to hurry, for

I remembered about how wonderful it

would be to get home, to Lita and Cindy,
to pick up the baby from her crib and
say, “How’s my little Cindy? How’s my
little girl? That’s it. Reach for my nose.

Grab my hair.” And a warm, wonderful
feeling spread through me. The End
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What You Don't Know About Job Hunting

(Continued from page 83)

the value of money. And I thought for a

long time before I spent a quarter for

a movie. I also knew that if I was going

to get the education I wanted that I was
going to have to save up for it. All dur-
ing high school I put money away for

when I went to college.”

Pat and Shirley haven’t forgotten the

days, not so very long ago, either, when
things like milk shakes were real treats,

something you saved up for.

“And how much better they tasted be-

cause you did,” Pat concludes.

And Susan Hayward’s advice to young
people is, “talk over your career with
older friends, your parents and teachers.

“I never wanted to be anything but an
actress as far back as I can remember.
Other kids on my block in Brooklyn
wanted to be firemen one year and ball

players the next, girls were torn between
nursing and teaching school. It was act-

ing or nothing for me. Of course, nobody
believed I had any talent. Certainly not

the booing audiences in the amateur night

contests.”

Undiscouraged, Susan Hayward temp-
orarily buried her ambition to be an actress

in order to help out her family. At twelve,

she became the first girl with a news-
paper route for the Brooklyn Eagle. At
fourteen, a fat little freckle-faced redhead,
Susan yielded her newspaper career for

a turn at modeling clothes for other fat

little fourteen-year-olds. It wasn’t until

she entered high school that Susan was
able to make her dreams as an actress

come true.

Her English teacher felt Susan had real

ability and encouraged her to become an
actress. “I was terribly shy then,” Susan
recalls, “but Miss O’Grady urged me to

join the drama group, called on me often

in class so that I’d learn poise and acquire
assurance and even consoled me when I

cried my eyes out because I didn’t get

the lead in a school play. Bless Florence
O’Grady, I only wish every girl had a

teacher like her.
“I remember in high school,” Susan re-

calls, “I selected for a term project the

subject of how to become an actress. I

lived with it night and day. I took the

subway from Brooklyn to Manhattan
every afternoon after school and steeped
myself in the theatre. I was terribly scared

but I managed to wangle my way into

star’s dressing rooms. I talked to agents
and producers, even the prop men and
the electricians, anybody who could fill

me in on the theatre. I like to think that

it finally paid off.”

Stars like Anthony Franciosa drifted

from job to job after they got out of

school. They were sort of feeling their

way around. But for all of them there
came a time when they knew that they
wanted to be actors. Had to be actors.

Tony says, “Once you know what you
want to do, go to it and hang on at all

cost.”

“I didn’t give a hoot for school,” Tony ex-
plains, “and at sixteen I just cut out like

a lot of other kids though there wasn’t any
special work I was interested in. Looking
back now I realize what a big mistake
that was.”
Tony started out as an awning installer

—like Rock Hudson—then he was a dish-
washer in a hamburger joint, worked as
a welder and then later lugged heavy
lead forms in a printing plant. “My jobs,”
explains the intense, black-haired, hazel-
eyed young actor, “were dull, boring and
they never lasted longer than a month
or two.
“Then when I was eighteen I discovered

the theater and acting. A friend was go-

ing to try out for a small part in an ama-
teur play and asked me to go along. When
the director saw me, he asked if I was in-

terested in taking a part, too. Well, I did

and it went pretty well and a whole new
world opened up for me.”
A few years later Tony saw his name

up in lights on Broadway in “A Hatful of

Rain” in a role that he’s repeating in the

movies.
But while he was studying acting and

looking for work in the theatre. Tony took
any job that offered him “eating money.”
“My principal worry was how to quit a

job when there was a possibility of a part.

Once I remember I was doing so well as

a checker in a restaurant that the owner
said that he would make me the night
manager. An hour later I heard about
a part in a play. I didn’t know how to

tell my boss that I wanted to quit. The
next day I was so nervous I forgot to wear
a white shirt to work. I showed up in

a denim work shirt. My troubles about
how to quit were over. I was fired on
the spot.”

Nick Adams in the same situation didn’t

even wait to be fired. He was working
as a short-order cook in a Hollywood
hamburger spot while waiting for casting
directors to recognize his talent. One day
while he was tending the hamburgers, a

call came through from a studio. And
Nick dashed out—neglecting both to turn
off the burners and pick up his salary.

Years later, Nick says, “I went back and
apologized. The owner had really given
me a break. I thought, who knows, I may
be back slinging hash again some day.”
Nick found that it “always pays to leave
the boss smiling.”

Incidentally, whenever you decide to

take a new job, talk over the situation

with your employer and explain your
reason for changing. You well may need
him for a reference.
Tony Perkins’ father died when Tony

was five.

“Mother,” Tony explains, “took a job
and never talked about money. But I un-
derstood that things had changed. When
I grew older I never spent anything. I

never asked for anything. Once I earned
a quarter shoveling snow and gave it to

my mother.
“One summer in Massachusetts I worked

as a janitor and salesman in a record
shop, other summers I spent in stock com-
panies learning to be an actor and work-
ing backstage. I painted, plastered, sawed,
ran errands and was paid $25 a week. I

helped put up the scenery before a play
and tore it down afterwards. I remember
that sometimes, late, I’d just fall asleep
and the others would cover me with a

piece of old canvas.
“I guess the lesson I learned from this

was

—

don’t think any job is too menial.
The best way of learning is by doing.”
Doing, means taking the initiative, see-

ing what has to be done without being
told each time. This is the best way of

proving to your boss that you can do a
better job, are able to assume greater re-
sponsibilities.

Vera Miles was supporting herself while
she was still in high school.

“My parents were divorced when I was
very little,” Vera explains, “and I was the
baby in a family of five children. To sup-
port us, my mother worked in a hotel,

first as a maid, then as a waitress. But
the food didn’t stretch, and many times
I went hungry. My mother brought us
up to be self-reliant. When I was four-
teen, she was offered a good position
in Colorado. The other members of the
family were off qnd on their own. I urged
my mother to accept the position and
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moved into the YWCA, where I made part
of my expenses helping prepare break-
fast and serving it before going to school.

“I also got a job at Western Union by
fibbing about my age, working from four
to midnight. When business was light I

studied in the telegraph office. My grades
weren’t straight A’s but good enough for
me to get into college. I wanted to be
a teacher; the thought of acting never
entered my head.”
Vera has had many jobs since those

days of delivering telegrams. She says,
“I’ve found in job-hunting that the most
important thing is to indicate to your po-
tential employer that you really want
the job

—

enthusiasm, understanding of his

needs is often as important as experience.”
Tab Hunter agrees with Vera about “en-

thusiasm” as an important qualification
but he adds, “No more so than enterprise.

If you are enterprising, you’ll find work,
even when jobs are scarce.

“When I was looking for jobs during
high school I didn’t realize how little I

had to offer an employer. You should re-
member when you look for that first job
that your employer is taking a gamble
when he hires you—you’re an unknown
quantity. He can only judge you by your
attitude. He can’t tell in advance what
kind of worker you’ll turn out to be.

“So, don’t do what I did. Somebody told
me that a neighborhood grocery store was
looking for a clerk. I hadn’t the faintest

idea how to go about getting a job and
I was so scared that I stumbled over a
crate of oranges on the way in to see the
manager. Picking myself up I timidly
asked him, ‘You don’t need a boy to help
wait on customers, do you?’

“His answer was brief and to the point,

‘No.’

“When I got outside I realized that I

had used the wrong approach. I had
talked myself out of a job before I had
even gotten it. I learned later that if you
can show an employer why he should hire
you, how you can help him make money,
what you can do for him, your chances of

getting hired are much brighter. He doesn’t
care whether you need money to go to

college or buy a new car. All he’s in-

terested in is how you can help his busi-
ness prosper.”

Girls who pass up jobs because they
expect to marry after high school should
seek work as a matter of security, if not
necessity.

Here are some interesting figures com-
piled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics:

One third of the total labor force in this

country is made up of women; one fifth

of the nation’s wages is earned by women;
six of every ten working women are
married; three out of ten married women
are working, as are two of every five

mothers of school-age children. Finally,

today’s schoolgirls may expect to spend
twenty-five years or more working outside
of their own homes.

If a girl never works after she is mar-
ried, the experience gained earlier on a
job is invaluable to her as a homemaker,
wife, mother, and manager of the family
budget.

Seven Ways to Find and Hold a Job

1.

How do I find out what’s the right job

for me?

If you are a teen-ager, aptitude tests in

your school will prove helpful. Also ask
your teacher about vocational guidance
services. Most colleges and universities

have advisors who will try to help you
find the job you are best suited for.

In every community there are a number
of agencies organized to help people find

jobs. The State Employment Service is

the largest. If there is no office in your
community, ask your teacher, librarian or
guidance counselor for the nearest branch.
Feel free to ask help at the Employment
Service for this is an agency supported by
public funds.
Such service organizations as the Cham-

ber of Commerce, the Rotary Club and the
Kiwanis can also answer your inquiries
on various occupations as can your local
“Y” and church groups.

2. Where will I look for employment?

In addition to the State Employment
Service and commercial employment
agencies, there are the help wanted col-
umns in your local paper, the telephone
directory for names of companies and
signs in shop windows. And it is a good
idea to let friends and relatives know that
you are looking for a job so that they
can pass the word around, as well as tip

you off if they hear of anything.

3. What papers do I need to start work?

Laws relating to employment vary from
state to state. Check with your school
principal or the State Employment Ser-
vice. If you are under age you must
have a work permit, and in order to get
one you must produce a birth certificate.

If you don’t have one apply at your local
Board of Health. The Board of Educa-
tion provides the work permit. It will
also tell you where to obtain a social
security card. Equipped with all three
you are ready to apply for work.

4. How do I apply for a job?

Generally speaking a personal call is

better than a letter. The chief purpose of

a letter is to gain an interview. You will

have to sell yourself in person. But before
the interview find out all you can about
the job—its duties and responsibilities.
Your interview should be as brief and to

the point as possible. Be perfectly frank
and honest about your own abilities and
capabilities. Don’t try to pretend you’ve
had experience in a particular job when
you haven’t. You will only be fooling
yourself.

5. How should I prepare for an inter-

view?

Appearance counts heavily in the kind
of impression you make. Dress neatly and
simply. Sloppy clothes and careless work
go hand in hand. Many girls, say per-
sonnel experts, applying for jobs are over-
dressed and wear too much make-up. In
general, all that is essential is that your
hair be combed, your face and hands
clean, your clothes pressed and neat and
your shoes shined.

Be sure to bring to the interview any
references you may have received from
previous jobs or prepare a list of people
who know you and would attest to your
reliability, experience and qualifications

for the job.

6. How do I sell my personal services?

Many people prefer to work for them-
selves at hours that suit their conven-
ience. Being your own boss also pro-
vides greater freedom. And there is an
ever-increasing demand for services of

all kinds. So whether you are a teen-ager
who wants to make a little extra money
after school or an older woman who has

free time on her hands and wants to keep
busy, you should very definitely consider

selling your services. There are literally

hundreds of ways to make money at home.
Or on a part-time basis elsewhere. To
name just a few: Canning fruit, making
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candies and cakes; making stuffed ani-

mals, aprons, hooking rugs; art projects

such as hand-painted stationery and sten-

cilled trays; raising produce in your
garden; if you live near the seashore, col-

lecting driftwood or renting beach chairs;

managing a swap shop in the basement of

your home; gathering news for your local

newspaper. And, of course, baby sitting.

The number is endless. Success will de-
pend on your ingenuity and perseverance.

7. After I'm hired how can 1 make good
and get ahead?

Everybody is impatient to get ahead. The
girl who wants to become an actress is

never content with just a walk-on part in

her little theatre group; the boy who
hopes to become the owner of a super-
market is annoyed at having to sweep out
when he first starts. But remember that

skill comes slowly. But until you acquire

it learn everything there is to know about
the job. And do a little more than is

asked of you. For example, here is ad-
vice from an executive of a large depart-
ment store who hired two girls as summer
replacements in the dressmaking depart-
ment. “One felt that all that was neces-
sary was to take the merchandise, put it

in a bag and make the proper change. The
other girl read several books on dress-

making, helped customers by answering
their questions, suggested to her depart-
ment head to stock certain items. At the

end of the summer I offered the conscien-
tious girl -a Saturday job as section man-
ager, while the first girl finished out the

summer and was not rehired. ‘Not inter-

ested in job or in learning’ I wrote on her
employment record.”
Don’t look for a magic formula for get-

ting ahead. There isn’t any. Success re-

quires persistence, reliability and hard
work. The End

The New Look In Hollywood Men

(Continued from page 42)

disciples of the Actors Studio, such as Ben
Gazzara and Tony Franciosa.

How did this strange state of affairs come
about? Let me go back to the beginning,

with Mr. Clift. Monty became a popular
idol overnight. No ballyhoo, no buildup.

Just one appearance in a more-than-good
western called “Red River.” The only ex-
planation for this was that Monty’s per-

sonality struck a “strong responsive chord
in his audience.” And the audience? It

was an audience just recovering from
World War II, still sporting a colossal

hangover of postwar readjustment, still

groping. They had little use, with the war
won, for the physical heroes, the Gables
and Waynes. And here’s where Monty
stepped in. Sensitive, intelligent, he re-

fused to conform, to give up his T-shirt,

blue jeans and cheap walk-up apartment.
He struggled within. G.I.’s, returning ci-

vilians, found a symbol to identify them-
selves with and their wives and girl-

friends found insight into their returning
heroes’ problems. It was early 1950.

Then a guy named Brando struck the
Broadway stage in “Streetcar Named De-
sire,” made a splash in Hollywood in “The
Men.” Monty was eclipsed. True to his

type, he couldn’t have cared less.

Clift had been the idol of a time of

transition. Brando was the first of the
modern movie heroes. A hero of a time
suddenly dominated by Iron Curtains and
the H-Bombs, of fear and rebellion.

Let me return to Brando. It has been
established that Marlon is a pioneer. He
cleared the road for the others, from James
Dean to Paul Newman, to Tony Perkins
to James MacArthur, etc. While the pack
was following, Brando grew up and ma-
tured. He visually went from T-shirt to
a tuxedo. He is no longer the extreme
nonconformist. He has joined the ranks
of the business-actor and has his inde-
pendent picture company, Pennebaker.
Also, he asks in the neighborhood of
$200,000 a picture, and from fifty to eighty
percent of the profits. This is a very nice
neighborhood for an actor. A different
neighborhood from the underprivileged
Stanley Kowalski and Terry Malloy. Bran-
do has changed decidedly since then, but
he produced a new model and they soon
began coming off the assembly line—the
Actors Studio actor. A moody, introspec-
tive type that was hardly calculated to
set hearts fluttering.

Although not a regular student of Act-
ors Studio, Brando pioneered its famed
Method and set off the acting style copied

by many of the current male crop. An ex-
planation of The Method seems essential

in understanding them, and the method of

The Method is best explained by Actors
Studio director Lee Strasberg: “I stress

the difference between the actor who
thinks acting is an imitation of life and the
actor who feels acting is living. Unless the
actor onstage really comes alive, really

lives a character, he can’t give anything
but a superficial interpretation. We deal

with the actor’s inner life. Our emphasis
is laid on thought, sensations, imagination,
emotion. . .

.”

Sounds like sense? What’s wrong with an
actor exploring his inner self? Not much

—

within limits. But some Actors Studio grad-
uates, to quote a quote, act like they just

jumped up from the analyst’s couch. Women
burdened with their own problems were
not keen to fall for a hero with neuroses.
The next disciple of The Method to be-

come a movie star was James Dean. In the
beginning, before the legends set in and
reality was forgotten, Dean performed a la

Brando in various scenes of “East of

Eden.” Many critics and audiences said so.

This performance was to be expected. Jim-
my had attended the Actors Studio; the
film was directed by Elia Kazan. Gadge’s
gadget is Actors Studio. Before the movies,
Dean appeared on Broadway in two plays—“See The Jaguar,” and “The Immoral-
ist.” The last-named won Jimmy the
Donaldson and Perry acting awards. It is

significant none of the alert New York
drama critics commented that Dean was
similar to Brando. The change which took
place occurred on a sound stage.

Yet more than enough of Jimmy Dean
emerged to overpower both the Brando
and The Method influence. Jimmy was
sensitive, poetic and an individual. The
movie producers were soon looking for

“another Jimmy Dean” as they continued
their search for “another Marlon Brando.”
The type was now firmly established. And
while romance wasn’t exactly in bloom
Jimmy made it possible to grow later.

The content of Dean’s movies brought
the type more clearly in focus. The leather
jacket brigade were given a label—Rebel.
They were supplied with a cause. They
were strongly told they were not responsi-
ble for juvenile delinquency. According to
the movies, their parents were to blame.
Seeing is believing! A new mob of boys ap-
peared on the screen—and a new one in
the audience. The new group would have
walked out on Andy Hardy. Times had
changed—and so had its hero.
Who are a few of the popular stars, he-
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WHERE TO BUY

PHOTOPLAY

STAR FASHIONS

To buy fashions shoivn on pages 72-74, write

manufacturer or nearest store listed below, men-
tioning Photoplay, and enclosing a clipping of

the item you wish to order,

Gobbi beach hat

boston, mass Filene’s

Newark, n. j Kresge Newark

or write, Franz Gobbi, Millinery

154 West 11th Street, New York 11, N. Y.

Klcioert's beach bag' and
petal swimcap

KANSAS CITY, Mo Emery, Bird, Thayer

new york, n. Y Stern Bros.

NEWARK, N. J Hahne & Company

Washington, D. c Woodward & Lothrop

or write, I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co.,

485 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Aqua Modes streamer swimcap

Wrte, United States Rubber Co.

1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y.

William J. beach hats

Write, William J. Millinery

44 West 54th Street

New York 19, N. Y.

Coro necklaces and bracelets

Atlanta, ca Rich’s, Inc.

boston, mass Filene’s

Newark, N. j Kresge Newark

or write, Coro, Inc., 47 West 34th Street

New York 1, N. Y.

Glentex silk scarf

boston, mass Filene’s

new york, N. Y Stern Bros.

Newark, N. j Kresge Newark

or write, Glensder Textile Corp.,

417 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Flower Modes carnations

Newark, N. j Kresge. Newark

or write. Flower Modes, Ltd.

17 East 37th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Capezio playshoes

Write Capezio, Inc.

756 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

Bernardo Sandals

Write Bernardo Sandals, Inc.

350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Oomphies mule

Write Oomphies, Inc.

350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

Jo Collins coordinated separates

Write, Mandel Mfg. Company

1110 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

roes today? Take Elvis. Elvis Presley, the
guy standing on the corner watching all

the girls go by, became a movie star
chiefly because of his records.

Elvis was a movie star the minute he
stepped before the camera in “Love Me
Tender.” He had never done any profes-
sional acting; in fact, he had never even
taken an acting lesson. I was on the set one
afternoon when Director Robert Webb told
Elvis: “When you do this scene, don’t try
to act. Just be yourself. Acting will spoil

you.”
Don’t be fooled. Elvis is a natural actor,

and he is always acting. He knows what
he’s doing every second of every wiggle.
Elvis confided to a friend that he had
studied Jimmy Dean. He decided to be
Dean with a guitar and a song. Elvis knew
he couldn’t carbon copy Dean in appear-
ance, but he had learned a basic requisite
which appealed to teen-agers. Elvis, in his
act, closed his brooding eyes and shook
his body—sent himself—when he sang.
This projected the feeling that he was
poised on the brink of self-destruction.
Teen-agers got the message. Elvis got the
millions.

Many teen-agers identify themselves with
Elvis from music to haircut. He is their
latest idol. They rebel against their parents
for him. Meanwhile, Elvis is a model son,
who obeys his parents. He treats them to

a month’s vacation in Hollywood. He buys
them a new house, all with money an-
guished parents have given their teen-
agers for temporary peace. You ain’t noth-
ing but a hound dog, Elvis—but you earned
your success.

And in Elvis’ wake, other singers rock
’n’ rolled to fame. Close on his heels came
Pat Boone, followed by Tab Hunter, and
more recently, Andy Griffith and Tommy
Sands. While singers rate high, there are
others: Paul Newman, so like Brando
in looks that at first it was a handicap,
and eighteen-year-old Sal Mineo, John
Saxon, Nick Adams, James MacArthur.
From the Actors Studio assembly line

came Ben Gazzara and Tony Franciosa.
And still of similar cut, from the stand-
point of individualism and nonconformity,
are Don Murray and Anthony Perkins.

Tony Perkins goes Presley one better in

one department. Perkins became a movie
star without a hit record, and without
having been seen in a movie. A great
trick. (I’m discounting “The Actress” in

which Perkins had a supporting role four
years ago.)

Perkins was discovered, publicized,

pushed into stardom by columnists (I was
a chief offender) and movie magazines.
He was a star before the public saw him
in his first movie, “Friendly Persuasion.”
And in which he oddly enough had only
a supporting role. Perkins is proof that a
new face can become a marquee name
overnight.

Producers believe what they read, too.

Perkins’ salary bolted from $25,000 a pic-
ture to $100,000 a picture before “Fear
Strikes Out” (in which Tony proves he
can act) was released.

Tony, who’s compared with Gary Coop-
er (I wonder whom they compare Cooper
with?), does his best acting off-screen. He
plays at being a character; walking bare-
footed down four prominent Sunset Bou-
levard blocks, from the Chateau Mar-
mont to Schwab’s. Pretends he doesn’t

want publicity, but manages to meet col-

umnists. He drops news items while cas-
ually conversing with press agents. He
writes friendly persuasion postcards to

members of the press, whenever he is out
of town. And he’s intelligent and quick.

“How does it feel to be a star?” Perkins
was asked. Perkins replied: “Perhaps this

will answer the question. On the set of
‘Friendly Persuasion,’ when I was in-

troduced to a person, I caught him looking
over my shoulder at Gary Cooper. Now
when I’m introduced to a person he looks
straight at me.”
Tony Perkins is, however, representative

of the new group of actors who are intel-
ligent, sensitive, confused; but in reality
whose weakness is their strength. Ad-
mirers feel it’s their duty to take care of
the Perkins type. The new movie heroes
may not be as rugged as the old favorites,
but most of them are smarter. They fight
their battles in the mind, not by slugging
it out in dirty T-shirts. (Witness Jimmy
MacArthur in “The Young Stranger.”)
Tab Hunter is Tony Perkins’ friend. Tab

belongs to the fraternity who have been
odd-named by agent Henry Willson. Tab
had been idle for over a year, after play-
ing in the hit “Battle Cry.” Nothing much
happened after that. Then Tab recorded
“Young Love” for Dot. A month after the
record was released, it sold a million
pressings. Tab was awarded the Gold
Record, the Oscar of the recording busi-
ness. A prize many veteran singers have
yet to win. Tab’s recording jolted his stu-
dio. They began to realize his potential.

A new kind of hero was emerging and Tab
was one of them.
The trend is much in evidence. The rebel

has been cleaned up—literally. He no
longer mumbles along in a sloppy T-shirt.
More often, he’s looking positively dapper.
Ben Gazzara, in “The Strange One,” car-
ried on his evil doings in a spotless uni-
form. In the homespun “Friendly Persua-
sion,” Tony Perkins’ plaid shirts were not
only freshly laundered, but proper fitting.

James MacArthur, John Kerr and Tony
Curtis struggle in button-down collars.

And while former heroes seemed to find

discovery on an analyst’s couch, new film-
throbs are found on campuses. The change?
Not quite romance material, but at least

they discuss their neuroses in complete
sentences.

Paul Newman went to Yale Drama
School; Jack Lemmon to Harvard. Pat
Boone aims for Phi Beta Kappa along with
his Columbia degree and John Kerr is a
Harvard graduate, which James MacAr-
thur will be (he entered Harvard last fall,

makes films only between school sessions)

.

Sal Mineo, also intent upon finishing col-

lege, juggles classes between films; goes to

U.C.L.A. and Long Island’s Adelphi College.

Their education shows. Paul Newman’s
an excellent chef who takes special pride
in his “Newman Celery Salad,” maintains
“I like my comfort,” but dresses impec-
cably in neat slacks, loose-fitting jackets

and soft moccasins. He “reads good books,
fiction and non-fiction far into the night.”

John Kerr, an Ivy Leaguer who looks “on
campus” when off, reads classics “but
wouldn’t work a crossword puzzle,” writes

jingles, leans towards gourmet’s tastes in

food. Pat Boone, who can rock ’n’ roll

with the best, lugs, along with a heavy
schedule, a suitcase of textbooks when on
tour. Don Murray never seeks publicity,

dresses and lives quietly, is as interested

in social work as in acting.

Those who expect Ben Gazzara and
Tony Franciosa to be mumbling, scratch-

ing characters are in for a shock. They
are neither—scratchers nor mumblers. And
their attitudes toward their careers? They
are exciting. They regard good acting as

a calling. Gazzara relaxes with canvas and
a cookbook. Tony Franciosa, latest repre-

sentative of the Actors Studio to make it

big, with “a good biography.”

So granted things change, maybe im-
prove—for the teen-agers. But leave me go

with one thought—for a woman over
twenty-five, other than a Yul Brynner or

a Rock Hudson—who, in the new crop, is

strong enough today to lift a woman into

romance? Got you stumped, huh? The End
112
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She had counted on a wonderful eve-
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Big, Bouncy and Beautiful On the Big Screen!

Smoo-oo-th as silk—

joy-o-o-ous is the word

for it! Everything that

made the two-year

Broadway hit a smash

attraction sparkles

with ten-fold brilliance

in M-G-M’s high, wide

and Cole Porter

entertainment!

M-G-M presents AN ARTHUR FREED PRODUCTION starring

FRED ASTAIRE * CYD CHARISSE

ilk Stockings

with wonderful

"THE RITZ ROLL AND ROCK"

"PARIS LOVES LOVERS"

"SATIN AND SILK"

"HAIL BIBINSKt"

"STEREOPHONIC SOUNO"

"ALL OF YOU”

also co-starring

JANIS PAIGE -PETER LORRE
with JULES MUNSHIN • GEORGE TOBIAS • JOSEPH BULOFF

screen Play by LEONARD GERSHE and LEONARD SPIGELGASS

Suggested by "Ninotchka" by Melchior Lengyel • Music and Lyrics by COLE PORTER

Book of Original Musical Play by GEORGE S. KAUFMAN,

LEUEEN McGRATH and ABE BURROWS
Produced on the stage by Cy Feuer and Ernest H, Martin

in Cinemascope and METR0C0L0R • Directed by ROUBEN MAMOULIAN
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Brush
Your Teeth

with Colgate's...

Brush
Bad Breath
Away

!

And Colgate's with GARDOL
Fights Decay All Day,Too!

Colgate Dental Cream with Gardol

stops mouth odor all day for most
people . . . with just one brushing

!

Gives you that fresh-clean feeling that

comes from brushing your teeth with

Colgate Dental Cream.

And unlike other leading toothpastes,*

Colgate Dental Cream contains Gardol

to form an invisible, protective shield

around your teeth that fights tooth de-

cay all day . . . with just one brushing

!

Colgate's with GARDOL
CLEANS YOUR BREATH

while it CLEANS YOUR TEETH

over the

Editor 9
s shoulder...

Seeing stars with our art director, plus

a peek at liis future color picture plans

Mansfield and a Maharajah

Our new art director, Ken Cunning-

ham, hardly had time to set up his

drawing board before he was whisked

out to Hollywood for a first-hand view

of the stars. He arranged to have many
of them photographed exclusively for

Photoplay. He also arranged to have

a good time in the few spare moments
when he wasn’t working. He was on

hand, for instance, at the party pro-

Photoplay’s Ken Cunningham is

briefed on the latest by Hollywood’s

Kim Novak on “Jeanne Eagels” set

with him. Jayne said she would love

to if she could ride on pink elephants.

Ken said later, “Jayne’s presence breaks

the ice at any party. Why, even the

guest of honor spent most of the evening

padding about in her stocking feet!”

Thanks
, George

The other day we received a note

from one of our nicest actors, George
Nader. His letter pleased us so much,
we just couldn’t keep it to ourselves:

"1 want to thank you for the excellent

story by John Maynard (“Alas. He’s No
Hero to His Cat!’ April Photoplay).

“One is always sort of wary when
trying to get across a ‘real life’ point

of view as you did in the article—so the

immediate response in letters has been
gratifying. Photoplay seems to he

among the few remaining magazines
with an affirmative policy of building

and helping instead of tearing down
and destroying—one of the many rea-

sons it’s held in such high regard.”

For what his dad thinks about him,
turn to page 42 for “My First and Last
Words on George” by George Nader. Sr.

A Stitch in Time

The fact that she had only an
hour between planes, enroute from

Hollywood to Panama, didn’t stop

speedy Terry Moore from modeling
her new fall wardrobe for us, made
from equally speedy Simplicity pat-

terns. See it next month!

ducer Albert Zugsmith threw for Hedy
Lamarr (she’s making “The Female

Animal” for U-I). Ken says the two

most colorful guests were the Maha-

rajah of Baroda and, naturally, Jayne

Mansfield. Jayne was dazzled by the

Maharajah’s resplendant garb, particu-

larly a handsome tunic with diamond

buttons trailing down the front. Jayne’s

eyes popped and she casually dropped

the hint that they would make lovely

earrings. The Maharajah countered

with an invitation to go on a tiger hunt

Swingin’ with the Stars

Next month Photoplay will really be

spinning. We are preparing a complete

roundup on the music craze that’s

rockin’ Hollywood. Besides stories on

the singers and inside information on

what’s hot on the movieland music front

we will feature six of your favorite

singers (Sinatra, Boone, Presley, Bela-

fonte, Sands and Hunter) in full color,

in a spread you’ll want to frame.

Until next month then, keep “cool.”
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WHEN EVERYONE ELSE
WAS ON THE BEACH?

So you're missing out on all the fun,

playing absentee at beach parties, letting

everyone else have a wonderful time

—

while you hide away with your monthly
''problems”!

Surely by now you’ve heard of

Tampax® internal sanitary protection.

Invisible and unfelt when in place, it

never can show and no one can know
your secret. What’s more, it prevents

odor from forming and telling tales!

Tampax is the daintiest protection in

the world to insert and dispose of.

Your fingers never touch it. Another nice

thing about it, you can carry spares just

by tucking them inside your purse.

Enjoy the freedom of the beach—
swim if you want to— use Tampax! Have

done with bulging pads and
belts! Wear the sleekest bathing

suit under the sun—and play

beauty on the beach or in the

sea, just as you choose!

Don’t let summer fun pass you by.

When problem days roll 'round, be

modern—use Tampax. 3 absorbencies

(Regular, Junior, Super) wherever drug
products are sold. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

Invented by a doctor—
now used by millions of womer.

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the month

/ l/ ABANDON SHIP!—Columbia: Arresting
idea, not loo adroitly handled. After a shipwreck.
Ty Power commands an overloaded lifeboat, must
decide which people may stay aboard. Mai Zet-

terling's a nurse in love with Ty. (F) June

V'V'V'V' AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS—
U. A.; Todd-AO, Eastman Color: Colossal! Yet it’s

light and entrancing. Stuffy Britisher David Niven
does the globe-circling jaunt on a bet in 1872, with
Mexico’s great Cantinflas as his valet, big stars

in bit parts. (F) January

\/V'V' BEAU JAMES—Paramount; Vista-Vision,

Technicolor: Bob Hope's both funny and convinc-

ing as Jimmy Walker, good-time New York mayor
of the twenties. Alexis Smith's his wife; Vera
Miles, his girlfriend. (A) July

^|/ BUSTER KEATON STORY, THE—Para-

mount. VistaVision: Old-time Hollywood returns

to life, with Donald O'Connor neatly portraying

the dead-pan comic. Ann Blyth loves him. but he
thinks lie loves Rhonda Fleming. (Ft July

/V COUNTERFEIT PLAN. THE—Warners:
British-made crime thriller. Killer Zacli Scott

forces engraver Mervyn Johns to turn counterfeiter.

Peggy Castle’s also held captive. (F) June

i/kVl/ DESIGNING WOMAN—M-G-M: Cinema-
Scope. Metrocolor: Lively marital farce teams
Gregory Peck and Lauren Bacall as a sports writer

and a fashion designer, battling problems that in-

clude a gangster. Another Woman. (Ft May

k^k^k^k^ DESK SET—20th: CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color: Crackling comedy of office life, with smart

teamwork by Katharine Hepburn and Spencer

Tracy. Romance blooms while she defends her

job against his efficiency-experting. (FI July

yyv’ DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE—A. A.:

Satisfying Western. A chance-met group besieged

by Indians includes officer Dennis O'Keefe, adven-

turer Barry Sullivan, spoiled Mona Freeman, gal-

lant Katy Jurado. (F) June

i/kW FEAR STRIKES OUT—Paramount:
Tony Perkins does a first-rate job as baseball

player Jim Piersall, driven toward breakdown by

his over-ambitious father. Karl Malden. Norma
Moore is sympathetic as Tony's wife. (F) May

kV GARMENT JUNGLE. THE—Columbia:
Over-simplified melodrama. Kerwin Mathews, with

Gia Scala's help, fights racketeers preying on pop
Lee Cobb’s clothing firm. (A) July

GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL—
Wallis, Paramount: VistaVision, Technicolor:

Handsome frontier drama. Marshal Burt Lancaster

tries to draft gambler Kirk Douglas to help smash

an outlaw gang. Rhonda Fleming, Jo Van Fleet are

their sweethearts. (F) June

k'kVk' HAPPY ROAD, THE—M-G-M: Honey of

a movie, combining heart and hilarity. American
widower Gene Kelly and French divorcee Bar-

bara Laage trail their runaway children across

France. Both small kids are charmers. (F) April

/Vk' LITTLE HUT. THE—M-G-M. Eastman

Color: Mild farce strands pompous Stewart

Granger, wife Ava Gardner and her admirer,

|

David Niven, on a tropic island. (A) June

indicated. For reviews this month see contents page.

l//" MAN AFRAID—U-I: Modest but effective

suspense story. Minister George Nader, defending
wife Phyllis Thaxter, kills a young burglar and is

pursued by vengeance threats. (F) July

l/l/l/ MONTE CARLO STORY, THE—U.A.:
Technirama, Technicolor: Light-hearted and lux-

urious. Gamblers and fortune-hunters both, Mar-
lene Dietrich and Vittorio De Sica go after a

rich American family on the Riviera. (F) July

1//V REACH FOR THE SKY—Rank: Forth-

right saga of courage. Kenneth More ably takes the

real-life role of airman Douglas Bader, who fought
and flew on after losing both legs. Muriel Pavlow
is his loyal love. (F) July

V'V'V'V' SAINT JOAN—U.A.: Fine version of

Shaw's noble and witty tribute to Joan of Arc,

played with deep sincerity by young Jean Seberg.

Richard Widmark is the weakling Dauphin;
Richard Todd, a gallant soldier. (F) July

l/kV SHOOT-OUT AT MEDICINE BEND—
Warners: Agreeable Randolph Scott item. To get

crooked James Craig, Randy and two fellow Civil

War vets pose as peaceable Quakers. (F) June

/Vl/ SOMETHING OF VALUE—M-G-M: Vig-

orous, violent close-up of conflict in Africa, shot

there. Boyhood friends. Rock Hudson and Sidney
Poitier become enemies when the Negro turns

Man Man. Dana Wynter is Rock’s wife. ( A) July

V'V'V'V SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE—Warners;
CinemaScope, Warnercolor: True story of great

adventure. As young Lindbergh, Jimmy Stewart

dares transatlantic flight in 1927. (F) May

1/1/ STRANGE ONE, THE—Columbia: Youthful

Ben Gazzara does a striking debut as a bully in an

overdrawn drama of a southern military school.

George Peppard's a likable cadet. (A) May

k^l/ TARZAN AND THE LOST SAFARI—M-G-M.
Technicolor: African locales add interest as

jungle-wise Gordon Scott aids plane-wreck sur-

vivors, Betta St. John among them. (FI June

V'V'V'V' TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE—Para-

mount: VistaVision. Technicolor: Overwhelming
DeMille epic of Biblical times, forcefully acted by

Charlton Heston as Moses, Ytil Brynner as Phar-

aoh. many other stars. (F) January

1/j/l/l/ THIS COULD BE THE NIGHT—M-G-M.
CinemaScope: Fresh, sly romantic comedy casts

Jean Simmons as a prim teacher hired as a secre-

tary by night-club owner Paul Douglas. Anthony
Franciosa scores; so do dancer Neile Adams, singer

Julie Wilson. (A) June

kV/V 12 ANGRY MEN—U.A.: Tense, intelli-

gent jury-room drama. Henry Fonda maneuvers

prejudiced fellow jurors into serious judgment on

a boy’s trial for murder. (F) June

kV UNTAMED YOUTH—Warners: Odd melo-

drama set on a sort of prison farm, brutally run.

Lori Nelson and rock 'n’ rolling Mamie Van Doren

are befriended by Don Burnett. (A) June

s/V'V'V' YOUNG STRANGER, THE—U-I: Teen-

ager James MacArthur scores in a thoughtful study

of family relationships. Kim Hunter's bis mother;

James Daly, his movie-producer dad, who fails the

boy in a crisis. (F) March



There*s only one Marilyn Monroe but there isn’t- one
Marilyn Monroe picture that teases and tickles like

Marilyn Monroe starring with

Laurence
Olivier

inThe
Prince
and the

Showgirl

Some
r\aV\onS
Vva\ie

a meda\
for
'E.vevN/fofo9,

TECHNICOLOR® PRESENTED BY
with SYBIL THORNDIKE • Screen Play by TERENCE RATT/GAN Produced and Directed by LAURENCE OLIVIER Executive Producer MILTON H. GREENE WARNER BROS,

a FILM BY MAR/L YN MONROE PRODUCTIONS, INC. and L. 0. P. L TD.

p
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More grown-ups and growing-ups depend on Mum

stops odor...

without irritation

So safe for any normal skin you can use it every day

If you’ve ever worried about underarm stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily or right after shaving or a hot bath—now you can set

your mind at ease.

New Mum Cream is so gentle and safe for normal skin, you can use

it whenever you please, as often as you please. And Mum Cream gives

you the kind of protection you can’t possibly get from any other leading

deodorant — because it works a completely different way.

Mum Cream is the only leading deodorant that works entirely by
stopping odor . . . contains no astringent aluminum salts. And it keeps

on working actively to stop odor 24

hours a day. It’s so effective—yet so safe

— isn’t Mum the deodorant for you?

MUM® stops odor 24 hours a day with M-3
( bacteria-destro) ing hexachlorophene

)

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

BERNARDINE—20th. Directed by Henry Levin:
Beau, Pat Boone; Jean, Terry Moore; Mrs. Wilson,
Janet Gaynor; J . Fullerton Weldy, Dean Jagger; San-
ford Wilson, Richard Sargent; Lt. Langley Beau-
mont, James Drury; Griner, Ronnie Burns; Mr
Beaumont, Walter Abel; Mrs. Beaumont, Natalie
Schafer; Ruby, Isabel Jewell.

DELICATE DELINQUENT, THE—Paramount.
Directed by Dan McGuire: Sidney Pythias, Jerry
Lewis; Mike Damon, Darren McGavin; Martha
Martha Hyer; Monk, Robert Ivers; Captain Riley.
Horace McMahon; Artie, Richard Bakalyan; Harry,
Joseph Corey; Patricia, Mary Webster.

D. I., THE—Warners. Directed by Jack Webb:
T/Sgt. Jim Moore, Jack Webb; Pvt. Owens, Don
Dubbins; Anne, Jackie Loughery; Capt. Anderson,
Lin McCarthy; Burt, Monica Lewis; Mrs. Owens,
Virginia Gregg.

DINO—A. A. Directed by Thomas Carr: Dino,
Sal Mineo; Sheridan, Brian Keith; Shirley, Susan
Kohner; Mr. Minetta, Joe De Santis; Mrs. Minetta,
Penny Stanton; Mandel, Frank Faylen; Guard, Don
C. Harvey; Tony, Pat De Simone.

FACE IN THE CROWD , A—Warners. Directed by
Elia Kazan: Lonesome Rhodes, Andy Griffith;
Marcia Jeffries, Patricia Neal; Joey Kiely, Anthony
Franciosa; Mel Miller, Walter Matthau; Betty Lou
Fleckum, Lee Remick; Col. Hollister, Percy Waram.

FIRE DOWN BELO IF—Columbia. Directed by
Robert Parrish: Irena, Rita Hayworth; Felix, Robert
Mitchum; Tony, Jack Lemmon; Harbor Master,
Herbert Lom; Nat Sellars, Bonar Colleano; Doctor
Sam, Bernard Lee; Jimmy Jean, Edric Connor.

HATFUL OF RAIN, A—20th. Directed by Fred
Zinnemann: Celia Pope, Eva Marie Saint; Johnny
Pope, Don Murray; Polo, Anthony Franciosa; John
Pope Sr., Lloyd Nolan; Mother, Henry Silva.

HIDDEN FEAR—U. A. Directed by Andre de
Toth: Mike Brent, John Payne; Hartman, Alexander
Knox; Arthur Miller, Conrad Nagel; Susan Brent,
Natalie Norwick; Lt. Knudsen, Kjeld Jacobsen.

JOE BUTTERFLY—U-I. Directed by Jesse Hibbs:
Pvt. John Woodley, Audie Murphy; S/Sgt. Ed Ken-
nedy, George Nader; Harold Hathaway, Keenan
Wynn; Chicko, Keiko Shima; Sgt. Mason, John
Agar; Sgt. McNulty, Charles McGraw; Col. Fuller,
Fred Clark; Joe Butterfly, Burgess Meredith.

JOHNNY TREMAIN—Walt Disney. Directed by
Robert Stevenson: Johnny Tremain, Hal Stalmaster;
Cilia Lapham, Luana Patten; James Otis, Jeff York;
Jonathan Lyte, Sebastian Cabot; Rab Silsbee, Dick
Beymer; Paul Revere, Walter Sande.

LONELY MAN, THE—Paramount. Directed by
Henry Levin: Jacob Wade, Jack Palance; Riley
Wade, Anthony Perkins; King Fisher, Neville
Brand; Ben Ryerson, Robert Middleton; Ada Mar-
shall, Elaine Aiken; Willie, Elisha Cook.

LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON—A. A. Directed
by Billy Wilder: Frank Flannagan, Gary Cooper;
Ariane Chavasse, Audrey Hepburn; Claude Chavasse,
Maurice Chevalier; Mr. X, John McGiver.

MAN ON FIRE—M-G-M. Directed by Ranald Mac-
Dougall: Earl Carleton, Bing Crosby; Nina Wylie,
Inger Stevens; Gwen Seward, Mary Fickett; Sam
Dunstock, E. G. Marshall: Ted Carleton, Malcolm
Brodrick; Bryan Seward, Richard Eastham; Judge
Randolph, Anne Seymour; Mack, Dan Riss.

MONKEY ON MY BACK—XJ. A. Directed by
Andre de Toth: Barney Ross, Cameron Mitchell:
Cathy, Dianne Foster; Rico, Paul Richards; Sam
Pian, Jack Albertson; Noreen, Kathy Carver.

PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL, THE—Warners.
Directed by Laurence Olivier : Elsie, Marilyn Mon-
roe; The Regent, Laurence Olivier; The Queen Dow-
ager, Sybil Thorndyke; Northbrook, Richard Wattis;
King Nicolas, Jeremy Spenser.

SEVENTH SIN, THE—M-G-M. Directed by Ronald
Neame: Carol Carzvin, Eleanor Parker; Dr. Walter
Carzvin, Bill Travers; Tim Waddington, George
Sanders; Paul Duvelle, Jean Pierre Aumont; Mother
Superior, Francoise Rosay.

SILK STOCKINGS—M-G-M. Directed by Rouben
Mamoulian: Steve Canfield, Fred Astaire; Ninotchka,
Cyd Charisse; Peggy Dayton, Janis Paige; Brankov,
Peter Lorre; Vassili Markovitch, George Tobias;

Bibinski, Jules Munshin; Ivanov, Joseph Buloff.

TAMMY AND THE BACHELOR—U-I. Directed

by Joseph Pevney: Tammy, Debbie Reynolds; Peter

Brent, Leslie Nielsen; Grandpa, Walter Brennan;
Barbara, Mala Powers; Professor Brent, Sidney
Blackmer; Aunt Renie, Mildred Natwick; Mrs.
Brent, Fay Wray; Alfred Bissle, Philip Ober.

WAYWARD BUS, THE—20th. Directed by Victor

Vicas: Alice, Joan Collins; Camille, Jayne Mans-
field; Ernest Horton, Dan Dailey; Johnny Chicoy,

Rick Jason; Norma, Betty Lou Keim; Mildred
Pritchard, Dolores Michaels; Pritchard, Larry Keat-

ing; Morse, Robert Bray.
8



! Wash away “new perm” frizz and odor!

,
The prettiestwave in the world

leaves your hair instantly shampoo-fresh!

Takes the time.

New! The only wave you dare wash at once!
Only Richard Hudnut’s new Quick has Crystal Clear Lanolized

Lotion. A lotion so pure yet penetrating, you can wave without

washing first — and shampoo right after you wave! So easy!

When your wave is finished, you shampoo instead of rinsing. No
need to wait a week to wash away “new perm” frizz and odor. N

o

fear you’ll wash out or weaken your wave. It’s locked right in

with Crystal Clear Lotion!

So quick! Wave and wash with Vi the work!
Quick’s the quickest ! Only Quick’s exclusive Crystal Clear Lo-

tion penetrates so fast it lets you wrap more hair on each curler

and still get a firm curl to the tips of your hair. So you get a

complete new-style wave with just 20 curlers—% the winding

time—% the waving work! Shampoo instead of rinsing and,

from the first minute, your new Quick wave is lanolin-soft, sweet

to be near. Use Quick today— be shampoo-fresh tonight!

Vz the work!

2 new-style waves for the price of 1

Crystal Clear Lotion can be recapped. Use — Save Yz-

$2.00 plus tax. 1 wave size, $1.25 plus tax.

© 1957 Lambert-Hudnut Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.



Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you leant to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, \ address them at their studios.—El).

READERS INC ...

About Many Things

I have a large collection of movie star

photographs, and the color photographs

published in Photoplay add a great deal to

my collection. Please keep them coming.

I have various pictures of Rock Hudson
with his wife, Phyllis Gates, and in each

picture, including her wedding picture, she

is wearing a single strand pearl bracelet.

Does this have any significance?

Now that Harry Belafonte is again mak-
ing a movie, “Island in the Sun,” I think it

would be great to have a story and pictures

of him in your magazine.

I loved your article on Cary Grant in your

March issue because I admire him so much
and really enjoyed reading about him.

Janet Appis
Elmhurst, New York

The single strand pearl bracelet which
Phyllis Hudson wears has no significance,

she says. It’s an inexpensive little thing she
bought herself and because she likes it she
wears it frequently.—Ed.

A Vote for Burton

Richard Burton is my favorite actor. 1

have seen all the motion pictures he made
in America, and they are excellent, but one
is outstanding—that is “The Rohe.” I think
he portrayed the part of Marcellus Galeo
with brilliance, and I think the story is a
beautiful one of love and faith. We owe a
vote of thanks to Richard Burton for his

part in a picture that will live forever.

Edward Zlacky
Saskatoon, Canada

Deadly Wonderful!

Could you please tell me if Moira Shearer
starred in “The Red Shoes,” a movie about
ballet, released about 1951? If not, who was
the ballet dancer who killed herself at the

end? I thought the movie was wonderful
and hope it will he re-released.

Priscilla McKain
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania

Moira Shearer did .

—

Ed.

Honesty Is Our Policy—The Best

I would like to thank Louis Pollock for

the wonderful article on Anne Baxter in the

May issue of Photoplay. It was refreshing

to discover that there are some people in

Hollywood mature enough to know and ad-

mit their faults. Anne Baxter should be con-

gratulated on being so honest.

Photoplay is my gospel, as far as Holly-

wood goes. I enjoy it from cover to cover for

I think it gives a true picture of the people
in Hollywood. The articles you publish

make readers realize that actors are people

and should be treated as such. They are not

perfect, by any means, just as human beings

all over the world are not. and we shouldn’t

condemn them for their mistakes.

Thank you for printing such a fine maga-
zine— it is the only screen magazine I now
buy because I trust all that is said inside

the covers. Don’t ever let all your fans down
by becoming a slanderous, gossipy maga-
zine.

Judy Littleton
Towson, Maryland

Happy Hours Sewing

I just had to thank your magazine for the

article “Patterned for you by Pier” in the

June issue of Photoplay. Since I love to

sew, I rushed downtown the day after I

received this issue and bought three of the

patterns you showed.
Keep them up. I ll be looking forward to

the July issue with the hair styles.

Thanks again to my favorite movie maga-
zine.

Claretta Morrell
Austin, Minnesota

My Thrilling Interview with a Star

I have been a reader of Photoplay Maga-
zine for years and have enjoyed every page
of it. My ambition has been to write about

the stars but I never had a chance until

recently, when I had the opportunity of

"popping” some questions at Jack Lemmon
who was most obliging about giving me his

answers:

Q. What picture did you enjoy doing the

most?
A. “Mr. Roberts.”

Q. Who is your favorite actor?

A. Marlon Brando.

Q. Who is your favorite actress?

A. Dame Edith Evans.

Q. Do you like to travel?

A. Yes.

Q. Whom do you credit with being the

most help in your success?
A. No one person.

Q. What are the advantages of being a

star?

A. Better choice of roles, higher salary.

Q. What are the disadvantages of being

a star?

A. Continued public limelight.

Q. What was your most exciting experi-

ence as an actor?

A. Winning the Oscar.

Q. What emotion is most difficult for you
to portray on the screen?

A. None particularly more than others.

Q. What particular trait or quality do you
admire most in a woman?

A. Honest femininity.

Q. Do you prefer comedy or dramatic
roles?

A. Neither in preference. Depends on the

role.

Q. What advice would you give a new-
comer on the do’s and don’ts of acting?

A. Learn it like any craft.

Q. Where do you keep your Oscar?
A. Den shelf.

0- Can you speak any foreign languages?
A. French. Un petit peu.

Q. What was your profession before act-

ing?

A. Acting.

Q. What hook would you take to a desert

island?

A. “How to Find Gold in Faraway
Places.”

Q. What is your real name?
A. Jack Lemmon.
Q. Do you have any hobbies?
A. Gardening, fishing, music. (Piano.)

Q. What is your favorite sport?

A. Football.

Q. Do you think television will put movie
houses out of business?

A. No.

Q. Do you prefer making movies in

Europe or America?
A. America.

Fii.omena Monda
Bridgeport, Connecticut

continued on page 12



CYD CHARISSE co-starring in 'SILK STOCKINGS'
AN ARTHUR FREED PRODUCTION FOR MGM RELEASE IN CINEMASCOPE AND METROCOLOR

Every time you walk into a room

you're on stage !

That’s true for Cyd Charisse

and every girl. That’s why a soft,

lovely complexion is a must.

That’s why she uses Lux and

that’s why you should, too!

Your audience is waiting—and don’t

you know it! So you always look won-
derful, with a complexion that’s soft

and smooth ... a Lux Complexion.

Lux, with its rich Cosmetic lather, its

mild and gentle ways, can do as much
for you as it does for any Hollywood
star. And the Lux fragrance, best-liked

soap perfume in the world, is sure to

please you, too.

Lever Brothers unconditionally
guarantees that you’ll decide Lux Soap
is perfect for you, or have your money
back. For a complexion you’ll love—and
he’ll love, too—use Lux.

Now Lux comes in 4

lovely pastels, as well

as white. Buy new
color Lux by the color

of its foil wrapper.

9 out of 10 Hollywood stars depend on LUX



fresh young HALO look

is softer, brighter

READERS INC.
continued from page 10

Marriage, Morals and Heston

I’m getting up on the soap box for Charl-

ton Heston, one of my favorite actors.

Thank you for the wonderful story, “On
Men and Matrimony,” in your May issue

and the fine pictures. If lie’s considered

old-fashioned for what he believes in mar-

riage, then I am, too. It’s so good to read

about a few movie stars who still believe

in principles.

Also, I would like to commend Heston for

his brilliant performance in “The Ten Com-
mandments” in his portrayal of Moses. It

was indeed a spectacular movie with splen-

did casting. You can always depend on Cecil

B. DeMille to come up with the greatest in

motion pictures, as well as great stars like

Heston and Brynner. It certainly helped me
to understand the Bible more clearly.

(Mrs.) W. H. Thomas
Bessemer, Alabama

A Gem Among Men

I frankly admit that Charlton Heston is

not my favorite actor, but after reading his

soul-searching statements in your May issue

in “On Men and Matrimony,” I find him
a gem among men. He has expressed my
own feelings so beautifully regarding mar-

riage and morals that I must admit my ad-

miration for him. If only more men and
women would emulate his ideals and have

the courage to live up to them, how much
more true happiness thy would reap! Thank
you, Mr. Heston, for your personal fight for

decent living.

Nadine M. Edwards
Los Angeles, California

These letters are typical of many we
received praising Charlton Heston’s stand

"On Men and Matrimony.”—Ed.

Whistle Clean

p

—for no other shampoo offers Halo’s

unique cleansing ingredient, so effec-

tive yet so mild. And there are no

unnecessary ingredients in Halo. No
greasy oils or creamy substances to

interfere with cleaning action, no

soap to leave dirt-catching film. Halo,

even in hardest water, leaves your

hair softer, brighter, whistle dean.
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Keep Singing, Tab!

I’ve just heard Tab Hunter’s latest re-

cording and a few other of his hits. I really

think he can sing. If he keeps on making
records like the ones I heard, I feel he’ll

really become a successful recording star.

I’ve seen him in quite a few movies, but I’d

rather hear him sing. I certainly hope he
keeps on making records.

Sandra Fauchn
Herrin, Illinois

How We Maneuvered To Meet Elvis!

Would you like to hear about how I man-
aged to see Elvis Presley? It happened like

this

:

We heard that he was going to pass
through our town, and sent him a wire

begging him to drive slowly through Cal-

vert on his way to Houston. When we drove
into Calvert that night, we were told that

Elvis was about ten minutes ahead of us,

and that we could go as fast as we wanted
to—hut we were cautioned to he extremely
careful. After being stopped by a few red
lights, my friend. Jolly, who was driving,

really took off, and we came upon Elvis and
his Cadillac. Jolly honked and honked until

Elvis, who was sitting in the back seat,

turned around and looked back.
I was the first one out of the car, ran over

to Elvis’ car, and stuck my head in the
window. Our conversation ran something
like this:

Me: “Elvis?”
Elvis: “Huh?”
Me: “Will you get out and let me take a

picture of you?”
Elvis: “I’m too tired to get out. Sweetie.

Can’t you take it while I’m in here?”
Me: “Can you roll down the wind

—

”

Suddenly, Elvis flung the door open, and
I jumped back. I was trembling so when I

took the picture I was sure it wouldn’t take.

Elvis: “Please hurry, Baby, I gotta get to

Houston.”
My friend, Jolly: “Can we have your auto-

graph?”
Elvis: “Yeah, got some paper?”
Jolly: “Here, write a whole bunch,

please.”

Me: “Thanks for stopping; good luck in

Houston, Elvis.”

Elvis: “Thanks, lion. Now we’ve gotta go.”
My friend, Jolly: “I got it, I got it, I got

it—I got Elvis Presley’s autograph.”

Pat Fulton
Calvert, Texas

continued on page 32 w„h JAY C. FLIPPEN • TED de CORSIA • ARGENTINA BRUNETTI

Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY - Screenplay by JOHN ROBINSON and EDWIN BLUM -Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR
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Tender farewell: Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner say goodbye as he leaves to make a picture in Japan

A Fine Romance: Bob Wagner has

been rumored to have more romances

than a newspaper has pages, an hour

has minutes or a year has weekends.

Ditto, Natalie Wood. And then in the

course of time Bob and Natalie dis-

covered each other and it turned out

to be the discovery of the year! It all

P started at the Photoplay party last

February, at which Natalie and Bob
had their first date together. They

14

Cal York

had such a good time that other dates

followed: parties, premieres, long

walks followed by a stop in for an

ice cream soda, long talks followed

by a drive out for a midnight snack.

Bob, who doesn’t like “romantic”

publicity, explained to the press that

“This is no big romance, so please

don’t play it that way. We’re just

good friends.” Natalie said nothing.

But when Bob left for Japan to make

s Gossip of Hollywood

“Stopover Tokyo” Natalie was at the

airport to say goodbye, and was so

heartbroken after the take-off that she

burst into tears. Since then, Bob has

been telephoning Natalie long dis-

tance. The latest was a call at five

a.m. and they talked for twenty-five

minutes. So maybe it’s not a romance,

but it certainly could be love. And
Bob and Natalie make a handsome

couple, yes? (
Continued on page 16 )



She’s brushed out her new Bobbi wave— and right away (without resetting) her “Souvenir” hairdo looks pretty as you please.

Just brush it ! That's it

!

No resetting— no “breaking in’’

with Bobbi—the special permanent

for casual hairstyles like these

You get a soft, natural Bobbi wave and your

casual hairstyle in just one step. Simple pin-

curls and Bobbi lotion— that’s all. No separate

neutralizing. No resetting. Bobbi’s as easy as

setting your hair and your wave is in to stay

— carefree and casual— week after week.

©THE GILLETTE COMPANY

Softly feminine — that’s “Daffodil.”
Only Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent lets you
brush out a soft, natural wave the very
first day. Just brush it. That’s it!

Bobbi is the only permanent spe-

cially designed for carefree haircombs

like “Calypso.” With Bobbi you just can’t

get tight, fussy curls.

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent com-
plete with “Casual Pin -Curlers” for

faster, firmer pin -curls. Can’t crimp,

rust or discolor hair. $2.00

New! Bobbi Refill —
Everything you need
(except pins) to make
your casual hairdo per-

manent. $1.50
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and Paris, and tried to take her mind
off her troubles with such gifts as a

pair of exquisite diamond earrings

which had to be flown out to him from

Paris, and a Rolls Royce with the

license plates ETT (for Elizabeth

Taylor Todd). For somewhere in the

neighborhood of $15,000 for three

months, he has leased a villa at Cap
Ferrat on the French Riviera from

Fady Kenmare, a noted Riviera host-

ess. It has a marble-pillared staircase

at the entrance, a huge ballroom in-

side, and the rooms are made for

entertaining. Fiz and Mike don’t plan

to have much company while they’re

there though. They live quietly, with

Fiz’s sons Mike and Christopher Ed-

ward, have a white poodle puppy dog

to keep them company, and a small

white pillow to travel with them

wherever they go. If medals for gal-

lantry in action were given to women,
Liz would certainly get one

Mike, however, is not so calm.

Worried about Liz, especially be-

cause of the expected baby, he called

the doctor five times in twelve hours!

Reports and Retorts: Pier Angeli

reports that her 20-months-old Perry

can outwit her when it comes to

thinking up stalls to delay his after-

noon nap. His newest gimmick is to

pretend he has the hiccups. And he

can make one glass of water last a

long time. We like . . . the quote at-

tributed to Jeanne Crain: “There’s

nothing so exhausting in life as being

insecure.” . . . The latest label for

Vikki Dougan’s open-back exposure:

“Reverse cleavage.” . . . Frank Sina-

tra’s “business” about two wrestlers

who met in a restaurant and one said,

“I’ll toss you for the check.” So he

did—out the window. . . . The com-

ment made by Mack Gray, at Doris

Day’s garden party. When a sudden

thunderstorm broke, he walked up to

the man who played Moses in “The

Ten Commandments”—Charlton Hes-

ton—and ordered, “Stop the rain!”

Information Tease: Ever think

about what you’d have for dinner if

it happened ( Continued on page 18)

After waiting hours, Photoplay’s pho-

tographer used a telescopic lens on

his camera to get this first “at home”

shot of the Todds outside their villa

INSIDE STUFF

Journey for Elizabeth: “When that

girl loves she really loves,” is what

her best friends say about Elizabeth

Taylor, and in this case, her best

friends really know. Despite the fact

that her injured back has been giving

her pain, Liz insisted on accompany-

ing Mike to the Cannes Film Festival,

which he had to attend because it was

important for Mike to meet the ex-

hibitors of “Around The World in 80

Days.” Too much in love with her

husband to be separated from him
for only a short while, Liz talked

Mike into taking her with him and

(together with a small white pillow

which Mike tucked under her) off

they went. At the showing of “80

continued,

Days” Liz kept biting her lips in

agony, and had to go out to the

ladies’ lounge to rest when the picture

was halfway through. Before it was

over, however, she returned to accom-

pany Mike to the lavish supper party

he was giving for the exhibitors and

members of the foreign press. Liz

did some of her best acting at the

party, hiding her pain from the

world and being charming and gay

and nonchalant. They stayed there

till the band played “Home Sweet

Home”: it was after four o’clock in

the morning.

Mike, who is most attentive to and

concerned about Liz, has taken her to

the most noted specialists in London
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From this day on ... you can set

straight hair to stay curly

!

(SU.35 PLUS TAX

Just a quick /^^'Satin-Set spray

sets hair to hold . . . even on humid days

!

Even straight hair stays curly ... set with 'Satin-Set’. Humid

days won’t wilt 'Satin-Set’ curls. Now . . .'Humidex’*, exclusive

Revlon moisture guard, invisibly locks curls to stay.

Pin curls in! Comb curls in! Put curls in any way your hair

pleases! You can set your hair as you always do. Then spray with

'Satin-Set’. Curls hold, even when it’s hot and humid!

*TM ©1957. REVLON. INC.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE ON A HUMID DAY!

Set with 'ordinary’ spray, hair Set with 'Satin-Set’, hair kee]
loses curl fast, soon gets droopy, curl . . . even when it’s humii



INSIDE continued,

The gate to his new home is fancy,

but Elvis’ taste in food is simple

News and Nostalgia: It's been a

good many years since Clark carried

Vivien Leigh up the steps of Tara,

but time has been very kind to Clark

and he doesn’t look as though he’s

changed much. Other people have,

though, and what brings the point

home is a story Clark tells about his

recent trip to London. When he

checked into the Dorchester Hotel

there he found a note waiting for him.

Opening it. he read: “Dear Father

Rhett: You may not remember me
but I am your little girl ‘Bonnie’ who
was thrown from a pony in ‘Gone

With The Wind.’ I am now eighteen

years old and on my way to Switzer-

land. After all this time, what a

shame that I have to miss seeing you

here in London! Best wishes always,

your daughter, Cammie King.” When
he read it, Clark says, he was so

touched that he just stood there in

the lobby, trying to choke down the

lump in his throat.

Not ordinarily one to turn back the

clock (even for a great movie mile-

stone like “Gone With the Wind”),
Clark manages to do so when he

goes back to frock coats and double-

breasted vests for “Band of Angels.”

He looks lahk Rhett Butler, suh!

p

you earned more than a million

dollars a year? Elvis Presley, who’s

done so well in movies, TV and rec-

ords this year that he says, “I never

knew there was so much money in the

world,” still sticks to this favorite

dinner menu: several strips of well-

done bacon, a mound of mashed po-

tatoes, gravy, bread that’s been inun-

dated with butter and several glasses

of milk. It’s his favorite meal, honest!

Things we’d like to see happen:

That Hugh O’Brian does get engaged

to Dorothy Bracken, the June Taylor

dancer (he seems so in love). . . .

That Marilyn comes back to Holly-

wood soon to make another film. . . .

That Gene Barry gets the slick com-

edy role he wants so badly.

Date-line, Mexico: Now that Ava’s

down in Mexico, she’s finally getting

around to picking up that divorce

decree from Frank Sinatra. After

years of being too busy, too bothered

or too bitter to do so, Ava decided

that this was the time to make things

final. And though she declares that

her heart’s as free as her status will

be. everyone’s watching developments

of her romance with Walter Chiari.

Fiercely loyal to those she’s fond of,

Ava wanted Walter Chiari to have the

role of the bullfighter in her picture

and wouldn’t speak to Bob Evans, the

actor who did get to play the role.

Things got better and Ava got hap-

pier when Walter flew in for a

reunion in the middle of May, and

Ava told reporters, “He’s great fun—

-

has a wonderful sense of humor and

is very talented. But I’m not getting

married.” All of which led a reporter

to assume that “Ava’s chary of Chi-

ari.” But Ava’s not talking.

500 Women and Glenn: One of the

nicest functions for charity in a long

time was held at the home of Glenn

Ford and Eleanor Powell. Eleanor,

who’d just been elected Founding

President of the newly-organized

Eleanor Powell chapter of the Chil-

dren’s Asthma Research Institute

and Hospital, did the fashion com-

mentary at the mike, tvhile a recep-

tive audience sat in chairs set up on

the lawn surrounding the swimming

pool and Glenn recorded the whole

event on his movie camera. When
Debbie Reynolds, modelling a bouf-

fant cocktail dress especially de-

signed for her by Eileen Younger,

twirled around in front of Glenn’s

camera amidst resounding audience

applause, Glenn flushed a deep red

and muttered, “I wish they’d an-

nounce that Pm taking these pictures

for the girls, not for myself.” Give

the man credit. He was the only male

present among 500 women. Inci-

dentally, the party was a big success.
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becauseyou are the very air he breathes...

Cream

VETO isforyou

in more ways than one Aerosol Ijjf One touch of VETO
Mist dries away perspiration worries!

Moments like these are rare— and who knows token or

where? When a memory is in the making, don’t let

anything come between you. Double check your charm

every day with VETO . . . the deodorant that drives away odor

...dries away perspiration worries. (Remember, if you’re

nice-to-be-next-to . . . next to nothing is impossible!)

p
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LET’S GO
TO

THE MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

V'/V^V' EXCELLENT V'V'V' VERY GOOD

GOOD y FAIR

The Prince and the Showgirl warners, technicolor

^WV' Style and warmth, Sir Laurence Olivier and Miss
Marilyn Monroe, laughter and romance all add up to a

movie of great charm. The time is 1911, a gala corona-

tion year in an easygoing old England. Olivier is the

stiff, conscientious ruler of a little Balkan kingdom. He
sees World War I looming ahead, and he’s worried about

the German sympathies of his teenaged king, appealingly

portrayed by Jeremy Spenser. So he seeks an evening’s

relaxation with Marilyn, an American chorus girl. That

interlude stretches on into the next day, with shattering

and hilarious consequences. Both Olivier and Sybil

Thorndyke, as the absentminded old dowager queen,

perform expertly. But sweet-faced, happily uncorseted

Marilyn dominates. adult

BEST ACTING: MARILYN MONROE

Marilyn, Olivier is amazed to hear her say he needs love in his liftExpecting only pleasant companionship from

BEST ACTING: ANTHONY FRANCIOSA

During a dinner at home, Don and Tony guard

a tragic secret, to spare Lloyd , the father,

and Eva, Dons wife, loved by both brothers

A Hatful of Rain 20th, cinemascope

KVW Though this brilliant picture tackles the touchy

subject of narcotics addiction, though Don Murray shows

emotional power as the victim, this is chiefly a family

story—and Anthony Franciosa puts across the most

strongly realized, sympathetic character. Stress in Korea

gave Don the habit, but he was vulnerable because of

childhood neglect that also scarred Anthony, his younger

brother. As their father, Lloyd Nolan demands of his

sons the affection he never gave. He mistakenly judges

Don as the success, Anthony as the weakling. The rela-

tionship between the brothers and Eva Marie Saint, as

Don’s pregnant wife, is handled delicately, while New
York locales add realism. adult

continued on page 22
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The only pincurl permanent that gives you

Weatherproof Curls

!

You get soft, shiny curls 5 times faster!

Guaranteed to last longer than any other pincurl wave!

It’s always fair weather when you and Pin-Quick

get together. Pin-Quick curls stay firm and springy

in all kinds of weather—and they’re locked in to last!

New Pin-Quick’s Lano-Clear Lotion babies each

curl with lanolin as it waves in soft, casual curls.

And wonderful new Silicone in Pin-Quick gives

your hair a new lasting sheen.

Pin-Quick’s 5 times faster, too. It’s the only pincurl

permanent with a neutralizer . .
.
you can dry it safely

in minutes with a dryer— or in the sun. Rain or shine,

look your prettiest with new Weatherproof Pin-Quick.

$1.75 plus tax.

New Siliconed

PIN-QUICK
by

Richard Hudnut
Richard Hudnut guarantees new Pin-Quick

to last longer than any other pincurl

permanent-or your money back!

1957 Lambert-Hudnut Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
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C. L. Evans, Pres, of New England Art Publishers, Says:

Make *50-*75-*100
Again and Again In Spare Time

SHOW FRIENDS

NEW STYLE
Christmas and All Occasion

GREETING CARD
ASSORTMENTS
folks are wild about

New 1957
ASSORTMENT
OF 21 DELUXE

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Sparkles, Snow Sheen,
24" Novelty Card,

Sculptured Embossing

New 1957
4-STYLE CHRISTMAS
ASSORTMENT OF

24 Cards in Rich Slims,
Squares, Oblongs and

Petite Cards all in 1 box

GOLD *N GLITTER OiAlffi
CHRISTMAS

SMm°Car<fS"Lit
f
h ft Gu°.ran,c?

d ty *\

New 19S7 Slim
PARCHMENT
CHRISTMAS
Assortment of

21 Modern Style
Cards of Beautyjewel*like sparkle l Good Housekeeping

If ADVfRTlStO11
AMAZING VALUES ATTRACT ALL

Take easy orders from neighbors, co-workers. Show
brand new ideas in fascinating greeting card boxed
assortments, gift wrappings, gift ribbons, home and
gift items. Profits to 100% plus liberal Cash Bonus. No
experience needed. Build your income with exclusive
50 for $1.50 up Personal Christmas Cards. Bargain
Surprise Packages, individual “Giant Value” greeting
cards. Make extra dollars pleasantly!

NEW FUND RAISING and PARTY PLANS

FREE Full Color Illustrated Catalog

MAKE FRIENDLY SOCIAL CALLS
Show women’s, children’s, men’s novelties. Have cash
for new clothes, furnishings, your group treasury.
No experience needed. It’s easy—fun—profitable!

SEND NO MONEY-ACT NOW!
Rush your name and address for Feature box assortments
on approval, FREE Money-Making Guide and Special Offers.
If outfit does not make money for you in a jiffy, return it

at our expense—no questions asked! You have nothing to lose.

SENSATIONAL FREE OFFER
Saves You Money—Makes Money

SURPRISE! SURPRISE!
With your Outfit will come all
details and a fabulous offer you
cannot afford to miss. Write todayl
New England Art Publishers
North Abington 821, Mass.

r ...Mail Coupon Now-^
NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 821, Mass.
Please send me at once Feature
assortments on approval. Free
Samples Personal Christmas Cards,
Stationery, Free Catalog, Selling
Guide, details of your wonderful
Extra Money Plan and your amazii

Check here if writing for club or church
organization interested in raising funds.

.......No Risk On Your Part,

MOVIES continued

Warned that Rita’s looks spell trouble,

Jack still believes in future happiness

Fire Down Below COLUMBIA, cinemascope

V'V'V' Doing an effective comeback, Rita

Hayworth surprisingly is found in a pic-

ture that's mostly masculine in its focus.

As a pair of drifters, Bob Mitchum and

Jack Lemmon own a boat that they hire

out for odd—and occasionally illegal

—

jobs around the Caribbean. The con-

tented partnership between hardbitten

Bob and his more naive young friend

breaks up after they agree to transport

Rita, a stateless refugee, from one island

to another. Inevitably, a triangle situa-

tion builds up and explodes, whereupon
Jack bitterly ships out on a freighter.

The height of dramatic tension comes
when he is trapped in the hold of the

slowly burning vessel. Involved in the

rescue efforts are Bonar Colleano, Her-

bert Lorn, Bernard Lee—and, eventually,

Mitchum. family

A Face in the Croivd warners

V'V''/ Excitement, ferocious humor and

plenty of material for argument make
Andy Griffith’s first movie a hot item.

Big, ingratiating, equal to all the chal-

lenges of this difficult role, he plays a

hillbilly described (with polite under-

statement) as a slob. Yet after Patricia

Neal finds him in an Arkansas jail and
senses his crowd-pleasing talent, Andy
becomes a sensation on local radio, then

on national TV. The influence he exerts

finally goes to his head and tosses him
into the political field as his ambition

grows. However unsavory his character,

Andy’s own masculinity makes Pat’s love

for him believable. The acting is uni-

formly good, with Walter Matthau as

an honest man involved in the idol-

building racket, Anthony Franciosa as

a cheerful scoundrel driving the band-

wagon, Lee Remick as a drum majorette

whose morals are untidy. adult

Dino a. a.

VW Given his richest acting oppor-

tunity so far, Sal Mineo comes through

splendidly in this understanding study

of tenement life. When Sal is paroled

i
from reform school, he returns to his

unloving parents, gets a warm welcome
from kid brother Pat De Simone—only
to find that the boy looks up to him
because of his criminal record. Recog-
nizing that Sal is a potential menace to

himself and to society, parole officer

Frank Faylen begs psychiatrist Brian
Keith to help. Affecting scenes between
Sal and equally youthful Susan Kohner
give conviction to the soothing influence

of their gentle romance. family

The Wayward Bus 20th,

cinemascope
V'V'V'V What with road hazards and its

passengers’ varied personal problems,

the ramshackle vehicle of the title offers

a lively ride for moviegoers. As driver-

owner of the beat-up bus, doing a short

local run in California, Rick Jason
worries about his money-grubbing, alco-

holic wife, Joan Collins, back at their

roadside restaurant. Among his fares is

Dan Dailey, who, though he’s a traveling

salesman, falls in love with Jayne Mans-
field and doesn’t realize what her pro-

fession is. Touring with her parents,

Dolores Michaels is a love-hungry dame
ready to latch on to any available male.

They’re all a gaudy but pathetically

human crew, entertaining to watch, adult

Joe Butterfly U-i; CINEMA*
SCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V'V' War hero Audie Murphy draws
an enchantingly off-beat role here, as a

soldier who just can’t behave in a prop-

erly military manner, for all his good
intentions. He’s a photographer on the

staff of Yank, the Army publication.

As fellow journalists-in-uniform, George
Nader, John Agar and Charles McGraw
want to scoop civilian newsman Keenan
Wynn on the story of the Japanese sur-

render. But the boys’ chief efforts center

on achieving a comfortable life in Tokyo.
In this quest, they have the cooperation
of ever-resourceful Burgess Meredith
(the title char- ( Continued on page 24)

It’s August of 1945, and for Audie and

Keiko Shima the war is definitely over
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The difference is clear

!

It’s new, pure, that’s why it rinses twice as

clean as any other leading shampoo. No thick, hard-to-rinse oils.

No artificial color. Nothing but rich, crystal-clear White Rain . . .

shining with a thousand sparkling bubbles ... to leave your hair

gloriously clean . . . freshly laced with sunshine. Tty it tonight!

NEW! CRYSTAL- CLEAR M/Mfe LIQUID SHAMPOO

©THE GILLETTE COMPANY

Also available—

The original lo-

tion shampoo . . .

creamy-rich and
so gentle. Three
times milder than
most shampoos.
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When even your home and children

let

MILES®

NERVINE
help

you relax

!

Busy mothers

occasionally find it

hard to ease up and relax

after a crowded, hectic

day. That’s why so many
of them get help from

MILES NERVINE. With its

mild, but effective action,

miles nervine helps relieve

such nervous tension so

that you can relax, be calm and

serene, to feel your best again.

Take miles nervine, also,

when too restless to sleep at

night. It simply relaxes you,

lets you sleep

—

naturally. Follow

the label—avoid excessive use.

Miles nervine has a long record

of satisfaction in use. Sold in

effervescent tablets and liquid.

Soothe nerves . . .

feel calm and serene with

milesM RVINE
At any drugstore . .

.

No Prescription Needed!

Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

MOVIES continued.

acter), a happy little Japanese fixer who
knows all the angles. A tender love story

teams Audie with Keiko Shima. Exas-

perated as ever, officer Fred Clark builds

up the laughs. family

Man on Fire m-c-m

V'V'V' Once more, Bing Crosby shows his

skill at straight dramatic acting, in a

touching story of a custody fight. As a

high-powered businessman, he has a

close relationship with Malcolm Brod-

rick, his eleven-year-old son—perhaps

too close for the boy’s good. When the

boy’s mother (Mary Fickett) and her

second husband (Richard Eastham) ask

for part-time custody, Bing puts up a

stubborn, all-out battle. Lovely Inger

Stevens, as a lawyer assisting his at-

torney ( E. G. Marshall), takes a per-

sonal interest in the situation, and Anne
Seymour also scores as a judge who
makes an unexpected decision. Sensitive

acting makes up for occasional haziness

in the characters’ motives. adult

The D. I. WARNERS

V'V'V Capitalizing on recent headlines

about Marine Corps training at Parris

Island, producer-director Jack Webb
stars himself as a rough-mannered, soft-

hearted drill instructor. The family back-

ground of Don Dubbins makes this

young recruit a special headache for the

D. I., who keeps telling captain Lin

McCarthy that the mama’s boy can be

turned into a tough marine. Pretty

Jackie Loughery tries to take sergeant

Webb’s mind off his beloved Corps.

Though the methods of discipline often

look peculiar to an outsider, the story is

strikingly photographed and told with

force. FAMILY

Love in the Afternoon a.a.WW It’s a slender idea, but it’s done

with dash, and the three stars exert

strong personal appeal. Gary Cooper
plays a rich American who has been

around—and around and around. Aud-

Meeting in public, Audrey and Gary keep

quiet about their close acquaintanceship

rey Hepburn is a prim-appearing young
Parisienne, who has learned all about
Gary’s affairs by snooping into the secret

files of her dad, private detective Mau-
rice Chevalier. Starting out just to save
Gary from a jealous, gun-wielding hus-

band, Audrey winds up with serious de-

signs on him. The City of Light (and
Love) makes a beautiful background for

the frivolous goings-on. adult

The Lonely Man paramount,
VISTAVISION

VV As father and son pitted against

each other in an emotional duel, Jack
Palance and Anthony Perkins lend vigor

to a Western of familiar outline. Tony
believes that Jack, years a fugitive, is a

cold-blooded killer. But the facts come
out as a gang of desperadoes goes gun-

ning for Jack. Elaine Aiken makes an
interesting debut as a former dance-hall

entertainer who owes Palance a debt of

gratitude—but loves Tony. family

Johnny Tremain buena vista,

TECHNICOLORVW Oddly neglected by Hollywood, the

American Revolution makes a stirring

subject for a forthright movie that has

all the convincing detail you expect of

an adventure presented by the Disney
outfit. The conflict is seen from the teen-

agers’ angle, with Hal Stalmaster and
Luana Patten among the youngsters

serving as couriers and spies for the

Sons of Liberty. The lively tune “The
Liberty Tree” captures the flavor of the

period. family

The Delicate Delinquent para-

mount, VISTAVISION

VW Starring alone, Jerry Lewis sets

out to prove bis versatility, tossing in a

serious song number and a dash of dra-

matic acting along with his well-known

comedy routines. Though cop Darren

McGavin at first thinks he’s a j. d., Jerry

is just the lonely eccentric in his slum

neighborhood, trying to get by as a jani-

tor. In his campaign to help Jerry and

other kids, Darren finally gets assistance

from socialite Martha Hyer. family

The Seventh Sin m-c-m, cinemascope

VV It’s pretty easy to foresee each turn

of events in this drama of the Far East,

but the story has a solidly inspirational

quality. To break up wife Eleanor Park-

er’s affair with Jean Pierre Aumont, sci-

entist Bill Travers takes her away from

Hong Kong. In a small Chinese town

ravaged by plague, the selfish woman
learns a new outlook on life, thanks

mostly to neighbor George Sanders, who
is acid-tongued as ever—but, for once,

gentle-hearted. adult

Tammy and the Bachelor u.i.;

CINEMASCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

V'V' Quaintly old-fashioned as its hero-

ine, this sentimental tale gives Debbie

Reynolds a good showcase. She’s a

bayou lass who accepts Leslie Nielsen’s
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offer of help and moves in on his family

while her grandpop (Walter Brennan)

is doing a stretch for moonshining. Deb-

bie’s effect on the aristocratic but im-

practical household is amusing, and

you’re sure that her high-toned rival

(Mala Powers) won’t have a chance

with Leslie. family

Bernardine 20™ ;
cinema-

scope, DE LUXE COLOK

/VW In h is first movie, Pat Boone

comes across as an utterly endearing

personality. He plays a youthful schemer

who tries to promote friend Richard

Sargent’s romance with Terry Moore.

Poor Dick has a second romantic prob-

lem : how to keep Janet Gaynor, his wid-

Pat leads Ronnie Burns and Val Benedict ,

Tom Pittman and Dick Sargent in song

owed mother, from marrying solid citi-

zen Dean J agger. Gentle comedy, a lika-

ble bunch of kids, nice songs. family

Monkey on My Back u.a.

V'V In straightforward style, the month’s

second drama of drug addiction re-

counts the story of Barney Ross, ring

champ and war hero who acquired the

habit while being treated for battle in-

juries. Cameron Mitchell’s portrayal of

Ross looks convincing; Dianne Foster is

sympathetic as his bewildered wife, adult

Hidden Fear u.a.

kV An involved but fast-moving who-
dunit casts John Payne as an American
cop. on leave to visit Denmark. His sis-

ter (Natalie Norwick) has been arrested

for murder there. Behind the mystery, he

finds, is a counterfeiting ring, with Con-

rad Nagel as boss. Anne Neyland attracts

and baffles Payne. adult

Silk Stockings m-g-m;

CINEMASCOPE, METKOCOLOR
'SV The lilting Cole Porter score and the

lively stepping of Fred Astaire and Cyd
Charisse are the chief assets in this mu-
sical version of “Ninotchka,” the old

Garho hit. As an American movie pro-

ducer in Paris to sign a Russian com-
poser, Fred has to contend with Cyd. a

straitlaced Red. But the luxuries of Paris

and the softening influence of love soon
raise hob with her Soviet standards. As
a flamboyant Hollywood dame, Janis

Paige has some good routines. family
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Cashmere
BouQuet

ItlCtfM SOWfltH

I'M
WP

Cashmere Bouquet Talcum Powder

pampers every inch of you . . .

with its lilting bouquet, its satin-soft touch.

And that exciting fragrance men love

lingers on your skin hour after hour . . .

as if you had stepped

from your bath right into a bouquet!

CASHMERE BOUQUET COSMETICS...^



Debbie comes out

A nice girl but not glamorous, until . ..

First, she darkens and silkens colorless

lashes and brows with a touch of rich

Kurlene eyelash

cream every night.

Kurlene®
tube 50c* jar $1.00*

*plus tax

Second, Debbie shapes uneven eyebrows.

With gentle Twissors, the only tweezers

with scissor handles, she plucks wayward
hairs from under
brows.(New coifflat-

ters eyes and face.)

Twissors® 75c

Third, Debbie’s undramatic eyes become
bright, sparkling. She uses Kurlash eye-

lash curler to give a bewitching curve to

her lashes . . . new
beauty to her eyes.

Kurlash® $ 1.00

See what Debbie’s eye beauty plan can
do for you! Kurlash products at your
local department, drug or variety store.

P
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Company, Inc., Rochester 4, N.Y.

( Also available in Canada)

YOUNG IDEAS:

NEEDLE NEWS

783— IFall panel for a child’s room. The
bedtime prayer is done in simple embroi-

dery. Letters are large, easy to read. Trans-

fer, directions for panel 15 x 181
/

2

inches.

7281—Some gay motifs in easy cross-stitch

for your kitchen towels. Quick to do and
they brighten your whole kitchen. Transfer

of six attractive motifs 5(4 x 7j/2 inches.

620—Lovely crocheted centerpiece. The
swirling tulip design is beautifully set off

by simple picot crochet. Directions for

twenty-inch centerpiece in No. 30 cotton.

7248—He’s a doll—he’s a sleepy bunny
bag, too, with a slit in front for youngsters

to pop their P.J.’s into. Two flat pieces plus

round stuffed head. Pattern and transfer.

7188—Pineapple medallion bordered with

open and closed shell stitches. Use as a

chair set (back 12 x 15 inches ; armrest 6

x 12 inches). Complete crochet directions.

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,

P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

pattern for first-class mailing. Send extra twenty-five cents for Needlecraft Catalog.



becoming

attractions

A New Way Toni home wave features

double-easy applicator with sponge

top to spread lotion evenly and spray

tips for thorough neutralizing. $2.29 *

B To go to your head—and your dress-

ing table: Glamorous golden container

with black net design for Helene Curtis

Spray Net—Regular and Super Soft.

C Nice way to come clean—with Gold-

en Dial, improved formula of Dial soap,

designed to fight bacteria that cause

both skin blemishes and body odors.

D Vacation tip: New Shampak, sham-

poo in light-weight, disposable plastic

tubes. Two formulas, for dry or normal

and oily hair. Package of ten, $1.50.

E New, oval Juliette Marglen lipstick,

in slender. Queen-size jeweler’s case,

comes in six luminous colors, $2.00*

Matching Nail Glace ( not shown ),$1.50.*

k-/hould she love him

give him the kisses

he begged for...

m
or should she count

heartbreak this

forbidden interlude

would bring?

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

JUNE ALLYSON

ROSSANO BRAZZI

CinemaScopC • technicolor^

Co-starring

MARIANNE COOK

FRANCOISE ROSAY

KEITH ANDES

Filmed amidst

Europe's most

magnificent vistas

...filled with

the world’s

most moving musicFRANCES BERGEN and JANE WYATT

Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK • Screenplay by DANIEL FUCHS and FRANKLIN COEN • Adaptation by INEZ COCKE

Based on a Screenplay by DWIGHT TAYLOR and a Story by JAMES CAIN Produced by ROSS HUNTER

P

*plus tax
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DOUBLE COOLER!

AND DUSTING POWDER
BOTH FOR $1.50
regular 2.25 value

After shower or bath, enjoy the cool

touch of fragrant Evening in Paris

eau de toilette and dusting powder.

Save on both now in the gay gift pack.

BOURJOIS • CREATED IN FRANCE MADE IN U. S.A.

T wouldn’t believe it was Natalie

Wood if I saw Natalie Wood alone

in a restaurant or at the movies. . . .

Frank Sinatra should record an album

of torch ballads and call it “Songs For

Losers Only.” . . . As Sinatra says: “A

guy who fights with a doll is in real

trouble. Wars you can win.” . . . Jayne

Mansfield never blows a line on the set

or a chance to act off-screen. . . . I’d say

Tony Perkins belongs to the “agonized

whisper” school of acting. . . . When

blondes get old, they should let their

hair get back to its natural color. . . .

Kim Novak typifies a silent movie star

to me. . . . Place a bet that somewhere

in Hollywood at this moment, a fellow

is telling a girl
—“You oughta be in

pictures. And I can help you, baby.”

. . . Whenever I go to the M-G-M studio,

I look for the small building which has

this sign over the door: “Janitors-Type-

writers.” . . . Actresses don’t come

more beautiful than Dana Wynter, re-

gardless of how much makeup they

wear or gown they don’t wear. . . .

Doesn’t Elvis Presley look as if he be-

longed to Jimmy Cagney’s mob of

hoods? Don’t hit me. I’m only casting.

. . . I’d say that Anne Rogers of the

National Company of “My Fair Lady”

has a better chance of becoming a

movie star than Julie Andrews, the

original “My Fair Lady.” . . . Johnny

Indrisano tells me that not so long ago

when he was doing a fight picture, a

Sharing the spotlight with wife Shirley, tots Linda, Cherry

and baby Debbie hasn’t hurt Pat Boone’s romantic appeal a bit
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Though offbeat type, newcomer Susan

Harrison s star material, Sidney says

well-known actor hopped into the ring,

tossed off his robe, discovered he had

forgotten his trunks!

Audrey Hepburn is glossy; Kath-

arine Hepburn is vital. . . . The girls

actually camp in the vacant lot next to

Marlon Brando’s house in Laurel Can-

yon and wait to see him. . . . Susan

Harrison isn’t pretty but she is interest-

ing. Susan is strictly offbeat, in appear-

ance and behavior. She hasn’t a phone,

and if a friend wants to make a date he

has to send her a telegram. She’ll begin

to smell “The Sweet Smell of Success”

because of her performance in this off-

beat movie.

Norma Shearer still looks and acts

more like a movie star than Piper

Laurie. ... I wonder how Francis X.

Bushman felt when he introduced his

new wife to Pat Boone. ... I say this

because when Francis X. was the No. 1

movie star he had to keep the fact that

he was married a secret from his fans.

. . . When they discovered it, he was on

his way out. . . . The teenagers know

Pat has a wife and three children, but

lie’s their lover boy. regardless. . . .

Hugh O’Brian was talking about an-

other Western actor: “What he lacks in

conceit, he makes up for in egotism.”

I’m tired of those tired jokes .about

Yul Brynner. . . . Clark Gable has a

chipped lower front tooth ... I know

because I kept looking at him for two

weeks on the set of “Teacher’s Pet.”

Director Mike Curtiz was very en-

thusiastic about Carolyn Jones’ per-

formance in “The Bachelor Party.”

Mike said : “I saw the picture twice,

and the second time she gave even a

better performance than the first.”

That’s Hollywood For You.

in “SILK STOCKINGS
An Arthur Freed Production.

In CinemaScope and Metrocoior

.An M-G-M Release.

CYD CHARISSE LOVES

LUSTRE-CREME

never dries - it beautifies

thick and creamy. .

.

blessed with lanolin!

needs no after-rinse!

of course, it leaves hair

more manageable!
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sheerest luxury— perfected protection

make New Modess your own discovery this month



READERS INC,
continued, from page 13
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Washed

with another

leading

shampoo!

Washed with

“curl-keeping”

NEW
WOODBURY!

Unretouched photo of Jan Rylander, St. James, L. I. ( See her pretty face below.

)

P

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING MAGAZINE
proved in its famous testing laboratory:

New Woodbury Shampoo holds curl

better, keeps set longer ! Example
shown above: Left side of Jan’s

hair, washed with her usual

shampoo, got limp, straggly.

Right side, washed with

Woodbury, is springy, curly,

beautifully manageable.

Leading shampoos were tested this way on

hundreds of women. Results show New Woodbury,
with its curl-keeping ingredient, holds waves best.

Protects hair from drying out — leaves it shiny-

clean, without dulling soap film.

Costs less than other leading brands. And right now,

for a limited time, the big $1 size is only 594.

If you don’t agree Woodbury is the finest shampoo
you ever tried, well return your money.

Sal’s Free

I like Sal Mineo very much and have read
many articles about him. However, I have
never read anything about his being mar-
ried. My mother insists she read in some
magazine that he is married and has one or
two children. I am sure this is not true and
that Mother has confused him with some-
one else. Am I right?

Marianne Thau
Hartford, Connecticut

Sal is just eighteen years old. He told us

recently he hadn’t even thought of marriage.
—Ed.

A Good Change

I am writing this letter because I want
Elvis Presley to know how he has changed
me—and to thank him for the good he has
wrought in me.

I am eighteen years old and my name is

Guadalupe Merlo; I’m a Mexican girl and
was considered a “very bad” girl, always
fighting, refusing to pray, thinking everyone
was my enemy. Then I began to read about
Elvis and learned that he was a good son,

that he was always obedient to his parents,

that he was a religious boy, and I liked what
I read. Because of him, I began to change,
too. I wanted to be good like he is, and I

began to be good to my folks, and do other

good things.

Thank you, Elvis, for changing me so

much, and I hope you and your parents

will have much happiness.

Lupita (my nickname)
Puebla, Mexico

What a Doll!

We are two high school girls and submit
to you the following poem about our favor-

ite movie star—that doll, Robert Wagner.
We would be thrilled to see it printed in

your magazine so his many other fans could

read it. Please???
We think this guy’s a doll,

Naturally he’s six feet tall.

He’s full of charm and savoir-faire.

He’s got the dreamiest dark-brown hair.

His eyes are sooo revealing

They set my heart a-reeling.

He has the other stars beat a mile

With that great big boyish smile.

In acting he’s more than able,

The critics say he’s a second Gable.

He’s perfect in every detail,

Oh boy, what a male!
The girls go around with their heads in

the clouds

To be his wife they’d always be proud.

His movies top them all.

Gee whiz, what a doll

!

I suppose by now everyone can guess,

It’s ROBERT WAGNER, no one less.

Judy Sisler
Ruth Jackson
Denver, Golorado
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by DICK SHEPPARD

what has

she got

that

Hollywood

hasn’t?

recently, Americans got their first look

XX at the highest paid movie actress in the

world. Her name: Sophia Loren from

Naples, Italy. Adding up the names of the

lady Academy Award winners in the past

four years we find that one is Dutch (Audrey

Hepburn), one Swedish (Ingrid Bergman)

and one Italian (Anna Magnani). The
fourth is Grace Kelly who in manner and

speech is more British than American and

as Princess Grace is now a semi-citizen of

the Principality of Monaco.

Looking at the Hollywood import situa-

tion, there are no less than sixty foreign-

born beauties plugging away at careers in

American films—most of them (continued)



continued

what has she got

that Hollywood hasn't?

very successfully and quite happily.

So the big question is: What’s

the matter with American girls?

While there is a great shortage of

female stars in Hollywood the dis-

mal truth is that there hasn’t been

a major American actress of star

calibre to burst on the scene, out-

side of Kim Novak, since Grace

Kelly. Part of the answer seems to

be that all the girls who show up in

Hollywood these days turn out to

be a replica of the girl next door.

And about as glamorous. Pigtails

and jeans may turn a head or

two on Main Street but they

don’t cause a stampede at the

boxoffice. In all fairness to our

stars, it (continued on page 77)

Audrey Hepburn

Ingrid Bergman

Elsa Martinelli

Joan Collins Anita Ekberg Brigitte Bardot
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Anna Magnani
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Etchika Choureau Dana Wyntor A.nna Kashfi



“The last time Sal came home

from Hollywoody” says his

mother , “we noticed that

there's something new about

the way he talks, the way he

acts, even the way he thinks
!”

(

don’t want to be different! I want to be

just the same as I was before!” How
many times I’ve heard my boy, Sal, say

those words since he first went to Hollywood.

And when he says them, his eyes flash and

his chin sets, the way they always do when

he’s dead serious about something.

But he is different. He can’t help it. It’s

impossible for a boy to become a famous

movie star in two short years and not change

!

When Sal came home to the Bronx, after

being out in Hollywood there was something

new about him—the way he talked, the way

he acted, even the way he thought. Anybody

could notice the difference. But there are

some things that only his family, and I guess

his mother, most of all, can see.

You’d have to know Sal as well as I do

to understand how much his whole outlook

on life has changed. When he was a

youngster, playing a walk-on on Broadway,

he was anxious only to prove to himself that

he could be an actor. “I want to be a real

professional,” he’d ( continued on page 88)

WHAT’S HAPPENED
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TO MY SON, SAL!
by Mrs. JOSEPHINE MINEO
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an afternoon with.

MAOAJvlE AUMONT

Trio soon to become a quartet : Jean Pierre,

Maria Christina, Marisa Pavan—Aumonts all

At tea on the terrace, at home in their villa outside

Paris, they have learned family unity and all its joys

by MARY WORTHINGTON JONES

C^rom Paris, it is a half-hour drive to Rochers,
L the Jean Pierre Aumonts’ splendid, forest-

encircled villa in the suburb Malmaison. The last

time I had seen Marisa was in California, before

her marriage, and I was delighted to accept for

Photoplay Marisa’s invitation to visit with her

and Jean. As I drove up, the black iron gate

was open in obvious expectation (continued)
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MADAME AUMONT
continued

of a visitor. A cool drink had been set out on the wide

terrace, which dominates the square Napoleonic-style

house. A manservant with a musical Italian accent ex-

plained, “Madame and Monsieur will be here in a minute.

They said you were to make yourself at home.”

The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a

minuscule French car shot jauntily through the gates and

skidded to a stop on the driveway. Marisa Pavan and

Jean Pierre Aumont, flushed and giggling like sixteen-

year-olds, tumbled out.

“We’re late, I’m terribly sorry,” Marisa cried, “but we

were out in the country. It was so lovely and peaceful we

didn’t realize how time was passing.” Marisa looked at

her husband, and the smile that passed between them

showed exactly why they were late. A couple in love,

walking hand in hand through a country lane—what

does time mean to them?

Marisa led the way into the cheerful, sunny living room.

Jean Pierre disappeared into the den for an animated

discussion with a workman who was perched on a ladder,

hanging new draperies.

“Please excuse the disorder,” Marisa apologized. “We’re

in the midst of redoing the house. We’re changing the

draperies in all the rooms, reupholstering the furniture,

modernizing the bathrooms, and, of course, getting a

nursery in shape for the baby.” She smiled joyously as

she referred to the child she is expecting in late summer.

“You know, there’s so much to do in a house after it’s

been rented, to put it back into shape.”

The neglect into which Jean Pierre’s house had fallen

was due less to the fact that he had rented it while he was

in Hollywood than to the absence of a wife, whose love

and care could turn it into a real home. Since Maria

Montez’ death in 1951, Jean Pierre had lost interest in this

house, where each corner held memories of the past.

But now everything had changed. Love had again

w'armed Jean Pierre’s heart as it had his home. Rochers

had a new mistress.

Marisa took serious charge of the house in Malmaison

upon their return from Hollywood last winter, after Jean

Pierre finished M-G-M’s “The Seventh Sin.” She had

barely unpacked their trunks when he reported to the

Champs Elysees Theatre in Paris to rehearse the leading

role in the play “Amphitryon 38.” He was already well

into his part, because Marisa had helped him study his

lines on the plane from Hollywood.

“As you may have noticed, ( continued on page 82)

While the record player’s a mystery to

Jean Pierre, daughter has the know-how
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On coiffures, Aumont’s the expert. He cuts Maria’s A kiss for Marisa, and Maria says, “And
hair, counsels Marisa on the smartest styles for her me?” So Jean Pierre has a double armful





MY FIRST

AND LAST WORDS

ON GEORGE

Editor’s Note: George Nader’s father has always turned down requests for

stories about his son. George explains, “My parents have no desire to capitalize

on my Hollywood connections. They’ve developed a great interest in my work,

but they’d be just as happy if I became a banker or a plumber. But my father

is the person who knows me best, so I’ll ask him this favor, just this once.”

r

1
1 he other day, while reorganizing some family storage space (my wife’s

polite way of saying, “Clean out the garage!”) I came across a battered old

dust-covered packing box. Among other things, it contained ten model planes

and trains, some carved wooden arms and legs for puppets, several baseball bats

and moldly-looking mitts, two stamp collections, a (continued on page 93)





by LOU LARKIN

million $ rebel
She fights with her director. She dreads marrying one man

“because Fd be so unhappy to give up the other four.” She's

Joanne Woodward, the hottest new actress in town

Oee Joanne Woodward immediately,” the telegram from
^ Photoplay had read, “she’s a million-dollar rebel

who’s going to be a big star.” As far as Photoplay was

concerned, there had been no crystal gazing involved;

the editors just returned from a private showing of ad-

vance clips from “The Three Faces of Eve” which in-

cluded a scene in which Joanne reached a pitch of near-

hysteria as Jane, the girl with conflicting alter egos. For

two long years 20th Century-Fox had believed in Joanne

Woodward and had hung onto her contract when there

was nothing for her to do except two pictures on loan-

out, but when she’d made her entrance at last in a major

role in an important picture, the effect was electrifying.

“Another Bette Davis,” someone in the audience said.

But in meeting Joanne, the first thing one discovers is

that she is too much of a rebel to be compared with

anyone else. Joanne Woodward is alone and individual,

she contradicts herself, confuses her friends, tells out-

rageously funny stories, laughs at your jokes, loves opera,

despises a college sorority, longs for babies, dreams of a

trip to Europe and thinks Nicky Hilton is “a rather dull

young man.”

One of the most exciting and agreeably frank new
movie actresses in Hollywood, she thinks people become
actors because they’re searching for love and affection,

admits she “dreads” marrying one man because “I’ll be

so unhappy without the friendships of the other four.”

She fights with her director, but calls him “Big Daddy.”

He calls her “Baby Doll.”

She can speak of shame, passion, laughter and loneli-

ness and does so with little-girl honesty rather than bold-

ness. She blames her career on a case of the mumps,

continues to act because “applause makes me tingle,”

grew interested in becoming a good actress when an older

man “had faith in me” and became a professional only

after “I left a good home and a wonderful father who
still calls me ‘Little Girl.’

”

These whacky, happy, tender Woodward truths tum-

bled out of Joanne one sunny afternoon in Malibu re-

cently, as she stood, sat, rolled and yogied her way

through the startling story of a girl who “never had a

problem I didn’t cause myself.”

Sprawled on the sofa of the small, sea-misted “apart-

ment-house” on the shore of the Pacific, Joanne put her

chin in her hands, wiggled her toes and looked out over

the white-capped ocean, letting the sun fall on her eyes.

They sparkled as she remembered.

“How I love to think about the first time,” she said.

“Sometimes I think it’s a lot of bunk, really
;
those party-

dress beginnings actresses are supposed to feel started

them on their careers. But like them, I love to fool my-

self about it. I don’t know, maybe it is true.”

Joanne thought about that for a moment.

“Let’s say some of it began when I was three, the day

I stood up in front of an audience for the first time.

Even then I was a substitute, somebody they had to get

because the star, my brother, came down with the mumps.
“I recited ‘The Wreck of the Hesperus.’ I learned it

because I always stuck close to my brother, and while

mother was teaching it to him, I just listened in. Imagine,

an understudy at the age of three! I guess there is some-

thing to that beginning, because (continued on page 85 )
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A LONG WAY
FROM HOME

Rock Hudson was no stranger to loneliness—but never

before did he feel it as poignantly as this last time

T) ock Hudson turned the key to the lock of his hotel room door and quietly

let himself in. Walking over to the telephone he lifted the receiver and

asked, “Is the dining room still open?” At the answering “Si, signore,” he

ordered his dinner, reflecting for a moment on how much he would have

preferred a thick broiled steak and a heaping helping of mashed potatoes

this evening. “Ah well,” he sighed, “When in Italy do as the Romans do.” And

this was close to Rome.

He replaced the phone in its cradle and the familiar leaden sensation he’d

come to know as loneliness overtook him. It was funny, he thought, how long

Phyllis and he had looked forward to this trip to Italy for his role in “A

Farewell to Arms.” They’d listed the museums and art galleries they’d walk

through “till their legs would ache,” planned gay side trips to Naples, Sor-

rento and Capri, and anticipated the glorious weekends they’d be spending

together, always together; but things hadn’t worked out that way at all.

They’d traveled as far as New York when Phyllis had become ill. “Must

be something I ate, no doubt,” joked Phyllis before she’d visited a doctor

and Rock’s concern had changed to alarm when he’d diagnosed it as hepatitis

and sent Phyllis to a hospital. The rest of it was a blur of Rock’s leaving

for Italy alone, and daily wires and letters and telephone calls, first to

a hospital in New York, and then to another in ( continued on page 104 )

by BEVERLY OTT



DORIS’
DANCING
DAZE
Facing difficult “Pajama Game” dances,

Miss Day vowed she'd do them, if she

had to knock herself out. She almost did!

YYThen Doris Day was a young girl, her dream of dancing

fame ended cruelly when her leg was badly shattered in

an auto accident. Gamely, she switched to singing, and there-

after spoke little about her first love. And even when her

musicals called for a bit of stepping, it was always just an

accompaniment to her vocalizing. But the dances called for in

her new film, “The Pajama Game”—these were something

different. The slick, smash Broadway hit being brought to the

screen by Warner Brothers called for really fancy footwork.

Doris met the challenge with a gleam in her eye and a de-

termination that, by golly, she wTas going to show everybody

that she was a dancer, too. That she did, as Photoplay’s visit

on set for this number with John Raitt, “There Once Was a

Man,” amply testifies. Dodo performed with such verve that

she came out of it limping. A doctor was called—and Xrays

revealed that during the dance Doris had cracked two ribs!
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by BILL BAST

HPhe young man, neatly dressed in a good dark blue suit, who walked into

A Jim Downey’s restaurant in New York looked like a reserved, successful

lawyer or a rising young executive. He was neither. He was Anthony Franci-

osa, an actor who had yet to get a big break on the stage or in pictures.

He slid into a booth to join some friends, without asking permission. He
stretched out the hulk of his six-feet-plus frame, tugged open the collar of his

gleaming white shirt, pulled at his carefully knotted tie, and all of him relaxed.

He joined in the banter and the laughs for a few minutes. Then his fingers

began to drum on the table, impatiently. “Anybody seen Shelley?” he

demanded.

Nobody had. Glowering, he jumped up, dug through his pockets for a dime,

and headed for the phone booth. The conversation was brief, and heated.

Slamming the receiver down, he stormed out of the booth. For a moment, he

stood there, boiling, indecisive, trying to control his mounting fury. Then,

while the diners gaped, he snatched a New York directory and tore it to

shreds, great hunks at a time.

Many months later, Anthony Franciosa was in Hollywood, having just

completed his third picture, “A Hatful of Rain.” One day he took his fiancee,

the above-mentioned Shelley—Winters, of course—to the Los Angeles City

Hall to bid on a luxurious suburban home that was up for auction.

As they were leaving the building, a press photographer spotted them and

leaped into action. Shelley, who had not anticipated being seen, was casually

dressed and wore no makeup. She told the photographer not to take pictures.

He persisted. Tony threatened to kick the camera out of the photographer’s

hand if he ignored Shelley’s request. The shutter ( continued on page 95)



He may hypnotize you with his charm,

walk off with an Oscar - or bash

his fist through a window,

th Tony Franciosa, anything can happen



by RICHARD GEHMAN

DON’T BELL
PART I The insistent ringing of the phone next to her

bed jarred Natalie Wood out of a deep sleep, though it

was ten o’clock in the morning and the sun streamed

through her windows. She sat up, drowsily brushed her

dark hair from her face, and picked up the phone. An
executive at her studio, Warner Brothers, was calling.

He said, “Sorry to wake you, Natalie, but I thought you’d

like to know you’re in.”

“You’re in” meant only one thing to Natalie. She had

been chosen to play the title role in “Marjorie Morning-

star,” the part she had been dreaming about for months.

She managed some polite words of thanks, hung up

the phone, then bounded off the bed, threw up her arms

and yelled, “Yowee!” Her mother, who had been clean-

ing downstairs, dropped her dustcloth and rushed to her

daughter’s room. Natalie pounced on her with a bear hug.

“I’ve made it, Mother, I’ve made it!” she shouted. “I’m

Marjorie Morningstar
!”

She waltzed her mother around the room, then col-

lapsed on the bed, laughing happily.

Yes, Natalie Wood made it. With this picture, she’s

no longer just a movie star. She’s a top-ranking, first

“What! Getting married? Golly no, on the level. If you believe everything you read



NATALIE SHORT
class, bigtime star. And to make the triumph sweeter,

she had come out on top in one of Hollywood’s most

extensive talent quests. For over eighteen months, Warner

Brothers had been searching diligently for a young

actress to play the heroine of Herman Wouk’s best-seller.

More than a score of actresses were tested, many of them

top “name” stars. Production was held up twice.

But—what is this going to do to Natalie? The girl who,

after working in movies for thirteen years, has reached

the top at the tender age of nineteen?

Shirley Temple, Mickey Rooney, Deanna Durbin, Judy

Garland, Elizabeth Taylor—all of them made the bigtime

as youngsters, too. And all of them, despite their great

success (or perhaps because of it), suffered much heart-

ache. Their first marriages ended quickly in divorce.

Their search for happiness has been long and tortuous

—

in the case of Judy Garland, nearly tragic. How can

Natalie avoid the trouble, despair and torment that have

so often wrecked the lives of Hollywood’s most talented

young people?

The question is a lively one in Hollywood, for during

the past year Natalie has not (continued on page 90 )



Photoplay asks Janet:

ARE YOU RETIRING?



by DEE PHILLIPS

Janet
7

s answer to our question reveals she
7

s a different girl

who has changed her whole outlook on life!

TT takes a lot to arouse the blase folks out

Hollywood way. But for months, Janet

Leigh has had them mystified, confused, in-

trigued—and stumped. Yes, the same Janet

whose every move and thought had always

been as open and clear to the public as the

first page of the New York Times.

Strangely, it wasn’t what Janet did that

caused the commotion. It was what she didn’t

do. She was no longer a part of the feverish

social whirl, constantly laughing and chatter-

ing brightly. She gave up her interest in a

dress manufacturing company, in which she

had been very active. Though she might have

returned to film work shortly after baby Kelly

was born, she kept putting it off for months.

Rumor had it that the studio had to bring

some pressure to bear to get her to go to

work at last in “Badge of Evil.” This, in

spite of the fact that her absence from the

screen adds up to two whole years—-a dan-

gerous situation for any star.

Out of all this, one big rumor grew: Janet

Leigh is retiring!

One Hollywood insider shook his head over

his cocktail at Ciro’s. “I could believe it of

anybody but Janet,” he said. “That girl has

the greatest drive, the most consuming ambi-

tion of anyone I know. She’s the original

Eager Beaver, and I don’t see how she can

change.”

“That’s right,” agreed his woman compan-

ion, who had known Janet for years. “I can

remember how she was a few years ago. If

she thought she’d missed out on something,

even being introduced to somebody important

to her career, she’d be checking up on it the

very next day to find out the whys and where-

fores. She tore into picture sittings, inter-

views, anything that concerned publicity, as if

her life depended on them—so much so that

a lot of people put ( Continued on page 80)

“Tony and I decided that from now on,

where he goes, Kelly and 1 will go too”

“When Kelly arrived, for the first time in years I didn’t even think

about acting. I was thankful 1 didn’t have to go to work in a picture
”
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Like his hairline. Cooper’s

popularity hasn’t receded

a bit in twenty-six years

John Wayne climbed into the

saddle in 1930. Eighty-five pic-

tures later he gets Sophia Loren

0 tardom doesn’t last,” a new player named Fredric March confided
^ to Photoplay in 1927. Bette Davis put it another way. “I don’t

want to own anything I can’t pack in a trunk,” she proclaimed upon

first arriving in Hollywood. Yet March, after thirty years, is going

stronger than ever, and Bette’s trunk has been gathering dust for lo,

these many years.

At one time or another, every movie personality now recog-

nized as an all-time “great” was labeled a “fallen star.” At

least two of them—Hepburn and Crawford

—

(continued on page 98)

Hollywood couldn’t beat



PART I • by D. Sheppard

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn have been trading jests and gibes since

“Woman oj the Year ’ in 1942. They renew their amiable feud in “The Desk Set
”

Susan Hayward's volatile personality still burns brightly after nearly twenty

years of lighting the Hollywood scene. 1941 saw her in “Adam Had Four Sons”



which
is

for

real?

N
ow that Jayne Mansfield has made

Hollywood, she has only one

ambition. Not to be a great actress,

an artiste, a heroine, comedienne or

another Garbo.

“All I want to be,” says Jayne, “is

a star. A glimmering, shimmering

star, the 1927 variety in a 1957 set-

ting. The word ‘star’ always had a

special meaning for me,” she explains

frankly, “and I want to do everything

I can to fulfill it.” This, despite the

fact that in fulfilling it she’s brought

down a storm of criticism on her sil-

ver-blond head.

Like the furor she kicked up at

Sophia Loren’s recent party.

Jayne arrived, took over and re-

duced the soiree to a shambles in a

matter of minutes.

In a skin tight, pale blue lame



They say her boom is a

bust. But a look at another

side of Jayne reveals

there’s much more to

Mansfield than meets the eye

by SARA HAMILTON

sheath, slit to the knee on one side

and exposed to the elements on all

others, Jayne minced into the Crown

Room of Romanoff’s and voom—no

more Sophia.

As one, the photographers moved

in as Jayne in a shockingly low-cut

gown leaned over Sophia, across So-

phia, around Sophia and in front of

Sophia, refusing to budge until they

had had their fill. And most photog-

raphers are decidedly hard to fill.

At a gala premiere a few evenings

after, Jayne again stole the spotlight

when her best beau, muscleman

Mickey Hargitay calmly hoisted her

into the air in front of the theatre. In

that prone position, balanced beauti-

fully on Mickey’s strong hands, Jayne

obligingly signed autographs for

clamoring (continued on page 101)



has Tony lost his heart

?

He was alone and a stranger in Italy—but

with Natascia Mangano, Tony discovered

why Rome is called “The City of Lovers”

TVText? What’s next?” he asked. “Next ... we go to

1 ” one of the most famous cathedrals in Rome,” she

answered, and took his hand to lead the way.

They spoke in halting English and Italian, pausing

every once in awhile to translate for each other, and

they smiled a great deal.

His name was Tony Perkins, and he was tall and dark

and looked like an American college boy but happened

to be a movie star. Her name was Natascia Mangano,

and her eyes hid the hint of laughter, and she looked like

the movie star who happened to be her sister Silvana.

Six days of the week they had worked together on “This

Bitter Earth,” a Columbia movie; on the seventh, they

made a tour of Rome.

“I don’t do this for every American,” Natascia said in

halting English, and with the hint of a smile.

“I should think not. You’d wear out too much shoe

leather!” he answered, and they both laughed.

It was Tony’s last day in Italy. In a few hours, he

would have to fly to New York. They held hands as they

walked on the sun-baked Roman boulevards and stopped

at an outdoor cafe for a lunch of spicy sausage pizza

and glasses of red chianti wine. They saw the Bridge of

the Angels and the Coliseum, and the Sistine Chapel and

the basilica of St. Peter’s. In between, they talked of

their homes and their families and their friends and

their futures. And then, for awhile, there was no need to

talk at all. The girl rested her head on his shoulder, and

it was as natural as though it belonged there always.

continued

In the crowded city square, Natascia

proves to Tony that a girl

(especially if she’s his guide) is

sometimes worth looking up to





has Tony lost his heart ?
continued

After pausing for refreshment, Tony and Natascia tossed

pennies into Trevi fountain to insure his return someday

At the top of the long flight of

steps of the Spanish Plaza, the

Sistine Chapel—and a view of

the city—waited to welcome them

The vendor in the flower market

didn’t know a word of English but

when Tony said, “I’ll take a dozen
5

somehow he understood him fine

.

ii*



They rode out to the Coliseum in a horse-drawn carriage that made automobiles seem surprisingly

unromantic. With so much to talk about (and so little time) the drive back was all too short

In the park they rested and made

friends with a stray pappy dog. It

was the perfect way to end the day,

for parks are meant for sweethearts

Too soon, it was time to part, time for

oceans and a continent to separate

them. But in Italian “arriverderci”

means “so long,” never “good-bye
”
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Radie visits Rick Jason on set

A “Grace”-ful Future: Although

both Her Grace, Princess de Monaco

and Prince Rainier had hoped

their first child would be an heir to

the throne, I have a sneaking suspi-

cion that Grace is secretly glad that

“he” turned out to be a “she”—be-

cause when Princess Caroline grows

up and marries her Dream Prince,

she’ll wear the same beautiful bridal

gown that Grace wore for her civil

and religious ceremonies. Immediate-

ly after the nuptials, Grace presented

the Helen Rose creation, M-G-M’s

$4,000 wedding gift to their departing

“High Society” star, to the Philadel-

phia Museum, with the understanding

that if she ever had a daughter it

could be borrowed back for her wed-

ding day. Incidentally, it is not with-

in the realms of impossibility that

Princess Caroline might well be a

future royal candidate for the hand

of Bonnie Prince Charlie—which

would make his Aunt Princess Mar-

garet very happy. It is hardly a state

secret that “Meg” is fascinated by the

people in the entertainment world. A
few summers ago, I sat next to her

Royal Highness at the Cafe de Paris,

where Noel Coward was the star attrac-

tion. And I couldn’t help but notice

that the Princess kept surreptitiously

looking over in our direction. The next

night, at a Palace ball, she reported

breathlessly to Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,

Kay Kendall talks to Fred Astaire.

She’s love of Rex Harrisons life

Joan Crawford and Cliff Robertson

have reunion backstage in New York

Marilyn appears for Milk Fund, but

wont be film-making for a while

“I went out to the Cafe de Paris last

night to see Noel, and guess who was

at the next table? Rex Harrison/”

End of a Chapter : When two

people have once loved each other

enough to want to get married, and

they fall out of love and want a di-

vorce, it is a heartbreaking experi-

ence, especially if it ends in any

bitterness or hatred. But what is even

sadder is, when there is no emotion

left. I’m thinking now of Ginger Rog-

ers and Jacques Bergerac and the

impersonal way their marriage disin-

tegrated. Ginger, painfully aware of

the failure of her three previous mar-

riages, had tried desperately to make

her fourth one a success. But when

she realized that she was fighting the

same losing battle with Jacques Ber-

gerac as she had with Jack Briggs.

Lew Ayres and Edward Culpepper,

she packed all her bags and flew



Erratic and unpredictable, Frank Sinatra’s moods have alienated some people, but his complete honesty wins our respect

East, leaving Jacques to his bachelor

freedom in her beautiful home.

When the story broke in the papers,

Jacques was having coffee with some

friends. He read the Page 1 “exclu-

sive,” embellished with a large photo

of Ginger and himself, taken during

their days of connubial bliss, and his

only comment was, “It’s a good pic-

ture of me, isn’t it?”

Joan of Heart : I once wrote an

article about Joan Crawford in which

I said, “She even boils an egg with

passion,” and I meant it. In all the

years I have knovvn Joan, I have

never known her to do anything in

moderation. She loves or hates. She

rides the clouds or she hits bottom.

She is the over-indulgent mother or

the strict disciplinarian. She is the

adoring wife who changed her name
three times and always remained Miss

Joan Crawford, married to her one

true love—her career. And then a

little over two years ago her fourth

husband, Alfred J. Steele, came

along and now, to everyone’s sur-

prise including her own, this glam-

our queen, whose relentless concen-

tration on a career has obsessed her

for more than three decades, has an-

nounced that she won’t make another

picture for a year, while she devotes

herself to her role of “housewife!”

From now on, our Joan .will be

permanently based in New York. As

soon as she and Alfred move into

their new Fifth Avenue apartment

the twins and Christopher will be en-‘

rolled in private schools in the East.

Nineteen-year-old Christina is a

drama student at Carnegie Tech, but

I strongly suspect her young blonde

beauty will lead her to the altar faster

than it will to a stage career. If she’s

smart she will learn the secret it took

her mother so long to discover—that

Henry Fonda, here with bride Count-

ess Franchetti, likes publicity now
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continuedVo(M
no career can ever be as rewarding as

a happy marriage.

MmmmmmMonroe : The defini-

tion of an old-fashioned parent is

supposed to be a mother who knows

she is going to have a baby before a

columnist does. If this is true, it will

be the first time on record that Mari-

lyn Monroe will ever be called an

“old-fashioned” girl! Marilyn refuses

to confide this top secret to any mem-

ber of the press, but neither has she

confided in her two closest friends,

Paula and Lee Strasberg, so I am in-

clined to discount the report as some-

one’s misplaced sense of rumor. If

this news flash were true, Marilyn

would surely be so ecstatic that she

wouldn’t hide this happy news from

Lee, who stood up for her at her wed-

ding to Arthur Miller, and from

Paula, who has been her dramatic

coach and confidante ever since they

worked together on “Bus Stop” and

“The Prince and The Showgirl.”

Mind you, I’m saying that the stork

rumors aren’t true as we go to press,

but could be by the time you read this.

Movie-ing Along: Isn’t it an in-

teresting commentary that Audrey

Hepburn, who has had, perhaps, the

most meteoric career of any young

Hollywood star, has only made one

film (“Sabrina”) in Hollywood?

“Roman Holiday” and “War and

Peace” were filmed in Rome; “Funny

Author, director, Audrey put their

heads together for “The Nuns Story”

Face” and “Love In The Afternoon”

in Paris, and her next vehicle, “The

Nun’s Story,” will be made in the Bel-

gian Congo. Imagine seeing the world

and getting paid for it too! ... If I

were asked to pick out a promising

actor, I’d name Rick Jason. . . .

When Henry Fonda was playing on

the New York stage in “Mr. Roberts,”

and a leading radio commentator

asked him for an interview, he re-

torted : “Why should I help you make

a living?” But now that he’s made

his first independent film, “Twelve

Angry Men,” (incidentally, a fine

one), and has a big financial stake in

it, he’s eagerly receptive to appearing

on every radio and tv show that will

help plug the picture. ... It was Joe

E. Lewis who made the classic re-

mark, “I don’t care what anyone else

says about ‘My Fair Lady,’ 7 liked

it!” Similarly, I don’t care what his

detractors say about Frank Sinatra, I

like him! I have never found him

unapproachable or rude, and he has

the rare virtue of complete honesty.

If he doesn’t like you, he doesn’t pat

you on the back to find a place to

stab you! . . . This has certainly been

Rex Harrison’s lucky year. First, the

hit of his life, “My Fair Lady” and

now the love of his life, Kay Kendall.

Grace and her Prince leave the baby

home long enough to attend the races



The first time Jean Seberg came to New York in the fall

of ’56 she was just a 17-year-old girl from Marshalltown,

Iowa with a dream in her heart, stars in her eyes and a

letter in her pocket inviting her for a screen test. Less

than a year later, she returned for the press preview of

“Saint Joan” and the fulfillment of that dream. It was a

sunny Thursday afternoon when Jean sat huddled in a

chair in the Astor Theatre, gasping at the first sight of

herself on the screen, and alternately weeping and clutch-

ing the hand of a studio woman next to her as the pic-

ture unfolded. “It was the longest picture I ever saw,”

sighed Jean. Completely unnerved, she had to be taken

home and put to bed with sedatives at the picture’s end.

When she awoke the next morning, she didn’t need the

telegrams and flowers to tell her she was a star. It had

happened quietly on the screen hours ago ! (continued

)

Nice things happen to Jean (and you) in a dress

of cotton paisley, ribbed, tucked and collared

in white. By Jeanne d’Arc, 5-15, at about $20

wishing on a star



wishing on a star continued

1

(Above) Jean Seberg chooses a black-and-white cotton tweed

sheath, a black velveteen jacket. By Junior First, 5-15, $22.95

(Right) The good traveler: cable-stitched cotton knit, brass

buttoned. In loden green or gray, by Junior First, 5-15, $22.95

(Far Right ) Dior pockets distinguish a jaunty box jacket.

Under it, a simple sheath. By Jonathan Logan, 5-15, $19.95

PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANCESCO SCAVULLO

The newspaper reporters and magazine writers who’d

seen “Joan” loved Jean, and she was besieged with

interviews. “Please don’t make me sound as though I’m

six years old,” Jean begged. “Please make it sound as

though Pm eighteen or,” she added mischievously,

“nineteen.” Asked about the changes stardom has

brought, Jean declared, “The biggest thing that’s come

into my life with ‘Saint Joan’ is the airplane. These

days, I fly to Europe as casually as I used to go to

Sioux City. Luckily, I love to travel.” She paused for

a moment. “Clothes are a problem, though. That

sixty-three-pound limit!” When she got to New York

Jean went on a shopping spree with our fashion editor

and chose five dresses designed for mileage. “They’re

perfect now and will be fine all year. They’re for me,”

says Jean triumphantly. They’re for us too. (continued)
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wishing
on a star

continued

At odd moments during the

week (though not very often)

Jean still felt like a Miss from

Marshalltown instead of Jean

Seberg, star. There was the

morning she shopped along

Fifth Avenue for presents for

her family, and the only com-

ments made about her were

those about her short haircut.

There was the night she went

to a party in Greenwich Vil-

lage and not one guest recog-

nized her. And the afternoon

with Photoplay’s writer, Dick

Shephard, whom Jean had met

when both played in summer

stock. They had a date to see

a matinee, and we snapped

them as they were about to

leave the photographer’s

studio. Jean was wearing the

dress she calls her favorite: A
simple black sheath with a

bloused jacket in brilliant

colors (left). Dick’s clothes,

of course, are his own and not

for sale! At Sardi’s after the

show, Jean and Dick talked

and laughed, caught up on mu-

tual friends and each other.

“I think, more than anything

else, I want to develop as a

human being,” Jean said ve-

hemently. It was the cry of a

girl who’d found stardom but

knew she had not yet felt its

full impact on her young life.

A bloused jacket (high fashion

this season) in paisley cotton,

over a black cotton sheath. By

Jonathan Logan, 5-15, $17.95

To buy fashions, see information and
stores listed on page 100



2m a doctor be a devoted husband to his wife, a loving father to his children?

2m he ever afford to feel angry, hurt or proud? Or must he always put his

amily and his feelings second? Does a man give up his right to live like

)ther men when he takes the Hippocratic oath? Day after day, Dr. Jerry

Vlalone and his family live out this conflict. Live it with them on radio. You

:an get the whole story— even while you work—when you listen to daytime

radio. Listen to YOUNG DR. MALONE on the CBS RADIO NETWORK.
Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time.
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A girl who has enthusiasm for living and clean-cut good looks is a girl Bob Wagner thinks it’s fun to be with

let’s talk about

SUMMER ROMANCES
Here are tips from the stars to help you put the “heat wave” in your heart this summer

"D omance is always in season, but like a mari-

gold, it seems to thrive in the summertime.

You have more free time, and there are the long

weekends, the beach parties, picnics and outings

ahead to make the summer one Big Whirl and the

man involved a Big Wheel in your life. But summer
romances sometimes seem to be a variety all their

own, and so we asked several pertinent (and im-

pertinent) questions of your favorite movie stars.

by ELLIN THOMPSON

Their answers were both helpful and very revealing.

Bob Wagner believes that summer romance has a

good deal in common with romance at any other

time of the year. “It has to have a beginning,” says

Bob, and offers six words of advice for the girl who

wants to begin it. “Be attractive, be active, be

accessible.”

Be attractive: “Or maybe I mean attract-able,”

adds Bob. “What registers ( continued on page 75)
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MORE BLONDES MARRY MILLIONAIRES?

You’ll find out when you blonde your hair with Lady Clairol® Whipped Creme

Hair Lightener. Actually silkens your hair as it lightens it.

.

.in one fast action!

Lady Clairol whips instantly to a soft, rich cream . . . never runs or drips. Nothing

like it for ease or speed... for clear, even tone. Leaves hair easy to manage... never

coarse or brassy. For a glamorous change in your looks... your personality ... try

amazing, new Lady Clairol. The Whipped Creme makes the fabulous difference!

(§) 1957 Clairol Incorporated

Stamford, Conn.



SUMMER ROMANCES continued.

with me is the girl with the well-brushed, well-

scrubbed look. A casual type of beauty. Natural, neat,

nicely groomed—you know the kind of look I mean.

And I like it when a girl smells nice, too.”

Be active: “My type of girl is one who’s full of

honest enthusiasms, whether it’s for golf, tennis,

swimming or just sitting on a blanket enjoying a pic-

nic lunch. I like a girl who likes to do things, and I’ll

enjoy doing them with her.” (That’s sound advice,

too, for the girl who wants to meet a man like Bob

and what girl doesn’t? You’re much more likely to

stumble upon each other when you’re out playing

tennis, resting up between swims on the raft or wait-

ing for the next tee on the golf links than you would

if you were lying in the hammock, waiting for him to

stumble on you.)

Be accessible: “I like a girl who has a warm, out-

going interest in people, and most of all,” adds Bob,

“a little more than average interest in me.” Which

should give you a clue to what Bob (and any other

man) likes: a girl who’s vitally interested in him as

a human being. Being friendly is half the secret of

having friends, and what is romance but a deep feel-

ing of friendship for someone of the opposite sex?

And it’s normal to want to have good relationships

with people of both sexes. Aside from the fact that

men like Bob dislike “girls who make cracks about

other girls,” it’s wise to remember that it’s usually

women who do the planning and inviting to group

beach parties and picnics. Having girl friends not

only rewards you as a person, but helps you keep in

the swing of things. (“Besides, they might have broth-

ers or cousins,” Bob adds with a grin.)

When we asked him, Tab Hunter got right to the

heart of the vacation problem by saying, “Maybe it’s

obvious, but I’d say that if you want to meet men,

go where the men are. Most men love sports—so

when you’re picking a place look for good tennis

courts, a nice place to swim and maybe some good

horses. Any hotel that has top facilities for young

people is much more likely to be stacked with eligible

males than some place where (continued on page 103)
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WHAT HAS SHE GOT?
(continued from page 34)

should be noted that much of the appeal of

the foreigner lies in the old adage about
“the grass being greener.” But the trouble
is, if the tariff on foreign stars isn’t soon
raised, most of the grass will have moved
over here!

Foreign talent is certainly not new to

Hollywood. As far back as 1912, the great
Sarah Bernhardt, a Frenchwoman, lent

her presence and prestige to an early
flicker entitled “Queen Elizabeth.” Later
there were Valentino, Pola Negri, Dolores
Del Rio, Dietrich, Carmen Miranda, Maria
Montez and others. A Gallic trio—Michele
Morgan, Danielle Darrieux and Simone Si-
mon—made their mark here but eventu-
ally returned to la belle France. Britain’s

great Vivien Leigh, hailed as the most suc-
cessful actress to play both sides of the
Atlantic, has won our top awards and a
considerable American following, but re-
mains rooted in her beloved England.
Formerly the situation was kept pretty

well in balance. Garbo and Bergman, for
example, were huge successes, but fellow
Swedes Signe Hasso, Viveca Lindfors and
the late Marta Toren were not. Pier Angeli
(now appearing in M-G-M’s “The Vin-
tage”) has a secure spot in the hearts of
American film fans, but Valentina Cortesa
and Bella Darvi returned to Europe.
Nowadays, with foreign film industries

flourishing, their stars have set their
sights squarely on America, and are mi-
grating in numbers never before seen in
Hollywood. At one time it was the British,
then the French and, after the war, the
Italian contingents that led the crowd but
today new stars are arriving from all cor-
ners of the globe. From Japan Miiko Tako
snares Marlon Brando in Warners’ “Say-
onara.” Filmgoers learned to pronounce
Shirley Yamaguchi, after seeing her lumin-
ous beauty in “Japanese War Bride” and
“House of Bamboo.” From India comes
lovely Anna Kashfi, who most recently ap-
peared in U-I’s “Battle Hymn” with Rock
Hudson. Finland sends us Taina Elg (“Les
Girls”, M-G-M)

;
Eva Bartok comes from

Hungary (she starred with Dean Martin
in M-G-M’s “Ten Thousand Bedrooms”)

;

Irene Pappas is from Greece; Elizabeth
Mueller, from Switzerland; Victoria Shaw,
from Australia. To play opposite Gregory
Peck in “The Purple Plain” the producers
chose a willowy beauty named Win Min
Than—from Burma. South of the border,
Mexico has gifted us with Katy Jurado
(in Allied Artists’ “Massacre at Dragoon
Wells”) and Sarita Montiel. And Bing
Crosby’s romantic interest in M-G-M’s
“Man on Fire” is a Swedish lass named
Inger Stevens.

T n the impact of the foreign stars on the
^ American public, Italy continues to
play the biggest role. Song-bird Anna
Maria Alberghetti (“Ten Thousand Bed-
rooms”), Pier Angeli and sister Marisa Pa-
van (Universal-International’s “The Mid-
night Story”) are already solidly settled in
American film careers. Things look prom-
ising, too for such lovelies as Rossana Po-
desta (“Helen of Troy”), Elsa Martinelli
(“The Indian Fighter”), Milly Vitale
(“The Seven Little Foys”) and Gia Scala,
Bob Taylor’s co-star in M-G-M’s “Tip on
a Dead Jockey”) . And though Anna Mag-
nani, Gina Lollobrigida and Sophia Loren
are now world-famous, initial credit for
getting the ball rolling belongs to Silvana
Mangano, soon to be seen opposite An-
thony Perkins in Columbia’s “This Bitter
Earth.”

At tfye age of seventeen, Silvana became
an international sensation, in the fullest

sense of that much misused term, in 1949's

“Bitter Rice.” Clad in revealing rags
(thoughtfully hiked up to the thighs), and
long black nylons, she gave the term
“voluptuous” its most vivid definition
ever. There was also some pelvic boogie-
woogie that shook the natives like noth-
ing since Jane Russell’s famous hay-toss in
“The Outlaw.” Silvana rang all the bells
again, in a subsequent appearance as
“Anna,” a girl torn by conflicting loves.

At about this point, the American press
began to investigate the entire field of
feminine anatomy, Italiano-style. Con-
currently, Silvana slipped into the back-
ground, leaving center stage to associates
like Gina and Sophia.

Lollobrigida and Loren are now en-
gaged in a lively feud that is titillating the
moviegoing public. Gina Lollobrigida is

known, among other things, as “the most
famous seven syllables since “come up and
see me some time.” One of Sophia’s sev-
eral titles, tendered her by bug-eyed ad-
mirers, is “the most beautiful Italian since
Venus.”

A ccording to Sophia, battle began at the
Italian Film Festival two years ago,

where both stars were present. “I was a

young girl, just twenty, while Gina was
twenty-seven and internationally known,”
comments Sophia, with a scrupulous ac-
curacy born of the knowledge that such
statistics will compare most favorably in,

say, fifteen years. “You might have
thought she would at least have stopped
to say a few encouraging words. But no.”
For “Bread, Love and Jealousy,” Gina de-
manded and got twice what she had been
paid for “Bread, Love and Dreams.” When
the third film in the series was about to
get under way, Gina asked for half the
profits, whereupon the producers balked
and replaced her with—Sophia. “Now she
is well known—not as Sophia Loren, but
as a rival to me. That is bad for her,” Gina
cooed sympathetically. “It puts her in the
position of having to do something more
than I do.” This last was delivered in a
tone strongly intimating that they might
just as well ask Sophia to climb the Mat-
terhorn in track shoes. That did it. “I
am sorry to hear Gina say such things
about me,” crisply replied la Loren. “Her
personality is a limited one. She was
marvelous as a ragged peasant. But she
cannot convincingly portray a lady.”

Both girls rose from poverty (Sophia
from birth, Gina after the family finances
were demolished by war) and both got
their start in fumetti (something akin to
our comic strips, except that the charac-
ters are photographed actors and actresses,
and the dialogue balloons are represented
as smoke rings)

.

As Gina tell§ it: “I was walking along
minding my own business when this man
came up to me and said that he wanted to
put me in movies. I got very angry and
told him that line had stopped working
years ago.” But Italian film director Mario
Costa was on the level, and a bit part led
to a career that has spanned thirty films,
international acclaim and plenty of money
in the bank. One reporter recently com-
mented: “Her fantastic rise to film success
is due largely to two things: a small
amount of talent and a large amount of
publicity.” Rubbish! Gina’s ability as an
actress has won her the Silver Ribbon
(Italian equivalent of an Oscar), plus
numerous other prizes and favorable
critical comment.
She has fought her way past phony pro-

moters, hack producers and other situ-
ations with the assertion, repeated
frequently and emphatically, that “Gina
knows what is best for Gina!” This takes
the form of okaying all scripts and pub-
licity material, doing all of her own

makeup and designing all of her costumes
right down to lingerie and brassieres. A
tireless worker who tolerates no nonsense
during working hours, she has even been
known to order further shooting on scenes
in which her work displeased her—though
everyone else was perfectly satisfied.

In the management of her career, Gina
gets an immeasurable assist from her doc-
tor-husband, Miklo Skofic. “My doctor,
my manager, my photographer, the cus-
todian of my happiness and well-being—

I

knew this the first moment I saw him,”
Gina glows contentedly. “What I knew
at that same moment,” retorts her hand-
some and witty spouse, “was that there
was the woman who would make my life

impossible!” At the time of their marriage
in 1949, the intention was to pursue their
separate careers—Gina in films, and Miklo
as a surgeon. After her two unremarkable
appearances in American films shot abroad,
Miklo temporarily shelved his own work
to take over as Gina’s business manager
and has been happily at the helm ever
since. And after several years of parrying
inquiries about motherhood, Gina went
into retirement after completing chores
opposite Anthony Quinn in “Hunchback
of Notre Dame” to await the birth of her
first child.

In the latest chapter of Loren vs. Lollo-
brigida, Sophia clearly has the upper hand.
Thanks largely to an unresolved contract
snarl with Howard Hughes, Gina is still

not free to accept commitments in Holly-
wood, can only fume helplessly as Sophia
is set before the American public in the
most spectacular launching of a newcomer
in years. After her current appearance
opposite Alan Ladd and Clifton Webb in
20th Century-Fox’s “Boy on a Dolphin,”
she will next be seen with Cary Grant and
Frank Sinatra in Stanley Kramer’s multi-
million-dollar United Artists’ “The Pride
and the Passion.” This is to be followed
by the release of United Artists’ “Legend
of the Lost,” in which Sophia gets plenty
of attention from John Wayne and Ros-
sano Brazzi. Then she went into “Desire
Under the Elms” for Paramount. For this
she had Anthony Perkins and Burl Ives.

A 11 of this is certainly a giant stride
-t*- forward for one who bore the nick-
name of “stecchetto”—little stick. Incredible
as it now sounds, Sophia was an awkward,
gangling little nobody-wants-it who had
pretty well resigned herself to becoming
a schoolteacher—until the age of fifteen,

that is. At that point, an event occurred
that changed her plans. It was really very
simple—a group of sailors whistled at her.

“I looked around and there was no other
girl on the street. My heart went bump,
bump, bump. They were whistling at me!
I ran home and looked in my mirror. It

was true. I was no longer ‘stecchetto’. I

curved in all the standard places.” En-
suing events have been a combination of

a fantastically lush physique (“Unbeliev-
able,” commented Marlon Brando), and
one of the shrewdest publicity senses this

side of Jayne Mansfield.

Discovered via a beauty contest and the
fumetti by producer Carlo Ponti, Sophia
made her way up through a wide variety
of film roles plus revealing poses in hun-
dreds of publicity shots. To persistent
hints of a romantic link with her dis-
coverer and admirer, Sophia replies, “I

have been in love only once. I still am.
I won’t say any more.” Romance aside,

Sophia provides plenty of other good copy.

Prompted perhaps by still-vivid mem-
ories of wartime suffering—an important
factor which distinguishes most European
film femmes from their American counter-
parts—Sophia lives on a grand scale. Ex-
travagantly paid (“I do not work for
chestnuts”), she reportedly sleeps in the

P
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largest bed in all Italy, in a luxurious
Rome apartment she shares with her
mother and sister. Sophia is chauffeur-
driven through the streets of Rome in her
Cadillac, other times she zips around the

countryside in a snazzy, jet-black Italian

sports car. Of Gina it bas been said that

she can safely handle any and all situ-

ations, but Sophia arouses the protective

instinct in everyone. For that reason, she
has been a big favorite with the casts and
crews of her pictures.

Knowing of her intense desire to perfect
her English, her co-workers on “Pride and
the Passion” spent their spare time teach-
ing her bits and phrases of the language.
Asked to pinch hit for a vacationing
Broadway columnist, Sophia (who will be
twenty-three in September) came up with
some advice on life and love in England
that would never be found in the pro-
nouncements of advice to the lovelorn
column. Sample: “Brutes with big muscles
can only make you unhappy because
you know you are wiser than they,
and still you must do as they wish.
This causes wrinkles.” And: “The in-
tellectual man has interests which in-
volve him safely, leaving you plenty of
time for dressing and doing your hair.

Since these things are woman’s endur-
ing solace, it is clear that love for a
clever man will last longer.”

This same session produced the now-
famous remark, “Everything I’ve got I

got from eating spaghetti. You try it.”

After being queried about this any num-
ber of times, Sophia finally laid it to rest

upon her arrival in Los Angeles. “Of
course I like spaghetti,” she sighed weari-
ly, “but I don’t eat it every day!”

Breathtaking beauty and snappy pub-
licity aside, there is mounting evidence in

each new Loren picture of Sophia the
actress—which is her eventual goal. Cary
Grant has said, “I believe Sophia will be
one of our biggest stars.” Recently there
were rumors about putting Sophia and
Gina in the same picture, and a plan was
put forth to Italy’s great Vittorio De Sica,
who has played a large part in the careers
of both girls. Shaking his head in mock
horror, De Sica muttered, “I am not a
brave man,” and disposed of that idea

—

for the present anyway.
Surveying all of this more or less com-

placently from the top of the heap is Anna
Magnani, secure in her position as one of
the world’s great actresses. In a letter to
this writer, Bette Davis once commented,
“Miss Magnani is a truly great artist, and
it is time that America recognized her as
such.” What fellow professionals like
Bette had been saying about her for years
was finally put on brilliant display in “The
Rose Tattoo” and crowned with an Oscar.
Now it is common knowledge that, for
emotional range and dramatic fire, La
Magnani has few peers.

This great talent was born out of wed-
lock some forty-odd years ago (the date
varies) in the slums of Rome. Her father
departed from the scene before she was
a month old, and when Anna was three,
her mother decided on a sojourn in Egypt
that lasted for twelve years. Anna was
then brought up by her grandparents, and
entered a drama school at seventeen. After
graduation, there were years of acting in
the traditional manner in both theatre and
films—which got her nowhere.
Then she had a chance to watch the

comics work in the variety revues staged
during the cheerless days right after the
war and, perceiving that the bawdier and
earthier the material the better from an
audience viewpoint, made up her mind

p
then and there.

“The classic poses, the cultured accents

—

tripe!” hooted Anna. “For me, acting
should be as natural as life.” Drawing

upon the resources of her slum back-
ground, she went on to become the
world’s foremost exponent of naturalistic

acting. And the range of emotion she
shows in her films (everything from ex-
quisite tenderness to volcanic violence) is

equally reflected in her private life.

She was married in 1935 to film director
Goffredo Allessandrini, and separated from
him in 1942. The union produced a son,

Luca, now fifteen. It is when her son is

mentioned in conversation that the nor-
mally animated Magnani features fall into
tragic repose—eyes glisten and the voice
becomes hoarse with emotion. Stricken
with polio at the age of eighteen months,
Luca has spent most of his life in a Swiss
sanitarium. “Everything I have done has
been for Luca,” Anna has often said.

Otherwise, the marriage is chiefly noted
for a statement then made by her husband
—the kind of remark that has a way of
coming back with a bang. Said he: “Give
up the theatre, Anna. You’ll never make
a go of it.” Allessandrini is further reputed
to have told his wife, “The cinema can
never be for you.”
Next came Rossellini. Professionally

(“Open City,” “The Miracle”) they were
perfectly mated, but mutual jealousy and
suspicion turned all of Italy into one, grand
battlefield, and they hurled crockery at
each other in all of the best restaurants
from Naples to Florence. When Rossellini
became enamored of Ingrid Bergman, Anna
vowed to “break every plate of spaghetti
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in Rome over his head.” Recently both
the Rossellinis and La Magnani were
registered at the same hotel in Paris, and
the entire city held its breath. Nothing
happened. “So long ago,” Anna shrugs
when queried about the whole affair.

Several of these facts naturally were
well-known in Hollywood before Anna
arrived to do “The Rose Tattoo.” Producer
Hal Wallis rested no easier at reports that

“she works only when she’s in the mood.”
But he found this to be untrue. “She was
on the set every morning at 8:30. Late
hours meant nothing to her,” Wallis later

reported. “She is a very simple, sensitive

woman. And very warm—when she
knows you.” Other people had other mem-
ories. Tenants of her Hollywood hotel

were solemnly informed, via conspicuous
signs posted here and there, that “If you
use your bathroom in the morning, you
will be disturbing the world’s greatest
actress.” (This was later revealed as her
personal maid’s handiwork.) From the
film’s famous slugfest—which made what
went on in “Shane” look like grammar
school volleyball—Virginia Grey emerged
with three cracked ribs plus numerous
cuts and bruises. As for Marisa Pavan

—

after a slapping scene she wound up with
a swollen jaw. “If it hadn’t been rough,”
the petite Virginia later remarked, “the
scene would have failed.” And Marisa en-
thused: “If I could make another picture
with her, I would let her slap me not only
in the scenes but before and after besides.”

Of her magnificence in “Rose Tattoo,”
one critic stated: “It will be a wonder if

Hollywood finds another good part for
her, and a great pity if it does not.” Cur-
rently La Magnani and producer Wallis
(in whom Anna has complete faith) are
working on her second Paramount film,

entitled “Obsession.” Whether it will be
a wonder or a great pity (or, more likely,

something in-between) can be judged by
moviegoers when it is released sometime
within the next few months.
England has sent over a trio of beauties

who can hold their own against any
foreign competition. There is Dana Wyn-
ter, in looks and manner something of a
latter-day Merle Oberon—the average
American's idea of what the typical Eng-
lish girl is like. Then there is sultry Joan
Collins, a lushly unconventional hoyden
who might be the average American’s idea
of what the typical English girl is not like.

And lastly there is Diana Dors, who is

rather in a class by herself.

Miss Dors is quite something unusual
to have emerged from the land of York-
shire pudding, and her countrymen follow
her every swivel-hipped movement with
all the ecstatic pride of the goose who has
finally succeeded in laying the golden
egg. Her advent on the international
scene, as a matter of fact, excited the
same kind of reaction that might occur,
say, if someone as dignified and dependable
as Lassie suddenly produced a Siamese
cat.

Diana’s recent Hollywood visit was
somewhat unfortunate. While there, she
made two films

—
“I Married a Woman”

with George Gobel and “The Unholy
Wife” with Rod Steiger, neither yet re-
leased.

Then there was the swimming-pool in-
cident. Right in the middle of a swank,
open-air welcoming shindig for her Lon-
don hairdresser, Diana, her husband and
two others were unceremoniously pushed
into the drink, fully-clothed. A sputtering
Diana emerged from the pool with her
blouse and slacks revealingly plastered to
her well -publicized form. While husband
Dennis Hamilton was busy beating the
supposed culprit to a pulp, Diana adminis-
tered a helpful kick here and there, and
rent the gentle atmosphere with a few
scorching oaths not ordinarily heard in
polite Mayfair circles (well, not publicly
anyway). Then, on top of miscellaneous
hassles with her agent came the breakup
of he” marriage—a partnership that in six
years made Diana Dors Ltd. one of the
biggest businesses in Britain. Diana re-
turned to England sadder, wiser and fif-

teen pounds lighter (from nerve strain).
With those physical assets, however, plus
talent in other departments, Diana will
undoubtedly be heard from again.
Sweden’s answer to all of this is, of

course, luscious Anita Ekberg. After being
proclaimed “Miss Sweden of 1952,” Anita
made small progress for two years or so
until she really hit her stride subbing for
Marilyn Monroe on a Bob Hope junket to
Greenland. After that the newspapers just
couldn’t print enough of her. Which was
very fortunate since her film appearances
seemed to be working in the opposite
direction.

“In ‘Blood Alley,’ they strapped down
my bosom, dyed my hair, put me in an
ill-fitting coolie coat and made me wade
in the mud,” recalls Anita. “I couldn’t
even find myself in the picture.” This ex-
plains the circumstances under which a
studio workman bumped into her, mut-
tered “pardon me, mac,” took a mystified
second look, corrected himself to “pardon
me, lady,” and walked off shaking his
head. And there were decorative bits in
a few more films, but the news items were
far more interesting.

Like the account of a gay New Year’s



party a couple of years ago. Anita had
poured herself into a black velvet creation,

and made a dazzling entrance with every

stitch straining for all it was worth. There
then occurred a most electrifying display

of seam-splitting. “Under the gown was
just—Anita!” gasped one popeyed witness.

Gathering up the remnants, Anita fled for

cover, later to comment, “I like tight

dresses but after this . .

Eventually she got her first starring

role—as a harem torso-tosser in “Zarak”

—

and landed right in the middle of Britain’s

House of Lords. “A poster is now being

plastered all over London,” announced
sixty-year-old Lord Lucas. “It shows the

reclining figure, so scantily clad as to be
vulgar, of Anita Ekberg, an actress.” Ob-
viously warming to the subject, seven
Lords wanted to know “Who is Miss Ek-
berg?” Another member of the House,
better briefed in the matter, volunteered
that everyone has a different idea of good
taste

—“One man’s meat is another man’s
Ekberg.” The subject was speedily

changed after that, and anyway, a studio

spokesman had the last word. “What na-
ture has given Miss Ekberg,” he sagely
exclaimed, “we cannot take away.”
At about the time of her marriage to

strapping British actor Anthony Steel,

Anita decided to call it a day on this kind
of publicity. Articulate and intelligent

—

called charming and sedate by those who
know her well—Anita has perhaps been
most vocal in her demands to be given a
chance at dramatics. “Of course, I am
very flattered that men admire me. If they
didn’t something would be wrong. But
now I want to be an actress.”

Cornell Borchers is Germany’s finest

entry in the international sweepstakes
since Hildegarde Neff rode to glory a few
years back. Which detracts not a whit from
pert little Marianne Cook, a fellow Rhine-

lander also under contract to Universal-
International. (Marianne is co-starring
with Rossano Brazzi and June Allyson in

“Interlude” and Cornell Borchers has been
teamed with George Nader in “Flood
Tide.”) Cornell has the blonde, blue-
eyed Nordic appeal of Ingrid Bergman (to

whom she is most often compared). She
also reveals an innate dignity and per-
sonal warmth that have won many fans.

The actresses previously mentioned rep-
resent only a fraction of foreign-born
talent now working in American films.

Deborah Kerr, Pier Angeli, Jean Simmons,
Leslie Caron, Audrey Hepburn, Zsa Zsa
Gabor and Corinne Calvet—many of whom
are now American citizens—are examples
of ranking foreign-born favorites. British

film queens Glynis Johns, Wendy Hiller,

Kay Kendall, Joan Greenwood and Claire

Bloom have either been in recent or up-
coming releases. So too for French sirens

Michele Morgan, Martine Carol, Brigitte

Bardot, Jeanmaire, Nicole Maurey, Et-
chika Choureau (who taught Tab Hunter
to appreciate French taste) and Barbara
Laage.
What makes foreign stars seem more

alluring than American girls?

Part of the answer lies in that little

word S-E-X.
In Europe, sex is a part of life; in Amer-

ica it appears to be fast becoming one.

Which perhaps explains why foreign film-

makers look on in helpless befuddlement
when some of their products, having trav-
eled freely all over the continent, run into

all sorts of censor complications over here.

For example, the sight of Sophia Loren
flipping pizzas in “Gold of Naples” clad in

a simple peasant blouse with a tendency
to keep slipping off one shoulder revealing
nice Sophia, was regarded with good-
natured amusement and admiration by her
compatriots. Over here, patrons seeing the

film gasped aloud. Another case involves
the luscious French actress Martine Carol,
who in a scene with Van Johnson in

M-G-M’s “Action of the Tiger,” is seen
diving from the deck of a sailboat in a
bathing suit. Foreign audiences will see
the same shot—without a suit. The reason?
The situation didn’t demand one.

The American preoccupation with cer-
tain anatomical elements as old as Eve
completely defies analysis. In a couple of

well-publicized cases, it borders on the
absurd. But whatever it is it’s been a
boon to the respective careers of Sophia
Loren, Gina Lollobrigida, Diana Dors and
Anita Ekberg. These girls’ straightforward
approach to the facts of life and casual
exhibition of natural assets has been box
office dynamite in a country where public
mention of sex is still pretty much con-
fined to those wicked washroom walls.

The foreign stars’ appeal also lies in the
allure of the mysterious and the unusual.
And a decided plus is their general ten-
dency—thanks to continental sex attitudes

—to work for a more balanced combina-
tion of sex appeal and acting ability. In

America, a beautiful girl who can act is

something of a wonder. In Europe, with
rare exceptions, it’s par for the course.

What of the new crop of foreign stars?

Variety commenting on their invasion of

the U.S. says, “Yanks love ’em, if they
know ’em.” They are certainly getting to

know them better than they ever did in

the past. Perhaps the foreign stars will

inspire the American lassies to touch up
their glamour and do away with the jeans
and leather jackets. To which many of

the fans—male at least—say, “Hooray!”
And I’m willing to bet American girls

aren’t going to take the current foreign

-

star invasion sitting down—not for long
anyway. But until they do, foreign glamour
girls never had it so good. The End
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IS JANET

RETIRING?
(continued from page 55)

her down as a grasping opportunist. She
was a girl who didn’t miss a trick when it

came to advancing Janet Leigh. I say, if

she’s retiring, a miracle has heen
wrought.”

So, to get at the truth of all these
stories, we went directly to Janet.

The Curtis home is a large, lightflooded

house, standing on an acre of ground, up
Benedict Canyon in Beverly Hills. There,
in the spacious living room, curled com-
fortably in a corner of a couch, shoes
kicked off, the lady of the house hugged
her knees and thought for a moment.
Anyone who had known her before would
have instantly noticed that, for Janet, this

was quite a switch. The old Janet would
have been jumping off the sofa, moving
ashtrays, and keeping up a stream of

chatter at the same time.

“I feel,” she said quietly at last, “that
I’ve learned the important balance be-
tween relaxation and energy. Don’t mis-
understand. I’ll always be a busy person.
What I mean is—I’ve learned to control
me.”
She went on to explain how this great

change in her outlook on life has come
about—a change that has turned a high-
strung girl with a compulsive need to do,
do, do that was so strong it sometimes
made her physically ill, into a calm, com-
pletely different individual.
“Things don’t happen overnight,” Janet

said. “Tony and I talked so much about
our faults, the necessity for give and
take . . . the million and one things that
married people have to settle. I think the
moment of truth comes after achieve-
ment. For instance,” Janet went on, warm-
ing to the subject, “I have a compulsive
desire to answer notes and telephone calls

immediately. So I inflicted it on Tony.
The minute he hit the house I was after
him with a list of phone numbers. I’d

keep after him until he made the calls.

Sometimes he’d rebel and refuse to. I

never learned from the consequences. Oh,
we talked about it—analyzed it and I’d

try. But I didn’t really want to change.
After all, my way was right. I was only
trying to do what was right, wasn’t I?
Then slowly common sense seeped through
my piety. So it was natural for me. That
didn’t make it natural for Tony. I was
being irritating . . . not Tony. Me! That’s
when I decided to stop prompting and
prodding. Instead, I’d give him the mes-
sages and forget it. When my attitude
changed, so did Tony’s. He started an-
swering his calls in his own time. It was
long after this became a pattern that I

realized it had actually happened.”
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J
anet’s highstrung nervous energy and
strong compulsive efficiency ran head

on into Tony’s easy-going, relaxed way
of life when they married. They were
aware of the difference in their respec-
tive personalities and “took steps.” But
it wasn’t until the first big basic battle of
blending was won that they both com-
pletely understood the meaning of want-
ing to—not talking about. Women all

over the world sympathized with poor
Janet’s endless efforts to tantalize Tony’s
unique and exasperating appetite. It

wasn’t until Janet stopped trying that the
balance was achieved. When Janet’s
whirlwind culinary capers slowed to a
gentle breeze, Tony lost his yen for soda
pop and jelly beans. Of late, he has been
known to eat a full-course dinner with-

out casting one wistful eye toward the
nearest hamburg heaven. In finding an-
swers, she has also learned the ultimate
importance of reaction.

“For years I have been cajoling, coax-
ing and wheedling to get Tony to buy a
notebook to carry with him. For notes,

telephone numbers and all the important
jottings men jot. I would have gladly
bought him one in solid gold if it would
have helped. But no, he didn’t need it.

So I finally let go . . . skipped it. The
other day he waltzed into the house with
a black leather notebook. Explaining that
he suddenly decided he needed one. I

didn’t even stutter when I told him it

was a wonderful idea. That’s my idea of

the right reaction!”

A ctually Tony’s insecurity and lack of

genuine confidence kept him from tak-
ing over the responsibilities of domesticity.
His lack of security and fluctuating ego
held him in a vise of indecision. Tony’s
stature as an actor began to seriously
grow at about the same time they discov-
ered that Kelly was on the way. The
two events worked wonders. Afraid of
financial responsibility involved in buying
a home, he had always insisted on rent-
ing. When he and Janet returned from
Europe after filming their respective pic-
tures, “Trapeze” and “Safari,” Tony de-
cided it was time. It was time to believe
in the future. It was time to buy a home.
So they did. Once he got the hang of it,

Tony started enjoying making decisions.

“We moved when I was five months
pregnant,” Janet remembered. “Tony
took over. He made arrangements with
the movers, the gas company, the tele-

phone ... all the million and one things
that go into moving. Believe it or not,

the Saturday we moved, I sat quietly in

the middle of the bare living room and
told the movers where the boxes went!
No fuss—no bustle. I sat and Tony did.

I was learning to relax. Resting and tak-
ing it easy were required at that time. I

felt the need so I gave in to it.

“I suppose becoming parents makes a
terrific difference with anyone.” Janet
smiled. “I know with us our whole lives

began to center around our baby. For
the first time in my life I didn’t have a
compulsive (there’s that word again!)
guilt feeling about work. Before if I

wasn’t working—earning my keep so to

speak, I became nervous, fraught and
guilty. For the first time in years I didn’t
even think about acting. I was merely
thankful that I didn’t have to do a picture
because I’d never been so busy in my life.

With Kelly of course all our household
routines changed. Then we were still

having work done on the house and . . .

well, suddenly I understood the meaning
of the term ‘housewife and mother.’

“I used to be so bored when women
would get in little huddles at parties and
yak about their children. I always wanted
to be with the menfolks talking busi-
ness and sharing the pungent patter.

Now! I’m the first to form the huddle
and get in my licks on the life and times
of Kelly. The scintillating side lights on
‘other people’s babies’ send me home with
a glow. Why, when I found out that
one young couple, friends of Tony and me,
were going to have a baby, I was over
there immediately, instructing and advis-
ing like a professional midwife. It was
a wonderful time,” Janet sighed happily.
“I learned so much about me . . . and
living.”

Janet is an intelligent girl. Intelligent

enough to realize that egg-headed think-
ing must at times give way to emotional
response . . . and no thinking. It was dur-
ing her six months of just being with Tony
and Kelly that she slowly became aware

that problems were evaporating. Some-
times silly things in effect. But the causes
were not silly. They were little tell-tale

flags of warning. Two individuals—strong
individuals—still clinging to their own
egos. Not yet learning the way to blend
and still be personalities. Like their party
patter. It was gay, droll, stimulating and
sometimes hilarious. But each was on
guard. Tension was behind their funnies.
For sooner or later, one of them would
make a very amusing statement . . . with
a neat quick-silvered barb attached.
Funny? Yes. But underneath was re-
sentment. Resentment of something not
discussed, or too much discussed . . . but
resentment. As imperceptibly as a sun-
rise the habit and the tension evaporated.
The need to hurt had disappeared. Simul-
taneously their moods met. Their attitudes
changed because not orally, but innately,
they wanted to reach a new plateau of
living. Impatient to love and enjoy Kelly
to the utmost, the conflicts that had been
very vital became non-essential. Free
from the battle of winning points in the
game of matrimony, Janet began to re-
adjust her way of thinking.

“It was about that time the rumors
started that I was going to retire as an
actress,” Janet said. “Because of the ru-
mors I started thinking seriously about
the future. I decided very easily that
first things came first. In my future Tony
and Kelly will always come first. Having
lost the guilty need to work, I looked at

me objectively. I could of course retire.

Then in ten or fifteen years I could be
wailing like a fishwife at Kelly

—
‘I gave

up my career for you. Now what are
you going to give up for me?’ That is

plain old human nature. No, I decided.
I like to work. It also keeps me stimu-
lating and interesting with Tony. I don’t
want to turn into a vegetable. Tony’s too
vital and enthusiastic to accept that. That’s
when I decided on the balance. I will do
two, at the most three pictures a year,
but never on long locations away from
Tony and Kelly. Where Tony goes—goes
Kelly and me. As Tony was working in

town on ‘The Sweet Smell of Success,’ I

went back to work at Universal-Interna-
tional on ‘Badge of Evil.’ Reluctantly, I

admit.”

/"Arson Welles was the director of the
film and Janet was soon caught up in

the excitement of working with him. The
picture itself was so off-beat and unusual
that the acting challenge engrossed her.

“Adjustment from the life of a busy
housewife to acting was quite a thing to

see,” Janet went on. “I had to start

thinking differently about my duties.

For the first few days I ran around try-
ing to do everything the way I had be-
fore working. Let me say it did not
work. The old desperate efficiency started

taking over again. I became a nervous
set of strings until I suddenly stopped and
remembered I’d been through this before
and decided on balance. So I calmed
down. Systematically I figured first things
first again. I started planning menus while
in makeup. I answered mail at night. I

kept things in one spot so I didn’t have
to run. The other essentials I relegated
to days off and Saturdays. It worked. I

was free of things. I had the mental
serenity to drop the studio at the gate. I

could dash up the stairs growling like an
idiot (or a doting mother) to Kelly. It

became a habit. Now if I don’t go through
all the insane noises of greeting, I’m sure
she wonders what happened. Then Tony
would come home, pick up his flute and
come marching up the stairs playing a

hot nursery rhyme and Kelly would
light up like a pinball machine.

“After Kelly fell asleep I realized I was



right to work. Some nights Tony and I

would both be so wound up in the day’s

work we talked for hours. Other times,

it was just enough to be home, alone, tired

and happy.”
During those active months, they

planned projects. Both were determined
to paint the fence themselves when their

respective pictures were over. They also

were going to form a musical combo with
Jackie and Jerry Gershwin, their best

friends. Jerry played the electric guitar

and Tony, with impatient enthusiasm
started working on the flute. Jackie and
Janet can’t make up their minds among
bongo drums, harp, piano or bass viol. The
thought of Janet sawing away on a bass
c: sitting demurely behind a cello had
them in hysterics. Tony even promised
to take Janet to more movies. It seems
her undying thirst for movies keeps him
hopping. When they’re working, the thea-
tre schedules are either very early or very
late. When you have to get up at five or
six a.m., you can’t go to the local flickers,

see a double feature and get to bed by
one. One night they went to dinner at a
friend’s home. Their host ran three movies
that evening. Janet was absolutely de-
lighted until her spouse informed her that

orgy should last her for three months.
“Then all our projects went straight up

in the air,” Janet said happily. “Each of

us received a script—individually. I liked
it but turned it back saying I wouldn’t do
it unless Tony did. He did the same thing.

It worked out beautifully. It was for

Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Productions and he
wanted us both!”

The picture is “The Vikings” and will be
filmed in Norway, Brittany and England.
So Tony and Janet made plans to go
abroad. “Tony and I decided when Kelly
was born—where we go—she goes. We
have reached,” Janet said suddenly with
a near look of smugness on her happy
face, “a wonderful new plateau of living.

“Don’t misunderstand. We’re not dan-
gling our feet off pink cloud number nine.

We still have our fights. But they’re dif-

ferent. Now we want to blow off the
steam and get to the crux of the problem.
Find out what’s to be done and do it.

Somehow it doesn’t matter anymore who’s
right. The need is to blow up and get it

over with. Any complaints? Sure. I

suppose Tony has some too. He still for-
gets to tell me we’ve been invited to a
party until the night we’re due. Or he’ll

suddenly remember he’s invited some
people to dinner—the day they’re due.
But that’s almost a joke now. We know
we can always work it out. The only real
problem,” Janet explained with a satisfied

grin, “is Tony’s new efficiency. It some-
times runs into the household duties.

This I don’t like. If something goes wrong,
he tries to fix it (‘Yipes!’) or calls some-
one, anyone, for repairs. As I have in

my little black book tried and true com-
petent people, this annoyed me. Until I

realized that I wasn’t home when these
emergencies occurred. So who cares? It

doesn’t have to be my man.”
Janet is fully aware that the plateau of

understanding she has reached is but a
resting place. Life is made up of levels
of understanding—if one keeps wanting to
learn. The Curtis couple have reached
a little deeper into themselves in this year
of decision.

Janet can look back now at the girl she
used to be with no regrets. All that driv-
ing, and pushing, and striving, all the
nervous energy she poured into trying to
prove to one and all that she was good,
or she was right—how unnecessary it was!
Looking back now, Janet says seriously,

“I’ve found out that it doesn’t matter if

you’re right or wrong. Sometimes it’s a
little worse if you’re right.” The End
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MADAME AUMONT
( continued from, page 40)

I’ve selected gay tones for the draperies,”

Marisa was saying. “I like stripes and
bright, happy colors. Men are rather con-
formist when it comes to decoration, but
I like to dare. Of course, Jean Pierre and
I talked it over beforehand, as we do
everything. He was in complete agree-
ment with me on all my suggestions.

But, if he hadn’t been, we would have
reached a compromise plan. You see, we
have tremendous respect for each other’s

ideas.”

The utter simplicity with which Marisa
made that statement emphasized the in-

tense happiness glowing in her dark eyes
at the mention of Jean Pierre’s name.
She pronounced it with a caress in her
voice.

Marisa had been transformed. Beauti-
ful she had always been, but had she al-

ways had the sparkle of animation in her
eyes, the aura of self-assurance that has
nothing to do with vanity? These are the
sure signs of a woman in love, who is

loved in return.

Pride of possession illuminated Marisa’s
face as she talked of Jean Pierre, and she
was the first to admit she had changed.
Until love invaded her life in the shape
of this tall, blond charmer with the soft

Gallic accent, she prided herself on her
sense of independence and self-sufficiency.

She was accustomed to look life straight

in the eye, with rare objectivity and hon-
esty. This gave her an inner sense of

assurance, but heightened her outward
timidity. A woman needs to feel loved
in order to outwardly express confidence
in herself.

“Marriage has given me a moral security
and a goal in life,” Marisa stated simply.
“I used to be fiercely on my own. I kept
my problems and thoughts to myself.
Now I have someone to lean on, to pour
out my heart to, to share all my thoughts.

“I used to be very independent, much
more so than my sister.” Marisa leaned
back on the couch and curled her slacks-
clad legs under her. Her expressive eyes,

so like Pier Angeli’s, and yet so dis-

tinctly her own, held a faraway look.
“Before Anna was married, she used to

leave all important decisions to my mother.

But I have always tried to solve my
problems on my own. I had to. My
mother was often away while Anna was
making films abroad, and I had the
responsibility of taking care of our house
and our young sister, Patrizia. I used to

take messages and keep track of cor-
respondence and act as a sort of confi-

dential secretary. Now Jean Pierre does
all that for me.” Marisa laughed gaily.

“Then I decided to try my luck at acting.

It was not an easy decision. I had de-
veloped a prejudice about the profession
that I realize now was most unfair. I used
to accompany my sister to the set very of-

ten, and I would say to myself, ‘What hard
work this is! I could never do it.’ Quite
often the press hinted that I was envious
of my sister’s success. That is not true.

I never felt that I was missing anything.
I didn’t want to be an actress. I wanted
to study languages and travel around the
world to see different countries and study
their civilizations.

“I was always very pleased and flattered

when our friends would say to me, ‘You
should be in the movies, too.’ I had regis-

tered at UCLA and was taking my studies

seriously. I was beginning to relax a little,

because I thought I had found my true
destiny. But when I was given the
chance to have a film test, I couldn’t
resist. I had to meet the challenge and
learn for myself if I had been wrong.
And I soon discovered how exciting and
stimulating acting is. I no longer had any
doubts or frustrations about my career.

“Yes, everything was fine. My career
was coming along very nicely. I had
achieved more than I had ever hoped
for in life. I told myself that quite often.”

Marisa stopped speaking and began twist-
ing the gold charm bracelet that never
leaves her wrist. This bracelet is symbolic
of her film success, each of the charms
representing one of her films.

“Yet, deep in my heart, I knew I was
fooling no one, not even myself,” Marisa
said softly. “My success seemed futile,

because I had nobody to share it with.

Before I married Jean Pierre, I didn’t

know why I was working so hard or for

whom. Now that I have him and the baby
we are expecting, my life is full. I no
longer consider it a burden I have to carry
alone.

“I must confess that I had always had
a prejudice against marriage just as I had

I saved my
MARRIAGE

against acting,” Marisa smiled, rather
sheepishly. “And I was just as wrong
about it. This misconception stemmed
from my childhood. My father had al-
ways been very strict, as most Italian
fathers are. He ruled us all with a firm
hand. I love my freedom and independ-
ence, and I imagined that marriage would
mean the end of it. I looked upon mar-
riage as a form of slightly enlightened
slavery, with the wife at the mercy of her
husband’s will, and all freedom of action
impossible. Now I realize how terribly
mistaken I was. Marriage can be a won-
derful partnership between two people
who love and respect each other.
“Jean Pierre and I each have our own

responsibilities, of course, but we usually
consult each other about them. He leaves
all decisions about the house and servants
to me, but I wouldn’t think of making
any changes without talking them over
with him. And that’s the way it is with
everything—consideration of the other’s
point of view. We may have rushed into
our marriage—our families thought we
should have waited—but we were both
so sure, we said, ‘Why wait?’ And we
knew the responsibilities marriage en-
tailed.”

Marisa and Jean Pierre were first intro-
duced to each other several years ago in

Paris. He was appearing in a play, which
Marisa had gone to see with Pier Angeli
and a group of friends. Later they all

went backstage to talk to him. The next
day he called them up and invited the
whole family out to dinner.

“I liked him instantly,” Marisa re-
called. “He was so kind and well-mannered
and so ready with delicate attentions. And
I was filled with admiration for his in-
telligence and talent. But I never thought
of doing more than admire him. I never
dared imagine he could be interested in

me. I had the impression he thought I was
just a little girl, and for me he was as un-
attainable as a star in the sky.”
Three years passed, years in which the

world was a witness to Aumont’s brief
idyl with Grace Kelly. It was January,
1956. Marisa was making “The Man in

the Gray Flannel Suit” at 20th Century-
Fox, and Aumont was in a picture on the
same lot. But they didn’t meet.
Then one night Jean Pierre went to a

party where Pier Angeli and Vic Damone
were also guests. Jean Pierre was seated
alone in a corner when he saw Pier and
Vic come in. He went over to greet them.
“Where’s your sister?” he asked Pier.

“She’s home. She wasn’t invited.”

“Ah, we must do something about that,”

Jean Pierre said. “Please give me her
phone number.”

“I was posing for a portrait by an art-
ist friend when he phoned,” Marisa re-
called. “I was in an awful mood, de-
pressed and blue. I had been in the dumps
for months. Boys bored me; all I was
interested in was my work. I stayed by
myself and avoided social contacts.

“Then the phone rang, and my whole
life changed. At first I thought it was a
joke, that Anna had asked someone at the
party to put on a French accent to fool

me.
“I didn’t go to the party that night, but

Jean Pierre and I talked on the phone for

an hour. And I saw him for dinner the
next night, and almost every night after

that for two months.
“When he proposed—just eight weeks

after we started going together—

I

couldn’t believe my ears. Oh, I was sure.

I had been for so long. But how was I to

know he felt the same way?”
Jean Pierre was sure almost the moment

he met Marisa. He saw in her soft brown
eyes the same need for tenderness and
understanding that he himself had felt
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for so long, ever since the tragic death of

Maria Montez.
That magnificent, volatile woman, whose

memory is ever present in the person of

their eleven-year-old daughter, Maria

Christina, was as different from Marisa

as it is possible to be. Spectacular and
dramatic, her every gesture and move-
ment made up a study in voluptuousness.

Yet, oddly enough, Marisa, like Maria
Montez, is a Gemini. Jean Pierre, who
was born under the sign of Capricorn, is

passionately interested in astrology. Not
a day goes by that he doesn’t consult his

horoscope and those of Marisa and Maria
Christina. He asked Marisa to marry
him because he loved her, of course, but
he couldn’t have been more delighted

when he discovered she was a Gemini.
Yes, Jean Pierre was sure, but he

wanted Maria Christina to meet Marisa.

He had promised himself that he would
remarry only if his daughter approved
of his choice. So he brought Maria Chris-
tina from New York, where she was
staying with his parents. She and Marisa
became fast friends almost instantly.

“Fortunately, I had plenty of experi-

ence with little girls Tina’s age,” Marisa
was saying. “My baby sister, Patrizia, is

just the same age, and I helped my mother
to raise her. They are very different in

character. Pat is soft and pliable, whereas
Maria Christina is independent and stub-

born. Whenever the two of them are

together, they fight like wildcats, but they
love each other.” Tenderness crept into

Marisa’s voice.

“As soon as we were settled in the

house, I outlined a program for Maria
Christina to follow,” Marisa explained.
“It was not that she was spoiled, but she
had been used to having her own way a
lot. A man who raises a child alone
usually gives in to her. Jean Pierre agreed
with me that she had to have some dis-
cipline, and he left it up to me.
“The first thing I did was to get a

governess for her, an Italian woman from
Rome, who speaks perfect French. Tina
was often lonely, when Jean Pierre and I

were busy, and it’s important for a child
in her formative years to have someone
as a companion. Her governess takes her
to the Paris school she now attends, and
picks her up later in the afternoon. She
supervises her studies, and eats with her
in the evenings, when I am in Paris at
the theatre with Jean Pierre. And she
sees to it that Maria Christina is in bed
at nine o’clock sharp.”

Like any lively child with a mind of her
own, Maria Christina often took advan-
tage of her freedom when she was alone.
She ate whenever she felt like it and had
no set hours for her homework. Jean
Pierre never had the heart to chastise her.
But Marisa is getting her out of these
habits.

“On weekends, of course, Maria Chris-
tina is home all day,” Marisa said. “One
Saturday recently, she asked if she could
have lunch with us. We usually lunch
around three, as we sleep very late. I ac-
company Jean Pierre to the theatre most
evenings, and we don’t return from
Paris until late. Jean Pierre, of course,
said yes, she could lunch with us, but I

put my foot down. I pointed out to them
both that three o’clock was much too
late for a growing child to have lunch.
Jean Pierre readily agreed with me, and
now he doesn’t interfere with my efforts
at discipline.

“Not that I believe in too strict training,”
Marisa added hastily. “My own severe
upbringing has made me more under-
standing of the need for leniency with a
child. I believe that children should re-
spect the judgment of their parents, but
that parents should respect their ideas, as
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well. A home atmosphere of harmony and
mutual love is the essential factor in the
development of a child’s personality. The
rest is of less importance.”
Marisa’s serious expression faded and

was replaced by a soft smile as Jean Pierre
strode into the room. He bent over the
couch and kissed her on the top of her
head. She reached for his hand and laid

it gently against her cheek. “I’m going
down into the village for the papers,” he
said. “I’ll be right back.”

As he leaned to kiss her again, a plain-

tive voice came from the doorway.
“And me?” cried the voice. We all turned
our heads. Maria Christina, a startling

image of her late mother, threw her
schoolbooks on a chair, and leaped into

her father’s arms. He hugged her tight.

“And me?” cried Marisa. Jean Pierre
freed one arm and gently lifted Marisa
from the couch where she had been sit-

ting. For the next few minutes the three
of them hugged and kissed each other and
danced around in a heart-warming dis-

play of Latin exuberancy. Jean Pierre
finally extricated himself from his two
ardent women and waved a hasty goodbye.
Maria Christina gave a graceful little

curtsy (as all wellbred French children
do) to Marisa’s guest, and announced that
she was going to change her dress. Marisa
agreed that that was an excellent idea, as
we were having a grownup conversation.

“She’s quite a child,” Marisa said, look-
ing after her affectionately. “She loves
clothes, and we have great fun going to

Paris to pick them out. Then in the eve-
ning she models them for Jean Pierre.

We did have a serious dispute about her
hair. She wanted a pony-tail, but she’s not
at all the type, and I talked her out of it.”

Maria Christina suddenly stuck her
head into the room. “Now you’re not to

eavesdrop,” Marisa cautioned her.

“Oh, Mummy, I’m not listening to you,”
the child answered. “I just wanted to know
if Papa remembers he has to cut my hair
today.”

I looked questioningly at Marisa, as
she answered the child, who, satisfied

with the reply, immediately left us alone.

“Yes.” Marisa answered my unasked
question with just a trace of tears. “I see
you noticed that she called me ‘Mummy.’
She started that spontaneously about three
weeks ago. She used to call me ‘Marisa.’

Of course, Jean Pierre has noticed it, too,

and neither of us has made any comment
on it to her. I’m very touched. And she’s

so excited about the baby. Of course, she
wants it to be a boy. Every day she asks
me, ‘Has it moved today?’ and if I should
say, ‘no,’ she gets very worried and says,

‘I hope nothing has happened.’ ”

Marisa and Jean Pierre also hope it

will be a boy, and they have his name
already picked out: Jean Claude. If it’s a
girl she will be named Ariane. They want
the child to be born in the United States,

so it will be an American, as Maria Chris-
tina is. That is why they are returning to
Hollywood this summer, where Jean
Pierre will probably make the new ver-
sion of “Gigi.”

The Aumont household is trilingual.

Maria Christina and Jean Pierre speak
English as well as they do French, and
address each other in both languages.
Marisa’s French has vastly improved by
lessons and her association with Jean
Pierre’s French friends, and she prefers
to speak in that language for practice.

Their servants are Italian, and Maria
Christina is learning Italian. “She corrects
my French, and I correct her Italian,”

f Marisa explained. Maria Christina knows a
smattering of Spanish also, as she spoke
it as a baby with her mother.
The memory of Maria Montez is very

much alive in this house in Malmaison,
where she left the stamp of her power-
ful personality. Her picture is beside
Marisa’s on Jean Pierre’s desk in his
attic workroom, and on Maria Christina’s
night table, next to her father’s and
Marisa’s. “I encourage her to remember
her mother,” Marisa said quietly. “We
often look over family albums together,
and she is very proud of the fact that
her mother was a beautiful woman and
a famous actress.”

Marisa sometimes has a mental struggle
between her childhood training, which
deemed that a woman’s place is in her
husband’s shadow, and her own natural
instincts for expression. But Jean Pierre
is understanding, and she usually ends up
by getting her own way. “We’ve had no
serious disputes since we’ve been mar-
ried,” Marisa said. “If we’re both feeling
moody, we avoid each other until it’s

over. If one of us is in a real temper, we
talk it out together.

“We do have occasional discussions
about clothes,” Marisa laughed. “For one
thing, he thinks I have too many, but
then doesn’t every husband? I like to
follow the latest fashions, but he dis-
approves. He thinks I should wear only
things that suit me and forget about
current styles. He likes me to wear close-
fitting clothes with belts, and I like my
things loose. Of course, during my preg-
nancy I have no other choice, and I’m de-
lighted. One of my favorite outfits is a
coat-dress I designed myself. It’s loose-
fitting. When Jean Pierre saw it, he in-
sisted I have a belt made to match. But
when he’s not around I take the belt off.

“We don’t always agree about his
clothes, either,” Marisa grinned. “I usually
go shopping with him, but one day he
bought some sport shirts by himself.
They were awful, so gaudy and loud. He
agreed with me and took them back.”

Soon after Marisa and Jean Pierre were
married, he asked her to cut her hair.

“With your delicate little face, you should
wear it short and chic like a French-
woman,” he told her. So she had it cut
close to her ears. “I must say it’s easy to

keep up, but I feel so shorn,” Marisa
sighed. “I prefer it just a little longer.
Jean Pierre has finally come round to my
way of thinking, and I’m going to let it

grow a bit.”

Marisa and Jean Pierre share a love of

music, painting and the theatre. She re-
spects her husband’s superior knowledge
of these subjects, and she listens wide-
eyed when he talks about famous people.
Having been a noted international star
for over twenty-five years, he knows
many personalities in the literary and
entertainment field, and he has introduced
them all to Marisa. But, with the ex-
ception of the Laurence Oliviers, who are
Aumont’s best friends, most of their inti-

mates in France are from outside the
industry. They include Jean Pierre’s boy-
hood friends or buddies from his Army
days, or members of his family. He and
Marisa are very close to his brother, who
is a movie director in France.

IV/Tarisa is an enthusiastic tennis player,
Jean Pierre dislikes sports. But he

patiently goes to watch her play, as he
did recently when she had a match with
Sir Laurence Olivier. His only hobby is

writing plays, and it’s one at which he is a

success. He’s had several produced in

France and America. He and Marisa talk

over his ideas before he begins working,
and she takes real interest in both his

hobby and his acting. During the run of

“Amphitryon 38,” Marisa attended the
play almost every night. When she wasn’t
out front, she waited for Jean Pierre in his

dressing room, to have supper with him.

Marisa has a determined nature, where-
as Jean Pierre is rather easygoing. “I get
tense and upset over minor things,” Marisa
said, “but Jean Pierre talks me out of it

and shows me how unimportant they are.

I also have a jealous nature, but I have
learned to hide and control it. I know
that without mutual trust and confidence
a marriage will never work.”
Marisa has succeeded in the dual role

of wife and stepmother, despite her youth,
because of her common sense and mature
judgment. These are characteristics that
also served her well when she was single
and had to make decisions about her
career. Now that she is married to a
successful actor, she doesn’t hesitate to
draw upon his fund of experience. He, in
turn, is pleased that she seeks his advice.

“I don’t bother Jean Pierre about the
business end of my contracts. I have a
business manager who takes care of that,”
Marisa explained. “But I do consult him
about scripts.”

Marisa and Jean Pierre were in Paris
last year, spending the last part of their
official honeymoon with Pier Angeli and
Vic Damone, when Marisa received the
script of “The Midnight Story” from
Universal.

“I liked the story very much,” Marisa
recalled, “but I hesitated about accepting
it. Jean Pierre had to stay in Paris to
work out production details of the new
play he had written, and he wouldn’t
have been able to go with me to Holly-
wood. I didn’t want to leave him.”

'T'hey talked it over, and Jean Pierre
convinced her to do the film. “Good

scripts are so rare,” he told her. “It

would be a pity to turn down this chance.
This is our life, show business, and
occasional separations are among the
sacrifices we have to make. We might
just as well get used to it. Besides, what
are two months when we have our whole
life before us?”
Marisa recently obtained her release

from her Hal Wallis contract, and now she
is free to take picture engagements any-
where. Since Jean Pierre divides his pro-
fessional activities between Hollywood
and France, Marisa will do the same, al-

though she says that she would like to

remain in Hollywood for a few years and
really concentrate on her career. When
they were first married, Marisa thought
of giving up acting, but Jean Pierre was
against the idea. “It would have been a
shame to deprive the world of such a
bright talent,” he told me. “Besides,” he
added with a laugh, “I’ve made fifty-

seven pictures, and Marisa’s only made
eight. She should have a chance to catch
up.”

“I’m certain I can keep on with my
work without neglecting my husband and
home,” Marisa said. “But if I see any
signs of my marriage being threatened
because of my work, I shall give up act-
ing. My idea of happiness is not based on
fame or financial security or success, but
on love. It is the sole reason for a woman’s
existence, the answer to everything she
wants.” Marisa’s voice softened almost to

a whisper. “Love is so precious to me that
I don’t like to discuss it out loud, any more
than I pray out loud.”

But Marisa’s whisper can reach the ears
of the one person who has the right to

hear her, Jean Pierre. “For me, she is

Juliet and Portia, Ophelia and Scarlett
O’Hara, Peter Pan and Antigone, all

wrapped up in one,” he says. “And yet she
is so essentially herself, with her secrecy,
her poise, her mysterious charm, her
depth—in spite of her youth—her intelli-

gence, her kindness, her honesty.”

She is all this. And she is also a woman
who is in love. The End
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on Broadway I spent three years as a

perennial understudy. I was always there

to loop in if the star broke a leg.

“Anyway I went on, and I can re-

member it as distinctly as though it were
happening right now: the glorious sound
of the applause. The marvelous, fantastic

sensation of having everybody looking at

me and nobody but me. I went through
the poem again. More applause. I was
starting the third time when mother came
on quietly and hauled me offstage.”

Joanne bounced around into a cross-

legged position, laughed and shook her
head, making ripples down the long length

of her beautiful blonde hair which was
combed the way she wears it in “Three
Faces of Eve.”
She wore a pair of snug, black velvet

matadors trimmed in scrolled gold braid,

a very feminine but unfrilly white blouse,

no makeup except for a touch of red on
her lips and the barest trace of a “doe-
line” under her lower lashes.

“I’m always changing my mind, con-
tradicting myself. I guess it did start with
that. From nursery school up. I did Shake-
speare at nine, the nun in ‘A Comedy of

Errors.’ I liked that because it let me look
sweet and sad and got the audience’s
sympathy.
“Then we moved from Thomasville,

Georgia, where I was born, to Mariana,
and I discovered the most wonderful thing.

They had a Junior Little Theatre. It was
marvelous. I had found a home. We did
‘Pirates of Penzance’, ‘Little Women’—all

the kid plays. In ‘Penzance’ I played the
old, old pirate and had a wire coat-hanger
for a hook where my hand was supposed
to be. They wanted me to play the ingenue,
but I scorned the whole idea. I was an
actress!”

Joanne threw out her arms in a theatri-
cal flourish that was a mixture of a rock
’n’ roll fling and Balinese exoticism.
“But in school I was a good student. I

learned fast. I made A’s without effort,

except in math—in mathematics I’m still

stupid. I’m certain no one will believe
this, but I think I studied well because
I was shy. I didn’t get along at all with
girls and schoolwork came easily and
quickly, so the only outlet I had was doing
plays. I figured that would make every-
body like me and admire me.
“In the beginning that was the only pur-

pose I had for acting. Then when I was
fourteen and right in the midst of that
near-hysterical phase of a girl’s life, the

change to adolescence, we moved to

Greenville, North Carolina.
“Men have always influenced me. Wom-

en never do. And at Greenville High
School I met a man whose faith and un-
derstanding in me is something for which
I’ll be forever grateful. There just aren’t

words adequate enough to tell how much
it meant for me to meet Mr. Albert Mac-
lain, the head of the drama department.
“He is the one who re-introduced me to

drama, to acting as being an art form
rather than a silly young girl’s search for

escape. I had never thought of acting in

creative terms. I was just getting up on
the stage and having a ball. But once Mr.
Maclain explained the purpose of the
stage, my whole attitude changed. He was
the first to realize that I was really inter-

ested and gave me his time and his knowl-
edge.
“So I played the leads in all the school

productions, ‘Junior Miss’, ‘Abe Lincoln
in Illinois,’ a lot of them. And then this

grand man produced ‘Joan of Lorraine,’
just so I could do Joan. Oh, the way I

repaid him for that favor! It’s probably
the first and only time in the history of

the theatre they had a Joan with long
hair. But it was also time for the Spring
dance and I said I’d be darned if I was
going to cut, even for Joan.”
Putting her head in her hands, Joanne’s

expression turned sad. “Gee, that was a
mean thing to do, wasn’t it?”

“But it was a terribly tricky time in my
life,” she continued. “My parents had just
divorced and if it hadn’t been for Mr.
Maclain and the way he generated my
interest in drama, I don’t know what
would have happened to me. I never had
dates. I wanted them. But the boys avoid-
ed me. I liked to talk about art, books,
literature, opera (I got an album when I

was nine) and the boys thought I was a
screwball. It made me very unhappy. And
you know, in a way I was punished for
not cutting my hair because of the dance.

“I was sixteen, and I decided to invite,
like a silly kid, the biggest football star
in the school. I think he accepted because
I was tall. (That was another problem I

had, towering over the other girls.) This
boy was big, literally. He was six-foot-
two, but it made me look good. He was
the most, the richest boy, the best-looking
and as I said, tall. Gosh, he was tall!

“As the dance drew nearer, my excite-
ment was almost unbearable. For once in
my life I was going to be the belle of the
ball. To help things along, Mother agreed
to make my gown.
“Now this was just about the time strap-

less evening gowns had become stylish,
and nothing would do for me except that.

MUTUAL NETWORK'S EMPHASIS IS ON NEWS—
And here are some of the voices who'll air that news—on the hour and
the half-hour from 7 a.m. to Midnight—seven days a week!

Mom agreed again. She made the dress
because we didn’t have very much money.
“And really, it was a gorgeous gown.

Except for one thing. It was very loose in

the bodice. Somehow, neither Mom nor I

gave this particular defect the attention it

deserved.
“By the time I got to the dance I realized

I was going to have a very uncomfortable
evening. The bodice kept slipping—down!
“The orchestra started the music and

in complete, absolute girl-gushing pride,

I stepped out on the floor with my king-
sized hero.

“I put my arms up to reach around those
shoulders.”
Joanne closed her eyes and pursed her

lips and crossed her arms against herself.

She nodded slowly. “Yes, it happened.
The top of the dress fell down.
“There I was. A moment ago in pride,

now swallowed in shame and embarrass-
ment, wishing the floor would swallow me.
“But the most horrible part came next.

My friends—and I use the word loosely

—

just stood around and laughed. They
roared at the tragedy of all time.

“I ran to the ladies’ room and cried for
an hour. I knew I had to come out and
dreaded it. From somewhere I got the
courage to reappear. I walked to a corner
of the dance floor and sat quietly, hoping
I would die very soon.
“Then came another shock. My big, tall

date had deserted me and was dancing
with another girl. He wouldn’t even look
at me.
“Yet this was the night I learned that

men, no matter what they do, are still

the most wonderful people in the world.
An older boy, he was twenty-one, came
over and asked me to dance. He didn’t
know it, but he made the most wonderful
rescue since St. George slew the dragon.
“He danced with me the rest of the night.

The dress behaved: He wasn’t tall! At the
end of the evening he asked me for an-
other date and I accepted. A week later

I discovered he was considered the big-
gest catch in town.
“Two weeks later he gave me his fra-

ternity pin and we went steady for six
months. A disaster had turned into the
romantic coup of the year. It really made
me in high school. I still have such a
fondness for that boy, I must say. I re-
member him as the kind of person who
could sense other people’s problems in an
instant. I wonder what became of him?
“We separated because I wanted to act.

It took a great deal of my time. I’ll admit
that I didn’t permit anything to stand in

my way. I developed a young and ambi-
tious ruthlessness of purpose which isolat-

ed me from many of the activities most
girls enjoy in high school. But I have no
regrets.

“And when Mr. Maclain became head
of the Greenville Little Theatre, one of
the best in the South, it was wonderful.
The group had its own building, every-
thing. We did what were for me very
professional plays: ‘I Remember Mama,’
‘Years Ago,’ a lot of works by the best
playwrights.

“I was graduated from school at seven-
teen. I wanted to go to New York to act,

but Daddy wouldn’t let me. So I went to

Louisiana State University instead.
“And the first thing I learned there was

that Daddy had been right! He’d objected
to my leaving for New York because he
didn’t feel I was ready to take care of
myself. I may sound like a disobedient
daughter, but honestly, my father has been
an endless source of encouragement, coun-
sel and wisdom to me. Dad is very South-
ern. To him, I’m still a little girl. He calls

me by that name and the idea that I’ve

grown up is very strange to him.
“As I recall it now, I think when Dad

refused me, I was grateful. I wanted des-
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perately to go, but I was afraid. His re-
fusal was a kind of relief. I didn’t know a

soul in New York and I had never been
farther North than. Washington, D.C.,

when I was six. I knew nothing about the
North and if you’ve ever been South you
know that there’s a world of difference
between the people.
“So it was at L.S.U. that I realized how

immature I was. But of course I immedi-
ately became involved in the school’s

drama department. It was good for me
and I loved it, but I longed for a social

life. I was really too young for college at

seventeen. I found I was entirely on my
own, eight hundred miles from home. I

know now I had been too well-protected.
“I couldn’t get used to the fact that for

the first time in my life I was totally de-
pendent on myself. Whether I went to

class, whether I studied—all the things I

could have breezed through in high school
were suddenly personal responsibilities. I

cut classes like crazy in the first semester,
never studied, but still somehow managed
to get fair grades.
“The most depressing part of that time

was the sorority I got into and then found
out fast that I wanted no part of it. They
were the worst variety of snobs—bigoted,

foolishly vain, uninspired and subject to

every imaginable kind of prejudice.”
Joanne rolled over on her stomach and

battered one of the cushions with her
fists. “Oh! What a bunch!
“My membership became a crisis one

night when we had all the girls who want-
ed to join come over one evening for in-

spection. I saw one girl I knew. She was
a gentle, sensitive person and I’d never
known her to speak unkindly to anyone.

“I said to the members, ‘What about
Marianne?’ At the question, they looked
first at me, then at Marianne. I asked,
‘What’s the matter?’ Then one of the mem-
bers said, ‘We couldn’t possibly invite her.

Don’t you know her father runs a chicken
ranch?’

“I stood up, walked out and never went
back. I still owe them fifty dollars for

dues. I’ll never pay it.

“And could you guess what those girls

do now? They put out a bulletin once in

a while and they include me as one of their

well-known members. It’s the most hypo-
critical thing I’ve ever heard of. I feel

sorry for all of them. What little lives

they’ll lead.”

Joanne stood up and walked over to the
window. Impulsively she pushed her hair
from the back of her head up and over and
let it fall in front of her face. “It’s wonder-
ful to have long hair again and feel

womanly.”
She came back to the sofa, sat down and

continued.
“I got involved with a whole parade of

boys at college. We’d go steady for a little

while, they gave me their pins and we’d
exchange pledges of undying love. Two
weeks later we forgot each other.

“Sometimes I think that the only thing
I learned in college was how to take care
of drunks and stay sober myself. I got
sick on liquor a couple of times and quit.

And since I was usually the only sober one
at a party, I learned expertly how to take
care of the others. I’m only speaking of

the students I knew. There were others
I’m sure who educated themselves and left

school as better people. But the group I

got with just didn’t impress me very much.
“Maybe that’s why women don’t interest

me. The right kind of man can add so much
to a woman’s life that I think we should
all forget about each other and concen-
trate on the opposite sex.

“I guess the sweetest man in my whole
life is my brother Wade. He was just the
opposite of what most boys are to sisters.

He never got angry with me when we
were kids, never scolded me. I cannot
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remember him ever being unkind. And he
took care of me. He let me go everywhere
with him. What a wonderful brother!

“After college father still didn’t want
me to go to New York. I said, ‘I’m going!’

and got a job as a secretary. If there’s a

prize for the world’s worst, I claim it. I

lost checks, money, misfiled the complete
recorded history of one company and was
an utter clerical failure. But I wanted to

earn enough to get to New York.
“Then, all of a sudden, Daddy was trans-

ferred to New York City! He had been an
English teacher. Now he’s a vice-president

at Charles Scribner’s publishing house in

charge of textbooks.
“In New York I went to drama school

for two years and learned a lot. At the end
of that time, I told Dad I wanted to go out
on my own. He objected. I said I was going
anyway. He said that, financially, I could
only expect the usual allowance, sixty

dollars a month. I got a cold-water flat

for twenty dollars a month and lived on
the rest. You can do it. For breakfast a
nickel hot dog, a nickel cup of coffee.

Lunch the same. Dinner, my roommate
and I hoped for dates who could feed us.

“One day I heard that ‘Robert Mont-
gomery Presents’ wanted a girl to play
the young lead in ‘Penny.’ I auditioned
with a hundred others.

“That script! We read and read and read
and read! Finally, the choice came down
to a girl named Chris White and me. When
it was my turn I was tired and angry at

having been kept all day. But I still want-
ed the part. So I threw away the script,

kicked off my shoes, (I’d heard that
Barbara Bel Geddes did that very suc-
cessfully at auditions) and did a whole
scene from memory. I got the part. From
then on I’ve worked steadily on TV and in

the movies.” To prove just how steadily:

20th showcases Joanne in “Down Pay-
ment” at about the same time as her
Eve role.

What about Joanne’s reported inten-
tions of marrying actor Paul Newman once
he’s divorced?
Joanne shook her head. “I don’t under-

stand why people think Paul and I are
anything more than buddies. I go out
with other men. Nobody mentions them as
possible husbands. I certainly won’t. I

have no intentions of marrying yet, any-
how. Seriously, I like my life now.
“A few days ago, on the set, I took out

a cigarette. There were fifteen grips and
members of the crew ready to light it for
me. A few months ago I lit my own.
Frankly, I like the change. I like the at-
tention. I like the excitement. I get a lot

more respect in Hollywood than I did on
Broadway, but the stage is where I really
want to be successful.
“And I don’t think I’m ready for mar-

riage. In the first place, I can’t take criti-

cism as well as I should. It used to throw
me into a panic. It doesn’t any more, but it

still makes me unhappy. That attitude
wouldn’t be good in a marriage.”
She threw her hands back and let them

hang limp behind the sofa.

“Oh, why does a girl have to marry? I

know I’m going to marry someday, but
right now there are five men I like. If I

marry one, I’ll be so unhappy without the
other four!”

Hollywood may fascinate Joanne. But
right now this girl, though she doesn’t
know it, is fascinating Hollywood.
We had been talking for nearly three

hours. The sun was already down and a
slight wind had come up. It would be dark
soon.

“Night’s coming,” Joanne said. “That’s
a nice time for me. There’s something
peaceful about evening. And you can think
about tomorrow. I wonder what will hap-
pen to me tomorrow?”
We didn’t answer. Who can tell? The End
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WHAT’S HAPPENED
TO MY SON, SAL!

(continued from page 36)

say, his baby face shining. “I want to be
accepted in show business.”

He was eleven then, and as for his ca-
reer, that was as far as it went. His heroes
were Joq DiMaggio and Fred Astaire. He
didn’t care about clothes at all. Any old

pair of dungarees and a T-shirt would
do. He was inclined to be shy with his

friends and because he had two older
brothers, he always considered himself just

“the kid brother.” Even when I gave chil-

dren’s parties for him, Sal would say,

“Mom, why make all this fuss for a little

guy like me?”
Well, that’s all gone. It started going

when Sal was fifteen, just beginning in

pictures. Now, he’s eighteen, and his atti-

tude toward his heroes, clothes, friends and
even his family is entirely different. It all

came home to me one evening, the last

time he came home from Hollywood.
I was putting the supper dishes away

when Sal came in and sat down at the
kitchen table. He didn’t say anything.
He didn’t come over and tease me, the way
he usually does, by pulling the bow on my
apron open or decorating my head with a
potholder. He just sat. I knew he had
something on his mind, so I just waited
for him to come out with it.

Finally he said, “Mom, I haven’t really
hit it yet.”

I could see this was one of those times
when a mother ought to give her son her
whole attention. I hung up the dish towel
and sat down at the table opposite him.
“Why, Sal, of course you have,” I said.

“Look at your name on all the theatres.
Look at the thousands of fan letters you
get every week.”
But Sal only shook his head. “No, Mom,

I haven’t proved it to you and the family.
I haven’t reached the top.”

T knew what he meant, and I didn’t press
1 my point anymore. I listened while he
told me, with that dead-serious expression
on his face again, how much he wants to
do, how much he wants to develop as an
actor, how he hopes some day he can be-
come a fine director as well as an actor.
It gave me a little twinge to realize that
he isn’t my little boy anymore. He’s grown
up. But at the same time, it gave me a
good feeling to know that he hasn’t stopped
growing. He’s still aiming.

Yes, the days when he used to rave
about Joe DiMaggio and practice Fred
Astaire’s dance steps on the kitchen floor
are a thing of the past. Now, Yul Brynner,
Spencer Tracy and Lee J. Cobb are his
idols. He watches these mature actors with
their individual styles and he realizes how
far he can go, too. “I’m a greenhorn com-
pared to those fellows,” Sal often tells me.
“They’re polished. They’re great!”

And actresses! When Sal was eleven,
girls were just people to be ignored. “Only
sissies pay attention to actresses,” he’d
scoff. That’s different now! He adores In-
grid Bergman, Anna Magnani and Eliza-
beth Taylor. And I can tell how carefully
he studies their performances, because
he’ll come home and describe one of their
scenes to me, right down to the smallest
facial expression!

I like to hear talk like this from Sal, be-
cause when he admires others so much, I

know he hasn’t grown too big for his

britches. Not that I ever thought he would.

f I know my boy too well for that. But I can
tell you, it’s a real comfort to a mother to

know her son hasn’t gotten a swelled head,
when he gets so much flattery from so

00

many people, the way Sal does.
But when it comes to clothes, oh how

he’s changed! When Sal began getting a
toehold on Broadway he began to take a
little more interest in his personal appear-
ance. But actually it wasn’t until he made
his first movie, “Six Bridges to Cross,”
that he grew particular. He noticed other
actors around him were always well-
groomed and neat, and he suddenly began
to worry about his own clothes.

It gave me quite a start when he came
home after making that picture, and said
to me, “Mom, do you think I can afford to
have a tailor?”

“Yes,” I said, trying to hide my surprise.
“You’re earning enough.”
At first, Sal grinned happily. Then he

frowned. “But I want Vic and Mike to
have a tailor, too.”

“No, Sal,” I pointed out. “Your brothers
aren’t actors. They don’t need custom-made
suits. You do.”

rP hat’s when Sal started to improve his
dressing habits. Not only did he be-

come neater, but he developed an excel-
lent sense of taste. I don’t go shopping with
him any more. Sal knows how to manage
by himself. He selects ties and socks which
will match or blend with his suits. He
buys sports shirts, slacks, belts so that he
can mix them effectively. Today, whether
he’s lounging around home or attending a
party, my son is always smartly dressed.
But I know Hollywood has done it. A

few years ago, any old suit would do and
if it hadn’t been pressed Sal wouldn’t
notice. Now, Sal’s constantly meeting fash-
ionably dressed stars and producers and,
of course, he’s been influenced by their ap-
pearances. He’s become so fussy that he
not only keeps every garment in tip-top
condition, but he separates his wardrobe
in two closets—one for his best clothes
and one for his sports clothes. The only
thing that hasn’t changed is his favorite
color. It’s still blue.

In the past, Sal played with kids his own
age. Now he likes the company of older
boys, twenty or even twenty-five. There’s
a reason for this, I believe. Sal has become
more mature than the average boy of
eighteen. He’s had to adjust to directors
and fellow actors twice his age. He’s living
and working in a man’s world. Why
wouldn’t he want older companionship?
His friends nowadays are the friends of

his older brothers, Vic and Mike. They’re
college boys, mostly. A bunch of them will

gather in our living room, and they’ll sit

around by the hour, just talking about
anything and everything, and throwing
jokes at each other. Sal’s always full of

questions, especially if he’s just come back
from being out in Hollywood. He wants
to know what they’re doing, and all about
their plans for their careers. And when
they tell him, he’s all ears. I think I know
why. Because he spends so much time with
people in the movie business, he’s not able
to have much time with people in other
walks of life, and he misses that. Sal wants
to get to know all kinds of people as well
as he can. He often tells me, “You know,
Mom, I have to get to really know people.
You can’t play a part well unless you
know how the character is in real life.”

And besides that, I think Sal enjoys these
“bull sessions” with the boys so much be-
cause with them, he’s no movie star but
just one of the fellows.

It’s strange, but when my son was on
Broadway, he never talked about his work
with his pals. Maybe he wasn’t quite sure
of his career yet and wanted to be known
just as one of the gang. But lately, I’ve

noticed that when one of the fellows asks,

“Sal, do you have to study your roles a

long time?” Sal is happy to explain his

work. And the other boys listen at great
length. They must admire Sal’s progress

and the way he’s handled his career, be-
cause they often ask him for advice.
When I say Sal spends more time with

older boys, I don’t mean that he’s turned
his back on the younger ones. Far from it!

One day not long ago, I went downtown
with him. He had some business appoint-
ments—he’s been awfully busy with the
new records he’s been making—and when
we came out of a recording studio, there
were about eight young boys, fourteen or
fifteen years old, who spotted Sal and
crowded around him. We were late for our
next appointment, but Sal stopped to talk
to them, right there in the middle of the
street. When I finally managed to catch his
eye and hustle him off to a cab, one of the
boys called out, “When can we see you
again, Sal?” “C’mon out to the house,” he
yelled back, “All of you, anytime.”

I’ve always made a habit of entertaining
my children’s friends at home. When Sal
started acting, I often suggested he ask
people he worked with up for dinner. Sal
would always make a face and say, “Aw,
Mom! Why go to all that trouble?” Today,
when a director or a producer wants to
talk about a script with Sal, my boy is

delighted that I’m ready to entertain his
guests. “It’s nice and friendly that way,”
he’s often remarked. “People enjoy a good,
home-cooked dinner and when every-
body’s relaxed, it’s much easier to talk
over business. Besides, that’s the way they
do it out in Hollywood.”
Hollywood, again! But I’m not complain-

ing. I’m only pointing out Hollywood’s in-
fluence on Sal. It’s done a lot for my son

—

a lot of fine things. When he was younger,
little incidents and unexpected setbacks
used to upset him. Sal is very sensitive
and it was hard for him to accept disap-
pointments like losing out in a play or
someone else getting a television role he
wanted. But in Hollywood, he’s found out
this is part of the game. Not long ago, I

heard him say, “You can’t win all the
time.” At first, I was surprised. Then I

realized my son has learned to be philo-
sophical about show business and not al-
low setbacks to annoy him.

Sal has learned also to be cautious.
This, I feel, is too bad, but I suppose it

can’t be helped. There was a time when he
listened to anybody and believed whatever
they said.

fT'he change came when Sal was out in
Hollywood one time and had two

weeks of free time, when he didn’t have
any work to do, or any lessons. He decided
to just take a look around, and see how
other people in the business did things.
Now, Sal’s a boy who doesn’t miss much.
And some of the things he saw, a few
times when he could see that actors were
being used and pushed around by selfish

people for their own profit, really opened
his eyes. “Mom, I was shocked,” he told
me when he came home. “I just wouldn’t
have believed that people could act that
way.”
These days, Sal knows that’s all too true,

unfortunately. Certain people are con-
stantly approaching him for selfish reasons.
Sal has built up a name, and that name
means money in one way or another.
There are people who ask Sal to appear
on their television shows free; others want
him to endorse their products; some are
anxious for Sal to help them get into pic-
tures; others think they can make a for-

tune by signing Sal to an exclusive
contract.

In order to protect himself, sometimes
he’s had to become hard, even impolite in

refusing. Sal wasn’t that way two years

ago, but of course, he wasn’t famous,
either. “The minute I find out somebody
wants my friendship for a business angle,”

he tells me now, “I drop them.”
His brothers help Sal to see the pitfalls,



too. They’re always on the lookout for him,

and they’ve often seen dangers that they’ve

warned him about. Mike has been travel-

ing with Sal lately. Sometimes, the three

boys will sit around the kitchen table un-
til two o’clock in the morning, hashing out

Sal’s problems.
Thank goodness, Sal hasn’t changed with

his family! He continues to ask advice

from all of us—his parents, his older

brother, even his little sister. We still have
our same family discussions around the

kitchen table. And Sal has never felt be-
cause he’s a star and making more money
than the rest, that he should tell us what
to do. When a career problem comes up

—

should he do a certain movie or sign a

certain contract—he wants us all to talk

it over. Sal listens to what everyone has
to say. We always end up with everybody
agreeing on one decision.

Of course, Sal has a great many more
problems than he had before. Success is

coming so fast. His roles are bigger, he’s

earning more, his popularity is rising. He
has to be careful which step to take next.

When the problems are not too important,
he discusses them just with his brothers,

Vic and Mike. Certain problems he takes
to me or to his father. But the vital ones
continue to rate a family conference. And
when well-meaning producers and agents
invite Sal to talk over his affairs with
them, Sal politely refuses, explaining he’d
rather ask and take advice only from the
Mineos.
Like any mother, I’m aware that Sal

has a brand-new problem—girls! I un-
derstand, because I’ve seen my older boys
go through this early stage. Of course,
with Sal being out in Hollywood so much,
where nearly every girl is a breath-taking
beauty, I fretted a little at first. Maybe, I

thought, he’ll fall into a puppy-love
romance and take it too seriously. Maybe
he’ll even get married!
“You don’t have to worry about me and

girls,” Sal told me one day. “I’ve talked
about girls and dating to Vic and Mike.
They’ve set me straight.”

“What did they say?” I inquired.
“Just to play it easy,” Sal replied. “Date,

enjoy yourself, but don’t give a girl a
chance to get serious. As for me,” Sal said,

looking very sober, “I’m not even going
to think about marriage until I’m twenty-
nine or thirty.”

I breathed a grateful sigh of relief.

Nevertheless, Hollywood has changed Sal
and the girl situation. When he was six-
teen, he would phone a pretty girl for a

date and not always be accepted, either!

Today, Sal has more dates than he can
handle. In fact, the girls are always call-

ing him ! So we worked out a system. I

often answer the phone and repeat the
girl’s name so Sal can hear it. If he frowns
and shakes his head, I tell the poor crea-
ture he’s out. If he nods and takes the
phone, I know it’s somebody he likes.

Sal doesn’t prefer older girls, the way
he prefers older boys. He’s said to me,
“You know what, Mom? A girl of eighteen
is a lot more mature than a boy of
eighteen!” I’m sure this is no news to any
mother who has a daughter. Somehow,
girls do have a way of growing up more
quickly than boys. So Sal has no problems
in that respect.

He does like to date girls outside the
business, rather than actresses. “It’s more
likely they’ll be simple and sincere,” he
says. And of course, he likes them because
he doesn’t want to go on a date and wind
up spending the whole evening talking
shop!

Even the places Sal takes his dates are
different. It used to be swimming or the
movies. Now, it’s a glamorous premiere
or a big party or dancing at some smart
night club. I don’t mind the change. This
is part of Sal’s life. Not only can he afford
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it. but I feel he should take girls out to

nice places. Hollywood has made the dif-

ference.

Hollywood also demands a lot from a

young star. Once, Sal had plenty of spare
time. At the present, it seems every min-
ute is crowded. Before my son went into

pictures, he would sleep nine or ten hours
every night. Now, he sleeps eight. He made
“The Young Don’t Cry” for Columbia, and
“Dino” for Allied Artists, one right after

the other. His days are packed—appoint-
ments with photographers, magazine writ-
ers, studio representatives. At night, he
sits up late reading scripts and contracts.

Other things, too, take up his time. Ex-
ercising. Entertaining. “I’ve got to keep
developing my body,” Sal says. “Mom,
have you ever seen Bill Holden or Tony
Curtis in bare-chested roles? They look
great! I’ve got to have a good, strong chest.

Nobody’s going to hire a scrawny kid for

a tough part.” So every morning, Sal’s in

the back yard lifting weights, doing push-
ups. By the time he’s twenty-one, I think
he’ll have the broadest chest in Holly-
wood!
Two years ago, a dozen or so luncheons

and dinners in restaurants covered Sal’s

business entertaining. Now, he’s more or
less obliged to invite his Hollywood asso-
ciates out once or twice a week. “You’re
considered a cheapskate if you don’t,” he’s

explained to me. But again, that means
more hours out of Sal’s busy schedule.

Until recently, Sal enjoyed sketching
and painting and really was quite good at
it. However, this year, he appeared on a
tv show in which he experimented with
playing the drums. What happened? Sal
became so enthusiastic, he dropped his in-
terest in art, and moved a full set of drums
into our small living room! He’s even tak-
ing lessons. Last week, when the house
was jumping with rhythm so much that

all my best china was rattling, he just

yelled over the racket, “Don’t worry, Mom!
You never know when I'll need this talent

in some picture.”

It seems everything about Sal at the
moment is directed toward his career.

Once, he loved to play baseball. Now, he
cares only about water skiing and horse-
back riding. Yul Brynner taught him the
water sport and gave him his first pair of

skis. And there’s horseback riding. Sal

used to ride occasionally in New York,
but he’s taken it up in a big way in Cali-
fornia. He claims every actor should know
how to ride well and cites dozens of movies
in which the stars have had to leap on a
saddle and gallop away. “I want to be
ready,” he explains, “if some director asks
me to ride a horse.”

In January, when Sal came back from
California, he cornered me and declared,
“Mom, I want to buy a new home, a big
place we can all be proud of.” Well, I know
our old house in the Bronx isn’t very
grand, but it’s been comfortable and ade-
quate for a good many years. When I

started to protest, Sal stopped me. “No,
Mom,” he insisted. “I’m making good
money. I want you to have a beautiful
home. It’s the least I can do for you.”
An eighteen-year-old talking! Well, we

called in an architect and figured out
costs. Finally, I agreed to the project if

Sal and the family each shared fifty per
cent of the price. Construction is now un-
der way and sometime later this fall, we’ll
have a lovely, new place. It’s being built
in Pelham Manor, a ten-room, split-level,

ranch -style home with a playroom, a large
lawn and a swimming pool in the back. I

think it’ll look every bit as glamorous as

anything Sal has seen in California!

Sal hasn’t changed in everything. And
I’m glad. He still loves good music and is

forever toting home new albums. He still

DON’T SELL

NATALIE SHORT
(continued from page 53)

only accomplished the difficult transition
from child actress to top star, she has
become one of the most controversial per-
sonalities in the film colony. Her numer-
ous boy friends, her hectic “romance”
with Elvis Presley, her flamboyant be-
havior, her flashy cars, her minks, have
brought down a deluge of criticism upon
her pretty little head.

“Natalie Wood?” sniffed a well-known
actress. “No, I don’t think she’ll be able
to take stardom.”
But director Nick Ray said recently,

“Don’t sell this girl short. There’s a lot

more to her than you’ll see in the be-
ginning.”
“To my surprise,” said Marsha Hunt,

“she turned out to be utterly professional
while we were working together.”

“Natalie acts girlish and goofy some-
times,” said a close friend, “but when she’s

got something important to do—impor-
tant to her—nothing stops her. Nothing.
Her ambition is almost frightening.”
These three people who spoke in her

favor know Natalie well. Nick Ray di-
rected Natalie in “Rebel Without A
Cause,” the picture that marked her emer-
gence from pigtail parts. Marsha Hunt
appeared with her in Warner’s recent “No
Sleep Till Dawn.” The third girl, who
prefers to remain nameless, has been one

p of her closest friends for three years.
All three are in agreement on one

point: the question of whether or not

academic—in the mind of Natalie Wood.
“When Natalie wants something, she

gets it,” says Bob Wagner, one of her
steady escorts.

The truth of that is borne out by
Natalie’s campaign to get the part of Mar-
jorie Morningstar. More than a year ago,

when she heard that Warners’ had bought
the book, she went out to a bookstore
and got a copy for herself. By the time
she read the description of the heroine

—

a small, fragile, dark-haired girl with
luminous eyes—she knew she was physi-
cally perfect for the role. It was then
that her campaign began to roll. She had
to come to New York a couple of times
in the summer of 1956 to make personal
appearances for two of her pictures, “The
Burning Hills” and “The Girl He Left
Behind.”
During those visits, she sometimes

would vanish off the face of the earth in

the afternoons. The publicity people as-

signed to escort her were frantic. They
couldn’t imagine where she was going.

And when they asked her about it, she
would say nothing.

Natalie actually spent the time wander-
ing around the streets of New York’s
Upper West Side, the scene of Marjorie’s

young girlhood. She went into stores

and supermarkets, minding her own busi-

ness but listening carefully to the people’s

speech and watching their mannerisms.
Back in Hollywood, she read the book

again with new understanding. Then she
began to practice Marjorie’s mannerisms
in her conversation with friends. “Some
of us,” said Wagner later, “got pretty sick

of it. ‘Lay off the Marjorie bit, will you,

Nat?’ we used to say.”

Natalie refused to stop. “I’m going to

be Marjorie,” she said to friends, “wait
and see.”

reads his favorite adventure stories and
biographies whenever he has the oppor-
tunity, just as he enjoys attending hit plays
and fine movies. But he’s also a great one
to roughhouse with his brothers and his
pals, playing boyish pranks and cracking
jokes. Nothing tickles him more than to
sneak unrecognized into a movie theatre
with his gang, sit up in the balcony, whistle
when the shapely leading lady comes on
the screen, shout, “Watch out!” to the hero
and hiss the villain.

And Sal’s appetite—that hasn’t changed,
either.

“Mom, what’s for supper tonight?” he’ll

ask.

“I thought maybe you and your brothers
would like to eat out,” I sometimes sug-
gest.

Then Sal makes a face. “You know I

hate to eat out!”
“How about a pizza?”
Sal smiles from ear to ear. “Wonderful!”
He still seems to prefer my Italian cook-

ing to anything he can get in a restaurant.
His favorite menu, particularly for a Sun-
day-night snack, consists of vegetable soup,
a piping hot pizza, salad, fruit and coffee.

When he’s finished with that, he always
leans back and grins, “You’re the best cook
in the world!”

I guess, above everything, I’m most
pleased that Sal continues to attend church
regularly. I believe he has the most sin-
cere sense of gratitude for the success and
happiness he’s received. Quite a few years
ago, I gave Sal a little medal. Even in the
roughest movie scenes he plays, I’ve often
caught sight of that medal dangling around
his neck. I don’t think he ever takes it off.

I don’t think he ever will. Things like this

mean a lot to a mother.
Yes, Hollywood has changed my son.

But not in any way to give me a single

gray hair! The End

She achieved an astonishing transfor-
mation. The old gamin haircut gave way
to longer curls. She acquired a New York
accent. She rattled off sentences that
were, in their own way, as perfectly imi-
tative of Upper West-Sidese as Carroll
Baker’s Southern accent was perfect in

“Baby Doll.”

Thus it came as no surprise to anyone
when Natalie finally was picked for the
part. It was no surprise to Natalie, either.

“There isn’t any doubt in Natalie’s mind
but that this part will be the one that will

make her one of the greatest stars of all

time,” says a young man who has taken
her out frequently. “The only thing that’s

ever bothered her about stardom is

—

when?”
Certainly few people in Hollywood ever

have appeared so bound, driven, dead -set

and determined upon making a mark.
“Natalie would do anything for publicity,”

one of her critics has remarked.
So it would appear, at first glance. Last

October, a columnist commented on her
as follows:

“HOLLYWOOD IS TALKING ABOUT:
The way Natalie Wood gets into every act

where she can be sure of some publicity,

even posing with a California college boy
‘kidnapped’ by his classmates.”

A few weeks before, Natalie had been
on a plane bound for New York. Also
aboard was a college boy who had been
forced to make the trip by some of his

pals as part of a fraternity initiation. At
the New York airport, reporters were
waiting for the victim. When they spotted

Natalie walking off the same plane they
commandeered her. She was obliging and
kissed the boy for the photographers; next
morning her picture was all over the New
York papers.

“I just happened to be there,” she heat-



edly said later. “I never saw the boy
before, and I haven’t seen him since. I

didn’t ‘plant’ him on the plane. I didn’t

even know who he was or how he hap-
pened to be there until we landed at the

airport and some photographers introduced
us and asked me to pose with him. I was
only trying to be pleasant and cooperative

but the columnists made it look like the

whole thing was an elaborate plot staged

by me to get myself in the papers.”

It would appear that Natalie is the sort

of person who just seems to gravitate un-
intentionally toward newsprint. Her wide-
ly renowned romance with Elvis Presley
began as an honest mutual attraction be-
tween two young people. Could Natalie

help it if the wire services from coast to

coast echoed with the stories? Natalie was
very sincere in her friendship with Elvis.

As to its publicity value to her, she dis-

missed it with a shrug and a “who needs
it?”

“This boy,” she said, “makes me feel like

a little girl.” Her eyes were wide, and
she sighed gently as she said it. It was
very effective. For a while people were
convinced that Love Had Come At Last
to Natalie.

Then, abruptly, the romance was no
more. Elvis was out with others; so was
Natalie. In Hollywood in April, she told

friends she had been forced to give him
up because of the publicity. She said this

with a straight face, and they believed
she meant it. But probably she enjoyed
the publicity while it lasted. Because in
April she was gadding about with Nicky
Hilton, who has never been noted for his
ability to keep off the front pages.
“Nicky,” she said, “is sweet.”

But more interesting than whether or
not Nicky Hilton Will Find True Love is

what makes Natalie Wood tick and
whether or not she is going to find per-
sonal happiness along with artistic success
and if so, how she is going to do it.

Some of the answers to these questions
are supplied by a friend who has known
Natalie for more than a year. “I am oc-
casionally appalled by her behavior,” he
says, “and sometimes bewildered by it,

but I am completely fond of her. Under
that bright little face is an interesting, if

immature, mind. When I first met her, I

was bored. She impressed me as another
mass-produced Hollywood star, brittle as
a plastic toy, with the emotions of a wind-
up doll. Then, after an hour or so, some
of the coating began to fall away, and after
two hours, I became genuinely interested
in her. As a person, she shouldn’t be
underestimated.”
For another thing, Natalie possesses no-

table courage and candor. She does do
many things for the sake of publicity.
She does whatever her studio asks her to
do for this reason. But she is not so over-
whelmingly sold on the worth of publicity
as to let false reports about her go un-
corrected.

For example, one day last year, a col-
umnist printed an item saying that Natalie
had gone out to dinner with John Ireland,
who at the time had just separated from
his wife, Joanne Dru. The facts were that
Natalie had been out for the evening with
one of her regular escorts, Dennis Hopper,
and another couple, and that Ireland had
joined the party briefly. Natalie says, “I
was furious. John Ireland! I’d never
even met him until that evening. I called
the writer. I told her it wasn’t true. ‘It’s

libelous,’ I said, and I carried on for about
an hour. Finally, She was as angry at
the man who gave her the item as I was

—

he was a press agent for the restaurant.”
Most young actresses comport them-

selves in interviews as though they are
walking on eggs. But Natalie is frank
and she is refreshing for that reason alone.
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A young actor friend of Natalie’s recalls

an incident that points up her frankness.
“Natalie was only fifteen,” he said, “and
we were going out on a date. I said,

‘Where do you want to go?’ She looked
at me and said, ‘Look here, I’m tired of

saying where I want to go. If you don’t

make up our minds for us, I’m never go-
ing out with you again.’

”

There is another quality about her that
stands out—her strength. In the eyes of

some of her friends, the dominant aspect
of her personality is her capability and
her almost masculine will.

“This girl,” says Barbara Gould, a young
actress who appeared briefly in “The Girl
Can’t Help It” and who is currently work-
ing at 20th Century-Fox, “does every-
thing by herself. She takes charge of

any situation she happens to be in. Once
we were going to Mexico on a holiday. I

dreaded it—I didn’t know Natalie very
well then, and I was sure all the arrange-
ments would be up to me. I was very
much mistaken.

“Natalie did everything. She was so
efficient, I could hardly believe it. And
she’s like that all the time. She handles
herself and her entire family like a woman
three times her age. She is so capable
in any situation, it’s astonishing.”

Natalie has been the major factor in

the support of her family since she first

became a child star in pictures. “Not
only that,” another friend adds, “but
Natalie runs that family. She is the boss.

The publicity people give the impression
that she is just a starry-eyed, wide-eyed
teenager, but actually she has the acu-
men of a diplomat and the financial mind
of a Univac machine.”
That is not quite true. Natalie is actu-

ally rather casual about her personal
finances. She frequently is caught with-
out mad money. At other times, she be-
comes extravagant, as she admits frankly.
“I go on these great kicks,” she said one
afternoon. “Whatever I like, that’s what
I do. For a while, everything in mv life

was horses. I even wanted to be a veteri-
narian. Before that it was ballet—I was
determined to be the greatest dancer in
the whole world. Then, for a while there, I

was on a pink kick. Everything in my life

was pink—my clothes, the drapes and the
bedspread and the rug in my room, even
a pink poodle. Now it’s all black. I wear
black all the time. I don’t know what it

is about me that makes me want to go the
whole way. At eight, I knew more about
horses than most racehorse owners; at

ten, more about ballet than most dance
directors. Whatever I do, I do it com-
pletely. I’m not satisfied with a little.”

“Does that include sex, too?”
She laughed. “I discovered sex at the

age of three.”
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'T'hat isn’t quite true. Actually, she was
* thirteen when she began going out
with boys. Her parents protested her
wearing lipstick and silk stockings, but
she was determined to act grown-up off

the screen. Her first date—she doesn’t
remember the boy’s name—was with a
young college student who drove her
from her family’s house down the street

to a drugstore, where they had an ice

cream soda. Come to think of it, her first

date was a good deal like her present
dates. She still likes sodas, and seldom
if ever has a drink of anything stronger.
“Why drink? If I drink, I’m bound to

feel bad and I won’t be able to work the
next day. If I don’t work, I’ll be un-
happy—and look at the money I’ll lose for
the studio, not to say myself!”
This businesslike attitude is quite typi-

cal. In all business matters, she displays
a shrewdness that amazes people who
have been with her when she has been

caught without any walk-around money.
Last October, dining with a friend, she
said she was considering changing her
representative and becoming the client

of a new agency. She had been dissatis-

fied with the way her agent had been
handling her affairs. Now, this is a chronic
occupational disease that afflicts all Holly-
wood actors and actresses at one time or
another, but it was especially important to
Natalie because at the time she felt she
was on the verge of several important
decisions and she wanted a sharp, shrewd
bargainer working for her

“I don’t know why she thinks she needs
an agent,” one acquaintance said. “She’s
her own agent. When she’s bargaining,
she can be as tough as Irving Lazar.”
(Irving Paul Lazar is perhaps the most
successful literary agent in Hollywood,
a man known for the fabulous prices he
demands from studios for his clients.)

A nother acquaintance says Natalie al-

ways gets what she wants. With that
surprising candor of hers, she allows the
truth of this statement. “I never had an
allowance,” she has said, “but I always
got whatever I wanted. At eight, I got
a typewriter as a present for finishing a
picture. At nine, I wanted a microscope,
and I got that. Then I wanted a pogo
stick, and I got that.” She paused, and
some of the determination came through.
“But,” she said, “it was my money.”

Still, there is a paradoxically meek side

to her nature. In her relations with her
parents she often seems like a typical

teenager. Her mother frequently waits
up for her to get in at night and, on a
date, when the evening begins to wane,
Natalie glances frequently at her watch.
“I don’t like to worry my mother,” she
says, “she might be waiting up.” Such
times provide the only opportunities she
and her mother ever get to talk. Usually
Natalie is out of the house early in the
morning and stays away all day long. Her
life is a full one. When she is not actually
working on a picture, she is reading
scripts or going off to interviews with
directors or studying, studying, studying.
And when she is not working or study-
ing, she is carrying on a social life that
would make the Duchess of Windsor’s en-
gagement calendar seem barren.

Natalie has been on dates, during the
past few years, with virtually every eli-

gible male in Hollywood, young or old,

successful or aspiring, brilliant or tire-

some. Her mother has not always ap-
proved of her choice of escorts. Nor has
the studio. That has made little difference
to Natalie, who since a tender age has
been living a life that is almost exclu-
sively her own.
Or so she would like to think. In many

ways she is a rebel without a cause. She
has not yet found out what satisfies and
rewards her personally. In this respect
she resembles millions of her contempo-
raries all over the world. Marsha Hunt
has said, “She’s terribly sure she won’t
‘get it all done’ before she’s twenty,” and
in that statement may lie the clue to

Natalie’s personality at present. She is

still far from grown up; she has the same
self-doubts and anxieties that badger all

teenaged girls—and on top of those, she
has a terrible earnestness about her ca-
reer, a dedication that gives her very little

time for serious introspection.

“Sometimes I think I understand my-
self, sometimes I don’t,” she confided to

a friend one day. “For the past couple
of months I’ve been trying to find out
what it is I really want—and I’m more
confused than ever. It’s this way—one
week I hate Hollywood and the phony
life here, and the parts I play, and the
people I go out with and even the palm

trees and the sunshine. I think I’ll die if

I don’t get out of it.

“Then something will happen—I’ll get a
new part, or meet a new boy, or some-
thing else nice will occur and bingo! I

love Hollywood, I love the people, I even
love the smog.”
She paused. “I don’t know which side

is the real side. I don’t know which me
is me. Sometimes I want to chuck my
movie career and go and work on the
New York stage. That might be more
satisfying. And yet I like the idea of
being Natalie Wood, the movie star. It’s

really fun. I don’t know if I would enjoy
being a nobody in a bit part on the New
York stage.”

Natalie had been offered the part of
the young girl in “The Diary of Anne
Frank.” the Broadway hit play. She want-
ed it very badly but her movie contract
made it impossible for her to accept. Susan
Strasberg won the role, and Natalie had
been deeply disappointed (but she is hop-
ing to have a crack at the part when
the film is made)

.

“As I see it, the main thing I have to
find out now is what every young girl has
to find out—what satisfies me and makes
me happiest. Maybe it’s working in pic-
tures, maybe it’s doing something else.
Maybe—although I doubt it—it isn’t act-
ing at all.

“Meanwhile, I’m restless, moody, and
unhappy . . . well, part of the time, any-
how.”

Despite her inner torments, Natalie is

certain of one thing. Right now, she is

planning to be the best actress she can be.
On the set of “No Sleep Till Dawn” she
won the respect and admiration of such
seasoned performers as Karl Malden and
Marsha Hunt by her professional be-
havior. “She was always letter-perfect
in her lines,” Marsha recalls, “and she
was always on time and ready. She went
through all the scenes as though she had
been acting all her life—which, come to
think of it, she has.”

Malden said, “She’s a fine young actress.

I enjoyed working with her.”

D eople have been saying that about
her since she was small. The first

person who said it was Irving Pichel, the
director, who discovered her when she
was four and living in Santa Rosa, Califor-
nia. Actually, Natalie discovered Pichel.

The director was there on location, mak-
ing a movie called “Happyland” with Ann
Rutherford and Don Ameche. Natalie’s

mother went to watch the shooting one
day and took Natalie along. While the
mother was absorbed, Natalie went off by
herself.

“I always used to do that,” she says. “I

don’t know why. I always made friends

with strangers, on trolley cars, in depart-

ment stores, everywhere. It’s a wonder
I wasn’t kidnapped or something.”

Some sixth sense must have prompted
her to make friends with Pichel. She
walked right up to him, climbed up on
his knee, and began telling him a story

and sang a song. Pichel was entranced.

He thought she was the most appealing

child he had ever seen, and told her
mother so. “I will find a little part for

her in the picture,” he said.

Natalie’s mother was dubious, and that

night, when her father heard about it,

he was even more dubious. He was not

certain he wanted the child in a picture.

The only one who had no doubt whatever
about what she wanted was Natalie. She
begged and pleaded and even began to cry

and kick and scream. She got her way.

Watch for the second and last part of Natalie

Wood’s exciting life story in September Photoplay,

on sale August 6.



GEORGE NADER
(continued from page 43)

group of dogs and horses modeled in clay,

marbles and more marbles, three skull caps
with bottle tops riveted on them and a rock
collection with a sprinkling of dried lizards!

Memories are made of such stuff as this,

and that garage incident was a reminder
that time and maturity have wrought
many changes for my son, George Nader,
Jr. Today he is the man we visualized

when we inherited the responsibilities of

parenthood—meaning the care and con-
cern that he’d have to survive when put
on his own without discrediting himself.

We tried to raise a gentleman. We think
we did.

Until his college plays we never ex-
pected George to be an actor. I don’t think
he planned on it. He was more interested
in writing short stories, and I still wish that
at least one story could have been printed
for the public. Looking back, I suppose
there was an early indication that George
was destined to act. I remember an in-
cident when he was about three. We had
gone on a family picnic and returned home,
happy but exhausted.
His mother finally succeeded in getting

George through the business of his nightly
bath. But when it came time for us to hear
his prayers, he was obviously bored with
the same old routine and came up with a
new twist. By drawing his lip back over his
teeth, he created an illusion of a toothless
old man and piously recited, “Now I lay
me down to sleep!” An act like this
sprung at the end of a pretty hectic day
was too much. Before we burst with
laughter—we hurriedly left the room!
This last Easter, George invited sixteen

members of our large family over to his
new house in Sherman Oaks. During the
conversation one of his aunts remarked:
“It doesn’t amaze me so much that George
has become an actor—it amazes me that he
lived to become an actor!” This started us
all recalling the different children in the
family and the scrapes they’d gotten into.
George outdid them all in the childhood
art of “living dangerously.”
From the beginning, instead of walking

he always ran. It’s still a characteristic to-
day, which accounts for his going after
and getting anything he needs and wants.
I recall a Sunday at his grandmother’s
house when dinner was announced. George
was playing tag with his cousins. The
playing ended abruptly when he did a
sensational but unscheduled skid and nose-
dive from a stair landing—smack into the
very center of the dining room table! Al-
though his mother began as the type who
faints at the sight of blood, she ended up
more expert at bandages than the average
doctor or nurse.
Being an only child, George had to be

kept busy to stay out of trouble, we re-
alized. So we tried to give him every
advantage we could afford. When we found
he liked the piano, he took piano lessons,
and with coaxing he will still sit down and
play a duet with his mother. George took
to making puppets in grammar school; he
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liked chemistry in high school; so we
bought him a chemistry set. Later on, when
he became interested in photography, we
managed a darkroom and equipment so

that he could pursue this hobby to his

heart’s content.
If we made a promise, we always ful-

filled that promise’. As a result, George al-

ways knew where he stood. Parents have
to be careful never to break a promise,

because this mistake is heartbreaking to

a child. George never had to surmount
domestic problems. Our home was always
open day and night for his friends, and
there were snacks in the icebox and bottles

of pop. We treated our son like an adult

from the time he could reason. At high-
school age he was given his own latchkey,

so that he could come and go as he pleased.

By putting him on his own, we believed
he’d survive if he got into scrapes. If he
did, we never knew, because he never
came home running. We still wouldn’t
know, because George has his own quiet
but forceful way of working things out.

He refuses to burden or bore others with
what concerns him.

It always pleases us when people com-
ment on George’s adaptability and his easy
manner with everyone, including strangers.

This served him well during his stretch in

the Navy. For an actor especially, it’s a

most important asset. George has always
liked to share with others. While we were
glad he was growing up with what you
might call “a highly developed social in-

stinct,” there were times when he carried
it a bit too far.

rPimes like playing in a muddy creek
with friends, then bringing them all

into the house all dripping with mud and
insisting upon them using his mother’s
dainty guest towels. Other times when he
emptied the contents of his piggy bank,
to treat the neighborhood kids of all ages
at the candy store. At moments like this,

his mother and I were left with the vague
feeling that we hadn’t quite gotten the
message of thrift, as such, over to him!
Although George was an actor eight

years before he signed with Universal-
International, he has never been driven by
impatience or frustration. As a result, he’s

been able to keep a sane perspective, and
the coordination of his maturity is begin-
ning to pay off today. Maybe it’s taken a
little longer, but he can play any role with-
in his physical limitations and be thorough-
ly convincing, too. George knows this, but
he is not conceited. He is self-confident,
and that’s quite different. It’s very heart-
warming to witness the faith he has in his

own future, and his enthusiasm about his

current work in “Flood Tide” and “The
Female Animal.”

It’s true that we’ve lived here for many
years, but we’ve never had any curiosity
about Hollywood. Naturally we’d be there
in a flash if George needed us, but until

we visited the “Joe Butterfly” set recent-
ly, we had never set foot on a sound stage
or lunched in the studio commissary. I

don’t believe, therefore, that I am quali-
fied to judge any actor but my own son.

T3ut I would like, if I may, to venture
an opinion. Those actors who bid for

attention with unorthodox dress and de-
fiant attitude must be devoid of humor.
We’ve always tried to have a sense of

humor about life and look on the positive
side of things. Both my wife and I feel that
dwelling on gloom, misfortune or past un-
happiness is merely time wasted. Through-
out the years I’ve been happy to see that
George thinks along these lines, and I

know it’s saved him from much unneces-
sary anguish. With the many pressures of

his career, it helps to be able to look on
the bright side.

There was a time, for example, when my
wife was to have a very serious operation.
George was living at the beach, a spot
where he developed his love for swim-
ming, which was the chief means of build-
ing up his muscular body. Ue was
extremely tanned and bleached to a tow-
head by the sun and salt water. In his

haste to get to the hospital, he didn’t stop
to shave, he wore faded dungarees and a

red and orange striped beach shirt. His
mother made mild comment.
The second morning following the oper-

ation, George appeared at the hospital im-
peccably dressed in his new tuxedo. He
held a bunch of flowers under one arm
and a box of candy under the other. At
sight of him his mother’s near hysterical

laughter made the nurse throw him out
immediately. When she was out of danger
and a little stronger, my wife said to me:
“That visit from George was better than
any medicine. His wonderful humor made
me feel that all was right with the world
again!”

I could recite endless incidents when
George chose to apply humor instead of

rancor. Although we were far from rich,

it wasn’t necessary for George to work his

way through college. We saved for that.

But my theory was that he should work
for extras, like his first car when he was
a freshman at Occidental. He clerked in

a grocery store to pay for it. Then there
was that time he got a job at Bullock’s, to

This photo of George Nader’s mother and dad, lunching with him in the U-I com-

missary, is a rare one. They make it a rule to try to stay out of the spotlight

earn money for Christmas presents.
There were and are two things that bore

George. Mathematics—and wearing hats.
From the beginning he almost refused to
learn anything about Math, and, like most
younger Californians, he wouldn’t be
caught dead in a hat. Bullock’s regulations
insisted that all sales persons must wear
head gear. With his God-given aptitude for
accepting that which cannot be changed,
George merely borrowed my very formal-
looking Homburg—which was a couple of
sizes too small for him! With a twinkle
in his eyes, he would gravely place it on
top of his head just before entering and
leaving the store.

enerally speaking, George may give the
impression of being a passive person.

But he’s capable of kicking up a storm
after weighing the issue against the re-
sults and deciding whether a fight would
be worthwhile. After he had enlisted in
the Navy, they allowed him to graduate
from college. Then they gave him another
year of communications training at Har-
vard and he went right into active service
from there. I never heard him complain,
because it was his duty and expected of
him. George has retained this same direct
and realistic approach to anything he un-
dertakes.
Naturally we would like to see George

surrounded by his own family. The reasons
are obvious. Besides, while he can do al-

most anything, he can’t darn socks! Seri-
ously, knowing George as only a father
can know a son, I know he’ll marry the
right person at the right time. He’ll make
a wonderful husband, too. Love of home is

instilled in him deep. Simple things like

good old-fashioned “sings” appeal to him;
he enjoys canned soup as much as pheas-
ant under glass; and his sense of responsi-
bility has the strength of Gibraltar.

The first time we saw George in a pic-

ture, he was with Jeanne Crain in “Take
Care of My Little Girl.” If anyone ex-
pected me to rave, they were mistaken.
George didn’t have enough to do to rave
about, but I am indeed proud of what I see

up there on the screen today. You know,
when he became an actor, George said he
was going to keep his name. This was fine

with me, except I wasn’t about to change
mine! So I had to learn the hard way not

to say, “This is George Nader” in making
business calls. It always started a chain
reaction.

I remember particularly well one in-

cident of this kind that happened when I

had a business appointment with a man
at his home one day. When I walked into

the living room, his teen-age daughter was
standing at the phonograph, going over
her record collection.

I said, “Hello. I’m George Nader.” Her
head shot up, and she covered the distance

between me and the phonograph in one
bound, face flushed, eyes gleaming eager-
ly. Then she stopped short, looked me over,

and drooped visibly.

“You must be mistaken,” she sighed dis-

appointedly. “George Nader is a movie
star!”

“I’m aware of that,” I answered. “Our
names happen to be alike.”

“Oh,” she said. “Please sit down. My
father will be here in a minute.” And
with that, she went back to her records.

“By the way,” I asked casually, “how
do you like the actor, George Nader?”
She straightened up, and rolled her eyes

toward the ceiling. A dreamy, faraway
look came over her face. For a moment, I

wasn’t quite sure whether she’d heard me,
or this was an entranced state caused by
the latest calypso record.
Then she sighed deeply and breathed

softly, “He’s the most!”
George’s old man got a great kick out

of that, I can tell you. The End
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WATCH THIS MAN

!

(continued from page 50)

clicked, the bulb flashed—and Tony lashed

out with a powerful kick that sent the

camera flying. The fracas that followed

was broken up by two passing policemen.

Tony was taken to the police station.

He was charged with battery, and

pleaded guilty. Two other charges, of ma-
licious mischief and disturbing the peace,

were dropped. Up for sentencing, Tony
was confronted with his past record—

a

conviction for petty theft and two drunk
arrests. He burst into tears.

“Your honor,” he sobbed, “I don’t know
if robbery is the right word. Maybe you
won’t believe it in this day and age, but

I was hungry ... I took a sewing machine
from a theater in San Francisco where I

worked ... I wanted to hock it and get

some money. It was Christmas time . . .

I had the idea of some day returning it,

but I got caught.”
The judge delayed sentencing. “I had

intended to grant summary probation in

this case,” he said. “However, disclosure

of the defendant’s past activities places an
entirely different light on matters.”

For Anthony Franciosa this statement

did, indeed, put a different light on mat-
ters. At the same time as he was sobbing

out the story of his past in court, he was
being hailed as the greatest acting find in

years, and an electrifying new personality,

as a result of his work in a very difficult

role in 20th’s “A Hatful of Rain.”

Now his triumph had a bitter taste, as a

result of outbursts, past and present, that

he was unable to control. Why? What was
there in him that made him in one mo-
ment the epitome of charm, in the next
an immensely talented, serious actor, and
in the next, the person one of his closest

friends sums up with a shake of the head
and the words, “Wild, wild, wild”?
At first meeting, Tony Franciosa doesn’t

strike you as being an explosive, or even
a highly colorful personality. His approach
is direct and intimate, buttered with warm
Italian smiles. Yet just beneath the sur-

face lies that inner disturbance that may
break out in tearing up a telephone book

—

or attacking a photographer. Perhaps,
behind this side of Tony can be found
some hidden fears and guilts that cause
him to lash out at a world that has been
very kind to him, a world that he tries

very hard to understand. Perhaps this is

the clash of a very gifted, too-sensitive

individual against the harsh reality of that

world. He is a man searching to find him-
self. And, in the past, that search has not
been easy.
Tony, whose real name is Anthony

Papaleo, was brought up in New York’s
East Harlem district, one of the city’s

many little neighborhoods. Like all people
who came from Italy, Tony’s family left

it physically, but not spiritually. They
brought the true feeling of the old coun-
try with them and they instilled that way
of life in the hearts of their American-
born children.
He was raised by his mother and two

aunts, in the friendly seven-room apart-
ment in the three-story building where he
was born. An uncle and his grandparents
shared the apartment, and there was al-

ways plenty of activity in the Papaleo-
Franciosa household, much laughter, some-
times tears which all shared. Often his

mother’s sister who lived across the street
with her seven children would join them
for what Tony calls “A Franciosa Feast.”
The neighborhood was tough enough to

teach Tony that he had to be able to de-
fend himself, often with his fists. Many
times, he got his ears boxed by the older
kids for stepping out of line. He always

promised himself to get back at them. But
such experiences left no bitterness.

“My childhood was one big laugh,”

Tony says. “As I look back on it, I think

I constantly laughed and had a good time
and really enjoyed myself. Actually, one
of my big problems in school was that I’d

usually get hit by my teacher for being
devilish. ‘What did I do?’ I’d say. ‘I didn’t

do anything. I was just having a good
time,’ I’d say.” He still honestly believes

that man’s most noble virtue is the ability

to have a good time.

With his highly developed flair for en-
joying life, there was little room left for

school studies. Except for basketball and
photography, Tony wasn’t enthusiastic

about school, to put it mildly.

When he finally emerged from the gall-

ing confines of the halls of learning, he
was a big, happy hulk of high spirits and
animal energy with no place to go. Until

then, his most exciting excursion into the

great world outside East Harlem had been
a visit to Times Square at the age of

thirteen. So he made a beeline for the
Great White Way and all its glories.

It didn’t turn out to be very glorious.

After irksome stints in the Times Square
environs as messenger boy and dish-

washer, he turned to more lucrative—but
just as irksome—jobs as an awning in-
staller, printer’s “devil,” and welder. He
soon had enough of that. So off he went
to see the world, as a steward on the
S. S. President Cleveland. But alas, a
steward’s life was not what it’s cracked
up to be. He saw the sights of Hawaii, the
Philippines, Japan and China through a
dirty porthole.

Back in New York, restless and at loose
ends, Tony found his way into the theater
quite by accident. One night he joined
a friend who was going to investigate the
possibilities of getting a part in a YWCA
play that was being produced. While at

the auditions, calamity-prone Tony was
talked into taking a part in the play.
For the first time in his life, a strange

feeling of inadequacy began to set in

during the first rehearsals. He noticed
the other actors seemed to know what
they were doing, but he didn’t. Not only
had he never seen a play before, he had
never even been in a theater. He decided
to find out what this acting was all about.
He bought a ticket to see Jose Ferrer

in “Cyrano de Bergerac.” The dynamic
Mr. Ferrer entranced him completely. It

was the most thrilling night in Tony’s life.

From then on Tony went to the theater
alone. It was a special thing, going to see
a play, and he didn’t want anyone to break
the spell for him. The night he saw Judith
Anderson in “Medea,” he was so strongly
affected that he ripped his handkerchief
to shreds. After he left the theater, he
walked for three hours before going home,
thinking about the greatness and power
he had just witnessed. The theater did
something to Tony that nothing else could
do, and it frightened him a little.

His family couldn’t see him as an actor
at all. Undaunted, Tony began to study
with a dramatic coach and joined Off-
Broadway, Inc., a group dedicated to ex-
perimenting with plays and actors. Then,
as a result of his performance in the off-
Broadway production of Gertrude Stein’s
“Yes, Is for a Very Young Man,” Tony
was awarded a four-year scholarship to
Irving Piscator’s Dramatic Workshop.
With the scholarship for ammunition, he
broke the happy news to his family. With
typical Italian warmth, they immediately
whipped up another huge “Franciosa
Feast” to celebrate.

Although his family was now filled with
faith in his theatrical future, Tony found
it hard to share their sentiments. Feeling
that old inadequacy again, and realizing

that he had missed a great deal in terms
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of education, he set about to educate him-
self. Almost overnight he changed from
Good Time Tony to Anthony Franciosa,

Dedicated Actor. And he shut himself off

from the world for a time, becoming a

recluse.

The Franciosa high spirits never waned,
but he acquired a new sort of seriousness

that for him was strange indeed. As he
learned more about life and the world in

which he was living, his personality began
to change. Gradually he began to under-
stand some of that power and excitement
he had experienced going to see great

plays with great artists. Inside him, emo-
tional forces he had never tapped were
being unleashed, and he found himself
living more intensely than ever before.

Now, Tony had always had a very ap-
preciative eye for any shapely member of

the opposite sex. From the first awaken-
ings of manhood, girls had become his

favorite hobby. Other than eating spa-
ghetti, dancing and sleeping, there wasn’t
anything Tony enjoyed more than girls.

His joy knew no bounds when he dis-

covered that a life in the theater brought
with it plenty of contact with especially

pretty girls, a delight which he pursued
with the single-minded fervor of a kid
let loose in a candy shop. In no time, he
gained himself quite a reputation among
his friends as a lady-killer.

But, once in an exotic New York bistro

called the Port Said, Tony’s bravado with
women was put to the test. One of the
club’s sensuous “belly dancers” was per-
forming. As is the custom, the dancer
began to flaunt her act before Tony, more
to irritate his date than to entice him, most
likely. But Tony, the unabashed lady-
killer, was so embarrassed by .the incident
that he flushed to the tips of his ears.

“Let’s get out of here,” he muttered,
bolting up from his seat.

“Sh! Everybody’s looking at you!” his
date hissed, tugging at his sleeve. But it

was all she could do to keep him from
running out of the place.
After a stint with the New York Reper-

tory Theater, Tony left the city to join
the Players group at Lake Tahoe, Cali-
fornia. There, in the wild country and
freedom of the lush California mountains,
Tony stretched his cramped limbs and pre-
pared to work hard and, as always, enjoy
himself.
And, to be sure, among the players in

the group that summer there was a sweet,
reserved, gentle young girl named Beatrice
Bakalyar. She was from the mid-West.
She was strongly attracted to Tony Fran-
ciosa, and vice versa.

Beatrice was not the kind of girl one
chases around dressing rooms, so Tony

wooed her tenderly. It was a very young
love, possibly the first real love for both
of them, and it was the most important
love they had ever known. That they
were from widely divergent backgrounds
and of enormously different temperaments
never occurred to them. And they were
married.
The first months were everything they

had hoped for. But, back in New York,
the endless demands of an actor’s life

began gnawing at their serenity.

Tony passed auditions at the Actors
Studio and began to study with new fer-

vor. He snared several parts in off-Broad-
way shows and, in general, life was too
crammed with progress and study to de-
vote too much time and attention to mari-
tal adjustments.
A strong need developed within him:

the need to share the intensity of his

dedication to the theater as a way of life.

Unfortunately, he began to feel that he
could no longer find fulfillment for that
need within Beatrice. For her part, Bea-
trice was not prepared for the double ad-
justment—first, to an entirely hew life in

the strange big city; second, to a man who
was rapidly changing from the carefree
actor she had met in a summer stock com-
pany into an intense creative artist with
whom she was finding it more and more
difficult to communicate. The inevitable
happened: they separated.
For a while, Tony suffered overwhelm-

ing guilts. Perhaps it had been entirely
his inadequacy. Perhaps he could have
done more to make the marriage work
out. But soon, with a heavy dose of work
and the distraction of pretty faces around
him, he immersed himself in his career
again.

Several of the actors at the Studio had
been working on scenes from an unpro-
duced play called “End As A Man,” which
has since been brought to the screen as
“The Strange One.” A young producer,
Claire Heller, decided to present the play
off-Broadway, and set about casting it

from the people at the Studio. For her
lead she chose the intense young Ben Gaz-
zara; for the secondary lead she chose
William Smithers; and among the sup-
porting players she cast Tony Franciosa
in a choice part.

When the actors were called back to
work after the first break during re-
hearsal, Tony was missing.

“Where’s Franciosa?” the director de-
manded. Shouts of his name brought no
response. The crew searched the theater.
No Tony. Finally, somebody spotted him,
right on the stage, curled up on one of the
handy bunks used in the military school
set, snoozing blissfully. Thereafter, when-

ever Tony was wanted for a scene, some-
body went and pried him off the bunk.
Tony still sees nothing unusual about
this—rest periods are for rest, aren’t they?

In spite of Tony’s slumber parties, the
show was so successful that Miss Heller
decided to move it into a Broadway house.
There the critics gave their full approval
and the cast settled down for a long run.
When Bill Smithers left the cast to fulfill

another commitment, Tony stepped into

his role, Marquales, the second lead. Tony
was so impressive in the part of the boy
with a conscience that the producers of

another play about to be done on Broad-
way, “Wedding Breakfast,” snatched him
for the lead. The dashing role of the ro-
mantic lover was right up Tony’s alley.

With two Broadway credits under his belt,

Tony Franciosa was on his way to becom-
ing an important stage star.

But, unknown to him, there was another
force working in his life. Miss Shelley-
Winters had seen “Wedding Breakfast”
and had been so impressed by the produc-
tion that she contacted the producer. “I

want to do a package of that show in sum-
mer stock,” she said. The arrangements
were made, and that summer Miss Shelley
Winters starred in a summer stock pro-
duction of “Wedding Breakfast” with an
exciting young actor named Anthony
Franciosa.

Shelley soon found out what all his

friends have learned: it’s impossible to

resist this fellow who’s as natural and
friendly as a big St. Bernard.
Shortly after they met, they spent an

evening together. Shelley offered to drive
Tony home in her car. But, always the
perfect gentleman and, even more, the
Man, Tony instructed her to move over.
“I will do the driving,” he asserted master-
fully, and Shelley dutifully obeyed.
After several blocks in which Tony prac-

tically ran the car onto the sidewalks,
came within inches of hapless pedestrians,
and petrified Miss Winters, she shouted
for him to pull to the curb and stop.

“What’s the matter with you?” Shelley
demanded angrily, “Are you crazy?
What’re you tryng to do, kill us both?”
Tony smiled with the innocence of a

little boy out to make a big impression
and admitted bashfully, “I’ve never drjven
a car before.”

It was no time for reproaches or anger.
What could she do but promise to give
him driving lessons? Secretly, of course.

Gradually, Shelley began to fill in the
emptiness for Tony. His long, lonely night
walks grew shorter, as they began to
spend more time together. Less and less

Tony would frequent the dance halls and
ballrooms, where he would go to dance
with some girl who didn’t know and
didn’t care what was troubling him. Now,
there was Shelley. She cared.

It has been said that Shelley Winters
“discovered” Tony Franciosa. Actually,
the situation was slightly reversed. When
Michael Gazzo’s startling new play, “A
Hatful of Rain,” was set for production
on Broadway, Tony was signed for the
part of Polo, the faithful and helpless
brother of a dope addict who, through his
very love for his addicted brother, was
contributing to his destruction. When he
got the good news, Tony realized that this

would be the part of his career, this at
last would be the perfect showcase for his
talents. Immediately he rushed the news
to the one person who would understand
what that meant to him, the one person
with whom he could share his happiness

—

Shelley.

Shelley read the script and decided she
would like to do the small role of the
brother’s wife in the play. Tony pointed
out that the part was not star material and
that she would be foolish for taking it.

But, Shelley was determined that he dis-
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cuss it with the producer and the author.

Tony took the idea to the men who
made the decisions. As soon as Shelley

was signed to a contract, the show’s back-
ers doubled. “A Hatful of Rain” opened
with great praise for her performance and
raves for Tony. Because of a script Tony
brought her, Shelley Winters was a star

on Broadway.
Not long after that Tony got a call from

Elia Kazan for a strong role in his produc-
tion of “A Face in the Crowd.” No sooner
had Tony finished that, when he was cast

in the lead opposite Jean Simmons in

M-G-M’s “This Could Be the Night.”

When 20th Century-Fox decided to make
“A Hatful of Rain,” they bargained for

Tony to recreate the role of Polo in the

film version of the play. Almost before the
picture was completed it was agreed
around Hollywood that Tony Franciosa
was sure to be a strong contender in next
year’s Oscar race.

Despite his recent brush with the law,

on the whole Tony enjoyed himself since

coming to Hollywood. Unlike the sulking,

introverted actors who profess to dislike

parties and night clubs, it is Tony’s aim to

do everything he had not done before, and
as a matter of fact, he finds parties quite
enjoyable. Parties give him an excuse to

dance with pretty girls, eat delicious food
to his heart’s content, and sleep as long as

possible the next day.
“You know,” he analyzes, “Hollywood

is pretty much like I thought it would be,

especially as far as.movie making is con-
cerned. I like it, but I think a lot of time
and concentration is put on the wrong
things. Too much concentration is spent
on the technical aspects of movie making,
instead of spending more time with the
actor.” But then, he always was a typical
legimate stage actor at heart.

Maybe it is the old feeling of inade-
quacy, or merely an insecurity about his

career, but whatever it is, there is still

the wide-eyed humility in him that his
friends have always known.
One day, he had spent many grueling

hours in rehearsal for an NBC telecast.

He was exhausted and irritable, when a
group of fans stopped him in the lobby.
Instantly, he was all smiles and warmth,
as he signed autographs and answered
questions for over a half-hour. “You
know,” he said wonderingly after they’d
gone, “I just can’t get over the fact that
people recognize me and want my auto-
graph.”
But, perhaps from the same self- doubts,

perhaps from the torment of some inner
struggle of Tony Franciosa versus the
world that he has yet to resolve, the un-
controllable, violent temper is his still.

His love for Shelley has not modified it.

On the contrary, their romance has been
marked by one tempestuous scene after
another.
When Tony first went out with Shelley,

he found it hard to adjust to her strong
independence. One night, after she had
walked out on a date with him because of
a disagreement, he stormed into a res-
taurant, spotted a girl he knew slightly,
grabbed her arm and pulled her out of the
restaurant, and shoved her into a cab. The
poor girl was afraid to utter a word. Tony
directed the driver to the supper club
where he and Shelley were to have dinner
with friends. The moment they arrived, his
ugly mood evaporated. He became the
most courteous, thoughtful escort the girl
had ever seen. All went well, until Shelley
called him at the club. In a few minutes,
he whisked the girl out of the club and
deposited her at her home before the
evening had barely begun.

It seemed that as the romance height-
ened, Tony’s tantrums became more vio-
lent. In many of the scenes from “A Hat-
ful of Rain,” he can be seen wearing a

wrist strap on his right arm. It would
seem explainable, since he plays the part
of a man who has a job as bouncer in a
rough bar. In truth, however, that wrist
strap was a necessity, brought about when
Tony’s temper flared dangerously a few
days before filming was to get under way.
After another disturbing phone con-

versation with Shelley, in which they
reputedly had another slight disagree-
ment, Tony’s anger started to rise. For
a few minutes he smoldered and boiled
inside. As he walked past the San Moritz
Hotel on New York’s fashionable Central
Park South, he exploded. He bashed his
fist through a large window of the hotel,
severing an artery in his wrist. He would
have been in serious danger from loss of
blood had it not been for a window washer
who was nearby and who quickly ap-
plied a tourniquet.
The severe wound had not healed by

the time filming was to start on “Hatful,”
so the wrist strap was devised to disguise
the bandages and scar.
“The world is still a mystery to me,”

confessed Tony recently. “Whenever I’m
trying to figure somebody out, someone
might describe me as moody. I don’t feel
moody, but I think I’m inclined to be
preoccupied.”
Although his preoccupations might ap-

pear slightly violent, as preoccupations
go, Tony is right about the moodiness.
His temper tantrums are short-lived, and
rarely does he slip into long or serious
fits of depression, or moods of any dura-
tion. Once he has it off his chest, he seems
better for it and back to his charming self
quickly.
His marriage to Shelley was quiet and

dignified, with no Hollywood hoopla. Us-
ing their real names, Anthony Papaleo
and Shirley Schrift, they were married
by a Justice of the Peace at Carson City,
Nevada, and no one recognized them.
Shelley wore a simple white lace dress,
with a blue sash and white accessories.
Tony had her wedding ring specially made—in the shape of a wishbone, in diamonds
and platinum, to match a gold wishbone
ring he wears on the little finger of his
left hand.

“We’ll go to Acapulco for a two weeks
honeymoon after I finish ‘Obsession,’

”

Tony said. “We’ll rent a house for a
while, because our plans aren’t definite.
I’m not sure whether- we’ll live in Cali-
fornia or New York.”
Even to their closest friends, Tony Fran-

ciosa and Shelley Winters seemed like an
unusual pair. But, strangely enough, they
are very much alike. Their romance was
bumpy, and there is no reason to suspect
that it will change just because they are
married now. But those who know them
can t help feeling they are so much in
love and need each other so badly that
they will never part.
As one friend put it, “Maybe, behind all

the noise, they’ve got something to envy.”
Will this new life with Shelley help him

to bury the bitter memories of the past,
and overcome more volcanic explosions in
the future? It’s doubtful. Such problems
are not so easily resolved. Whatever it is
that spurs him to violent and compulsive
actic s, whatever brings out the warmth
and charm and joy of life that draw people
to him, these forces are inherent in his
basic nature. They cannot be changed
overnight. Only years of adjustment may
modify them.

But there is one thing that will go a
long way to giving him the peace and se-
curity he needs so badly: the knowledge
that out of all the inner torment and strife
he has emerged as the fine creative artist
that, above all else, he truly wants to be.
No matter what trouble lies in the past or
in the future, nothing can ever take that
away from him. The End
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STARS HOLLYWOOD
COULDN’T BEAT

(continued from page 56)

were called “box office poison” and bluntly
invited to leave. How could these stars

weather the storms that have permanently
floored others?
Sam Goldwyn lavished all the wizardry

at his command on Anna Sten, but the
public wasn’t buying. Luise Rainer col-

lected two Oscars for her second and
third film roles, became the talk of Holly-
wood, and shortly thereafter disappeared
from the scene. Today it’s doubtful if

most moviegoers know who she was.
So what special qualifications do some

stars possess who have taken the count, yet
come up from the canvas to fight their

way back to the top?
There are probably as many answers as

there are people, but individuality cer-
tainly stands high on the list.

Individuality and Katharine Hepburn
seem to go hand in hand. After being
fired and rehired (or just plain fired)

from her first nine Broadway shows, Kate
scored a hit as an Amazon queen in “The
Warrior’s Husband” (“I never made a hit

until I was in a leg show,” she once
cracked)

,
and was promptly signed by

David O. Selznick for “Bill of Divorce-
ment” with John Barrymore. The screen
test was a good example of typical, no-
nonsense Hepburn thinking. “I’ve seen too
many girls make screen tests with juve-
niles, only to have the juveniles hired,”

she concluded. Consequently, the actor
playing opposite her sat hunched in a huge
chair with his back to the camera while
the Hepburn assets got full play.

Traveling west via train, some steel

filings flew into her eye, refused to leave,

and by the time she reached Pasadena, the
offended eye had swelled to menacing
proportions and its mate was inflamed to

a vivid red, exactly matching the color of
her hair. Blue suit, pancake straw hat and
freckles complete the picture. “Ye gods,”
muttered the late Myron Selznick, the
actress agent, to his companion as they
met Kate at the train. “Did we stick David
fifteen hundred for this?” Hollywood took
one look at Kate’s bizarre ways and
unique wardrobe and promptly labeled
her a phony. (Among other things she
preferred slacks, convinced that putting
her legs up after a meal was a great aid
to digestion.) Kate helped things along. An
interview for fan-magazine writers (“they
asked a lot of asinine questions so I gave
them asinine answers”) produced this

interesting information—Q. Are you mar-
ried? A. I don’t remember. “Publicity?”
she barked at a much-nettled RKO press
department. “Not for me—none at all!”

Establishing a friendship with Kate was
never the easiest thing to do, but the
pattern eventually became clear. Return
the invariable opening barrage, fire salvo
for salvo, stand your ground and hope for
the best. Her introduction to longtime pal
George Cukor is a good example. Ace
woman’s director Cukor was scheduled to
handle “A Bill of Divorcement,” and
invited Kate to have a look at the cos-
tume designs. Still clad in the blue suit
and pancake straw hat, Kate sniffed dis-
dainfully at them. “Not quite the sort of
thing a well-bred English girl would
wear, I’m afraid.”

“No?” inquired Cukor. “And what do
you think of what you’re wearing now?”

“I think it’s very smart.”
“Well I think it stinks!”

Under Cukor’s expert guidance—and
with co-star John Barrymore alternately

teaching, teasing and swearing at her

—

Kate scored a personal triumph. Then be-
gan a rigid pattern of hit or miss. If she
had a part that was suited to her own
unique personality, it would click. “Morn-
ing Glory” (remade this year as “Stage
Struck”) won Kate an Academy Award,
the first of seven Oscar nominations to

date. “Little Women” won her plaudits—
so did “Alice Adams” (directed by George
Stevens, another longtime pal) , “Stage
Door” and “Holiday.” The remaining nine
films, out of the fourteen she made be-
fore 1940, were flops—from distinguished
failures like “Mary of Scotland” to out-
and-out lemons like “Break of Hearts.”

It was in 1938 that Kate was labeled
“box office poison” and RKO barely
bothered to conceal its displeasure. Having
flopped on Broadway and flopped in Hol-
lywood, Kate bought out of her contract
(at a total cost of $220,000) and went home
to Connecticut to think things over. Down
to the Hepburn home came playwright
Philip Barry. In the usual tradition of
Kate’s lasting friendships, their original
association had been a good omen. Having
been given the ax during the tryout of a
previous Barry play, Kate had gotten him
on the phone and laced into him with no
holds barred, freely spicing her tirade with
some colorful little words (at the use of

which she is no slouch). Barry was livid.

“They’re right about you,” he shot back.
“Nobody with your vicious disposition

could possibly play light comedy! I’m
glad they threw you out!”
He had some ideas for a play that he

thought might be right for her. As Barry
outlined the plot, Kate became enthusiastic,

and in the eventual writing, he tailored the
role to her measurements. With script in

hand, and 25% of Kate’s money invested,
they made ready to roll. Having had three
previous flops, Barry was in something
of the same position as Kate, but “The
Philadelphia Story” put them both back
in business. The film version was one of

the finest comedies Hollywood ever made,
and Kate has not had any really serious
career trouble since.

Her next film co-starred her with
Spencer Tracy. “You’re a bit shorter
than my usual leading men, Mr. Tracy,”
was the Hepburn appraisal at their first

meeting. “Don’t worry, Miss Hepburn” was
the cool reply. “I’ll soon cut you down to

my size.” Needless to say, they’ve been
staunch friends ever since, did their eighth
co-starring stint in 20th Century-Fox’s
“The Desk Set.”

As far as Kate is concerned, phony
glamour can still go climb a tree and
publicity is still something to be avoided
whenever possible. And under certain
circumstances she is still no great picnic

to work with. But this is Hepburn. And
she is still most adept at playing proud
and unyielding women suffering agonies
from within. “Summertime” and “The
Rainmaker” were two recent examples,
and boxoffices the country over played a
merry tune. As far as the public is con-
cerned, no one is about to holler “Stop
the music!” for a good many years to

come.
Like Katie, Susan Hayward also has a

strong career drive. But in a town where
basic career drives are regarded as basic
equipment, Susan’s really has stood out.

Born Edythe Marrener, a native of

Brooklyn, she had enjoyed some success
as a model before being summoned to

Hollywood by Selznick in the great
search for a Scarlett O’Hara. As an even-
tual reject for the great “Gone with the
Wind” part, she was in the same company
as Norma Shearer, Paulette Goddard,
Miriam Hopkins, Joan Bennett, Jean
Arthur, Bette Davis and a slew of others.

Which was just dandy—except that

they all had careers and she didn’t. Broke
and dejected, she was on the point of
leaving Hollywood when Warners offered
her a tentative contract. Five months later,

Susan had posed in a wide variety of
cheesecake but she had yet to appear in
a film, and Warner Brothers let her go.
Six lean months passed and then she got
a small feminine role in Paramount’s
otherwise all-male “Beau Geste.” How she
handled it was a vivid indication of things
to come.
The great day of shooting arrived. This

was the golden moment she’d prayed for.

“Roll ’em,” ordered director William A.
Wellman, and Susan proceeded to give
it everything she had. “Cut!” screamed
an astonished Wellman. “Ye gods!” he ex-
claimed, thunderstruck. “They’ve sprung
a red-headed Bette Davis on me!” A long-
term Paramount contract followed, after
which Susan sat around on her hands and
was advised to “be patient.” What hap-
pened next has two versions.

According to one, she was out on a tub-
thumping jaunt for an up-coming Para- >

mount product. It was an exhibitor’s
convention, and Susan had just spoken her
pretty little piece and sat down. With a
gallant gesture, the gentleman next at the
microphone inclined in Susan’s direction
and wondered something about “why we
don’t see this pretty girl in more pictures.”
That was as far as he got. Susan rose to
her full five-feet-three-and-a-half and
flung down the gauntlet. “Perhaps,” she
challenged, fixing an unwavering eye
on the studio representative, “you’d like

to tell these gentlemen why they don’t
see me in more pictures!” The other ver-
sion has Susan grabbing the mike and
launching into a hard sell for herself,

j

Whichever was the case, things began to :

happen after that.

She was loaned to Columbia for “Adam
j

Had Four Sons,” in which she made some-
thing of a sensation as a lusty wench.
Then began the long climb to stardom in

a succession of pictures. Some of them
were fair to good: most of them were fair

to awful. Perceiving the fine talent that
was slowly developing, Walter Wanger
placed her under personal contract. As a
lady lush in “Smash-Up—The Story of a
Woman,” she hit the big time. It brought
her the first of four Oscar nominations
(the others were for “My Foolish Heart,”
“With a Song in My Heart,” which also

won a Photoplay Gold Medal award, and
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow”) . Shortly thereafter,

Darryl Zanuck, of 20th Century-Fox
signed her at a fantastic figure to a seven-
year no-option contract.

At that point, she had definitely ar-
rived—now she could afford to relax that <

intense career drive. But if anything,
things got more intense. There was a

j

stormy Brooklyn upbringing for one thing,
j

And all those turkeys she had struggled
through—that wasn’t going to happen :

again. Other memories rankled. During
the making cf one film, she was supposed
to be knitting. The star of the picture
shot a suspicious glance at Susan’s knitting

needles, and turned to the director. “What
is she doing with those things?” demanded
Miss Big Shot. “Knitting,” was the reply.

“Not in my scene she isn’t!” And she
didn’t.

Other times when good Hayward foot-

age wound up on the cutting room floor

because it made Gloria Gorgeous look
sick by comparison—that wasn’t going to

happen again, either. Even as a series of

good pictures took her to the top, Susan
began jealously guarding her career as

if there were no tomorrow. Intermittent

marital explosions didn’t help either. Her
behavior completely baffled one co-star,

whom we’ll call Joe Smith. “One day it’s

‘Hiya, Joe’—the next day it’s ‘Mr. Smith.’



I can’t figure that Hayward girl out.”

As each time she went up for an
Academy Award, and failed, rumors of her
unpopularity in Hollywood grew stronger.

Then, what little personal happiness was
left blew up, in one of the messiest, most
relentlessly publicized divorces Hollywood
ever saw. Lurid, ugly details were ladled

out in a never-ending procession of

stories. “Serves her right,” chorused a

body of cast and crew members who had
felt the stinging lash of the Hayward
tongue. She had few defenders, and when
another affair landed her on the front

pages, it must have seemed as if her whole
world was caving in. Her suicide attempt
revealed the depths of desperation at

which she had arrived, and shocked all

Hollywood. Finally, mercifully, everyone
shut up.

Then “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” was released.

She didn’t win an Oscar, but there were
other awards, which hailed her, and right-

fully so, for making the grade as a top-
flight actress. The Cannes International
Film Festival gave her its annual prize

as the world’s best actress. And the public
signified its emphatic approval by making
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” the fifth Hayward
flicker to gross over four million dollars.

Since then there’s been the so-so “Top
Secret Affair,” remarriage, and a subse-
quent vacation from Hollywood to think
things over. She’s still young, an actress

in top form whose best years may lie

ahead. With so much unpleasantness be-
hind her, she may choose to sit it out
awhile before returning. Or she just might
retire permanently. The decision, quite
naturally, is hers.

Although innumerable people have
pointed out that glitter and glamour are
by-products of a career—not ends in

themselves—hundreds of youngsters still

throng to Hollywood with starry visions of

their names in lights uppermost in their
minds. To some people, swimming pools,

mink, dazzling premieres and the like are
still synonymous with a movie career.

They have apparently never heard of

Spencer Tracy.

After a sensational stage success in “The
Last Mile,” Fox brought him to Holly-
wood, launched him in a torrent of “B”
products. Even then his work held the
promise of better things.

Three years after he arrived, however,
everything went haywire. A devout
Catholic and a married man with two
children, he nevertheless went off the
deep end. Possibly discouraged by a ca-
reer that was going nowhere, he “went
Hollywood” with a vengeance—extra-
marital fling, the bottle, the works. The
Bad Boy of Hollywood, they called him.
Unruly and sullen, he would disappear
for days at a time. These things are men-
tioned because 1) when Photoplay pub-
lished the original story, Spencer was
candor itself, as he has been in all of his
press relations and 2) out of all this

emerged a fresh awareness of himself as
a person and as an actor.

M-G-M picked up the pieces, started
him as leading man for their glamour
queens. With “Fury,” that searing study
of mob violence, came his big chance.
While the fans were still raving over that
one, Spencer won new laurels as the
kindly priest in Metro’s “San Francisco.”
He had hesitated to play that part.

“I’m a Roman Catholic and you know
the thing that happened not long ago. I

wouldn’t have the crust to play a priest,”

he told director “Woody” Van Dyke. “I’ll

make you eat those words,” was Van
Dyke’s reply. And he did. With “San
Francisco,” Spencer hit the top, and two
Academy Awards in the next two years
—for “Captains Courageous” and “Boys
Town” (as Father Flanagan)—clinched it.

Film favorites being human, the saying
“Into each life some rain must fall” ap-
plies to them as well as to anyone else.

Some of them have had veritable floods

—

but it’s never stopped them. They all

possess the ability to pick themselves up
off the floor and get going again with a

minimum of self-pity. Two tenacious ex-
amples are Ingrid Bergman and Joan
Crawford.
Nineteen fifty-six will go down as the

year of the grand reconciliation—the year
that Ingrid Bergman and an adoring, still—

loyal American public finally got together
again. That second Academy Award
voted her last March added the final

touch. She had emerged triumphant from
a scandal of truly international propor-
tions.

For many years, to people everywhere,
the depth of her artistry spoke more elo-

quently than words. Then came scandal

—

and disgrace.

“They put me on a pedestal—they
thought I was a saint,” she wept plead-
ingly. “I’m not a saint; I’m just a human
being.” But as America’s uncrowned roy-
alty, film stars had certain obligations.

And one of them was to set an example.
Unfortunate, but there it was.
Nor did the affair end in one scream-

ing blast of headlines. It was to drag on,

with intermittent intensity, for seven long
years. Other stars had been involved in

ugly scandals, had either perished in the
angry fires of public condemnation or

been exonerated. But not Ingrid. For
her there was not so much anger as the
baffled hurt of a love that had somehow
gone wrong. To those who condemned,
that hurt ran deep. But they still loved
her.

A constant flow of newspaper and mag-
azine articles, plus numerous items in the
columns, never let the matter rest. Once
it was brought into the U.S. Senate. Last
summer, tv’s Ed Sullivan was caught in

a withering crossfire of controversy about
it which, to judge from repeated state-
ments, upset him more than his near-
fatal automobile accident. In January,
Ingrid decided to call a showdown.
The New York Film Critics had awarded

her their annual prize for her perform-
ance in 20th Century-Fox’s “Anastasia.”
She had chosen to accept it in New York

—

thus ending a seven-year, self-imposed
exile. “They will probably have some
questions to ask,” she commented upon
boarding the plane in Paris. “Well—

I

will have the answers.” Flying over the
Atlantic, what must she have been think-
ing as she prepared to open this new
chapter in her life?

Thinking perhaps of another trans-At-
lantic trip, when she had first been
brought to America from her native
Sweden by David O. Selznick, star-maker
supreme. He had expertly guided her
career, from her debut in “Intermezzo”
through “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,” “For
Whom the Bell Tolls,” “Casablanca,”
“Spellbound” and others. “Gaslight” won
her an Oscar, but all her portrayals were
equally vibrant.

Then she left Selznick, and her career
began to slide downhill. Inferior mate-
rial was largely to blame. She left for
the stage, won awards as Joan of Arc.
The film version—a ponderous, creaky
affair—was chiefly distinguished by her
inspired performance. Restless and dis-
satisfied in Hollywood, Ingrid looked to

Europe where the new realism was all

the rage in films. That, she told her-
self, was something she might like to try.

Eventually, she got her chance.

Now it was seven years later, and the
plane was landing in New York. Ingrid
walked down the ramp to be greeted by a
wave of joyous affection she had not
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known even at the height of her previous

popularity. After all the bitter words,
the pros and cons, rationalizations and
sizzling emotions, Ingrid’s personal be-
havior was finally recognized for some-
thing it has always been—a private mat-
ter of conscience.
Joan Crawford, both personally and

professionally, has more than once picked
herself up off the mat and kept going.

“The Movie Star de Luxe, the rags-to-
riches Cinderella, the Lady Bountiful
gowned by Adrian,” a columnist once
wrote of her, “I have always felt that the
greatest performance of Crawford’s career
is Joan Crawford.” It is true that with
her tremendous consciousness of the re-
sponsibilities and obligations of film fame,
Joan has maintained a glamour facade
perhaps unexcelled by any other star. But
there is much more to the Crawford story

than glamour.
Joan Crawford is truly one of the gen-

uine marvels of show business—and not
simply because her career is now in its

thirty-second year. No other favorite has
commanded such a large and loyal follow-
ing on the basis of such inferior material.

Of the seventy-two films she has made,
only a small percentage have been un-
mixed blessings.

When success came in “Our Dancing
Daughters,” she personally answered
every fan letter, stamped and mailed them
all herself. Further, she drove around
Hollywood and environs snapping pic-

tures of marquees on which her name
twinkled brightly.

The Thirties brought film appearances
opposite Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and
Franchot Tone—Joan’s first and second
husbands. Both marriages ended in heart-
break and divorce. There were also eight

co-starring stints with Clark Gable, and
some tart critical opinions that she was
nothing but a glamorous clotheshorse.
The 1938 article on “box office poison”
listed Joan, along with Katharine Hep-
burn and others. Ironic it is that some of

her best work—in “The Women,” “Susan
and God” and “A Woman’s Face”—was
done after that.

But the handwriting was plainly on the
wall. In 1943, having joined Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer only a year after its forma-
tion, she left at the termination of her
contract. “I left by the back gate,” she
remembers. “I loved M-G-M—it was
home. But I longed for challenging parts
and I wasn’t getting them. There were
top executives who thought me all washed
up.” They were not alone.

Warner Brothers signed her for two
pictures, shaved her former salary by
two-thirds, and gave her a bit in their

all-star “Hollywood Canteen.” After read-
ing and rejecting dozens of scripts, she
voluntarily went off salary. Then pro-
ducer Jerry Wald came up with “Mildred
Pierce”—James M. Cain’s intense novel
of mother love betrayed—which Wald
thought might be right for her. Michael
Curtiz was assigned to direct, and his

account of the association, in the Curtiz
tradition of fractured English, remains a
classic.

“She was the underdog; she was down-
beaten. A famous ex-star trying to fight

her Avqy Back. When I start working with
her, she has terrific mannerisms, thick lip

rouge, big shoulder pads, and eyelashes
so thick you can’t see her eye. I tell her
throw away everything you have brought
from other studios all these years. Even
throw your lines away. You will be down
to earth. She listen, she do it. Only a
talented and honest actress would have
listen to me.”
She listened—and got an Oscar. The

fifteen films she has made since have fol-
lowed a similar pattern. “Possessed” was

a triumph; “Humoresque” and “Sudden
Fear” were solid hits; the others were
mainly average or inferior, and a few are
best forgotten. Soon she will be seen
opposite Rossano Brazzi in Columbia’s
“Golden Virgin”—a property which other
top actresses eyed before Joan snagged
it for herself.

None of the indestructibles achieved
overnight stardom—if indeed such a thing
really exists. All served rigorous appren-
ticeships which perhaps explains why,
after having won their spurs, they fought
a little harder than most to hang on to

them. No better example can be found
than John Wayne.
Marion Michael Morrison was John

Wayne’s name until ace action director
Raoul Walsh spotted him on the old Fox
Studios lot. He had served two seasons
there in the prop department, and worked
under John Ford on a couple of films

—

an association that was later to come in

handy. At this particular time, 1930, Walsh
was casting an outdoor epic entitled “The
Big Trail.” The director took one look
at Morrison’s impressive six -foot-four
two hundred pound frame, plus his shaggy
locks (he had intended to get a haircut
that evening) and promptly cast him in

the leading role.

Out went the glad news—another un-
known given the chance of a lifetime. Re-
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dubbed John Wayne, clad" in western duds
with a ten-gallon hat, and with hair still

creeping down over his collar, he was
sent out on a cross-country trek to pub-
licize the picture. John said “shucks”
and “beggin’ yer pardon, ma’am” in all

the right places and the newspapers gave
him plenty of space. Another unknown
had shot into prominence—a new star
had been born. Only that’s not quite the
way it worked out. He made two more
films, in one of which the boys’ basket-
ball team played the girls’ basketball team
for a snappy grand finale. Less than a
year later, under the headline “Ex-Prop’s
Flash Fades,” Variety printed the sad
news: Fox had dropped its option on his
services.

What next followed were so many
quickie westerns at various studios it’s

almost impossible to get an accurate
count. (Of this period, Wayne has re-
marked that he sometimes felt as if he
were “sleeping in the saddle.”) John
Ford came to the rescue with “Stage-
coach.” He was determined that Wayne
would play the hero, Ringo Kid, and pro-
ceeded to sell this notion to his dubious
producer, Walter Wanger. Wanger agreed
to make a test, and when the results were
shown, got even more enthusiastic than
Ford.
When “Stagecoach” was released in

1939, everyone got enthusiastic. “A new
personality on the Hollywood scene,” her-
alded several wide-awake reviewers
across the country. There was another
well-received picture with Ford—“The
Long Voyage Home.” Then the Hollywood
leading ladies began the “everybody gets

John Wayne” era. There were three ap-
pearances opposite Marlene Dietrich; sub-
sequent films cast him with Joan
Crawford, Jean Arthur, Paulette Goddard,
Claudette Colbert and several others. It

was step number one on a slow, steady
march to box office supremacy.

1950’s “Sands of Iwo Jima” gave every-
one a jolt. Not only was it a slam-bang
war drama, but it contained some unex-
pectedly fine acting by none other than
John Wayne (he received an Oscar nomi-
nation). He had never been under any
delusions about his acting ability, had re-

peatedly and publicly given credit to co-
workers like Ford for the success of his

films. Like his box office appeal, his act-

ing ability just grew.
“Sands of Iwo Jima” was the third of

eight Wayne films (so far) to gross over
four million dollars. The next year he
took over as the King of the Box Office, has
remained among the top moneymakers
ever since.

As robustly rugged as Wayne is Gary
Cooper, with a touch of Sir Galahad

—

everyone’s ideal hero—noble, virtuous,
gallant and courageous. In a country
where notoriety and sensationalism grab
the lion’s share of publicity, simple de-
cency is still nothing to be knocked light-

ly. Gary Cooper’s thirty-year reign at or

near the top of the box office solidly backs
that contention.

Gary Cooper’s first years in Hollywood
were no picnic. He seemed one great

gangle of arms and legs, blushed franti-

cally during love scenes (fled from the

set one day) ,
and writhed with self-con-

sciousness. But he brought a singular

gift to Hollywood—the ability to keep his

mouth shut when it would do the most
good. Fellow actors warmed to him im-
mediately—he made such a good listener.

Next month Photoplay will fcflng you the sec-

ond Installment thk three-port article, with the

end of Gary’s story and another great cast of

indestructibles inthidln* James Stewart, Ginger

Rogers, Cary Gram, Bk| Crodry. Bette Davis,

Clark Gahlcj aad 9tkar f«Bt-timc favorites.
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FOR REAL?
(continued from page 59)

fans even in the top sidewalk bleachers.

Gary Cooper had just begun a speech
for the benefit of tv-viewers when Jayne’s
acrobatic feat took place. From then on,

Gary was left talking to himself as cam-
eras swung out to grab the more spectacu-
lar show in front.

When everyone from the P.T.A. to the
Hollywood press criticized her next day,
Jayne, a little girl with a big heart, was
“utterly bewildered.”
Now opinion is divided in Hollywood as

to Jayne’s motives for these antics. As one
columnist suggests, Jayne has it made.
She’s already established in Hollywood.
From now on, vulgarity can only react to
her own discredit. And Jayne’s much too
nice a person to reap such a harvest.
One Hollywoodite offers the explanation

that the famous Monroe calendar gave
Jayne an objective she's been desperately
trying to surpass. If not in quality at least
in quantity.
Another insists Jayne has been sold an

outdated bill of goods on how to take
Hollywood by storm. “Be seen constantly
and spectacularly. Grab the spotlight on
all occasions and hold on to it. Never give
up.”

In both these theories there lingers a
grain of truth. But the impelling and com-
pelling motive lies in a sort of mixed-up
dream about Hollywood that Jayne has
nourished through the years.
At the age of five she set her sights on

movies. The exigencies of fate—such as
marriage and motherhood—got in the way,
but in those intervening years, Jayne’s
dreams of Hollywood, fed by longing and
hoping, took on a sort of Alice Through
the Looking Glass perspective where
people behaved in a peculiarly odd fashion,
long, long, long outmoded.
For instance her ambition to be a “star.”

So, as far as Jayne is concerned, let those
who will pursue the methods of the Actors
Studio or the gloom of Dostoevski. Let
others wear sweat shirts and blue jeans.
Neurosis, psychosis and mental explosives.
It’s all just fine with Jayne, just fine.

Only let her ride down Wilshire Boule-
vard in her pink Jaguar with Lord Byron,
her great Dane, by her side. Let her wrap
herself in snow white pelts and live in a
mansion with solid gold everything. Let
her lead her ocelot down Sunset Boule-
vard on a diamond-studded chain wafting
"Jungle Gardenia” as she goes. Let cam-
eras click and strong men “no not Mickey,
my goodness” tremble with desire.
To Jayne, that’s being a “star.” Her

dream. Her goal. And every move she
makes in public, every pose, every antic is

dedicated to that great and glorious day
when glamorous stardom comes to Jayne
Mansfield. And never mind about the logic
of it all.

All that she is and all that she has is

dedicated to her dream.
Nothing has been left to chance. The

works of old masters have obviously been
studied over and over. Such “old masters”
as Marie Wilson, Zsa Zsa Gabor and Mari-
lyn Monroe, to name a few.
Her conversation drips with imitative

reflections of all she has gleaned.
Of Mickey, she says, “Don’t think Mick-

ey is only just muscles. He has plenty of
muscles between the ears, too.” A typical
Marie Wilson observation if ever there
was one.

With a low bow to Zsa Zsa Gabor she
twits, “I didn’t come to Hollywood to get

engaged. I came out here to be a star.”

“In New York,” Jayne says, “I went out
with Oleg Cassini and lots of counts and
dukes and princes. All shorter than I was.
“They don’t give you many presents,

either,” she confided. “Well, one did offer

me a string of camels. But who can ex-
ercise with a camel?”
And, of course, she’s so right. With

Mickey nearby, who would want to?
Jane met Mickey at the Latin Quarter

in New York where, as “Mr. Universe,” he
was appearing in an act with Mae West.
During the performance Jayne turned to
her escort and said, “Please, I’ll take a
steak for my dog and that one on the end
for myself.” “That one on the end” was
Mickey. They’ve been engaged ever since.

Jayne’s divorce becomes final on Octo-
ber twenty-third and of her marriage to
Mickey, Jayne says, “I’m not going to be
rushed. But when I do get married it

won’t be any elopement like my first

wedding when I was seventeen. I’m going
to have a big reception. The swimming
pool will be filled with pink champagne.
Jayne Marie will be my flower girl.

Everybody I love will be there. So will
all my cats and dogs, wearing big rib-
bons.”
Now, Mickey and Jayne have a fine ar-

rangement. Between his movie jobs Mickey
lays bricks in the patio and builds dog
houses for the pets. The new pink one for
Lord Byron is almost as large as Jayne’s
own house. A real beauty. It’s Mickey’s
job, too, to bathe the seven dogs while
Jayne whips up separate mink collars for
each. Pink mink, breath of spring
mink. . . .

The “pink” craze, one suspects, has to do
with Kim Novak’s lavender binge, so ob-
viously does it creep into the conversation.
And over a lunch table with Jayne,
strange and wonderful things do have a
way of creeping in. For oddly enough,
Jayne’s fanciful make-believe of “glamor-
ous stardom” includes everyone and every-
thing around her and the interviewer is

gradually seized with the idea that some-
where along the line time has slipped a
cog and we’re back again with Gloria
Swanson on a tiger-skin rug.
Like the detailed account of her Fri-

day-evening routine.
With no morning call the following day,

Jayne explained, she takes endless time in
preparing a luxurious bath of soft pink
bubbles. Into this is poured a bottle of pink
champagne, maintained at room tem-
perature, naturally. After the bath pink
powder is applied profusely and donning
last spring’s white mink coat—which is

now used as a bathrobe—Jayne glides to
her bed with the pink mirrored headboard
made by Mickey with his own two hands
(“so beautiful it makes you feel like a
star”), and gracefully slides between jet
black sheets.

“The pink powder and the black
sheets

—

”

“Now Jayne,” I protested, “this is

enough—

”

“I have pictures to prove it,” she ar-
gued. “I can prove every word of it.”

She has documents to prove her title of
“heiress,” too. While the sum fluctuates
from $92,000 to something ’way beyond,
the fact remains that through her paternal
grandfather Jayne has come into a fancy
sum which, she assured us, will be poured
into her campaign for Movie Star of 1957
on the Glamour platform.
At a drop of interest, Jayne will take

you on a verbal tour of her latest home—
a wonderful journey across inlaid floors,

through rooms enveloped in walnut, even
to a built-in table, and indoor fountains.
Through endless servant quarters

—

“Where would you get so many serv-
ants?” I interrupted. She paid no mind.
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“And the drawing rooms, each thirty by
sixty, and hung in rich red velvet

draperies—”
“You don’t want red velvet

—

”

She went right on. And two powder
rooms. A His and a Hers. And both solid

marble. “It makes you feel so starlike.”

We gave up. A few minutes later Jayne
had too, in favor of an all glass house with

a heart-shaped swimming pool which
Mickey was to build with his own two
hands.
“After all,” she confided, “I don’t want

to be just the girl next door.” As if any-
thing less than Providence could effect

such a miracle.
She interprets every small attention as

a step upward and onward to this nebulous
world of “stardom.”
“They have a Jayne Mansfield salad on

the studio menu now,” she beamed. “It’s

two mounds of cottage cheese.

“This is an Anne Baxter salad I’m eating

now,” she explained. “It’s chopped cab-
bage.”

A little later when the call came to re-

turn to work, Jayne regarded her un-
eaten lunch ruefully. “I just can’t eat when
I talk,” she fretted.

Placing a napkin over her plate, she

slithered across the studio dining room
to her waiting car outside, holding her
“Anne Baxter” far afront. In her dressing

room while the hairdresser fussed, Jayne
consumed her lunch.
Her heart is ever bubbly with gratitude.

She couldn’t have been more thrilled the

day Mickey rushed onto the set of “The
Girl Can’t Help It” with the news that a

new and more luxurious white mink coat

was on its way.
He cautioned it would take a little time

as the minks were still romping about
somewhere up in Minnesota but when
there were enough (as if there ever were,
for goodness sake), Jayne would have the

most lavish coat in the world.
And he was right. The night Jayne wore

the new coat
—

“all male minks—which
makes a difference”—she refused to take
it off all evening long and gracefully

swirled over the dance floor at Romanoff’s,
enveloped in its elegant folds while the
elite of Hollywood stared in wonder at

the all-white apparition.

Jayne didn’t care. She rhumbas better

in something comfortable.

Those who work with Jayne at 20th
Century-Fox are torn between chagrin
and rousing enthusiasm. Her constant pur-
suit of a glamour world that no longer
exists, both amuses and saddens every-
body a little, for make no mistake, the
overflowing goodness of her heart has made
her the “adored” of one and all.

The studio publicist who shares an office

with Jayne’s personal publicity contact,

claims he fell in love with Jayne just by
overhearing his co-worker’s telephone con-
versations. “This girl has heart,” he states,

which with these well-seasoned lads, is

praise from Caesar indeed.

A studio executive, however, doesn’t
think much of her chances as a candidate
for glamourville. Not the Lana Turner,
Rita Hayworth, Susan Hayward, Marilyn
Monroe type of glamour. “For one thing
she’s too approachable, too eager, too co-
operative. She gives no indication of ever
putting her studio through wringers of

anxiety nor herself through headlines of
personal tragedies,” he says.

“There’s no hint or whispers of ‘dark
doings’ that often attend certain present-
day glamour girls. Not with Mansfield.
She’s too open, too frank about herself. In

p
fact, Jayne is the least snooty, selfish,

neurotic and tantrumy dame that ever set

foot on this lot.”

As an actress they see no end of prom-
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ise for Jayne. Good comments on her fine

work in “The Wayward Bus” are making
the rounds. And with Cary Grant’s re-

quest for Jayne in his next film for 20th,

she’s well on her way. Even if it isn’t the

way chosen by Jayne.
We spoke to a studio publicist about

Jayne’s craze for publicity. “What will

happen to Jayne when, and if, this ex-
cessive pursuit is curtailed, I can’t imag-
ine,” he said. “It’s become her whole life—
to achieve some sort of nebulous glory that

always lies somewhere ahead. I can’t make
out what the heck Jayne’s after. Being an
actress in Hollywood is obviously not
enough. Certainly she gives little outside

time and effort to self-improvement as an
actress. Despite this she’s a darned good
one.
“The truth is Jayne is on such a merry-

go-round of publicity, I doubt if she can
stop. I really think Jayne would feel

headed for oblivion if she weren’t in there
pitching every moment of every day.
Where it will end or how is beyond me.”
He hit the nail right on the head. But

the problem is, there are so few places left

for Jayne to go. She’s been everything
from Miss Potato Soup to Miss Analgesia,
which Jayne explains, is something you
rub on your chest when it’s cold.

She achieved more notoriety in her year
on Broadway in the play “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?” than many actresses
do in a lifetime. She arrived in New York
an unknown quantity and in a matter of
months was “big news” from coast to coast.

Her appearance on Edward R. Murrow’s
“Person to Person” tv show spread the
good news of Jayne’s happy existence to

far-flung hinterlands.

She made every possible appearance
whether the event had any importance or
not. “Sometimes I competed with myself,”
she says, “and the newspaper editors would
have to choose between as many as four
pictures of me at different places.”
The American Health Association named

Jayne and Mickey “The Two Most Per-
fectly Built Human Beings On Earth”
which even Jayne admits takes in con-
siderable territory, not that she doubts
the truth of it for one little minute.
She was thrilled to discover the marquee

of a London cinema had spelled out in

neon lights.
“ ‘The Girl Can’t Help It,’ star-

ring 40"; 18"; 35%".”

At home the 40; 18; 35%, had become as
familiar as the historical “54-40 or fight”

and its impact had made itself felt long
before Jayne ever hit Hollywood. In an
army station in the state of Georgia after

the Korean war, one bewildered major
found himself suddenly propelled else-

where for overattention to the shapely wife
of Lt. Paul Mansfield, Jayne’s husband.
Army platoons under stern drill ser-

geants took to “marching through Georgia”
over again, or that portion of it where
Jayne practised her dance steps outdoors
clad in a cream-colored leotard. “I guess
I had Hollywood ideas,” Jayne says, “but
I wasn’t in Hollywood.”

Tn that statement lies the core and the
*- kernel of the Jayne Mansfield problem
now. Hollywood—her fanciful dream world
where busy hard working people dance
outdoors in cream-colored leotards and
think nothing of it!

And on those terms Jayne is meeting
Hollywood head on. Or perhaps chest on.

Tilting at windmills in an imaginary world
all her own where she must daily compete
by out-doing, out-exhibiting, out-striving,

or all of a sudden Jayne may find herself

back home in Texas all alone.

As one writer says, “Jayne is the big-

gest, most wonderfully pathetic Alice that

ever got lost in Wonderland.”
And like a sleepwalker, it’s dangerous

at this point to wake her up.
Jayne’s first act upon arrival in Holly-

wood after her Broadway triumph, was a
tip-off on what lay ahead. A small truck-
load of enormous black scrapbooks filled

with press clippings garnered during one
year in New York was hauled to the studio
and dumped on the floor of a publicist’s

office in a heap, tripping visitors on their

way in and occasionally sending them
sprawling on their way out.

The boys in the department were be-
wildered. Familiar with the “too busy” or
“hard-to-get-to” stars, or the completely
unapproachable numbers such as la belle

Monroe, they were overwhelmed, over-
deluged and overcome by Jayne’s over-
powering co-operation.
There was always a supermarket to

open, “My Old Kentucky Home Kosher
Delicatessen” to launch or it was Bide-a-
Wee hour at the Biddy-Bye home for stray
terriers and Jayne had promised to attend.
And, of course, a publicist and a photogra-
pher or two must go along.

In time they came to appreciate the
feeling of “I love everybody and I hope
they love me” that fairly exudes from her
ample being. With wonder they beheld the
unprecedented lack of snobbery and the
all-out cooperation with the meekest rep-
resentative of the smallest news sheet. “I

have ten minutes between scenes, bring
him over to the set,” she’d telephone her
publicist’s office.

'T'hey shared her worries over unavoid-
able events and enthusiasm over small

favors. And in contrast they remembered
the first day this Miss Paradox of 1957

showed up on the lot and all but prostrated
the lunchers in the studio dining room,
wrapped in a white mink coat (now rele-

gated to bathrobe) with the temperature
outside a torrid 92 degrees. “White hair,

white coat, white cottage cheese all blend-
ing into one great white way,” one actor

put it.

Even more auspicious had been her
entry into Hollywood only the day before.

With small daughter Jayne Marie, huge
escort Mickey Hargitay, baggage beyond
belief, small dogs in crates and a white
rabbit concealed in the folds of her coat,

Jayne froze the airport personnel, the plane
crews and passengers into a state of in-

activity. Everything stayed off-schedule

for an hour.

In the home Jayne purchased the pre-
vious year the entire coterie, with the ex-
ception of Mickey who has his own abode,
reside in peaceful turmoil. The peace with-
in Jayne’s heart, the turmoil without. The
innumerable animals, including dogs, cats,

two parakeets and one ocelot (the rabbit
eventually took it on the lam) with Jayne,
her small daughter and a maid, live in

wonderful proximity.

On weekends when the maid retires to

her own secret cloisters somewhere over
the rainbow, Jayne takes over. With pot

roast in the oven, phone ringing, the ocelot

yowling, the neighbors fleeing, the dogs
gone crazy through the rooms, Jayne re-

mains the calm, cool mistress.

And, incidentally, she makes a wonder-
ful pot roast. She’s a four-star mother in

every department, too. No matter how
strenuous her week’s work, Jayne belongs

to Jayne Marie on their free days together.

Gathering up a group of little school

friends, she’ll take off for a long day at

Disneyland, taking in all the rides and
events. Or the next Saturday to Marine-
land, or the zoo.

Promptly at nine of a Sunday morning
she delivers Jayne Marie to her Sunday-
school class at the All Saints’ Episcopal

Church. On her occasional visits to the

studio, Jayne Marie' impresses one and all

with her charm of mknn^i and the pleasant



comradeship that exists between mother
and daughter. She’s in pix with Mom.
When Paul Mansfield threatened to sue

for custody of the child, Jayne sprang into

action. And there was something about
her agitation, so unusual for Jayne, that

warned one and all she meant it when she
said, “I’ll give up my career before I give
up my child.” Which with Jayne is tan-
tamount to Gabriel handing over his

Trumpet. The subject was dropped.
Shut out by her own flamboyancy, her

friends among women stars are practically

nil. And since the advent of Mickey into

her life, there has never been even a rumor
of another romance.

If she notices the aloneness of her posi-

tion, she never mentions it. Her child, her
fame, the bigness of her heart and her
genuine love pi animals—“They are God’s
creatures, too,” she says—fill her time and
her life. And, too, there’s always Mickey.

SUMMER ROMANCES
(continued from page 75)

the food and the bingo games out on the

porch are the main attraction.

“It helps to know the kind of person
you are, too. If you’re shy and find it

hard to talk to strangers, look for a place
that’s strong on group activities, where
there are such things as square dancing
and folk singing at night. It might be

i easier for you to make friends when you’re
part of a group, rather than being some-
where where you feel uncomfortable if

I you don’t have a date every minute.
“On the other hand, it would take a

real courageous-type girl to pair off with
another girl and head for Mexico. But
a man enjoys the freedom of traveling on
his own or with another guy, and if that
sounds good to you too—well, I hope you
run into each other.

“But no matter where you go,” Tab
sums up, “remember that it’s up to you to
make your own fun. You can’t get much
out of something you don’t put much
into may be an overworked bit of advice,
but it’s still true. So put a little bit of
yourself into whatever you choose to do.”
But not too much, Lori Nelson seems

to be saying when she cautions, “I think
the important thing is not to try too hard
to do everything. When you knock your-
self out, people realize you’re trying too
hard. Play it casual and easy and don’t
push.”
There’s a fine line of distinction be-

tween trying too hard and taking things
as they come—but it’s easy to distinguish.
It’s a matter of self-confidence.
At this point an interesting question is

raised from the floor. “I’m going to a
beach resort on my vacation. Would it

be all right to talk to strangers on the
beach, or would that be considered a
pick-up?”
And here the stars divide into two op-

posing schools of thought. “I’d never act
any way different on vacation than I nor-
mally do at home,” chorus Piper Laurie
and Ann Blyth, while Nick Adams forth-
rightly says, “The atmosphere in most
resort places is different from what it is

at home. Things are much more informal,
and everyone is much more friendly, and
less likely to follow the rules of etiquette
to the letter. If you’re lucky enough to
go some place and see a guy you’d like
to know better, I’m all for it. But just
saying ‘hello’ isn’t as important as what
you say—and what you do—afterward.
Just be yourself.”
All right, you say, suppose you meet a

man, and you date, and you both like

And her dream. And one day she’s

positive a great gold-lined tub of glam-
our will spill over her platinum head,
and lo, there she’ll be. “Feeling like a
star.”

In the meantime she’s practising the
niceties of life. Presenting a friend to an
assistant director on the set of “Will

Success Spoil Rock Hunter?”, she mused
aloud over and over. “Let’s see, you in-

troduce the woman to the man, no the

—

no, I did it right.”

Her striving toward chic and the proper
thing is dominant in her mind.
For instance, a publicist suggested re-

cently that since her divorce from Paul
Mansfield would be due in October, she’d
probably be marrying Mickey in Novem-
ber.

Jayne regarded him with absolute horror.

“November?” she echoed. “WHO gets

married in November?” The End

each other. What about necking? “I

think a girl should act exactly as she
would if she were at home or at school
while she’s on vacation,” says Piper
Laurie. “Some people are inclined to

think of ‘fun’ and ‘immorality’ as the
same thing. They’re definitely not. A girl

may be a bit more casual about vacation
living—not take things as seriously as

she would at home—but aside from that,

there is really very little difference.”
The mortality rate of summer romances

is high, and probably because things hap-
pen too quickly to be comfortable. You
want your man to remember the time he
spent with you as being fun with a girl

he’d like to get to know better, and not
just a “fling.” Keep it gay, keep it light,”

Lori Nelson’s motto might be a good one
to follow . . . and saying “no” still has its

advantages.
By way of having the last word on the

subject, Ann Blyth sums it up this way:
“I think a girl should never do anything
that she’ll be ashamed of herself for—
then no one need be ashamed for her.”

If one could listen in on the conversa-
tions of girls as they’re packing to go home
after a vacation, the question most often
asked would be, “Will I hear from him?”
Time, and your man, will have to an-

swer that one. But there’s the question
of being able to help Cupid along a bit.

Bill Campbell (who never had a sum-
mer romance, but who has managed to

make lifelong friends on vacation) says
his trusty camera is a “friendship-maker.”
“I usually take my camera along, my
wife Judy and I take pictures of the gang,
plus their names and addresses. When we
get home, I’ll mail the pictures back to
them, together with a funny note like

‘and after I repaired the camera, this came
out,’ or a sentimental one like ‘I look at
this, and wish I were back there now.’
You have no idea how many friendships
have started that way.”

If you can manage to take the initiative

without seeming to be aggressive (and it’s

a neat trick!), it’s occasionally a good idea.
But you’d have to be the judge as to
whether your man would like it, or be
frightened away by it. “I don’t mind a
girl getting in touch with me,” said Tab
Hunter once, “provided she has some-
thing simple to say. Like ‘Joe Smith is

giving a party next week. Would you
like to go with me?’ That’s simple. But
‘why don’t I hear from you, and why don’t
you call me sometime?’, that's not simple,
it’s aggressive. And I’d like to do the
pursuing.”

So if yours is the pursuit of fun and
happiness this summer, take your tips
from these young and popular stars, and
men will be pursuing you. The End
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A LONG WAY
FROM HOME
(continued from page 47)

California. There was the shock of the
cablegram telling him that Phyllis needed
an operation, and the comfort of that
phone call to California with Phyllis as-
suring him that surgery had been minor,
that it had been successful, and that she
was going to be all right.

He’d stopped spending his week-ends
hunting for a villa for them to share, and
had thrown himself into his work, welcom-
ing the almost daily script changes that
kept him on the set till 8 o’clock every
evening. But the hour or two of silence
when he’d return to his hotel rooms in
the evening were the worst part of the
day. Then his loneliness and his longing
for Phyllis became so acute that he could
taste it, touch it, feel it.

Slowly, he walked over to his portable
typewriter on a desk in a corner of the
room and inserted a fresh piece of station-
ery. “Dear Phyll,” he started pecking out
on the typewriter keys. And suddenly, he
wasn’t lonely any more.

In the years before his marriage, Rock
had seen a lot of rooms. There were the
rooms of the small apartment he’d come
home to from school—quiet, empty, lonely,
while his mother was at work. There were
the rooming house rooms when he’d ar-
rived, friendless, in Hollywood. They
should have been a refuge in the strange,
new, busy town. But they weren’t. There
were the hotel rooms on the personal ap-
pearance tours, the ones he’d ambled back
to when the rest of the gang had said
goodnight. Large rooms, small rooms,
square rooms, oblong rooms, some with
cracks in the ceiling that you could count.
But in one respect they were all alike.

They were lonely. And so, for a while,
was the house he’d finally been able to
buy.
He’d always wanted a home of his own.

Yet he found that furniture, a stack of

books, and a hi fi set didn’t make a home.
He’d come in from the studio, toss his tie

on a doorknob, rummage around in the
icebox and have a solitary meal on what-
ever he found. He’d turn on the hi fi,

sprawl in the overstuffed chair, thumb
through a script, have a one-sided con-
versation with his dog. Then, invariably,
he’d get up, climb into his car and take
off. No place in particular. He never
seemed to know where he was going, what
he was looking for. After a while and
many miles, he’d go home again. Home?
Well, back to the dark, empty house.
And then, evei ything changed.
He’d always shuddered at the way they

put it down in books. The light in the
window, the little woman at the door, the
roast in the oven, dinner by candlelight,
the kiss as you stepped through the door.
Somehow, writing to Phyllis, it was easier
to express it. “Darling . . . this is what
happened today.” And in those six words,
you managed to sum up a marriage pretty
neatly. Someone to talk to. Understanding.
Someone to share things with, so you
might never be lonely again. Only, some-
how, letters weren’t as good as the real
thing. They made you miss a person
more.
Very often now he’d disappear early and

the click of typewriter keys could be
heard coming from his room. Some days,
he’d walk away from a take and vanish
into his dressing room. Photographer Bob

p Willoughby found him there one day.
Willoughby wanted to get some pictures,
wanted Rock to take a walk around the
village. “If they don’t call me again be-

fore I finish this letter,” Rock agreed, and
bent his head to the small, portable type-
writer he carries.

“Writing to your business manager?”
asked Willoughby.
“Nope,” said Rock.
Willoughby began to focus his camera

and fish for caption material. “To your
agent?” he inquired.
“To my wife,” said Rock. “And it should

have gone yesterday.”
The following day was Sunday and

more still pictures were scheduled. This
time Willoughby met Rock at his apart-
ment. When he walked in, he found a
familiar scene. Rock at desk. “Same let-
ter?” said Willoughby.
“Same person,” said Rock. “But this is

today’s letter.”

There was a lot to write about . . . from
Rome, from the locations, Misurina and
Udine. There was the key gag. She’d get
a kick out of that one. When he’d ar-
rived in Rome from the states and climbed
off the plane, A1 Hix and the production
manager had been there to meet him.
“Somebody told me to give you this key,”
said the production man.
He gave him the key and he and Hix

stood there while Rock began to roar.
They were, to put it mildly, puzzled. So
he told them about the time he and Jack
Diamond, head of Universal-Internation-
al’s publicity department, had gone away
on a publicity tour. Rock was continually
losing the keys to his hotel rooms. It got
to a point that, whenever Rock put his
keys down, Diamond would pick them up.
He soon had quite a collection of keys,
and material for a running gag. Rock
would go into a hotel in Milwaukee and
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ask for his key, the one he hadn’t had a
chance to lose. The clerk would hand
him a key from the hotel in Chicago.
Months later, in the airliner en route

to Italy, the stewardess walked up to pas-
senger Hudson. “Someone asked me to
give you this,” she said, handing him a
key. It was the first of a series, as he
soon found out. So he wrote about it to

Phyllis.

When she failed to mention it in her
next letter, he figured that possibly she
hadn’t thought it so funny after all. For a
while it puzzled him. Then one night, A1
Hix walked up and handed him a key.
This one looked familiar. Rock looked at

Al. “Why this is the key to our front
door.”
“Brought you a note, too,” said Hix,

producing same.
Rock tore open the envelope and read

the words on the card. “Don’t ever lose

this key. Phyllis.”

Rock was a devoted, though long dis-
tance, husband. When the nurses left, and
Phyllis was on her own, he sent a cable
to Demi, their dog. . . . “Take good care of

Mother. Father.” Then he sent one to

Phyllis and signed it Demi. After that,

he called.

“As for our publicity work,” publicity
man Hix will tell you, “the picture lay-

outs were like none I’d ever been on. The
cameraman took pictures of Rock and
Rock took movies of the scenery to send
home to Phyllis!”
Rock did his job. But as another, less

sentimental member of the company put it

(After prefacing his remarks with, “Men-
tion my name and I’ll track you down and
strangle you.”) : “Rock was worried.
Plenty worried. He was itching to fly right
back to Los Angeles. If he’d gone, the
company would have been in one terrible
spot. That Phyllis is all right. Both she
and the doctor were on the phone, telling
him to stay. But he was ready to go. The
guy was dying to go.”
The crew member clammed up for a

moment, Hudson-style. “The phone calls
helped,” he finally said. “When we were
on location in the villages, it was hard to
get calls through, so Rock had one placed
all the time. Sometimes he talked to her
twice a day. When the call would come,
somebody would hustle down to the set in
a jeep or on a bicycle and get him.”
Members of the crew who had never

met Phyllis came to know her. Sometimes
because of the things he’d say. Often be-
cause of the things he didn’t say. In the
villages, after work, there was no place to
go, nothing to do. So the men in the
company would get together and talk. And
the conversation would turn, as such con-
versations do, to their wives. Joe (a very
fictitious name) would discuss his wife’s
tendency to nag. Sam (for obvious rea-
sons, an equally fictitious name) might
fondly growl about how his wife was a
living shrew. They’d turn to Rock. “Hud-
son, haven’t you any complaints about
Phyllis? You’re thousands of miles away,
fellow. Now’s the time to get them off

your mind,” they’d say, faces straight.

Hudson would grin. Once somebody
piped, “Rock, the trouble with you is that
you haven’t been married long enough. Or
maybe it’s that you haven’t been married
often enough. No wife is perfect.”
The Hudson grin broadened. “Mine

comes prettv close.”

After a while, you could feel their atti-

tudes change. Some of the members of

the crew started coming in to Rock with
suggestions. Sam asked, “Say, did you
ever stop your car at the top of the hill

just off the main road? What a view!
I bet Phyllis would like it.” Rock thanked
the man, drove out there and happily
started to snap away.
Another time, Joe came up to him and

queried: “Phyllis like sweaters? I found
a nice shop in town.” Phyllis would in-

deed like sweaters, and Rock chose three
beautiful hand-knits to send home.
And there was the teasing, too. One

payday when everyone went off in a

hurry to change their checks into lire,

one of the cameramen on the picture
stopped Rock to say, “Boy, maybe you
ought not to cash your check. Maybe
you ought to just convert it to stamps.”
Good naturedly, Rock grinned. “What
about the phone galls?” he asked. “Would
you pay for them?”
The cameraman winced. “Mister, I’ve

already got a mortgage.”
As the picture started drawing to its

conclusion, Rock started counting the
days. Soon, the letters and the conversa-
tions and the kidding about his letters

would be over.
Soon, if Phyllis completely recovered

from her hepatitis, she would join him
for a holiday in Majorca and they’d make
up for the fun they’d missed. And after

that, there’d be Hollywood again, the place
where he drove up a winding road every
night to a modest little hilltop cottage.

Inside it, a girl with dark hair and laugh-
ing eyes waited. He could reach her by
turning a lock with a golden key. It was
a key he’d never lose. The End
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KOTEX and WONDERSOFT are
trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp.

. . . fi'.e new Kofex napkin with Wondersoft

covering gives you such gentle softness. There’s no

rubbing or chafing. And what a reassuring kind

of softness . . . for Kotex gives instant absorbency,

without fail. Moreover, this napkin fits perfectly.

To complete your comfort you’ll want the new
Kotex belt. It’s made of woven, non-twist elastic

and it has a special self-locking clasp that

won’t "dig in” like metal.

No wonder more women choose Kotex than all

other brands.

Note to Mothers: Over a hundred thousand

girls begin to menstruate before they are 11. Save

your 10-year-old from needless worry— tell her

now. Free booklet "You’re a Young Lady Now”
gives the facts she needs to know. Write Miss

Jones, Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wisconsin.
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WINSTON
TASTES GOOD!

LIKE A
CIGARETTE
SHOULD 2

WINSTON flavor gets a big hand everywhere

!

Don’t be surprised if you keep bumping into

Winston fans wherever you go. For honest-to-

goodness flavor is what everybody wants in a

cigarette! And, Winston has an exclusive filter

that lets the full, rich tobacco taste come

through. Start enjoying flavory filter smoking,

today. Get a pack of Winstons!

PURE. SNOW-WHITE
FILTER

rett

SMART.
CORK-SMOOTH TIP

R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WINSTON SALEM . N.C.

Smoke WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!
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That Ivory Look- so clear.

. . . so easily yoars

Up to her saucy nose in loveliness—with the soft, clear look Ivory can give

your complexion, too. Yes, the milder your soap, the lovelier your skin—and Ivory is

mild enough for a baby’s skin! That’s why a simple change to regular Ivory care

leaves yours so fresh and clear—petal-smooth with That Ivory Look.

99 pare'. . . it floats

JS/Iore doctors advise Ivory than any other soa_p

. . so fresh.

Wash your face regularly with

pure, gentle Ivory. The magic

of its mildness does so much

for your skin!



The only pincurl permanent that gives you

Weatherproof Curls!

You get soft, shiny curls 5 times faster!

Guaranteed to last longer than any other pincurl wave!

It’s always fair weather when you and Pin-Quick
get together. Pin-Quick curls stay firm and springy

in all kinds of weather—and they’re locked in to last!

New Pin-Quick’s Lano-Clear Lotion babies each

curl with lanolin as it waves in soft, casual curls.

And wonderful new Silicone in Pin-Quick gives

your hair a new lasting sheen.

Pin-Quick’s 5 times faster, too. It’s the only pincurl

permanent with a neutralizer . .
.
you can dry it safely

in minutes with a dryer— or in the sun. Rain or shine,

look your prettiest with new Weatherproof Pin-Quick.

$1.75 plus tax.

New Siliconed

PIN-QUICK
toy

Richard Hudnut
Richard Hudnut guarantees new Pin-Quick

to last longer than any other pincurl

permanent -or your money back!

© 1957 Lambert-Hudnut Division, Wj Lambert Pha inceutical Co.
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INSIDE STUFF
Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

Our Correspondents Report:

London: There’s been more socializing

among the Hollywood set here in London
than there has been at home. Rosemary
Clooney and Jose Ferrer tossed a birth-

day party for Tony Curtis and Janet.

Tony (who’s grown a beard for his role

in “The Vikings”) says the nicest pres-

ent he received was one from his daugh-

ter Kelly: She celebrated by taking her

first step . . . The following week Tony
and Janet shared the Royal Box with

Debbie Reynolds when Eddie Fisher

opened at the Palladium in London . . .

And despite the fact that Liz Taylor

shouldn’t be doing much flying due to

her back injury, she and Mike Todd
joined Debbie and Eddie at the English

derby in Epsom. Liz, who expects her

baby in the fall, will be back in the

states by the time you read this. Wel-

come home, travelers!

Hollywood: The movie capital is a

small town at heart. A famous star does

something, and a new fad is born. A few

weeks ago it was fashionable to refer to

a place by combining an adjective with

the suffix “ville.” Common Senseville.

Out of This Worldville. Nothingville.

Then Fadville dropped that, and “all

that jazz” became popular. It was fash-

ionable to have a small dinner party,

discuss new movies “and all that jazz.”

Now the latest gag is a new way of say-

ing goodbye, such as “So long, every”

or “See you later, every.”

So excuse me every. I have to go down
to Movieville to get the news “and
all that jazz.” (Continued on page 6)

Reunion Overseas: (Chen Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher were in England for a

week, Mike Todd and Elizabeth Taylor flew in to join them at the races at Epsom.

Although married for over a year, Marilyn

Monroe and Arthur Miller looked more

like honeymooners at the champagne sup-

per at the Waldorf following “The Prince

and the Showgirl” charity premiere in New
York. They were completely lost in each

other all evening. Marilyn had reason to

look happy; her reviews were sensational!

i
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Introducing

new young
star discovery-

Dolores Hart

You’ll have big lovin’

eyes ^ when he sings

"Loving You”... you’ll dig flri# when

he comes on strong with "Hot Dog”... you’ll flip

fjlrt# when he rocks to "Let Me Be

Your Teddy Bear”!., you’ll go-go-go for

when he rides out

on "Mean-Woman Blues”. .

.

you’ll get your kicks from flirt# when he

swings to "Lonesome Cowboy”..
.
you’ll say

flri# is the wildest when

he belts out "Got A Lot of Livin’

To Do”... and you’ll know flirt# is

too much when he wails up a storm

to "Let’s Have A Party”!

for

HIS FIRST

I T

YOU'LL LOVE

ELVIS PRESLEY .
. n > „ %;>i

UZABETH SCOTT *

Y

m m mm m m mm m m mmmm trnmm m ^
WENDELL COREY HAL WALLIS Production

Directed by HAL RANTER • Screenplay by HERBERT BAKER and HAL RANTER • From a Story by Mary Agnes Thompson • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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Formfit Bras are available in \

these handy pick-up packages

You’re lithe and lovely and ready to go. For this is the light-hearted styling

that puts you at ease . . . subtly whispering beautiful things about you.

Start your figuring in this new direction . . . ask the leading question . . .

ask for Skippies, America’s most popular figure-maker, at your favorite store.

Strategy for close-fitting knitwear . . . Skippies Pantie 862 (matching girdle 962).

White nylon elastic net with smoothing continuous waistband and tummy-trimming

embroidered front panel. Sizes S. M. L. $8.95 “Revel” Bra 551 beautifies with lovely lift

that sweeps under and up the side of the cup. White cotton in sizes 32A to 38C. $2.50

THE FORMFIT COMPANY • CHICAGO • NEW YORK • C A N A D I A N P E A N T, T 0 R 0 N TO

KNITWEAR BY GOLDWORM

Little Lorna takes a bow after singing

with Mom Judy Garland. Luft that duet!

Double-Take: An unusual accident oc-

curred when a Navy ship firing depth

charges for “The Enemy Below” acci-

dentally set off eleven of them at once,

sending a wall of water 100 feet into the

air and narrowly missing director of the

picture Dick Powell and June Allyson,

who was on the bridge with him. Lucki-

ly, no one was hurt. Dick’s press agent

called Honolulu to get the facts on the

accident and incidentally to report a

columnist’s item to the effect that Dick

was living at one hotel and June in an-

other, although they met for dinner

every evening. He was able to reach

Dick only at 7:15 in the morning, and

reported the item. There was a long

pause while Dick said, “Hold the phone

a minute while I investigate.” After

a while he returned. “Say, you had me
scared,” he said. “But then I took an-

other look at the little blonde who’s been

sleeping in the other twin bed while I’ve

been here—and yup, it’s June all right.”

They both had a laugh—at overtime

charges.

Sights to See: The heartwarming pic-

ture of Judy Garland and daughter

Lorna singing a duet in Las Vegas. . . .

Marilyn Monroe at the premiere of

“The Prince and the Showgirl,” looking

every inch the beautiful, dutiful wife.

Fans mobbed her and almost tore the

clothes off her back—but didn’t.

(“Durn”, says Earl Wilson.)

( Continued on page 8)



?He bought her... she was his!
He bought a beautiful slave and made her mistress of his

giant plantation ! He came to Louisiana with $2,000,000 in gold ! In his

New Orleans mansion he kept a stunning prisoner that he never touched!

«—^He knew the greed at Rio Bongo, the debauchery <|^Xat Pointedu Loup,

the treachery at Belle Helene but nobody really knew him!

Clark Gable—Yvonne De Carlo
as the man who took the strange name of Hamish Bond as Manty, the girt who thought she was a Louisiana belle.

and all the passionate emotions and lush splendor that flows from the tumul-

tuous best-seller by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of ‘All The King’s Men’!

with EFREM ZIMBALIST. JR. rex reason • screen plat by john twist »no ivan goff a ben Roberts • «uo.c«» «*« sttincn • directed by RAOUL WALSH

t
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stops odor...

without irritation

So gentlefor any normal skin you can use it every day

If you’ve ever worried about under-

arm stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily—or right after shav-

ing or a hot bath— you can set your

mind at ease. New Mum Cream is so

gentle for normal skin, you can use

it whenever you please.

Mum Cream gives you the kind

of protection you can’t possibly get

from any other leading deodorant—
because it works a completely differ-

ent way. Mum Cream is the only

leading; deodorant that works en-D

tirely by stopping odor . . . contains

no astringent aluminum salts. And it

keeps on working actively to stop

odor 24 hours a day with M-3—
Mum’s wonderful hexachlorophene

that destroys both odor and odor-

causing bacteria! When Mum is so

effective — yet so safe — isn’t it the

deodorant for you? Try new Mum
Cream today.

WON’T
DAMAGE
CLOTHES

MUM® contains M~3( hexachlorophene )

. . . stops odor 24 hours a day

INSID

Loud Romance, Quiet Wedding: In June.

Rex Harrison and Kay Kendall made il

a very quiet wedding at the All Faiths

Universal Church in New York. . . . And
there’s an interesting story behind the

Cliff Robertson-Cynthia Lemmon wed-

ding bells. Six years ago Cliff knew
Cynthia in New York when they were

both acting in radio shows. He’d see her

having lunch at Colbee’s, say “Hello’’

and think, “Nice girl. Ought to ask her

for a date some time.” But Cliff was shy

and Cynthia was popular, so they never

got together. Then Cynthia married

Jack Lemmon, and the three of them

became friendly. Cliff would visit the

Lemmons and think, “Lucky guy. He
has such a charming wife.” About a

year and a half ago Cynthia and Jack

Lemmon separated, and late last May
Cynthia went to New York. Cliff heard

she was in town and finally worked up

enough courage to invite her to a per-

formance of “Orpheus Descending.”

She came, he saw, was conquered. In

Cliff’s own words, “Boom! It happened.

That was it!” After Cliff takes “Orpheus
Descending” to Chicago, they’ll return

to California for Cliff’s next film.

Chuckle of the Month: Funniest sighl

we’ve seen in a long time was Shirley

MacLaine dressed up as a fat lady and

wearing a heavy veil, sneaking into her

own sneak preview of “Hot Spell.” She

wasn’t discovered, either.

It was Rex Harrison s third marriage

when he said “I do” with Kay Kendall

8
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All the joys of naturally curly hair

And every curl is trgtined to stay

with Helene Curtis Spray Net’

Not only makes lovely
,

natural curls , but
trains them to stay!

Not only holds your hair
softly in place ,

but trains it to stay!

Lots of hair sprays promise curls. But do they last

?

Only
Helene Curtis spray net, with its fabulous “control”

ingredient, gives you beautiful curls—and trains those
curls to stay, like naturally curly hair. Only spray net
holds your hair softly in place and, at the same time,

trains it to remember its place. Even in damp weather,
your curls stay springy . . . bouncy. (When they muss-
just comb them right back in place!) Back of every silky

spray are years of research in the Helene Curtis labora-

tories. No wonder where other sprays promise, spray net
performs! Never flaky, never drying, spray net gives you
glorious . . . carefree curls— trained to stay curled.

Choose the formula

that's right for your hair

ASUPER SOFT,
without lacquer , for gentle

control.

^REGULAR,
for hair harder to manage.

69E, LARGE $1.25,

GIANT ECONOMY $1.89
plus tax.

Be sure to ask your hair-

dresser to use SPRAY NET
on your hair.



Address your letters to Renders Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you leant to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios.—Ed.

READERS IAC ...

Please—Stories on the Older Stars!

For a very long time Photoplay has been
one of my favorites. But through the pass-

ing years, the stars and featured players

that I’ve grown up admiring have slipped

into sort of an oblivion of total eclipse.

The newer stars and featured players have
captured the limelight—and the various

movie magazines take little observation that

there is an “older generation of movies fans”

that are being grossly neglected by pro-

ducers, studios, film magazines and all the

powers that he of the movie industry.

Naturally, we older fans realize that new
stars are bound to take the limelight—but
there are always featured roles that could
have been given to the older favorites.

So move over, teenagers—your mothers
and fathers have some old favorites they’d
like to read about once in a while.

Wendell A. Gui.din
Fort Wayne, Indiana

And What About the Younger Stars?

I do hope you will publish my letter be-

cause I feel it contains the wishes of many
other teenagers. I would like to request
more stories on the youngest set in Holly-
wood. I mean stars like Tim Considine,
Sherry Jackson, Ricky Nelson, Mark Da-
mon, James Darren and Sal Mineo. I know
a lot of your readers have complained about
your publishing so many stories on the
younger set, but I don’t think they would
mind reading stories about the ones I men-
tion above.

So, please—just one issue for us teen-

agers?

Incidentally, I like your magazine very
much.

Joyce Cary
Bradford, Tennessee

Open Forum on Elvis

I received my July issue of Photoplay
today and wish to congratulate you on your
story on Elvis Presley, “God Is My Refuge.”
It was one of the best—if not the best—

I

have ever read about the greatest star of all

times. I agree with Elvis that more people
should try to understand him and the things
he does. He is a considerate, kind and very
religious boy. There could never be an-
other like him.

Edwina Dawson
Bolton, Mississippi

I just read the story “God Is My Refuge”
in your July issue, and I’m glad somebody
finally gave Elvis Presley a chance to speak
for himself. I’ve been a fan of his for a

long time and I think that story did him
justice.

Elvis has done nothing to harm anybody
and I'm tired of nasty remarks being thrown
at him. If critics who attack him for cor-

rupting America’s youth would read that

story, they might understand Elvis for what
he really is—a good-hearted, God-loving,

well-mannered American boy. Thanks a

million for printing that story.

Linda Parisi

Houston, Texas

I read “God Is My Refuge” in the July
issue of Photoplay, and thought it was just

great ! I wish everyone could read this won-
derful story about Elvis Presley. I’ve al-

ways thought that Elvis was a good, God-
loving person, and now, with the facts in

this story, I know I was right.

I'm sure Elvis felt bad about some of

the stories published about him, but as he
says, everyone has the right to think as

they like. Perhaps this story in Photoplay
will change the opinions of the people who
didn't approve of him.

Linda Gray
Tishomingo, Mississippi

Thanks a million for the story on Elvis

Presley in the July issue of Photoplay. The
picture on the cover is wonderful. Please

feature Elvis in your magazine more often.

Kay Fitzpatrick
Laredo, Texas

I have read many articles about Elvis

Presley. Some of them make me so furious

I could scream. But yours deserves a medal!
It was the best article ever written, I think.

I’m no Presley fan, exactly, but I do think

some folks don’t yet realize what a great

guy he is. Thank you very much for this

story and many others I have read and will

continue to read.

Vickie Bline
Vincennes, Indiana

Have just finished reading
r

‘God Is My
Refuge,” Louis F. Larkin’s wonderful story

on Elvis Presley.

I get mighty tired of reading about the

way Elvis sings and dances and blaming
him for being a bad influence. I’m not a

teenager, I don’t swoon at the sound of his

voice—I’m a thirty-three-year-old housewife

with three children, but I can’t help feel-

ing sorry for the way some narrow-minded
people are treating a boy who just sings

naturally (for him). What can be so in-

decent about a boy who loves his God, his

parents, loves to sing, doesn’t drink or

smoke?
Some day I hope he’ll find his place in

the world and that the people who think

he’s not a good influence will believe in him.

So, I wish you good luck, Elvis Presley!

(Mrs.) Marjorie Winters
Santa Ana, California

Continued on page 12
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'^Persian Melon ,Revlon’s new color for fingertips (toe-tips, too!)

Delicious example of what makes Revlon the fabulous nail enamel. A luscious golden melon

with a coral flavor ... in shimmering 'Frosted’, so right for summer . . .

or elegant Cream Nail Enamel. Pick 'Persian Melon’ lipstick, too

!

'PERSIAN MELON* . FROSTED NAIL ENAMEL .75* CREAM NAIL ENAMEL .65* LIPSTICK IN FUTURAMA t.35* *PLUS TAX
1957, REVLON, INC.



If you wash your hair once a week -

or oftener-you need the genile shampoo...

READERS INC.
continued.

Golden-rich Pamper
.so gentle it cannot dry your hair-

In James Dean’s Memory

I’m happy that we will be getting more
stories on James Dean. I’m sure there are

thousands of people who want to keep his

memory alive. He is a wonderful example
for the youth of America. He had high
ideals and stuck to his beliefs despite the

criticism he received, so we’ll be happy to

read more about him again.

Katie Kimmes
Superior, Wisconsin

Look for October Photoplay

!

—Ed.

Daily Contact With the Stars

I work at 20th Century-Fox Film Studios

and see movie stars every day. However,
there’s one particular one I admire, and he
is Yul Brynner. He not only is the most
handsome man in the business—and the

most talented—but the nicest man I know.
Deborah Kerr is known around the studio

as a “good guy.” She doesn’t try to show
off, but acts naturally, and is so pretty.

Another star I am well acquainted with
is Sophia Loren who, as you know, just

arrived in this country. She’s beautiful and
such fun to be with.

A girl who is not really understood is

Jayne Mansfield—a very sweet girl.

Joan Collins has proven she has talent to

match her beauty, and I think Marilyn
Monroe would have more friends if she

were not so haughty.

May I ask a favor of you—will you
please publish my letter. I think it would
give some Photoplay readers a better close-

up of some of the stars they enjoy reading
about from someone who sees the stars

daily?

Madeleine Reed
Los Angeles, California

Continued on page 14

leaves it instantly easy to manage

Vi * m
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New, richer Pamper is the really gentle

shampoo. So gentle it cannot dry your hair,

leaves it instantly easy to manage right after

shampooing. So rich it leaves your

\ hair soft, shining, in finest condition.

1

f So rich and gentle you could use it

every day. Get Pamper today.

Gentle

as a

lamb.

I- 1

Reader favorite Yul Brynner appears

in full color in October Photoplay



... an active life

,

a womans life . . .

& Mm.

then how glorious it feels to relax

in your SweetHeart bath

Warm . . . welcome . . . wonderful,

aren’t they, those precious

moments of privacy?

But only in a SweetHeart bath

can you savor all the luxury

these leisure moments promise.

Because SweetHeart’s special

secret is the unique way it pampers

your hands and face and all

of you . . . soothes you with a gentle

touch that floats weariness away

. . . whispers its fragrance that

breathes femininity.

Only SweetHeart can relax you,

revive you, reward you so well

—because only SweetHeart

adores you so.

now "glamorappedT

in new gleaming foil

because SweetHeart adores you so!



Jme comes out

A nice girl but not glamorous, until. ..

First, she darkens and silkens colorless

lashes and brows with a touch of rich

With gentle Twissors, the only tweezers

with scissor handles, she plucks wayward
hairs from under
brows. (New coif flat-

ters eyes and face.)

Twissors® 75c

Third, Debbie’s undramatic eyes become
bright, sparkling. She uses Kurlash eye-
lash curler to give a bewitching curve to

her lashes . . . new
beauty to her eyes.

Kurlash® $ 1.00

See what Debbie’s eye beauty plan can
do for you! Kurlash products at your
local department, drug or variety store.

Company, Ine., Rochester 4, N.Y.

(Also available in Canada)

READERS INC... continued

In Again, Out Again

I’ve read in several magazines that Tab
Hunter was to appear in Liberace’s first

motion picture “Sincerely Yours.” I've seen

the picture three times, and looked for Tab,
but was disappointed not to find him. I

would appreciate it very much if you will

tell me exactly in what scene he appears.

S. T. N.
Mexico, D. F.

Warner Brothers did announce Tab for
this picture while it was in preparation.

However, the casting was changed and
Alex Nicol played the part intended for
Tab.—Ed.

Look-Alikes

I’m a G.I. stationed in Germany, and will

be for quite some time yet. Just recently a

recruit was sent to our outfit. Jokingly we
asked him if he was Burt Lancaster. I do
think there is a remarkable resemblance.
Don’t you think so?

Vito J. Petitti, Jr.

Philadelphia, Pa.

It’s Burt Lancaster below, but our
correspondent’s Army pal stationed

in Germany bears a striking resem-
blance to the star. Don’t you agree?

A Spankin’ New Look

I came home from school today and yelled
j

to my mother, “Did my copy of Photoplay
come?” It did. I thought it rare. And you
should see my new hair! I change my style

to suit my movie-star mood. I don’t remem-
'

her your having an article like this before,

hut I think you should.

Tina Lendhoff
Scranton, Pennsylvania

Your last issue of Photoplay looked differ-

ent. My friends think so, too. We especially
j

liked the pictures of Tab Hunter at the i

recording session.

Jerry Barnes
Hackensack, New Jersey

As They Really Are

I can’t tell you how much I have enjoyed

the life stories you have published. I espe-

cially liked the lives of Rock Hudson and
Kim Novak. Both stories were well written,

and showed these two famous stars as

they really are.

I would like to suggest that you publish

a story on Ingrid Bergman. Certainly no

one has led a more colorful life than this

great actress. I for one would like to know
something about her childhood and how
she started in the movies.

Please keep giving your readers those

good stories you are noted for. In my opin-

ion, your magazine is the best on the news-

stand.

Bonnie De Gi.ark

Paterson, New Jersey

Please watch for the October issue of

Photoplay, on sale September 5th, for the

Ingrid Bergman story.—Ed.

We’re Sorry, Pat

Dear Editor, and I do consider you a

friend of mine as, through the years, I have

enjoyed your magazine so much. I liked

(as I do everything about him) the story

of Pat Boone. The story of Pat is far from
new to me as many young people who were
in school with Pat call me Aunt.

There was an error in the story, how-

ever, which is sure to be painful to Pat as

well as to the members of the Church of

Christ. Pat does not, has not, nor will he

ever sing in a church choir. The Church of

Christ believes that each member must

sing at worship and that no selected choir

can perform this act of worship for an-

other. Therefore, we have no choir. It is

congregational singing without a mechani-

cal aid.

Wishing Photoplay as wonderful a future

as it has had a past,

Mrs. J. B. Walker
Chattanooga 5, Tennessee

You’re right, Mrs. Walker. It is true that

Pat has never sung in a church choir. He
sings in church, as the other members do,

and is a song leader at present.—Ed.

Continued on page 16



The unchangingly lovely complexion you smooth on once — for

the day— concealing blemishes and tiny lines, softening and

freshening. Its secret . .
.
petal-soft, true-to-Ufe texture. Your secret . .

.

that you wear it. Liquid film in 5 shades. $1.25. Sheer Velvet

Compact (powder plus foundation) $1.25. in Canada, too.

For beauty the modern way

Dorothy Gray



READERS INC.
continued

—for no other shampoo offers Halo’s

unique cleansing ingredient, so effec-

tive yet so mild. And there are no

unnecessary ingredients in Halo. No
greasy oils or creamy substances to

interfere with cleaning action, no

soap to leave dirt-catching film. Halo,

even in hardest water, leaves your

hair softer, brighter, whistle dean.

A Question About Kerrs

May I ask you a question? My friend

asked me if Deborah Kerr and John Kerr
are related. I said no. Am I correct?

Caroline Harris
South Ozone Park, L. I.

You are correct.—Ed.

Who Did What

I am a steady reader of Photoplay mag-
azine and I always enjoy your Readers Inc.

section. Could you settle an argument for

my husband and myself? I say that Peggy
Ann Garner was the star of “junior Miss,”

and my husband says Shirley Temple
starred in this picture. Who is right?

(Mrs.) Geraldine Debson
Belcamp, Maryland

You are.—Ed.

What was the name of the picture that

told the life story of Marilyn Miller, and
starred June Haver and Gordon MacRae?
What part did Ray Bolger play?'

A Reader
St. Louis, Missouri

“Look For The Silver Lining” was the

name of the picture, and Ray Bolger played

Jack Donahue, a famous dancer of that

era.—Ed.

All Good Wishes, Billy!

As two fans of an unknown young star,

we’d like you to do us a great favor. Would
you print a picture of him in Photoplay
magazine? His name is Billy Vallejo and
he has worked in some Broadway shows
and in a few movies

—“A Face in the

Crowd,” and “Stage Struck.” He is both

talented and good looking, and we know
that some day he’ll reach the top

!

Eleanor and Helena
Bronx, New York



READERS INC.

Exciting Newcomer
Can you tell me something about Mark

Richman? I have seen him on television

and I think he is so handsome and such

a good actor.

Sandra Frank
Yonkers, New York

Mark Richman was horn in Philadelphia

April 16, 1927. He attended school there,

and played football for the South Phila-

delphia High School. He was voted the all-

Philadelphia High fullback, was offered

football scholarships from Duke and Ten-

nessee Universities, but turned them down
to enlist in the Navy for two years.

During his school days Mark did radio

acting and took part in school plays.

He enrolled at the Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy and Science because a broken

leg stopped his post-Navy football career,

and received a Bachelor of Science in

Pharmacy in 1951. The only time Mark
!>ut his education as a pharmacist to work
was when he took a job as manager in a

drugstore. However, he quit after six

months to pursue his acting career. He
acted in radio, television and live dramas

in neighborhood theaters in Philadelphia.

In summer stock, Mark played in “Mr.

Roberts,” toured in “Detective Story.” and
the first Broadway show he acted in was

“End as a Man” in 1954. In television,

he appeared in the Pliilco Playhouse , Good-

year Playhouse, Studio One, Big Story.

U. S. Steel Hour, Kraft Theater. As a result

of his acting in “The Bold and the Brave”

for Philco Playhouse, William Wyler, Holly-

wood producer-director, called Mark, met
him in New York where he was screen-

tested and given a part in “Friendly Per-

suasion.” He hit Hollywood in 1955, after

touring with Eva Marie Saint in “The Rain-

maker.” After this picture was finished, he

went to Florida to make the picture “End
as a Man,” creating the same role he

played in the Broadway version. This film

was later retitled “The Strange One.”
He has many hobbies

:
painting, sketch-

ing, sculpting, does wood and soap carving,

and is a hi-fi enthusiast.

Mark is 5' lD/z" tall, weighs 175 pounds,

has blue eyes and light brown hair .—Ed.

...she flaunted

his hopes, taunted his dreams

,

turned his peaceful valley into

a volcano of seething passions

that even murder could not stem!

starring

diana Dors • rod Steiger
Co-Starring

TOM TRYON • BEULAH B0NDI with MARIE WINDSOR. ARTHUR FRANZ

JOdlffl IfflUffl • JOPfl fflftftOPJ

AN RKO RADIO PICTURE • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

SEE IT SOON. ..FOR AN EXCITING NIGHT OUT AT YOUR MOVIE THEATRE

P
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LET’S

GO TO THE
MOVIES

WITH JANET GRAVES

EXCELLENT VERY COOD

V'S COOD ^ FAIR

An Affair to Remember 20th; cinemascope, de luxe color

V'VV'V' Taking frank aim at the funnybone and the heart-

strings, this comedy-drama scores a direct hit on both,

thanks to the smoothest of handling and the deft per-

formances of Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr. They play

somewhat tarnished types, thrown together in a shipboard

romance. Cary’s a debonair Italian fortune-hunter, off

to keep a New York rendezvous with his heiress fiancee.

A former night-club singer, Deborah is now being kept

in luxury by a Texas tycoon. The genuineness of their

love makes both parasites decide to reform, but before they

can get together Deborah is crippled in a street accident,

and the film’s mood shifts from light banter to strong emo-

tion. Richard Denning is likable as her protector. adult

Jeanne Eagels COLUMBIA

VV'/ Kim Novak shows surprising authority in an intimate,

markedly feminine biography of the late actress, who
achieved brilliant but tragically brief fame three decades

ago. As Jeanne, Kim gets into show business by exploiting

her beauty in cheap carnival routines, with the help of

showman Jeff Chandler. Jeff loves her, and she relies on

him as a dear friend, but her furious ambition takes her

out of his range. Determined to be a great actress, she

enlists the aid of dramatic coach Agnes Moorehead. Then
Kim practically steals the Sadie Thompson role in “Rain”
from a pathetic has-been star, who thereafter commits

suicide. This disaster is the chief motive given for Kim’s

later addiction to drink and drugs. adult

18 Continued on page 20



NEW ! Only child's home permanent with

SQUEEZE-BOTTLE EASE...

gives curls that last a year!
Curls really take because comb-tip
squeeze bottle saturates hair far more
thoroughly than any other way.

Now, no need to take chances using Adult

Permanents on your child’s hard-to-curl hair.

Lilt Party Curl really overcomes problems of

curling young hair. And Party Curl is so much
easier, faster for you to apply on a fidgeting

child. “Squeeze-Bottle Ease” ends messy dip-

dabs for you. Now just squeeze on lotion from

comb tip on bottle. Hair is so thoroughly

saturated, soft curls last even a year!

chilorj nn^permanent

© 1957, Procter & GambleCo.

FOR GIRLS 2 THROUGH 12
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MOVIES continued

PERIODIC PAIN
Midol acts three ways to bring

faster, more complete relief from

menstrual suffering. It relieves

cramps, eases headache and it

chases the “blues.” Sally now

takes Midol at the first sign of J
menstrual distress.

^
"WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW”
a 24-page book explaining menstruation

is yours, FREE. Write Dep't B-97, Box 280,
New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).

midol

Sweet Smell of Success u. a.

VV'Vy' Usually dependable good guys,

Burt Lancaster and Tony Curtis have

a ball as a pair of utterly nasty char-

acters in this incisive drama of New York
life. Burt is an egomaniac gossip columnist,

who can make or shatter a reputation with

a line. Tony is a toadying, totally unscrup-

ulous press agent. The only true emotion

in Burt’s life is his possessive love for his

young sister, charmingly portrayed by

newcomer Susan Harrison. Resenting her

romance with a night-club musician (Marty

Milner), he orders Tony to put an end to

it. Smartly dialogued, handsomely photo-

graphed, the movie has a gruesome fas-

cination. ADULT

The Rising of the Moon warners

V'V'V'V' Here’s another love letter to Ire-

land from John Ford, Irish-American di-

rector who saluted his ancestors’ country

in “The Quiet Man.” Filmed on the ould

sod with Irish casts, the three separate

stories are introduced by Tyrone Power.

Wry comedy distinguishes the first, as an

aging aristocrat is arrested for clobbering

an enemy and refusing to pay the result-

ant fine. Boisterous comedy is the keynote

of the second, picturing mad and ro-

mantic goings-on at a local railroad station.

The third shifts to suspense and ardent

patriotism, with a daring escape plan for

a rebel condemned by the then-ruling

English. All three stories are splendidly

acted. family

The Pride mid The Passion u.a.,-

VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V'V' A visually magnificent epic of war

focuses on Spain’s fight to free herself

from Napoleon’s conquering army. As a

tough guerrilla leader, Frank Sinatra

struggles to get a monster cannon across

the miles to the fortress city that is the

Frencli headquarters. As a British naval

officer and arms expert, sent to comman-
deer the cannon, Cary Grant agrees to help

in the project. But the two men, tempera-

mentally at odds, are further separated by

their love for lush and courageous Sophia

Loren. The actors are nearly dwarfed by

The cause they share , rather than love,

made Sophia become Frank’s companion

Starting with appearances in small towns

of the South, Elvis reaches national tv

the sheer spectacle of the film, set against

the stark landscapes of Spain. adult

Loving You WALLIS, paramount;
VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

V'VV In a part neatly tailored to fit his

own personality, Elvis Presley comes off

much better than in his first picture. Off-

and-on lovers, press agent Lizabeth Scott

and has-been bandleader Wendell Corey

are touring small towns in the South

when they meet Elvis. Liz realizes that the

shy youngster could he a singing smash,

so she hires him as vocalist with Corey’s

hand—and secretly puts him under per-

sonal contract to herself. Gaudy publicity

fast gets Elvis into the limelight and onto

a spot that he finds uncomfortable. But

even Liz’s overpowering influence can't

keep him from falling for sweet young

singer Dolores Hart. Though the story

line is strong enough, there’s never too

long an interlude between musical num-

bers. all done in lively style. family

The Third Key RANK

/WV In a topnotch, fast-paced English

mystery, Jack Hawkins is the Scotland

Yard man patiently working to break up

an ingenious safe-robbing gang. John

Stratton, as his bumptious but competent

young assistant, and Dorothy Alison, as

Jack’s long-suffering wife, also turn in

crisp portrayals. Convincing details, mount-

ing suspense and flashes of humor pro-

vide steady entertainment. family

The Midnight Story U-I, CINEMASCOPE

Vv'v' Tony Curtis has a second good role

in a whodunit with a nicely ironic twist. As

a young traffic cop, whose superiors will

not transfer him to Homicide, he resigns

from the force to seek the murderer of a

( Continued on page 22)



Was She Just an Innocent Plantation Bride
... or another Scarlett O’Hara ?

B EAUTIFUL Lavinia Winslow lived in two worlds, the bustling, colorful

world of a Louisiana plantation, and a secret world of passion known
only to herself . . . and one other! She had become the bride of solid, re-

spectable Claude Villac, although she was in love — hopelessly, she thought —
with Claude’s wild, handsome cousin, Felix. When she was awakened one
evening by Felix’s ardent kisses, her

carefully-built double life threatened jt £
to come crashing down! Blue Camell-

ia, Frances Parkinson Keyes’ new-
est, most romantic best-seller, is a

thrilling story of old New Orleans

and the picturesque bayou country —
a story of unforgettable characters

and absorbing drama! Now it’s yours

to choose if you wish in this amazing
introductory offer to new members of

the Dollar Book Club!

any3
OF THESE BEST-SELLERS

AMY VANDERBILT'S
EVERYDAY ETIQUETTE.
Sensible modern guide an-

swers your questions about
the "correct thing” for ev-

ery social occasion : wed-
dings, parties

;
dining out

;

social correspondence, etc

COLUMBIA-VIKING DESK
ENCYCLOPEDIA. 2-vol-

ume edition! 1,440 pages,
31-.000 articles, 1,250,000
words. Up-to-date answers
to questions in all fields

of knowledge. Illustrated.

THE CONQUEROR'S WIFE— Noel B. Gerson. She
tamed the fiercest warrior
in Europe! Lusty romance
of William the Conqueror
and the beautiful Lady
Matilda of Flanders.

HANDY HOME MEDICAL
ADVISER. (Combined with
"Good Housekeeping’s”
Pocket Medical Encyclope-
dia)

.

Edited by Dr. Morris
Fishbein. Guide to health ;

heart, digestion, allergies,

dieting, skin disorders,
glands, tranquillizers, new
drugs, etc. 416 pages.

IMPERIAL WOMAN—Pear/
S. Buck's newest best-
seller! Colorful tale about
lovely Tzu Hsi, the amaz-
ing concubine who used
her seductive beauty to be-
come Empress of all China !

Exotic historical romance.

MARJORIE MORNING-
STAR—Herman Wouk tops
The Caine Mutiny with this

modern best-seller about a

"nice girl " who dreams of
fame—and mixes her dream
with a blazing love affair!

OUTLINE OF HISTORY—
H. G. Wells. Whole dra-
matic story of man from
earliest times to the mo-
mentous events of our own
years! 200 maps, illustra-

tions. 1,024 pages. Set
counts as one book.

SWORD AND SCALPEL—
Frank G. Slaughter. Excit-
ing story of an Army med-
ic on trial for treason in

Korea and the beautiful
girl who risked everything
to stand beside him

!

FOR 4!
VALUE UP TO *20.45 inPub,ishers ’

Editions

SS
J.V-- Off*

1 when you join the Dollar Book Club
and agree to take as few as 6 best-selling

novels out of 24 offered within a year

T HIS amazing introductory offer is made
to demonstrate the wonderful values

you enjoy as a Dollar Book Club member.
Join now and receive any 3 of the full-size,

hardbound books on this page for only $1.

Think of it — a total value of up to $20.45
in publishers’ editions — yours for just $1.

Save Up to 75% on New Best-Sellers!

Imagine — best-seller selections costing up
to $3.95 in publishers’ editions come to
Club members for only $1 each! Over the
years the biggest hits by top authors like

Daphne du Maurier, Thomas B. Costain,
Frank Yerby and others have come to Club
members at this low $1 price. Occasionally,
extra-value selections at somewhat higher
prices are offered. All are new, full-size,

hardbound books. Other desirable volumes,
too, are offered at special members’ prices
which save you up to 75%. But you buy
only the books you want. You may take as

few as six $1 selections a year.

Send No Money — Mail Coupon!
Receive any 3 books on this page for only $1
plus a small shipping charge. Two books are
your gift for joining and one is your first se-

lection. Thereafter you will receive the Club’s
Bulletin describing forthcoming selections.

No-Risk Guarantee: If not delighted with
your Three-Book bargain package, return all

books and membership will be cancelled. Send
no money— just mail the coupon now!
THE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

MAIL THIS COUPON
The Dollar Book Club, Dept. 9-TSG, Garden City, New York
Enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once as

my gift books and first selection the 3 books checked below and
bill me only $1 FOR ALL 3, plus a small shipping charge.

Amy Vanderbilt’s Everyday Imperial Woman (97)
Etiquette (90) Marjorie Morningstar (83)

Blue Camellia (79) Outline of History—set (62)
Columbia- Viking Desk O Sword and Scalpel (126)

Encyclopedia—set (61) Thorndike- Barnhart Concise
The Conqueror's Wife (129) Dictionary (71)
Handy Home Medical Adviser (75) The USA in Color (14)

Also send my first issue of The Bulletin, describing the new forth-

coming one-dollar book selections and other bargains for members.
I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the following month’s
selections. I do not have to accept a book every month—only six a

year. I pay nothing except $1 for each selection I accept (plus a

small shipping charge) unless I choose an extra-value selection.

NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted return all

books in 7 days and membership will he cancelled.

Mr.
Mrs
Miss
Address
City
& Zone State

TO RESIDENTS OF CANADA: Selection price $1.10 plus shipping;
address Doubleday Book Club (Canada). 105 Bond St.. Toronto 2.

Please
Print

Offer good in U.S. and Canada only.
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MOVIES continued

have a breath of

Paris about you . . .

every day!

cately fragrant. Rely on it for 24-hour

protection. New convenient push-up tube.

EVENING IN PARIS
' DEODORANT STICK

BOURJOIS • CREATED IN FRANCE • MADE IN U.S.A.

waterfront priest, who had supplied the

affection missing from Tony’s orphaned

childhood. Suspecting Gilbert Roland,

affable owner of a fish store, Tony goes to

work for Roland and becomes a boarder in

his home. The hearty Italian family makes
the lonely stranger welcome; indeed, he

and Marisa Pavan fall in love. Still con-

vinced that Roland is guilty, Tony goes on

gathering evidence—yet hopes with all his

heart that his hunch is wrong. family

Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?
20th; cinemascope, de luxe color

VVV This rowdy, raucous comedy is at

its funniest when it’s ribbing TV and the

ad business and when Tony Randall is

doing his inspired mugging. Though Jayne

Mansfield goes slightly overboard with her

Monroe take-off, she’s spectacular as a

Hollywood glamour doll. Tony just wants

to sign her for a series of lipstick ads, but

sbe builds their association into a big ro-

mance, to make her ex-boyfriend (muscle-

man Mickey Hargitay) jealous. This com-

plicates Tony’s life, because lie’s engaged

to his secretary (Betsy Drake). Pitching

hard for laughs (and getting them), some

of the dialogue is not in the best of taste.

But Tony avoids leering. adult

Island in the Sun 20th;

CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

V'V'V Beautiful locales and attractive as

well as capable stars bold the interest

throughout this study of a British-owned

Caribbean island, though it skips around

among too many plots. Three of its ro-

mances apparently cross the color line:

political agitator Harry Belafonte and

restless Joan Fontaine; government em-

ployee John Justin and lovely Dorothy Dan-

dridge; Stephen Boyd and Joan Collins,

member of a supposedly white family that

is found to have some Negro ancestry. The

most exciting moments spring from James

Mason’s jealousy of wife Patricia Owens
and bachelor Michael Rennie. adult

Night Passage u-i; techni-

RAMA, TECHNICOLOR

VW In their frontier garb. James Stewart

and Audie Murphy show the ease of West-

ern veterans, upping the entertainment

In a robbery engineered by Audio’s gang,

Elaine is captured and held as a hostage

value of this expansive action film. Once
]

employed by the railroad to stop robberies,

Jimmy lost his job when he let Audie, his

outlaw kid brother, make a getaway. But

executive Jay C. Flippen gives him a

second chance, entrusting payroll money
to his care. As leader of Audie’s gang.

Dan Duryea plots to grab it. Involved in

the fireworks are Elaine Stewart, as Flip-

pen’s wife, Brandon de Wilde, as an orphan
boy under Audie’s protection, Dianne Fos-

ter, as a waitress who loves the young
bandit. family

Decision Against Time m-c-m

VW After a slow start, this British film

gets moving to generate plenty of tension

and emotion. Jack Hawkins and Elizabeth

Sellars have the familiar roles of gallant

test pilot and worried wife, but their firm

performances and the intelligent script

make them a believable average couple.

After a cargo plane catches fire during a

test flight, Jack makes his crew and pas-

sengers jump, but himself refuses to aban-

don the damaged craft. Trying to restore

the plane’s balance by using up the gas

in one wing tank, he must circle for a

grueling length of time, knowing that a

safe landing will still be a hundred-to-

one shot. family

Seawife 20th; cinema-

scope, DE LUXE COLOR

VV The spell of the desert-island theme

is asked to carry a mild story, as Joan

Collins, flyer Richard Burton, businessman

Basil Sydney and colored officer Cy Grant

become Pacific castaways in World War II.

Burton is frustrated and bewildered in his

growing love for Joan; only Grant knows

her secret—that she is a nun. Similar in

plot, the movie lacks the force of “Heaven

Knows, Mr. Allison.” family

Gun Glory m-c-m; cinema-

scope, metrocolor

VV In a Western of familiar outline, Stew-

art Granger’s the ex-gunfighter who can’t

live down his reputation. His townspeople

and his teenaged son (Steve Rowland)

hate him, but he’s defended by preacher

Chill Wills and by Rhonda Fleming,
j

comely widow hired as housekeeper on

Granger’s ranch. When all the local farms j

are threatened by a bullying cattle owner,
j

set to drive his herd across the valley, !

Granger is forced to return to the ways of

violence. family

Omar Khayyam paramount;

V 1STAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

VV Everybody plays it straight in this

action thriller of ancient Persia. Poet-

warrior of the title, Cornel Wilde becomes

adviser to Raymond Massey, ruler whose

realm is threatened by enemies without

and traitors within. Gallant John Derek

and scheming Perry Lopez are rival heirs

to the throne; Debra Paget is Cornel’s
,

sweetheart, snatched from him to join the

shah’s harem. family
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This is the man— Lon Chaney...

JANE

JAMES CAGNEY
as the fabulous LON CHANEY
DOROTHY MALONE

..and this is the story that

lay hidden from the world
behind the magic of

his make-up!

MARJORIE RAMBEAU JIM BACKUS • ROGER SMITH

Screenplay by R. WRIGHT CAMPBELL, IVAN GOFF and BEN ROBERTS

Story by RALPH WHEELWRIGHT

Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY • Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR



SIMPLIFIED...NO MESS. ..NO GUESS!

1. WAVE right from the applicator!

Applicator holds all the lotion! Sponge top One easy stroke wets every strand—clear

is wide as a curl. New Even-Waving Lotion thru. No combing needed. Never too much lo-

spreads smoothly. Won’t splash or drip! tion—never too little. Most even waving ever!

2. NEUTRALIZE right from

Sponge comes off. See those eight spray-tips?

They spray neutralizer inside each curl

—

where hands can’t reach. No mess! No miss!



way to

Toni! .
.
first double easy

applicator

.
.
first even waving*

The most even wave ever!

No stragglers—no frizz!

You just can't miss getting the most

even wave of your life—because New
Way Toni waves more evenly, more

thoroughly— without mess or guess!

lotion

the applicator!

Now, the spray-tips are inside the curl. Press!

Neutralizer flows in. All waving action stops.

Can’t under-wave! Can’t over-wave!

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
$2.00 value New Way Toni . .

.
plus

$1.00 value Double-Easy Applicator

$3.00 value Now... only$6^29
Also available in Canada,



aver the

Editor m
s shoulder ...

We go to a party
,
discover a scoop

and announce our contest winners

The weather’s fine, the forecast’s bright,

the time is ripe— to get up and go where

you want to go, do what you want to

do! What in this wide world should hold

you back from having a wonderful time,

any time you choose? Surely not monthly

difficulties, not when Tampax is so

available.

Tampax® is the modern sanitary pro-

tection that helps you live your life with-

out worry about "problem days.” It’s

so comfortable ,
because there’s nothing to

chafe or bind ... so cool
,
because it’s

worn internally ... so sure
,
because

nothing can show and no one can know!
Not even tell tale odor can form!

Tampax is the last word in daintiness!

Light as a powder puff, it’s made of pure

surgical cotton, compressed into smooth,

easily disposable applicators— so that

your hands don’t ever have to touch it!

You can tuck away a whole month’s

supply of Tampax in the side pocket of

yOur grip— and off you’ll go on your

unscheduled flight to freedom! Do it

now. Try Tampax. You’ll never want
to use anything else! Choice of 3 ab-

sorbencies (Regular, Junior, Super)
wherever drug products are sold. Tampax

You’re Our Guest!

Here on the staff, we think of you all

the time. Any time we’re invited to at-

tend a party or go to a premiere you're

the unseen guest who comes along with

us—via the pages of this magazine. For

instance, when Russ Tamblyn invited us

Art director Ken Cunningham lands

a suntan—and a beautiful fun-packed

picture layout for this issue—at a

beach party given by Rusty Tamblyn

to a beach party. Ken Cunningham, our

art director (thinking of you), asked,

“Can I bring a camera along?” “Sure,”

said Rusty. The result is that you can

practically feel the sand and sun, hear

the jokes and taste the watermelon when

you turn to “Do Go Near the Water,” on

page 46. and spend a day with some of

your favorites.

The Lucky Eight

Our May Travel Issue offered four lucky

contestants a flight to Hollywood via

American Airlines and five fun-filled

days in the movie city. Our winners are:

Mrs. G. B. Elliott, Memphis, Tennessee;

Miss Nancy Cleaver. Houston. Texas;

Mi ss Ann Cunningham, Chicago, Illi-

nois; Miss Vivien B. Senise. Freeport,

New York. The four runners-up (who

each win a set of Samsonite LUtralite

luggage) are: Miss Sherry Putney. Los

Altos, California; Mrs. Earl Mauel,

Dallas. Texas; Mrs. R. Bradish, Pueblo,

Colorado; Miss Margaret W. Cotter,

Centredale. Rhode Island.

Scoop!
A cable arrived from Bombay, India,

the other day. “I can get an exclusive

interview for Photoplay with Roberto

Rossellini,” it said, “which I feel would

be of great interest to Photoplay’s read-

ers. This will be the first time Rossellini

has ever talked for publication about

his marriage to Ingrid Bergman.” We
were interested! The result: The warm,

human, revealing story on page 50.

Tribute

It’s hard to believe it’s been almost two

years since that fateful day when Jimmy
Dean drove head-on into tragedy on a

country road in Salinas. It seems like

yesterday, so vivid are the memories. In

tribute to Jimmy, we’d like to share

with you what we believe is the best

story about Jimmy Dean we’ve ever

read, told by a girl who knew him, loved

him and understood him. Look for it in

the October Photoplay.

Our fashion editor Sue Kreisman

picks up a hemline and a few ward-

robe stratagems from Terry Moore
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rfect Symbol of Love

Now -and forever -die perfect symbol of love is a Keepsake, the

engagement ring with the perfect center diamond. For only a diamond

of this flawless quality, fine color and expert cut can reflect maximum
brilliance and beauty.

To choose with confidence, look for the name “Keepsake” in the

ring and on the tag. The Keepsake Certificate presented with your ring

gives written proof of perfect quality, ft also insures the diamonds

against loss from the setting for one year, and assures exchange privilege

toward a Keepsake of greater value at any time. Many exquisite styles

by America’s foremost ring designers. $100 to $10,000.

••TOM

Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping

*2£di46vtamio

SOLD ONLY AT AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELERS
KEEPSAKE^ JEWELER
See Yellow Pages

of Telephone Book

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS PH 9-57
SYRACUSE 2, NEW YORK

Please send booklets, "The Etiquette of the Engagement and

Wedding” and "Choosing Your Diamond Ring.” Also 44-page

"Bride’s Keepsake Book” gift offer and the name of nearest

Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose 10c for mailing costs.

A. MIAMI Ring $675. Also 225 and 450. Wedding Ring 225. B. JULIET Ring $575. Also 500 to 2475.
Wedding Ring 175. C. LONGMONT Ring $500. Also 300 and 575. Wedding Ring 150. D. HEATHER
Ring $350. Also 100 to 2475. Wedding Ring 12.50. E. KENVER Ring $300. Wedding Ring 100.
F. CINDERELLA Ring $150. Wedding Ring 75. All rings available in either natural or white gold. Prices
include Federal Tax. Rings enlarged to show details. ® Trade-mark registered.

Name

Address

City County State

P
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ARE YOU ONE

OF THE

MANY WOMEN

TODAY

WHO SUFFERS

FROM

"DRYCHOSIS"?

Drychosis” is Lady Esther’s

term for Dry Skin. She finds

this modern beauty complaint

affects most women today... in

one form or another. Superficial

signs are little scales; rough

patches; pins-and-needle sensa-

tion when you smile. If you

have any of these dry skin signs,

then start using Lady Esther

new Dry Skin Cream today.

Simply spread a thin film of

this emollient-rich cream over

your skin. Massage it in as you

smooth it on. Wipe it off. The

improvement is immediate and

startling. "Drychosis” has

gone! Your skin feels soft, sup-

ple. When you smile—no tight-

ening of skin but a pliancy that

says smooth, younger-looking

skin. End "Drychosis” with the

daily use of Lady Esther new

Dry Skin Cream.

390, 650 and 890. PLUS TAX

p (Prices slightly higher in Canada)

Hearing sweet talk from Sidney about her “Sweet Smell of Suc-

cess” hit, fair-haired Barbara Nichols is in a laughing mood

THAT'S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

I saw Lana Turner sitting at a soda

fountain and couldn’t help wondering

if she wanted to be discovered. . . . When
an actor acts big in a restaurant or at

a party, I know he isn’t big. . . . Frank

Sinatra and Bing Crosby are members
of the Mutual Admiration Society. I

wouldn’t bet on it with Elvis Presley

and Pat Boone. . . . They could give

an Oscar for bit players this season.

There’s Carolyn Jones’ great bit in “The
Bachelor Party” and Barbara Nichols’

equally fine but smaller bit in “Sweet

Smell of Success.” . . . And since I men-

tioned Oscars, Fd like to nominate Cary

Grant to m.c. the Academy Awards
presentation. Cary would give the

affair the class it has been lacking.

. . . Zsa Zsa Gabor said it: “I want a

simple traveling suit, very plain and I

want it in orchid satin.” . . . And, as if

not to be outdone in the quote division,

Eva Gabor said: “I’m glad I’m a wom-
an. Always be satisfied with your own
sex or you’ll never be satisfied with

anyone else’s.”

Sophia Loren’s build-up was as great

as her build. . . . Miss Loren grabbed

Tony Perkins during a love scene for

“Desire Under the Elms” and almost

broke him in two. ... I’d like to see

Tony Franciosa, Ben Gazzara or any of

the latest models from the Actors Studio

play Henry Higgins in “My Fair Lady.”

. . . The movies are growing up, though.

A married couple is now permitted to

be seen sleeping in the same bed. . . .

Hugh (Wyatt Earp) O’Brian remarked

:

“Two can live as cheap as one but it

costs them twice as much.”

I wonder if Jerry Lewis ever laugli-

at Dean Martin. . . . Ava Gardner has

that elusive element, glamour, without

even trying. Ava doesn’t have to work

at it by going to every premiere, open-

ing markets, and wearing the most re-

vealing gowns—and then winding up
with much publicity and no glamour. . . .

Switcheroo: Elvis Presley with a Yul

Brynner haircut and Yul with Presley’s

sideburns. ... I wonder which movie

actress has the most scrapbooks. I’d

put my money on Joan Crawford. ... I

yearn to see
(
Continued on page 30)
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20th

Century-Fox

CInemaScoPE!

The

Motion Picture

that crosses

a new
boundary
in screen

entertainment!

STARRING

Based on the Pla^ by Michael Vincente Gazzo * As Produced on the Broadway Stage by Jay Julien

Poppa Pope.

'A man
wants his I

sons to

P
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ends dull, diy

‘thirsty hair- replaces

your natural

beauty oils so each

and every strand

shines with new natural

color brilliance

THE NEW HAIRDRESSING IN SPRAY FORM

Unlike ordinary hairdressings which "coat” your hair—make it

oily-LANOUN Discovery Hairdressing is pure greaseless lanolin in

a mist so fine it is absorbed by each strand of hair. In just seconds

you get the same beautiful results as brushing 100 strokes a day.

Used and recommended by beauticians everywhere. Available wherever cosmetics are sold

HOLLYWOOD FOR YOU
continued

No scandal! Shirley MacLaine’s hus-

band (off to Japan) and Ernie Kovacs’

wife (in New York ) okayed this date

Marlon Brando back on the waterfront

or up in Stella’s room. . . . The movies

must have their own police depart-

ment because in every picture I see

the same policemen. . . . Only a few

actresses can walk barefoot and have

their legs appear shapely and sexy. I

name Cyd Charisse and Shirley Mac-

Laine. And who do you name? . . .

“When a young actor asks me for a

date,” says Barbara Stanwyck, “I don’t

know whether it’s romance or whether

the young man wants to get his name
in the papers.” . . . My good friend

Mike Curtiz said: “In the movie indus-

try these days it takes a certain amount
of optimism even to be a pessimist.”

Who has the better grin, Doris Day
or Mitzi Gaynor? My answer is Doris

Day. ... I don’t believe Garbo likes to

walk in the rain. I’ve met her several

times just after it had stopped!

I’d say Rock Hudson appears more
and more to have the look of a genuine

movie star. . . . I’m in favor of the movie

industry’s program of “new faces” but

I believe they’re rushing the new
faces. . . . Got to have those new faces

stay around long enough so we the

public can know and recognize them.

The trick is for the new faces to become
familiar, honest! . . . Pat Boone can

throw away those white shoes, already.

. . . Debra Paget is a secret romancer.

. . . While being interviewed, Gary

Cooper remarked to a writer: “Let’s

reminisce about the future.” That’s

Hollywood For You.
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COSTUME BY SYLVAN RICH

Maidenform is just my cup of tea . . . such a marvelous pick-me-up! Chansonette’s

unique spoke-stitched cups give me the lift of a lifetime. And Chansonette* Tri-Line*

adds three-point miracle straps for extra comfort, extra accent, extra cling! Treat

yourself today to one of these beautiful bras! A, B, and C cups. Chansonette

—

from 2.00. Chansonette Tri-Line—2.50.

*REfi. U.S. PAT. OFF. © MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC., NEW YORK 16, 31
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DAZZLING DISCOVERY

NEW .ALL NEW CUTEX
Brilliant as diamonds^ radiant as rubies

this amazing NEW FORMULA that wears

longest of any nail polish at any price!

Now! An exclusive "jewel-smooth” finish that

completely resists chipping, peeling. Based on a

fabulous new formula made with miracle Enam-
elon, new Cutex is the longest wearing nail polish

ever known!

Applies in a flash! New all-nylon brush applies

smoothly, evenly. You get a perfect manicure in

minutes.

Priceless protection! Exclusive Spillpruf Bottle!

ONLY in Cutex—the wonderful safety device that

prevents spilling if bottle is upset! Safeguards
clothes, rugs, furniture.

Discover dazzling color clarity ... in a variety

of shades that rival the crown jewels! Try new
Cutex today!

World's Largest-Selling Manicure Aids.

Why pay more? 334 and 194

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

AFFAIR TO REMEMBER, AN—20th. Directed by
Leo McCarey: Nickie Ferrante, Cary Grant; Terry
McKay, Deborah Kerr; Kenneth, Richard Denning;
Lois, Neva Patterson; Grandmother, Cathleen Nes-
bitt; Announcer, Robert Q. Lewis; Hathaway,
Charles Watts; Courbet, Fortunio Bonanova.

DECISION AGAINST TIME—M-G-M. Directed
by Charles Crichton: John Mitchell, Jack Hawkins;
Mary Mitchell, Elizabeth Sellars; Nicholas Mitchell,
Jeremy Bodkin; Philip Mitchell, Gerard Lohan;
Conway, Walter Fitzgerald; Peter Hook, John
Stratton; Ashmore, Eddie Byrne.

GUN GLORY—M-G-M. Directed by Roy Rowland:
Tom Early, Stewart Granger; Jo, Rhonda Fleming;
Preacher, Chill Wills; Young Tom Early, Steve
Rowland; Grimsell, James Gregory; Sam Wain

-

scott, Jacques Aubuchon; Gunn, Arch Johnson.

ISLAND IN THE SUN—20th. Directed by Robert
Rossen: Maxwell Fleury, James Mason; Mavis, Joan
Fontaine; Margot Seaton, Dorothy Dandridge; David
Boyeur, Harry Belafonte; Jocelyn, Joaq Collins;
Hilary Carson, Michael Rennie; Mrs. Fleury, Diana
Wynyard; Colonel Whittingham, John Williams;
Euan Templeton, Stephen Boyd*; Sylvia, Patricia
Owens; Julian Fleury, Basil Sydney; David Archer,
John Justin; The Governor, Ronald Squire; Brad-
shaw, Hartley Power.

JEANNE EAGELS—Columbia. Directed by George
Sidney: Jeanne Eagels, Kim Novak; Sal Satori, Jeff
Chandler; Mine. Neilson, Agnes Moorehead; John
Donahue, Charles Drake; A l Brooks, Larry Gates;
Elsie Desmond, Virginia Grey; Equity Board Presi-
dent, Gene Lockhart; Frank Satori, Joe de Santis;
Chick O'Hara, Murray Hamilton.

LOVING YOU—Paramount. Directed by Hal
Kanter: Dekc Rivers, Elvis Presley; Glenda, Liza-
beth Scott; Tex Warner, Wendell Corey; Susan
Jessup, Dolores Hart; Carl, James Gleason; Tail-

man, Ralph Dumke; Skecter, Paul Smith; Wayne,
Ken Becker; Daisy, Jana Lund.

MIDNIGHT STORY, THE—U-T. Directed by
Joseph Pevney: Joe Martini, Tony Curtis; Anna
Malatesta, Marisa Pavan; Sylvio Malatesta, Gilbert
Roland; Sergeant Jack Gillen, Jay C. Flippen; Mama
Malatesta, Argentina Brunetti; Lieutenant Kilrain,
Ted de Corsia; Peanuts Malatesta, Richard Monda.

NIGHT PASSAGE—U-I. Directed by James Neil-
sen: Grant, James Stewart; Utica Kid, Audie Mur-
phy; Whitey, Dan Duryea; Charlotte, Dianne
Foster; Verna, Elaine Stewart; Joey, Brandon de
Wilde; Kimball, Jay C. Flippen; Concho, Bob Wilke.

OMAR KHAYYAM—Paramount. Directed by Wil-
liam Dieterle: Omar, Cornel Wilde; Hasani, Michael
Rennie; Sharain, Debra Paget; Malik, John Derek;
The Shah, Raymond Massey; Karina, Yma Sumac;
Zarada, Margaret Hayes; Yaffa, Joan Taylor;
Niza, Sebastian Cabot; Prince Ahmud, Perry Lopez.

PRIDE AND THE PASSION, THE—

L

T
. A.

Directed by Stanley Kramer: Captain Anthony
Trumbull, Cary Grant; Miguel, Frank Sinatra;
Juana, Sophia Loren; General Jouvet, Theodore
Bikel; Sermaine, John Wengraf.

RISING OF THE MOON, THE—Warners. Di-
rected by John Ford: The Inspector, Cyril Cusack;
The Old Man, Noel Purcell; The Poteen Maker,
Jack MacGowran; The Police Sergeant, Denis
O’Dea; His Wife, Eileen Crowe; A British Officer,

Frank Lawton ; Black and Tan Officer, Dennis Bren-
nan; Black and Tan Officer, David Marlowe; The
Warder, Joseph O’Dea; Nun, Doreen Madden; Nun,
Maureen Cusack; Sean Curran, Donal Donnelly;
Porter, Jimmy O’Dea; Station Master, Tony Quinn;
Engine Driver, Paul Farrell; Barmaid, Maureen
Potter; Col. Frobishire, Michael Trubshawe; His
Wife, Anita Sharp Bolster; A Matchmaking Father,
Harold Goldblatt; His Boy, Godfrey Ouigley; A
Matchmaking Aunt, May Craig: Her Niece,
Maureen Connel.

SEA WIFE—20th. Directed by Bob McNaught:
Biscuit, Richard Burton; Seazvife, Joan Collins;

Bulldog, Basil Sydney; Number Four, Cy Grant.

SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS—U. A. Directed
by Alexander Mackendrick: J. J. Hunsecker, Burt
Lancaster; Sidney Falco, Tony Curtis; Susan Hun-
secker, Susan Harrison; Steve Dallas, Marty Mil-

ner; Frank D'Angelo, Sam Levene; Rita, Barbara
Nichols; Sally, Jeff Donnell; Robard, Joseph Leon;
Mary, Edith Atwater; Harry Kello, Emile Meyer;
Herbie Temple, Joe Frisco; Otis Elwell, David
White; Leo Bartha, Lawrence Dobkin; Mis. Bartha,
Lurene Tuttle; Mildred Tam, Queenie Smith.

THIRD KEY, THE—Rank. Directed by Charles
Frend: Tom Halliday, Jack Hawkins; Ward, John
Stratton; Mary Halliday, Dorothy Alison; Tony
Halliday, Michael Brooke; Malcolm, Geoffrey Keen;
“Nightwatchman,” Richard Leech; Mrs. Elliot, Ur-
sula Howells.

WILL SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER?—
Directed by Frank Tashlin: Rita Marlozve, Jayne
Mansfield; Rock Hunter, Tony Randall; Jenny,
Betsy Drake; Violet, Joan Blondell; La* Salle, Jr.,

John Williams; Rufus, Henry Jones; April, Eili

Gentle; Bobo, Mickey Hargitay.
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For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months

indicated. For reviews this month see contents page.

i/VW AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS—
U. A.; Todd-AO, Eastman Color: Colossal! Yet it’s

light and entrancing. Stuffy Britisher David Niven

does the globe-circling jaunt on a bet in 1872, with

Mexico’s great Cantinflas as his valet, big stars

in bit parts. (F) January

PW BEAU JAMES—Paramount; YistaVision,

Technicolor: Bob Hope’s both funny and convinc-

ing as Jimmy Walker, good-time New York mayor
of the ’twenties. Alexis Smith’s his wife; Vera

Miles, his girlfriend. (A) July

BERNARDINE—20th; CinemaScope, De
Luxe Color: Pat Boone debuts as an endearing

film personality in a tender, tune-trimmed comedy.

A youthful schemer, he tries to promote Dick

Sargent’s romance with Terry Moore. (F) August

p'p'/' D. I., THE—Warners: In a forceful ac-

count of Marine Corps training, Jack Webb’s a

rough-mannered, soft-hearted drill instructor. His

problem boy is recruit Don Dubbins. Pretty

Jackie Loughery seeks Webb’s love. (F) August

DELICATE DELINQUENT, THE—Para-

mount, VistaVision: Jerry Lewis shows versatility,

mixing drama with zany clowning. Taken for a

j.d., he’s a lonely eccentric, and cop Darren Me-

Gavin befriends him. (F) August

DINO—A.A.: Understanding study of tene-

ment life, giving Sal Mineo rich acting opportuni-

ty. A reform-school parolee, bitter and potentially

violent, he’s helped by psychiatrist Brian Keith

and by Susan Kohner. (F) August

FACE IN THE CROWD, A—Warners: Ex-

citement, ferocious humor, controversy. As a slob

of a hillbilly, big Andy Griffith becomes a TV idol.

Patricia Neal’s his discoverer; Anthony Franciosa,

his agent. (A) August

p'p'/' FIRE DOWN BELOW—Columbia, Cinema-

Scope: Strong action film hits a climax as Jack

Lemmon is trapped in the hold of a burning ship.

Rita Hayworth and Bob Mitchum are his treach-

erous sweetheart and friend. (F) August

/V GARMENT JUNGLE, THE—Columbia:

Over-simplified melodrama. Kerwin Mathews, with

Gia Scala’s help, fights racketeers preying on pop

Lee Cobb’s clothing firm. (A) July

pVl/1/ HAPPY ROAD, THE—M-G-M: Honey of

a movie, combining heart and hilarity. American

widower Gene Kelly and French divorcee Bar-

bara Laage trail their runaway children across

France. Both small kids are charmers. (F) April

'/V'V'V' HATFUL OF RAIN, A—20th, Cinema-

Scope: Brilliant study of a family torn by Don
Murray’s drug addiction. Eva Marie Saint is his

wife; Anthony Franciosa dominates as his brother;

Lloyd Nolan’s the father. (A) August

HIDDEN FEAR—FJ.A.: Involved but fast-

moving whodunit. In Denmark because his sister’s

accused of murder there, American cop John Payne
unmasks counterfeiters. (A) August

V'Wk' JOE BUTTERFLY—U-I; CinemaScope,
Technicolor: Pleasing caper about GIs in Japan
just after the war. Carefree Audie Murphy and

continued

JEANNE CRAIN

LUSTRE-CREME

SHAMPOO

LOVES

never dries- it beautifies

thick and creamy. .

.

blessed with lanolin!

needs no after-rinse!

of course, it leaves hair

more manageable!

Cream or
Lotion

NO WONDER IT'S THE FAVORITE SHAMPOO OF

4 OUT OF S TOP HOLLYWOOD MOVIE STARS

P
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bring out the natural beauty

your
Glinting with color in the lamplight . . . shining, silky-smooth;

Noreen flatters your well-groomed locks with new, delicate and

natural-looking color. Takes only three minutes to apply and the

lovely Noreen color lasts until your next shampoo.

Try Noreen soon . . . surprise yourself, but only yourself, because

the change is too subtle to be really obvious. With 14 flattering

shades to choose from, with ease and speed of application

and modest cost, you can lift your hair from drab to any

of several shades of blondeness . . . make auburn hair

truiy auburn . . . put cool excitement into dark

hair shades . . . make gray or white hair shine
^

like new-minted silver. Noreen is your simplest
j

and best approach to hair beauty whether

you have a professional application in your
jjj|

beauty salon or do it yourself at home. f '*****'*.
.

Write for literature and FREE sample offer-.

Noreen, 450 Lincoln St., Denver 3, Colo., Dept. 12

COLOR
HAIR
RINSE

VVVV EXCELLENT VVV VERY GOOD

VV GOOD V FAIR A—ADULTS F—FAMILY

continued

earnest George Nader are Army newsmen; Burgess
Meredith, a Japanese fixer. (F) August

VVV JOHNNY TREMAIN—Buena Vista, Tech-
nicolor: Flavorful Disney-produced adventure, with
Hal Stalmaster and Luana Patten as brave teen-

agers in the Boston of 1775. (F) August

VV LONELY MAN, THE—Paramount, VistaVi-

sion: An emotional Western pits Jack Palance
against his resentful son, Tony Perkins. Both fight

outlaws, love Elaine Aiken. (F) August

VVVV LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON—A.A.:
Slender idea, done with dash and with appealing

stars. Daughter of private eye Maurice Chevalier,

prim-looking Audrey Hepburn chases American
rake Gary Cooper—in lovely Paris. (A) August

VV MAN AFRAID—U-I: Modest but effective

suspense story. Minister George Nader, defending
wife Phyllis Thaxter, kills a young burglar and is

pursued by vengeance threats. (F) July

VVV MAN ON FIRE—M-G-M: Touching story

of a custody fight. Tycoon Bing Crosby battles to

keep ex-wife Mary Fickett from taking their young
son part-time. Inger Stevens is a sympathetic lady

lawyer. (A) August

MONTE CARLO STORY, THE—U.A.;

Technirama, Technicolor: Light-hearted and lux-

urious. Gamblers and fortune-hunters both, Mar-
lene Dietrich and Vittorio De Sica go after a

rich American family on the Riviera. (F) July

VVVV PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL, THE—
Warners, Technicolor: Style, warmth and charm,
laughs and romance. In 1911 London, American
chorus girl Marilyn Monroe upsets the rigid life

of Balkan ruler Laurence Olivier. (A) August

V'V'V'V SAINT JOAN—U.A.: Fine version of

Shaw’s noble and witty tribute to Joan of Arc,

played with deep sincerity by young Jean Seberg.

Richard Widmark is the weakling Dauphin;

Richard Todd, a gallant soldier. (F) July

VV SEVENTH SIN, THE—M-G-M, CinemaScope:

Predictable but dramatic. Scientist Bill Travers

takes erring wife Eleanor Parker to a plague-

ridden Far East village. (A) August

SILK STOCKINGS—M-G-M: CinemaScope,

Metrocolor: Lilting Cole Porter score, lively step-

ping by Fred Astaire (Yank producer) and Cyd

Charisse (Soviet agent). (F) August

VW SOMETHING OF VALUE—M-G-M: Vig-

orous, violent close-up of conflict in Africa, shot

there. Boyhood friends. Rock Hudson and Sidney

Poitier, become enemies when the Negro turns

Mau Mau. Dana Wynter is Rock’s wife. (A) July

VV TAMMY AND THE BACHELOR—U.I.; Cm-

emaScope, Technicolor: Debbie Reynolds is en-

chanting in the quaintly sentimental story of a

simple but wise bayou girl who invades the stately

home of Leslie Nielson. (F) August

V'V'V'V ten COMMANDMENTS, THE—Para-

mount; VistaVision, Technicolor: Overwhelming

DeMille epic of Biblical times, forcefully acted by

Charlton Heston as Moses, Yul Brynner as Phar-

aoh, many other stars. (F) January
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New and lavish

Probably the most lavish soap

that everpampered your skin

(yet costs no more than ordinary soaps)

Kept fresh and fragrant in Pink Pearl foil

The Procter & Gamble Co.



J
azz is jumping. Rock ’n’ roll is running riot. Calypso

is king. Pops are tops. Hollywood is going mad,

mad, mad about music. Why? On the following pages,

in a special color presentation designed for framing by

their eager fans, are six good reasons: Frank Sinatra,

Elvis Presley, Pat Boone, Tab Hunter, Harry Belafonte,

and Tommy Sands. They’re the most sensational male

stars in the country today. And every one is a singer!

What’s behind this? Other stars aren’t waiting to find

out. From young Sal Mineo to (believe it or not)

Robert Mitchum, they’re all rushing to climb on the

bandwagon—or should we say bandstand? And when

even staid James Stewart bursts into song in his latest

film, “Night Passage,” ( Continued on page 94)

Hollywood’s

MUSIC CRAZE



FRANK SINATRA—

champagne at midnight . . .

golden embers

PAT BOONE—

picnic in the country . . .

strawberry ice .. .

parade on Main Street



HARRY BELAFONTE—

bongo drums . . .

blazing sun . . .

a fistful of diamonds

TAB HUNTER—

dancing in the dark

cashmere sweaters

polished silver

TOMMY SANDS—

autumn hayride . . .

a first romance
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Hollywood 28, California

Dear Photoplay

me to interview Tony Perkins that I'd

end result of two interviews with

ghjpwtir curly and my beloved old

lgers. It was not easy,

^analyst couch and come

.1 you let me write

Thanks,

Slevens,

Little did you know wMJn yoi

have, to put it mildly, an expei^

the feller has left my nature
typewriter a stumbling block for

believe me, to toss Tony nonchalantly

up with a Perkins package. So please, jui!

it as it happened and leave the end results u]

and now to the beginning.

My first interview was a luncheon date set at Paramoi

the studio magazine contact. I was on the lot at ten-thil

chance to read through all the articles on Tony and catch up

and the hows. I certainly found out who, where, when and how, but

seen so many whys in my life ! Every article (and there were over f7

had a different why for what made Tony tick. He was scintillating ;
he wa£

shrewd. He was capricious
; he was somber. He was a showoff ; he was shy.

Mentally whirling like a dervish, I stuck to the facts. I made notes:
age, twenty-four; brown eyes; born on Twenty-third Street in New York City,

son of Osgood Perkins, a famous actor; attended Browne and Nichols Prep

School, Rollins College and Columbia University. Although he always wanted

to be an actor, he is proficient as a composer, singer and writer. Those

were facts—to be clung to. The rest was color. My fellow journalists had

had a field day in the art of creating a personality. Or, the horrible
thought struck me, had Master Perkins had the field day? "Is Tony Perkins

a people?" I asked Jim abruptly. With a sly grin, he suggested, "Why don't

you come and see." I silently folded my tent of manuscripts and stole away

to the commissary.

At the commissary, we found our table in the little side room that

Paramount uses for interviews under the erroneous impression that it's

quieter. I took my usual seat with my back to the wall. Jim sat to my left.

Tony, I was told, always faces a writer. He would sit opposite me. Jim and

I sat making small talk. Tony's new picture, "Desire Under the Elms," had

just started preliminary rehearsals. Tony was on the set with Delbert Mann,

the director; Sophia Loren and Burl Ives. They were also {Continued on page 113)
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“What matters in life? Children

matter. I didn’t know how mean-

ingful life could be until the chil-

dren came. But a woman with a

home and husband and children

to look after can be drowned in a

sea of trivial chores and worries

that aren’t really important. It was

when / realized that this was hap-

pening to me that I knew I had to

do something about it. I had to

find a way to help myself. Having

little Frankie and Melanie grow up

to be fine human beings was too

important to let myself fail, be-

cause I’d surely fail them, too.”



by Howard Eisenberg

WHAT EVERY WOMAN NEEDS
A happy home, a wonderful husband, lovely children—Deborah Kerr had them

all. But she learned there is something more a woman must have to be truly content

I

t was one of those days. The Paris hotel room was a

tower of babble, utter bedlam. Bellhops, shouting com-

mands at one another in excited French, rushed in and

out, adding more luggage to the huge pile of steamer

trunks and saddle-grain suitcases in the center of the floor.

In and out and over the luggage, two happy, squealing

little girls were playing a game of follow-the-leader. A
phone was ringing, sharply and insistently.

“Nine—ten—eleven
—

” Mrs. Anthony Bartley, better

known to moviegoers as Deborah Kerr, calmly finishes

checking the luggage, then picks up the phone. It’s some-

one from Columbia Pictures. Yes, she’s quite satisfied

with her wardrobe for “Bonjour Tristesse.” No, she

doesn’t want anything changed. She hangs up. The phone

rings again. It’s the Paris representative for 20th Century-

Fox. Had Mrs. Bartley seen the reviews from the New
York papers on “An Affair to Remember”? No, she

hadn’t. Yes, she’d love to.

A knock on the door. Another bellhop, with a trayful

of mail and telegrams.

“Mummy, are we going to the zoo?” small Francesca

calls plaintively.

“Oh, Frankie, you can go to a zoo anytime. I want to

go to the Louvre!” Melanie, older by three years, wiser

she is sure by centuries, has her own ideas.

Their mother puts down her mail with a smile. “We’ll

see,” she says. “Now be off, both of you, and get washed

up for lunch. Don’t forget to comb your hair, Frankie.

You can put on your new dresses. Let me see—Yes,

they’re right here. And not crushed, thank goodness.”

With more happy squeals, the girls run out, and calm

and collected as a duchess, Mrs. Bartley sits down in a

comfortable chair and pours tea.

“Good. It’s still hot. Wonderful stuff. Keeps me going

all day.”

“Is that your secret?” Photoplay’s reporter asked.

She laughed. “You want to know how I do it? How
I keep my head when all about me—including readers of

Kipling—are losing theirs?”

“That’s it.”

She shook her head. “I’m no woman of steel. I seethe

and churn inside. Especially when I hear the things

they’ve been saying about me lately.”

There was an unaccustomed edge in her voice, usually

so even and pleasant. The rumors she referred to came

out of Hollywood. When the

cordial and easy-going Miss

Kerr, who has won many press

awards for cooperation, an-

nounced that, for the time being,

there would be no more inter-

views and no more family pic-

tures, the buzzing began. She

and her husband, said the nee-

dle-tongued, had had it. There’d

be no more pictures with Tony

Bartley because soon there’d

be no more marriage to Tony
Bartley. Ridiculous? You bet

—

and Deborah Bartley was here

to say so. “It was simply that

I’d reached the point where it

was just too much. I had to

draw the line. When we get to

the Riviera, when my work is

finished and we’re relaxing in

the sun, then there’ll be time for pictures. But not now.

“Things like these rumors are annoying, of course. But

to get back to that seething and churning inside—I think

there’s much more to it than that . .
.” She turned, and

picked up a slender book, lying with her purse and gloves

on a side table. “Have you read ( Continued on page 102)





What is stardom doing to Kim Novak

?

The dream has come true
,
but is the price

too high? In the first interview

given by her father, he tells Photoplay . . .

why I worry about

'T'he director shouted for the second time, “Quiet, all

quiet,” and this time with some impatience. “Shhh,”

echoed loud whispers throughout the huge, gray Columbia

soundstage—vacant, except for a small section to the left

where the klieg lights were focused on a fragile young

blonde girl.

“You’re right Sal, I
—

” boomed a male voice over the

microphone, and suddenly, with a swift, sharp movement

of her body, the girl came to life. Picking up her cue, she

repeated. “You’re right, Sal, I rob and I steal and I do

anything in the book.”

“Cut,” came the direction and an assistant went up

and patted the girl’s face with a damp, cool cloth. “The

lights are almost unbearable today,” she explained to the

woman. “Thanks.”

The scene continued, the soundstage quiet again, and

the girl picked up her cue once more. “You’re right Sal,

I rob and I steal and I do anything in the book. I’ve got

to be a star!”

In a chair, to the left of the cameramen, sat a wiry,

serious, middle-aged man. He hardly changed his position

during the hour-long session, rarely took his eyes off the

girl. Once, when she stumbled over a word, he caught

his breath and bowed his head in concentration until

she’d recovered and continued. Watching her play an

hysterical Jeanne Eagels, he seemed caught in the misery

of the mood. Only when the director broke in with, “Cut.

Good, Jeanne Eagels,” did he relax. Sitting back in his

chair, he let his hands go limp, watched the director nod

approval to his assistant, and the girl, catching the nod,

return it with a small, shy smile of satisfaction. I studied

him for a moment, then, feeling I would not intrude, I

asked the question that had been raised privately since he

had arrived in Hollywood: “What do you think of your

daughter, Mr. Novak?”

Almost unconsciously, he answered in a soft voice,

“I’m proud of her, real proud. But I worry, too. Is the

price too high for the dream?”

“We have a date for a luncheon interview,” I said.

Walking across the lot, we made our way to a little

restaurant and the bright sunlight seemed to take away

some of the tragedy and impact of the scene we’d just

watched. Jeanne Eagels had been a beautiful, talented

woman, an actress who reached the peak so swiftly that

she was never able to make the adjustment. Her life was

a tragedy. Although he didn’t mention it, it seemed not

strange that the thought could occur to Joseph Novak:

‘I hope my daughter never has to suffer personally.’

Once seated, the waiter brought the wine, and fingering

the glass for a moment, Joseph Novak looked up, slightly

bewildered, and began this exclusive interview for

Photoplay. “You know, it’s hard to believe this is all

happening to Kim. It never stops surprising me that she’s

in the movies, a star. ( Continued on page 106 )

by MAXINE ARNOLD



do go near
the water

‘'It’s freezing” yelped Gia as she and

Rusty ran in and right out of the wa-

ter. Russ lent Gia part of his “beach

robe”—an overgrown beach towel

TYTanna come to a party today?” Russ Tam-

blyn shouted at us over the telephone. “So

soon?” we asked. “Yeah. Gonna be leaving next

week for ‘Peyton Place’ in Maine.” “Be there at

twelve,” we answered. When we arrived, Earl

Holliman, Anne Francis and Gia Scala were

sprawled in the living room of Rusty’s beach

house. “I don’t want to do a thing except fill up

this bathing suit,” said Gia. “I’m dead.” “What

a lively bunch,” muttered Russ, holding his

bass viol like a guitar and imitating Elvis Pres-

ley’s “Hound Dog”—and the party began with
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Let’s take one for the record,” grinned Earl, and we did. Earl, Anne, Gia, Russ met making “Don’t Go Near the Water
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“Any truth to those romance rumors ?” we

asked. Earl and Gia laughed non-committally

They chased a beach ball over the beach,

ducked one another in the surf and had rav-

enous appetites at dinner time. “Omicats,”

bellowed Rusty, “The rolls! I forgot to get

the rolls.” He raced off toward the delica-

tessen, returning with a loaf of rye bread.

“Tonight,” Rusty announced, “we have the

specialty of the house.” “Hamburgers?”

asked Anne. “With a wonderful sauce,”

added Rusty and set the platter down with

a flourish. “This is delicious,” said Gia.

“May I have the recipe?” Rusty looked

shocked. “Would the Brown Derby tell you

how to make sauce bernaise? Would Ro-

manoff’s tell you how to make sauce holland-

aise? Would the Mocambo tell you how to

make sauce anglaise? Nevertheless,” he

waved his hand airily, “I will!” As they

passed their plates for seconds, everyone

agreed that this was the perfect way to end

the day. (P.S. Rusty’s recipes are on page 109)

“This is fun,” said Anne, “I

could walk for mi—” The rest

was lost in laughter as she and

Earl tumbled down to the sand

From Russ’ Malibu beach house, set on the fringe of the rolling

Pacific, it’s only a short ride (by piggy-back) to the water
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ow does he do it?” Gia

rmured as Rusty executed

azzling mid-air somersault,

ding squarely on his feet



In Bombay, our reporter Pegge

Parker gets Rossellini s story

For the first time to Photoplay,

Rossellini discusses his marriage to Ingrid. This

is the story the newspapers didn't get

EXCLUSIVE:

ROSSELLINI TALKS

Rossellini maintains his and Ingrid’s troubles didn’t start

in India, although they reached headline proportions as a

result of his relationship with young Indian beauty, Sonali

Das Gupta, while producing a documentary there. Ingrid, he

says, never shared his enthusiasm for the movie project

'T'he balding, fifty-one-year-old movie director
A looked as though he needed a bath. He had

showered and shaved less than half an hour before

but—drenched in the heat that hangs like a shroud

over Bombay at dusk—he was already rumpled

again, and his clean white shirt stuck wetly to his

chest.

“My wife. . .
?”

Roberto Rossellini lit a cigarette and began to

talk about his wife, Ingrid Bergman, doe-eyed

Sonali Das Gupta, and the scandal that was still

erupting in bazaars, fetid back streets, chic dinner

parties and air-conditioned government offices all

over India.

The Bombay newspapers had called him a “villain”

and a “seducer” and demanded that he be booted

out of India on his plump posterior. Prime Minister

Nehru had labeled him a “rascal” and allegedly

suggested that Sonali’s husband have him beaten up

by hoodlums. He seemed oblivious to all of this. He

had been persuaded to give this one exclusive inter-

view by Count V. Lavison, Italian Consul-General in

Bombay and—after the first wary moments—he

hunched forward in his chair and spoke unguardedly.

“My wife. . . ? Ingrid is a very independent woman.

A strong woman. In many ways much stronger than

I. I will be quite honest. ( Continued on page 99)

by PEGGE PARKER





by ELLIN THOMPSON

N> marriage

stories for us

. . . say Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher. Why? What has

happened that made them reach this sudden
,
but firm ,

decision?

T t all began when the S. S. Queen Elizabeth

docked in London a short time ago. A horde

of newspapermen were there to greet two of its

prominent passengers, Debbie Reynolds and

Eddie Fisher. After they’d had their baggage

cleared through customs and were ready to

embark for their European honeymoon, a few

members of the press waylaid them. “No mar-

riage stories, please,” said Eddie, and Debbie

echoed, “We’ll talk about anything, but not

about our marriage.”

There was a stunned silence.

“Just three questions, Mr. Fisher?” began

a reporter. And Eddie answered, “Okay. But

can we say, ‘No comment,’ if we don’t like

them?” Everybody laughed.

“What are your plans in Europe?” the re-

porter asked.

“I’ll be singing at the Palladium in London

for a week. Then we’re going to Monte Carlo,

Madrid, Rome— I’ll be working there, too,

looking for new acts for my tv show.”

“And we’re going to vacation,” said Debbie

with a smile, “just as often as we can.”

The reporter asked about Eddie’s new hour-

long television show, and he grew enthusiastic.

“It’s going to be great. Lots of time to set a

mood, to get a background, to really do things.

I’m looking forward to it. And that’s why I’m

so eager to find new talent abroad.”

“After we vacation,” added Debbie.

Another reporter asked why Jeanette John-

son, Debbie’s best friend, is accompanying

them on this trip, and Eddie glanced at Debbie

and said, “You get busy for two or three days

and leave her alone and she gets lonesome.”

Debbie looked up at him and smiled and he

answered her with a grin. “But we’re going to

spend a lot of time together and really see

Europe this time. It’s going to be a second

honeymoon.”

“They look happy,” mentioned one British

newspaperman in an aside as Debbie and

Eddie airily waved goodbye. But an American

correspondent set the Britishers thinking when

she added, “I know. ( Continued on page 84)
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photographs by SANFORD H. ROTH

i

Please take me as I am

T don’t want to be anybody else. 1 only want to

be myself.” Donald Patrick Murray means

every word he says. He does not conform. Unlike

most of the current crop of young actors, he’s

impossible to peg. He dresses conservatively and

drives a Ford convertible. Until his marriage, he

owned only one suit. He does not shuffle, slouch

or mumble. He’s erect and direct. He was gradu-

ated from the American Academy of Dramatic

Arts in the class ahead of Grace Kelly, never

went near the Actors Studio. (“When people hear

I didn’t, they think I’m a rare bird.”) He has an

unruly mop of dark brown hair, green eyes and

a ready, broad smile. He’s six-feet-two, weighs

185 pounds (“I had to put on weight for ‘Bus

Stop.’ Then I had to take it all off to play the

dope addict in ‘Hatful of Rain’!”). He’s a steak -

and-potatoes man. He’s an all-around athlete, at

school won letters for football and track. He likes

to play touch football with the neighborhood

boys. Growing up near the beach outside New
York City, he learned to swim when he was

four, loves sailing. (“Some day I want to get

my own boat.”) He is a deeply religious mem-
ber of the Church of the Brethren. But there is

nothing stuffy or sanctimonious about him. He
has a keen Irish wit, loves to tell stories in

Italian or German dialect—not jokes, but clean,

funny stories of experiences he had or heard

about. He also has an Irish temper but keeps

it well under control. He made his stage debut

in “Hellzapoppin,” when his father, the stage

manager Dennis Murray, had him run across

the length of the stage. The part (
continued )



“Don dallied around the sports cap counter,

then shyly tried a jew on. ‘They’re real

crazy,’ he kept saying. ‘But where would 1

ever wear one
?’ ‘When you drive’ I suggested.

After a good long study, Don concluded,

‘Nope, I don’t think I’d ever wear one.’”

lasted ten years. His mother, an ex-Ziegfeld Follies

beauty, never interfered with his aspirations. He
fell in love with his wife, Hope Lange, when she

was a seventeen-year-old dancer and he was play-

ing his first big stage role as the sailor in “The

Rose Tattoo.” She fell in love with him several

years later, when he returned- after two-and-a-half

years of voluntary service in European D.P. camps.

Both he and Hope give a portion of their earnings

to the project closest to Don’s heart, a resettlement

program that will make the hopeless refugees of

Naples self-supporting. As a pacifist, he is not

afraid of danger. He simply refuses to kill an-

other human being. Careerwise, he has two ambi-

tions. One, to bring to films his original screen-

play entitled “The Homeless.” (“It’s a love story

that takes place in a refugee camp. Hope and I

would like to play the leads.”) Two, he wants to

play the leading role in “Jean Christophe.” He
and Hope recently bought a home in Beverly Hills,

near Burns and Allen. (“I expect in a few years,

my son Chris will be selling lemonade at a stand

in front, pointing out the home of the famous

George and Gracie to the tourists.”) He expects

to putter about the place, do his own carpentry

and bricklaying. Being himself has not always

been so easy. He knows the combination of acting

and being a religious conscientious objector is an

unusual one. (“It took me two years to convince

the authorities. They didn’t think an actor could

be sincere.”) That he is sincere, he continues to

amply demonstrate every day, in every way he can.

(“I have learned that without this purpose, any

success that comes my way would have no

meaning.”) “Hatful of Rain” will make Don Mur-

ray a very big star. He already is a big person.
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by CARL CLEMENT

I WALKED AWAY FROM FEAR

Closed in a shell of her own making, Vera Miles was afraid of life, afraid of love

—until something wonderful happened that made her the person she wanted to be

\ t fourteen I was working nine hours a day in a paper

box factory.” This wasn’t said to startle, it was a

simple statement of fact made by Vera Miles as we sat

in the living room of her home one warm afternoon.

Yet it was startling, in the quiet calm of the sunny

room, where a cool breeze moved the curtains and the

whole atmosphere was one of pleasant ease. Vera brushed

back her blonde hair from her forehead. She has a fragile

beauty—a look of always having been sheltered. Searching

for her thoughts, she smiled and went on, “But I was a con-

founded idiot, you know. I worked with so much enthusi-

asm I was promoted to a stapling machine. One day a

ten-ton anvil came barreling down when I pressed a foot

lever to staple the box I was holding. Just before it hit,

I yanked my fingers out of the way. If I hadn’t, for real

I could have said ‘Look Ma, ( Continued on page 110)
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Gordon shocked Vera when they

first met. She thought he had “an

idiot streak in him.” Gordon had

his problems too. Vera’s real per-

sonality lay behind what seemed

an impenetrable wall. So then they

were married! Together the Scotts

are fixing up their new house now.

Outside are a badminton court and

swimming pool for sunny after-

noons and inside, hi-fi, television

and hundreds of books for rainy

days. With Debbie, six, and Kelly,

five, (Vera’s daughters by a former

marriage) and a new baby almost

here, the Scotts have every reason

these days to stay close to home

I
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PART II • by RICHARD GEHMAN

DON’T
SELL

NATALIE
SHORT

N atalie Wood was discovered by director Irving Pichel when

she was four years old and living in Santa Rosa, California.

With the unusual talent she had for making friends, she

simply wandered away from her mother while they visited the set

of a movie called “Happyland,” and wound up on the lap of the

director, telling him a story and singing him a song. Completely

fascinated, director Pichel gave her an “extra” bit in a crowd

scene and was so pleased with the work she did that he promised

her mother, “I will look for a part for her in Hollywood.” Then

he added, “I am sure your little girl will be a big star some day.”

Director Pichel kept the first half of his promise two years later,

when he sent for Natalie and cast her in “Tomorrow Is Forever.”

And now, thirteen years after Natalie captivated her first audience,

Pichel’s second statement seems to be coming true.

Last summer, shortly after Natalie was awarded the starring role

in “Marjorie Morningstar” by the Warner Brothers officials—the

role which may very well catapult her to the stardom she has

dreamed of throughout most of her nineteen years—a studio

executive called her into his office and made a startling announce-

ment.

“We’ve decided,” he said, “that you’re just a little too slender

for the part of Marjorie.”

Natalie’s dark eyes grew apprehensive. She had been hoping to

get the part for nearly a year, and she had won it after the studio

had tested nearly every young actress on both coasts who might

conceivably have been suitable for it. Now she was afraid they

had made a last-minute decision against her.

“You mean,” she said, “I don’t have the part after all?”

The executive laughed. “Don’t go jumping to conclusions, Nat.

We want you for the part and we’ve got a lot of confidence in

you. But the fact is, you’re too thin. You’ve got to gain weight.

You’ve got to gain at least ten pounds.” (Continued on page 92)
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“Sure I like dates. What girl doesn’t? Tab Hunter, Nick Adams, Hugh O’Brian, Steve Rowland, Bob Vaughn, Scott

Marlowe—they’re fun to be with, but what’s most important, they’re my friends. Bob Wagner? Well, he’s awfully nice!”



by BOB THOMAS

In his first year on his own
,
Jerry Lewis has had a rough

press reception. But those blasts may turn to boomerangs

J
erry Lewis became a prime target for

critics the moment he stepped out on

his own as a solo entertainer—just one

year ago. And they’ve let him have it, with

attacks ranging from sly sniping to both-

barrels blasts.

He knocks himself out filling a TV show

with laughs, songs, dances, and all he gets

from one critic is a weary brush-off: “His

Saturday night session didn’t do all that

was expected of it.” From another he gets

the works: “A pitiful reminder of Milton

Berle’s early TV shows, except Uncle

Miltie did them better.” He puts his heart

into a comic-sentimental number with his

father and young son, and the routine is

called “the most grievous error on the

show.”

He works like a demon on “The Delicate

Delinquent,” first film that stars him alone,

and the top trade-paper review dismisses

it as “uneven and undistinguished.”

Thanks to the critics, the deepest disap-

pointment of Jerry’s life came on the night

that should have seen his greatest triumph.

He was opening at the New York Palace,

where all old-time vaudevillians hoped to

go before they died. For this show-busi-

ness kid, the theater on Times Square was

a symbol of success. “All my life I had

wanted to play there,” Jerry says.

Maybe he wanted it too much—because

disaster struck. “I was so nervous and

scared opening night that I just went

through the paces. There was no spark, no

life. Patti was in (Continued on page 88)

_
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When scathing comments hurt jerry

too deeply, Patti Lewis has a motto

to calm him down: You have to be

somebody before people will criti-

cize you—so forget the criticism

and be grateful you’re not a nobody.
“
That’s the trouble with her,” he

complains. “She’s always right!”



Everybody s beau ideal. Gable’s virile

portrayals of test pilots and dashing

adventurers (with Yvonne de Carlo in

“Band of Angels”) enthralled fans. Even

poor films couldn’t touch his prestige

Cary had a time finding his niche in Hollywood until

Leo McCarey, behind piano, directed him in “The

Awful Truth.” Cary’s matchless comedy perform-

ance in it assured his future. The lady turning music

is Miss Kerr, his co-star in “An Affair to Remember”

Expert at playing vixens,

tragedy-ridden heroines

and just plain mixed-up

girls, Bette was demurely

tagged “the little brown

wren” until she rebelled

and bleached her hair.

Here with daughter Babs
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Jimmy Stewart studied archi-

tecture at college but Prince-

ton’s “Triangle Club” musical

shows lured him into show

business. As Lindbergh in “The

Spirit of St. Louis” he por-

trays, again, an American hero



Hollywood couldn’t beat

Part II. Last month, beginning his three part serial, Dick Shep-

pard wrote, “At one time or another, every movie personality now

recognized as an all-time ‘great’ (and this included John Wayne,

Ingrid Bergman, Joan Crawford, Susan Hayward, Spencer Tracy,

Katharine Hepburn and Gary Cooper) was labeled a ‘fallen star’

and box-office poison.” Despite this they’ve all bounced back

—

stronger than ever. What gives them their unique lasting power?

Dick continues, in this second installment, his search for the answer

to this intriguing question. The search begins with Gary Cooper.

“When Gary first came to Hollywood,” said one of Coop’s early

directors recently, “the critics took out after him. ‘One great

gangle of arms and legs,’ they wrote. But even though Coop’s fan

appeal and acting ability in those early days were in question, he

always had one outstanding asset. He could keep his mouth shut.”

It was a good thing. Gary’s first years in Hollywood were no

picnic and after three much-publicized romances and other hectic

off-camera activities had left him worn and spent, he suffered a ner-

vous breakdown, left Hollywood to recuperate. In Rome, he was alone

and homesick. It was there that the late Countess (continued)
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continued,

To watch Ginger Rogers and Fred

Astaire dance was more than a treat,

it was an unforgettable experience.

Later, Ginger went after serious

roles, worked hard and finally won

an Oscar, surprising Hollywood

fFhile Ginger chased the dramatic muse,

Fred kept right on dancing, much to the re-

lief of his ardent fans. His wistful singing

voice, casual charm and unparalleled foot-

work are again exhibited in “Silk Stockings
”

in which he co-stars with Cyd Charisse

di Frasso eventually took him under her

wing, introduced him to the culture of

Europe, later took him big-game hunting in

Africa. She polished the rough edges, con-

siderably widened his interests, helped ma-

ture him as a person. He returned to Holly-

wood to appear opposite Helen Hayes in

“A Farewell to Arms”, and critics marked

him as an actor to be taken seriously. His

marriage the following year to socialite

Veronica Balfe, and the subsequent birth

of their daughter, Maria, brought him tran-

quility and fulfillment in his private life.

Now he could really concentrate on his

career.

From the outset, his close-mouthed char-

acteristics were a decided asset. While other

stars ranted, raved, climbed walls and

threatened hara-kiri in career squabbles,

Gary went to great lengths to avoid any

head-on explosions. “I never like to hurt

people’s feelings,” he^bnce remarked. “If you

say ‘no’ you can’t change your mind later

on.” When there were problems to be faced

or aims to be achieved, Gary meditated at

length, decided on the best strategy and

pursued it. (“Let’s see what happens” was

one strategem ( Continued on page 117)
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/^lothes,” said Terry Moore, “are

^ half the fun of being a girl.”

But being the busy person she is,

she can’t devote half her life to

shopping. Nor does she want to

spend half her income. She uses

all her ingenuity, therefore, to

make the smallest possible ward-

robe go to the greatest number of

places . . . yet she always looks

natural and well-groomed. It’s a

look and a method you can follow.

Terry thinks of her wardrobe as

a whole rather than a series of

parts. In planning, she asks her-

self: “Will this top go with taper-

pants as well as with a skirt?

Can I wear this Winter, Spring,

Fall? Daytime, Night? By coordi-

nating color can I avoid getting a

new handbag for every dress?” Her

next step is to study the fashion

trends carefully, then follow the

styles that are right for her.

“Wool tweed is my ticket to work

or for travel. With it, the blouse

of chiffon (a new duo!) looks un-

commonly fragile.” Simplicity Pat-

tern 2186, 50<f; Chiffon bow
blouse, Simplicity’s No. 2193, 35

$

PHOTOGRAPHED AT NINA REGGIE’S BY DICK LITWIN

ew a star wardrobe
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Sew a star wardrobe

“For evening separates, 1 favor unexpected textures

like satin with wool.” Halter blouse. Simplicity

2086, 35$; printed wool skirt, Simplicity 2006, 50<j:

“Notice the new length of my taper-pants. The tops

dress them up or down.” Pants, Simplicity Pattern

1818, 50<f; jersey blouse, Simplicity 1727, 35<f:

continued

“Every girl needs a black basic

dress as a foil for jewelry, a

scarf, change of hat with mood.”

Simplicity Pattern 2139, 50(f



To buy patients, see stores on page 72

“1 call this dress, at right, my
c

golden find.’ I like its knitted,

fabric—and wear it with or

without the self-belt Pattern

2173, 50$. “My coat, a soft

shade of chocolate, goes beauti-

fully over my loose-fitting suits.”

Simplicity Pattern 2136, 50$.



Sew a star wardrobe continued

“I believe in the ‘Sew-It-Yourself

School.’ Things fit better, can be

richer in fabric. Right now I’m

lucky enough to have a dressmaker

and have picked up some of her

trade secrets to pass on to you:

1. Use pinking shears for a finished

look; keeps seams from raveling.

2. Set aside an especially sharp

pair of shears for cutting thin

fabrics, such as chiffon, so threads

won’t pull.

3. For neat, comfortable fit, get the

zipper length the pattern calls for.

4. After you’ve sewn your fine

seam, press it (using steam iron if

you have one). Details like this

mean the difference between the

homemade and the couturier look.

5. When interfacing is called for,

get the best quality you can.

6. Choose thread carefully for

color and weight, depending upon

fabric used.(Continued on page 72)

“My turtleneck top picks up its

color from my unpressed pleated

skirt. It's the same one I team with

my new ski pants. A belt pulls them

together.” Skirt, Pattern 2145, 35^

terry’s accessories shown on these pages

are: hats by eume, shoes by delman, jew-

elry BY CORO, HANDBAGS BY MARK CROSS,

BELTS BY CALDERON, GLOVES BY WEAR-RIGHT



Below, Teddi King, RCA Victor's young

songbird also sings in smart nightclubs. "My

clothes must be as individual as my song

arrangements. That's why I choose Simplicity

Patterns for my dressmaker to use. They're

styled with wonderful drama, fashion—
and Simplicity!"

Teddi King in Simplicity No. 2182 Coleen Gray in Simplicity No. 2171

Left, Movie and TV star Coleen Gray has

been sewing since her college days. "And I use

Simplicity because Ifind the pretty but classic

kind of sportsclothes we love in California.

Not only that. Simplicity Patterns are so easy

to follow, I really enjoy the sewing! "

Below, MOM'S lovely Finnish "find",

Taina Elg, "loves to sew, hates to iron."

Her enchanting figure "just fits into size 11

Simplicity Patterns" ; one reason she uses

them. Taina will co-star in the Sol C. Siegel

Production, "Les Girls", released by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Taina Elg, new MGA1 star, in Simplicity No. 2153

There
are

so many
good

reasons

why...

more women choose Simplicity than any other pattern

!

Look for your copy of the Fall-Winter Simplicity Magazine

... at newsstands and pattern counters . . . 35t

(A dvertisement )
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Sew a
star wardrobe
continued

“I’m constantly amazed at how a

change in accessories can make a

dress unrecognizable. I have

three sets—one in each of the

basic colors of my wardrobe

—

gold, black and shades of brown.

I make sure I have a big bold hand-

bag and a tiny clutch, a spill of

beads for an unadorned dress, hats

in the latest, gayest shapes.

They’re wardrobe multipliers!”

“This is another of my double-duty

dresses-—to be worn bare or as a

jumper. Here, l wear it with the

soft chiffon blouse 1 wore with my
tweed suit on page 67. I love it

because I’m keen on pleats (they’re

going the rounds this year). Sim-

plicity Pattern No. 2146, 50$

STORES WHERE SIMPLICITY PATTERNS ARE
AVAILABLE ARE: F. W. WOOLWQRTH CO., S. H.
KRESS A CO., S. S. KRESGE CO., NEISNER
BROTHERS INC., MC LELLAN STORES COMPANY,
G. C. MURPHY COMPANY, J. J. NEWBERRY
CO., AND THE MC CRORY STORES CORPORATION

TERRY MOORE STARS IN 20tH CENTURY-FOX's "BERNARDINE"
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based on his make-up research

an entirely new
for Color TV, Max Factor

kind

NEW! NEW!
color won’t come off till you take it off! no blotting, no waiting to set!

brilliant high fidelity colors!

NEW
never, never

everything you’ve ever wanted...

all in one

Max Factors new
Then Hi-Fi touches your lips, you’ll see glowing color

never possible before! You’ll feel Hi-Fi’s glide-on moist-

less that never dries your lips. No need to blot Hi-Fi or

yait for it to set . .

.

ever. It stays on until you take it off

!

fiscover this dream lipstick — created by Max Factor

rom his make-up research for color TV. Buy Hi-Fi

-ipstick. $1.25 plus tax, at any fine cosmetic counter, m

lipstick

Lipstick

MAILTHIS FOR A GENEROUS "TRY-SIZE” HI-FI LIPSTICK

Max Factor, Dept. L, P. O. Box 941, Hollywood 28, California

Please send me a “Try-Size” Hi-Fi Lipstick, enough for at

least 60 days, plus Max Factor’s new booklet “You At Your
Loveliest.” I enclose 25f to help cover postage and handling.

I prefer (check one) Clear Red Pink Coral D 11-9

Name

Street-

City

Please print

_Zone_ -State-

(This offer good only in LJ. S. A.)
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TAINA ELG
co-starring in MGM’s

LES GIRLS”
A Sol Siegel Production

In CinemaScope

and Metrocolor
Matching

broadtail bag.

Escape • slim

stroke of genius i

broadtail leather.

Fashion Editor Photoplay Magazine

Pointer • slim sheath with Sassy • flared wing trim

square throat, stiletto heel, on an elegantly tapered toe.

Party • sling-shot strap

with gay button-flower jewel.

Hermine Cantor and
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Riot • sporty sling pump in Lynn • smart button tab Fritzi • gracefully designed Blair • aristocratic strap

new “diamond cut” leather. trim on pleated faille collar. with soft, puff vamp. pump for smooth walking ease.

iresent "femme fatale” fashions by (piffl f

Panda • handsome silk

tweed with peau de soie sash.

As fascinating as the Paris skyline ... the outline of fashion for fall!

Beautiful, infinite in variety, with a truly feminine charm. And Trim

Tred captures this bewitching mood in its new “femme fatale” collec-

tion of shoes. Smart tailored pumps for town wear . . . others elegantly

styled for an evening rendezvous. In luxurious leathers and textured

silks . . . with sparkling jewels, suave buckles and bows. Many tapered

along continental lines . . . and all skillfully designed for superb com-

fort. Lovely in every way, or as the French say, magnifique!

ROBERTS, JOHNSON & RAND, Division of International Shoe Co., St. Louis 3, Mo.
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Pier takes the simmer out of summer with a cooling system of her own

L
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Start with the right groceries:

Eat lightly, passing up heavy
food for fruit and vegetables

If you can’t be at the shore,

cool off by wearing colors of

the sea: blue, green, white

Artificial flowers never wilt,

perk up your outfit and you.

It’s cooler than jewelry, too

Cold water on the “pulses” at

ankles and wrists cools the

entire body. (See photo, right)

For a glow instead of a hot

shine, freshen face often with

cool, convenient cleansing pads

Best cure for wilted spirits

between now and your next va-

cation—a long, lukewarm bath

Be sure tub is full. And for

the nicest way to come clean,

add fragrant bath salts or oil

Slide in up to your chin and
don’t even think of sudsing up
for at least 20 lazy minutes

Dust with powder so you won’t

heat up all over again, tug-

ging on clothes over damp skin

For the fancy finish, spray

generously with toilet water

in economical aerosol bottle
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BLONDES HAVE MORE DATES?

You'll find out when you blonde your hair with Lady Clairol ® Whipped Creme

Hair Lightener. Actually silkens your hair as it lightens it. . .in one fast action!

Lady Clairol whips instantly to a soft, rich cream ... never runs or drips. Nothing

like it for ease or speed... for clear, even tone. Leaves hair easy to manage... never

coarse or brassy. For a glamorous change in your looks... your personality. . . try

amazing, new Lady Clairol. The Whipped Creme makes the fabulous difference!

© 1957 Clairol Incorporated

Stamford, Conn.



Radie, right, wonders what’s in store

for Bob Stack (with wife Rosemarie)

now that he’s been suspended by 20th

Hollywood bachelors are getting rare

as dinosaurs these days, but hand-

some John Saxon is still eligible

Stack Takes A Stand : Too bad that

Bob Stack, after his Academy nominee

performance in “Written on the Wind,”

is now on suspension for refusing a

role offered to him on his home lot, 20th.

I don’t quarrel with Bob’s right to turn

down a part that he feels is a step

backward in his career, because no

actor can give his best to a film in which

he is unhappy. Yet, on the other hand,

I have rarely found an actor, on stage

or screen, who is an impersonal judge

of a script. He reads it in relation to

the size of his own role and how it will

“stack” up against any competition!

Reminds me of a young player I know,

who finally won his first stage role.

Eagerly, he scanned the script for his

first entrance. It read: “Curtain rises.

You make exit as heroine enters!”

New Femme Star: Pat Neal’s screen

comeback in “Face in the Crowd”
should have every studio knocking at

her door again. When Pat checked out

of Warner Brothers five years ago, she

was an unhappy girl. An unfortunate

love affair with a handsome film hero

had left a deep scar. She returned to

New York, dispirited at heart and dis-

interested in her career. Then, she met
the well-known British short-story writ-

er, Roald Dahl, and suddenly, it was a

great, big, beautiful world again. After

the birth of their daughter, Olivia, Pat

began to think of her career again, and
to warm up, she started attending

classes at the Actors Studio. It was
here that Elia Kazan saw her doing a

brilliant “improvisation” and asked her

if she would like to replace Barbara

Bel Geddes in his stage production of

“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.” Pat took this

opportunity to return to Broadway, even

in a role established by another star.

It proved to be a wise jump, because it

was the springboard for her return to

films. Kazan was so delighted with her

performance, that when he and Budd
Schulberg joined their “On the Water-

front” talents again for “Face in the

Crowd,” Pat was immediately tagged

for the feminine lead opposite Andy
Griffith. Now, with this new lease on

her screen career, and another daugh-

ter to bless her happy marriage, all of

Pat’s unhappy memories have receded

into a dim and forgotten past.

People You Know: Cary Grant turned

down the co-starring role in “Bonjour

Tristesse” because he didn’t want to

play a father of an eighteen-year-old

daughter. And he’s right. I don’t know
of any eighteen-year-old, whose feelings

for Cary are like a daughter’s!

There aren’t many young eligible

bachelors left in Hollywood anymore,

and now there is one less, since Cliff

Robertson caught up with Jack Lem-

mon’s lovely ex-wife, Cynthia Lemmon.
Listen for wedding bells any day now.

On second thought, from the letters I’ve

been receiving, John Saxon should be

able to take over.

Deborah Kerr’s eight-year-old daugh-

ter, Melanie Bartley, went to see her

mother in ( Continued on page 81)



Can love come to a woman after 35 ?

She has so much to give -to the man who can give in return. Could it be Gil?

They might know real love together. But whenever they come close to fulfillment,

his jealousy tears through their happiness, destroying it. Is Kurt the answer?

Kurt, so sure, so shrewd. He has the power to hurt, yet a sudden gentleness

made him say, “I’m starved for all the things you are.” Can she choose? You can

get the whole story— even while you work— when you listen to daytime radio.

Hear THE ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT on the CBS RADIO NETWORK.
Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time.



STAR

LeChic Buttons—fancy and tailored

styles, all colors 10f, 25f

Prim* Cover-Your-Own Buttons and
Buckles 25 *

Risdon Safety Pins ... . 10*, 29*
Star Straight Pins 1 Of

Bur-Mil Ribbons in satins, gros-

grain, moire 5* to 29( yd.

Quick Knee Patches— just iron on,

no sewing 10* to 59*

Majestic Bias Tape and Rick Rack
Trimmings, all colors 15*

Jewel Shoe Laces 5*, 10*
Jewel Elastic 15*, 25*

DeLuxe Elastic Bra-BaklO* to 29*
DeLuxe Roll Garters 10<

MAJESTY

SOLO

Tip-Top Aluminum Curlers 29*
Tip-Top Non-Slip Ring Combs .... 15*

Solo Bob Pins in handy plastic box —
rubber-tipped 29*

Ruth Barry Nylon Hair Nets . . . .10*
Ruth Barry Bob Pins—tipped.

(
10*, 25*

Kleinert’s Dress Shields — regular and
crescent shapes 29*, 39*

Aristocrat Billfolds — new designs in

leather, plastic 59* to 1.98

Metalcraft Photo Frames—tarnish-proof
gold finish 39* to 1.29

Empire Hair Brushes—professional, ny-

lon bristles . . . . 39* to 98*

Tiico Holdette Barrettes 10*
Tilco Combs

FOR THE BEST NOTIONS BUYS... VISIT YOUR LOCAL

MODESS

...brings you sheerest luxury—perfected

protection. Only Modess has the new
"Feminine Fabric" cover. Regular, Junior,

Super. Box of 12 43*, 2 for 85* FRANCHISED BY BUTLER BROTHERS • CHICAGO

!
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ContinuedS) QoM
it might prove the handwriting on the

wall. When Mel co-starred in the stage

production of “Ondine” with Audrey,

he objected vehemently when Lynn
Fontanne interjected some of her ideas

to her husband. Alfred Lunt, so what

will he say to his own wife if she emu-

lates Miss Fontanne? . . . Jayne Mans-
field will never be cast in a movie en-

titled “The Reluctant Debutante” ... If

Tallulah Bankhead, whose favorite role

is Sadie Thompson in “Rain,” ever gets

around to seeing Kim Novak’s screen

version, don’t ask her what she thinks

of it—or she’s likely to tell you! . . .

Rumors that Ty Power will marry Mai
Zetterling will continue in all the gossip

columns and Ty will continue to deny

them . . . Deborah Kerr, who’s been a

three-time loser as an Oscar nominee,

has a very good chance to win it this

year . . . Veronique and Greg Peck will

“heir” the nursery again ... If Marlon

The Andy Griffith that wife Barbara
knows is a long way from the menace
he portrayed in “Face in the Crowd"

Brando is really serious about playing

Romeo (a very dull hero!), his Juliet

will be Susan Strasberg . . . Red But-

tons, who’s been knocking around show

business all his life, in burlesque, vaude-

ville and tv, will finally be accepted

as a brilliant dramatic actor in his film

debut in Josh Logan's production for ?

Warners of “Sayonara . . . Andy
Griffith, who (

Continued on page 115)

Just on film. Bob Evans plays bull-

fighter beau to Ava, that torero fan

Move over, Jack Benny! Jayne shows

she can handle a fiddle, too, on TV

“An Affair to Remember" and reported

back, “I don’t see how it can fail.”

Sounds as if Melanie may grow up to be

a very discerning film critic!

My Own Private Crystal Ball : Ava Gard-

ner won't marry Walter Chiari. but if

she does in an impulsive moment, it

can’t possibly last. Chiari admittedly is

the jealous male, Ava is admittedly the

possessive female—a combination as

combustible as TNT! . . . Greer Garson

will score a great personal triumph in

her Broadway debut, replacing Rosalind

Russell as “Auntie Marne” and Holly-

wood will “discover” her all over again

. . . Cathleen Nesbitt's exquisite per-

formance as Cary Grant’s grandmother

in “Affair to Remember” (20th Century-

Fox), will be a strong contender in the

Oscar sweepstakes for the best support-

ing performance of the year by an

actress ... If Linda Christian can find

a ghost writer who will really tell all

in her planned autobiography. Linda
should make Diana Barrymore look

like Elsie Dinsmore! . . . Lauren Bacall

will be a wise gal to move away from
Hollywood where it’s “No Man’s Land”
for an unattached femme and once

back in her native New York, she’ll

regain the Paradise she lost at Bogie’s

death. ... If Audrey Hepburn allows

Mel Ferrer to direct one of her films,



NOW
T’m so afraid people will think it was

a phony act.”

I couldn’t read Sal Mineo’s expression.

The upper part of his face was covered

with huge dark glasses. But there was no

mistaking the concern in his voice.

“But, Sal,” I said, “How could they?

Why, the whole story about your opera-

tion was covered in all the newspapers.

There were plenty of pictures, too.”

“I know,” he replied, “but I keep

thinking that maybe some folks didn’t

see it. I was on tour, you know, and I

just had to drop everything and come

back home. Then there was the opening

of ‘Dino’ in Chicago. I was supposed to

be there, but I couldn’t go. It was aw-

fully hot then, and well, some people

might have thought I was just finding an

excuse to goof off. That’s what upset me,

more than anything—”

“When you almost lost an eye?”

“Yes,” he said. “In fact, that aggra-

vated my condition. I was terribly de-

pressed and worried about it. My doctor

noticed it, and he told me, ‘You’re not

doing yourself any good. You’ve got to

stop worrying.’ My family noticed it,

too, and tried their best to snap me out

of it.”

“That’s right,” said Sal’s mother, who

heard part of the conversation as she

came in with cold drinks—chocolate

milk for Sal, to build up the weight he’d

lost. “We’d tell him jokes and funny

things that happened—anything we

could think of to get his mind off it. But

it didn’t help.”

It was warm-hearted, motherly Mrs.

Mineo who had answered the phone,

when Photoplay called to see how Sal

J
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by JEAN RAMER

I CAN SEE
was getting along. Everyone in the office had been con-

cerned about him, hoping that his eye operation would

have no serious consequences.

“Oh, he’s fine now,” she assured us. “He still has to

wear dark glasses when the light is strong, because his eye

has to be dilated for a while to keep it from becoming

infected again, but otherwise, he’s fine, thanks.”

Could we come to see him? “Just a minute
—

” She

called her son. “Sure!” Sal said. “I’m not doing anything

but sitting here. Can’t read, can’t look at television. I’d be

glad for company!”

Now, in the homey Mineo living room, Sal’s mother,

who looks remarkably young to be the mother of four

grown children, looked at her son fondly, and sighed.

“Sal’s the kind who keeps all his troubles to himself.

He never complains. Even when we all knew he was suffer-

ing such pain, he wouldn’t say anything. Sometimes,” she

smiled at him, “I’d like to see him get riled and blow off

steam, like I do. But he never does.”

Sal grinned back at her. “But, Mom, I just take it out

on my drums. Or I go and talk to my dog.”

“It’s not enough,” she shot back from the doorway.

“Maybe I did worry too much,” Sal went on. “I’ve done

a lot of thinking these past weeks. There wasn’t anything

else to do! I had to rest as much as possible. So I’d sit

here, or lie on my bed, just thinking. Now, I believe it

was a good thing. In fact, this whole experience has ac-

tually been good for me!”

“What!” I asked. The pain, the threat of losing the

sight of his right eye, and possibly a brilliant career with

it—how could that be good?

“I mean it,” Sal said seriously. “If you want, I’ll tell

you what happened—right from the beginning.”

“Please do,” I said.

You couldn’t help but notice that there was a change in

Sal. Some of the carefree, boyish bounce he’d always had

was gone. He seemed much more subdued and thoughtful.

“When I first walked into Dr. Hubert’s office,” he said,

“I knew my eye was in a pretty bad way. After one look,

he told me so, too, in no uncertain terms. But I guess I

reacted like everybody who’s been in perfect health, then

suddenly is struck with a serious illness. You think, ‘Oh,

it can’t be so bad. I’ll get over it.’

“I even tried to make a joke of it. When the doctor

covered my good eye and asked me to read what I could

on the chart, I couldn’t see a thing. So I said, ‘Made in

U.S.A.’ The doctor jumped and said, ‘How’s that?’ Then

he laughed.

“But after the examination was over, I got a shock. The

doctor sat down with me, and told me exactly what was

wrong. The eye was badly ulcerated. If it didn’t respond

to treatment, an operation would have to be performed.

That would be a ticklish proposition, because the ulcers

had formed on top of old scars from an infection I had

about five years ago. Luckily, the bad area wasn’t directly

over the pupil—if it had been, the scars would have

destroyed my sight in any case, and he would have had

to do a corneal transplant—that’s the operation where they

cut out the damaged cornea and transplant a section from

a good eye. As it was, if the new infection could be re-

moved without cutting too deeply into the old scars, fine.

If not, I would lose the sight of the eye.

“That hit me hard. Suddenly, the thought that I might

have to go through life half blind, drove everything else

out of my mind. When I went to bed, I couldn’t sleep. I

realized how foolish it is, just to take your good health

for granted. ‘This is the greatest thing a person can have,’

I thought.
‘Nothing is so important .’

“For some people, especially those who have had any

kind of illness or physical disability, I guess this is no

great discovery. But for me, it was. You see, until then, I

thought that nothing, absolutely nothing, was as important

as my career.

“It’s strange, but it was my career, in kind of a way,

that caused the trouble. The doctor told me that the

infection could have been caused by some little irritation,

maybe only a speck of dust. But it was because I was run

down from rushing around the country and trying to do

too much that it took hold.

“Of course, my career is important. But now I realized

it was just one part of my life—not the only big thing

in it, above anything else. ( Continued on page 86)



NO MARRIAGE
STORIES FOR US

Continued, from page 53

But why can’t they say so? Why won’t
they talk? What’s this business about
‘no marriage stories’ when for almost two
years every newspaper and magazine has
faithfully reported how many cups they
had in the cupboard and what they
talked about at breakfast. What gives?

It set the reporters thinking and the
thinking didn’t stop when Eddie opened
at the Palladium. The applause that
greeted his final number was thunderous,
and Eddie took bow after bow while the
audience shouted “Where’s Debbie?” The
first time Debbie had been at the Palla-
dium with Eddie she’d been the offstage
voice for one of his numbers and had
come onstage at the final curtain to take
her bow. This time, when the audience
called for Debbie, a spotlight picked her
up in the Royal box, and she stood up
and bowed to the audience. Someone
who noticed the difference mentioned it

aloud, and Debbie answered, “This is

Eddie’s show. I don’t belong up front,”
and it seemed a satisfactory explanation
till Debbie flew off to Paris while Eddie
finished his week-long stint at the Palla-
dium. “She’s off to the continent to get
me a present for Father’s Day,” Eddie
said blithely, but the" people who’d been
inclined to wonder, wondered.
And then in an interview with a reporter

for the London Sunday Dispatch Eddie
made a statement that thoroughly reflected
his point of view. The reporter was
speaking about Debbie and Eddie’s first

trip to London together and the headlines
the story of the postponement of their
marriage had evoked. “We should have
been left alone to work things out for
ourselves. When people decide to get
married they believe it’s for keeps, don’t

you agree? But everybody was at us, like

drops of water dripping on the head

—

that sort of thing can drive you crazy,”
Eddie seriously explained.
Was Eddie talking about The Great

Divide of 1955, when their marriage was
postponed, or of the pressure they’ve
been under recently? For lately, every
minor separation and major decision was
greeted with questions by the press such
as “Are you two kids really getting along
all right?” and “Is your marriage safe and
sound?”
The English reporter didn’t belabor the

point. He continued, “But you seem to

have survived all that. In fact you’re
called over here America’s Ideal Couple.”

“Also the Sweethearts of America,”
Eddie answered ruefully. “That’s a
tough label we don’t want pinned on us.
We’re like ordinary people and we want
to lead ordinary lives.”

And that, in a neat quotation, sums up
Debbie and Eddie’s thinking right now.

It’s difficult for Debbie and Eddie to
simply stop talking for the press. For
now everybody talks about the reason
why they’ve stopped. But a friend of
Debbie’s speaks for them both when
she says, “It’s putting too much of a
burden to ask any marriage to be the
Typical American Ideal. It puts pressures
where they don’t belong—and there are
enough real ones there to cope with.”

“I’ve got a theory that if two people
are together it doesn’t matter if they’re
apart,” said Eddie when the Dispatch
reporter asked about Debbie’s having left

for Paris when Eddie was in London. But
the business of separations has been a
source of trouble for Debbie and Eddie,
with the brief exception of when they
were making “Bundle of Joy” together.
Take, for instance, the matter of what
happened when Eddie was in Boston and
Philadelphia with his new act and Debbie
remained in Hollywood with the baby. Re-
porters, faced with black and white facts,

put them together and got charcoal gray.
It had happened last March, when Eddie
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Strolling London’s streets, Debbie and

Eddie run across a British acquaintance

left on a trip across the eastern seaboard
to try out his new act that was scheduled
for a Las Vegas night club. Eddie left

first, with plans for Debbie and Carrie
Frances to follow. Carrie’s belongings
were duly packed, bottles for her formula
set in a suitcase. As part of the routine,

Debbie had her pediatrician check Carrie
before she made the trip. The doctor
advised her to inquire about the weather
conditions on the east coast, and Debbie
phoned her mother-in-law. Philadelphia
was cold, she was told, and blustery, and
Boston weather was even worse. Un-
daunted, Debbie continued to pack an ex-
tra set of blankets for the baby and
bought a pair of warm nightgowns. But
the day of departure, the baby seemed
quieter than usual, and Debbie called the
physician. “Only an upset stomach,” said
the doctor soothingly, “but no trips for the
baby this time,” he advised. “The baby’s
illness, plus the change of climate, might
cause complications.” Tearfully, Debbie
cancelled her plans to be with Eddie.

As they had during the days when
theirs was a cross-country romance, Deb-
bie and Eddie spoke to each other on the
telephone twice a day. Each time, Debbie
signed off the conversation with a mean-
ingful, “How’s the weather out your way?”
It didn’t get any better, but finally

Debbie thought the separation was too
much to bear, and she left Carrie Frances
with her mother to fly out to Boston and
join her husband on the last four days
of his engagement.
The minute Eddie’s personal appearance

was over, Debbie and Eddie telephoned
Mrs. Reynolds long distance and asked
Debbie’s mother to meet them at the air-

port in California with the baby. They
arrived to find Mrs. Reynolds waiting
inconspicuously off to one side, and the

three of them had a wonderful reunion.

“I wish some of the people who’ve been
spreading rumors about Debbie and
Eddie could have been at the airport that

day,” says a mutual friend. “As a matter
of fact, I wish I’d have had a camera with
me. It’s a picture I’d like to keep. From
all the hugging, kissing and cuddling that

was going on, you’d never have thought
it was only three weeks since Eddie had
seen the baby, and just three days since

Debbie had left her!” The friend smiled
knowingly. “I wish a couple of skepti-

cal column- (Continued on page 86)
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Continued from page 84

ists I could name could have seen them.”
For when Debbie had left Hollywood,

one of the columnists had written that

she was “flying East to talk things over
with Eddie.” Talk things over indeed they
did, as any happily married couple does,

but whatever the columnist had meant
when she wrote the words, it was inter-

preted to mean that the Fishers were in

trouble.
From that period on, the reporters have

descended with questions in mind and
pencil and paper in hand. Debbie and
Eddie did nothing except to retreat into

a shell of reserve and request, “No mar-
riage stories for us, please.” They refused
to dignify any rumors by answering them.
“What could Debbie or Eddie do?” a good

friend of theirs asks. “If you start to

deny a rumor, it’s like printing a retrac-
tion. Somebody who never heard of or
read the original statement reads the
denial, and the whole thing seems point-
less. You spread an untruth unwillingly.
So it seems better to ignore the whole
thing.”
Debbie energetically set about moving

out to Las Vegas so that they could be
together when Eddie played there. She
busily made preparations to move out to

the Hotel Tropicana, their “home away
from home” for the duration. Three cars
were piled full of their possessions as
Debbie made trip after trip for their be-
longings—throw-rugs, pictures, furniture,
toys and clothes went in along with the
baby’s crib—and friends helped her load
the cars full of item after item. “Say, Deb-
bie,” kidded one of her friends, “you’ve
taken everything but the wallpaper off the
wall.” Everybody laughed but Debbie was
thoughtful for a moment. “That reminds
me,” she said, and went back into the
house. She returned, carrying a huge
rocking chair that almost dwarfed her.
“Nap time,” explained Debbie breezily,
and the rocking chair went along.
The rumors continued, despite anything

Debbie or Eddie could do. Part of the
problem, the rumors said, was Eddie’s
career trouble. “How long has it been,”

they asked knowingly, “since Eddie’s had
a hit record?” “And what’s he going to
do,” others inquired, “now that his TV
show is off the air? ‘Bundle of Joy’ didn’t
make any bundles for anyone connected
with it. Maybe the country’s getting
tired of his type voice. Maybe they’re
just going in for novelty things—rock ’n’

roll, calypso, you know. Maybe Eddie’s
finished!” The voices of doom spoke too
soon. For Variety, the bible of show
business, called Eddie’s act at the Trop-
icana “well worth waiting for” and com-
plimented him for his showmanship, his

poise, his savoir-faire. “A ringsider’s
delight” was what Variety said, and com-
plimented Eddie’s showmanship in adapt-
ing his voice and his manner to the size

of the room. Shortly thereafter, NBC an-
nounced that far from dropping Eddie’s
television show, he’d be coming back in

the fall with a new sponsor and a new
format increased to a full hour, alternat-
ing with George Gobel. For the truth is

that Eddie is maturing as an entertainer.
He’s grown past the days when he was
just a boy with a voice that thrilled people.
These days, he’s a showman, a man who
can set aside the microphone at the Palla-
dium and have everyone commenting
about how effective he is.

The people who’ve watched Debbie and
Eddie’s progress in their marriage know
that it is something that will endure too,

because Debbie knows what every good
wife should know: She knows how to

compromise.
A while ago, on a personal-appearance

tour with Eddie in Georgia, Debbie found
a number of antiques she liked and
had them sent to Hollywood. A tremen-
dous four-poster bed, heavily carved,
made of wood from the Black Forest, a set

of divans, some old prints in oval frames

—

they were all priceless antiques and
Debbie ordered them sent home. “Debbie,”
Eddie had once said jokingly, “makes sure
when she buys something that it says
‘Very Old Thing.’ ” Debbie had them in

her living room for a while, planning to

use the divan backs as headboards for

her bed, and had planned to lower the

four-poster bed for another room. But
Eddie likes modern furniture, and after
they’d talked the whole thing over,
Debbie decided there was just one thing
to do: She sold them. They’re also selling
their house, the third one they’ve lived
in in the two years they’ve been married.
They hope to build a new home, one that
will suit them and their way of living,
and Debbie sighs, “I hope our next move
will be our last.”

About the future: Debbie and Eddie are
ready to speak—about careers.
This fall, Eddie faces a big challenge in

his career: With a full-hour television
show resting squarely on his shoulders,
he will be facing the test of whether he
can grow into the true entertainer he
gives promise of being. It’s a test he’s
ready for. “It’s a challenge,” he says.
And Debbie is facing the challenge of

preserving a marriage that is being at-
tacked by innuendo and rumor. Overtly,
she’s doing everything she can to fight

it. There has been some talk she’s trying
to break her contract at M-G-M, but
Debbie says that—despite the fact she
won’t be doing “The Reluctant Debutante”
—she and the studio are very happy. “I

would, however, like to work out a new
arrangement with the studio that would
give me more free time though,” she ad-
mits. More free time, for Debbie, means
time with Carrie and Eddie. Marriage,
a private affair, has never been very pri-
vate for Debbie and Eddie. For years
they’ve been cooperative and gracious
with the press, discussing what they’ve
had for dinner, the furniture they’ll live

with in their new home, who takes care
of the baby when she cries at night, and
how much Deb loves it when Eddie sings
to her. Now, at long last, they want to

enjoy a little of the privacy that is every-
body’s privilege. They don’t want to have
to live up to a public ideal, and they don’t
want to have to wage a constant battle

against innuendo and rumor. What they
want to do is to prove to themselves and
to everybody else that the way to have a

happy marriage is to live it—not to talk

about it. This, they intend to do. The End

NOW I CAN SEE
Continued from page 83

“One thing I’d like to get straight: I

was never afraid of the effect the operation
might have on my looks, as an actor, if my
eye had to be removed. My doctor
squelched that, right away. He told me
about the marvelous work they’re doing
now, by using the eye muscles with a false

eye. He told me, that even young doctors
he called in to look at such cases couldn’t
tell which eye was false!

“But you can’t realize, until you lose

it, how much the sight of one eye means.
“Was I scared? Sure, I was scared.

Plenty. I’d lie there at night, imagining all

the bad things that could possibly happen.”
“Maybe,” I ventured, “it wasn’t good

that you were told so much.”
Sal shook his head. “No, that’s the way

I wanted it. That’s the way I always
want it—all the cards on the table. And I

appreciate this very much in my doctor,
that he understood and always made
everything perfectly clear to me. I got this
from the way my parents have always
been with me. They never pulled any
punches, always told me exactly what they
thought. Sometimes it hurt. But it was

p
for the best, and I know it built up the
confidence and respect I have for them.
“Confidence in people,” he said, “that’s

another lesson I’ve learned from this ex-

perience. You see, my eye didn’t respond
to treatment, and by the second week, I

couldn’t see anything at all. Just a faint

glimmer, now and then, for a second. I

was frightened, and I began to be im-
patient. ‘Why isn’t anything happening?’
I wanted to know.
“One day I came into the office and the

doctor said to me, ‘Sal, I’ve made an ap-
pointment for you to see one of the top
eye specialists in the country.’ Right away,
I realized that he’d sensed my lack of con-
fidence, and I felt ashamed. ‘Oh, no,’ I told

him. ‘That isn’t necessary.’ But he said,

‘No, Sal, I want you to go.’ So I did.

“Well! I went to that big hospital, and
in marched this specialist, very brusque
and businesslike. He started to examine
my eye, not very gently, without saying
a word. Finally, he said, ‘I’ll take care
of this right now, if you like.’ I gulped. I’m
sure he’s a fine doctor, but this cold ap-
proach—it wasn’t anything like the friend-
ly understanding I had with my own
doctor. I jumped out of the chair and said,

‘No, thank you, Dr. Hubert will do it.’
”

Sal grinned. “After that, I never lost

faith again.”
There was a sound of footsteps in the

hall, and presently five attractive young
girls filed past the door, looking in and
smiling. Sal waved them a cheery “Hello.”

Mrs. Mineo looked in to explain. “They
came to see you, Sal. I told them you were
being interviewed. They asked if they
could just take a peek. So—”

“They’re so nice,” Sal said. “All the
fans have been so good to me. You should
see all the nice cards they sent me. And
the letters. They even came to the doctor’s

office, though how they found out where it

was, I’ll never know. He’d kid me about
it. He’d say, ‘I have lots of cases like yours,

but my other patients don’t get this kind
of attention. How come?’
“But I can tell you, it helped me a lot.

And I’d like to take this chance to thank
all of them.”

Finally, the dreaded operation had to be
performed. “It lasted for two hours al-

together,” Sal said. “I was conscious all

through it. Medication was used to deaden
the pain, but it’s not completely effective.

Dr. Hubert is a very gentle man, and he’d

tell me when it was going to hurt.”

So, simply, Sal described what, for him
must have been a terrible ordeal. “But
what a relief,” he said, “when it was all

over, and I knew it was a success. I

wouldn’t lose my sight! I just can’t de-
scribe how I felt. So happy, and so grate-

ful. I was walking on air—at least, until

a sharp pain hit me in the neck. But that

was only because of the tension.”

“We’re all so glad that it turned out so

well, Sal,” I said. “But how can you say
you’re glad it happened?”

Sal hesitated a moment before he an-
swered. Then, he said slowly, “Partly, be-
cause of what it taught me, about putting

things first that are really important in

life—good health, my family and friends,



II

faith in God, confidence and respect for

others. Partly—” he hesitated again—“be-
cause of what I learned about myself.”

He paused again. “I haven’t told this to

anyone outside my close friends and my
family, but I’ve written a play! I couldn’t

use my eyes, but my friend, Joe Cavallero,
helped me. This is something I’ve always
wanted to do, but I never had time.

“I’ve tried to put into my writing what
I’ve been thinking about my acting, too.

It’s this: I feel that there’s a real need to

deal with the problems of young people.

Oh, I don’t mean more juvenile delinquen-
cy stories—though I think some of the
films about it have been very helpful—but
I mean all the problems of young people.

In talking to them, I’ve found out that

they do have problems, and feelings, and
beliefs that are very important to them,
and often misunderstood by older people.

Take young love, for instance. So often,

their parents will laugh it off as ‘puppy
love.’ Maybe it is, and maybe it isn’t. But
the thing is, it’s very important to them
at the time, and this is something older
people should try to understand. It should
be taken more seriously.

“Another thing—from the way they’ve

been treating me, I know how very sin-

cere young people are. And I think that

kind of sincerity deserves consideration.

“That’s why I’ve decided that in my
acting parts and in my writing, if I can
bring about a better understanding of

young people, that’s what I want to do. I

think the parts I had in ‘Dino’ and ‘The
Young Don’t Cry’ are along that line, in a

way, but the characters were very un-
usual. Now, I’d like to play a more typical

part in a good love story.”

“But what about the personal side, Sal?
Did you come to any new decisions about
that?” I asked.
“Yes,” he replied promptly. “For one

thing, I’m more determined than ever
now to go to college. What I’ve been try-
ing to do these past weeks, to put my
thoughts into words, I’m sure that I can
do much better with a college education.
And I want to learn so much—to study
everything I can that will help me in my
work.”
“What about romance?”
“I’ve thought about it, but there I’m

stumped. I go out with lots of girls, very
nice girls, too, but I just haven’t the de-
sire to go steady. Maybe I just haven’t
met the right girl for me. Maybe I’m not
ready for it. So I think the best thing is not
to do it. I don’t think it would be fair to
ask a girl to go steady with me, anyway.
When I’m out traveling all around the
country, she’d just be sitting at home. It

wouldn’t be right.”

Sal looked out of the window. The sun
was setting, casting a golden glow upon
the trees and cozy suburban homes out-
side. “You know,” he said wistfully,
there’s one big thing that I’ve found out
from all this thinking I’ve been doing. It’s

that I don’t really know what I do want
most. While I’m doing something, making
a picture, or a record, I’m full of enthusi-
asm and so excited about it. But as soon
as it’s finished, it doesn’t mean anything
any more. Right now, getting that gold
record for a million sales of ‘Start Movin’
seems like the greatest thing that could
happen to me. But I know that after I’d
get it, that would be the end of it. Maybe
. . . if I found the right girl . . . maybe
that would be the answer. But I still don’t
know.”
A lot of older and wiser people than

eighteen-year-old Sal Mineo have been
trying to find the answers to that. But one
thing is certain: On the rough road that
everyone takes to wisdom, and maturity,
and understanding, his recent ordeal has
taken Sal a long, long way. The End
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HAS JERRY FOOLED
THE CRITICS?

( Continued from page 62)

the front row, but, like a fool, I didn’t look
at her.”

Instead, he looked at the members of The
Press. “All I could see were those wise
guys sitting there and hoping for me to

fail. I could see them with tombstones on
their laps and the words written on them:
‘Jerry Lewis 1926-1957.’

“How I hated those creepy characters
with their Charles Addams smiles! They
can’t stand anything that is good and clean
and fresh. So they were delighted to see
me fall on my nose.”
He was onstage a mere fifty-four min-

utes, unable to warm his audience out of

the growing chill (a chill that carried over
into the next morning’s reviews) . After
the show, as he had dreamed of this night,

there should have been a happy uproar of

congratulations backstage. Instead, Jerry
and Patti, his wife, were left alone in his

dressing room, to share their misery. He
felt physically ill. She could only cry,

knowing how much this night had meant
to him, how long he had looked forward
to it, how far back the dream went . . .

Back twenty years, when an eleven-
year-old kid named Joseph Levitch stood
in the midst of the bustling Saturday -night
throng in Times Square and felt the pulse
of the greatest entertainment street in the
world—Broadway. When his mother and
father were working out of town he liked
to walk down Broadway and watch the
crowds. He did it often.

He looked at the faces—the dame-
hungry sailors on leave, the honeymooning
couples gawking at the spectacular movie
signs, the well-dressed, well heeled parties
hurrying to make an 8:40 curtain, the
Broadway old-timers looking for a quick
buck, the stony-faced cops, the theater
doormen dressed like admirals.
None of them looked at him as he

walked around, half-memorizing the
lighted signs that made Times Square
brilliant and boasted names like Cary
Grant, Bette Davis, Jack Benny, Gary
Cooper, Joan Crawford.
“Some day I’m going to be somebody,”

he said to himself. “Some day I’m going
to be famous, and all these people on
Times Square—all those names up there,
too—they’ll know me.”
A good dream for a lonely kid, for Jerry

wasn’t a happy child. His mother and
father loved each other, but they were

separated most of the time. Danny Lewis
sang songs and told jokes. He was a good
entertainer, but he never got the breaks.
Most of the time he was struggling to

make a living for his family with club
dates, split weeks and burlesque.

“I remember when I was twelve,” Jerry
recalls, “I told my mother I was going to

be a big star. There was no fooling around
about it; I knew that was what I would be.

What’s more, I told her I was going to be
a star for Paramount Pictures. I liked
Paramount because it had that mountain
with all the lovely stars around it.

“Where did I get the drive? I guess
it was from seeing what happened to my
dad. He was good—damn good. I loved
the way he sang, and I thought he was
real funny, too. But nothing ever hap-
pened to his career. Nothing. He had to

play in burlesque to make a living.

“That wasn’t going to happen to me.
I was going to fight my way to the top,

and then I was going to stay there.”

His drive showed itself in school. He
was always fighting to be elected leader,

and generally he won. “And when I took
over, I really ran things,” he says. “I

worked like the devil to be a success.”
The story of Jerry’s rise to fame in show

business has been told many times. But
the story that has been largely untold is an
even more dramatic one: how he found the
courage to make a go of it as a single. It

would make a perfect plot for a show-
business movie, because a woman plays an
important part. She is Jerry’s wife, Patti,

an amazing mixture of native wisdom and
natural charm.
The last chapter in the first phase of

Jerry Lewis’ phenomenal career was writ-
ten on the night of July 25, 1956, at the
Copacabana in New York. It was closing
night, and Jerry realized that from now
on he couldn’t always perform as a mem-
ber of a team.
He went back home to California. Ahead

of him were four months of rest and
preparation for his debut as a single. He
knew it was a challenge, perhaps the
greatest challenge of his life. For that
reason, he didn’t want to think about it.

He would put it out of his mind for a few
weeks and come to grips with it later.

Jerry and Patti went for a vacation in

Las Vegas with his publicity man, Jack
Keller, and Mrs. Keller. They saw the
shows, played a little golf, relaxed.
At 7:15 on the night of August 6, Jerry

and Patti were packing their bags and
getting ready to head for home. The phone
rang. It was Sid Luft. Judy Garland had
laryngitis and couldn’t go on that night
at the New Frontier. Would Jerry go on
for her?

Jerry panicked. He looked at his wife.
“What’ll I do?” he asked.
“Do what you want to do—go on,” she

said in a matter-of-fact tone.
“But I’m scared! I haven’t got an act.

I’m going back to L.A. to start working
up an act.”

“Do me a favor and just go on.”
“Go on! You’re supposed to protect me,

not throw me into the lions’ den.”
“Look—you’ve got to find out some time

if you can’t make a go as a single. God
works in strange ways. Maybe this is His
way to let you find out.”
He tried to argue, but she had already

taken her traveling iron out of her bag
and started pressing his dark suit. He had
no dark socks, so he had to borrow an
undersized pair from Keller.

Patti got him ready for the show, but
he was still scared. “After performing one
way for ten years, it isn’t easy to face an
entire switch,” he moaned.

Waiting in the wings at the New Fron-
tier, his heart pounding in his chest, he
heard Judy Garland being announced. He
strode onstage after her.

“In thirty seconds, I knew the fight was
over,” he said. “I never heard such a re-

ception. There were a thousand people in

the place and the noise was deafening.
I knew I was in.”

For seventy minutes, Jerry stayed on-
stage, throwing in every piece of business
and every joke he could remember. Judy,
who couldn’t speak a word, sat at the side
of the stage, and Jerry played a lot of the
funny stuff off her.
The show went so well that Jerry

couldn’t figure how to get offstage. Then
he remembered that Judy sang “Rockabye
Your Baby with a Dixie Melody” in her
act. He asked the orchestra to play it, and
he gave it all he had.
When he went offstage, the entire audi-

ence stood up and cheered his virtuoso
performance. It was the first standing
ovation he had ever received.
Harry Cohn, the tough boss of Columbia

Pictures, was among those who dashed
backstage to congratulate him. The ty-
coon confessed that tears had come to his

eyes when Jerry sang “Rockabye.”
“You came the closest to the impact oi

Jolson of anyone I’ve ever seen,” Cohn
said. “You’ve got to record that song.”

Patti agreed. Jerry resisted, but she
kept after him for days. “Do it just foi

me,” she urged.
So he did it for her. Unknown to him,

she sent the record off to Decca. Decca
flipped, signed Jerry to do an album oi

Jolson-type songs.
Ten days after his sub for Garland,

Jerry received another phone call from
Sid Luft. Judy was sick again. Would
Jerry fly up to fill in for her?
Jerry agreed, took the first plane to

Vegas. When he started making arrange-
ments to go on, he said, “Naturally, Judy
will be on the side of the stage again.”

Luft shook his head. “This time she’s

in bed,” he said. “The doctor won’t let

her get up.”
Again Jerry hit the panic button. He

placed a hurry call to Patti.

“I can’t do it without Judy to play the

gags to,” he complained.
“Honey,” she replied, “it’s the man up-

stairs again. He wants you to do it alone.’

Jerry went on. This time he did eighty
minutes. He knew he could handle it as

a single, but his problems weren’t over.

He had more hurdles ahead of him.
The first was a big one. He had won

permission to make a movie alone—not
only act in it, but produce as well. And
from a story he had been working on for

years.

It was a big order, but Jerry jumped
into it with both feet. He prepared the
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script of “The Delicate Delinquent” with
great care, fashioning it to his talents. It

was a real gamble, taking almost sole

responsibility for his success or failure as

a single in movies. But he took it.

By the end of October, 1956, the picture

was finished, efficiently turned out in a

period of time that would have done
credit to a long-experienced producer.
But Jerry knew he would have to wait
months, until the picture’s release, to learn
whether he had a smash or a flopperoo on
his hands.
He didn’t hide away quietly during that

time. He returned to the field where he
first found fame—the night clubs. This
would place him in the flesh before the
critics, some of whom were sharpening
their stilettoes. Jerry knew he had to be
great, not just good. So he drilled and
rehearsed to find the right formulas.
As a breather (a Lewis-style breather),

he took a swing around the country to help
along the sales of his “Rockabye” record
and his album “Jerry Lewis Just Sings.”
He totaled 290 appearances in thirteen
days, and the disc and album shot up to
the top-ten list.

Jerry opened at the Sands in Las Vegas
November 15. His evaluation of the
debut: “The first night was rough; the
second night was better; the third night
I was in.” Mostly, the critics were kind to
Jerry. But this wasn’t Broadway; he
wasn’t up against the real sharpshooters
yet.

He did SRO business right up to closing
night, December 19. His salary was
$25,000 a week. It is now $40,000. And one
Vegas spot offered him $60,000 to switch
his allegiance from the Sands. This fall,

he’ll set an all-time record for appear-
ances outside Vegas, that ready-money
capital of the U.S. He’ll get $40,000 for his
stint at Ben Maksik’s Town and Country
Club—in plain old Brooklyn.

After Christmas with his family, Jerry
took off for the Chez Paree in Chicago.
The business, he says, was SOSRO

—

“standing on standing room only.”
He maintains he’ll never forget the clos-

ing night. It was during one of the worst
hail and sleet storms in Chicago history.
The temperature reading was four below
zero.

Jerry left the Ambassador East for the
Chez, normally a six-minute ride. The
taxi took an hour and forty-five minutes.
When he arrived, he expected to see a
handful in the audience. The joint was
packed. Capacity was 750 persons, and
890 crowded in for the final show.
Next challenge: tv.

He went to New York to prepare for
his first television show as a single. He
had nine days to prepare.
“Was I scared? You’ve got to invent a

better word for scared. Something like
‘pathological mental destruction.’ That’s
what I felt.”

Again, Patti saved him. He asked her
to stand beside the camera when he started
the show. Her smiling face gave him
confidence and he breezed through the
show.

It was big news, the Jerry Lewis show.
But as far as the critics were concerned, it

wasn’t good news. The reviews and the
columnists’ comments were mostly sour.
Jerry went ahead to play another week

in Vegas and six days at the Fontainebleau
in Florida, for $25,000. Then he was ready
for the pinnacle of the big time—the
Palace. . . . Heartsick in the dressing room
after that opening-night fiasco, Jerry
couldn’t know for sure how he’d be feeling
twenty -four hours from then. But he
could hope, because he believed he had an
answer for the critics.

In spite of the reviews, the Palace was
jammed for Jerry’s next performance. Be-
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fore two minutes of his first routine had
gone by, he could feel the difference,

though his material was the same. The
people in front of him were not columnists
or critics, hardened newsmen or newsgals.
They were not show-folks, watching him
with the expert eyes of insiders.

They were average Joes and Janes, all

confident that Jerry Lewis would keep
them happy. Feeling the warmth flow
toward him, hearing the unself-conscious
laughter, Jerry outdid himself, ad-libbing
madly, throwing everything into his songs.

The roar of applause at the finish was his

answer for the critics.

Columnist Leonard Lyons had com-
mented, just after the opening night:

“Tough break for Jerry Lewis. Nobody
likes him but the people.”
Box office receipts confirmed this.

Every performance saw the sale of each
of the Palace’s 1,735 seats, plus between
375 and 400 standees. Jerry was booked
to play four weeks. He could have stayed
on forever.

Jerry will never forget closing night at

the Palace. The greats of show business
were there, from Ethel Merman and Cyril
Ritchard to Phil Silvers and the McGuire
Sisters. Jerry introduced them all, along
with Fernando Lamas, his wife, Arlene
Dahl, and Joe DiMaggio.
He was before the footlights for two

hours and ten minutes with a tight,

smoothly executed show. But two events
that evening were quite unscheduled

—

when Steve Allen strode to the stage to

present him with a golden record for

“Rockabye,” which had joined the circle

of all-time hits with over a million sales,

and when, as the parting gesture of the
evening, Mr. Sol Schwartz, president of

RKO Theaters, called Jerry back onstage
and announced: “Ladies and gentlemen,
I’m happy to announce that Jerry has
broken all existing records for a four-
weeks’ engagement at the Palace. I’d like

to present him with this silver tray in

tribute.”

The applause was deafening, and Jerry,
deeply touched, was speechless. Finally,

he managed a quiet: “I thank you. I’m
grateful.”

Jerry’s tv appearances continue to get
occasional bad notices. But his ratings
never falter. Surveys show that millions
of average viewers, all over the country,
ignoring the critics, go right on looking
at him and laughing at him and loving
him.
At the sneak preview of “The Delicate

Delinquent,” the critics got their sharpest
answer from moviegoers at a New York
neighborhood theater where the picture
was shown. The notice outside said only
“Hollywood Preview Tonight.” When Jer-
ry’s face appeared in the opening scene
the pleasantly surprised audience broke
out into wild applause. At the end of the
film, they stamped their feet in a rare
show—for New York audiences are tough
—of appreciation.

Jerry’s second solo picture, “Sad Sack,”
will see him reverting to the wacky char-
acter that made him famous. “It’s real

crazy,” he says, “and I’m glad. I don’t

want people to forget that crazy character
I did.

“On the other hand, I don’t want them
to think that’s all I can do. I’m not just

a screwball comic. I want to show all sides

of my personality—some funny, some sad,

some subtle, some slapstick.

“That’s why I was delighted with the

public’s reaction to the ‘Sonny Boy’ num-
ber on my television show. I loved my
dad for being so wonderful and seeing

my boy Gary perform was one of the

greatest thrills of my life. You know I

bawled when I got offstage.

“It wasn’t just a case of family pride.



The reaction to ‘Sonny Boy’ was enormous.
For the first time, people accepted me as

Jerry Lewis, not just a nut.”

Where will Jerry’s drive take him next?
“I’ll entertain people as long as they

want to be entertained by me,” he said.

“I’ll do it any way, in any medium. But
I’m also interested in fields behind the
camera. I want to direct; there’s a big kick
in getting the best out of people’s talents.

And I want to write; I have a tremendous
regard for writers.”
Anyone who has worked with Jerry

knows he has a high sensitivity to criti-

cism. He subscribes to four clipping
services and broods over every adverse
comment. Especially hurt by one of the
New York critics who knocked his Palace
debut, Jerry fretted for days and finally

wrote the man a letter urging him to re-
turn for another performance. The writer
did. Next day he confessed Jerry was
right about the paralyzing first-night audi-
ence.

When the “Sonny Boy” number was
called a “grievous error,” he was unhappy.
But when another critic rapped Gary,
Jerry exploded. He threatened all kinds
of reprisals until he was restrained by
Patti.

Patti has a drawer that contains greet-
ing cards and pamphlets for every possible
occasion. When Jerry gets steamed up
about some critical barb, she brings out
a tract by Norman Vincent Peale. Its

message: You have to be somebody before
people will criticize you. So forget the
criticism and just be grateful you’re not
a nobody.
Adds Jerry: “That’s the trouble with

that woman. She’s always so right!”

It’s not only the written criticism that
bothers Jerry. He can’t stand the back-
biting and phony sophistication of Holly-
wood. He and Patti were once active in

the filmtown social life, but they have
gradually dropped out.

“We just don’t like to sit around and hear
people knocking everyone in town,” he
says. “If we feel like talking about babies
or religion, we want to talk about them.
But the Hollywood people don’t like this.

So Patti and I just stay home. We have
our own fun. Like the other night when
we sat in bed watching television and
splitting a watermelon between us.”

Jerry feels so strongly about the de-
structive aspects of Hollywood life that he
plans to move his family to Connecticut
and return to California only to make
pictures.

All this makes you wonder if finding
success all by himself has really made him
happy. I asked him.
“Am I happy? The answer is yes—as

happy as I could possibly be. You don’t
realize what it is like to be able to make
people laugh, to put smiles on the faces of
cripples, to hear a warm ‘hello’ from a
total stranger, to know that an audience
loves you.

“Just today I made an appearance for
six hundred women at a charity luncheon.
I had to make my way through the tables
to the speaker’s platform. As I passed
each table, more of them saw me and
their faces started to light up and they
began applauding. By the time I reached
the platform, they all had seen me and
the applause had become tremendous.

“That’s what I dreamed about back
there in Times Square.”
And, for Jerry Lewis, that more than

counterbalances critics’ blasts. The End
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DON’T SELL

NATALIE SHORT
Continued from page 60

Natalie weighs around 100. She never
worries about her weight—for she lives on
a healthful diet. “She exists on meats and
salads,” her mother says. Watching her
weight is second nature to Natalie, and
has been all her life—for she has been
training herself to be a full-fledged star

since she first began playing in movies as

a little girl.

To the executive’s surprise, Natalie
brightened at his announcement. “Is that

all you wanted?” she asked.
“I thought you’d be upset,” he said.

“I’m not,” Natalie said. “Now I won’t
have to be careful—I can go to the Villa

Capri and eat spaghetti all night long,

and I can go to Will Wright’s and have all

the sundaes I want!”
No one who knows Natalie Wood will

be surprised by this story. In a real sense
it expresses her real character. Although
she is only nineteen, often behaves like

a teenager, and is full of the doubts
and uncertainties that all teenagers ap-
parently must go through, Natalie is very
grownup, practical and determined about
her career.

Older players who have worked with
her have said that she displays a maturity
of outlook toward her roles that makes
her seem much older than her years.

Marsha Hunt, who portrays Natalie’s

mother in Warners’ “No Sleep Till Dawn,”
tells of a morning when she saw Natalie
waiting for her when she arrived on the
set. The two were to do a short scene to-

gether, and had rehearsed all the day
before. Natalie still was not satisfied. “I’m
not quite right in that scene,” she said.

“Would you mind going over it with me
again before we get to work today?”
When the director called for shooting to

begin, they were still working. Natalie
would not stop until she was satisfied that
she knew what she was doing.

Some of Natalie’s young escorts around
Hollywood—Bob Wagner, Tab Hunter,
Nick Adams—say that often, when she
is on a date, she will appear to be lost

in deep thought, and when questioned
she always says that she is thinking about
the job she’s currently working on.

“Gee, Nat,” one said to her once, “why
must you think about acting all the time?”
“Acting is the most important thing in

the world to me,” Natalie said quickly.

Oerhaps because acting is her main in-
terest in life, she spends most of her

spare time with actors of approximately
her own age (although, for a time, one
of her many escorts was actor Raymond
Burr, who is old enough to be her father,

and during another period she was seen
with director Nick Ray) . Her young
friends are vastly different from Holly-
wood actors of, say, ten or fifteen years
ago. They are much more serious, much
more dedicated to the notion of perfecting
their craft. They are not simply inter-

ested in becoming and remaining “per-
sonalities,” in the old Hollywood sense.

They now wish to become actors in the
way that the word is understood in New
York stage circles. Indeed, to many of

them, acting in the movies is only a means
of getting experience, plus the money to

do the work they actually want to do.

They read Constantin Stanislavski, the
great Russian actor-director upon whose
ideas “the method” as developed in New
York’s Actors Studio is based. Natalie
has read all Stanislavski’s books and

marked passages that are meaningful to
her. She constantly re-reads these sections
as though hopeful of assimilating them so
that they will become second nature.
She has definite ideas of her own, too.

Some of them are youthful and half-
formed, but most of them indicate a sure
grasp of her own abilities and poten-
tialities. “The girl has herself very well
in hand,” director Daniel Mann has said.

So it appears to the outsider when Nata-
lie warms up on the subject of acting.

“Certain people out here are always
themselves,” she says. “Brando is a
perfect example. He’s more of a person-
ality than an actor—and he does every
part the way it relates to him, himself.
One actress says, I’ve read this part, and
now I’m going to do it the way I think
it ought to be done. So she builds it up in

her mind, and then she does it. She
doesn’t let the part touch her. She
doesn’t relate it to her own experience.

“I can’t do that. To me, the only way
you can be honest is to relate something
to yourself and do it the way you feel it

inside you. If you don’t believe it yourself,

you can’t do it honestly. I think acting

has to be on instinct—you have to use
‘the method’ without realizing it. That’s

what Brando does. He’s not an actor in

the old sense—but maybe he’s a better

actor than most actors because he relates

everything to the way it touches him.
Most kids out here use ‘the method’ with-
out knowing they’re using it.

“'T’here was a scene in ‘No Sleep,’ near
the end, where I was supposed to cry.

When it was time to do the take, I couldn’t

do it. No matter how hard I tried, I

couldn’t cry at all. I seldom cry in real

life, no matter how sad I feel. Gordon
Douglas, the director, helped me. He
came over and put his arm around me,
and he behaved as though he thought I

really was the girl in the picture. I play
Karl Malden’s daughter, and we had a
disagreement over this boy I was in love
with. So Gordon came over and began
talking

—
‘Baby,’ he said, ‘what you did

to your father!’ And then he said, ‘It’s

like you stuck a knife in him.’ As he was
talking to me tears came into his own
eyes. He killed me, just killed me.
“So I used him to relate to in the scene.

He moved me so much, I had to cry. I

couldn’t help it. And I was able to do
the scene because I was finally able to

relate it to something 1 felt.”

It is Natalie’s approach to her work,
expressed by statements such as the
above, which make most of the peo-
ple who know her believe that she will

take stardom in her stride when it comes.
“The girl has been a professional all her
life,” the veteran George Brent once said

of her. “She’s never known anything but
how to be a professional.”

But people become professionals for a
variety of reasons—and in children, es-
pecially, the desire to act, to excel in some
manner, is usually the result of some un-
realized emotional desire. That seems to

apply to Natalie. She is the daughter of

Nicholas Gurdin, a Franco-Russian from
Vancouver, British Columbia, who moved
to San Francisco when he was a struggling
young architectural designer and met
Natalie’s mother, then Maria Kuleff, who
was not only of Franco-Russian descent
but also had some German in her back-
ground. Maria had been married before,

and was the mother of a daughter ten
years older than Natalia Gurdin, who was
bom on July 20, 1938. (The daughter, now
Mrs. Olga Viripaeff, was known as Teddy
to the family; she now lives with her hus-
band in San Francisco and has two small
boys, whom Natalie adores: “I love all

children,” she says.)

Maria Gurdin was, and is, a vibrant,
lively woman with dark, long-lashed eyes
and a quick, flashing smile. Older people
who see her and Natalie together for the
first time often say spontaneously, “Why,
you look just like sisters!” So they do. if

one does not examine them too carefully.
Mrs. Gurdin is rather quiet, almost shy;
Natalie seems decisive and remarkably
independent for a child of her age. “In
some ways, Natalie has been an adult all

her life,” a close friend has said.
“I was precocious, I suppose you’d say,”

Natalie says in her introspective mo-
ments. “Today I can remember lots of
things that happened to me when I was
about two ... I remember walking down
the street with my teddy bear, I remember
all the houses, the trees, fences, places
we played, everything—even the names
of kids I played with then.”

17very experience at that age left a last-L
' ing impression. Although Natalie is

at a loss to explain why she behaved as
she did, she does recall that she was al-
ways an outgoing, extroverted little girl.

“I was friendly with everybody. If my
mother and I were sitting on a trolley car
and somebody looked sideways at me, in
the next instant I would be over sitting

on the person’s lap, talking, singing, an-
swering questions, behaving as though that
was where I belonged.”
Her childhood was, as she remembers, a

comparatively happy one. When she was
four her parents moved to Santa Rosa,
California—a lucky break, for it was
there that Irving Pichel, the actor-direc-
tor, happened to be shooting a picture
called “Happy Land,” with Don Ameche
and Ann Rutherford. Pichel was using
some Santa Rosans in crowd scenes, and
Mrs. Gurdin took Teddy and Natalie down
to the shooting-site in the hope that they
might be hired as extras. Pichel was
charmed. He said he would try to arrange
a future in the movies for the child.

It took him two years to live up to his
promise. During that time, Natalie lived
for the day when she would be a star.

Even though she was under six, she
knew all the names of the big-time per-
formers. She could not read, but she
could identify their pictures in the fan
magazines. She helped Teddy cut up the
magazines to make scrapbooks, and every
day she would run all the way home
from kindergarten to play her game of
“going to the studio.” The studio was the
family garage. “I used to ‘check in’ every
day at a packing-box desk,” Natalie says,
“and I would pretend to be Sonja Henie,
Bette Davis, Ann Sheridan or some other
star. Sometimes other kids came and
played with me, but if they didn’t, I

didn’t care. I had just as good a time by
myself.”

Finally the long-awaited letter came
from Hollywood. Pichel had come across
a role he thought would be good for her

—

that of a little German refugee girl in

“Tomorrow Is Forever,” which was to

star George Brent, Claudette Colbert and
Orson Welles. He wondered if Natalie
could come to Hollywood to make a
screen test.

“A large family argument arose,” Nat-
alie said. “My father said he didn’t want
any child of his being a movie star, and I

was determined I was going to be one,
and my mother was in the middle. Finally
I got my way, partly because Mother and
I assured Daddy that I probably wouldn’t
get the part anyhow.

“I got the part.

“We were going to Hollywood, Mother
and I.

“My father had no choice but to go
along, so he did, and pretty soon he got

a job in the movies as a miniature-set



designer. He earned a lot more there

than he’d earned in San Francisco.”

It was from this point on, a friend

said, that baby Natalie assumed com-
mand of the family, a position she has

maintained ever since. Her mother and
father are gentle, amiable people who
appear to realize that her talent has

given her a kind of certainty and
authority, at least in practical matters,

far beyond her years. Some might say that

Natalie is “spoiled,” but she is not the

kind of child who is addicted to tan-

trums. She is firm. She is definite. And
her ideas, once they are formed, are not

easily dislodged from the positions they take

up in her mind. “When I think of Natalie,”

an old friend of hers has said, “I think

first of her fearless determination. It’s

almost as though she is out to show the

world how strong she can be. But also,

you know, I have the feeling that the

very strength covers a kind of fear, and
even a deep-set feeling of inadequacy.”
Mr. Gurdin, today, still works as a

designer and special-effects builder, al-

though he was in semi-retirement most
of last year because of illness. Natalie’s

mother still acts very much the house-
wife. There is a woman who cleans and
helps out, but aside from that Mrs. Gur-
din does everything else around the home.
“We try to keep it simple and unpre-
tentious,” she says. She says, too, that she
has her hands full with Lana Lisa, Nat-
alie’s eleven-year-old sister, who’s already
appeared in a few small movie roles and
who is every bit as determined to be in the
movies as Natalie was when she was that
age. Lana loves going to the studio with
Natalie, and insists on playing at movie-
making when the two are together in the
house.
When Natalie first went into pictures,

she did not earn much money; she got

$150 a week for her role in “Tomorrow
Is Forever.” But meanwhile, she had con-
quered the heart of another older man

—

George Brent, who took her by the hand
to the agency known as Famous Artists.

They immediately broke the $150-a-week
contract and sold Natalie to Twentieth
Century-Fox at $1,000 a week. She did
five pictures at Fox, and eventually her
salary jumped to $2,000 a week.

Natalie has not stopped working since
then. She has now been in the movies
an even dozen years, during which time,

she says, she has made “two and a half
pictures per year.” She does not remem-
ber the names of them all, offhand:
“They’re in the records, somewhere,” she
says. Nevertheless, she regards them
as good experience, and she is justifiably

proud of having made the jump from
child star to young actress without the
three or four years of retirement that
customarily interrupt most children’s
careers during their “awkward” stages.

Tn the beginning, thirty per cent of Nat-
alie’s income was put away in bonds

which she will not be able to claim
until she reaches twenty-one. “The rest

of it,” she says, “my family kept for me,
although we did use some of it. And
I was glad to be able to use some of the
money to make my family comfortable.”
Last spring she bought the family a new
house. It has a swimming pool and a large,

comfortable patio, and eventually there
will be a .separate entrance to Natalie’s
wing, to give her privacy—and she laughs
“my parents, too.”

The principal difficulty in being a movie
star as a child, Natalie says today, lay
in the irregularity of her school attend-
ance. She began in the first grade on the
lot during her first picture, and continued
going to studio classes until she was

about eight. At that time the family
moved across the street from the site of
a public school, and her parents decided
to send her there. “I lasted a half-semes-
ter,” she says. “I didn’t like it at all—in
those days, I didn’t like children.

“I didn’t think of myself as a child, and
I didn’t like any of the things children
were interested in.

“Also, studio school had been so far
advanced I was ’way ahead of the kids
in public school, and I was bored. So I

made them send me back to studio school.”
“How do you mean, you ‘made them’?”

a friend once asked her.
“Why, I just made them send me back.”
“How?”
She gestured. “I don’t know.”
“Did you always get your own way?”
She hesitated, but only for a moment.

“Yes—usually.”
“Why?”
“Because I feel deeply about things.”
“Do you think it’s good?”
“I don’t know. I’ve never thought

much about it—but if a girl has seriously
considered the question—yes.”
At twelve she went back to public school

—because she wanted to. Her grades,
she says, were very good, and upon check-
ing I found that they were indeed. She
made A’s in nearly every subject. “Natalie
was sometimes neglectful of her home-
work,” one of her former teachers says,
“but she was very bright in class.” She at-
tended Northridge Junior High in the
San Fernando Valley (the school is now
called Robert Fulton Junior High) and
finally graduated, at sixteen, from Van
Nuys High School. Her studio biography
says that she “celebrated the event by
having a swimming pool installed at her
home and by buying a sports car. She also

persuaded her parents to let her open a
checking account.” This means that Nat-
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alie announced that she was opening her
own checking account, and forthwith went
and opened one. The car, incidentally, is

a white Thunderbird, a hardtop.
Soon after she returned to public school,

Natalie had her first date. She was just

about fourteen, and she chose a young
man who was already in college studying
to be a physician. “We went down the
street for a Coke, and he let me drive his

car,” Natalie says. “I think that’s about
all it amounted to. I was small and skinny,
but I wore quite a bit of lipstick then and
tried to look much older, and I don’t think
the boy knew how old I really was.
Otherwise, he wouldn’t have allowed me
to drive his car. He might not even have
taken me out if he’d known—he was
nineteen or twenty!”

Natalie’s parents did not approve of her
dating at that age. “I guess,” Natalie says,

“I was considered a little on the stubborn
side.” Teddy, the older sister, was more
obedient: She did not wear lipstick until

she was sixteen, and had her first date
when she was eighteen.
As Natalie grew older, she found that

parts were not coming to her as quickly
and easily as they once had. She began
to understand that she would have to

fight to keep her position as a star—on
two occasions, other young actresses won
parts she wanted badly. Her real test

came when she heard that director Nick
Ray was working on a picture which
would be called “Rebel Without a Cause.”
She had just turned sixteen, and from
what she had heard of the project, she
felt that the part of the young girl—

a

rebellious, defiant teenager—would suit

her better than anything she had played
previously. She went to see Ray, who at

that time did not even have a working
script.

“I was dubious,” Ray later said. “Her
most suspect characteristic was the fact

that she had been a child actress. So few
of them ever turn into anything but
stereotypes. Helen Hayes is one of the
few I can recall who worked as a child and
later became a mature actress. But I

tested Natalie. There was some spark
about her that told me I should.”
He also tested at least twenty other

actresses. Ray will not mention their

names, but it is known that Margaret
O’Brien, Carroll Baker and Kathy Grant
were among those who went up for the
part. He still could not make up his mind.
“Then, one night, I had a telephone call,”

he recalls. “It was from a member of the
‘Rebel’ cast, and he started off by telling

me not to worry and not to be upset. ‘We
had an accident,’ he said. ‘Some of us were
out riding, and our car turned over. Don’t
be upset, but I think Natalie’s got a con-
cussion.’ Naturally, I went to the hos-
pital. When Natalie saw me, the first thing
she said was, ‘Do you know what that
police doctor called me, Mr. Ray? He
called me a doggoned juvenile delin-
quent—now do I get the part?’ I think it

was about then that I decided she would
do.”

Natalie’s performance, and the reviews
she got, more than justified Ray’s selec-
tion. It was, she says, the turning-point
in her career. The cast—James Dean, Den-
nis Hopper, Nick Adams, Jim Backus,
Natalie and the rest—would go over each
scene together, working it out methodi-
cally to be sure that what they were do-
ing was exactly right. And their intensive
work paid off in the performances they
all gave. “Rebel” is still a big money-
maker, and not only because of James
Dean’s posthumous magnetism. Moreover,
its success actually has pulled another
Dean picture, “East of Eden,” from near-
failure to imposing success.
After “Rebel,” Natalie began coming into

her own as a young performer. She found
herself in demand more than ever before,
and she began to give more serious con-
sideration to her future as an actress.

“Before,” she says. “I just went along,

taking each picture as it came. Now I try
to pick only those parts that are personally
satisfying, and in which I can grow . . .

not only as an actress, but as a human
being.

“You know,” she says, warming up,

“there has to be more to what a person
wants than just being a movie star. I’m
just beginning to find that out.”

Nevertheless, Natalie continues to go
about the business of grooming herself for
stardom with astonishing efficiency for
one so young. She takes singing lessons,
she studies the books on acting (and,
right now, she eats heartily, to put on
weight for the Marjorie role). “It makes
me tired to think of anyone going through
a schedule like that,” a Warners executive
has said. “But if willingness and ambition
mean anything, the girl is going to be
great.” Natalie’s schedule is such that it

is a wonder she has any time for social
life—but some days she often has two or
three dates. At Romanoff’s in Beverly
Hills last March she turned up for the
cocktail hour with Bob Wagner, then went
on to a dinner date with Nicky Hilton.
Later in the evening she was to see her
old standby, Nick Adams. Some say that
Bob Wagner is still definitely her big
heartthrob. But despite her obvious feel-
ings for Bob, she takes the prospect of
marriage too seriously to yield to a sud-
den infatuation and has seen Nicky Hilton
just as much.
“Me think about marriage now?” she

says. “Never—not until I’m five years
older, anyhow. Why, I’ve got so much to

do, so much to learn ... it would be silly

to get married right now.”
It is that attitude that Natalie’s friends

are banking on.

There is a law of the land in Hollywood
that is referred to as “The Jinx.” That is,

that a child star has a hard time trying
to find happiness as an adult. As examples,
they cite Exhibits “A,” “B” and “C”

—

Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney and Eliz-

abeth Taylor, all of whom have lived rest-

less, unhappy lives since they reached
maturity. But Natalie’s friends agree that
“whatever Natalie wants, Natalie gets.”

And if she were to apply the same courage
and determination toward her personal
life as she has toward her career, they in-

sist, she’d be the girl most likely to suc-
ceed where everyone else failed. The End

HOLLYWOOD’S

MUSIC CRAZE
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Photoplay decided it was high time to in-

vestigate. So off we went to the top

singers themselves, to find out how they
feel about Hollywood’s mad fad for sing-

ers, and about themselves and their music
and their fans.

At the stage door of New York’s Roxy
Theater, where the latest singing sensa-
tion, Tommy Sands, was holding forth, we
had to wriggle our way through a horde
of fans, who surged into the entrance hall

like a tidal wave in our wake.
The plump, perspiring doorman ap-

peared to be on the verge of apoplexy.
“Please,” he pleaded desperately, “for the
last time—stay outside! It’s against the
fire regulations!”
Somehow, we managed to state that we

had an appointment, it was duly checked,
and we were directed to Mr. Sands’ dress-
ing room—to find Mr. Sands being pro-
pelled unceremoniously out of it by his

cohorts. He grinned sheepishly at this

strange introduction and explained, “Some-
body’s trying to climb in the window.”

p This, it developed after the furor had
died down, the intruder had been gently
but firmly removed from the second-story
window to the sidewalk, the window closed

and the blind pulled down, was an ordi-
nary occurrence.

“Pretty scary,” we remarked. But
Tommy wasn’t worried about his own
safety.

“It’s a terrible worry to me,” he said

anxiously. “I’m so afraid somebody will

get hurt, trying to climb up there.”

What about other experiences—being
mobbed, having his clothes torn? “Oh
sure, that happens,” he smiled, “but I

really don’t mind. I realize they’re not
trying to hurt me. They’re doing it out of

affection and friendship, and that’s a won-
derful thing. The fans have been so nice
to me, and I’m very grateful.”
The dressing room was like all theater

dressing rooms—chairs shabby from use,
walls scarred, clothes hung on a lead pipe
across one end, a washstand in the corner.
But when Tommy, straddling a battered
wooden chair boy-fashion, arms resting
on the back, began to talk about his music,
the tired, cheerless room was magically
transformed, as if somebody had let a lot

of fresh air and sunshine into it. But then,

that’s exactly the way Tommy is. Re-
freshing. And sunny.
“What I love most about my music,” he

said, eyes glowing, face flushed, “is the
creative part. I love anything creative,

and when I’m working on that part of it,

I’m really in my glory. In fact, the two
greatest thrills from my music I get in the
arranging and recording sessions, when I

get down to work with Bob Bane and we
create the finished arrangement, then

afterwards, go into recording, and come
out with the finished record. Oh, yes, I

work on my own arrangements. And I like

to write music, too. I’ve written about
fifty songs, and had seven of them pub-
lished. Oh, I don’t fancy myself as a great
composer, or anything like that. I just

do it because I enjoy it.”

“All this, for a boy just turning twenty?”
we asked. Tommy has a becoming mod-
esty about his amazing accomplishments.
“When it comes to choosing the songs

I’m going to sing at a performance,” he
said, “I don’t do it. The people I work
with, like Cliffie Stone, I think are much
better able to judge what the public likes

and wants than I am. So I leave that all

up to them.”
Of all his numbers, which are Tommy’s

own favorites? “That’s easy,” he grinned,
“I have just one big favorite, the title

song for ‘The James Dean Story’ that I’ve

just recorded, ‘Let Me Be Loved.’ It’s a
very, very slow, tender ballad written by
Livingston and Evans, and I feel they’ve
really captured the James Dean story in

this song. It means a lot to me, and I can
honestly say that it’s my great favorite,

above anything else I’ve done.”
Because he won fame as a result of the

Presley-like role he played in the tv
show, “The Singin’ Idol,” which he is

scheduled to make as a movie soon for
20th Century-Fox, Tommy has often been
tagged as a second Presley. This is un-
fair, for he is really quite unlike Presley.
Since the tv show, he hasn’t sung with



a guitar. He stands still when he sings,

at the most snaps his fingers or taps his

foot in time to the beat. He’s a good rock

’n’ roll singer, true, but he’s equally at

ease with a dreamy ballad or a pop tune.

Which of all these types of music that

he does well does Tommy prefer? “I have
no favorite,” he says, “I’d say it depends
on the mood I’m in. If I’m feeling happy,

I like a fast, bouncy number. If I’m in a

serious mood, I like a ballad. As a singer,

I want to do all types of music.”
There was a knock on the door. “Who

is it?” Tommy called. “Johnnie Ray’s here

to see you,” was the reply. ‘'The Johnnie

Ray?” asked Tommy. But with that, Mr.
Emotion himself appeared.

“I’ve got about six appointments this

afternoon, and I’m late for all of them,”
Johnnie grinned, “but I just had to stop

in to see you for a minute, Tommy. You
were nice enough to come to see my show,
and it’s the least I can do.”

“Did you have trouble getting in?”

Tommy asked, anxiously.
But Johnnie’s an old hand at coping

with fan crowds. He chuckled. “I just

crept up on ’em, and when they recognized
me, I made a run for it.

“How’s it going, Tommy boy?” he asked.

“Awful big stage here—makes you feel

like a midget.”
Tommy nodded. “Yes, I had to get used

to it. But the acoustics are great.” Where-
upon the two of them launched into a very
professional discussion of the problems of

appearing before various audiences on
various stages, with all the technical know-
how of two lawyers comparing cases. And
kindly Johnnie, the old pro, was obviously
trying to bolster newcomer Tommy’s con-
fidence from his own experience.
Johnnie glanced at his watch. “Oops!

I’ve gotta go now. But I’ll drop in to see
your show, Tommy.”

“Oh, no!” said Tommy, with a mock
groan. “Please let me know when you’ll

be there.”

“Sure, I was only kidding,” Johnnie
grinned. “I’ll let you know. I wouldn’t
want another singer to drop in on me.
So long, now.” And he was off.

“Nice guy, isn’t he?” Tommy said. “Now,
where were we?”
“How do you feel about the music that

made you famous—rock ’n’ roll?” we
asked. Tommy’s eyes flashed, and his re-
ply was unexpectedly heated. “I like

genuine rock ’n’ roll, not commercial rock
’n’ roll,” he said, bringing his fist down on
the back of his chair for emphasis. “There’s
a big difference. Genuine rock ’n’ roll was
originally the rhythm and blues music
that started to gain popularity in the early
1950’s. I’d describe it as real jazz music,
expressed with vocal chords instead of in-

struments. Elvis Presley sings this type of

American blues music, in an entirely un-
inhibited, genuine style. Fats Waller and
Sister Rosetta Tharpe do the same thing.
But today, I think some people have the
idea that they can get record sales through
the cheap imitation I call commercial rock
’n’ roll. I don’t believe they can do it. I

think the public is too smart for that.”

What about calypso? “I like calypso if

it has a message,” Tommy said, “which
good calypso has. But calypso just for the
sake of being calypso is nothing.”

Well! Was this the callow boy his critics

say hit it big through a lucky fluke? Not
much! This was an artist, talking about
his art with all the knowledge and wisdom
of a seasoned professional.
As a parting shot, we asked Tommy to

name his own favorite singers. Promptly,
he did: “Tennessee Ernie Ford for spir-
ituals and hymns; Nat ‘King’ Cole for
ballads; Frank Sinatra for swing numbers;
Elvis Presley for blues; as an all-around

singer: Perry Como.” Who could argue?
So on we go to take up one of Tommy’s

favorites: Elvis Presley.
Away from the mobs of screaming fans,

Elvis sits in a recording studio. The crew
around him maintains a respectful silence,

as befits record royalty, which Elvis is. His
last record release, “All Shook Up,” passed
the million mark in less than six weeks.
As far as Elvis is concerned, the crew

doesn’t exist. In rapt concentration, he’s

conscious only of the records he’s listening

to. Sprawled in his chair, physically he’s
as relaxed as one of his 200 teddy bears;
mentally, he’s as taut as the E-string on
a fiddle. As each record is played, he
makes his decision, swiftly and decisively,
with a shake of the head for rejection, the
word “Good!” if he likes it. For, despite
the rumors that have pictured him as the
puppet of his shrewd manager, Colonel
Tom Parker, it is Elvis, and Elvis alone,
who runs his career, as far as his singing
is concerned.
“Want to know why this boy’s such a

tremendous sensation?” says a man who’s
been with him at many of these recording
sessions. “Just watch him work behind
the scenes. Here’s a boy who hasn’t got
a bit of formal musical education. But
he’s got something better. Pure instinct,

I call it. Elvis doesn’t have to study. He
just knows. Most important, he knows
exactly what’s good for him.”

In selecting a number, Elvis listens first

to the words, then the melody. A melody,
he knows, can often be built up with a
special beat or a clever arrangement. But
if the words aren’t there, the foundation
is missing.
However, Elvis admits he’s puzzled by

the fabulous success of some of the num-
bers he’s recorded. “Hound Dog” is one.
“It’s not the lyrics as much as it is the
melody,” he says. “Too many songs don’t
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have a beat, and I’m partial to those
that do.”

Elvis’ favorite records run the gamut
from country and western material, of the
Jimmie Rodgers variety, to rock ’n’ roll

and jazz. Of his own numbers, he counts
“Oklahoma Hills” among the best, and has
an equal liking for a number of old bongo
records by Machito, “Rock Around the
Clock” by Bill Haley and Pat Boone’s “I’m
in Love Again.”
Right now, Elvis is enthusiastic about

the new song “Treat Me Nice,” j from his
latest film, “Jailhouse Rock,” which he’s
finished for M-G-M. He thinks it’s as great
as “Don’t Be Cruel.”

Elvis, like Tommy Sands, takes a hand
in arranging his numbers, pecking out
notes on a piano to show his musicians
just what he wants. He is also a perfec-
tionist. A Presley recording session takes
all day, and when it’s finished, Elvis will
sit listening to the record over and over
again, while the exhausted crew stands
by and studio overtime costs soar. It

doesn’t matter to Elvis. What does matter
is that the record must be right.

Does Elvis move around as much when
he sings offstage? The answer is yes.
Which disproves the accusation that his
body movements are a calculated act. “I
just can’t sing without moving around,”
Elvis explains, “Without my left leg, I’d be
dead.” An interesting note: Watch him
closely, and you’ll see he seldom moves his
right leg.

One-time preacher. Dean Jones turned to

song, wound up with a choice Metro pact

Two years of solid success, in spite of
all the criticism, have proved that Elvis
Presley is no passing phenomenon. He’s
here to stay.

Can that be said for Tab Hunter? Tab
himself would like to know the answer to

that! His first big record, “Young Love,”
was made under violent protest from Mr.
Hunter, and regardless of the fact that it

hit the million mark within a month, he
still has grave doubts about the whole
business. “Why, I never even thought I

could hum very well,” he says, “I’m
strictly the bathtub singer type.”

Among the top singing stars, Tab is in

a class by himself, in the sense that he is

an actor-turned-singer, not a singer-
turned actor. Consequently, he lacks the
assurance of the others. In recording ses-
sions, he dies a thousand deaths. He refers

r
to the booth in which he sings as “the gas

chamber.” He worries and frets and
agonizes. Hefty royalty checks notwith-
standing, he wonders, “Is it worth it?”

One thing keeps Tab going: He feels he
owes it to the fans who welcomed his

vocal efforts so warmly. So he suffers
through it, feeling all the while woefully
inadequate in his inexperience, his com-
plete ignorance of technical musical
knowledge, his undeveloped style.

“I feel sorry for the guy,” one of his
record technicians remarks. “He’s so sin-
cere, I suffer with him. But you know
what? If he had all the technical back-
ground and savvy of a professional singer,
it’d ruin him. It’s that natural quality,
plus the sincerity he puts into it, that
makes him good. When they hear him,
people can’t help but realize, as we do,
that if his singing doesn’t come from a lot

of knowledge in the head, it certainly
comes from the heart.”

Tab has yet to sing in a film, although he
does warble the title theme for his latest
Warner Brothers film, “With You in My
Arms,” for the sound track. With the al-
bum “Tab Hunter Sings” and his disc
“Ninety-Nine Ways” going like hot cakes,
the studio surely won’t miss the good bet
of starring him in a musical. That is, if

they can talk Tab into it.

As for his own musical tastes, Tab says,
“I like classical music, as well as popular.
Among singers, one of my favorites is Ella
Fitzgerald. I think she’s great. I like to
listen to music by myself, in the morning,
while I’m having my coffee. It’s a good
way to relax and unwind.”
Of the future, Tab says, “As long as

people want me to sing, I’ll sing.” All in-

dications are that he’ll be singing for a
long, long time, for his type of fresh,

breezy, dreamy ballad singing is as peren-
nially fresh and new as young love itself.

As quick as you can say “calypso,” an-
other top vocalist comes to mind: Harry
Belafonte. But just call him “King of

Calypso” and Harry recoils in horror!

“I’m first and foremost a singer,” he
says vehemently. “I don’t want to be
known as a calypso singer. I don’t believe
in being cultish about the success of calyp-
so music, nor would I care to be known
as having been responsible for putting the
nail in the coffin of rock ’n’ roll music. I

sing all types of folk music—English, Irish,

French, Israeli—music from every section
of the world!”

Vet there’s little doubt that Belafonte is

solely responsible for the calypso craze.

According to RCA Victor, three of his four

albums currently on the market have
exceeded sales of one-half million, while
a fourth, “Calypso,” has gone well over

a million. This is no mean feat for an LP,
when you consider that only two other
albums, “My Fair Lady” and “Oklahoma,”
have done as well in the history of the
record business.

Harry acquired his feeling for calypso
music when, at the age of eight, he moved
to Jamaica. With his mother, a native

Jamaican and father, from the island of

Martinique, he remained there seven
years. “Calypso music,” as Harry tells it,

“isn’t the sort that can be easily learned.

It’s one of the few art forms that must be
lived with to fully grasp its meaning, to

understand the pointed wit of its topical

songs. Calypso is a healthy form of music.
It treats topical events with a healthy
irony.”

Asked if the widespread calypso rage
might destroy its popularity (some record
authorities feel that it is now on the
wane), Belafonte quickly replies, “Defi-
nitely not. Calypso is basically folk music
and I think all folk music will survive any

cultist movement or undue popularity, be-
cause of its innate strength.”
He has some apprehensions, however.

“I’m afraid the same thing may happen to
calypso that’s happening to rock ’n’ roll.

Once the fast-buck guys hop on it, once
it becomes a superficial shell of itself by
crass commercialism, it’s going to become
a caricature of itself.”

TT'olk material, whether it be Burl Ives,
Josh White, or for that matter, a number

of songs he’s penned himself, is always
Harry’s first choice. Of the latter, his lat-

est RCA Victor recording, “Island in the
Sun” from the picture of the same name is

one he’s particularly proud of. “Blue Tail
Fly” by Burl Ives, the old Artie Shaw re-
cording of “Begin the Beguine,” Benny
Goodman’s “Sing, Sing, Sing,” Fats Wall-
er’s “It’s a Sin to Tell a Lie,” and Glenn
Miller’s “Juke Box Saturday Night” are
also Belafonte favorites.

At thirty, Harry’s income runs to the

tune of $15,000 a week and he could make
much more if he would accept all the en-
gagements he is offered. Divorced by his

first wife, child psychologist Marguerite
Byrd (they have two daughters, Shari,

two-and-a-half, and Adrienne, eight), he
recently married Julie Robinson, a former
dancer with Katherine Dunham.

Serious as he is about music, there’s no
doubt that the good looks and charm that

won him the title of “the first Negro mati-
nee idol,” have played a large part in his

success. Currently starring in “Island in

the Sun” for 20th Century-Fox, his con-
tract calls for two more films. A new series

of Belafonte albums is in the offing, too.

But Harry remains true to his first love.

“In my quest for folk music,” he says, “I

feel I’ve only scratched the surface.”

Pat Boone, another of today’s biggest

money-makers in the music field, actually

never thought his records would be very
successful! Dressed in the striped shirt

(without tie), soft sweater, slacks and
suede sport shoes that make him look like

the college boy he is, Pat grins, and then
explains, in his soft, Southern drawl, “I

never thought my records would be suc-
cessful, mainly because I don’t sing like

Perry Como, Tony Martin or Gordon Mac-
Rae. When I sing rock ’n’ roll, my voice
is robust, loud and clear. On ballads, I’m
much softer—there’s no bite and I even
sound a little whispery. It’s not anything
I do deliberately, I just sound that way.
Although I approach ballads and rock ’n’

roll songs differently, I’m sure my voice
can be recognized.”

Pat is first to staunchly defend his style,

declaring, “I realize that it’s good to be
different and I’m really glad that I don’t

sound like anybody else. If I did, I would
suffer like so many others who try to copy
singers like Como and Sinatra. I admire
them greatly, but I’m happy my voice is

my own.”
He frankly admits his penchant for rock

’n’ roll music, though he’s equally fond of

ballads and moon-in-June love songs. Says
Pat, “Nobody has influenced my style in

singing rock ’n’ roll. As a matter of fact,

when I first recorded a rock ’n’ roll song,

I wasn’t quite sure what it was, nor for

that matter did I really know anyone who
sang it. I prepared for my first rock ’n’

roll session by listening to other records.”

Ironically, the song that was responsible

for the upward turn in Pat’s career is

quite ungrammatical for a probable Phi
Beta Kappa honor student at Columbia
University. Conscience-stricken when he
was asked to record “Ain’t That a Shame,”
Pat went through twenty-odd takes before

the final cut was approved by Randy
Wood, president of Dot Records, now a
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subsidiary branch of Paramount Pictures.

Boone freely credits Wood as the person
who started him on the road to fame and
fortune. It was Wood who asked Pat to

record “Two Hearts.” “We shook hands on
it,” says Pat, “and much to the astonish-
ment of my wife Shirley and friends, the

record climbed into the top ten lists in a
surprisingly short time.

“I have complete faith and confidence
in Randy Wood,” Pat vows. “I rely on him
to pick my music for recording sessions. I

personally would have turned down a
number of songs—‘Tutti Frutti’ and ‘Long
Tall Sally’ for example.”
Asked about the choice of “Love Letters

in the Sand,” written more than twenty
years ago, which he sings in “Bernardine,”
Pat says the age and type of music make
no difference to him, “though rhythm
songs have always been lucky ones.”
Of his own numbers, he says, “I don’t

really have any strong favorite, but ‘I Al-
most Lost My Mind’ is one I never get
tired of.”

Among all records, Pat numbers Perry
Como’s “Prisoner of Love” and “Song of

Songs” near the top of the list, followed by
Frank Sinatra’s “I’ve Got the World on a
String,” Jo Stafford’s “Scarlet Ribbons” and
Gale Storm’s “Ivory Tower.”

Frank Sinatra never went to college.

“Nobody helped me,” he says, “I did it all

myself.” It is quite true.

At the age of forty-one, he is a one-
man corporation, slated to gross $4,000,000
this year, the highest income ever received
by a personality in show business history.

He has three big films coming out—“The
Joker Is Wild” for Paramount, “The Pride
and the Passion” for United Artists, and
“Pal Joey” for Columbia. This fall, his
“Frank Sinatra Show” will be launched
on ABC-TV, to the tune of $3,000,000 a
year.

He has reached this enviable state by
the toughest road any singer ever had to

take. First of the singin’ idols in the early
1940’s, Frank sent teenagers into a state

of swooning hysteria that sent editors
scurrying to psychiatrists for explanations.
But by the early 1950’s, the hot career of
Frank Sinatra was so cold that he was
released by his agency, Music Corporation
of America.
Frank believes that poor movies con-

tributed to his decline, but he also can-
didly admits that the records he was
making in those days were far below par.
Beset by emotional disturbance as a re-
sult of his stormy marriage to Ava Gard-
ner, his voice suffered. So keenly did he
feel this that he tried to buy back some
of the recordings he made for Columbia.
Oddly, it was his acting role in “From

Here to Eternity” that led to the revival
of his singing career. For it, he was paid
a piddling $8,000. (“I’d have done it for
nothing,” says Frank.) It won him an
Oscar. And the confidence to sing again.

Listen to an old Sinatra record, then
play his latest Capitol release, “You’re
Cheatin’ Yourself” and “Something Won-
derful Happens in Summer.” What a dif-
ference! Today’s Sinatra is as mellow as
old whisky, as pure and sparkling as fine
champagne, as smooth as satin. His im-
peccable style and sharp arrangements
have made him the singer’s singer.
This is no accident. Frank is a master

of his craft.

He works at night—partly because he
prefers it, partly because there are never
enough hours in a day that, for him, be-
gins at ten in the morning, and may last
until three the following morning. At
work he is quiet, thoughtful, thoroughly
professional. His musicians have the great-
est respect for him.

“He’s a fine artist in every sense of the
word,” says one record executive, “but if

you ask me what it is that Sinatra has that
gets you, I’d sum it up with one word:
intimacy. He gets close to people. Every
woman feels he’s making love just to her.

He’s always had it, but now it comes
across even more.”
Among the Big Six, only Frank and

Tab Hunter can be considered purely
Northern products. Belafonte, though a
New Yorker, grew up in Jamaica. With
Tommy Sands coming from Louisiana,
Elvis Presley from Tennessee, and Pat
Boone from North Carolina and Texas,
the Southern influence is strong. Fast-
rising Andy Griffith, star of Warner Broth-
ers’ “A Face in the Crowd,” hails from
North Carolina. Dean Jones, sure to be
heard from as a singer as well as an actor
at M-G-M, was born in Alabama. Perry
Como, the pride of Pennsylvania, could do
a lot to even up the Hollywood score for
the Northerners, but Mr. Como just doesn’t
believe in spending the summer vacation
from his tv show working, and who can
blame him?
However, Hollywood is finding plenty

of new singing talent to satisfy its mad
craving for singers right in its own back-
yard. Sal Mineo’s initial vocals show
great promise. Robert Mitchum’s calypso
recording, the result of film-making in the
West Indies, was a surprise. Robert Wag-
ner is also doing well with his discs, as is

Jeff Chandler. And let’s not overlook Jer-
ry Lewis, who amazed everyone by turn-
ing up on the best-seller lists with his first

record, “Rockabye.”
Certain to be a future movie star is

handsome young Ricky Nelson, who
zoomed to record fame overnight via his
discs, “I’m Walkin’ ” and “A Teenager’s
Romance.”

Sal Mineo, who like Tab Hunter was al-
ready a star as an actor, says that in his
case, it was also the demand of the fans
that caused him to make a record. “I’d

never thought of myself as a singer,” says
Sal, “but every time I’d talk to some young
people, they’d say, ‘Sal, why don’t you
make a record?’ Then one day, someone
from Columbia called me with the same
suggestion. ‘What!’ I said. ‘Are they after
you, too?’ He laughed and said, ‘That’s
right.’ So I agreed to do it. And was I

surprised at the way it turned out!” No
wonder—Sal’s first platter, “Start Movin’ ”

climbed fast toward the million mark in a
matter of weeks.

“I like some rock ’n’ roll numbers,
though not all,” says Sal. “I like those
with a strong beat—Bill Haley’s, for in-
stance. But I like all kinds of music. In my
own collection, my favorites are my al-
bums of Benny Goodman and Glenn Mil-
ler.”

Popular Dean Jones says his collection
“includes most of Stan Kenton’s work, lots

of Ella, Frank Sinatra and all of Frankie
Laine’s early recordings.” Laine is a great
favorite of his.

“I don’t know if I can pinpoint the in-
fluences on my singing,” Dean continues.
“I’m sure the church choir, recordings and
local jazz bands made an impression, but
the thing that I remember most about mu-
sic as a kid is the spiritual music that
drifted up from the cotton fields. Those
wonderful songs must have influenced me
to believe that songs must be sung with
feeling and emotion. And this is what I

think must be put into a song.”
Actually, this whole Hollywood music

craze is pretty simple. Music fads have
swept the country since the birth of jazz
in the early days of the Twentieth Cen-
tury. From the Charleston days, through
the great dance bands of Goodman, Miller
and the Dorsey Brothers in the ’thirties,

to today’s rock ’n’ roll, they have always
existed, offshoots of what is regarded as
America’s only truly original art form:
jazz. And Hollywood movie-makers who
are quick to give the public what it wants
surely would not miss the opportunity to
satisfy this national demand. In the great
dance band days, of course, this was an
awkward proposition: How many film
stories could be done about a band? The
difference today, as we’ve seen in this

examination of them, is that the represen-
tatives of the current music fad are men
who, in addition to being good singers, are
highly attractive personalities. In short,
star material. Moreover, as we’ve seen,
they are no lucky products of the public’s
passing fancy. They are hep performers
who take their work and their responsibil-
ity to the public seriously.

Andy Griffith’s earthy vocalizing to his

own guitar music started him toward fame

It was the youngest of them, Tommy
Sands, who put his finger on the real rea-

son for it all. Said Tommy, “You know,
I’ve been singing for people for eleven
years. I did it because I love music, and
I love to sing. I never thought much
more about it, until just a couple of years
ago. Then I reached the time, as I sup-
pose every young fellow does, when I

began to wonder whether I was really

doing something worthwhile with my life,

whether this was what I really wanted to

devote my life to. I thought about it a lot,

what entertainment means to people. Then,
I remembered all the people I talked to.

I’ve always liked to talk to all kinds of

people, to find out how they think and
feel. And I remembered all the times
somebody, maybe a cab driver or a news-
boy, would say to me, ‘I saw a great movie
last night’ or ‘Did you catch Perry Como
on tv? Wonderful show!’

“I realized then how much entertainment
really means to all of us, because it’s

something that gives us a necessary change
and lift from the cares of our daily lives.

Now I feel that my singing really has a
purpose, that I can give people something
they want and need.”

You’re so right, Tommy. The End
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Test your tastes against a Hollywood expert

Joel Friedman, music and record expert of the Hollywood staff of

Billboard magazine, compiled this basic record collection for Photo-

play readers. How do your disc tastes stack against the expert’s?

CALYPSO
HARRY BELAFONTE
“Calypso” RCA Victor

LOUISE BENNETT
“Jamaican Folk Songs” Folkways

DUKE OF IRON & LORD THOMAS
“Calypso Jamboree” Paragon

THE EASY RIDERS
“Marianne and Other Songs” Columbia

LORD BEGINNER
“Holiday in the West Indies” Decca

ENID MOSIER
“Hi-Fi Calypso” Columbia

EDMUNDO ROS
“Calypso” London

STAN KENTON
Artistry in Rhythm Capitol

GLENN MILLER
Concert Vol. I and II RCA Yictor

RED NICHOLS
Red Nichols and His Five Pennies

Vol. I, II, III

FATS WALLER
Fats Waller Plays and Sings RCA Victor

TEDDY WILSON
Teddy Wilson with Billie Holiday Columbia

ERROLL GARNER
The Most Happy Piano Columbia

RALPH SUTTON
Classic Jazz Piano Riverside

POPULAR ALBUMS
HARRY BELAFONTE
Belafonte RCA Victor

PERRY COMO
So Smooth RCA Victor

XAVIER CUGAT
Cha-Cha-Cha Columbia

DORIS DAY
Love Me or Leave Me Columbia

JACKIE GLEASON
Music for Lovers Only Capitol

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
Meet Andre Kostelanetz Columbia

JULIE LONDON
Julie Is Her Name Liberty

THE TALBOT BROTHERS GLENN MILLER

“Calypso” Audio Fidelity Glenn Miller Plays Selections From

VARIOUS ROCK ’N’ ROLL “The Glenn Miller Story” RCA Victor

“Calypso Holiday in the Virgin Islands” LAWRENCE WELK
Decca LAVERNE BAKER 9 Say It with Music Coral

“Tweedle Dee” Atlantic FRANK SINATRA
PAT BOONE In the Wee Small Hours Capitol

“I Almost Lost My Mind” Dot

BASIC JAZZ PAT BOONE

LOUIS ARMSTRONG “Ain't That a Shame” Dot BALLAD
The Armstrong Story Columbia CREWCUTS NAT KING COLE

LOUIS ARMSTRONG “Ssh-Boom” Mercury “Mona Lisa” Capitol

Pasadena Concert Decca FATS DOMINO TONY BENNETT

COUNT BASIE “I’m in Love Again” Imperial “Because of You” Columbia

Basie’s Best Decca FONTANE SISTERS PERRY COMO
SIDNEY BECHET “Hearts of Stone” Dot “Prisoner of Love” RCA Victor

Jazz Classics, Vol. I and II Blue Note GEORGIA GIBBS FRANKIE LAINE

BIX BEIDERBECKE "Dance with Me Henry” Mercury “I Believe” Columbia

The Bix Beiderbecke Story Vol. I Columbia BILL HALEY TERESA BREWER

DAVE BRUBECK “Rock Around the Clock” Decca “Till I Waltz Again with You” Coral

Jazz Goes to College Columbia LITTLE RICHARD ROSEMARY CLOONEY

JOHNNY DODDS “Tutti Frutti” Specialty “Hey There” Columbia

Johnny Dodds—Vol. I Riverside LITTLE RICHARD FOUR ACES

DUKE ELLINGTON “Rip It Up” Specialty “Three Coins in the Fountain” Decca

This Is Duke Ellington RCA Victor LITTLE RICHARD FRANK SINATRA

DUKE ELLINGTON “Slippin’ and Slidin’
”

Specialty “Young at Heart” Capitol

Ellington’s Greatest RCA Victor CARL PERKINS DORIS DAY

ELLA FITZGERALD “Blue Suede Shoes” Sun “Secret Love” Columbia

Ella Fitzgerald Sings the ELVIS PRESLEY EDDIE FISHER

Rodgers and Hart Song Book Verve “All Shook Up” RCA Victor “Wish You Were Here” RCA Victor

BENNY GOODMAN ELVIS PRESLEY THE PLATTERS

Carnegie Hall Jazz “Heartbreak Hotel” RCA Victor “My Prayer” Mercury

Concerts Vol. I and II Columbia ELVIS PRESLEY PAT BOONE
BENNY GOODMAN “Hound Dog” RCA Victor “Love Letters in the Sand” Dot

Golden Era Vol. I and II Columbia ELVIS PRESLEY JO STAFFORD
BENNY GOODMAN “Don’t Be Cruel” RCA Victor “You Belong to Me” Columbia

Broadcast Jazz Concerts JOE TURNER TAB HUNTER
Vol. I and II Columbia “Flip Flip Fly” Atlantic “Young Love” Dot

JAZZ AT THE PHILHARMONIC TOMMY SANDS SAL MINEO
Vols. 1 through 18 Verve (clef Series) “Teenage Crush” Capitol “Start Movin’ ” Epic



ROSSELLINI TALKS
Continued from page 50

The first years of our marriage we worked
only together. If they offered Ingrid some-
thing without me, she refused even to

read the script.” He hesitated, as if trying

to figure out words which would express

in English emotions too complicated for

his command of the language. The night

air—scented with jasmine and honey-
suckle—was oppressively sweet and still.

It seeped through the window and blank-
eted the room.
“Those were the happy years. The chil-

dren were small. They cried for ‘Mamma,’
and Ingrid came. Now the children grow
older and they are not so dependent on
her and Ingrid becomes restless. So my
wife and I are going our separate ways
professionally. And things are as they
are . .

He spoke in a gentle, compelling voice.

After ten minutes there was the shock of

realizing that Roberto Rossellini—fat, di-

sheveled, aging, his forehead beaded with
sweat in a sweltering Bombay hotel room
—unbelievably still retained the magnet-
ism that has always attracted women to

him. A magnetism had brought him Anna
Magnani (“He isn’t just a man; he’s a
hurricane.”)

;
ex-Miss America Marilyn

Buferd (“Roberto is the most uninhibited
man I have ever known. Terrific!”)

;
and

Ingrid Bergman (“With him—for the first

time in my life— I don’t feel shy or awk-
ward or lonely. I would have swum the
ocean to be with him”).
Now this same magnetism had won

twenty-seven-year-old Sonali Das Gupta.
His entanglement with Sonali—mother of
two children—meant perhaps that his wife,
Ingrid Bergman, was to be relegated to

the past that Anna Magnani, his first wife
(Marcella de Marchis) and a dozen other
women shared. To Ingrid, waiting in the

villa she and Rossellini had built, it meant
another tragedy in the series of tragedies

of which her life seems to be composed.
It meant another blow to be covered up
by courage and dignity and her superb
acting ability. It meant—perhaps—the end
of her seven-year-old marriage.
The scent of jasmine grew stronger.

Rossellini stood for a moment at the open
window. But there was no breeze.

“Sonali . . .
?” Then, “I am just an ordi-

nary man. Write anything you wish about
me, but add that I am only human—per-
haps too human.”
When Rossellini arrived in India last

December to make a series of documen-
tary films for the Indian government, he
was a man whose pride had been bitterly

hurt. When he married Ingrid Bergman,
he had expected that they would make
film history together. But they had only
succeeded in making a series of incredibly
bad—and financially unsuccessful—
movies. Their talents had proven mutually
destructive, as unmixable as oil and water.
Now the actress in Ingrid had finally re-
belled. She had begun to work with other
directors . . .

“What use to go into details? First In-
grid made a movie with a friend of ours,

Jean Renoir. Why not? We were both
pleased with the arrangements, and it

worked out well. Then came ‘Anastasia’

. .
.” He broke off abruptly, and there was

a change in his charming, controlled man-
ner. He showed his contempt for “Anas-
tasia” by crushing his cigarette.

Had he seen the picture?
“I did,” he replied flatly. “I am sorry to

say, quite frankly, I thought it was ter-
rible. The worst thing Ingrid ever did.”

“But the critics raved! And what about

the award? Her great triumph in New
York?”

Ingrid Bergman’s husband shrugged in

the manner of continental Italians.

Rossellini had not been consulted about
“Anastasia.” He had sat—unnoticed—in the
corner of a London hotel room while In-
grid was petted and partie'd and showered
with attentions. For a man as masculine
and egotistical as Rossellini, London was
hell. If he tried to learn the role of second
fiddle, he was unsuccessfxd at it. He left

London convinced that he was no longer
needed by or necessary to Ingrid Berg-
man. He flew to India. Ingrid and his

children spent Christmas alone in Paris . . .

Why had Rossellini made no effort to

join them? Surely, this is the one day
when every father wants to be with his

family. And for the children, it must have
been disappointing not to have their fa-

ther with them.
“I had certain business commitments,”

was all he would say. “I had to go.”
(Long painted as an adoring father, Ros-
sellini was coldly aloof when the children
were mentioned. When questioned about
what he had sent the children for Christ-
mas, he answered that “They had a very
happy Christmas with their mother.”)
Waiting for Rossellini at the airport was

documentary film producer Hari Das Gup-
ta, a thirty-three-year-old Hindu who had
been educated at the University of South-
ern California. Young, talented, and
overly ambitious, Hari was eager to be of
assistance to the famous director. He lent

Rossellini his American station wagon. He
gave dinners for Rossellini to which he in-

vited the most influential people in Bom-
bay society.

It was at the first of these dinner par-
ties that Rossellini was introduced to

Hari’s wife. Sonali—whose greatest charm
lies in her soft, melting brown eyes and
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her bell-like, English-accented speaking
voice—was a woman as delicate and wil-

lowy as a figure on a Chinese scroll. In

appearance she was the greatest possible

contrast to the strong and towering Swed-
ish wife that Rossellini had left in France.
But Sonali had already been involved in

one, by then, almost-forgotten scandal. As
a schoolgirl she had fallen in love with her
art teacher—a man fifty-two years old—
because she felt that he could make her a

great artist. She and the man had eloped
to a seaside resort. They had remained
there until Sonali’s family found them and
dragged her back to Bombay.

In the next few weeks Rossellini called

at the Gupta house once or twice—either

by accident or design—when Hari was not

at home. Sonali served him finger sand-
wiches and mint flavored tea. (A practic-

ing Hindu, she does not drink alcoholic

beverages .) She wore her most expensive
sari and twisted white jasmine into her

black hair. Rossellini talked of “captur-

ing the authentic heart and soul of India.”

For a foreigner, he said, this would be al-

most impossible. (Indian officials who have
seen his one completed film have called it

“magnificent,” his best work since “Open
City” and “Paisan.”) He asked for her help

on his scripts. He offered to put her un-
der contract. The salary he mentioned
was large—even by Hollywood standards.

( There is no knowledge of Sonali’s having
written anything besides letters in the pre-
ceding twenty-seven years. And Rossellini

has always boasted that he never uses a
script but improvises as he works.)

Hari’s family was immediately disap-
proving. In India a wife does not enter-
tain men when her husband is not at

home. But Hari prided himself on being
modern. American-educated, he hated the
taboos that set Indian women in an in-

ferior place. He was flattered that the
world-famous director had complimented
his wife by asking her to work with him.
In an angry scene, Hari accused his family
of being old-fashioned. “If she works for
Rossellini and he pays her, what is wrong?
Only jealous people would criticize her.”

February faded into March. “Anastasia”
—which had been an astonishing financial

success in America—now brought Ingrid

Bergman her second Academy Award. She
was swamped by offers from American
producers. They would make pictures

where she wanted, when she wanted. Her
return to the Paris stage in “Tea and
Sympathy” was equally successful. There
were roses everywhere and baskets of

fruit and telegrams of congratulations . . .

“
‘Tea and Sympathy,’ the play in Paris.”

Rossellini’s eyes were hard and there was
a thin edge of sarcasm to his voice. “Ah
yes—another great triumph for Ingrid.

Very good, very good. . . He hesitated.

“It was I who received the initial offer on
‘Tea and Sympathy.’ ” He seemed to be
making a determined effort to show that
Italy’s one-time most important movie
director had not been altogether forgotten
—although it is unlikely that Ingrid Berg-
man will take any further direction or
guidance on her career from him.

“T was asked to read the script. If I liked
^ it, I was to direct it and interest

Ingrid in starring. I agreed. The script

arrived, but it was in English. I do not
read English easily so I had to wait for

the Italian translation. When I read it, I

was disappointed. I did not like the
theme or the woman’s involvement with
the student at all. I tossed it aside. I did
not know that Ingrid had read the English
script and was very eager to star in it.

She would have to play it in French. Her
f knowledge of the language is good, but

she is a perfectionist. She started to have
lessons to soothe her tendency toward a
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Nordic accent which shows itself in any
language she speaks, although—God
knows—her English is far, far better than
mine.”
The room was in complete darkness

now, but it was too hot to turn on a light.

He sat in the darkness silently, puffing on
a cigarette, clearly thinking about the past.

When he continued, he spoke with an ef-
fort, thoughtfully and deliberately, weigh-
ing his words.
“My wife is a very wonderful woman in

many ways, really and truly she is. I know
better than anyone else. She did not want
to hurt me. She was kind. But she did

want to play in ‘Tea and Sympathy.’ I

told her to do as she liked. I am a pro-
fessional. I understand. I may not like

it, but I do understand . .
.”

There it was. The halting words were a

confession—words Rossellini, badgered by
reporters and hounded by photographers,
had been unable to speak before. Even
now, one could sense his pain. Here was
the real reason for his clash with Ingrid

—

a reason that had nothing to do with So-
nali Das Gupta or any other woman. A
reason as old as art itself—the need of the
artist for expression at all costs. Ingrid
Bergman had felt it. And Roberto Ros-
sellini, himself a dedicated artist, could
only say, “I understand . .

.”

\ soft, clinging woman with eyes like

butter and skin as golden as honey is

soothing medicine for wounded pride. A
woman who considered herself an intel-

lectual and was awed by the presence of a

great and important movie director. The
relationship between Sonali and Rossellini

became more intense. Even Hari began to

be disturbed when Rossellini—away from
Bombay seeking locations for his films—
began to send letters to Sonali. She re-
fused to let her husband read Rossellini’s

letters or her answers to him. By the
time Hari was forced to go on business to

the great Tata steel works, he was worried
enough to insist that Sonali accompany
him. The next day Rossellini—by special

plane—arrived there. It was at this point
that the bitter quarrels between Hari and
Sonali began.

March turned to April. Back in Bom-
bay the quarrels continued, growing more
heated as summer approached and India
began to swelter beneath the sun. Late in

April Sonali and Hari reached a break.

“Rossellini is the only one who really

understands me.”
“If that’s how you feel, I’ll take you to

your ‘great friend.’ ” Das Gupta twisted
the words sarcastically.

“And if you take me, I will go and not
come back.”

They drove in tense silence down Ma-
rine Drive to the harbor that is the Gate-
way to India. There the Taj Mahal Hotel
—India’s most fashionable—looms like a

great maharaja’s palace. Sonali left the

car and went immediately to Room 544A,

Rossellini’s air-conditioned suite on the

top floor. The next day she sent for her

clothes, her jewels, and her eight-month-
old son. She registered in Room 545, an
adjoining room and the only other air-

conditioned room in the hotel.

Hari hesitated to send his baby to the

hotel. A male child is considered a Hindu’s
most precious possession. But he still

loved his wife, and he thought that the

baby might bring her back to him. Con-
soled by the fact that the child’s nurse was
to go along, Hari consented.
For a few weeks he debated what to do

and—while debating—did nothing. Then,
angry over learning that Sonali spent only
a few minutes a day with the child, he
decided to act. He telephoned Sonali’s fa-
ther in Lucknow and begged him to come
to Bombay.

Dr. K. Sen Roy, a retired surgeon, im-
mediately boarded a plane for Bombay. At
the Taj Mahal Hotel, he knocked on the
door of Room 545. There was no answer.
A hall porter pointed to the door of 544A.
Dr. Roy knocked again, this time on the
door of 544A. The door was opened by
Rossellini who quickly joined Dr. Roy in
the hall and then led him back to Room
545. There the doctor discovered that the
“room” in which his daughter was regis-
tered was only a small vestibule contain-
ing a desk and sofa. There were no
personal possessions in the room. The im-
plications were clear.

In the scene that followed, Rossellini
told Dr. Roy that he “loved Sonali,” had
“loved her from the beginning,” and “in-
tended to marry her.”
“You are already married?”
“Yes.”
“You have children too?”
“Yes.”
“You had another wife before your

present one?”
“Yes.”

“But you want to marry again?”
“Yes. What is the harm?” Rossellini lit

a cigarette, but his eyes did not leave the
doctor’s aristocratic face.

“You are inhuman.” Dr. Roy turned
away in disgust.

“Is it inhuman to love?” Rossellini asked
angrily. He then began to try to smooth
things. He declared that he was an honor-
able man, that he would work things out,

that he would divorce Ingrid and marry
Sonali. “I have known women all over
the world,” he said, “but I have never
known anyone like Sonali.”

A few moments later he brought Sonali
to her father and left them alone together.
Dr. Roy wept, but Sonali sat as unmoved
as a porcelain figurine. When her father
left, she had sealed her fate with Rossel-
lini.

As soon as the doctor had gone, Rossel-
lini telephoned a Bombay lawyer. From
then on he made no public declarations
that he “loved” Sonali or would “marry”
her. He said only that he had paid her
under contract and that she was nothing
more than a secretary to him. In an un-
guarded moment he said to a friend that
he had told Sonali’s father he would di-
vorce Ingrid, but “on the spur of the mo-
ment you will say things you are not
responsible for.”

For nearly a month the liaison between
the two had been the choicest bit of gossip
in the upper circles of Bombay society. On
May 20, the whispers and knowing smirks
turned into world scandal when a New
York newspaper splashed the story across
its front page.

Things moved rapidly. The story was
denied by Rossellini (“It’s fantasy! Abso-
lute nonsense!”) ; by Sonali (“No, no. I

deny everything.”)
;
and by Ingrid (“I’ve

heard about these rumors before and I do
not believe one word of them. Ever since

our marriage my husband has been at-

tacked, sniped at, and hurt.” She laughed
convincingly. “Tell people I laughed. Tell

them not to pay any attention to that

story ... We don’t.”)

Six policemen guarded the door of So-
nali’s room to keep Hari’s relatives from
attacking her. Hari’s younger brother
jumped from the third floor of his Bom-
bay home in an attempt to commit suicide

because of the scandal. Rossellini sounded
out steamship officials on passage back to

Italy for himself and Sonali. A “Save So-
nali from Scandal” campaign mushroomed,
and Indians deluged the government with
demands that the government refuse to

give her a passport. On May 23 Hari Das
Gupta made written application to the
Foreigners Registration Bureau to have



Rossellini thrown out of India. (Rossel-

lini’s visa had lapsed one month before.)

May 24 was the seventh anniversary of

Rossellini’s wedding to Ingrid Bergman.
He sent her no roses, no silk saris, no

ivory or star sapphires, none of the gifts

for which India is famous. (“I have done
no shopping since I came. I am working.

I am a busy man. There is no time.”)

Only a cable of eight words. “WISHING
YOU A LONG AND HAPPY MARRIED
LIFE.” Ingrid sent a cable back to India,

but—since it was written in Italian—only

Roberto knows what she said to him.

On May 25 Rossellini was called to New
Delhi to face the anger of the Indian gov-
ernment by whom—technically—he was
employed. His employers reportedly told

him to break off his love affair with Sonali

or to be packed and ready to leave India

in seven days.

May 27 he promised the government to

stop seeing Sonali. A twenty-four-hour
police guard was assigned to hold him to

his promise. On the strength of this prom-
ise, he was given permission to stay in

India another month or two—long enough
to finish the films that may bolster his sag-

ging reputation. On May 28 he moved
down the hall to Room 561, a cubbyhole
without air-conditioning. It was in this

room that he gave his extraordinary inter-

view.
The night had cooled almost imper-

ceptibly. Rossellini stood by the window
once again, looking out at the India that

lay beyond the darkness, the India that he
was trying to capture in his films.

He sighed. “Tell people that I am just an
ordinary man,” he said again. “Tell people
that I am only human.”

Outside, the rumors were rushing across

India. “He will divorce Ingrid and marry
Sonali.” “Rossellini has led Sonali up the

garden path and now he will leave her.”

“He’s planning to bring Sonali to Italy.”

“He has been a naughty boy but never
dreamed he would get so deeply involved.

He would never marry an Indian woman.
Sonali is just a little ifling, not serious.”

He was asked pointblank about his mar-
riage. He was reminded that few women
have ever had to pay so much to marry
the man they loved as Ingrid Bergman.
He sighed again, and made a feeble at-

tempt to dismiss the questions lightly. “I

did not kidnap her. She came of her own
free will . .

Of the future, he would—or could—say
nothing. Much of that depends on Ingrid
Bergman. Would she want a divorce?
Would she take him back, if he asked to

come home? If the price of keeping her
husband is to abandon her new career,
would she pay it? Can any. marriage that
has been torn apart before the prying eyes
of newspaper readers in every country in
the world be patched together again?

Ingrid Bergman held the answers to
those questions. Roberto Rossellini could
only stand at the window of his Bombay
hotel room, wonder and wait. The End

Next month, read Ingrid’s story.
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Publisher'* Classified Department (Trademark)

For advertising rates, write to William ft. Stewart, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (Worn’s, Sept.) 7

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIESOF INTEREST TO WOMEN
MAKE $1000 BETWEEN now and Christmas. Over 600 gifts,

gadgets, greeting cards, stationery, and gift wraps. Sell to
friends and neighbors, spare time or full time. Make up to

100% profit I Cash in on our tested money-making plan for

individuals, clubs, organizations. Write at once. Samples on
approval. Send For Free Catalog Nowl Greetings Unlimited,
7-46 Park Square, St. Paul, Minnesota.

$3,000 YEARLY POSSIBLE, preparing envelopes, postcards,
at homel Typewriter—longhand. Complete 42-page Manu-
script tells "How” with proven, successful method I Only $2.00
postpaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed! Thrift, Box 1686-W,
Clearwater, Florida.

$200. MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywear—Play-Time
Dresses; lacing Leather Moccasins; New Baby Sandals. No
house selling I Rush stamped, addressed envelope for details.
Cutie Cuties, Warsaw 1, Indiana.

$500 FOR YOUR Child’s Picture paid by advertisers. Send
one small photo (All ages). Print child’s parents’ name,
address on back. Returned surprise offer, no obligation.
Spotlite , 8346-P9 Beverly Blvd„ Hollywood, California.

TOP PRICES PAID, cutting wanted items from your news-
papers. Revealing Instruction, lOel Economy, Box 768, Largo
1 4, Florida.

HOMEWORKERS WANTEDII GUARANTEED Payl No
Selling I Everything Supplied. Enterprises, Box 112-A,
Boston 22, Massachusetts.

$500 FOR YOUR child's photo, all ages, if used for advertising.
Send photo for approval. Free gifts. Returned two weeks.
Advertisers, 6000-YI Sunset, Hollywood 28, California.

MAKE MONEY SEWING At Home. Part or full time. We
instruct. No selling. Free details: Jud-San, Box 2107, Dept.
J-15, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

MAKE PRE-CUT LEATHER Items at Home Profitably.
Write Crown Industries, Dept. 1, Los Angeles 48, California.

EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.
Glenway, Box 6568, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy,
profitable. Hanky Aprons, Caldwell 3, Ark.

EARN $50 FAST sewing precut products. Information 3c.
Thompson's, Loganville, Wisconsin.

$10.00 EACH PAID For Certain Newspaper Clippingsl
Newscarft, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, Ohio.

MONEY, TYPING—SEWING! Details Freel Edwards,
3912-W, 12th, Des Moines 1 3, Iowa.

$200. MONTHLY REPORTED, preparing envelopes. Reveal-
ing method, 25cl Economy. Box 768, Largo 27, Florida.

WIVES—INCREASE YOUR family income sewing babywear
for stores. Write Tiny-Tot, Gallipolis 19, Ohio.

FOREIGN & U.S.A. JOB LISTINGS

HIGH PAYING JOBS: All types, Foreign, USA. Chance to
travel. Fare Paid. Application forms. Free information. Write
Dept. 102, National Employment Information, 1020 Broad,
Newark, New Jersey.

AMERICAN, OVERSEAS JOBS, high pay, Men, Women,
Transportation Paid, Free Information, Write Transworld,
200-W West 34, New York 1, N.Y.

LOANS BY MAH
BORROW $50 to $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inguiries of employ-
ers or friends. Repay in monthly payments to fit your income.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan,
City National Bldg., Dept. WD-9, Omaha, Nebraska,

OLD COINS & MONEY WANTED
WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete allcoin
catalogue 25c. M agnacoin s, Box 61-OP, Whitestone 57, N.Y.
WE BUY ALL rare American coins. Complete catalogue 25c.
Fairview, Box 1116-KM, New York City 8.

BUY IT WHOLESALE
BUY WHOLESALEI 30-80% Discounts! Appliances, Gifts,
Typewriters, Tools, Watches, Sporting Goods, Jewelry, Cam-
eras, Housewares, etc. Consolidated Distributors, Clifton 17,
New Jersey.

EARN SPARETIME CASH— Preparing, Mailing Catalogs.
Everything Furnished. Eljay, 20’ Cazenove, Boston, 16-A,
Massachusetts.

$50.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE Mailing Circulars For Adver-
tisers. Complete Instructions 25c. Siwaslian, 4317-F Gleane,
Elmhurst 73 , N.Y.
HOMEWORKERS WANTED PAINTING Novelties. No
Selling. N. Roland, Vincentown 1, N.J.

$25 WEEKLY POSSIBLE, sparetime, preparing mailings for

advertisers. Temple Co., Muncie 2, Indiana.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY Sparetime. Tom Sales, 1305-0
North Western, Chicago 22.

GUARANTEED HOMEWORKI IMMEDIATE Commis-
sionsl Free Outfits 1 Hirsch, 1301-12 Hoe, New York City 59.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

$300. MONTHLY POSSIBLE mailing circulars. John Hall,

1265-C Broadway, New York 1, N.Y.

HELP WANTED
FASHION DEMONSTRATORS—$20-$40 profit evenings.
No delivering or collecting. Beeline Style Shows are Party
Plan sensation! Samples furnished Free. Beeline Fashions,
Bensenville 34, Illinois.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1679C, Glen-
dale, Calif.

HOMEWORKERS: ASSEMBLE HANDLACED precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B, California.

iF YOU WANT to earn money fast, I’ll send you Free Sample
Stocking Of newest Stretch DuPont Nylons to sell at only $1
a pair. American Mills, Dept. 621, Indianapolis 7, Ind.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-41, Chicago
32, Illinois.

(HAND PAINTERS WANTED). Details, Send Stamped
Addressed Envelope. Flocraft, Farrell 36, Penn.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time
with 60-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X674,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Box 144W.
Station E, Atlanta, Georgia.

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP I Details free. Research Associa-
tion, Box 610-WP, Omaha.

HOME SEWERS OPPORTUNITIES

SEW BEAUTIFUL FELT Novelties. Write enclosing stamp for

working details. Liebig Industries, Beaver Dam 5, Wisconsin.

SEW APRONS IN your home, profitably. Write: Adco,
Bastrop, Louisiana.

AGENTS WANTED
60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-Hollywood , Glendale, Calif., Dept. 1679H.

SELL BEAUTIFUL PERSONALIZED Xmas Cards. 100%
Profit Deal. Evergreen, Box 842, Chicago 42, III.

HEALTH & MEDICAL SERVICE
NEED NEW DENTURES? Save $100. Guaranteed Fit. Im-
mediate Service. Details Free. Tru-Grip Dental Laboratory,
Dept. E, 127 N. Dearborn, Chicago, III.

INSTRUCTION
HIGH SCHOOL—No classes. Study at home. Spare Time.
Diploma awarded. Write for Free Catalog HCH-47, Wayne
School, 2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14, III.

MISCELLANEOUS
WRITE VERSE. PUBLICATION guaranteed those who qual-
ify. Write immediately. H.C.S., Inc., 2307 National Station,
Springfield, Missouri.

BUSINESS OPPO RTUNITIES
MAKE BIG MONEY invisibly mending damaged garments
at home. Details Free. Fabricon, 8340-S Prairie, Chicago 19, III.
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NEW ALBUM OF 41

CHRISTMAS CARDS,

Yours FREE!

oMsmsgo*

Here's the easiest way to make extra
k money in spare time! Just turn the pages
^ of our handy album and 41 beautiful new

Christmas Cards spring to life! Friends
buy on sight. New MAGICOLOR cards ^
pay you $65 profit on 65 boxes. Big
variety of personalized cards, $1.00
assortments, novel gifts. Profits tol00%
plus extra cash bonus. 24-hour serv-J

Ice. Write for FREE Album, and samples
on approval, plus FREE Gift Offer.

SOUTHERN GREETINGS, Dept. 31 -F

478 N. Hollywood - Memphis 12, Tenn.
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Tense, Nervous
Headaches Need

This Relief
A survey shows 3 out of 4 doctors recommend the

famous ingredients of Anacin to relieve pain. Here’s

why Anacin® gives better total effect in pain relief

than aspirin or any buffered aspirin:

ACTS INSTANTLY: Anacin goes to work instantly.

Brings fast relief to source of your pain.

MORE EFFECTIVE: Anacin is like a doctor’s pre*

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
TOWELS, MIXERS,etc.

GIVEN TO YOU FREE!
Thousands of famous prod-
ucts to choose from — furni-

ture, fashions, silverware,

china, draperies, etc. You
get $50.00 and more in

merchandise just by being
Secretary of a Popular Club
you help your friends form.
It’s easy! It's fun! Nothing
to sell, nothing to buy. Write
today: Popular Club Plan,

Dept. L933, Lynbrook, N. Y.

scription. That is, Anacin contains not one, but a

combination of medically proven ingredients.

SAFER: Anacin simply can not upset your stomach.

LESSENS TENSION: Anacin also reduces nervous

tension, leaves you relaxed, feeling fine after

pain goes. Buy Anacin Tablets today!

I

I

I

I

Popular Club Plan, Dept. L933, Lynbrook, N.Y. j

Send Big FREE 276-Page FULL-COLOR Catalog
j

Name
|

Address - I
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the douche used

by fastidious women

When it comes to douching, many,

many poised and confident women agree

on “Lysol.” Why? Because no ordinary

douche can answer the varied problems

of internal cleanliness you face from day

to day. No ordinary douche can give you

the assurance of complete cleanliness,

the feeling of inward security that is

your own personal right.

Fastidious tvomen demand a douche

that both cleanses and deodorizes. They

know that “Lysol” protects daintiness as

nothing else can. It spreads into folds

and crevices, kills bacteria rapidly on con-

tact—the very bacteria that are the pri-

mary cause of “embarrassing odor.”

You oive it to yourself to try new,

mild-formula “Lvsol” brand disinfectant.

Discover the marvelous feeling of fresh-

ness, of all-over-cleanliness

. . . the lasting sense of

security that comes with

knowing you’re sure of your

daintiness!

Write for free booklet

(sent in plain envelope) on

medically-approved way of

douching. Send name and

address to “Lysol,” Bloom- Look for

field, N. J., Dept. PP-579. New Bottle

BRAND DISINFECTANT
A Lehn & Fink Product Also available in Canada
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WHAT EVERY
WOMAN NEEDS

Continued from page 43

Anne Lindbergh’s ‘Gift from the Sea?’
It’s a remarkable document, isn’t it? It

gets to the core of the whole problem

—

not my problem, in particular, but one
that every woman has these days. We are
subjected to so many pressures, so many
demands that we are in danger of losing
contact with ourselves, as individuals.
We become so involved in the thousand
and one chores of daily living that we
lose the true meaning of life. Oh, I know
that so well!”
She paused and looked out the window,

at the busy whirl of Paris traffic, not see-
ing it. Her thoughts were far away and
it was easy to guess what they were. Only
a few short years ago, she herself had
reached a point where those pressures
and demands had threatened to tear her
life apart. She had come to Hollywood, a
star of English films, with high hopes and
a husband, Tony Bartley, a former RAF
hero who had a position with an aircraft

company. But in Hollywood, he couldn’t
work because, having been born in India,

he was unable to get an immigration
quota number. “It was awful for him, for

three years,” says Deborah. It was awful
for her, too, because she suffered with
him. When he finally got the long-awaited
quota and was able to put his study of tv
production, acquired during the waiting
period, into practice, he was assigned to

a tv series that took him to "the ends
of the earth. Then, Deborah’s career went
into the doldrums. Forever cast as a quiet,

well-bred English girl, she says, “I was
about as exciting as an oyster.” On top
of that, she was plagued by separation
rumors, simply because Tony wasn’t there.

“Some people in Hollywood,” she re-

marked acidly, “seem to think that a hus-
band should be constantly around, like a

decoration, or a sort of knickknack.”
There were the happy times, too, when
Melanie and Francesca arrived. But they
gave her all the more reason to feel the
mounting problems, to doubt, and to won-
der about the future. When the very
social Lady Bartley, Tony’s mother, had
first met her future daughter-in-law, she
had asked Deborah tartly, “But can you
continue as an actress and have a home
and children, too?” To which she had
levelly replied, “Yes, I think I can.” Well,
now she had to prove it. And, by begging
a part in “From Here to Eternity” that

no one thought she could play, she did.

“I had to put on a bathing suit to prove
I could act,” she grins, but it paid off,

not only in cold, hard cash, but, more im-
portantly to her, in enabling her to pick
and choose her roles so that she could
spend more time with Tony and the chil-

dren.
Now, in the Paris hotel room, she

turned from the window and smiled. “I’ve

learned, like Mrs. Lindbergh, that it isn’t

really the big problems that affect a wom-
an, though. It’s the trivia, all the little

things that a woman has to cope with
every day, that can wear away her peace
of mind and give her the feeling that

she has lost contact with the world and
with herself. Perhaps ideally every woman
should follow Mrs. Lindbergh’s advice and
really get away from it all. Take two
weeks absolutely alone on an island or a

deserted beach somewhere.
“Every woman can’t take that much

time, though. And, in fact, the prospect

of being away from one’s family that long

might be positively bleak. But for myself,

I’ve set up my own desert island. It takes

only thirty minutes a day and anyone
can do it.

“It’s simply this: For thirty minutes
a day, no matter how trying the day or
how much has to be done, I plump flat

on my back and let my mind drift, free
of any encumbrance, thinking anything
it wants to, for that solid, uninterrupted
half-hour.

“I’ve set up this desert island of mine
in scores of places. On a hammock be-
tween two teak trees in India. On a cot
under a mosquito netting in Africa. On a
magnificently carved four-poster bed in
Italy. Oh, I’ve set it up in less exotic
surroundings, too. On a couch in my
studio dressing room at 20th Century-
Fox, for instance. If I went to the com-
missary for lunch, I’d meet twenty people,
and be answering ‘What’s new?’ and ‘How
are the children?’ twenty times over. In-
stead, I have a light lunch sent in. I have
a portable record-player and I turn on
something soft and dreamy. Then I stretch
out on the couch with my shoes off and
away I go to my island.”

She leaned forward, her face glowing
and fragilely lovely as the Sevres teacuo
in her hand. “That half-hour,” she said,

“it’s a time for refueling, for directing
jumping nerves to stop their tap-dancing
and settle down. For taking stock. To re-
charge. To let my mind loose from the
bonds of such humdrum household
thoughts as:

“This dress needs letting up. That one
needs letting down.
“Now who on earth can find time to put

the car in the garage for the oil change?
“I must remember the things for the

school barbecue. And, oh yes, Melanie
wants to ask that horrid little girl over on
Saturday. How do I get around that?”
Miss Kerr tossed her cinnamon curls

vigorously. “That sea of trivia drowns
entirely too many of us in things that
don’t matter.
“What does matter?” She paused for

only a moment. “Children matter. And
children mean your way of living. That
includes your husband, your attitude
toward life—which is the one thing your
child is going to copy. Only these things
really matter.

“It doesn’t really matter if you attend
such-and-so’s dinner party. If she’s not
your friend as a result—well, she wouldn’t
have been for long anyway. People worry
so about those things. What to wear—
what not to wear. What to say—what not
to say. Whom to ask—whom not to ask.

For heaven’s sake—ask someone who
amuses you.
“Not too many years ago, those self-

created crises kept me a frightened timid
girl—afraid to go anywhere because of

the fear, believe it or not, of having to

say hello to people. What would I say
after that, I wondered. I was petrified.

I suppose it’s basically a matter of life’s

timetables. The child of three may be a

darling. She turns four and suddenly she’s

a brat. Five—sweet again. That’s about
the way it happened. One day I woke up
for no apparent reason realizing how
much I was missing. Instead of spending
hours worrying about the details, I went
ahead to enjoy the moments themselves.
I found that after the hello’s, the con-
versation took care of itself. I’d jumped
in the swim, and the water was delightful.

“The trouble with too many of us,”

Deborah went on, “is that when we spot

a crisis—or something we imagine to be
a crisis—we leap frantically to attack it.

We worry it over all day. Then we take it

to bed with us, and turn and toss. We
wake up in no fit state to cope with it.

“The great thing to do is not call it a

crisis at all—and it generally disappears.

I’m a great one for saying, ‘Well now, I’ve

wrestled with it. I’ll just leave it till



morning.’ Usually, by morning someone
else has solved the problem. Or you do.

Or it just slinks away. This probably
sounds like all those power of positive

thinking books, but really—there is a

great deal to them.
“Nearly all of us worry too much about

the little things and don’t get enough
time to think—to enjoy the big things

more. Many people don’t seem to relax

—

even on weekends. That’s a dreadful situa-

tion, because when we do relax, everything
opens up. Some people claim to do their

best work under tension. But it seems to

me that most of these eventually develop
ulcers—or turn to drink or drugs.

“Of course, every woman doesn’t re-

quire that two weeks on an island. Those
who are inundated in housework and
inundated in children do. But today there
are more working wives than ever before.

Their refueling can come at home. I can’t

think of anything in the world I love
more than acting—except my family. I

live for being home. Just my husband,
the children, and me. We don’t want din-
ner guests. We just want to be together,

doing things together.

“There are times in my work when one
is fairly buried in luncheons, engagements,
picture sittings—like those trips to New
York for the studio with so many things
scheduled and waiting to be scheduled
that you think, almost desperately, ‘I

cannot possibly stretch the day.’

“And it happens at home, too. I know
with many women it’s do the ironing,

fetch this, fetch that. In my case, it’s

more instigating that something be done.
See if Tony’s shoes need cleaning. What
to have for lunch. What to plan for din-
ner. What to do on the weekend—now
that I have weekends. (You know, we
were the last industry to go on a five-

day week. Before that, the only people

driving into work on Saturdays were
telephone operators and us.) Answer the
one hundred and one letters that need
personal attention. (I have a secretary—

-

I know that sounds quite grand, but it

does help.) The Bachelors’ Club of South
Bend has taken time in its one meeting
of the year to vote an award. Very sweet.
Naturally, one must take time out to

thank them.
“And more questions. What am I going

to wear? And what is Tony going to

wear? Is his dinner jacket pressed? Sew
buttons on his shirt—I’m sure they’re off.

They always are. If Nanny’s too busy, I’ll

do it myself.
“All of these things are time-consum-

ing, though each is in its own way quite
important. But what is really important

—

again it comes to that—is what each of

us must hoard a special cache of time
and strength for. And that, to my mind,
is one word—children.

“From 1945 to 1947,” said Deborah, “1

thought I was happily married. I was,
too. But I didn’t know how meaningful
marriage could be until the children came.
Life—full as it seemed—was empty com-
pared to what it is now.
“The way they thunder into the bed-

room in the morning and tramp about
on your chest—threatening to cave in

your ribs or your bed at any moment. Of
course, I’m lucky. Mine are jewels. Why,
they sometimes let me sleep till all of nine
o’clock on Sundays.
“The things they say! The outrageous

puns. Like the time when Melanie insisted

that Nanny give her the precise meaning
of ‘illegal.’ Nanny explained the word in

all its ramifications, painstakingly and
with great care, throwing in everything
but the latest Supreme Court decisions.

Then the little gay deceiver blandly said:

‘Oh no, Nanny. An illegal is a sick bird.’

“Their interpretations! The day Frankie
told Nanny that Mummy was married
twice. Nanny said, ‘Oh, really?’ ‘Oh yes,’

said Frank, ‘once when she had me and
once when she had Melanie.’

“And their reactions! When I did the
big shipboard love sequence for ‘An Af-
fair to Remember’ on the set with Cary
Grant, someone asked Melanie what she
thought of it. She said, very wide-eyed,
‘My goodness—the boat is so real!’

“Naturally, there are the somewhat
less joyous moments. There are the ill-

nesses. There are advantages, of course,

when a mother has a governess to help
her. But sometimes it boomerangs. I re-
member once the children caught a virus

—and then Nanny caught it from them. I

had to nurse the three of them. Up every
three hours every night with aureomy-
cin tablets. (The makeup man was mag-
nificent hiding the scars on the set next
day.) What amazed me most was how
automatically and easily I rose on the
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dot every three hours. Another miracle
of nature. There are many things a
mother can sleep through. But nevej:
never her child’s cry.

“Of course, there’s a tremendous re-
sponsibility in seeing them properly edu-
cated. Not only in sending them to the
best school you can find. But doing your
own best to teach them the things that
perhaps twenty-five or thirty years of
living has taught you.
“Sometimes the teaching may be in-

voluntary. I’m certain no child of mine
will ever try to start a barbecue by pour-
ing vodka on the charcoal.
“One thing I’ve noticed. We almost all

say we ‘can’t’ too much. Probably be-
cause it’s been said at us for ever and
ever by our parents. Heaven knows I’m
no paragon of virtue. But when Melanie
or Frankie say ‘I can’t do that,’ I try to

stop myself before I agree.
“Education can’t be right when it

channels a child too much. If the child

shows no definite and immediate leaning
for music we say, ‘Well, she can’t keep
time.’ Any time I hear myself thinking
something like that, I stop short. We must
open doors for children—not close them.
“The other day one of the girls brought

home a piece of music with a rather curi-
ous rhythm. No, no—not rock and roll,

calypso! At any rate, she said she
couldn’t fathom it. I couldn’t either, I

saw that quickly enough just by scan-
ning. But I didn’t let her know that. I

just sort of shooed her off to wash up.
Then later, when she’d gone to bed I

flummoxed around at the piano till I got
it. Next morning, I said very very cas-
ually, ‘By the way, this evening when
you’re practicing let’s try that piece.’

“I’m constantly appalled at how little

I’ve done and how little I know myself.
I suppose there’s nothing like watching a
tv quiz show to prove that to oneself.

At any rate, it seems to me that the
second we think we know it all or we’ve
done it all, our growth stops. If we stop
to think, all of us are constantly run-
ning into people who, in some ways,
don’t seem to have grown past the age
of ten. And the fact is, they were prob-
ably smarter then.

“It’s the parents’ job—and what a chal-
lenging and rewarding job it can be—to

instill curiosity and the ability to think
into their children, so that their mental
growth never stops.

“When children leave home, they should
be as ready as we can make them.” Miss
Kerr paused. She shivered. “Leave home.
Brr! I feel the pangs already when I
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Now—so easy to be
a blonde again!

Actually simpler than setting your hair!

think of their growing up and not being

there. I got a taste of what that’s like

when Melanie spent the night with Bette

Davis’ daughter. It was the most awful
feeling. The house seemed so empty I

couldn’t bear it.” She shrugged. “If the

next ten years go as rapidly as the last

ten though, I’d better prepare myself. I

ought to be looking around for a pair of

poodles right now.
“Of course, that’s running quite a bit

ahead of the calendar. The house is far

from empty now. In fact, it rocks so

during the children’s gatherings that I’m

constantly in fear it will shake loose of

the foundation and topple off our lovely

cliff right into the Pacific Ocean.
“I think,” she summed up, “that all of

this is why my idea of a perfect evening
isn’t a lavish premiere—though I love
watching movies on tv. Or a gala dinner
party—though I’m not one to scorn good
company and good food. Or an evening
of night-clubbing.
“What is my idea of a perfect evening?”

Deborah Kerr tilted her head languorously
against the green of the chair. She bright-
ened—as though living it.

She half-closed her sparkling aqua-
marine eyes as though picturing every
detail. “It’s something like this. I pour a
glass of wine, downstairs. Then I take it

up to my tub. There I bathe slowly and
luxuriously. Melanie and Frankie will
come in and jabber. I shall flip water at
them, and there will be much shouting and
hubbub.
“Afterwards I’ll climb into,” Deborah

paused in delicate contemplation, “oh,
perhaps the pale blue nightgown and
peignoir. I saunter downstairs to pick up
a book, or perhaps a magazine. There
will be a lovely rosy fire in the hearth.
“Upstairs again, I’ll hear the girls’

prayers. We’ll play a game. I’ll tickle
them. Then they’ll settle down and relate
their little dramas. The latest scandal
from school about Nancy. And they’ll say,
very emotionally, ‘My goodness—I just
don’t understand how she could do it!’

How Jeffrey was rude on the bus and
probably as punishment must ride to
school by car all next week. Then their
eyes will get heavy, and I shall light-
foot out.

“Then I shall have dinner, perhaps
watch television at the same time.
“Not very exciting, is it?”
Faces shining, Francesca and Melanie

bounded back into the room in a whirl
of pink organdy. And Deborah Kerr was
caught up again in the hectic pace of her
many tasks as wife, mother and star.

She goes with you to the door and says
goodbye with a warm handclasp and a
smile. The smile of a woman who has
found, in addition to all life’s richest
joys, the inner peace and contentment and
understanding of herself that gives them
meaning.
That desert island of hers is something

no woman should be without. The End
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WHY I WORRY
ABOUT KIM

(Continued from page 45)

“Marilyn—it’s still hard to call her Kim
—was so shy, always. That she would
ever work before the public—nothing was
farther from our minds. She never wanted
to go to public places. I remember her
first day at school. We couldn’t get her
to leave the house to go to school. She
seemed afraid to leave until one of the
neighborhood girls came over and coaxed
her to go with her. It just wasn’t natural
for her to be around other people. That’s
why it seems strange for her to go into

motion pictures. Even now, Kim doesn’t
like to go to a public place just to be seen.

Sometimes, she still doesn’t like strange
crowds.
“There’d been no actors, no real artists,

in the Novak family either,” he added. “I

play the accordion, but I never played
well. Just for my own entertainment. I

liked acting, but had little time to even
go to a stage show. I write a little poetry,
always did. But Kim’s being an actress,

that was all by chance.
“You know, thinking back, everything

she ever got, she got by accident. Isn’t

that strange?” her father reflected. “She
never asked for anything. She was just

twelve when she got an offer to model a
dress for the first time. Marilyn and her
sister, Arline, had both won scholarships
to the Art Institute in Chicago. Arline
was in the advance class, and Marilyn was
standing shyly on the sidelines that day
waiting for her sister to come out of class

and go home with her. A photographer
was there, looking for somebody else.

He had the other girl definitely in mind

—

until he saw Marilyn.
“Soon after, Norma Kassel, who was in

charge of Teenage Promotion, discovered
Marilyn standing on the sidelines at a
store teens party and insisted she enter
the contest that got her a scholarship to

modeling school.
“That’s how it all began. And she might

still be modeling clothes and refrigerators,

if someone else hadn’t discovered her when
she was in Beverly Hills,” he added. “Kim
was no go-getter. My wife and other
daughter, Arline, are more practical.”

Joseph Novak added, with a whimsical
smile, “But Kim—she’s like me—more re-
tiring.

“Her coloring is her mother’s, though,”
he added, not wanting to be unfair. “She’s
blond—like the girl I married. Kim’s got
the best of both sides of the family. She’s

a combination of her mother, her father
and her grandmother. You can trace many
good, strong characteristics back to Kim’s
grandmother. But when it comes to tem-
perament and emotions and moods,” her
father laughed, “she’s her father’s daugh-
ter all the way. Kim and I are pure Bo-
hemian. And when I say Bohemian, I mean
the word in its fine meaning. Its true
meaning. My parents came over from the
Old Country—Bohemia was a nation with
a nationality all its own then.”
“What about her frankness?” I kidded

him, for you can’t know Joseph Novak long
without admiring his candidness. “Is that
her father’s legacy?”

“I call myself plain-spoken,” Joseph
Novak admitted, then with a sly smile,

“My wife calls me outspoken. There’s a

difference, though. I’m not in the habit of

pulling punches. We’ve brought Kim up
that way, too.

“Now understand.” He suddenly looked
at me, serious again. “I’m very proud of

Kim. She’s gone a long way in just four
short years.
“We’ve never tried to hold her back;

we’ve tried to show our pride. For in-

stance, when Photoplay gave her the Gold
Medal as the most popular actress of the
year, I was there. In fact, I stood up and
took a bow—that’s part of the business,”
Kim’s father was saying now, modestly.
Ordinarily, he was not a man for taking
bows. “You never like to do such things
because they look too professional. But
when Kim asked me in front of all those
people to take a bow, I knew it came
from the heart. She’s not in the habit of

saying things she doesn’t mean. I had to

get up.”
For Joseph Novak, this was an exciting

evening, being introduced to stars, direc-
tors, producers, columnists—all the famous
people in his daughter’s new world. “Kim
wanted me to sit close up front, where I

could see the performance. But I wanted
to sit in the back to be close to the dancing.

I love to dance.
“I was impressed with Debbie Reynolds

and Eddie Fisher—and Vera Miles-—she
seems like a nice girl. And I liked that

young man who sang—Pat Boone. He has
so many talents and interests—singing,

records, television, acting and his religion.

In the movies, Victor Mature’s one of my
idols. I just like his type,” Kim’s father

said, typically making up his own highly
individualistic poll.

Then, coming back to Kim—“Yes, I’m
proud for her, if this is what she wants.
I’m proud she’s a star, if this means her
happiness, but—

”

“But what—?” I asked.
The question wasn’t too easy to answer.

Not since he’d been spending so much time
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on the soundstage, watching the pressures

Kim was under, watching the way she
threw herself into perfecting “the most
important role I’ve had to date”-—that of

Jeanne Eagels.

“Kim doesn’t work that way for fame.
Not for money either. Not for glory or

material things. It’s just to do a good job.

With Kim, it’s like it is with me. Material
things don’t mean too much. If I can’t do
something perfect, I don’t want anything
to do with it.

“Kim’s a perfectionist, too. Even as a
child. Isn’t that strange? She was slower
walking and talking than most babies are.

In fact, we were concerned about this. But
now, I believe it was because she was so

afraid she would make a mistake, even
then. Another thing, she was learning
by observation all the time. I remember
how her eyes were always watching every
move I made,” he recalled, somewhat
surprised at not thinking about it before.

“As an actress, her powers of observation
are said to be one of her most valuable
assets.

“Kim’s spending all her time on this

picture, hardly sees anyone. She lives on
the lot. I’d been living at the beach cottage
she rents at Malibu. It’s too noisy—those
waves lapping at the back of the house. To
Kim, the ocean’s soothing, she says she can
relax there. I don’t see how. I can’t stand
the repetition of the waves, slapping all

the time. I’d rather stay in her town apart-
ment—engulfed in lavender. Besides, I’m
nearer to Kim.”
For a few days, too, Joseph Novak had

worked in Kim’s world as a “dress extra.”

It had been producer-director George Sid-
ney’s suggestion, when her father was
visiting her on the set one day. He decided
he was just the one for the role of a
distinguished-looking theater patron.

“I don’t know what happened. I think
I was just a victim of circumstance. I think
they had an immediate opening and they
plugged me in,” Joseph Novak smiled, at

nis “discovery.”

With mixed emotions and impressions,
Joseph Novak turned movie actor. He put
on his tuxedo from wardrobe by the
dawn’s early light. He sat uncomfortably
while Benny Lane, a studio makeup man,
made him up and put on him a very dis-
tinguished-looking toupee.

He wouldn’t like to be in show business
permanently, he declared, regardless of

Kim’s teasing about how quickly her dad
would get into character whenever the
cameras turned. “It’s too late in life. All
I want is peace and quiet and a little piece
of ground so I can grow plants and flowers.
There were days when I put in sixteen
hours a day. And I’m not used to wearing
a hair-piece and a monkey-suit with a
wing collar sixteen hours a day.”
But this wasn’t the hardest part of his

own performance. Portraying a first-

nighter, Joseph Novak had a box-seat to
Kim’s performance as Jeanne Eagels, por-
traying Sadie Thompson in “Rain.” He
watched Kim wring herself out emotion-
ally, scene after scene. He applauded for
the camera, but his were a father’s
thoughts and worries, watching the mount-
ing pressure on Kim. The demands. See-
ing Kim drive herself to achieve perfec-
tion in the part.

“But it’s my picture—my responsibility,”
Kim would say. “I’m going to do this one
right if it means working twenty-four
hours a day. I’ve got to do it right if it

kills me. I’m Jeanne Eagels,” Kim would
remind him, explaining that she personally
owed it to this famous actress to be good
in her life story or, as Kim would put it,

Jeanne could rightfully “come back and
haunt me.”
“There was nobody else on the studio

lot who put in as much work as Kim,” her

SHEER M A
This tinted liquid make-up is very quick and easy to

use- and produces a beautiful effect on your complexion.

39$ and 79$ at better drug and all variety stores
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How I Learned

SHORTHAND
in £ Weeks

SHORTHAND

No Symbols—No Machines,

Uses ABC's
By Miss Dulcie Kaufman

“Six weeks after enrolling for
SPEEDWRITING shorthand, I

could take dictation at the rate of
120 words per minute and tran-
scribe it accurately. Through the
School of SPEEDWRITING’S
Placement Service, I was hired for
a secretarial position at a salary
that exceeded any I had earned
previously.”

No “Foreign Language” of Symbols—with

The ABC Shorthand ®-
Over 350,000 men and women have learned shorthand the
SPEEDWRITING way at home or through classroom in-
struction in schools in over 400 cities in U.S., Canada,
Cuba and Hawaii. Today they are winning success every-
where--in business, industry and Civil Service. SPEED-
WRITING shorthand is easy to master—yet it is accurate
and speedy. 120 words per minute. Age is no obstacle.
Typing also available.

Write TODAY for FREE book which gives
full details—and FREE sample lesson that
will show you how easily and quickly YOU
can learn SPEEDWRITING shorthand. Mail
the coupon NOW.
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When an easy-going Dad

After a hectic day with

its little complications, your husband
may come home a bit cranky—too
tense to relax. Next time, suggest miles

nervine— to help him relax, to feel

his best again. Miles nervine gently,

yet effectively soothes nervous

tension to help busy men and women
feel calm and serene. And with no
listless, dulling after-effect!

Try miles nervine also, when too

restless to sleep at night, miles

nervine relaxes you and lets you sleep

—naturally. Follow the label—avoid

excessive use. Miles nervine has a

long record of satisfaction in use-
sold at any drugstore in effervescent

tablets and liquid.

gets cranky. .

.

let

MILES

NERVINE
help

him relax!

Soothe nerves . .

9® feel calm and serene with

milesNFRVINE
At any drugstore . .

.

No Prescription Needed!

Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

father was saying now, solemnly, adding,
“unless it was George Sidney. He’s a
fellow I admire very much. But then, I

think this whole industry’s driving hard.
Even the janitor in the basement works
from ten to sixteen hours a day. This
drive seems to be part of the whole Holly-
wood pattern.”
At the same time, Kim’s father was

wondering a little wistfully, “If there’s
some way Kim’s job could be just a little

easier for her. If the pressure could be
just a little less.” As for Kim pressuring
herself to be so perfect in every detail,

her dad felt this couldn’t be entirely
necessary. “Not that much—” he says,
feeling a father’s helplessness to do much
of anything about it.

“All a parent can do is desire,” Joseph
Novak was saying quietly. No, he hadn’t
discussed his concern with Kim. “It’s

better for an outsider to say these things.
Actually, we never have told Kim too
much. She’s learned by observation, she
would resent being told. If Kim can’t
figure out things for herself, she wants to
work at them and struggle with them until
she can,” he explains, with a bit of
fatherly pride in his voice.
“Sometimes it’s hard to talk to Kim, she’s

so emotional,” her father adds, speaking
as to another pure Bohemian who would
understand. “It particularly isn’t easy to

talk to her when she is so very tired.” The
last time Kim came home she’d just come
back from Europe and the film festival

and she’d gone immediately on a very
tiring personal-appearance tour. That
was when she began taking her career so
seriously. Nothing but her career. She
was so tired and weary that she would
sob at some small thing.

“The average person will get a lift out
of a cigarette or a drink when he or she
is tired or tense. But Kim doesn’t smoke
or drink. Kim has to resort to something
else. Kim leans on her tears. It’s good
for her.

“If this is what Kim wants, it’s what I

want,” he says.

Then adds, “But the way I feel, if Kim
wants success, I’d like to see her reach it

in a hurry, then forget it.

1 “For I believe when Kim’s career builds
to success, when she is convinced she has
achieved this, then she will give some
time to other things. I believe she will be
about ready to give up her career. Some-
thing like Gene Tunney in the boxing
business. When he reached the top he
was ready to retire and forget it.

Every Woman
Wants My Man-

Why do so many marriages go on the rocks?
.What makes a woman covet another’s hus-
band? Why do married men “play around”?
These are some of the questions that are an-

1 swered by the radio program “My True Story.”
I And they’re not answers that are born in a
I fiction writer’s brain. For these are stories of
I real people—taken right from the files of
True Story Magazine. They make exciting

listening, so be sure to hear them.

TUNE IN EVERY MORNING TO

MY TRUE STORY
American Broadcasting Stations

"I followed Tom as he carried Becky's limp form into our spare bedroom." Read
"Borrowed Baby" in the current issue of TRUE STORY Magazine, now at all

newsstands.

“Some day I would like to see Kim settle

down and do all her acting through others.
I would like to see Kim go to the box-
office and buy herself a ticket and sit in

the audience, paying to see somebody else '

perform. t

“I know Kim has a fine future now, but
j,

I don’t like to think of that future just
i

professionally. To have a home and a
family: This is the normal thing. And I’m

j

!

of the generation that would like to see n

Kim have a husband and children. That
J

is my desire—not my command,” Joseph
Novak smiles gently.

In her father’s opinion, there is small
likelihood this will happen as long as Kim n

is as involved with her career as she is

now. “And of course the next thing would
be whether a man would permit a girl to
stay in pictures if she is married. Kim is

under contract to her studio—and she has
commitments. This is another thing to

consider. You have to think of all these
things.” 1

“And Mac Krim?” I asked, wondering
whether he would be willing to comment
on Kim’s long-time beau.
But he makes no secret of his high

regard for Mac Krim. “Blanche and I both
like Mac very much. It’s remarkable, but
in the four years we’ve known Mac, I still

can’t find anything wrong with him,” he
smiles.

“I believe Kim would be happier with a
man who is older than she,” her father
goes on. “An older man would have more
understanding for Kim’s desire for a
career; he would see this was her hap-
piness too.

“Kim helped Mac design his house.
She decorated most of it,” Joseph Novak
observes. He’d been fascinated by some
of the innovations in the Cheviot Hills

home. One in particular. An imported
j

Hong Kong straw monkey that hangs
down from the light chain in the den, as a
touch of whimsy.
“And now—Kim has her apartment and

her beach house. And Krim has this big,

beautiful house all idle and empty, with a
straw monkey hanging on the chandelier,
waiting for something to happen. . . .

“I wonder what will happen,” he asked,
half to himself. Then, standing up and
pushing the table away, he politely thanked
the waitress and ended our talk with a
firm handshake and a small smile. “You
ask what I want for Kim? Happiness, I

guess. But then again, a father can only
desire. Isn’t that right? The rest is up to

Providence.” The End i
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FOOD THAT’S FUN

You’re packing a picnic lunch that

you hope your favorite man will en-

joy. What should it contain? We
believe in going to the source: “If

you want to know what will please a

man, ask one!” we asked Rusty Tam-
blyn, the host of our beach party on
page 46. He not only told us what
to take, he gave us the recipes to

make it easy for a picnic for four:

TAMBLYN BROILED

NUTBURGERS

1 pound ground chuck

y2 cup finely chopped English
walnuts

- 1 egg

Y2 cup milk

y2 cup bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt

14 teaspoon pepper

% teaspoon oregano

Beat egg, add meat, milk, bread
crumbs, English walnuts and season-

ings. Shape into four oblong patties,

about the size of frankfurter rolls.

Wrap each patty in aluminum foil.

At the picnic, broil them over live

coals, about 10 minutes on each side.

You may remove the foil if you’d
like the outside brown and crusty.

Serve on split, toasted frankfurter
rolls. Makes four servings.

RUSTY’S GREEN ONION SAUCE

V2 stick of butter
1 cup minced scallions

% cup chopped green peppers
1 cup sliced mushrooms

14 teaspoon celery seed
salt, pepper, paprika and Worcester-
shire sauce to taste

Mince scallions fine. Melt y2 stick of
butter in a skillet. Add scallions,

green pepper and mushrooms. Sea-
son with celery seed, salt, pepper,
paprika and Worcestershire sauce to
taste. Saute 10 to 15 minutes—until
onions are limp. (For happy picnic
packing, cut vegetables, measure,
mix, season and store till you’re ready
to add to the melted butter at cook-
out time.)

As an “extra,” take along a huge jar
of homemade potato salad—or a
package of frozen french fried onion
rings or puffed potatoes to be de-
frosted and heated on the grill just
before you make the hamburgers. To
keep your groceries cold and fresh,
pack them in an insulated bag and
toss in some dry ice or the kind of
“picnic ice” that comes in cans. For
dessert, try sandwiches of graham
crackers and toasted marshmallows.

FALL & WINTER CATALOG
Bargains Galore for You and Your Family

See hundreds of smart fall fashions in glowing colors.

Designed in New York and Hollywood, style cap-

itals of the world. Select from an exciting array of
dresses, coats, shoes and accessories . . . fine home
items ... all first quality and offered to you at the
lowest prices anywhere!
Shop by mail, and join the millions who save by

buying regularly from the bright colorful National
Bellas Hess Catalogs. Your choice of three conven-
ient ways to buy: cash, cod. or CREDIT. Everything
in our catalog is absolutely guaranteed— your money
back if you are not delighted. Our 69th year.

NATIONAL BELLAS HESS

How
to

EXCHANGE
Pleasant Hill, Ohio

NOW! Save Up to 50%
on Nationally Advertised Gifts

Use this big, new FREE CATA-
LOG to buy all kinds of gifts
and merchandise for yourself,
family, friends, neighbors. Ter-
rific saving on big-name items.
Also, make money spare time
taking orders from others!

EVERGREEN STUDIOS
Box 846 Evergreen Park 42, III.

TURN “so-so” hair glamour-

bright and see how exciting

life can be! With Marchand’s
Golden Hair Wash, you can
lighten just a shade or go
dashing, dazzling blonde —
safely, easily at home. Or add
sunny highlights, gleam dark
hair with bronze. Golden Hair
Wash, complete in one pack-
age, has been the favorite

home hair lightener for over

50 years. Lightens arm and
leg hair, too.

Never a dull moment

when you’re bright BLONDE
Be a gay blonde charmer—today

!

At drugstores

everywhere

75* and $1.00,

plus tax

MARCHAND’S GOLDEN HAIR WASH
p
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Read about these

INTIMATE
PROBLEMS

of Love and Marriage

J How Can A Single Girl

Meet Nice Young Men?
How to Cope with a Jealous

Husband
Understanding Your In-Laws

Meeting the Demands of

Growing Older

Is Artificial Insemination the

Answer for Childlessness?

Can a Divorcee Start Anew?
Should We Break Off or

Should We Marry?

How Should Teenagers
Handle Love?

How Can We Help Our
Children?

What Wedding Costs Does
> the Bride Pay For?

GET THE ANSWERS
*o These and Many Other Questions from “WHAT
SHOULD I DO?"—the Question and Answer
Guide to Solving Your Personal Problems.

A new 160-page information-packed book

Here, at last, is a book with intimate insight into
your most personal problems—the questions you
would like to ask—the questions so prevalent in our
modern complex way of life—all selected from the
over 50,000 letters written to the Editors of True
Story Magazine. They have been answered with
honesty, sincerity, and deep understanding. Each
question is analyzed clearly and answered reliably,

with a profound respect for the deep needs of the
men and women who are facing these problems and
those who may encounter them in the future.

THESE are typical excerpts from the hun-
dreds of actual letters contained in “WHAT
SHOULD I DO?":

“My husband and I get along wonderfully
together, but we aren't happy in our physi-
cal relations . .

."

“I am fifteen and a sophomore in high
school. I'm not bad-looking, but I have
never been asked for a date . .

."

Not only does this helpful book analyze and answer
these questions—but it contains an appendix which
lists agencies, both public and private, from which
additional help can be obtained. It also tells the
sources from which numerous pamphlets, booklets,
books, and articles covering pertinent subjects can
be obtained.

Where else can you find so much help—so quickly
and easily—without leaving the privacy of your
home? Just send in the coupon above and $1.00
for YOUR copy of “WHAT SHOULD I DO?"

MAIL COUPON TODAY

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. WG-957
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me a copy of "WHAT SHOULD I DO?".
I enclose $1.00.

NAME..
(Please Print)

STREET..

CITY STATE..

I WALKED
AWAY FROM FEAR

(Continued from page 58)

no hands.” She laughed a little ruefully.
“Things are awfully different now,” Vera

said. “I’m happy these days—really happy.
I have what I always wanted.” There’s her
career, for instance. Alfred Hitchcock
firmly believes he has in her the makings
of a star bigger than Grace Kelly. Para-
mount, too, is enthusiastic over her fan
mail since the release of “Beau James,” in
which she plays Betty Compton, the
sweetheart of Mayor Walker.
Vera’s children—Debbie, six, and Kelly,

five—suddenly appeared. Their mother
cautioned them not to play too much in
the guest room even though it was a fas-
cinating litter of paint buckets, turpen-
tine bottles and old newspapers. “It’s be-
ing redecorated as a nursery,” she
explained. “We’re expecting the baby in
September.” The baby, incidentally, has al-
ready disrupted the affairs of the movie
industry. Vera and Jimmy Stewart had
started work on Alfred Hitchcock’s
“Amongst the Dead” last winter when
Hitch was stricken with a heart attack.
The picture was temporarily shelved and
a fall date planned for resuming shooting.
Then Vera found out about the Scott heir.

Hitch was so sold on Vera in the role that
they didn’t tell him for six weeks for fear
it would bring about a relapse. “But the
baby’s more important than a picture,”
Vera says. “And anyway, Mr. Hitchcock
has a beautiful replacement in Kim
Novak.”
The sounds of Kelly and Debbie scuttling

around drifted in to us. “Indians,” summed
up Vera. “But that’s the way I want them
to be. I have it luckier than my mother
did, and I want them to profit from it.

There wasn’t any fancy psychological ap-
proach to our growing up. Although it was
rough on Mother, in a way being on our
own was the best thing that could have
happened to us,” Vera said thoughtfully.
“We kept house, dressed ourselves and
made our own decisions. No one was beg-
ging us to eat our vegetables. The only
question that came up was ‘Are there sec-
onds?’ Before I was school age I must
have been helpful. I remember Mom send-
ing my brother Tom home to say, ‘Please
don’t mop the floor, Vera.’ I understand I

made a colossal mess of it and, quite natu-
rally, expected to be praised. When I got
to the kindergarten stage I had a nice in-
dependent set-up. So I had high-water
marks at the wrist (except for Saturday
nights) and my hair was combed with my
hands. I had three other kids to copy and
I lived in my own little world, anyway.”
For Vera it wasn’t always a cosy dream

world. In the early ’thirties the West and
Midwest were sober and serious, life was
gray and thin as a hand-me-down winter
overcoat. It was not a time for fun, for
humor. Families were scratching a bare
living off the earth. Existence was a day-
to-day emergency. Kids went hungry.
Vera, the fifth and last child of Thomas
and Bernice Ralston, was born on one of
these little farms outside Boise City, Okla-
homa. Here Thomas, a preacher at a near-
by rural church, struggled with both farm
and church until one day life became too
difficult. He bundled up his wife and chil-
dren, packed their few belongings into
their old Ford and returned to Pratt, Kan-
sas, where the rest of their families lived.
Their problems were too great, though.
Two years later Thomas and Bernice were
divorced. “At twenty-three Bernice, as we
called her, became father, mother and
provider for us kids. These were the de-

pression years and she worked fourteen
hours a day as a hotel maid. In time she
was promoted to room waitress. We really
celebrated then. At home, all four of us

—

Tom, Elmer, Thelma and me—rapidly
learned how to take care of ourselves.”
For Vera there were many things to

battle on the way up—on the way to a
spacious and quiet Hollywood home, a
family and career. Perhaps the greatest
obstacle of all was fear. “When I was
young I was desperately shy,” Vera said.
All the ingredients of fear were there
early. “I remember very well the most
humiliating day of my life,” she went on.
“I was halfway to school when I became
aware of my tragedy: I’d forgotten to wear
my panties. At six, that’s a horrible de-
cision to make—if I went back for them,
I’d be late and I couldn’t stand the em-
barrassment of that. So I went on to
school. I sat rigid all day, petrified with
fear. That day I couldn’t get one word out.
Even then I was much too introverted.
The only time I was really happy was
when I retreated to my dream world.
There everything was exactly the way I

wanted it. Without realizing it I let that
daydreaming become one of the most
serious handicaps I’ve ever had.”

In her own private world, Vera was all

the things little girls want to be. In reality
she was hampered by a deep inferiority
complex and an intensely negative ap-
proach to living. As the youngest child,
she absorbed not so much what was right,

as what was wrong. If any of her brothers
or sisters got into trouble for something,
she stored that away as forbidden. And
because she was growing up without a
feeling of security she started distrusting
people, looking for the bad in them in-
stead of good. And slowly, the beginnings
of ambition began to stir in her. “Not be-
cause we were poor,” Vera says now. “I
didn’t know that at the time because
everyone around us was poor too and I

was adjusted to it. I didn’t even know
that some of my favorite dinners such as
ham hocks, corn bread, navy bean soup
and hominy were the remains of a limited
budget.”
But as she came to the end of grade

school, she wanted to do the things her
family had never done. She had no great
desire for education, but she was deter-
mined to go to high school—and graduate.
No one in her family had. No one had ever
left Kansas except for the brief time her
parents were in Oklahoma. She wanted
to break away in search of something bet-
ter. She wanted to fulfill her potential. Shy
and inarticulate in public, Vera was very
persuasive at home. She convinced her
mother that it was the ideal time to move
to Wichita. Her two brothers were in the
service (the allotment checks helped),
Thelma was married, jobs were easier to

get and grandmother had a big room up-
stairs in Wichita. Vera’s eloquence won
out.

“I loved the expansive thinking of a
large town. I was twelve or thirteen, I

can never remember. I made friends and
learned the pleasure of sharing myself
with others. Mary Lou Roach was my best
friend. Her home became mine. We would
have bunking parties with five or six girls,

run through the house like Indians, have
pillow fights and even water fights. Mr.
and Mrs. Roach were wonderful. They
seemed to enjoy our shenanigans. Mrs.
Roach would just clean up after us. And
Mr. Roach made a very good victim in the
food department. We’d cook the most out-
landish meals, enough for harvest hands.
Fried chicken, cottage potatoes, two or

three vegetables, salad and biscuits like

lead. The first time I made gravy I got

excited when it started to sizzle and
dumped flour in the skillet. My gravy was
like dumplings—only raw in the middle.



That man would sit down and eat the

whole mess. I guess he decided to suffer

through it if it killed him, and we almost

did. They were the kind of people I’d

i
never known. I guess I wallowed in their

affection. They treated Mary Lou and me
like sisters.”

It was in the summer that Vera decided
to get a job, and persuaded Mary Lou to

join her. First, she filled out an applica-

tion at Western Union. At fourteen she

was physically mature and nonchalantly
lied about her age. There was no opening

i at that time. Then Vera and Mary Lou ap-
plied at the box factory. They were hired

so quickly, it wasn’t until later they real-

ized why the Simon Legree-type owner
was having trouble keeping help.

“When mother went out of town I

moved in with the Roaches. It was heaven,

i
Then Western Union called. They had a

place for me. I was so scared of Legree of

the box factory, I just didn’t show up for

work. I told Mary Lou to tell him I wasn’t
coming in any more . . . and went to

Western Union on the night shift.”

Constantly conscious that she’d lied

about her age, Vera analyzed herself bru-
tally. Physically mature, she nevertheless

j

was not developed mentally. She had a
! fourteen-year-old sense of humor (in-

cluding giggles) and adolescent reactions.

She knew if her natural instincts pre-
vailed, they would immediately discover
her age. So, ruthless with herself, she
created a working personality. Of neces-
sity she became sober, intense and serious.

“When school started that fall, I de-
cided to try to go to school and keep my
job too. I liked the wonderful feeling of

independence. Mother had married again
and was still out of town. Because the
Roaches’ house was a thirty-minute bus
ride to work, I decided to live at the
Y.W.C.A. By serving breakfast at the ‘Y’

i I paid for my room, then I went to school
and worked at Western Union at night.

The third floor of the ‘Y’ was for girls

j

just out of high school, going to college or
working. We had a ball. There were five

girls to each room. As the superintendent
was on the first floor, we managed to have
lively water fights and cut up. It was
like being in a college dormitory and
that’s where I had my real fun. I may have

I been old sober-sides at the office, but I

was a zany fifteen-year-old at the ‘Y.’
”

Just before her senior year, Vera en-
tered a “Girl of the Month” contest spon-
sored by the local bus company and
Estelle Compton’s charm school. She won.
Her prize was a charm course and she
took it for the hours between serving
breakfast at the “Y” and her night shift

1 work. Unfortunately, her picture hit the
tabloids and her boss was understandably
irate. It was difficult for him to accept the
fact that his serious, conscientious em-
ployee could have gotten him in Dutch
with the child labor laws. After hearing
Vera’s candid reasons, he patted her blond
head and kept her on the payroll. How-
ever, it was too late for Vera to change her
working personality.

After graduation she was called to the
charm school. It seemed the head instruct-
or was going to marry. That left a teach-
er’s opening. Would Vera like to go to the
main branch in Chicago and take the in-
structor’s course? She would.
“My first day was memorable. After the

grind of trying to walk and talk straight,
one of the gals asked me to meet her boy-
friend with her. As it was on the way to
my hotel, I agreed. We met him in a bar.
We sat down and he asked what I’d like.

As I’d never had anything stronger than
a glass of 3.2 beer, I was really flustered.
As I was hastily pulling the corn out of
my ears, the girl said she’d have a martini.
So? Yes, I did. After the first one, which
tasted like barber shop tonic, I didn’t

mind them at all. But when the hot air

in the hotel lobby hit me, I was gone. Do
I need to add that I don’t drink? I tried it

once and didn’t like it.

“I finally learned how to be a fashion
model. I could push my hip bones forward,
slump my chest and slink with my feet on
a ninety-degree angle with the best of

them. But when they insisted that I pos-
ture and pose that way all the time, I

howled. In the first place, I’m five feet four.

In the second place I had a mental pic-

ture of me strolling fashion model style

down the main street of Wichita! And in

the third place I had no taste in clothes

at that time. My fondest possessions were
my blue jeans. So I compromised. When I

had a fashion show to do or when I was
working at the school, I would posture . . .

and only then.”
Vera’s schooling came in handy quickly.

The charm school was given a hurry up
call from the Chamber of Commerce. It

seemed the local talent had not turned out
in bathing suits for the Miss Wichita con-
test. It behooved the charm school to

hastily enter at least five girls. Four they
had. That was when the brand-new in-

structor was tossed into a bathing suit and
told to posture. Vera won. They slapped
her on a train for Kansas City.

“These contests, I found, were not just

measurement games. There was a talent

division. You had to perform or spend
three minutes making a speech about a

talent you wished you had. I tried very
hard to write a speech. The carefully culti-

vated personality I’d acquired fell away
from me. I was just standing there—shy,

inarticulate and insecure. So I made it

short and sweet. I stood there in my bath-
ing suit and said simply, ‘I don’t have any
talent.’ When I won I thought it the great-
est miscarriage of justice I’d ever seen. I

felt guilty. One girl had played Chopin
beautifully on the piano, another danced
Carmen, all of them had a talent.”

In August she placed third as Miss
America in Atlantic City, still making her
devastating speech, “I have no talent.” She
was given a twenty-five-hundred-dollar
scholarship as her prize. She was also

offered studio contracts. She refused them
all. With no burning desire to continue
her education, she decided to go to Wichita
University anyway. The studio offers

frightened her. She didn’t want to try be-
cause she might fail. To her friends she
admits today that she used the excuse
she didn’t want to. But fear of failure

held her back until RKO made another
offer. With this one, Vera’s pride could
be salvaged. They asked her to come for

the summer. Just to test and enjoy her-
self. If they both agreed she could sign a
contract later. She couldn’t stand the
thought of people saying, “She went out to
Hollywood and flunked.” This way she
was merely going on a vacation. Never-
theless, she left Wichita quietly, saying
goodbye to very few people. For even
though she enjoyed her friends, she never
allowed herself to get too close to them.
She didn’t want to be hurt.

“I was so intense at that time I was
pretty sickening. Actually I was full of
emotions I hadn’t given vent to. All my
life I’d been pent-up, taking out my feel-
ings in my private little world, but never
in public.”

Vera loved California. RKO set up
dramatic lessons for her. As she had no
car, someone in the production crew drove
her. The driver was consistently Bob
Miles. He was a well-dressed, nice-look-
ing, popular young man. He was the per-
sonification of Big City. Vera was lonely,
frightened and young. He rushed her off

her feet. Within a month they were mar-
ried. Vera, the repressed, was impulsive.
They were young and physically attracted.
After the first flush of marriage, they
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Write it for the TRUE ROMANCE
Magazine Song Contest and win
$500 plus possible motion picture,

song sheet and recording royalties.

Your collaborator will be the com-
poser of “Body and Soul” and the
score and title song of MGM’s
“Raintree County,” JOHNNY
GREEN, a member of the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers (ASCAP), under
contract to Robbins, Feist and
Miller, publishers (ASCAP).

Johnny Green

Don’t miss this exciting song-writ-
ing contest.

You write the lyrics—JOHNNY
GREEN (ASCAP) 3-time Academy
Award Winner, will set the winning
lyrics to music. See the current issue

of TRUE ROMANCE Magazine for

contest details and rules.
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began realizing their many differences.
“After we were married Bob went back

to school at U.C.L.A. and I continued
under contract to RKO. I didn’t work
once. Then I got a contract with Twentieth
Century-Fox—no pictures. I was dropped
in six months. Then I had Debbie in the
spring. I thought about retiring for good,
and it wasn’t much to retire from. I

started modeling again and that led to an
agent, who led me to Paul Henreid. He
was casting ‘For Men Only.’ I was read-
ing for the ingenue lead. He gave me
mounds of time—and the part. I did ex-
actly what he told me. I was a kind of
puppet. I felt my only talent was having
the sense to do what I was told. I did a
small television show. Warner Brothers
saw it and gave me a contract. I did
‘Charge at Feather River’ and retired
again to have Kelly. About that time tele-
vision really started taking hold, espe-
cially the thirty-minute dramas. I began
to work hard again. It was about half-
way through my TV period that I really
started reading my scripts. I’d be working
on one when I’d think, ‘This girl is mixed-
up, unhappy—so I’ll be angry in this
scene.’ I was thinking for myself what she
might be. It opened up a whole new world.
It whetted my highly active imagination
carried over from childhood. I trans-
planted my daydreams—but without me
in them. While the camera was rolling I

could lose myself in another character. And
off-camera, having found an outlet for my
introverted dream world, I was thinking
and living more like a normal human be-
ing. My career,” Vera said rather sadly,
“was zooming. But my personal life

—

”

But on the home front life was stale-
mated. Debbie and Kelly, true, had given
Vera an opportunity to love completely
and in trust. “Children trust you and you
can trust them. It was wonderful to have
emotions and give vent to them.” But
caught in her childhood memories of fear
and self-doubt she clung to her ailing
marriage. Not remembering her own
father, seeing her mother’s marriage fail,

Vera was determined to salvage her own.
I kept remembering the warning my aunt
used to give me, ‘If you burn your bot-
tom you have to sit on the blister.’ So I

kept sitting, even though it hurt. But one
thing my aunt never told me was that
eventually the blister heals, and that
sometimes it’s better to stand up.” Vera
found that out for herself. She stood up to
the fact that she’d made a mistake, and
did something about it. After all, she re-
flected, it was better to break clean than
to have Debbie and Kelly growing up
amidst tension, quarrels and misunder-
standing.

“I tried very hard to be a good mother
after our divorce. As usual I was too de-
termined and too grim. Again life was
earnest. I loved them and cared for them
and had no fun in me to offer. I was so
strict with myself I was automatically
strict with them. I had no understanding
of things kids enjoy. Then, after three
years of being father and mother to my
girls, I met Pete. You probably know him
as Gordon Scott,” she smiled.

“I met him when I was signed to do the
lead in ‘Tarzan’s Hidden Jungle.’ I don’t
think I liked him at first. He was such a
happy exuberant extrovert, he shocked
me. I admitted that he brought a new
warmth and personality to Tarzan that
I’d never seen before. But when he’d get
the sudden urge to jump up in the air and
click his heels, I thought he had an idiot

streak in him. I couldn’t understand how
anyone could lose his dignity that way.
My inflexible standards refused to accept
his easygoing impulsive way of life. The
first few times he saw me he thought I

was the most insufferable snob in the
world. I became a challenge to him. Little

by little he started breaking down my I

reserve. He thought he’d run up against I

a stone wall. He couldn’t figure out what I

made me tick. After he knocked down the
first wall, I was a little more comfortable
with him. Slowly my sense of humor
started showing. But it wasn’t until we’d
returned to the studio two weeks after
the picture was finished, that he saw any
warmth in me. We were back for retakes
and it was like coming home. I had liked
the people and I was warmer and more
open than I’d ever been, and he suddenly
decided to take me to dinner. That’s when
life started opening up for me and for

the girls. For when Pete fell in on them,
that was all. They decided he was to be
their father. His quick, delightful imagi-
nation was pure joy to them—and to me
Once I started breaking out of my shell, I

knew that I’d only been half alive. Pete
enjoyed his work, loved people, wasn’t
afraid to trust them and, though he’s hap-
py and outgoing, he’s very gentle.” Vera
hesitated and then said what she felt,

“Right now, I feel as though I’m the strong,
confident person I’ve always wanted to be.

I’ve walked away from my fears and left

them behind me forever.”
It has taken Vera nearly a year with

Pete, to be able to say something heartfelt
that she wants to say. He has changed her
world. She is constantly aware of the
changes taking place in herself and the
girls. At first she was horror-stricken when
Pete would lose his temper. It was sud-
den. It was loud. And it was over. Filled
with resentments and frustrations of the
past, she slowly started lifting the lid on
herself. She is delighted to find she can
become honestly angry.

Pete’s philosophy is basically much like

Vera’s. It is, “Decide what you think is

right and what is wrong. Think carefully

—

then do what’s right even if it hurts.” But
with Vera it’s not with grim determination
any more. Nor does she need her dream
world. She is living life fully and loving
it. They have a lovely home on an acre in

Sherman Oaks. It’s built for a family. They
have their hobbies and fun at home with
the children. They rarely go out. Occasion-
ally they enjoy a big evening in town, but
they try to limit them to two a year. One
this year was the Photoplay awards din-
ner. “I really felt that I had achieved
success as an actress when I received the
award,” Vera says happily. All this seems
pretty far away from the little girl in

Pratt, Kansas who was determined to

realize her potential.

When the door bursts open at night at

their house it’s like a storm breaking
loose. The girls go racing off screaming,
“Daddy” and Vera is not far behind. Even
Florene, the maid, gets a sparkle in her
eye. Pete throws the girls up in the air at

least twice apiece. Then he reaches for

his wife. She goes up, comes down and is

bounced on her husband’s knee. “At least

it’s never the same way twice. I’ll never
get tired of it,” Vera promises.

With a lifetime of evenings like that to

look forward to—and a baby on the way
to share them with—Vera’s found the hap-
piness she never knew existed as a child.

It’s a world where fear no longer has the

power to cast its shadow—a world of ful-

fillment. For Vera can at last admit she’s

walked away from fear. The End

EXCLUSIVE!
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TONY PERKINS
Continued from page 41

checking make-up that day. Tony was late.

I had just finished picking Jim’s brain as

much as possible (he’s a careful man)
when Tony suddenly descended. And I

mean descended. I’d never met him, but
I know a white-hot rage when I see one.

He was keeping it carefully under the'

surface. He was the color of a bronzed
Indian. “Sorry I can’t shake hands. I’ve

sprained my hand,” he explained, blinking
through his steel-rimmed glasses. I found
out later that the real Jim Piersall had
squeezed it a little too hard on a tv

show.
Fine, I thought. How do you communi-

cate for the first time with someone who’s
strung up like a tight fiddle, enraged
and ready to crack at the seams? While
Tony scanned the menu nervously, Jim
told him of my morning’s do and about my
question “Is Tony Perkins a people?” A
tight little smile sped across Tony’s face.

Holding the menu up in front of his chest,

he marked it off in four sections with a
jerky finger. “I come in four parts. Which
part would you like?” he asked. “I’m
pretty greedy,” I countered, “I’d like all

four parts.” He stared at me for a min-
ute and then stuck one bony forefinger
over the table edge. Slowly he started
pounding to emphasize his words: “I’m
what any writer wants me to be. I can be
perfectly honest while I do it. Whatever
the writer wants. I can give it to him be-
cause it’s all true, it’s just the way it’s

said.” That, at least, explained the multi-
colored variation on the theme of Perkins
I’d been reading. It wasn’t a bad start.

Maybe he was mad enough to continue be-
ing devastatingly honest—or was he just
being colorful? Deciding to strike while
his iron was hot, I asked, “Do you have
self-control?”

After a lengthy pause (you can’t tell

whether he’s probing his psyche for the
truth or thinking up an answer to ap-
pease you), he looked up. With little out-
ward acknowledgement of his anger he
said, “Not self-control, but self-discipline,
to a degree. It’s a lucky thing I have as
much as I have. I’ve been working pretty
hard lately. Then, on the other hand,
I don’t have enough. I don’t work as hard
as I should. I go off to the movies instead
of studying my part.” His double order of
rare ground steak, French fries and malt
came. It was obvious anger did not affect
his appetite. As he ate, the tension started
running out of him. As if to ease the
inner hostility he’d felt he said, “This
[pressure can kill you. Sophia Loren and
Burl Ives are sitting in their dressing
rooms relaxing, while I don’t have a min-
ute when I’m not working.” Then quickly,
“I’m sorry, it’s not your fault; I know I
said okay for an interview today. But the
pressure gets you.” He started on his
chocolate pie and thought about the ques-
tion of stardom’s personal change in him.

“I adjust to almost any given situation.
You take a time machine and start it back
three years ago on a street corner in New
York. I was the same then as I am now.
I’m the same exact person as I was then.
All this doesn’t affect me. I like the same
things, felt the same way and am im-
pressed and depressed with the same
kind of people. I just shift weight a little
to encompass change.

“I’m still nervous, tense, high-keyed.
Each day to me is like a track meet. Wien
it’s over, I fall in bed exhausted. I get
a full night’s sleep and I’m up like a shot
ready to do it all over again.” I recalled
that at least five of the articles stated he
hated to get up in the morning. “Un-

huh,” he grinned derisively, “I’m up like

a shot, greet the dawn and all that.”

Well, after that he told me he knew he
was an introvert but felt he was an inte-

grated personality. Then he set out to dis-

prove the integrated part. I kept throwing
little questions at him, trying to find

something to really spark him into talking.

On the subject of punctuality, he’s punc-
tual. He hates others to be late although
school records say, “at the bottom of his

class and negatively inclined.” He was
always late. He decided to overcome the
habit and did. When I asked him about
his temper, he really pulled my leg.

Started off on a long-winded story about
the parking at his new apartment and
ended up with a lame “but I didn’t lose

my temper.” I didn’t know if he were try-
ing to do me a favor and make up an
anecdote or quietly pulling my leg. He
thought for a minute and then his eyes
brightened and he had a real story for me
on how he releases his pent-up emotions.
“Every morning,” he said gleefully, “I

drive down Melrose to the studio. There
are two stop signs; one at Gower, and one
at the studio. Each morning I drive briskly
through those stop signs.” When I asked
for more for-instances, he quipped, “I

must save some of these bon mots for my
own byline.” By this time he was in an
excellent humor. Who knows, maybe he
was just hungry. And, finally, I hit on the
question that tapped his inner recesses
and Tony began to tick. People. That’s the
watchword. The declared, integrated Tony
slowly started dissolving. Flotsam, jetsam
and treasure trove were hauled up out of
the sea of memories, actions and reactions.
All to do with people. It started when I

ask what kind of social life he had out
here.

“Less and less. I’ve never been very
social, but now I don’t have time at all.

There’s a married actor on this picture
who asked me out to the house for dinner.
I like him but I don’t want to be obligated.
I don’t want the reaction or repercussions
later. I’ve started thinking about playing
Scrabble. Thought maybe I’d suggest we
play some night—sort of have something to

do if I did go. But I haven’t mentioned it,

and I probably won’t. I honestly don’t
believe people want me to come over. I’m
not interesting. A young married couple.
What could I offer them? I don’t commu-
nicate socially as I’m doing now. After all,

we’re here to talk about me. That’s not
sitting down socially in somebody’s living
room and chatting. I can’t do the back
and forth thing. I run out of things to say.
So what can you talk about? Movies,
music, books and paintings. Those take
about ten minutes each, so then what do
you do? Anybody with a conviction can
persuade me in a half hour. Look, I like

Thomas Wolfe. I may do the play from
his book ‘Look Homeward, Angel’ on
Broadway this fall. Yet, if you have a
conviction, if you don’t like Wolfe, I’ll

agree within a half hour. So what have I

got to offer people?”
“Yourself,” I blurted out before I could

stop. It had dawned on me that he wasn’t
kidding. He meant every word of it. His
inability to communicate, to have natural
discourse with people or his refusal of
mutual interests was part and parcel of
the Perkins personality. He had accepted
these lacks as merely the way he was
built. He didn’t know how to give of
himself. The look of weary resignation on
his face when I made my one-word state-
ment told me that he had heard this song
before. So I firmly tucked my maternal
instinct back in. You will only listen, you
will not participate, I told myself.
Seeming to sense my disapproving with-

drawal he admitted, “I know there’s some-
thing I’m missing, lacking, what have you.
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DRAW
THIS EASY WAY

Grab a pencil and drawl Join the ranks of
amateur artists from all walks of life who
have discovered that draw-
ing is fun—and a stimulat-
ing hobby as well.

For Beginners
Alexander Z. Kruse, fa-
mous artist and teacher,
has just completed a most
helpful guide for begin-
ners. This remarkable
booklet shows you. through
a series of step-by-step il-
lustrations. exactly how to
draw. Mr. Kruse takes all
the mystery out of art He
shows you with clear-cut
illustrations just what to
do and he tells you in sim-
ple language how to do it!

First you learn how to use a
pencil. Then you learn the
tricks of the trade . . . simple
ways to achieve tone . . . how
to show depth . . . how to
master light and shade.
Then before you realize it—
you're an amateur artist. Yes.
it’s as simple as that—with
the help or this remarkable
new guide.

ONLY 50*
Join the fun—get your copy
of ABC OF PENCIL DRAW-
ING at once. Only 50c post-
paid while supply lasts. Order
now!

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC., Dept. PH-957
205 E. 42 St.. New York 17. N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of ABC OF
PENCIL DRAWING. I enclose 50c.
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PHOTOGRAPH OF

JAMES DEAN
—or YOUR FAVORITE
MOVIE STABS. 2 ptc-
tures for 25tf (to cover
cost of mailing and
handling).

PLUS large Illustrated
catalog and bonus GIFT
OFFER.

ALSO — A COLLECTOR'S
ITEM—4 photos of JAMES
DEAN, plus biography hl-
lights, for 40$. or 3 sets
for $1.00.

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS
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NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
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Thousands of famous prod-
ucts to choose from— furni-
ture. fashions, silverware,
china, draperies, etc. You
get $ 50.00 and more in
merchandise just by being
Secretary of a Popular Club
you help your friends form.
It’s easy! It’s fun! Nothing
to sell, nothing to buy. Write
today: Popular Club Plan,
Dept. L9J4, Lynbrook.N. Y.

Popular Club Plan, Dept.T.934, Lynbrook, N.Y. j

Send Big FREE 276-Page FULL-COLOR Catalog
j
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But I can wait. You couldn’t walk in with
it under your arm. You can’t supply me.
I’ve got to find it.

“I know I’m intolerant of other people’s
failings. I know I demand from others one
hundred per cent, but expect them to take
me as I am. I’m past the restless stage.
Now I’m impatient. Don’t misunderstand
me. Impatient with others,” he grinned,
“I’m pretty patient with myself. Maybe
that’s why I have no close friends. Usually
I’m by myself. I go home after work, read
my mail, which is mostly ‘To Occupant’
and then go out to dinner alone. Not
really alone, I don’t like to be alone. But
I go to a place that’s full of people. I can
hear them, I’m near them but I’m not
obligated. If I sit at a counter I can
talk to the guy next to me if I want to.

And not, if I want to. I like to go to movies
alone. I’m surrounded by people but I’m
not responsible for anyone. It’s the same
reason I like the New York subway. Same
feeling.”

I commented that he’d been at a party
a friend of mine was at last week. Seemed
he came in the back door in blue jeans and
sneakers with Venetia Stevenson and
Dennis Hopper. He appeared in the living
room eating jelly beans out of a bowl he
was holding.
“True. I hadn’t seen Venetia and Dennis

for ages and I didn’t know anybody at
the party. The jelly beans were on the
kitchen table and I picked them up as we
went by. As to the clothes, it was that
kind of party. Sure I date. When I do I

like to go to a nice place for dinner and
eat slowly. That’s a treat for me. Then I

like to go to a movie. There’s a singer
in town I like to follow, Faith Winthrop,
and I also like to watch television. Pretty
dull, huh?”
Maria Cooper, Norma Moore, Elaine

Aiken, and lately, Venetia Stevenson do
not seem to find him dull. His taste in the
distaff side is impeccable. Venetia, re-
cently divorced from Rusty Tamblyn, is

a Warner Brothers contractee. Shy, in-
trospective and pretty, she makes good
company for Tony.
Occasionally Tony paints. “Painting

makes me nervous. When I get started I

can’t stop—not even to eat. I have to
finish. If I stop I begin to wonder, pick
it apart and then I lose the whole point
of what I was painting. Somebody gave
the easel to me about three years ago for
Christmas. I decided I should use it. So
I paint. I stick to blue, gray and black
mostly.”
The psych major in me burst forth,

“That’s very interesting.”

The curiosity in Tony asked, “Why?”
“Those colors are indicative of a dis-

turbed personality. A somberness trying
to be as inobscure as possible. It’s like the
coloring of birds and chameleons, it’s pro-
tective coloring.” The idiot amateur Freud
in me wouldn’t shut up. “What kind of
paintings do you do?”
“Mostly windows and doors and trees

in the foreground. People are always in
the background. Does that mean some-
thing?” he asked eagerly.

Suddenly I checked my headiness in
being a consulting psychiatrist. I would
leave the finer points of the analysis to
professionals. “Basically, you’re painting
exactly what you’ve been telling me. You
are pushing people away from you all the
time—even when you paint. Can you re-
member when it started? It had to start
some time.”

Tony was interested and involved. His
face took on a look of remembering. It

was like watching pages of a book flipped
backward. “Yes,” he said softly, “it was
when I was five. When my father died.
Dozens of people kept hugging me and
picking me up and clucking at me. I

wanted to run away and I couldn’t. I don’t
know whether I really pushed them awaj
or not, but I wanted to.”

“At school, later, you kept pushing peo-
ple away, didn’t you?” I was referring to

Browne and Nichols, where he went to

prep school.

“Oh, I just wasn’t interested. I had a
lot of reading to do. I read a novel every
day—all the novels in the school library.”
Tony’s defense mechanism was working
perfectly again. We looked at each other .

for a long moment. Then he dropped his

head and looked up. “I didn’t know how to

make friends when I first went off to

boarding school. I didn’t get along very :

well, to put it mildly. Then after a couple
of years it was too late. It was so im-

|

portant to me, I couldn’t do anything 'j

about it. I couldn’t make an effort. I was
,

afraid I’d botch it up completely and that
would be the end. Then in college, when ;

I wrote about the school, I made it out to

be a ball. But even then I wrote about it

as if I were watching from a distance.
'

Because that’s the way I lived it—at a
1

distance.” “

Tony looked drained, as if he’d plumbed f

a few depths he hadn’t planned on. It was
too late to start another subject. So I

suggested he take the extra fifteen min- 1

utes and go relax. We agreed to meet f
again. As I was leaving, he asked, “How

jmany parts of the menu did you get?” L

“About half,” I answered, “Next time
j

comes the entrees and the a la carte.”

It was a week later that Jim and I
j

walked across the lot to Tony’s dress-
r
,

ing room. He wasn’t working that day, so’

we planned to have a leisurely lunch.
Tony was sitting crosslegged in the middle
of the room clutching a telephone. He was ",

wearing a longsleeved blue shirt, long
;

black knit tie, sneakers and the saltiest
^

jeans I’ve seen in a piece of time. The
room was cluttered with papers, maga-
zines, mementos, messages and balloons.
About ten inflated balloons covered the .

floor. The piano was literally covered. He
waved happily, “Come in and find a place

j

to sit. I think I’m finally going to buy a

car.” He returned to his phone conver- -

!|

sation. When he hung up, he exclaimed,
#

“I’m finally going to do it. A Thunderbird
j—blue. I’m going to buy it this afternoon

in the Valley. Venetia’s going along foi

the ride. You know I’ve been renting a car;'

for over a year just because I couldn’t
pin myself down to what make, color oi

model. I just can’t take responsibility oi
~

make decisions. I lived in a place foi

two years because I couldn’t decide to go

find an apartment. If I watch ‘Studio One
on television Monday night, I’ll see it the

next week even if there’s something I’d

like better. All those decisions! Some-
times I am uncertain to the point oi

lunacy.”

By the time he finished we were well

on our way to the commissary. Clark 'f

Gable and a woman came out of his dress- 4

ing room. She waved to Tony and with :

a mock frown said, “I’ve just heard some-
thing bad about you.” He waved and
grinned. Ten steps later, his eyebrows
pulled down in worry, he darted after her
He came back looking uneasy. “She said

;

she was joking. But I’ll bet she wasn’t.’
;

He was obviously concerned with whai
had probably been good-natured banter
He is deeply sensitive to people’s re-

actions to him. Inside the commissary, ,

he made an effort to pull himself back
“It’s true, you know. If I were left alone

I’d just tread water. I let my agents dc

the deciding. I tried once. My own agenl i

.

was on vacation, so I went over to MCA 1

to talk to the others. It was a toss-up be-

tween doing a play and a movie. The
agents who’d read the play insisted 1

do that. The ones who’d read the movie I
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ript wanted me to do that. So I went
irashing around the halls and finally

i jcided to do the play. Then my agent
filed and wanted me to do the movie. I

as adamant. He was more so. All right,

told him, I’ll do the movie, but if you’re
rong I’ll come back here and wreck the

fice.” He paused for dramatic effect. “The
ay closed out of town. The movie was
'riendly Persuasion.’ That crushed me for

i aking my own decisions.”

Tony picked up his menu and started

anning. Now at Paramount when you’ve
ally arrived, they name a sandwich or

l
salad after you. He looked at the Tony

,JS
erkins sandwich with satisfaction. “I

ill have the Tony Perkins special—but
ith tomatoes,” he said, then plunged
ito his dislike of star-status thinking.
3eing a star is awful. It’s so much more
in just being a plain person. So you
isbehave, show up late, or don’t show up,
» who’s to care? I love people who are
ice to me. I hate flattery. I sort of like
i be ignored.”

So saying he started on his sandwich,
bout the future? “It’s tough enough to
>t from Monday to Tuesday. It’s rough,

.

;al rough. I’m miserable with all the
uff involved. I’m unhappier than any-
le. But I know perfectly well that I’m
jing to be happy sometime, so it’s okay
i be miserable now.”
The room was so noisy we decided to
3 back to his dressing room. He imme-
ately sat on the floor and started blow-
ig up a deflated balloon. “What’s im-
ortant to me?” he repeated thought-
llly. His face took on a bland careful
•ok. “Three meals a day. A good
light’s sleep. To get along with people
1 the movie I work in. My health. To
flax and not be so physically nervous
lat I twitch my foot. To get my hay-
;ver shots so I don’t have hay fever. To
e sure my dog, Punkie, and my cat, Mr.
anjo, are healthy and cared for in my
lanhattan apartment. . .

.”

“And people?” I interrupted.
“Oh . . . general good wishes to all the
eople I know,” he answered evasively,
hen stretching his six-foot-two frame,
e started carefully and methodically
lacing the balloons on a high ledge on
le farther wall. Turning his back to me,
e spoke in a deceptively casual tone. I
egan to realize he said the most impor-

EXCLUSIVELY

YOURS
Continued from page 81

lade you hate him in his screen debut in
A Face in the Crowd,” only because he
lave such a convincing performance as

i heel, will make you love him in his
econd Warner film, “No Time For Ser-
jeants,” because he’s so doggone lovable!

. . If I were a young actor, I’d do my
est to get into any road company of “Tea
nd Sympathy, as the juvenile lead. Look
/hat playing this role opposite Deborah
[err has done for John Kerr, Tony Per-
ins and Don Dubbins!

ilarilyn’s Reformed: The big news of
he month is that Marilyn Monroe is a
eformed character. She actually arrived
n time for the gala charity premiere of
The Prince and the Showgirl” at Radio
lity Music Hall, and she was waiting to
reet me, when I called on her at her
lew York apartment, before she and
Arthur Miller took off to spend the sum-
mer at their beach home at Amagansett,

tant things in this nonchalant way.
“I have the same nightmare over and

over. I keep chasing a spool of white
thread through a junk pile. The metal
is twisted and dangerous. It cuts me while
I run. I run like mad because if I don’t
find the spool of thread everything ex-
plodes into the end of the world . . . and
the next. It’s the unliving end for a
nightmare—horrible. When I wake up
from it I think I‘m still back at boarding
school. Then I reach out for a magazine,
Photoplay,” he said with a nod and a
smile in my direction, “to prove to myself
I’m not back there.” He was still meticu-
lously placing balloons. “What do you
think of that?” he asked.

Well, what would you think of that?
I’m sure it was the most honest and tell-

ing thing he said. And it certainly gave
sustenance to my theory that he was an
insecure, introverted fellow who has a
clamoring need inside him to communi-
cate, to like and respect people (“I’m sus-
pended in an area of suspicion, disbe-
lief, self-doubt, antagonism and intoler-

ance.”), to trust his own judgment (“I’m
just smart enough to know I’m not terribly

intelligent.”), to care about others (“I’m
not as intolerant as I used to be. The
more I retreat, the less I care whether
people’s faults are distasteful to me or not.

I trust right away, then reconsider. I leave
myself open for exploration. If I didn’t I

wouldn’t feel so vulnerable.”

What’s more, he wants to accept himself.

(“I’m loaded with self-doubt. I couldn’t
have any more and have a career. I’m al-

ways sure the director doesn’t like me;
that I’m not good for the part. It doesn’t
help that people believe in me. I don’t.”)

As I was leaving, Tony handed me a

balloon. I accepted and walked across the
lot to my car. Later I gave it to my four-
teen-year-old niece, who, amazed, took
it eagerly, marvelling at the thought that
Tony Perkins’ breath was in it. “It’s really

his air?” she squealed. “Yes, I answered
thoughtfully, “hot or cold, it’s Tony’s air.”

So thanks, for letting me ramble on. As
you can see, my only firm conclusion is

that Perkins will be with us for a long,

long time and my steadfast feeling is that

as a people, Perkins gets better and better.

Best,

Dee (Phillips)

P.S. He cancelled car. Bought another.

Long Island. It is to her famous play-
wright husband that Marilyn gives full

credit for changing her tardy habits. “It’s

because Arthur never complains when I

take so long to dress that I feel guilty
about keeping him waiting. And because
he is so patient and understanding, I try
to hurry up for his sake—and I’m succeed-
ing, as you can see!” she exclaimed tri-

umphantly.
I saw other changes in Marilyn, as we

sipped soft drinks and chatted away like
two sorority sisters in a girls’ dormitory.
Here, in spite of a lawsuit with her erst-
while good friend, Milton Greene, and the
political harassment of her husband, was
a radiantly happy Marilyn, thrilled over
the critical and fan reception to her de-
lightful comedy performance as “Show-
girl” to the Dream Prince of the British
theater, Sir Laurence Olivier and thrilled
over the prospect of finally moving away
from sublet apartments with other peo-
ple’s furniture in them, and building a
large rambling Connecticut farmhouse,
with every detail planned by Arthur and
herself, and every stick of furniture their
very own. “I’ll only come into town twice
a week to continue my studies with Lee
Strasberg at the Actors Studio,” Marilyn
told me. She’s serious about that.
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shipped in 24
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ENLARGEMENT
OFYOUR FAVORITE PHOTO OR NEGATIVE
Just to get acquainted, we will
make you a FREE beautiful studio
quality 5x7 black and white en-

CKSjBi largement of any snapshot, photo
or negative. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing,
for prompt information on our
Bargain Offer for having your en-
largement beautifully hand-colored
in oil and mounted in a hand-

some frame. Please enclose 25c for handling and
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1 WHY Have Dark or

[ Discolored Skin, Freckles,

Ugly Skin Spots—
WHEN MercolizedWax Cream’s
amazing 7 night plan lightens,
beautifies skin while you sleep!
Just follow the famous Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 night plan to a whiter, clearer,
lovelier complexion. Apply specially med-
icated Mercolized Wax Cream to face,

arms, or elsewhere each night
for one week. You’ll begin to see
results almost at once, as it light-
ens dark skin, blotches, freckles
and ugly skin spots as if by magic!
This is not a cover-up cosmetics
Mercolized Wax Cream worksUNDER the skin surface. Beautiful women

have used this time -tested plan for over 40

?
ears — you’ll love its fast, sure, longer
asting results 1 Mercolized Wax Cream is
sold on a 100% guarantee or money back.

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM)
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters
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No waiting for relief when
you use Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads.

They stop pain at its source . . .

ease new or tight shoes . . . remove
corns, callouses one of the quickest
ways known to medical science.

New skin-matching color; worn
invisibly. Try them! At Drug,
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SONG POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your poems today for free
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J. CHAS. MeNEIL. (A. B. Master of Musie)
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For the first time—sensational pictures
of your favorite movie and TV stars!
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Elvis Presley Album
A Few Copies Left

If you act now you can
get a copy of the origi-

nal Elvis Presley Al-
bum. This is the book
that made history. This
is that book that is now
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Here’s the thrill-filled

story of his life—over
100 pictures. Rush 25c
for your copy—today.
Bartholomew House, Inc.

Dept. 6, 205 East 42nd
St., New York 17. N. Y.

ONLY 250
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High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

If you did not or cannot finish high school, here is

your opportunity. Study in spare time at home. Go
as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
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studies now. Free Bulletin. Send coupon.
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j
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j

Drexel at S8th St.. Chicago 37, III.

| Without obligation, please send FREE descriptive
booklet.
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I Complete Canadian Course available. Write American

j
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“And where does Hollywood enter your
new design for living?” I wanted to know.
“It’s been about a year and a half since
your last ‘Bus Stop’ there.”
“Oh, I’ll be going back,” Marilyn has-

tened to assure me. “20th wants me for a
remake of Marlene Dietrich’s ‘The Blue
Angel’ and there’s been some talk of my
doing ‘The Jean Harlow Story.’ I never
knew Jean, but when I was filming ‘How
to Marry a Millionaire,’ Bill Powell, who
you remember was in the picture, took me
aside one day and said, ‘Marilyn, if they
ever do Jean’s story on the screen, you
must play her. You don’t look like her
but there is something about you that re-
minds me of her special quality.’ Since
Bill had been so much in love with Jean
at the time of her tragic death, I was
deeply touched that he thought me worthy
of trying to recapture her personality.”
With all signs pointing to a busy career

ahead, what were the signs pointing to
confirmation of the stork rumors? I looked
at Marilyn’s figure in her black sleeveless
street dress, just as the night before I had
taken inventory, as she glided past me on
the dance floor at the Waldorf-Astoria, in

a champagne satin John Moore creation at
the champagne supper party hosted by
Warner Brothers, following the premiere
of “The Prince and the Showgirl.” Day-
time and night time there is only one word
to describe Marilyn’s figure—sextacular.
The fact that she never wears a girdle
makes her “tummy” protrude, even with-
out a baby on the way. So everyone keeps
guessing while Marilyn herself answers
their questioning stares with “No com-
ment.” “It isn’t that I am superstitious
about discussing the one thing to crown
my complete happiness with Arthur, for
fear something might go wrong,” Marilyn
confided. “It’s just that my whole life has
been such an open book, I’d like to keep
this important part of my private life

sacred for my husband and myself. I don’t
think that’s too unreasonable, do you?”
And when Marilyn throws those “baby

blues” at you, I defy man, woman or
child to find her “unreasonable!”

Different Davis: When a film marriage
goes on the rocks, most people jump to
the conclusion that Hollywod is to blame.
Not so with Bette Davis’ nine-year mar-
riage to Gary Merrill. During most of
their married life, the Merrills lived far
away from the influences of the picture
colony. They and their three children,
BeeBee, the eldest (Bette’s own), and the
adopted two, Margo and Michael, made
their permanent home in northern Maine,
where Bette was just another neighborly
housewife, interested in all the local activ-
ities of a small town. She and Gary were
“just plain folks” like everyone else in the
Maine line. And in her three previous
marriages, Bette was never part of Holly-
wood’s passing show either.

When she first arrived in Hollywood
and fell in love with Harmon Nelson, a
young orchestra leader at the Roosevelt
Hotel, they set up housekeeping in a
rented house off the beaten track in

Glendale. After her divorce from “Ham,”
she married a native New Englander like

herself, Arthur Farnsworth, and continued
to live in Glendale when she was filming
at Warners. The minute the last take was
called, off she and Arthur would fly to

Butternut, Bette’s farm in Sugar Hill, New
Hampshire, and Hollywood wouldn’t see
them again until Bette’s next studio call.

For Bette, California has always been a
place to work; New England, a place to

live. It was during a winter ski trip to

Franconia Notch, following Arthur’s tragic
death, that she met her third husband,
William Grant Sherry. And with Bill, as
with “Ham” and Arthur, Bette lived re-
moved from the Hollywood scene. They

leased a lovely oceanside house at Laguna
Beach, where Bill used to spend his time
painting seascapes, and Bette, expecting
their first child, would busy herself with
her household chores, even queueing up in
the village grocery to market. I remem-
ber one summer weekend as her house
guest, asking, “Aren’t you bothered by
autograph fans?” “Gracious no!” was her
retort. “I’m no movie star down here—just 1

another pregnant wife!”

Another “Tailor”-made Bob: While most '

men I know would love to learn how to

make the right passes to get close to Ava
Gardner, Bob Evans, who plays her bull-

fighter lover in “The Sun Also Rises

(20th Century), had to spend hours of

preparation for this role, learning how
to make the right passes to a bull! “Neither

Ava nor the bull was easy!” Bob con-

fessed to me on his return from location

in Mexico. “Ava is as suspicious of every
new person she meets as a bull is of a

matador’s red cape. And then, too, quite

understandably, she would rather have had
her real love interest, Walter Chiari, play

opposite her, than a comparative new-
comer like myself, with only one other

film (‘Man of a Thousand Faces’) to my
credit. But once we started working to-

gether, she couldn’t have been kinder or

more helpful. We’re great pals now—and
honestly, that’s no bull!”

I am getting a great, personal kick out

of Bob’s film career, because, like Ty
Power (who is also in the picture!), Greg
Peck, Dick Burton, Tony Curtis and so

many others, Bob now belongs in my “I

knew him when” category. I met him in

New York several years ago, through our
mutual friend, John Conte, and thought he
was handsome enough to be in pictures,

but I knew he couldn’t have cared less

about an acting career. Why should he,

when he and his equally handsome broth-
er, Charles, have a two-million-dollar

skirt business of their own that keeps
them in the style to which they’re accus-

tomed? It was because of this independent
income that he could afford to spend his

summer holiday at the Beverly Hills Ho-
tel, and it was here that Fate—in the per-

son of Norma Shearer—stepped in, and
told him that, with his dark eyes and sen-

sitive young face, he looked enough like

her late husband, Irving Thalberg, to re-

create him in the U-I film about the late

Lon Chaney, “Man of a Thousand Faces.”

“Norma was absolutely wonderful to

me, too,” Bob told me on his first return

from Hollywood. “She ran all her old films

of Irving for me—charming and intimate

family scenes with her and their two
children, Irving, Jr. and Katharine, now
both happily married, as Norma herself is.

She even wrote the beautiful speech I

narrate in the beginning of the film, be-
cause no one knew better than she how
Irving would have wanted it expressed.”
“But didn’t you say that you weren’t

interested in pursuing your career?”
“Yes, and I meant it at the time. You

see, U-I wanted to put me under long-

term contract, and I couldn’t nor did I want
to give up my business in New York. So
I thanked them politely and came back to

New York. Then one night, I was with a

date at El Morocco when I noticed a com-
plete stranger staring at us. Two days
later he called me at my office. ‘Have you
ever thought about acting in motion pic-

tures?’ I was asked. The ‘stranger’ was
Darryl Zanuck. When he told me the

picture he had in mind was his own pro-
duction of Hemingway’s great novel ‘The
Sun Also Rises,’ and he’d like to make a

test of me for the role of the bullfighter

opposite Ava Gardner, I agreed to test.

Now, I’m the only player under personal

contract to Mr. Zanuck for two pictures a

year at 20th Century-Fox.”
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that as the weeks passed, never-failingly

reduced anxious bargaining opponents to

shreds.) This ability to think things out

calmly and quietly was a decisive factor.

He chose carefully, rejected dozens of

scripts, sometimes accepted other stars’

rejects and scored in a series of hits.

As a portrayer of heroes, Gary has no
equal. He has played them all—memo-
rable characters like Mr. Deeds, Marco
Polo, Wild Bill Hickok, Sergeant York
(which won him an Oscar), Lou Gehrig
and the put-upon sheriff in “High Noon”
(which brought him a second Academy
Award). A complete rundown of Gary
Cooper’s pictures would be silly since

boxoffice figures through the years are

ample proof that practically everyone has
seen them all anyway. (In his latest,

Allied Artists’ “Love in the Afternoon,”

he’s teamed with Audrey Hepburn and
Maurice Chevalier.)

His on-set behavior never fails to amaze
some people. Gary’s between - takes

snoozes, of course, are famous—the times
when he unravels his lanky six-foot-two-
and-three-quarter-inch frame in the near-
est chair, and drops off for some shuteye.
This is always a jolt for visitors with pre-
conceived ideas of actors hamming it up
all over the set. And his unspectacular
camera technique was once paid tribute

by the late Sam Wood, who directed sev-
eral Cooper films.

“You’re positive he’s going to ruin your
picture,” said Wood. “I froze in my tracks
the first time I directed him. I thought
something was wrong and I saw a million-
dollar production go glimmering. I was
amazed at the result on the screen. What
I thought was underplaying turned out to

be just the right approach. On the
screen he’s perfect, yet on the set you’d
swear it’s the worst job of acting in the
history of motion pictures.”

Today, as always, if Gary really feels

strongly about something, he makes it

known in no uncertain terms. Otherwise
he’s a man of few words. He still feels

his job is acting, figures his performances
speak for themselves. They do.

Reminiscing about Gary Cooper natu-
rally sets you to thinking about James
Stewart, not only because they are great
pals but because, one night nine years
ago, Gary was to inadvertently change
Jimmy’s whole life.

Jimmy has spread his shy, fumbling
brand of enormously likable manhood
through fifty-four films to date. While
Gable and Cagney were cleaning up with
the rough stuff, and Crosby was effort-
lessly crooning his way to the top, Jimmy
cornered the maternal market among
femme moviegoers—and has kept a firm
grip on it ever since. And hardly a man in
the audience has ever failed to sympathize
with his sincere simple romantic pitch,
which is standard operating procedure in
every Stewart film. His enduring appeal was
recently paid the ultimate compliment
when Leland Hayward chose forty-nine-
year-old Jimmy to portray twenty-five-
year old Charles Lindbergh in “The Spirit
of St. Louis.”

Hayward, it must be admitted, was
noticeably cool about the whole idea until
confronted by Jimmy’s father at a dinner
party. The elder Stewart knew that his
son wanted the role, and when Hayward
mentioned something about a young un-
known to play the part, Mr. Stewart swung
into action on behalf of young Jim.

“Unknown young actor, indeed! What’s
the matter with my boy Jimmy! You’ve
been his best friend for years and now
you’re deserting him. There’s only one
man who can play Lindbergh—my son!”

Critics and public alike looked askance at

this casting, but when the results were
revealed, they were generous with praise

—just as they have been for practically

everything else he has ever done.
It all began at Princeton, where Jimmy

went from electrical engineering to polit-

ical science to architecture before he
finally settled on acting. After graduation,
he joined the Falmouth Players in Massa-
chusetts and worked with Margaret Sulla-

van and Henry Fonda, forming a close-knit
trio whose public and private paths were
to cross many times in the following years.

A Broadway break and several footlight

appearances eventually led to an M-G-M
contract for Jimmy.
His debut film for Metro was something

called “The Murder Man,” in which six-

foot-three-inch Jimmy played a character
named “Shorty.” His part consisted of a

long walk down a street and a bit of dia-
logue before entering a cafe. To Jimmy’s
horror, he discovered that by the time he
reached the cafe, his lines had gone right

out of his head. Shock Number Two was
seeing himself on the screen. “I was all

arms and legs,” he remembers. “It was
awful.” His hometown of Indiana, Pennsyl-
vania had other ideas. The local billing

for his second film read: INDIANA’S OWN
JIM STEWART in “ROSE MARIE” with
Jeannette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.
A star’s trouble with a studio is always

good for reams of publicity, but the care-
ful handling and build-up of a valuable
property (which is usually the case) rarely
ever makes the news. An excellent ex-
ample of the latter is M-G-M’s supervision
of Jimmy’s early career. In the twenty-
eight films he made during the six years
prior to his entry into the service, the
studio cast him to advantage opposite
practically every glamour queen in the
business—Jean Harlow, Joan Crawford,
Margaret Sullavan, Eleanor Powell, Hedy
Lamarr, Lana Turner, Paulette Goddard,
Marlene Dietrich and many more. His
loanout assignments were equally choice,
resulting in such memorable items as “You
Can’t Take It with You,” “Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington,” and “Destry Rides Again.”

In March of 1941, Jimmy was awarded
an Oscar for his work in “TTie Philadelphia
Story.” The next day, actor Stewart (at

$13,000 per month) became Army Air
Corps Private Stewart (at $21 per month),
and the little golden statuette was on its

way to Pennsylvania, there to reside in
the family hardware store, between the
kitchen knives and the can openers.

During the war, Jimmy acquitted him-
self with honor on several bombing raids,

won numerous decorations, and rose to the
rank of full colonel. Unlike many others,
Jimmy had no trouble resuming his career.
His public had waited patiently for his
return, and when “It’s a Wonderful Life”
restored him to the nation’s screens, they
put him right back among the Top Twenty,
in which position he has remained ever
since.

People—critics, columnists, co-workers
and fans—have always knocked them-
selves out to be nice to Jimmy, principally
because he has always managed to be nice
to them. The taint of scandal has never
touched him. Even during his fourteen-
year reign as “Hollywood’s Number One
Bachelor,” his various girl friends—and
Ginger Rogers, Katharine Hepburn, Rita
Hayworth and Olivia de Havilland were
four among many—had nothing but good
things to say about him. Then, at a party
given by the Gary Coopers nine years ago,
that “title” went up for grabs.

It. was there that Jimmy met Gloria
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Hatrick McLean. Though attractive and
charming, she had painful memories of a
recent divorce and was in no hurry to
get married again. She and Jimmy went
together for a year, and after announcing
his engagement to “the girl of my dreams,”
he and Gloria were wed on August 19, 1949.
The Stewarts subsequently became the

parents of twin daughters, who, added to
Gloria’s two sons by her former marriage,
make for quite a busy household. And
Jimmy loves it. “It’s wonderful being a
father,” he enthuses. “I used to enjoy
being a bachelor—I never stayed home.
But now that I’m married, I’d rather be
home than any place in the world.”
Meanwhile, his career continues as suc-

cessful as ever. Jimmy’s financial worth
is estimated to be in the millions and he
is credited with having brought about the
first profit-sharing deal (where part of
his salary was taken from the film’s
profits) that subsequently turned Holly-
wood’s entire production set-up on its ear.
During Gary Cooper’s early Hollywood

hiatus abroad, a dark and handsome British
newcomer had arrived on the Paramount
lot, and Hollywood speculated aloud as to
whether he was being groomed as a re-
placement. Their initials were an added
fillip since Gary Cooper’s turned around
were Cary Grant’s—a fact duly noted any
number of times. Gary, of course returned
to Hollywood and the years ahead proved
there was plenty of room for both. But
Cary wondered at first if he wanted to
stay at all.

He had seen the preview of his first

film, and headed for the exit holding his
nose. “I’ve never seen such a stinkeroo,
and I was worse,” he informed his aston-
ished agent and prepared to leave Holly-
wood without delay. Some valiant soul in
the Paramount publicity office argued with
him for a solid hour and a half, finally
talked him out of it. During the next few
years, he again was to wonder if it was
all worth it.

He appeared in a Dietrich picture, and
got his first big notice in “She Done Him
Wrong.” In that film, Mae West issued
her classic invitation to “Come up and see
me some time”—with Cary on the receiv-
ing end. But in the beginning turkeys were
Cary’s main dish, including one called
“Sylvia Scarlett,” starring Katharine Hep-
burn. Kate liked Cary, and even with her
own career on the downgrade, saw to it

that he got a full share of closeups. A
Jean Harlow picture followed, and his
stock began to go up. Then came “The
Awful Truth,” the first of a string of
Grant comedy classics, and big-time star-
dom was his.

Like many an actor before and since,

Cary simply could not believe that anyone
was fiercely interested in whether he left

the cap off the toothpaste or whether he
was right-handed or left-handed. (He
writes with his right, draws with his left.)

He abhorred schmaltzy publicity pieces,

especially about himself. Candid and
frank, he was once asked what, if any,
he thought were his worst pictures. “How
many columns do you want to devote to
that endless subject?” was the no-nonsense
reply. During former marital troubles, the
press had not been overly gentle. (Sam-
ple: “Cary Grant Takes Poison.” Trans-
lation: a simple stomach upset.) Conse-
quently, if an interview were not just a
trivial excuse to fill up space, he was
charming. Otherwise, no dice.

This was shown when one year the Hol-
lywood Women’s Press Club gave him the
bird as Hollywood’s most uncooperative
actor. The next year, the gals turned right
around, said there was no one more co-
operative. One subject he never hesitated
to speak strongly on was autograph
hounds. After nearly being ripped limb
from limb, Cary laid it on the line.

“Originally it was charming. Every play-
er is grateful for admiration. To scrawl
your name on a piece of paper, by way of
expressing thanks, doesn’t seem a thing.
But to be torn apart and insulted while
you’re writing it several hundred times
wherever you go—then it becomes in-
tolerable.” Did his career then suffer as if

disillusioned fans deserted him en masse? m
Not at all. Those gimlet-eyed monsters nt

were not the real fans, and Cary knew it. (

He tagged them for what they were—“the m
lunatic fringe.” Fortunately, the species «

has grown rare with the passage of time. t»

Cary’s career continued to be among the ri

most successful in Hollywood. Individual- fl

ly very wealthy, he made fewer pictures, if

chose them with care. ®

In 1949, Cary worked opposite a talented ffl

newcomer named Betsy Drake in the de- :

lightful “Every Girl Should Be Married.”
Betsy took the advice, wed her leading
man. After last year’s triumph in Hitch-
cock’s “To Catch a Thief,” Cary made the
current “An Affair to Remember,” co-
starring Deborah Kerr. It was directed by
Leo McCarey, who won an Oscar for
“The Awful Truth”—the film that first

shot Cary into the big time. As if that
were the omen, “An Affair to Remem-
ber” has made him the most sought-after
actor in Hollywood today.

A trio—Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire,
Clark Gable—illustrate some important
points about the indestructibles. The first

is ability to work unsparingly, coupled
with a pronounced aversion to resting on
laurels. In this connection, Fred, Ginger
and Clark are exhibits “A.”
After a succession of hit musicals had

made them the toast of Broadway, sister

Adele left Fred for retirement as Lady
Cavendish. He took a new partner for

“The Gay Divorce” but the critics were
not happy. “Two Astaires are better than
one,” they grumbled. At which point, Fred
accepted one of several ever-present
movie offers. His screen test did not appeal
to him—he thought his dancing clumsy,
his face grotesque. On a studio card was
scrawled, “Can’t act—can dance a little.” I

He first partnered Joan Crawford in one
sequence of M-G-M’s “Dancing Lady.”
Then followed the memorable Astaire-
Rogers partnership.

Prior to Fred’s arrival on the scene,

someone had decided that the average
moviegoer would be bored silly by the
simple sight of a dancer doing a mere

'

dance. Consequently, cameramen climbed
all over the walls for cute camera angles,

shot from dizzying heights or from be-
neath special glass flooring for trick effects.

In the evolution of the dance in films to

what it is today—the complete expression
of an idea, springing naturally from a

given plot situation—Fred Astaire played
the biggest part. Always the object of

critical rhapsodies, Fred has earned every
last, high-toned syllable of them.

To begin with, he does all of his own
choreography, charts every dance step

down to the last detail. Then come gruel-

ing weeks of practice. After that, final 1

touches in the matter of body movements,
gestures and expressions are added with
the aid of a mirror. Each dance is filmed

six to ten times in its entirety by three s

cameras grinding away at different angles.

All the film is gathered up, and the best

sequences are then put together to make
one matchless Fred Astaire dance number.
With or without a steady partner, Fred

has stamped all of his films with a debo-
nair charm and graceful style that have
sometimes been their only virtue. The
charm does duty off-camera, too, as was
recently proven when Fred was asked the

inevitable question: Who was your fa-

vorite partner? Undoubtedly thinking of

seventeen enraged ladies on the warpath
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' >ot h pleasant prospect), Fred answered
olemnly: “Bing Crosby”— (from “Blue
skies” and “Holiday Inn”).

All in all, Fred has had seventeen
t emme film partners, including Cyd Cha-

-isse in M-G-M’s current “Silk Stockings.”

'os'-ibly because the public remembrance
* sf her perfection as Astaire’s partner is

/ivid even today, none of them quite

neasured up to Ginger Rogers.
Ginger Rogers is versatility personified,

mscreen and off. Although much of her
•ecent screen material may have fooled

/ou, Ginger has long been among the

brightest all ’round talents in Hollywood.
iVhen the directorial reins are tight, and
he script is up to snuff, she can deliver

mything you want— song-and-dance,
'* ’omedy, drama—you name it.

She first hit the public eye as a teen-
ige Charleston champion, won her Broad-
way spurs in Gershwin’s “Girl Crazy” and

• started the climb to film fame in such
nusicals as “42nd Street.” For “Flying
Down to Rio,” RKO was staging a spec-

'i ;acular dance number called “The Cario-
;a.” As the central partners, they engaged

jrt Dinger to dance with an angular new-
comer named Fred Astaire. When it comes

™' ;o significant meetings, this one* can take
to is place right alongside of Stanley and

Livingstone. As the start of the fabulous
re \staire-Rogers partnership, “Flying Down
Ml ;o Rio” has been referred to so often, it’s

rst iard to remember that that dancing duo
led were not the stars of the picture at all.

01 (Dolores Del Rio and Gene Raymond
!« claimed that distinction.)

After the preview, that situation changed
ai abruptly. In the eight subsequent ’thirties

lei musicals they did together, Fred Astaire
dj and Ginger Rogers became the most suc-
0! cessful dance team in show business his-
itf tory. The greatest pop composers in the
at country—Gershwin, Kern, Cole Porter,
e: Irving Berlin—gave them unforgettable
i scores. Which was just fine. Except that

i iGinger worked herself into a state she
later described as “a rag, a bone and a
bank of hair”—a walking ad for vitamins.
Besides, she had a yearning to try some
meatier material—something partially ac-
complished in the successful “Stage Door.”

At the conclusion of 1939’s “The Story
af Vernon and Irene Castle,” Ginger put
RKO on notice: She was hanging up her
dancing shoes to really give herself a
chance to do something besides musicals.
No one was too happy about it and plenty
were downright skeptical. They were all

in for a surprise at the 1941 Academy
Award ceremonies—including Ginger her-
self. As Alfred Lunt solemnly intoned,
“The winner of the 1940 Academy Award
for Best Performance by an Actress is

Ginger Rogers in ‘Kitty Foyle,’ ” there was
a moment of stunned silence. Then a storm
of cheering swept the audience and a

i grateful actress broke and wept openly.

Since that memorable evening, Ginger
has turned her hand to every conceivable

i shade of drama and comedy there is.

Recent evidence in Fox’s “Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!” was impressive proof that the
Rogers figure and talent are still fine.

' Not for nothing is Clark Gable called
“The King.” For a long stretch, he had a
dreary procession of films that would have
made the average career “colder than
yesterday’s mashed potatoes.” Other mon-
archs have tumbled from their thrones
for less. But Clark has a hold on the
moviegoing public that nothing ever dis-
turbed, or even remotely threatened.
Through the hits and the flops, marriages
and divorces, personal tragedy, a wartime
absence, other ups and downs—there is

only one Clark Gable.
When he returned from the war, one

: scribe breathlessly reported, “Everyone
wants to see Clark Gable—the picture

doesn’t have to be good.” It wasn’t. “Ad-
venture” was its name, and for Greer Gar-
son, it was the beginning of the end. Clark
sailed on unscathed. There were other
inferior flickers, and then, in 1953, John
Ford’s “Mogambo”—a good picture, and
a reminder to Clark of what he should
have been doing all those years.

He thought long and hard before leaving
M-G-M. It had been home for twenty-
five years. Longtime pals like Spencer
Tracy and Robert Taylor were there

—

and buddies from the camera crews, and
other studio workers, with whom Clark
liked nothing better than to get together
for jovial comradeship and a good bull
session. And memories.
Memories of the first day on the lot

when someone in “makeup” decided that
those ears would just have to be taped
back. (In the heated discussion that fol-

lowed, “makeup” was overruled) . Of
playing leading man to Norma Shearer,
Garbo and Harlow—all the while project-
ing strong masculine self-assurance and
vibrant sex appeal that were to make him
a nation’s favorite. Of a loanout to Co-
lumbia, when the director told him, “You
might as well have a good time, because
this is going to be the flop of the ages.”
Gable, Frank Capra, Claudette Colbert,
“It Happened One Night”—all won Oscars.

They told him he’d have to sing and
dance for “Idiot’s Delight.” Never one to
rest on laurels, Clark accepted the chal-
lenge. Inimitable Carole Lombard sent
him a complete ballerina outfit, lovingly
designed with the initials “C.G.,” and
practically the whole studio knocked off

to watch when the great day approached.
Clark went through with it—was good,
too. Memories of another loanout—to
play Rhett Butler in “Gone with the Wind”
—his greatest triumph. Later, crushed by
heartbreaking personal loss, the death of
his wife, Carole, he went off to the war,
rose from private to major. Five bombing
missions over Europe—and the news-
papers had a field day. Clark stopped that.

“I didn’t hit a damn thing,” he said, re-
ferring to one raid—and Americans
loved it. This was their guy—down-to-
earth, frank, a man’s man.
Commenting on the never-ending pop-

ularity of our top male stars, one bosomy
foreign number allowed as how she
“theenks eet ees reedeeculouse.” Zanuck
didn’t think so when he signed Clark to
a new, seven-figure contract. His latest
are Paramount’s “Teacher’s Pet,” and
Warners’ “Band of Angels.” Looking over
the long years of his reign, we line up
with the rest of moviegoing America and
feverently shout, “Long live the King!”
Which brings us to another kind of

king—“Mr. Music” himself, Bing Crosby.
A few years back, some enterprising fel-
low took a nationwide poll to determine
the personalities best-known in America.
Der Bingle placed first with 97%, thus
outranking two gentlemen named Harry
Truman and Winston Churchill, who
placed second and third. Most people
have always thought of Bing as an en-
gaging, amiable chap, effortlessly crooning
his way through life while tightening his
grip on ever-increasing portions of Fort
Knox.
During the ’thirties, The Groaner

breezed in and out of one piece of musical
fluff after another. The point was to sell

the Crosby personality, and it worked.
Americans took him to their hearts as their
favorite troubadour. But the one thing a
strong individual personality has to be on
constant guard against is that seductive
voice that keeps whispering, “You’re ter-
rific, you’d be terrific in anything, stick
with what you’ve got and don’t tamper
with it.” Bing knew this. The golden voice
was just one facet of his personality. Why
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not expand? In his previous films, there
had been some evidence of a nice, comic
flair—why not explore?
The result was “The Road to Singa-

pore,” a comic gem which triggered a
six-film series that provided one of the
fattest payoffs California has seen since
they had all that commotion at Sutter’s
Mill. Dramatic acting was next. In “Going
My Way,” Bing fused equal parts of
humor and tenderness in a blend that
suited everyone just fine. His perform-
ance won Bing an Oscar, and the film
itself was the first of ten Crosby flickers to
gross over $4,000,000, an all-time record.
There were other musicals, other com-
edies, further proof of his dramatic talent
in the poignant “Little Boy Lost.” And
then the acid test

—“The Country Girl.”

For Bing, playing Frank Elgin took
guts, for he was a complete switch—

a

pitiful, whimpering, acoholic has-been. The
results were a revelation, and any other
year, Bing might well have taken home his

second Academy Award. A personality
had come to full flower—an actor had
pushed his resources to the utmost.
As always, when the public forks over

its dough for Bing Crosby, that’s exactly
who they want and get. But nowadays,
they get something more, an expert com-
bination of personality and believable
characterization and, in the case of “The
Country Girl” and his latest, M-G-M’s
“Man on Fire,” a great performance. Any-
one who delivers goods like that would
naturally rank high on anyone’s list.

The indestructibles are strict profes-
sionals on the set. They have been around
long enough to know that tantrums and
temperament are, in the long run, rough-
ly equivalent to cutting their own throats.
Particularly in these days when it seems
every star is his own producer. But, in
addition, each has shown himself ever
ready to stand fast for artistic principle.
And if you don’t know that’s a lead-
in to some reminiscences about Bette
Davis, you don’t know your movies.
Some years ago, the New York Film

Critics were meeting to bestow their an-
nual rewards. To get the proceedings un-
der way in a hurry, one member of that
august body stood up and stated flatly,

“I vote for Bette Davis—in anything!”
That’s the way Bette’s fans feel—she can
do no wrong. As possessor of the most
brilliant femme career in film history,

twice Academy Award-winner Bette is

perhaps the perfect indestructible. That is,

she could be cited on any of the points
we’ve been discussing. But in referring to

her Warner contract fight, Bette has said:

“The story of my battle penetrated show
business circles everywhere. Nothing I

have done has brought me greater ac-
claim among my fellow professionals.”

It all began when Bette first arrived in

Hollywood, under contract to Universal.
(“The biggest gamble I ever sent to Hol-
lywood,” said the talent scout responsi-
ble.) No one met Bette at the station, and
she phoned the studio, since someone
promised to meet her. “We were there,”

yelled back the studio press agent, “but
we didn’t see anybody who looked like an
actress.” That was just the beginning. “I

can’t imagine anyone giving her a tumble,”
grimaced Carl Laemmle Jr., an opinion
apparently shared by Samuel Goldwyn,
who had tested her previously. (“Where
did you find that horrible-looking crea-

ture?” Sam wanted to know.)
Meanwhile, the wheels at Universal were

busily attempting to discover just what it

was they had put under contract. This in-

volved a series of tests, such as having
Bette lie on a couch while fifteen men in

a row tried a love scene with her. Next,
they dyed her hair, threw assorted wigs,

false eyelashes and odd makeup at her to

see if something similar to Jean Harlow
or Clara Bow would miraculously emerge.
Having given up on the fact, some hope-
ful soul then did a test featuring only her
legs, and when that proved a washout,
everyone threw in the towel. Six films
later, Universal dropped her. Warner
Bros, then put her under contract, and
the turkey trot continued.

Finally, with unwearied faith in herself
and limitless perseverance, she landed the
role of the despicable Mildred in RKO’s
“Of Human Bondage.” The omission of her
unforgettably great performance in the
Oscar nominations that year caused the
xoudest ruckus in Academy history. Did
her parts then get better? Hardly.
She was not only campaigning for bet-

ter roles; she was also fighting a one-
woman war for realism in her films. In a
scene in “Bordertown,” for example, she
was supposed to be aroused in the middle
of the night and showed up to play it

without makeup and with her hair in
curlers. The director was aghast. “You
can’t appear onscreen like that,” he sput-
tered. “The hell I can’t,” she retorted. The
battle that followed waxed hot and heavy,
held up production for an entire day and
was finally resolved in Bette’s favor.

But the intermittent rumblings in the
Davis-Warner relationship grew increas-
ingly louder as their mutual dissatisfac-

tion with each other reached menacing
proportions. Warner Bros, regarded her as

an ungrateful young upstart who should
shut her mouth and do as she was told.

Bette felt that her “contrived parts” were
so much hogwash, that she was capable of

far better things. Being smacked with a
grapefruit (in “The Girl from Tenth Ave-
nue”) and proposing to the hero while
hung upside-down in a ferris wheel (in

“The Golden Arrow”) were clearly not
what she had in mind. After a series of

appeals had gone unheeded, she decided
to accept an offer to make two films in

England and, raising the standard of open
revolt, fled the country. Within the week,
Warner Bros, had instituted legal action.

Jack Warner personally emplaned for

England, and the antagonists faced each !

other in a London courtroom.

“I submit that this is the action of a

rather naughty young lady who simply
wants more money,” was the way War-
ners’ counsel opened his case. If she’d had
a gun, Bette would probably have shot

him on the spot. Not for money had she
crossed an ocean to become embroiled in

a lawsuit that might conceivably end her

career then and there. She wanted full

recognition as an actress and roles that

would build her career, not run it into

the ground. Eventually, though it cost her

$103,000, that’s what she got.

Artistic integrity also showed itself in

her willingness to junk glamour for first-

rate realistic portrayals. And then there

was the Academy affair. Bette was elected

president of the Motion Picture Academy,
a singular honor because she is still the

only woman to be so chosen. With the war
on, Bette felt that the expense associated

with the annual ceremonies should be
scaled ’way down, and public admission

charged, for the benefit of the war effort.

When the board of directors demurred,
Bette resigned. Again, in two cases where
Warners might have had “name” trouble,

Bette took secondary roles, lent her box-

office insurance to Monty Woolley and

Paul Lukas, saw “The Man Who Came to

Dinner” and “Watch on the Rhine” be-

come successes. Back in Hollywood again,

she may do the controversial Diana Barry-

more book “Too Much Too Soon”—un-

doubtedly another success.

The last installment of Dick Sheppard’s

“Stars Hollywood Couldn’t Beat” will

appear in October Photoplay.
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Memo to Mothers: Every year over 100,000

girls begin to menstruate before they are eleven.

So it’s not too soon to tell your daughter at ten.

Our free booklet, "You’re A Young Lady Now,"

helps give the facts she needs to know. Write

Miss Jones, Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.

The new Wondersoft covering on Kotex napkins

makes such a difference to your comfort. This

gently woven covering won't rub, won’t chafe,

won’t bunch. And you're so confident with Kotex,

for you know this softer napkin provides

absorbency that's both instant and complete.

For even greater comfort you’ll want the new
Kotex belt. It has a special, self-locking clasp

that won't "dig in" like metal, yet never lets

the napkin slip or slide.

No wonder more women choose Kotex than all

other brands.

KOTEX and WONDERSOFT are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp.
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B R E C K
COMBINATION OFFER OF CREME RINSE WITH BRECK SHAMPOO
Each one of the Three Breck Shampoos -

for dry, oily or normal hair - is now offered

in combination with Breck Creme Rinse.

Select the Breck Shampoo for your individual

hair condition. A Breck Shampoo leaves

your hair clean, fragrant and beautiful.

Breck Creme Rinse, used after the shampoo,
adds softness, lustre and manageability to

your hair. It makes combing and arranging

easy. Breck Creme Rinse is also helpful in

the care of dry, brittle hair. Enjoy fragrant

Breck Creme Rinse after your next shampoo.
A ZYi oz. bottle of Breck Creme Rinse with a $1 .00 bottle of one of the Three Breck Shampoos - both for $1.00 plus Jff federal tax.

Instructions for making a distinctive jeweled mirror similar to the one shown above are available on request.

JOHN H BliECK INC DEPT A • 115 DWIGHT STREET
Copyright 1957 by John H. Breck Inc

SPRINGFIELD * MASSACHUSETTS *
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iMiujlrfMuw announces the perfect

eye -liner

self-sharpener

eyebrow

A—Expressive Brows in Seconds

Use soft, feathery strokes along the natural
arch of your brow. (Avoid a “moon-shape”
or hard straight line.) Accent the beginning
of brow first: lift and taper toward end. Sof-
ten the effect with your fingertip.

B—Make Your Eyes Appear Larger

Surprise Inside! One that
means far lovelier brows for

you. Slide off the cap, find a

foolproof built-in crayon
sharpener! Of golden metal, it

won’t jam, clog or break cray-

on. Just a twist, and you have
a point like new every time.

Strokes Finest Lines . . . for

more natural-looking brows.

Now it’s easy to form delicate,

fine hair-lines! The effect is so

subtle, no one need know
you’ve improved on nature.

Adjustable Crayon . . . Twirls

to the length most suitable for

you. Crayon won’t fall out!

Choice of 6 subtle shades to

harmonize with your indi-

vidual coloring. Velvet Black,

Dark Brown, Light Brown,
Auburn, Parisian Grey and
the fabulous new Blue-Green.

Twin Refills, 43^.

Do as the models do— line your lids. It’s easy!
With soft Maybelline crayon draw a line at
base of your lashes. Start with a fine line near
inner comer of eye, broadening it as you prog-
ress to outer corner. Finish with “up- swoop ”

If you wish, soften the effect with fingertip.

You’ll be amazed how much larger and more
brilliant your eyes will appear.

PREFERRED BY SMART WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

Solid or Cream
Mascara

Precision

Tweezers

Professional Eyelash Curler

Jewel-tone

Iridescent

Eye Shadow
Stick



She had counted on a wonderful eve-

ning . . . but it didn’t turn out that

way. What good are good looks if a

girl has bad breath?

Polly had depended on tooth paste

alone. But the most common cause of

bad breath is germs in the mouth. No
tooth paste is antiseptic, so . . .

No tooth paste kills germs the way
Listerine Antiseptic does . . . instantly

... by millions.

In fact, Listerine kills every germ
found in the mouth—stops bad breath
4 times better than tooth paste.

Dances are fun for Polly now. What
a difference! With Listerine, a girl

gives her charm a fair break.

LilSTERlME
. . . YOUR NO. I PROTECTION

AGAINST OFFENDING
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Such busy, busy, busy days! No
wonder so many modern wives and

mothers who occasionally become
tense and taut welcome the help of

miles nervine to feel calm and
relaxed! Try miles nervine, yourself—

for the gentle action that soothes

nervous tension, helps you feel your

best again.

Ever too restless to sleep at night?

Then see how miles nervine
relaxes you—lets you sleep in a healthy,

normal way. Follow the label

—

avoid excessive use. Miles nervine
has a long record of satisfaction in

use. Sold at all drugstores in effervescent

tablets and liquid.

Soothe nerves . . .

feel calm and serene with

miles*NERVINE
At any drugstore .

No Prescription Needed!
Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
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Now he stands alone... the most electric
personality of our time slams home his
most shocking and realistic performance!

SUDDENLY A SPOTLIGHT TURNS. . .AND IN
THE LIMELIGHT’S GLARE, THE HEART OF
AN ENTERTAINER IS CANDIDLY REVEALED!

FRANK SINATRA

I

MITZI JEANNE
GAYNOR • CRAIN

EDDIE ALBERT
mm***, ¥

p
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A motion picture event! First to be filmed in the fabulous

new M-G-M Camera 65 process is the prize-winning

panoramic novel “Raintree County”.

M-G-M presents in M-G-M CAMERA 65

MONTGOMERY CLIFT
as Johnny Shawnessy

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
as Susanna Drake

EVA MARIE SAINT
as Nell Gaither

In the great tradition of Civil War Romance

4



co-starring

NiGEL PATRICK- LEE MARVIN ROD TAYLOR • AGNES MOOREHEAD

WALTER ABEL • JARMA LEWIS • TOM DRAKE • Screen Play by MILLARD KAUFMAN Associate Producer

Based on the Novel by Ross Lockridge, Jr.. Print by TECHNICOLOR®. Directed by EDWARD DMYTRYK* Produced by DAVID LEWIS
AN M-G-M PICTURE 5



Flame - Glo keeps your lips

kissable all day long. Color
never cakes, but stays

s-m-o-o-t-h. And Flame.

Glo won’t come off until

you take it off!

Exciting fashion-light reds

for Fall—plus other
glamorous shades!

In gleaming golden swivel case

Also 15^ and 29£ sizes
Slightly higher in Canada

It wakes up your skin!

Never streaks, never

dries. In unbreakable

squeeze bottle ... 39^

IISUID MAW

At popular price cosmetic counters everywhere!

aver the

Editar 9
# shaulder

We play hostess to Hollyivood friends

and discover an offbeat story

Keeping Us Posted
We’re delighted at your letters and

comments on Photoplay’s New Look.

We’re glad you’re noticing our coverage

of more stars and newcomers than ever

before—more than forty personalities

this month, and a magazine that’s get-

ting thicker all the time! Our Holly-

wood friends have noticed it. too. In the

past few weeks, we’ve visited with many
of them and learned their ideas and

future plans, which we’ll continue to

bring you each month. In the meantime,

keep right on letting us know what and

who you’d like to read about in Photo-

play—just fill in the ballot box below.

Dizzy’s Story

“We’d like to see more of Jimmy
Dean in your magazine.” “You prom-

ised us more articles on Jimmy. We
can’t believe Photoplay let us down.”

These are some of the letters you’ve

been writing us. Well, we haven’t let

you down. Elizabeth Sheridan, author

of this month’s special James Dean
feature, is an American dancer who
lives in San Juan. Puerto Rico, when
not Caribbean island-hopping doing

nightclub and concert work. Dizzy knew
Jimmy probably better than anyone.

For the two, both sensitive, struggling

artists, moved and met and lived and

loved in a cold circle of New York
show folk. “Dizzy was hungry every

hour on the hour,” describes their writer

friend. Bill Bast. On page 60, in answer

to your requests we present “In Memory
of Jimmy,” and hope you’ll like its

slice-of-life realism as much as we did.

November Stoppers
Next month, for Photoplay, Mike Wal-

lace cross-examines Harry Belafonte

and finds out what makes him tick.

Also, we visit Princess Grace at home.

Recognize this picture? It’s Tony

Randall , his “niece” and Photoplay in

“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?”

WHO ARE YOUR FAVORITES? Send your votes for the star9

you want to see in Photoplay

In color I want to see: actor: ACTRESS:

(1)

(I)

( 2

)

(
2 )

I want to read stories about:

(')_ ( 3 ).

(2) (4).

The features / like best in this issue of Photoplay are:

ID

(2)

(3)

14 ).

( 5 )

(6)

NAME

ADDRESS ACE

Paste this ballot on a postal card and send it to Readers’ Poll

Editor. Box 1374, Grand Central Station, N. Y. 17. /V. Y.

10-57



Why Perma-lift? Because

new Magic Insets, found only in the cups of a

"Perma-lift”* Bra, firmly mold your breasts into

young, accentuated, yet natural lines—and guar-

antee this fashion-favored lift of loveliness for the

full life of the bra. ^133 stitched cup cotton

style, $3. Try "Permadift” today. At nicest stores.

The Perma-lift Bra, in this unretouched

photo, was worn l year and washed 73

times—proof that Magic Insets never lose

their firm uplift and beautiful support.

p
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So gentlefor any normal skin you can use it every day

If you’ve ever worried about under-

arm. stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily—or right after shav-

ing or a hot bath— you can set your

mind at ease. New Mum Cream is so

gentle for normal skin, you can use

it whenever you please.

Mum Cream gives you the kind

of protection you can’t possibly get

from any other leading deodorant—

because it works a completely differ-

ent way. Mum Cream is the only

leading deodorant that works en-

tirely by stopping odor . . . contains

no astringent aluminum salts. And it

keeps on working actively to stop

odor 24 hours a day with M-3 —
Mum’s wonderful hexachlorophene

that destroys both odor and odor-

causing bacteria! When Mum is so

effective — yet so gentle — isn’t it the

deodorant for you? Try new Mum
Cream today.

? Guaranteed by 6?/ CERTIFIED'^
Good Housekeeping

rfomnsio

WON'T
DAMAGE
CLOTHES

f bacteria-destroying \

hexachlorophene )MUM* contains M-3 (‘

...stops odor 24 hours a day

becoming
attractions

More grown-ups and growing-ups

depend on Mum than on any other deodorant

i
stops odor...

without irritation
A To foil perfume’s big enemies—evap-

oration and change of scent—new
Hermetique Atomizer by Houbigant.
Chantilly

, from $7.00*
; Flatterie, $8.50*

B Alberto V05, non-oily lanolin hair

dressing, was first developed for movie
studio hairdressers to offset dryness

caused by intense lighting. $1.00*

C Eye cue: When you open new Helena
Rubinstein Mascara-Matic, Waterproof

mascara is ready to apply neatly and
evenly on threaded metal wand. $2.00*

D Finger tip: High protein gelatine

to help strengthen soft, breaking finger-

nails now comes in convenient Signet

capsule form. Package of thirty, $1.98

E Jean Nate’s new floating bath oil

features her distinctive blossom-fresh

fragrance in highly concentrated form,

leaves no bathtub ring. 2 oz., $4.50*

*plus tax

New
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girls who rate keep a daily date with

used daily, its “MAGNETIC” ACTION stops skin problems before they start

Only clean skin can be clear skin. So

Dorothy Gray Salon Cold Cream is whipped

extra-fine to go deeper... to draw grime,

oil and stale make-up right out of your skin.

Remove these and there goes the cause of

many skin problems. Use Salon Cold Cream

every night... and whenever you change

make-up . . .for that clear, fresh glow I $1.25.

In Canada, too.

For beauty the modern way

Dorothy Gray





fwoM A home permanent

that never needs re-setting!

•d&bliss!
NEW CONDITIONING CREME WAVE IN A TUBE WITH APPLICATOR TIP !

Unwinds into soft, natural-looking curls right from

the curlers! You just brush out and go out!

bliss! Smooths on from easy applicator-tip tube!

Other waves may take a dozen messy steps, but not bliss! This fabulous

new fragrant creme formula eliminates forever all dab, all drip, all

bowls, all bother! Just wind and rinse, that’s all you do . , . when dry,

brush out into glory. It’s bliss!

bliss! Breaks the oil barrier . . . curls from inside out!

This wave contains never-before-used penetrants ! It gets past the natural

oil that resists deep curling, and curls the heart, not just the 'walk, of

each strand! You get a soft, natural-looking hair-do the moment you

brush out. No more re-setting— it’s bliss!

bliss! Secretly conditions as it goes

!

Your hair is cared for— retains a healthy balance of oil and moisture,

and even on damp days stays silken-soft and manageable! The only

wave especially developed to let you brush out and go out—no more

frizz, no more trying to get lasting curls from temporary hair sprays

—

day after day it’s bliss!

Self-neutralizing! Recap the

handy applicator-tip tube , save for next

wave, extra end-curls, loo!

Just wind and rinse. ..when dry
,
brush out— never needs resetting— it's bliss!

PHOTOGRAPH OF SUZY PARKER BY RICHARD AVEDON ©1957 LAM8ERT-HUDNUT DIV. *TRADE



THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

J’m partial to Joan Collins. As far as

I'm concerned, she’s the best piece of

lend-lease we’ve ever had from England.

. . . When Marlon Brando put on a

tuxedo, it was the end of an era. And I

wish those copy-cats in T-shirts would

realize it. . . . After television, the worst

thing that happened to the movies is

the extra-large screen. It magnifies a

face, destroying glamour, revealing ev-

erything. You can have Sophia, Gina.

Anita, Kim and all the rest. Give me
the French doll. Brigitte Bardot. She’s

the sexiest female on celluloid, and it’s

about time some Hollywood producer

got wise. . . . Elvis Presley has a col-

lection of over 200 Teddy bears. . . .

To let the lady (^Deborah Kerr) have

her say: “When my husband and I dis-

agree, lie walks around the garden a

couple of times and I go to the bath-

room and take a hot tub.” . . . Why is

it that most of the movies' new faces

look like the old faces? . . . Ever since

Burt Lancaster played a columnist in

“The Sweet Smell of Success.” he tries

to behave like a columnist. . . . When
Barbara Nichols was asked why her

tight-tight toreador pants didn’t split,

she answered : “They breathe with me.”

. . . Tom Jenks argues that movies are

not an art but a product and “Holly-

wood is an emotional Detroit."

Peggy King is now strictly Peggy

King. And not as interesting or moving

as when Peggy King seemed like Judy
Garland. ... I didn’t recognize Carroll

Baker (she’s back to brunette) at a

party, until she put her thumb to her

mouth. . . . Yul Brynner is honest. He
can't admire a “good” woman if that is

the only recommendation she offers.

I’d say Jerry Lewis was funnier when
he wasn’t so heavy, with weight and
theories about comedy. . . . Don’t be-

lieve those romantic items you might
read about Natalie Wood and Tab
Hunter. Natalie and Tab try hard to be
good friends. ... I’d like Edward R.

Murrow to Person to Person Mike Wal-
lace and then have Mike Wallace inter-

view Edward R. Murrow.

Jt could be, on second thought, that

Elizabeth Taylor is only collect-

ing data for a book, “Around Mike
Todd in 80 Days.” . . . Boy, would I

like to be unseen and overhear an eve-

ning’s dialogue between Shelley Win-
ters and Tony Franciosa. I can hear

you saying. “So would I!” ... To let

the lady (Monique Van Vooren) have

her say: “I like to be glamorous at

home, in bed, everywhere, not just in

my act.” . . . The best and most beau-

tiful musical since “Funny Face” is

“Les Girls.” The girls are Kay Kendall,

Taina Elg, Mitzi Gaynor. (Originally

the girls were to be Leslie Caron. Cyd
Charisse. Carol Haney.) After this

movie is released nation-wide, Kay
Kendall will be more than Rex Harri-

son's “Fair Lady”; she’ll be every-

body’s. And Taina Elg joins the selec-

tive list of actresses who have “animal

sex appeal.” . . . Remember when the

movies had child stars like Shirley

Temple. Jackie Coogan. Jackie Cooper,

etc.? Now the movies have child stars

who are accepted as men and women.
Examples: Tommy Sands (nineteen),

Natalie Wood (nineteen). Sal Mineo
(eighteen). Susan Harrison (nineteen)

etc. . . . Kathy Carlyle says a movie

is reissued to give the people who
missed it the first time a chance to

miss it again. . . . Always late, Marilyn

Monroe wishes people would set their

clocks by her.

Hugh O’Brian as Wyatt Earp makes
me giggle. . . . Isn’t it almost unbeliev-

able now to believe the fact that Ava

Gardner was once Mrs. Mickey Rooney?

. . . I’ll always remember Ava for in-

troducing me to “Lush .Life.” the Nat

King Cole recording. . . . The two lead-

ing exponents of “How to Be a Success

in the Movies without Bosoms” are the

Hepburns, Audrey and Katharine. . . .

Progress in Picture Making: King

Vidor’s “Hallelujah,” the first movie

with an all-Negro cast, to Darryl Zan-

uck’s “Island in the Sun,” dealing with

miscegenation. . . . Mamie Van Doren

says she wishes she’d like the books she

should read. I know Rock Hudson’s

method. He learned to act by acting. . . .

“I’d like to make an adventure movie,”

said Tony Perkins, “in a strange foreign

land where the hand of man has never

set foot.” That’s Hollywood for You.

Sidney and Elvis, on the set of M-G-M’s “Jailhouse Rock dis-

cuss Elvis’ unusual hobby of collecting Teddy Bears. He has 200
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you’ll find it hard to believe that anything so small

and light and supple can do a big job of slimming and

trimming and smoothing until you wear this marvelous

little Jantzen figuremaker. . . Italian-knit to shape and

shaped to fit like a dream. That’s the genius of Jantzen...

the light touch, the sure control. ..in nylon and Lastex®. .

.

girdle (A36) has no seams, no hems...panty-girdle (A4-6)

is fashioned to be super-comfortable .. . white, blue, yellow,

pink 5.95. Jantzen “curvallure”, the instant-glamour

bra (639) 5.95.. .at most stores, (d rices in u.s.a.)

never know until you try weigh -nothing

JANTZENAIRE by QonfeenJ

Jantzen Inc • Foundations and Brassieres 261 Madison Avenue • New YorK



The roamin’ Red Skeltons in

Rome take time out for pic-

ture in front of Coliseum

INSIDE

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

p

Without A Song: No sooner had Elvis

finished “Jailhouse Rock” and gone

hack to Memphis with his entourage of

five chums, than a bombshell hurst back

in Hollywood. Rumor had it that Elvis

didn’t want to sing in his next movie.

He just wanted to act, like Bing Crosby.

And what’s more, he had a picture all

picked out. It was about this prizefight-

er, see, and—well, anyway, the town is

still down for the count of nine. By the

way, it may come as a surprise to Elvis,

but the latest group to adopt him as

their favorite is the Roy Rogers and

lollipop set. They’ve even invented a

parlor game about him, to replace the

old one of pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey.

And this is the way to play it: Tack a

large cut-out profile of Elvis to a sheet

and hang it on the wall. (You can use

the cover of our July issue if you have

it handy.) Blindfold each guest and

give him a large, cut-out black side-

burn. The trick is to pin the sideburn

where it belongs—and not on his nose,

where it usually lands, they tell me.

Rock 'n Roman: Rossano Brazzi and his

charming Lydia, are due in Hollywood

any minute ( Continued on page 16 )

14

Kim Novak and her “Pal Mario” (Count Bandini) had a happy reunion in

Rome, to delight of her fans, when they visited the famed Fountains of Tivoli



Love-Pafi. . . it’s pressed powder, plus

foundation—never cakes, never turns orange-y

The simple reason behind this miraculous look:

‘Love-Pat’ contains up to 3 times as much beautifying oil

as other compact makeups— so the oils in your skin can’t

affect ‘Love-Pat’. There can't he any streaking.

You’ll find this complete makeup delightful for quick touch-

ups. And it can’t spill, as loose powder does. Try it!

In 9 skin-matching shades!

New tortoise-shell tone com-
pact, with 24K gold design.

$1.35 plus tax.

LOVE-PAT'
COMPACT MAKEUP WITH LANOLITE
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Hair with the

fresh young HALO look

brighter

Whistle Cle
—for no other shampoo offers Halo’s

unique cleansing ingredient, so effec-

tive yet so mild. And there are no

unnecessary ingredients in Halo. No
greasy oils or creamy substances to

interfere with cleaning action, no

soap to leave dirt-catching film. Halo,

even in hardest water, leaves your

hair softer, brighter, whistle clean.

1

halo

halo
SH4MP0o

It’s Hope! It’s Fernandel! Yes. On
location for their “Paris Holiday”

and already hostesses are planning bids

for parties and more parties. But if I

know the Brazzis, and I certainly do,

they’ll waste no time in taking off for

Hawaii, where “South Pacific” will be

filmed. I got to know them several years

ago, at a dinner party given by Joan

Crawford at the swank River Club on

the banks of the Thames. I’ve never met

a couple quite like them—the comrade-

ship between them, the bantering, the

small gestures of affection, the way
they dance together, the things they say

and leave unsaid. “This,” I thought to

myself as I watched them, “is it. A truly

happy marriage.”

Rossano had sent for Lydia to come

to London as soon as the picture he and

Joan Crawford were working on got

under way, and she’d promptly found a

house, made him a home, and brought

with her the two small dogs they love,

the pets that sleep with them at night

and are with them always. “Since we

have no children, they are our family,”

Lydia said. And later Rossano added,

“Many problems that try a man’s soul

can be talked out with his wife in the

night when the two are alone.” I knew

what he meant. But the next instant the

orchestra struck up a lively rock ’n’ roll

number and Rossano, beating time, re-

marked, “This music really brings me.”

“It sends me,” we Americans all

laughed. “Maybe you,” said Rossano

with a shrug, “but it still brings me.”
16



Doctors’ Scientific Formula

STARVES PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED . . . hides pimples while it works

CLEARASIL is the new-type medication es-

pecially for pimples. Clinical tests prove it

really works. And now you can get clearasil

as a smooth, soothing lotion in handy
squeeze-bottle! In Tube or Lotion,
clearasil gives you the medications pre-

scribed by leading skin specialists . . . works
in a way no so-called “medicated” cosmetic
or skin-cream can

!

How Clearasil Works Fast:

1 . Penetrates pimples . . . ‘kera-

tolytic’ action softens, dissolves

affected skin tissue so medica-

tions can penetrate . . . encour-

ages quick growth of healthy,

smooth skin!

2. Stops bacteria . . . antiseptic

action stops growth of the bac-

teria that can cause and spread

pimples . . . helps prevent

further pimple outbreaks!

3.
1Starves f pimples . . . oil-

absorbing action ‘starves’ pim-

ples . . . dries up and helps

remove excess oil that ‘feeds’

pimples . . . works fast to clear

up pimples!

Also, the penetrating medical action you
get with clearasil softens and loosens

blackheads so they ‘float’ out with normal
washing. And clearasil works at the source

of the blackhead problem by drying up

excess skin oil which may clog pores.

Skin-colored CLEARASIL blends with any
complexion, hides pimples and blackheads

amazingly while it works ! It’s greaseless

and stainless, pleasant to leave on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

Proved by Skin Specialists . . . Guaran-
teed ! In clinical tests on over 300 patients,

9 out of every 10 cases of pimples were
completely cleared up or definitely im-

proved while using clearasil (either

Lotion or Tube). It’s guaranteed to work
for you or money back ! Economical,

long-lasting Lotion squeeze-bottle, only

$1.25 (no fed. tax) or Tube, 69c and 98 p.

Get clearasil at all drug counters.

Largest-Selling

Pimple Medication

In America

(Including Canada )

medication

^MPLESjuidACNE

INSIDE STUFF

Dye-ing For Privacy: Marlon Brando,

who has never particularly liked the

brilliant glare of the limelight, has been

having his troubles in Paris. First he

was mobbed by fans and had his clothes

almost torn off him when he appeared

at a benefit for veterans of World War
II. and the police had to be called out

to protect him. And then he made the

fatal mistake of not looking well in his

blond wig for “The Young Lions.” So

the makeup man in the company sched-

uled the real thing—a dye job—and

gave him the name of an elegant Paris

hairdresser. When Mar got there he

found that the salon—like most beauty

shops in Paris—had no private booths,

and he had to sit through two hours of

near-riot as the women of Paris gaped

and gasped, and lined up four deep

to stare at him. . . . Marlon’s been a

little luckier in the evenings though,

spending them quietly with Liliane

Montevecchi, a French dancer who was

in the United States with the Roland

Petit ballet group, and had a brief fling

in American pictures. She plays his

sweetheart on the set, and Marlon’s

been giving her acting lessons off it.

That’s what’s known as making a pleas-

ure of business and business, pleasure.

$750,000 is Enough: Sophia Loren, who
once made the classic comment. “Too
much money is enough,” may find that

At French Film Festival, Marlon chats

with singer Juliette Greco, daughter
17



INSIDE IP continued

First photo of Leslie Caron with hus-

band Peter Hall and baby in Paris

she has indeed made too much money
this year. The Italian government is

claiming an additional chunk of the

$775,000 they say she made this year,

and Sophia has taken her troubles (and

her bankbook) to Switzerland. Rumor
has it that if the man and money prob-

lems in her life can’t be straightened

out by the time she finishes her four-

month vacation in Switzerland, she

wants to become an American citizen.

Skeltons On Holiday: It was heartwarm-

ing to see the Red Skeltons vacationing

in Rome with their children. Richard,

nine, and Valentina, ten. Red showed

his family America and Europe over

the summer, the trip made primarily

for Richard, victim of leukemia. In

Rome, they had audience with the Pope.

Get-togethers and a break-up: Tony

Perkins and Venetia Stevenson are a

new duet in town—when she’s not with

Tab Hunter, that is. (Venetia’s Rusty

Tamblyn’s ex-wife) . . . And Natalie

Wood is confining her dates these days

to land, sea and air. When she was in

Hollywood, she and Bob Wagner had a

great time on his boat when they took

a trip to Catalina with some friends, on

Natalie’s nineteenth birthday—but it

was Nicky Hilton who flew with her to

New York when she made a trip there

P in connection with “Marjorie Morning-

star,” and he was her only escort in the

Rig Citv loan Collins’ divorce from
18

Maxwell Reed finally came through,

and he was awarded just $5,750 for

himself and $1,000 for his attorneys in-

stead of the $1,250 a month alimony

he’d originally asked for. In an earlier

trial, he asked for separate maintenance

and support. It was a long, long time

ago that chivalry was popular in Eng-

land. . . . They say that Bing Crosby’s

sons have told him they approve of

newly divorced Inger Stevens.

Big Wheel with a Big Deal: Frank Si-

natra comes back to television with one

of the most liberal contracts ever given

a performer. Before he signed with

ABC, his agents got in touch with the

networks and outlined what Frankie

wanted to do on TV. Being the emcee

of a musical comedy or variety show

would bore him, they reported, but if

he could surprise people by alternating

musical comedy and dramatic shows,

and if he could spice the schedule up

with an occasional musical show which

he’d emcee, and if he had a free hand

with the budget and a free reign with

production, well, maybe. ABC met all

the “ifs” and said “yes” to an eight mil-

lion dollar show which is scheduled to

run for three years. No one but Frankie

could have swung such a deal, but then,

“Practically no one else in the business

can do the things Sinatra can do,” says

Bill Self. Frank’s producer. Self may
be prejudiced, but he’s right!

Patter and Chatter: Newest and first

candy item on the market bearing the

name and likeness of Elvis on its wrap-

per is the Elvis Presley “Teddy Bar.”

A milk chocolate bar containing puffed

wheat, crushed almond and Brazil nuts,

the “Teddy Bar” is designed for the

sweet tooth set—those of us who love to

nibble rather than crunch popcorn in

the movies—and will be sold in your

neighborhood movie theaters!

Starlet of the Month: Presenting a

young actress we predict you'll be see-

ing in the next month; an actress with

a future: Heather Sears, Photoplay’s

starlet of the month. Twenty-one years

old and London born. Heather will soon

be seen in the title role of Columbia’s

“The Golden Virgin,” costarring Joan

Crawford and Rossano Brazzi. We pre-

dict your excitement about her will

match ours.

Heather will never forget the dra-

matic way in which she was chosen for

her role. In a darkened Hollywood thea-

ter, a select group were viewing the

screen tests of a number of youngsters.

Across the screen flashed a picture of a

young actress testing for the role of a

blind, deaf-mute orphan. The scene con-

tinued for a few moments, ended

abruptly and the lights went on. For a

second there was silence. Joan Craw-

ford was the first to speak. “Don’t test

any more girls,” she announced. “Here

is our Esther Costello.”

Heather’s acting career began several

years ago. But her decision to become

an actress was pronounced very early

in life. While still little girls Heather

and her sister. Ann. daughters of Dr.

Gordon Sears, resident physician at

London’s Mile End Hospital, were evac-

uated from war-torn London to North

Wales. There they walked away with

We predict Heathers role in “The

Golden Virgin” will make her a star

a number of school acting prizes.

Her movie contract was handed her

when a casting director spotted Heather

in a school play. Since, there have been

rave notices for TV performances, too.

Heather is vibrant looking with her

dark hair, light brown eyes and wist-

ful, melancholy quality that’s been lik-

ened to that of actress Susan Strasberg.

Away from the cameras, she is a viva-

cious gal who likes modern music, col-

lects records, is a sports enthusiast and

a champion swimmer. She enjoys read-

ing and likes to write poetry. Her pet

subject is history; her hero. Disraeli.

Heather speaks French fluently and

loves to paint, a hobby she acquired

from her father.

What is her favorite type of movie?

Heather confesses timidly. “Westerns!”



NEW Z Only child’s home permanent with

SQUEEZE-COMB EASE...
©

gives curls that
Curls really take because comb- tip
squeeze bottle saturates hair far more
thoroughly than any other way.
Now, no need to take chances using Adult
Permanents on your child’s hard-to-curl hair.

Lilt Party Curl really overcomes problems of

curling young hair. And Party Curl is so much
easier, faster for you to apply on a fidgeting

child. Squeeze-Comb Ease” ends messy dip-

dabs for you. Now just squeeze on lotion from
comb tip on bottle. Hair is so thoroughly
saturated, soft curls last even a year!

p
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LET'S
TO THE
MOVIES

WITH JANET GRAVES

VVy'S EXCELLENT

VERY COOD

COOD

^ FAIR

In a furious showdown, Joanne tells husband Cameron that

she’ll go out alone, and his desperation leads to horror

BEST ACTING: CAMERON MITCHELL, JOANNE WOODWARD

P

/Vo Down Payment 20th, cinemascope

V'V'VV' Fresh backgrounds are the theme of the film month.

Featuring talented young players, this outspoken drama looks

through the picture windows of model ranch houses to see

what underlies a supposed idyl of married life. Newcomer
Jeffrey Hunter and his over-ambitious wife, Patricia Owens,

soon get to know the neighbor couples. Sheree North and

Tony Randall quarrel over Tony’s wild dreams of quick

money. Barbara Rush and Pat Hingle, well-balanced, differ

over questions of civic responsibility. The most powerful

scenes focus on Cameron Mitchell and Joanne Woodward.

Apparently genial, Cam is a brute—yet pathetically unsure.

Flamboyant in manner, equally insecure, Joanne sorrows

over an yarly tragedy in their life together. adult

Off duty, Doris aims singing gibes at beloved enemy John Raitt

The Pajama Game warners, warnercolor

V'V'V'V' Full of life and laughter, this hearty Doris Day

musical bounces out of the tune-film rut, far from the glitter-

ing environs of show business or luxurious society. Its locale

is, of all places, a pajama factory in the Midwest. Here

Doris and her pals stitch away, happy but for the fact that

they want a raise and stubborn boss Ralph Dunn won’t give

it to them. When John Raitt is brought in as new super-

intendent, he’s eager to make good; but he has a union fight

on his hands. John and Doris are attracted to each other,

though she warns him that they’re fated to become a Romeo

and Juliet in this industrial feud, because she speaks for the

union. Carol Haney does a neat comedy job, teamed with

Eddie Foy, Jr., a fellow factory worker. family
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF MOTION PICTURE— A THRILL TO REMEMBER! presented by WARNER BROS

who wrote the screen play tor'Rebel Without A Cause' GEORGE W GEORGE and ROBERT ALTMAN

P

Hear TOMMY SANDS sing “LET ME BE LOVED

"
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MOVIES continued

The Young Don’t Cry COLUMBIA

'W* Again showing surprising presence
for his years, Sal Mineo holds his own with

expert adult players in a strange story that

still, in its incidents and dialogue, has an
air of conviction. At an orphanage in the

South, Sal maintains his individuality and
protects younger kids against swaggering
older boys who thirst for power. On a road

gang nearby, convict James Whitmore
faces a similar problem in brutal overseer

J. Carrol Naish. Sal makes friends with

Whitmore, but also arouses the interest of

Gene Lyons, an orphanage alumnus who
has become rich by unethical or possibly

illegal means. Eventually, the boy must
make a choice between power and personal

dignity, in a tense situation. family

A Town like Alice rank

t'W Whimsically titled, this British film

turns out to be a strong, deeply affecting

tribute to victims of the Pacific war. Lovely

Virginia McKenna is among a group of

British women and children captured by
the Japanese and herded backward and
forward on the Malay Peninsula during
grim occupation years. Most of the women
find unexpected resources of courage; one
proves a weakling. And the Japanese are

shown not as monsters but as varied hu-

man beings: some brutal, some kindly,

some indifferent. A love story links Vir-

ginia and Peter Finch, captive Australian

soldier who tries to help the women. By
sharply reflecting the Malayan atmosphere,
the picture makes you share its protago-

nists’ reactions. family

The Careless Years u.a.

f'WV' Newcomer Natalie Trundy and
former child actor Dean Stockwell team
appealingly in one of the most sensitive

and understanding studies of teenagers

ever shown on film. The picture does not

over-dramatize; nor does it force comedy
out of situations that are deadly serious to

the young people concerned. Natalie and
Dean have fallen in love; they want each

other; decently brought up, they decide

marriage is their only solution. But Nata-

lie’s parents (Barbara Billingsley, John
Stephenson) and Dean’s parents (Virginia

Christine. John Larch), loving as they are,

put up indirect or angry opposition. So the

youthful sweethearts must work out their

own problem, thereby moving toward
true adulthood. family

3:10 to Yuma COLUMBIA

t'WV’ Associated in the past with top

westerns, Glenn Ford and Van Heflin have

an excellent vehicle in this taut, well-

written movie, pitched well above the aver-

age horse opera. Outlaw and noted jail-

break artist, Glenn is captured after a

stagecoach holdup. Van has been working

his heart out on a drought-blighted ranch,

with wife Leora Dana. For money alone, he

agrees to help convoy the bandit to a train

bound for a secure hoosegow. But Glenn’s

henchmen—notably tough young Richard

Jaeckel—are plotting to free him. While
there’s plenty of shooting, the suspense

finally centers on a duel of character.

Henry Jones is fine as the town drunk, un-

expected hero; Felicia Farr plays a dis-

illusioned girl who shares a romantic in-

terlude with Glenn. family

Tip on a Dead Jockey m-c-m,
CINEMASCOPE

I'W In an absorbing melodrama of inter-

national intrigue, all the characters come
across as real, endearing people. Robert

Taylor, air veteran of World War II and
Korea, has drifted into an aimless exist-

ence in Madrid. When Dorothy Malone,
his estranged but still loving wife, joins

him there, she finds that he is now terrified

of flying and marital responsibilities. Mar-
tin Gabel offers him a smuggling job, but

he passes it along to pal Jack Lord. Final-

ly, Bob’s fondness for Jack and Jack’s wife,

luscious Gia Scala, leads him to take on

A sudden storm leaves June alone wit)

Rossano, heedless of worries to comi

That ISight u.

V'/'V Shrewdly underplayed, yet chargei

with emotion, this story of an ordinary

upper-middle-class family strikes hom<

hard. Husband, father, wage-earner, Johi

Beal has been pouring too much of himsel

into his job as a writer of TV commercials

Wife Augusta Dabney and their smal

children expect him to come home om
evening—when he does not appear, be

cause he has been felled by a heart attacl

on the commuter train from New York. A
first alone in his pain, John soon learn;

that his is a family problem, to be sharec

and therefore lightened. Shepperd Strud

wick does a good job as the sort of familj

doctor everybody would like to have, anc

Joe Julian is amusing as a roaring hypo

chondriac, hospital roommate who unwit

tingly rouses John’s sense of humor anc

speeds his convalescence. famili

Loving each other sincerely, Natali
and Dean know they need more than thi

The arrival of the 3:10 brings a test

of mettle for outlaw Glenn, captor Van

the hazardous task himself. The flight froi

Spain to Egypt and back, with stopovei

en route, presents hair-raising action stul

hypoed by Marcel Dalio’s splendid wor
as the idle hanger-on who becomes Bob
true, brave friend in this crisis. F » M .,

Interlude «-i; cinemascof
TECH N ICOI.I

'W Well, “Summertime” can hit Ge
many, too. June Allyson is likable as th

American lady overcome by Rossan
Brazzi s charm. She’s a U. S. governmer
worker; he’s a symphony conductor. Fc
him, June is willing to brush off the atter

tions of hometown boy Keith Andes,
physician studying in Munich. But ther

is a complication. Rossano has a wifi

charming Marianne Cook, who is mental!
ill and utterly dependent on her husbanc
Dealing with familiar situations, the filr

handles them well.
^ ni„



The best fun throughout the ages and
the raciest hit oftheBroadway stage is

A
GE0RGE STANLEY

ABBOTT and DONEN
PRODUCTION

V .

How they play tne

'Pajama Game'
on that picnic in

the woods!

Sid - - the ’Hey There' hero

who blew his top

'i

Gladys - - the

Steam Heat’ girt!

it

starring •
M |A1|1 I lew Yas

‘

Babe’~ andth
mm 1 v

| %% I m^^\M wonderful cast oi

JL X)Jr Mmr jM the Broadway pia

j

John Raitt* Carol Haney Eddie Rjyjr.

IN WARNERCOLOR from Warner Bros.

with Reta Shaw • Screen Play by GEORGE ABBOTT and RICHARD BISSELL

Produced and Directed by GEORGE ABBOTT and STANLEY DONEN

Based upon the Play 'The Pajama Game' - Book by George Abbott and Richard Bissell Music and Lyrics by Richard Adler and Jerry Ross imi

§0303138

every Ever-lovin' thrill

OF ONE OF THE BIGGEST
Smash Entertainments

OF ALL TIME!

U H LddLCXM^tQ ^ St&O/v-yv
Produced by Brisson Griffith and Prince

,

•
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MOVIES continued

?

You owe it to yourself to give Tampax a

trial, this very month . . .

• Because it was invented by a doctor

for the benefit of all women— mar-

ried or single, active or not!

• Because with Tampax® internal sani-

tary protection, nothing can show

and no one can know your secret!

• Because Tampax is so comfortable—
you hardly realize you’re wearing it!

No chafing pads. No chance of

odor forming.

• Because Tampax is the last word in

daintiness. Easy to use, change and

dispose of— your fingers never need

to touch it!

• Because it helps you forget about

differences in days of the month!

Gives you so much freedom! Poise!

Confidence!

For so many reasons— so important to you

—try Tampax. Use Tampax. In Regular,

Super, Junior absorbencies, wherever

drug products are sold. Tampax Incor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

Invented by a doctor—
now used by millions ofwomen

The James Dean Story warners

VVV In general, this is a well-made docu-

mentary film, tracing the late actor’s short

career and at the same time giving a clear

character sketch of Dean as a person. It’s

at its best when real people—Indiana farm
folks, friendly New Yorkers—speak to us

directly, in the unmistakable accents of

spontaneous, honest American talk. Fol-

lowing a new trend in documentaries, it

makes resourceful use of still pictures (in-

cluding some from Photoplay), maneuver-
ing the camera to examine the photos

closely and extract from them the utmost

in meaning. Only toward the end does the

narrative veer toward the maudlin, but sea-

soned actor Martin Gabel helps keep the

picture in balance by delivering his com-
mentary sensibly. Brief shots from Dean
pictures are included, “East of Eden” be-

ing represented by a screen test never

before shown to the public; but most of

the material is fresh. family

God Is My Partner 20th

VV Walter Brennan appears in his most

lovable guise in this gentle courtroom

drama—and this fact pretty nearly kills

any suspense that might have been gen-

erated. Expert and beloved surgeon in a

small city, Brennan has been haled into

court by relatives who doubt his sanity. He
has been giving his money away; most

especially, an ample gift to his church sets

off the law suit. Now really! It’s up to

pretty young attorney Marion Ross to

prove that Walter isn’t off his rocker. She

has an easy job. family

Band of Ansels warners.
WARNERCOLOR

VV Personality-loaded stars and explosive

story material lend interest to a Civil War
picture that’s handicapped by an oddly

listless manner of presentation. Raised as

a Southern heiress by her loving father,

Yvonne De Carlo discovers upon his death

that she’s actually a slave, child of a Negro
mother. She’s saved from the horrors of

the open market when Clark Gable buys

her. Gable is a retired sea captain, haunted

by feelings of guilt from slave-trading

days, patiently trying to atone. Sidney

Poitier plays a proud Negro; Efrem Zim-

balist, Jr., and Rex Reason are a con-

trasted pair of damyankees. adult.

Perri BUENA vista, technicolor

VV Like most of Disney’s true-life adven-

tures, this closeup of wild creatures in-

cludes beguiling sequences of completely

natural comedy and drama. Here, the chief

attraction is an interlude when babies are

learning their future way of life: Little

squirrels scramble on tree branches; small

bobcats learn to stalk prey; baby beavers

gnaw saplings. But the rhymed commen-
tary turns too far toward sentimentality,

jarring with savage facts in the Rocky
Mountain life of the squirrel heroine, the

Perri of the title. family

Run of the Arrow u-i, technicou

VV In an entertaining post-Civil Wa
western. Rod Steiger has a dramatic rol

as an unreconstructed rebel who so hate

the victorious North that he turns India

to continue his fight. Joining the Siou

nation, Rod takes Sarita Montiel as hi

bride. But an encounter with Ralph Meek
er, an old Union foe, forces Rod to conside

again where his true allegiances lie. Her:

is a straightforward story of frontier at

tion, authentically violent. famil

Pickup Alley columbi

VV Vigorous melodrama, with varied an

interesting European backgrounds, pit

Victor Mature against a dope-smugglin

ring. Suave Trevor Howard, chief bad guy

has blackmailed Anita Ekberg into co

laborating in his sinister operations. As a

agent for Interpol, the international oi

ganization that combats such villainy, Vi

has a dubious volunteer assistant in Bona
Colleano, Italian-American exiled from th

U. S. for good reason. famil

The Gentle Touch RANK, TECHNICOLC

VV With an approach as simple am
straightforward as its title, this Britisl

film pays tribute to the noble profession o

nursing. Attractive young players portra

a motley group of trainees, who embarl

upon their course with different motives—

but all eventually learn the real signifi

cance of their vocation. Pretty Belindi

Lee, as a student nurse, and George Bakei

as a young doctor, share a quiet romance

Diana Wynyard is the wise matron wh
supervises the nurses. famil

House of Numbers m-c-m, cinemascop

VV Adroitly, Jack Palance makes th

most of a dual role in a routine jailbreal;

yarn. As the honest brother, he plots t

help his criminal kid brother escape. Bai

bara Lang plays the convict’s wife; Haroli

J. Stone, a corruptible guard. But Jack’

acting is almost too effective. As the pris

oner, he is so plainly a psychopath tha

it’s hard to understand why wife am

brother remain loyal. famil

Brothers in Law continenta

VV Having given the medical profession .

rough going-over in the series of “Doctor

comedies, the British now take aim a

lawyers—and score with an acceptabl

amount of chuckles. Ian Carmichael, wh
portrayed a hopelessly inept soldier ii

“Private’s Progress,” is just as bumbling

and bewildered when he tackles the prac
|

tice of law. He bungles an easy divoro

case; he happily uses the more extensiv

legal knowledge of a crook he defends. Oi

the romantic side, Ian vies with room

mate Richard Attenborough for the affec

tions of Jill Adams, but our hero is m
whiz as a lover, either. famil
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Lustre-Creme Offer! Mother-Daughter

Comh and Brush 8et-*2°°value-only 50 °

When you mail in the label or sales receipt for any size of Lustre-Creme Shampoo or Lustre-Creme Lotion Shampoo or Lustre-Net. F0R ALL POUR PIECES

You’ll love JUNE ALLYSON
starring in INTERLUDE
A Universal-International Picture.

Technicolor and

CinemaScope.

iSPH
shampoo

Used by 4

out of 5 top

Hollywood movie stars!

YOUR CHANCE TO TRY HOLLYWOOD’S FAVORITE
SHAMPOO—and get a wonderful beauty bonus!
You’ll love thick, creamy, Lanolin-blessed Lustre-

Creme. It needs no after-rinse. And ofcourse, it leaves

hair so easy to manage . . . Lustre-Creme never dries

—it beautifies!

AND YOU’LL LOVE THIS MOTHER-DAUGHTER COMB
AND BRUSH SET . . . the same
set that Hollywood star June
Allyson and her daughter
Pamela are using. You get 2

combs and 2 brushes in crystal-

clear styrene—a 7 row brush

for you, a 5 row brush for

daughter— both made with

DuPont nylon bristles. A $2.00

value for only 50?!.

LUSTRE-CRENIE SHAMPOO NEVER DRIES... IT BEAUTIFIES!

TO GET YOUR MOTHER-DAUGHTER

COMB AND BRUSH SET

Fill out this handy order blank. Be sure to

enclose a label or a sales receipt for any size

Lustre-Creme Shampoo or Lustre-Creme
Lotion Shampoo or Lustre-Net. Enclose 5Op
in coin and mail to:

MOTHER-DAUGHTER SET
P. O. Box 1493, Dept. P, N. Y. 46, N. Y.

;

Name __

Add ress

City Zone State -

Allow at least 3 weeks for delivery. Offer ex-
*

’ pires Dec. 31, 1957.
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hare a breath of

Paris about you . . .

every day!

Enjoy Paris glamour

in your deodorant!

Evening in Paris stick

glides on smooth

and dry, keeps under-

arms dry and deli-

cately fragrant. Rely on it for 24-hour

protection. New convenient push-up tube.

EVENING IN PARIS
DEODORANT STICK
BOURJOIS • CREATED IN FRANCE • MADE IN U.S.A.

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for tile months indicated. For reviews this month see contents page.

//// AFFAIR TO REMEMBER. AN—20th;

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color; Smoothly made,

deftly acted comedy-drama. Shipboard love teams

fortune-hunter Cary Grant, kept woman Deborah

Kerr. They decide to reform. ( At September

//// AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS—
U. A.; Todd-AO, Eastman Color: Colossal! Yet it’s

light and entrancing. Stuffy Britisher David Niven

does the globe-circling jaunt on a bet in 1872, with

Mexico’s great Cantinflas as his valet, big stars

in bit parts. (FI January

//// BERNARDINE—20th; CinemaScope, De
Luxe Color: Pat Boone debuts as an endearing

film personality in a tender, tune-trimmed comedy.

A youthful schemer, he tries to promote Dick
Sargent’s romance with Terry Moore. (F) August

yVj/ DECISION AGAINST TIME—M-G-M:
Tense, convincing. Test pilot Jack Hawkins risks

his life to avoid ditching a damaged plane. Home
problems also harry him. (F) September

/// DINO—A.A.: Understanding study of tene-

ment life, giving Sal Mineo rich acting opportuni-

ty. A reform-school parolee, bitter and potentially

violent, he’s helped by psychiatrist Brian Keith

and by Susan Kohner. (F) August

FIRE DOWN BELOW—Columbia, Cinema-
Scope: Strong action film hits a climax as Jack

Lemmon is trapped in the hold of a burning ship.

Rita Hayworth and Boh Mitchum are his treach-

erous sweetheart and friend. (F) August

// GUN GLORY—M-G-M; CinemaScope, Metro-

color: In a western of familiar outline. Stewart

Granger’s the ex-gunfighter distrusted by his son

and townspeople. (F) September

//// HAPPY ROAD. THE—M-G-M: Honey of

a movie, combining heart and hilarity. American
widower Gene Kelly and French divorcee Bar-

bara Laage trail their runaway children across

France. Both small kids are charmers. (F) April

//// HATFUL OF RAIN, A—20th, Cinema-

Scope: Brilliant study of a family torn by Don
Murray's drug addiction. Eva Marie Saint is his

wife; Anthony Franciosa dominates as his brother;

Lloyd Nolan’s the father. (A) August

// HIDDEN FEAR—U.A.: Involved but fast-

moving whodunit. In Denmark because his sister’s

accused of murder there, American cop John Payne
unmasks counterfeiters. (A) August

yyy JEANNE EAGELS—Columbia: Kim Novak
shows authority in an intimate, markedly feminine

biography of the actress who won tragically brief

fame three decades ago. Showman Jeff Chandler

loves but loses her. (A) September

'/'/V'V' JOE BUTTERFLY—U-I; CinemaScope.

Technicolor: Pleasing caper about GIs in Japan

just after the war. Carefree Audie Murphy and

earnest George Nader are Army newsmen; Burgess

Meredith, a Japanese fixer. (F) August

JOHNNY TREMAIN—Buena Vista, Tech-

nicolor: Flavorful Disney-produced adventure, with

Hal Stalmaster and Luana Patten as brave teen-

agers in the Boston of 1775. (F) August

//// LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON—A.A.

:

Slender idea, done with dash and with appealing

stars. Daughter of private eye Maurice Chevalier,

prim-looking Audrey Hepburn chases American
rake Gary Cooper—in lovely Paris. (A) August

/// LOVING YOU—Wallis, Paramount; Vista-

Vision, Technicolor: Effective Presley vehicle, full

of song. A shy unknown, Elvis is pushed by Liz

Scott to success with Wendell Corey’s rockin’ coun-

try band. (F) September

PVP' MAN ON FIRE—M-G-M: Touching story

of a custody fight. Tycoon Bing Crosby battles to

keep ex-wife Mary Fickett from taking their young
son part-time. Inger Stevens is a sympathetic lady

lawyer. (A) August

MIDNIGHT STORY, THE—U-I, Cinema-
Scope: Mystery with nicely ironic twist. Tony Cur-

tis suspects Gilbert Roland of murder—hopes h : s

hunch is wrong when Roland’s home offers wel-

come, love ( Marisa Pavan’s) . (F) September

/// MONTE CARLO STORY, THE—U.A.;

Technirama. Technicolor: Light-hearted and lux-

urious. Gamblers and fortune-hunters both, Mar-

lene Dietrich and Vittorio De Sica go after a

rich American family on the Riviera. ( F) July

/// NIGHT PASSAGE—U-I; Technirama, Tech-

nicolor: Western vets James Stewart, Audie Mur-
phy are at ease as law man and outlaw brother in

this expansive yarn. (F) September

// OMAR KHAYYAM—Paramount; Vista-

Vision, Technicolor: With John Derek’s help.

Cornel Wilde battles traitors, hopes to rescue Debra

Paget from a royal harem. (FI September

//// PRIDE AND THE PASSION, THE—
U.A.; VistaVision, Technicolor: Visually splendid

war epic. Spanish guerrillas Sinatra and Sophia

Loren. Englishman Cary Grant haul a giant cannon

to oust Napoleon’s army. (A) September

//// PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL, THE—
Warners, Technicolor: Style, warmth and charm,

laughs and romance: In 1911 London. American

chorus girl Marilyn Monroe upsets the rigid life of

Balkan ruler Laurence Olivier. (A) August

//// RISING OF THE MOON. THE—War-
ners: Three-part love letter to Ireland (shot there!

from director John Ford. Excellently acted epi-

sodes shift from wry to boisterous comedy to sus-

pense and patriotism. ( F) September

// SEAWIFE—20th; CinemaScope, De Luxe

Color: Mild desert-island story of War II. Richard

Burton falls in love with fellow castaway Joan

Collins—secretly a nun. (F) September

//// TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE—Para-

mount; VistaVision, Technicolor: Overwhelming

DeMille epic of Biblical times, forcefully acted by

Charlton Heston as Moses, Yul Brynner as Phar-

aoh, many other stars. (F) January

/// WILL SUCCESS SPOIL ROCK HUNTER?
—20th; CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Rowdy
comedy, ribbing the ad and TV fields. Tony Ran-

dall’s funny as an ad man roped in by film glamour

doll Jayne Mansfield. (A) September
26
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iix nne morning...

Even when you wake up . . . even before you make up, you’ll love the

way you look! With Coty “24”, the lipstick cleanses off at night but

the color stays on . You’re never caught without “alive” color on your

lips ! And there’s no need to re-color your lips every hour on the hour

to make them bright and shinnnery; no need to blot. Coty “24”

creams on—won’t cake or splotch—never dries your lips.

©by Coty, Inc., 1957



Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E . 42nd Street, New York 17, Neiv York . We
re .ret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars,
\
address them at their studios .— ! d.

HEADERS INC...

Elvis Avalanche

Wow! Were still digging out from under

the avalanche of mail, all favorable, we

received concerning “God Is My Refuge”

the Elvis Presley article in our July issue.

One of the most interesting letters came

from Colonel Parker, Elvis’ manager .

—

Editor’s Note
“We were very pleased to read your story,

“God Is My Refuge.” It well expressed El-

vis’ religious attitude and was in good taste.

As you know, Elvis does not want to use

religion as a prop for his career. We re-

spect the dignity of religious expression

and would never wish to convey the idea

that we are attempting to commercialize on

it. I'm sure that you can appreciate our

policy.”

Colonel Parker
Hollywood, California

Foreign Stars

“What Has She Got That Hollywood

Hasn't?” The answer is a flat “nothing.”

You’re talking about the best girls in the

world when you’re talking about American
girls. If you want to see the “girl next

door” sparkle, give her some stories to por-

tray. Give her just as big a buildup as the

sexpots.

Mary Stoner
Lancaster, California

Why is it that actors who are stars in

their own right in foreign countries are

brought over here and doled out mediocre

roles? About the only foreign actor I can

think of who was given a good part is

Mario Mareno (Cantinflas) who was in the

film, “Around the World in Eighty Days.”

Yet after it had been previewed, I heard
people say, “Who was the guy who played

the valet?” Everyone should know Cantin-

flas. Why aren’t the foreign male stars given

a buildup?
Josephine Williams
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Can’t Fill His Shoes

In regard to the late James Dean, why is

it that every time some young actor appears

on the Hollywood scene, he is immediately

compared to Jimmy? In one month I have
read at least ten articles entitled “Is So
and So the Next James Dean?” This is a

vacancy that no one can fill. Believe me, it’s

getting sickening.

Mary Swanbeck
Springfield, Minnesota

Why hasn't Hollywood been able to find

a replacement for Jimmy Dean? Sure he
had talent, but was he the only good actor

in the United States?

Joan Blak,e

Edgartown, Mass.
Complaint

Nobody Asked Me But ... I’d like to see

a little less of Tony Perkins ... a lot more
of Jack Webb . . . Perry Como make a

movie . . . Jayne Mansfield retire . . . and
Jane Russell in a straight dramatic part.

Karen Greene
East Corinth, Maine

German Fa

n

Sometimes, my aunt, who emigrated to

America many years ago, sends me the

Photoplay, and 1 do like to hear something
of American movie stars. My favorite stars

are Pier Angeli, Robert Wagner, Doris Day
and, of course, James Dean, but most I am
fond of Jeffrey Hunter. I should like to see
him in a serious character role ( but with-

out spectacles, please!)

Heidemarie Benstem
Salzgitter-Bad. Germany

PUS®*

You’ll get your wish with “No Down Pay-

ment.” It’s a fine film in which Jeffrey gives

an excellent performance, one of his finest

Dear Sidney

Now, hold on there, Mr. Skolsky! I’m
downright ashamed that it had to be my
favorite Hollywood writer who did it, but

you did it, fella . . . and I’m hopping mad!
“The New Look in Hollywood Men,” in-

deed! I'll grant you this; movies are more
realistic these days. Therefore, men are

allowed to display some perspiration. And
if a fella had been in a brawl, the techni-

cians, in their wisdom, see to it that he has

ruffled hair when he drags himself out of

the alley. Apparently, this doesn’t seem
quite dignified to you.

Just because the Hollywood actor looks

and behaves like a real person (on screen

anyway) instead of like the slick-haired,

sweet-smelling romeo of yesterday, it’s not

any cause for alarm. I feel you’ve done our

fellows a great injustice. Don’t be hard on
these boys, Sidney.

Evelyn Irwin
Jacksonville, Florida

Who set you up as a judge of people?

Everyone is entitled to their opinion, but

why don’t you stop blasting the young ac-

tors? After all. that is what people want
them to be like, or they wouldn’t pay to see

them at the movies.

Judy Akam
Highland, California

You ask, “Why are old reliable favorites

still carrying the big boxoffice burden and
running away with the heroine at an age

when they might well be settling down to

pipe and slippers?” Now don’t try and put

an age limit on romance, Sidney. As long as

a man is attractive and masculine, he’s

convincing in a romantic role.

R. M. Luollin
San Diego, California

Good work, Mr. Skolsky—and thanks

for your broadminded view. Instead of

blasting the guys, you have showed the peo-
;

pie what the hoys actually are. Anyone can

be the sophisticate, the romantic, hut how
many of the stars are really themselves?

Maybe these guys aren’t really, either, but

they’re getting much closer to the human
race.

Dee Parry
Biglerville, Pennsylvania

To Each His Own

Photoplay is one of the few movie maga-

zines which doesn’t “peddle gossip.” Please

continue your wonderful work.

Margaret Stephenson
Eureka, Montana

(Continued on page 30)
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Every other leading spray-set sprays your hair with 80% to 95% alcohol. And alcohol can dry, dull, deaden hair . . . soon burn its beauty away.

ISfew! The only spray-set with no alcohol

-builds beauty as it curls/

Such silky
, soft curls! Never dry-looking.

Such shiny
,
springy curls! Never stiff, sticky or flaky.

DISCOVERY7 RtSii&rJ. I-Wfcwt

SPRAYS IN BEAUTY AS IT SETS AND HOLDS YOUR CURLS.

Real dream stuff, this fabulous new
Beauty Curl. Sets beauty . . . holds beau-
ty .. . builds beauty ! And without a drop
of drying, burning alcohol that can rob
your hair of the natural oils that protect

its precious lustre.

No sticky lacquer or gummy fixative,

either. Yet you can use it to set and to

hold! And every time you spray it on,

you can see an added glow. That’s be-

cause Beauty Curl builds beauty from
within. No wonder your soft, shiny curls

keep their joyous bounce even on the

dampest day. Get new Beauty Curl today

!

©1957 Lambert-Hudnut Div.
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Washed

with another

leading

shampoo

!

Washed with

“curl-keeping”

NEW
WOODBURY!

Unretouched photo of Charlene Veth, Jackson Heights, N. Y. ( See her pretty face below.

)

P

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING MAGAZINE
proved in its famous testing laboratory:

New Woodbury Shampoo holds curl

better, keeps set longer! Example
shown above: The left side of

Charlene’s hair, washed with

her usual shampoo, got limp,

straggly. Right side, washed
with Woodbury, is springy,

curly, beautifully manageable.

Leading shampoos were tested this way on
hundreds of women. Results were checked by
Good Housekeeping Magazine’s laboratory.

New Woodbury with its curl-keeping ingredient holds
waves best! Protects hair from drying out — leaves

it shiny-clean, without dull soap film! Costs less

than other brands — a generous bottle is only 39C
If it isn’t the finest you ever tried, we’ll return

your money! Fair enough?

WOODBURY HOLDS CURL BETTER, KEEPS SET LONGER

Q. and A.

Could you tell me if the title of Tab
Hunter’s Warner Brothers film, “C’est La
Guerre,” was changed to “Lafayette Esca-

drille”?

Angela Sassoe
Alhambra, California

Yes, it was—and was changed again. It’s

now called, “With You in My Arms.”

I recently saw a wonderful picture called

“The Search” starring Montgomery Clift.

I’d like to know the name of the small boy
who co-starred with him.

Rosanne De Niscia
Orange, New Jersey

That was Ivan Jandl, who won a special

Oscar for his performance. “He was a bril-

liant kid,” reminisced director Fred Zinne-

man recently. “But he went back to school

in Czechoslovakia. Acting was only a side-

line.”

Recently a friend and I made a bet. 1 say

James Whitmore played in “Gangbusters”
and he says he didn’t.

Scituate, Massachusetts
Connie Gomes

You lose.

In order to settle a family feud, I need
to know the identity of the young lady who
played opposite Gary Cooper in “High
Noon.”

Betty Mann
Monterey, California

Lay those pistols down—it was Princess

Grace.

Thank You’s

For many years I’ve joined fan clubs of

my favorite stars and adhered to all the

club rules to boost each star in every way.
The only response I ever received, if any,

was a form letter, sometimes a photo. Re-

cently I wrote to my favorite star for infor-

mation about his fan club. To my complete
surprise, and supreme happiness, I received

a personal letter from this star.

In addition to news about his club, he
told me of his next picture and where he
would be making it and also added several

heartwarming lines of appreciation for my
letter. Is it any wonder that I have chosen
Jeff Chandler to be my very top favorite?

Millie Mahan
Santa Cruz, California



such Gentle softness6

You’ll agree . . . new Kotex napkins are

the gentlest ever. For only Kotex has Wondersoft

covering ... so softly spun it won’t rub, won't

chafe. And you’re so sure of yourself with this

napkin, for you know it gives you extra absorbency

that’s instant and complete.

For even greater comfort try the new Kotex belt.

It's made of woven, non-twist elastic. What’s

more, it has a special kind of self-locking clasp.

This new clasp molds itself comfortably to your

body and holds the napkin securely.

No wonder more women
choose Kotex than all other brands.

Memo to Mothers: Every year over

100,000 girls begin to menstruate be-

fore they are eleven. So it's not too

soon to tell your daughter at ten. Our
free booklet "You’re A Young Lady

Now” helps to give the facts she needs

to know. Write Miss Jones, Kimberly-

Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.

KOTEX and WONDERSOFT are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp. •



YVONNE DE CARLO co-starring in"BAND OF ANGELS"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

|
P
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If you’d like to have a

“second look ” complexion

. . . one that’s soft and smooth

. . . then always use Lux.

“That’s what I do,” says

Yvonne DeCarlo

A complexion that looks prettier and prettier the more he looks

—

that’s the kind you want. That’s the kind Lux can help you have.

With its rich Cosmetic lather, its mildness and gentleness, Lux
can do as much for you as it does for any Hollywood star. Then
there’s the Lux fragrance— the best-liked soap perfume in the

world. Lever Brothers unconditionally guarantees that you’ll

decide Lux is absolutely wonderful for your complexion— or you
can have your money back. For a complexion you’ll love— and

he’ll love, too— use Lux, just as the stars do.

9 out or 10 Hollywood stars depend on LUX



WHERE TO BUY

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

To buy fashions shown on pages 85-88, write

manufacturer or nearest store listed below,

mentioning Photoplay, and enclosing a clip-

ping of the item you ivish to order.

Weldon Pajamas

ATLANTA, LA Rich’s

boston, mass Jordan Marsh

INDIANAPOLIS, IND H. P. Wasson

Kansas city, mo Emery, Bird, Thayer

new YORK, N. Y Stern Bros.

OMAHA, neb J. L. Brandeis

Seattle, wash The Bon Marche

or write, Weldon Mfg. Corp.

1350 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Schrank Sleepwear

ATLANTA, LA Rich’s

boston, mass Jordan Marsh

Indianapolis, ind H. P. Wasson

little rock, ark Pfeifers of Arkansas

Miami, ela Richard’s

new York, n. y Stern Bros.

OMAHA, neb J. L. Brandeis

Sacramento, calif Weinstock-Luhin

Seattle, wash The Bon Marche

or write. M. C. Schrank, Inc.

437 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

ANSWERS TO

TALENT SCOUT QUIZ

on pages 56. 57, 58, 59

James MacArthur, son of Helen Hayes

and the late Charles MacArthur, did that

wacky lawn-mowing sequence in U-I’s "The
Young Stranger.”

Suzy Parker appeared at the beginning

of Paramount's “Funny Face,” and Audrey
Hepburn advised 20th to cast Suzy in “Kiss

Them for Me.”

Carolyn Jones clicked big in “The Bach-

elor Party” (with Jack Warden, Don Mur-
ray), for U.A. She walked Frank’s dog in

“The Tender Trap.”

Gia Scala scored with Kerwin Mathews in

Columbia’s “Garment Jungle.” At Metro:
“Tip on a Dead Jockey,” “Don’t Go Near
the Water.”

James Darren turned j.d. for his debut
in “Rumble on the Docks” and is currently

in another Columbia film, “The Brothers

Rico."

Susan Harrison had Tony Curtis on her
trail in “Sweet Smell of Success,” U.A.
shocker. Just nineteen, she agrees success
is sweet.

Inger Stevens started at the top, winning
Bing Crosby in Metro’s “Man on Fire.” The
studio features her next in “Cry Terror.”

Andy Griffith made you love to hate him
in “A Face in the Crowd.” In “No Time for

Sergeants,” also for Warners, he encores
his GI role.

"There’s a

new Tonette!

It’s really care-free!

Less work for Mommy!

More fun for me!”

Look! A Double-Easy Applicator with New
Care-Free Tonette! It’s made just for little

girls. No skips! No drips! Tonette waves

so carefully, so neatly . . . curls stay care-

free for months and months . . . without

pincurls every day! It’s the one children’s

home permanent that’s completely care-

free! Give your little girl a New Care-Free

Tonette, too!

Special

Introductory Offer!

$1.50 volue Hew Care-Free Tonette

S1.00 value Double-Easy Applicator

$2.50 value ...Now only $1.79

Guaranteed t

,

i Good Housekeeping PARENTS^
p
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YOUNG IDEAS:

WHY DO MORE

YOUNG GIRLS

GOFFER FROM

‘DRYCHOSIS”

TODAY?

Evrched, dry skin not only

affects mature women. Today

this beauty problem, which

Lady Esther calls "Drychosis”,

bothers young girls, too. Wash-

ing with drying soaps; hard

water; "detergent” make-ups;

and too much outdoors con-

tribute to this beauty problem.

To correct DRYCHOSIS, Lady

Esther has created Dry Skin

Cream. As you apply this rich,

velvety cream your skin seems

to soak up precious emollients

and moisture. When you wipe

it off, you’ll see and feel a thrill-

ing improvement. Rough, scaly

skin now seems silky smooth to

your touch. No matter what

your age, now keep your skin

looking ever-soft, feeling ever-

smooth with the daily use of

Lady Esther new Dry Skin

Cream. Only 39^, 65^ and 89^.

(Prices slightly higher in Canada) PLUS tax

PHOTOPLAY PRINTED PATTERNS

4771—Two neat blouses to sew from one
printed pattern: a classic version and
a drawstring overblouse. Sizes 12-20.

Size 16 classic takes 7% yards 35-

inch fabric ; overblouse takes two yards

Dorothy Malone enjoys wear-

ing separates, casual clothes

DOHTOHY MALONE IS IN MGM
“tip on a dead jockey.”

4846—A sprightly double-breasted
jumper to wear with its companion
blouse, and your own. Sizes 10-20. Size

16 jumper takes jour yards 35-inch fab-
ric; blouse, 7% yards of 39-inch fabric

4762—One yard of 54-inch fabric is all

you need for each of these smart sep-

arates: blouse, jerkin and skirt. Sew
this smart, practical fall outfit with

our printed patterns. Misses sizes 10-18
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Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. O. Box
! 133, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add 5(' per pattern for first-class mailing.
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HENRY KING“ DARRYL F. ZANUCK
ScTplay

PETER VIERTEL
Featuring GREGORY RATOFF • JULIETTE GRECO • MARCEL DALIO • HENRY DANIELL and ROBERT EVANS • Based on the Novel by Ernest Hemingway

THE SUN NEVER ROSE

ON A BOLDER HEMINGWIY

LOVE STORY

A GREATER
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BY RADIE HARRIS

Radie, in Europe, is guest of Doug Fairbanks Jr., young Daphne

For the Love of Mike: When six-year-old Michael and

four-year-old Christopher Wilding arrived in London with

their mother. Liz Taylor, and their stepfather. Mike Todd,

they looked around the elaborate suite at the Dorchester

Hotel and promptly asked “Where’s the swimming pool?”

It was Mike Wilding who told me this rather terrifying

story, so typical of children brought up in Hollywood. “I

know it makes them seem like pretentious, spoiled brats,

when actually, they are sweet darling babes,” defended

Mike. “But from the time they were born, Liz and I have

always had a house with a pool, and when little Mike and

Chris came to the South of France with Liz and Mike

Todd their villa at Cap Ferrat had a pool, too. So, accord-

ing to their childish logic, they assume a pool auto-

matically goes with their surroundings!”

It was wonderful to see Mike back in his natural sur-

continued
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Ah to he in Europe—now that Hollywood’s here! If the

accent in “Exclusively Yours” is slightly Continental this

month, it’s because after seeing “Around The World in

Eighty Days,” “Boy on a Dolphin,” “Island in the Sun”

and all the other recent films glorifying far-off locales, I

decided to write my own scenery! The backgrounds in

London, Paris, Munich, San Tropez, Rome and Athens

are different, but you’d be amazed at how many familiar

Hollywood faces are in the foregrounds!

To name only a few: Anthony Quinn for “The Hunch-

back of Notre Dame” (Tony’s also made “A Woman
Obsessed” in Hollywood with Anna Magnani), award-

winning director George Stevens in Belgium making “The

Diary of Anne Frank;” Don Murray in Italy at work on

his pet project to make Displaced Persons self-supporting,

and the Cary Grants in London.
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She is icy . bewitched • defiant • glistening . childlike . brazen . breathtaking . exultant • vulgar • tender • cruel.

She is animal . impulsive • piquant . damned • loved • hated • adored...

COLUMBIA PICTURES

KIM NOVAK
JEFF CHANDLER

i n

GEORGE SIDNEY’S

co-starring

AGNES MOOREHEAD

with CHARLES DRAKE • LARRY GATES • VIRGINIA GREY • GENE LOCKHART • Screen Play by DANIEL FUCHS, SONYA LEVIEN and JOHN FANTE

Story by DANIEL FUCHS • Produced and Directed by GEORGE SIDNEY

P
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continued

roundings again, his native London, with no pool, not

even a house—just an unpretentious bachelor flat. But

he’s happier than he has been since his split-up with Liz,

because after fourteen years, he is acting on the London

stage again, playing the lead in Noel Coward’s new com-

edy hit, “Nude With Violin.”

I was lucky enough to have caught his performance,

and I was enchanted by it. Here was all the effortless

charm and comedy talent that had lain dormant in Holly-

wood for so long, because Hollywood never gave Mike a

chance to exercise it. Now that he’s returned to his own
shores, it has been like a shot in the arm to his career

—

and to Michael himself. Noel is hoping that when Mike

winds up his limited five-month engagement here, he’ll

replace him in the Broadway production. But Mike, who
never likes to cross a bridge until he comes to it, has no

immediate plans for the future. He doesn’t seem to be

downhearted about Marie McDonald’s reconciliation with

Harry Karl. He’s content, playing the field—and since

there aren’t many charm boys like Mike still around loose,

he’s not lacking for company!

Flitting with the Fairbanks: Ever since Queen Eliza-

beth, Prince Phillip, Princess Margaret and the Duchess

of Kent mingled with 300 other guests at her debut party,

Daphne Fairbanks, seventeen-year-old daughter of Mary
Lee and Doug Junior, is now known around these parts as

“Debutante of the Year.” Daphne is now a freshman at

Briarcliff Junior College, Briarcliff, N. Y. Before she

sailed back to her native land for the first time in five

years, I dined with Daphne at an informal family gather-

Are Director Stevens and Rock cooking up another flick?
38

Surprise! Here's serious Don Murray, rock 'n' rolling

ing at “The Boltons,” lovely Fairbanks home in Kensing-

ton. Having known this eldest daughter of three since she

was just a twinkle in her parents’ eyes, I was anxious to

hear how she felt about returning to the United States,

after her school life in England and abroad and her

“royal” welcome to top drawer Mayfair society.

“I am longing to go home!” Daphne answered, her

dark eyes dancing with excitement at the very thought of

it. “There’s such a wide gap between the ages of twelve

and seventeen that it will be like discovering a new world.

I’m afraid though, I’ll have to limit my ‘exploring’ in the

New York shops and other forms of entertainment, be-

cause Mummy and Daddy are putting me on a very lim-

ited budget. Until now, my allowance was just for

‘incidentals’ but at Briarcliff, ‘incidentals’ will also include

laundry, wardrobe, commutation tickets to New York,

meals and theatres.”

“Well, with your Granny Whiting and Aunt Gladys in

New York, plus your Mummy and Daddy’s wide circle of

friends, I think you might scare up a few invitations to

help curtail the expense account!” I laughingly assured

her. “And, of course,there should be lots of beaus waiting

on the stag line for a popular debutante.”

“But I don’t know many American boys; only the few

that I have met in London,” Daphne demurred. “Besides

I won’t be a debutante in New York. The only official deb

appearance I’ll make will be during the Christmas holi-

days at the Cotillion Ball, and at Wendy Vanderbilt’s

coming-out party. The rest of the time I’ll be just an

ordinary, hard-working freshman, plugging away at a

secretarial course.” Daphne is a charming, warm, adapta-

ble girl who can, I know, look forward to many happy

new friendships back in her homeland.

continued



-the only permanent
you dare wash at once!

Now—thanks to Richard Hudnut—you can

wash out “new perm” frizz and odor right away T

Takes the time, ^ the work!

Leaves your hair instantly shampoo-fresh!
Only Richard Hudnut’s new Quick has Crystal Clear Lanolized

Lotion. A lotion so pure yet penetrating, you can wave without

washing first — and shampoo right after you wave! So easy!

When your wave is finished, you shampoo instead of rinsing. No
need to wait a week to wash away “new perm” frizz and odor. No
fear you’ll wash out or weaken your wave. It’s locked right in

with Crystal Clear Lotion

!

So quick! Wave and wash with V2 the work!
Quick’s the quickest ! Only Quick’s exclusive Crystal Clear Lo-

tion penetrates so fast it lets you wrap more hair on each curler

and still get a firm curl to the tips of your hair. So you get a

complete new-style wave with just 20 curlers—% the winding

time— 1/2 the waving work! Shampoo instead of rinsing and,

from the first minute, your new Quick wave is lanolin-soft, sweet

to be near. Use Quick today— be shampoo-fresh tonight!

2 wave size $2.00 plus tax

1 wave size $1.25 plus tax

©1957 Lambert-Hudnut Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
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With Anne and Betsy: At the Associated British stu-

dios in Elstree, I found Anne Baxter in the midst of a big

dramatic scene for a suspense film called “Chase Across

A Shadow,” Doug Fairbanks Jr.’s first independent film

for Warner Brothers release. “This is the finest perform-

ance of Anne’s career,” Doug whispered to me from the

sidelines.

“I simply adore working here,” Anne enthused during

the tea break. So did Betsy Drake, when I lunched with

her and her co-star, Ken More, at the Shepperton Studios

in Middlesex. Ken, one of England’s top male stars, is

A puzzled Cary steps from underground to London drizzle

garnering a large American public, too, through his won-

derful comedy performances in “Genevieve,” the “Doctor

In The House” series, “The Admirable Crichton” and his

prize- winning dramatic characterization of war hero,

Douglas Bader, in “Reach For The Sky.” Betsy, who

knows a good actor when she sees one (she gets a lot of

homework looking at Cary Grant ! ) considers herself very

lucky to be playing opposite Ken for her British screen

bow in “Next To No Time.” Betsy also recognizes a good

script when she reads one, because, although it isn’t gen-

erally known, she’s a writer herself. You can guess how

highly she regards this film when I tell you most of the

action takes place aboard the Queen Elizabeth! After

Betsy’s frightening experience as one of the passengers on

the ill-fated Andrea Doria, you’d think she could never

face a luxury liner again!

“I couldn’t have a few months ago,” Betsy confessed,

“but now that the nightmarish memories are receding, I

could even write about it—and I shall, as soon as I get

back to my typewriter in Palm Springs.” However, with

the resumption of her screen career (“Will Success Spoil

Rock Hunter?” is the film that lured her out of retire-

ment), I suspect Betsy will be in such studio demand,

that her acting will take precedence over her pen.

Chic Chat: Cary Grant joined Betsy in London just

when his other “Affair to Remember”—Deborah Kerr

—

left for Paris. But, I hasten to assure you, this was by

accident, not design. Deborah had to leave for a week of

fittings for the beautiful Givenchy wardrobe created by

the famous French designer for her next film, “Bonjour

Tristesse.” She just hated missing one of her favorite lead-

ing men. (The other is Bill Holden.) But she did manage

to arrive back in London in time to see him, before she

had to take off again for location exteriors in Paris and

San Tropez, while Bill stayed on in London for another

assignment not hard to take: Playing opposite the sex-

tacular Sophia Loren in “Stella.” All this and a salary too!

... I flew from New York, via TWA’s new non-stop Jet

Streamer, especially for the West End premiere of “The

Prince and the Showgirl,” and having been to the Radio

City Music Hall premiere, too, it was fascinating to see

that the audience reaction in New York and London was

precisely the same. Everybody thought that costarring

two such opposite personalities as Olivier and Monroe was

a provocative combination. How sad that after this tri-

umph, Marilyn suffered such a blow in the loss of her

expected baby. But happily, doctors have assured her that

she can have children in the future.
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Unretouched photo of the hands of Mrs. Michyl Veach, St. Louis, Mo. Only right hand was given Jergens care.

PROOF: A few drops stop "detergent hands”

In a scientific test*, over 450 women soaked

both hands in detergents 3 times a day. In

several days, left hands not treated with

Jergens Lotion became coarse and red. But

right hands, treated with Jergens, stayed

soft and lovely. No other lotion similarly

tested kept hands so soft and smooth. Jer-

gens Lotion stops all chapping and dryness.

It doesn’t "glove” hands with sticky film . .

.

it penetrates to help replace natural mois-

ture lost to wind and weather, indoor and

outdoor chores. Only 15^ to $1.

*Notice to doctors and dermatologists — for summary of test write The Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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new MAX FACTOR CURL CONTROL
makes straight hair stay curly

...without permanents... without sticky sprays

ow we announce a whole new idea in

making the curls you love. An idea

that makes every hair spray you’ve

ever seen just plain old-fashioned.

Spray it on...Comb it through ...Set your curls to stay!

Only Max Factor Sof-Set Curl Control, with fabulous Pro-

tein Polymist, can be sprayed on first, to go deep down all

through the hair, giving it new body, new flexibility, new

natural wave tendencies you never knew you had ! And here’s

a big plus— Protein Polymist not only holds beautiful curls

... it also gives you lovelier, more lustrous hair.

Makes All Other Hair Sprays Old Fashioned!

Now for the first time each and every hair holds in place

naturally where you want it — just like you’d been born

with curls.

Spray FIRST! Comb it through . . . Arrange in your
favorite style . . .

Change Your Hair To Suit Your Mood
CURL CONTROL makes most hair so easy to manage it can

be combed into a new style as easily as you change your hat.

Curls Even Stubborn Hair

Even women who have extremely difficult hair now find that

Sof-Set Curl Control lets them re-style their hair often ... in

new different ways ... and they need pin-up far less often

when they make Curl Control spray-first pin-ups.

For extremely resistant hair, Curl Control creates pin-curls

that last longer than ever before ... hold even in damp or

humid weather. That’s because Cur! Control is sprayed on

first ! It gets all through the hair before setting and you gel

that exclusive deep down curls-from-within action that no

old-fashioned hair spray could ever get.

Spray FIRST! Comb it through ... Set pin curls that can last

from shampoo to shampoo !

Custom Formulated in Two Types —"Fine” or"Medium”
We all know that “fine” hair is much more difficult to con-

trol . . . but until spray-first Curl Control was created nothing

could be done to help “fine” hair problems. Now Max Factor

creates Curl Control in two formulas . . . one for the special

needs of hard-to-manage “fine” hair. It’s in the smart pink

foil container marked “fine.”

For all other types of hair from medium to coarse Max

Factor makes Sof-Set Curl Control in the “medium” formula,

in the plum colored foil container.

Obviously, different hair types need different formulas...

the wrong spray can cause

stiffness or stickiness or be

too weak to control properly.

Get the Max Factor Curl

Control made to suit YOUR

own hair... at all cosmetic

counters.

Only $1.50 for the large six

ounce size . . . super economy

size now only $1.89.



CAMAY

Cama \

scented like perfume from

Paris that would cost you

$2500 an ounce . . . blended

with pink cold cream

THE SOAP QE BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

Probably /be most lavish soap

that everpampered your shin

(yet costs no more than ordinary soaps)

Kept fresh and fragrant in Pink Pearl foil

© The Procter & Gamble Co.



times have chan

and so has Photoplay, since 1911, when it first came out,

a small newssheet devoted to the best in films. We
stuck our necks out. “There’s a future for movies,” we predicted. It

was a lone voice. There were no other movie publications

then. We dedicated our issues to a new type of fan, the movie

fan, and promised only the finest for the future.

We had no idea how great the future would be, for movies were differ-

ent then. “Super-spectacles” were breaking records by running,

to the tune of a tinny piano, an unheard-of twenty minutes,

and Photoplay had to wait sixteen years before hearing

A1 Jolson “sing in sound” and the birth of talkies.

There were few movie stars. It was up to Photoplay and its readers

to help build the young talents of that era—Mary Pickford, Lillian

and Dorothy Gish, Tom Mix and Francis X. Bushman—into the fabulous

stars of the future. On Hollywood’s future as the film capital, we asked:

“Will movies move west from New York?” They did. And so did we.

Hollywood made history and Photoplay was there to record and

recognize it. In 1920, we gave to the film “Humoresque” a

Photoplay Gold Medal. This was the first screen

award, predating the Academy Award’s Oscar by eight years. We caught the

boom and ballyhoo years. Ours were the first on-the-spot photographers.

Their work, today, is collected in New York’s Museum of Modern Art.

Our writers were among the finest: Eleanor Roosevelt; Pulitzer Prize

winners Robert Sherwood and Louis Bromfield; famed novelists

Mary Roberts Rinehart and Sherwood Anderson; and the dean of theater critics,

Burns Mantle. Terry Ramsaye’s series, for Photoplay, on the history

of films, became a collector’s item. Movies grew up.

So did Photoplay. From a few pages in 1911,

we’ve grown into a vital publication: the largest selling,

biggest movie magazine in the world, with British, Australian

and Japanese editions. Today, Hollywood is in the

throes of a revolution, which, we believe—sticking our necks

out once again—can open exciting new vistas. To meet these changes,

Photoplay has taken on a new look-—a broader outlook.

You’ve noticed it. You’ve applauded it. And we’re tremendously

pleased. For now, as almost a half-century ago, Photoplay and

you, our readers, are being called upon to make new stars and film history.

PHOTOPLAY

3 ^

^

PUBLISHER
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we
made
him

a star
This illustration, posed by John for our sister maga-

zine True Story in 1953, sent him on the way to fame

No talent scout tapped him

on the shoulder. No studio has ever

given him any kind of

buildup. Now it can be told—the

amazing story of the way only fate,

the fans and Photoplay turned

an unknown boy named Carmen Orrico

into sensational John Saxon

by REBA and BONNIE CHURCHILL

Jt all began one afternoon late in September, 1953.

Carmen Orrico hurried across Manhattan’s traf-

fic-jammed Forty-Second Street and headed for the

editorial office of Macfadden Publications. He had

a modeling appointment, the third after-school

modeling job he’d gotten. “I don’t mind the work,”

he’d told his parents. “I enjoy meeting the people

and I’m getting experience. Besides, the money’s

good, too.”

He bought the late evening newspaper, then

turned into the huge building, asked the elevator

operator for the seventh floor and checked his watch.

“Five minutes to spare,” he muttered and, getting

off, found himself in the reception room.

“Where are the True Story offices?” he asked

the receptionist.

“Go left,” receptionist Jean Hanson told him,

“and ask for the art director.”

Half an hour later, slumped against an alley

garbage can, his face and arms made to appear

bruised and bleeding, Carmen posed for the pic-

ture on this page—the picture which was to make

him a movie star.

“It was for a True Story ( Continued on page 119)
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Ava Gardner . . . bright and warm as the Spanish sun she loves . . . earthy as the turnip greens of her native North Carolina
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by ALEX JOYCE

THE WOMAN
BEHIND

THE HEADLINES
Few people have ever attracted as much news space as Ava Gardner . But

if you think you know all about her—you don't until you read this story

T^he folks down in Sinithfield, North Carolina,

still talk about the night Ava Gardner climbed

the old water tower. It was on one of those occasions

when their Ava, the famous movie star, had felt the

urge to leave her worldly wanderings to return to

her native land, an urge she gets with the regularity

of a somewhat absent-minded homing pigeon.

It called for a celebration, of course, and such

was indeed in progress in the community hall. North

Carolina being a dry state, no liquid refreshments

more potent than fruit punch were in evidence,

though some of the celebrants were making suspi-

cious forays into the dark recesses of the cellar. Be

that as it may, a spirit of warmth and good cheer

prevailed, with Ava, the honored guest, contributing

her full share to the general hilarity.

As the evening wore on, the recollections of happy

times past grew more and more mellow. “Ava,” one

old codger quavered, “I can remember when you

were just a little thing, and you used to climb the

old water tower. Pretty much of a tomboy, you

were.” He shook his head sadly, and a trace of a

sentimental tear stole down his withered cheeks.

“Guess you can’t do things like that no more, you

bein’ such a grand lady and all.”

There was a gleam in Ava’s eye as she handed her

punch cup to the nearest bystander. “Come on,

pop,” she said. “I’ll show you.”

Without another word, off she marched, out of

the hall and down the street, the rest of the company

following in a gay, irregular procession. When
she reached the water tower, looming high and

awesome in the darkness, she didn’t hesitate a mo-

ment. Kicking off her dainty high-heeled slippers,

she grasped the rungs with a firm hold and slowly

and surely made her way up, up, up until her tri-

umphant shout and a wave of her light scarf told

the gaping onlookers she’d ( Continued on page 108 )





Have you ever been so deeply hurt that you’ve said to your-

self: To heck with what others think! So much on the defensive

you’ve figured: If they won’t try to understand me, can’t remain

unbiased and refuse to give a guy the benefit of the doubt, then

why should I care about them? Why should I bother to ex-

plain? I owe them nothing! As far as I’m concerned, you

rationalize hotly, they can all go soak their heads!

I went through such a phase last January when Venetia

(Stevenson) and I separated and, subsequently, were divorced.

While I’m not particularly proud of my attitude, in retrospect

I know that in a way it was right—right for me at the time.

How else can you react when your heart and head are tied in

knots, when you feel you’re being pulled in a dozen different

directions?

Sometimes it takes days, weeks and months before you

adjust your life and regain a normal perspective. The process

is painful, too, but worth it because it enables you to see your-

self through the wrong end of the telescope. By this I mean

that everything pertL ning to you is for the first time minimized,

and you no longer magnify its importance. When this happens,

you start evaluating again.

It’s happened to me, and that’s why I’m anxious to write

this open letter to you.

There have been many published and verbal “inside” versions

of what happened between Venetia and me. Most of them were

based on conjecture and some were out-and-out lies! Let me
say right now that vou will never read the true story, as we

won’t discuss what concerns only us and must be kept, we feel,

just for ourselves.

On the other hand, there is something to say that has never

been said before. Another reason for this letter.

If time would permit, how I wish ( Continued on page 96)

Since their divorce, writes Russ, “ Venetia and

l have become close friends. I believe we
share better understanding than ever before ”

an open letter from RUSS TAMBLYN
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by DICK SHEPPARD

Of all the wild stories about Anthony Franciosa,

how many can be believed? Was he really a sad, hungry

slum kid who stole? Why did he get into trouble?

Is he moody, mixed-up? To separate fact from fiction, Photoplay went

to the person who knows Tony best—his mother. Here is . . .

THE TRUTH ABOUT IVIY SON
TAehind the big, low coffee table, in a corner of the
l J huge couch in her son’s elegant apartment on Central

Park West, Anthony Franciosa’s mother sat stiffly, her

hands clasped tightly. This was the first interview she had

given, and although she was somewhat nervous, it was

clear that she felt this was something she had to do.

“Last night, my phone rang,” she said. “It was some-

one I didn’t know’, a perfect stranger, asking me, ‘Is it

true, what I’ve read about your son, that he was so poor

he had nothing but rags to wear and went out and stole

things from stores to have something for Christmas?’
”

Her voice trembled. “It was such a terrible thing for me,

such a shock. . . . It’s not true! Why do they tell these

lies? . Why do they make up these things?”

' It was, Tony’s bride, Shelley Winters, who in her time

has suffered her own full share of distortions, half-truths

and out-and-out lies about her private life, who tried to

comfort her.

“Shelley told me the best thing to do is just ignore

these things, that you just can’t let them bother you and

get you down. But it’s so hard . .
.” Hard indeed, for a

mother whose son, through many long difficult years, has

been the center of her whole existence and whose current

fame has brought so many problems.

Tony’s youthful, very attractive aunt, Elsie Franciosa,

nodded sympathetically. “There just isn’t any truth in

these stories,” she said vehemently. “We weren’t rich

people, of course, but all of us lived well. We always had

good clothes to wear, and plenty of good food to eat, and

a nice apartment to live in, even when times weren’t so

good.”

“That’s right,” Tony’s mother said. “Oh, there were

times when I did without things. But it was always so

that Tony wouldn’t have to go without anything.”

Seeing these two trim, vigorous women, it would have

been difficult to picture the Franciosa clan as anything

but energetic and successful. Far from the popular con-

ception of Tony’s folks as unlettered Italian immigrants,

they are second generation Americans who speak English

well and without a trace of ( Continued on page 97)



by SAL MINEO

the king and me
M never forget my first meeting with Yul Brynner. He

was a big star. I was a thirteen-year-old kid
,
and

I was scared to death! But that was only the beginning . . .

/"Ane hot summer night in August, 1952, I appeared^ backstage of the theater where the stage version

of “The King and I” was playing. For more than a

year I had been acting as understudy for the boy

who was playing the part of the Crown Prince but

I had never had a chance to go on for him. Now he

was leaving for his vacation and I was taking over

his role for the first time that night.

Despite the fact that this was my big opportunity

—

or maybe because of it—I was scared. For one thing,

I was only thirteen years old and had been in only

one production before. For another, I would be

playing with Yul Brynner, and though I had never

met him, there was something about the man that

terrified me.

I had seen “The King and I” several times from

the audience. I had watched Yul from the wings for

over a year. He was so very stern as the King with

his Oriental makeup, his broad, unrestrained gestures,

his very loud voice, that I thought he must be that

way off the stage too. I had heard he had a good

sense of humor but I couldn’t believe it. I couldn’t

see how anyone who played the King as ruthlessly

as Yul Brunner, could have a sense of humor!

Looking back, I don’t know why I should have

been so afraid of him, (Continued on page 100)

“By the time Yul directed me on NBC-TV’s ‘Om-

nibus’ I’d learned he’s really a very kind person”





Hollywood experts spotted these

new faces in a single movie,

a single scene. Could you pick

them as star material? Can you

name the films and the players?

how good

This cut-up job was the kid’s own idea—but the

director promptly put it into the finished film.

If you didn’t know that the boy’s mother is a

great actress, that his father was a famous if

eccentric writer, would you spot him as star

material? Hollywood did. The boy began his

acting career when he was eight, in summer stock.

Before this movie debut, he did the same role in

the TV original, first titled “Deal a Blow.” The

Hollywood version of the story was a triumph for

youth, with producer, director and author all

under thirty—and a star under twenty. But the

young actor is going at his new career with cau-

tion. He leads a double life. After completing

“A Light in the Forest” for Walt Disney this

summer, he’s returning to the routine of a Har-

vard scholar. Movies must wait till next summer.

Like many adopted children, this boy has taken

on the talents and characteristics of the parents

who lovingly chose him, carefully guided him.



If you concentrate on your movies, you

might have caught this topnotch fashion

model introducing a top tune-film. Ironi-

cally, it was the feminine star of that movie

who, without jealousy, recommended the

newcomer for a lead opposite Cary Grant.

The producer was skeptical. “Can she act?”

Anyhow, he shot a wire to Paris. Our girl

thought the screen-test offer was a gag.

Money? Glamour? Who needed them?

As a $120-an-hour cover girl, she enjoyed

more of both than movies could give her.

When she finally arrived for the test, studio

people weren’t enchanted. “Tall and lean

a3 a Texas Ranger,” they said. “No sex.”

But the camera disagreed. She got the part.

a talent scout are you?

You couldn’t have missed her. The Greenwich Village

girl with her crazy, lonesome chatter must have sur-

prised you as much as she did the hero of the recent

shock film. But did her temporarily dark hair fool

you? The actress herself is a blonde (and another

Texas girl). She made her first movie impression in

Bill Holden’s “The Turning Point,” as a brassy, little

gangland sweetie. Later, she played a non-talking

dog-walker for Sinatra. Now much in demand, she’s

married to a writer. A chronic worrier, she goes in

for yoga, studies Hindu philosophy and stands on

her head “to ease her brain.” (continued)



Half Italian, half Irish, tall and

voluptuous, she gave glamour the

go-by for her first lead, as wife (and

widow) of a union organizer. From

her childhood in Rome, she remem-

bers a game her mother devised to

keep her quiet. “Tomorrow,” Mama
would say, “we go to America.” The

little girl would eagerly pick up her

toys and get ready. When young

friends asked her what she’d do in

America, she’d say confidently, “I’ll

be a secretary.” She moved to New
York at fifteen; now, six years later,

she’s an American citizen; U-I and

Columbia share her contract; M-G-M
borrowed her for two choice roles.

how good a talent scout are you ?

Philadelphia-born, but also of Italian

descent, this classically beautiful and

firmly virile youth took on the juvenile-

delinquent guise for his initial picture.

Before that, his only show-business ex-

perience had been as a teenage singer in

small neighborhood nightclubs—for no

dough and with Papa always on hand as

a chaperone for the under-age youngster.

Now twenty-one, he’s currently playing a

brother of Richard Conte’s for Columbia.

Here’s another newcomer who started her

career at the top—with the chief feminine

role in a much-discussed expose film. She

admits she was halfway through the picture

before she really knew what she was doing.

Suddenly, everything clicked, and she felt

assurance. She was raised in the solid

family atmosphere of the Bronx, New York.

Jobs as a waitress and a model came first.

Modeling, the girl says, was pretty dull.



Like other movie beauties before her, she hails

from Sweden, but you can’t hear any trace of the

Svenska in her voice. That’s because she came to

the U.S. with her parents when she was thirteen.

She had summer-stock experience, played the night-

club show girl, sold soap and acted dramas on TV
before she broke into movies. This she did in a

big way—as heroine to Mr. Show Business himself.

Well, more than one guy has struck it rich with a guitar!

This hulking, amiable character from North Carolina is no

threat to Elvis; he’s a personality all on his own—actor

first, singer only incidentally. With wife Barbara, he

did an off-hand vaudeville act that was applauded in the

South and finally made our hero a recording star. On

Broadway and TV, he scored a smash as a lovable GI, but

on film you saw him first playing a thoroughgoing heel.

Look for names of players and films on page 33
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Liz Taylor’s fight for life

Huge, sumptuous rooms of Villa Fior-

entina were made for lavish entertain-

ing, but the Todds stayed in seclusion

Idling about the grounds, sunning

herself by the sea on the Riviera,

Liz lived a life of pampered luxury

60

\ t the dinner table in the Todds’ twenty-three room estate at Westport,
1 Conn., Liz Taylor sat, smiling gaily. Suddenly, her lovely face contorted

with pain. Casting one helpless, pleading look at Mike, she collapsed, dark hair

tumbling on the white cloth.

Mike rushed her to the hospital . . . “she’ll rest until it’s safe to perform a

Caesarean,” he said . . . two days later, at 9:00 a.m. an emergency consulta-

tion ... at 12:00 noon, the operation ... at 12:03 p.m., the birth of Elizabeth

Frances Todd. For fourteen minutes, she did not breathe. The doctors worked

feverishly, desperately, to save her mother . . .

During the exciting months that preceded the crisis, Mike and Liz knew it

was coming. For that reason, they had gone into seclusion on the Riviera,

barring all photographers. For that reason, so much about their hectic,

fabulous life can be explained . . .

Mexico . . . New York . . . Hollywood ... Palm Springs . . . the



Their fabulous life of the past months, their guarded seclusion

on the Riviera—only Liz and Mike knew the dreaded reason for it





New jewels, new furs and gown bedeck Liz at each public appearance. Mike buys her diamonds as if they were bonbons

Wide-eyed Debbie Reynolds “oh’d”

and “ah’d” at the Todd splendors,

including sun room filled with

canaries, when she visited Liz

Mike Todd showers surprises on

Liz’ sons, Chris and Michael

Wilding, too. Sighs Liz happily,

“At last I’ve found myself a man”

Riviera . . . Paris . . . London. Half-

way round the world and back again,

the Todds have traveled, with Mike

scattering Yankee dollars as if he had

a private mint and Liz swathed in

luxury such as even she had never

imagined.

Catching up with the dynamic

Mr. Todd, who goes on his whirl-

wind way at a pace that leaves others

panting, is no mean feat. So, when

he finally consented to an interview,

it was a very exciting prospect.

Would Mike go into details about

his fabulous marriage to Liz?

Seated ( Continued on page 112)
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Part III by DICK SHEPPARD

Hollywood couldn’t beat

T^Vetermination, perseverance and ingenuity are marks of the inde-

structibles. Unwearied persistence and a clever use of the gray

matter can often bring about that fervently desired show-business

break, and further, can make the difference between a healthy career

and oblivion. Such a sketch pinpoints Bill Holden.

The debut of Bill in the film world was a case of overnight stardom.

And he went on to even bigger things. But his greatest fame was to

begin eleven years after his career first got underway.

It was 1939. A search was on for a young actor to play the role

of the violinist-prizefighter hero in “Golden Boy”—a tall order.

Director Rouben Mamoulian auditioned ( Continued on page 115)

Bill Holden, handed stardom early in

life, had to prove himself worthy of

it, won lasting fame eleven years later

Henry Fonda once wanted no part

of Hollywood. Filmdom had tough

time luring him from New York

stage but finally won, and succession

of hit movies followed. Then a

slump, until immortal “Mister Rob-

erts.” At right. Hank on “Tin Star
”

set with actors Ray, Perkins, Palmer
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Glamorous Barbara Stanwyck, then and

now. She has been many things—twice

divorced, four times an Oscar nominee but

never a winner. She’s known for her can-

dor, superior talent, honest portrayals, in-

tensity and richness of voice. Known as

“The Queen,” she says she loves working

Playing a cocky little punk that audi-

ence loved and hated, Jimmy Cag-

ney hit the top, has been boxoffice

champ for thirty years. His ability

to call forth both sympathy and cen-

sure at once can be achieved only by

a talent such as Jimmy possesses



THE HEART
HAS REASONS
What does Ingrid feel as she picks up the pieces of her

past life and heads for Rome and Roberto Rossellini?

/An the hottest days of the hot Italian summer, the roads from Rome are

choked with dust. Dust coats the ripening wine grapes. It laces the black

bread and cheese that the peasants carry and sifts into the wool of their

grazing sheep. Towards evening it swirls above another flock—of sleek

Maseratis, Ferraris and Alfa-Romeos.

On such an evening, Ingrid Bergman retreated from Rome to her villa at

Santa Marinella. Like the dust she was swept along by an ominous eastern wind.

The tires of her white Ferrari traced a single word across the miles of uneven

brick road:

Ro . . ber . . to. Ro . . ber . . to. Roberto.

Past the shepherds. Ro ber to. Past the sheep. Ro ber to. Past the

olive orchards. Ro ber to. Past the vineyards of muscats and tokays, spic-

ing the twilight with all the ripe smells of summers gone and summers lost.

She drove too fast. The Ferrari lurched in protest.

Roberto had always driven too fast. This car was his “summer Ferrari,” yet

four times he had raced it through the mountains ( Continued on page 90)

by ALJEAN MELTSIR

Before leaving Paris for Rome,

Ingrid and Jennie Ann slip away

from photographers and news

hounds to spend a happy inter-

lude strolling along sun-drenched

Left Bank in reunion after

six years. They pause at colorful

book stalls overflowing with gay

watercolors, old volumes, prints
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A quiet mother-and-daughter joke, enjoyed together in Ingrid’s hotel room and through her invisible veil of heartache
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These are “The Traveling Curtises” aboard the lie De France. (And isn’t Tony starting to look like a Viking?)

Tony took pictures

I wrote the diary

YYTell here we are—the veddy British-type Mr. and Mrs. Tony

Curtis, happily ensconced in the penthouse of London’s

Dorchester Hotel, drinking tea, saying “bobby” as glibly as the

natives and rubbernecking our way through Trafalgar Square.

In other words, we’re having a ball!

Remember that mad last day we saw you in New York?

I promised to keep a diary of our trip, and you all laughingly

said I’d never do it? Well, here it is!

FRIDAY, NEW YORK.
I can’t believe we’re finally going. For weeks, Tony and I

have been planning this trip to Europe—to England and points

south and west to make our picture, “The Vikings.” It got so

that I was counting time in terms of “Two months before we

leave for England,” . . . then “three weeks” . . . then “three

days.” Only when we finally got around to packing and board-

ing the East-bound plane for New York did I finally accept it

as reality, and now that we’re in New (Continued on page 106 )
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Kelly’s learning to feed herself, but we

still help her with the last few spoonfuls

Above: Kelly thinks bathtubs are for fun!

Right: She and Tony enjoy an English park



To mark that day
,
two years ago

,

when James Dean died
, Photoplay pays

tribute with the stories of two girls who

knew him—one unknown
,
the other a star

“When I first met Jimmy, he looked like a straggly, hungry kid

who needed a friend. Later, 1 found he always looked that way.”

She was a struggling dancer. He was a lonely

actor. Together in the cold, hard city of New York
they loved, and laughed and dreamed. This is

Elizabeth Sheridan’s own story:

HPhe first time I ever knew that Jimmy Dean

existed was one afternoon at the Rehearsal Club

in New York. It was raining. He was sitting in

the living room, and I heard him ask a lot of other

girls if he could borrow an umbrella, and nobody

seemed particularly interested in whether he got

wet or not. So I loaned him mine and he was

overly grateful. A couple of days later, he came

back and returned it. One of the biggest interests

that he had at the time was bullfighting. He caught

my interest because I was also interested in hull-

fighting. That, I think, was the important reason

we got together at the very beginning.

Then, I was dancing in a trio, two boys and me,

and we were rehearsing about two or three blocks

away, and one night these two guys came to the

Rehearsal Club for a rehearsal that we were going

to have, and Jimmy asked if he could come along

and watch. So he did, and he was very much

impressed by the whole thing. We had a habit of

stopping in this place—a little neighborhood joint

—to have something to eat before we went home,

and Jimmy came along with us.

I remember it was a very funny incident. We
liked a certain kind of beer that was out at the

time called Champale. It seemed it was somebody’s

birthday, but I can’t remember whose it was, and

Jimmy was, more or less, my date. The waiter,

when I ordered Champale, thought I said cham-

pagne, and he came back and he brought a bottle

of champagne and Jimmy’s eyes almost popped

out, because at that time he was living at the “Y”

and he didn’t have a cent, and he was borrowing

from everyone in town and, instead of saying,

“You made a mistake of some kind,” he said, “Oh

no, I can pay for it.” He made a big thing about

that. It was funny. (Continued on page 102)
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Natalie Wood reviews “The James Dean Story”

T love movies. If I didn’t, I’d be in some other business.

Just the same, I dreaded going to the screening of “The

James Dean Story.” I was invited to the first Hollywood

showing, put on by the Screen Directors Guild. As you

must know, this picture had a personal meaning for me.

And it must have had the same hypnotic appeal for a lot

of other people in the industry, because the theater was

packed. I noticed several of Jimmy Dean’s friends there

—people like Dennis Hopper, Marlon Brando.

I’m sure they felt just as I did: Can we last through

the picture? Will we still be here when the title “The End”

comes on and the projectionists shut off the machine?

I didn’t think I would be there.

But I was. The picture held me from start to finish.

I’ll tell you why we were all worried. We weren’t afraid

of being overcome by emotion. We were afraid that the

picture would distort and change the Jimmy that we

knew. Sure, he wore a leather jacket and motorcycle

boots; sure, he raced his cars. But the violence that

accompanies too many of the kids who follow him was

not part of his makeup. And we were afraid that this

stranger Jimmy Dean would be the boy in the picture.

We all knew that this film was designed for one pur-

pose, like most movies: to make money. But this money-

making venture was based on the death of a friend of

ours. I thought that Jimmy Dean’s death on September

30, 1955, would be just the basis for somebody’s financial

gain. So I was ready to get up and run out of the theater.

I didn’t, because I found myself looking at a picture

beautifully done, in the best of taste.

The makers of “The James Dean Story” were as honest

as they could be in making this film. And it could have

so easily been what I feared. We’ve heard too much of

the legend about Jimmy Dean. This legend would have

been the practical reason for making a profitable picture

about Jimmy. Instead, the picture destroys that reason.

It separates the legend from the real Jimmy Dean. And,

at the same time, it shows us both.

More important, it establishes—and it does this defi-

nitely—that he is dead. The pictorial reenactment and

later evidence shown should stop, once and for all, the

ghoulish tales that try to contradict the death certificate.

These weird stories have only disgusted and saddened

people who really loved him, because we know he would

have accepted the fact of death just as he accepted and

welcomed life. It’s something that happens to all of us.

Watching this full-length feature, running eighty min-

utes, I was fascinated by the amazing quality of the black

and white photography. The biography-documentary is

told in a most unusual fashion, combining film clips of

Jimmy, his family, his friends, his acquaintances who

might have become friends if there had been more time.

Clips from his three movies are included, so moviegoers

can compare the Jimmy they knew with the Jimmy his

close friends knew.

Some of the real-life footage is truly great. And some

of it looks pretty corny and amateurish. But that only

makes it seem more real, because it’s like the home movies

you might take in your own backyard—of people you

know as well as we knew Jimmy.

The movie often uses still pictures of Jimmy and his

friends. And the “Camera Eye” technique brings all these

to life. On the sound track, you hear Jimmy’s voice or

the voices of people who knew him or the voice of Martin

Gabel, a fine actor who does the narrating. The whole

story is tied together so well that it seems like any of the

wonderful feature-film biographies made about famous

personalities, in or out of show business.

“No matter how long I live,” you hear the voice saying

at the beginning, “it won’t be long enough.” Then come

the terrible noises of the crash (Continued on page 102)
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C
olossal spectacles—with the

traditional “cast of thousands”

—get most publicity in the film-

making depai’tment. But a strong,

intimate drama like Paramount’s

“Desire Under the Elms,” requir-

ing a full staff of only about fifty

people, demands as grueling work

from each one of them. Preparation

started two and a half years before

the assistant director ever shouted,

“Roll ’em!”

Producer Don Hartman assigned

Irwin Shaw, top dramatist in his

own right, to make an acceptable

shooting script from the explosive

Eugene O’Neill play. When the pic-

ture was first planned, not one of

the stars, not even the movie’s direc-

tor was a top name. Anthony Per-

kins was a kid on TV. Burl Ives

was a singer of ballads. Sophia

Loren was a shape in Italian movies.

Delbert Mann was a TV director.

All four of these people came to-

gether to tackle the hardest movie-

making job of their lives. Tony and

Sophia had met in Rome, while he

was making “This Bitter Earth.”

They met next in producer Hart-

man’s office, with Ives also on hand

(right). And they faced their trial.

These are all working people, but

they knew they’d be
(
continued )

photographed by BILL AVERY
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MOVIE SET
continued,

together on utterly personal terms:

Burl, playing the hard-bitten New
England father; Tony, one of his re-

bellious sons; Sophia, Burl’s self-

assured, land-hungry third wife, who

takes Tony as her lover.

And they are completely different

people. Sophia is the mercurial Ital-

ian, frankly temperamental but gentle

and kind. After the efficient eight

weeks of shooting-time began, she

found that some of her American co-

workers were being just as excitable

as she was. “Maybe it was my fault,”

she laughs. “Maybe I made all the

people on the set feel emotional like

Italians.”

Between preparation and shooting,

all three had changed. Tony had be-

come a teenagers’ idol; Sophia, an

international ( Continued on page 77)

Three weeks of rehearsal before the

cameras rolled prepared Tony, Burl

and Sophia for tough dramatic scenes

Up at 5 a.m., Sophia arrived daily

at 6:45. Nellie Manly ordered a wig

to cover the too-short. modern hairdo



r

Designer Jeakins checked with the

New York Historical Society so that

Tony’s 1850 clothes would be right

With the help of fitter, Sophia’s

wardrobe was a compromise: minus

petticoat, plus old-time waist-cincher

Publicity demands kept a full corps

of photographers after the star and

her friend from Italy, Maria Angeli

The voluptuous Loren frame (38-23-38)

picked up five pounds in one Hollywood week

—sandwiches for lunch! Back to pasta dishes





With instructions from director Del-

bert Mann, Tony and Sophia are set

for idyllic scene of hillside love

MOVIE SET
continued

star; Burl, a Broadway star. A
few years older than Tony, Sophia

looked on him as “a young boy,” but

she was amazed by his ability to han-

dle any professional situation. They

shared an interest in music; but

Sophia goes for bop or calypso, and

Tony’s a ballad man. Then, too, he

was used to younger girls. The atmos-

phere of the picture is humidly sexy,

but there was no such to-do on the set.

Sophia likes jazz; Burl goes for

folk songs, as always. How do you

translate “The Blue-Tailed Fly” into

Italian? But Sophia, Burl and Tony

all pitched into dramatic scenes like

the true professionals they are. After

Sophia had a baby (in the film),

Tony sent her a bouquet of red roses

with a note reading: “To the mother

of my child.” ARMAND ARCHERD



“Now I lay me down to sleep

And pray the Lord my soul to keep.

If I should die before 1 wake,

I pray the Lord my soul to take.

God bless Mommy, God bless Daddy,

God bless Steve Allen,

God bless Arthur Godfrey,

God bless Rin Tin Tin . .



by MAXINE ARNOLD

“/ want my children to have the kind of

influence my parents had on me” says Pat

of his tots Cherry and Linda, baby Deborah

can an actor stay good?
People who think of show business as the height of worldly temptation often ask

that question. Many times, Pat Boone has asked it of himself. This is his answer

Qhirley Boone greeted Photoplay’s photographer at the door of the

^ Boones’ modest suburban home in Leonia, N. J., with a warm

smile and a firm handclasp.

“Come in,” she said. “Pat’s upstairs. You can go right up.”

Tiptoeing lest he disturb the baby Boones at their afternoon naps,

our lensman mounted the stairs. From a room down the hall came

a clear, childish treble, “.
. . and God bless Rin Tin Tin . .

.”

As three-year-old Cherry Boone rattled off the rest of her beloved

TV favorites, he stole to the doorway and snapped the lovely picture

on the opposite page.

Although taken unaware in this photo, Pat Boone, who stands

firmly at the very top of the entertainment world, is one actor who

is not ashamed to be pictured on his knees.

In a modest white church on Rossmore Avenue, a few blocks

from Hollywood’s Tin Pan Alley, or in a simple house of worship

dwarfed by huge apartment houses in New York’s teeming East

Eighties, not far from the blare of Broadway, Pat Boone often leads

the congregation of the Church of Christ in an old hymn:

“Saviour, lead me lest I stray.

Gently lead me all the way.

1 am safe when by Thy side,

I will in Thy love abide.”

He has known the hymn by heart since he was ten. But today, the

words have a new, deeper, and very personal meaning for him, for

Pat Boone’s faith is being put to the test every day with ever in-

creasing pressure, and he clearly knows it. ( Continued on next page)
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“How could any man hang onto his faith without

his wife’s cooperation? Shirley’s invaluable!”
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When you’ve planned a candle-light dinner-for-two (perhaps a first anniversary)

and the mood is definitely romantic . . . your smartest line begins with Skippies

by Formfit. For this is the light-hearted slimming that conceals yet reveals the

very loveliest you. Start your strategy with Skippies. At fine stores everywhere.

Skippies Pantie 843 (matching Girdle 943) slims and trims with light Nylon elastic

net. Satin-elastic panels front and back. 2V2-in. waistband. S. M. L. $7.50 Ex. L. $7.95.

Shown with “Romance” Bra 566 in White Cotton. Sizes 32A to 38C. $2.00

THE FORMFIT COMPANY • CHICAGO • NEW YORK • CANAOIAN PLANT, TORONTO

HOSTESS OUTFIT BY GRETA PLATTRY

can an actor
stay good?
continued

Pat's faith begins at home, where he

helps dress the children for church

Following up the great success of

his first movie, “Bernardine,” 20th

Century-Fox promptly offered Pat the

starring role in another film, “April

Love.” Like “Bernardine,” which he

heartily approved because it presented

teenagers with sympathetic under-

standing, it is a charming, wholesome

story, and he accepted it. His costar

is to be the equally charming and

wholesome Shirley Jones. But when

Pat was shown the finished script, he

balked. There was a scene in it in

which he was to take Shirley in his

arms and kiss her.

“I just can’t do that,” Pat explained

to the flabbergasted executives. “It’s

against my religion to put my arms

around or kiss any woman except my
wife.” For Hollywood, this was un-

heard of! After all, it was just play-

acting, advisers told him. Both Shir-

leys—Boone and Jones—would un-

derstand. Acting had to be realistic.

Pat stood his ground. The scene

came out. In its place, the harried

script-writers substituted one in which

the kiss is merely suggested by a lip-

stick mark on Pat’s face.

Pat can’t help but realize that he

was in a position to win this bout so

easily because he is one of the hottest

show business personalities today.

With one hit record after another

sweeping the country—his “Love Let-

ters in the Sand” topped every record

poll for weeks—-who’s going to argue

with him? (
Continued on page 117)
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by HARRIET SEGMAN

Starry-eyed about her

blooming career, teenager

Natalie Trundy is down to earth

about a girl's most

precious beauty asset—her skin
Favorite snacks are fruit or cottage cheese

on rye wafers. No gooey treats for this girl

the object of your complexion

“
// I don’t get enough rest, my skin shows

it,” Natalie admits. She tries for ten hours

of sleep, never settles for less than eight

A soap and water fiend ( left ) , she always

scrubs her face three times a day, rinses like

mad, then dries briskly with a rough towel

T t’s a rare girl who dreams of becoming a movie star

—

A and does it. Practically overnight! Just as unusual is

a seventeen-year-old who’s discovered where beauty really

begins and how to develop it. Natalie Trundy is both.

You’ll see her talent prominently displayed in two new

U. A. releases, “The Monte Carlo Story” and “The Careless

Years.” For one of her first national-magazine appear-

ances, Photoplay brings to you Natalie’s system for turn-

ing young natural assets into the kind of fresh, scrubbed,

flower-like good looks known ’round the world as “Ameri-

can.” Blond and blue-eyed, with flawless complexion,

Natalie admits that sparkling eyes “happen when you’re

doing what you want to do more than anything else in the

world.” The corn-silk hair, she says, “came with the

rest of my face.” About her smooth, dewy skin, Natalie

firmly rules out luck. “No matter what a girl’s coloring,”

she insists, “good looks start with a clear complexion.

And that means inside as well as outside care.” The in-

side story begins with the right groceries, says Natalie,

who scorns what she calls “empty calories”—foods lack-

ing important nutrients, vitamins and minerals. She gets

these skin beautifiers in meats, eggs, fresh fruits and

vegetables, says a firm “No” to sweets, spices, fried

foods, chocolate and rich desserts. She loves liver, with

its mammoth amounts of iron, reaps extra protein

benefits from cottage cheese (her favorite salad dress-

ing), turns up her already tilted nose (Continued

)
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your complexion
continued

at coffee and soda fountain treats to drink, daily,

four to six glasses of milk, four or five of water.

Result : the kind of translucent skin tone that comes

only from inside. A veteran at seventeen, Natalie

became a child model at ten and played feature

roles on top TV programs while attending Profes-

sional Children’s School. Always with her eye on

Broadway. She made it, appeared at thirteen in

“A Girl Can Tell,” and later, with Shirley Booth in

“By the Beautiful Sea.” Like most models, she’s

learned that enough rest is a must for a smooth,

radiant complexion. “During the week,” says Nata-

lie, “I have no dates and try for ten hours of sleep.”

Part of the glow, she admits, comes from lots of

tennis, swimming, riding and iceskating. But when

juggling a busy schedule leaves skimpy time for fun,

she fits in the fresh air and exercise she needs by

walking to and from appointments and walking her

three French poodles. (Two were a surprise gift

from Sam Taylor, director of “The Monte Carlo

Story.”) With the creamy coloring that usually

comes with freckles—she’s got those, too—her skin

is remarkably free of the blemishes that plague most

teens. “It’s not for nothing,” says Natalie, a soap

and water fiend, who insists on treating her face to

a thorough sudsing three times a day—come Euro-

pean location trips or endless TV rehearsal grinds.

She’s learned what dermatologists confirm, that

soap is mildly antiseptic, killing some of the bacteria

that cause trouble and lowering the vitality of oth-

ers. “A good sudsing,” she adds, “not only whisks

off soil and stale make-up and helps prevent bumps,

it also tones up muscles and stirs up lazy circulation.”

This takes more than a fast pass with a soapy wash-

cloth. Natalie’s “facial” begins with a mild soap,

worked into a rich lather and massaged well into

her skin with circular motions. Just as important

is thorough rinsing with warm, then cold water until

no speck of suds remains. “When I think I’ve rinsed

enough—then I rinse some more—and dry with the

roughest towel I can find. I guess I sound like a

real-life ‘soap opera,’ ” laughs the shiny-eyed girl

with the glowing career—and complexion to match.

“Exercise is funny stuff,” says Natalie. “If

/ think I’m too tired to move, I skip rope

for a few minutes and I’m not tired any more”

1



PAJAMA

GAME

FASHIONS

You can wear hearts on more than

your sleeve, be pretty or

princely in bold “prisoner
”

pajamas exactly like those

featured in “The Pajama Game”

In rousing finale of “The Pajama Game” Doris

Day wears the top, John Raitt sports the bot-

toms. Available in broadcloth or flannelette

in complete sets. Mens, A B C D, about $6;

Womens, 32-40, about $6. Or husband and

wife share a pair ($10). ABOVE: Carol Haney,

Eddie Foy, Jr., wear bold striped broadcloth.

Men’s, A B C D, $5; Women s, 32-40, about $5.

Also for boys and girls. Weldon Pajamas, Inc.



by SUE KREISMAN

PAJAMAS — newest party-goers

Introduce your social circle to a fun idea: how to play

in pajamas . . . including such specifics as music, refreshments,

games, atmosphere and a good old-fashioned hen session



Pajamas don’t just go

to bed any more. Styled

as smartly as sports

clothes and with as

much variety as dress-

es, they’re intended to

be seen—whether enter-

taining at home, loaf-

ing or watching TV.

And they’re fun! You

see all kinds now with

checks, stripes, polka

dots or hearts. So take

a cue from Doris and

Carol in “The Pajama

Game” and our starlets, Neile, Sandra

and Mary, partying here, and go gay

in pajamas. You know, time was

when a girl had to slip into the boys’

department for a

pair of pajamas.

In fact, American

girls didn’t even

wear them. The

mere idea of them

was as startling »

to most people as

the first movie.

For, as these very

early movies have

recorded for pos-

terity, nighties

were what a lady

wore upon retir-

ing for bed. How-

ever, just as movies have undergone

tremendous changes since the days

they so shyly and silently flickered,

so have a young lady’s

paj amas and night-

gowns evolved into

their present-day shape.

And beds have come a

long way, too. Not only

have their mattresses

changed, so have their

shapes. Look at Mary

Wooden’s round bed.

She found it in New
York City at Norman
Dine’s Sleep Center.

continued

Baby Doll . . . the middy in pink or

blue and white checks, S, M, L. Clown
suit in white with red or blue, 32-40.

The Skipper in hot pink or blue and
white, 32-38. All $5.98. M. C. Schrank.

AND OH. ..HOW IT CLINGS!
Treat your lips to that delicious, creamy smooth com-

fort and beauty that only Cutex gives ! Discover color

that stays true and bright . . . even at night. Clings

to you (stays of him) even after a kiss!

Only Cutex Lipstick has pure Sheer Lanolin!

That’s why there’s never ever any of the dryness or

irritation caused by so many ordinary lipsticks. Never

a trace of greasiness or feathering. Cutex keeps your
lips always silken soft . . . glowing with lasting, radi-

ant color. No other lipstick can match it ! 69f and 35C

sheer lanolin lipstick

Count on Cutex for all

the latest, loveliest col-

ors for lips and finger-

tips. Why pay more?

For a Minute Miracle in Hand Beauty— Get New Cutex Hand Cream

!
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PAJAMAS — newest party-goers continued

Hostess Mary and guests pose in

more P] party fashions. Mary likes

a full-length flannelette pair with

smoking-jacket top. S, M, L. $5.98

Pixyish Neile peeks out in her

preference: tailored fireman red

flannelette nightshirt that reaches

below the knees. S, M, L. $5.98

Sweet, shy, frankly feminine, San-

dra first appears in M-G-M’s “ Until

They Sail.” First choice here: long

bright red nightgown. 32-40. $6.98

\ round bed is perfect to hold “Nights at the Round”
1

in, but any shape bed does nicely, tod, for pajama

parties. They’re a wonderful form of entertainment,

especially to catch up on who did what over the summer

vacation before getting back into the swing of school.

And they’re easy. Here are the necessary ingredients:

People—two or more girls make a good gathering plus

the hostess. Place—anywhere there’s enough floor space

to accommodate the number of guests you plan to invite.

(Be sure to remind them to bring along pillows and

blankets. You can do this in a written invitation.)

Entertainment—good games and, of course, gossip

—

one of the main reasons for having the party! Refresh-

ments—appetizing food that’s simple to prepare, and

delicious drinks, also easy to make. Music—a variety

of records to match your mood and provide a pleasant

background.

Mary Wooden had a perfect pajama party because she

followed this foolproof formula. Her guests: Nede

Adams (top center), whom you may remember from

her first film, “This Could Be the Night” (incidentally,

Neile wore pajamas in that movie and is now touring

the play “The Pajama Game” around the country) ;

Sandra Dee (right), a top model and cover girl before

becoming a starlet. Both left Mary’s party tired but

happy. They’d gabbed about their past two months,

movies, males and girl friends until Mary insisted

they take a vow. “We heard nothing, saw nothing, said

nothing that we ll tell anyone else. We’re the three

monkey-teers! Agreed?” Agreed. Secrets are fun!

And so are games when three or more get together.

Neile explained her favorite, called “Predicaments

and Remedies.” “You divide up into two teams facing

each other. On Team ‘A’ each player whispers a pre-

dicament into a teammate’s ear (example: ‘What would

you do if Don kissed you?’). At the same time, Team
‘B’ members think of a remedy (example: ‘Join the

Army’). Then each Team ‘A’ player states her predica-

ment out loud to the facing Team ‘B’ player and hears

her remedy.” Imagine the goofy results!

The girls nibbled on Mary’s “Cherry Chip Dip” ( made

by blending 1 large package cream cheese, 1 cup sour

cream, % cup chopped maraschino cherries, 2 table-

spoons cherry juice
) ,

ate it on potato chips. But of course

they were still hungry. So while Sandra took off the

records they’d just heard
—“Teenage Hop” by Warren

Covington and the Commanders (Decca Album)—and

put on “Belafonte Sings of the Caribbean” (RCA Vic-

tor), Mary whipped out to the kitchen for her “Face-Up

Sandwiches” and special “Sparked Cokes.” This crazy

drink ( made by freezing coffee in ice cube trays, adding

the coffee cubes to cokes) is a current fad. Mary’s sand-

wich spread is easy to make: Blend 1 cup peanut butter,

small package cream cheese, 1 teaspoon milk; top with

crumbled crisp bacon.

“We gorged ourselves till three in the morning and

looked a wreck the next day,” laughed Neile. “But what

fun!” (And they vowed to do it again!)

FOR WHERE TO BUY PAJAMA FASHIONS TURN TO PACE 33
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Nothing matters but you two. Your world is all wrapped

up in this one momentous moment. Don’t let anything

spoil it. Double check your charm every day with VETO
. . . the deodorant that drives away odor . . . dries away
perspiration worries. (Remember, if you’re nice-to-be-

next-to . . . next to nothing is impossible!)

VETO isforyou

in more ways than one

M™™
1

One touch of VETO
dries away perspiration worries!

deodorant
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PRETTY, PRACTICAL

PAJAMA PARTY ACCESSORIES

Cover curlers and pins with a cap. Tote pajamas

and cosmetics in a bag. Make these yourself

A fun fringed nite cap with tassel

tip is just what you need to look

pretty at the party. Hides hairpins,

curlers or net. It’s flattering and

easy to make. Use any contrast-

ing colors or match your pajamas

A wholehearted hag to take

your pajamas to the party.

Side pocket has a place for

your name on the outside.

Inside there’s room for such

basic necessities as tooth-

brush, toothpaste, comb,

brush, hairpins, hair spray,

hand lotion and skin cleanser

DESIGNS BY COATS & CLARK

Would you like directions for making curler cover-cap and

pajama tote bag? Send long stamped, self-addressed enve-

lope to Photoplay, Dept. CC, 205 E. 42nd St., /V. Y. 1 7, A. Y.

THE HEART

HAS REASONS
Continued from page 66

in January and gotten stuck in a snow-
bank and spent the night curled on the
floor underneath a fur blanket. Inside this

car he had forgotten all his problems. With
those sensitive hands of his barely touch-
ing the wheel he had seemed almost
drunk on speed. Speed relaxed him. How
many times had she watched him smile
as the speedometer edged past 110, past

120, past 130?

She pressed her foot down on the ac-
celerator. The speedometer needle quiv-
ered near eighty. But she was no Roberto.
She could not forget the reporters.

“Miss Bergman, what is really happen-
ing between you and your husband?”
“Miss Bergman, what will you do if your
husband brings Sonali Das Gupta back to

Italy with him?” “Miss Bergman, has Ros-
sellini asked you for a divorce yet?”
She could not forget the photographers.

Two weeks ago the photographers had
turned into a public carnival the first

tentative, tender meeting with the nine-
teen-year-old daughter she had not seen
in six years.

“Give us a shot kissing your daughter,
Miss Bergman. A big kiss. You’ve got six

years to make up for.” “How do you feel

about your mother, Jenny? Are you really

glad to see her?” “Don’t pay any attention
to us, Miss Bergman. We’ll be following
you around all afternoon.” “Sorry if these
questions are too personal, but my editor
wants. . .

.” “Just one more shot.” “Just
one more statement.” “Just one more.”
“Look this way, Miss Bergman.” “Miss
Bergman.” “Miss Bergman!”
Remembering, she felt her cheeks burn

with anger and shame. To bandage the
wounds of the last six years would have
been difficult enough in private. But their

only privacy had been fourteen minutes
alone together at the Paris airport—locked
inside the DC-6 that had brought Pia
Lindstrom to Paris. Not “Pia,” Ingrid cor-
rected herself guiltily. “Jenny Ann” Lind-
strom now. She wondered if she would
ever remember her daughter’s new name.
For the moment they had left the plane

the world had trotted at their heels, cap-
turing each of their tears for the morning
newspapers. What a fever of excitement
she had been in. She had clutched Jenny’s
hand as though afraid that—if she let go
—Jenny might vanish. She had wanted to

show Jenny her Paris. The shops. (She
had refused Jenny nothing. Clothes. Shoes.
Perfume. Paintings. Even the things that

Jenny did not ask for except with her
eyes.) The Eiffel Tower. (They had
scorned the elevator and climbed the

tower on foot and leaned together

—

breathless—over the railing at the top.)

The bookstores. The art shops. The Seine.

Jenny had been cool and calm, flattered

by all the reporters and photographers
and curiosity-seekers who dogged their

footsteps through the streets. How long,

Ingrid wondered bitterly, had it been
since she had been flattered by these

things?

It was on the cobblestone banks of the

Seine that she had been cornered—like

an animal—by a pack of photographers
and pushed towards the river. She had
turned on them then and shouted angrily,

“Can’t you leave me and my miserable
life alone?”
She shifted the Ferrari into low gear.

Ahead—where the road curved—she could
see the lights of Santa Marinella. Already
the fishing boats (Continued on page 92)
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Also available—
The original lo-

tion shampoo . . .

creamy-rich and
so gentle. Three
times milder than
most shampoos.

It’s crystal-clear
the first and only crystal-clear liquid shampoo!

The difference is clear! It’s new, pure, that’s why it rinses twice as

clean as any other leading shampoo. No thick, hard-to-rinse oils.

No artificial color. Nothing but rich, crystal-clear White Rain . . .

shining with a thousand sparkling bubbles ... to leave your hair

gloriously clean . . . freshly laced with sunshine. Tty it tonight

!

NEW! CRYSTAL- CLEAR LIQUID SHAMPOO
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I
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Continued from page 90

rocked in their anchorage at the foot of

the village, and the smell of the day’s catch

was heavy in the summer air.

She was sorry for the rage that had
forced her into shouting back. In all the

tormented, uncertain weeks since May

—

when the first rumors had drifted out of

India—it was the only time she had lost

the dignity and courage with which she
tried to keep herself dressed in public.

(But why was she always being asked to

meet life with courage? How much cour-
age must one person have? How much
courage could one person have?) She had
tried to laugh in answer to all the ques-
tions. “There is no truth to the rumors
of trouble between my husband and my-
self,” she had said. “Soon I am returning
to our villa at Santa Marinella. My hus-
band will join me there when he finishes

the films he is making in India.”

She let the Ferrari coast towards the
big white house at the edge of the sea.

She did not yet know, herself, whether she
had told reporters the truth. Would he
return—sunburnt from the long months
of Indian sun and hungry for spaghetti

and bread and kisses? Or would she wait
here endlessly, looking through the
window for a man who would never
come? Or—the thought trembled at the
edges of her mind—would she move on
alone, leaving this place behind her as she
had left so many cities, so many coun-
tries?

How many cities had she called “home”?
Stockholm. Rochester. Hollywood.New
York. London. Paris. Rome. Santa Ma-

rinella. Life had never been something
smooth and finished for her—silk or vel-
vet. It was, instead, a . . . a . . . sweater
. . . that she was knitting from an obso-
lete pattern. When she managed to pick
up the stitches at one end, fate took a
perverse pleasure in unraveling them at

the other. When she had been rich and
famous, her marriage to Peter Lindstrom
was ashes. When she had had Rossellini

and love, the world was lost to her. When
she had borne three new children, her
first child was taken away. Now she had
painfully reacquired glory and applause.
The world had returned, sweeping around
her feet like a tide. All four of her chil-

dren slept tonight under the same roof.

Would love be the stitch to be un-
ravelled?

She shook her head free of these fancies
and slid out of the car. The thoughtless,
automatic movement held unconscious
grace. At forty-two she still retained the
firm, well-balanced body of an athlete.

At forty-two her beauty was still perfect.

The house was cool and dark—untrou-
bled by uneasy dreams; its only sounds
the whirring of the electric clock and re-
frigerator. In the hall she hesitated. She
had spent six summers in this house and
yet tonight it seemed strange to her. It

was too calm and peaceful without the
electricity that Roberto brought to it. An
empty house without his sudden anger
spilling fury into its rooms, without his

equally sudden tenderness.

Was he already on his way back to

Santa Marinella? Would the telephone
ring and his voice suddenly pour into her
ear from Rome? Would his key turn in
the lock? Or > was he already on his way
someplace else, with someone else?

She pushed a strand of sun-bleached
hair from her eyes and moved softly down
the hall—as she had done so many times
before—to check the sleeping children.
She paused for a moment in the doorway
of each room.
Robertino. Blue-eyed, fair-skinned, his

face calm and enigmatic, he looked like

a Swede. Yet all the fury of his father lay

beneath that fair skin. How often, she
wondered, did a face belie the true spirit?

The twins. Ingrid—curly-haired and
brown-eyed—looked enough like Roberto
to cause a sudden pang. And yet she
alone of Roberto’s three children was
calm, affectionate and Nordic. Isabella

moaned restlessly. But she had no fever,

and the scar from her emergency appen-
dectomy of a month before was healing
well. Another blue-eyed, straight-haired
miniature of her mother, she, too, was
driven by all the Latin devils that drove
her father.

Pia. It was in this room that Ingrid lin-

gered the longest. She had brought Pia

—

Jenny, she corrected herself—to Santa
Marinella for the summer. “This summer
I will have all four of my children to-

gether at last,” she had told a reporter.

And yet, Jenny was no longer a child.

Too big to be mothered and petted and
pleased by promises of bedtime stories.

Eight years ago Pia had been a child. (It

was strange how her thoughts wandered
tonight. They were like boats drifting on
currents she had no power to control.)

That was the first winter she had known
Roberto Rossellini. There had been no
thought or talk of love between them. He
had come to Hollywood to raise money
for “Stromboli,” and she and Peter had
invited him to stay in their guest house.
On the last day he had borrowed $300
from her. “For expenses on the way
home” he had said. Then he had spent it

all on gifts—ties for Peter, an alligator

traveling case for herself, and—for Pia

—

a three-foot-tall stuffed cow. Pia had
wanted that cow for weeks, but it had
cost $75 and Peter—quite reasonably

—

had refused to pay $75 for a toy. When
Pia unwrapped the gift, Ingrid had been
so moved that she had cried.

That winter of 1949 was almost the last

time she had seen Pia. In March she had
left for Stromboli. There had been one
short visit in Sweden in 1951 and then
only memories too bitter to be forgotten

even yet. She had waited for Pia in the
summer of 1952, but Peter had refused
his permission. He had taken Pia to court
and put her on the witness stand. And
Ingrid—during the last week of the ninth
month of her pregnancy—had read the
clipping in the morning paper.

“Don’t you want to see your mother?”
the lawyer had asked.
“Why I just saw her last summer.”
“Don’t you love your mother?”
“I like her, but I don’t love her.”

“But you always sign your letters, ‘Love,

Pia.’
”

“That’s only a way of signing letters.”

“Don’t you want to live with her?”

“No, I want to live with my father.”

Two days later Ingrid had given birth to

the twins. She had been so afraid that

the baby would be a boy. She had ex-
pected a boy— (a sign that the gods were
still angry with her?). And she had felt

so rich with wonder and gratitude that

she had been given two girls to ease the

pain of the one she had lost that she no-
ticed little of the pain and complications
and surgery and blood transfusions that

followed the twins’ birth.

She had never wanted the twins to

—

never allowed them to—replace Pia.

Among the photograph albums that she

kept in a special cupboard were seven
covering Rome and Santa Marinella and
the years of her marriage to Rossellini.

In each of these seven albums were pages
that she had left blank—pages to be filled

one day with pictures of Pia taken during
the years of their separation.

The albums themselves had been started

long before her marriage. The first one
had been begun by her father. Later she

kept them—filling each book with pic-
tures and souvenirs and newspaper clip-

pings and neat, typewritten comments to

herself.

It had been a long time since she had
looked at the albums. She suddenly
wanted to see them again—to trace
through their dusty pages the tangled web
of her life. (As though, somehow, the fad-
ing photographs could explain why she
had always had to experience life to the
fullest. She remembered that someone had
said of her once that: “A long time ago
Ingrid crossed the line from living for se-

curity to demanding everything that life

can offer. And once you have crossed that

line you can never turn back.” Had she
really crossed that line or had she been
born on the wrong side of it?)

She sat down in the deep red chair and
reached forward to take the first volume
from the shelf. . . .

STOCKHOLM 1917-1940
Red was her favorite color. It had been

her father’s favorite color too. The first

time he had taken her to the theater she
had worn a red dress. There was no pho-
tograph of that day except the one she
carried in her mind. She was eleven years
old. And the red dress had been lent by
her aunt and pinned in until it almost
fitted. “Patrasket” was the play and each
detail of it—and of the day—would be
part of her forever. The musty, safe smell

of the theater and the rustle of taffeta

below and her exact seat in the box in the

first balcony and—above all—the rapture.

It was on this day that she decided to

become an actress.

How few pictures there were of her
father. And only one peeling photo-
graph of the mother who had died

when Ingrid was two. Perhaps her father

had taken that photograoh. Justus Berg-
man had been a successful photographer.
But he had wanted, instead, to be a great

artist. He had always used red in his paint-

ings, telling Ingrid that “Red is the color of

life.” Perhaps he ached to capture life on
canvas because his own life would be so

short. He died when his daughter was
thirteen.

How awkward she looked in that pho-
tograph, standing there with her five

cousins. She was all head and neck and
feet, even though she was bending her

knees to seem smaller.

There were her aunt and uncle—good
people, but stern-faced and forbidding.

After her father’s death she had been
passed from family to family before com-
ing to live with them. They had fed her

and bought her wool leggings for the

winter and put braces on her teeth when
she was fifteen—but they had never called

her by a pet name.
At fifteen she was too tall, with a long,

thin body that seemed to her to stretch

to the sky, and too shy ever to talk above

a whisper unless she was pretending to be

someone else. Perhaps that was what had
made her so successful an actress. She
had always been able to wriggle into other

personalities and fit them comfortably on

top of her own skin. She was only uncom-
fortable when she had to be herself.

That phonograph her cousin was lean-

ing against was the one that belonged to

her. Her uncle did not approve of acting

and so she had bought the phonograph
and a dozen loud records. She had read

plays aloud in her bedroom while the

music from the phonograph drowned out

her voice. There was the night her uncle

had discovered everything and torn the

book from her hand.

But she had forced him—had she really

threatened to commit suicide?—to let her

compete for the Swedish Royal Dramatic
Theater’s annual (Continued on page 94)



The diamond that’s guaranteed for permanent value

a. CANTERBURY SET
Engagement Ring, $450

Also $60 to $8,000
Bride's Ring $10
Groom's Ring $16

b. GALAXY SET
Engagement Ring $200

Also $110 to $1,200

Bride's Ring $80
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scholarship. How her cousins had laughed.

But she had won the scholarship easily.

That night she had told her uncle:

“Now the whole world is open to me.”
And then the world had suddenly been

full of Peter. Page after page was filled

with the tall, blond dentist who was
studying at night to become a doctor.

Handsome, meticulous, and at ease in the

world, he was eleven years older than the

sixteen-year-old dramatic student. When
the first film offers came, it was Peter who
took charge. For the first time since her
father died, she had someone to lean on.

Their wedding picture: “Peter and Ingrid

Lindstrom. July 10, 1937.”

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, 1941-1943

No one was at the boat the first time
she came to America—to make “Inter-

mezzo” with Leslie Howard for David O.

Selznick. But after “Intermezzo” she was
a star and photographers were waiting
when the boat docked. There was the pic-

ture they had taken of two-year-old Pia

slung over her shoulder in a wool-lined
knapsack.

This was the University of Rochester
where Peter would finish his studies. And
this, the house where they lived. (How
restless she was during the months she
spent in Hollywood making movies and
how eager to get back to that house.)

And there was the first newspaper clip-

ping:

“Picture the sweetheart of a viking,

freshly scrubbed with Ivory soap, eating

peaches and cream from a Dresden china
bowl on the first warm day of spring atop
a sea-scarred cliff and you have a fair

impression of Ingrid Bergman. This in-

credible newcomer from Sweden wants to

play a fallen woman, though her ability

to go that far is herewith doubted. She
just hasn’t the face for it.”

Ingrid looked up and stared into the
mirror across the room. The face was al-

most the same, seemingly unravaged by
the blows that had rained down on it in

the years between. It was a little thinner
perhaps, the skin near the eyes more
drawn, the baby roundness of the cheeks
tightened over fine bones. But those were
the only changes. The face. The incredible

face. It was—perhaps—the cause of all her
troubles with the world. Without her will-

ing it or wanting it—or even, for a long
time, knowing that she had it—that face

was the embodiment of innocence, of

purity. It was the face—and not the roles

she had played—that had misled people
into putting her on a pedestal. It had hyp-
notized even the cynical experts in Holly-
wood.

“Gaslight” had won her her first Acad-
emy Award. But when she had fought for

the part, the experts had at first refused
and spoken of “the neurotic wife—a role

as unlike Ingrid Bergman as possible.” Of
another role, Joan Madu in “Arch of

Triumph,” they had asked, “How can
Bergman play this frustrated, hopeless
woman? Bergman is too normal, too sweet
to interpret this character who achieves
nothing and never solves the problem of

her own life.”

The face, Ingrid thought, turning away
from the mirror, was the face for a saint

—and no human being can live up to the

face of a saint.

HOLLYWOOD 1943-1947

NEW YORK 1947-1948

This was a snapshot of her home. “The
Barn”—a house of stone and rafters rising

in the hills above Beverly Hills. Two acres
of land surrounded the house and lapped
it in peace. Two acres where she could

p
walk and no human voice would follow
her. (Roberto—all the Italians—liked to

cluster together. But she had always need-
ed time alone. Once—at a weekend party

—she had felt trapped in a roomful of

people. “Lend me some shoes,” she had
said to her hostess. Slipping the shoes on,

she had left the room and walked alone
through the afternoon.) Perhaps walking
was the thing she liked best in life. With
a bag of fruit under her arm she had
roamed the streets of New York like a
schoolgirl. It was on one of these trips

that she had first come across the name
of “Roberto Rossellini.” In a small theater
on West 49th Street she had seen the film

“The Open City.” She had been impressed
and when she left the theater she had
looked at the posters outside and found
that it was directed by Rossellini.

The albums for these years were thick
with clippings and awards. These had been
the most successful years. In Hollywood
there was a joke during the winter of

1945-46. “Guess what?” one man would
say to another. “I just saw a picture with-
out Ingrid Bergman in it.” That year
“Bells of St. Mary’s,” “Spellbound” and
“Saratoga Trunk” made thirty million

dollars.

And it was that year that Ingrid Berg-
man first asked for a divorce.

She turned the pages more slowly. There
were few pictures of Peter now. Cold,
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dictatorial, unresponsive, he added a steam
bath to their house and made no effort to

enter his wife’s world.

She remembered the evening she and
some friends were discussing movies, and
the name of MacArthur was brought up.

“Ah . . Peter had said. “General Doug-
las MacArthur . . . but what does he have
to do with films?”

“No . .
.” she had answered. “Charlie

MacArthur, a wri . .

“I’m sorry,” he had interrupted her.

“But I should have known you meant the

wooden dummy with Edgar Bergen.”

When she tried to explain that Charlie

MacArthur was a playwright and husband
of actress Helen Hayes, he had gotten

angry and flustered and left the room.
(Whenever possible, she tried to put his

world before her own, but he was never
even to try to become interested in her
life.)

By the middle of 1946, three years be-
fore she met Roberto Rossellini, she had
already asked Peter for a divorce. He had
refused. She asked again. He refused

again. By the time her chance for escape

came, she was ready to grab at it with
both hands.

She closed the album and hesitated for

a moment. Was she waiting for the tele-

phone to ring or for a key to turn in the

lock of the door? She was not sure. But
she could only hear the Mediterranean
lapping at the shore.

She did not open the albums again. She
sat back in the red chair and closed her
eyes and remembered each separate page
and let the pictures flash through her
mind.
STROMBOLI—1949

The smell of garlic in the peasant hut
in which she lived. Oil lamps and candles.

Tallow dripping onto her pillow. The

slender young boy who came each morn-
ing with a pitcher of water so she could
wash her face. Spaghetti served on broken
plates and how good it tasted. The ache
in her side after a day of scrambling up
the volcano. Falling once and cutting her-
self on the sharp, black rock and Rossel-
lini’s desire for realism, his delight as he
used that scene with real blood on her
leg and real pain at the comers of her
mouth. And then his hand reaching for

her and pulling her up. His warmth. The
wonderful feeling—for perhaps the first

time in her life?—of not feeling shy or
awkward or lonely. The letter begging
Peter for a divorce. Peter’s refusal.
ROME—1950

The months of being a prisoner in her
apartment while reporters and photog-
raphers sniffed around the doors like

hungry dogs. She had walked for pleasure.
The agony of being cooped up, hemmed
in to three rooms. The endless pacing.
Waiting for the birth of her child and
wondering what sort of man would keep
her tied to him. Was it love that Peter
felt or was it hatred? Was it his wife
that he wanted or revenge? Whatever he
had wanted, it was revenge that he got.

His agreement to let her get a Mexican
divorce came too late to save her pride.

February 3, 1950. Doubled up with pain,
she slipped through the kitchen door of

the Villa Margherita nursing home. The
smell of fresh bread in the kitchen and
then more pain.

Robertino. Waking two hours after her
son’s birth to hear reporters and photog-
raphers spill down the hall and kick at

the door of her room. The black-robed
nuns fending them off until the police
arrived. The shades that had to be kept
closed because of the telescopic camera
aimed at her window from the roof of

the building next door. Pressing her nose
to the shuttered window for a taste of

fresh air.

The good things. The feeling of peace
when Roberto was there. Robertino full

and sleepy and curled like a kitten. The
traditional ceremony of the nuns hanging
up a ribbon—a white satin ribbon in the
center of a blue field—to signify the birth

of a boy. Roberto telling the world that
Robertino was his son and that no one
would take the baby away.
Then, the climax to it all. On May 24,

1950, their marriage by proxy in Mexico.
She had waited in Roberto’s apartment,
wearing a white dinner gown. When the
news of their marriage was telephoned
to them, they had toasted each other with
champagne. Then, giggling because of the
champagne or the happiness, she had
said:

“Now we are legally tied for better or

worse until death do us part.”

There was a sudden noise like the
scratching of a key at a lock, and it was
again seven years later—1957—and the

memories faded back into the albums
where they belonged. She turned towards
the door, but the handle did not move,
and the noise was only the sound of the

wind tugging at the eaves.

She stood up and slid open the door to

the terrace. Unlike the house, the terrace

was neither dark nor calm. Splashed by
restless moonlight, it hung suspended
over the Mediterranean. There was a

feeling of change in the air. The wind
would blow from a different direction

tomorrow.
Would it bring him with it? And if he

did not return of his own free will, could

she hold him? In holding him against his

will, would she not be doing to him what
Peter had done to her?
There was no answer except the bark-

ing of a dog baying at some sudden
frightening shadow across the moon. End
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LOVE WENT INTO

OUR DIVORCE
Continued from page 51

I could sit down and write a personal
letter to each of you who believed we
failed because our marriage was a mis-
take. We definitely don’t believe it was
a mistake. Although we were in a state

of shock—and this may surprise you

—

a lot of love went into our divorce!

The case itself was simple. In divorce
proceedings it’s customary for a wife to

file suit against her husband. In line of

order, therefore, Venetia was required by
law to substantiate specific charges.

Unless you’re ridden by bitterness (and
the good Lord knows she wasn’t)

, you have
no desire to call names. When Venetia took
the stand, the papers quoted her testi-

mony. She said I swore in front of

guests and refused to tell her where I

was going when I left home. She couldn’t

say less and she wouldn’t say more. She
was fair about everything, and our divorce
went through—uncontested.

Then the unexpected happened! I was
deluged by letters—letters from people
in every corner of the United States. A

great number were sympathetic and their

good wishes most appreciated. The other
kind should have been anticipated, for as
we all know, it isn’t possible to please
everyone. I just wasn’t prepared to face
such an outburst of resentment. The same
people who had once been my friends and
wished me well, now told me to drop
dead in just so many words. Some of
them returned autographed photographs
torn to bits and said they’d like to throw
them in my face. I must confess, that
really cut deep.

To Venetia and me, marriage is so
sacred and the things we gained mean so
much, we don’t want the whole world to
know. We realize a portion of our lives
must be lived in the spotlight, but we still

prefer not to be like open books. Please
try to put yourselves in our place, and
you’ll discover it’s quite a revelation.
Anyone who doesn’t understand, doesn’t
want to understand. But that person’s
feelings can’t possibly go beneath the sur-
face and I can’t feel too sorry for him.
You see, there was no big blow-up. It

wasn’t as if we had a sudden fight and
decided to quit. Our separation was the
result of an understanding, and the night
before Venetia went into court we spent
eight wonderful hours talking about many
wonderful things.

We knew then that we still had as much
love for each other as any two people
who go into marriage with full intention
of working it out. Strange as it may
seem, it still didn’t mean that we must
remain married! Once again, our reasons
belong only to us. We had listened to
many people talk pro and con on the
subject of marriage. I can only say we
thought we knew our way—but how do
you know until you marry and try? It’s

like trying to read ten books on how to
drive a car. You never really know until
you get behind the wheel yourself!

Venetia and I went together a full

year. The difference is, before marriage
you go along with each other believing
you can adjust to differences after mar-
riage. But when you live together night
and day, you can get on each other’s
nerves, although you make every effort to
prevent it. Up to a week before we sep-
arated, there was nothing we wanted more
than our marriage. We would have given
up everything if we could have believed it

had a chance. Perhaps it didn’t have a
chance right from the start.

We started out allowing our marriage
to be built up out of all proportion. No
one is to blame. Studios are in busi-
ness and they wanted to cash in on the
publicity. We wanted to be cooperative
and the whole truth is there wasn’t much
choice. Newspapers and magazines had
been good to us in the past; reporters still

had jobs to perform; and we didn’t want
to appear ungrateful. So we were given
an interrupted honeymoon, in exchange
for endless interviews and picture spreads.
Sometimes, before you’re aware of the risk,

you fall into a pattern that turns out to be
—a trap!

In today’s fast-moving world people want
and need fantasy and escape. Venetia
and I were so young and seemingly un-
touched by life. Many of you saw only
one side of the picture—an idealistic boy
and girl who were in love. When people
like us are placed on a pedestal where
we don’t belong, it can be pretty scary.
We talked it over and hoped and prayed
we could live up to what was expected
of us.

How much better it would have been to

admit those usual first-year arguments
and disillusionments. Wouldn’t it have
made us more human and less up in the
clouds? I think it would, but we’re never
allowed to talk about such things.

As I said earlier, those “inside” stories

about our divorce were unauthorized and
untrue. According to one popular version,
our opposite backgrounds were the cause
of it all. For the record: Venetia’s mother
is an actress, and her father is a director.
My parents were in a different kind of
show business for thirty years—but it was
still show business.

In some instances, opposites marry be-
cause each offers what the other has never
had. Not so with us. Our backgrounds
are similar, but we differed on likes and
dislikes and couldn’t fake or be phony
about it to ourselves, or others.

It’s generally known that I get excited
about making plans and discovering new
interests. As a rule Venetia doesn’t, or
when she does she holds everything inside.

I’m gregarious by nature and love most
people. But Venetia is shy and can’t adapt
herself easily on short notice. She’s honest
about it; when she’s bored, for example,
she shows it.

In this business especially, politics plays
an important part, and you can’t always be
as honest as you’d like to be. Venetia
knows she may make others dislike her at

times, but she remains true to her inner
feelings. I respect them tremendously.
Needless to say, differences such as these
don’t cause a divorce, but they do add up.

The real reasons, as I’ve already estab-
lished, are much more important and
will never be discussed for publication.

In writing this letter I hope I have made it

clear that no one—certainly not us—actu-
ally gets married with the possibility of

divorce in mind. Believe me, we thought
about our fans, friends and families and
how our divorce might affect them. Those
closer to our situation, naturally, could
remain objective. I believe every person
is privileged to think as he will, but do
you believe folks thousands of miles away
should sit in judgment and write deroga-
tory letters? Those were what made me
hurt and angry.

It’s true, we could have stayed together
to please the public, and it would have
been possible to hold on longer than we
did. After reading this, I hope those of

you who censured us will understand why
we made our decision. Trying to please
each other would have called for complete
dedication. Other couples might do it,

but in our business there just isn’t enough
time. You have to create out of your own
self, and, if God has given you creative
ability to start out with, whatever comes
out is you and you dare not jeopardize it.

I’ve observed those who are unhappily
married and I could name several right
now in Hollywood. Some haven’t the guts
to get out while there’s still a chance to

find happiness. Others kid themselves
into believing it will work out. Maybe
it will, but too often they wait too long
and life has passed them by.

We didn’t want this to happen to us.

Last and very far from least, we thought
about those teenagers who had written
such glowing letters when we were mar-
ried. They said if we could do it, they
could do it. So they were using us as a
perfect example, because we had been
made to look like a perfect example. We
didn’t want to influence them, for how
well we knew they could find out for them-
selves only through their own experience.
By refusing to put up a front we may have
disappointed many, but I still think it was
the only honest thing to do.

A
lthough we agreed it was better to sep-

L arate, we still suffered a great sense of

loss. I was so confused and in a tur-
moil when those letters hit me. I hadn’t
worked in a year; my father underwent
serious brain surgery; and then I received
my draft notice. It all happened at once,
and I’ll confess—I guess I did feel sorry
for myself.

Well, I had a choice of killing myself

—

or working it out! Always before, my
problems became someone else’s problems.
I had lived at home most of my life, and
my mother would tell me not to worry
about it. So I wouldn’t. Sometimes
Venetia, in trying to be helpful, would say,
“Don’t worry about it.” And I wouldn’t.

Now, for the first time in my life, I had
no one to turn to and so I did worry.
Feeling lost, I moved to the beach, where
I felt more lost. Believing I wanted to

be alone, no one called for weeks. Per-
haps it was better this way. At any rate,

it was the right move. I started to clear
up my own mind for the first time and,
thank heaven, I succeeded.

Looking back, I can see that it was
never good to have thoughts that someone
else puts into your mind. For example,
like someone saying, “Don’t smoke, it’s

against God’s wishes!” They tell you and
you listen. But who told them? Trace it

back and you find the first person just
didn’t like to smoke. See what I mean?

I learned a lot from our marriage and
feel that I am on the verge of wisdom. Out
of the joys and heartaches Venetia and I

became close, life-long friends, and that’s

pretty important. Today we share better
understanding than we ever shared before,
and for us I really believe our divorce was
a step ahead.

Sometimes I wonder about a future
marriage and I realize if I married again
in this town, I’d still want to marry
Venetia. So far I haven’t met anyone who
comes close to her complete honesty. I

never expect to meet another girl who has
such virtuous ideas and beautiful qualities

inside.

It is too bad there are those who feel

that we let them down, and, for our sakes,

I wish they wouldn’t. I hope and pray this

letter will help to convince them that de-
spite our heartaches we didn’t fail any-
one—including ourselves. Venetia and
I have grown and gained through divorce.

Maybe in a certain sense we did sacrifice

each other—but only to learn more about
life and ourselves. And we are trying
very hard to learn.

Sincerely,
Russ Tamblyn



THE TRUTH

ABOUT MY SON
Continued from page 53

accent. There is also about them an air

of solid respectability and independence,

strength and pride—pride that has been

wounded by the unfavorable publicity

Tony has received, but remains unbowed.
“I know a lot of these stories started be-

cause of the trouble Tony got into,” his

mother went on. “Oh, all of this has been

such a strain, such a shock.”

She paused as the painful memories
came back—memories of Tony’s trial on
an assault charge brought by a news pho-
tographer. But that wasn’t the thing that

hurt most. Like many of Tony’s friends—

and many who have no personal interest

in him at all—his family staunchly feels

that he was right in defending his future

wife. Many Hollywoodites, too, share the

opinion that the whole affair was blown up
out of all proportion—that had Tony and
Shelley not been movie stars, and their

antagonist a news photographer, it would
have passed unnoticed.
What hurt the family was Tony’s pre-

vious arrest that came to light at the trial,

for taking a sewing machine to hock be-
cause he was hungry. “Tony never told me
about that—he never told any of us,” his

mother said. “The first I knew about it was
when I saw it in the newspapers. You
can imagine how I felt! I didn’t go out of

the house for a week.”
“Yes, it was very hard on Jean.” Aunt

Elsie looked at her sister sympathetically.
“She has high blood pressure, too.” Then,
indignantly, she added, “Tony never meant
to steal that sewing machine. We knew
that! He just couldn’t have done anything
like that. He borrowed it to hock because
he was desperate, but he always intended
to return it as soon as he had the money.”
“But people don’t understand that,” said

Tony’s mother. “Oh, why didn’t he come
to us for help? We would have done any-
thing, given him anything. We were well
off—it was no question of money. Why
didn’t he tell us?”
There must have been a reason . . .

“Tony is a good boy,” his mother con-
tinued. “He always was. These stories

about him running wild in the streets and
getting into fights—nothing like that ever
happened!”
She paused again as memories came

flooding back—memories upon which no
one had the right to intrude. Before Tony
was born, she had lost another child, a
little girl who died of pneumonia at the
age of seven. A year after Tony was born,
his father, Anthony Papaleo, left them,
never to return . . .

“I had to go to work when Tony was a
little boy,” she explained, “but my par-
ents lived with us, and it was real comfort
to me to know that his grandmother was
taking care of him. I don’t think I could
have stood it, to leave him with a stranger.
But nobody could have looked after him
as well as his grandma, and I never had a
minute’s worry.

“I was pretty strict with him, too. I

never let him run around the street in the
evenings after supper until he was about
ten years old, and I saw to it that he got
all his homework done. And every Sun-
day, no matter what, he had to go to nine
o’clock mass.”

The block of New York’s East 116th
Street where Tony spent his childhood is

certainly not a slum. 116th Street is one
of those roomy crosstown paths you find
every ten blocks or so, cutting across the
width of Manhattan. Tony’s block has its
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full share of shops, restaurants, and peo-

ple—mostly of Italian heritage. Although
the Franciosas feel that the neighborhood
“was better in the old days,” it is still, both

physically and economically, very far re-

moved from the Lower East Side.

At one time Tony, his mother, Aunt
Elsie, his grandparents, and Uncle Fred
shared a seven-room apartment on the

block, with Aunt Sue and her five children

across the street, and they have always
been a close-knit, devoted group. On the

big holidays such as Christmas and Easter,

and for special family occasions, the clan,

twenty-two strong, would gather for a

grand feast of all the wonderful Italian

delicacies.

Tony’s mother smiled—a warm smile,

very like her son’s. “Junior—that’s

what we called him then—was a happy
boy, always whistling or singing going up
and down the stairs, or around the apart-
ment. Sometimes, he’d be very quiet. He
seemed to get lost in thought. I’d watch
him and wonder about it. Mostly, though,
he was cheerful and good-natured. He
never gave me any trouble. He always did
what I asked him to, without complaint.”
“Except about the meat,” reminded

Aunt Elsie.

“Oh, that!” exclaimed his mother, and
they both laughed. “Yes, that was the one
thing he’d argue about. I was working at

a 35th Street department store, and there
was a butcher shop on Ninth Avenue at

33rd Street where I got choice meat. We
had a big freezer, so I’d buy the week’s
supply on Friday, and have Tony go down
on Saturday morning to get it. ‘Oh, no

—

not again!’ he’d say. Once, he came back
and said, ‘Mama, there are fifty-nine

butcher shops in this neighborhood. I can’t

see going all the way down there—it’s just
not worth it. Not only do we not look
better than everybody else—we look
worse!’ But he still went.”
The only other time that Jean and Elsie

Franciosa can recall Tony’s trying to get
around their authority brought more
chuckles. “He’d been ordered to stay in

three nights to catch up with his studies,”
Aunt El said. “Well, by the second night,
he’d managed to get word out to his gang,
and had them all come around and stand
under the window chanting, ‘We want
Junior! We want Junior!’ at the top of
their lungs, until we couldn’t take any
more and let him out!”
Not the slightest hint of a sad, mixed-up

childhood here. Instead, there were hap-
py, carefree days, playing basketball with
cousin Richard and his pals at nearby
Haarlem House, going on picnics and oth-
er special events. On weekends there was
usually a movie, and sometimes, as a spe-
cial treat, his mother took him to the Ital-

ian vaudeville. Even then, young Anthony
had a sharp, critical eye for what looked
good on a stage.

“What’s she doing up there—she’s too
fat!” he would announce in a sturdy stage
whisper. “Shhh—do you want to get us
put out?” his embarrassed mother would
reply. “Well, that one’s too skinny!” he
would continue, undaunted. “WHO is that
little boy?” huffed one prima donna, and
flounced off the stage.

They were very close, mother and son.
One afternoon, when they went to the
movies where gifts of dishes and such
were being drawn on the stage, Tony’s
mother was surprised to see him crossing
himself. “What are you doing?” she asked.
“I’m praying that you get a prize, Mama,”
was the reply.

“But Tony was always thoughtful and
considerate,” his mother says. “He would

p
never let my mother carry a thing. Just
the other day, I met one of our neighbors
on the street, and she said to me, ‘Jean, I

can't get over it. Tony, a famous movie
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star. Why, it seems like yesterday that

he was running up to help me with my
bundles!’

”

The sensivity that is one of his great
acting assets was evident, then. One day,
he saw a number of white boys mercilessly
beating a Negro. “He came into the house,
white and shaken,” Aunt El recalls.

“ ‘How
can people treat another human being like

that?’ he wanted to know. He was ter-

ribly upset.”
Another time, Aunt Elsie remembers,

“The whistling and the singing stopped.
That was when the telegram from the War
Department came, telling us that my
brother Fred was wounded in action. Tony
felt it very deeply—he wandered around
as if in a fog. He was like that until we
got word that Fred was out of danger.”
At the end of his junior year in high

school, Tony decided that, as far as educa-
tion was concerned, he had had it. With a
practical eye, he had taken stock of the
boys in the neighborhood. Those who had
taken up trades were making big money,
driving fancy cars. The others were poor
and struggling. It didn’t make much sense.

“I never interfered with anything that
concerned Tony,” Aunt El said. “I felt that
right belonged to his mother. But this

time, I couldn’t help it. I told him, ‘If you
think you’re going to quit school, you’ll

do no such thing. You’re going to keep on
and get that high school diploma.’

”

At the graduation ceremonies, the fam-
ily turned out, and watched while the
principal passed out the awards, scholar-
ships and other honors along with the
diplomas. When Tony stepped before him,
he twinkled, “And you, Tony, passed by
the skin of your teeth!” Nevertheless, he
had passed, and the twenty-two members
of the Franciosa family happily went home
to celebrate with another family feast.

And perhaps the proudest of all was a
little lady scarcely five feet tall, Tony’s
grandmother, Palma Franciosa. Only a
short time before, she had faced formida-
ble forces to protect her boy. As Tony’s
mother tells it, “There was a race riot out-
side the school, and the principal had or-
dered the students to stay in their seats
until the danger was over. Well, some-
how, word of the riot got back to Tony’s
grandma, and she decided to take things
into her own hands. How she ever got
through the rioters and the police lines

and into the principal’s office, nobody will

ever know, but she did. ‘I’ve come to

look after my boy, Tony,’ she told him.
He told her ev»rything was all right, and
had her escorted back through the police
lines, but of course, word of it leaked out.

The boys yelled, ‘Tony, yer grandmother’s
here for ya!’ Poor Tony! He could have
died!

“When he came home he walked over
to his grandmother and kissed her. He
said, ‘Grandma, I love you for what you
did, But please, don’t ever do it again!’

”

Wonderful memories, warm and tender
. . . memories of a happy, lovable boy,
growing up in the ideal atmosphere of a
big, wonderful family . . .

B ut the time had come to leave them, to

go out into the world to seek his place
in it. Tony was sure he didn’t want

college, but on the other hand, he wasn’t
sure just what he did want.

The story of his being roped into taking
a part in a play at the YMCA—where he
had gone to learn the mambo with the idea
of becoming a dancer— is now well known.
The story behind it is not.

In that one experience, all of the ele-

ments in the character of Anthony Fran-
ciosa became fused into one great purpose.
All the warmth, the depth of feeling and
perception, the intense awareness of life.

Here, in portraying a character on a stage,

was not only an outlet for the full expres-

sion of them that he had never found be-
fore, but a supreme satisfaction that he
could never find anywhere else—that of
artistic creation.
For Tony, the door to a new world had

been opened—a world in which he recog-
nized instinctively that he belonged . . .

An actor! His mother was aghast. “I just
couldn’t understand it,” she says now,
simply.
How could she understand it, this gal-

lant woman who, for years, had toiled so
faithfully and industriously in New York’s
garment center to make a living for her-
self and her son? It was a good living, and
she could well be proud of her accom-
plishments. Hard work, the stability and
security of a good job—she knew so well
how important they were, how much they
contributed to a person’s happiness.

An actor! The prospect filled her heart
with pain. She knew what an actor’s
life was like, well enough. The dis-

appointments, the frustrations, the long,
bitter periods of living on hopes and
dreams and little else. Dreams that for the
vast majority were never realized. No, she
could not stand idly by, and watch that
happen to her son, the person she loved
best.

“Tony,” she pleaded. “There are thou-
sands of people who fritter their lives
away, wanting to be actors. They never
make it. Why could you be any differ-
ent?”

“I don’t know, Mama,” he answered, his
eyes full of misery. “I only know that this

is something I have to do.”

At the time, Tony was working as a
messenger boy at RKO Pictures. He was
doing well. But the dull nine-to-five rou-
tine was more than he could bear. He
told his mother that he wanted to quit, to
take a full-time stab at acting.

“We bickered about it for a year,” she
says. “I tried to point out to him all the
advantages of a steady job. I tried so hard
—I didn’t want to see him get hurt.” But
the more they argued, the more deter-
mined he became.
He was studying with Joseph Geiger

then, a man who made him aware of the
immense complexities of the acting art,

and instilled in him a reverence for it. He
would go home bursting to tell his mother
of the sheer joy of creating a part, of the
thrill he felt at the challenge he faced

—

that of equipping himself to work in an
art form where the work is never really
finished. But how could she comprehend
it, this dedication that comes only to a
chosen few?
He who had been so open and good-

natured now shut himself in his room for
hours on end, studying and rehearsing
roles. He devoured every book on the
theater he could lay his hands on .. .

One night, when he came home from
work, he could stand it no longer. “I just

can’t be chained to an eight-hour-a-day
job— I just can’t! I’m going to quit!”

Gently, his mother tried to reason with
him once more. “Look, Tony,” she said.

“We’re getting along so well now. You’re
doing fine. If you stick to it, in a little

while you’ll be making $100 or $125 a
week.”
“When?” he flung back. “In twenty or

twenty-five years—that’s when!” And he
burst into angry tears.

“All those months, the rest of us had
kept strictly out of the arguments,” Aunt
Elsie says. “But now I felt I just had to

say something. When Tony had gone out,

I said, ‘I know how you feel, Jean, but you
can see how upset he is. You’ve got to

give the boy a chance.’
”

Still, Tony’s mother was torn by doubt,
and worry, and misgiving. She could not
bring herself to agree. “The next day,”
she says, “the phone must have rung about



twenty-five times. I wouldn’t answer—

I

knew it was Tony. That night, he came
home and told me he’d quit his job.”

When Tony became a struggling young
actor in Cherry Lane Theater in Green-
wich Village, she tried to make the best

of it, though she was still torn by doubt.

When he won a scholarship to the Dra-
matic Workshop, it was heartening. There
were more parts in off-Broadway shows,
and then Tony had an offer to work at a

summer theater in Lake Tahoe, Nevada.
But when he got to Lake Tahoe, there

was no theater. He was to build it from
the ground up. Undeterred, he pitched in,

and carried on through the season. When
it was over, he decided to stay in the West,
and try his luck. A succession of odd jobs

led to his signing on as a steward on the

S.S. President Cleveland, which sailed all

over the Orient.

When the ship returned to San Fran-
cisco, Tony ran into a buddy from Lake
Tahoe. The friend was down on his luck
—would Tony lend him something to tide

him over? “Sure,” said Tony, pulling out
a wad of bills which added up to about
$600, and peeling off a hundred. The pal
then suggested that they share a room.
“Fine,” said Tony. The next morning he
awoke in solitude. No friend and no
money. “I reached in my pocket,” he told

his mother later, “and all I felt was loose

change.”
Then began the period of disillusion and

despair, of two bouts with pneumonia
from which he emerged weak and penni-
less, of hunger that led to taking the sew-
ing machine, of bitter loneliness.

A wire, a collect phone call to the apart-
ment at 116th Street—it would have been
so easy. He knew that from his mother
and the family, there would be no re-
proaches, nor any “I-told-you-so’s”—only
warm, welcoming faces and hands eager

to give him help. But how could he go to

them, when he had turned against his

mother’s wishes? No, he couldn’t do it.

Somehow, he had to stick it out.

Pride, not poverty, made him choose to

fight his own battles as best he coidd;
strength, not weakness, got him into trou-
ble .. .

At last, he made his way back to New
York. There, still supporting himself in

whatever way he could, he passed audi-
tions at the famed Actors Studio.

One of the Studio projects on which he
worked was the idea later expanded by
Michael Gazzo into the play “A Hatful of

Rain.” Meanwhile, Tony had appeared in

the off-Broadway production of “End as a

Man,” a hit that moved to Broadway, and
also appeared in “Wedding Breakfast.”
When this play was done in stock, Tony
stayed with it, and played opposite a dif-

ferent leading lady—Shelley Winters.
When the completed script of “Hatful”

was offered to Tony, Shelley read it, liked

it, and accepted the part of the wife.

All concerned were covered with glory
when the play opened on Broadway. For
Tony, it brought not only lavish praise and
awards, but so many offers from film com-
panies that he eventually wound up with
his contract split four ways. This has hap-
pened very rarely.

For Elia Kazan, he made “A Face in the
Crowd,” filmed in New York and Arkan-
sas. Out to Hollywood to do “This Could
Be the Night” for M-G-M. Back to New
York to film the 20th Century-Fox version
of “A Hatful of Rain.” Then a return trip to

Hollywood to make “Wild Is the Wind,”
opposite the great Anna Magnani, for

Hal Wallis. He was a very busy man.
A brilliant beginning ... a career of

unlimited possibilities, that can’t be hurt
by headlines . . . for the only thing that
can hurt a good actor is a bad perform-

ance . . . nothing else matters . . .

How have the huzzahs and headlines
affected Tony?

“He’s changed very much during the
last two years,” his mother says.

“He’s not as lighthearted as he used to

be,” Aunt Elsie says. “He’s more preoc-
cupied. He doesn’t talk much, but you can
see that he feels the pressure, and those
false stories hurt. Once I suggested, “Why
don’t you turn to the church, Tony?” He
just looked at me calmly and said, ‘You
think I’ve lost my religion, don’t you? But
I haven’t. I carry it here.’ And he indi-

cated that he meant he carried it in his

heart, and said no more.”
And how does his mother feel as she

watches her son on the screen?
“When I sit in the audience, I can’t ex-

plain it—a little chill grips me all over,

and I think, ‘It can’t be—it’s too wonder-
ful.’ ” Then she adds, wistfully, “But when
I see the pressure he’s under, the things he
has to endure, I still wonder . .

.”

No, this consuming drive of the artist to

fulfill the demands of his art at any cost—
this is something that a mother’s heart,

desiring only happiness for her child, can
never understand . . .

There was one person who did under-
stand. Tony was a poor, struggling un-
known, many years away from fame, when
his grandmother became ill. Every morn-
ing, Tony went in to say goodbye before
leaving for work, but on one morning, he
was unaccountably moved. Tears coursed
down his face as he stood at the bedside,

clasping the withered hand. Slowly, her
eyes opened. He saw his grandmother’s
lips move, and bent to catch the words.
“Tony,” she whispered. “Tony . . . some
day your name will be in lights.” These
were her last words. Shortly after Tony
left, Palma Franciosa went into a coma.
Late that day she died. The End
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THE KING AND ME
Continued from page 54

because there was nothing frightening in

his offstage manner at all. When he came
into the wings, he’d wave and nod to me
just as he did to everyone else—but he’d
never speak. I’m sure it was my own
fault. I was so shy of him, so com-
pletely awed, that I never dared approach
him, though I very much wanted to. But
now that I had to play opposite him, I was
more afraid of the man than ever.

To play the role of the Prince I had
to wear Oriental makeup, and I didn’t

know how to apply it. I knew Don Law-
son, Mr. Brynner’s makeup man, and I

went to him for help.

“Why don’t you ask Mr. B.?” (Don al-

ways calls Mr. Brynner this.) “Since he’s

part Mongolian himself, he knows more
about Oriental makeup than I do.”

I hesitated about taking the suggestion.
An important actor like Mr. Brynner
wouldn’t want to be bothered with such
trifles as telling a thirteen-year-old kid
how to put on greasepaint. But there
was no one else to go to. Finally I sum-
moned up the courage to go to Mr. Bryn-
ner’s dressing room. My knees literally

shook. I waited for a long time before I

knocked at his door.

“Come in,” he called. Trembling, I

opened the door. When he saw me, he
said, “Why, hiya, Sal. Come in, feller.”

H e knew my name and I was floored.

I had a very polite, apologetic speech
all planned but I forgot every word I

wanted to say.

“I hear you are going on tonight,” he
said.

That made it easier for me to tell him
why I had come.

“I don’t know how to apply Oriental
makeup,” I said. “Mr. Lawson told me I

could ask your help since you know more
about it than he does. I want my makeup
to be right.”

Immediately he rose from the bench
where he was applying his own makeup.
With the broad gestures he used as the
King, he pointed to the seat he had just
vacated. “Sit down. I’ll tell you how
to put the makeup on but I won’t do it

for you. You must learn to do it your-
self.” He put a strong hand on my shoul-
der (a favorite gesture of his, I learned
later) and, with a tongue-in-cheek man-
ner, added teasingly, “Frankly, I don’t see
how makeup can help you.” He laughed
and I laughed, too.

He handed me a pan-stick (a form of

greasepaint) and stuck a large mirror in

front of me. “Put the pan-stick on and
then rub it in,” he instructed. He gave
me a pencil and showed me how to fix

my eyes. When he didn’t like the result

of my efforts, he made me take it off and
do it over again. When it came to the
eyebrows, he penciled them on for me
himself, demonstrating exactly how he
was doing it. Then he handed me a small
bottle of body makeup, which he told me
to apply in my own dressing room, and
gave me a list of the stuff I was to buy.
From now on, I was informed, I was to

apply the makeup myself.

“Okay, feller,” Yul said when the fine

job was finished. “Have fun!”

The next time I saw Yul Brynner was
on stage that night. “Relax, kid,” he
whispered.

All I remember of that performance
was that his voice was so loud, so clear,

p
and carried so far, that it made my own
voice seem very small. After the show,
he was the first to shake my hand. “Nice
job,” he said. That was all.

During the weeks I played the part of

the Crown Prince with King Yul, I got
to know him well. Every night, we
would meet in the wings befox-e we went
on, and he would talk to a thirteen-year-
old boy as an equal. We discussed acting
for one thing. Once, he presented me
with a couple of books on acting. We
talked a lot about water skiing, one of

his favorite pastimes. When he asked
me if I liked it, I told him I liked the
water and knew how to swim, but didn’t

know a thing about water skiing.

One night Mr. Brynner called me into

his dressing room to show me some skis

he had made himself. He’s wonderfully
skillful with his hands. When I admired
them, he said, “They’re yours.” I was so
overcome by his kindness, I couldn’t find

words to thank him. “Oh, beat it,” he
snapped good-naturedly, waving his arms.

If you’ve seen “The King and I” either

on the stage or in the movies, you’ll recall

the scene at the very end where the King
is dying and is giving final instructions to

his son. The King lies on a divan and
the two keep on whispering to each other,

while other stage business is going on. To
make it appear that he really was giving
me final instructions before his death, the
King began telling jokes one night. I

felt it was my turn to tell one. It proved
to be terribly corny. Yul groaned and
said, “Oh, no.” Sometimes he’d repeat
it to others, just to tease me and to prove
to me how awful it was.

When the jokes began to pall, he started

to play “knock-knock” for several eve-
nings and it sure kept me on my toes.

In the midst of my grief at seeing my
“father” in his death throes, I had to think
up a good “knock-knock.” It’s a wonder
we ever kept sad faces.

Though at first I was completely
thrown by his sense of humor, I had to

use every acting trick at my command.
Soon I realized there was method to his

madness. This was Yul’s rather uncon-
ventional way of teaching poise and bal-

ance. It was tough to take but I learned
to laugh at it, since it proved invaluable
experience.

At one point during the play’s run, I was
beginning to have trouble with my
part. It was getting mechanical and I

wasn’t getting what I thought were
enough laughs. One night, I told the
King about it. He might have said, “Oh,
you are, too; you’re just imagining it.”

He didn’t. He said, “You aren’t playing
the part straight enough.” Though it

wasn’t his job, he suggested that we get

together and rehearse it again. Imme-
diately, I began getting laughs.

I was very grateful to him for his

frankness but there are some people who
don’t like it. I’ve heard him telling others
who came to him for criticism exactly
what he thought was wrong. It was easy
to see he had hurt their feelings.

I’d heard that he has a terrible tem-
per, but I never saw evidences of it.

Maybe he got the reputation by being so

frank and direct in his criticism when
he was asked for it, and from the habit

he has of stamping his feet and using
broad gestures when he’s emphasizing
a point.

His bluntness takes many forms. If

you tell him a joke which he likes, he
laughs uproariously. If you tell him one
he doesn’t like, he tells you it’s awful. If

he doesn’t like you, he simply tries to

avoid you. If he likes you, he goes all

out for you. He liked all the kids in the
cast. On holidays, he had lovely gifts

for all of us, and presented them with as

little show as possible. He remembered
all of our birthdays and dutifully ate the
cake provided, even when he didn’t feel

like having it. I think deep down he’s
sentimental and his bluntness is a weapon
he uses to cover it up.
One day he gave me the thrill of my

life in such a direct way that I was com-
pletely floored. Out of the blue, without
any hints or preparation, he said to me,
“I’d like you to come up to our place in

Connecticut for the weekend. You’ve
got the skis. I’ll teach you how to water-
ski.”

At first I thought he was joking. When
I realized he meant it, I was bowled over.
Imagine how a thirteen-year-old kid feels

when a great star of a hit show invites

him to his home! “What would you
rather do?” Yul asked. “Come up with
me after the Saturday night performance
and stay overnight, or take the train up
on Sunday and have me meet you at the
station?”
There was no doubt in my mind as to

what I’d rather do. I wanted to go up on
Saturday night.

“Suppose we call your mother,” Yul
said, “and see what she thinks about it.”

My mother was as floored as I had been.
“He may stay overnight,” she told Mr.
Brynner, “if it won’t put you out too
much.”
Yul roared. “Put me out? We’ve got

about forty bedrooms there.” I guess
there must really have been six or seven.

I went around in a happy daze, grinning
from ear to ear, feeling terribly impor-
tant, not daring to say a word about it

to the other kids in the cast, who hadn’t
been invited yet. Their turn was coming
later, I learned.

I
think Yul’s friends are the best proof
that there’s no chi-chi about him. After
the Saturday night performance, Yul

drove a carful of guests up to the Con-
necticut house he had rented for the
summer. His friends, as varied and fasci-

nating as he is, are another reliable clue

to the kind of person he is. Among those

with us were Don Lawson, Mrs. Lawson,
an artist friend and a private detective.

They’d all known Yul for years—long be-
fore he became famous. Once you’re Yul
Brynner’s friend, no matter who or what
you are, the friendship lasts forever.

It was about midnight when we arrived.

Mrs. Brynner had already retired for the
night, so Yul got to work scrambling eggs

for all of us.

The next morning at sjx o’clock, Don
wakened me by knocking at my door,

and asking me to let him in. When I

did, he suggested that I get into my bath-

ing trunks. “We’re going skiing after

breakfast,” he told me.

The weather was wonderful. A huge
breakfast was served out-of-doors on a

patio. The other guests were already

assembled out there. So were the host,

dressed in denims and blue shirt, and
Mrs. Brynner, whom I met for the first

time. She shook hands with me and
asked, “Would you like to call your
mother?”

If you want to know what Yul Brynner
is really like, you have to see him on
water-skis. He loves the sport intensely

and is wonderful at it. It relaxes him
completely. Not only can he ski for-

wards, but backwards too, and he doesn’t

know the meaning of the word “fear.”

He’s the sort that can take it. While he

was skiing along, he suddenly fell into

the water. One of the skis hit him
across his cheekbone, making a nasty

cut. He excused himself, drove himself to

a doctor, got a couple of stitches in his

cheek, and came right back to continue

where he left off. He never even men-
tioned the accident, and made so light of

it when we showed concern, that soon it

was forgotten.



Though he loves to water-ski and spends
hours at it, he took time out to teach me.
Perfectionist that he is in everything he
undertakes, he stayed with me, patiently

coaching until he felt I had caught on to

it. All the while he watched me care-
fully to see that I wouldn’t get hurt. He
was so afraid that I might get hurt that
he kept the motorboat going at a very
slow pace. I remember yelling to him,
“Faster, faster.”

Mrs. Brynner, too, is a rugged, healthy,
sports-loving person with a swell sense
of humor. There was no outward show
of affection between them, but you had
to see the way they looked at each other
and laughed together, to know there’s
real rapport between them. I never did
get to know her well but I had the feel-

ing that she understands her husband
very well. I guess she felt we were his

guests and that she’d be in the way if

she hung around us.

I saw a great deal of their son Rocky,
who was seven years old at the time.
Yul takes real delight in the boy, who is

the spit and image of him. But, though
his father loves him devotedly, he doesn’t
spoil him.

“I want him to be rough and tough,” he
said. Yet he won’t subject the boy to
anything he feels he cannot do. While I

was their guest, I heard Rocky say he
wanted to water-ski, too. Yul wouldn’t
let him and said so in no uncertain terms.
But he didn’t want to let him down com-
pletely so he carried the little boy in

his arms while he skied, to give him the
feel of the skis. “He’s too young to ski
yet,” his father said.

After dinner, we sat around the garden.
Next to water-skiing, Yul loves photog-
raphy, and he took what seemed like a
million shots of us. Later in the week,
he took pleasure in showing them to me.

We went back to New York on Monday
afternoon. It was the most delightful

weekend I had ever spent but I never
dreamed I would be asked again. To my
amazement, Yul commented, “You need
another lesson in water-skiing. Come out
with me again next Saturday night.”

The guests were the same, but the
weather wasn’t. It rained practically all

the time. We spent most of our time in

the basement, where Yul makes and keeps
his water skis. Patiently, he showed me
how to make them, and how to wax them.

When the boy whose place I’d taken as
the Crown Prince in “The King and
I” came back from vacation, I left the

cast. But it was by no means the end of

my association with Yul Brynner.
You probably know that he’s a won-

derful director as well as a fine actor.

When I heard that he had been assigned
to direct a television script for “Omnibus,”
in which I was to appear as a Mexican
bullfighter, I was delighted. Yul, as a

director, gives the actor a feeling of se-
curity. You just know you’re going to be
good if he’s guiding you.

It was typical of him not to compliment
an actor while he was directing him.
Once, after rehearsing a scene in which
I thought I had done a darned good job,

he said coolly, “It’s good.” After the show
was over, he told me I was wonderful.
Thanks to his direction, I received many
compliments on my performance.
Our friendship became stronger. Even

my family got into the act. Once, while
I was still in “The King and I,” I happened
to mention to Mr. Brynner that my father,

who is a carpenter by profession and who
now makes coffins by hand, could supply
the wood for his skis. Yul immediaitely
accepted the offer. So Dad used to de-
liver the wood backstage and chat with

Mr. Brynner about carpentry. Yul liked

to make cracks about my father’s coffin-

making prowess, which seemed to strike
him as being very funny. “Fahnstah-
stic!” he would say, a favorite word.
Some months after “The King and I”

closed, Yul went to Hollywood, and later

I, too, was signed to do a picture. We
telephoned each other to try to make a

date to go water-skiing together but
somehow we were both so busy we could
never arrange it.

Then we both happened to be in the
East. My mother, who is an excellent

cook and an expert on Italian dishes,

thought Yul might like to sample some.
He accepted her invitation with pleasure
but, unfortunately, he was called back to

Hollywood that very day to make another
picture and he couldn’t keep the date. He
called to explain the situation to my
mother and apologized profusely. “But
I’ll take a rain check,” he noted.

I
was thrilled to learn that Yul had won
an Oscar for his role in “Anastasia.” It

didn’t surprise me, because I always felt

he would be very big some day. I sent

him a telegram of congratulations. He
acknowledged it by sending me an en-
largement of one of the snapshots he had
taken of me backstage. While he was
visiting Mexico, he sent me a postal card.

All he had written on it was “knock-
knock.” It was unsigned, but there was
no doubt as to who had sent it.

Yul Brynner is my idol. I admit it

unashamedly. He taught me technique;
he taught me how to play comedy and
how to listen. I’ve tried to apply what
he taught me, when making my two most
recent films, “Dino,” for Allied Artists, and
“The Young Don’t Cry,” for Columbia.
Above all, he taught me that you can be
a big star and a human being. The End
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NATALIE WOOD
REVIEWS JAMES

DEAN STORY
Continued from page 72

on the road to Salinas. And the narrator
says: “James Dean died today. He lived

with a great hunger.”
Quickly, the scene shifts to a year later.

“Giant,” Jimmy’s last movie, is being pre-
miered at Grauman’s Chinese Theater in

Hollywood. And the crowds present aren’t

all there for the picture’s living stars.

Why has Jimmy Dean become such a

great star so quickly? Why is he still

loved, followed with such unparalleled
enthusiasm?
The picture tells us why. It takes us

back to Fairmount, Indiana, where Jimmy
went to live on the farm of his aunt and
uncle, after his mother’s death. We meet
the aunt, uncle, grandparents, high-school
teacher, basketball coach, motorcycle-
shop owner—all interviewed before the
watching and listening cameras and mi-
crophones. Their recollections of Jimmy
seem completely honest. No professional
actors or actresses could possibly copy
the way they talk. I know. I’m an actress,

and I know only two kinds of people
rould talk like this: the greatest actors in

the world: or real people, just saying
simply what they really think.

Then the camera shifts to the Sigma Nu
house on the UCLA campus, where a
couple of Jimmy’s former fraternity
brothers tell us about the experiences
they shared with him. After this, New
York City: excitement, hunger, frustra-
tions that accompanied his struggle to

get ahead in the theater world.
Now we come to the Hollywood part of

Jimmy’s life, and I can tell you that the
movie’s producers have made the right
choices again. We hear from Patsy
D’Amore and Billy Karen of the Villa
Capri restaurant, who affectionately re-
member the many evenings he spent at

their place. And. as an actress, I can
assure you that the fanciest Oscar-style
acting couldn’t measure up to sincere
talk like this. The same is true of Lilli

Kardell, a Hollywood girlfriend of Jim-
my’s, and pals Glenn Kramer and Lew
Bracker.
The ending really stopped me. I heard

a tape recording of Jimmy’s voice, talk-
ing to his family and trying honestly to

discover what made him tick. I kept
thinking that the ticking was going to

end so soon afterwards—too soon.
All of us—Jimmy’s friends—want to

thank the producers of the picture for

showing him this way, as he really was.
We were so afraid of the unhealthy legend
that made a hero or a young god out of

him. He was just one of us, an eager
young person who desperately wanted to

accomplish something. Was he trying
when he destroyed himself? We don’t
know.

Ironically, this movie shows how much

he could have accomplished in his work
if he had had more time. Jimmy Dean
could have handled any type of role, be-
yond the single-themed parts he played
in “East of Eden,” “Rebel Without a
Cause” and “Giant.” One thing is cer-
tain: “The James Dean Story” will en-
courage more re-issues of those films.

And that’s good news. Here, of course,
I’m prejudiced. Yes, I was a friend of
Jimmy Dean’s. And I love fine movies,
no matter who’s in them.
Maybe I’m prejudiced in another way,

because of my age. “The James Dean
Story” is the story of a unique young man
—but he was like the rest of us in a good
many ways. Looking at him so closely,
we may understand ourselves better.

Stewart Stern, who wrote the screen-
plays for “Rebel Without a Cause” and
“The James Dean Story,” says aptly of

Jimmy: “He believed that the cry of the
world is for tenderness between human
beings—all human beings—and he felt

that to be tender requires more courage
of a man than to be violent. Men are
brave enough for war, but not yet brave
enough for love. That’s what Jimmy
thought.”

I feel this very strongly, because it’s

what we were all trying to say in “Rebel.”
In that picture, Jimmy wasn’t misunder-
standing—people were misunderstanding
him. He was not the rebel; he was hun-
gering for sympathy and guidance.
“The James Dean Story” will please

Jimmy Dean fans, of course. As for peo-
ple who can’t understand why there still

are Dean fans—now they’ll know. The End

IN MEMORY OF

JIMMY
Continued from page 70

My two dancing partners and So Height

were there, too, I think. Everybody used
to meet at this place. Jimmy didn’t im-
press me one bit when I first met him.

I thought he was a little straggly kid that

somebody had brought in—actually that’s

more or less what happened. One of the

girls took a liking to him at a TV rehearsal

and brought him there to give him a good
meal because he looked hungry, he looked
lonely, he looked like he needed a friend.

Actually, years later, I found out that he
always looked that way. And up until

the rehearsal night, he didn’t one way or

the other impress me.
A couple of nights later, I remember, I

was sitting in the living room of the Re-
hearsal Club and Jimmy was there, too.

Boys were allowed to visit the girls up
until 11:00 or 12:00 p.m. I forget what
time it was and there were two couches,
one facing the other. I was sitting in one
and Jimmy was sitting in the other. And
I was reading a magazine and he was
reading a magazine, too. I quoted some-
thing out of the one I was reading and
his answer was a quote out of the maga-
zine that he was reading and we carried on
a conversation like this for about fifteen

minutes—you know, real fun—and we both
got a kick out of it. Suddenly, he said,

“I have an idea. Would you like to go
up to Tony’s, the place that they have
this Champale?” And I said, “All right.

What the heck!”
So we went around there and we sat

down in a booth and a couple of kids
that both of us knew were in the next

p
booth and we got into a conversation and
his ideas and my ideas sort of jelled and
he became interested and so did I.

Then we started drawing pictures on

a napkin, I remember, and I was very
much impressed about the way he could
draw. Jimmy was sort of self-taught in

almost everything he did. He was a very
good artist, so I started to draw the only
thing I knew how to draw—a tree. And
he remarked how good it was and we just

seemed to be getting to know one another
closer and closer all the time. I think he
was more impressed than I was at first.

A couple of nights later I had a costume-
fitting somewhere up in the Bronx, and
Jimmy said he would meet me at a little

place around the corner. He was just sit-

ting around the Rehearsal Club and I didn’t

take him too seriously. When I finished

this costume-fitting and I was going by
this place—Tony’s—instead of going
straight home, I went in just to see if Jim-
my was there. And he was and it turned
out to be his birthday and he started saying
all sorts of things about that was the best
birthday he had had in years.

When I first met him he drank beer,

but after I got to know him very well,

he really didn’t take to drinking much.
Then we started going around together

quite steadily. He used to call me at night
or in the daytime—any time he happened
to feel like it. He’d play records for me
over the telephone. We would sit and talk

for hours and hours and it was a desperate
kind of feeling he had towards seeing me
any time that he had a spare moment and
talking to me any time he had a spare
moment, almost like he didn’t have any-
body else, either. He just sort of hung
on and, I guess, I must have been particu-
larly lonely at the time, too, because we
got to be inseparable.
One thing that was quite remarkable

about him was that he never for one
instant thought that he really couldn’t
make it. I mean he always knew that he
would one day be a star, and there was
no question in his mind about it at all. He
was interested in the stage. Well, actual-
ly he was just interested in acting.

He got a couple of television parts dur-
ing the first year that we were together

in New York. In one of the first ones he
played a soldier that was up for court
martial and, I think, hanging or something
like that. He was supposed to die and he
was called in to see the President and it

was a very dramatic scene. He didn’t

have too big a part, though. He always
insisted that I come to his rehearsals, and
he always wanted me to come to his per-
formance and sit in the back and wait for

him until he got finished, and then he
would always want to hear my criticism
on how he did. He seemed so sort of
insecure in his acting and yet he must
have thought he was good because he
had no doubts about getting to the top.

Well, after this went on for a month
he would call me and I would see him
almost every night. We would either go
around the corner for a beer, or just sit

in the Rehearsal Club and talk, or meet
on the street, or I would go and watch
one of his shows, or we would sit in an
automat until late at night talking about
scripts or trees or grass or bugs or any-
thing.

He told me he did a lot of sketches and
stuff and put them up on the wall at his
place. He spent a lot of time teaching
me how to draw. He got about one or
two television shows and I, in the mean-
time, was working on Mitch Miller to

do something about my singing which was
lousy. Jimmy was very firm about my
singing. He never really thought that it

was too good. He wanted me to continue
dancing, although the auditions didn’t turn
out very well.

Then we went through a period where
he couldn’t get work and I couldn’t get
work, so I went to American Photograph
Corporation and started working there as
a retoucher. We used to eat together. We
ate Shredded Wheat. We bought a lot of

sugar and a lot of milk and we ate Shred-
ded Wheat, sugar, and milk for dinner at

my place lots of times. I had this little

card table that we would set up with
candlelight and make a big thing about our
dinner of Shredded Wheat, sugar and milk.



We both lived right near Central Park
so we used to walk there in the evenings

a lot and sit on the rocks in the park and
talk and during the day, if he had it

free and if I had it free, we used to practice

bullfighting. I would be the bull and he
had a cape which was given to him by
Sidney Franklin. It still had some blood
on it. I remember him talking about it.

Then I made a record for Columbia with
Mitch and I remember the day Jimmy and
I went all over town looking for a place

where we could play it. We found this

record store and we went in and we lis-

tened to my record a couple of times and
we criticized it to the end and he said, “I

think you should dance.”
Then we really got in pretty bad con-

dition because neither one of us had any
money and I remember I quit American
Photograph and he came over that night
and we had fights about that and I said

well all my time was going to American
Photograph and I didn’t have any time to

spend on following any sort of a career.

He got mad and walked out.

Fifteen minutes later the telephone rang
and I went downstairs and it was Jimmy
and he said couldn’t we please go around
together again. He was so unhappy and
I was, too, and we made a date to meet
in Columbus Circle under the pigeons and
we were going to go to a movie. I went
up to meet him and he was sitting there.

He looked as if he’d been there for
hours waiting and it seemed like our first

date. We were both so miserable about
being poor and not getting anywhere that
it was most exciting and one of the best
dates that I had with Jimmy.
We went to a movie on Forty-second

Street and held hands the entire time and
then instead of going back to the “Y” he
came over for a while. I lived in a tiny
little place off Eighth Avenue and if there

were two people in it it was crowded.
And Jimmy and I figured out how we
were going to give a party together. We
wanted to give a big party, inviting all

sorts of commentators and theater critics

and stars.

Then I got a job with my girl friend

Sue’s boyfriend to start as assistant chore-
ographer and it was in New Jersey (Ocean
City), so I went down there. Jimmy was
living in the Iroquois Hotel with his friend

Bill Bast, and I was down there about a

month, I guess, and he came down. I

went up to New York for a visit to see
him and talked him into coming back down
with me for two or three days. He came
down and he seemed pretty unhappy.
He was around a lot of stock people.

He was around the theater and everything,

but he wasn’t doing anything and I think
he was kind of depressed and in a hurry
to get back to work. He went back to the
city and after that I heard that he was
going to go on a cruise with his producer,
who was doing the play “See the Jaguar.”
With the end of the summer, I went

back to New York and I didn’t have any
place to stay. Jimmy had made arrange-
ments for me to stay with this friend of

mine, Anne Chisholm. In the meantime,
he was out sailing somewhere off the Cape.
For some strange reason or other I was on
a bus one night. I didn’t know when he
was due back in the city, and I was just

passing on the bus the place that we first

had a couple of drinks, the place that was
right around the corner from the Re-
hearsal Club. All of a sudden I saw him
walking down the street going towards
Tony’s Bar. I leaped off the bus and I

saw him turn into this bar and I went
in after him. When I got there he was
in a telephone booth trying to locate me,
and I rapped on the door of the telephone
booth, and I had never seen him more

shocked. We had a great big mad love
scene right in the middle of the floor.

Then I got a job working in the Paris
Theater as an usherette. That was
when we decided to take this trip to

Indiana. We were going to hitchhike all the
way. To me it seemed like a wonderful
escapade, so we induced Bill Bast to come
with us and we started out of the city. I

remember we went to New Jersey by bus
through the tunnel, got off at the other
side, and started thumbing on the high-
way there.

We got a ride through half a state, I

think, and we made Indiana in three rides.

The last ride we got was with a very, very
famous baseball player. He was catcher
for the Pittsburgh Pirates, but since then
he has been sold, and I don’t remember
what club he has been sold to. He was
very worried about the three of us. He
didn’t know exactly what we were doing
on the road hitchhiking, and he knew we
didn’t have much money.

I remember he had a Nash Rambler. It

was very comfortable and most of the time
Bill sat in the front seat and Jimmy and
I huddled in the back because it was
freezing cold. We would sing songs and
then we would ask him all about baseball
players and what they were like, and
Jimmy didn’t say too much all the way
out. We all seemed to be having very
much fun.

He left us in Indiana at a crossroads
where we could telephone Mark, who was
Jimmy’s uncle. And just before we
left, this baseball player took Bill aside
(we found out later) and offered him some
money for us, to take care of the three
of us, and Bill refused and he said if ever
we were all in New York some time we
could get together. I think it was the
next season we were supposed to meet him
at the Roosevelt Hotel, where the ball
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players stayed, and he was going to take
us out on the town and treat us to a time.
And then we called Jimmy’s family and

Uncle Mark came and called for us, and
we spent a perfectly glorious week on
his farm in Indiana. We were up about
seven or eight o’clock in the morning. We
were out shooting things. We would
throw tin cans up in the air and practice
shooting, and we went horseback riding
and we visited Jimmy’s school, his old
teachers, and we sat in on the rehearsal
of a high-school play and Jimmy coached
We visited Jim’s grandmother and grand-

father. We met his father, who came all

the way from California. He is a wonder-
ful man, a dental technician and while he
was out there, he gave Jimmy two new
front teeth—they were coming loose be-
cause he had his teeth knocked out in

football when he was a kid.

Then just about the end of the week
Jimmy got a telephone call from New
York saying that he got the part in “See
the Jaguar.” so we had to hurry back. We
started out on the highway again going
back to New York and we got a ride all

the way back to New York with this man
who owns oil in Texas. A very rich guy.
He had ulcers. He said he couldn’t eat

anything and every time we would stop
and get something to eat, he would go out
and get violently ill by the car and then
we would start off again.

On the ride back into New York, all of

us were very, very depressed, as I remem-
ber, especially going into New York
through the tunnel, because we didn’t

want to get back into the city. Even Jim-
my didn’t want to get back into the city,

because we were having so much fun in

Indiana and it was the freshest air the
three of us had smelled in a long time.

Then it all started. He got swept up in

the theater. He went out on the road, I

think to Boston with “See the Jaguar.” I

didn’t hear from him for about a month.
Then one night he called and said he was
back in the city, and that they were open-
ing in two nights and he came down to see
me at the Paris Theater where I got my
old job back as an usherette.

One night I was working at the Paris
Theater and he came with his friend Bill

Bast and Bill’s friend Tony. We all went
out and celebrated because he got the part
in “See the Jaguar.” That was one of the
last fun times that I ever had with Jimmy
because after he got into the play, I didn’t

see much of him. As a matter of fact, he
sort of disappeared after opening night.

He seemed completely different once he
got involved with “See the Jaguar” and
Arthur Kennedy.
We sat in a neighborhood joint the night

that he came back, after I had finished

work, and he seemed to have something
really bothering him, and I asked him
what it was. The way he talked it was so

hard and his gestures and everything were
hard and sort of I-don’t-give-a-damn kind
of thing. He wasn’t warm at all the way
he used to be when we first went around.
But he wasn’t always this way. I re-

member one time he went out for gro-
ceries or something and while in the
grocery store he called me on the tele-

phone. I don’t know what had happened
from the time he left until the time he got
to the grocery store, but when he called

he said he didn’t have anything really to

call about except that he wanted to get

married, and he said, “we must get mar-
ried before we get caught up in all this.”

I remember him saying that, and he
came back and that was one night when
he seemed like he was afraid. There were
lots of times when I felt that he was afraid.

The way he hung on to me at the very
beginning. After he got established, then
I was afraid and I started to hang on to

him, and he didn’t seem to want the re-

sponsibility of having anybody hang on to
him because he was going up too fast. That
was just extra added weight.
What happened to Jimmy after that I

don’t know. In the first period of work in
New York when he started getting up
there he started getting television shows
maybe once a month, which was a lot for
him at the time. He had a lousy attitude
about working. It seemed like he didn’t
care about rehearsals. He didn’t care about
the way he dressed. Sometimes he didn’t
even care about whether he was decent
to people or not, as long as he was act-
ing. He felt the business of show busi-
ness was degrading.
The change. I wish everybody could

have been with us in Indiana. The way
he treated the animals. The way he treated
even the dirt around the farm. Sort of
the love he had for nature and everything
showed me how completely simple he was.
Simple in his ideals. Whether he was sure
of what they were or not I am not sure,
but he had them. They were growing
But it made him pretty bitter, and he
seemed to relax much more when we
were out in Indiana.
One of the biggest things about him that

I can remember is his love for animals
The way he could get so close to them, and
animals get close to him. This, to me, is

quite a key to somebody’s character.
After “See the Jaguar,” he disappeared

I found out he moved back into the Iro-
quois Hotel after Boston, and it took me
about two months to find him. When I

did, I called him one night and I went
over to see him. He was living in this

little hotel room, and he seemed in even
a worse condition than he was when he
was so hard and bitter about New York
business, and the guff that you have to

take with the theater in trying to get
somewhere. He was studying Greek phi-
losophy and reading Roman history and
was studying music.
Howard Wilder was an interesting per-

son and so he took up with Howard Wild-
er. He would hang on to anybody Any-
body that he felt he could get something
out of—not money-wise or material-wise
He felt that any knowledge he could gain
from anybody was valuable. As a matter
of fact his time was valuable. He seemed
to be in a hurry about something. I don’t

know what. Maybe p feeling that he wasn’t
going to live ve’- jng. I don’t know.
Even though many of the articles that

I have read about him say that Jimmy was
well educated, I don’t think so. He didn’t

have as much schooling as he had wanted
and he tried to catch up with it all the
time. He taught himself how to paint.

He taught himself many things.

One thing he always kept telling me
all the time even in his letters to me
when I was in stock is that a person must
know the field that he is going into. You
have to know your art. This is some-
thing that he stressed all the time.

He liked steaks. He liked good steaks.

He was always talking about steaks but in

the early part of our friendship we didn’t

do much eating, and he didn’t take too

much notice of what he was eating when
he ordered. He made up real crazy dishes

when he was living in the hotel, and I used
to come and eat with him because neither

of us had much money and we had to con-
coct things other than Shredded Wheat.
That was when we really ran out of

money. Before that first part we used to

buy canned meats and make hashes and
stuff. Clothes Jimmy never cared about.

He didn’t take care of his clothes very
well, either. He would send them to the

cleaners and maybe sometimes he would
forget about them and I would have to get

them out for him. He liked blue jeans

He lived in blue jeans most of the time,

as everybody knows, and T-shirts. He

V
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had an old lousy camel-hair coat that

some girl had given him when I first met
him and felt sorry for him. And he had
a raincoat which I always had my eye on.

I just adored that raincoat. It was three-

quarter length. I made a deal with him
that he could have my blue jeans if I

could have his raincoat. And he finally

gave it to me and I still have it. That and
a picture are about the only two things

that I can remember keeping.
Lots of times we used to walk along Fifth

Avenue and look in the store windows.
Mostly it was cars. He was fascinated

by cars. He always wanted a Jaguar
and I always wanted a Jaguar and there
was a place on Broadway up around
the Sixties, a great big store window
that had all sorts of cars in it. We used
to hang around and look in the window
and dream about the Jaguar we were
some day going to get. It turned out he
got a Porsche or it got him.
My roommate and I had a great Dane,

a beautiful dog. I used to take him for
walks in Central Park. I remember I

called Jimmy one afternoon and told him
that maybe he would like to see our dog
that we had just acquired, and I would be
in Central Park at such and such a time
and at such and such a place. So I re-
member I was playing with the dog in this

great big field and I saw Jimmy and we
must have spent a good hour there just
running with the dog and throwing things
for him, and having him run and bring
it back to us and this is one of the few
times that I saw him laugh during the
last days that I ever saw him.
Two years ago, after I lived in St.

Thomas, Virgin Islands, I came back to
New York and my first dancing partner,
Fobiel, heard I was home and called me.
He said he met Jimmy on the street and
had a conversation with him, and told him

that I was in New York and where I was.
Within an hour Jimmy called me. I was
over at a friend’s house and we were going
to have a party, and on the phone, it was
the strangest feeling I got. I could almost
visualize Jimmy doing flips and stuff while
he was talking to me, because it seemed
like I didn’t know he had such a wonder-
ful life out in Hollywood and so many
things had happened to him. I thought
he would be so terribly happy but he didn’t

seem to like it at all.

He seemed like he would rather be
around his old friends, and he seemed like

he was glad to hear from me and went
on and on about how he missed me and
how much he was thinking about me, and
one of the first things he said was he got
a horse. He always knew that I loved
horses. And this gave him a large charge.
Every time he would see a horse he would
go blocks out of his way to point it out
to me, or pet one down around Fifth and
Fifty-ninth Street, where they all park.
He wanted to know immediately where

I was and if he could come up, and I said
we were having a party and he said he
was with Jane Dacey, his agent, and
Leonard Rossman, who had written the
score for “East of Eden.” They were going
out to get some dinner and could they
come up so I said sure. So about an hour
later he called from Sardi’s and said that
they were eating dinner and he had for-
gotten the address. What was it again?
They came up and it was a wonderful

homecoming, and he was happy to the
point of almost hysteria. He was leaping
and jumping all around like a clown, which
he did very often when he was happy and
I remember wherever I went at that party
—if I would go into the kitchen to get
food—he would follow me out there
and stand and talk. Never anything about
Hollywood or what he was doing but what

I was doing, or how was the old gang. It

seemed that he had just been away from
home, and all of a sudden he found it

again and he seemed jovial on top—but
very unhappy underneath, somehow.
We left together. I remember he asked

me what I was going to do. If I was going
to go home. I said I didn’t quite know, and
he acted like he wanted to at least have
a drink or talk a little bit more before I

took the train for Larchmont, but Leonard
Rossman talked him out of it and talked
him into going to another party. So the
three of us took a cab together and I got
off at Grand Central. I remember, just
before I left, he squeezed my hand in the
cab and asked me if I were happy. I told
him that I would be as soon as I could get
back to the islands and he said, “I know
what you mean,” as if more or less he
wished that he had found a place to go to

where he could be happy. Then he said,

“Now that I am more or less established
and can help you, I wish you would come
out to Hollywood, and I’ll see if I can get
you some dancing.” He was the greatest
enthusiast that I had about my dancing.
He thought I was the living end. And
that’s the last I saw of Jimmy.
When I heard about Jimmy’s death, I

was sitting in a movie house in Puerto
Rico, where I live now, and I heard a news-
boy shout out in the streets that James
Dean had been killed in a sports car ac-
cident. A lot of thoughts raced through
my mind, mostly what I’ve been telling
you about. About the desperate feeling
he always had in wanting to see me any
time, anywhere . . . about his fascination
for cars and how he always wanted a
Jaguar. But how he didn’t like to drive
and always made me do it.

I may forget a lot of other people, but
no matter what happens, I'll never forget
Jimmy Dean. The End
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SOFT, SMOOTH,
RADIANTSKIN IN7
. ..or it costs you nothing!

Here's your chance to see how lovely your skin can be when
you give it proper care . . . that means, lather-massage a
full minute morning and night with Cuticura Soap.

Cuticura Soap does such wonderful things for your skin

because it is: One of the mildest of all leading soaps.
LIniquely superemollient to help maintain the natural
moisture of your skin. Mildly medicated for extra skin care
and protection. No other soap contains Cuticura’s remark-
able skin softening, skin smoothing ingredients.

For problem skin — hateful blackheads, externally caused
pimples, flaky dryness — use jade-clear Cuticura Ointment
nightly to soften and gently stimulate as it relieves.

See exciting new softness, smoothness, radi-

ance in 7 days—or return unused portion to

Cuticura for a full refund.

Send 1 Of! (no stamps) to cover mailing
for travel size Cuticura Soap and Squeeze
Bottle Shampoo. Address Cuticura,
Dept. TS-710, Malden 48, Mass.

icura
Wishing won't help your skin— Cuticura will!
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York I think I’m gradually working my-
self around to the point where I can stop
pinching myself.
Kelly and I took the plane for New

York last Tuesday, and Tony took the
train in to meet us here a few days later.

We’ve been having a ball here in the Big
City (I guess we always do whenever we
get here). Tonight we had dinner at

Danny’s, saw “New Girl In Town” and
stopped in at “21” (the night club, not
the TV show). I’m tired now, but I’m so
excited at the prospect of sailing for

England in the morning that I don’t think
I’ll sleep a wink tonight.

SATURDAY, THE ILE DE FRANCE
Well, I knew it! I was up at 5:30, and

knew I couldn’t go back to sleep, so I got
up and dressed, had breakfast and started

doing last-minute things. Such dashing
around! But I finally got the twenty-six
pieces of luggage packed and tagged. We
left the hotel right on time. The excite-

ment started the minute we pulled up to

the line of the lie de France in the car.

It’s a beautiful ship, and the hustle and
bustle and foreign language was the be-
ginning of the end for me. I was a goner,
right from the start. When we arrived, a
lot of people were already here waiting for

us—newspaper people, radio press, the
Norwegian consul, and lots of presents.
The steward had glasses all set up and ice

for the champagne, buckets and buckets of

it. Everyone sure was thirsty for 10:00
o’clock in the morning! The excitement
kept rising—wires, flowers, caviar, cham-
pagne—it was better than Christmas.
Afterwards, we went up to say goodbye.
We watched for “the lady” in the harbor

and then went below to settle Kelly. We
have a lovely suite on board ship: three
big rooms and three bathrooms. We’re in

real class.

We spent the afternoon settling down.
Tony pooped out about three and slept

till dinner. The baby was a little cranky

—

the rolling of the ship (even though our
trip has been beautifully smooth so far) is

enough to make her feel unsure of stand-
ing so she kept coming to me to be held.

By six I was just exhausted. I guess every-
thing finally caught up with me. So Tony
decided we would stay in and not go down
to dinner. We played for a while and then
Kelly took a bath. It’s only the second or

third time she’d been in a tub, and oh,

there was splashing and kicking. She had
fun, and, needless to say, so did I.

After Kelly’s bedtime, Tony and I had
a lovely dinner in the living room of our
suite. What a nice day!

MONDAY
Poor Tony—he feels so strange with the

start of a beard and the long hair that he’s

had to grow for his role in “The Vikings.”
He apologizes to everyone for his appear-
ance, even though I don’t think he looks
bad at all. And Kelly has taken over the
boat! She stops everyone with that smile
of hers. Between the two of them, we
Curtises are certainly coming in for our
share of attention.

After just one day on a French ship,

Tony is more French than the French!
He’s even teaching the language to Kelly.

His “Oui, ma cherie” makes her giggle and
when we all saw our first “Punch and
Judy” show today in French I could swear
Kelly understood it. She was fascinated

and laughed at the puppets and talked to

them (well you know what I mean) and

jumped up and down. I wouldn’t have
missed the performance (and hers) for the
world. She’s such a joy to have.
Tonight was the Captain’s dinner, and

everyone dressed. We met in the smoking
room for cocktails and then went to the
captain’s table for the most delicious and
beautifully served meal ever. There were
different wines with each course, a waiter
for every person, and afterward Tony
even asked me to dance—so you know it

was a really gala affair! I’ll be sorry when
the voyage is over, but we dock on Friday.
Bonne nuit.

FRIDAY, EN ROUTE
Today was “D” Day (Disembarkation

Day). Tony and I had expected to have
a hassle with the docks and customs at

Plymouth but it wasn’t so bad after all-
thanks to Jack Hirshberg (who’s the pub-
licity director on “The Vikings”) and Mr.
Jones (the representative of the French
line) . When the immigration inspectors
came on board, Jack brought all the news-
papermen with him and Mr. Jones, and
we went right through. (There are times
it pays to be a movie star!) Then came
pictures and interviews. Afterward, we
awakened Kelly from her nap and boarded
the launch to take us into Plymouth and
then took a train from there to London.
The English countryside is absolutely
beautiful: buttercups, bluebells, old rock
formations, green, green grass, little

churches and lovely farmyards—it’s all

just lovely.

We arrived in London to find we were
going to be ensconsed in an elegant suite

at the Dorchester Hotel. They call it a

penthouse but it looked more like a hot-
house when we got there, there were so
many flowers waiting to welcome us. I

like England. In fact, I think we’ll settle

down and have a spot of tea (dig that!).

MONDAY
Tony says he can’t understand it. Every-

one in London sounds like Cary Grant!
It’s true, too.

We both had a busy day today. Tony
and I reported to Berman’s in wardrobe
at 10:00 o’clock for the first fittings of

costumes on “The Vikings.” There will be
fur boots and leather sandals and wonder-
ful breeches for the men that I think they
ought to be wearing now if they have good
legs (and Tony has). And the women’s
clothes are so flowery and feminine. We
just loved all the changes in store for us.

When we got back to the Dorchester,
Kelly and I went for a walk in the park
nearby. Kelly loves the place and she’s

having fun seeing the birds and ducks and
rabbits. She gets out on the grass now
and she’s made some little Eaiglish friends.

They were playing on the lawn when she
suddenly stood up and took two little

steps. (It won’t be long now!)
After we’d given Kelly her bath, tucked

her into bed and said “nitey night,” Tony
and I went to Howard Keel’s opening at

the Palladium with Helen Keel, Gloria and
Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heusen.
Howard was magnificent. I have never
seen him on a stage before and a whole
new quality comes out in him.

The audience went wild. They couldn’t

get enough of him and neither could we.
Sammy Cahn had done some material for

him that was awfully good. We fought
our way out past a mob waiting and then
the whole party of us went to Les Ambas-
sadeurs. Tony and I danced every dance!
Something has happened to my husband
and I love it. I was in my glory because
you know how I love to dance. We had
such a good time! Now to bed.

TUESDAY
Two weeks—it seems like two years al-

ready! We’ve covered so much ground in



so many ways that I feel we've been gone

f
for months and months. You folks back
home better miss me as much as I do you
or I’ll be sick that I tol4- you. I’ll be in

your power.
There are so many things we like about

England. The language and a good many
of the customs are the same, but a good
many of the little things are different.

Take the matter of roast beef versus steak,

for instahce. Tony and I have been “steak”

people from way back, but we’re getting

to like the English roast beef and York-
shire pudding and ale. And even though
I’d never think of ordering tea at home,
the other day we were invited to “high
tea” in the middle of the afternoon, and
I sat back, sipped and enjoyed it thor-

oughly.
And take the matter of going to the

theater. We like it both here and at home
—but here the difference is that you can
smoke all during the performance if you
want to. And between the acts you can
have coffee and cakes or ice cream or
lemonade or liquor. It’s relaxing, and
very pleasant. When a friend of ours took
Tony and me to see “Sailor Beware,” a

play that’s been running in London for

two-and-a-half years, we were invited

down to have drinks at the intermission in

the Queen’s Retiring Room. (Aren’t we
getting big? Joke!)

A while later, a man we’d met on the
boat invited us to a cocktail party, and
there were lots of lords and ladies pres-
ent. It seemed that everybody had a title,

and that we and the hosts were the only
just plain Mr. and Mrs. there. Tony pulled
a great line when he was introduced to

one of the lords. He shook hands and
said, “Nice to know you, Lord.” Maybe it

wasn’t etiquette, but we were very large
with the social register that evening.
Gee, I’m getting to like all this!

MONDAY
“Happy birthday to you, happy birthday

to you, happy birthday dear Tony, happy
birthday to you!” I feel like the original

singing telegram, but today was Tony’s
birthday and we’ve been celebrating all

day. The baby seemed to sense which day
this was, for she woke us up real early so

that we wouldn’t miss a minute of it. First

came the telegram, then came the phone
calls, and then the room clerk brought up
the morning mail, well, it seemed like a
national holiday! Around eleven, Tony had
to go to the insurance doctor for a little

while so he missed a few of the congratu-
lations, but I took them for him. He was
back in time to get a phone call from our
friends Warren and Teme in New York
though, and he enjoyed it.

After lunch, we were scheduled to drive
out to the airport with Jerry Bresler, the
producer of “The Vikings,” and Ernest
Borgnine (you know him!) to meet Kirk
Douglas and his wife Anne when they
arrived. It was the first time I’d seen
Ernie with the beard he’s been growing
for the picture, and he looks so fierce! He
looked like “Nature Boy” and I told him
so. He laughed.

Tony’s been on a photography kick for

quite awhile (as you probably know) and
this time he took a movie camera with him
to take pictures of Kirk getting off the
plane, us greeting him, and so on. Tony
even got a photographer’s pass to come
out onto the field, so we were ready, set

and waiting by the time they put the
gangplank down. Tony started turning
the crank the minute Kirk stepped off the
plane, and you should have seen Kirk’s
face when he recognized the “bearded
photographer” who greeted him. I thought
he’d fall off his feet! Tony was in his

glory. He took over-the-shoulder shots,

closeups, longshots, wide shots, narrow

shots—and he had us smiling our heads
off. Then he went to reload, and guess
what? No film in the camera. If you’ve
ever wanted to see a red face in your life

you should have been there then. Tony’s
was a beaut!
We had a wonderful afternoon with Kirk

and Anne, discussing England and the
States and the picture and each other, and
then we said “goodbye” (we thought)
when we raced off to change for dinner
and to meet Rosemary Clooney and Jose
Ferrer to celebrate Tony’s birthday at

Claridge’s in style. Didn’t I tell you? Josie
and Jose got here Saturday, and we’d
made a date immediately to celebrate
Tony’s birthday together.

Tony and I dressed in a hurry, got to

Claridge’s, and found not only Josie and
Jose Ferrer smiling up at us—but Kirk
Douglas and his Anne too! We toasted
Tony in champagne, and then we toasted
England, and then we toasted each other.
The first course for dinner was a small
baked potato stuffed with caviar and but-
ter. Need I say more? It was a wonderful
celebration!

WEDNESDAY
I’m getting used to the way Kelly is

stealing the show here. Everywhere we
go, people make goo-goo eyes at her. No
one says hello to me—only to Kelly. But
I’m getting accustomed to it all!

We go through our routine for company.
I’ll say “Go to Daddy,” and she does. And
then Tony will say, “Go to Mother,” and
she does. She wobbles when she does it

and looks like a drunken sailor, but she’s

learning fast. Only last week, it was all

she could do to stand up straight and take
two steps before she’d topple down again.
But yesterday she walked ten full steps
and then smiled up at me as though she
was real proud of herself. I hugged her,

The Make-Up of Young Moderns

Who has time these days for elaborate facial care? The people

who write the articles seem never to have needed to keep a house,

husband, and baby happy all at the same time! That’s why
young marrieds find Magic Touch make-up so wonderfully-ideal.

No muss or fuss—no time to apply (with fingertips, in seconds)—
and no look of the “siren” ( how many sirens change diapers? )

.

But beauty, yes! For this lightly-lovely make-up hides

blemishes, smooths color tone and glorifies complexion. And more,

it protects the skin as you wear it, lubricates with its creamy
richness, ends need for elaborate bedtime creamings.

Here’s the casually beautiful, effortlessly-lovely look that

goes with being modern. Magic Touch (such a perfect name)
at all variety stores and better drug
stores—6 shades, 45 <f or $1.00. Made
for people like you! ... by Campana.
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THE

JAMES DEAN
STORY
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The hi fi SOUNDTRACK ALBUM by

Capitol Records from George W. George

and Robert Altman’s brilliant motion

picture, “The James Dean Story.”

Leith Steven’s dramatic, haunting score—

a

musical portrait of Dean’s life. Tommy Sands

sings the theme song, “Let Me Be Loved.”

Another high fidelity soundtrack album from

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Applications may

gl heal many old leg sores due to venous
congestion of varicose veins, leg swell-
ing or injuries. Send today for aFREE
BOOK and No-Cost-For-Trial-plan.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 2, Illinois

You never tried anything so won-
derful as Dr. Scholl’s Bunion Re-
ducer of soft rubber. Relief is im-
mediate. Hides bulge. Preserves shape of shoe, helps reduce
enlargement. 75£ each. Sold everywhere. If not obtainable
at your dealer’s, order by mail. Mention shoe size and
width and if for Right or Left foot. Satisfaction guaranteed.

OR. SCHOLL'S, Inc., Oept. BR, 213 W. Schiller SL. Chicago 10. III.

Ugly broken ,

split nails...
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—a new liquid preparation that hardens into long,
glamorous finger nails. Now you can change
broken, split, bitten nails into strong beautiful
nails—stronger than your own nails. STOPS NAIL
BITING.

Will not break or crack. Stays on until your own
nails grow out. Can be filed, trimmed and beauti-
fully polished. Each nail is made in one minute.
Tou can do any type work while wearing these
nails. No preparation like it.

MARVEL KIT, 59$
DELUXE JIFFY KIT. $1.50

If not available at your favorite
store, send 65$ for $1.65 1 to:

MARVEL NAILS, Dept. MW-io

5249 W. Harrison St. Chicago 44, III.

and when she thought I wasn’t looking,
she did the whole thing over again!

Kelly’s learned a couple of other tricks
too. When I say, •'Give me a love,” she
kisses me—mouth open, drool and all.

Then she puts her head down on the pil-

low. When she does it for company, it just
about breaks everyone up—including me.
The other day when I got up she put

her little hands around my face and kept
giving me “loves,” and then followed me
around as I was getting dressed. I was
ready to say, “To heck with the movie”
and stay home with her but she started
waving bye-bye to me, and I laughed right
out loud. It seems she’s learned already
that “there’s no business like show busi-
ness.”

FRIDAY, DINARD, FRANCE
Just when you think things are rolling

along smoothly, along comes something
that proves to you that nothing’s predict-
able, especially when you’re on a picture.
Tony and I embarked for Norway, right
on schedule, and then flew over to Dinard,
France, just as the itinerary called for.

We were deep in production on the picture
by this time and were congratulating our-
selves that things were running so
smoothly, when one of those unexpected
accidents happened that throws every-
thing out of kilter.

It happened last Friday, at about 1:00
o’clock in the afternoon. I wasn’t in the
shooting that day, so I was home with
Kelly. We’d just had our lunch and were
about to go out for some fresh air when
the telephone rang. “Hi honey,” said Tony.
“I’m coming home.”
“So soon?” I asked, being the dutiful

but curious wife. “Is the shooting over?”
“The shooting isn’t over,” he continued,
“but I’m through for the day.” And then
a premonition of danger transferred itself

across the wire, cutting through as clearly
as Tony’s voice requesting, “Could you
have some cold compresses waiting?”
“Are you hurt?” I asked, and I had

to grip the telephone table to keep from
trembling.
“Not badly,” he answered—and then, be-

fore I had a chance to ask any more ques-

tions, he said, “Be home in about three-
quarters of an hour. See you.”

I took off the baby’s coat and leggings,
put her in the play pen, and hurried to

the refrigerator to take out the ice cubes
and prepare some cold gauze compresses.
Then, because I couldn’t help it, I phoned
the studio and asked for Jerry Bresler.
He told me exactly what had happened.
They’d been shooting a scene depicting a

Viking invasion of England, and one of the
arrows had caught Tony in the eye. No-
body knew how bad it was—but everybody
was concerned and frightened.

I’d hardly had a chance to hang up the
phone, when Tony arrived, in the company
of a doctor.

“I think we’ll save the eye,” the doctor
said reassuringly. “But Tony needs care.

Give him these eye drops” (he took a small
vial out of his bag) “and change the
compress on his eye every half hour. Use
a clean gauze bandage, fold it this way,
and make sure it’s very cold. Do you
think you can do that?”

I assured the doctor I could—and would.
Tony smiled. “Real rugged people, those
Vikings,” he said with a grin. And then
he grimaced, because the gesture hurt
the muscles around his eye.
“Well we’re rugged too,” I replied, “and

we’ll save the eye.” He didn’t say a word
after that, just put his head back and let

me put the cold compress on. It seemed
like a century but it was only a few hours
later when the doctor returned. “Looks
better, much better,” he said as he studied
the eye reflectively, and my relief was so
acute I could just feel every nerve in my
body unwind, like an alarm clock running
out.

The doctor stopped by again today to

give me the news I’d been waiting for all

week. “He’s going to be all right. The
eye will be saved.” It was the news I’d

been waiting for . . . the news that made
the whole world seem right again.

But Tony had the final word. “Well,
when are we going back to work?” he
asked. “As soon as I finish writing this

letter to Photoplay,” I answered, and
everybody laughed.
And here it is. The End

THE WOMAN BEHIND

THE HEADLINES
Continued from page 49

reached the top. Their girl had done it.

In a way, this is the story of Ava Gard-
ner’s life. She’s a girl who has continually
defied convention, dared to do things that

others wouldn’t, behaved with warmth,
humor and an utter lack of inhibition

—

and climbed to giddy heights.

Where has it brought Ava Gardner?
Thirty-three now, she has gone through
three unhappy marriages. She is more
beautiful than ever, her star status re-
mains unchanged—but she has shaken
the dust of Hollywood off her feet, de-
claring “I can’t stand all the phonies there.”

She has forsaken her native land in favor
of Spain, where she lives in a small, se-
cluded brick house on the outskirts of

Madrid. She has also forsaken many for-

mer friends and acquaintances, her only
close companions being her sister, Beatrice,

and the Italian comedian, Walter Chiari.

“She’s the unhappiest woman in the
world,” a man who has known her for

many years remarked.
“She’s selfish,” said a woman acquaint-

ance. “She’s so wrapped up in her own
troubles that she never thinks of anyone
else.”

“When she came back to Hollywood the
last time, she looked right through me as
if she’d never seen me before in her life

—

and I’ve known her for years!” another
complained.

All this has resulted in a picture of Ava
that has been painted by the press recently
as a woman who has everything in the
world—and nothing. A woman torn by
inner strife, restless, endlessly searching
for happiness she has never found, one
moment miserable and self-pitying, the
next madly pursuing pleasure to drown
her sorrows.
There is no question but that Ava by

her own words and actions, has contributed
a great deal to this picture. In fact, she
seems to take delight in it, as if it were
some sort of grim, private joke. “So that’s

what they think of me,” she says to her-
self, “So let them. Nobody understands me,
anyway. They never have, and they never
will.”

This is unfortunate, because it is unfair
to one of the most vital and fascinating

women in the world. Not that her vitality

and fascination won’t survive this treat-

ment. These are the qualities that have
made her every move headline material,

and they will certainly continue to do so.

This is Ava’s private joke: She knows it.

But it’s high time that, in justice to

Ava, the truth be told, the whys and
wherefores of her complex character ex-
plained, and the pieces of the puzzle put
in their proper place.



Ava Gardner is not a movie star by
choice. Had it not been for one small inci-

dent, she’s said, “I’d probably have wound
up as a secretary back in Smithfield.”

She’d taken business courses in high

school and one year of college, and she’d

come to New York to look for a job. She
was staying with her sister Beatrice, whose
husband, Larry Tarr, was a photographer.
He used Ava as a model, and one of the

pictures was put into a Fifth Avenue
shop window. An M-G-M talent scout

strolled by, and the picture caught his eye.

He offered Ava a screen test. The test was
successful. She signed an M-G-M contract

and left for Hollywood. As simple as that.

The old Cinderella story, all over again.

Complete with Prince Charming, who ap-
peared the very first day she reported to

the lot. Mickey Rooney wasn’t Ava’s idea

of Prince Charming at the time—Clark
Gable was—but when he spotted her and
sprinted over to strike up a conversation
and ask for a date, she soon found out that,

with his gallantry and Irish wit, he lived

up to the title. She was flattered, too

—

Mickey, as star of the Andy Hardy films,

was one of the hottest personalities in

Hollywood.
Such attention would have bolstered

any girl’s ego, and Ava’s ego was in need
of bolstering. She felt strange and insecure.

People, she knew, made fun of her gauch-
erie, her heavy southern accent.

Mickey put her at ease, and made her
laugh. A thorough pro who had been on
the stage since the age of two, he dazzled
her with his knowledge of show business.

On his part, Mickey was charmed by her
freshness and naivete, a welcome change
from the ambitious Hollywood starlets.

After a few months, said Ava, “We just
kind of knew we’d be married.” The mar-
riage lasted one year, and Ava was a
divorcee at twenty.
Mickey’s mother said, before the wed-

ding, “Ava’s a grand girl and I love her.

But it won’t last three weeks.” She knew
then what Ava had to learn from expe-
rience—that Mickey was, first and fore-
most, a performer, and everyone else his

audience. The role of husband was one
he didn’t know how to play, but it was the
only one that Ava wanted.
Yet Ava, to this day, never speaks of

Mickey with bitterness. “He’s such fun,”
she says. “He was a wonderful person, in

many ways.”
Of something else, she does not speak

—

a feeling of inferiority and inadequacy
that Mickey had engendered in her. “I

wised her up,” Mickey has said. He meant
it kindly—showing the ropes of sophisti-
cated Hollywood life to the greenhorn from
North Carolina. But who wants to be made
to feel like a greenhorn?
With husband No. 2, Artie Shaw, it be-

came much worse. Artie was an intellec-

tual. On their honeymoon, he brought
huge stacks of books for Ava to read, on
every conceivable subject, and spent hours
lecturing her on her educational short-
comings. Hardly the fulfillment of Love’s
Young Dream. Ava, however, pitched into
the tomes courageously—and discovered
that she liked it. He also introduced her
to good music. But a continual diet of
forced intellectual feeding was more than
Ava could take. That marriage lasted a
year, too.

She weighed 126 when she and Artie
were wed. When they were divorced, in

1946, she weighted 106.

“Ava’s an incurable romantic,” a friend
says. “Why, when Artie told her she was
the only woman he’d ever loved, she really
believed it! Of course, she knew about
Lana Turner, and that there had been
some other Mrs. Shaw—but she didn’t
know until after they were married that
she was the fifth—she simply never both-
ered to find out!”
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OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
FREE—BIG NEW Wholesale Catalogl Up to 50% saving for

you, family, friends on nationally-known gifts, jewelry, toys,
appliances, Christmas cards etc. Also make money selling
part time I Write: Evergreen Studios, Box846-AZ, Chicago 42, ML

$500 FOR YOUR Child’s Picture paid by advertisers. Send
one small photo (All ages). Returned. Print child’s parents’
name, address on back. Spotlite, 8346-P10 Beverly, Holly-
wood, California,

DRESSES 24c; SHOES 39c; Men’s suits $4.95; trousers
$1.20. Better used clothing. Free Catalog. Transworld 164-A
Christopher, Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

MAKE $90.00 WEEKLY Preparing Envelopes. Instructions
50c. (Refundable) Transamerican Sales, 216 W. Jackson
Blvd., Suite 6 1

2

, Chicago 6 , ill.

$200. MONTHLY POSSIBLE. Sewing Babywearl No house
selling! Send stamped, addressed envelope. Duties, Warsaw 1,
Indiana.

MAKE PRECUT LEATHER Items At Home Profitably. Ex-
perience Unnecessary. Crown Industries, Dept. 1, 8507-W
Third, Los Angeles 48, California.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED II GUARANTEED Pay! No
Selling I Everything Supplied. Enterprises, Box 112-A,
Boston 22, Massachusetts.

$500 FOR YOUR child's photo, all ages, if used for advertising.
Send photo for approval. Free gifts. Returned two weeks.
Advertise rs, 6000- YJ Sunset, Hoi I ywood 28, California.

MAKE MONEY SEWING At Home, part or full time. We
instruct. No selling. Free details: Jud-San, Box 2107, Dept.
K-15, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

MONEY, TYPING—SEWING! Details Freel Edwards,
391 2-W, 12th, Des jytoines 1 3,_l owa.
MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Articles From Your Newspapersl
Newscraft, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, Ohio.

EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.
Glenway, Box 6568, Cleveland 1, Oh io.

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time, Easy,
profitable. Hanky Aprons, Caldwell 3 , Ark.
EARN $50 FAST sewing precut products. Information 3c.
Thompson’s, Loqanville, Wisconsin.
$200. MONTHLY REPORTED, preparing envelopes. Reveal-
ing method, 25cl Economy. Box 768, Largo 27, Florida.

WIVES—INCREASE YOUR family income sewing babywear
for stores. Write Tiny-Tot, Gallipolis 19, Ohio,

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
ANALYZE HANDWRITING FOR Profit, Pleasure, self-
understanding. TV, radio, newspaper columns, teaching,
lecturing, court work. Men and women, spare time up to
$50.00 an hour. Amazing opportunities. Your own analysis
and Trial Lesson free. No children. IGAS, Inc., (18), Spring-
field 4, Missouri.

$50.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE Mailing Circulars For Adver-
tisers. Complete Instructions 25c. Siwaslian, 4317-F Gleane,
Elmhurst 73 , N.Y,

$35 WEEKLY PREPARING envelopes. Instructions $1. Re-
fundable . Ad service, Spring Valley 151, New York.
EARN SPARETIME CASH— Preparing, Mailing Catalogs.
Everything Furnished. Eljay, 20Cazenove, Boston, 16-A, Mass.

$25 WEEKLY POSSIBLE, sparetime, preparing mailings for
advertisers. Temple Co., Muncie 2, Indiana.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY Sparetime. Tom Sales, 1305-0
Mirth Western, Chicago 22.

GUARANTEED HOMEWORK! IMMEDIATE Commis-
sionsl F ree Outfits I Hjrsch,J301-12 Hoe, New York C ity 59.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED PAINTING Novelties. No Sell-
ing. N. Roland, Vi ncentown 1 , N.J.

$CASH, MAKING FLOWERS sparetime. Free sample.
Boycan Industries, Sharon 20, Penna.
MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

HOME SEWERS OPPORTUNITIES
SEW BEAUTIFUL FELT Novelties. Write enclosing stamp for
working details. Li e big Industries, Beaver Dam 5, Wisconsin.

SEW APRONS IN your home, profitably. Write: Adco,
Bastrop, Louisiana.

AGENTS WANTED
60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-Hollywood, Glendale, Calif., Dept. 16710H.
SELL BEAUTIFUL' PERSONALIZED Xmas Cards. 100%
Profit Deal. Evergreen, Box 842, Chicago 42, III.

MISCELLANEOUS
WRITE VERSE. PUBLICATION guaranteed those who qual-
ify. Write immediately. H.C.S., Inc., 2307 National Station,
Springfield, Missouri.

HELP WANTED
ANYONE CAN SELL famous Hoover Uniforms for beauty
shops, waitresses, nurses, doctors, others. All popular miracle
fabrics—nylon, dacron, orlon. Exclusive styles, top quality.
Big cash income now, real future. Equipment free. Hoover,
Dept. K-119, New York 11, N.Y.

FASHION DEMONSTRATORS—$20-$40 profit evenings. No
delivering or collecting. Beeline Style Shows are Party Plan
sensation! Samples furnished Free. Beeline Fashions,
Bensenville 45, III.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 167I0C, Glen-
dale, Calif.

DRYCrEANS CLOTHING FOR only 10c per garment.
Lightning seller. Saves drycleaning bills. Samples sent on
trial. Kristee 140, Akron, Ohio.

HOMEWORKERS: ASSEMBLE HANDLACED Precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B, California.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-42, Chicago
32, Illinois.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time
with 60-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X774,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

LEARN ART METALCRAFT and jewelry making. Complete,
inexpensive, home training course now available. Special tools
and materials furnished. Write for free booklet. Interstate
Training Service, Dept. L-72, Portland 13, Oregon.

FINISH HIGH SCHOOL at home, spare time. No classes.
Diploma awarded. Write for Free catalog. Wayne School,
Catalog HCH-48, 2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers. Ap-
proved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1,
Atlanta, Georgia.

LEARN WHILE ASLEETPI Details free. Research Associa-
tion, Box 610-WP, Omaha.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 to $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inquiries of employ-
ers or friends. Repay in monthly payments to fit your income.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan,
City National Bldg., Dept. WD-10, Omaha, Nebraska.

BORROW BY MAIL. $100-$600. Anywhere. Air Mail Serv-
ice. Postal Finance, 200 Keeline Building, Dept. 653T,
Omaha 2, Nebraska.

__ FOREIGN & U.S.A. JOB LISTINGS
HIGH PAYING JOBS: All types, Foreign, USA. Chance to
travel. Fare Paid. Application forms. Free information. Write
Dept. 102, National Employment Information, 1020 Broad,
Newark, New Jersey.

AMERICAN, OVERSEAS JOBS, high pay. Men, Women,
Transportation Paid, Free Information, Write Transworld,
200-W West 34, New York 1, N.Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BUY AT WHOLESALE Pricesl Resell-Big Profits. Brand
names—Appliances, housewares, jewelry, clothing, luggage,
tools, toys, gifts. Free color catalog. Merit Home Products,
Dept. PWS-10, 107 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn 6, New York.

MAKE BIG MONEY invisibly mending damaged garments at
home. Details Free. Fabricon, 6240 Broadway, Chicago 40.

STAMP COLLECTING

GIGANTIC COLLECTION FREE— Includes Triangles—
Early United States—Animals—Commemoratives— British
Colonies—High Value Pictorials, etc. Complete Collection plus
Big Illustrated Magazine all free. Send 5c for postage. Gray
Stamp Co., Dept. PC, Toronto, Canada.

OLD COINS AND MONEY WANTED
WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete allcoin

catalogue 25c. Magnacoins, Box 61 -PI. Whitestone 57, N.Y.

WE BUY ALL rare American coins. Complete catalogue 25c.
Fairview, Box 1116-MA, New York City 8.

BUY AT WHOLESALE
BUY WHOLESALE! 30-80% Discounts! Appliances, Gifts,

Typewriters, Tools, Watches, Sporting Goods, Jewelry, Cam-
eras, Housewares, etc. Consolidated Distributurs, Clifton 17,

New Jersey.

What Do 3 Out of 4
Doctors Recommend

to Relieve Pain?
A survey shows 3 out of 4 doctors recommend the

famous ingredients of Anacin Tablets to relieve pain

of headache, neuritis and neuralgia. Here’s why
Anacin® gives you better total effect in relieving

pain than aspirin or any buffered aspirin:

ACTS INSTANTLY: Anacin goes to work instantly .

Brings fast relief to source of your pain.

MORE EFFECTIVE: Anacin is like a doctor’s pre-

scription. That is, Anacin contains not one but

a combination of effective, medically proven in-

gredients.

SHORTHAND
llN 6 WEEKS

T

Write 120 words per minute-
Age no obstacle—LOWEST COST

Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand.
No symbols; no machines. Uses
ABC’s. Easiest to learn. Fast prepa-
ration for a better position, sound
future.

Used in leading offices and Civil
Service. 120 words per minute—50%
FASTER than Civil Service. Over
350.000 taught at home or through
classroom instruction. Typing avail-

able. 35th Year. Schools in over 400
cities.

Write for FREE Booklet to:

SCHOOL OF

BY MISS MARY
VIRGINIA BALLETTI
NEW YORK, N.Y.

“I learned short-
hand in 6 weeks
thanks to SPEED-
WRITING short-
hand and stepped
into this position
of my dreams.”

DID YOU SEE
READER’S DIGEST

ARTICLE ON

- SAFER: Anacin simply can not upset your stomach.

LESSENS TENSION: Anacin also reduces nervous
tension, leaves you relaxed, feeling fine after pain

goes. Buy Anacin today.
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• NOT AN ANALINE DYEI

• I APPLICATION LASTS 4 to 5 WEEKSI

Takes just seconds to apply ... stays on 4 to

5 weeks! "Dark- Eyes'* is the perfect way to

make eyelashes and brows completely natural

looking ... and it will not harden or break

theml "Dark-Eyes'* is NOT A MASCARAI

Will not stick to eyelash curler. Eliminates

the bother of daily eye make-up.

It is PERMANENT, SWIMPROOF,
SMUDGEPROOF, TEARPROOF, and

SMEARPROOFI

$125 (plus tax) at leading drug,

dept, and variety chain stores.

25c
SIND TODAY

for

TRIAL size

NO DELAY—
your trial order

shipped in 24

hours! ^
“DARK-EYES" COMPANY, Dept. P-107

3319 W. Carroll Avo., Chicago 24, III.

I enclose 25c (coin or stomps— tax included) for

TRIAL SIZE pkg. of "Dark-Eyes" with directions.

check shade: Q Light Brown Q Brown Q Black

Nome

Town State

[

Mail coupon today for FREE
i copy of famous Helen Gallagher-

[

Foster House Gift Catalog—all

!

in color. Gifts for every taste,

[

for every purse, for Christmas
and every occasion. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed or your money back.

j
Helen Gallagher-Foster House

I 413 Fulton St., Dept. S70C3, Peoria, III.

|
Please rush my FREE copy of your famous Gift Catalog. |

I NAME - I

I ADDRESS

! POST OFFICE. STATE.

Want to Banish Wrinkles?

’Bye-Line Skin serum can help you do it-also crepy

throat! Yes, it’s really true. 'Bye-Line must make

you look 2 to 10 years younger in 10 days, or

YOUR MONEY BACK. Not a peel, mask or temporary

cover-up, but a genuine youth restorer. This is

no false promise. ’Bye-Line is absolutely safe, even

for super-sensitive skin. Simple, speedy, pleasant,

and non greasy oil treatment. Not sold in stores.
p

No C.O.D.’s. Send exactly $1.12 for trial size, air

mail in plain wrapper to: Age-Less Cosmetics, Inc.,

Dept. Z ,
54 Albion St., San Francisco, California.
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No, when it came to love, Ava’s heart
always ruled her head. But both heart and
head had taken quite a beating in both
her brief marriages. She came out of it

sadder, but wiser.
For a long time, she was careful not to

become deeply entangled in any romance.
There was an interlude with Howard Duff,

whose quiet, retiring nature was balm for

a girl exposed to the flamboyant Rooney
and pretentious Shaw. But although How-
ard was serious, Ava refused to be. She
was afraid to become too deeply involved.
There was another Howard in her life,

too—Howard Hughes, the fabulous tycoon
whose name has been linked with a long
list of Hollywood’s loveliest. The difference
with Ava, she says, is that he always
wanted to marry her. And since he did
reappear in her life regularly between
marriages, obviously Ava was more than
a passing fancy. Why has Ava shied away
from him? Who knows. Perhaps, after the
Rooney-Shaw experiences, the prospect
of marriage to this formidable man was
more than Ava cared to face.

“I’ll never marry another actor,” said

Ava. But that was before she met Frank
Sinatra, at a New York theater party.
And instantly succumbed to the Sinatra
charm.

“That’s what always gets me,” she
smiles. “That old charm. And Frank is the
most charming man alive.”

Their courtship was anything but charm-
ing. It was noisy, it was tempestuous, it

ranged over half the world. It brought
heaps of censure upon Ava’s head. She
was pictured as the villain who broke up
Frankie’s home. Nobody noted that, in

reality, Nancy and Frank had come to a
parting of the ways long before.

At last, Frank settled the problem of

divorce with Nancy—thereby signing away
a third of his income—and the way was
paved for the wedding. At that small but
hectic ceremony in Philadelphia in 1951,

Ava lost her footing, coming downstairs
to join Frank. “I had a vision of the bride
landing in a heap at the foot of the stairs,”

she says. She regained her balance—but
could it have been a portent of things to

come?
She plunged into the role of wife with a

will. This Was It, she thought. Eagerly,
she took down Frank’s favorite recipes
from Mama Sinatra. She jumped up in the
morning and prepared huge breakfasts.
Only to have Frank come in and growl,
“Just coffee. I’m not hungry.” And the
fighting began.
“When I lose my temper,” Ava says,

“nobody can find it.” The same was true
of Frank. But what really broke up the
marriage was that ole debbil, jealousy.
“I’m jealous, and possessive,” Ava admits.
So is Frank.

There was a battle royal in New York,
with Ava holed up in one hotel, and Frank
in another. Mama Sinatra, who is much
more fond of Ava than she was of Frank’s
first wife, Nancy, stepped in to effect a
brief truce. But it was the beginning of the
end. They separated.
Why didn’t Ava divorce Frank at once?

Through the years since, she has some-
times referred vaguely to “a property
settlement.” This has given rise to stories

that Ava was seeking hefty alimony since
Frank’s return to enormous popularity
and affluence, rumors that were revived
again when she finally applied for the
divorce in Mexico City recently. There is

no truth in this. Proudly, Ava feels she
is quite capable of taking care of herself.

The question of a “property settlement”
was a matter of principle. When Ava was
wed to Frank, he was making very little

money. She was the one who paid many
of the bills. She felt she was entitled to

some reimbursement. Although no one
knows the real story, it can be assumed

that since Ava’s return from Spain, she
and Frank were able to reach an amicable
agreement on this, which, because they
have been so widely separated by distance,
they have not been able to get together to

settle before.

For Ava, the story of the alimony was
another of the barbs that have caused
her to withdraw into a protective cloak
of silence and cynicism. Far from being
a heartless creature who deliberately
chooses to snub or ignore others, she is

simply on the defensive. Outwardly, Ava
pretends to care nothing about the criti-

cism, the scandal magazine stories that
are printed about her. Inwardly, she is

deeply hurt.

So she carries a chip on her shoulder.
That was the case, not long ago, when she
went to Mexico to make “The Sun Also
Rises.” Ava had her heart set on a part
for her friend, Walter Chiari. Instead, she
learned, the part had been given to attrac-
tive, young Bob Evans. Ava bristled, and,
when she first met Bob on the set, treated
him coldly. She knew from experience
how these things happened. Wasn’t Evans
the fellow who was a multimillionaire
clothing manufacturer in New York?
Somebody’d been impressed—he had
“pull.” And this must be just a lark for
him. Why take work from people who
acted to make a living?

But when she worked with Bob, she
thawed immediately. She saw that he was
no playboy seeking a new thrill, but a per-
son who was doing something he’d al-

ways wanted to do, something that meant
a lot to him, and which he was dead seri-

ous about. Soon, the two of them had their
heads together, yakking away like old
pals. Later, on a brief stopover in New
York, though she bypassed all the whoop-
te-do and saw no one else, she took time
to have dinner with Bob.
“A lot of people don’t understand Ava,”

says Bob Evans. “She’s really a warm,
grand person.”

That’s the way the folks back home feel

about her, too. Not long ago, Ava returned
again to Smithfield, after an absence of
five years—the longest time she’s ever
been away. As she and Walter Chiari
stepped out of their private plane, Ava, in

huge dark glasses and a gay yellow shirt-
waist dress, couldn’t contain her excite-
ment. “Oh, it’s so wonderful to be back in

North Carolina,” she cried, rushing into
the arms of relatives who had turned out
full force, and giving each one a big hug.
Was this the cold, unhappy Ava? No

—

this was the real Ava, the girl who shows
herself only to what she calls “real” peo-
ple. “He’s a real person” is Ava’s highest
compliment. By this, she means a person
who is simple and human, not a phony, or
someone seeking to use her for his own
advantage. Unfortunately, in her world
of stardom there aren’t many who qualify
—and Ava’s protective suspicion has shut
out those who do. So she looks for them
in out-of-the-way places—a small night
club or drive-in, where, unrecognized, she
can strike up happy conversations with
strangers. A child on the street—children
don’t know or care that she is a star. And
she has a weakness for children.
“Ava Takes Chiari To Meet The Home

Folks” the papers proclaimed. Actually,
the reason for Ava’s visit to Smithfield
was the celebration for her brother Melvin
and his bride-to-be, Rose Darby. A niece,

Edna Mae Grimes, was also about to be
wed.

“Everybody’s getting married except
me,” said Ava gaily.

“We are just companions,” said the
dark, handsome Chiari.

Always taking into consideration the
Italian’s potent charm—a weapon that
Ava has always been unable to resist—it’s

doubtful that they will reach the altar, al-



though Ava has made it no secret that she
would like to marry again.

Is this because Ava is so moody and
mixed-up that she doesn’t know what she
wants? No. It is because her experiences
with men have made her too wise.

Because her marriage to Mickey Rooney
made her feel inferior, her marriage to

Artie Shaw, inadequate, and her mar-
riage to Frank, a failure as a woman, it is

generally believed that she is now carry-
ing a heavy load of self-condemnation,
a feeling of worthlessness that she can
never overcome. This is far from the
truth. Bitter as these experiences were,
from each of her husbands Ava learned
much, and she is the first to admit it. Be-
sides Hollywood know-how, Mickey taught
her that a woman cannot expect an im-
mature boy to behave with the respon-
sibility of a man. Artie Shaw—whom she
admires more than any of her husbands
because she believes him to be completely
honest—gave her a gift worth more than
all the mink and diamonds in the world—
the key to knowledge. Few realize that

Ava has acquired a culture and sophisti-

cation that many a Harvard graduate might
envy. Because of her background and lack
of formal schooling, she’s selfconscious
about it and belittles it, but it is true

—

and it has added immeasurably to her
present wisdom. And from Frankie . . .

from Frank she learned about herself. Her
own weakness, and her own strength.

So here is Ava, a woman developed in

maturity and knowledge far beyond the
average. A woman who enjoys the com-
pany of men, but can be easily bored by
them, and can spot their weaknesses at a

glance. Her former flames, bullfighters

Mario Cabre and Luis Dominguin, she calls

“Boys. Fun—but boys.”

That Chiari feels this detached, critical

evaluation was evident when he appeared
on Steve Allen’s TV show. He was per-
forming with easy competence, until he
realized Ava was watching him. Then,
although he carried the show off very
well, he became quite nervous.

It will be difficult for Ava to find the
kind of man with whom she wants to spend
the rest of her life—and she will not settle

for less. But in the meantime, she is far

from unhappy. Chiari is charming and
amusing, the ever-faithful sister Beatrice
takes care of all the worrisome details of
business and living, and is her trusted
confidante. In Spain, there is all the warmth
and color and excitement she loves. And
most of all, “Real people. In Europe, they
have respect for actresses. They don’t
treat you like a curiosity. They leave you
alone.” This, and the little house with no
telephones, plenty of good food, the bull-
fights and flamencos—this is what Ava
wants. And in her circumstances, who can
argue with her choice?

When Ava boarded the plane to go back
to Spain—permanently, she says—she
discovered that five pieces of her bag-
gage were missing. As the flustered Bea-
trice investigated and the embarrassed
Chiari stood by, Ava raved and ranted,
making the air blue.

“There she goes again,” an onlooker
remarked. “What a pitiful sight that girl

is.”

Another incident. Another headline.
Ava didn’t care. People wouldn’t under-

stand, anyway. They didn’t know what it

was like to be hounded by reporters every
minute, to have to smile for the photog-
raphers when you didn’t feel like it, to
put up with stares and rude remarks. She’d
stood it all, even the too-personal ques-
tions about her private life. Who could
blame her if she took it out in one grand,
defiant explosion against five missing
pieces of luggage? They couldn’t spread
rumors and hurt her in return. The End

Here’s the easiest way to make extra
money in spare time! Just turn the pages
of our handy album and 41 beautiful new
Christmas Cards spring to life! Friends
buy on sight. New MAGICOLOR cards ^
pay you $65 profit on 65 boxes. Big
variety of personalized cards, $1.00
assortments, novel gifts. Profitstol00%
plus extra cash bonus. 24-hour serv--*

ice. Write for FREE Album, and samples
on approval, plus FREE Gift Offer.

SOUTHERN GREETINGS, Dept. 31-G
478 N. HoRIvwood - Memphis 12, Tenn.

LUSTRE-CREME
SHAMPOO

Never dries...

it beautifies

;

CREAM

29c and 57c

LOTION

30c and 60c

No wonder 1+ out of 5 top Hollywood movie
stars insist on Lustre-Creme!

Get Lustre-Creme Shampoo at

BEN FRANKLIN STORES
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ANY INSTRUMENT
. . . even if you don't know
a single note of music now!

TMAGINE! Even if you never dreamed you could play
A

. . . you can soon surprise friends with your musical
ability. No special talent or previous training needed.
Spend just a few minutes a day at home—and only a few
cents per lesson. Teach yourself to play piano, guitar,
accordion, any instrument. Make amazingly rapid progress
because you start right out playing real pieces by note.

No boring exercises. Over 900.000 people have chosen this

easy method, including famous TV Star Lawrence Welk!

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK—
Read the whole fascinating story of this

wonderful method in 36-page illustrated
book. For FREE copy, mail coupon to:

U. S. School of Music. Studio A20I0
Port Washington. N. Y.
59th successful year.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Studio A2010, Port Washington, N. Y.

Please send me your 36-page illustrated Free Book.
I’m interested in playing (name instrument)

I do I do NOT—have instrument now.

Name
(please print)

Address

Away Go Corns!
No waiting when you use Dr. Scholl 0.

It’s the quickest way to relieve and
remove corns ever discovered.

Get a box today and see

!

D- Scholls Zino pads
mbJr, m

ENLARGEMENT
0FY0UR FAVORITE PHOTO OR NEGATIVE

Just to get acquainted we will

make you a FREE professional silk

finish 5x7 enlargement of your
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LIZ TAYLOR’S

FIGHT FOR LIFE
Continued from page 63

across the table at dinner in a swank
restaurant, Mike minced no words. “Ab-
solutely not,” he said. “Just about every
newspaper and magazine from Moscow to

Tokyo has been after me for a marriage
story, but I won’t do it. I don’t want our
marriage reduced to the what-they-eat-
for-breakfast and who-leaves-the-cap-off-
the-toothpaste level. I think you can un-
derstand that.”

Of course. Mike and Liz are no Average
American Couple. Liz, for all her youth,
is one of the most beautiful and glamorous
women in the world, with all the sophisti-

cation that goes with it. Fifty-year-old
Mike is one of the most successful busi-
ness men in the world, with all the dignity

that goes with it.

But—there was also another reason,

about which Mike would—or could-not
speak. It was the secret he and Liz had
hid bravely for months under a show of

the most glamorous high living the public

had ever seen. An envious public, that did

not know the truth. For who could blame
the Todds for living it up, who could
blame Mike for showering Liz with costly

gifts and pleasures, when their lives were
constantly shadowed by the knowledge
that Liz’ health—even her life, were in

danger?
When Liz learned that the baby they

both wanted so much was on the way, they
were supremely happy. And there was
nothing to cloud that happiness. Although
Liz still suffered some pain, the operation

for a spinal condition had been a complete
success, and a good recovery seemed cer-

tain.

But as the Todds went on their fabulous
way, a painful pattern was repeated again
and again—Liz, glowing and gay one mo-
ment, seized with shattering agony the
next. Mike, calling doctors frantically, and
rushing his wife to the nearest hospital.

As the months passed, fear gripped their

hearts—fear that the recurring pain had
weakened Liz so much that the birth of

her baby would be very difficult.

When the Todds cut short their Riviera

stay and rushed back to New York, they
tried to cover up the real reason: An
alarmed Mike wanted his Liz close to the

Harkness Pavilion, where they had made
reservations for the delivery of the baby
in October.
He acted not a moment too soon. On

shipboard, Liz had the first, terrifying

warnings of premature labor pains. Mike
took her straight to the hospital, but the

pains subsided and she was released.

They settled down in the swank West-
port home, and for a few days, all was
well—until the pains came on again. An-
other rush to the Harkness Pavilion. This
time, an ominous announcement: “We will

know in the next forty-eight hours
whether the baby can be saved.” Forty-
eight hours ot pain for Liz. Forty-eight
hours of sleepless torture for Mike.
But again, Liz pulled through. And as

soon as she felt stronger, she begged Mike
to take her home. She even managed a

weak “I’m all right, thank you,” to a

thoughtless reporter who accosted her as

Mike was bundling her into his Cadillac

for the trip back to Westport.
Then, the terrible nightmare that began

at the dinner table. Tenderly, Mike car-

ried his prostrate bride to a couch, then
leaped to the phone. He tried to keep his

voice calm as he told the doctor, “Elizabeth

I just collapsed at the dinner table.” The
1
doctor replied with the words that made

Mike’s heart sink like a lead weight in his

chest: “You must bring her to the hospital

immediately.”
The heavy, humid air stifled him as he

drove through the dark countryside, and
sweat poured down his face. Still, he felt

cold. Slowing down at an intersection, he
turned to glance at Liz. Strange, that she
looked more beautiful than ever, lying
there against the pillows. He turned back,
and pressed the accelerator as far as it

would go. Why wouldn’t the car go faster?

If he could only find a motorcycle cop to

give him escort. What if he couldn’t make
it? What if . . .

Then, the endless time of waiting, when
they put Liz on a stretcher and carried
her away from him. The quickstab of joy
when he got the news: “She’s all right

now, but she must stay here until a Cae-
sarean operation can be safely performed.
It must be done at the earliest possible

moment—two weeks from now.”
Day and night he stayed by her side,

amply rewarded for his faithful vigilance

by the touch of her limp hand and the
wisp of a smile. “I’ll stay right here every
day of those two weeks, honey,” he told

her.

Two days had passed . . . only two
days . . . when, late at night, a sharp cry
came from the darkened room, “Mike,
MIKE. Please help me. Please!”
The rest was a blur of horror. Nurses

and doctors, bustling in their starched
white uniforms, whispering. “Hurry!
Hurry!” Liz, moaning, white and helpless.

So helpless.

Seven doctors convened to make the
fateful decision: Operate immediatly. From
then, through the terrible hours of waiting,

there was nothing Mike Todd could do,

but pray. This was a battle Elizabeth had
to fight—alone.

After it was over, Mike said simply, “Liz
and I are eternally grateful for the mir-
aculous job all the doctors have done.
From now on, she is going to be an ex-
tremely well and happy girl.”

Now, a serious Mike talked about his

plans for bringing that about. For, al-

though he refuses to make the marriage
public property, he can no more stop talk-

ing about the girl he loves so much, the

girl who paid such a high price for love

of him, than he can stop breathing.

“With another baby, I want Elizabeth
to retire,” Mike announced flatly. “She’s

a great actress, one of the best, but I want
her to retire because there is no such
thing as a happy actress and I intend to

see to it that she’s the happiest woman on
earth.”

This was a surprise! It’s been known that

Mike takes a dim view of Liz’ continuing
her career, but he had never expressed
himself so strongly, nor set a definite time
when he would like her to retire.

“What can a career give her that I

can’t?” Mike demanded. “She’ll have the

children. She’ll have the world in her
pocket with new places to see and new
people to meet every day of her life.” He
certainly had a point.

“We already have a penthouse in New
York, and my friends there. Liz has her
friends in Hollywood and we will buy a

house there as soon as we can find the
ultra-modern one that’s big enough for us,

three children, and Liz’ menagerie.”
He chuckled. “You know, I don’t like

cats,” he confided. “But Liz does, so we
have two cats. And several dogs. And a

duck, and whatever else has turned up in

the animal line since I left this morning.
Liz is probably the only girl who ever flew

to New York holding a duck in her lap!”

Mike is the only man in the world who
can carry on three telephone conversations
and pick out a new diamond bracelet at

the same time, but even he has to pause
for breath once in a while. It was a good
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opportunity to sound him out on the
question of how Liz feels about retiring.

After all, her career has meant a great
deal to her. Can she leave it behind so
easily? Does she want to?

“Liz isn’t one of those actresses with
whom the career comes first,” Mike said.

“She has always put a home and children
before that.”

His eyes clouded a bit, and his face was
full of concern. “Besides, right now, her
health isn’t as good as it should be. I want
to look after her. It’s a fine task, looking
after her,” he added softly, with feeling.

It was obvious that if it took every one
of the fifty million dollars that his hit film,

“Around the World in 80 Days” is expected
to make, Mike Todd would do just that.

Then he brightened, and grinned. “I have
the picture of the year, the bride of the
year, and the baby of the year. What man
could want more?”
And what woman could want more than

Liz, for whom Mike leaves no diamond un-
bought, no car in a show-window?

In April, the Todds, with Liz’ two sons,
Michael and Christopher Wilding, sailed
for Europe on the Queen Elizabeth, one of
the plushiest ships afloat. They were bound
for the Riviera, where Mike had rented a
villa. There, he said, the now-pregnant
Liz could rest and relax and sun -bathe
while he attended to his multitudinous
business affairs.

The Villa Fiorentina is one of the most
luxurious estates in the South of France.
At Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, little more than
a stone’s throw from Monte Carlo, it has
its own private dock on the blue Medi-
terranean, a huge swimming pool into
which water from the nearby sea is per-
petually pumped, acres of wooded forests
dotted with stone benches along care-
fully manicured paths.

Along the Italian marble floors, Liz
skipped happily. In the gardens, the pride
and joy of the estate’s owner, Lady Ken-
made, she sun-bathed. Along the wooded
paths she strolled with her two small sons.

There was fishing, too, in the waters near
the villa. There were boats of assorted
sizes tied up at the Todds’ pier. There
was everything any girl could dream of.

Never for a moment did Todd neglect
his bride in favor of the roulette wheel or
the baccarat table. The slightest suggestion
that Liz was tired and off they would go,
with Mike driving slowly and carefully
along the Grand Corniche, the winding
mountain road that leads from one town to
another along the Mediterranean.
From the day he took her to a New

York hospital for her spinal operation,
Mike has watched over Liz’ health. When
she became pregnant, his watchfulness was
doubled. There have been doctors on call

everywhere, visits to specialists, and the
tiniest sign of fatigue, while they were at

the villa, brought a physician post-haste
from Nice.
Mike has watched, just as carefully, over

her happiness. Was life at Villa Fioren-
tina getting dull? There would be a flying

trip to Paris—for a party, or for shopping.
And what shopping! Just a few short

blocks from the George V Hotel in Paris,
within walking distance even for a lady
in a “delicate condition,” are the salons of
Dior and Balenciaga, where Liz had only
to utter an enraptured “oooh” to acquire
a new gown. A short ride away is the Rue
de la Paix, with its shops filled with furs
and jewels and perfumes. Liz bought and
bought. Mike bought and bought. As one
man-about-Paris quipped, “The only
French phrase Liz knows is ‘Van Cleef
and Arpels.’

”

Liz and Mike flew up to Paris to attend
the auctioning of Aly Khan’s collection of
modern French paintings. A moody self-

portrait by Degas aroused Liz’ interest.

Mike bought it—and two other paintings

—
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and immediately wrote a check for $30,000.

“They’ll think I’m crazy when they
hear about this in Hollywood,” he said to

Aly Khan, “to pay that much money for

pictures that don’t even move.”
Mike grinned broadly when questioned

about Liz’ luxury diet. “Look,” he ex-
plained, “a good friend of mine just

collared me and told me he thought Liz
might be getting a little spoiled. I told

him and I’ll tell you that I’ve never had
so much fun spoiling anybody and I in-
tend to keep it this way.”
So it was Nice . . . London . . . Paris

. . . with new gowns, new furs, new
jewels. At the Villa Fiorentina Liz had
not closets, but rooms, filled with fabulous
clothes.

Visitors came—saw—and gasped.
Liz’ father and mother spent a few

weeks with their daughter, saw the sights
from the window of a Rolls Royce, and
admired the beautiful villa, with its rare
furniture, over which Liz’ three poodles
gamboled. Debbie Reynolds and Eddie
Fisher were there, wide-eyed over the
pool with its modern dressing rooms and
the sun room where Liz kept her canaries.
And Michael Wilding arrived for a visit.

“And why not?” said Todd. “Sure, I in-
vited him. It’s natural that a guy wants to

see his own kids. He’s a nice guy and I

like him. Where else do you want him
to stay? In a hotel, maybe, when we have
that big villa?”

The months at Cap Ferrat were quiet
ones—by Todd standards. Because of Liz’

recent operation, and her pregnancy, they
gave only one big party. That was during
the film festival and their guest list would
have made a blue-book of the V. I.P.’s in
attendance.

There was, of course, the opening of
Mike’s “Around the World in 80 Days” in

Paris, where Liz was, as usual, a sensa-
tion in a yellow tulle evening dress—and
the new jewel which Mike adds to her
collection before each premiere.
And in London, there was the party to

end all parties which Mike threw for “2500
intimate friends” following the premiere.
For this shindig, Liz had a new Dior
chiffon, ruby red, with a new necklace and
earrings of rubies and diamonds to match.
“Mike bought it for me on his birth-

day,” Liz explained.
Todd, having taken a good look at the

jewels worn by the Duchess of Kent,
cracked: “Liz will probably throw hers in

the Thames tomorrow.”
It was a dream affair, except for one in-

cident that might have turned it into a
nightmare, when a guest bumped into a
table, which struck Liz in the stomach.

Furious Mike kept his temper, grasping
the man by the shoulders and growling,
“My wife is pregnant. Please be a gentle-
man.” But this might well have caused the
serious premature labor pains that sent
Liz into the hospital in New York.
Only a week before the premiere, the

Todds had been photographed at the Lon-
don airport in the midst of a heated argu-
ment. Mike had been late. . . . They had
missed their plane to Nice. . . . Mike had
chartered a plane but wanted to stop over
in Paris . . . Liz wanted to go direct to

Nice. “Todds Tiffing,” the headlines had
blazed.

The night of the London premiere there
were rumors of another quarrel.
“Sure we had a fight,” says Todd. “A

real good one. Better than the fight at the
airport. . . .

“You see, I love my wife, and I wanted
to protect her. I didn’t want her to walk
up and down stairs and bow to a lot of
dukes and duchesses at the opening.
“You see, she was a little pregnant and

I have to look out for her.

“I wish every couple could have fights

like we do,” he said later. “You fight and
make up and you’re more in love. But
seriously, the most I could wish for any
friend of mine would be to be as happy
as Liz and I are.”

“Neither of us is inhibited,” explained
Liz. “We simply speak freely to each other.
The really important thing is that we hap-
pen to love each other.”

Just as Todd gave in after the quarrel
at the London airport, and lost the bout to

keep Liz from the London premiere of his
picture, he’s softened a bit on her movie-
making, after all.

“If Liz wants to make a picture now
and then,” he said later, “it’s all right. As
a matter of fact, I want her to play Dul-
cinea in ‘Don Quixote’ for me. But an
actress with a real career has no time to

look after the man she loves. If she tries to

do this, struggle as she may, she isn’t going
to be as great as she used to be—and she
doesn’t like it.

“Liz is basically a woman,” he went on,

as he expanded on the subject he refuses
to talk about, “very wholesome and with
a quality of warmth that’s wonderful. In

fact, she’s so wonderful that she’s unbe-
lievable. But I’m older than Elizabeth. I’ve

grown up, acquired some wisdom, and I

plan a life full enough to keep both of us
busy and interested.”

And Elizabeth Taylor Todd, with a

sample of the fabulous, fairy-tale life as

Mike’s wife behind her, continues to say,

“I like it. I like it.”

What girl wouldn’t? The End
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STARS HOLLYWOOD
COULDN’T BEAT

Continued from page 64

young men in Hollywood, New York, and,

finding no one to fill the bill, back in

Hollywood again. After almost a year, he
threw up his hands, announced “It’ll be
either Lew Ayres or Richard Carlson,”

and sat down in despair.

Meanwhile, a William Franklin Beedle,

Jr., had arrived at Pasadena Drama
School from O’Fallon, 111. After gradua-
tion, he was signed by Paramount to a

beginner’s contract (about $50 per week
then), went through a name change to

William Holden, and did nothing. Ma-
moulian was also casting for the sister in

“Golden Boy” and asked to see some
tests. One of them featured a girl named
Margaret Young—and Bill Holden. After

a brief interview, Mamoulian had his

“Golden Boy.”
Cast with Barbara Stanwyck and

Adolphe Menjou in his very first film,

Bill hadn’t the foggiest notion of what to

do or how to go about doing it. But
Mamoulian worked with him night and
day, and Barbara Stanwyck, giving him
tips and advice, gently guided him into

various camera positions.

At the conclusion of the picture Bill

paid tribute to her, stating, “I could not
have succeeded without her help.” It was
the kind of thanks expected from a novice
by an established star, and it sounded
nice. It still does. For on the first day’s
shooting of every Stanwyck picture, the
actress receives a bouquet—perpetual
gratitude in memory of the days when a
star helped a struggling newcomer, and
perhaps made the difference between
success and failure for him.

Paramount saw they had a good thing
and for the next twelve years shared
Holden’s contract with Columbia. He was
one of Hollywood’s hottest new properties,

and this sort of thing kept up until his

enlistment in the Army.
In 1945, after four years service, Bill

was discharged and eager to resume his
career. “All I want to do is work,” he an-
nounced vigorously, “I’ve come back with
more ambition than ever.” The next five

years certainly proved that. Bill did just
about everything: comedies (“Dear Ruth”
and “Derr Wife”); westerns (“The Man
from Colorado” and “Streets of Laredo”)

;

dramas (“Blaze of Noon” and “The Dark
Past”) ; comedy-dramas (“Apartment for
Peggy” and “Rachel and the Stranger”).
His range included a veteran, a frontiers-
man, a gunslinger and a psychopathic
killer. And—with all of his background
to draw on—when his biggest break came,
he was ready for it.

Director Billy Wilder had a story about
Hollywood in mind. He phoned Bill, asked
him to come over and together they dis-
cussed the central male character: a
script writer named Joe Gillis who has
fallen on hard times and allows himself to
be kept by a faded old has-been.

“I want that part,” Bill told Wilder, “if

it means cutting my right arm off up to
here!” The sacrifice was unnecessary—he
got the part.

The picture was “Sunset Boulevard,”
and it covered everyone with glory, not
least of all William Holden. The jump
from genial leading man to first-rate
actor was now complete. He lost in a
close Oscar race that year, only to win
three years later with “Stalag 17.”

Since “Sunset Boulevard,” there’s been
an unbroken string of hits

—“Born Yester-
day,” “Executive Suite,” “Sabrina,” “The

Country Girl” and “Picnic,” to name a

few. Last year he turned producer with
“Toward the Unknown,” still another hit.

The urge to be versatile, coupled with a
willingness to explore and experiment,
is another mark of the indestructibles.

It varies with each, but a prime example
is James Cagney.
Cagney was making a modest name for

himself in Hollywood until 1931’s “Public
Enemy.” For that picture, director William
A. Wellman figured that one scene would
be improved enormously if Jimmy smacked
Mae Clarke full in the puss with a nice,

juicy grapefruit.

Things were never the same after that.

Jimmy was placed in a succession of films

playing more or less one role—a strutting,

arrogant, cocky little punk.
Warners gave Jimmy a western—“The

Oklahoma Kid”—and, in flickers like “The
Fighting 69th” and “Each Dawn I Die,”
he graduated from punk to hero. But blood
and thunder were the basic ingredients,
and that’s the way things stayed. Until
1942.

In that year Jimmy gave a performance
as George M. Cohan in “Yankee Doodle
Dandy” that was nothing short of aston-
ishing. The cock-of-the-walk formula
fitted naturally into the Cohan characteri-
zation, but with it went a generous portion
of fine acting. In addition, the actor sang
and tap-danced as if he’d been doing it

all his life. (Actually, he’d done a bit of
hoofing as a vaudeville chorus boy and
female impersonator at age 19.) An Oscar
was the result.

But Jimmy didn’t push this success, as
he might have. So by 1955, more people
than now care to remember had consigned
him to the scrap heap of Hollywood’s once
glorious relics. What Jimmy did two years
ago was to give as unique a demonstration
of versatility as any film actor ever gave
in one year anywhere. . . .

In “Mister Roberts,” a hilarious comic
performance as the captain; in “Run for

Cover,” a crackling western portrayal; in

“The Seven Little Foys,” a guest shot as
George M. Cohan in an amazingly agile
song-and-dance exhibition, and in “Love
Me or Leave Me,” what may well have
been the finest performance of his career.
At this writing, some previewers are

saying that Jimmy can scarcely miss an
Oscar nomination for his performance in
“Man of a Thousand Faces,” U-I film based
on the life of Lon Chaney. “Astonishing,”
noted one critic.

James Cagney and the other indestruc-
tibles are champions—always. In a busi-
ness where the cynical “You’re only as
good as your last picture” has been flipped
around too freely for too long, it bears
thinking about.

Actor Henry Fonda, unlike Cagney, once
wanted no part of Hollywood. But as
leading light of six films made within

the past three years—a currently unheard-
of situation among stars of his rank—there
obviously have been some changes made.
After almost ten years of starvation and

disappointment incredible even for an
actor (“I’ve lived in some of the dirtiest
dumps in New York City,” Hank once
remarked), success came in “The Farmer
Takes a Wife,” and Hollywood was hot on
the trail. Longtime pal Leland Hayward,
then his agent, went into a huddle with
producer Walter Wanger. But the first

wire to Hank met with an abrupt refusal.

Several wires later, Hayward got Hank
on the phone and the two thrashed the
matter out in a long, explosive session
that ended in compromise. Hank agreed
to fly to Hollywood, to stay there for any
amount of time he liked—all at Wanger’s
expense—“just to talk things over.” Se-
cretly, Hank figured he had an ace in
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from the foremost authority on Quiz pro-
grams! Here is your chance to get behind-
the-scenes and see exactly how a Quiz Show
works! For instance, do you know how con-
testants for Quiz shows are selected? Do
you know why one person is selected and
why another one equally acceptable is re-
jected? Do you know the correct way to fill

out a contestant’s questionnaire? These and
hundreds of other questions are com-
pletely covered in this guide.

Send for your copy—TODAY!

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. WG-1057
205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of HOW TO
WIN ON QUIZ SHOWS. I enclose 50c.

NAME
Please Print
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2 Lovely Rings
Fine Birthstone ring, your

,
own size and month, 1 /40
14-K R.G.P., a beautiful

pattern—also gorgeous
Friendship ring in 1/40
14-K R.G.P., a popular
heart embossed design.

(each Ting guaranteed .

)

Both for selling $2.00 worth

Rosebud Products. Order 4

Rosebud Perfume to sell at

'SOt a bottle, or 8 Rosebud Sa Ive
cr 8 Tholene Campfiof Ointment to sell at 2 a box.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 80, WOODSBORO. MARYLAND

SUFFERERS
FROM

nmsc inc unc

PSORIASISTV (SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

uiBl^DeRmoiL
TRY IT YOURSELF no
matter how long you have
suffered. Write for FREE
book on Psoriasis and
DERMOIL. Send lOc
for trial bottle to make
our ‘‘One Spot Test”.

Don’t be embarrassed
with Psoriasis, the ugly,

scaly skin disease. TRY
DERMOIL. Amazing re-

sults reported by many
grateful users for 24
years. With DERMOIL it

is possible that ugly scaly patches
on body or scalp may be gradually removed and the an-
noying itching relieved, while the skin becomes pliable

and soft as the redness is reduced. Many doctors use the
non-staining Dermoil formula. Must give definite benefit
or money back. Sold by leading Drug stores.

Write today LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 4517
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.
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YOU’D NEVER KNOW I HAD

PSORIASIS
For 24 years psoriasis suffer- J
ers have learned that Siroil
tends to remove unsightly
external crusts and scales. If >

lesions recur, light applica-
tioos of Siroil help control
them. Siroil won't stain
clothing or bed linens.
Offered on 2-weeks-satis-
faction - or - money - refund-
ed basis.

Write for NEW FREE
BOOKLET, written by
REGISTEREDPHYSICIAN.
It answers 30 most-asked
questions about psoriasis.

to

%
AT ALL
DRUG

STORES
' SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC.

Dept. M-89 Santa Monica, Calif.

|

Please send me your new free booklet on PSORIASIS.

j

NAME

j ADDRESS

| CITY . .. ^ STATE.

Please Print

500
FOR YOUR
HILD’S

PAID

PHOTO
CASH PAYMENTS made for chil-

dren’s photos, all types, ages 1

mo. to 18 yrs. by national adver-
tisers. Hundreds selected every

month forusein advertising. Send 1 small photo for approval.
Print child's & mother's name, addresson back. Also 2 FREE
gifts for photos selected. Returned 2 weeks. No obligation.

AD-PHOTOS, 6087-HJ Sunset, Hollywood 28, Calif.

SURPRISE BABY GIFT

ONLy s1
Mothers, Dads, Aunts, Uncles,

Grandparents, now you can give

baby a terrific surprise gift that is practical

and useful. Just send $1.00 with your name and

address to—
The JAYBEE Co. • P. O. Box 101 • Canton, Ohio

all s-t-r-e-t enable

America's most comfortable, all-elastic bras.

From 2.95 at fine stores everywhere.

Breatbinbra, Inc., 389 Fifth Avenue. New York 16

If you are the talented author
of an unpublished manuscript,
let us help gain the recognition

you deserve. We will publish
your BOOK—we will edit, design,
print, promote, advertise and
sell it! Good royalties.

Write for FREE copy of

How To Publish Your Book

COMET PRESS BOOKS, Dept. GT10

200 Varick St.. N. Y. 14

AUTHORS:
TALENT

GOING
TO

WASTE?

EAT ANYTHING
WITH FALSE TEETH
Trouble with plates that slip, rock
and cause sore gums— try Brimms
Plasti-Liner. One application makes
plates fit snugly withoutpowder, paste,
or cushions, because Brimms Plasti-
Liner hardens permanently to your
plate. It relines and refits loose plates
in a way no powder, paste, or cushion can do. No
need to pass up your favorite foods. With plates held
firmly by Plasti-Liner, YOU CAN EAT ANYTHING!
Simply lay soft strip of Plasti-Liner on troublesome
upper or lower. Bite and it molds perfectly. Easy
to use, tasteless, odorless, harmless to you and your
plates. Removable as directed. Money back guaran-
tee. At your drug counter. $1.50 for one plate, $2.50
for two plates. Plasti-Liner Inc., Dept.RR; 1075

P Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

BRIMMS PLASTI-LINER
THE PERMANENT DENTURE RELINER

the hole. If pressed too closely on the
matter, he could always drive his salary
demands so fantastically high—say, to $350
per week—that the conversation would
end then and there.

The conference was like the phone con-
versation all over again, except that Wan-
ger was there to push his side of the argu-
ment. Finally, the producer offered Hank
a term contract with a few months off each
year to work on the stage. Seeing no way
out, Hank made ready to play his trump,
when Wanger blandly inserted, “I am
willing to pay you $1,000 a week—if that
is all right with you.” As Hank later re-
called, everything went blank, but he later
learned he’d said “Yes,” and the contract
was signed.

Fifteen films later—after establishing
something of a record for on-set accidents
(both eyes blacked, a self-inflicted hand-
stab and a wrenched leg, among other
things)—Hank was still not too happy
about films. Then Darryl F. Zanuck put
him under contract, and a succession of fat

roles was lined up for Hank, one of which
was, as “Young Mr. Lincoln,” directed by
a man named John Ford. Their next film

together was “The Grapes of Wrath.”
For “The Grapes of Wrath,” everyone

gave of his best. Long before it was
in completed form, they knew they

had something special. What eventually

emerged was a film that, for honesty and
artistry, has few peers. And there were
other top talents to work for—William- A.

Wellman on the unforgettable “Ox-Bow
Incident,” and Preston Sturges for “The
Lady Eve,” a comic gem that still leaves

audiences helpless with laughter.

After discharge from wartime naval

service, Hank ran right into the problem
that faced other actors returning to pick

up their careers: how to find the right

roles and regain pre-war popularity. Three
years after his return, Leland Hayward
offered him the play script of “Mister Rob-
erts,” and Hank jumped at the chance.

The sensational success of “Mister Rob-
erts” is recent enough to make additional

comment unnecessary. But just to prove
that it was no one-time thing, Hank went
into two more stage hits: “Point of No
Return” and “The Caine Mutiny Court
Martial.” Critical hurrahs resounded.
The Warner version of “Mister Roberts”

marked Hank’s return to film-making.
Since then, there have been: the spec-
tacular “War and Peace,” for which he
recently received an award at the Berlin
Film Festival; Hitchcock’s “The Wrong
Man”; the excellent “12 Angry Men” and
the forthcoming “The Tin Star” and
“Stage Struck.”

Barbara Stanwyck has probably taken it

on the chin as often as anyone. Un-
doubtedly what has saved her from

breakdown on a good many occasions is a

singular gift for looking at a person or a

situation with utter frankness and honesty.
She has been many things—twice divorced,
four times an Oscar nominee but never a

winner, and, lately, the victim of some re-
markably poor pictures.

She was born Ruby Stevens and came
up the hard way in humble Brooklyn sur-
roundings—a fact she never tried to gloss

over, not even in the days when exotic

phony studio biographies were all the
rage. She made a hit on Broadway in

“Burlesque,” and entered Hollywood on
the arm of actor-husband Frank Fay. A
run of quickie flickers was her lot, but
being Mrs. Fay was the important thing,

until Frank Capra offered her a role in

“Ladies of Leisure.”
Along with the role came the standard

summons to test for it. Barbara, who had
been through all of this any number of

times, wearily declined. “No more of

those damn tests” was her reply. Capra

sympathized and gave her the role any-
way. It was the beginning of a career
that soon saw her take a place among
Hollywood’s top femme stars. Fay grew
increasingly unhappy about this, and they
were divorced in 1936. That same year
she met Robert Taylor at a Hollywood
party. After a courtship of three years,
they eloped. Everyone began calling it

the “perfect marriage,” something subse-
quently revealed as the surest kiss of

death for any marital union.
In 1937, she made her first unsuccessful

Oscar bid with “Stella Dallas.” (“I was so
sure I’d get it,” was the typically forth-
right Stanwyck comment.) In 1941’s
“Ball of Fire” she turned torrid, won an-
other Academy nod. Sex appeal was
plentifully evident in “Lady of Burlesque”
and again in 1944’s excellent “Double In-
demnity,” which brought her a third nom-
ination. (“I’m like Crosby’s horses,” she
quipped at the time, “always in the run-
ning.”)

“Sorry, Wrong Number” nine years ago
gave her the meatiest role of her career
and Stanwyck played it for all it was
worth. It was her fourth, and strongest,

try for an Oscar. From then until 1954’s

“Executive Suite” (in which, as one of

ten stars, she took fourth billing)
,
she

made a succession of average films. Since
then, she has had nothing remotely
worthy of her. Her upcoming film, 20th
Century-Fox’s “Forty Guns,” may change^
her luck.

This brings us to the end of our study
of the Hollywood indestructibles—film-

dom’s all-time champions. Other names
might have been included but for one
thing or another. Foremost among them
is Charles Chaplin, whose work in Holly-
wood was his greatest, but who chose to

turn his back on the town in favor of po-
litical vagaries and exile.

And Greta Garbo—who saw her great
talent submerged (with two exceptions) in

vehicles unworthy of her, made one dis-

astrous flop and said goodbye—a farewell
the world still refuses to believe is final.

High-strung and sensitive Luise Rainer,
who became the first two-time Academy
Award-winning star, subsequently fled

from Hollywood—never to return.

Lovely Norma Shearer, whom Dorothy
Kilgallen once saluted as “the most gra-
cious of the stars—never loses her poise,

her good temper, or her amiable radiant
smile.” After top performances had made
her Hollywood’s first lady, Norma suffered
personal tragedy, later remarried and
slipped into retirement.

Fredric March, who has left movies tem-
porarily for his greatest role on Broadway
in “Long Day’s Journey Into Night.”
Paul Muni, who established a brilliant

career in Hollywood, then left it to win
fresh laurels on the stage. Pert Jean Ar-
thur, whose wonderfully droll little voice
and expert comic timing are still appreci-
ated whenever she makes an all-too-rare
film appearance. Claudette Colbert, Lo-
retta Young, Irene Dunne, Olivia de
Havilland and Joan Fontaine, Rosalind Rus-
sell and Jane Wyman—feminine titans all

—who have not been really active in

movies for some time. And a champion
only death could beat: Humphrey Bogart.

As for those periodic bleatings about
“Who will replace the ‘greats’ when they’re

gone?”—ignore them. Bette Davis an-
nounced she intends to go right on acting

—

in a wheelchair, if necessary. Pressed for

statements, the others would probably
come up with similar sentiments. They
like what they’re doing, and have been at

it long enough to have become quite good
at it. They are on top and they intend
to stay there. Movie fans the world over
wouldn’t want it any other way. The End
This is the concluding article of a three-part series.
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CAN AN ACTOR

STAY GOOD?
Continued from page 80

But there may be other problems which
he cannot cope with so easily. And what
of the temptations that go with stardom
and mounting material success? Won’t
they make the decisions tougher, and the

challenge greater?
Pat answers honestly, “I don’t know. So

far I haven’t found it to be that way. I

may be wrong, but as I look to the future,

it seems to me that the higher you go, and
the bigger position you get in, the more
you can dictate your own movements.
“The pressure’s on when you’re just

coming up. That’s when it’s rough in any
business. If a fellow has certain principles

and ideals that would prevent him from
doing certain things he’s called on to do
because they might help him in his career,

that’s when he has to decide which is more
important—a career or his faith and his

conscience and his personal integrity.

That’s when he has to come to grips with
himself and decide what his faith really

means to him,” Pat points out.

He admits, “There have been a few
minor—and I guess maybe a few major

—

decisions to make along the way—

”

From the day he entered show business,

Pat Boone has turned down any offers for

television shows or personal appearances,
no matter how lucrative, where the show
or rehearsal would have made it impossible
for him to attend church “at least once on
Sunday.”
And from the beginning—he’s ruled out

sponsorship of TV shows by any products
he couldn’t conscientiously sell, no matter
how golden the budget or the seeming
future.

“There was one in particular,” Pat re-

calls. “I was offered my own show with
a big budget immediately following ‘The
$64,000 Question’ on the same network.
You know, that means there’s a big audi-
ence left over from that show, and if you
grab a tight hold, maybe you’ll have a

good chance to keep them with you half
an hour. And that would have been a
great thing. But the show was sponsored
by a cigarette company and I personally
didn’t feel I could conscientiously adver-
tise cigarettes—since I don’t smoke myself
and I don’t feel it’s a healthy thing.”

Still, this was so tempting that Pat weak-
ened. He told the agency there was one
possible way he could do the show. With
restrictions. Telling viewers something to

the effect, “I don’t smoke, and I don’t think
you should smoke—but if you’re going to

smoke—why not smoke the best?”
Thinking that over, the agency decided

such a novel approach just might sell cig-
arettes. Immediately, Pat saw that, for
him, this was wrong. He says, “I thought,
‘well, if it does sell cigarettes, it will be
defeating my own purpose.’ So I had to
tell them I wouldn’t do it.”

He never takes a drink, although be be-
lieves he could take one in moderation
and, like others, he would enjoy it. But
as Pat says, “There are many religious
people who believe it’s wrong and who
might not believe I’m sincere in my re-
ligion if I did it—and I’d rather not.” More
important, he feels, is the possible influ-
ence on teenagers. “Some of them are just
not physically or emotionally equipped to
handle a drink, and if my influence was
responsible for even leading just one of
them toward that, it would be too heavy
a price to pay for any enjoyment I might
get out of it.”

Pat’s stand on drinking was not put to
the test until he made “Bernardine.” One

scene called for his father to offer him his

first drink, by way of celebrating a family
event. “I was just a high school senior

in the picture, and I objected to that

scene,” Pat says. “I thought it didn’t seem
right for a father to offer his teenage son
a drink of whisky. The studio was nice

about it. They saw my point and changed
the scene.”
Pat weighed another one involving a

boyish escapade in which he was to order
a beer for a pal who was also underage. “I

questioned this at first—just because I

wouldn’t do something like that myself.
However, when I play a part in a movie
I‘m playing somebody else, not Pat Boone.
And in the scene it was made very plain
the movie didn’t condone it, that the boys
were doing something they weren’t sup-
posed to do.

“If I’m going to be in movies, I’ve got to

decide whether I won’t play a character
who does things I wouldn’t do personally
or not,” Pat goes on. “For the moment at

least, although I may change my mind lat-

er, I’ve decided playing a character is a
lot different.”

Whatever Pat Boone’s decisions, his re-
ligious background makes him an unusual
target for well-intentioned criticism and
advice. This he appreciates, but it can be
confusing, and thus make his position more
difficult.

“People do consider me a religious per-
son, interested in my own soul and my in-
fluence, and this puts me in the position
of being watched carefully. Since some
take one view and some another. I’m
bound not to be able to please everybody.
I’ll just try—as nearly as I can—to do the
right thing—act according to my own con-
science.”

The faith of which Pat says, “It’s the
foundation for everything I do,” was early
inspired by the teachings and the example
of Pat’s parents. His deeply religious
father, Archie Boone, a study in calm
strength and quiet authority. His mother,
attractive, energetic Margaret Boone, of
whom Pat says, “Mama is inexhaustible.”
“Theirs is the kind of influence I want to

have on my own children,” Pat says warm-
ly now. His father is a deacon in the
Church Of Christ in Nashville. As for his
mother, “From the time I was six weeks
old, my mother carried me to church. She
went regularly, taking three babies with
her then—my brother, Nick, my sister,

Marge, and me. I don’t know how she
managed. Sometimes Shirley and I can’t
do it with our three and we have some-
body to help us!”
When he was twelve years old Pat was

baptized and by the time he was fifteen,
he was leading the singing for a congre-
gation at “Pegram Station—a very small
place.”

During the important teen years, Pat
Boone’s sense of religious and moral values
was further inspired by Mack Craig, a
minister of the Church Of Christ and prin-
cipal of David Lipscomb High, whose
accomplishments and humble Christian
qualities were influential in making Pat
vow his own life must have purpose and
value that would last. There in high school
he also met the pretty girl whose faith and
courage throughout the future would re-
flect and strengthen Pat’s when he needed
it most.

“Since I can remember—I’ve always tried

to weigh and decide what’s right,” says
Pat. “Not that I haven’t made a lot of

mistakes. And not that I haven’t occas-
ionally done things I knew were wrong.
Everybody does. But at least in making
big decisions I knew would affect my fu-
ture life, I’ve always tried to decide the
right thing, and the most useful thing to

do. When Shirley and I eloped, we felt

we were meant for each other. The Scrip-
ture says, ‘For this cause—a man shall

Special New Tablet

Relieves Monthly Cramps

for 3 out of4 in Tests!

Amazing new formula developed

especially for female distress gives

greater relief than aspirin!

If you dread Chose “difficult days” each
month, listen! Science has developed a
special new tablet to relieve pain, cramps,
and tense feelings of monthly periods!
It contains a unique combination of medi-
cines— including blood-building iron.
Thus offers more relief than plain aspirin!

In doctors’ tests painful distress was
relieved for 3 out of 4 women! Many
didn’t suffer even on the first day! They
also escaped much of the jitters and un-
happy tension so common as you ap-
proach that trying time of month.

So don’t suffer needlessly. Ask for

“Lydia Pinkham Tablets” at drug stores.

No prescription needed. See if they don’t
help you feel worlds better—both before
and during your period!

POEMSwantedwJS Lb flWI For musical setting . . . Sendm m m m m your Poems today for FREE
EXAMINATION: Any subject. Immediate consideration.

Five Star Music Masters, 265 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani-
mals, etc., or enlargements of anyi
part of a group picture. Original is

returned with your enlargement.

On orde 5 of 2 < more we vEDE E send you one 25c Miniature Por-lIlEEl trait, size 4* x 6*. FREE. Mail
photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and receive
your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beau-
tiful double -weight portrait quality paper.
C. O. D.'s accepted on orders of 2 or more.
Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

Professional Art Studios. 544 S. Main, Dept. 37-M, Princeton, Illinois

People 50 to 80

Tear Out This Ad
. . . and mail it today to find out
how you can still apply for a

$1,000 life insurance policy to help
take care of final expenses with-
out burdening your family.

You handle the entire transac-

tion by mail with OLD AMERI-
CAN of KANSAS CITY. No obli-

gation. No one will call on you!

Write today, simply giving your
name, address and age. Mail to

Old American Ins. Co., 1 West 9th,

Dept. L1061M, Kansas City, Mis-
souri.
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ADVANCE ROYALTY
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00 " SONGWRITERS

TO THE WRITER OF BEST SONG SELECTED EACH MONTH

Send songs, poems. Records, copies furnished. Let us help you be a success.

T*T HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
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HIGH schools
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for\
previous schooling. Diploma awarded.
Write now for FREE catalog HH-51.

WAYNE SCHOOL utin&st.)
2527 Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, Illinoisj

NOW! Save Up to 50%
on Nationally Advertised Gilts

Use this biff, new FREE CATA-
LOG to buy all kinds T>f gifts
and merchandise for yourself,
family, friends, neighbors. Ter-
rific saving on big-name items.
Also, make money spare time
taking orders from others!

EVERGREEN STUDIOS
Box 840 CHICAGO 42, III.

WANTEXTRAMU?/
5 Boxes of New
Send no money. Just give us your name, and we’ll
mail beautiful money-making samples to you.
Show to friends and make money in spare time.
Keep up to 50c on easy $1 sales— up to $1.25 cash
profit per item. Get sample kit on approval. Bar-
gain List, FREE Personal Album, $1.25 Gift Offer.

MIDWEST, 1113 Washington, Dept.5i6-L.St. Louis 1 , Mo.

You needn't be! Now you can
remove unwanted hair forever
— in the privacy of your home
— with the famous Mahler Hair
Removal Epilator! Acclaimed
by thousands of women who
have discovered how Mahler
destroys the hair root perma-
ently! By following our instruc-

you, too. can learn to use
(the Mahler safely and effi-

ciently! Positive money-back
guarantee! Act today!

Send 5$ for illustrated 16-page

booklet "New Radiant Beauty"
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WAKE UP
RARIN’ TO GO

Without Nagging Backache
Now ! You can get the fast relief you need from

nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
and pains that often cause restless nights and mis-
erable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts
come on with over-exertion or stress and strain—
you want relief—want it fast ! Another disturbance
may be mild bladder irritation following wrong
food and drink — often setting up a restless un-
comfortable feeling.

For quick relief get Doan’s Pills. They work fast

in 3 separate ways: 1. by speedy pain-relieving ac-

tion to ease torment of nagging backache, head-
aches, muscular aches and pains. 2. by their sooth-
ing effect on bladder irritation. 3. by their mild
diuretic action tending to increase output of the 15

miles of kidney tubes.
Find out how quickly this 3-way medicine goes to

work. Enjoy a good night’s sleep and the same happy
relief millions have for over 60 years. Ask for new,
large size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today 1

leave his father and mother—and cleave
unto his wife.’

”

Because it seemed “right,” three months
after their marriage, they broke away from
all family ties, loaded their belongings into
an old Chevrolet Pat had bought from his
dad, and headed for the little town of Den-
ton, Texas, where Mark Craig’s cousin had
a chinchilla ranch. Pat planned to work
there, sing wherever he could, and attend
North Texas State Teachers’ College.
“We felt we should be on our own. We

were in love—we had blind faith,” he says
now.
As for the pretty girl riding beside him

down the highway into the unknown

—

their first child on the way—there was no
doubt. No fear.

“Pat was my faith,” Shirley says now.
“I told my Daddy, no matter what Pat de-
cided to do—I knew he would make it.

But then, I don’t know anybody who didn’t
have faith in him. I know Daddy felt the
same way—

”

So did Randy Wood, head of Dot Records,
a little later. When he gambled on Pat

—

and two records turned into smash hits—
there was another day of serious decision
for Pat Boone. One of a pattern of many.
In their little house in Denton one August
day two years ago, before Pat Boone
winged East to join Arthur Godfrey’s tele-
vision cast—Pat and Shirley talked.

Now there was much to be weighed. He
could finish at Columbia University
and still teach. But another possible

future had opened up out of the sky. An
unlimited future stretching from Broad-
way to Hollywood.
Concerned always about “the useful

thing”—what he could do that would live
—teaching seemed the answer. There was
a touch of the immortal there—a man giv-
ing of himself to others, influencing young
minds, giving knowledge and values which
might live on through them.
An entertainer’s audience could number

millions. If he were successful he could
give materially and morally and spiritually
—and live on through those qualities. But
a successful entertainer could belong in
part to that public too. What if the de-
mands of that world were too many? In
the spotlight, every word, every deed,
every decision—would be magnified many
times. What if—

?

A whole new challenging future—per-
haps too challenging

—

“We were concerned,” as Shirley says
now. “We knew it was going to be a dou-
ble row to hoe—doubly hard. And Pat
wanted members of the church and re-
ligious people everywhere to have con-
fidence in him, to know he would uphold
his religion.”

There would be many of all faiths to
whom show business represented too many
demands and temptations. And to whom
Hollywood would mean the mecca of all

that was worldly . . .

There would be many—to whom the
world of entertainment was so foreign

—

who would never realize just how many
Christians worked therein. The devout-
ness of their faith—and how monumental
the good they do . . .

There could be those among their own
faith who might question Pat Boone’s wis-
dom in becoming part of that world—and
question the strength of his own faith . . .

Pat Boone made his decision. He flew
East—and the rightness of that decision—

a

good omen—again seemed to come right
out of the sky.

“Pat was scheduled to go to Philadelphia
for the dedication of a new television sta-

tion. He was making an appearance in

Chicago, and catching a plane immediately
afterward for Philadelphia. In Philadel-

phia there was a terrible storm. The sta-

tion was demolished, four persons were

killed and twenty-nine injured. I thought
Pat was there—he had expected to be.”
That first agonizing hour, she could find

out nothing. There was no trace of Pat.
He’d left Chicago. There was no word of
him in Philadelphia. When they con-
nected “Pat was in New York with Randy
Wood—he’d missed the plane

—

“Then,” says Shirley, “I felt the Lord
was with Pat, that there was a place for
him.”
Of Shirley’s place in that future, and

how her being of his faith helps, Pat
Boone says, “Shirley’s just—-invaluable. I

don’t see how it would be possible for
somebody to really hang on to his faith
and make it a working thing in his life

without the cooperation of his wife—be-
cause eventually there’s a wear and pull
and tug on you.

“It’s like the Scripture says, ‘Leave be-
hind the weights that so easily beset you—
and press on,’ ” Pat goes on. “I think that
means to leave behind you—to cut out of
your life—all things that make it hard for
you to live a clean wholesome life—

a

Christian life. It’s hard enough to do this
anyway, but with a lot of hindrances

—

carrying extra weight—it would be much
harder. A wife who cooperates and helps
and strengthens you—makes it that much
easier. Shirley feels and believes the same
way I do and therefore my decisions have
been that much easier.”
As for any possible “weights” that be-

set Pat now—or in that future—Shirley’s
faith is with Pat’s all the way. “Pat’s al-
ready been challenged in many ways—and
he’s come out on top,” she observes quiet-
ly. Adding, “I think whatever Pat does

—

he will feel is right. And if he doesn’t
feel it’s right—he’ll quit the business be-
fore he will do it.”

“I get letters from members of all

churches and all faiths who are concerned
whether I will hang on to my own belief,”
Pat says now. “Letters from people who
think of show business being—too worldly,
you know. I appreciate people of every
faith praying for me and being interested
in my spiritual welfare. This is a very
humbling thing. More than that even—it

makes me want to be sure I don’t disap-
point.”

For Pat Boone’s faith is his real future.
“I figure unless I’m of use to others

—

then I will be a failure. No matter how
much money I make or anything. You
only live once and it’s a short time at most.
People forget about you pretty soon. Un-
less you’ve left something worthwhile—un-
less you’ve helped other people—and
unless you’ve left a good influence that
will live on in other people’s lives—then
pretty soon you’re really dead. But if

you’ve left something worthwhile and
lasting for other people—then you live on.”
With this goal Pat Boone takes a con-

fident view of the way ahead.
“I don’t think it will be any harder in

motion pictures or the entertainment field

than it would be in almost any other field

—except perhaps teaching or any kind of
religious work. Not that there won’t be
a lot of temptations—but I think there are
just as many chances to neglect faith and
religion in any business.”
The answer is knowing where you stand

—and staying there. “Once you’ve made
up your own mind to do something, it’s

half-done then. If you have certain ideals
and principles and you’re solid and firm
about these things, as each thing comes
up—each problem, each decision—then
your decision’s already half-made . . . and
it isn’t too hard.”

And if that day should come when he
can’t do his job in show business in ac-
cordance with his own beliefs—if he finds

he can’t have fame and keep his faith—that
decision’s made too. As Pat Boone puts it,

he’ll “just step aside.” The End



WE MADE
HIM A STAR
Continued from page 47

novelette” John Saxon explains today.

. A kind of off-beat shocker on delin-

quency called ‘Street-Corner Girl.’
”

When Fred Sammis, then editorial di-

rector of Photoplay and other Macfadden
magazines, was shown the color-photo
transparencies of John, he says, “I realized

immediately that the boy had a photo-
graphic quality which could be just as

good in movies as in stills. I had the trans-
parencies airmailed out to Photoplay’s
coast office, marked for Henry Willson,
the same agent who sent Rock Hudson and
Tab Hunter on to fame. Willson called me
within a day and said he was interested.

‘I like his face,’ he explained. ‘There’s a
troubled, hungry look that might come
across on the screen. What do you think
of him, Fred?’ he asked me. ‘He has an
animal brooding look,’ I agreed. ‘A sort of

sullen Tony Curtis.’
”

Within a week, Carmen Orrico was dis-

cussing a Hollywood contract.

Carmen took his first screen test in New
York. But there was only one hitch: He
was not yet eighteen, legally under age.
So he had to stay on in New York and
continue his studies for six months, finish-
ing high school.

“When Mr. Willson called from Holly-
wood,” John admits frankly, “I didn’t know
if someone was playing a gag or not.
I was too flustered to realize what he was
saying. ‘Send the contract along,’ I man-
aged to get out, ‘and I’ll show it to my
folks.’

”

The atmosphere around the Orrico
family dinner table that evening was a
mixed one. Carmen’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony Orrico, were thoughtful; the
two younger sisters, Delores and Julie,

overwhelmed. (“If Carmen goes to Holly-
wood, maybe he can get us Marlon
Brando’s autograph!”) Nobody ate.

Mrs. Orrico was worried about Carmen’s
being an actor. “She was afraid I’d be
disappointed and hurt,” he explains. She
knew her only son was quiet and sensi-
tive. Everything in Hollywood would be
new and strange. He wouldn’t know any-
one, not even Henry Willson, whom he’d
only talked to on the phone.

As she sat at dinner, Mrs. Orrico’s

thoughts skimmed back to when Carmen
was thirteen. He’d talked the sixteen-

year-old boys into letting him join their

Ty Cobb Baseball Team. He was the
youngest and the smallest—the butt of

their jokes, the work-horse for their

whims. Her heart still almost stopped
when she remembered how an older boy
had found Carmen bending over, tying
his shoe in front of a locker, and had
picked him up, turned him upside down,
and locked him in the metal compartment
for ten minutes. Fortunately, some of his

friends had heard his cries and helped get
him out.

Hollywood, however, was something
else. Of course, he was growing up—he
was seventeen. Yet, like all mothers, she
worried. He would be away from home
for the first time, trying for a highly com-
petitive career. Who was there to offer a
helping hand?
Mr. Orrico, a hard-working painter and

contractor, was more practical about his
son’s career. “If you want to be an actor,”
he advised, “don’t spend your time day-
dreaming while waiting for the agent to
phone. Learn your craft.”

The contract arrived from Henry Will-
son, and the Orricos, who had to sign it

since Carmen was suit under age, con-
sidered it long and seriously before doing

so. Finally thdy did, and Carmen promptly
enrolled in a drama course at New York’s

Carnegie Hall.

“The boy used to come up to the office

for advice during this time,” Fred Sammis
explains. “It had all happened so suddenly
that he was frankly quite bewildered.”

“When I look back on that period, I

realize I didn’t have any dogged determi-
nation to make acting my life’s work,”
John Saxon now admits. “All I know is,

I had a curiosity and an intense desire

to learn.”

Fate and Mr. Sammis were to cooperate
in making acting Carmen’s life work, for

in January, 1954, “Street-Corner Girl” was
published. The caption under Carmen’s
picture read: “Raf would die if I didn’t

get help. There was no one to turn to but
the cops—and they were looking for us,

guns in hand.” And Carmen, portraying
Raf, carried the job off beautifully.

When the magazine came out, all Car-
men’s neighborhood buddies in Brooklyn
began razzing: “Here comes the celebrity!”
“Yoo-hoo, how does it feel to be a hero?”
“Look at Carmen, boy model!” They held
their stomachs as they choked with
laughter.

But across the country the tune was
different. Suddenly, within a few days
after the issue appeared on the news-
stands, the offices of True Story were
flooded with fan mail of a sort they had
never received: stacks of letters demand-
ing to know: “Who’s the boy on page 37?”

Letters and cards jammed the editorial

mail bags, begging for information on an
unidentified male model! “Tell us about
him!” “Can we start a fan club?” “Where
does he live?” “How old is he?” Reaction
of this kind, to a model, rather than
to a story, was practically unheard of,

said the magazine’s editors.

Now Carmen’s mere curiosity developed
into full-flamed interest. His burst of

popularity had given him needed confi-

dence, and he went at his drama lessons

with a vengeance. The first to arrive for

a lesson, he was almost always the last

to leave. He became so absorbed in trying
to improve that he’d often wake up in the
middle of the night and find himself re-
peating his diction exercises.

Two months later, the day arrived that
Mrs. Orrico had worried about, that Car-
men had wondered about and feared.
Willson wired that now would be the time
to come to Hollywood.
“The morning I left New York, the

temperature dropped to thirty-two de-
grees,” says John. “At the last minute
everyone was helping me pack. My mother
insisted I wear an overcoat, my sister

found my rubbers and made me promise
to wear them, while my father handed me
my plane tickets. It was my first trip away
from home, as well as my first flight.”

The boy tried not to look bewildered
when the plane taxied to a stop at Los
Angeles’ International Airport and he
walked down the ramp. It was easy for

his agent to spot him. “He was the only
passenger wearing an overcoat and carry-
ing rubbers,” Willson laughs. “The
mercury was bubbling at ninety-six!”

Willson, seeing the boy was nervous
and exhausted, asked him to dinner and
discovered John hadn’t been able to eat
in twenty-four hours. Pulling his con-
vertible up to the nearest restaurant, he
predicted: “There are going to be lots of
steaks in your future!”

Carmen beamed. But his face clouded
minutes later, when, over steaks, Willson
continued in a more serious vein, “.

. . But
what’s not going to remain in your future
is Carmen Orrico.”

He reacted instantly to Carmen’s puzzled
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expression. “This change we’re making
immediately. Your real name. Carmen
Orrico,” he insisted, “is too hard to pro-

nounce. We want something that is easy
to say and remember.” Willson, noted for

thinking up Rock, Tab and Rory dubbings,
suddenly beamed. “That’s it!” He snapped
his fingers. “Rip Saxon. How does that

sound?”
It didn’t sound right. Although he was

excited, Carmen wasn’t too awed by his

sudden success to speak up when he felt

strongly about something. “It’s not for

me,” he said, digging his heels deep. “I

think John would be better.”

“But there are thousands of Johns, and
only one Rip,” the agent countered.
Carmen knew he had enough hurdles

to jump as a newcomer without the

burden and ribbing caused by an unusual
or phony-sounding name. “I remain firm,”

he maintained. And John Saxon was the
compromise.
“Johnny was the most eager client an

agent could handle,” Willson says.

“I had to be,” John recalls. “I had only
enough money to stay in Hollywood three
weeks. If I didn’t attract attention in that

time, I had to go home.”
The three-week deadline worked out to

the day. First, he was taken to 20th, then
to U-I, where they tested him. “I did the
love scene from ‘Picnic,’ and everyone
seemed to like it. But it wasn’t until the
last day, when my money had dwindled
to a few dollars, that they offered me a
seven-year contract!

“Before I signed, I sent the pact back
to my folks. I also explained about my
name change. A few days later, they re-
turned the papers, along with an identifi-

cation bracelet with John Saxon engraved
on it. It was their way of letting me know
they were rooting for me.”
But the rock ’n’ roll merry-go-round

John had been on suddenly slowed to a
waltz, and finally to a thud. For eighteen
months, he reported regularly to the
studio for a drama lesson, but never once
for a movie role.

“I thought I’d go nuts,” John is ready
to admit. “I’d go home, eat dinner, study
and sit and brood.”
And then he met artist Mark Edens,

another transplanted New Yorker.

“We didn’t start out as buddies,” Edens
recalls. “I was working in the expression-
ist school of painting, and John couldn’t

understand why a face I’d paint shouldn’t
always look like a conventional face. In

fact, we hardly exchanged hellos until we
got into an argument one day. From the

debate, I suddenly realized he wasn’t
being stubborn but was eager to learn.

“Many times when I’d have a group of

friends over, we’d sit around and talk

until four in the morning,” Edens con-
tinues. “Gradually, John edged from the
fringe of the conversation into the middle
of it.”

Frequently, at these hashing sessions,

spontaneous entertainment would sud-
denly erupt. Occasionally, the late James
Dean would act out a Midwest epic in

which he played all the roles from the shy

schoolboy to the cracker-barrel philoso-

pher. Others would do improvisations, and
John would do vignettes about his native

Brooklyn and the various nationalities

that lived in his neighborhood.

In the meantime, Jess Kimmel, head of

talent development at U-I, was assisting

John at the studio. He used a firm hand,

a non-kid-glove treatment. "For eight-

een months,” Kimmel says, “Johnny saw
young players, signed much later than he,

get role after role, while he seemingly

f
stood still. With no part to bolster his con-
fidence, he could never accept himself as

an actor. Even after almost two years in

Hollywood, Johnny hadn’t gotten past the

‘don’t call us’ stage. He was discouraged.”
John was never self-charmed by the

fact that he was under contract. “He had
to be kept busy,” Kimmel confided. “So, in

the months that followed, I had him do
everything from interviewing Jose Ferrer,
playing a fifteen-year-old, reciting Shake-
speare and portraying the sensual hero in

‘The Girl on the Via Flaminia.’ ” The only
interruption in the routine took place
when John was given a bit part in “Run-
ning Wild.”

“I wanted to stretch his talent and im-
agination, and when the part of the be-
wildered boy opposite Esther Williams
in ‘The Unguarded Moment’ came along,
I saw: ‘He’s the one to play it.’

”

But to the director, producer and star,

John was an unknown quantity. They in-

sisted on testing six name players. John
won the role, though.
Kimmel’s confidence was more than re-

warded in the praise notices from the
critics. When “The Unguarded Moment”
was finally shown, the fan clubs were
pouring in mail, bombarding the studio
and jamming the magazine mail bags:
“Please tell us about John Saxon!” The
studio caught surprised, searched around
for other pictures but couldn’t find any!
Johnny, however, was taking all the at-

tention in his stride, reporting to classes

regularly. “I’m glad I did,” he grins.

“That’s where I met Gia Scala.”
The Italian beauty had just arrived in

Hollywood as one of the finalists in the
world-wide search for someone to play
Mary Magdalene. When they met in class,

John greeted her in Italian. “It was like

a touch of home,” Gia says. “I’d seen
Johnny the minute I entered the room.
With his unruly dark hair and thick black
eyelashes, who could miss him? ‘Who is

that good-looking boy?’ I asked one of the
other kids.”

From then on they were friends.

“We’d use our Italian as a secret signal,”

Gia laughs. “At a boring party, Johnny
would mumble a few romantic-sounding
Italian phrases, really meaning, ‘Shall we
get out of here?’ ” And they’d leave.

At this point, John and Gia are much
too career-minded to take their dates
seriously. And so Johnny’s name has also

been linked with Susan Kohner, Vicki
Thai, Helen McCormick and Luana Patten
from time to time. As John explains, “I

get much too upset over career problems
to take on marriage now.”
However, he does have definite ideas

on the type of girl he wants for a wife.
“Not the aggressive kind,” he states flatly.

“Naturally, I don’t expect her to agree
with everything I do, but still I hope she’ll

be intuitive enough to understand my
right to do it. Of course, my fiancee should
have outside interests, but when we are
married—” he continues, his dark eyes
flashing, “then we should share a world
of our own. That’s the way it’s been with
my folks—and they’ve been married
twenty-four years.”

John, whose parents are of the Catholic

faith, was raised in an atmosphere of

love and understanding, where there was
a cloge relationship between all members
of the family. He has had his salary pro-
rated so he gets a check fifty-two weeks a

year instead of the usual forty. That way
each pay day he banks a certain portion,

so he can eventually bring his parents,

sisters and grandmother to California.

When the Orricos do come to Holly-

wood, they’ll find several changes in their

son. He expresses himself more freely.

He’s read everything from Freud to trea-

tises on yoga. His face has firmed from
an inexperienced teenager’s to a purpose-

ful adult’s. Emotionally, although still not

demonstrative, he isn’t afraid to speak up
for what he admires.

“When I came to Hollywood,” he con-
firms, “I had only six months of dramatic
training and knew no one in show busi-
ness.” Now he’s made it, has had his con-
tract rewritten, receives star billing and
drew almost as much fan mail as Sal
Mineo from their film “Rock, Pretty
Baby.” John looks forward anxiously to
his next picture, “Summer Love.” This
breeds self-satisfaction—something his
folks have already noticed.
“But he’s wearing his success well,”

says his father. Happiness is written right
on John’s face these days, whether he’s
riding down a Hollywood avenue in his
red MG with its rear window sign that
reads “Built in Africa by ants,” or discuss-
ing his next movie. He shows it in his
big smile and friendliness and co-
operation.
He’s not mastered, though, the knack of

feeling completely at ease with people
and in situations. When upset, he still

lapses into Italian, still has the New
Yorker gait—seven paces ahead of the
leisurely Californian. He still has an un-
relenting individuality, which sometimes
works to his own disadvantage.
An example of one of his own blunder

-

ings is an embarrassing moment Johnny
tells on himself: “Just before I came to
Hollywood, my drama teacher suggested
I see Jose Ferrer, who was appearing at
City Center in ‘Cyrano.’ I didn’t need any
urging, for he’d always been one of my
favorites. I was standing outside the
theater, watching the marquee lights blink
his name. I guess I was imagining for a
minute or two that his name was mine, for
when the crowd started moving in for the
first act, I carelessly tossed my cigarette
toward the street without looking. Just
then I heard something, turned around
and saw that I’d thrown it right in the
face of Jack Palance.
“On my first day in Hollywood, my

first time in a studio, my first lunch in
a commissary, and my first introduction
to a star—you guessed it—my agent in-
troduced me to Palance. I was all mum-
bles and fumbling when I spoke and
all thumbs when I tried to shake hands.
I thought sure he recognized me as
the thoughtless kid who’d thrown the
lighted cigarette on him. I couldn’t relax,
although he was friendly and didn’t even
mention the incident. Later, I learned he’d
forgotten the whole thing, and hadn’t
even known it’d been me. I had to open
my big mouth and tell him! At least my
conscience was clear!

“Right after this, things looked up again.
As I was leaving the commissary, a girl
rushed up to me, all smiles, and sighed,
‘May I have your autograph?’

“I was so stunned I couldn’t even react
at first. When I came to, I was so pleased,
I gave it to her.

“
‘Who’s he?’ her girl friend asked.

“ I don’t know,’ the first girl shrugged,
walking away, ‘but he ought to be a
movie star.’

”

Today that sentiment is being echoed
by Johnny Saxon’s ticket-buying fans,

who started the ball rolling and pushed
him to stardom. The letters demanding to

know “Who?” provoked action. A motion-
picture magazine editor sensed the trend
and quietly channeled it to the attention
of the powers-that-be.

Johnny’s come a long way since posing
for “Street-Corner Girl.” The road has
been conspicuously lacking in press, pub-
licity or talent-agency influences, studios

or photographers—the kinds of businesses

usually claiming credit for “discoveries”

and pushing them hard.

Serious-minded John is working hard to

stay where fans, fate and Photoplay have
put him. As he himself says: “From now
on, it’s up to me.” The End
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Join Les Girls
(rhymes with “playgirls")

on a tour of 1 ’amour!

"IT’S OUT OF

THIS WORLD."

— Hedda Hopper

"LEO. THE LION,

WILL HAVE

SOMETHING TO

CHEER ABOUT

WHEN 'LES GIRLS’

HITS THE SCREEN."

— Louella Parsons

"'LES GIRLS’ IS

THE MOST LAVISH

HOLLYWOOD

ENTRY THIS

SEASON."

— Tom Wood.

N. Y. Herald Tribune

"ONE OF THE

MOST BRILLIANT

PICTURES IN

YEARS."

— Mike Connelly,

Hollywood Reporter

M-G-M presents A SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION of COLE PORTER’S

starring

GENE KELLY • MITZI GAYNOR • KAY KENDALL • TAINA ELG

co-starring JACQUES BERGERAC • Screen Play by JOHN PATRICK • Story by Vera Caspary

Music and Lyrics by COLE PORTER • In CinemaScope and METROCOLOR

Associate Producer SAUL CHAPLIN • Directed by GEORGE CUKOR

HEAR COLE PORTER'S NEW SONG HITS .

.

J' "You're Just Too. Too" S "Ca C'est L'Amour" J* "Why Am I So Gone About That Gal?" S "Ladies In Waiting''

Recorded from the Sound Track in a new M-G-M Records Album



More grown-ups and growing-ups

depend on Mum than on any other deodorant

Over the
Editor's Shoulder

p

So gentlefor any normal skin you can use it every day

If you’ve ever worried about under-

arm stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily—or right after shav-

ing or a hot bath— you can set your

mind at ease. New Mum Cream is so

gentle for normal skin, you can use

it whenever you please.

Mum Cream gives you the kind

of protection you can't possibly get

from any other leading deodorant—
because it works a completely differ-

ent way. Mum Cream is the only

leading deodorant that works en-

tirely by stopping odor . . . contains

no astringent aluminum salts. And it

keeps on working actively to stop

odor 24 hours a day with M-3—
Mum’s wonderful hexachlorophene

that destroys both odor and odor-

causing bacteria! When Mum is so

effective— yet so gentle — isn’t it the

deodorant for you? Try new Mum
Cream today.

^ Guaranteed by laf/ttRTIFIED

Good Housekeeping

% i4ovnmstO

( bacteria-destroying \
hexachlorophene /MUM® contains M~3 (

A

. . . stops odor 24 hours a day

Paging Sir Stork

“Take all the pictures you want,”

said Marisa Pavan when we went to her

shower, the only press people present.

"But please—don’t print them until

after the baby is born!” No sooner had
the prints arrived in our New York
office than a wire followed: “Son born

to Marisa Pavan and Jean Pierre

Aumont, St. John’s Hospital. Santa

Monica. Eight pounds, nine ounces.

Name Jean Claude.” Herewith, our

thanks to Sir Stork for being so con-

siderate about deadlines!

Man-Bites-Dog Story

Photoplay’s exclusive story on Holly-

wood’s latest hearthrob, Robert Evans,

i
stops odor...

without irritation

Bob Evans shows fashion editor. Sue

Kreisman, slacks he manufactures
!

turned out to be like the tale of the man
biting the dog! It’s not unusual for a

movie star to become a millionaire. But

when a wealthy young manufacturer

becomes a movie actor—that’s news!

“Wish you all could have been there,”

said our fashion editor. Sue Kreisman,

of her visit with Bob in his swank

New York showroom, where she “oh'd”

and “ah’d” at the stunning Evan-Picone

fashions that you can buy, too (See

page 50).

Coming Attractions

“What does Jayne Mansfield’s mother

think of her?” “Isn’t it time for a great

new story on Cary Grant?” “Can we

have another story on Tab Hunter?”

“How about a story on Julie London?”

“Is it true that Rock Hudson’s marriage

is shaky?” So many of you have asked

us these questions. Well, we aim to

please—in next month's Photoplay

you’ll find stories that answer every one

of them. See you then!
4
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INSIDE

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

Those Debbie and Eddie Fisher whis-

pers circulating are for several reasons:

I. Rumors have them on-the-verge; 2.

reports that they never spoke at the

Dean Martin surprise party; 3. talk that

Debbie’s record of “Tammy,” which

sold half a million, outshone her hus-

band unflatteringly ; 4. Debbie left

Eddie flat in Europe to fly home, pack

up and move out, and 5. that stern

edict of no more joint marriage stories.

So, here’s the inside. Like most mar-

ried couples, they spat, and probably

did the night of the Martin party. Only

with the Fishers, everybody knows it

and everybody gossips. Eddie is proud

as punch over Debbie’s recording suc-

cess, Eddie did stay behind in Europe

for two reasons: To sing at the Monte

Carlo Red Cross benefit and to fly the

same evening to Casablanca for a Bob

Hope TV show. Debbie, homesick for

Carrie, skipped the rugged schedule and

flew home. And, incidentally, Eddie was

a big hit with Princess Grace and

Rainier, who flew from Switzerland to

Monte Carlo for the benefit. After

Eddie’s special song, “Philadelphia,”

he was invited to the royal table and

toasted with champagne by the royal

couple, who ignored Van Johnson, Joan

Fontaine, Henry Fonda and other stars.

The “no joint marriage” stories edict

was prompted by Eddie’s own TV spon-

sors, who feel his private and profes-

sional life should remain apart. Pleases

the fans more, they feel.

Kenneth More, who wasn’t considered

good-looking enough for movies for

almost ten years, is today one of the

most brilliant British actors. Currently

seen in “Reach for the Sky,” as Douglas

Bader, wartime flyer who lost both

legs in an accident during World War
II, Kenneth won favorable American

attention in the movie comedy “Gene-

vieve.” His first American movie com-

mitment will be 20th’s “The Sheriff of

Fractured Jaw,” an outdoor feature to

be shot in Canada and Hollywood.

“I’m also appearing now with one of

your unusually clever American play-

ers, Betsy Drake, in ‘Next Time to

No Time,’ so I feel I'm taking first

steps toward Hollwood,” says Kenneth,

who has been called the British Spencer

Tracy. Ken has also been seen here in

“The Deep Blue Sea,” and “Doctor in

the House.” We predict American

stardom for Kenneth More.

Romances: June, 1959, is the wedding

date set by Robert Wagner and Natalie

Wood. After a slight tiff following their

Big Announcement, Natalie and Bob

appeared at producer Dave Weisbart ’9

party aglow with happiness, chatting

away with a local furrier about a new
black mist mink coat Natalie simply

had to have. “I’ve always had to bor-

row furs from the studio,” Natalie

Though feeling at home on New York

visit, Britisher Ken More still gaped!

Exciting week for Nick Adams when

his Mom visited Hollywood and the

two traveled to Memphis, where they

were house guests of the Presleys.

Above, Nick and Mrs. A. pose for

photog outside Grauman s Chinese

Theatre. Nick’s going great with “No
Time for Sergeants

,”
“Teacher’s Pet”
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HOW
COULD
THIS

HAPPEN
TO A

GIRL LIKE
HELEN

MORGAN?

Look, I watched

you tonight

You couldn’t

take your eyes

k * off me
ill That’s why
til I’m here

m

Helen Morgan sat on a piano - and no star ever climbed higher.

Helen Morgan fell in love— and no woman ever fell lower . . . !

Her real story -from real life -the story no one has told before!

There was only one Helen Morgan - there's
only

Jvtor3<M*

PRESENTED BY

Warner Bros, starring ANN BLYTH PAUL NEWMAN RICHARD CARLSON
ALSO STARRING

GENE EVANS • ALAN KING • CARA WILLIAMS * oscar saul,. dean riesner, Stephen longstreet, nelson gidding IMIM

Musical Numbers Staged by LeROY PRINZ • Produced by MARTIN RACKIN - Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ

p

i
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INSIDE STDFF
continued

bition-ridden they fairly spit celluloid.

But the town is having a wonderful time

trying to identify the characters.

Writin': Three biographies eagerly

awaited are those of Jolie Gabor
(mother of Eva, Magda and Zsa Zsa),

Linda Christian (Ty Power’s ex), and

ageless Errol Flynn. Errol’s friends

say he carries a pocket recorder

and makes entries as his busy schedule

permits. Lucky Linda has been loaned

the splendid Cannes, France, villa of

Aly Khan. Aly dislikes the Riviera dur-

ing the busy season, so vacationed at

Deauville, leaving his Chateau de

l’Horizon to longtime friend Linda for

as long as she wishes, to complete her

memoirs. If the would-be authors and

authoresses only tell all—or even some

—what reading their books will be!

Prediction: Our money is on Dolores

Michaels, the ash blond, blue-eyed

actress who clicked in “The Wayward
Bus,” “Time Limit” and “April Love.”

Kansas City born. Dolores followed

her star to New York and later to

Hollywood, where, with very little ex-

perience. she charmed the bosses at

20th with her talent. Even Elia Kazan,

the director everyone wants to work for,

summoned Dolores for a two-hour “get-

ting to know you” interview. Week-

ends, she lives with her husband, Mau-

rice Martine, an interior designer, in

Laguna Beach. Workdays, she lives

with her parents in Hollywood. And

seven days a week she’s climbing higher

toward stardom. . . . Two other inter-

esting newcomers are Andra Martin

and Judy Meredith. Andra has the

second feminine lead in “The Lady

Takes a Flyer,” and stars in “The Big

Beat.” Judy stars in “Summer Love.”

More about them in future issues.At U-I talent school, Andra Martin studies dance, John Saxon strums guitar

complained. “Now I want my own.” . . .

Next to movie stars themselves, glamour

girls seem to prefer men of music. Two
weddings in the offing prove it, Julie

London and composer-arranger Bobby

Troup, and Anne Francis and composer-

arranger Buddy Bregman . . . And Lee

Ann Remick, twenty-one-year-old New
Yorker who turned critics’ heads in

“A Face in the Crowd,” played another

major role when she exchanged vows

recently with TV director Arthur Col-

leran . . . They say Rita Hayworth,

who's been linked romantically with

producer Jim Hill, is on a real out-

door health kick lately. Rita and Jim

meet almost daily for golf, and are

on “health food” diets. Hollywood’s

whispering marriage possibilities

—

number four for the glamorous redhead.

. . . Actress Tami Conner, 19, who just

completed her role in “Peyton Place,”

was wed to Paul O’Keeffe, Jr. . . . Tom-

my Sands and Molly Bee making Holly-

wood openings these nights . . . Jenny

Lindstrom, Ingrid’s daughter, still de-

nies engagement to Franco Rossellini.

In scorching “Ifay-

ward Bus” scene with

Rick Jason, Dolores

bowled over studio

execs with small role.

We predict bigger ones

Readin': “The Hills of Beverly” is the

most widely discussed book in Holly-

wood today. Authoress Libbie Block,

wife of movie producer Pat Duggan,

paints a quaintly dreadful picture of

movietown, peopled with knavish pro-

ducers, crooked agents and their wives.

Miss Block states the servants in these

Hills of Beverly only stay long enough

in one family to learn all they can and

then pass on to fresh entertainment

with another family (no cover charge,

of course). The book claims that most

starlets only want fine clothes to wear

to elegant parties, and not the careers

they thought they wanted. Well, Miss

Block must know a different brand of

starlet. The ones we know are so am-

8



Self-neutralizing!

Recap the handy
applicator-tip tube

,

save for next wave
,

extra end-curls
,
too!

SO 00
plus tax

Here’s a non-drip creme that smooths on from its own
applicator-tip tube ... no mess ! Just wind, rinse, and brush out

!

This wave breaks through the natural oil barrier to curl each

strand from inside out—your wave lasts longer— it’s bliss!

Unwinds into soft, natural- looking curls!

Just brush out and go out—no re-setting!

PHOTOGRAPH

bliss!
NEW CREME

HOME PERMANENT
IN AN

APPLICATOR

TUBE

No more frizz! The moment you unwind, your curls brush

out into a silken-soft, natural-looking hair-do that needs no

resetting. Beautifully conditioned, manageable even on damp
days ... no more hair sprays . . . it’s bliss!

Just wind and rinse . .

.

when dry
,
brush out . . . its bliss!

©1957 LAMBERT-HUDNUT DIV. *TRADEMARK



THAT'S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Is success tougher to live with than failure? Burt Lancaster

and. Sidney, in huddle, ponder question over pencil and paper

C ary Grant is a firm believer in hypnotism, Zen Buddhism
and charm . . . Ann Blyth finds it easier to make demands

over the phone than in person . . . I’m always surprised when
I meet Audrey Hepburn in a delicatessen . . . I’m so tired of

flappers, the Charleston, hip flasks and everything about the

roaring Twenties. I'm finding it harder to live through the reel

Twenties than the real Twenties. Stop already, please! . . .

Clark Gable discarded his first name, which is William. Make
a movie (“Teacher’s Pet”) with an actor, and you learn plenty

about him ... As of this writing. I’ll wager that Joanne Wood-
ward wins an Oscar for her “Three Faces Of Eve” perform-

ance . . . Julie London, who is offered more work than she

can work at, said, “It was not too long ago that I couldn’t

buy a job.” . . . No matter what, Frank Sinatra’s greatest de-

mands are on himself . . . Burt Lancaster, who knows “The
Sweet Smell of Success,” will tell you that success is more
difficult to cope with than failure . . . Orson Welles discovered

that in Hollywood the best time to photograph dusk is at dawn.

Yul Brynner honestly believes he is a shy man . . . The
Changing Years: Beverly Bayne, Clara Kimball Young, Theda
Bara and other big stars of the silents used to hide the fact

they were married to keep in favor with the fans . . . Our
good friend, Mike Curtiz, was trying to describe Elvis Presley:

“He’s a handsome fellow, even though he doesn’t look it.”

I believe Dorothy Malone is a girl who’ll never admit the

impossible. And she has an Oscar to prove my statement . . .

Don’t talk to John Wayne until he has had a cup of coffee . . .

From my knowledge, Joan Crawford is the best knitter among
the actresses. About the actors, I wouldn’t be knowing . . .

Bob Mitchum wins friends by being very friendly with visitors

on a set . . . Kim Novak gets along better with men than

with women, as if you didn’t know . . . Tony Perkins dislikes

aggressive women and crowds, except if the aggressive women
come in crowd form to one of his movies . . . Susan Harrison

is a deliberate non-conformist. She hates people who try to

force her into a mold. “I would have been burned as a witch

in the Middle Ages,” Susan admits proudly ... I wonder if

there would have been a Jayne Mansfield if there never had
been a Marilyn Monroe. I wonder if Jayne wonders ... By
the way, Marilyn sleeps with her mouth closed . . . Descrip-

tion of Walt Disney: He’s the guy who built a better mouse
than his neighbor.

Fred Astaire doesn’t like to go dancing. To him it’s work
and a career ... To put it mildly, director Roberto Ros-

sellini needs direction . . . After considering it carefuly, I’ve

come to the conclusion that all George M. Cohan and Lon
Chaney have in common is Jimmy Cagney . . . Kirk Douglas

—

no Caspar Milquetoast, he . . . Anna Magnani is the latest

who’ll try for a hit record. Magnani plays the piano and guitar

well, but according to her own admission: “I sing with every- <

thing but my voice.” She might be the female Elvis.

I’m surprised Alfred Hitchcock is a better actor than George

Sanders, but that’s how it is on TV . . . Cyd Charisse doesn’t

look the same when she acts as when she dances . . . Did you
j

ever notice how people start to look like their dogs? . . It’s

my opinion that in “The Pride and the Passion,” the love story !

is mainly between the camera and Sophia Loren . . . When ;

they want to age Jeff Chandler, will they take the gray out
\

of his hair and darken it? . . Your buddy and mine, Mike
j

Todd, confided for publication: “My greatest ambition is to be
j

able to afford to live the way I do.” . . . What’s the toughest job

in Hollywood? You’ll never guess. It’s that of the switchboard

operator at the Goldwyn studios. She has to unscramble the 1

calls that come in for—get ready—William Wyler, Billy Wilder,

Bob Wilder and Robert Wyler, all of whom are working there

. . . Marlon Brando, with his blond hair, walking around at

20th-Fox almost unrecognized . . . Impossible but true combo:
Tony Perkins and Gwen Davis. They were together at a

performance of “Around the World in 80 Days.” . . . Did you

see those photos of Ernest Borgnine with a beard? He’s a

ringer for Ernest Hemingway. But Hemingway isn’t a ringer

for Borgnine . . . Jerry Wald had a disreputable-looking tar

paper and waste lumber shack built for the Lucas Cross home
in “Peyton Place.” It was torn down immediately after the

scene to make way for a new oil well. The fragile edifice cost

the studio exactly $3,745.52 to construct . . . Sally Forrest is

residing in the former house of Jean Harlow, which is still

decorated with likenesses of John Barrymore, Garbo, John Gil-

bert and a few other former big M-G-M stars . . . Monique Van
Vooren insists she wants a simple wedding: “Just me and a

groom and money.” . . . Curvy Loretta Thomas has a dual role

in “This Day Alone,” but you won’t know it. Her back is

featured in a scene of a girl walking out of an office, and her

front is featured when she plays a sexy B-girl in a later scene.

That’s Hollywood For You.



you’ll never know until you tryCURVALLURE
the small difference between girl and glamour girl

you'll never know what you’ve been missing until

you wear this instant-glamour bra that gives you a

high-rounded bustline and fills you out where you need

it. .. above the top of the bra itself. That’s the genius

of Jantzen ... a fabulous little foam rubber insert* does it

. . . lifts you, yourself, to natural loveliness. Have it in nylon

lace and sheer Dacron ... in Revlon’s exciting“say it with

this

I fabulous insert
*

rubies”t red, blue, pink, black, white. This “curvallure”

(639) with three-way straps 5.95 . . . daytime “curvallure”

(619), white cotton broadcloth 3.95. (prices in U. S. A.)

t by permission of Revlon, Inc. ’patent pending Jantzen Inc Foundations and Brassieres • 261 Madison Avenue • New York



Address your letters to Reuders Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, Neiv York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you leant to start a fan

club or ivrite to favorite stars,
|
address them at their studios .

—

Ed.

HEADERS INC...

What’s Judy Like?

Judy Garland has, for a long time, been

what is known as an entertainer’s enter-

tainer. She has always been a better singer

than people several times her age, and a

Garland performance has always meant en-

tertainment in its most perfect form.

Recently she played the Riviera here in

Detroit and I had the honor of seeing her.

She was, as always, wonderful. Prior to

this evening, I had called Judy at her hotel

and told her manager 1 had some art work
for her. I was told to come backstage after

the show.
After identifying myself as the fifteen-

year-old fellow who called her, I was di-

rected to Judy’s dressing room. I entered

the room with the little gold star on the

door.

There was Judy Garland in a white bath-

robe sitting at her makeup table. '‘Hi

there!” She smiled, sort of waving her

hand without lifting her arm. “What have

you got here?” she said as I handed her

the drawings I had done.

I was scared to death. I knew that I was
going to drop dead then and there. I knew
the drawings didn’t look at all like Judy
Garland. I just knew this girl the whole
world loved was going to laugh in my face.

“These are terrific, Sid!” she said to her

husband, Sid Luft, who was shaking hands
with me. “Sid, aren’t these fabulous?”
Here was Judy Garland, just about the

greatest talent in the world, telling me, a

nobody, that I was talented. What a switch

!

“Do you want me to sign them?” she
asked.

“Miss Garland, I know they’re not very

good and they don’t really look like you,

but if you wouldn’t mind, I’d like you to

have them.”

“Bob, I’d love to have them,” she said.

We went on speaking for several minutes.

Judy asked me what medium I used in the

drawings and what I was inspired by. At
no time during the conversation did Judy
give a phony impression or act like a star.

Judy had sprained her ankle the night

before. I heard a rumor to the effect that

she had sprained it while onstage.

I told her how great she was.

“Oh sure,” she smiled. “A great per-

formance on one leg. I'll bet you were dis-

appointed in the show. But I guess stupid

things like that have to happen once in a

while.”

We spoke for another minute or two. I

told her that I had better be going and
again told her how great an entertainer

she was.

“You keep this work up,” Sid Luft said

and extended his hand.

“Thank you very much for the pictures.

You’re really very talented. They are just

wonderful.” She bowed her head and lifted

it.

“Thanks. Next time I’ll do you in oils.

Goodbye.”
“You do that, and come see me again.”

Judy turned and smiled. She suddenly
looked tired.

Outside, people were lined up for a half-

block, waiting to see Judy. I couldn’t help

thinking to myself: “Gosh, to them she’s a

movie star, but I know she’s a person like

anybody else.”

Robert Semak
Detroit, Mich.

Anybody Wanna Fight?
(Foreign Intrigue Department)

Dick Sheppard’s article in the August
issue

—“What Has She Got That Hollywood
Hasn’t?”—caught my interest. But my in-

terest stopped dead after the sentence “The
appeal of the foreigner lies in the old adage
about ‘the grass being greener.’

”

Don’t swallow that bait! Start wondering
why your GIs married foreign girls after
1945—and lived happily ever after. The
reason is obvious to me.
The average American “grownup teen-

ager” is deliriously egocentric and just a

duplicate of “the girl next door.” A row
of glamorous, flavorless non-personalities is

the recruiting material for new American
stars.

That’s where the difference is—in gen-
eral.

Hans Lau
Nakskov, Denmark

In “What Has She Got That Hollywood
Hasn't?” Dick Sheppard truly distorts the

situation by proclaiming foreign actresses

(Italian in particular) superior to our own.
First, let me say I realize there are many

talented and attractive foreign stars, but
our girls are by no means all “pigtails and
jeans” as he says. All too often even su-

perior American talent is constantly cast as

the little pony-tailed puritan or the tight-

dressed low-necklined silver blonde with
poor lines (spoken, of course).

At one point Sheppard answers his own
title question by naming some foreign tal-

ent that did not meet with success here.

These girls, talented and attractive for the

most part, were sometimes miscast. At any
rate they didn’t hold the public’s fancy.

So what does the foreign group have that

American actresses do not? 1 imagine the

best answer is: “American film outfits

squarely behind them and pushing them
with the best possible roles.” It’s Holly-

wood’s international search for what we
have in great quantity and quality right

here, under our very noses!

Robert Nogcle
Yonkers, New York

Congratulations to Dick Sheppard and
Photoplay for having the courage to print

“What Has She Got That Hollywood
Hasn’t?”
American stars ought to realize they have

a real fight on their hands with the foreign

invaders.

There just aren’t any new American
actresses with the stature, the charm or the

personality of old-timers like Joan Craw-

ford, Bette Davis and Barbara Stanwyck

—

to name only a few. And the new actresses

will never have the hold on the public these

older stars have until they stop trying to be

just like everyone else. I say more power
to the foreign imports—they may force our

girls to stop being assembly-line products!

L.W.B.
Shreveport, La.

Continued on page 14



It’s simple to have lovely hands. Over 450

women proved it in a scientific test.* They

soaked both hands in detergents 3 times a

day. In a few days, left hands not treated

with Jergens Lotion became coarse, red. But

right hands, treated with Jergens, stayed

soft, lovely. No other lotion similarly tested

kept hands so soft and smooth. Jergens stops

all chapping and dryness. It doesn’t “glove”

hands with sticky film... it penetrates to help

replace the natural moisture lost to wind,

weather and daily chores. Only 15^ to $1.

^Notice to doctors and dermatologists—for summary of test write The Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
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that’s the beauty of it

Today, millions of women welcome the

extra softness and sheen that comes

from a Noreen hair rinse . . . the gleam-

ing highlights and increase in the depth

of natural color.

\

'»A
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But Noreen can do so much more for those

whose hair is more of a problem than a

source of pride. If your hair is drab, faded

or streaked with unwanted gray, a Noreen

temporary color rinse will bring back its

natural beauty by augmenting the natural

hair color, blend in graying or faded streaks

and give your hair a healthy youthful look.
4,<

And you can apply Noreen yourself at

home next time you shampoo. It's safe,

simple and temporary. ..washes out each

time you shampoo. Try Noreen soon . . .

make your choice from fourteen glam-

orizing shades and be proud of your

hair's new beauty.

Write for literature and FREE sample

offer: Noreen, Inc. 450 Lincoln Street,

Denver 3, Colorado. Dept. T6
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New Man In Town

I have just seen Jerry Lewis’ “The Deli-

cate Delinquent” and I was overwhelmed
by the acting ability of Robert Ivers. Please
let us have some information about him

—

if possible, maybe even a picture published.
I am sure many other readers feel as I do.

because Robert Ivers is a very good actor.

1 would also like to compliment Photoplay
for the help they give new actresses and
actors.

Marilee Knox
Las Vegas, Nev.

“Thanks for the boost, Marilee!” said

Bob when we showed him your letter. And
in answer to your request and the dozens
more we've received this month for informa-
tion about Robert Ivers

,
herewith are a few

facts, with Bob’s assistance, about Bob:
Robert Ivers was born Robert Prestlein

in Seattle, Washington. “My father was a

rodeo circuit rider for a short time when
I was a kid.” This was the extent of Bob’s

show-business background.
When he was a teenager, he and his

family moved to Tucson, Ariz., where Bob
graduated from high school and later at-

tended the University of Arizona on a

scholarship, majoring in dramatic arts.

A Paramount talent scout saw him in

the role of Jimmy in a campus production

of “The Rainmaker” in February, 1956,

and suggested he send some film of himself

and a voice-recording to the studio. “This

I did,” explains Bob, “but the film was
unprocessed and arrived ruined. The studio

lost track of me.”
A few months later Bob was playing

stock in Arizona. Jane Loew, daughter of

M-G-M executive Arthur Loew, saw Bob.

took some film of him and sent it to her

father in New York. Mr. Loew liked what
he saw and asked Bob to go to Hollywood

for a test.

“I arrived ahead of time for the inter-

view.” says Bob, “and dropped in to see a

friend at Paramount. Before I knew quite

what was going on, / teas given a test and
signed for a contract.” Bob never did get

across town to M-G-M. He phoned, though,

and apologized. You’ll he seeing him next

as Kyle, the ruthless killer in Paramount’s

“Short Cut to Hell,” directed by Jimmy
Cagney.—Ed.

It’s Flattery, But We Love It!

The August issue of Photoplay was the

first of its kind! It’s perfectly unique and
will always be first on my list! I’m heart-

broken that I didn’t discover Photoplay

until now. . . .

Donna Biewenca
La Grange, 111.

Continued on page 16



Beautiful news! Matching make-up to give

you a flawless, glowing look all day long

!

'Touch-and-Glow’
Pressed Powder 1.50*

Revlon creates three make-up mates, all in the same nine

complexion tones. Touch-and-Glow’—the flattering liquid make-up.

Face Powder, for the softest finish ever. And now, for touch-ups,

'Touch-and-Glow’ Pressed Powder, in a beautiful, spillproof compact.

LIQUID MAKE-UP • FACE POWDER • NEW! PRESSED POWDER LIQUID MAKE-UP 1.25*, 1.75*

PLUS TAX © REVLON, INC. 1957
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For the most beautiful hair in the world

4 OUT OF 5 TOP MOVIE STARS USE

LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO!

You'll love JOAN COLLINS starring in

"STOPOVER TOKYO”

A 20th Century-Fox Production

in Cinemascope.

Color by Deluxe.

JOAN COLLINS uses

Lustre-Creme Lotion Shampoo

because it's a rich liquid

in mild, mild form!

p

She says: “There’s just no shampoo like it for

me— I love the way it pours on, rich as cream!

And it leaves my hair so soft and

shining, I can do ANYTHING
with it—even right after

1

a shampoo!”

Lotion or Creme-
just pour it on or cream it on.

lanolin-blessed—needs

no after-rinse!

Never dries ... it beautifies

sHampO°

Teenage Glamour

It has occurred to me that during the last

three years, Hollywood has been aiming
quite a bit of its glamour at teenagers. But
it should he made clear to the individuals

responsible for such so-called entertainment
as “Rock, Rock, Rock,” “Rock, Pretty

Baby,” "Don’t Knock the Rock,” and
"Runaway Daughters” (to mention only a
few) that teenagers can and do appreciate
taste and culture in entertainment as well

as in anything else. It is films of this sort

which tend to present the teenager as a
weak-minded, easily swayed, emotionally
unstable individual—which is assuredly not

true.

I am a teenager and am literally praying
for more movies like “A Man Called Peter,”

“The Ten Commandments,” “The Glenn
Miller Story,” and “Daddy Long Legs,” to

mention only a few. It is from movies like

these that a teenager can gain real enjoy-

ment and morale-building material.

Gerald Miloni
Omaha, Nebraska

Questions and Suggestions

I have read many variations as to Yul
Brynner’s birthplace, the most common be-

ing that he was born on an island off the

coast of Siberia. Recently I read where he
was horn in Vladivostok, Russia. Could you
please tell me which story is true?

Alice Syroishko
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Anyone seen Sherlock Holmes?

1 just read the hook “Mrs. Mike,” and I

think it would make a wonderful movie.

Jill Reideman
North Canton, Ohio

It already has, as a 1950 United Artists

release, starring Dick Powell and Evelyn
Keyes.

Star Twins

Rock Hudson is the heartthrob of the

nation. He is doubly so in my family, be-

cause my nephew is Rock Hudson made
over. We never miss a Rock Hudson pic-

ture because Paul Nichols, my nephew, is

his double.

G. B. Watson
Houston, Texas

Reader Watson says nephew is carbon

copy of Rock. What do you think?
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BY RADIE HARRIS

Dateline Europe

—

Brandishing at Brando: When Marlon Brando scalded

himself with a hot cup of tea in the cocktail bar of the

“Prince de Galles” in Paris, while on location for “The

Young Lions,” the Hollywood gagsters immediately

quipped, “Now they’ll retitle the film ‘Teahouse of the

August Young Lion’ or ‘Fire Down Below!’ ” Poor Mar-

lon! He didn’t receive any sympathy from the French,

either. “Whoever heard of anyone drinking tea at the

cocktail hour in Paris?” they asked in amazement. “In

London, yes—but in Paris, c’est fou /” (crazy, that is).

During Marlon’s stay at the American Hospital, his

great pal, Sam Gilman, came to visit his bedside. Sam had

just bought a new camera, and he was as excited about it

as a child with a new toy. Marlon, ordinarily a shy per-

son, posed willingly enough as his first subject. Then

just as Sam was all set to click the first picture, Marlon

put a bedpan on his head, and popped a hard boiled egg

into his mouth! Sam could have strangled him, but he

couldn’t help laughing, too.

Incidentally. Marlon, with his hair dyed blonde as the

German soldier of “The Young Lions,” was so unrecogniz-

able to a great many people that a very funny incident

took place on location. He was standing on the steps of

Sacre Coeur when suddenly a little old French lady rushed

at him and started to beat him on the chest with her purse,

as she shouted in voluble French, “You German beast of

a soldier! How dare you stand in front of this blessed,

peaceful church, when you helped to destroy our peace

here!” Fortunately, she was led quietly away before her

“brandishing” sent Marlon back to the hospital.

Viva Vikings: Sitting with Kirk Douglas, his lovely

wife, Anne, Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh, at dinner in the

dining room of the Grand Hotel in Dinard, a charming

seaside resort on the north coast of Brittany, where I was

Kirk and Anne’s guest for a few days when they returned

there for more location shooting on “The Vikings,” the

conversation veered around to the subject of picture

making away from Hollywood. “Do you realize that of the

last four Academy Award films, ‘Anastasia’ was made in

London, ‘On the Waterfront’ and ‘Marty’ in New York,

and ‘Roman Holiday’ in Rome?” observed Kirk. “Well,

let’s hope the trend continues, and the next winner is

‘The Vikings,’ shot in Norway, Dinard and Munich!”

grinned Tony.

Remembering Tony, when he first arrived in Hollywood,

and the trip out to New York, like a magic carpet to him,

I asked him if he had ever dreamed of traveling in

Europe when he was a poor youngster in the Bronx. And

his answer was so typical of his candid memory of his

early youth: “It never occurred to me to dream about

going to Europe, because as far back as I can remember,

my family was always scraping money together to bring

some of our poor relations in Europe to America. And

now that I am in the enviable position of being able to

W ill
“Vikings” be Oscar material? wonder Radie and Kirk



continued

travel abroad with Janet, the baby and a nurse, Mamma
still wonders if I can afford it. ‘Tony, are you saving

your money?’ is one of her favorite questions. The other

is, ‘Tony, are you well? Money and fame are good, but

health is better!’” Tony is seeing that both his mother

and father are sharing health, wealth and happiness with

him. He has bought an apartment building in Hollywood

with a lovely terrace apartment in it for them, and his

father now manages it.

Big Scene: I didn’t see Monty Clift before he took off

for Strasbourg, but I’m told that while he was in Paris,

he was his usual “lone wolf” self, secluding himself most

of the time in his “Prince de Gaffes” suite. He and Marlon

have only one scene together in “Young Lions,” which is

a great blessing to director Dmytryk, since their approach

to a scene couldn’t be at more variance. Can’t wait to

see \frhose interpretation Dmytryk uses.

Roman Holiday: Rome was “old home week” to every-

one. Jeff Chandler ran into his favorite “Female on the

Beach,” Joan Crawford, and Joan ran into a sister alumna

from her M-G-M days, Esther Williams. Decorating the

lobby of the Grand Hotel was Rock Hudson’s new leading

lady, beautiful Cyd Charisse, who is co-starring with him

in the U-I film, “Twilight of the Gods.”

During Cyd and Tony Martin’s brief stopover in Rome,

I lunched with them. (Wouldn’t you know that Cyd
didn’t gain a pound on the spaghetti we consumed, while

I—well, “Slenderella” here I come!) Tony told me a

most amusing story about his wife’s winnings at the

Sporting Club of Monte Carlo. “Cyd won $500, and

because it immediately burned a hole in her pocket as

soon as we arrived here, she and Jack Benny’s equally

‘economical’ wife, Mary Livingston, went on a shopping

spree together. Cyd came back with a little ‘bijou’ she

had picked up for $2,500. Better she should have lost

$500. Now I’m $2,000 out!”

My Fair Laddies: An American composer and lyricist

were writing the score for a film in Paris, and they were

put out of their hotel suite because some of the guests

objected to the noise of a piano at night. This would

not be a unique story if the composer and the lyricist

didn’t happen to be Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick

Loewe, who wrote “My Fair Lady,” the fabulous musical

Broadway success that most of these same guests would

pay any amount of money to see when they come to

New York. I hate to boast, but I have already seen it

six times, so no one can accuse me of any ulterior motive

when I predict that “Les Parisiennes,” Alan and Fritz’s

first film together, will be the most creative and lovely

musical ever to hit the screen. This isn’t just an idle

prophecy on my part. Happily, Alan and Fritz finally

obtained a piano at the same hotel where I was staying in

Paris; and on the day of my arrival, Fritz played the

whole score for me while Alan read me the book and

sang all the melodies. When this delightful interlude was

over, I was so stimulated and excited, I felt as if I had

downed a trayful of Martinis with a stinger chaser.

Continued on page 20

... or Marlon s? A tough choice for Director Dmytryk
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VEIL BY LORI

The diamond that’s guaranteed for permanent value
Such beautiful styles—and it’s so nice to know you

can be sure of your Artcaned diamond ring’s value.

For, thanks to Artcaned'

s

un usual nationwide Perma-

nent Value Plan, you can apply your Artcan ed ring’s

full current retail price toward a larger Artcaned

at any time, as specified in the guarantee. And you

can do this anywhere— at any of the thousands of

Artcaned jewelers throughout the U.S.A. This

guarantee is backed by one of the world’s oldest

and largest ringmakers, famous for 107 years.

Even if you never exchange your Artcaned ring,

you'll always be so proud knowing Artcaned rings

give you this nationwide proof of lasting value.

Every Artcaned diamond ring is guaranteed and

registered for color, cut, clarity, carat weight. Prices

are nationally established— $75 to $10,000.

Artcaned wedding rings are guaranteed for a life-

time. An exclusive process makes their precious

gold extra-hard, extra-durable. Look for the name
Artcan ed stamped inside the ring and on the tag.

Beloved by brides for more than a hundred years (1850-1957)

PRICES. SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. INCLUDE FEDERAL TAX. RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL.

a. SHERATON SET
Engagement Ring $175

Also $85 to $1,500
Bride’s Ring $50

b. PRINCETON SET
Engagement Ring $150

Also $60 to $7,500
Bride's Ring $10

C. GOLDEN SUNRISE SET
Groom's Ring $37.50

Bride's Ring $35.00

d. BELMONT SET
Engagement Ring $225

Also $200 to $450
Bride’s Ring $35

J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Dept. P-27, 216 E. 45th St., New York 17, N.Y.

j
NEW YORK • LONDON • AMSTERDAM • ANTWERP

Please send me "SILENT SECRETARY FOR BRIDE AND GROOM”—
a guide to wedding etiquette with valuable tips on ring buying. Also send

name of nearest authorized Artcarved jeweler.

Name

Address
__

City jCounty or Zone_ State
P

COPR, 1957. J. R. WOOD & SONS, INC.
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Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier, Louis Jourdan, Eva

Gabor and Hermione Gingold are the lucky stars to be

cast in this “loverly” production, an adaptation from the

play “Gigi.” I lunched with Leslie, her husband Peter,

and Louis. And had tea with ever-charming Maurice.

Eva Gabor, with whom I have endless phone conversa-

tions in New York and Hollywood, was another chum

whom I caught up with when in Paris. She, too, was

thrilled about being in “Parisiennes,” especially since

Cecil Beaton, who dressed her for the theater, has de-

signed a breathtaking wardrobe for her. Naturally, we

couldn’t be in Paris without going to a fashion show, so

we went to Pierre Balmain’s, where we drooled over the

divine creations. Eva ordered an exquisite ball gown

for $1,000. Balmain confessed that it was breaking his

heart to give it to her at this special price. “Well, it may

be breaking your heart,” retorted Eva, “but it is breaking

my pocketbook!”

A costly shopping trip for Cyd; a free drink for Tony

Esther's “Eden”: Esther Williams, who doesn’t want

to be a bathing beauty in films anymore, but does want

to develop into a dramatic actress, has already given up

swimsuits—for bikinis! She fell madly in love with this

French and Italian beachwear that expose you more com-

pletely to the sun—and everyone else—while she was

filming “Raw Wind in Eden,” in a tiny coastal fishing

village, Castiglione della Pascia, three hours north of

Rome. Esther and her two co-stars, Jeff Chandler and

Carlos Thompson, really roughed it in this primitive

town, where there was no heat, no electricity and the

plumbing was strictly a “do it yourself” problem.

Rendezvous with Carlos and Jeff : Esther had to come

all the way to Rome to meet her two co-stars, Jeff Chan-

dler and Carlos Thompson—and Lilli Palmer. Lilli flew

from Germany to Castiglione della Pascia to visit the

actor who has now changed her name from Mrs. Rex

Harrison to Mrs. Carlos Thompson, and if she had gone

to the North Pole and the South Pole she couldn’t have

come back with two more completely opposite person-

alities. Carlos, an Argentinian, is a brilliant linguist

with a keen intellect like Lilli’s. To while away the lonely

hours away from her, when she was filming in Munich,

he wrote a novel. He has already had two books pub-

lished in South America. Lilli is perhaps the most

important dramatic star in Germany today, and Carlos,

who has now mastered German like a native, is building

up a following playing opposite her.

Jeff Chandler had no problems of separation from his

loved ones. His wife, Marjorie, and two young daugh-

ters, were with him, living in a huge castle they leased

at Castiglione—with no heat, no electricity, etc., etc.!

I never knew that Jeff had a hidden talent as a singer

until he confided that, immediately on his return to the

States, he was making an album of show tunes, and he

hoped U-I would take the hint and put him in a musical!

I had a drink with Jeff at Rome’s most popular outdoor

cafe, Doni’s, and the Italian movie fans swooped down

on him as if they were playing “Sons of Cochise.” This is

the picture they seem to have seen and like—multo bene!

Mario Magnifico: I couldn’t say “Arrivederci, Roma,”

without seeing Mario Lanza who, coincidentally, is

making a film called “Arrivederci, Roma.” At least that’s

the Italian title. In America it will be called “Seven Hills

of Rome.” We lunched together at the Titanus Studios,

where I had hoped to hear him sing one of the eight

numbers he introduces in the film, but Mario had already

Continued on page 22



Here’s the only pincurl permanent that gives you

"Weatherproof Curls

!

“...takes to water

like a

You get soft, shiny curls 5 times faster!

Guaranteed to last longer than any other pincurl wave!

Even in the rain you look so pretty with
new Pin-Quick! Weather and water can’t

weaken these curls. They’re locked in to last!

Softer curls! Only new Pin-Quick gives you
Lano-Clear Lotion, babies your hair with
lanolin as it waves in soft, casual curls

!

More shine than ever before ! Only wonder-
ful new Silicone in Pin-Quick can put such
a dancing twinkle in your hair!

And Pin-Quick’s 5 times faster! The only
pincurl permanent with a neutralizer ... dry
it safely in minutes with a dryer or in the
sun ! Get new Weatherproof Pin-Quick now.

RICHARD HUDNUT’S PROMISE!
New Pin-Quick is guaranteed to last

longer than any other pincurl perma-
nent—or your money back.

$175 plus tax

New Siliconed

PIN-QUICK
by

RICHARD HUDNUT
©1057 Lambcrt-Hudnut Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.



Kerr-Seberg “mother-daughter ” chat on “ Tristesse” set

recorded them in the record-breaking time of three

four-hour sessions in the Pope’s personal auditorium, the

first time in Papal history that any outsider has ever been

allowed to enter this sancta sanctorum. Lanza is an idol

in Italy. When his boat landed in Naples, it required

all the police force available to restrain the uncontrolled

excited mobs, who consider him the greatest singer of

Neapolitan songs in the world today. To all of Italy, he

is their “Great Caruso.” No wonder he has leased a villa

here for two years, where he will base with his wife, Betty,

and their four “bambinos,” while he makes more pictures

and recordings in addition to giving concert tours all

over Europe. He’s in wonderful form, literally as well

as figuratively. He’s down to 190 pounds and has never

looked better, or seemed happier. “And he’s a good boy,”

producer Jack Welsh and director Roy Rowland told me.

"Never once late on the set, and wonderfully cooperative.”

Bonjour, Paree: During my stay in Paris, I also

caught up with my dear friend, Deborah Kerr, whom I

also saw in London, and Jean Seberg. Deborah, who plays

Jean’s mother in “Bonjour Tristesse,” didn’t have any

scenes to play until she reached location at San Tropez,

so we were able to have a nice long, lingering gabfest

over lunch at the Ritz. But Jean starts the picture in

Paris, and so I went up to Montparnasse to watch her

shoot her first scene, under the direction of Otto Premin-

ger, who discovered her. I only wish Otto had launched

her career with “Bonjour Tristesse,” because she is so

much more eminently suited to this young Francoise

Sagan heroine. I’m sure there won’t be any “burning” of

critics this time, only praise for a matchless performance.

Acts of Todd: I ve known Mike Todd a long time, and

the longer I know him, the more fabulous he becomes.

When they made him, they broke the mold, but then, as

Elizabeth Taylor wisecracked, “I don’t think the world is

quite ready for another Mike Todd!”

For a week before “Around the World in 80 Days”

opened in London, Mike had a balloon flown over the

city, like the one that flies David Niven and Cantinflas

in the film. A guest coming out of Claridge’s, watching it

float by, commented to the liveried doorman, “I guess

that’s some more of Mike Todd’s showmanship for

‘Around the World.’ ” Whereupon the doorman retorted,

“I wouldn’t know, m’lady, I thought it was an advertise-

ment of some sort. But who is Mike Todd?” When this

story was repeated to Mike, did he fire his army of

press agents? He did not. Instead, he went around to

Claridge’s, found the doorman, who was unaware of his

existence, and presented him with two opening night

tickets at $150 each ! Needless to say, from now on, the

name Mike Todd will remain evergreen in the doorman’s

memory

!

Time for Liza’s next feeding? Todds consult baby book

22
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dreamed I crashed the headlines in my matmnwrm bra
Isn’t it fitting! I’m so high in fashion circles,

I’m front page news wherever I go! Of course

I’m supported in style with Concerto* Tri-Line*,

miracle straps that lift and accent and float away

every hint of shoulder strain. And the circle-

stitched cups hold and mold curves as nothing

the hra that gives the most flattering build-up a

woman ever had. The secret's in the three-point

else can! White

and D cups. 3.50

cotton broadcloth in

MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC.

A, B, C
p
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HUM & 8 © P¥ LOTSOi
AiP E All PE TOILETTE
BOTH FOR $1.00

regular 2.25 value
Surround yourself, even to your fingertips,

with the fabulous fragrance the French
adore. Use this new “waterproofing” lo-

tion before and after household chores . . .

it makes detergent-damaged hands look so
lovely so fast! Why not treat yourself
today to this double helping of glamour!

CREATED IN FRANCE BY BOURJOIS. MADE IN U S.A.

9181

4699—Distinctive shirtdress with a
smartly tucked bodice. Printed Pat-
tern in Junior Miss Sizes 9-17. Size

13 takes 47/g yards 39-inch fabric

9181—Festive outfit for Christmas.
Printed Pattern in Misses’ Sizes 10-

18. Size 16 jumper takes 3 yards 39-

inch fabric; blouse, 2 yards 35-inch

Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. O. Boi a V ~ v ii m . i uoiupiay t anerns, r. u. tn
133, Old Ghelsea Station, New York 11, N.Y. Add 5c per pattern for first-class mailin

YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY

PRINTED PATTERNS

4714—Here’s a trim and flattering
sheath for the holiday season. Print-
ed Pattern in Misses’ Sizes 10-18. Size
16 takes 3% yards 39-inch fabric

Sew a blouse like this one
Shawn Smith made for herself



Perfect Symbol of Love

This is the day your dreams come true . . . wedding bells . . . rice

. . .and the words "Ido." And each precious moment of this memorable

day is captured forever in the radiant depths of your Keepsake
Diamond Ring.

There’s no more expressive or enduring symbol of love than a

Keepsake . . the engagement ring with the perfect center diamond. For

only a diamond of this flawless quality, fine color and expert cut can

reflect maximum brilliance and beauty.

For lasting pride and satisfaction
,
look for the name Keepsake

in the ring and on the tag. The Keepsake Certificate presented with
your engagement ring gives written proof of perfect quality. It also

insures the diamonds against loss from the setting for one year, and
assures exchange privilege toward a Keepsake of greater value at any
time. In many exquisite styles, $100 to $10,000.

SOLD ONLY AT AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELERS
I am interested

in a diamond ring

For your
KEEPSAKE JEWELER
See Yellow Paget
of Telephone Book

A. JULIET Ring $575. Also 500 to 2475. Wedding Ring 175. B. DESMOND
Ring $500. Also to 2975. Wedding Ring 200. C. LONGMONT RING $500.

Also 300 and 575. Wedding Ring 150. D. HARPER Ring $500. Also 400
and 675. Wedding Ring 175. E. HEATHER Ring $350. Also to 2475. Wed-
ding Ring 12.50. F. KENVER Ring $300. Wedding Ring 100. G. BREN-
NAN Ring $300. Also 350 and 400. Wedding Ring 100. H. RIDLEY Ring
$225. Also 450 and 675. Wedding Ring 125. All rings available either natural

or white gold. Prices include Federal Tax. Rings enlarged to show details.

® Trade-mark registered.

so please rush fact-filled booklets, "Choosing Your
Diamond Rings" and "The Etiquette of the Engage-
ment and Wedding"; also name of nearest Keepsake
Jeweler and special offer of 44-page Bride's Keep-
sake Book. I enclose 10 cents for mailing.

/rJyT" °V^™
Tr5js. Address

A' Guaranteed by A
|

^Geod Housekeeping^ City Co Stale

Mai | t0 . KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS • SYRACUSE 2, N. Y.
j

r
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BEST ACTING: JAMES CAGNEY

LET’S

GO TO
THE

MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

“The Phantom of the Opera” killed them

Anne's

Man of a Thousand Faces u-i,

CINEMASCOPE

V'V'V'V' In a movie biography of unusu-

ally strong emotional substance, James
Cagney does a yeoman job as the late Lon

Chaney, top character star of the silents

and early talkies. Chaney was known as

a makeup artist, yet his own eloquently

lined face reflected a deep human sad-

ness. This movie suggests reasons, as

Cagney portrays the son of deaf-mute

parents (Celia Lovsky, Nolan Leary).

His sympathy for people called “differ-

ent” leads to his eventual triumph as a

portrayer of grotesque characters. But

his apprenticeship in movies sketches a

history of Hollywood, starting as Jimmy
plays target for custard pies in slapstick

comedy. Dorothy Malone is effective as

the brittle chorine who marries Jimmy

—

and recoils in horror from his parents’

disability. The marriage breaks up in

bitterness, the father finally taking cus-

tody of the baby son. Show-girl Jane

Greer proves more understanding than

Dorothy. Roger Smith as the grown son

and Robert Evans, in his first role, as

producer Irving Thalberg, also come
across appealingly. family

A Man Escaped continental

VVV'V A powerful French film (titles in

English) focuses on the eternally fasci-

nating theme of escape from prison. It’s

classic in outline, though set in the

ugliest period of modern times. As a

French resistance fighter. Francois Le-

terrier is captured by the Nazis occupy-

ing his country. Condemned to death but

left in suspense for endless months, he

plans his getaway and works with incred-

ible patience to unloose his cell door.

Communications with frightened yet often

courageous fellow prisoners are utterly

touching. When the moment of escape is

finally at hand, Leterrier finds himself

stuck with a new cell-mate, a scared kid

who may or may not be a Nazi spy. The
story is based on fact, and it has the

urgency of truth throughout. family

The Last Bridge union

kVW' Extra interest centers on this

German film (titles in English) because

it stars Maria Schell, now working in

Hollywood in “The Brothers Karamazov.”

A handsome, firm-featured blonde, Maria

here portrays a nurse in the Nazi Army.

Captured by Yugoslav partisans who seek

medical care for their wounded, she is

torn between loyalties: to her country

and to her profession of healing. As a

hearty guerilla leader, Bernard Wicki

both distrusts and respects her, perhaps

even loves her. It’s an honest film, ex-

posing the damage that war does to

human souls, as well as bodies; and

Maria shows acting ability to match her

beauty. family

A Novel Affair continental:

BLACK AND WHITE, EASTMAN COLOR

V'/VV' Brilliant performances by Brit-

ain’s Margaret Leighton and Ralph Rich-

ardson highlight a sparkling story-

within-a-story film. Scientist crippled by

polio. Richardson still manages to lead

a pleasant suburban life with Margaret,

his sensible wife. On the side, she writes

popular romantic novels, and she gets

new inspiration when Carlo Justini, a

dashing young Italian, is hired as chauf-

feur. So she writes a book about a

beautiful wife, a stern and disabled hus-
26



/VW EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD

V'V' GOOD

FAIR

hand and an irresistible Italian Casanova.

As the innocent chauffeur reads the manu-

script, the movie goes into exuberant

color and hilarious dead-pan parody of

all such deadly triangles. Only trouble

is. Carlo takes the book seriously and

believes his boss’s wife really loves him.

Complications! adult

The Three Faces of Eve 20™.
CINEMASCOPE

VW An actual case history inspired this

study of a schizophrenic, and the picture

has the proper solidly realistic tone.

Joanne Woodward plays the woman with

the split personality, a subdued house-

wife in a Georgia town. She doesn't

realize what happens to her when one

of her blinding headaches occurs. At

such times, or with less notice. Eve White

turns into Eve Black, hard-drinking, man-

chasing. contemptuous of husband and

child. Strangely, the wicked alter ego

knows all about the everyday life of the

body she possesses—and is out to conquer

and quench it. David Wayne does an

expert job as Joanne’s lunkhead of a

husband, no help at all in her desperate

crisis. But Lee J. Cobb offers serenity

as her psychiatrist, and Ken Scott is at-

tractive as a young man she meets after

she has undergone treatment. adult

The Golden Virgin COLUMBIA

V'V'V' Striking in appearance as ever.

Joan Crawford gives another of her self-

assured performances in a bitter story of

a charity racket. But the delicate young

beauty of Heather Sears dominates the

picture. Heather plays a pitiable Irish

girl, rendered deaf, blind and mute by

a childhood accident. A wealthy tourist,

Joan finds her maternal instincts roused

by the girl’s plight and devotes all her

time and money to curing her. At least,

she succeeds (with experienced help) in

teaching Heather to speak. Willingly,

the girl presents herself at rallies to raise

money for others with the same affliction.

And here Rossano Brazzi, as Joan’s

worthless estranged husband, enters the

picture. He pretends love for his wife

and genuine interest in her cause; actu-

ally, he just scents quick profits, adult

The Tin Star paramount;
VISTAVISION

V'V'V' A good, straightforward western

gives Tony Perkins a likable role, with

a minimum of soul-searching. As cou-

rageous young sheriff in a frontier town,

lie’s confronted by gunmen with itchy

trigger fingers—and citizens with too

continued

SHIf .^0
SEE THIS MIRACLE HAPPEN TO YOU IN 20 SECONDS

suddenly, you seem to grow

a new and flawless skin

!

So subtly does “Complexion Control”

Liquid Make- Up by Lanolin Plus . . .

banish those “things” in your face you
don’t want seen ... no one even suspects

make-up. Little blemishes, dark patches,

skin imperfections are covered beautifully

without masking.

That’s because “Complexion Control”

Liquid Make-Up is not a mere “cover-

up”. Instead it’s an exclusive new formula
that actually blends right in with your
complexion; a formula rich in the same
precious sterols your own skin produces
to stay glowingly young and beautiful;

the same sterols doctors prescribe for dry

skin, coarse skin, fine lines and creases;

the same moisturizing sterols your skin

may be starving for right now!

No make-up sold, no cosmetic known
makes your complexion look so lovely,

so fast, yet is so good for your skin. In 6

flattering-fashion shades at all cosmetic

counters. Only $1, plus tax.

IT’S THE PLUS IN

"POWDER PLUS” BY LANOLIN PLUS
Pressed Powder in a Beautiful Compact

Use it over “Complexion Control” Liquid
Make-Up for a soft mat finish or for touch-
ups during the day. Or as a complete make-
up in itself. Shades harmonize perfectly

with “Complexion Control” and other types

of make-up. $1.25 plus tax.

THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
P
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Use your good

common sense!
Think! Think how you had to struggle,

struggle, struggle with that miserable

belt-pin-pad contraption last month and

last year and all the times before that!

Think how uncomfortable it was! Does

it make sense to go on and on when

millions of Tampax users say they almost

forget about time of the month?

Tampax® internal sanitary Iprotection

makes things so much simpler for you.

Since Tampax is worn internally, odor

can't form. What's more, nothing can

show. You can shower or bathe. Tampax

won’t absorb any water. There are no

disposal problems with Tampax. No
carrying problems either. A supply of

Tampax can be slipped into your very

smallest handbag.

It makes sense to use the easy way—
the Tampax way. Choose from three ab-

sorbencies (Regular, Super, Junior)

wherever drug products are sold. Tampax

MOVIES continued

ready a reach for the lynching rope. At

first, Tony is convinced he can handle

the situation on his own; he brushes

aside advice offered by Henry Fonda, a

mysterious drifter. But Tony eventually

decides that the close-mouthed Fonda is

an experienced law man. whose help is

urgently needed. As a comely young

widow. Betsy Palmer draws the attention

of both men. and her small son (Michel

Ray) insists on getting involved in the

final fracas. family

The Sun Also Rises 20th; cinema-
scope, DE LUXE COLOR

VVV The Ernest Hemingway classic

about World War I’s “lost generation”

lias been well-cast, lavishly produced and

adapted for the screen with commendable
frankness. As an American veteran. Ty-

rone Power has suffered combat wounds

that impair his manhood. Doing news-

paper work after the war, he leads an

aimless existence in exile, moving from

France to Spain and back. His love for

fellow American Ava Gardner is doomed
to frustration, and she. returning it. leads

a life hazed with liquor and decorated

with many men. Among these are Mel

Ferrer, a moody and humble sort, and

Errol Flynn, forever-broke Britisher who
hopes to marry her. After all the gags

about his bravery in action pictures.

Flynn turns to and gives a solid character

performance, fooling his critics. Eddie

Albert, as a pal of Ty’s. lends a refresh-

ing note of normality, and Bob Evans

looks handsome as a matador who draws

Ava’s fancy. (See page 49.) In this day

of the H-bomb, the characters’ problems

now seem pathetic, rather than tragic,

but remain convincing. adult

Quunlez u-i; cinema-

scope, EASTMAN COLOR

VVV Steady, quiet suspense, rather than

lots of shooting, characterizes this effi-

cient western. Fred MacMurray. long-

time gunfighter who yearns to give up his

trade, is among an outlaw group that

holes up in a ghost town, eluding a posse

but still haunted by threats of Apache

warfare. As brutal leader of the gang.

John Larch bullies Dorothy Malone, his

illusionless girlfriend. Tension rises as

she’s defended by Fred, the gentle-man-

nered John Gavin and the enigmatic

Sydney Chaplin, who’s suspected of

Indian sympathies, because of his up-

bringing as a child captive. The arrival

of James Barton, as an ancient wanderer,

brings on violence. family

/Vo Sleep Till Dmvn WARNERS ;

CINEMASCOPE, WARNERCOLOR

VVV Though Natalie Wood grows pret-

tier film by film, though Karl Malden is

at his sympathetic best, the roaring jets

of our modern Air Force dominate this

service picture. Natalie’s handicapped

by a sulky, generally unlovable role. As

her dad, Karl is a sergeant dedicated to

his task of keeping the imposing aircraft

in top flying shape. Wife Marsha Hunt
is proud of him, but Natalie is ashamed
because be isn't an officer and resentful

because he won’t leave the service to take

a better-paying civilian job. More family

problems arise when Natalie falls in love

with flyer Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., who drew
Karl’s hatred during an incident of the

war in Korea. Eventually, both men are

sent on a dangerous test flight for the

Strategic Air Command. family

The Joker Is Wild paramount;
VISTAVISION

VVVV In the best film biography of a

show-business personality since “Love
Me or Leave Me.” Frank Sinatra adeptly

combines his known abilities as singer

and actor, to portray Joe E. Lewis. Here
we have no psychiatric searching into

childhood backgrounds. Frank’s problem
is all too clear. In Chicago of the rowdy
’twenties, he insists on leaving a night

club owned by mobster Ted De Corsia,

to go to another owned by Harold Huber.
As promised. De Corsia’s hoodlums do a

thorough smashing and carving job on

Frank. He survives, but his singing

voice is ruined. With the help of pal

Eddie Albert, bis accompanist, Frank
stages a comeback as a comedian.

continued

Hot as a singer, Frankie must look for

a new career after gangsters maim him

I
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Century-Fo>

at your favorite

motion picture theatre!

co-starring DOLORES

° Ask your local

theatre manager

if he's made his

Thanksgiving

. date with Pat!

ARTHUR

Do It Yourself' ‘Bentonville Fair'‘Clover In The Meadow'‘April Love'

PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY SCREENPIAY BY COLOR by DE LUXE
stereophonic Sound

David Weisbart- Henry Levin - Winston Miller • CINemaScopE
Based on a novel by George Agnew Chamberlain
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SPECIAL OFFER!

for just 50<

and front panel

of “Lysol” carton!

“Tinykit” is really tiny!—You
can hide it away in your drawer

or your traveling bag!

It contains a latex douche bag
with a scientifically designed

nozzle— exactly as approved

by doctors for douching. Plus a

waterproof case.

It’s yours— from “Lysol”—
for just 50^- and the front panel

of a “Lysol’’ carton.

Send for “Tinykit”! Use cou-

pon below. Limited time only.

Use “Lysol” regularly in your

douche. Don’t fool yourself with

vinegar.

Vinegar can’t do the job the

way that “Lysol” does.

“Lysol” kills odor-causing

bacteria on contact. Keeps you
sweet and clean inside! And,

it’s mild! Can't hurt you. Buy it

today.

I i

“Tinykit,” P.0. Box 49, Akron 8, Ohio

Please send me “Tinykit” in plain wrapper

enclosed is 50d and front panel of “Lysol’

carton.

Na

Address:.

City: _7nne: State:.

MOVIES continued

Ann plays the piano-perched canary

who made kids of the Jazz Age cry

Socialite Jeanne Crain loves him, trails

him around the country, but finally must

face the truth: He loves liquor and gam-

bling more than he could any woman.
Dancer Mitzi Gaynor is willing to take

the plunge as his bride—and regrets

her decision. In essence a sad story, it’s

so wittily dialogued and so filled with

fine old tunes that it's consistently enter-

taining. ADULT

The Helen Morgan Story WARNERS,
CINEMASCOPE

Sweet and wholesome Ann Blyth

tosses herself with abandon into a role

far removed from her own personality,

playing the torch singer who electrified

the jazz fans of the ’twenties with her

high-pitched, tremolo blues on unhappy
love. The film’s story takes its cues

from Helen’s songs, rather than from her

actual life. “Just My Bill”—that’s Paul

Newman, an arrogant carnie man who
gives Ann her first show-business job

and robs her of her virtue. She goes on

to triumph on the Broadway stage, but

she “Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man.” Paul

becomes a successful bootlegger; Ann
thinks she’s found a respectable type in

lawyer Richard Carlson. Slight catch:

Carlson has an equally respectable wife,

who won’t divorce him. And Paul keeps

turning up in the picture, eventually

driving Ann to drink. But sentiment

overrides her degradation, and the fine

songs carry the picture. adult

The Brothers Rico Columbia

V'VV Tough and tense, this story of or-

ganized crime presents some types not

usually found in such bang-bang epics.

Richard Conte looks on the rackets as

simply a business and conceals his means
of livelihood from wife Dianne Foster,

who hopes to adopt a child. To the audi-

ence. it’s soon apparent that Dick would
be far from a model father in any

agency’s eyes. He has blandly given his

younger brothers (Paul Picerni, James
Darren) jobs in the organization. As
the film opens, Darren has disappeared,

vowing to go straight, and the top brass

is gunning for this kid who knows too

much. Conte sets out to find him before

the gunmen do, in a painstaking routine

of detective work that has an added
impact in the hunter’s agonized brother-

ly devotion. Though Darren comes on

late in the film, he creates a strongly

appealing character. So does Kathryn
Grant, as his terrified young wife, soon

to have a child. adult

Battle Hell DCA

/W Richard Todd makes a doughty

hero in a brisk, convincing action story,

based on a true incident of 1949. The cold

war suddenly turns mighty hot as Red
Chinese guns open fire on a small British

warship, peaceably sailing the Yangtze

River. When rescue efforts fail, Todd is

sent to take command of the stricken ves-

sel, save as many of the men as he can.

keep up the morale of the others—and

bargain his ship out of its trap. For this,

he must deal with Akim Tamiroff, the

local Red commanding officer. The whole

affair is like the present world situation

in miniature, as Tamiroff keeps making

promises, breaking them and repeating

illogical demands that the British admit

guilt. FAMILY

Pursuit of the Grctf Spee bank ;

VISTAVIS ION, TECHNICOLOR

WV The eye-filling spectacle of ships

at war, rather than the human element,

dominates this British film. Also based

on fact, it returns to the very outset of

World War II. Under the shrewd com-

mand of Peter Finch—the traditional

gallant enemy—the German raider Graf

Spee begins raising havoc with Allied

shipping in the South Atlantic. John

Gregson and Anthony Quayle are among
officers on the British ships that stub-

bornly pursue the elusive killer; Bernard

Lee is the captured commander of a Brit-

ish merchant ship. Navies of several na-

tions cooperated to make the sea-battle

scenes authentic; for instance, the re-

doubtable Graf Spee is portrayed by a

United States heavy cruiser. family



The Roots HARRISON

VVV With no professional actors, this

Mexican picture (titles in English) tells

four stories of the Indian people whose

ways are the deep foundation of our

southern neighbor’s culture. In “The
Cows,” a desperately poor young wife

takes surprising means to help her hus-

band and their baby. “Our Lady” ex-

poses a naive anthropology student from

the U. S. to the intimate, primitive life

of Indian families deep in Yucatan.

“One-Eyed” is a touching and ironic

story of religious faith, centering on a

little boy who is blind in one eye. And
in “The Filly” a middle-aged archaeolo-

gist is overwhelmed by desire for a spir-

ited Mexican maiden. Beautiful Alicia

Del Lago, as the militant virgin, is the

only member of the non-pro cast who
has continued a film career. Done simply,

the movie offers a fascinating picture of

real people and scenes. adult

Johnny Trouble warners

V'V'V A gentle and sweetly sentimental

film stars Ethel Barrymore as an ancient

widow who holds a lifetime lease on her

apartment home. When the nearby col-

lege takes over the building for a men’s

dormitory, she serenely stays on, becom-

ing honorary grandmother to her youthful

neighbors. She takes a special interest

in ex-marine Stuart Whitman—because

he has the same name as her long-

missing son, and she hopes wistfully that

he may be her real grandson. Sprightly

Carolyn Jones, college sweetie who de-

velops a yen for domesticity after meet-

ing Stuart, also arouses the old lady’s

concern. They’re all a bunch of nice

people, including Cecil Kellaway, as

Miss Barrymore’s former chauffeur and
loyal friend, and Jesse White, as a be-

mused agent of the college. adult

The Unholy Wife U-I, TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V Touted as England’s top pin-up

girl, Diana Dors settles down and does

a neat acting job in this well-plotted sus-

pense story. For practical reasons, she

has latched on to Rod Steiger, California

vineyard owner. But she’s eager to get

rid of her husband after she meets Tom
Tryon, hard-bitten rodeo rider. Her mur-

;
der scheme goes awry; she shoots an in-

nocent bystander—then plans to get rid

of Rod by pinning the killing on him. In

all her maneuverings, she’s checked by
Rod’s brother, a priest (Arthur Franz).

At times. Rod seems too much the new-
' style ham. Actors Studio brand. But

Diana carries the picture. Naked of

makeup, her pert little features are

effective in framing prison scenes, adult

Woman of the River Columbia,
1 TECHNICOLORPW Real Italian backgrounds lend a

note of realism to a sobby story about a

peasant girl trapped in a hopeless love.

Sophia Loren spurns the honest court-

ship of cop Gerard Oury. instead gives

herself to a handsome smuggler ( Rik

Battaglia). About to have Rik’s child,

she informs on him. When he leaves

jail, lie goes vengeful ly for her, trailing

her to the swamps where she works

cutting cane to support her son. Though
Sophia’s acting is as admirable as her

physical structure, the story is thin, held

up by its interesting locales. adult

Black Patch warners

VV Unlike the usual. workmanlike

George Montgomery western, this one

tries hard to be offbeat, does achieve

some distinction, but gets too wound up
in plot and character complications. As
an embittered Civil War vet. George

faces involved problems on a frontier

marshal’s job. Leo Gordon, suspected of

bank robbery, is a war buddy; Gordon’s

bride ( Diane Brewster ) is George’s for-

mer sweetheart. Tom Pittman, as a gun-

happy kid. and Sebastian Cabot, as a

crooked saloonkeeper, harry the marshal

further. family

Town on Trial COLUMBIA

VV In a generally absorbing British-

made mystery, Scotland Yard despatches

hardworking John Mills to solve the mur-

der of a small-town glamour babe. So

many local reputations are involved that

the citizens clam up in stubborn hostility

against Mills. Even Charles Coburn, as

a kindly doctor, and Barbara Bates, as a

pretty nurse, aren’t helpful at first. Mills’

quest is urgent, because wild teenager

Elizabeth Seal is a likely next victim for

the killer. adult

The Devil's Hairpin

VV The roar of racing cars promises ex-

citement as one-time champ Cornel

Wilde decides to try a comeback. His

project saddens the loving Jean Wallace
and infuriates his mother (strongly por-

trayed by Mary Astor)—for Cornel’s

rough tactics on the track caused the

death of his kid brother. In the upcoming
race, he must round the same dangerous

curve where his brother died. family

The Spanish Gardener rank;
VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

VV A slender, too-sweet story is over-

shadowed by the magnificent vistas of

Spain, where Dirk Bogarde goes Latin to

play an impossibly noble character. He
serves as gardener to Michael Hordern,

a rigid-minded Englishman. Hordern’s

tyranny crushes the life of his young son

(J-on Whiteley), until Dirk offers the

boy gentle friendship. In jealousy, the

father allows the gardener to be framed
on a theft charge. family

NESTLE COLORINSE
Adds glamorous, sparkling color-highlights

and glorious silken sheen, 12 colors, 29*

NESTLE COLORTINT
intensifies your own natural hair color or

adds thrilling new color. 10 shades. 29*

COLORS YOUR HAIR

WITHOUT BLEACHING or DYEING

p
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ARE YOU ONE

OF THE

MANY WOMEN

TODAY

WHO SUFFERS

FROM

"DRYCHOSIS"?

Drychosis” is Lady Esther’s

term for Dry Skin. She finds

this modern beauty complaint

affects most women today... in

one form or another. Superficial

signs are little scales; rough

patches; pins-and-needle sensa-

tion when you smile. If you

have any of these dry skin signs,

then start using Lady Esther

new Dry Skin Cream today.

Simply spread a thin film of

this emollient-rich cream over

your skin. Massage it in as you

smooth it on. Wipe it off. The
improvement is immediate and

startling. "Drychosis” has

gone! Your skin feels soft, sup-

ple. When you smile—no tight-

ening of skin but a pliancy that

says smooth, younger-looking

skin. End "Drychosis” with the

daily use of Lady Esther new

Dry Skin Cream.

390, 65^ and 890. PLUS TAX

(Prices slightly higher in Canada)

YOUNG IDEAS:

NEEDLE NEWS

7100—Greet your guests with the mer-

riest “Merry Christmas” ever, in this

unusual Santa Apron! Directions,

embroidery and applique transfers

684—Cuddle clown the kiddies 'love

takes lots of rough treatment. Direc-

tions for making 12-inch doll with

a man’s sock. Pattern for clothes

513—Each pretty square takes just

a short time to crochet. Join squares

for a scarf, tablecloth, bedspread.

Crochet directions for 7-inch square

7312—Heirloom beauty—a picture in

simplest embroidery stitches of Christ,

the Good Shepherd. Transfer is 16

x 19 inches. Directions, color chart

lnger Stevens, handy with a

needle, makes gifts for friends

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Needlecraft Service.

P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

pattern for first-class mailing. Send extra twenty-five cents for Needlecraft Catalog.
32
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muon more comiortaDie

The new Kotex napkin gives you the gentlest covering ever—

the new Wondersoft covering that won’t rub, won't chafe.

Kotex makes you feel more confident, too. You can count on

it for instant and complete absorbency, without fail.

And how you’ll appreciate the new Kotex belt. It’s made

of woven, non-twist elastic with a special kind

of self-locking clasp. This new clasp molds

itself comfortably to your body, holds the

napkin securely.

No wonder more women

choose Kotex than all other brands.

Memo to Mothers: Every year over

100,000 girls begin to menstruate be-

fore they are eleven. So it’s not too

soon to tell your daughter at ten. Our
free booklet "You're A Young Lady
Now” helps to give the facts she needs
to know. Write Miss Jones, Kimberly-

Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.

KOTEX and WONDERSOFT are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corp.
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gives you all these advantages

• Greater convenience

• More freedom

• Faster drying action

• More comfortable

MORE
COMFORTABLE
No heat on neck,

shoulders.

Give herthe
Mew

FOR THE ENJOYMENT OF
LOVELIER, MORE RADIANT
HAIR . . . MORE OFTEN
The Lady Sunbeam is so simple to use-
just set the dial for any drying air tem-

perature you want — hot, medium, warm
or cool. Scientifically designed vinyl cap
fits easily over your hair and concen-

trates drying air where hair is heaviest.

Drying air comes from heat-control unit

through durable, flexible hose. The Lady
Sunbeam Hair Dryer eliminates the tir-

ing arm raising and head turning neces-

sary with ordinary hand held dryers

—

and annoying, uncomfortable hot air on
neck and shoulders from professional

type dryers. Cap has no electric wires.

Only $24.95*

CONTROLLED HEAT

HAIR DRYER

An inner pocket

concentrates

drying air where

hair is heaviest.

Air flows from

heat control unit

through durable

hose.

Easy-to-set

heat control unit

*Manufacturer's recommended
Retail or Fair Trade price.

• Scientific heat control

• Cap has no electric wires

Yellow

iS.C. ©SUNBEAM, LADY SUNBEAM, MIXMASTER

HANDS ARE FREE
Do nails, write letters,

etc.

FASTER
You are finished in

minutes.

Look for the MARK OF QUALITY
IlfCTRIC APPLIANCES ft

Famous for Mixmaster, etc.

becoming
attractions

A. Bliss, new creme home permanent
in a tube is designed to give speedy,

long-lasting curls that need no resetting.

Can be recapped and used again. $2.00*

It. Case i/i point: Maybelline eyebrow
and eye-liner pencil has its own sharp-

ener built into cap to provide a point

that is always sharp and fine. $1.00

*

C. Toni’s Adorn hair spray is designed

to spray on before you comb your hair,

to help you style it while you comb. No
stiff or dulling film. 7 ounces, $1.50*

D. For this fall’s glowing fashion col-

ors: Dorothy Gray’s brilliant, blue-

tinged Royalty Red lipstick, $2.00* and
Royalty Blue eye shadow stick, $1.25*

E. Deluxe Lady Sunbeam Shavemaster
is precision-designed to absorb vibra-

tion and suppress noise. Elegantly pack-

aged, $17.95. Others, $15.95; $11.95

SUNBEAM CORPORATION, Dept. 238, Chicago 50, Illinois • Canada: Toronto 1 8 *plus tax
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BORN TO LUXURY
Commandingly beautiful—a red as intensely rich as the colors of

the new season’s fashions—soft, lustrous, elegant. Royalty Red

was created to make you, and everything you wear, important.

Royalty Red is a Sheer Velvet Lipstick— in creamy or stay-all-day

types—and magnificent new refill cases. $1.35, $2.00.

For beauty the modern way

Dorothy Gray





Even humdrum hair can seethe with excitement!

NEWDuBaRRY

• Foams new living color right into your hair!

• Washes right out with your next shampoo

!

• Looks so natural it’s your own exciting secret!

There’s never been hair color like DuBarry Color Glo

!

Not a rinse—not a color shampoo—but a whole new way to

color your hair. This fabulous foam gives a new color-lift to

every shade of hair under the sun!

Foam in Color Glo after your next shampoo, and rinse. That’s all!

No mixing, no fixing, no fussing. It’s fun, fast . . . and

fool-proof! Color Glo stays on evenly . . . conditions while

it’s on . . . shampoos out completely.

With Color Glo you can accent and intensify your own hair

color ... or you can have a dramatic new color this very

night! With Color Glo, blonde isn’t bland . . . it’s brilliant! Black

isn’t flat . . . it’s fiery ! Red isn’t raging . . . it’s radiant ! And

gray is never, never drab . . . it’s pure shimmering silver!

After your next shampoo, foam fabulous color into your hair

with new DuBarry Color Glo!

On Rar'*'y

Color

Glo
A

h1ew 1N
C°t£R,(NG

Choose from these newest

,

truest-to-life colors . . .

Golden Leopard puts golden gleam in

blonde hair, a twinkle in brown hair.

Midnight Panther deepens black hair to

sparkling jet. Gives brown a velvety depth.

Red Cheetah lifts hair to fiery brilliance.

Gives brunettes a burnished glow.

Brown Jaguar adds richness and warmth . . .

makes brown sparkle with highlights!

Silver Mink gives a fresh silver shimmer
to faded white, gray or ash-blonde hair.

Du Barry Color Glo 1&9



there’s a

bit of

Satan in..
1

SATIN F
the new Evening in Paris lipsticl

It’s absolutely wicked of Evening in Paris to make a lipstick so

alluring! Satin Finish clings as scandalously as satin . . . smooths

your lips to satiny softness . . . makes them tempting as the

devil. In a bewitching spectrum of pinks, corals, reds . . .

each sheathed in a tall golden swivel case. Now only 49c

38
INFERNO RED, ONE OF THE NEW SATIN FINISH SHADES

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

BATTLE HELL—DCA. Directed by Michael Ander-
son: Lieut. Commander Kerans, Richard Todd;
Leading Seaman Frank, William Hartnell; Colonel
Peng, Akim Tamiroff; Lieut. Weston, Donald Hous-
ton; Capt. Kuo Tai, Keye Luke.

BLACK PATCH—Warners. Directed by Allen H.
Miner: Clay Morgan, George Montgomery; Helen
Danner, Diane Brewster; Flytrap, Tom Pittman;
Hank Danner, Leo Gordon; Holman, House Peters,
Jr.; Kitty, Lynn Cartwright; Frcnchy De’Vere,
Sebastian Cabot.

BROTHERS RICO, THE—Columbia. Directed by
Phil Karlson: Eddie Rico, Richard Conte; Alice Rico,
Dianne Foster; Norah, Kathryn Grant; Sid Kubik,
Larry Gates; Johnny Rico, James Darren; Mrs.
Rico, Argentina Brunetti; Peter Malaks, Lamont
Johnson; Mike Lamotta, Harry Bellaver; Gino Rico,
Paul Picerni.

DEVIL'S HAIRPIN, THE—Paramount. Directed
by Cornel Wilde: Nick, Cornel Wilde; Kelly, Jean
Wallace; Rhinegold, Arthur Franz; Mrs. Jargin,
Mary Astor; Doc, Paul Fix.

GOLDEN VIRGIN, THE—Columbia. Directed by
David Miller: Margaret Landi, Joan Crawford; Carlo
Landi, Rossano Brazzi; Esther Costello, Heather
Sears; Harry Grant, Lee Patterson; Wenzel, Ron
Randell; Mother Superior, Fay Compton; Paul
Marchant

, John Loder; Father Devlin, Denis O’Dea.

HELEN MORGAN STORY, THE—Warners. Di-
rected by Michael Curtiz: Helen Morgan, Ann Blyth;
Larry, Paul Newman; Wade, Richard Carlson;
Whitey Krause, Gene Evans; Ben, Alan King; Dolly,
Cara Williams.

JOHNNY TROUBLE—Warners. Directed by John
H. Auer: Mrs. Chandler, Ethel Barrymore; Torn
McKay, Cecil Kellaway; Julie, Carolyn Jones; Par-
sons, Jesse White; Phil, Rand Harper; Johnny,
Stuart Whitman; Eddie, Jack Larson.

JOKER IS WILD, THE—Paramount. Directed by
Charles Vidor: Joe E. Lewis, Frank Sinatra; Lettie,
Jeanne Crain; Martha, Mitzi Gaynor; Austin, Eddie
Albert; Swifty, Jackie Coogan; Parker, Ted De
Corsia; Cassie, Beverly Garland.

MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES—U-I. Directed
by Joseph Pevney: Lon Chaney, James Cagney;
Cleva Chaney, Dorothy Malone; Hazel Chaney, Jane
Greer; Gert, Marjorie Rambeau; Clarence Locan,
Jim Backus; Creighton Chaney (4 yrs.), Dennis
Rush; Creighton Chaney (8 yrs.), Rickie Sorenson;
Creighton Chaney (IS yrs.), Robert Lydon; Creighton
Chaney (19 yrs.), Roger Smith.

NO SLEEP TILL DAWN—Warners. Directed by
Gordon Douglas: Lois Brennan, Natalie Wood; Sgt.
Chuck Brennan, Karl Malden; Edith Brennan,
Marsha Hunt; Col. Jim Herlihy, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

NOVEL AFFAIR, A—Lion International. Directed
by Muriel Box: Professor Roger Winter, Sir Clement
Hathaway

,

Sir Ralph Richardson; Judith Winter,
Leonie Hathaway, Margaret Leighton; Emily, Betty,
Patricia Dainton; Carlo, Mario, Carlo Justini.

PURSUIT OF THE GRAF SPEE—Rank. Directed
by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger: Captain
Bell, John Gregson; Commodore Harwood, Anthony
Quayle; Captain Langsdorff

,

Peter Finch; Captain
Dove, Bernard Lee; Captain Woodhouse, Ian Hunter.

QUANTEZ—U-I. Directed by Harry Keller: Gentry,
John Coventry, Fred MacMurray; Chaney, Dorothy
Malone; Minstrel, James Barton; Goto, Sydney
Chaplin; Teach, John Gavin; Heller, John Larch;
Delgadito, Michael Ansara.

SPANISH GARDENER—Rank, Directed by Philip
Leacock: Jose, Dirk Bogarde; Nicholas Braude, Jon
Whiteley; Harrington Braude, Michael Hordern;
Garcia, Cyril Cusack; Maria, Maureen Swanson;
Robert Burton, Lyndon Brook.

SUN ALSO RISES, THE—20th. Directed by Henry
King: Jake Barnes, Tyrone Power; Lady Brett Ash-
ley, Ava Gardner; Robert Cohn, Mel Ferrer; Mike
Campbell, Errol Flynn; Bill Gorton, Eddie Albert;
Count Mippipopolous, Gregory Ratoff; Georgette,
Juliette Greco; Zizi, Marcel Dalio; Doctor, Henry
Daniell; Harris, Bob Cunningham; The Girl, Danik
Patisson; Romero, Robert Evans.

THREE FACES OF EVE, THE—20th. Directed by
Nunnally Johnson: Eve, Joanne Woodward; Ralph
White, David Wayne; Dr. Luther, Lee J. Cobb; Dr.
Day, Edwin Jerome; Secretary

,

Alena Murray; Mrs.
Black, Nancy Kulp; Mr. Black, Douglas Spencer;
Bonnie, Terry Ann Ross; Earl, Ken Scott.

UNHOLY WIFE, THE—U-I. Directed by John
Farrow: Phyllis Hochen, Diana Dors; Paul Hochen,
Rod Steiger; San, Tom Tryon; Emma Hochen,
Beulah Bondi; Gwen, Marie Windsor; Rev. Stephen
Hochen, Arthur Franz; Ezra Benton, Luis Van
Rooten; Gino Verdugo, Joe De Santis; Theresa,
Argentina Brunetti.



RITA HAYWORTH starring in "PAL JOEY"

Color does something for you

...and so does a lovely complexion!

“I always use Lux
because it’s so

gentle, so good to

my skin. And I

love all four of the

new pastel colors”

... Rita Hayworth

mmm.

LUX

Now—four more color-

ful reasons to use Lux!

Lux can do as much for you as it

does for Rita Hayworth. That’s because

gentle Lux has a rich Cosmetic lather, to

help smooth and soften your skin.

Soft is the word for the new Lux Colors,

too. One or more of these pastels is sure

to contrast or harmonize with your bath-

room. Use Lux in Color—right along

with pure white Lux. (Naturally, you
get the same wonderful Lux fragrance!)

Lever Brothers guarantees Lux is perfect

for your skin—or your money back.

For a complexion you'll love—and he’ll

love, too—use gentle Lux.

And pure white Lux
sealed in gold foil

9 out of" lO Hollywood stars depend on LUX
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when yon wake np without pale, faded, lips!

It does so much for your morale to wake up beautiful—ripe

color on your lips! With Coty “24”, the lipstick cleanses off

at night but the color stays on. Your lips are soft, smooth...

have that luscious moist-gleam, always bright and glistening.

Coty “24” won’t cake or splotch or feather. It creams on;

never dries your lips. And from dawning to yawning, your

lips are
“
alive” with color! Quick, quick... see for yourself.

© by Coty, Inc., 1957



HOLLYWOOD’S

BIGGEST

COMEBACK

wWW e had to bring you this story. Because, from the

hundreds of letters Photoplay has received, we know that

it intrigues you as much as it does us. Because it is the biggest

story in Hollywood today, and nothing like it has ever

happened before. Because it is the story, not of one star’s comeback,

but of many stars’. Because, in drama, pathos, comedy, tragedy,

thrills and surprises, it has never been equaled, (continued)
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HOLLYWOOD’S

BIGGEST

COMEBACK

“Tell us about them!” you have

begged . “What happened to them?

Where are they now?” The great

stars of yesterday have returned

Ouddenly, they live again on your home screen:

^ the eternally lovely face of Greta Garbo, the gay

and lively charm of Carole Lombard, the dark mag-

netism of John Garfield. “It’s fascinating to see

Hollywood’s history unrolled on your home screen,”

you’ve written us, and deluged our office with queries

about the old-time stars and their movie classics. As

TV fans, eyeing your sets in awe, you’ve proven

you’re still movie fans at heart. (In one typical week,

viewers devoted 36.8 per cent of their TV time to

old movies!) And, to a new generation—today’s

teens—stars are nightly being born anew.

“Please tell me about Greta Garbo, please,” letters

read. “I’ve asked my mother but she can’t remem-

ber much.”

“I just love Jean Arthur,” wrote a Texas high-

school student. “She’s my ideal. Tell me, is she

still acting?”

Photoplay staffers started tracking down the an-

swers, became so intrigued that we ended up with

this, the first of a two-part article. We enjoyed

every minute we spent collecting the information

—

the time we called up Alice Faye; the day we talked

with Cary Grant (who insists “there’s not a kid on

the block who takes me seriously since they’ve seen

me whooping it up on TV”) ; the letter we received

from Ronald Colman and the day we tracked Greta

Garbo to the Museum of Modern Art, star-struck as

we watched her viewing (Continued on page 100)

Do you remember? If you aren’t sure, see

page 108 for the names of players and films
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by DEE PHILLIPS

Are the current sexpots going too far? The girl who has plenty of smart

angles for the girls with the sharp curves
,
Jane Russell ,

sounds off on . . .

TYThen Jane Russell tore herself away from her

” happy home grounds recently to go on a rare

tour in connection with her latest picture, “The

Fuzzy Pink Nightgown,” reporters from coast to

coast turned out joyfully, in full force. To eye the

famous Russell figure? Sure. But also, for a reason

the public doesn’t know: Jane is one gal who can

handle a loaded question the way a Yankee out-

fielder handles a hot ball.

Right off, one of the newshawks came up with

a dilly: “What do you think of the new type of

sultry, busty Italian actress, Miss Russell?”

Miss Russell fixed those big brown eyes upon

him, and grinned. “New?” she drawled. “Do you

remember a picture called ‘The Outlaw’?”

That stopped him cold. Who but Jane Russell

originated the earthy, dark-skinned, disheveled sex

bomb who is currently scorching the screen anew

in the curvy persons of Sophia Loren, Gina Lollo-

brigida and company?
(
Continued on page 115)

There's a reason why Jane has

very great admiration for her

biggest rival, Marilyn Monroe

Hailed as “a second Marilyn

Mamie Van Doren appears

to be following Jane's advice

Jayne Mansfield admits she’s

learned to heed Jane's words

of warning by bitter experience

KODACHROME BY DICK MILLER





'T'he hottest new personality on television today

is Mike Wallace, who steams up millions of

TViewers by putting celebrities on the hot seat on

ABC-TV’s “The Mike Wallace Interview.” The
hottest new figure in show business today is Harry

Belafonte, whose performances and offstage state-

ments are equally explosive. Photoplay is proud to

bring the exclusive interview of this highly com-

bustible combination to readers for the first time.

Now, let’s get on with the fireworks:

MIKE: Harry George Belafonte, Jr. has made a

million twice, although he never got through high

school. He has been called “the first Negro matinee

idol.” He is hailed as King of Calypso, a title he

claims to loathe. In the “New York Mirror” on

April 6th, he stated, “I’ll never pose in one of those

straw hats.” The March 6th issue of “Downbeat”

carried a picture of him, complete with straw hat,

with an article titled, “The Responsibility of the

Artist.” He has been accused of being pretentious.

He does not allow waiters to serve while he sings.

Last February 28th he was divorced by his first

wife, child psychologist Frances Marguerite Byrd,

mother of his two children, Adrienne and Shari.

On March 8th, he secretly married Julie Robinson,

formerly the only white dancer with the Katharine

Dunham troupe. He has been quoted as saying, “I

have a great impatience with intolerance.”

Would you please explain. (Continued on page 113)
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a return

..they’re calling him

to the matinee idol
”

On the set of “The Sun Also Rises,”

Bob, the actor, stunned Ava Gardner

by saying casually, “Ava, you re

wearing my pants.” She laughed

when he explained that he manu-

factured her slacks, said they're the

only kind she wears and that she

owns over a hundred pairs! At left,

Bob, the business man, in his plush,

modern New York showroom, with

aspiring actress Jennifer Statler in

Evan-Picone velvet cocktail slacks

A tall, impeccably dressed young man stepped out of the elevator into

L*- a plush Manhattan showroom. Crossing it, he entered his own lux-

urious offices. He opened the blinds on three walls, exposing a breath-

taking Cinerama-view of New York’s harbor. A ringing telephone on his

long, walnut desk interrupted his thoughts. Quietly, he asked if Hollywood

could be phoned back later. He said good morning to the smartly dressed

woman who entered, carrying a swatch of brocade. “It’s too heavy, don’t

you agree?” he asked the reporter just arriving to interview him. The

young man was acting newcomer Bob Evans—a designer-executive who,

as Pedro Romero in “The Sun Also Rises,” has critics harking back twenty

years to Ty Power to find a near-romantic comparison. (Interestingly,

Ty also plays in “Sun.”) In his twenties, lean, deeply tanned, (“He looks

like a matador,” wrote one newshen), Bob did not plan his movie career.

“Norma Shearer is responsible,” he explained. “She found me sitting at

the Beverly Hills pool and coaxed me into testing and playing her late

husband, Irving Thalberg, in ‘Man of 1,000 Faces.’ It was a great ex-

perience. No, I refused a contract. I had my business to get back to in New
York.” Plain facts were: It would cost Bob time, and time away from a

multi-million-dollar business meant money. It was Darryl F. Zanuck, who,

dining one evening at New York’s El Morocco, caught a look at Bob and

finally talked him into combining both careers, had him screen tested,

signed (exclusively for two films a year) and reciting love to Ava Gardner

in Mexico within a month. Upon release, the picture made Bob a romantic

sensation overnight. Contrary to rumor, Bob is not Latin, but a New
Yorker (“born, bred and matured there”), the son of a successful dentist

and onetime concert pianist. He was, at 17, the youngest disc jockey in

the country, had his own orchestra. Today, reputed to be a self-made mil-

lionaire, Bob politely evades the question: “A man does not discuss

his bank account.” Definite in his manner and ideas, he talks with

easy assuredness, in a compelling voice (“I never learned to whisper”)

finely-trained by some eight years of radio experience as a child (“Every

soap opera in the country, I’ve been on”). He knows what he likes: On
his career: “It seemed fated—being discovered twice within months . . .

It’s challenging . . . Someday I’d love to play the part of a {continued )

£

KODACHROME BY LEO FRIEDMAN



young hood. On women, “I like them

feminine. I like American girls.

Some speak of foreign women as be-

ing more intriguing. I don’t agree.”

On marriage: “I’m definitely inter-

ested.” On his social life: “You

might say it’s dull right now. My
business dominates it, especially with

films. But I’m not a social person

really—one for nightclubs, country-

clubs. I like reading. Enjoy dancing

—but at home. I’ve boxed since I

was 15, like judo, tennis.” On himself:

“I’m not the All-American boy, I

know that. I have no pretense. It’s

always best to know yourself and I

know what I’m not. Yes, I’m emo-

tional, lose my temper easily, am
often too impatient.” And what made

Bob Evans a current heartthrob? A
director recently summed it up: “Per-

fect timing. Girls were eager for

romance and tired of getting it from

the boy next door, which Bob is not.”

“Our Bermuda shorts are shorter than

most, more flattering because they

don't accentuate knees.” About $15

BOB EVANS
,
fashion designer: “ a woman

shouldn't look vivid . . . she should look tailored and

neat, that's the way she's most attractive and feminine"

“1 like the tapered look in slacks,

vivid colSfed cocktail pants in rich

fabrics .” This tweed pair: $16.95

“Casual clothes are most becoming.

I like a tailored look, nothing fancy

or flowery.” Above skirt about $15

Busy young man: Bob, in showroom

PHOTOGRAPHED BY LEOMBRUNO-BODI JEWELRY BY LA TAUSCA SPERRY
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You can wear these fashions, too. For store information write Merchandise Mgr., Photoplay, 205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.



IS KIM GETTING MARRIED?
Has Kim Novak been charmed by the dashing Mario Bandini into

deserting Hollywood and Mac Krim? Here’s the inside story with

exclusive photos by her secretary-companion, Norma Kasell
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IS KIM GETTING MARRIED?

[/ im was silent in the plane beside me. Saying nothing and

yet saying everything—and I could feel tears that weren’t

there. All of Paris, a magic carpet of gaiety and romance,

sparkled below us. But not for Kim.

Somewhere down there a train was taking Mario Bandini back

to Rome, and Kim and I were on a plane headed for home.

I knew that she was enveloped in a misty world of her own
thoughts. Of happiness remembered, and of farewells that had

been said. The same quiet reflective world she had shared with

Mario before leaving, in the Church Sacre Coeur. . . .

During their last hours together Kim and Mario had gone

to Montmartre to see an artist, Gentilini, whose works Kim ad-

mires very much. And before going their separate ways, they’d

climbed the long, beautiful flight of ( Continued on page 110)

“As 1 watched them together when

l took these offguard snapshots,”

says close friend Norma Kasell, “I

had the feeling that Mario was in-

troducing Kim to a life he wanted

her to share just with him . .
.”

“They dined in famous, but ro-

mantic restaurants in Rome. Mario

always ordered for Kim—usually

canelloni. She collected recipes!”



“No sooner did Kim men-

tion that she admired the

ivork of the artist Gen-

tilini than Mario took her

to see him. He turned out

to be the wrong Gentilini

—the other lives in Paris

—but Kim went away with

four of his paintings.'”

“At seven, Roman night

life begins, and Mario was

always there to pick Kim
up in his car. It was won-

derful, the way this man,

so gentle and retiring by

nature, became shy Kim’s

strong protector whenever

the crowds mobbed her.

And she loved it so!”

“Strolling hand-in-hand,

they listened to street mu-

sicians play ‘their song’

—

Carezzimo. They went to

see the site where Mario,

a wealthy engineer, is

building a beautiful pent-

house apartment. They

won’t admit it, but it

could become their home.”

“Best of all, they loved

just being alone together.

Their talks were long and

serious—and too intimate

to intrude upon. Mario is

very proud of Kim’s ca-

reer. But is it too big an

obstacle to love? They

must decide this . .
.”
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Photoplay takes a peek inside the palace to get

the answer to the question everyone is asking—



by JOSEF MANN

GETTING BORED?
T)eople living along the Riviera call

Monaco “le bijou”—the jewel.

Clinging to the rocky mountainside

above the. sea, it sparkles and glows

with color in the clear, warm sun-

shine. White, gleaming buildings spot

the comparatively new town of Monte

Carlo
;

soft, time-washed pastel-

colored houses outline the older part,

and everywhere the rich red-tile roofs

catch the sunlight, adding gaiety.

There are brilliant flowers every-

where, too. Orange trees line some

of the streets, palms and plane trees

others. Balconies and window sills

are filled with geraniums, petunias

and rarer plants. Even the traffic

islands in Monte Carlo are decorated

with flowers. And the country spar-

kles with the cleanliness and loving

care of its inhabitants.

The palace itself looks like a fairy-

tale castle, sometimes a gloomily be-

witched one. Perched atop sheer cliffs

hundreds of feet above the sea, its

fortress walls enclose it on all sides

except that facing the broad square

in front. The palace guards, in color-

ful uniforms, maintain a constant

vigil from the red-and-white striped

sentry boxes on either side of the

great entrance through which only

members of the Prince’s family pass.

This is the land—Monaco—for

which Grace Kelly gave up her

throne in Hollywood, almost a year

and a half ago, bringing with her

marriage and the birth of Princess

Caroline continued Monegasque in-

dependence. And what has this

brought to Princess Grace? Is there

a longing for the glamour of the past?

How does one raise a princess? Will

little Caroline's laughter and play

echo loneliness in the huge palace?

\ tall, slender blonde woman
1 stands at the window of a room

—one of 200 in the Palace of Mon-

aco. In her hand, she reads over and

over again the question that, in her

heart and in her mind, she must

satisfy ... a letter from the United

States. Should she go back to that

other life, even as briefly as the

letter asks?

A discreet sound behind her and

Princess Grace turns rather sharply

to face one of the people, the re-

sponsibilities, she cannot escape: the

majordomo asks her decision on a

problem from the royal kitchen.

She turns her back on the softly

closed door and to her more personal

problem. People had predicted: “You
will give up too much when you

marry Prince Rainier. Your inde-

pendence, your career, your stardom.”

She glanced down at the letter. Sud-

denly, the words loomed up at her:

“Would you be interested in making

a movie, if it could be filmed in

Monaco?” Her mind darted back.

Just a few weeks before she was

married, in April, 1956, Grace had

talked enthusiastically about the pos-

sibility of doing another picture. (She

had been slated for “Designing

Woman”), and the proposal of a

Broadway play. At almost the same

time, over in Monaco and, appar-

ently, without consulting her at all,

Prince Rainier was announcing that

it had ( Continued on page 98)

“I don't look upon myself as a prin-

cess,” Grace says. “I am the wife of

a wonderful husband, and a mother

"
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by ALEX JOYCE

“I'd like to get married,” says Elvis. For the first time, the girls he

dates reveal why it’s impossible for him to make his dream come true

Tn a backstage dressing room, Elvis Presley slumped

wearily on a couch. For a moment he sat, lost in

thought, absent-mindedly rubbing the fingers of his right

hand, stiff from signing autographs. Then he looked up

at his cousin, Gene Smith, and grinned ruefully.

“Ain’t I a sorry sight, Gene?” he said, fingering the

big rents in his red satin shirt, the torn trouser leg.

“Man, those little ol’ gals sure go for you,” said Gene.

“They don’t mean any harm,” said Elvis. “They’re

real nice kids, and they’ve been swell to me.”

“Notice that pretty blonde, and the redhead?”

“Yeah, sure I noticed . . Suddenly, Elvis hit a pillow

with a vicious punch, sending it flying across the room.

“So what? Can I ask them for a date? Can I even get

a little bit friendly?”

He put his head in his hands, and his voice trembled.

“Everybody thinks this is such a great big ball, Gene.

They ought to know what it feels like, to be in my shoes.

If I even talk to a girl, I’m (
Continued on page 104)

From visit with Elvis in Memphis, latest flame,

Venetia Stevenson, learned the truth about him
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If anybody handed out Academy Awards for TV-

viewing, Ernest Borgnine could corral another

Oscar for his mantelpiece. In Ernie's house,

the big show is in front of the television set

Where’s the ample smile? Where’s the imposing

frontal elevation? Jayne Mansfield’s forgotten

the whole act during an air-borne snooze, and

Gordon Scott’s amused to see her caught candid

Seems these movie stars are nothing

but plain old people
,
just like us!

So say Photoplay's offguard photos



Here’s a sightseer blandly munching a snack,

playing tourist on Los Angeles’ Olvera Street,

Mexican section. He happens to be Paul Newman

Takes a lot of tweed to cover a torso the size

of Jeff Chandler’s. The shoulder bone’s con-

nected to the tail bone by a long reach of spine



'T’here was a nip in the air that afternoon in late summer. A few

dry leaves floated from the lacy trees along New York’s East

River, hinting of fall. A family of sea gulls swooped down on the

water, picking up billsfull of crumbs and soaring high again. It

was a good day to be alive, thought Cynthia Lemmon Robertson,

as she gazed across the water, and pulled her sweater closer

around her. The sun felt good. She was happy—happier than she

could ever remember being. She was in love, and loved.

She laughed as she watched her husband, Cliff, a few feet away,

trying hard to balance himself as he walked along a bench. She

watched his boyish face and lanky frame for a moment—and

then suddenly rushed over to him. Jumping down, Cliff ran to

meet her, gathering her in his arms for a bear hug.

“I’ll bet I do a better job of bench-balancing than you!” she

cried, breaking away and jumping up on the bench herself.

Stealthily, and with concentration, she scaled the narrow structure,

leaning to one side and then the other, half a dozen times, amid

Cliff’s chidings and her own gales of (Continued on page 94)



by LAWRENCE J. QUIRK

Marriage to Cynthia has brought Cliff Robertson through

the torment and heartache of a long night's journey into day



YYTell, we all have our little idio-

’ ’ syncrasies and Tony Perkins’ is

that he can’t concentrate with shoes

on. It took him three hours to re-

cord his latest album, “Tony Perkins,”

released this month, and he was ut-

terly miserable until he unloaded the

sneakers that have become his trade-

mark. Once off, he wiggled his toes

in delighted freedom and let loose

with enthusiasm on such songs as

“Accidents Will Happen,” “This

Time the Dream’s on Me,” in an un-

trained, yet cool, after-hours jazz-

style all his own.

Friends Venetia Stevenson and Tab

Hunter, who’d dropped in to sit on

the sidelines, silently cheered him on.

Venetia admitted afterward, “I was

so nervous. I could hardly sit still.”

Tab kidded: “You may not be a

Caruso, but it sounds good to me.”

But Tony, still tense, simply pushed

his glasses on top of his head and

stared at the man in the control

booth, waiting for the final playback.

He literally jumped straight into the

air when given the signal that meant

he could go over to the booth to

hear himself. All through the session

he was like a little boy, looking from

one person to another for approval.

“Approval”—that’s an important

word in Tony’s scheme of things. He
has been called “basically insecure”

and therefore in need of approval.

Saddled with a fifteen-million-dollar

investment by his studio, he must

have fans and critics’ approval to sur-

vive. In an effort to win the appro-

bation he both wants and needs, some

say Tony’s biting off more than he

can chew. So far there have been

seven films in a row, TV shows, a

Broadway play slated for this fall

and now records. But we’re betting,

unlike the disc he’s cutting above,

Tony’s future is destined for much

more than going around in circles.

Looking over his shoulder, Tony

frowns, then falters. As his voice dies

away, somebody in the orchestra

whispers: “Hey, what’s the matter?”



Bouncing out oj the record-

ing booth with a sheepish

expression on his face,

Tony asks, “Hey, felloivs,

can you wait a minute?

Nope, there's nothing wrong

with my vocal cords, I’m

having foot trouble.” Lop-

ing back inside again, he

carefully removes first, the

right sneaker, then the left;

piles them in one corner,

and at last is able to work



She’s kicking over the traces, flabbergasting her friends,

going wild on the set! All Hollywood is wondering—

"V7"ou should’ve seen her on the set over

-*• at Universal the other day,” a cam-

eraman said to a grip in the M-G-M
commissary. “In a word—Wow!”

“I’ve never seen such a change in

anyone,” an attractive woman whispered

to a friend at Ciro’s. “I’ve known her

for years, and she isn’t one bit like the

girl she used to be.”

“The way she talked up to me!” a

movie mogul remarked, “I had to pinch

myself to believe it was really happen-

ing.”

What is this gossip all about? Jane

Powell, that’s what. Yes, sweet, demure

little Janie, the girl who has never been

associated with anything more exciting

than puppy love and spring, has been

setting Hollywood on its collective ear.

There must be reasons. Of course,

everybody knows that Jane, during the

past few years, has put a lot of distance

between herself and that sticky-sweet

adolescent she used to play on the screen.

Today, she is a woman of twenty-eight,

mother of three and a divorcee on her

second marriage. So, why all the shout-

ing now ?

To find out, you have to give it the

full treatment, a real Sherlock Holmes

job—the kind that works over not only

the lady herself, but the people close

to her.

The change in Jane hits you as soon

as you walk in the door of her Pacific

Palisades home. Gone are the ruffles, the

chintz and Early American maple that

Jane used to dote on. In their place is

a living room right out of the House of

Tomorrow. Not large and pretentious,

mind you. But, oh, so modern.

A wall-length window looks out upon

the patio. Walls and rugs are beige, and

a twenty-foot contour divan overflows

with red, blue and white pillows. Of

course, there’s a grand piano. A beauti-

ful turquoise seat with gold legs and a

red pillow, large black coffee table,

beige drapes and a black-and-white

marble fireplace complete the picture.

In comes Jane. No ruffles on her,

either. She (Continued on page 96)

by CARL CLEMENT
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TONY GETS THE BRUSH
r I ^ony Curtis not only gets a change of pace for the up-

coming four-million-dollar production “The Vikings,”

but a change of face too. Laid in the non-safety-razor days

of Tenth Century Scandinavia and filmed almost entirely

in the breathtaking fjords of Norway, the movie requires

all the male leads—including Tony, Kirk Douglas and

Ernest Borgnine— to wear beards.

Tony started growing his own so that eventually he

could discard the fabulous fake created by Buddy West-

more. But nature takes time and, until the real thing came

along, Tony had his chin thatched. Nature finally came

through, saving the studio $3,600 and 35 working days.

His wife and “Viking” co-star Janet Leigh kibitzed the

j
ob shown here. In the space of thirty minutes she counted

seven studio passersby who referred to Tony as “Trader

Horn,” five who mistook him for Gabby Hayes and two

who swore he was Monty Woolley, all of which left

Janet unconcerned. Her comment: “/ know who he is!”
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Tony’s beard was held on with spirit gum. “It stiffened my face so that I could hardly eat.” Janet, who seemed to be

against it at first, later said: “I couldn’t see Tony wearing one, but now I really like it. It gives him a certain—maturity

”

NOLAN PATTERSON



by JOSEPH HENRY STEELE

man nobody knows
Cheers and jeers, praise and panning,

I

i

distortion and lies have obscured

Frank Sinatra beyond recognition.

Here is the unvarnished truth

Onscreen in “Pal Joey Kim Novak and Rita Hayworth react to Frankie as the

ladies always do. But since divorce from Ava Gardner, he’s still fancy-free

TTe has a hair-trigger temper.
L "t He loves chocolate bars, but

hates chocolate malts. He owns a

taxicab company in Philly and is

perpetually torn between passionate

loyalties and sudden disillusionments.

Today he is considered the most

consistent record-album seller in the

business, after nearly hitting bot-

tom in 1951.

He can’t stand ashtrays with butts

in them.

He weighed thirteen-and-a-half

pounds at birth. During the filming

of Columbia’s “Pal Joey,” in which

Rita Hayworth and Kim Novak scrap

for his affections, he observed: “The

less clothes girls put on, the more

chance they have of losing a man.”

He is the most controversial figure

in show business today.

He has a strong aversion to dirty

money.

He’s a restless sleeper and a rest-

less liver.

He has been known to make a

transatlantic call merely to place a

bet. His generosity is as monumental

as his outbursts of anger.

His name is Francis Albert Sinatra.

He met his first wife, Nancy Bar-

bato, in 1935, when he was nineteen

and she, sixteen. He was singing for

two dollars a night at local lodge

meetings.

He has made millions and tossed

it away.

He does ( Continued on page 92)
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by JOHN MAYNARD

wrong

with me
Joan Collins is battling the biggest problem of her career. After you’ve read

this unusually frank interview, you’ll be rooting for her—as we are now

F
our years ago, a young, unknown British actress

named Joan Collins stepped off a giant Constellation

airliner at Los Angeles International Airport with a 20th-

Century Fox contract in one pocket and a ticket to

Hollywood in another. She had all the trimmings to make

a star—so the predictions went: good looks, talent, youth,

and, what’s more, a series of top productions scheduled

for her.

She went immediately into a film. Her first, a color-

ful period piece called “The Virgin Queen,” had her co-

starring with pro Bette Davis. However, while it showed

her as attractively feminine, it hid her acting talents

behind an only fair swashbuckling plot. Her second,

“The Girl on the Red Velvet Swing,” was touted before-

hand, and as the biography of Ziegfeld beauty Evelyn

Nesbitt, it had, in talent scout lingo, the makings of

swinging Joan Collins into velvet stardom. It didn’t.

But Joan was kept busy, and she was a boon to the

press. Known around Hollywood as somewhat of a

mystery girl, she captured columnist eyes. Quick, wise-

cracking, funloving, she felt happiest in torreador pants,

jazzy t-shirts and sweaters. She also managed, at her

swift pace, to make, in five years, almost one dozen films.

Joan’s probably one of the “most seen young person-

alities” on the screen today, with three of her pictures

showing the past few months: “Island in the Sun,” “The

Wayward Bus,” “Seawife,” and “Stopover Tokyo” in the

can, awaiting release.

Yet, after receiving three “most promising actress”

awards, she raised eyebrows not too long ago by stating:

“I’m afraid I’ll be a has-been before I’m finished being

promising.” How come? we (Continued on page 106)
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Daddy Fisher s favorite photos from first-year album starring Carrie , with Mama Debbie in supporting role



Look who is one! 0 star-produced

Princess Carrie, you are introduced

So blithe and bonnie, good and gay.

Being born on the Sabbath day ! !

Kindly fairies, your next of kin.

Charm the crib that you sleep in.

While pink as rose and white as snow

One by one your beauties show.

Our whole world echoes any time

Your dad lulls you with notes and rhyme
;|

I

And we are happy to know you prize

Your mother’s daily rock-a-byes.

Wonderful was the shining noon

When you arrived (a trifle soon)

To make us millions of fan-friends glad

For your dancing mother and singing dad.

Princess Carrie, one day you

—

Now one—will toddle on to two.

First steps, new teeth, an upset turn

Making all around you hum. (And one year, when you’re grown and free.

You’ll meet your one and, too, be three!)

So, coo to you, now, birthday baby,

We love you and don’t mean maybe ! !

i
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With cameras set to roll, assis-

tant director Joe Rickards fixes

the slate: “Misc. tests of Tommy
Sands.” Meantime, technicians do

a routine job. At twenty, Tommy
has just attained full growth,

isn’t sure of his exact height.

(Note to Tommy: You measure

five feet ten.) Makeup man Jack

Hamilton has an easy task, touch-

ing up this youthful face. Then

(at right) Tommy and Al Hedi-

son, who plays his manager in

the test scene, prepare for action,

hear last-minute coaching from

producer Henry Ephron. Love

stuff with Diane Jergens looks

easy, but it really takes work



the day Tommy Sands became a movie star

YY7 ere we there? Well, we may safely say that Photo-

play has the one and only exclusive bathtub in-

terview with Tommy Sands. Stuck with an all-week

schedule of talk, photography, tv rehearsals, warm-

ups for an appearance at the Hollywood Bowl, Tommy
was trying to relax in the tub when Photoplay’s re-

porter got him on the phone, the morning of the screen

test. “I’m worried,” Tommy admitted. “I’ve never done

a screen test before.” It was 10:00 a.m., and that day

he would try out for “The Singin’ Idol” at

20th. “By this time,” Tommy said, “I figure it’s too

late to get nervous. That wouldn’t do me much good.

It would only hurt me. But I couldn’t sleep all last

night. I know it’s going to be my big break, my big

chance. If I mess it up . .
.” His voice trailed off.

He managed to go on. “I signed my contract with

Fox, but if I don’t pass this screen test, my con-

tract will be torn up.” So the big day began, with a

battalion of co-workers to share Tommy’s ordeal:

fellow players Diane Jergens and A1 Iiedison; pro-
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Hit that guitar, kid! Lionel New-

man, 20th’s orchestra conductor,

listens critically as Tommy belts out

“Teenage Crush” (just for the test ,

not for film use). Then, tired, he re-

turns to his dressing room, washes

up, starts waiting for the verdict

Photoplay was there!
continued

ducer Henry Ephron; Ted Wick, Tommy’s manager; Leon

Shamroy, veteran cinematographer, Oscar-winner who rarely

does so minor a chore as a newcomer’s screen test. And 20th’s

top men, Spyros Skouras and Buddy Adler, were to judge the

results. The players had spent one day reading the script

(adapted from Tommy’s hit TV play about a Presley-type

idol) ; they had spent a second day rehearsing.

Part of the action in the test scene required Tommy to

kiss pretty young Diane Jergens. “I get a real funny feeling

about that,” Tommy said. “During our rehearsals, Diane

and I said, ‘Here’s where the kiss comes’—and we agreed to

skip it. We’d say to each other, ‘Let’s pretend we’re kissing.’
”

This was the day of the test, and producer Ephron in-

sisted that the kids really kiss as the camera focused on them.

The next day, Tommy told your reporter, “He made us kiss

each other nine or ten times. You know, I got to like it!” (P.S.

:

So did the top brass at 20th; they gave Tommy the job.)



young ideas:

BABY TALK

*

Time was when babies

weren’t mentioned in Hollywood

—

but all’s changed!

Here’s the baby section

you asked us for!

Qeveral months ago, Vera Miles, mother of

two and more than somewhat pregnant,

instructed her agent to find her a picture that

started two weeks after September 22nd

—expected delivery date for her third baby!

“Why not?” asks Vera, blonde, delicately

beautiful and glowing with energy. “One of

the nicest things about being pregnant is that

it can do as much for your good looks as a

well-supervised nine-month beauty program.

Even if you don’t have a perfect figure to

start with, you can wind up with one after

the birth of your baby.”

Modern obstetricians confirm Vera’s ex-

perience. The routine they prescribe to assure

healthy pregnancy (Continued on page 109)
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ATobody can do anything about the
^ ’ weather but everyone can do

something about giving a shower.

Pier Angeli gave her sister a charm-

ing one (with Helen Sorell, an old

friend, as co-hostess) to welcome her

baby. And you’ll no doubt have occa-

sion to do the same thing for a

friend soon. So for your future bene-

fit and the fun of it, here’s how Pier

gave a party for Marisa.

We checked our pink and blue in-

vitations, which Pier had sent out

ten days in advance, for the time of

the shower and were off with a pretty

package in hand. The party started

at three Saturday afternoon and we

arrived in time to greet the guest of

honor, who was sporting a short,

French-style haircut and becoming

white Italian lace coat, belted in back.

An hour after the guests arrived

(twenty-four in all, including Zsa Zsa

Atmosphere: Warm

Gifts: Variable
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Good things come in small,

large and medium packages.

Marisa’s gifts varied in size

and kind but were wrapped

so beautifully that she hated

opening them! Many had

rattles or toys attached. This

little sweater, knitted by a

thoughtful and handy guest,

thoroughly delighted Marisa

The table was a treat to see

with its silver service and

display of tantalizing delica-

cies. Mrs. Casilli d’Aragona,

wife of the Italian consul,

had the honor of pouring for

the guests (you can serve cof-

fee or tea or both), who

helped themselves to the buf-

fet, ate in the living room

Sir Stork, perfect baby show-

er motif, has his hat adjusted

by Pier. One of two white

paper storks (trimmed with

blue, the other with pink)
,
he

stood on one side of the floral

centerpiece of white stock,

pink roses and blue delphini-

ums. Tiny dolls were hidden

in the flowers on the table



WIN THE VACATION

OF YOUR LIFETIME!

YOUR JEWELER WILL GIVE YOU
YOUR ENTRY BLANK FOR-

SPONSORED BY THE MAKERS OF

£>eltah

97 Additional Valuable Prizes I

Get your entry blank at your local jewelry store today!

... all entries must be postmarked no later than contest

closing date—December 31, 1957

EASY! Just complete this sentence in 25 words or less—

“I prefer to buy gifts at my Jeweler’s because
”

Contest subject to Federal, State and Local Regulations.

ANYONE CAN ENTER... NOTHING TO BUY!

3 fabulous First Prizes—

at the CASTLE HARBOUR HOTEL I

itt Btfimuk

MILLIONAIRE’S

VACATIONS for TWO
m

FREE! 7 Days at the most lux-

urious hotels, delicious meals
included. Dancing—Swimming-
Sports, Glamorous Night Events.

FREE! Eastern Airlines round-
trip for 2, from any town in con-
tinental U. S„ including meals.

at BLUEBEARD'S CASTLE

m
n-Qo*

at HOTEL EMERALD BEACH

ittMmftit

WHEN YOU 00 TO YOUR JEWELER

• See the latest Oeltah simulated peart

necklace and earring styles.

• See Deltah’s beautiful Vanity Dresser Sets.

ltah

FORECAST: SHOWERS
continued

Future hostesses, note Pier’s smiling

entrance with tray of tempting treats

Gabor and her poodle Suzy)
, we gath-

ered around, still chattering and sip-

ping champagne while'Marisa opened

the presents. (Those who could not

attend sent their gifts the day before.)

They ranged from sheets, blankets

and pillows to silver and, for herself,

a bed jacket to wear in the hospital.

The card read, “Everything can’t be

for the baby.” Husband Jean Pierre

got something, too: a large bottle of

tranquilizer pills with a card that

said, “For the forgotten man—the

father.” Marisa continually expressed

her appreciation for the gifts.

And when refreshment time came,

the guests voiced their delight over

the little cakes decorated with baby

shoes, the eclairs and fresh straw-

berry sandwiches (made by crushing

fresh strawberries in mayonnaise).

Also on the table, covered with a pale

pink cloth, were pink bowls filled

with nuts and trimmed with storks.

Marisa could not indulge as much

as we did because she was watching

her weight, but this did not dampen

the good time she had seeing old

friends and catching up on the news

(there wasn’t enough time for

games!). We left at six o’clock won-

dering who had enjoyed the party the

most—Pier, the gracious hostess.

Marisa, the beaming guest of honor,

or all of her many visiting friends!

HELLER DELTAH INC.. 411 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16



foil’ll look just the way you want to look... in 12 seconds!

.’s a modern miracle! Now you can look

iur very prettiest instantly — from the

inute you wake up every morning. And
ou’ll do it in 12 seconds with Creme Puff*

V Max Factor . . . because it’s instant

ake-up . . . the most exciting news in

iauty since mirrors were invented.

In just 12 seconds — you’ll smooth on

complexion so fresh, so flawless, so

Viciously natural-looking . . . your face

ill be “dressed for inspection” before

you can stir up a cup of instant coffee!

All you need is Creme Puff. In one vel-

vety disc are sheerest powder, dewy base

and delicate complexion tone . . . blended

to apply all at once with a caress of the

puff. Carry Creme Puff in your purse. Use
it anytime — anywhere. Instantly — you
can be the Face He’d Love to Face.

Refillable Ivory Compact, 1.25; or

Golden - tone, 2.25 ; Refill in metal case

with puff, 85 <t. All prices plus tax.

dax Factor’s CREME PUFF
* CR EH E PUFF (TRADEMARK) MEANS MAX FACTOR HOLLYWOOD CREAMY POWDER MAKE-UP

MAKE YOUR OWN 12-SECOND TEST!
SEND FOR A “TRY- SIZE" CREME PUFF
Max Factor, Dept. C, P.O. Box 941. 11-11

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send me. a “try-size” Creme Puff com-
pact so I can try this new Instant Make-up.
Also send me FREE Max Factor’s booklet
“You at Your Loveliest.” I enclose 25( to help
cover cost of postage and handling.

My skin coloring is (check one)

fair natural medium olive
(pink & white) (creamyi (ruddy) (irolden)

Name

Address
(please print)

City Zone State.
Offer good in U.S.A. only



Left: Vera shopped in comfort in her

royal blue bulky-knit sweater. Warm
and flattering, it has a tasseled hood,

is perfect over black knit pants

Right: Vera’s youngest daughter,

Kelly, helps button Mother s beige

felt top with black braid embroidery.

Black cotton blouse is worn under it

Tt’s easy to be pretty while you’re pregnant

nowadays,” says Vera Miles. “Maternity

clothes are more stylish, follow the latest fashion

trends and come in more varied styles than ever

before.” Here are three of Vera’s favorite outfits.

They’re a far cry from the blatantly maternal-

looking clothes of yesteryear, don’t you agree?

In fact, Vera says she wouldn’t mind wearing

them whether she was pregnant or not! Looking

for warmth, comfort and, of course, beauty, to

see her through the fall and winter days, Vera

found all three in these flattering silhouettes

created by the Page Boy Maternity Company.

Attractive and especially appropriate for the wife of

Gordon “Tarzan” Scott is this leopard cloth blouse

FOR WHERE TO BUY FASHIONS SHOWN ON THIS PACE, WRITE
MERCHANDISE MGR., PHOTOPLAY, 205 E. 42ND ST., N. Y. 17, N. Y.



• • •your golden hour . .
.

your own special time

when you alone can know the wonder

of a warm SweetHeart bath

Such a lovely interlude, your own SweetHeart Bath. The quiet luxury

of a little leisure. Then the warm glow, and the fresh, lively tingle your skin adores.

How SweetHeart manages to make you feel so good is SweetHeart’s own

special secret. We can tell you this much though : SweetHeart’s blossom-light

fragrance, graceful oval swirl and gentle, gentle softness are only part

of it. The rest? Well, try SweetHeart for your hands and face or all of you and see.

now "glamompped”

in new gleaming foil

@1957, PUREX SORPORATION, LTD. See the new Perry Mason show Saturday nights on CBS-TV because SweetHeart adores you so!



TAid you and Steve plan to have Stephanie?^ Sure, about a year later. It was two months

before I found out I was pregnant. I had a

mad craving for angel-food cake and giant

Hershey bars with almonds. (They had to be

giant. The little ones didn’t taste the same.)

After two months of gorging on this peculiar

diet, I said to myself, “Girl, sompin’s going on

here.” Since we had no calendar in the house,

there was no organized way to figure it out. I

thought, “Maybe I’m dying,” when I began being

sick every morning. Then I told me, “It’s prob-

ably the New Year’s food I ate in Japan.” You
know, little delicacies like canned grasshoppers.

We’d just returned after filming “Around the

World in 80 Days.” I had been rocking and

rolling on a fishing junk, and for days I spent

most of my time ( Continued on page 86)

Shirley MacLaine and her producer-director

husband, Steve Parker, are the parents of a

thirteen-month-old daughter, Stephanie. Shirley

believes in active motherhood. Her approach in-

cluded sleeping in the snow during pregnancy,

driving herself to the hospital for delivery and

asking her agent for a job five minutes after her

baby was born. Shirley, soon to be seen in

Paramount’s “Hot Spell” and “The Matchmaker,”

maintains that she’d rather (

1

) be a good wife

and mother and (2) clown and make jokes, than

do anything else. She stopped her fluff and non-

sense long enough recently to answer these ques-

tions for Photoplay on motherhood—or did she?

J



Precious possession, your many splendid charms in Lovable's Diamond-Lift bra. Here is a rare new display of the

bra-maker s art . . . with Diamond-Lift cup insets to lift you from above . . . and deft stitching to curve you with

luxury. A treasure in white cotton, at a glimmer of a price, $1.50. With foam-lined cups, *2.00. Longline, S3. 00.

IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO LOOK LOVABLE • THE LOVABLE BRASSIERE COMPANY. 180 MADISON AVENUE. N. Y. 16 • ALSO SOLD IN CANADA



MacLAINE METHOD
continued

Even a trip to the zoo is exciting . . . when you know you look your loveliest.

Thanks to Skippies lithe-minded styling you look and feel beautiful all day

long. But see for yourself ... be fitted for blissful comfort in America’s most

popular figure-maker . . . Skippies. At fine stores everywhere.

Skippies Girdle 945 (matching Pantie-Girdle 845). Nylon Elastic net with Satin-elastic

front panel, 21/2-in. waistband. Sizes S. M. L. Ex. L. in White or Black. $6.50. Shown
with all-elastic “Revel" Bra No. 583. Embroidered Nylon sheer cups. 32A to 38C. $3.00

leaning over the rail. Then—I got a

mad craving for apple pie. (There

are no giant Hershey bars with al-

monds in Japan.) The waitress finally

got my message, and served up a

beautiful wedge of apple pie almost

hidden by a magnificent pile of

whipped cream—I thought. When I

took my first bite, I sat stunned for

as long as it took my stomach to

send a message to my brain. Then

I headed for the bathroom. My gor-

geous apple pie was topped with

mayonnaise! Having seen a picture

in an American magazine, my
waitress figured that’s what the white

topping was. It was after that ex-

perience I realized Stephie was on

the way.

Do you believe in being active

while pregnant?

Yes, in every sense of the word.

Most women have morning sickness,

mine lasted all day long! Other than

that, I didn’t stop running around.

When I was six months along, Steve

and I packed into the High Sierras

with sleeping bags and the whole

bit. We climbed mountains together

until Steve got tired. Then I went

on climbing by myself. I think it

piqued him (Continued on page 89)

THE FORMFIT COMPANY. CHICAGO • NEW YORK -CANADIAN PIANT, TORONTO

86
KNIT DRESS AND COAT BY GOLDWORM. HAT BY DACHETTE • PHOTOGRAPHED IN CENTRAL PARK

“You can imagine the reactions of the

j

mothers of America on seeing this!”



tme
MORE BLONDES WEAR MINK?

You’ll find out when you blonde your hair with Lady Clairol® Whipped Creme

Hair Lightener. Actually silkens hair as it lightens it ... in one fast action!

Lady Clairol whips instantly to a soft, rich cream . . . never runs or drips. Nothing

like it for ease or speed... for clear, even tone. Leaves hair easy to manage... never

coarse or brassy. For a glamorous change in your looks... your personality ... try

amazing, new Lady Clairol. The Whipped Creme makes the fabulous difference!

©1957 Clairol Incorporated

Stamford, Conn.



always be cast as an outsider

you’re married to a star?

A million women envy you. You, wife of Larry Noble . . . actor, star, dazzling

image of everything they want. But they never guess your lorleliness- Larry

wrapped up in a play, Larry infatuated with a leading lady, showing her the

devotion that should be yours. You alone know the pain .. .waiting in the

wings for love, for the man who is your world. Can you ever be a part of

his? You can get the whole story- even while you work-when you listen to

daytime radio. Hear BACKSTAGE WIFE on the CBS RADIO NETWORK.
Q0 Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time.



THE MacLAINE METHOD continued

a little, but sleeping out in the open in the snow was won-

derful. He finally forgave me, though.

Is it true that you drove your car—a racy MG—
all the time you were pregnant?

Sure. The steering wheel was so low I didn’t have

any problem—except not seeing the speedometer. I got

a lot of traffic tickets. I would explain this to the cop

by saying, “Officer, I’m sorry, but in my condition I

couldn’t see the speedometer.” Then he’d say, “What

condition?” And being shy as I am, I’d drop my eyes

coyly and refuse to answer. I always got the ticket. One

night I was tired and nervous, and when the cop pulled

me over and looked at my driver’s license, he asked,

“Do you work, Mrs. Parker?” I started to blubber, and

between my self-pitying little sobs, I quavered, “Yes

—

I’m an actress and I work at Paramount ...” I think

the fine went up twenty-five bucks immediately. But I

like to drive. I even drove ( Continued on page 97)



LAST MINUTE FLASH

Bob’s folks approve!

I

’m in love with Bob!” says Nata-

lie Wood. “I’m in love with

Natalie!” says Bob Wagner. And
Photoplay’s sleuth, after watching

the two at Scaroon Manor, the

New York resort where Nat was

filming scenes for “Marjorie

Morningstar,” reports, “There’s

no doubt about it—this is the real

thing. Bob and Natalie were to-

gether all the time when she wasn't

working. When Bob left for a few

days to see relatives in Pittsburgh,

Nat wailed, ‘Oh, I miss that big

guy!’ And you should have seen

the bedlam that broke loose when

a phone call was announced dur-

ing dinner over the loud speaker!

All hands dashed madly across the

field. An assistant director got

there first, and yelled, ‘Shall I take

it, Nat?’ ‘No siree!’ she gasped,

‘that call’s for me!’ Then, ‘Guess

RJ got lonesome,’ she reported.

‘He’s coming back tomorrow in-

stead of Sunday.’ Natalie looked

positively radiant!”

But the big question that no one

dared to ask remained unanswered

—until now. For weeks, it has

been rumored that the very social

and strictly upper-class parents of

Bob Wagner take a very dim view

of his marriage to any actress—

-

and Natalie Wood in particular.

And that Bob, a loving and re-

spectful son, would accede to their

wishes. The facts: Bob took Nat

home to dinner one night, and the

R. J. Wagner Srs. liked her at once!

Caught by our cameraman ivhen they

came to the studio to go to a screening

with Natalie and Bob, his publicity-shy

parents are really very fond of Nat. It

was Bob’s father who comforted her on

seeing her eyes mist when Bob left on a

personal appearance tour. Putting his

arm around her, he said, “Don’t cry,

little Nat’’—Bob’s pet name for her,

when he isn’t calling her “Little Bug.”

Then Bob’s mother drew him away, say-

ing “I think these two should have the

last few minutes for themselves!” But

Bob’s parents, like Natalie’s, feel the

wedding should be postponed for a

while, so love will last, as theirs has
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18 GLAMOR-AIDS
FOR

FACIAL BEAUTY
TO GLAMORIZE YOUR LIPS...

YOUR EYES... YOUR EYEBROWS
ALL 18 YOURS FOR

THE MIRACLE PRICE OF

Once In A Lifetime Offer that can Change your Whole Appearance.

Not 10, not 15, but 18 thrilling Beauty Aids at the sensational price of

$1.00. Each one promising you alluring enchantment . . . The Expensive

“Beauty Shop” Look Every Day.

Study each one of the 18 separate beauty aids in this amazing $1.00

offer. Picture the breath-taking change they’ll make in your appear-

ance the very day you receive them. Then try these 18 individual beauty

essentials entirely at our risk. You must be completely delighted in

every way or you receive every penny of the purchase price back.

jjastfoiat

Beauty essentials #J and #2: Your choice of 2 Patricia de Paree

stay-on lipsticks. You can have one for daylight

excitement, one for romance-filled evenings.

1. ORANGE — A 8un-kis9ed color charred with excitement;

2. SCARLET — High-voltage red with electrifying’ appeal

;

3. RASPBERRY — Luscious as 9un-warmed berries;

W 4.
PETAL — Petal pink . . . youthful and enchanting;

5.

ROSETTE — Press a rose petal to your lips;

6.

MAGIC RED — Eve knew its secret;

7.

CYCLAMEN — Pulsating hue with tremendous lavender impact.

The 2 lipsticks alone are worth $1.00, but they are only a small part of

this sensational $1.00 offer.

Your choice of one of the 3 special Patricia de Paree Lip Lining

Pencils. The type used by Hollywood make-up men on Movie Stars to

make the perfect pencil outline needed for teasing lips.

1.

pink; 2. medium red; 3- dark red.

The special Lip Lining Pencil is yours not for $1.00 itself, but as l/18th

of this sensational $1.00 offer.

Beauty essential #4: Your choice of one of the 5 Patricia de Paree

professional Eye Lid Lining Pencils. Glamourous women use it to

dramatize eyes, bring out every

dt SSjBSSSSBmEUBBBLaP‘ bit of the hidden excitement

lurking in their depths.
1. BLUE — A beautiful blue that harmonizes with shadows.

2.

GRAY — For the conservative lass who needs no color.

3.

SILVER — For the girl who wants to be different.

4.

BLACK — A standard color for all occasions.

5.

GREEN — Dramatic, the latest fashion.

This special Eye Lid Lining Pencil is yours not for $1.00 itself but as

only 1 / 18th of this sensational $1.00 offer.

Beauty essential #5:

Your choice of one of the 5 famous
”'Sss

Patricia de Paree Hollywood Eyebrow Pencils.

Choose the exciting color that blends into your personality.

You’ll love the natural look of your glamourous new eyebrows.

Your friends will be amazed at your “Beauty Pdrlor” appearance.
1. LIGHT BROWN, 2. MEDIUM BROWN, 3. DARK BROWnT 4. AUBURN, 5. BLACK
This special Eyebrow Pencil is yours, not for $1.00 itself, but as only
l/18th of this sensational $1.00 offer.

Beauty essentials #6 — #11:

You receive 6 exquisite Lip Outline Forms. The type

make-up men use on Movie Stars to change their lips to

fit the mood of the picture. Do you feel provocative, gay,'

carefree, serious? It will be easy to change your

lips to match your mood. There’s a Lip Outline

for each. You’ve seen these Lip Forms advertised

for $1.00 alone. Now they are yours as just one

-small part of this sensational $1.00 offer.

Beauty essentials #J2 — #17:

Six specially designed Eyebrow Outlines.

The perfect mates to the Lip Forms. In seconds you

create chic, perfect eyebrows, matching your

glamourous personality. Six different Eyebrow Forms
to add just the right touch for any occasion. You’ve

seen these Eyebrow Forms advertised for $1.00 alone.

Now they are yours as just one small part

of this sensational $1.00 offer.

Beauty essential #1 8: A Beauty Course designed by

Patricia de Paree, beauty consultant to the most glamourous

women in the world. Jammed with beauty hints and

information showing you the professional way to determine

your type of face . . . proper make-up and hair styling for

each of the 7 basics; technique for perfect lip shaping,

eye lining; adding the doe-eye dash; applying eye shadow;

mascara techniques; eye shadow coloring; and

creating the perfect brow outline.

Forget about expensive Beauty Parlor treatments. You’ll save plenty and you’ll look
as beautiful a9 the Movie Stars. You can change thin, wide or heavy lips to luscious
perfect lips; you can change shapeless mismatched, straggly eyebrows to perfectly

formed face flattering brows. Just think of it . . . you get beauty perfection that will

last years . . . perhaps for a lifetime with the 18 piece Patricia de Paree Beauty Essen-
tials Kit. A miracle value at only $1.00 plus 25c to cover postage and handling.

Try the 18 piece Beauty Essentials kit for 10 days at our expense. You must find you have
a new enticing romantic appearance, or return the kit for full refund of purchase price.

— MAIL TODAY FOR IMMEDIATE BEAUTY! —
PATRICIA DE PAREE • DEPT N-58 • 228 LEXINGTON AVE. • NEW YORK, N. Y.

Rush to me the 18 piece Beauty Essentials Kit. J am enclosing $ 1.00 PLUS 25c
to cover postage and handling for each set 1 order. Here is $ .please send me

sets at $1.00 plus 25c (to cover postage and handling) for each. If 1 am

not completely satisfied I will return the kit(s) for full refund of purchase price.

Enclosed is check cash money order

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE
1 get my choice of 2 Lipsticks

1

(order by color)

2

7 get my choice of 1 Eye Lining Pencil

1 (order by color)

1 get my choice of 1 Eyebrow Pencil

1.. (order by color)

STATE
I get my choice of 1 Lip Lining' Pencil
1 (order by color)

And I get 6 Lip Outlines f

6 Eyebrow Outlines , and
1 Beauty Perfection course.
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THE MAN
NOBODY KNOWS

Continued from page 68

not own a sports car—isn’t interested.

He is completely unpredictable—a cha-
meleon of moods which can change a

dozen times in twenty-four hours. He
is an indefatigable worker for liberal

causes. He possesses a superb collection

of symphonic records, which he can dis-

cuss among experts.

He is inordinately fond of hotdogs em-
bellished “with the works” and downed
with a Coke.
His father was born in Sicily, and his

grandfather, who came from Genoa, was
a skilled lithographer. His mother in-

sisted on dressing him “in sissy clothes”
when he was a little boy. He cherishes
very fond memories of his grandmother
and a family neighbor, Mrs. Gordon. When
he was a boy, she gave him a mezuzah,
a Jewish religious charm. He always
wears it.

He is 5'11" tall, has blue eyes and dark
brown hair, and attended Demarest High
School, Hoboken. He worked on a news-
paper delivery truck after school hours.
His father, Martin, was a bantamweight

prizefighter who fought under the name
of Marty O’Brien.

I
t wasn’t long ago when all Frank had
to lean upon was a microphone. Today
he has fifty-five people working for or

with him. “Suddenly, I’m a one-man
industry.”
He owns the Atlantic City race track,

sponsors a string of fighters, is stricken by
sudden spells of self-doubt and can ex-
pound intelligently on politics, electronics

or literature.

He has a low opinion of rock ’n’ roll,

owns a powerful telescope and photo-
graphs excitingly.

He is a fair amateur painter—landscapes
and clowns.
He carries a St. Genesius medal. On

the back of it is a tiny Oscar in bas-relief

and the inscription: “Dad, we’ll love you
from here to eternity.” A present from
Nancy, given him the evening before he
got the Academy Award for his unfor-
gettable Maggio in “From Here to

Eternity.”

He’d rather eat alone than dine with “a
table-hopper, a head-twister, or an arm
waver. They’re about as relaxing as a
blow to the Adam’s apple, and do just as
much damage to the appetite.”

His house in Beverly Hills’ Coldwater
Canyon is decorated in his favorite col-

ors—black and white. His likes and dis-

likes are also black and white. There are
no grays in his attitudes.

Frank Sinatra has two dominant pas-
sions—his work and his children, Nancy,
sixteen; Frank, twelve, and Tina, eight.

He is paradoxical and impulsive and
possesses a physical stamina that fre-

quently wears out his more athletic asso-
ciates.

His aspirations recognize their limita-

tions: “I’ve got no hunger for a dramatic
part on Broadway or in London, with
people like Sir Laurence Olivier or John
Gielgud. I’m not in their league.”
He married Nancy Barbato, his boyhood

sweetheart, on February 4, 1939. They
divorced October 30, 1951.

He is an avid reader, an impeccable
dresser, and twenty-two years ago
got his first break with the late Tommy
Dorsey in a Paramount movie titled “Las
Vegas Nights,” for which he was paid less

than two hundred dollars a week.
He is fanatically orderly—suits, socks

and shoes must always be in their proper
place.

He heads his own record subsidiary
company and is equally conversant with
big-time gambling and the seamier side

of prizefighting.

He gets fighting mad for the underdog.
He is an expert on Puccini and Ber-

lioz. His mother Natalie, who dabbled
in politics, was for many years a leader of

the ward in which they lived. She was
also the local midwife during his child-
hood.
He was born in the Hoboken apartment

of his parents on December 12, 1915.

He visits art galleries, likes staying up
late, and is constantly finding excuses to

see his children, whom he adores.
He was the only actor whom nightclub

comedian Joe E. Lewis, a friend of many
years, would okay to portray him in

Paramount’s “The Joker Is Wild.” He be-
comes so immersed in the role that Lewis
was prompted to remark, “Frank had a
better time playing my life than I had
living it.”

Frank Sinatra has a keen sense of

humor and loves to send and receive gag
wires. When he read recently that his

friend, Tony Curtis, had been hit in the
eye by a flying arrow during the filming

abroad of “The Vikings,” Frank sent him
a two word cable: “Dope, duck!”
His former tendency towards a flashy

wardrobe has been greatly modified; he
now is most frequently seen in a plain

dark suit with a solid-colored tie.

He was the prime influence in further-

ing the careers of Jackie Gleason, Phil
Silvers and Sam Davis, Jr.

He is violently defensive about his pri-
vate life.

His Beverly Hills home was built for
him by famous architect Paul Williams.
It is decorated in Chinese modern. His
closest friend is his personal manager

—

Hank Sanicola, whom he has known since
his earliest days.

He is involved in many businesses but
does not invest in oil. He prefers to in-
vest in things he understands.
He smokes moderately, has no desire

to own a yacht and thinks baseball and
show business are very much alike. “I

was up to bat many times through the
years on the Hollywood lots before I

blasted one (‘From Here to Eternity’)

into the bleachers and became a star.”

He married Ava Gardner in Philadel-
phia on November 7, 1951, separated two
years later, and was divorced last month.
He has a penchant for giving lavish and

expensive gifts.

He follows a backbreaking schedule

—

films, records, television, stage appear-
ances—but not for money or security.

Simply, he is more relaxed and happy
when he is up to his ears in self-expres-
sion. While engaged on one phase of his

career, he is constantly thinking of the
others. While doing a picture, his piano
player, Bill Miller, is always on hand to

run through a new song or a new ar-
rangement whenever Sinatra has a break.
His home away from home is the Villa

Capri restaurant in Hollywood, of which
he is part owner. He visits it nearly
every night. His other favorite restau-
rant is Romanoff’s in Beverly Hills, where
he lunches every chance he gets. Mike
and Gloria Romanoff are close friends.

His father was a member of the Ho-
boken fire department nineteen years.

He got his first break in show busi-

ness by appearing on Major Bowes’ Ama-
teur Hour with a quartet known as the
Hoboken Four. The quartet flopped, but
Frank made good with a solo of “Night
and Day.”
He was paid $8,000 for his Oscar-win-

ning role in “Eternity,” but the same
studio, Columbia, paid him $150,000 for

“Pal Joey,” plus unconditional ownership
of thirty percent of the film in perpetuity.

He is fond of garlic, hates sweet pickles,

has no patience for chess, and cannot
abide “gabby women” and “personality

boys.”
He is very proud of an Academy Award-

winning movie short, “The House I Live
In,” which he made as a plea for racial

tolerance.

On a Christmas Day in Las Vegas, he
once got up at seven, chartered a plane
to Los Angeles, spent the day with his

children and got back in time to do his

show.
He is bored by football, wrestling and

mystery stories. He hates short, droopy
socks.

His advice to girls: “Don’t stalk a man,
or you’ll wind up somewhere along the

matrimonial creek without a paddle. De-
cide how often he begins to take you for

granted. Go out with other men. Jealousy
in small doses is insurance against bore-
dom and familiarity.”

Frequently he sneaks away to his desert

retreat in Palm Springs. “That’s where I

really relax. I don’t dress. I don’t shave.

I just sit. Even golf is too much work,
although my house is next to a fairway.”

He cannot be induced to do a story in

which he does not believe, for any amount
of money. Contrary to what has been
published about him, he numbers many
columnists and newspapermen among his

closest friends.
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He is not affected by great heights,

swims fairly.

He is particularly proud of the Hi-Fi
set he designed for his Coldwater Canyon
home.
Frank Sinatra’s is probably the most

sensational career in the annals of the
show world. He is equally at home in

tragedy, comedy, farce, or simply as a

nightclub entertainer.

He has been called “the man with the
golden charm,” and with good reason

—

he holds an extraordinary fascination for

women of all ages. He has never been
described as handsome.
He is an indefatigable perfectionist in

any work he undertakes. He frequently
reads himself to sleep in the small hours
of the night, and thus piles up an amazing
amount of reading—all the magazines and
best-sellers.

He is probably the champion telephoner
in the business, calling someone every time
he catches his breath. When Fat Jack
Leonard, a friend of his, was ill in the
East two years ago, Sinatra called the
hospital at least once a day for weeks.
He decided to become a singer when he

heard a Bing Crosby record in 1936. Now,
thirteen years after his first hit, he still

evokes cries of “Oh, Frankie” when-
ever he essays an old-time glissando.
He recalls his beginnings: “I used to

sing in all kinds of joints. A guy never
knew if he had a steady job until the boss
said to him: ‘You’re eating with me.’ That
phrase meant the job was yours.”
He followed the Major Bowes vaudeville

tour doing a lot of sustaining programs
around New York, after which he became
singing m.c. and headwaiter at the Rustic
Cabin roadhouse.

His attorneys and accountants, agents,
producers and public relations advisors
all play a part in his multifarious activities,

including a young lady named Gloria
Lovell, who is his executive assistant and
“girl Friday.” She runs the Sinatra office

in Beverly Hills and keeps the complex
machinery well-oiled.
He still loves to make records—whether

he sings on them or conducts the orchestra
(as he did recently for an album of Peggy
Lee songs) . He personally selects the titles

for his own record albums.
He collaborates with the artist in design-

ing the covers.

His new television deal with ABC will
bring him three million a year for twenty-
eight shows, lifting his annual gross to

more than four million dollars—possibly
an all-time high.

He co-stars on the Bing Crosby-Frank
Sinatra TV spectacular Sunday night,
October 13. A novelty of the show is that
it will be the first time Frank and Bing
have appeared together on a live telecast.

His thoughts on women’s clothes: “A
smartly dressed girl will catch a man’s
roving eye faster than a girl in all-out bra
and shorts. It isn’t what the masculine eye
sees, but what it thinks it sees that counts.
A lot of tomatoes think that all they have
to do is give a man a bird’s-eye view of
their assets, and he’ll drop to his knees
with a proposal of marriage. They couldn’t
be wronger.”
Frank Sinatra has been way down, even

out and has come back stronger than ever.
He happens to love every moment of it.

“I don’t work this hard for money. To
me, the work is a satisfaction in itself. I

am at ease when I work. I’m restless when
I’m not working towards anything.

“I’ve got no plan, no wish for a lazy
retirement. I just want to do what I can,
as well as I can.” The End
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THE MAGIC
OF LOVE

Continued from page 60

breathless, girlish laughter at her success.
They felt like children again, playing

along the river after school, the chill

breeze toying at their warm sweaters and
tingling cheeks. There was a feeling of
completeness, of fulfillment, and for the
first time in years, Cynthia and Cliff for-

got themselves, and thought only of each
other.

L
ife had not always been so full for

j Cynthia. Nor for Cliff. Cynthia and
Jack Lemmon had been divorced in De-
cember, 1956, after six and a half years
of marriage, and an eight-month separ-
ation. On splitting, the couple had an-
nounced to a surprised press that the
break was no sudden step. “We’d parted
once before, before we had come to Holly-
wood. We’re happier apart,” they felt.

Calmly and intelligently, Jack announced,
“We just haven’t been able to get along to-
gether, and we thought this would be best
for our child . . . There is no thought of
reconciliation. There is no other man and
no other woman—just two people who
can’t get along.” And filmdom, although
saddened at the breakup of one of Holly-
wood’s seemingly happy young couples,
respected Jack’s forthrightness.

Cynthia was admired for obtaining a
quiet divorce without hoopla dramatics, or
even a word of condemnation. “It was
simply a matter of incompatibility in some
personal respects,” she says. “Believe me,
Jack never ceased to be the sweet, simple,
sincere, decent guy he was when I mar-
ried him almost seven years ago. He never
‘went Hollywood’ in the slightest, as some
folks have unkindly hinted. I respected
him throughout our marriage, and I re-
spect him now. I know he loves our boy,
and he can see him whenever he wishes.
Cliff and I consider Jack our good friend,

and we hope for his happiness. He will al-

ways be welcomed in our house.”
And Cliff? Thirty-two, a New Yorker

from LaJolla, California, a dedicated actor
struggling, angling for success, Cliff knew
life and he knew himself. He was lonely—

and the first to admit it. But he once said,

“I think it would be fatal for me to marry
just because of loneliness.” He knew him-
self well enough to recognize that beneath
a cheerful, warm, outgoing facade, he was
a complex, self-absorbed individual.

Cliff, like every man, knew what his
memories were. His restlessness and ca-
reer drive stemmed from childhood—

a

childhood it still hurts to remember, for
Cliff never knew his parents. He had no
memory of either his mother or father;
both having died when he was two. His
grandmother raised him, along with two
of his orphaned cousins.

“Though that home in La Jolla was a
good home,” he remembers, “and Grand-
mother was a kind and conscientious
woman who gave me affection and atten-
tion and worked to support us, I missed
my mother—even though I never knew
her. Other kids would talk about theirs.

After school I’d sometimes be invited over
to their houses, and there would always be
a mother there, waiting, with cookies and
milk. On Saturdays other kids would talk
about baseball games with their fathers,

and swimming and fishing trips. I used to

hate to listen. Whenever the kids came to
our house, my grandmother treated us all

kindly, but it wasn’t the same. She felt

my need, too, and it hurt her. A boy
needs his own mother, for the thousand
comforts and consolations that only she
can give. The apron string to grab when
tumbling off the seesaw, the hand to hold
when you’re frightened. At least, these
are the things I longed for.”

Cliff longed for a Dad, too, and this has
left a void that perhaps nothing can ever
fill. “A kid needs a father for the guid-
ance, advice and emotional bolstering, the
kind of assurance that only identification
with a male parent can give. A Pop who
pretends not to see your tears after a fight

with the kids next door, but instead takes
you through the ropes and shows you a
few grips and defenses for next time.

“I remember how I felt as high school
graduation approached. I began wonder-
ing ‘Who am I?’ With no mother and no
father for guidance, where was I headed?
While the other kids talked about and
planned for college in the fall, I sat on the
sidelines and listened. I didn’t dare even
think about college. How could I ask my
grandmother to send me, I had no place.

I was sixteen, but instead of beginning to

feel adult, I felt like a rejected kid.”
In search of a “home,” Cliff joined the

Merchant Marine and went to sea. He was
happy in the camaraderie he discovered,
the buddies with whom he shared good
times and confidences. Even during the
dangers of invasion landings in the Medi-
terranean and Pacific, the hazards were
offset by the closeness and group spirit
that he had never known before, a feeling
of belonging which he missed after leaving
the service, and found himself wandering
from one nondescript, menial job to an-
other, back into a life of aloneness.

Cliff can talk about those days with calm
and understanding today, half as though
they belonged to someone else. “Love is a
strange, fragile, illusive thing,” he will ex-
plain. “When you find it, so much is

opened up. I was twenty-two . . . when
I met Becky. She was young and gay and
warm, and suddenly I found an entirely
new world and began to understand my-
self a little, began to understand what I

was looking for. There’s something touch-
ing about a young love. It seems to hold
so much purpose and meaning. Becky
held all this for me. I loved her with all

my heart, as only a twenty-two-year-old
can. She did, too, I’m sure. We were
never married, though. A few months be-
fore the wedding, she died. I’d felt for so
long—until Cynthia—that I’d never find

love again.
“I was ready for marriage—a man can’t

live a life without sharing. I looked, too.

It wasn’t that I didn’t give. But, watching
fate weave in and out of lives and seeing
marriages collapse or compromise—well . . .

“After Becky’s death, I went on to New
York. I found a small apartment, a little

hideaway on a back street in Greenwich
Village near the piers. I could listen to

the lapping sound of the sea, and yet, feel

the vitality of the city. New York is a
magnificent city.” Cliff suddenly stopped
talking. “It’s my home. Here I found the
beginnings of myself, an identification. I

learned I wanted to be an actor.

“Ah, let me say in the beginning, an
actor’s life is not an easy one. Casting di-
rectors don’t have hearts of gold. How
can they? And office girls in casting of-
fices! They know how to make an actor
cool his heels. And don’t think television
directors are easily impres§ed. ‘Okay, so
you’re a good-looking kid,’ they’d say. ‘So

what? Good-looking kids, in New York,
are a dime a dozen.’
“Actors Studio helped me a lot. I was

grateful to be accepted,” Cliff explained.
“And I don’t run around in a T-shirt ei-

ther! Little by little, with TV jobs and
classes, I developed an understanding of

acting, and what’s so important, a better
understanding of life. I suddenly made
friends and I began to crawl out of my
shell. Once an orphan, not necessarily al-

ways an orphan. I began to be able to
recognize this.

“T’m no overnight success, believe me,”

_L Cliff explained further. “Getting the
role in ‘Picnic,’ was great but a lot of

street-pounding and dreary hours in cast-

ing offices went into it.”

To Columbia, Cliff’s performance in

“Picnic” was promising and they immedi-
ately signed him to a contract (strangely,

Jack Lemmon and he are Columbia’s two
biggest male stars) and put him opposite
Joan Crawford in “Autumn Leaves.” Un-
fortunately, pictures they’d planned for

Cliff failed to materialize and, with the
long periods of inactivity, Cliff frequently,
these past months, has feit itchy about his

career.

It was Broadway finally, not Hollywood,
that gave him his biggest challenge. Early
this year, he played in Tennessee Williams’
“Orpheus Descending,” to brilliant re-
views. (“Cliff Robertson is superb—hand-
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some, manly, modest and clear,” enthused
the New York Times drama critic, while
the Journal-American praised Cliff as “a
most prepossessing young actor, who han-
dles the role of the migrant charmer with
assurance and vigor.”) The play folded

after only two months on the boards.

In the meantime, fans were howling:
“When are we going to see Cliff Robert-
son?” The cry still goes on, but unfortu-
nately, because of distribution changes,
RKO’s “The Girl Most Likely” has been
kept off the nation’s screens for a year.

Cliff had banked heavily on the film, and
even though Columbia’s added two more
years to his contract, “these past series of

events,” says Cliff, “are hardly the ideal

climate for proposing marriage. And on
top of that I took a loss on salary to the
studio in exchange for permission to do
‘Orpheus Descending.’ ” Columbia recently
broke Cliff’s streak of bad luck by signing
him to portray Van Heflin’s son in “Gun-
man’s Walk.” “And most important,” Cliff

added, suddenly smiling, “I did get Cyn-
thia.”

“Those rumors aren’t correct,” said Cliff,

“that I stole Jack Lemmon’s wife. The
gossip’s really unfair. Jack and I had
been friendly, but honest, I never knew
Cynthia beyond the hello-how-are-you
stage until after their breakup.”

“I knew Cliff for years,” Cynthia seri-

ously explained, “but only as a good actor
and one of Jack’s co-workers. I never
really knew him until this past spring. It

was early spring and I was visiting some
friends in New York, just vacationing,
shopping, and taking in the shows. One
afternoon, I tried for a matinee perform-
ance of ‘Orpheus Descending,’ and luckily
was able to get a ticket. I thoroughly en-
joyed the play and Cliff’s performance, so

afterwards, I went backstage just to say
hello and congratulate him.”

“More out of politeness,” Cliff teases, “I

invited Cinnie for coffee. Somehow, in the
cozy seclusion of an off-Broadway coffee

shop, we found a common warmth and
understanding. I asked Cinnie to have
dinner with me the following night—and,
you see what happened, she insisted upon
doing it every night.

“I’d been searching for someone like

Cinnie, someone who’d put up with me.
Who’d be there when I needed her, but
who would also possess the intelligence—

I

guess you’d call it that—the subtlety and
wisdom to kind of leave me alone at cer-
tain times. So I could feel I was growing
on my own. I’d been running wild on the
range, bucking like a bronco for almost
three decades, I knew I was kind of a
patience killer. I was hoping I could find

someone who’d accept me as I am and let

me be myself in certain ways. No reform-
er—you understand, don’t you?”

Cynthia, a former actress herself, un-
derstands Cliff’s drive. “She’s right for

him,” said an old acting buddy of Cliff’s.

“Somehow, don’t ask me, you think she’d
known him all his life. She’s on the same
emotional beam and can talk to him about
his career like a Dutch uncle, giving him
reassurance when he needs it and recogni-
tion in ways that help him most.”

“It’s not so strange that Cynthia can deal
successfully with a guy as complex as
Cliff,” a friend of Cynthia’s explained dur-
ing their small, intimate wedding (so quiet
that the press hardly got wind of it)

.

“She’s got a good head and strong shoul-
ders. She knows the pitfalls of marriage
and is determined to avoid them on her
second try. She puts a lot into what she
does and you can bet she’s going to give
their marriage everything she has. Cyn-
thia’s one girl who can understand sorrow
and loneliness and make Cliff a family.”

“I’ve got a perfect family—a catalogue

family,” Cliff laughs heartily. “Just like

shopping in a Sears book. A tall, blonde,
beautiful wife. A lovely home, impeccably
decorated. A small, impish, loving new
son. All, with only a big fat down-pay-
ment of happiness.” A world to share. No
longer “the strange one” set apart from
other children, struggling through adoles-
cence and manhood to find his own private
world. He once said: “Being without par-
ents, feeling oneself an orphan, it’s like

being the scissored-out center of a paper.
It’s just a void, a nothingness. A child’s

need is only fulfilled by the mirror of love
and approval held up to him by his par-
ents. The satisfaction or denial of that
need is like the difference between dark-
ness and sunlight.”
Today, that darkness has become sun-

light and that sunlight is Cynthia. Today,
a brisk walk in the park, a nippy Sunday
afternoon outdoors; a silly joke, a private
embrace: all these are the things Cliff’s

world is made of, bringing warmth and
happiness for they’re brought by the won-
derful, elusive, magic of love. Cliff Rob-
ertson never asked for more, not even as
a boy, for he knew only this was worth
wanting and waiting for.

Recalling a very favorite childhood
story, Cliff told us recently, “Once upon a
time, there were three little boys. They
were good boys and the good fairy offered
to each of them one wish. ‘You have only
one,’ she cautioned, ‘so consider your
choice very seriously.’ Without a moment’s
hesitation, the first little boy raised his

hand. ‘I want fame,’ he said. The second
little boy quickly raised his hand, too. ‘I

want money,’ he answered. But the third
child, shier and more retiring than the
others, hesitated long and seriously, then
slowly gave to the fairy his answer. ‘I

want,’ he said, ‘to be loved.’ That little boy
was me.” The End
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CAN THIS BE

JANE POWELL?
Continued from page 64

looks sleek, smartly dressed. Her hairdo

is short and chic.

“What’s been happening?” she laughs.

“I’ve been busy. I did ‘Ruggles of Red
Gap’ on television, had Lindsey last year,

finished ‘The Girl Most Likely’ at RKO,
sang at the President’s Press Photog-
raphers Ball, played a date at the Desert

Inn in Las Vegas, just cut an album, am
in the middle of a new television series,

and I’ve just finished working on ‘The Fe-
male Animal’ at U-I—and, I might add

—

it’s a dramatic role

—

no singing. That’s

what I’ve been after, and that’s why the

television series looks so good, too. Mostly,

I’ll act—not sing.

“Acting is no obsession with me,” she

goes on. “I’ve never had a one-track drive.

I just realize that a performer has to be
versatile.”

But a close friend and business associate

at U-I says a lot about this that Jane
doesn’t. “Jane knows exactly what

she’s doing every minute,” he points out.

“She’s had a burning desire to prove her-
self as an actress for a long time. She took

the role in ‘Female Animal’ because it’s

meaty. Hedy Lamarr plays her mother.
Immediately you think

—
‘Aha, Janie is a

daughter again.’ Well, there’s a difference.

In this little epic, the mother and daughter
are both in love with the same man and
they fight it out—no holds barred. It’s

Oscar bait. A woman star has to go

through an alcoholic binge or dampen the

scenery with tears and agony to get an
Oscar bid. Well, Jane gets a chance to go

hog wild in the histrionics department. A
year from now the public will have for-

gotten all about her teenage decade.

They’ll think of her as a dramatic actress.”

A close personal friend of hers explains

objectively, “So you can open your mouth
and break a glass at twenty paces. You
can’t keep singing ‘The Bell Song’ for the

rest of your life. Jane’s got a brain and
she calls her shots pretty well. In the last

few years, she’s established herself as a

top night-club entertainer, she’s made a lot

of records and has an album out with
Buddy Bregman. She has a lot of movie
commitments, including three for U-I
and two back home at M-G-M. She has
made herself a package television deal

with David Niven, Charles Boyer, Jack
Lemmon and Robert Ryan (notice she’s

the only girl). Jane’s scheduled for five or

six plays a year and an occasional spec-

tacular. She’s spreading herself carefully

through all entertainment media. She
won’t saturate any one market, but her
versatility will certainly be showing.”
Quite a switch for Little Miss Sunshine!

Or is it? Could it be that this sharp new
Janie has simply been hidden under the
sugar-coating of her screen roles, right

along?

Says Anne Jeffreys Sterling, “Robert

and I love Pat Nerney like a member of

the tribe. When he was free wheeling, we
always asked him to bring his date to our
backyard barbecues. When he up and
said one day that Jane Powell was his date

for that night, I kept a poker face, but I

laughed inside. I had a sudden mental
picture of little miss ickygoo, smiling that

sweet, sweet smile through thousands of

M-G-M musicals. I told him firmly that

our bash was strictly a shorts-on, shoes-off

affair, and would he please remind little

Miss Powell.
“When we answered the front door that

night, lo and behold! Miss Jane Powell
was done up in a white satin dress.

B-ruther, I thought, the movie-star bit,

the whole treatment. She murmured an
apology about having to sing at a benefit

before she came. She was pleasant enough
throughout the evening, but the feline in

me simply couldn’t skip that dress.

“Later when Pat insisted that he and
Jane return the honors, and said Jane
insisted it be informal. I dusted off the
sterling silver and crown jools and dressed.

So? Jane was informal and delightful

and I felt like Mrs. Astor’s plush horse. It

was then I began to know Jane. She’s
unpretentious and as unmovie-starrish as
you can get. She has a lusty sense of

humor and, I’m not kidding you, there’s a
smart lot under that pretty lid. She’s
honest, straightforward, exuberant and
bright. In short, my kind of person.
Robert and I were delighted when they
married. We’ve been close friends since.”

But another close friend vows that Pat
Nerney is responsible for the “new” Jane
Powell. “Pat has changed Jane’s life,”

he says. “He has shown her the cosmo-
politan side of New York, London, Paris
and all of Europe. He has introduced her
to art, music and culture in a way un-
known to her before. In the last few
years she has become very polished, ur-
bane and sophisticated. At the same time,

she is homebody enough to enjoy cooking
and caring for her home. When Pat was
still in the car business, Jane would come
home from a day at the studio and cook
a dinner for the kids. When Pat came in

about ten p.m., she would have another
dinner ready for him. She loves it. But
the smooth, big-city personality is a far

cry from little Janie, girl singer.”

It’s true that with her marriage in 1954
to Pat Nerney, Jane seems to have found
the happiness and pure joy of living she
lacked. With the birth of their first child,

Lindsey Averill, (named after her friends,

Lindsey and Averill Dalitz of the Desert
Inn), the gears of her life seem to mesh
for the first time.

Jane, herself, admits that Pat has
changed her outlook on life. “We just met,
fell in love and married,” she says simply.
“As for adjustments, naturally we had the
children to think of. Pat’s daughter, Mona,
lives with her mother, Mona Freeman. But
she visits us quite often. She’s nine, and
she talks to me like a girl friend, and I

love it. She’s very alert and aware, and
she always wanted brothers and sisters.

She’s still young enough to enjoy them
and she’s mad for the baby. Of course,

she’s so busy with her social life, the
Brownies, tap-dancing lessons, lunch and
dinner with her girl friends, that we
haven’t seen much of her lately. As for

Jay and Cissie, they were fond of Pat
before we married, so there was no prob-
lem with them. Pat is a very understand-
ing adult. He was aware of their needs
without any discussion. I guess he was
aware of mine, too. He’s opened new
vistas for me. Pat is an avid art collector

and he’s taught me to appreciate and
enjoy paintings. We have a little Renoir,
a Lautrec, a Paul Clemens, a Utrillo and a
Grandma Moses. Paul Clemens is going
to do the children soon.”

Paul Clemens, famous artist-husband of

Eleanor Parker, is another close friend

of the Nerneys. Paul, who’s known Pat
for years, takes a bit of the credit for the

Powell-Nerney match. “One Sunday when
Pat was without a date,” he recalls, “I

suggested Jane. After that first date, they
were together steadily. They both have
mercurial dispositions, senses of humor and
are charming. Pat is bright and gay, a

man Jane can be proud of. She needs
that.”

And how does Jane Powell explain her
transformation from a naive, unsophisti-
cated youngster into the exciting, accom-
plished young woman of today?
Her career struggles to become a mature

actress had nothing to do with it! Jane
feels that marriage is the answer. Being
so close to another person naturally cre-
ates a desire for growth. Why? Because
a wife—or a husband—who is truly in

love will try to improve faults and short-
comings, will try to develop to the utmost,
just to make the marriage work. Then the
time comes, as it has to Jane today, when
a woman can look back and say, “How
I’ve changed!” And the deep satisfaction
that comes with that knowledge of inner
growth is one of the greatest rewards
marriage can give. It is something, Jane
knows, that a career cannot give—and
something that every married woman can
achieve.

“Experience makes a person,” she says.

“A woman must be aware of what’s going
on around her and change with the times.
Why, children do at twelve today, what
I did at fourteen. I feel I’m completely
normal. I work, as most women do today.
And I adjust my life to the necessity of

change. As for growing, I think I have
normally. As for the future, I don’t make
plans.”

One instance of the change marriage
has wrought was her introduction to life

on the briny. “I didn’t know a thing
about boats, but I knew Pat loved them.
When he asked which I’d prefer for my
birthday—a diamond necklace, a mink
coat or a boat—I chose a boat. Etoile is a

forty-footer. The first time we went out
it was just the two of us. We have sails

but no motor. There was a storm warning
up which we didn’t notice. We had all

our sail up instead of reefing (half way up)
as we should have. It got a bit scary but
we had a wonderful time. You know, you
never know your husband or wife until

you’re completely alone. We were, and
we still like each other. Now Etoile is

a big part of our life. The whole
family goes to Balboa every weekend.
It’s a wonderful way for us to share
fun.”

Now that Pat is a writer instead of a
car dealer they can plan their time to

enjoy the boat more. From Pat, too,

she has acquired the confidence to say
what she thinks. She used to bend over
backwards to please. She wasn’t really an
individual. Now she will analyze a situa-

tion carefully and say, yes, or no, firmly.

She can be persuaded to change her mind
only if the reasons are stronger than her
objections. She has fortitude that shows in

many ways. With those who work with
her now, it is a surprise, but the end
result of her efforts leaves them with
glowing enthusiasm.
Jane looks ahead to the future. “I’d like

a couple more children. Then, I look for-

ward to their growing up. I think your
togetherness is multiplied when they’re

adults on their own and not tied so closely

to you. I want to continue combining home
and career with planning. With an under-
standing husband, that’s possible. Without
one, it’s impossible, no matter what the

work is. Pat knows our home is uppermost
with me, so I have no problem there

—

”

She was suddenly interrupted by her
breathless young son, Jay, who, racing

into the room, begged: “Can I have more
television time.”

“You can have it if you . . . what?”
prompted his mother.

“If my table manners are good and I

take a nap,” responded Jay seriously.

“He’s coming along very well,” Jane
smiled proudly.
So is Jane. The End
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myself to the hospital the day Stephie was
born. Steve was livid, but, being an expec-
tant father and a very nervous husband,
he let me have my way.

Did you read baby books before Steph-
anie teas born?

No. Unless you drop your baby on her
head or smash her nose, I think a moth-
er’s instinct is good enough. If the in-

stinct is accurate, you’ll never need a
book on “How To.”

Do you think women today make too
much of having a baby?

Yes, because they’ve had a lot of help
in the thinking. Doctors, pediatricians
and publishers are making birth a big

thing. You’d think babies had just been
discovered. Of course, there are excep-
tions in complicated birth, but for the
average woman, pregnancy is a state of

mind. And babies are fun.

When did you first realize she had a
personality?

The day my cat, Bolo, pulled the bas-
sinet off the night table. Bolo’s a pretty
strong personality himself. He thinks he’s

a dog. Honestly. He growls and pants
and chases dogs down the beach and into

the ocean. Well, that day Bolo took a
flying leap and got his claws into the edge
of the bassinet. He hung on for dear life

and finally bassinet, Bolo and baby landed
on the floor. Bolo and Stephie were
caught together underneath the bassinet.

They were in there screaming and biting

at each other. When we got them out,

Bolo tore out the front door and dis-

appeared . . . for good. He hasn’t been
back since. That’s when it dawned on
me that Stephie had a pretty strong per-
sonality if she could best Bolo.

How do you feel about raising your
baby?

Strongly. I think now (I may change
my mind) that raising a child is simple.
Nothing as complex as doctors, magazine
articles and people in general try to make
it. Babies and young people are pure
emotion. They can’t control themselves.
So I have to have control. However, I

plan to be myself. Sometimes I’m inward
and moody; sometimes I’m happy and
bubbling. I have no intention of con-
trolling myself so that I’m always the
same standard-type adult to Stephie. If

I tried to hide how I felt, she’d sense it.

I’m not pulling any punches with her, be-
cause nobody else will when she grows
up. I want her to be prepared to go out
and be a person. I want to let her grow
up and not envelop her in a parental
cocoon that will leave her helpless and
indecisive. I believe in TLC (tender lov-
ing care) to the nth degree, and as much
possible freedom in individual choice
that’s safe for her. Even now, as a baby,
those choices are available. She is also
as myopic as her mother. When she
learned to crawl, she was constantly
banging her head into a chair leg or lamp
base. No one would run up with sym-
pathetic duckings. She simply stopped,
rubbed her sore noggin, then amiably set
out to bash it on something else. When
she is content to sit quietly and play
alone, that very aloneness is important
to her. She must some day learn to enjoy
herself without company. The End
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IS GRACE
GETTING BORED?

Continued from page 55

been definitely decided she would never
act again. It was not fitting, he indicated

firmly, for the consort of the ruler by
divine right of a European state to toil for

money, even as a world-famous actress.

Quiet and gentle as she was, the old

Grace Kelly could never be pushed to do
anything against her will. If it were right

for her, she did what people asked willing-

ly, happily. If not, wild horses could not
make her. There were scoffers who said

this girl and the scion of the royal Grimal-
dis would clash. There were skeptics who
said she would never be able to give up
the heady delights of movie stardom. The
letter in the blonde girl’s hand suddenly
felt heavy as she thought of those clamor-
ing voices.

But, to date, Princess Grace has done no
acting. She, who had so often refused to

let others control her life, accepted her
future husband’s decision submissively,
and has given no sign that she is not hap-

py doing it. But are there no secret

pangs?

r
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Acting and her success gave Grace an
immense satisfaction for which it

would seem hard, if not impossible, to

find a substitute. Has she really found
satisfaction in being the eternally smiling
focus of royal ceremonies before the ador-
ing people of Monaco, the sober lady do-
gooder chairing meetings of the Monacan
Red Cross?
The Grace Kelly of two years ago moved

among brilliant and witty men, chic and
intelligent women. Talented musicians,
writers, and actors surrounded her, and
many of them adored her. Her days were
filled with the excitement of creative work,
stimulating company, iridescent conversa-
tion. She herself was a leader in beauty,
in artistry, in clothes. She was hailed as

one of the world’s best-dressed women.
Today, Prince Rainier chooses many of

her clothes. At the beginning, Princess
Grace sometimes disagreed with his se-

lections—but she always gave in dutifully.

Now it is being said by those who have
seen her recently in Switzerland that,

jeweled and royal though her raiment is,

from the viewpoint of chicness and high
fashion, Princess Grace is showing signs

of dowdiness! “She used to have a superb
fashion sense,” one friend has remarked
ruefully. Princess Grace has been seen
to wear the same dress over and over
again, though she can well afford new
ones.

As for exciting company, aside from the
official visits of brilliant personalities like

President Coty of France and Sir Winston
Churchill, the social whirl of a princess is

limited. Her subjects curtsy and kiss her
hand. The members of her household hang
on her every word. A small number of
old friends, such as the Cary Grants, the
David Nivens, Jay and Judy Balaban Kan-
ter, drop in to visit her whenever their
mutual busy schedules permit it. But all

that hardly compares with the social life

she enjoyed in the old days.
Another old friend, Rita Gam, in a con-

versation just before the royal wedding,
pictured Grace as hoping to spend a good
part of her time in Paris, visit London and
New York often to see all the plays, and
cause frequent happy flurries in the social

nurlieus of Philadelphia. The reality has
not been anything like that. Since months
before the birth of Princess Caroline,
Grace and Rainier have hardly left Mo-
naco, and then chiefly on stiff official ex-

cursions, or to their lovely Swiss retreat.

The tiny group of intimates who are
most frequently at the palace is made up
almost exclusively of Rainier’s past asso-
ciates. Particularly his sister, the Prin-
cess Antoinette. This handsome and regal
lady was his official hostess when the
Prince was a bachelor, and no doubt it

was with some regret that Antoinette gave
up the prerogatives of that position to her
brother’s young American wife. Under
the circumstances, it must have taken
some delicate handling for a bride far

from home to work her way into the soc-
ial leadership of a highly sensitive, closely

knit circle of European aristocrats. She
did it, beautifully, and the Princesses
Grace and Antoinette are now close and
loving friends. But it must have been a
strain at the beginning.

There is another side to the story, too.

The miniature hierarchy of royal courtiers
surrounding the throne of tiny Monaco
does, after all, have a comic opera aspect.

There are queens in Hollywood who have
far more power, bask in far more adula-
tion, than the Princess of Monaco—and
Grace Kelly was one of them. Rainier
has an ambition to make his consort a true
Queen, to have her recognized as such
among the royal heads of Europe, includ-
ing those who did not deign to attend his

wedding. There are those who say that
it is unlikely that Grace will ever become
a true Queen because of politics. Per-
haps. But one thing is certain: She will

never know how it will feel to be a true
American mother and wife. How well can
the standards of American motherhood be
applied in a sprawling thirteenth-century
palace?
Turning from the window, shaking off

the moment of idleness, the young matron
moves slowly through the tall, empty
rooms. She touches a table here, a lovely
sixteenth-century marble figure there, the
few things she had chosen to be placed
where they are. She pictures Caroline
running through these spacious chambers,
so awe-inspiring for a little girl—and the
picture is incongruous. Grace intends to

have many children. Their laughter, their
shouts, will not always be fitting in the
state rooms of the palace of the Grimaldis.
And how does one raise a Princess?
The elderly “nannies,” common in rich

and noble European households, have been
pictured as dictatorial ogres, who do not
brook interference with their young
charges, even from royal parents. Grace
wisely avoided this problem by taking a
young Swiss nurse for little Caroline. Still,

you can’t help asking how much does the
mother actually see of her child, how often
does she cuddle her and play with her

—

when photographers are not present? Lit-
tle Caroline has quite a retinue of her
own, with a nursemaid and a footman to
tend to her wants, as well as the nurse.
This could be a deep and wounding prob-
lem to a young mother who grew up in the
boisterous, love-filled home of the Kellys
of Philadelphia.

Another feature of life in a Monacan
palace which differs sharply from that
in Pennsylvania is that the husband

and father is present all day and every
day—and Rainier is no man to leave his

presence unfelt. He does his official tasks
in an office which has been set up in a

tower of the palace.

He eats breakfast, lunch and dinner at

home. And, of course, he and Grace meet
frequently during the day for official teas,

delegations and luncheons. For two peo-
ple deeply in love, as Grace and Rainier
undoubtedly are, this is a delightful situa-
tion. But it is one the wife of a New York
business executive or Los Angeles super-
market manager would find hard to get
used to.

“It doesn’t leave a girl much time for
quiet communion with herself,” an Amer-
ican girlfriend of Grace’s summed up. The
sort of privacy Grace Kelly had always
clung to. Her friends recall finding this
shy, elusive woman seated alone before a
window in her apartment in New York or
Hollywood, quietly knitting or simply
looking out into the street. “Grace always
lived a secret life of her own,” one friend
has said.

Prince Rainier is a charming and so-
phisticated companion with a delightful
sense of humor, especially now that he is

so happy. But he was a lonely bachelor
ruler with many problems of state for a
long time. In those days he was noted
for his imperious ways and unpredictable
moods. Every inch a royal Grimaldi, off-
spring of a 600-year-old dynasty, he was
impatient of delays in carrying out his
commands, would permit no questioning of
his slightest whims. Today, he still is a
modern, democratic version of the abso-
lute ruler, by no means the puppet of a
palace cabinet or any political forces. He
is equally modem in wanting his bride to
share his problems—and help share hers.
Prince Rainier’s grandfather and his

great-grandfather spent little time in the
palace, so it was a dreary place, badly in
need of repair, when the Prince ascended
the throne eight years ago. He used to
avoid staying in it himself. But, together
with the Princess, large parts of the palace
are being restored. The Prince set up
complete workshops in the palace to carry
out the restoration and to maintain the
buildings and grounds. Some 250 people
now work inside the grounds, many of
whom live in quarters there.

Any dreariness that remains is in-
evitable to its size and magnificence.
Together, Grace and Rainier designed

a small room, informal and intimate, for
themselves, a place to retire to at the end
of the day. And Princess Caroline’s room
is fresh and bright, with sunny pale yel-
low and white furniture.
After each breakfast, served on the ter-

race overlooking the magnificent gardens,
the Prince and Grace visit the baby, and
whenever possible, Grace bathes her and
is with her when she is fed. Surprisingly,
there is not always a great deal of time.
Daily official duties are demanding: dele-
gations; formal luncheons; dictation to a
string of secretaries (her fan mail is still

over 200 letters a week); Red Cross work;
official teas; a quick walk in the garden
with her daughter and then back for a
hurried change for dinner. As Princess,
Grace also supervises the seamstresses,
embroiderers and lacemakers in the sew-
ing room, the laundresses in the modern
laundry, the cooks, pastrymakers, and ap-
prentices in the kitchens. She consults and
directs the gardeners who tend the ter-

raced gardens and park inside the grounds
and maintain the greenhouses that keep
her private apartment and the state rooms
supplied with cut flowers and potted plants

in bloom the year round.
Several times a week she and the Prince

have dinners for diplomats accredited to

the principality, members of the govern-
ment, visiting dignitaries. But twice a
week, they plan quiet dinners—often on
trays—in what they call the Playroom.
This is a vast former garage that the
prince converted into a movie theater

—

he has as avid an interest in movies as

Grace has—and game room. There they
see the latest European and American
films with members of the household staff.

Saturdays are much like weekdays in

Princess Grace’s schedule, except that
sometimes she and the Prince manage to

get away for a quiet lunch or dinner at

one of the picturesque restaurants along
the Riviera coast. On one recent excursion



to such a public restaurant the two held
hands like children all evening and danced
almost every dance with each other.

Rainier danced once with his sister An-
toinette and Grace’s eyes were fixed on
him every moment he was away from her,

following every step he took.

On Sundays, in the morning, after Mass,
they generally visit the palace’s private

zoo. Both are lovers of animals. And, if

it is not necessary for them to entertain

officially, they may take a drive into the
countryside or across the border into Italy.

The Prince has a fully equipped garage
with two mechanics and two car-washers,
who keep like new the eleven cars and
three trucks at Grace’s disposal. Never
fond of driving herself, Princess Grace
now has one of several chauffeurs always
at her call or she goes out alone with the
Prince at the wheel. She has persuaded
him to give up his old practice of speed-
ing recklessly. At evenings, they are fre-

quently seen walking hand in hand.
But, is Grace happy? Reports from Eu-

rope are highly conflicting. An English
publication insists that, despite Rainier’s

denials, Grace is expecting a second child
in December or January, pointing out that
in recent pictures, she appears to be ex-
pecting. But the Paris weekly, Aux
Ecoutes, reports, “indiscretions leaking
from the Grimaldi palace confirm that a
good understanding no longer exists be-
tween the Prince and the Princess.” This
“chill,” the paper states, is caused by
jealousy on the part of the Prince and
misunderstandings about money. Accord-
ing to Aux Ecoutes, whenever Grace goes
shopping Rainier has a lady in waiting and
two carloads of detectives accompany her.

Also, “the Princess believed her husband
to be very rich, while the Prince had
harbored illusions about his father-in-
law’s liberality.” Yet some observers in

Monaco deny these tales, pointing out that
at a recent ball Grace and her Prince
danced until 3:00 a.m., when it is custom-
ary for them to leave at 12:00.

However, there is one strong indication
that Grace is planning to resume movie-
making. Recently, Lew Wasserman, an
executive of the huge American talent

agency, MCA, went to Europe for the sole

purpose of talking over such a plan with
Grace. She would form her own Monacan
Film Co., giving ten percent of the pro-
ceeds to the Monacan government, and hav-
ing her films released through M-G-M,
where she is still under contract and
listen as “on suspension.” Some speculate
that this is a move on her part to ease
the tension over finances and make her
marriage more serene.
And there is something else . . .

Grace Kelly once confessed to a re-
porter that she was secretly very happy
about the occasional torrential rains in
California, where she then lived. “I get
a dull feeling when it’s hot and sunny all

the time,” she said. “I feel tired. I don’t
want to do anything. I usually stay in

the house when the sun is out, and take
my walks all by myself at night.”
Right now Princess Grace lives on the

gleaming, sun-bombarded Riviera, where
she is continually bathed in the glare not
only of the brilliant ball in the sky but of
the unrelenting limelight of a royal per-
sonage. No longer can she take lonely
walks at night. It is impossible for Her
Serene Highness to refuse to face the sun,
or her subjects, or the duties of her posi-
tion, no matter what her secret yearnings.
Perhaps there is a deepseated ache in

her heart for the freedom, the rapturous
recklessness of a cavort in the rain.

But only the tall blonde woman, stand-
ing in the middle of a vast room some-
where in the depths of an Old World
palace, a crumpled letter from America
in her hand, can really say. The End
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HOLLYWOOD'S
4

BIGGEST COMEBACK
Continued from page 42

one of her old films along with the rest

of the audience. For, as with you, we
awaited no one’s reappearance more
eagerly than of the great, almost-legend-
ary Greta Garbo. New Yorkers have been
used to seeing the tall, distinguished-look-
ing woman walking near her home on East
52nd Street and heads have scarcely turned
for a second glance at the incomparable
features that once cast a spell over the
world. Hers was a strange career.

When Garbo first came to this country
in 1925, she was young, naive, un-
worldly, completely dominated by her

director, Mauritz Stiller. However, M-G-M
soon took over. They decked her out in a
track suit for some idiotic cheesecake shots.

They set up an interview during which
Garbo, with her thimbleful of English,
tried to grapple with intimate questions
about her private life. These experiences
gave her a lasting distaste for publicity,

and she eventually became known as the
“I vant to be alone” girl. A greater blow
came when she was assigned to make her
first American picture, ‘‘The Torrent”

—

without Stiller.

She was learning English, but her co-
workers didn’t know this. They’d call a
take with “Where the hell’s the big flat-

foot?” or “Get that squarehead on the
set.” Garbo understood, but said noth-
ing. There was some trouble, too, with
Ricardo Cortez, male star of the film and
then a big name. He resented appearing
opposite an unknown and took no pains
to hide his feelings. Whenever they be-
came too obvious, Garbo would merely
mutter, “That pumpkin—he only hurts
himself. There will come a day.”
That day came with the release of “The

Torrent,” in which Garbo was a sensation.
Stiller then counseled her, “You are now
a great star, Greta, and in America great
stars do not work for four hundred a week.
Tell them that until they give you much
more money, you will not return to work.”
Obediently, Garbo went on strike. But
boss Louis B. Mayer proceeded to give
her a stern talking-to, and she reported
back to the studio, defying Stiller for
the first time.
After two more unsuccessful years in

Hollywood, Stiller went back to Sweden
and died shortly thereafter. Friends be-
lieve that sorrow and remorse at his death

made Garbo withdraw into the shell of

shyness marking her personality in later

years. There were to be other men in her
life; her romance with co-star John Gilbert
rocked silent-days Hollywood and gossip

columns still occasionally link her with
various notables of the international set.

But she has not been married.
As the talkie era arrived, Garbo began

encountering boxoffice woes, caused mostly
by mediocre pictures. In 1933, she was
fifth in popularity; in 1934, she had fallen

to thirty-first. Some studio executives
wanted to let her go, but Mayer defended
her by pointing to her big draw in foreign

markets and her “prestige value.” Such
great hits as “Camille” and “Ninotchka”
still lay ahead, though her last picture,

“Two-Faced Woman,” was pretty much of

a disaster. Four times nominated for

Academy Awards, she never won; but
in 1955 she was voted an honorary Oscar
for her “unforgettable screen perform-
ances.”

Living in serene, well-heeled retire-

ment, free of the publicity that she so
bitterly hated, Garbo has to some extent
come out of her shell. She is often seen
shopping on Madison Avenue or dining
with friends in plush spots like the Colony,
and she talks readily and knowingly on
a wide variety of subjects. But, for her,

one topic remains taboo: Greta Garbo.
Among other M-G-M pictures being re-

leased on TV are dramas featuring the
exquisite profile and ladylike charm of

Norma Shearer, also unknown to the latest

moviegoing generation. With producer
Irving Thalberg, she lived one of the great
romantic chapters in the Hollywood story.

Canadian-born Norma was struggling as

an extra in New York when she received
three offers from Hollywood almost simul-
taneously: from Universal, Hal Roach and
M-G-M. She didn’t know it, but the
urging of one man had prompted all three

offers. Starting as an office boy at Uni-
versal, the brilliant Thalberg had become
general manager of the studio before he
was twenty-one, moved to Roach, and
wound up as Metro’s production head.

He had seen Norma playing a bit part
and scribbled her name on his shirt cuff

for future reference. Years later she said,

“I will never cease to be grateful that the
first man who really thought I could act

thought I’d make a good wife as well.”

Two years after Norma was signed, she
became Mrs. Irving Thalberg, adopting the
Jewish faith for his sake. Dazzling as her
career was, through successes like

“Smilin’ Through” and “The Barretts of

Wimpole Street,” her husband always took
,

first place in Norma’s life. At one time,

while Thalberg was recovering from a
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bout with tuberculosis, she stopped work-
ing so that they could live abroad for
a year. Even so, the combination of his
weak heart and the eighteen-hour day he
put in at the studio finally led to tragedy.

Irving Thalberg died in 1936, aged only
thirty-seven. But Norma agreed to return
for “Marie Antoinette.” After the comple-
tion of “Her Cardboard Lover,” in 1942,

she was married to Martin Arrouge and
retired permanently. Still, she has re-
mained an active and beloved figure on
the Hollywood scene. She discovered and
promoted Janet Leigh. Just this year, she
was instrumental in getting handsome Bob
Evans his debut role—as Irving Thalberg
in U-I’s “Man of a Thousand Faces.”
That picture is the life story of Lon

Chaney, who scored most of his big hits

in the silent era, beyond the range of to-
day’s TV revival. But the talkies have
their own champ in the art of makeup,
though Paul Muni is known primarily as
an actor, revered for his integrity. Warn-
ers grew so enthusiastic about his broad
talents that they began billing him as

“Mr. Paul Muni.”
He was concerned only with his acting

and how to improve it. Intensive prepara-
tion was his forte, and he became famous
for it. He went down into a coal mine to

familiarize himself with the locale of

“Black Fury,” spent four months explor-
ing San Francisco’s Chinatown before
making “The Good Earth,” acquired a

grounding in bacteriology for “The Story
of Louis Pasteur” (his Oscar-winner)

,
read

300 separate pieces of literature to play
the lead in “Juarez”—and spent six months
before “The Life of Emile Zola” reading
everything he could find about Zola and
the Dreyfus case.

Here, obviously, is a perfectionist. The
most likely reason for Paul Muni’s
disappearance from your theater

screen is an unusual one: He just couldn’t

find enough top material to meet his exact-
ing standards. Recently, he scored an im-
pressive stage comeback in “Inherit the
Wind,” the long-run Broadway triumph.
Whatever Muni himself thinks of his cur-
rent movie comeback—via TV—his mem-
orable performances are going to provide
rough competition across the television

channels for the actors in more hurriedly
prepared live shows, with rehearsal time
reckoned in terms of weeks.
Veronica “Peekaboo” Lake, petite blonde

from Brooklyn, wowed them in “I Wanted
Wings,” as a femme fatale whose long hair

kept falling over her right eye. Veronica
became a star—and started a fad. The
wartime Manpower Commission even is-

sued official warnings to any women fac-

tory workers who copied it, fearing peeka-
boo bobs fouling up machinery.
For a while, Veronica was a top feminine

star at Paramount, teaming five times
with Alan Ladd. But in 1950 she left

Hollywood, complaining that her work-
ing hours allowed her too little time for

her children. It’s interesting to specu-
late how she might feel on seeing herself

again as a national symbol of sex appeal,

for she now does only an occasional part

in a play, in summer stock or on the road.

Married to Joseph A. McCarthy, New
York writer and music publisher, Veronica
had one child by her first marriage, to

John Detlie; three by her second, to An-
dre de Toth. In each case, the father now
has custody.

If your ideal of feminine allure is Mari-
lyn Monroe, perhaps you’ve been skeptical

when veteran fans say, “Call this new crop
‘glamour girls’? You should have seen
them in the good old days. Ah, Jean Har-
low . .

.” Is this merely nostalgia? You
have a chance to check up, as Jean’s spec-

tacular figure and naturally platinum
blonde hair appear on your home screen.



Born Harlean Carpenter in Kansas City,

Jean became at five the victim of a broken
home, and her own marital fortunes proved
even more unhappy and more dramatic
than those of such later sex symbols as

Marilyn, Lana and Rita. At sixteen, Jean
rushed into marriage with rich playboy
Charles C. McGrew III. (“The radio next
door was blaring the ‘St. Louis Blues’ as

we listened to the words that made us
man and wife.”) They settled in Holly-
wood, where McGrew dared her to go
into extra work. Jean took the dare, but
the two were divorced by the time she
flashed up from extra ranks into the

man-killer role in “Hell’s Angels.”
Fans were agreeably shocked at her

flamboyant film personality and her re-

vealing clothes. Friends and associates

knew Jean herself as a straightforward,
endearingly natural person—usually laugh-
ing and vivacious—with a one-drink limit

at the cocktail hour and a minimum of

confidence in her own ability as an actress.

To be frank, Jean didn’t show up as an
accomplished actress in her early pictures.

(Keep that in mind if “Public Enemy,” for

instance, turns up on TV.) But she be-
came a first-rate, sparkling comedienne in

such hits as “Red Dust,” “Redheaded
Woman” and “Dinner at Eight.”

STARVES PIMPLES
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On the personal side, her bad luck con-
tinued, probably helped along by those

who confused her gaudy screen self

with the actual woman. “I’m so tired—so

very, very tired of men trying to paw me,”
she told a friend. “Sometimes I think it

would be nice if I never saw another man.”
But she changed her mind when she met
M-G-M executive Paul Bern, understand-
ing friend of many stars—and apparently
the first man Jean knew who wasn’t men-
tally undressing her with every look. They
were married in 1932. One terrible night
two months later, Bern shot himself, leav-
ing a suicide note that began, “Dearest
dear: Unfortunately this is the only way
to make good the frightful wrong I have
done you.”

Loyally, Jean never said a word about
the meaning of that cryptic note, though
she realized that all the leering speculations
about it might ruin her career. The case
was not officially closed for two years,
and during that trying time she was com-
forted by cinematographer Hal Rosson,
with whom she eventually eloped. That
marriage lasted eight months.
Then she met William Powell. “I had

thought I was in love before, but I never
knew the meaning of the word until I met
Bill. I never thought it would really

happen to me. I’m afraid of it. I have
a feeling we will never be married . .

For Jean Harlow, time was running out.

With only a week’s shooting to go on
1937’s “Saratoga,” she died of cerebral
edema—at twenty-six. Now “The Jean
Harlow Story” is in preparation in Holly-
wood, and a present-day siren faces a
challenge. She must follow in the foot-
steps of the lady Clark Gable once sa-
luted as “the swellest girl on earth.”

Opposite Priscilla Lane in “Four Daugh-
ters” (and later hits) was a newcomer
whose life pursued a much stormier course,
John Garfield. His irregular features, his
rough virility, his air of honesty won him
immediate attention and an ardent femi-
nine following. For much of his career,
his striking debut role typed him in simi-
lar characters: moody, rebellious, self-
pitying. The closest modern parallel would
be a James Dean or early Brando part.

Garfield’s boyhood made a useful back-
ground for these assignments. Growing
up on New York’s Lower East Side, Jules
Garfinkle was on the way to becoming a
young thug; his despairing father even
placed him in a school for problem chil-
dren. But there Julie discovered some-
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thing more exciting and rewarding than
juvenile delinquency: acting. On the
stage, Garfield finally drew great acclaim
in Group Theater successes “Awake and
Sing,” “Golden Boy.” The Group pushed
plays of vigorous social comment, com-
pelling for a man like Garfield, whose
slum origin made him sympathetic to the
underdog. Learning of his attitude, the
Communist Party for years used his name
in connection with various front organi-
zations without consulting him. Tragic
consequences were ahead.

Garfield was riding high in Hollywood.
He’d signed with Warners because they
allowed him time off for stage work
and, said John, “because I get a kick out
of working on the same lot with Paul
Muni.” In seven years, he made thirty-
one films for Warners, mostly of the gang-
ster-prison variety and was suspended
seven times. “Parole me!” John once
begged.
But his popularity continued, and his

life seemed secure, with wife Roberta,
daughter Katherine, son David. In 1939,

there had been rumblings of political trou-
ble to come, though few show people took
them seriously.

In 1945, shadows fell over the Garfield
home when their little daughter suddenly
died. And in 1951 no one in Hollywood
could laugh; John Garfield took the stand
to testify before the House Un-American
Activities Committee, accused of Red affil-

iations. He came as a voluntary witness, to

clear his name of the accusations clinging
to it for years. On the one hand, he wanted
to make a clean breast of the fact that he
had, unknowingly, been used by the Reds.
On the other hand, he had just produced
as well as starred in a new film; his money
was tied up in it, and he knew that any
Red taint would kill its chances. So he
hedged about names, dates and associa-

tions, and the Committee labeled his per-
formance unsatisfactory.
Thus died the career of John Garfield.

In the last eighteen months of his life,

he made no movies. In the last few weeks,
he got together with the FBI and de-
termined to set things straight once and
for all. It was too late. In strenuous prep-
aration for boxing scenes in “Body and
Soul,” he had torn a heart muscle. The
effects were lasting; Garfield died of a
heart attack in 1952, aged thirty-nine. A
friend commented sadly, “He was guilty

of two things: of loving people and of

being naive. For naivete, he paid with his

reputation.” And, in a way, with his life.

Whatever John’s mistakes may have
been, they died with him. But his talent

did not. TV-revived, his strong and sen-
sitive portrayals have no connection with
politics. They reflect simple humanity.
A rebel of an entirely different sort was

Jean Arthur. Indirectly, she ruined a
whole day for quixotic Katharine Hepburn.
Katie, it’s said, ran up to a publicity man
and chortled, “I’ll bet you never had any-
one as difficult to handle as me!”
The shattered publicist snapped, “Oh

yes I have! I’ve just come from working
with Jean Arthur.” He wasn’t kidding;
sweet-faced, husky-voiced Jean was the
press agents’ despair. After battering at

the doors of Hollywood, in three good
tries from 1923 on, she had no innocent
illusions left. But she had a firm con-
fidence in her own ability, and critics

agreed with her when she took to the New
York stage. Though her five Broadway
plays were all flops, Jean personally drew
excellent notices, and this time Hollywood
came after her.

Now you may see the happy results in

charming, thoughtful light comedies like

“The Talk of the Town.” “My personal
favorite,” says Jean in the droll little voice

that remains her trademark, “is ‘Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington.’ ” While her profes-
sional stature grew, so did her reputation
as Hollywood’s recluse, an American Gar-
bo, a star who escaped autograph seekers
and fled to her dressing room between takes.
Jean once explained her behavior this

way: “The only times I’m self-conscious
are when I’m Jean Arthur. In front of
a camera, I lose my own identity com-
pletely, and with it, I lose my timidity. As
Jean Arthur, I’m never sure just what
people expect of me.” Nobody would have
expected what she did in 1944: throw over
her career to go to college, study philoso-
phy, live among girls half her age, and
generally have a ball. She was even less

concerned about her once-shining movie
career after she became the wife of pro-
ducer Frank Ross. That marriage broke
up, and Ross married Joan Caulfield, but
Jean has not remarried. On film, you
saw Jean most recently in “Shane,” as
Van Heflin’s pioneer wife. It was a dra-
matic portrayal, glowing, delicately shaded
—but so had been all her movie comedy
performances. She is another of Holly-
wood’s generous gifts to TV.
In filmtown’s eyes, Margaret Sullavan

was an equally unpredictable character.
Long before such conduct became fashion-
able, Maggie stormed around town in

slacks, drove a battered old car, wore no
jewelry or makeup. But before the cam-
eras (as you can see now) she delivered
the goods, making every scene count with
her enormous sensitivity and warm,
laryngitic voice. She was a rebel not with-
out a cause; she traces her ancestry back
to Dixie’s Robert E. Lee and to fighters of

the American Revolution.
For her independence, she has been

respected. Two seasons ago, the play
“Janus” paid off its fat investment in a

fast eight weeks, largely on the strength
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of the Sullavan name. Formerly married
to actor Henry Fonda, director William
Wyler and agent-producer Leland Hay-
ward, she is currently the wife of busi-

nessman Kenneth Wagg. Upon this mar-
riage, she left films permanently (she

says), and regards their new house in

Connecticut as home. But in movies like

“Three Comrades” Margaret Sullavan re-

mains a personality to be reckoned with,

in any medium.
So does Carole Lombard. Carole was

the originator of screwball comedy and
one of the most colorful characters Holly-

wood ever saw. She hated stuffed shirts;

she loved to trip them up with crazy gags.

Born plain Jane Peters, she was brought
by her mother to the old Fox lot when she

was a child. A casting director command-
ed, “Cry!” And Niagara cut loose. Grown
into her teens, the future Carole began to

get bit parts, and her career looked prom-
ising. Then an auto accident sent her
smashing into the windshield, cutting up
the left side of her face. Was she through?
“Get her over to Sennett’s,” advised a

friend of her mother’s. “They don’t care
about faces. They’re only interested in

figures. And she’ll forget herself in the

middle of that crazy bunch.”
And the future Carole Lombard served

her apprenticeship in the last of the Sen-
nett series, playing the bathing beauty,
taking thrown pies in the face, sharpening
her wits to keep up with her veteran co-
workers in the comic routines. From this

experience, she developed her superb
comedy timing—and her personal zany
streak—and into a beauty.
Even after she became a great success

in delicately handled light farces, Carole
could kid about an occasional failure: “I

sure stunk up that one!” She found an
equally honest, forthright person, and his

name was Clark Gable. After their mar-
riage in 1939, Carole centered her life on
their San Fernando Valley ranch—not
on Hollywood. But she was acutely con-
scious of the horrors going on in Europe.
To a reporter, Carole confided, “The world
is in a mess. I don’t exactly know what it’s

all about, but I can see and feel that we
are not worthy of ourselves. There is an
American destiny. We’ve got to rededicate
ourselves to the spirit of our own Revolu-
tion. We’ve got to take it out and sell it.”

After Pearl Harbor, Carole did just that.

In her home state of Indiana, she person-
ally sold over $2,000,000 worth of War
Bonds. Happy at the results, Carole was
eager to go home to Hollywood and her
husband. She conferred with her mother
and with Otto Winkler, M-G-M publicist

and Gable’s best man at the wedding. “I’m
strictly a train man myself,” Otto said.

“I can’t face all that time on a choo-
choo,” Carole said. They flipped a coin,

and Otto lost.

They both lost. The plane crashed.
Among the flood of messages that tried to

comfort Clark Gable in his dark hour
were these words from the White House:
“Mrs. Roosevelt and I are deeply distressed.

Carole was our friend, our guest in
happier days. She brought great joy to

all who knew her and to the millions who
knew her only as a great artist. She gave
unselfishly of her time and talent to serve
her government in peace and war. She
loved her country. She is and always will

be a star, one we shall never forget or cease
to be grateful to.”

She is a star, and you may see her now
—slender, laughing, forever alive. At
first, old movies were just a time-filler.

Today, they are an important part of tele-

vision. TV has found that its shiniest new
shows can’t compete on the rating charts
with the block-busters of movie history.

Next month, the second part of “Holly-
wood’s Biggest Comeback.”
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WHY CANT ELVIS

GET MARRIED?
Continued from page 57

trying to pick her up. If I’d go out with
one to get a hamburger, they’d call me a

chaser.”
“Not only that, El,” Gene pointed out.

“You know you’ve gotta be so careful.

Sure, most of them are real good girls, but
there’s always a chance that one of ’em’s

out to use you for publicity, or even some
kind of hoked-up blackmail.”
“Yeah,” Elvis sighed heavily, and

stretched out on the couch, looking va-
cantly up at the ceiling. “Yeah, I know . .

“Try ’n’ get some rest, El,” soothed Gene.
“Poor kid,” he thought, “Poor, kid . . . He

sure has to take a lot of hitter with the
sweet. Maybe when we get to Hollywood,
it’ll be different. He’ll get to meet some
nice girls, actresses in his own class.

They’ll understand . .
.”

But in Hollywood, they didn’t under-
stand. Not right away. They eyed Elvis

curiously—then backed off and kept
their distance, as if he were some sort of

dangerous character.

“I’d heard so many things about him,”
said Debra Paget. “How spoiled he was,
how he was a moron.”

“I thought going out with Elvis would be
—real daring,” said Natalie Wood.

“I didn’t think I’d like him,” said Anne
Neyland. “I had an entirely different im-
pression of him because of his publicity

and his photographs. I didn’t see how I

could like him as a person.”
“I thought he’d be real wild,” said Ve-

netia Stevenson.
“What am I, a leper or something?”

Even on the phone, all the way from
Hollywood, Gladys Presley could feel how
upset her son was. “Now, Elvis,” she said
gently. “Don’t you mind. You just go out
and meet those girls, and be yourself. If

they’re the right kind, they’ll see all that

awful publicity about you isn’t true.”

Wonder of wonders, they did see! They
did understand!
On the set of his first picture, “Love Me

Tender,” Elvis finally got up his courage
to be introduced to his co-star, Debra
Paget. “Pleased to meet you, ma’am,” he
said shyly.

“I was so pleasantly surprised,” says
Debra. “He was such a gentleman!”

Later, she laughed when someone asked
her how Elvis was doing as an actor. “No,
he doesn’t need help in the love scenes!”
But they never did get around to dating.

Debbie had a very tight schedule at the
time—and when she was free, Elvis had
met Natalie Wood.
With Natalie, Elvis was in seventh heav-

en. At last, he had himself a girl, a real,

down-to-earth girl, the kind he’d be proud
to take home and introduce to his parents.
Not that either of them was serious. They
just had a lot of fun, going to drive-ins for

hamburgers and Cokes, listening to juke-
box music. Often, their pal, Nick Adams,
went along, and Cousin Gene, and the four
of them had a lot of laughs. The kind of

fun that’s just routine for most boys. But
not for Elvis.

He came back to earth with a thud after

Natalie’s trip to Memphis. Both of them
were so used to traveling all over the
country all the time, that they thought no
more of it than other young folks would
think of a bus ride to the next town. But
the press didn’t take it that way. They

p
blew it up as a big romance—and the “big
romance” was over before it had ever be-
gun.

Natalie didn’t see Elvis after that. Both

of them knew it could only cause them
unhappiness. And now, she won’t talk

about him at all. She’s in love, and en-
gaged to be married to Robert Wagner . . .

“Any other star you can name can lead
a half-way normal life,” says a Hollywood
press agent over his coffee in Schwab’s
drugstore, “but not that Elvis. I know it

sounds crazy, especially since we press
agents are supposed to be a cynical lot.

but I can’t help feeling sorry for him. I

know what he’s up against. The press will

never let him alone.”
No, the press didn’t leave him alone. Not

when he dated Joan Blackman. Not when
he invited Yvonne Lime to spend Easter
Week in Memphis. Not when he went
with Anne Neyland. Not when he asked
his latest flame, Venetia Stevenson, to stop

off in Memphis on her way back to Holly-
wood . . .

In the darkness of a Memphis movie
theater, Elvis Presley took the hand of the
lovely blonde Venetia beside him, and
grinned like a kid who has just put his

hand in the cookie jar.

“Isn’t this great, honey?” he whispered.
“Gee, I’m so happy.”
Venetia smiled back at him, and nodded.

It was wonderful, sitting there with Elvis.

It gave her a strange, eerie feeling, though.
Because, except for the manager, who had
welcomed them and now sat at a discreet

distance, the huge movie house was empty.
This showing of “Loving You” had been
arranged just for them, because Elvis

wanted her to see it and tell him what
she thought of it.

Elvis watched his own scenes tensely,

and he gripped her hand a little tighter.

The film ended, and the lights went up.
“Well, honey?” he asked anxiously.
“Oh, Elvis, you were wonderful!” she

told him. “Your acting has improved so

much. You’re lots better than you were
in your first picture.”

“Gosh, thanks,” he muttered, embar-
rassed, and quickly changed the subject.

“C’mon, now. Mom will have dinner wait-
ing. Guess we’d better leave by the back
door.”

It didn’t work. A blinding flash struck
them as they came out, leaving them dazed
and blinking.
“Thought you’d give us the slip, huh,

Elvis?” the photographer crowed.
“Why, Venetia Stevenson!” a reporter

exclaimed. “This is news!”
The next day, the picture hit every

newspaper in the country. And Venetia
Stevenson’s name was added to the list of

Elvis Presley’s “Memphis romances.”
“I don’t get this bit,” a Memphis report-

er groused. “It’s getting to be a big pub-
licity stunt for him, or the girls—or both

—

if you ask me. This business of bringing
them home to meet mother— if he’s so

serious about them, why doesn’t he settle

on one and get married?”
Why? Because Elvis Presley can’t get

married.

Elvis would like to get married. That’s

the heartbreaking, ironic twist. “Sure,
I’d like to get married some day,” he

says, in a wistful tone that implies that this

is something that happens to other people,

but not to him. Then, he adds, matter-of-
factly, “Right now, I have no plans.”

One of his henchmen put it more
bluntly: “Marriage is the farthest thing
from Elvis’ mind,” snapped Tom Diskin,

associate of Elvis’ manager, Colonel Tom
Parker.
Behind those words lies a pathetic story.

The story of a boy who has everything

—

and nothing. The story of a boy who is

lonely and misunderstood, hungering for

love, or even just a little bit of the normal
boy-girl companionship that others take
for granted.
Back in Hollywood after her three-days’

stay in Memphis, beautiful, gentle Venetia
Stevenson spoke quietly about Elvis.

There was no rancor in her heart, no bit-
ter words for those who had branded the
visit as a publicity stunt.

“I had the wrong idea about Elvis, too,

before I met him,” Venetia said. “I thought
he was real wild. Then, when a mutual
friend introduced us about a month ago.
I found out how wrong I was. He’s so
nice! So quiet, polite, friendly and easy-
going. It’s a shame that people don’t know
him as he really is!

“We dated for two weeks before he left,”

she went on. “Then, when Elvis heard that
Ed Sullivan had picked me as the Most
Photogenic Girl in the World and I was
going East to appear on his show, he in-

vited me to return by way of Memphis.
I’d never been to the South before, and it

was wonderful. The people there are so

friendly and warm. We had a quiet time,
because I was so tired from my trip. I

rode around the farm on a tractor and
drove Elvis’ cars. Elvis’ mother cooked
wonderful southern food, and if I’d stayed
there another day I’d have gained weight.
The only time we went out was to go to

a fair, and to see his movie. Most of the
time, we spent at home with his folks.”

And Venetia made it very clear that she
intended to go on seeing Elvis, let the pub-
licity fall where it may. “He’s called me
since I’ve returned,” she said, “but I was
away at a horse show and missed the calls.

But he’ll be back for a recording session

soon and I’ll see him then.”

“Sure, she means it,” snorted a hard-
bitten movie executive. “Venetia’s a nice

girl. But she’s got a great big career ahead
of her. Wait’ll the people around her
start putting on the pressure. She’ll find

out it’s not so simple to date Elvis Pres-
ley . .

Yvonne Lime found out, the hard way.
“I met Elvis when I worked with him
in ‘Loving You,’ ” says cute, blonde

Yvonne. “He remembered me from the role

I had in ‘The Rainmaker’ and came over
and introduced himself. He asked me out,

and my first date was with him and his

folks. We went to see ‘Giant’ and he sat be-
tween his mother and me, holding both of

my hands. We all enjoyed the movie very
much, and we weren’t too mobbed because
it was a small theater, and when we came
out it was raining. It was a wonderful
evening.
“We dated for the next two weeks, and

then he left on a tour. He called me from
different places, and when he got back to

Memphis, he asked me to come and visit

for Easter Week.
“We had some great times together. I

remember one party we gave together that

was really very funny. He invited his

friends from Memphis, and I invited mine
from Glendale. We decided to have a

beach party, but it rained. We went to the

beach anyway, but it didn’t stop. Finally,

we had our party in Elvis’ apartment in the

Beverly-Wilshire Hotel—all forty of us!”

Just then, a Mexico City paper reported

that Yvonne and Elvis were coming there

to be married.

“We never discussed marriage,” says

Yvonne hotly. “We dated a lot, but we
never went steady. We both went out

with others.

“When those marriage rumors broke,

we thought it best not to go out anymore.
Every time we dated, it was in the papers

that we were going to be married. I don’t

hear from Elvis at all now,” she said wist-

fully.

“The way I heard it,” a Hollywood in-

sider said, “Presley’s press agent blamed
Yvonne’s for the marriage item, and vice

versa. And the kids are the innocent vic-

tims of the fracas, until they can prove

who really did plant it. It’s a dirty shame.”
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Pretty Anne Neyland, who plays with

Elvis in his new M-G-M picture, ‘Jail-

house Rock,’ discovered, too, that dating

Elvis could cause complications in her life

—but in this case, the complications were
created by Elvis himself.

“As I told you,” said Anne, “I was pre-
pared not to like Elvis. So when I met
him, it was quite a shock. He handled
himself extremely well, and he’s much
better looking than his photographs. He’s

gallant and charming and very sweet—just

the opposite of what I thought he’d be!

“He got my phone number from the
publicity department, and we began dating

steadily. Since he’s back home he calls me
about once a week.

“I had a very small part in the picture.

I haven’t told anyone this—it was a part

sort of written in for me, at Elvis’ request.

He wanted me to be in the picture, but he
didn’t want me to play the role that I was
originally up for—the part of a movie star,

an older girl who’s been around. About a

week after we began dating, I found out
I wasn’t going to do that role. It wasn’t
until much later that I found out Elvis had
something to do with that.

“You see,” Anne went on, smiling, “Elvis

is a very funny boy when he likes a girl

very much. He puts her on a pedestal,

and he makes her out to be so sweet and
so naive that she can’t look at other boys
when she’s going around with him. As
far as he was concerned, I was too sweet to

play the movie star part, because this girl

had been around and he didn’t want me to

do anything like that.

“I was quite shocked and upset when I

discovered this. I tried to explain to him
that it was my business. That I want to

play all kinds of roles, and the parts I play
have nothing to do with what I am like

myself. But he thinks if he likes a girl

well enough to marry her, she wouldn’t
be in this business.”
But what of Barbara Hearn, the quiet,

lovely brunette back home in Memphis,
who has been close to Elvis and his family
for years? Who spends much time at his

home and sees a lot of him whenever he
comes there, seemingly indifferent to the
other girls who come to visit?

The hometown folks would like to see
Elvis marry Barbara. “She’s a mighty fine

girl,” they say. But Barbara knows that,

jv.st now at least, it isn’t in the cards.

Maybe, if Elvis hadn’t been swept away
from her by the ruthless current of his

career . . . maybe it would have been
different. But every time he comes home,
she notices a change in him, a disturbing
change that she cannot understand. He’s
as friendly as ever, on the outside . . . but
inside, there’s a baffling barrier, a with-
drawal . . . and Barbara, a stranger to the
world of show business that has claimed
Elvis, can only wait, hoping for a change.
Anne Neyland has noticed it, too. And,

because she is a part of that world, she
sees what has happened to him. “I’m hav-
ing a wonderful time with Elvis,” Anne
says thoughtfully, “But the last three
years he’s so used to people tearing at him
wherever he goes that he’s drawn into a
shell. He’s so used to being alone with a
few close friends and going for drives and
playing records that you can’t get him out
of it. I think he’s at a stage now where
he’s just given up trying to make himself
a little more normal life. It’s quite frus-
trating. In the beginning it’s very differ-

ent. He’s so very, very sweet. He’d do
anything in the world for you. He puts
you on that pedestal, and it’s very excit-
ing, but after a while, it’s just too much. I

love the quiet life!

“I don’t know why he goes out with so
many different girls,” Anne went on. “He’s
one of those people who just cannot be
alone. He needs to be with someone he
really likes. He feels he has to surround
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himself with his close friends as a sort of

protection against loneliness, because you

can be very lonely in a mob of strangers.

“One night we were watching TV and

they showed a scene of people roller-

skating. I said, ‘Oh, I haven’t done that

since I was a child. I’d love to go roller-

skating again.’ He said he’d love to do it,

too, but how could he do something like

that? The crowds wouldn’t let him skate

in peace and be alone with his date.

“Now I’ve been loaned out by M-G-M
to make a picture called ‘Motorcycle Gang.

Elvis says he’s going to come back and

really show me how to ride one. At least,

that will be fun for us.

“No wonder that when Elvis finds com-
panionship, he doesn’t want to leave it be-

hind!” Anne said vehemently. “He clings

to it, because he needs it.”

Another Presley date, Joan Blackman,

agrees. “iVhen we went on our first date,

says Joan, “he had several of his buddies

along with him. We went to see ‘Rock,

Pretty Baby’ and I was surprised to find

that he was a lot of fun to be with. He s

got a wonderful sense of humor, and I ve

always found him to be polite and con-

siderate. But Elvis likes a lot of people

around him—generally there’d be eight or

ten with us—watching TV, playing records

or dancing around in his place. Yes, he s

WHAT’S WRONG
WITH ME?

Continued from page 71

asked her recently. Here s what she said.

“Right now, my career is in crisis. I can

go up or I can go down. I can t stand still.

I think, in a way, the times are against

me. The days of star-building, as they

used to be, are over. The real way to build

a female star, the way it was done, is to

put her in a succession of pictures with

big names like William Holden or Greg

Peck. Naturally, I don’t consider myself a

star, and I feel someone on the way to

somewhere needs the moral suppoit of a

boxoffice male lead. That’s why Grace

Kelly—not that she wasn’t wonderful—

was so fantastically lucky. She rarely had

to carry a picture alone.

“I’ve been bothered for a long time by

the variety and range of my parts. Not

that variety isn’t good. It is, once you re

an established star. But I feel that for me
there must first be a more constant identi-

fication in the minds of audiences with

Joan Collins, Personality. And this I haven’t

yet established.

“I’ve played a nun, a respectable English

girl, a broken-down nymphomaniac, a

Follies girl gone astray and a thirty-five-

year-old alcoholic. None was particularly

sympathetic, and none was precisely rne.

Of all my parts, the one in ‘Island in the

Sun’ was closest to what I d like. I like

playing girls my own age—twenty-four

and hate doing ingenues. I’d love to have

the kind of parts Susan Hayward did fifteen

years ago, or Ava Gardner. The roles in

‘East Side, West Side,’ or ‘The Snows

of Kilimanjaro,’ or ‘The Hucksters.’ And,

of course, there’s something irresistible

about the role of a bad girl. I think most

actresses feel that.

“Getting back to establishing a person-

ality. For instance, take hairdos. With all

the different kinds I’ve worn, and this is

important, I’ve never become associated

with any particular kind of role. No one

would recognize me in two pictures in a

row. Then, too, I’d like to get on the right

foot with a screen personality that is part

of my own, and then use that for pro-

really very nice—a fine friend to have.”

How can Elvis tear himself away from
this, the only security, the only happiness

he knows? To do that, to give it up for

just one girl, he would have to be very

sure. And, when his career creates so

many obstacles and difficulties, how can he

ever be sure?
“I think going into the Army will be

good for him,” Anne Neyland says. “It

would get him out of the shell he’s in right

now. He calls me many times at three,

four or five in the morning, when he’s

been awake all night. He’s a very nervous

person, very high-keyed. A few more
years, the Army, and getting out among
other people should help this.”

Anne stood up, and looked out of the

window, into the darkness, where the

bright lights of hundreds of homes in

Beverly Hills twinkled—homes where

families were gathering, and children

laughing.
“Elvis told me,” she said slowly, that

marriage is the last thing on his mind. But

I think if he would find someone who
would share his life right now, he would

get married.”
She shook her head sadly. “I just don t

know any girl who could stand it. I can

see what his life is doing to him. But one

thing I do know. He needs it." The End

pulsion. Offhand, the closest I can think of

would have been the part of Myra in

“Oh Men, Oh Women”—the one Barbara

Rush played.

“It wouldn’t have to necessarily be a

sexy type personality. I’ve been identified

some with sex, but I have my own definite

feeling about that. Sex is something that

comes from within oneself. There have

been beautiful women who have been

sexless, and the plain women who have

been sexy, and it has nothing to do with

one’s figure or one’s measurements. Hav-

ing a fifty-six-inch bust, for a grotesque

example, doesn’t mean you re sexy. You
can be sexy with a thirty-inch bust. A
bosom is a lovely and sometimes necessary

adjunct to motherhood, and that s all it is.

So why all the fuss about it? I also think

that covered-up sex is more attractive

than uncovered sex. I am indifferent to

the bikini, for example.
“Glamour is another word and another

thing. Glamour, I think, is an aura. I think

very few women have real glamour. I think

Dietrich has it, Ava Gardner, Vivian Leigh,

to mention a few. But I don t think alt

these itsy-bitsy starlets are glamorous. I

don’t even think you can be glamorous

until you’ve reached a certain age. Garbo

has tremendous glamour. It’s a poise, a

worldliness, an assurance which you simply

can’t find in young girls, no matter how
pretty or sexy they are. Probably no one

will agree with me, but that’s the way I

feel about it.

“I’ve been told that I look like Elizabeth

Taylor. Well anyone compared to Eliza-

beth Taylor in looks has to be terribly

flattered, but I think it’s a handicap to be

compared to anyone. In that way, espe-

cially. For better or worse, I’ll go it on my
own. Although there’s no doubt about

Liz’ glamor, I don’t think you can make a

sweeping statement about what age a

woman can or does become glamorous—

if she ever does. It has something to do

with having lived.

“I never want to stand still. I love

movement. I know I said when I was in

Japan, ‘I’ll never live in Hollywood again.

And I won’t—for any length of time, any

more than I’d have wanted to live in

‘J love places, I could travel the rest of

my life and always be home. I love Aca-

pulco and Rome and Paris and Nsw York



and London. But if it had to be one place,

and I hope it won’t, it would be New
York. New York to me is the capital of the

world, the international city. London is

strictly British, Paris so ver-ee French.
Tokyo so Japanese. But in New York, you
hear so many languages and dialects, see

so many nationalities and viewpoints. I

prefer a cosmopolitan city. I like Vegas
and I like Hollywood all right, but it’s

no place for night life. I liked the West
Indies, too.

“Heavens, look at me eat, And yet, 1

loathe people who stuff themselves, the

obese ones. Maybe I’m jealous because of

my diets. I should talk; when I’m de-
pressed I pick up several magazines and
seven or eight candy bars, then sit and
read and eat and smoke. I like every food
that’s fattening. Someone once said that

everything he enjoys was illegal, immoral
or fattening, and that’s something like me,
but I’m quoting and I don’t really mean
immoral. I hate to be on a diet—but I al-

ways am.”

Joan has often been chided by the press

for her 1-don’t-care manner of living. But
icy remarks, such as these, appear to

bounce right off her: “Joan Collins could
never be accused of spending too much
time at the hairdresser’s” and “Joan Col-
lins obviously plans to be noticed when
she attends the royal premiere of ‘Island

in the Sun’ in London. In spite of her
studio’s disapproval, she intends to wear
an evening dress that would strike envy
in the publicity conscious little hearts of

both Jayne ‘frontless’ Mansfield and Vikki
‘backless’ Dougan. Joan’s frock might be
‘sideless,’ featuring nude net from arm-
hole to ankles.” What ultimately hap-
pened was that Joan failed to appear at

the “Island” premiere at all. Because she
was scheduled to be presented to Princess
Margaret, her absence was taken as a
“snub.” Meanwhile, Joan, basking on the
Riviera, insisted her failure to attend was
not meant as a snub, but that her tickets

were sent to the wrong address. Joan nev-
er seems disturbed by such comment. In

fact, she herself told one well-known col-
umnist quite candidly, in her part-British,
part-American accent, “I love Hollywood’s
relaxed, casual life. I’m kind of a slob.”

Does she really not care ? Is she perhaps
covering up for unhappiness in not having
attained stardom nor a great fan following?
What’s Joan hiding behind that devil-may-
care core? What is the real composure,
self-assurance and confidence that ac-
companies an actress who has made more
than twenty films? Could her attitude be
rebellion as a result of having failed in
marriage?
Married to British actor Maxwell Reed

at nineteen, Joan was separated before
coming to the States, and divorced last

year. Has marriage failure frightened her?

“Let’s put it this way. I had marriage and
fell on my face. I want to get married
again some day—when I’m utterly cer-
tain—because I want to have children,
but not for years and years and years.
Maybe now I feel it’s a kind of stagnancy
—and I can’t be stagnant. Now it literally

puts the fear of God in me, the thought of
getting married again. Then, I get so fright-
ened when I see other people’s marriages
and what’s happening to them. My friends,
too. Plus that when you get married, it’s

for life, or that’s the theory, and say that
at twenty-four I have another fifty years
of living to do. It’s an awfully long time to
spend with one person. So I’d want to be
very certain before I marry again, because
when I do, I really want it to be forever.
If that seems a contradiction, I’m sorry,
but it’s all this wonderful traveling gives
it to me, and marriage can wait as long
as it wants, for all it matters to me. And,
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dear Lord, I hope it will never, never,
never be to an actor!

“As a general rule, I don’t like actors.

Especially young actors. Why? Good
question. Because they’re always playing
a scene, always on, as we say in the pro-
fession. I admire honesty, so I loathe this

Hollywood patois of ‘Baby -doll’ and
‘Howzit, sweetie?’ and ‘Darling-I-love-
you-you-know-that-dan’tcha?’ The young
ones. But James Mason now is one of the
sweetest men on earth, a great, great man.
As a matter of fact, I’ve found right along
that the bigger the star, the nicer a person
he is.

“As for engagements, they should never
be less than four months, and eight

months is better. And for all I know,
eight years would be best of all. How can
you tell anything in less than four months?
How would you know love from simple
fascination? How do you know how
many times you could stand watching
your light of love pull his left ear when
he’s thinking, which is what he always
does? How long could he watch you touch
your hair in the back when you’re socially

nervous? I see marriages going to pieces
because of things as trivial as this. On all

sides of me. When you’re batting against

forever, or mortal life, you’re bucking
pretty big odds. If you’re like I am. And
I am like that.”

Compared to other stars, Joan Collins is

unknown to her fans. Hers is a name
which has appeared on movie house mar-
quees, she is probably more beautiful than
many other more popular stars, she is

well-traveled, well-read and an inde-
pendent woman. And yet she has not
come off the screen as a definite person-
ality. It’s a puzzlement.
Around Hollywood, Joan is known as

an extremely opinionated girl. Opinion-
ated about life because she’s lived it—as a
frightened child of war-torn Britain,

through the torment of the Blitz and the
lean years which followed. Opinionated
about love because she flopped at it. Her
likes and dislikes—both of which are
strong—reap her admirers and skeptics
and affect everything she thinks and feels.

“Everybody hates war except those who
make it. That’s a cliche, but I know it’s

true. In London during the Blitz, I saw
hotels and houses that had been standing
for years destroyed. Suddenly they just

weren’t there any more. And there were
people I knew who were killed. I’m still

afraid of the dark and sleep with the
living room lights on. And all this night
club going I do. The bright lights . . .

well, never mind . . .

“I hate getting up in the morning and
going to bed early at night. I detest two-
tone cars. They strike me as incredibly
vulgar. I like an all black or white or pink
car, and I love the styling of the Thunder-
bird—which is funny, because usually I

dislike convertibles. They get to look
cheesy after a while. But I love sports
cars, particularly British and Italian ones.

“I hate rock ’n’ roll but I love Latin
American music and calypso. I can’t stand
waltzing or ballroom dancing, but the
Latin kind is very much for me. And in-
cidentally, I hate people who say they
can’t dance and then do. If they can’t
dance, I will thank them to stay off my
toes. But eating and certain kinds of
dancing, these I like the most.
“Going to the movies every night would

be a kind of Heaven on earth, but I loathe
watching television. An evening of it is

the ultimate in boredom. I think TV can
be like a narcotic, and that in a few
generations people will be bug-eyed idiots,

communicating in grunts. I have an
eleven-year-old brother who watches it

five hours a day. It’s alarming. Selective
viewing, that’s something else again, of

course. But selective viewers are getting
mighty hard to find.

“Besides, I’m afraid of anything, includ-
ing television, that is making life easier

than it should be. All this instant coffee,

cake mixes, pre-frozen foods, all that.

They’re weakening the fabric in some
way. Then all these people who have to

keep up with the Joneses.
“And I am very much anti people who

are so anti—the anti-Semitics, anti-Cath-
olics, anti-anything. They are often bigots
themselves. Mention of the Ku Klux Klan
does something bad to my blood pressure.
Perhaps some of it is coloration from the
picture I made in the West Indies, ‘Island

in the Sun.’ We all got along so fine there,

and my own part happened to be that of

a prominent islander who thought she was
part colored before she found out different.

“T hate posing for pictures, but like

X doing candid pictures, probably be-
cause I photograph better that way.

I don’t like photographers who say ‘Smile,
please,’ or at least I don’t like the in-

struction.

“I don’t like women drivers, especially
those who never know which way they’re
going, and sail right through boulevard
stop signs. That’s not only dangerous and
illegal, it’s bad manners, and I hate bad

ANSWERS TO
“HOLLYWOOD’S BIGGEST
COMEBACK’’ QUIZ
on page 42

1. “True Confession”

Fred MacMurray, Carole Lombard,

John Barrymore

2. “Three Comrades”

Margaret Sullavan, Robert Taylor

3. “I Married a Witeli”

Fredric March, Veronica Lake

4. “The Good Earth”

Luise Rainer, Paul Muni

5. “Talk of the Town”

Cary Grant, Jean Arthur,

Ronald Colman

6. “Two-Faced Woman”
Greta Garbo, Melvyn Douglas

7. “Four Daughters”

John Garfield, Priscilla Lane

8. “Red Dust”

Tully Marshall, Donald Crisp,

Jean Harlow, Clark Gable

9. “Smilin’ Through”

Norma Shearer, Fredric March

manners, even elementary. I’m not taking
bows, but I do hold doors open for older
women and always remember to thank
the elevator operator, and I never hear
anyone doing this any more. I do it be-
cause I was taught it was the correct and
courteous way to do things. On the other
hand, I can be just as rude as any one
if I need to.

“I loathe all forms of domesticity, from
cooking on down, and I gag at magazine
layouts featuring the star as the girl next
door, whacking at that batter with that
apron so fetching. Who is the girl next
door, anyway? She sounds like a fiction.

“Although I hate cooking, I’ve a lot of
respect for those who can cook and
naturally, have a flock of favorite restau-
rants. Les Amassadeurs in London, La
Rue here in Hollywood, Maxim’s in Paris,
“21” in New York, and George’s in Tokyo
makes the best duck. I guess I have an
international digestive system. El Morocco
is my favorite nightclub.
“Look, isn’t it positively indecent for

me to sit here and roll out menus? There
must be something as universal. Children,
for instance. Some of my very best friends
are children. But I’ve old-fashioned ideas
about them and feel that they should be
seen and not heard. I can’t bear pre-
cocious children and I’m sure it’s always
the parents’ fault. I think the most beau-
tiful thing to see is a ten- or eleven-year-
old who has flawless manners. Not prissy,

just nice.

“But I’m not as crotchety as I sound,
really. I like parties and dressing up, and
spend most of my money on clothes. Know
what I brought back from Japan? Listen
to this lineup: Fourteen dresses, four
coats, three suits and twenty shirts, and
a lot of the shirts I designed myself.

“I love surprises and getting presents,
but no matter what you’ve heard I don’t
like any one man to the exclusion of
others. I dislike wolves, but also their

opposite numbers, the meek, wishy-washy
men. I like very much indeed tall, thin
men. In cars, I’m not comfortable when
anyone else is driving unless it’s my
father.

“.
. . and I love talking about food. Being

British, I was brought up on a regime of

four meals a day. I liked tea best of all.

We’d have thin slices of buttered bread,
paste, shrimps or prawn, and scones with
butter and strawberry jam, wonderful
cakes and endless cups of tea. Now I’m
down to two meals a day and I miss tea-
time desperately. Tea itself, too. Amer-
icans don’t really know how to make tea,

just as the English can’t make a decent
cup of coffee.

“I loathe phone calls and talking on
phones and writing letters. I like reading
—fiction or otherwise—and right now
my favorite writers are Irwin Shaw and
Eric Maria Remarque. That’s a fluid situ-

ation, though.
“I like simple clothes with bright colors,

ballet-length gowns, sheath dresses and
full skirts. I like the taste of liquor, and
love wine and the rum drinks they have
in the West Indies. But actually I’m not
much for drinking.

“I desperately want to catch up with
world affairs. I’ve rather been neglecting
my mind lately. A body might be enough
for the public, but a girl couldn’t go
through her whole life congratulating her-
self upon having a body. I want to be
able to do a play on Broadway and get
some good reviews for a change.
“As long as they keep me moving in

films, I’ll be happy. This is what I was
made for. My luck is unbelievable. There’s
so much to the world, so much to do and
see. And not to be alone, or in the dark,
ever.”
Are there any questions about Joan

Collins as a personality? The End



NINE-MONTH
BEAUTY COURSE

Continued from page 77

for both mother and baby is not unlike

the health and beauty program regularly

followed by actresses and models who
must always look their best.

In Vera’s opinion, too many expectant

mothers are depressed by secret fears

about what childbearing will do to their

health and good looks. “Don’t feel guilty

and don’t worry!” she says. “And don’t

hesitate to tell your doctor how important
it is to you to look and feel attractive.

He’ll understand and approve.” Wife of

actor “Pete” Gordon Scott, Vera is the

mother of two daughters by a previous
marriage—Debbie, age seven, and Kelley,

four and a half years old—in addition to

the latest arrival.

“HHhere are good medical reasons,” she

X says, “why obstetricians today are as

concerned about weight as beauty
experts. They’ve discovered that toxemia
of pregnancy, one of the commonest dan-
gers to expectant mothers, rarely occurs

unless the patient is overweight.

“If you are too heavy to start with,

your doctor will put you on a diet to nor-

malize your weight. Even if your size is

right, he probably won’t permit you to

gain more than eighteen pounds. It’s

usually alloted this way: three pounds for

the first three months and two and a half

pounds for each succeeding month. While
your doctor is watching your weight to

safeguard your health,” Vera points out,

“you can make it pay off in a better fig-

ure.”

Five feet four and a half inches tall and
normally weighing around 112 pounds,
Vera had to diet to keep weight on. “I

gained only twelve pounds carrying Deb-
bie,” she says, “and after she was born I

looked like a rail! Next two times, I made
sure to gain the full eighteen pounds.

“Eating for two doesn’t mean twice as

much,” warns Vera, whose diet has two
objectives—controlling weight and getting

the right food. “Babies know what they
need for healthy development. If your
diet is inadequate, they take what they
need at your expense. And that’s when a

woman’s health and appearance can be
permanently damaged!”
To protect both you and your baby,

Vera recommends that your diet include

daily portions of eggs, meat or fish, whole
grain bread or cereal and three portions

each of fruit and vegetables. “Your doc-
tor may also prescribe supplementary
vitamin pills,” she adds, “and suggest that

you cut out sweets because they tend to

destroy your appetite for the foods you
need.

“Milk, of course, is a big must, but be-
cause of its high fat content, your doctor
will decide how much is best for you. If

you are a rapid gainer, he may prefer to

have you drink skim milk.

“If following your diet grows irksome,”
says Vera, “remind yourself that it means
better health for your baby now and bet-
ter looks for you a year from now.”

Meals for the Scotts, whether or not
Vera is pregnant, usually include meat,
broiled or roasted, a vegetable and a big

green salad. For dessert they like plain
gelatine made with orange juice or a
liquidized fruit. Breakfast is often pre-
pared in a liquidizer and is usually a com-
bination of orange juice, two raw eggs, a
little honey, a couple of envelopes of gela-
tine and a banana. “Tastes delicious,”

says Vera, “and I get plenty of nourish-

ment without feeling overstuffed.

“If it hadn’t been for Pete,” she con-
fides, “I’d never have found out about
proper nutrition. He’s a firm believer in

natural foods and he certainly changed
my way of thinking—and eating. I went
along first just to please him. But after

eating his way for a while, I suddenly
began to notice how much better I looked
and felt. Even skin blemishes that used
to bother me occasionally have dis-

appeared!” Vera now knows enough about
diet to write an article on the subject

—

and has, in a local newspaper. She ad-
mits that her doctor was impressed
enough to buy a batch for his other
patients.

“Don’t be surprised,” Vera cautions, “if

you find yourself nodding at any and all

hours. It’s one of the major signals of

pregnancy and nature’s way of telling you
that you need lots of rest. Eight hours
of sleep at night are always important
for good health and good looks—as any-
one who has to face a camera knows. But
because of the extra work your body is

doing during pregnancy, it needs to be
recharged often. Three twenty-minute
rest periods during the day do more to

pep me up than two additional hours of

sleep at night.”

Like the right groceries and enough
rest, exercise is another item the expect-
ant mother can borrow from an actress’

normal beauty routine. “Walking in the
fresh air is one of the best exercises for

pregnant women,” says Vera. “It pays a

beauty bonus, too, in fresher skin, spar-
kling eyes and improved muscle tone. I

also swam a lot in our pool and got plenty
of exercise painting and hanging wall
paper. But don’t overdo,” she warns.
“As a precaution against miscarriage, your
doctor will remind you to take it easy on
days when you would normally have your
menstrual period—especially during the
first three months.”

An old wives’ tale that Vera does heed is

the one about “a tooth for every
child.” “Calcium metabolism is af-

fected during pregnancy,” she says, “and
extra acid in the mother’s saliva may also

weaken the enamel. It’s a good idea to

have beginning cavities filled early in your
pregnancy. And see your dentist once
again before the baby is bom so that no
new cavities can make much headway.”
A slave, she admits it, to a toothbrush,

Vera even carries one in her handbag be-
cause she’s always had trouble keeping
her teeth free of cavities. Even when
she’s not pregnant, she scrubs her teeth
after each meal, as well as morning and
night, and has taught her daughters to do
the same.
About the stretch marks that some-

times appear on abdomen, hips and
breasts as the body enlarges, Vera has
experienced no problem. “Dry skin may
be a factor,” she cautions, “and during
pregnancy it’s likely to become even
drier.” She uses bath oil to keep her
skin supple and enjoys a long, leisurely
soak in a lukewarm tub, as much, she
says, as some people enjoy eating!

“I rarely take a shower because a bath
fulfills two needs—it gets my neck clean
and relaxes me. I take a magazine with me
and can happily spend thirty minutes to
an hour in the tub, depending on how
busy I am.”
Vera has decided ideas about how to

look pretty while pregnant. “You can’t
be much more feminine than when you
are having a baby,” she says, “so why not
look the part. Even if you’ve always
been the glamorous type, this is not the
time for dramatic effects with heavy
make-up or complicated hair styles. I

don’t mean you should go to extremes and
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#44M. . . #34. . . #6010. . . #312. .

.
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PRACTICAL
NURSING

HAVE A CAREER OR EXTRA INCOME
FREE SAMPLE LESSON PAGES show how I

easily you can qualify for choice of

,

careers as Practical Nurse, Nurse's Aide,

Nurse-Companion, Doctor’s Office |
Nurse, Infant Nurse or as Hospital

Attendant. Learn at home in your spare

time in a few short months. High school f

education not required. Students ac-

cepted up to 65
. for free nurses folder

and SAMPLE LESSON PAGES I

Post Graduate School of Nursing
j

9 D I I 7 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago 5, Illinois

NAME

ADDRESS. .

CITY STATE

I#
h
HIGH schools

No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

j

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for\
previous schooling. Diploma awarded.\
Write now for FREE catalog HH-52.

WAYNE SCHOOL uuii&st.)
2527 Sheffield Ave./ Chicago 14/ Illinoisj

FREE i

forASTHMA!
_ _ M . _ I Bronchitis & Catarrh Sufferers

SAMPLE 1 No Cost! • No Obligation!
Write today for FREE SAMPLE of MAGAIR new scientific
wonder formula guaranteed to bring quick relief from miseries
of asthma attacks, bronchitis, catarrh and hay fever. Cough-
ing, wheezing, gasping, choking relieved immediately in prac-
tically all cases. MAGAIR is a tested and proved prescription
formula. Try before you buy I For FREE SAMPLE write to:

M AGAIR, 100 W. Chicago Ave.,TSM-11,Chicago 10
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A
1ZE
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PHOTOS

from favorite pictures, weddings, gradu-
ations, babies, classmates, pets, etc.

Send $1 with picture. Your original will

be returned with 25 beautiful prints on fin-

est double weight portrait paper. Money
back guarantee. Add 10£ P.P.

FREE! I PHOTO ENCASED IN PLASTIC
ROXANNE STUDIOS— Dept. 504

Boi 138, Wall St. St*.. New York 5. N. V.

You needn't be! Now you can
remove unwanted hair forever
— in the privacy of your home
— with the famous Mahler Hair
Removal Epilator! Acclaimed
by thousands of women who
have discovered how Mahler
destroys the hair root perma-
nently! By following our instruc-

tions you, too. can learn to use

"^the Mahler safely and effi-

ciently! Positive money-back
guarantee! Act todayl

Tend 5$ for illustrated 16-page |
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SUFFSPSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

.^DERmOIL
TRY IT YOURSELF no
matter how long you have
suffered. Write for FREE
book on Psoriasis and
DERMOIL. Send lOc
for trial bottle to make
our "One Spot Test”.

Don't be embarrassed
with Psoriasis, the ugly,

scaly skin disease. TRY
dermoil. Amazing re-

sults reported by many
grateful users for 24
years. With DERMOIL it

is possible that ugly scaly patches
on body or scalp may be gradually removed and the an-
noying itching relieved, while the skin becomes pliable

and soft as the redness is reduced. Many doctors use the
non-staining Dermoil formula. Must give definite benefit
or money back. Sold by leading Drug stores.

Write today LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 3704
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.

let your nose get shiny,” she adds, “but I

do like makeup applied for a natural look
and a hairdo that is simple, shining and
easy to care for.

“Sometimes pregnancy tends to make
hair stringy, lose its luster or even fall

out a bit. Brushing helps and so do con-
ditioning treatments.” Vera finds that her
hair grows faster when pregnant. “For
which I’m grateful,” she says, “because
Pete likes it long.

“Women who have trouble with brittle,

breaking nails during pregnancy can usu-
ally strengthen them by eating plain

gelatine dissolved in fruit juice or some
other liquid,” she advises. “I don’t have
this problem, probably because my nor-
mal diet is high in protein.”

Vera’s maternity wardrobe features
slim skirts and trousers with tops that
stand away crisply. “Soft, clinging fabrics

look tired,” she says, “and make you look
bulgy.” About shoes, she admits that the
added weight can be hard on your feet,

but prefers flats and occasionally high
heels to “sensible” shoes. “I suppose if

you’re really smart,” she says, “by the
sixth month you’d give in and get a pair
of oxfords.”
Vera thinks that too much leisure is

what makes nine months seem like nine
years to some women. “The minute I

get pregnant I get very ambitious,” she
says. “I work as long as I can in pictures.

Then, when I’m no longer in shape, I do
all the things I ordinarily don’t have time
for. Last summer, while I was carrying
the baby, I papered and painted three
rooms, and made curtains, draperies and
the girls’ fall school clothes. I also got a lot

of reading done,” says Vera who thinks
that pregnancy is a good time to provide
for the mind as well as the body.

In Vera’s opinion, it’s a mistake to fear
for your figure if you want to nurse your
baby. “If anything, your breasts will be
a little fuller,” she says, “and that’s usu-
ally all to the good. If I didn’t nurse my
babies, it wouldn’t seem like I had any.”
To prevent sagging, she urges being

extra sure of proper support during both

pregnancy and nursing. “By the third

month,” she says, “it’s time to call it quits
with your regular bra and switch to a
maternity model that will expand as you
do and fit through your entire pregnancy.”
Vera cautions against doing post-natal

exercises until your doctor gives you the
go-ahead. “He’ll probably suggest that
you start on the tenth day after birth,”

she says, “and continue for two or three
months. The routines he’ll recommend
are primarily to strengthen the vaginal
muscles and sphincter of the bladder and
help the uterus return to normal position.

But they will also strengthen abdominal
muscles, and help to smooth any bulges
on hips and thighs.

“Nerves play a big role in how you look
and feel,” says Vera. “You can let be-
ing pregnant scare you to death or you
can enjoy it as a wonderful adventure.
Having a baby is a family affair in our
house and the girls shared the entire ex-
perience with me. Telling them about the
baby was no problem. They’d been beg-
ging for one for so long that it was really

a matter of saying, ‘Now you’re going to

have it—but you’ll have to be patient for a
few months.’

“I haven’t kept anything from them and
Debbie has known the facts of life for

quite a while. I feel that anything she’s

ready to ask about, she’s ready to know.
We got a little book from our doctor that

shows how a baby is conceived, how he
lies and how he looks at different stages

and we all went through it together.

“I think a little girl’s best preparation
for life is to be around her mother when
she’s carrying a baby. If she sees what a

natural, happy experience it is, she’ll be
able to discount later the frightening old

wives’ tales she may hear. She’ll see that

the right food, enough rest, fresh air, ex-
ercise, normal activity and good groom-
ing can make pregnancy the most attrac-

tive time of a woman’s life. And I hope
she’ll learn that it can be carried over
from a nine-month project to a long
range program for good health and good
looks.” The End

IS KIM

GETTING MARRIED?
Continued from page 52

steps leading up to the magnificent historic

white church, the Paris landmark Sacre-
Coeur. They went inside to light a candle
and to spend a few quiet moments alone
together there.

The final hours had gone too fast, but
Kim and Mario had managed to spend
them away from the press, the photogra-
phers, the public who had been so enthu-
siastically following their every move
during our month abroad.
Their last night in Paris was “the most

wonderful evening we’ve ever spent to-

gether,” Kim had said to me. They had
dinner in the royal quarters Kim’s studio

had provided for us at the Hotel Bristol on
the Rue Saint Honore. A fabulous place,

two floors with many, many rooms, with
our own private elevator, with many ter-

races, and with a sweeping view of Paris

below.
Mario and Kim dined there on a terrace

. . . by candlelight . . . and alone. Mario
had sent roses. They were on the table.

There was music—their own music—from
a lovely little music-box Mario had given
Kim in Rome ... a haunting Italian mel-
ody playing over and over—and helping
to shut out the reminder that they were
destined to go in opposite directions.

Mario’s train left an hour ahead of our
plane, and Kim had taken him to the train.

But their real goodbyes had been said

quietly at the Church Sacre-Coeur.
And so our holiday was over—and they

were going their separate ways—again.

Kim to Hollywood to make a picture, and
Mario Bandini to Rome to build a
bridge . . .

“Count Bandini?” Mario had said hu-
morously when I’d met him for the first

time. “I’m not a Count—I’m an engineer.

I build bridges.”
Only the future would know, I thought,

whether they would be able to bridge the

ocean, the miles, the months, the heritage,

that lay between . . .

This was the question I had asked my-
self over and over during the month we
had been abroad. Today Kim was one of

the most famous motion-picture stars, but
I wasn’t thinking of her career or her pro-
fessional future. The personal happiness
of this lovely, gentle girl means a great

deal to me—and has since she was thir-

teen.

I had viewed Rome, Naples, Paris

—

wherever we were—with one thought:

could a girl so thoroughly American as

Kim be happy living there?
And throughout our trip, I’d had the

feeling that Mario Bandini, without being
at all obvious, was introducing Kim to the

life she would share, the homes that would
be hers, the people she would know—the

whole way of life that would be theirs

—

if she were ever to marry him.
Likewise, I had felt that Kim, as girls



will, was watching with an open eye, en-
visioning how she would feel if one day
she were a part of all this.

Will Kim Novak marry Mario Bandini?
This was the question that would be asked
over and over in the months to come.
Kim’s many friends of the press would be
asking, speculating and rumoring.
Behind us—the distance widening be-

tween them—was Mario. Ahead was a de-
manding motion picture career. And
ahead, too, was an endearing man who had
been part of Kim’s life for so long. Back
home—there would be Mac Krim.

Still . . .

Because of my fondness for Mac—and
because of a few opinions I’d previously

formed—I hadn’t planned on liking Mario
Bandini at all. . . .

During all the past year, since Kim met
him at the Cannes Film Festival, I’d been
hearing about Mario Bandini from her.

He wrote fairly often, and he’d called her
at least once every week. But he was
almost fictitious to me—one of those titled

playboys who go poloing and yachting

around and living off the fat of their

fathers’ land. In spite of the little things

Kim would tell me, I thought him the

summer romance of last year. And I’d

given him no serious thought when Kim
wanted me to “tour Europe” on a month’s
vacation with her when she finished “Pal

Joey” at Columbia.
But as we would talk excitedly about

our itinerary, the countries we’d visit,

what we would do—we seemed to always
end up spending much, much time in

Home. Kim kept telling me how much
she loved this beautiful city the year be-
fore. Helping her make plans—and shop-
ping with her for a red alpaca cardigan
sweater to take to Mario Bandini—I be-
gan to wonder seriously if the beauty of

the city was Kim’s prime interest.

I felt I could be right when our itinerary

began to change so rapidly—literally in

mid-air! Kim has an ear condition that

bothers her when she flies, and landings
are painful for her. Kim’s condition
seemed to become worse alarmingly as the

hours went by, and land neared. Soon
Copenhagen was off our schedule, then
Switzerland. Finally Kim said she felt

so miserable she thought it better to go
straight to Rome. “My ears,” she re-
minded me again.

We landed unannounced at midnight.
Kim was positively exuberant. “Last year
I got to see just enough of Rome to love
it, and I promised myself I would come
back and really take time to explore this

beautiful city,” she said. But her eager-
ness as we approached the Grand Hotel
seemed to indicate that an additional
fascination awaited her.

Every room of our suite was filled with
beautiful flowers! There was an enor-
mous arrangement of lovely lavender hy-
drangeas in the living room. Reading the
card with the lavender flowers, Kim said

breathlessly, “You know—I talk to him
every week . . . and now here we are! I

can’t realize I’m really here—and he’s

sending all these beautiful flowers!” Could
I realize that we were really there? No,
I could not. . , .

Not the enormity of the reception. Not
remembering little Marilyn Novak when
I first met her, when she came to the
teenage parties I arranged as part of the
promotion I did for a Chicago store. Re-
membering the shy little fawn of a girl

who’d stood on the sidelines watching the
others so eagerly, so sure she had nothing
to offer, so sure no boy would ever look
at her.

Today, Kim Novak had come a long way
from that Chicago department store as a
teenage model. Perhaps at the moment,
too far. , . . Smothered in a roomful of

flowers from this Count—whatever that

meant in Italy. Kim was far too down-
to-earth for this sort of thing, I thought

—

before I met Mario Bandini.
He called immediately, and Kim was

very nervous seeing him again. “Maybe
Mario won’t like me when he sees me
this year, Norma. Do you think I’ve

changed from a year ago?” she kept say-
ing over and over. She tried on at least

half a dozen things before deciding what
to wear. Then—typically Kim—she put
away all the glamorous clothes she’d

brought and put on her beloved casuals

—

velvet slacks and a black silk shirt.

I was charmed by Mario Bandini imme-
diately. By his warmth and gentleness,

his lively magnetic eyes, and his wonder-
ful, contagious smile. All this, and hand-
some too! Still, I was a little wary. The
“Count” somehow removed him from our
way of life in America.

Mario, however, soon straightened me
out on this. “Norma, I want you to know
I’m not a Count, and I don’t want to be
a Count. I don’t know how that story

ever got started,” he said smilingly.

As an engineer, he builds more than
bridges, but they are his love, I was to

find. He had so much enthusiasm for his

work, and he began to tell us thrilling

things that were happening to him in

connection with his various enterprises.

His construction company, his canning
company, and his motion picture produc-
tions company—just to mention three!

This wasn’t the man I’d pictured at

all. I’d assumed that as a “Count” he
never worked. True, he was a wealthy
man, but he was also a brilliant business
man, a very hardworking man. And this,

I was soon to find, was part of his great
charm for Kim.
That night when Mario had gone, Kim

stood for a long time at our hotel window
looking at the beautifully lighted foun-
tains in the square below. “Oh, Norma

—

I love Rome so much!” she said finally.

Rome? Well, I wondered!
My own resistance to Mario Bandini was

melting fast, but in spite of liking him,
there’s always a question where Kim’s
concerned. Is a man interested in Kim the
person, or Kim the glamorous motion pic-
ture star, and the publicity attached to

her?
I soon found out. Reporters and pho-

tographers had been blocking the corri-

dors of the Grand Hotel. I’ve never seen
so many in my life—all of them deter-
mined to do or die. Kim graciously
agreed to a press conference, but this

turned out to be a frightening experience
physically. When Kim and Mario left

the hotel there was pandemonium, with
photographers pushing and yelling, and
me being pushed across the street by the
crowd in the opposite direction. Mario
was blocking and making every effort to
protect Kim. They finally made it to his
car. He was kind with the press, but he
was very firm. He avoided photographers
whenever possible during our stay. I

sensed Mario Bandini disliked all this in-
tensely, which pleased me very much.
During the weeks that followed, our

“extensive tour of Europe” became an
extensive tour of Rome, with Mario a
most persuasive guide. I had the feeling
Mario was acquainting Kim with his

homeland, his beloved city, his friends,

his whole way of life. And that Kim was
perhaps unconsciously weighing things
Roman against things American, and won-
dering if she could be happy so far from
home. _
We saw the Roman Forum at sunset and

it was beautiful. We visited the old Ital-

ian Village d’Este, Tivoli with the lux-
urious splendor of fountains that seem to

be springing from everywhere. We went

anytime . .

.

anywhere

TootHbrushing is convenient with

Now, whether at home or away,
you can conveniently brush your
teeth three times a day, after each
meal with TOTE-BRUSH— the
sure way to fight tooth decay and
bad breath.

TOTE-BRUSH, the only full-size

folding toothbrush is 5" long with

3 rows of the finest nylon bristles.

Unfolds and locks rigid, ready for

use. New “cigarette pack” size case

in 3-D visual styrene. Fits into purse
or pocket. Choice of assorted pastel

colors. Tube of toothpaste included.

Available at drug, department
stores, luggage shops and $1
beauty shops everywhere. Only 1

TOTE-BRUSH Folding Toothbrush Kit
Tote-Brush, Inc. * Chicago 14, Illinois

Over 10,000,000 men, women and children
have the daily Tote-Brush habit
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Doctor's New Fast Reliel

Of Soft Latex Foam
You never tried any-
thing so wonderful for
Bunions or Enlarged
Joints as the new Dr.
Scholl’s Bunion Shield of soft, cushioning Latex
Foam. Fits over and around the toe. Stops painful
shoe friction, lifts pressure. Flesh color, washable.
Men’s and women’s sizes, Small, Medium, Large.
$1.50 each. If not obtainable locally at your Drug,
Shoe or Dept. Store, send price with pencil outline of
foot to DR. SCHOLL’S Inc., Dept. B6, Chicago 10,111.

OH, MY
ACHING BACK
Now I You can get the fast relief you need from

nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
and pains that often cause restless nights and mis-
erable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts
come on with over-exertion or stress and strain—
you want relief—want it fast ! Another disturbance
may be mild bladder irritation following wrong
food and drink— often setting up a restless un-
comfortable feeling.
For quick relief get Doan’s Pills. They work fast

in 3 separate ways : 1. by speedy pain-relieving ac-
tion to ease torment of nagging backache, head-
aches, muscular aches and pains. 2. by their sooth-
ing effect on bladder irritation. 3. by their mild
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miles of kidney tubes.

Find out how quickly this 3-way medicine goes to
“

work. Enjoy a good night’s sleep and the same happy
relief millions have for over 60 years. Ask for new,
large size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today I
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5-Foot-Long Balloons
Twist Into A Thousand Shapes!
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Postage
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Handling
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FREE
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Book
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Itching urination) or Strong Smelling, Cloudy
Urine, due to common Kidney and Bladder Irri-
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satisfied. See how fast you improve.
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Elvis Presley Album
A Few Copies Left
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nal Elvis Presley Al-
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is that book that is now
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Here’s the thrill-filled

story of his life—over
100 pictures. Rush 25c
for your copy—today.

Bartholomew House, Inc.

Dept. 11, 205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

through the old churches and admired
the beautiful mosaics, and we visited the
Cathedral of St. John, stirred by the
thought that it was built 310 years after

Christ, the first church in which Chris-
tians worshiped in public, and we saw an
outdoor concert, and the Coliseum.
Kim was saying how much she adored

the whole city, and suddenly Mario said

“You know, Kim—I don’t think you be-
long in America. You’re more European

—

you fit into a European way of life
—

”

A new kind of glow seemed to come
over Kim whenever she was with Mario
Bandini, I was beginning to notice. For
the first time since I could remember, Kim
seemed to have forgotten her career com-
pletely. She hadn’t mentioned the script

for her new picture since we’d arrived,
which was certainly unusual! And I was
just thinking how far removed Kim was
from all that, when suddenly we were
surrounded by Columbia’s Rome execu-
tives, who were having a party there. For
a moment the carefree look seemed to

leave Kim, but a dance with Mario re-
vived it again.

“All of a sudden this just left me com-
pletely. The studio—all of it,” Kim con-
fided to me later. “I’d forgotten all about
it. But everything is so wonderful. I

haven’t felt so relaxed and happy in

ages!”

Then one evening Kim and Mario were
going for a drive around Rome in Mario’s
little foreign car, when Kim heard Ameri-
can music coming from somewhere. “Oh,
let’s listen!” she said suddenly, and Mario
stopped the car. Listening to the music
made her so homesick, Kim said later,

especially hearing it, and not feeling quite
part of it. Kim loves Neopolitan music.
Everywhere we would go a little group
of musicians would gather around her
and serenade her, and Kim loved it. But
suddenly, hearing American music, she
knew how much she had missed it. As
Kim described it to me, they sat and lis-

tened “and it was so frustrating—because
I couldn’t get with it.” It was as though
she were trying so hard to grope for

something the American music repre-
sented, Kim explained, and she couldn’t
get it “tuned in” any more. Thinking
about it, I wondered what Kim’s reaction
meant. Was she thinking of Mac when
she heard the music? Was she afraid of

her feeling for Mario Bandini, because
she could no longer feel fully American?
Kim had wondered what her feeling

would be—as well as Mario’s. “You think
of these things—that you won’t feel the
same, meeting again. But it’s even better.

We’re closer than we were a year ago. I

love being with Mario—-I enjoy being with
him. He’s such a fine person, and so
much fun. He certainly has everything
one could want in a man.”
And as Mario had said, “Last year it

was such a gay-holiday kind of relation-
ship. Now we’re having an opportunity
to really know one another—

”

One evening after we’d gotten back
from a lovely day with Dino and Sylvana
De Laurentis at their beautiful villa, Kim
said glowingly, “You know—now I un-
derstand why so many people want to

live here.” The De Laurentises (who
produced “War And Peace”) are old
friends of Mario’s. They had an interesting,

stimulating group of people there, and I

had the feeling that Kim was looking at

their home with an interested eye and
wondering if perhaps she might be liv-

ing in a villa like that too some day.

But then, there was another evening. . . .

We attended a very elegant dinner with
a very titled gathering. Every guest was
a Countess or Marquis or Princess—some-
thing. Dinner was served on the terrace
of a mansion overlooking Rome. They

were very wealthy people with many,
many servants. All the women seemed so
very elegant and chic, so different from
Kim’s usual casual way of life. And their
conversation seemed to be confined to two
items, the tremendous balls they attended
and the yachting cruises they planned.
Now and then throughout the evening

I would catch a serious-faced Kim ab-
sorbing the whole scene around her, and
the next morning I knew she must have
given it much thought.

“I had the strangest dream last night,”
she said slowly. “I dreamed I was having
a party. One moment it was at my beach
house and the next—some place I’d never
been before. I’d invited these very nice
people we met last night to a wiener
roast, and I’d said on the invitation, “Let’s
all have a ball!” Well, I was in my shirt
and slacks—but they arrived dressed for
a formal ball.

“Mario was there,” Kim continued, “and
one moment in my dream I looked at him.
He seemed to be shocked by all this. And
the next moment the two of us and all of
them were sitting on the floor, roasting
our wieners, and looking into the fire

—

and Mario was laughing hilariously.”
Perhaps it was my own imagination, but

I felt the moonlight go out of Rome for
Kim. Until the next day—when Mario
and Kim and I were discussing the differ-
ent ways of life.

Mario talked about his own attitude
about living—those things which meant
much to him. “I enjoy being alone, too,”
he said. Immediately looking at Kim and
including her in the aloneness away from
others.

“T love to hunt,” Mario said.

I “I’ve always wanted to learn to hunt,”
Kim said quickly. Mario described

the best part of hunting to him was “the
thrill of getting up before dawn and sit-

ting very, very still, watching the beauty
and grace of the animals, watching the
mothers feed their young, and watching
the dawn come up.

“I don’t like the killing part of hunting,”
he said. He liked all the things that went
with it. He mentioned the peace and quiet
of the early morning “and the closeness
to God.”
Afterwards Kim was saying how much

this conversation reflected the kind of

person Mario is. That it was really a
self-portrait in words of “this wonder-
ful, wonderful, kind, thoughtful person.”

Mario’s also building a hotel, and he
recently finished a lovely modern theater
building in which all the seats are cov-
ered with lavender leather—a tribute to

Kim. Kim listens, her eyes sparkling,

when Mario talks about the buildings he’s

constructing and his many other enter-
prises. “I admire men with brilliant busi-
ness careers and with such energy and
enthusiasm for work,” she’s said. “I love

to hear Mario talk about these things

—

to see how much they mean to him.”

Part of Mario’s great charm for Kim
is this great drive to accomplish “the

goals he sets for himself. Mario is very
wealthy, and he could live a life of lei-

sure without exerting any effort at all.

But if he were living without working,
I’m sure we wouldn’t have a thing in com-
mon.” With Mario’s drive in his own
professions “he understands so completely
my feeling toward acting and the movie
business.”

I’ve heard some comment that if Kim
were really interested in Mario Bandini
she shouldn’t continue her career, but
I feel exactly the opposite. Mario has
tremendous admiration for Kim as an
actress and for her determination, the

way she’s going about her career. We
saw a private screening of “Jeanne Eagels”
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together, and Mario was completely car-

ried away. “I had no idea! She is such
a brilliant actress,” he kept saying.

I’m sure Mario wouldn’t want Kim to

give up her career if they should marry.
Mario is much more interested in a woman
who does interesting things and he knows
this is bringing out the best of Kim—that

she would be happiest having her career.

However, he feels strongly that one’s per-
sonal life should not become public.

One night while Kim was getting dressed
to go out with him, Mario and I got on the
subject of marriage—and why at thirty-

seven he had never married. “I go out a
lot, but so many women are lazy and do
nothing that I cannot admire them com-
pletely. At least, not enough to consider
them seriously.” Mario said. “I have so
much respect for Kim because of her
great desire to do well.”

From things he’s said, I’m sure Mario
finds Kim a fascinating paradox. “Kim
is a very strange, wonderful combination

—

that is sensational. A beautiful, glamorous
creature on one hand—and then on the
other hand, the real Kim—so down-to-
earth and so gentle and lovable. It is so

unusual to find this combination in a
woman.”
Mario Bandini has much to offer that

would seem to be right for Kim. Sensi-
tivity, strength, understanding, tolerance
when it’s needed, and much, much love.

He’s calm and easy-going and has the
needed maturity. Kim is only twenty-four
and all these big things have happened

so fast to her, I feel she needs the strength
of someone who will help reassure her
through a situation—say—like this.

They have the same faith and this is

important to them. Being Catholic and not
believing in divorce, I’m certain if they
had any serious plans they’d want to be
very sure.

Mario plans to come to the States as
soon as his business will allow. He’s com-
ing to see Kim of course, and to meet her
family. He will have the opportunity, like

Kim, of experiencing a different way of

life in America as she did in Rome. If

Mario Bandini wants Kim’s hand he will

be meeting his strongest rival—the land
she loves.

There is also the matter of Kim’s con-
tract with Columbia. I wonder of Mario
has asked himself, “How could I ask
Kim to give up all she’s worked for

there?” Recently, however, Kim has been
having studio squabbles with Columbia,
including suspension for breach of con-
tract. Kim reportedly felt her salary “too
low, considering her roles and billing.”

And Kim has said to me, “You know it’s

amazing how one can find happiness out-
side of her work. Perhaps it’s because
things now are so exciting and different.

And then again, perhaps not . .
.”

Just before we left, Kim and Mario went
to a Roman fountain and Kim threw a coin
in to make sure she would return.
There would be problems ahead a toss

of the coin could not decide. Only time
would tell. The End

WALLACE CROSS-
EXAMINES
BELAFONTE
Continued from, page 46

HARRY: By that, I mean intolerance of

any sort. Racial, economic, religious or
artistic intolerance.
MIKE: Your last picture, “Island in the

Sun,” caused a great deal of controversy.
How do you feel about it?

HARRY: To be truthful, it’s far from
the greatest picture ever made, but Darryl
F. Zanuck and the other people involved
deserve a great deal of credit for attempt-
ing to truthfully portray a controversial
subject, on the screen. I think the socio-
logical implications of the motion picture
itself far surpass any artistic shortcom-
ings that the film may have.
MIKE: How do you feel about yourself

as an actor?
HARRY: I feel I have a lot to learn.

I’m very hopeful and anxious to learn.
Speaking of “Island in the Sim,” I thought
my performance in that picture left a great
deal to be desired.
MIKE: It has been reported that you

would rather act than sing. Is that true?
HARRY: No. It’s true that I wanted to

become an actor before I became a singer.
I like acting, and I want to be a good
actor. But I’ll never give up singing. I

really love it.

MIKE: Harry, Broadway is buzzing with
rumors that you have half a dozen aces
up your sleeve, careerwise. That you’re
turning to composing, that you’re giving
up nightclub appearances for making films,
and so on. Now before we tackle those
specific rumors, tell us: What’s wrong
with your career the way it’s been going?
HARRY: There’s nothing wrong with

the way my career’s been going. As a
matter of fact, I’m more than gratified at
the success that has been mine in the last

couple of years. It is just that I feel an
artist must expand creatively in order to

stay alive. I want to get into other areas
of endeavor—concerts, composing, acting,

etc., because a performer who keeps doing
the same things year after year, becomes
stagnant and loses his perspective.
MIKE: But you must have some reser-

vations about wanting to change, in any
way at all, a career that earned you an
estimated $350,000 last year. What is it

you fear most about turning to a different
path?
HARRY: I’m not really turning to a

different path; I’m just expanding and
broadening my present activities. What
I fear most is mediocrity on any level.

I feel when an artist does not present his
audiences with something constructive
and worthwhile that they can take away
with them after listening to him, he should
be afraid of his lack of longevity and the
ability to be versatile and change with
the progression of time.
MIKE: Back to one more new develop-

ment in your career, Harry. We hear
(from your agent) that you’re planning
many fewer nightclub appearances, which
have made you a small fortune, so that
you can make more concert appearances.
Is this move based on the theory that
nightclub patrons come to drink and

—

incidentally—be entertained, while con-
cert audiences come to listen?
HARRY: Not necessarily. I feel that

many nightclub audiences come to be
entertained and to listen. At times one
cannot be done without the other. Actu-
ally, I find that more people can be reached
in the concert medium and that younger
people and those of limited economic
means can see us—in a media where there
are no high tariffs. The youth of this
country is very important to any artist
and traveling about the country gives you
a real insight into what the people want.
MIKE: But isn’t it true, Harry, that you

have a strict rule that nightclub waiters
are not permitted to serve while you sing?
Some people have called you pretentious
on that score.
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HARRY: The songs that I do vary in

content and tempo so greatly, and the cli-

mate in a nightclub is such that the
slightest distraction can ruin the dramatic
effect of a number. At times it’s difficult

enough to combat alcohol. I feel that it’s

only fair to the audience and to the other
artists that in an act of my type, service

should be discontinued while we are
working.
MIKE: Let’s talk a bit, Harry, about

your singing. First of all, the production.
You’re one of the few folk singers who
doesn’t play his own guitar, but uses an
accompanist. Why?
HARRY: When I first began as a folk

singer, I had discovered that no one had
ever really done dramatic interpretations
of folk music. I found that our folk music
was filled with dramatic fare that was
easily adaptable to dramatic gestures, us-
ing your hand, face and entire body. This
makes a song better visually and the-
atrically.

MIKE: You’ve been accused of playing
up your personal magnetism with the
open-necked shirts and the tight fit of

your costumes. What about that?
HARRY: With the kind of songs I sing,

about chain gangs and workmen, and all

the basic cultures of the people, it would
be a little pretentious and condescending
of me to do these numbers wearing the
usual tuxedo. I can’t find anything more
simple than a shirt and a pair of pants!
My collar is open, of course, because it’s

more comfortable to sing that way. The
fact that the shirt is well-cut and the
trousers well-fit is only a comment on the
need for correct costuming. I wear clothes
of a better quality and fit now than I used
to because I can afford them. But they’re
not tight!

MIKE: Speaking of costumes, Harry,
how did it happen that you were quoted
as saying, “I’ll never wear one of those
calypso straw hats,” when a picture of

you was printed in which you wore one?
HARRY: The picture in a straw hat was

taken two years ago, in costume in Los
Angeles. That was a full year prior to the
synthetic calypso craze, when everybody
began to commercialize on straw hats and
other calypso gadgets. It was when that
happened that I made that remark, and
I meant it. I still do.
MIKE: What about calypso music any-

way? I’m sure a lot of listeners like the
tricky rhythms and tunes. But at the
same time, suspect that the lyrics are
loaded with just as much double entendre
as rock ’n’ roll. What about that, Harry?
HARRY: Real calypso music stems

from a need of the people, who live in the
islands, to communicate with each other.
You might say it’s a living newspaper by
which current events of importance are
exploited to the fullest. Ethnic calypso
music has a real, honest beat and a story
to tell. The songs that are loaded with
double entendre are synthetic calypso that
are being turned out on a mass production
level by the men of Tin Pan Alley. They
have no real relation to and no under-
standing of calypso folk music as orig-
inated in the Islands.

MIKE: While we’re talking about rock
’n’ roll, what do you think of Elvis Presley,
who seems to have stolen your theory of
dramatic action, and with a vengeance?
HARRY (Laughing): No comment.
MIKE: You gave up straight pop tune

singing back in 1950 when you were mak-
ing good money at it—about $350 a week.
Why?
HARRY: I found no personal satisfaction

in singing the “June Moon Tunes.” I

wanted t contribute something and I just

felt I wasn’t doing it as a pop singer.

MIKE: Your press agent’s publicity re-
lease says you quit pop songs because you
thought they were artistically shallow. Is

that the way you’d characterize the sing-
ing of Crosby, Sinatra and Como?
HARRY: Definitely not. Crosby, Si-

natra and Como are great artists. They
can do to a pop tune what many others
cannot. I certainly don’t consider pop
composers like Jerome Kern, Cole Porter,
etc., as artistically shallow. It’s just that
some of the pop tunes being written now-
adays aren’t even worth humming and will

not, I think, stay popular.
MIKE: Let’s tackle some of the more

serious problems of show business now,
Harry First of all, what would you think
of a plan for all Negro entertainers to

boycott the South until desegregation is

completed?
HARRY: I’m in favor of it. I have

played the South before, during which
period, however, I conferred with the
leaders of the NAACP, who told me the
best thing I could do at the time was to

appear. I have since then, however, re-
fused to play the South because of their
disrespect for the edict handed down by
our highest tribunal.
MIKE: Nat King Cole is the first Negro

to get a regular network TV program. Do
you think he’ll become the Jackie Robin-
son of TV?
HARRY: Yes, I would say that Nat could

become the Jackie Robinson of television,

and it is indeed a healthy sign that he is

getting an opportunity to prove the only
gauge for an artist should be his ability

to entertain.

MIKE: How do you feel about your
own title

—
“the first Negro matinee idol?”

HARRY: I don’t like it too much per-
sonally, but I think it’s more of a credit

to the tempo of the times rather than to

the individual man, because it is a gratify-
ing thing that a Negro today can reach the
level where he is called a matinee idol.

MIKE: You’ve often been Called the
most exciting male performer in show
business. Who do you think are the three
most exciting women in either Hollywood
or Broadway?
HARRY: Marilyn Monroe, Lena Horne

and Gina Lollobrigida.
MIKE: Harry, does success have any

shortcomings, besides high taxes?
HARRY: I guess time to spend with

your family, time to do the little things

you like to do just for laughs, and the
blessing of anonymity.
MIKE: If you were called upon to give

a five-minute impromptu speech on some-
thing besides theater and music, what
would you talk about?
HARRY: Youth, and the opportunity

afforded to most young people of this

country to make something of themselves.
Of course, to be perfectly candid, this sub-
ject would lead into the question of

equality on all levels.

MIKE: Some artists have strong feelings

about performers participating in politics.

Have you any hesitancy about expressing
your political opinions, verbally or mu-
sically?

HARRY: No, I haven’t. Of course. I

don't think my political opinions should
enter into my art when I’m performing as

an artist, but in my function as a private

citizen there’s no reason why I or any
other member of the entertainment in-

dustry should not express his political

beliefs and participate in politics if he or

she is so inclined.

MIKE: If you were endowed with some
power to make three major corrections in

the world, what would they be?
HARRY: 1) I would eliminate prejudice

as an area of evil. 2) I would provide for

equal educational facilities for all qualified

youngsters regardless of their economic
bracket. 3) I guess everyone would like

to end war forever.

MIKE: Thank you very much, Harry
Belafonte. The End
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THEY’RE IN
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Every girl who has risen to fame via the

tape-measure route owes something to

Jane, “The firstest with the mostest.”

And nobody is as well qualified as Jane
to size up these burgeoning beauties and
answer some big questions about them.
Are they carrying things too far? Where
should they draw the line? Can they stay
on top, as she has, and if so, how?
There’s one big difference between Jane

and the girls who have followed her. The
sex buildup was something she never
sought, and often fought. Today, the girls

are latching onto it and using it deliber-

ately for all it’s worth—which in terms of

cold, hard cash has proved to be con-
siderable. But such antics as Jayne Mans-
field’s overexposure at the Sophia Loren
party, and Vikki Dougan’s backplay tac-
tics had the most blase Hollywoodites
gasping.
“You can’t blame these girls who are

built for it for using this type of buildup,”
says Jane. “They know how tough it is

to get a break in this business, and it’s one
sure way to attract attention. But it must
be done with good taste. Any girl who
goes beyond the bounds of good taste is

making a terrible mistake. It may get her
a lot of publicity, but in the long run she’ll

lose much more than she gains.”

Jane’s advice is, “Watch it, girls! You’ve
got to learn to look out for yourself. No-
body’s going to do it for you.”
To the outsider, this appears to be an

easy matter, but Jane knows better. She
learned, the hard way, how an innocent,
well-meaning girl can be led astray by
conniving cameramen.

“I was nineteen when I signed for ‘The
Outlaw,’ ” she says. “I didn’t know from
nothing about movies. I did exactly what
I was told—until the day that bevy of
photographers fell on me. They had me
picking up paper off the ground and, piece
de resistance, they had me stooping over
to pick up two pails of water. Dumb as I

was, it finally dawned on me. The pictures
they were getting were definitely not
lady-like. I went crying to Howard Hawks,
the director. He informed me that I was
a big girl and I’d better start learning to
take care of myself. So I did. But those
pictures hit every magazine cover in the
country. Occasionally one still pops up in
a book.”
So many girls, particularly those who

haven’t quite hit the top, are afraid that
balking at certain poses will brand them
as uncooperative and scare the photog-
raphers off altogether. Since Jane wasn’t
seeking publicity, she never gave this a
thought—she just balked. Whenever a
photographer suggested a bad pose, she
simply gave him a look and wouldn’t
budge. It worked better than any amount
of screaming, not only keeping the lens-
men in line, but winning their lasting re-
spect. They long ago learned not to ask
Jane Russell for any questionable shot.
And they’re still coming back for more.
Plenty of the current lovelies could take
a leaf from Jane’s book on that score.
Jayne Mansfield is one girl who has

learned the wisdom of Jane’s words, “Look
out for yourself,” the hard way. Of the
Sophia Loren party, where she wore a
gown that exposed much too much of
Jayne, she now says, “I yielded to the ad-
vice of another person, and I’ll never do it

again. From now on, only I will decide
what I should wear and how I should act.”
Even so, Jane learned that there are

some things a girl can’t control. The sen-
sational advertising campaign for “The
Outlaw” was one instance. It was the ad-
vertising—not the picture—that ran into

heavy censor trouble. And Jane could do
nothing but fume helplessly. When her
dance in “The French Line” caused another
hot censor controversy, she protested vio-
lently, and still insists that it was put into

the picture out of context and would have
been fine if preceding scenes had been left

in. Again, she could do nothing, except put
her foot firmly down on a too-sexy ad-
vertising campaign—after “The Outlaw”
experience, she made sure she’d never be
in a position where that could happen
again.

Granted that the sexpots can cope with
these hurdles, Jane feels there’s a much
bigger one they have to face. Inevitably,
there comes a day when the public says,

“So she’s beautiful. So she’s sexy. So she’s

famous. So what?” Sure, a gorgeous girl

can keep the male audience flocking to the
theaters—but what about the women, who
come out of curiosity, to criticize and
cluck their tongues? And even for men,
beauty and sex appeal will pall.

“It isn’t enough,” says Jane flatly. “You
have to prove you have something more to

offer.” And right there, the sex buildup
that can bring a beauty so far so fast be-
comes a big handicap. Then, a girl is faced
with the fact that she has to develop a lot

more than a forty-inch bust. She has to

develop two much more rare assets—talent

and personality. There is no alternative,

except a quick nosedive into obscurity.
This is particularly tough for these girls

because their quick rise to fame has not
given them time for the thorough train-
ing an actress needs—and because the
public ridicules their efforts.

“I admire Marilyn Monroe very much,
for the way she studied acting in spite of
all the criticism she got,” says Jane. “That
took courage.”
Of herself, Jane says with a grin, “I got

to the point where I realized I was noth-
ing more than a label on a can of tomatoes.”

The ensuing ups and downs in her career
she can now recount with wry humor.
In spite of—or perhaps because

of her unique history, she can look at her
career with more objectivity than most
stars, and even seems to relish the dev-
astating reviews on her flops.

“After ‘The Outlaw’ I was loaned out,”
says Jane. “After three directors (and
three separate techniques) the picture
was finished—in every sense of the word.
At one time, one director had me crying
into a rose in the garden, carrying it to
bed with me and kissing it passionately as
I lay on my lonely pillow. Brother! A
Boston critic wrote: ‘If the young widow
had died when the husband did, the pic-
ture need never have been made.’ He was
so right.

“After ‘Paleface’ with Bob Hope,” she
continued happily, “I had a, to me, very
good review. The part I played was dry
and caustic so I did a female version of
my old man (Robert Waterfield). The re-
view said, ‘This girl has one expression
and uses it all the way through the pic-
ture—stone face.’ As that’s the way I

planned it, I thought it very good. Then
I did a western type very pale ‘Paleface’
with Scott Brady. No comment. Then ‘It’s

Only Money’ with Frank Sinatra. I played
an icky-goo ingenue, which I now call the
Mibbs type role. Nothing. Then dear old
Robert Hope ask me back for 'Son of Pale-
face.’ They even let me sing and dance in
that and I had a characterization!”
After that, unfortunately, RKO decided

that Russell and Mitchum were a hot ro-
mantic team.
How could Jane, or any star in her po-

sition, survive? The consensus is that
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Print child's & mother’s name, address
on back. Returned 2 weeks. No Obligation.

HOLLYWOOD AD-PHOTOS
6087-HK Sunset, Hollywood 28, California

rprr sample for arthritis
ItL L. Rheumatism and Bursitis Sufferers

NO OBLIGATION

NO COST I

Write today for FREE SAMPLE of
RHUAR, a new scientific wonder
formula guaranteed to bring quick

relief from miseries of Arthritis, Rheumatism,
Bursitis, Neuritis, Sciatica, Lumbago, in practically every
case. RHUAR is a tested and proved prescription formula.
Try before you buy! For FREE SAMPLE write today to

RHUAR, 100 W. Chicago Ave., Dept.TSM-11, Chicago 10, 111.

SHORTHANE) IN
* M

Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand. 120
words per minute. No symbols, no
machines: uses ABC’s. Easiest to
learn, write and transcribe. Low cost.
Over 350,000 graduates. For business
and Civil Service. Typing available.

6
WEEKSauu v^ivu ocivtcc. xyping avauaoie.

35th year. Write for FREE booklet to: © 1957

FK€B!
ENLARGEMENT

OF YOUR FAVORITE PHOTO OR NEGATIVE
Just to get acquainted we will
make you a FREE professional silk

finish 5x7 enlargement of your
favorite photo or negative. Please
include color of hair, eyes and
clothing for prompt information
on our bargain offer for having
your enlargement beautifully hand
colored in oil and mounted in a
Please enclose 10^ for handling

and mailing. Limit 2. If you do not wish your en-
largement hand colored a black and white enlarge-
ment will be mailed with your original. We will pay
$100 for a photo selected bi-monthly to be used in
our advertising. Offer is limited to U.S.A. only.
Send your favorite photos or negatives today!

handsome frame.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept. D-17
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif
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Jane, herself, showed through the slipshod

scripts and sickly ingenue roles. A Jane
who had found a firm place in the hearts

of the public—and at the box office.

For the benefit of Jayne Mansfield, Mari-
lyn Monroe, Diana Dors, Mamie Van
Doren, Sophia Loren, Gina Lollobrigida
and their ilk, there’s a pertinent point in

this: Being extra-glamorous, they may be
called upon to “carry” inferior pictures, as

Jane was. But glamour alone can’t do it.

Talent and personality can.
And brains. And just plain spunk. Jane

had to prove, many a time, that she had
a large portion of both.
During the filming of “Underwater,”

Harry Tatleman, the producer, recognized
talent and instincts. He brought her into

story conferences and all phases of the
picture. “It was the smart thing to do,”

Harry recalled. “She knew what she could
do. She could sense a phony bit of dialogue
a mile off and will wait for a good script.”

I
’m a good waiter,” Jane says thought-
fully, “but I don’t like it. You could say
I’ve been lucky. I like to think it’s more

than luck to find enough good pictures to

keep going. The good ones, including
‘Fuzzy Pink Nightgown,’ I’ve been asked
for. No one went and knocked on doors for

me. Norman Taurog on this last picture
seemed to think I had a good comedy
talent.”

“Talent!” exclaimed director Taurog
when queried, “The girl has a great flair

for comedy. She has a fine talent. At first

I thought she was aloof, but after a few
days, I discovered, much to my amazement,
that Jane was shy. When she warms up
she’s wonderful. Her depth is wonderful,
as an actress and a woman. Now that I

know her as well as I do, I’d love to work
with her again. With the right script she
could be out of this world. She’s got a
whole new career ahead of her. When
they hung that sex tag on her, she started

with two strikes. But she’s overcome that
and more. Do I sound excited? I am. I’d

like to see Jane do the old Eve Arden part
in ‘Stage Door.’ She’d do a beautiful job.

Jane is really something special.”

Yet, even if a sex bomb has what it takes
inside to hang onto her fame, even if she
has the wonderful satisfaction that is Jane’s
in knowing that she has grown tremen-
dously as a person and as an actress and
still has great career prospects ahead, “It

won’t make her happy,” says Jane. Hap-
piness, Jane knows, doesn’t lie in a career
—it begins at home, with your family and
your friends. So many ambitious young
girls, given a chance at the quick sex
buildup, climb on the bandwagon, and
sacrifice family relationships—even at the
price of divorce—for the glamour, the
fame and the money.

“Don’t they realize,” Jane explodes,
“that when they get to the top, they’ll have
nothing?”
She knows so well the pressures they

are under—the demands to go here, go
there, do this, do that, that can so easily
come between them and the more im-
portant things in life. And her heart aches
for them. She was lucky, she feels, in

having such strong family ties with her
mother and four brothers at the beginning.
“You couldn’t lose her if you tried,”

cries Billie Paul, friend of nineteen years
duration, “when Jane decides to be your
friend—you got a friend. She descends,
you know. She swoops in, fills the coffee
pot, dumps kids and hot dogs in the back
yard, sits, and talks. And she always has
a purpose. If she decides you’re in need
of advice—she gives it—and you take it.

Actually, it’s good advice and given with

p
love, its just that the Queen knows no
other way than sweep in and utter a proc-
lamation. Her attitudes are so simple,
basic and sound, they’re sometimes frus-

trating when you’re talking yourself into
something else. The foundation of Jane’s
advice is good old-time religion, but her
vernacular takes the curse off it. I said
simple. It’s true. Jane is profound because
she strips everything to basics.”

Old Friend Margaret Jones produced an
indulgent smile one usually reserves for
favorite grandchildren. “You want to talk
about Miss Fix It? Whether you want it

fixed or not she’ll fix it. Sticks her big
nose in and makes you love it. I don’t see
her as much as I used to, but it makes no
difference. When she walks in, it’s like she
was here yesterday and ‘where’s the
coffee?’ is the first communication. Pat,
Alberta, Jane and I have important things
in common. We started our bull sessions
when we were seventeen and we still have
them. You might say we pool our igno-
rance. We all have families, and prob-
lems are pretty universal with kids. You
might say it’s group therapy without the
aid of an analyst. Of course, we all shriek
at each other, but not in anger. We can
stand toe to toe and scream it out and go
home satisfied. I think home, family and
friends are the most important things in

Jane’s life. She has a crazy dream she
takes out and brushes off occasionally.
Everybody should live on ranches, miles
from anyone else, grow their food, make
clay things and weave their rugs. Not only
does she want to, better we should all do
it. This brings on the arguments.
“Jane was just as delightfully crazy in

high school as she is now,” Margaret con-
tinued. “I remember the time we were to

do a one-act play for the Girls Athletic
Association Mother and Daughter Dinner.
It had five parts so we had to invite a
fifth girl in. She was a nice girl only
square. She expected to rehearse. As I was
the director, we would gather after school
at one house or another and have bull ses-
sions ranging from boys, sex to religion.
The girl went wild trying to get us to re-
hearse. The night of the play all four of us
ad-libbed our way beautifully through the
play and the poor girl, who knew all her
lines, was blown sky high.
“This habit of Jane’s—never enough

time—has always been with her. Now her
excuses are more legitimate. That strid-
ing with her head down is a horrible habit
which she blames on being Gemini and I

blame on laziness. She still has the habit
of asking me to read a three hundred page
book and to digest it so I can give her the
meat of it—in thirty seconds, of course.

“Seriously,” Margaret concluded, “I
think Jane would give her right arm for
any of us . . . and we would for Jane.”
Such words from her friends, her home,

three children and Robert; WAIF-ISS (her
organization to put orphans in homes all

over the world)
;
Mother Russell and Jane’s

chapel in the valley; entertaining for char-
ity or troops—these mean more to Jane
than all the glamour.

If the girls who are following in her
famous footsteps can find this kind of hap-
piness, they’re lucky.
What are their chances? That, of course,

is up to them. It depends on the inner
fibre of their characters, something de-
veloped, in Jane’s case, she feels, from
her family background, in others, from
other sources. Marilyn Monroe, although
she has a tendency to depend too much
on others and may be misguided by it,

has a sound sense of values.
“And I think that is true of Sophia

Loren,” says Jane. “Because she is a girl

who has had so many hard knocks in her
life, she has depth and feeling and warmth
that will help her come through the big
buildup she is getting with flying colors.”

It’s heartening to know that, when it

comes right down to cases, the dear old
public, supposedly so gullible to the flashy

type of sex buildup, really rejects it, in

the long run, where it is the genuine
qualities of talent and character that
count, as proven by Jane Russell’s record
of top stardom for over a decade.

It was producer Harry Tatleman who
summed it up best: “Jane’s the kind of a
dame any man would like to have as a
woman—on a permanent basis. She sus-
tains interest and gives a real sense of

permanency. She has a big heart and a big
mind and those values will stand out any-
where.” The End



For the first time ever!

Samsonite Train Case

Samsonite
Streamlite Train Case

Sale $1495REGULARLY 817 5"

Samsonite
Ultralite Beauty Case

Sale
$4995REGULARLY *225«

streamlite colors: Colorado Brown,
Saddle Tan, Hawaiian Blue, Bermuda Green,
Rawhide finish, London Grey, Admiral Blue.

Now, for a limited time only, save on Samsonite’s pre-

Xmas special! Streamlite Train Case features “Travel-

Tested” scuff-proof finish, cleans with damp cloth. Ultra-

lite Beauty Case is made with fabulous, light magnesium!

Both are wonderful to give or get. Start a set of Samsonite

now. See your Samsonite Luggage Dealer today!

Sale starts Oct. 21st... ends Nov. 16th
ULTRALITE COLORS: Red-White, Vapor
White, Sea Blue, Blue-White, Palomino,
Airline Grey, Grey-Jet Grey, Sea Green.

Shwayder Bros., Inc., Luggage Div,, Denver 17, Colo. Makers of Samsonite Tables & Chairs. Prices subject to existing taxes. In Canada through Samsonite of Canada, Ltd. Prices slightly higher.



WINSTON
TASTES GOOD!

AS A
CIGARETTE
SHOULD!

fUt e

Taste is the word that really

counts aboutWINSTON
Whether they say “As a cigarette should !”

or “Like a cigarette should !”—most every-

one agrees that Winston does taste good!

There’s rich, hearty flavor in this cigarette

!

And Winston’s exclusive, snow-white filter

does its job so well that the fine, full flavor smart.

conies through to you. For thoroughly en-
cork-smooth tip

joyable Smoking, get WinstOn! r.j. Reynolds tobacco co., winston-salem, n.c.

Smoke WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette

!
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A GENTLE, FRAGRANT SPRAY THAT HOLDS HAIR
SOFTLY, BEAUTIFULLY IN PLACE FOR HOURS

Breck Hair Set Mist, a fragrant spray, gentle as nature’s mist, holds your hair softly yet

firmly in place for hours. After combing, a few brief sprays keep the hair beautifully in place.

Fragrant as a bouquet, Breck Hair Set Mist contains liquid lanolin, which leaves the hair

pleasingly soft to the touch and helps to bring out the natural lustre and beauty of your hair.

It neither dries your hair, nor makes it stiff or sticky. It holds better even in damp or humid

weather. Breck Hair Set Mist also provides a quick and easy way to make long lasting pin curls.

S e an { iju / C^a i rRECK
Cop> right 1957 by John H Breck Inc

New 5y2 ounce size $1.25; 8 ounce size $1.65, 11 ounce size $2.00. Plus tax. Available wherever cosmetics are sold.



non-stop from California to Africa and back!

STARRING

NATALIE WOOD KARLMALDEN
as LOIS- On the knife-edge of desire
between two men!
CO-STARRING

MARSHA HUNTasED/7W—No longer
young-but she was no longer bashful!

FROM WARNER BROS.

as CHUCK— A lifetime of pride—
then one mistake!
AND PRESENTING

EFREM ZIMBALI5Tjhas HERLIHY—
Who took chances— and other guys’ girls!

WARNERCOLOR

DON KELLY • NELSON LElGti • ROBERT NICHOLS • RAY MONTGOMERY • BOB HOVER Screen Play by IRVING WALLACE • Story by SAM ROLFE Produced by RICHARD WHORF • Directed by GORDON DOUGLAS
Music by Leonard Rosenman



get on your nerves . .

.

To feel your best again after a hectic day

when the children’s rough-house

play has worn your patience thin, calm

down and relax with the help of

MILES nervine. The mild action of MILES

NERVINE helps so many modern

women to relax mentally and physically,

to feel composed and serene— without

any listless, logy after-effect.

Taken at night, miles nervine simply

relaxes you— lets you sleep naturally.

Follow the label— avoid excessive use.

Miles nervine has a record of

satisfaction in years of use— sold in

effervescent tablets and liquid.

p

Soothe nerves . .

.

feel calm and serene with

MILES®

NERVINE
At any drugstore . . .

No Prescription Needed!

Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
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FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S MOVIEGOERS FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

PHOTOPLAY EXCLUSIVES

21 The Big Rumor (Lauren Bacall-Frank Sinatra) By Radie Harris

28 Will Success Spoil My Jaynie? (Jayne Mansfield) By Vera J. Peers as fold

to Helen Weller
46 Tab Writes a Love Song for You (Tab Hunter)

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

22 These Stars Need Your Help By Lawrence J. Quirk
24 You Don’t Know Ann Blyth By Jean Lewis

27 A Handful of Quarters By Dean Stockwell as told to Ina Steinhauser

30 Please Tell Us, Mr. Lancaster (Burt Lancaster)

33 Sprite with Spunk (Jean Seberg) By Beverly Oft

36 For Lovers Only (Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner)
38 A Right to Sing the Bljes (Julie London) By Blanche E. Schiffman

40 Who Will be the Favorites for 1957? (Photoplay's Gold Medal Candidates)
42 What’s Cary Up To? (Cary Grant) By Edwin Zittell

44 Hollywood's Biggest Comeback By Dick Sheppard
48 The Return of Hugh O’Brian By Daniel Stern

50 God’s Greatest Gift to Me By Joan Crawford
55 Photoplay Goes to Work with Rock (Rock Hudson)

NEWS AND REVIEWS

4 Casts of Current Pictures 16 Cal York’s Inside Stuff

8 Hollywood for You By Sidney Skolsky 32b Season's Greetings
10 Let’s Go to the Movies By Janet Graves 58 Exclusively Yours By Radie Harris

74 Brief Reviews

LIVING WITH YOUNG IDEAS

6 Becoming Attractions 62 Their Dream Came True
18 Readers Inc. 70 From Desk to Date (Jackie Loughery)
53 Sneak Preview Gift Tips By Sue Kreisman 76 Photoplay Printed Patterns

77 Needle News

STARS IN FULL COLOR

24 Ann Blyth 52 Debbie Reynolds
26 Dean Stockwell 52 Ernie Kovacs
32 Jean Seberg 52 Tony Perkins

49 Hugh O’Brian 57 Rock Hudson

COVER: Color portrait of Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner by Wally Seawell.
Natalie stars in Warners’ “Marjorie Morningstar”; Bob in 20th’s “Stopover Tokyo”
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Louella Parsons says:

'DON’T MISS IT!

AUDIENCE NEVER

STOPPED LAUGHING!”

'FUNNIEST PICTURE

I’VE EVER SEEN !”

Groucho Marx
•

At last on the screen

the uproarious story that

made millions laugh in

LIFE Magazine and as the

nation’s No. 1 best-seller.

Starring

M-G-M has filmed it in CinemaScope and Metrocolor

GLENN FORD -GIA SCALA- EARL HOLLIMAN -ANNE FRANCIS

KEENAN WYNN-FRED CLARK-EVA GABOR-RUSSTAMBLYN- JEFF RICHARDS

s„„ p,., „ DOROTHY KINGSLEY.,, GEORGE WELLS - * william brinkley

AN AVON PRODUCTION . CHARLES WALTERS • Produced by LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN
3



SEE THIS MIRACLE HAPPEN TO YOU IN 20 SECONDS

suddenly, you seem to grow

a new and flawless skin

!

So subtly does “Complexion Control”

Liquid Make-Up by Lanolin Plus . . .

banish those “things” in your face you
don’t want seen ... no one even suspects

make-up. Little blemishes, dark patches,

skin imperfections are covered beautifully

without masking.

-S

That's because “Complexion Control”
Liquid Make-Up is not a mere “cover-

up”. Instead it's an exclusive new formula
that actually blends right in with your
complexion; a formula rich in the same
precious sterols your own skin produces
to stay glowingly young and beautiful;

the same sterols doctors prescribe for dry

skin, coarse skin, fine lines and creases;

the same moisturizing sterols your skin

may be starving for right now!

No make-up sold, no cosmetic known
makes your complexion look so lovely,

so fast, yet is so good for your skin. In 6

flattering-fashion shades at all cosmetic

counters. Only SI, plus tax.

“POWDER PLUS" BY LANOLIN PLUS
Pressed Powder in a Beautiful Compact

Use it over “Complexion Control” Liquid
Make-Up for a soft mat finish or for touch-
ups during the day. Or as a complete make-
up in itself. Shades harmonize perfectly

with “Complexion Control” and other types

of make-up. $1.25 plus tax.

THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

ACROSS THE BRIDGE—Rank. Directed by Ken
Annakin -. Carl Schaff ncr, Rod Steiger; Johnny,
David Knight; Mary, Maria Landi; Chief of Police,
Noel Willman; Dct.-Inspector Hadden, Bernard Lee;
Paul Scarff, Bill Nagy; Police Sgt., Eric Pohlmann;
Cooper, Alan Gifford; Mrs. Scarff, Ingeborg Wells;
Kay, Faith Brook; Milton, Stanley Maxted; Anna,
Marianne Deeming.

ALLIGATOR NAMED DAISY, AN—Rank. Di-
rected by J. Lee Thompson: Peter, Donald Sinden;
Vanessa, Diana Dors; Moira, Jean Carson; Sir
James, James Robertson Justice; General, Stanley
Holloway; Colonel Weston, Roland Culver; Prudence
Croquet, Margaret Rutherford; Mrs. Weston, Avice
I.andone; Albert, Stephen Boyd; Hoskins, Richard
Wattis; Valet, Henry Kendall.

APRIL LOVE—20th. Directed by Henry Levin:
Nick Conover, Pat Boone; Lis Templeton, Shirley
Jones; Jed Bruce, Arthur O’Conneli; Henrietta
Bruce, Jeanette Nolan; Fran Templeton, Dolores
Michaels; Al Turner, Bradford Jackson; Dan Tem-
pleton, Matt Crowley; Joe, Jack Cobb.

ESCAPADE IN JAPAN—U-I. Directed by Arthur
Lubin: Mary Saunders, Teresa Wright; Dick Saun-
ders, Cameron Mitchell; Tony Saunders, Jon Pro-
vost; Hiko, Roger Nakagawa; Lt. Col. Hargrave,
Philip Ober ; Michiko, Kuniko Miyake; Kei Tanaka,
Susumu Fujita; Captain Hibino, Katsuhiko Haida.

JET PILOT—U-I. Directed by Josef von Sternberg:
Colonel Shannon, John Wayne; Anna, Janet Leigh;
Major General Black, Jay C. Flippen; Major Rex-
ford, Paul Fix; George Rivers. Richard Rober;
Colonel Sokolov, Roland Winters; Colonel Matoff,
Hans Conried; General Langrad, Ivan Triesault;
Major Lester Sinclair, John Bishop; Georgia Rex-
ford, Perdita Chandler; Mrs. Simpson, Joyce Comp-
ton; Mr. Simpson, Denver Pyle.

LES GIRLS—M-G-M. Directed by George Cukor:
Barry Nichols, Gene Kelly; Joy Henderson, Mitzi
Gaynor: Lady Wren, Kay Kendall; Angelc Dncros,
Taina Elg; Pierre Dncros, Jacques Bergerac; Sir
Gerald Wren, Leslie Phillips; Judge, Henry Danicll.

OPERATION MAD BALL—Columbia. Directed by
Richard Quine: Pvt. Hogan, Jack Lemmon; Lieut.
Betty Bixby, Kathryn Grant; Capt. Paul Lock, Ernie
Kovacs; Colonel Rousch, Arthur O’Connell; Yancey
Skibo, Mickey Rooney; Cpl. Bohun, Dick York; Pvt.
Widowskas, James Darren; Cpl. Berryman, Roger
Smith; Pvt. Grimes, William Leslie; Sgt. Wilson,
Sheridan Comerate; Ozark, L. Q. Jones; Madame
LaFour, Jeanne Manet; Lt. Johnson, Bebe Allen;
Lt. Schmidt, Mary LaRoche; Sgt. McCloskey, Dick
Crockett; Pvt. Bullard, Paul Picerni; Master Sgt.
Pringle, David McMahon.

SAYONARA—Warners. Directed by Joshua Logan:
Major Gruver, Marlon Brando; Eileen Webster,
Patricia Owens; Mrs. Webster, Martha Scott; Bailey,
James Garner; Hana-ogi, Miiko Taka; Katsumi,
Miyoshi Umeki; Kelly, Red Buttons; Nakamura

.

Ricardo Montalban; General Webster, Kent Smith;
Colonel Crawford, Douglas Watson; Fumiko-san,
Reiko Kuba; Teruko-sa)i, Soo Yong.

SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE—U-I. Di-

rected by Arnold Laven: Bill Keating, Richard Egan;
Madge Pitts, Jan Sterling; Masters, Dan Duryea;
Dec. Julie Adams; Al Dahlkc, Walter Matthau; Tony
Vosnick, Charles McGraw; Howard Rysdale, Sam
I.evene; Solly Pitts, Mickey Shaughnessy; Bcnjy,
Harry Bellaver.

SLIM CARTER—U-I. Directed by Richard Bart-

lett: Slim Carter (Hiighic Mack), Jock Mahoney;
Clover Dale, Julie Adams; Leo Gallaher, Tim Hovey;
Joe Brewster, William Hopper; Charlene Carroll,

Joanna Moore; Frank Hanneman, Bill Williams;
A Hie Hanneman, Barbara Hale.

STORY OF MANKIND—Warners. Directed by
Irwin Allen: Spirit of Man, Ronald Colman; Joan of

Arc, Hedy Lamarr; Peter Minuit, Groucho Marx;
Isaac Newton, Harpo Marx; Monk,

_
Chico Marx;

Cleopatra, Virginia Mayo; Queen Elizabeth, Agnes
Moorehead; Devil, Vincent Price; Nero, Peter Lorre;
Hippocrates, Charles Coburn; High Judge, Cedric
Hardwicke; Spanish Envoy, Cesar Romero; Khufn,
John Carradine; Napoleon, Dennis Hopper; Marie
Antoinette, Marie Wilson; Anthony, Helmut Dan-
tine; Sir Walter Raleigh, Edward Everett Horton;
Shakespeare, Reginald Gardiner; Josephine, Marie
Windsor; Waiter, George E. Stone; Early Christian

Woman, Cathy O’Donnell; Marquis de Varennes,
Franklin Pangborn; Major Domo, Melville Cooper;
Bishop of Beauvais, Henry Daniell; Moses, Francis

X. Bushman; Alexander Graham Bell, Jim Ameche;
Early Christian, David Bond; Apprentice, Nick Cra-
vat; Helen of Troy, Dani Crayne; Court Attendant

,

Richard Cutting; Columbus, Anthony Dexter; Wife,
Toni Gerry; Lincoln, Austin Green; Laughing Water,
Eden Hartford; Promoter, Alexander Lockwood;
Early Christian Child, Melinda Marx; Cleopatra’

s

Brother, Bart Mattson; Early Man, Don Megowan;
Armana, Marvin Miller; Hitler, Bobby Watson.

TIME LIMIT—V. A. Directed by Karl Malden:
Colonel William Edwards, Richard Widmark; Major
Harry Cargill, Richard Basehart; Corporal Jean
Evan's, Dolores Michaels; Mrs. Cargill, June Lock-

hart; General Connors, Carl Benton Reid; Sergeant
Baker, Martin Balsam; Licucnant George Miller, Rip
Torn; Mike, Alan Dexter; Captain Joe Connors, Yale
Wexler; Lieutenant Harvey, Manning Ross.
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. . . tar and away

HIS F

HAL WALLIS production

Hear Jerry Lewis

sing his new song hit,

"SAD SACK”

PHYLLIS KIRK-PETER LORRE-JOE MANTELL- GENE EVANS
Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL • Screenplay by EDMUND BELOIN and NATE MONASTER • Based on the Cartoon Character Created by George Baker

Acknowledgment is hereby gratefully made to the United States Army and Air Force without whose cooperation, deep understanding, and sense of humor this picture could never have been made.

p
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CLEARASIL PERSONALITY of tbe MONTH
JEANMARIE LUSSIER, Graduate '57, St. Mary's High School, Albuquerque, N. M.

Meet popular Jeanmarie Lussier and
a group typical of her lively teen-age
friends. She’s a budding artist, writer
too, and is going on to drama school.
When you’re as much the center of
activity as Jeanmarie don’t face the
embarrassment of pimples . . .

Read what Jeanmarie did: “/ had frequent blackheads and blemishes. I

tried nearly everything and had almost given up when I heard about Clearasil.

Clearasil ended my problem and
now I've been chosen “Miss Photo-

genic of New Mexico' ."

2135 Eton Avenue, S.E. Albuquerque, N.M.

P

Millions of young people have proved . . .

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION

'STARVES' PIMPLES

Skin-Colored . . . hides pimples while it works!

clearasil can help you, too, gain clear skin

and a more appealing personality. Now you
can get clearasil as a smooth Lotion in handy
squeeze bottle, as well as in the famous Tube.

L
^/J(HcZd_ L/(HVt

pZfceAsI

$ You, too, may have had skin

• problems and found Clearasil

* helped end them. When you think of

8 the wonderful relief that effective

« treatment can bring, you may want
® to help others. You can, by writing

# us a letter about your experience

Why Clearasil Works Fast: clearasil’s ‘kera-

tolytic’ action penetrates pimples. Antiseptic

action stops growth of bacteria that can cause

pimples. And clearasil ‘starves’ pimples,

helps remove excess oil that ‘feeds’ pimples.

Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on
over 300 patients, 9 out of 10 cases

were cleared up or definitely improved
while using clearasil (Lotion or Tube)

.

Long-lasting Lotion only $1.25

(no fed. tax) or Tube,
69t and 98c. Money-
back guarantee. At
all drug counters.

with Clearasil. Attach a recent

photograph of yourself (a good

close-up snapshot will do). You may
be the next CLEARASIL PERSONALITY

of the MONTH. Write: Clearasil,

Dept. A, 1 80 Mamaroneck Ave.,

White Plains, N. Y.

SPECIAL OFFER: For 2 weeks’ supply
of clearasil send name, address
and 15c to Box 260-D (for Tube) or

Box 260-E (for Lotion), Eastco, Inc.,

New York 46, N. Y. Expires 12/31/57.

Largest-Selling Pimple Medication

In America (Including Canada)

becoming

attractions

A. Present with an exciting future:

Surrender perfume by Ciro, warm, ro-

mantic fragrance in a faceted crystal

flacon. % oz., $12.50*; % oz., $7.00*

B. Something for the boys: Seaforth’s

tangy. bracing Scotch Heather shave lo-

tion and men’s cologne in handsome, 4-

oz., white opalware jugs. Set, $2.00*

C. It’s a gift—to please practically

anyone: Dorothy Gray’s deliciously fem-

inine French Lilac set with cologne,

body lotion and fragrant soap. $1.75*

D. Present Perfect: Primitif Parfum

Cologne by Max Factor, a long-lasting,

feminine fragrance in striking, modern

package. 2 oz., $1.75*; 4 oz., $3.00"

E. To a Wild Rose: trio by Avon. Fra-

grant bath oil. cologne and body lotion,

beguilingly packaged in milk glass bot-

tles and rose-garlanded box. $2.95*

*plus tux
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The

scandalous

saga of

an actress,

a mistress,

a matron,

and a maid.,

and a butler

with a

very subtle

buttle!

shemm®
Breakfast inbed
...but she didn't

want to eat alone!'/

MlMtfSOMD iv/ven

G|NemaScOP£

—JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS

EVA GABOR -JAY ROBINSON

COLOR

ROBERT KEITH

JEFF DONNELL,
UCMDV 1/nOTCD Screenplay by EVERETT FREEMAN, PETER BERNEIS and WILLIAM BOWERS • Based on the screenplay

Directed by tltlNK 1 tMJo I tK by MORRIE RYSKIND and ERIC HATCH and on the novel by ERIC HATCH • Produced by ROSS HUNTER

A Universal International Picture



Sid’s prediction for Marlon: “An Oscar for your ‘Sayonara’ role”

T 'll bet Sophia Loren is now regarded as a Hollywood actress in

Italy ... I can’t imagine Tony Perkins cooking a meal, but

be does . . . Nobody sings a torch song like Frank Sinatra . . .

Nobody listens to a torch song like Ava Gardner . . . My idea

of class in an actress is Gene Tierney. I wish she'd return to

Hollywood and pictures ... As a child, two things annoyed

Kim Novak: 1. Having to go to bed early. 2. Having to get out

of bed early . . . Burt Lancaster knew “The Sweet Smell of

Success” with other pictures . . . I'm for a TV spectacular in

which Wyatt Earp. Matt Dillon. Hopalong Cassidy and all the

other western heroes shoot it out amongst themselves . . . Call

me a liar, if Marlon Brando doesn’t win the Oscar for his per-

formance in “Sayonara.” ... I don’t get Mel Ferrer and Jose

Ferrer confused, any more than I do their wives, Audrey Hep-

burn and Rosemary Clooney ... Do you realize that the movie

colony is without a social leader? But don’t let it bother you . . .

Sal Mineo, who should know, claims the advantage of buying

a rock ’n’ roll record is that when it’s worn out you can’t tell

the difference.

Yul Brynner believes that big success comes after many small

failures . . . Tommy Sands believes differently . . . Whenever

I see Natalie Wood or Debra Paget going to the movies alone,

I wonder what gives . . . There isn't a better comedienne and

singer of sly songs than Pearl Bailey . . . Ernest Hemingway’s

“The Sun Also Rises” concerns itself with “the lost generation.”

How about a novel, Ernest, about today’s crowd—“the get-lost

generation?” . . . Taking the words from Anita Ekberg: “In

love, nothing is as eloquent as mutual silence.” I understand

the thunder of silence.

Doesn’t Bob Mitchum always look as if he needs a haircut?

. . . Whenever you see a person turn on a radio in a movie, you

can give odds that you’re going to hear an important story

point . . . And while you’re betting, place a wager that of all the

new young actors, John Cassavetes is the greatest . . . Lana

Turner is a watcher, not a doer, when it comes to outdoor

sports . . . My idea of a good time is Kim Stanley. She fasci-

nates me—acting, talking, or merely sitting . . . When movie

gangsters reform, they play FBI men or private detectives . . .

I don’t believe the movie “War and Peace” tempted anyone

to buy the book . . . Jean Simmons is a good listener, among

her other charms . . . I'm still campaigning for a musical version

of “The Front Page,” with Frank Sinatra as Hildy Johnson

and Bing Crosby as Walter Burns . . . “The goal of any really

decent movie actor is the stage.” Know who I’m quoting?

None other than Spencer Tracy . . . It’s really a mixed-up world.

Elvis Presley’s hair is longer than Doris Day’s ... I’d like to

say that I'm weary, very weary, of the word teenage . . . Victor

Mature believes that the professional comedian is having a

tough time on TV, because old movies are much funnier with-

out even trying.

Marilyn looks good with cold cream on her face ... I have

yet to see E. G. Marshall or Jack Warden give a bad per-

formance . . . The trouble with most characters is that they

haven’t any character ... To me, “My Time of Day,” from

“Guys and Dolls,” is the unofficial Broadway anthem ... I defy

you to name a blonde who is really a blonde! . . I don’t mean

Tab Hunter, I mean an actress ... At last the Actors Studio

gets its name in lights. Susan Strasberg becomes a movie star

in “Stage Struck.” . . . Pat Boone insists there’s no feud be-

tween him and Elvis. “We don’t know each other well enough

to quarrel,” said the singer with the white shoes . . . From

our good friend Mike Curtiz: “I admit there are other things

besides money, but it takes money to buy them.”

Whenever I see a photo of Liz Taylor, Mike Todd, Eddie

Fisher and Debbie Reynolds. I think they’re a singing group.

Say, The Four Merrymakers . . . Mamie Van Doren claims she

became an actress because she wanted to be somebody; wanted

to be proud of herself . . . Janet Leigh’s a favorite with me . . .

I heard a workman on the set of “South Pacific” say to another:

“This looks like it could be a good picture, but why are they

using all that old music?”

Arthur Loew Jr., with girlfriend Joan Collins, at the pre-

view of “Stage Struck” to watch girlfriend Susan Strasberg . . .

Memo to Susan: Your performance as Eva Lovelace, who be-

comes a stage star, makes you a full-fledged movie star! . . .

And speaking of Susans, have you noticed the trend in actresses

named Susan? There’s Susan Hayward and Susan Cabot and

Susan Strasberg and Susan Harrison and Susan Kohner, and

there’s Susan Oliver coming up with a big movie and plenty of

dates. And. to make things more complicated, what did Burt

Lancaster, Tony Curtis. Marty Milner and the others call Susan

Harrison in, “The Sweet Smell of Success”? Susie! That’s

Hollywood For You!



Technicolor®

Screen Play Dy

An ESSEX-GEORGE SIDNEY Production

Produced on the stage by GEORGE ABBOTT • Produced by FRED KOHLMAR
• Directed by

GEORGE SIDNEY

Based on the play Book by Music by Lyrics by
• PAL JOEY • JOHN O’HARA • RICHARD RODGERS • LORENZ HART
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LET’S

GO TO
THE

MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

yVW EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD

V'V' GOOD

y FAIR

BEST ACTING: KAY KENDALL

Is Taina about to fall for boss Gene? The idea amuses Kay and Mitzi

BEST acting: MARLON BRANDO

Marlons love for Miiko Taka wont

give way to obstacles that face them

Sayonara warners;
TECHNIRAMA, TECHNICOLOR

yyyy In a powerful, visually beautiful

drama concerned with the emotion of love

across racial barriers, Marlon Brando is

as compelling as ever. Playing a flyer

sent to Tokyo from wartime Korea, he

disapproves of dates between GIs and
Japanese girls. His own fiancee (Patricia

Owens), just arrived from the States, is

an aristocrat. But he stands loyally by

pal Red Buttons when Red insists on

marrying humble Miyoshi Umeki. Then
Marlon sees the exquisite Miiko Taka

—

and his outlook abruptly changes. On
Miiko’s side, too, there is a hindrance to

romance; though she is a vaudeville star,

she must lead an almost cloistered life

with her troupe. Japanese landscapes

and various aspects of the native theater

add richness. Ricardo Montalban repre-

sents the Kabuki art, as a player who
attracts Patricia; an unusual puppet show

has tragic consequences. adult

Lbs Girls m-g-m;
CINEMASCOPE, METROCOLOR

yyyy Gene Kelly has met his musical-

comedy match—in fact, three of them.

And the result is a dazzling movie, sly

and spectacular, sophisticated and hilar-

ious. As star of a revue touring Europe,

Gene has hired a featured trio from three

countries. Mitzi Gaynor plays the saucy

American among “Les Girls”; Kay Ken-

dall, the statuesque Britisher; Taina Elg,

the piquant Frenchwoman. We meet

them in flashback, after the act has

broken up. Now wed to Jacques Bergerac,

Taina launches a libel suit at Kay, who
has married a title—and written a sensa-

tional book about her revue days. In

turn, Kay, Taina and Gene give wildly

contradictory versions of the relationship

between Gene and his beauties. Every-

body’s fine, but wonderful Kendall has

the edge, with her blend of dignity and

crazy comic abandon. adult

continued
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COSTUME BY JOHN DERRO

/dreamed/was lost in aLondon Foa in ma F/?61/aa a
Nothing can dampen my spirits when I’m wearing new Maidenform Concerto*. This

talented bra brightens my every hour, heightens my every curve ! The secret’s in the

circular rows of linked stitches that mold and hold me in the prettiest possible lines.

Machine-washable white cotton broadcloth in AA, A, B and C cups. 2.50

p

MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC.
*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 11



EVERY SINGLE DAY

WILL BE

WONDERFUL because I made some big

changes— in dress, make-up, job! I even

changed my sanitary protection—
changed to Tampax—and now, even

"problem days” can be wonderful, too!

AT WORK ... I can go about my duties

without a care about chafing, binding
pads, or embarrassing odor. Tampax®
internal sanitary protection is completely

comfortable, dainty.

AT PARTIES ... I can wear the sleekest

dress— feel poised, sure. For Tampax is

invisible, unfelt when in place. Lets me
move about in perfect freedom—as on
any day of the month.

ANYWHERE . . . Tampax is easy to use,

change and dispose of. Convenient to

carry extras. Regular, Super, Junior ab-

sorbencies, wherever drug products are

sold. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,
Massachusetts.

MOVIES continued

Once just the blue-jeaned kid next door , Shirley now looks different to Pat

April Love 20™ ; cinemascope,

I'VW' Pat Boone as a juvenile delin-

quent?! Don’t let the casting fool you.

This is an utterly happy movie, full of

zestful songs and warm human feeling.

In a jam in Chicago, Pat’s shipped to

the country to visit his aunt (Jeanette

Nolan) and grumpy uncle (Arthur

O’Connell). There he’s supposed to

straighten out. He develops a case on

neighbor Dolores Michaels, spoiled

rich girl. But Shirley Jones, her kid

sister, is obviously the one for Pat.

Shirley loves horses and trotting races;

Pat goes for souped-up cars—till he

sees the light. family

Operation Mad Ball COLUMBIA

V'V'V'V’ Mad it is—funny from start to

finish. At an Army base in France just

after World War II, Jack Lemmon and

his noncom friends decide to arrange a

rendezvous for Roger Smith and his

nurse sweetheart—a lieutenant! Their

wacky, involved schemes balloon into

a real project: a secret party for all

the GIs and the feminine officers.

(Jack’s own beloved is dietitian Kath-

ryn Grant.) As a stuffy captain, Ernie

Kovacs threatens to steal the show

(and queer the party). Then along

comes Mickey Rooney, master sergeant

and master fixer. family

continued

Private Jack has to salute lieutenant Kathy, hut he has other intentions

t



EXCLUSIVELY A PRODUCT OF THE LUCKY SALES CO., INC.

now in stunning f ATIM
NEW ^A I I N SHEEN FINISH

RAIN DEARS-SATIN ARE SLEEK!

The nation’s most walked-about, most talked-about,

most looked-at plastic rainboots . .

.

RAIN DEARS-SATIN ARE SMOOTH!

RAIN DEARS-SATIN ARE SOPHISTICATED!

ALSO in FULLY TRANSPARENT for you who want the beauty of your shoe to show through . . clear smoke

LUCKY SALES CO., inc. LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • NEW YORK

Julie Adams

co-starring in

“SLIM CARTER”

a Universal

International Picture

in color

Smooth fitting

styles for

all types

of shoes

and every

heel height

And of course these wonderfully trim, foot and ankle-slimming rainboots

feature the snug fit and superior safety tread for which

Rain Dears are so famous!

SATIN CLEAR SATIN SMOKE

about . .

J2
00

Guaranteed by *
Good Housekeeping

*°'
4* 4wtmto

AT NOTIONS. SHOE AND RAINWEAR COUNTERS EVERYWHERE



WHICH?

Millions of women say

“LYSOL” is best!

Millions of women wouldn’t

dream of douching with vinegar.

They know that vinegar can’t

do the job the way “Lysol” can

!

They know that “Lysol” is

best for douching . . .

1. Best because. . . “Lysol
’

stops odor at its source.

2. Best because . . . “Lysol’’

kills germs on contact. It kills

the very germs that cause odor.

. Best because . . . “Lysol”

keeps you sweet and nice inside.

“Lysol” brand disinfectant is

mild. Can’t hurt you. Use it every

time you douche.

Send for free booklet on

how to douche the way doc-

tors recommend. (Mailed

in plain envelope.) Write

to “Lysol,” Bloomfield,

N. J., Box TSP-1257.

*

MOVIES continued

Slaughter on Tenth Avenue u. It

CINEMASCOPE
VVV Unpretentious but hard-hitting, this

melodrama of waterfront violence is

marked by good acting and an air of

credibility. As an inexperienced assistant

to the D. A., Richard Egan investigates

the shooting of Mickey Shaughnessy, an

honest stevedore boss. But all possible

witnesses have been terrorized into si-

lence, including Jan Sterling, as wife of

the mortally injured man, and Harry
Bellaver, as his brother. Walter Matthau
makes an impressive heavy; Julie Adams
is decorative in the minor role of the

hero’s fiancee; and Dan Duryea comes
on late in the proceedings to score as a

wily defense attorney. family

Time Limit u.a.

VVV It’s a deadly serious subject that

is tackled here : treachery in wartime

prison camps. If the movie does not offer

a definite, final answer to its problem,

that’s because in real life none has yet

been found. Richard Widmark and Rich-

ard Basehart head a high-powered cast,

Widmark playing a dedicated Army
officer who must determine whether

Basehart should be court-martialed for

dealing out Red propaganda in a North

Korea camp. The case is full of unex-

pected complications; for one thing, the

accused is obviously a man of principle

and strong character. Other effective

performances are turned in by June

Lockhart, as Basehart’s wife, and Dolores

Michaels, as Widmark’s WAC secretary.

Catch is that the story, talky by its very

nature, is handled in a static manner
that betrays its stage origin. family

Escapade in Japan u-i;

TECHNIRAMA, TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V An appealing family-style movie

finds two small boys on the loose in

Japan. As parents of the American half

of the runaway team, Teresa Wright and

Cameron Mitchell have about decided on

a divorce. Cameron is on State Depart-

ment duty in Tokyo, and his young son

(Jon Provost) is coming there by air.

But the plane is forced to ditch, and Jon

is rescued from the sea by a Japanese

fisher couple. Through a fluke, the

couple’s little boy (Roger Nakagawa)
decides that his American chum is

wanted by the cops, and the kids escape

together as soon as the boat reaches

land. Their tour combines the excite-

ment of the chase theme with the charm
of varied (and authentic) Japanese lo-

cales. FAMILY

Jet Pilot U-I, TECHNICOLOR

VV The long-discussed air epic starring

John Wayne and Janet Leigh turns out

to have a surprising amount of enter-

tainment values. Plot-wise, it’s on the

wild side, presenting Janet as a Soviet

jet pilot who sets her plane down at a

U. S. base in Alaska and announces that

she’s a refugee from Red tyranny. But
she is not very cooperative, so John’s

bosses assign the American jet ace to

find out just what his Russian opposite-

number is after. Well, that’s enough of

the plot, which even a code expert

couldn’t decipher. Flying scenes are

beautiful, as Janet and John swoop
through majestic cloud formations. The
two planes look touchingly like birds

courting in air, but the dialogue . . .

never mind the dialogue, either. Much
of the story is intended to be funny, and
the rest is pretty funny, too. family

Across the Bridge rank
VV The cryptic character strongly por-

trayed by Rod Steiger is the focal point

of this strange melodrama. As a sinister

international financier, Rod flees the

U. S. when Scotland Yard puts the heat

on, long-distance. Needing another man’s

passport to get into Mexico, he steals

it—only to find that its owner is wanted
for a political killing. A wistful dog
plays an odd part in Rod’s further mis-

adventures. This might be an entertain-

ing suspense yarn, if it didn’t show un-

warranted pretentiousness. family

Slim Carter u-i, eastman color

VV Here’s a pleasantly sentimental easy-

going Hollywood story, with Jock Ma-
honey as a heel who has become a

western hero, idol of the nation’s kids.

Mostly responsible for his success, pub-

licity woman Julie Adams is horrified

when she learns of his space-grabbing

plan. Little Tim Hovey is to be brought

from an orphanage to visit the star, as

reward for winning a contest. That was

the studio’s idea—but Jock figures he’ll

improve on it with a phony adoption of-

fer. A few days with little Tim . . .

you take it from there. family

The Story of Mankind
tec™olor

VV As the title indicates, movie-makers

have bitten off quite a chunk here. Out

in the heavens, there’s a debate: Should

humanity be allowed to blow itself up?

Before the court, our history is retraced,

Ronald Colman arguing persuasively that

mankind is worth saving. Vincent Price

(as Satan) taking the opposition. Big

stars are seen in each episode, with such

surprises as Groucho Marx playing Peter

Minuit, buying Manhattan. family

An Alligator Named Daisy rank;
VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

VV An affable British fancy finds young

Donald Sinden in unwilling possession of

a four-foot alligator—an affectionate

pet. Animal-loving Jean Carson induces

him to keep the creature—a move that

disrupts his life and his engagement to

wealthy Diana Dors. While Donald totes

Daisy around in a sort of golf bag, bits

of song crop up. family
14
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Why Perma-lift? Because new

Magic Insets, found only in the cups of a “Permadift”* Bra,

firmly mold your breasts into young, accentuated, yet nat-

ural lines, and guarantee this fashion-favored lift of loveli-

ness for the full life of your bra. This convenient FRONT

HOOK Long- Line is styled of exquisite nylon in five

fascinating new colors, #59 $6.50. Try “Perma*lift” today.

The Permadift. Bra, in this unretouched

photo, was worn 1 year and washed 73

times—proof that Magic Insets never lose

their firm uplift and beautiful support.



INSIDE

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

Tangled Hearts: The Julie London-

Bobby Troup engagement looks off

again, and the reason could be a hand-

some guy you know well, one Richard

Egan. Which leaves Pat Hardy, Dick’s

long-time girl friend, dangling from the

end of his short announcement. “There

will be no marriage for Pat and me.”

. . . Ben Gage, Esther Williams’ hubby,

lived on uneasy street while Esther was

in Rome making “Raw Wind in Eden.”

Seems Esther was having a ball and

wasn’t too eager about leaving the land

of spaghetti and meatballs . . . The

reason Jeff Chandler, in Rome for the

same picture, flew home before wife

Marjorie is a simple one: This mar-

riage is once again as shaky as Elvis

doing “Hound Dog,” and Jeff wanted

to get away fast and think it over. The

decision? Next issue, please.

Location News: At Gregory Peck’s in-

vitation, I flew up to the “Big Country”

location near Stockton, Cal., where nary

a telephone pole or pumping oil well

spoiled the 1870 view. Here, on a dusty,

deserted cattle ranch, an entire western

village had been constructed, replete

with cowboys, saloons and “ornery”

villains. And durned if we didn’t almost

turn actor. “Come on,” Greg insisted.

“Put on some western clothes and play

‘extra’ with my three boys over there.”

And sure enough, there stood Jonathan,

Stephen and Carey Peck, playing local

kids all agog at their dude Dad riding

into town in an ancient stagecoach. I

got out of there fast. No acting for me!

Inside Stuff: That the Pat Boones are

a happy couple is a well known fact.

That the Pat Boones, live under a

shadow of fear is known to very few.

Shirley’s RH blood factor, that makes

child bearing a hazard, is a constant

worry to Pat and his lovely wife. And
yet the Boones are so eager for a family,

Shirley is willing to take the risk. So

%

I

far, the three Boone youngsters and

Shirley have come through safely. But

after the newest arrival, their medico

has said “no more.” And the Boones

are listening.

The Lowdown: Friends are pretty cer-

tain Johnny Stamponato will be hus-

band number five for Lana Turner. And
for several reasons, they’re not happy

about it . . . Universal Studios isn’t

exactly publishing the fact that John

Saxon drew more fan mail than Rock

Hudson for two months in a row. In

fairness to Rock, he was in Italy during

that time making “A Farewell to Arms.”

Nevertheless, Johnny is U-I’s big news

for 1958, and until proper vehicles

come along, they prefer to stay calm . . .

Ted Wick is Tommy Sands’ new man-

ager (a modified version of Elvis’ Col.

Parker), but I can tell you firsthand

that Mrs. Sands is the big wheel in that

set-up. Tommy’s Mom wasn’t exactly

happy about Tom’s ditching high school

two months before graduation to take

on a singing job. But now that the de-

cision has been made, Mrs. S. will see

to it her son is done right by. And who

can blame her? . . . Mae West will sizzle

the pages of her biography, “Queen of

Sex,” with stories about Jayne M. and

Mickey Hargitay. Seems Jayne stole

Mickey, the former “Mr. Universe,”

right out of Mae’s nightclub act. And
Mae can’t forget it. Neither can Mick-

ey’s former wife, so rumors have it . . .

Speaking of Jayne, hers was the party

of the month recently. The pink paint,

the pink champagne and the pink

swimming pool were all wet at the fling

Jayne flung to christen her new pool.

Mickey had only just completed “pink-

ing” the fence and the walls around the

pool before the guests arrived.

As a hostess, Jayne is strictly a

glamour girl. In a white satin, blue

rhinestone studded bathing suit, Jayne

didn’t greet the ( Continued on page 68)

As Hollywood sees it these days, Fe-

licia Farr is the gal most likely to hit

stardom. Whether she’ll hit the Lem-

mon (Jack, that is) on love’s slot

machine is another story. (Ouch!)

But fact is that Felicia and Jack seem

definitely to be an item. Above, a

good laugh, an unexpected guest, a

private joke enjoyed at a party

16



Every other leading spray-set sprays your hair with 80% to 95% alcohol. And alcohol can dry, dull, deaden hair . . . soon burn its beauty away.

T'few! The only spray-set with no aleohol

-builds beauty as it curls/

Such silky
, soft curls! Never dry-looking.

Such shiny
, springy curls! Never stiff, sticky or flaky „

Real dream stuff, this fabulous new
Beauty Curl. Sets beauty . . . holds beau-
ty. .

.

builds beauty! And without a drop
of drying, burning alcohol that can rob
your hair of the natural oils that protect

its precious lustre.

No sticky lacquer or gummy fixative,

either. Yet you can use it to set and to

hold! And every time you spray it on,

you can see an added glow. That's be-

cause Beauty Curl builds beauty from
within. No wonder your soft, shiny curls

keep their joyous bounce even on the

dampest day. Get new Beauty Curl today

!

DISCOVERYv F&G&QaJ. l-lwlsudz

SPRAYS IN BEAUTY AS IT SETS AND HOLDS YOUR CURLS.

©1957 Lambert-Hudnut Div,



Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E . 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios .

—

Ed.

READERS INC...

Elvis: A Dangerous Threat?

According to some critics, the three

most dangerous threats the world has to

contend with these days are: atomic weap-

ons, the Asiatic flu and Elvis Presley.

1 am willing to take their word about

the first two, but definitely disagree about

the third.

I have watched Elvis Presley on every

occasion that came my way; and lo, I

have never set eyes on anything so inof-

fensive in my entire half-century of liv-

ing, regardless of all the ugly criticism.

1 cannot recall anyone else in the lime-

light ever having been such a constant

victim of so many abuses—most of them
downright insulting if not heartbreaking,

which he undoubtedly does not deserve.

My family (husband included) and I,

as well as many others, evidently, have

discovered that his style of entertainment

is no more a threat to our teenagers' morals

than that of anybody elses in. show business.

On the contrary, much less so than in

many, many other cases. In fact we find

it excellent and unique, despite the num-
erous unsuccessful attempts to copy him.

Ilis facial expressions are delightful. He
is as handsome as they come and blessed

with a rare, warm personality. Why, then,

are the critics so unkind to him? Some
even predicted that he would soon vanish

into oblivion—that he was only a phase
that would soon pass.

These critics better take another look

and change their minds quickly, because
those of us who strongly disagree see a

completely different picture of a brilliant

lad who bas a huge supply of still-hidden

talent that will take over when the present

ones are exhausted.

Personally, I would be honored to shake
hands with Elvis Presley anytime.

Mrs. A. D. Ainslie
Orondo, Wash.

Movie producers—how about casting Elvis

Presley in a modern musical comedy with
the accent on comedy. He’s turning into a

good actor and a picture like this could

showcase another side of his talent.

L. Farnham
Wayne, Pa.

Birr!

A group of friends and myself went to

see “Twenty Million Miles to Earth" and
now we’re having an argument on what
played the part of the monster from Venus.
One fellow says it was a drawing, and my
girlfriend says it was a miniature puppet
enlarged, and I said it was a man dis-

guised.

G. Zamiske
Hellerton, Pa.

And we say it was pretty scary no mat-
ter what it was. If hen we felt calm enough
to inquire, Columbia told us it was a rubber-

ized mechanical device.—Ed.

Ever-Popular Stars

I went to see a movie the other day
with my little daughter. It was “Bernar-
dine’’.

We sat in the balcony with many young
people of assorted ages and sizes. I’m

quite sure they were all there to see their

idol Pat Boone.
I went to the movie to see my idol, too.

Janet Gaynor was my idol when T was a

little girl She was also my idol when I

was a teenager. And she is still my idol.

The long red curls are gone; but the

brown eyes, the heart-shaped face and the

chin dimple are still there.

After eighteen years it was a great pleas-

ure to welcome this gracious little lady

with her demure manner back to the

screen. I hope to see her many more times
in the future.

I know I am speaking for all her fans

when I say, “we’re glad you’re back, Ja-
net!”

Alice Y. Shemel
Peoria, 111.

Fan thinks El has a right to scratch

his head in wonder at critics’ abuse

I think Photoplay would be wise to start
printing stories on old-time stars like Marie
Dressier, Will Rogers, Frances Dee, John
Barrymore, Anna Sten, Bill Robinson, Shir-
ley Temple, Deanna Durbin and so forth.
Since I’ve made this my hobby, you’d be
surprised how interesting it is. I’ve learned
so much about the older stars and would
like to learn a lot more. I wish that you
would try very hard to do something dike
this. I’m sure the younger readers would
enjoy it is well as the older ones.

Katie J. Dureiko
Hazel Park, Mich.

Academy Award Material

I think one of Hollywood’s brightest
young stars is going unnoticed. He has
turned in two impressive performances and
as yet, I have not seen anything written
about him anywhere. Why??
The young man I am talking about is

Sidney Poitier. If he does not receive an
Academy Award for Best Supporting
Actor, I don’t know who will. In “Some-
thing of Value” he was simply tremend-
ous. Never have I seen such an emotional
cha racterization of a person as Sidney did
of the Mau-Mau in this movie. You felt

everything as he did. He had you with
him all the time.

Again in “Band of Angels” Sidney gives
a terrific performance. As Rau-Ru he
steals the show from that wonderful man,
Clark Gable. There is no denying this

hoy’s talent.

How about a little information about
him? He Gertainly deserves every bit of

credit he receives.

Kathy Gale
Portland, Oregon

It’s always a pleasure to talk about a

fine actor like Sidney Poitier. Born in the

Buhamas in 1927, he was sent to live with
his brother in Florida when he teas a teen-

ager. Soon thereafter he went on his own,
not wanting to burden his brother s large

family with an extra care. Between then

and the time he arrived in New York he
worked as a busboy, dishwasher, unskilled

laborer and dock worker. He finally reached
Manhattan where the American Negro The-
atre had him tested and gave him a three-

month scholarship. During the day he

worked in New York’s garment center. At
night he attended school. His first big chance
came when he pinch-hit for fellow student

Harry Belafonte in a walk-on part. This

landed him a bit in “Lysistrata,” a Broad-

way play. An understudy’s role in “Anna
Lucasta” followed and then movies. His
first big film success was in “Blackboard
Jungle.”—Ed.

continued
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READERS INC.
continued

Measure of the Man

You may not think this matter important

enough to print, but I’m hoping. My em-

ployer and I have been having a dispute

about Alan Ladd’s height. He tells me Mr.

Ladd is about six feet tall and I say his

height is more like 5'6" or 5'7". Please

find room to answer this question.

Joyce Connelly
St. Louis, Mo.

Am I right in thinking Alan Ladd is 5'4"

tall? I’m sure I read this somewhere.
Alice Myers
Camden, N.J.

Einstein said everything is relative, but

Alan’s still 5'9".—Ed.

Animal Corner

Could you please inform me as to

whether Francis the "talking” mule really

speaks on the screen?
Billy Rojos
Key West, Fla.

P.S. Or off-screen!

We asked, but Francis hasn’t answered
us yet.—Ed.

How About It, Readers?

Occasionally I have got some old copies

of your magazine which I have read with
great interest. The only trouble is that it is

quite impossible to obtain your magazine
here.

Would it not he possible that any of your
readers save their old numbers of Photoplay
and instead of throwing them right away,
send them to me? And for exchange, I will

mail them some set of our stamps or pic-

torial postcards.

Hope you could furnish me with an
address. I would be very grateful.

Chav Tien-Shun
Villa Jeanne D’Arc
Race Course Road
Tientsin, China

Give herthe
Mew

SHAVEMASTER
with the New Exclusive Micro-Twin head

CTwo shaving sides for CTwo feminine shaving problems

This side designed to shave legs

clean and smooth without fuss,

muss, nicks or cuts.

Enjoy new
freedom from

nicks and cuts

this safe, gentle,

quick way.

This side designed to shave
tender underarms, close and
smooth without nicks or cuts.

Only the Lady Sunbeam has the "compact”
shape and the new precision Micro-Twin
shaving head designed especially for fem-

inine shaving needs. One side for shaving
legs close, clean and smooth and the other
side for shaving tender underarms. Ends
muss and fuss, nicks and cuts of soap and
blade. Lady Sunbeam’s gentle, sure per-

formance eliminates irritation caused by
other shaving methods and gives you a

new, easy, safe way to keep neat, fresh

and dainty. Only the New Lady Sunbeam
gives you the New precision Micro-Twin
head and New Quiet Motor.

ELECTRIC

Available in two
lovely models

Lady Sunbeam Deluxe comes in a beautifully

sculptured French Door case. Smart on your
vanity— compact for travel— a lovely gift.

From $15 .95 *

^Manufacturer’s recommended Retail

or Fair Trade price.

Lady Sunbeam Fleur-de-lis
model sets on dainty pedestal.

Comes with matching sleeve
case to make a perfect gift.

Choose either design from Six lovely colors

r
5»ws)&"''

"n (T* J /» V
I *, ! V: a

Emerald Riviera Ermine
Green Blue White

Imperial Petal Velvet

Yellow Pink Black

©S.C. ©SUNBEAM, LADY SUNBEAM, SHAVEMASTER, MICRO-TWIN, MIXMASTER, IRONMASTER.

Look for the MARK OF QUALITY Famous for Mixmaster, Ironmaster, etc.

SUNBEAM CORPORATION, Dept. 238 Chicago 50, Illinois • Canada: Toronto 1
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READERS INC.
continued

P

Missing Feature

Hair w
fresh young HALO look

is softer, brighter
1

Whistle Clean
—for no other shampoo offers Halo’s

unique cleansing ingredient, so effec-

tive yet so mild. And there are no

unnecessary ingredients in Halo. No
greasy oils or creamy substances to

interfere with cleaning action, no

soap to leave dirt-catching film. Halo,

even in hardest water, leaves your

hair softer, brighter, whistle clean.

I note with regret that the October issue

lias no page of “Casts of Current Pictures.”

I hope that you aren’t leaving it out per-

manently.
1 am a diary keeper, and paste in my

casts with my comments. This comes in

handy when 1 watch an old movie on TV.
1 can look hack in my diary and see what
I thought of it then.

Mrs. Elizabeth Herrmann
Oak Park, 111.

No, Casts are a permanent Photoplay fea-

ture and will be back with us in the Novem-
ber issue. Incidentally, perhaps other fans

will want to adopt Mrs. Herrmann s useful
“
diary” idea.—Ed.

By Popular Demand

In a recent article in your magazine you
made the statement that “The mail can
make an unknown into a success or can set

a cinema king toppling from his throne.”

Our intention is to make an unknown
(Danny Dennis) into a success.

He has appeared in “Blackboard Jungle”
and “Street of Sinners” (not yet released)

and a long list of television shows. We
would like your aid in helping Danny gain

recognition.

To quote another statement from your
article, “The fans are the unseen power in

Hollywood.” We demand to see our favorite

actor Danny Dennis in our favorite maga-
zine, Photoplay!

Charlotte Bencels
East Meadow, L.I., N.Y.

We surrender! (IFe always do when
we're outnumbered . ) At the request of 158
Danny Dennis fan club members and fellow
teenagers of East Meadow

,
New York, we're

glad to print a picture of good-looking D.D.
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THE BIG RUMOR by Radie Harris

TYThen Frank Sinatra was in the South of France,

’’ filming location exteriors for “Kings Go
Forth,” a reporter from London turned up on the

scene with a volley of personal questions to ..toss

at him. But when Frankie refused to discuss his

romantic life—past, present and future—the un-

daunted interrogator got an idea: He decided to

write his own story. And that’s how a completely

manufactured yarn to the effect that Frankie’s next

bride would be the widowed Lauren Bacall, became

a “scoop” that was picked up by newscasters all

over the world. Neither Betty nor Frank would

dignify this “exclusive” with a denial, although

the reporter, to protect himself, said they would.

But all of us who know Betty know how deeply in

love she was with Bogie, and that she is still

recuperating from the emotional strain of the pro-

longed illness that led to his Untimely death. And

so she isn’t thinking of marrying Frankie, or

anyone, as of now. True, “time heals all wounds,”

and it’s certainly within the realm of possibility

that Betty will marry again. She’s still too young

and attractive to face the years ahead without a

man around the house, and with two children to

raise, I’m sure she’ll feel their need of a father,

as well as her own need of a husband. But neither

I, nor any of her intimate friends think that

Frankie will supply those needs. As a friend, he’ll

always be in Betty’s life, as he was in Bogie’s. He
was an integral part of that small clique in which

the Bogarts moved, and still is. But Betty has never

dated him alone. No, romance with Frankie or

anyone is far from her thoughts. And what about

Frankie? Where does romance enter his scheme

of things? Where it always has, I should think-

playing the field as “Pal Frankie.” The End
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These nine players are at the crossroads in

their careers. Which way should they go?

THESE

STARS

need
your

help

^Tou can’t find talent these days.” How many times have

we heard this cry coming out of Hollywood. Yet. while

talent scouts beat the hinterlands for young personalities,

some of Hollywood’s most promising newcomers of a few

short years ago now languish low at the casting offices. How
come? We wanted the answer.

The following report was gathered by Lawrence Quirk for

Photoplay from talks with people whose business it is to know

what makes—or breaks—a potential star. This is the story

of nine players who are at the crossroads in their careers.

The right road leads to lasting fame; the wrong one to ob-

livion. All nine need your help. Read their stories, then tell

them what you think they should do. ( Continued on page 89)

For Dana Wvnter, there were

ominous notes from the very be-

ginning. She has yet to overcome

the curious problem caused by

her early publicity in the L . S.
Oil to a fast start with the screen

version of his stage success "Tea

and Sympathy.” Broadway’s

John Kerr won nationwide criti-

cal and fan acclaim. Then his

career foundered, unfairly t\ tie-

cast, his many talents need

broader scope to win stardom



Australia's Victoria Shaw was a

hit in "The Eddie Duchin Story”

but main months away from

Holly wood haven’t helped much

l p against one of Hollywood’s

biggest casting bogies. John

Derek has tried to overcome it.

Another good try might bring

the stardom and success he wants

Dependability doesn't always

win the biggest prizes. Richard

Elian has sadiv discovered

Scintillating performances, car-

ried Sheree North far. but she

ran into competition on — of all

places—her home lot till' recently

"So much like Brando,” every-

one said w hen Raul Newman en-

tered films, but the resemblance

is definitely a mixed blessing

l ndeniably. Jean Simmons has

plenty of talent, but whether she

meets current movie -queen
standards is another question

8
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If you think sweet , demure Ann doesn't

know enough about life to play a bad girl . .

.

YOU
7 was an outsider. I never knew what it really meant to be a woman until 1 married Jim and had Maureen and Timmy



by DICK SHEPPARD

DON’T KNOW ANN 151 .N i l I

HHhey called the picture off so many times she

was sure they’d never make it. Then she’d

pick up a newspaper and read where so-and-

so had been signed for the part—her part—and

her heart would sink. Finally, they called her to

the studio to test for it. She did three scenes and

went home alternating between hope and despair.

And then

—

“I was sealed at the desk in the study, address-

ing Christmas cards. The children, Maureen and

Timmy, were long since in bed, and Jim had

been called to the hospital to deliver a baby. The

house was very quiet, the only noise being the

scratching of my pen on the cards. Then the

phone rang. It was A1 Rockett, my agent. He

KODACHROME BY GENE TRINDL

could hardly keep the jubilation out of his voice.

He told me that if the terms he had made with

Warners’ were satisfactory to me, I had the part.

I couldn’t say anything for several moments

—

I just sat there in a very happy daze.

“Thoughts flew through my head—-I was

elated, yet a bit scared. Could I do it justice?

I was so stimulated I couldn’t finish my cards.

I couldn’t call Jim at the hospital because, though

I knew he’d be as happy as I was, I never bother

him at his ‘office.’ I felt like singing, and I did

—

a few bars—not enough to awaken the children,

but just enough to give release to my emotions.

I had won my campaign for ‘Helen Morgan’!”

Actually the battle (Continued, on page 78)
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by DEAN STOCKWELL as told to INA STEINHAUSER

a. handful
of quarters
He was only thirteen, and he wanted those coins badly . This is

the story of the strange incident that has changed Dean's life

VV^hen I was thirteen years old, something
' ' happened that I’ll never forget. I believe

it was the most important thing that ever hap-

pened to me. And I don’t think this feeling

I have about it will ever change, although I’m

only twenty-one now.

It’s a strange thing, hard to explain. I’m

not sure yet that I completely understand it.

But I can see now that life, especially for a

teenager, is made of such incidents that touch

us, and change and mold us.

I had gone to the Los Angeles YMCA that

afternoon, and I was playing ping pong with

one of the boys. I got a kick out of ping pong

and tennis—tennis is still my favorite sport.

I was having a great time, batting the ball back

and forth, and I didn’t notice at first when a

boy I knew slightly came in, and walked over

to the billiard table.

Suddenly, there was a lot of yelling and

rushing to the table, and I turned around to

see what the excitement was about. The boy

was standing there, throwing quarters on the

table ! I ran over as fast as I could, scrambling

and pushing my way in with the rest of the

mob. There must have been about five dollars’

worth of quarters on that table. That was a

lot of money to me. Sure, I’d been working

steadily as a child actor. But a lot of my earn-

ings were kept by the court until I came of

age. And my mother had quite a struggle to

support me and my brother Guy ever since she

and my father separated when I was five.

Quarters for spending money were something

special.

I reached out for a handful of those shiny

quarters. Then, something made me stop. I

looked up at the boy who was standing there

throwing them, and I let the quarters fall back

on the table. My arnjs fell to my side, and

I drew back, just staring at the scene—the

grasping, shouting boys, acting like greedy

animals at the sight of the money, the boy who

was throwing them expressionless, with no
j
oy

in what he was doing. There was something

defiant and contemptuous about him, some-

thing very sad and very lonely, too. But no joy.

If he had been a rich boy, it wouldn’t have

been so strange. But he wasn’t. I knew he was

a kid who had a very ( Continued on page 84)

PHOTOGRAPHED BY GENE TRINDL



by VERA J. PEERS as told to HELEN HOVER WELLER

will success spoil myJaynie?

She s loyal and loving—but there are things that make

Jayne Mansfield's mother say
, “I don't like that one bit!"

A luxurious car took us to the premiere. I, in the from seat, was so nervous.. was a



“/ wish Jaynie didn’t

have to depend so much on

sexpot publicity, but could

be herself. I’m very proud

of her success, but worry

about her, too. I pray that

she can always remember to

keep her balance in the face

of all the fantastic things

that are happening in her life”

ND OF!

F£AT(/#M

WIN:

didn’t know what to think when I picked up our local

Dallas newspaper not long ago and read that my daughter,

Jayne Mansfield, had gone to a formal Hollywood dinner party

wearing a bikini bathing suit!

It was early evening and I’d just finished the supper dishes.

Harry, my husband, was settled down to his favorite living-

room chair and had the ball game on TV. I entered the

living room to join him, ready for a nice, quiet evening of

reading. As I leafed through the paper, my eye caught the

story about Jayne.

“Harry!” I gasped. “Look what it says about Jayne!”

Harry looked up from the ball game and I read him—the

whole thing—the item about Jayne.

“Ridiculous!” he laughed when I’d finished. “Probably

some publicity stunt.” And he resumed his attention to the

Texas League.

“Maybe so, but I’m calling her up to make sure,” I said.

“Don’t be silly. Jayne’s a big girl now, Vera. She knows

what she’s doing. Besides, it probably was a costume party

or something.”

So I dropped the subject. But the item bothered me all

evening. I couldn’t help picturing (Continued on page 72)
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PLEASE TELL US,

MR. LANCASTER...
“Why doesn’t Photoplay let teenagers interview the stars?” you’ve written

us. They did—and gave Burt “one of the toughest sessions I’ve ever had!”

T'Venty high school students were

lucky enough, recently, to inter-

view Burt Lancaster, who is currently

breaking boxoffice records as the star

of his own film, “The Sweet Smell of

Success.” And the teens broke a record

of their own. “It was one of the

toughest interviews I’ve been put

through,” Burt admitted at the end.

The questions ran through everything

from sex and censorship to the high

price of the neighborhood movie and

Marilyn Monroe.

There wasn’t a dull moment.

STUDENT : Sir, does the average

American moviegoer’s preference for

films dealing with crimes, sex and

violence indicate that he cannot ap-

preciate more refined acting and

drama? I’ve wondered about this.

MR. LANCASTER: No, I don’t

think that is necessarily true. I think

you will find most people go to movies

for purposes of relaxation, and they

like to see things on the screen that

cause visual excitement but that don’t

particularly disturb or distress them too

much—or make them think too hard.

STUDENT : In other words, intellec-

tual movies would not appeal to the

average American moviegoer?

MR. LANCASTER: To the average

American moviegoer, no, I would say.

STUDENT : In this light, do you feel

that you are debasing yourself when

you are acting, just to satisfy Ameri-

can moviegoers’ cravings and likes?

MR. LANCASTER: No, I think you

have responsibilities to the likes and

dislikes of people. What we as a group

have to try to do in the making of

movies is to make those that will ap-

peal to a large, mass audience. We
must also try to make movies that will

appeal to, shall we say, a smaller and

minority group. And as long as we

maintain our own standards of what

we like, we will find we can make

pictures that ( Continued on page 94)
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Outside Washington, D.C., studio,

before “Youth Wants to Know

”

got underway, a few students

cornered Burt to ash, '“Do you

think certain of our movies en-

courage juvenile delinquency?”

Burt paused, thoughtfully lit a

cigarette, and said, “I’d like a

moment to think about that”

Moderator Steve McCormick nod-

ded to a boy in the front row,

who demanded, “Mr. Lancaster,

how do actors and producers re-

act to censorship groups?” The

girl next to him wanted to know
“Do Americans like foreign films

and stars more than our own?”
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Blinking back tears, she said to herself,

“Jean Seberg, you've got to get tough!"

J
ean Seberg reached for the glass of lemonade that was on

the table. She sipped the drink thoughtfully and stared

down the Riviera coastline that led to Nice. “You wear

armored plating . .
.” the columnist had said. She glanced

across the table at the seat he had just vacated. “You wear

armored plating, Jean, as a human being as well as an actress.”

She’d been in Nice only two months before, alone, without

armor. Completely without armor the night she’d stood at

the window of her small apartment, looking out at the lights,

but not really seeing them. Finally, she’d turned back into

the room. It was a tiny room, not the sort of place you’d

expect to house a vacationing movie star.

Star? Her thoughts tripped on the word. Her name was

on theatre marquees all over the world. But was she a star?

More important, was she an actress?

She walked over to the table, where her mind had been all

along. She carefully picked up a bulky envelope and

continued

Franqoise Sagan, the author o/ “Bonjour

Tristesse,” encourages Jean on the set

COLOR PHOTO BY

e

by BEVERLY
OTT

Picnic is relaxing for Jean ,
Mylene Demongeot, producer Preminger , Deborah Kerr

,
David Niven
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David did his best to make her laugh

y^/e
Continued

reached inside for a pile of press clippings. Then she spread

them on the table and began to read them again.

They’d come that morning, the “Saint Joan” reviews. The

first ones she’d found, those carefully placed at the top of

the pile, were the ones with the praise. The good notices. But

the others were the ones she’d read, re-read, set aside, and kept

coming back to. They were the ones she read through large,

bitter tears. They were about “the (Continued on page 69)

She's all wet! But it's just part

of the day's work. Those who've

seen jean's acting at Point de la

Fossette on the French coast,

including her director and men-

tor, Otto Preminger (above),

predict that her performance

will rate raves. Part ideally suits

her talent, better than “Joan”

.



“The ice bag helps me keep

a cool head ” she quipped

Resting in her room, a pen-

sive Jean repeats to herself,

over and over, “Nothing is

going to stop me . . . I will

be a good actress, I wiir



Is love the real thing for

Natalie Wood and Bob Wag-

ner? Are they right for each

other? Can they find lasting

happiness in marriage? Read

the analysis of their exciting

romance below, and find out

fO/t lOVfflSMIY
Stop, look, and take this test to discover your chances for a happy marriage

Co you think you’re in love! You’re starry-eyed, you’re

^ walking on air, and the whole world has taken on a

rosy glow. It’s a wonderful, wonderful feeling. But wait

a minute. Better wipe that stardust out of your eyes and

i
come down to earth—at least, long enough to take the

test on the opposite page. Probably you’ve been asking

yourself: Is this It? Is this the kind of love that lasts a

lifetime? This test, based on extensive study by psy-

chologists and marriage counselors, can give you a good

idea of your chances of married bliss. It can help you

find the answers to three very important questions: Is

my love real, or merely infatuation? Would it be wise to

marry now? Should I wait a while?

Two young people who, no doubt, have pondered

these very questions are Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner.

And a lot of people who have watched their breathless

romance blossom are pondering them, too. Both Natalie

and Bob have had serious “crushes” before. Is this the

real thing? And what chance would their marriage have

of being a lasting success? So let’s take Natalie and Bob

as a case in point, analyzing what is known about them

and their romance in the light (
Continued on page 96)
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ARE YOU REALLY IN LOVE? YES NO

1. Do you always enjoy being together?

2. Are there many things you like to do together?

3. Do you ever feel apologetic about the person before others?

4. Do your friends and business acquaintances admire him (her)?

5. Is separation, even for a short while, hard for you?

6. Have you known the person well for at least a year?

7. Do you try hard to please?

8. Does conversation come easily when you are together?

9. Does the person’s appearance appeal to you?

10. Do you like the way he or she talks, acts, and thinks?

11. Are you ever tempted to flirt with someone else?

12. Do you like each other’s friends?

13. Do you think about the relationship in terms of home and children?

14. Do you share the person’s ideals?

15. Are there things about the person that you don’t like?

16. Could career interests come between you?

17. Are there subjects on which you strongly disagree?

18. Do you trust the person completely?

19. Are you sure you want to marry this person?

ARE YOU READY FOR MARRIAGE?

1. Is he or she the kind of person you’ve always wanted to marry? . .

2. Is he like your father? Is she like your mother?

3. Were your parents happy?

4. Are you close to your parents?

5. Are you disturbed if the house isn’t tidy?

6. Do you stand on your own two feet all the time?

7. Are you in good physical health?

8. Are you twenty years old or older? .

9. By age twenty, had you finished two years’ college or two years’ work?

10. Do you have a common hobby?

11. Do you come from the same type of home background? .

12. Have you the same beliefs and attitudes about religion?

13. Are you interested in household matters?

14. Do you laugh at the same jokes?

15. Have you the same taste in movies and plays?

16. Do your parents favor marrying?

17. Do you like to talk over each other’s careers?

18. Is money an important problem to you?

19. Do you hope the person will change?

YES NO
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by BLANCHE E. SCHIFFMAN A
“Blue was just the color of his eyes

Till he said, ‘'goodbye love.’

Blue was just a ribbon for first prize

Till he said, ‘don’t cry, love.’

And blues were only torch songs

Fashioned for impulsive ingenues

But now I know . . .

Too well I knoiv . . .

Too well / know the meaning of the blues.”*

Tn the middle of August, 1954 Julie London packed her bags and

left for Europe. She wasn’t going anywhere, in the sense that peo-

ple going someplace have a destination to get to. Julie didn’t have

anywhere to go—there were just people and things she had to get

away from.

It’s hard to say goodbye to a marriage, to six years of being with

the one man you've ever loved, with whom you had two lovely, laugh-

ing-eyed little girls and experienced the joy and tenderness and to-

getherness of being a family. There are the things you remember,

and they go with you long after your bags have been cleared by cus-

toms and the gangplank goes up. For your name was still Mrs. Jack

Webb then, and you remember the time you and your husband were

both unemployed during the first year of your marriage and you cele-

brated your first anniversary with a special cake and candles, but there

was no cream for the coffee to go with it. You remember how happy

you were the day the doctor told you your first baby was on the way,

and how you rushed home to tell your husband, and how he set his

shoulders back in that firm, determined way he had when you told him,

and how he kept pacing up and down the room saying, “I’ve got to get

something for the baby’s sake . . . I’ve got to.” And how he rushed

into the house the next afternoon and threw his hat on the table say-

ing, “I've just signed a thirteen-week contract on radio, honey,” and

that’s how “Dragnet” was born.

You remembered the other things too: You remembered how happy

you were when Stacy was delivered to you, a wisp of spring on a cold

day in January. You remembered the thrill of getting dressed up in

evening clothes to attend a movie premiere, and how proud you were

when someone stopped your husband before he got to the entrance and

said, “Say, aren’t you Jack Webb, of television?” and how you beamed

when your husband said “Yes” and obligingly signed his first auto-

graph. You remember the night he came ( Continued on page 87)

*“The Meaning of the Blues," words and music by Bobby Troup and Leah Worth.
Unpublished copyright 1956 by Northern Music Corp. © 1957 by Northern Music Corp.,
50 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y. International copyright serured. All rights reserved.

Used by permission of the copyright owner.
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TO SING THE BLUES



WHO WILL BE THE
FAVORITES FOR 1957?

IVs up to you to choose the winners

of the next Photoplay Gold Medals

O trike up the band! It’s election time again! On the right

^ are the famous faces of stars who have stepped up

to claim Photoplay Gold Medals in recent years. Their

splendid performances made them eligible—but only the

I

thoughtful votes of Photoplay readers made them victori-

ous. Dating back before the Academy’s Oscars, these prizes

are coveted by Hollywood’s top players. In 1921, an-

nouncing the results of the first voting, the magazine

said: “The public has made its decision. And we think

you have made a wise selection in ‘Humoresque,’ for it

is a truly great picture, an artistic achievement as well

as a popular triumph.” In February, the 1957 picture

1 that rates this classic distinction will be named. An actor

i and an actress will join the golden group you see on this

page. And this year’s most exciting newcomers will be

tabbed as the best bets for 1958. But what will be the

winning movie? Who will be the stars? We don’t know.

We rely on you, Photoplay’s readers, the true judges of

film quality, to call the shots. We trust you to choose a

picture and stars that will be worthy of the honor. Let

your voice be heard in the final verdict. Vote now!

1952

1953

1952

1953

1956 1956
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STARS FILMS

Adams, Julie

Alberghetti, Anna Maria
Albert, Eddie
Allyson, June
Angeli, Pier
Astaire, Fred
Bacall, Lauren
Baker, Carroll

Baxter, Anne
Belafonte, Harry
Bergman, Ingrid

Blyth, Ann
Borgnine, Ernest

Brando, Marlon
Brazzi, Rossano
Brynner, Yul
Burton, Richard
Buttons, Red
Cagney, James
Calhoun, Rory
Chandler, Jeff

Charisse, Cyd
Clift, Montgomery
Collins, Joan
Conte, Richard
Cooper, Gary
Crain, Jeanne
Crawford, Joan
Crosby, Bing
Curtis, Tony
Dailey, Dun
Day, Doris
De Carlo, Yvonne
Derek, John
Dietrich, Marlene
Dors, Diana
Douglas, Kirk
Pouglas, Paul
Egan, Richard
Ekberg, Anita
Ewell, Tom
Farr, Felicia

Ferrer, Jose
Ferrer, Mel
Fleming, Rhonda
Fonda, Henry
Fontaine, Joan
Ford, Glenn
Foster, Dianne

Francis, Anne
Gable, Clark
Gardner, Ava
Gaynor, Mitzi
Granger, Stewart
Grant, Cary
Gray, Dolores
Hayward, Susan
Hayworth, Rita

Heflin, Van
Hepburn, Audrey
Hepburn, Katharine
Heston, Charlton
Holden, William
Holliday, Judy
Hope, Bob
Hudson, Rock
Hunter, Jeffrey

Hunter, Kim
Hyer, Martha
Jones, Jennifer
Jones, Shirley

Johnson, Van
Kelly, Gene
Kerr, Deborah
Kerr, John
Ladd, Alan
Lancaster, Burt
Laurie, Piper
Leigh, Janet
Lemmon, Jack
Lewis, Jerry
Lollobrigida, Gina
MacMurray, Fred
Madison, Guy
Magnani, Anna
Malone, Dorothy
Mansfield, Jayne
Martin, Dean
Martin, Dewey
Mason, James
Mathews, Kerwin
Mature, Victor
Mayo, Virginia

Miles, Vera
Milland, Ray
Mitchell, Cameron
Mitrhum, Robert
Monroe, Marilyn

Moore, Terry
Murphy, Audie
Murray, Don
Nader, George
Neal, Patricia

Nelson, Lori
Newman, Paul
Niven, David
North, Sheree
Novak, Kim
O’Connor, Donald
O'Hara, Maureen
Olivier, Laurence
Paget, Debra
Palance, Jack
Parker, Eleanor
Pavan, Marisa
Peck, Gregory
Perkins, Anthony
Power, Tyrone
Presley, Elvis

Quinn, Anthony
Ray, Aldo
Reed, Donna
Reynolds, Debbie
Rogers, Ginger
Rooney, Mickey
Rush, Barbara
Russell, Jane
Ryan, Robert
Saint, Eva Marie
Simmons, Jean
Sinatra, Frank
Stack, Robert
Stanwyck, Barbara
Steiger, Rod
Stewart, James
Sullivan, Barry
Tamblyn, Russ
Taylor, Elizabeth
Taylor, Robert
Todd, Richard
Tracy, Spencer
Wagner, Robert
Wayne, John
Widmark, Richard
Wilde, Cornel
Wood, Natalie

Wynter, DanaA
NEWCOMERS

Boone, Put
Cassavetes, John
Darren, James
Elg, Taina
Evans, Robert
Franciosa, Anthony
Gazzara, Ben
Grant, Kathryn
Griffith, Andy
Harrison, Susan
Hart, Dolores
Jason, Rick

Jones, Carolyn
Keim, Betty Lou
Kendall, Kay
Kovacs, Ernie
London, Julie

Loren, Sophia
MacArthur, James
March, Hal
Mineo, Sal

Nichols, Barbara
Nielsen, Leslie

Owens, Patricia

Patten, Luana
Raitt, John
Randall, Tony
Saxon, John
Seala, Gia
Sears, Heather
Seberg, Jean
Stevens, Inger
Storkwell, Dean
Trundy, Natalie
Wilson, Julie
Woodward, JoanneAt

To vote, use the Gold Modal Ballot

on page 64

Abandon Ship!
Action of the Tiger
Affair to Remember, An
April Love
Baby Doll
Bachelor Party, The
Band of Angels
Barretts of Wimpole Street,

The
Battle Hymn
Beau James
Bernardine
Beyond Mombasa
Big Land, The
Black Patch
Boy on a Dolphin
Brave One, The
Bridge on the River Kwai,
The
Brothers Rico, The
Buster Keaton Story, The
Careless Years, The
Curse of Frankenstein, The
D.I., The
Delicate Delinquent, The
Designing Woman
Desk Set

Devil's Hairpin, The
Ditto

Don’t Go Near the Water
Don’t Knock the Rock
Drango
Edge of the City
Escapade in Japan
Face in the Crowd, A
Farewell to Arms. A
Fear Strikes Out
Fire Down Below
Four Girls in Town
Full of Life

Funny Face
Fuzzy Pink Nightgown, The
Garment Jungle
Girl Can’t Help It. The
God Is My Partner
Great Man, The
Gun for a Coward
Gun Glory
Gunfight at the O. K. Corral
Guns of Fort Petticoat

Happy Road, The
Hard Man, The
Hatful of Rain, A
Hear Me Good
Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison
Helen Morgan Story, The
Hired Gun, The
Hollywood or Bust
Hot Summer Night
House of Numbers
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Incredible Shrinking Man
Interlude
Island in the Sun
Jailhouse Rock
James Dean Story, The
Jeanne Eagels

Jet Pilot

Joe Butterfly

Johnny Tremain
Johnny Trouble
Joker Is Wild, The
Midnight Story, The
Mister Cory
Kelly and Me
King and Four Queens, The
Les Girls

Little Hut, The
Living Idol, The
Lizzie

Lonely Man, The
Long Haul, The
Love in the Afternoon
Loving You
Man of a Thousand Faces
Man on Fire
Men in War

Mister Rock and Roll
Monkey on My Back
Monolith Monsters. The
Monte Carlo Story, The
My Man Godfrey
Night Passage
Nightfall

No Down Payment
No Sleep Till Dawn
Oh Men, Oh Women!
Old Yeller
Omar Khayyam
Operation Mad Ball

Pajama Game, The
Pal Joey
Paris Does Strange Things
Pickup Alley
Pride and the Passion, The
Prince and the Showgirl,
The
Public Pigeon No. I

Pursuit of the Graf Spec
Quantez
Rainmaker. The
Raintree County
Rock, Pretty Baby
Run of the Arrow
Sad Sack, The
Saddle the Wind
Saga of Satchmo, The
Saint Joan
Sayouara
Seawife
Seventh Sin, The
Short Cut to Hell
Silk Stockings
Slander
Slaughter on Tenth Avenue
Slim Carter
Something of Value
Spanish Gardener, The
Spirit of St. Louis, The
Stopover Tokyo
Story of Esther Costello. The
Story of Mankind, The
Strange One, The

|

Sun Also Rises, The
Sweet Smell of Success
Tammy and the Bachelor
Tarzan and the Lost Safari

Tattered Dress, The
Teahouse of the August
Moon, The
Ten Commandments, The
Ten Thousand Bedrooms
That Night
This Could Be the Night

|

Three Brave Men
Three Faces of Eve, The
Three Violent People
3:10 to Yuma
Tijuana Story, The
Time Limit

l

Tin Star, The
Tip on a Dead Jockey
Top Secret Affair

Town like Alice, A
True Story of Jesse Janies,

The
Twelve Angry Men
Unholy Wife, The
Untamed Youth
Until They Sail

Vintage, The
Wayward Bus, The
Wild Is the Wind
Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter?
Wings of Eagles. The
Written on the Wind
Wrong Man, The
Young Don't Cry, The
Young Stranger, The
Zarak
Zero Hour
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Everything from the study of spiders

to hypnotism! Mr. Grant's new outlook

makes him more fascinating than ever

Cary

up to ?

Intimate friends give wife Betsy Drake credit for a happy change that's come over Cary

by EDWIN ZITTELL

T^ive years ago everyone in Hollywood thought Cary

Grant was about to rest on his laurels and fade away

into retirement. Today, at fifty-three, he is one of film-

dom’s hottest boxoffice personalities.

“I was an idiot, an actor and a bore until I was forty,”

says Cary candidly. “I’ve now reached the point in life

where I am no longer solely concerned about myself. As

a result, I feel I have finally gained self-respect. I admit

to my age—fifty-three—because I want to spare people

the trouble of leafing through almanacs and old maga-

zines. They’ll get nothing but the wrong information.”

For Cary’s boyish, debonair brand of elegance, the

price is steep these days.

For acting in “The Pride

and the Passion,” he was

paid $300,000 and ten

percent of the gross. This

is his price and producers

beg to meet it. He is also

in the enviable position of

being able to pick his own
stories. When Cary finds

what he wants, he calls a

producer and says, “I’ve

got a story here that is

sure-fire. You put up the

money and I’ll put up my
talent and we’ll split the

take.” Producers grab the

offer like a bargain.

Since “The Pride and

the Passion,” Cary’s made

“An Affair to Remember”

with Deborah Kerr, the

just released “Kiss Them
for Me” with Jayne Mans-

field and Suzy Parker,

and he’s currently doing

“Houseboat” with Sophia

Loren. (Since Sophia is

the highest paid lady

actress in the world, this will be a mighty expensive boat

ride.) After “Houseboat,” there are at least fifteen more

pictures waiting for him when and if he decides he wants

to do them. He also has his pick of leading ladies.

But in spite of the fact that (Continued on page 85)
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PART II

HOLLYWOOD’S

BIGGEST

COMEBACK

YYThere are the stars of yesteryear? What are

they doing now? Did their wealth and fame

bring them happiness? These are the questions

everyone is asking, for the wonderful personalities

of the past are returning again to the dizzy heights

of their heyday. Every night, they’ve been coming

into your living room, through the old movies being

shown on TV, to cast their spell again. Last month,

we began their great story—the biggest story in

Hollywood today.

Did they find happiness? For some, the answer

is, “Yes.” For others, “Maybe.” And in some cases,

it must be, “No.” But read on, and come to your

own conclusions:

I

Look at Myrna Loy—green-eyed, red-haired,

freckle-faced Myrna started off in films as a siren,

Oriental variety. Whenever there was any fancy

slithering to be done, or somebody’s husband to

be undone, that was Myrna’s department. However,

when sound came in, Myrna the Menace was on her

p
way out. The makeup crew could make her look

like evil incarnate, and Myrna’s slim sleekness took

care of the slinking. But her voice was strictly from

Montana (Raidersburg, to be precise), as endear-

ingly plain as her real last name (Williams).

Two studios dropped her before M-G-M took the

gamble and tried her as a normal American woman.

The try-out worked just fine, and the studio really

hit the jackpot when William Powell joined forces

with Myrna to create those zany sophisticates of

Nick and Nora Charles, in “The Thin Man.” This

hatched a series that eventually stretched out to six.

Meanwhile, Myrna was working up a reputation as

the screen’s “perfect wife.” (Continued on page 91 )

Do you remember? If you aren’t sure, see
page 92 for the names of players and films
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tab

write

s

a

love
“Tab knew what the song ought to say Gwen says. “And whenever we’d

get off the track, his musical know-how would bring us back—quick!”

song

for

you

T Tow is a love song written? Well, many ways. And not always under

a full moon in June. This is how Tab came to write his, which we

publish here for the first time. “I never thought I could,” he told us

shyly. “In fact I went over to Gwen’s (his collaborator) house to play

tennis and, if it weren’t for her insistence, we might never have gotten

around to anything else.”

“Seems,” Gwen explained, “Tab had finished a recording session the

night before. ‘But don’t let it get around,’ he said. ‘What a wonderful

title,’ I laughed. ‘But that’s not the title,’ Tab answered. ‘I just meant,

don’t let it get around about the recording session.’ Then, almost to-

gether the same idea clicked with us and we yelped at each other,

“Let’s write one called ‘Don’t Let It Get Around!’” They did.

“It took an hour,” Tab went on enthusiastically.

Gwen interrupted, “He has a terrific sense of rock ’n’ roll rhythm.”

“Gwen’s not bad, either,” Tab grinned. “You know, she’s the head of

Pan Publishing (music) and has had loads of nightclub experience.”

Tab and Gwen sang and beat out their song for us, impromptu style.

And here it is—for the first time in print. Hum the melody and, if you

don’t like your own singing, don’t despair. Tab has just recorded it!
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They couldn't see him as a hero. They never gave him a real break. Now

producers are beating a path to Hugh's door! by DANIEL STERN

A harried young TV producer brushed by the desk

of a chic-looking secretary and asked if he could

see her boss, a VP in charge of programming. “Look

at this!” He pointed painfully to a news release he

had just received from the coast by wire, and read

it aloud: “HOLLYWOOD, which has been trying to

WOO HUGH o’BRIAN BACK FOR SEVERAL SEASONS, MAY

NOW HAVE SUCCEEDED, IT IS ANNOUNCED TODAY. .
.”

The producer’s voice trailed off.

“But what about ‘Wyatt Earp’ ?” the secretary

wailed. Was the network to lose its hottest property

to the movies?

Well, Hugh who turned to TV two years ago as

star of “The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp,” hasn’t

deserted TV, but the big news around Hollywood

these days is that he’s being coaxed back into movies.

A lot of Hugh’s fans don’t realize he was in movies

first. He’d appeared in some thirty films before being

signed up for television.

“My movie career was no ( Continued on page 75)

COLOR PHOTOGRAPH BY JACK ALBIN





No star is more grateful

to fans than Joan (right,

signing autographs in

Rome). But fame means

most to her because it has

enabled her to give a

home to four adopted chil-

dren—Christina, twins

Cathy and Cynthia, son

Christopher-—a happiness

she now shares with hus-

band Alfred N. Steele

EDITOR’S NOTE: Few women have ever

led such a fabulous life as Joan Crawford.

As a child, she earned her schooling as a

kitchen slavey. As a teenager, she danced

for a living. In 1928, she became a movie

star, and has stayed at the top ever since

—

a record few can equal. Wealth and fame,

happiness and the heartbreak of three

unsuccessful marriages have been hers.

And condemnation, too. When she adopted

four children, it was branded as publicity-

seeking. When her son ran away, she was

called an unfit mother. When she married

Pepsi-Cola executive Alfred N. Steele,

skeptics said it wouldn’t last six months.

Wisely, Joan ignored it all. Today, she is

so content with her family that she has

confided, after finishing “The Golden Vir-

gin” for Columbia, that she will make few

movies from now on, devoting most of her

time to her roles as wife and mother. Now,

looking back on her remarkable, eventful

life, one wonders: Of all the good things

that have come her way, what has meant

the most to Joan? Photoplay is proud to

bring you her ( Continued on page 81)
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DEBBIE REYNOLDS: “Oops ! Someone forgot I’m a little girl

ERNIE KOVACS: “I’m not having a fit

It just doesn’t fit

,

TONY PERKINS: I’m all choked up

but don’t strangle your imagination
,
girls,

I got an alligator once . . . that’s going too far !”



by SUE KREISMAN

SNEAK PREVIEW

GIFT TIPS

Over Thirty Ideas—Under $10

VTou know what? CHRISTMAS is sneaking up on us! Are

you ready? No? Well, are you getting ready? Be smart.

Start! Tony Perkins does his Christmas shopping all year

long. By the time November rolls around he’s about through

!

“The trick,” warns Tony, “is to keep from giving your gifts

before Christmas and to keep people from buying what you

plan on giving them.” He thinks car accessories are won-

derful presents for gals to give guys and suggests boys buy

earrings “because a girl can’t have too many of them.”

Another Perkins preference is a present for the kitchen,

something that will make cooking easier and the food taste

better. Clever boy! It’s better to give and to receive!

Another advocate of early shopping, Debbie Reynolds,

says, “I plan to give my parents something practical, Eddie

and baby Carrie something sentimental.” And, like many
movie stars, “the gift I most want is a really good part!”

Ernie Kovacs likes gifts that go up in smoke: cigars!

Shop with the stars—now. Wrap your presents with

cheer, tie them with thoughtfulness and add an occasional

laugh, because the Christmas season should be merry!

continued



SNEAK PREVIEW GIFT TIPS continued

TOR INFORMATION ON THESE GIFTS AND ADDITIONAL GIFT IDEAS, TURN TO PAGE 66
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WORK
WITH ROCK

Fell. it's litre work, isn't it ! Cuddling with Jennifer

Jones, keeping eozv in the blue shadows of the beau*

4 1 fill Dolomite Mountains -these were Rock Hudson's

pleasant assignments for 20th Centurj -Fox’s movie ver*

sion of the truest Hemingway classic "A !• arevveli to

Arms." But lets set the record straight: Movie*making

is hard work. The delicate and lovely love scene that you

see above may slip across the screen in a matter of thirty

seconds. Vet the business of getting it on film -with even

gesture, even intonation just right -may have taken a

couple of full working days. Once just a hulking young-

ster. a horse-opera hero at his home studio. II. Rock

Hudson has slowly developed into a highly competent

actor of true stature, well qualified to portray the lead

in one of the great love stories of modern times. Produced

b\ Da\ id 0. Seknick (Jennifer’s husband and the impre-

sario of such movie milestones as “Gone with the \\ ind t

.

the new “A Farewell to Anns" was filmed most!) in the

Italian Alps, where the action of this bittersweet World

War I id} 1 takes place against scenic splendor. ! (Continued i



WORK WITH ROCK
continued

Throughout shooting, Rock himself was

parted from his wife of less them two years,

because of her illness just before the troupe

left. At work, he had to be Hemingway’s

Lieutenant Henry, American in love with

a British nurse. At his typewriter, on the

phone, he was Phyllis’ husband, in every

moment of spare time.

“Spare time?” says a member of the pic-

ture’s crew. “What spare time? Rock was

in almost every scene. He worked like a

dog, and the hours were murder. While we

were in Rome, the car picked him up at

nine in the morning. By the time he got

back to town, it was usually nine at night.

And when he walked into the lobby of the

Grand Hotel, he was dragging his feet.”

On more distant locations, out in the

mountains, the location stint got rugged.

A sudden snowstorm (“just like Minne-

sota,” Rock wrote to his Minnesota-born

wife) held the star and three friends stalled

on the road for four hours. Quartered in a

small village, Rock lived in the same sort

of minute hotel room as the rest of the

gang, until a Selznick assistant tried to

rent the apartment of an Italian countess

for him. “Out of the question,” said the

aristocrat. “Who is this friend of yours?”

“Rock Hudson.”

Rock got the apartment—at a reasonable,

rent, because the countess-fan wanted to

be able to tell her friends, after she had

moved back, “Rock Hudson slept here.”

At this moment, Rock’s just

a working stiff, listening with

respect to his bosses, direc-

tor Charles Vidor and pro-

ducer David O. Selznick.

Said the crew, “He’s a big-

time guy like Coop and

Gable—nice to everybody”

Most of the film’s shooting

took place in northern Italy

(“if onlyPhylcouldsee this”)

,

with the local citizens serving

as extras. The kids delighted

Rock, followed him (opposite

page) to his hideaway—

a

rowboat on a mountain lake

COLOR PHOTO BY BOB LANDRY
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Rendezvous with a Gentleman: While
visiting Maurice Chevalier at his beau-

tiful French country home, “La Co-

quette” (how appropriate for this age-

less boulevardier) , he told me that in

returning to Hollywood for interior

shots of “Les Parisiennes,” he is hoping

that this generation of moviegoers will

welcome the “new” sixty-nine-year-old

Chevalier as warmly as they did the

young Chevalier of “The Smiling Lieu-

tenant” and other memorable pictures

of Paramount importance.

Rock Remembers: At the Cinecitta

Studios in Rome, there was quite a

reunion in the commissary when Rock
Hudson, filming “A Farewell to Arms,”

and Jeff Chandler, shooting “Raw Wind
in Eden,” caught up with each other.

Their friendship dates back to the days

when they first started on the Universal

lot together. Both of them, and Tony
Curtis, too, began their apprenticeship

by studying with the company coach,

Sophie Rosenstein. Sophie, who later

married Gig Young, died tragically of

cancer soon afterwards. How sad that

she didn’t live to see the great success

of her three young proteges. How proud
she would have been! “To me, Sophie

will never die,” Rock said to me, as we
lunched together just before we left

Rome. “People who have her capacity

to live for other people never die.”

Having had the privilege of knowing
Sophie, too, I know what Rock means,

and I also feel that wherever she is,

she knows that Rock and Jeff and Tony
and all the other young people she

helped so unselfishly will always feel

she is still with them, inspiring them al-

ways to bigger and better achievements.

Junior Set Film Debut: In Dinard,

France, I watched with delight while the

Kirk Douglas heir, Peter, and the Tony
Curtis heiress, Kelly, made their film

debuts. The call sheets had listed Peter

Douglas, Kelly Curtis and their stand-

ins, Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis, for

four o’clock. By 3:30, both had proved

“howling successes.” “This is no stunt,”

the publicity man assured me. “This

scene calls for two children, so it seemed
logical to use the inherited talent

around !
” And inherited talent it proved

to be! With director Williams behind

the camera, and Anne Douglas coaching

from the sidelines, Peter followed in-

structions to “take the toy away from

Kelly”—and with one quick “take!”

Before either child knew ( continued )

Susan’s current date: co-Broadwayite Roddy McDowall



Can a wife hold her world together with her love?

ou come from different worlds, you and he. Yet always in the past . .
.

your love,

our faith in the future, has kept you close. Secure in each other. Now though,

omes the real test. Your husband’s brother is out to tear down the happiness

ou’ve built. He’s ruthless . . . and you’re afraid. This time, will the strength of

our love be enough? This time, is there even a halfway chance to save your

larriage? You can get the whole story- even while you work-when you listen

) daytime radio. Hear OUR GAL SUNDAY on the CDS RADIO NETWORK.
Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time.



Tired of lipsticks that don’t stay on. .

.

that dry. . . are priced too high?

Change to creamier, longer-lasting Cutex

!

SO CREAMY, YOU’LL LOVE the way Cutex with

Sheer Lanolin moisturizes and smooths your lips, pro-

tects against chapping and roughness . . . never irri-

tates like drying, “deep stain” lipsticks. The instant

you glide on creamy Cutex, lips shimmer with radiant

smoothness . . . feel as soft and luscious as they look.

SO NON-SMEARING, HE’LL LOVE you for wearing

Cutex Lipstick ! Color is there to stay, all day . . . stays

on YOU, only you. One kiss will prove it ! 694

sheer lanolin lipstick

For a minute miracle in hand beauty— try new Cutex Hand Cream

Reconciled Mickey Rooneys step out

what was happening, they were grabbed

up by two women and carried off into

the fields to escape the invading Vik-

ings. Kelly liked debut; Peter didn’t!

Talented Susan Strasberg, who recent-

ly completed the film “Stage Struck,” a

remake of “Morning Glory,” which won
Katharine Hepburn an Oscar, is all

aglow as she prepares for Broadway’s

opening of “Time Remembered,” a

romantic comedy translated from the

French. Especially so since Cecil Bea-

ton is making her a divine wardrobe,

and Richard Burton and Helen Hayes

are to be her co-stars.

Stopping ’Em Dead in “Operation Mad
Ball,” being released this fall by Co-

lumbia, is Mickey Rooney, as hilarious

Sergeant Skibo, who’s in charge of

supplies in a French port. . . . But his

private life is anything but hilarious.

Mickey and his fourth wife, Elaine

Mahnken, after calling it quits, decided

at the last minute to have another go

at it. Is Mickey’s motto: If at first you

don’t succeed, try three times again?

!



Unhappy Ava, Happy Nancy: While
Frankie was filming in the south of

France, his two ex-wives, Nancy Sinatra

and Ava Gardner, were in London. For-

tunately, they v/ere staying at different

hotels and moved in different circles,

so that their paths did not cross. But

seeing them separately, as I did. made
me believe more than ever in the law

of averages. Ava, the glamorous movie

star, the tinsel wearing off a bit around

the tired eyes as she flitted from night

club to night club, drinking and danc-

ing the night away. Ava, fighting open-

ly in another jealous tiff with her

equally hot-headed Italian beau, Walter

Chiari, spending money with reckless

extravagance on a Bentley car, a Lon-

don town house, a Parisian wardrobe,

and trying to delude herself that money

can compensate her for the things she

hasn’t—a home bought for her, not by

her; the children she never had in her

marriages.

She and Frankie almost destroyed

each other. They might have destroyed

Nancy, too. But they didn’t. For here

was Nancy on her first visit to Europe,

as thrilled and excited as Ava was

bored. She wasn’t dissipating her time,

energy and looks, staying up until

dawn, trying to escape from herself in

a crowded room of strange faces. She

had to get up early to see the Changing

of the Guards, the Tower of London,

and Windsor Castle, like any other

eager tourist. She has no husband or

special beau to show her around, but

she did have loving friends like Mary
and Jack Benny, staying at the same

hotel, who saw that she didn’t have a

lonely moment to herself. And as she

showed me the latest snapshots of

seventeen-year-old Nancy, thirteen-year-

old Frankie, Jr., and nine-year-old

Tina, I couldn’t help but think back to

the time when Nancy lost Frank to Ava.

“Poor Nancy!” all her friends ex-

claimed. “She’ll never get over this

blow.” But with an inner reserve,

strength, wisdom and religious devo-

tion, she did. Today, anyone weighing

Nancy’s life against Ava’s would ex-

claim, “Poor Ava!”

Les Sisters: Zsa Zsa and Eva Gabor

adore each other as sisters, but the

professional rivalry between them is

very funny to watch. Recently, when
both were in Europe—Zsa Zsa filming

“The Queen and Smith” in London,

and Eva shooting “Gigi” in Paris—Eva
flew to London for a reunion with Zsa

Zsa. I met them for lunch—Zsa Zsa be-

decked in rubies and Eva in diamonds

(I was wearing my last year’s gold!).

Eva bent my one ear, telling me how
excited she was to have three great

films in a row—“My Man Godfrey” for

U-I, “Don’t Go Near the Water” and

“Gigi” for M-G-M—and Zsa Zsa held

my other ear, telling me that she had

been offered “Gigi” first, and although

it was a charming little part, she had to

turn it down because of her co-star-

ring role. Then, turning to Eva, she

said with real sisterly concern, “Dar-

link, you look tired. And when you look

tired, you really shouldn’t be seen in

public, because it isn’t good for me!
After all. everybody knows you’re my
younger sister!” Amazingly enough, in

spite of Zsa Zsa’s overwhelming pre-

occupation with herself, she is so gay

and amusing that she is delightful com-

pany. She can be very thoughtful and

generous, too. After our luncheon, she

sent me beautiful roses, explaining that

this was for no other reason than that

she was so happy to see me in London.

Of course, Eva interpreted it different-

ly. “She just wants you to like her

better than me,” she said. Say what you

will, a day with the Gabors is never a

Ga-bore!

Presley Patter: How would you Elvis

Presley fans like to see your lover boy

play a straight dramatic role, minus

songs and guitar? Well, producer Hal

Wallis, to whom Elvis is under contract,

confided to me that he made a test of

Elvis in a dramatic scene from a stage

play, “Girls of Summer,” and Hal was

so impressed with Elvis’ acting that he

is now looking for a strong dramatic

script for him. Incidentally, “Loving

You” opened while I was in London,

and the British press who came to razz

Elvis remained to cheer.

Lamas Son-Rise: Since the first news

that Arlene Dahl and Fernando Lamas
were expecting their first child was

“Exclusively Yours” in this column

several issues ago, I thought you might

like to know that both Arlene and Fer-

nando are hoping it’s a boy. “1 want a

son as handsome as Fernando!” Arlene

assured me, as she showed me the blue

and yellow nursery she has furnished in

their Murray Hill town house- “We are

so dead set on a boy that we won’t even

Pretty Dolores Hart was Earl Holliman s

date at recent premiere. Romance, hmm?

discuss a girl’s name. The “heiring” is

scheduled for late January.

Minutes on Mineo: Sorry to have dis-

appointing news for you Sal Mineo

fans. I called him at his home in the

Bronx to ask him when he’s coming

back to the screen. “I’m afraid it won’t

be until after the first of the year,” he

said. “I have television and recording

commitments that will keep me busy

until then.” Sal was too modest to tell

me himself, but I know that his first

Epic record. “Start Moving,” has hit

the million mark, and he can also rest

on the royalties of his newest release,

“Lasting Love.” And Sal won’t be lone-

some in New York. Susan Kohner, who
played opposite him in “Dino,” will be

here too, making her Broadway stage

debut in “The Young Stranger.”

Scooping Around: Marilyn Monroe
likes the script of “The Jean Harlow

Story” for the picture she owes 20th

Century-Fox this year, but she’d like it

even better if Marlon Brando would

play opposite her! . . . Paris, under

ordinary circumstances, is the most

beautiful city in the world, and when

you’re in love, “e’est magnifique!” Ask

Martha Hyer, who combined the busi-

ness of filming the Bob Hope picture.

“Holiday in Paris,” with the pleasure

of falling in love with United Artists’

charming European chief, Francis

Winikus . . . Add exciting newcomers:

Earl Holliman in “Don't Go Near the

Water”; Carolyn Jones and Dean Jones,

who aren’t related, but have great

futures . . . M-G-M financed a pre-

production deal of the British stage hit,

“The Reluctant Debutante,” for its

Broadway bow. so their studio had first

bid on the property as an ideal vehicle

for Debbie Reynolds. So what happens?

Now that they own it, Debbie doesn’t

get the role, but seventeen-year-old

Carol Lynley does!

It’s hard to keep up with the Joneses!

Both Carolyn , Dean have booming careers
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Four lucky winners of our

p

62

“Designing Woman

”

contest on the grand trip

they’ll never forget!

W hat can I tell you, except that my
cup indeed runneth over?” writes

Vivian Senise of Freeport, Long

Island, N. Y. “The stars we met were

most gracious—they were real people,”

writes Ann Cunningham of Chicago, 111.

“It will take me months to get back to

my old routine. We had a grand time,”

writes Nancy Cleaver of Houston, Texas.

“The first two days were so full it

seemed we’d been in Hollywood a week!”

writes Mary Lois Elliott of Memphis,

Tenn. From the moment they stepped

out of the luxurious American Airlines

DC-7 Mercury Flight that wafted them

to Hollywood, the four lucky winners

of our “Designing Woman” contest were

in a happy whirl. They hobnobbed with

all the stars at M-G-M. They attended

a studio preview of the 20th film, “Will

Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” They got

firsthand makeup tips at famed Max
Factor’s. The Brown Derby, Moulin

Rouge, the Ambassador Cocoanut Grove

—they were there! The whole Photoplay

staff says, “It was a real pleasure!”



Official greeter Alibaba wel-

comes Nancy , Vivian, Ann and

Lois to famous Cocoanut Grove

A visit to the Academy Awards

Theatre—with Nick Adams as

guide, to show the giant Oscar!

“On a visit to M-G-M, we met

Claire Bloom and Yul Brynner.

Theyare charming!” says Nancy

Says Ann, “Our accommoda-

tions and stay at the Hollywood

Roosevelt Hotel were perfect”

“.
. . and trip to Max Factor s

made me wiser about makeup

tricks. How glamorous I felt!”

“At CBS Television City, we met

Carol Richards, Bob Crosby,”

reports Nancy. “It was great!”

“Lunch at the Brown Der-

by was exciting,” says

Nancy. “We had such fun

identifying caricatures”

Off for a tour of Hollywood on a Tanner Grayline

Bus! Nancy and Lois (Mrs. G. B. Elliott) laugh

at Vivians quip, as Anti ducks out of pic behind

her. At right, before Frank Sennes
,

Moulin Rouge.

“A beautiful club, grand food,” was Lois’ verdict
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE COMilVG STARS OF 1958
continued from page 41

'T'he talented young players pictured on the oppo-
_L

site page are no publicity-created puppets. With

their work in 1957 films, they have made their mark

as unique personalities and earned the right to be

considered for the newcomer division of Photoplay’s

annual awards. TV and recording star Pat Boone

made his bow in “Bernardine,” topped it with

“April Love.” John Cassavetes (well-known in TV
dramas) : “Edge of the City,” “Saddle the Wind.”

James Darren (no pre-movie experience!): “The

Brothers Rico,” “The Tijuana Story,” “Operation

Mad Ball.” Taina Elg (ballet-trained) : “Les Girls.”

Robert Evans (radio actor, executive) : “Man of a

Thousand Faces,” “The Sun Also Rises.” Anthony

Franciosa (New York stage) : “A Face in the

Crowd,” “This Could Be the Night,” “A Hatful of

Rain.” Ben Gazzara (also a Broadway hit): “The

Strange One.” Kathryn Grant (two years’ appren-

ticeship as a starlet) : “The Guns of Fort Petticoat,”

“Mister Cory,” “Operation Mad Ball.” Andy Griffith

(stage and TV) : “A Face in the Crowd.” Susan

Harrison (brand-new at acting) : “Sweet Smell of

Success.’ Dolores Hart (star in school plays) : “Lov-

ing Tou.” Rick Jason (minor film assignments):

“The Wayward Bus.” Carolyn Jones (small movie

roles) : “The Bachelor Party,” “Johnny Trouble.”

Betty Lou Keim (stage, TV) : “The Wayward Bus.”

Kay Kendall (star in British films): “Les Girls.”

Ernie Kovacs (TV comic) : “Operation Mad Ball.”

Julie London (recording star) : “The Girl Can’t Help

It,” “The Great Man,” “Drango.” Sophia Loren

(pin-up queen of Italian movies) : “Boy on a Dol-

phin,” “The Pride and the Passion.” James MacAr-

thur (some TV work) : “The Young Stranger.”

Hal March (m. c. of “The $64,000 Question”) :

“Hear Me Good.” Sal Mineo (theater, TV, film

character roles) : “Rock, Pretty Baby,” “Dino,”

“The Young Don’t Cry.” Barbara Nichols (cover

girl) : “Sweet Smell of Success,” “The Pajama

Game.” Leslie Nielsen (Canadian TV) : “Hot Sum-

mer Night,” “Tammy and the Bachelor.” Patricia

Owens (English movies and stage): “Island in the

Sun,” “No Down Payment,” “Sayonara.” Luana

Patten (former child actress) : “Rock, Pretty Baby.”

John Raitt (Broadway musicals) : “The Pajama

Game.” Tony Randall (TV and stage) : “Oh Men,

Oh Women!,” “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?,”

“No Down Payment.” John Saxon (photographers’

model) : “Rock, Pretty Baby.” Gia Scala (no pre-

Hollywood roles) : “Garment Jungle,” “Tip on a

Dead Jockey,” “Don’t Go Near the Water.” Heather

Sears (British stage, TV) : “The Story of Esther

Costello.” Jean Seberg (summer stock) : “Saint

Joan.” Inger Stevens (TV and theater) : “Man on

Fire.” Dean Slockwell (former child actor) : “Gun

for a Coward,” “The Careless Years.” Natalie

Trundy (stage, TV): “The Monte Carlo Story,”

“The Careless Years.” Julie Wilson (recording and

night-club star) : “This Could Be the Night.” Joanne

Woodward (TV, theater) : “The Three Faces of

Eve,” “No Down Payment.” . . . Among these, who

will come out ahead in 1958? You will decide!

r
Vote for Your Favorite Stars, Movie and Neweomcrs of 1957

BEST MALE PERFORMER BEST FEMALE PERFORMER BEST FILM OF 1957

FIVE BEST MALE NEWCOMERS

FIVE BEST FEMALE NEWCOMERS

Mail your ballot to: GOLD MEDAL AWARD BALLOTS, Box 1787, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.
Ballots must be received no later than December 31, 1957. You may vote for eligible players and films not included in

the lists on page 41, and you need not sign your name.



PAT BOONE JOHN CASSAVETES JAMES DARREN TAINA ELG ROBERT EVANS ANTHONY FRANCIOSA

KATHRYN GRANT ANDY GRIFFITH SUSAN HARRISON DOLORES HART RICK JASONBEN GAZZARA

BETTY LOU KEIM KAY KENDALL ERNIE KOVACS JULIE LONDON SOPHIA LORENCAROLYN JONES

JAMES MACARTHUR HAL MARCH SAL MINEO BARBARA NICHOLS LESLIE NIELSEN PATRICIA OWENS

LUANA PATTEN JOHN RAITT TONY RANDALL JOHN SAXON GIA SCALA HEATHER SEARS

JEAN SEBERG INGER STEVENS DEAN STOCKWELL NATALIE TRUNDY

P

JULIE WILSON JOANNE WOODWARD



SNEAK PREVIEW

GIFT TIPS
continued

Over Thirty Ideas

Under $10

T T ere are the descriptions and prices

of the gifts on pages 52, 53, 54

and above:

1) For the raccoon rage, a fur bag.

$7.95. Katten.

2) Snazzy cigarette case with holder

attached. $7.50. Fox Accessories.

3 ) Pony skin zipper wallet. $6. Katten.

4) Travelling tie holder. $1.50. Swank.

5 ) Ties striped for action ($1.50

each ) . Printed tie $2.50. All Arrow.

6) All-in-one shoe horn and clothes

brush. $6.95. Swank.

7) Groom kit (brush and nail set).

$4.95. Swank.

8) Roll-out-the-barrel jewel box.

$9.95. Swank.

9 ) Leopard slipper boot. $5.95.

Oomphies.

10) Leopard spots-cuff links. $2.

Coro.

11) “Gondolier” slipper. $5.95.

Oomphies.

12) Alligator buckle-belt. $5. Mickey,

p
13) “Glamourgams” Small, Med.,

Tall. $5.98. Haymaker.

14 ) Fluffy fur mittens. $3.50. Wear-

Right.

15 ) Fur ear hugs. $2. Wear-Right.

16 ) Snow flakes flutter down on

oxford cloth blouse. Sizes 30-38.

$3.98. Ship ’n Shore.

17 ) Two-sided stole—velvet and

leopard printed rayon satin. $6.95.

Baar & Beards.

18 ) Liven your sweater with rhine-

stone star pins. $6. Albert Weiss.

19 ) Ties chic tiara. $10. Weiss.

20 ) Jewelled hairpins. $1.13. $2.

Weiss.

21 ) Primrose patterned wallet with

matching lining. $5. Rolf.

22) Puppy pillow for children. Red

corduroy. $5.98. Bonnie Pillows.

23) Collapsible brush. $4.95. Swank.

24) “The Works”—clock work cuff

links. $3.50. Swank.

25 ) Bridge pad cover. $2.95. Fox.

26 ) Figure flattering pony skin belt.

$5.50. Katten.

27 ) Royal Stewart or Black Stewart

plaid gloves. $2.50. Gutman-Lann.

28 ) Reversible make-up cape. White

or pink nylon tricot. $2.95. Kleinert’s.

29 ) Nylon tulle night cap with

rhinestone sparks. White, pink or

blue. $2.50. Kleinert’s.

30) Keep feet dry in clear or smoke

boots. Sizes 4-10. $1.98. Rain Dears.

31) Two-tone ladies’ luggage. White

with red, sand, blue or green. Beauty

Case $22.50, O'Nite $27.50, Ward-

robe $37.50, Pullman, $39.50. Sam-

sonite.

32 ) Debbie Reynolds, who can be

seen in UI’s “For Love or Money,”

wears a striped wool sweater by

Gantner. Sizes S, M. L. About $17.

33 ) You see Tony Perkins in a red

and white wool scarf by Baar &

Beards. Also comes in blue, green,

or orange and white. About $3. See

Tony in Paramount’s “Desire Under

the Elms.”

34 ) Ernie Kovacs, seen in color in

his own sweater, appears in Colum-

bia’s “Operation Mad Ball.”

SEE PAGE 80 FOR WHERE TO BUY GIFTS



DO YOUWANT
-A HEALTHY BABY?

-A SUCCESSFUL MARRIAGE?

-A HAPPY HOME?

Then you will want these three hooks. Each one is a well of information, invaluable in its own right.

Together they represent the inner peace and security that come with the knowledge that help is on

hand—that the solutions to many problems which may arise are between these covers.

THE MODERN BOOK OF INFANT
AND CHILD CARE

An easy-to-read, authoritative book on how to raise

children. Takes the guesswork out of many phases

of child-rearing. Written by three experienced doc-

tors, this book gives practical, down-to-earth advice

on bringing up children from infancy to school

age. Covers feeding problems, childhood diseases,

thumb-sucking, toilet-training, and other vital sub-

jects. Special section on giving birth.

(paperbound and hardbound)

child

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

This book has helped thousands of women
find peace of mind and satisfaction. It

frankly and honestly answers the most
intimate questions women ask. The prob-

lems in this book were carefully selected

from more than 50,000 received by the

editors of True Story Magazine. An in-

valuable, year-round guide to a happier
life.

(paperbound only)

THE MODERN BOOK OF
MARRIAGE

Whether you are married or about to be
married, you will find this book a “must.”
Written by Dr. Lena Levine, a physician
and psychiatrist, who is also a practicing

marriage counselor, it answers the most
pressing questions of modern marriage
completely, understandably, and sympa-
thetically. Truly a guide to marital hap-
piness.

(paperbound and hardbound)

HERE ARE THREE BOOKS FOR EVERY HOME LIBRARY

Authoritatively written in easy-to-understand language, and arranged for

ready reference, these practical guides will help you overcome the many
hurdles present in today’s living. Each is brimful of reliable answers to the

many questions women (and men) often ask. Here are books with intimate

insight into your most personal problems—the questions you would like to

ask—the questions so common in our modern way of life. They will serve

you constantly as valuable sources of information for years to come. You
really can’t afford to be without these books—and you can afford them.

Order your copies now for prompt delivery.

SPECIAL MONEY-SAVING OFFER: Three-books-in-one order (paperbound)

just $2.50—and we pay postage. (Individually—$1.00 per copy)

FOR YOUR PERMANENT LIBRARY—OR AS A GIFT:

You may want the new, low-priced, hardbound, deluxe editions of THE
MODERN BOOK OF INFANT AND CHILD CARE ($2.95) and THE
MODERN BOOK OF MARRIAGE ($2.50). $4.00 for two.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. WG1 257

205 East 42 St., New York 17, New York

Please send me the following books:

MODERN BOOK OF MARRIAGE $1.00

INFANT AND CHILD CARE $1.00

WHAT SHOULD I DO? $1.00

SPECIAL!—Three for $2.50

The following may be had in hardbound
editions:

MODERN BOOK OF MARRIAGE $2.50

INFANT AND CHILD CARE $2.95

SPECIAL!—Two for $4.00

I enclose $ for books ordered.

NAME
(Please Print)

STREET

CITY STATE. .......

P
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INSIDE STUFF
Continued from page 16

guests exactly, but did grant interviews,

pose for photographers and coo with
Mickey. The buffet table, also soaking wet
from champagne foam, was strangely bare
of glasses, canapes and organization of

any sort.

Guests stepped carefully, to avoid
trampling the dozen or so cats, of various
sizes and breeds, that romped, yowled and
mewed underfoot. At the bottom of the
pool reposed a lifesize mosaic portrait of

Jayne, executed by Mickey, of course,

while over the fence on the hill above,
peered two utterly out-of-sorts great
Danes, the size of Metro’s Leo the Lion,

and twice as fierce.

The men outnumbered the women
twenty to one, but were little missed. Like
flies around a honeypot, reporters and
photographers swarmed around the
shapely hostess, who announced she is buy-
ing a larger house upon her return from
Europe, with a larger swimming pool,

which, of course, will need christening.

And that means another party. I can
hardly wait.

Surprise Party: Yvonne de Carlo’s birth-

day came along while she and I were in

Stockton, Cal., visiting “The Big Country”
location. Yvonne’s husband, Bob Morgan,
who is in the picture, threw a party at

Bruno’s, the local bistro, that was a real

surprise. Poor Yvonne—her foot in a cast

(the foot that accidentally went through a

glass door) and expecting her second child

any minute—looked anything but a party
girl. Seated between Yvonne and Charlton
Heston, I half-expected De Mille to rush
in demanding another take. And do you
know Charlton constantly doodles on the
tablecloth? “What does your wife think
of this?” I asked him. He merely moaned.

Carroll Baker brought both husband
Jack Garfein and eight-month-old Blanche
Joy, explaining “No baby sitters.” The
Garfeins’ second heir is due in March.
The Pecks left early. When an actor turns
producer, with all the attending cares and
tribulations, how they do change.

People: Kay Kendall’s sparkling per-
sonality enchants every male who meets
her. So bright is Kay she creates the illu-

sion of great beauty—which, off-screen,

she really isn’t . . . Greg Bautzer was so

distressed at the loss of the little blonde
Yorkshire he’d given his wife, Dana Wyn-
ters, as a gift, he offered a reward of $1,000

for its return. Dana was in Europe for a

film at the time . . . On “The Young Lions”
set they were calling Marlon “The
Snooper.” He liked to probe into every
department of the film, wanting to know
why such a set is being used, why he
must say this or that; why, why, why.
Which only makes him the great actor

he is.

More Eddie and Debbie : When Debbie
Reynolds telephoned the BIG NEWS that

a second baby was on the way, I sighed
with relief and genuine happiness. That
the Fishers have been “tense” about things
has been known to a few of us for some
time. That Debbie has carefully guided
her marriage over many rough waters has
also been known. Now, with a sister or
brother for little Carrie next spring, those
of us who are devoted to the Fishers hope
both Debbie and Eddie will take this time
to mature and grow up to their responsi-

P bilities.

Kim: Kim Novak got everything she
asked for in her battle with Columbia

68

Studios and more. Columbia granted their
“Miss Lavender Rebel” that promised raise
in salary, plus a percentage of her pictures
and a brand new house, limousine with
chauffeur, and the privilege of taking her
favorite hairdresser to Paramount for
“Amongst the Dead,” in which she co-
stars with Jimmy Stewart. The deadlock
between Kim and the studio ended when
the Columbia Board of Directors in New
York screamed at Hollywood heads the
big question of ancient vintage: “Why are
you killing the goose that . . . etc.” And
that did it . . . Kim’s romance with Mac
Krim is about over. Speculation is the
Bandini affair will come to nothing. With
everything she wants, why should Kim
renounce it all for life as Mrs. Bandini
of Rome, Italy? But don’t bet on any-
thing. Not anything in Hollywood, any-
how.

For Your Information: Rock Hudson
has had it. Not fully recovered from the
too-rich food after four months in Italy

on “Farewell to Arms,” facing a $1,000,000
court suit filed by director Raoul Walsh
for alleged non-fulfillment of four prom-
ised films, and irritated by columnists’
references to “domestic problems,” Rock
would like nothing better than to crawl
under one—rock, that is—for a good, long
rest . . . Friends are concerned over the
persistence of Jerry Lewis in trodding the
semi-serious path laid down by Chaplin.
They claim Jerry ain’t the type for pitiful

patheticness . . . The town is crazy over
that former tourist office clerk, Miiko Taka,
star of “Sayonara,” but wonder about the
limited possibilities of her roles. “It doesn’t
matter,” Miiko answered. “Memories of

‘Sayonara’ will last a lifetime” . . . James
MacArthur started a bald-head fad at

Harvard. After that ghastly topknot of a
Mohawk brave for “Light in the Forest,”
it was either shave it off or go in hiding
. . . Prediction: Nick Todd, handsome
younger brother of Pat Boone, will have
it made on records and in Hollywood in

no time at all . . . Jean Simmons will go
right on living in that Wilshire Boulevard
motel while husband Stewart Granger is

movie-making in Eui'ope for nine long
months.

As Hollywood Sees It: The Red Skeltons
are held together only by the critical ill-

Tony Perkins and Maria Cooper don't

need “Friendly Persuasion to date!

ness of their nine-year-old son, Richard.
Otherwise, Georgia and Red are worlds
apart . . . Word’s out that “someone from
the fi-ont office” got to Tommy Sands
about his one-girl dating. Thought it bad
for his career. From now on, Mollie Bee
must share Tommy with other dolls . . .

Yul Brynner’s photographic layout of
Cary Grant and Sophia Loren on the
“Houseboat” are the envy of every camera
popper in town. If many-talented Yul
ever seriously lets fly with his expert
“geetar” strumming, Elvis may curdle
around the edges with envy. The only
thing Yul hasn’t perfected is fibbing.
Those many-splendored tales Yul spins
about his birth-place and childhood are
taller than Clint Walker of TV’s “Chey-
enne.” And Clint’s a mile high, any
day . . . Jack Palance is the grumpiest
actor in town since the judge upped his
monthly support to estranged wife Vir-
ginia from her requested $3,500 to a neat
$4,600. Jack is so mad he could spit . . .

One of the most interesting twosomes in
town these days is Tony Perkins and
pretty Maria Cooper, Gary’s daughter.
Tony dated quite a few of the Hollywood
younger set, but none as long as Maria!

Purely Personal: Tab Hunter’s new re-
cording, “Don’t Let It Get Around,” was
made with Warners’ blessings (see pages
46 and 47). His “Learning to Love” re-
cording, the theme song from “Lafayette
Escadrille,” canceled all objections . . .

Mike Todd, who leased Madison Square
Garden for the first birthday celebration
of his film “Around the World,” will

probably go broke trying to launch a

publicity campaign to the moon.

Kids: Watch for Jim Mitchum, sixteen-
year-old son of Bob Mitchum, playing his

Dad’s brother in “Thunder Road.” . . .

Insiders claim Pat Wayne, who worked all

through “The Young Land” with the gun
Big John toted through his first big hit,

“Stagecoach,” is determined to become a
priest and wants no part of an actor’s

life . . . David Nelson, son of TV’s Ozzie
and Harriet, is doing fine in his first big
role, a dramatic job in “Peyton Place.”

And his brother, Ricky, is killing teen-
agers cold with his first record, “I’m
Walkin’.” No doubt about it: The second
generation has it!

Maybe Tommy doesn’t want to be

shared
,
nor Mollie Bee to share him!



SPRITE WITH SPUNK
Continued, from page 34

girl in chain mail bobby sox,” the teen-
ager who’d misinterpreted, mis-read, mis-
emphasized” the wonderful lines of

George Bernard Shaw; the new discovery
who just didn’t measure up to her first

part.

The girl in the apartment in Nice put
her head in her arms and clenched her
fists until they were like knots on the
table. “Jean Seberg, you’ve got to get
tough. You’ve got to learn to be tough!”
Mr. Preminger had tried to tell her

what might happen, the evening she’d
been packing to go home from London.
The picture was finished. They’d all

worked so hard, for so long, she was
certain it couldn’t miss. Before the open-
ing, she’d have three weeks with her
family in Marshalltown, a month of per-
sonal appearances, then back to Paris for

one of the biggest premieres ever staged.
She was all but waltzing from the closet

to the suitcase when Mr. Preminger
stopped by her suite to talk to her. “Sit

down for a moment, Jean. . .
.”

She sat, but not terribly still, not very
seriously. She hadn’t realized how hard
it must have been for him to make the
speech. As a producer-director, Otto
Preminger was a recognized artist. He
knew that you couldn’t always make pic-
tures that would please everyone. He’d
said before the start of the “Saint Joan”:
“This is the biggest gamble of my film

career.”
“Saint Joan” was more than an excep-

tional story, just as Joan, herself, was
more than an exceptional heroine. In the
theatrical world and the world at large,

Joan was a legend, someone special and
familiar. It was only reasonable to ex-
pect that everyone seeing the film would
have his or her own personal ideas on
the portrayal of Joan. Any production
about the Saint would automatically be

a sitting duck . . . and whoever played
the role the first to be shot at.

Preminger knew that an experienced
professional would understand if a bar-
rage came. But he’d taken a teenager
from Iowa with virtually no acting ex-
perience, given her the lead, coaxed her,

bullied her, driven her through the film-

ing . . . wondering all the while how
much more she could stand while she
was trying so hard to please.

Aside from her talent, he’d chosen her
for her spirit and he was certain the
combination would take her as far in the
movie field as she wanted to go. He
didn’t want the talent discouraged, the
spirit broken by a few lines of small
print. He had to make his speech long
before the reviews were due, to give her
time to accept the possibility of harsh,
critical words, although they might never
come. “Jean, you’ve got to realize that
everyone may not like ‘Saint Joan’ . . .

may not like you.” He took a deep
breath. “In fact, maybe no one is going
to like you. You’ve got to be prepared.
Do you understand?”

Yes, she understood, she said. Yet,
when he left, he noticed the stars were
still in her eyes. He only hoped they’d
stay there.

They were washed away with tears not
long after when the first reviews of

“Joan” began coming in. “I’ve got to

be tough,” she sobbed when she read
them—so many times she’d lost count.
And then, the tears would start again.
“But right now,” she admits only to her-
self “I don’t feel very tough.”
So she donned her armor. As it turned

out, she was still going to need it, on and
off the set. When one scribe asked her about
some of the more devastating reviews, she
shrugged and said, “It’s too late to change
anything now.” It was too late and she
couldn’t imagine what else she could be
expected to say. In print, however, it ap-
peared that she had shrugged “a sophisti-

cated shoulder” in a rather bored, tired-

of-it-all manner, to end the interview.
The sophisticated Jean Seberg? Well,

she had to admit that she’d tried . . . the
night of the Paris premiere. Mr. Preminger
had given her a Givenchy gown for the
event. “I was going up the stairs, very
ritzy in all my finery,” she recalled later.

“I was trying very hard to be sophisticated.
But people kept crowding around, step-
ping on the train of the gown and I had to
keep jerking it out from under feet. It

isn’t exactly easy to smile and be dignified
while you’re pleading, ‘Please get off my
train.’ Sophistication-wise, I had the dis-
tinct feeling that I was falling flat on my
face!”

Jean was beginning to learn what every
star must learn. That verbal slings and
arrows don’t necessarily stop with reviews.
There were other reports, the ones that
seemed to assume that her thoughts were
a million miles from Marshalltown and
that she couldn’t care less about going
back, except for occasional red-carpet
treatment.
That particular reporter should have

been with her on her return from London.
He could have listened as she frantically
tried to recapture her mid-western twang,
after three months of being coached for a
British accent . . . read the one thought
that was uppermost in her mind: “If I get
home and say cawn’t or beeen just once
. . . well, then I’ve had it!”

What a blow the scribe would have
gotten if he’d been along to meet her
brother David, aged seven. According to

her mother, when the family had been
getting ready to drive to Des Moines to

meet her plane, brother David had sighed
resignedly, “Guess we got to drive all that
way to get the actress again!”

The actress was at home for three weeks.
She swam at the YWCA, slept late, and
went to the library. She put on her bobby
sox again and went out for pizza with her
friends, who’d come home from college.

They still had common interests. They’d
talk their heads off, and sometimes drive
to Des Moines for jazz concerts. “Of
course, there were changes,” says Jean
today. “And I guess you’re well aware
of the fact that everyone is watching you
to find out if you’ve changed. I did feel

that . . . especially since so many people
were dropping in and mother was sudden-
ly doing a lot of entertaining.”

But home is home. “And one thing cer-
tainly hasn’t changed,” grins Jean. “Moth-
er was still giving me a hundred reasons
why I should help with the dishes and
clean up my room.”
“Being in movies hasn’t made you any

neater,” her mother sighed. “And Jean,
some people are coming by. Would you
please go upstairs and . .

“And put on something presentable,”
finished her blue-jeaned clad daughter.

They both smiled, remembering the
morning her mother had made the request
several years before. At that time, Jean
had trudged unhappily to her room. Her
reappearance made her mother gasp.
Daughter was nonchalantly floating down
the stairs in her new purple formal.

When she reached the living room she
graciously greeted the guests and then
went about serving refreshments, quite
straight-faced in her full length gown.

“I suppose I should have realized that

you were eventually going to become an
actress,” her mother told her later.

Home . . . and then Nice . . . after

twenty-seven days of personal ap-
pearances. According to the papers,

she’d run away to Nice, being as blase
about it as if every eighteen-year-old
vacations in Nice alone. She was the self-

sufficient Miss Seberg.

Yes, indeed. Very self-sufficient. Espe-

Pat and Shirley Boone
, back home in New .Jersey, are excited over approaching

birth oj their fourth child, although doctors have told Shirley it must be last



from

desk

to

date

working girl

fashion tips

/Carrying a “dressy” dress to work
^ in the morning, and changing aft-

er working hours, is definitely passe,

according to actress Jackie Loughery,

the attractive brunette you saw cast

as a salesgirl opposite Jack Webb in

Warners’ “The D.I.” Jackie, who ad-

mits she’s a clothes horse (at ten she

had twenty-two dolls and was busily

manufacturing wardrobes for all of

them), suggests a basic sheath or

simple dress such as the one she wears

above, for office and after five.

It’s fun to step right from a busi-

ness day to an evening out. And dur-

ing these brisk wintry days, it’s the

smart working girl who chooses an

outfit that feels and is right at her

desk, or out on a business appoint-

ment. Then, presto chango, with a

quick change of jewelry, belt or other

accessories, you’re the after-five you

—in the same basic outfit!

The dress Jackie models above for

Photoplay, designed by Maxwell

Shief, is versatility personified, the

kind made for the modern girl who

wants to look chic on the job, for

daytime dates, luncheons with busi-

ness associates, and still chic for din-

ner or a show in the evening, Jackie

i

finds her double-breasted “Majorette”

dress ideal for all, since it combines

a tailored sophistication with a softly

feminine look attained by satin peter

pan collar and cuffs. And the sun-

burst medallion she’s added is the

perfect foil.

“Any business girl’s wardrobe is

enhanced by this type of dress,” ad-

vises the ex-Miss U.S.A., whose own
wardrobe boasts many.

“I can’t resist new fashions,” says

Jackie, but she knows she must pick

from the latest styles only those that

look well on her, and advises the

same for you. “I feel,” she suggests,

“that just as a girl likes to have a per-

fume that is ‘hers,’ the clothes she

wears ought to do the same job

—

identify her and help to emphasize

her personality. You’ll notice that lots

of the top stars in Hollywood help

make themselves memorable by the

way they dress. For example, Kim

Novak likes lavender and pastel

shades, and Dana Wynter is the dark

and fragile yet sophisticated type. But

all women can look well-dressed, no

matter how big or small their budgets.

It’s the taste one has that counts.”

Good advice. All in favor say “aye.”

cially the day she carefully locked the car
with the keys inside and had to call a
mechanic, a fellow who advised her that
the only way to open the door would be
to take it off the hinges.
She was going to be independent. Very

independent. And she had every intention
of living on the money she had in her
purse. But then came the day she looked
and found her wallet almost bare. It was.
she concluded, a good thing her father
was handling her finances. She had, she
figured, about enough to wire him for

more money.
She sent off a cable and went home to

take stock of her cupboard. She found one
huge candy bar and a package of tea bags.
And she dined less than lavishly until the
money arrived two days later.

But she got the rest she’d hoped for, and
she had the chance to do a great deal of

thinking . . . about the past, the present
and the future. She took one memorable
cue from a French traffic cop, the day
he found her little car in a No Parking
zone. He began to quote all kinds of

traffic rules to her in French and, she
recalls, “the ham in me came out. Two
large tears rolled down my cheeks.”
The policeman asked for her identifica-

tion and she gave it to him. “You have
played Jeanne d’Arc?” he sputtered.

Yes,” she replied in a small voice.

He eyed her closely, then threw the
license into her lap, hopped on his

bicycle and pedalled away muttering,
“Jeanne d’Arc never cried!”

Jean Seberg dried her eyes and mur-
mured, “And Jean Seberg won’t do any
more crying either!”

There was nothing she could do about
the past, she realized. The results were in.

“At first,” she remembers, “I felt so awful.

Of course, everyone wants whatever they
do to be an enormous success. But that’s

something you can’t always have. Still,

when there’s such a big letdown, you
begin to doubt yourself. You seem to

have done your best and it doesn’t seem
to be good enough.
“You have to learn to be objective and

analyze it. Perhaps emotionally I just

wasn’t ready for the role. Perhaps I didn’t

have the depth of emotion that comes
just from growing up and living.

“Mr. Preminger was wonderful about
it. It would have been very easy for him
to have taken the role in ‘Bonjour Tris-

tesse’ away from me. But he insisted that

he still had confidence in me.
“The role of Cecile is much easier. She’s

a girl whose personality is closer to mine.
Every girl should aspire to be just like

Joan of Arc, but how many can be?

“The reviews, the bad ones, I put them
away . . . but I still make myself read
them. I suppose I’ve always tried to face

things. Back in Marshalltown, I used to

be terribily shy. So I used to bluster and
bluff my way through things—all sorts

of activities.

“In a way, I suppose it sounds corny,

and very idealistic, but now I feel that

I’m much better off for having gotten those

reviews. Otherwise, I might have felt that

there was no need to work as hard again,

that I could coast. But this way, I’ve be-
come increasingly aware of what I have
to do.”
No one is selling Jean short. “She has

the talent and the stamina for star-

dom,” says a publicity agent who toured

with her for personal appearances around
the States. “And how that girl can work.

She’s fantastic.

“In Montreal, seventy-five percent of

the people speak French. So we got to

Montreal and Jean went on the radio and
talked for fifteen minutes in the language.

After only a few French lessons.



“At one midnight show in Philadelphia,

she adlibbed for forty minutes with the

m.c. There was never a minute’s hesita-

tion; she was never thrown by questions,

never at a loss for words.
“Her poise was remarkable, even when

things weren’t going so well. At the party

for her in Los Angeles, some of the

columnists were trying to antagonize her.

‘How do you feel about starting your
career by playing a part like Saint Joan?’

one of them asked.
“Jean answered, ‘It’s very challenging.’

“After which, the columnist snapped,

‘That’s a cliche. I want an honest answer.’

“Jean bit her lip, but she didn’t lose

her temper. She just said, ‘I’m trying to

give you an honest answer.’
”

“She’s changed since ‘Joan’,” says a

friend who worked with her in both Lon-
don and in France. “She’s the same girl,

but she’s different, if you know what I

mean. ‘Bonjour Tristesse’ is her second
film and she is taking a different attitude.

To a great extent, she’s learned the ropes

of the business. She’s no stranger.”

S
till there was a certain tenseness. And
a tiredness. “But such a wonderful
tiredness,” she says. “I’m finding out

what kind of routine I have to follow

when I work. I usually have dinner alone
in my room at night, read and then go to

sleep. Once a week, I go out for dinner.

“On Sundays we drive for three hours
to see rushes. I don’t like to watch. It’s

terrible to have to look at yourself blown
up on the screen. And if you do see some-
thing you don’t like, there’s nothing you
can do. I think there’s a risk of becoming
very studied and mannered.
“But on the other hand, if you’re doing

something wrong, like bobbing your head
or adopting any other sorts of mannerisms,
you can catch them and correct them.
And,” she adds, “Mr. Preminger thinks

it’s good for me to see rushes.”
She grins, “And what he says, goes. He

doesn’t make exorbitant demands. He’s

begun to let me have more of a separate
life now that I’m getting the hang of the

movie business. He doesn’t call my per-
sonal life part of work.”
She goes on, “I have a lot to learn about

acting, but the only way I can learn is

to act. This time, I’m not in the hot, hot
spotlight, and David Niven and Deborah
Kerr have been wonderful.
“They’re so relaxed and easy. Nothing

seems to upset them. They can talk to

people between scenes and still not break
the spell. That’s something else I’m having
to learn.”

Invariably before the cameras would
turn, David would make the atmosphere
light with joke. Once, when he saw a

frown on her face, he patted her on the
shoulder and remarked, “Remember, it’s

only a movie and people are going to pay
seventy-five cents for a ticket and say,

‘Who was the guy with the mustache?’”
As “Bonjour Tristesse” was ending, Jean

was preparing to return to the United
States. “First I’ll visit my family. Then
I’m going to New York. If there’s no other
picture right away, I’ll take ballet lessons
and some drama lessons and I’d like to visit

movie sets. I’ve no idea of how other
actors work. And I still haven’t set foot

in Hollywood! My set is about the only
one I’ve been on,” she laughed.
But she was a girl certain of her future.

It’s as David Niven said on the set one
day, “I feel so sorry for anyone who isn’t

an actor. Oh, sometimes I get discouraged
and gripe . . . but then I ask myself just
what I’m griping about.” He shook his
head and repeated, “I do feel sorry for
anyone who isn’t an actor.”

Jean smiled. She knew what he meant.
And she said softly, “And so do I.”

The End
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CANDIDS

1. Lana Turner
2. Betty Grable
3. Ava Gardner
5. Alan Ladd
6. Tyrone Power
7. Gregory Peck
9. Esther Williams

11. Elizabeth Taylor
14. Cornel Wilde
13. Frank Sinatra
18. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lawford
21. Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
25. Dale Evans
27. June Allyson
33. Gene Autry
34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
50. Diana Lynn
5 1 . Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift

53. Richard Widmark
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
66. Gordon MacRae
67. Ann Blyth
68. Jeanne Crain
69. Jane Russell
74. John Wayne
78. Audie Murphy
84. Janet Leigh
86. Farley Granger
91. John Derek
92. Guy Madison
94. Mario Lanza
103. Scott Brady
105. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters
107. Richard Todd

109. Dean Martin
110. Jerry Lewis
112. Susan Hayward
117. Terry Moore
121. Tony Curtis
124. Gail Davis
127. Piper Laurie
128. Debbie Reynolds
135. Jeff Chandler
136. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
139. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson
141. Marilyn Monroe
142. Leslie Caron
143. Pier Angeli
144. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando
146. Aldo Ray
147. Tab Hunter
148. Robert Wagner
149. Russ Tamblyn
1 50. Jeff Hunter
152. Marge and Gow-

er Champion
174. Rita Gam
175. Charlton Heston
176. Steve Cochran
177. Richard Burton
179. Julius La Rosa
180. Lucille Ball

182. Jack Webb
185. Richard Egan
187. Jeff Richards
190. Pat Crowley
191. Robert Taylor
192. Jean Simmons
194. Audrey Hepburn
198. Gale Storm
202. George Nader

205. Ann Sothern
207. Eddie Fisher
209. Liberace
211. Bob Francis
212. Grace Kelly
213. James Dean
214. Sheree North
215. Ktm Novak
216. Richard Davalos
218. Eva Marie Saint
219. Natalie Wood
220. Dewey Martin
221. Joan Collins
222. Jayne MansBeld
223. Sal Mineo
224. Shirlev Jones
225. Elvis Presley
226. Victoria Shaw
227. Tony Perkins
228. Clint Walker
229. Pat Boone
230. Paul Newman
231. Don Murray
232. Don Cherry
233. Pat Wayne
234. Carroll Baker
235. Anita Ekberg
236. Corey Allen

237. Dana Wynter
239. Judy Busch
240. Patti Page
241 . Lawrence Welk
242. Alice Lon
243. Larry Dean
244. Buddy Merrill
245. Hugh O'Brian
246. Jim Arness
247. Sanford Clark
248. Vera Miles
249. John Saxon
250. Dean Stockwcll
251. Diane Jergens
252. Warren Berlinger
253. James MacArthur
254. Nick Adams
255. John Kerr
256. Harry Belafonte
257. Jim Lowe
258. Luana Patten
259. Dennis Hopper
260. Tom Trvon
261. Tommy Sands
262. Will Hutchins
263. James Darren
264. Ricky Nelson

k
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WILL SUCCESS

SPOIL MY JAYNIE?
Continued jrom page 29

my Jayne seated among Hollywood execu-
tives in one of those exposing bikini bath-
ing suits. Had she made a complete fool

of herself? I wondered. Or was it, as
Harry suggested, just a contrived item for

a news story?
Half an hour later, I was still worried.

“I’m putting through the call,” I said
decisively to Harry. Harry’s reaction was
an exasperated sigh, but I could read be-
neath it and tell by his expression that
he was glad I was phoning Jaynie.
Moments later, I heard my daughter’s

soft, familiar voice.

“Jaynie, honey,” I said, “you didn’t
really wear that bikini as it says, did
you? After the way you’ve been brought
up? . .

.”

I could hear Jayne draw in her breath.
“Mama,” she said, “it’s not true. I wasn’t
even at that party. Sure, I wear a bikini.

But not at a formal dinner party. Why
should I? I look perfectly all right in an
evening gown.”
As 1 hung up, I was reassured, but still

a little shaky. Millions of people, reading
that same story I had read, would accept
it as gospel truth, and that’s what made
me feel bad.
Ever since Jayne became the most

publicized young actress in Hollywood,
there have been a great many things
printed about her. Some true^ some not.
The untrue things always manage to
hurt me.

I’ve heard Jayne referred to as the
sexiest girl in Hollywood today, but I

still look upon her as my little girl. I am
very proud of her success, but I worry
about her, too. I pray every day that she
can always remember to keep her bal-
ance in the face of all the fantastic things
that are happening in her life.

And I worry about her health, too, as
any mother would, because of the fast

pace of her zooming career.
I worry mostly, I think, about the pos-

sibility that she may be hurt some day
as a result of the wrong impression some
of her publicity has given her, and be-
cause of the criticism over those skin-
tight gowns.
About those gowns, I still can’t get

used to them. I was shocked the first

time I saw my girl in one of those low
cut things. You see, Jayne never did
wear clothes even remotely like those be-
fore she became an actress. When she
was a school girl in Dallas, it was skirts

and sweaters for her—and I mean the
loose-fitting, becoming, collegiate kind of

sweaters.
I’ll never forget the first time I saw

Jayne in a clinging, low-cut gown. My
husband, Harry Peers, who is Jayne’s
stepfather, and I had gone to New York
to see her on the opening night of “Will
Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” and we
planned to stay with her for a month.
After the play, we went backstage to

join Jayne. We were all going to a party
that was being given in her honor. When
I saw what Jayne was wearing, my mouth
flew open. It was a gold satin gown that
clung to her like glue, and was cut so
low I couldn’t help but blurt out: “Jayne,
I don’t like that one bit!”

Jayne laughed softly and said, “Mama,
please don’t be alarmed. This is expected
of me from now on. You must try to

understand, Mama, that this is what I have
to do. I’m an actress now. I have to dress
in a way that the public expects a

glamorous person to dress.”

After that, Jayne was photographed con-
stantly in public wearing those skin-tight,

eye-catching outfits.

Although it has practically become her
trade mark, Jayne herself doesn’t go for

the low cut gown routine one hundred
percent. I know, because I remember the
many times she’d return to our hotel
suite in New York after the show was
over and she had made a glamorous ap-

Sophia went and done it!

Even though thousands of

miles separated them, Sophia

Loren and Carlo Ponti, her

producer, mentor and best

friend since she was eighteen,

were married on September

17th. The proxy ceremony

was carried out in Juarez,

Mexico, while the star was in

Hollywood and her bride-

groom in Italy, both picture-

making. Quoted as dreaming

of a husband who “has a

good disposition and is very

intelligent,” friends say So-

phia got her wish in Carlo

pearance for the public. The first thing
she’d do was to get out of her slinky
gown and high-heeled slippers and slip

into blue jeans and an old, bulky T-
shirt. Sometimes she’d even wear an
oversize hunting shirt of Harry’s. She’d
scrub her face until it shone, brush her
hair back simply and then smile like a
child and remark, “Now I feel like myself.”
She’d walk down to the delicatessen at

the corner and buy cold turkey slices,

and bring them upstairs where we’d
make sandwiches and coffee. She seemed
most happy and relaxed at those mo-
ments. It’s still that way.

But most people know only the other
side of my daughter. I am constantly
hurt at certain comments I have heard

about Jayne. I’ve heard her described as
a “sexy, dumb blonde,” when actually,
Jayne is just a hairbreadth away from
achieving her college degree.
One night I was with her when she

made an appearance at a premiere, decked
out as everyone expected her to look

—

with the molded gown, the fabulous fox
furs, long, glittering earrings and her
blonde hair falling to her shoulders.

It warmed me when I heard the crowds
ooh and ahh, calling out her name affec-

tionately, but then I heard one woman
make a remark that cut me like a knife:
“Imagine strutting around in a gown like

that. It’s shameless!”

I felt miserable then, and I still do
when I realize that some people judge
Jayne solely by the type of clothes she
wears in her role as a Hollywood per-
sonality.

I remember telling a publicity man once
that Jayne had studied the violin from the
age of six, and was a fairly accomplished
musician. “In fact,” I said, “one of her
teachers felt that she would be able to

play in Carnegie Hall some day.”

“Oh, no,” said the man, “I could never
release that story. No one would believe
it.” And then, as at many other times,
I was close to tears because of the way
Jayne is misunderstood.
Every mother feels very deeply attached

to her daughter. In some respects, I think
I have been closer to my daughter than
most mothers, because of the poignant
circumstances of her birth.

For years, I had hungered for a baby.
I’d lost my first child at birth and had
almost died myself, but I wanted a baby
more than anything else in the world. My
husband, Herbert Palmer, was a young
law student and we lived in Phillips-

burg, N. J. I had taught school there but
I gave up my job so that I could build
up my strength.

Herbert and I were the happiest couple
in the world when the doctor told us we
were going to become parents. During
the months we waited, I stayed home and
didn’t even take an automobile drive in

order to forestall any accident that might
jeopardize the baby’s safe arrival. The
last month I stayed in bed. Then, at the
last moment, I had to have an emergency
Caesarean operation. I came very close

to losing this baby. . . .

“She’s the most beautiful baby I’ve ever
delivered,” said my obstetrician, as I

emerged from my foggy world to look at

my daughter. I remember I was struck
by her delicate pink complexion, and I

thought, “Why, she has the longest legs

I’ve ever seen on a baby.” The nurse
was so taken by her beauty that she
carried her all over the hospital to show
her off.

We were such a happy family, and
Herbert and I surrounded baby Vera
Jayne with our heartfelt love. Herbert
was practicing law by this time and was
preparing to run for the Assembly. His



future was bright and our world was a

snug, secure one.

Then, one night, everything changed.

Herbert took Jayne and me for a drive

to see his grandparents. Jaynie, wear-
ing a pink suede coat with a brown

beaver collar, sat between us. Our hearts
were full, and Herbert, patting Jaynie’s

hand, remarked, “Doesn’t she look like a

little doll?”
As we drove over a hill, suddenly Her-

bert slumped over the wheel. Somehow.
I managed to lean across him, shut off

the ignition and pull on the emergency
brake. A sickening fear swept over me
when I touched Herbert’s cold face.

Jumping out of the car, I stood out in

the road and screamed for help.

That night, I had to tell two-and-a-half-
year-old Jaynie that her Daddy had gone
away.

I was left practically penniless. Herbert
was so young—only thirty—when his

heart suddenly stopped. He was just be-
ginning a very promising law and political

career and he thought he had many years
in which to provide security for his

family.

N ow, more than ever, my whole life

revolved around my daughter. I

wanted desperately to shield her—to

give her a happy, untroubled childhood.
I returned to teaching, and a house-

keeper, Sally Rice, who loved my Jayne,
took care of her during my school hours.
I couldn’t have left my daughter in the
care of a person more loving. I would rush
home from school to be with my little

girl. She was a sweet, affectionate child

and we were extremely devoted. I dressed
her like a little doll, in ruffled organdy
dresses, pretty pink coats and bonnets
that framed her large brown eyes and
curly, golden brown hair.

Jayne was playful and mischievous, but
she had an unmistakably serious side,

too. I used to feel that perhaps the serious
moments came when she missed her
father. I wanted to be sure that my child
was not deprived of any advantages that
her father would have wanted for her,
so I started giving her everything I could
possibly afford that would enrich her life.

I saw to it that she had tap and ballet
lessons, singing lessons and later, piano
and violin. I wanted to do everything
for her. Nothing I could possibly afford
was spared.

Even when Harry Peers, a young man
who was an engineer from Dallas and
was visiting relatives in our town, asked
me to marry him, I wouldn’t agree to
become his wife until I was sure he

could be a real father to Jaynie. My little

girl was used to tenderness and to the

background of a compatible home life. If

I couldn’t surround her with the same
good life, I wouldn’t remarry.
When I saw the loving way he treated

Jaynie, and how eagerly she looked for-

ward to having Harry come to the house
to play with her, I decided that Harry
would be a good father—and husband.

It was after we lived in Dallas for a

few years that I discovered Jaynie’s most
predominant trait: a dedicated kind of

determination.
One afternoon, Jayne came home from

school and asked me if she could take up
horseback riding. I was afraid to let her
ride a horse, so I said no. Jaynie pleaded
so hard that finally, in order to put her
off, I said, “All right. If you bring home
100 in arithmetic, I’ll let you have riding

lessons.”

That night, and every night for a month,
she was at her books and wouldn’t budge.
One afternoon she ran into the house
waving her report card. “Look, Mama,
look,” she cried exultantly. There was
her arithmetic grade—a solid one hun-
dred!
And she fought like a little tigress to

make the school orchestra, and did—as

first violinist, no less.

I admired her determination in getting

what she went after. It wasn’t until she
was sixteen that I had to bow most re-

luctantly to that strong will of hers.

Jayne was very popular and our house
was always filled with her young friends.

It was the rage to go steady, and she
went steady with a boy from school

named Paul Mansfield.
And one day my baby came to me and

said, “Mama, I want to marry Paul.”
I clutched a table to steady myself.

“But Jaynie, you’re much too young.
So is Paul. The most glorious part of

your life is ahead of you. Surely, honey,
you must realize that you don’t know
your own mind yet. You don’t want to be
tied down so young.”

I had nothing against Paul. He was a

very nice young man, but I was unalter-
ably opposed to the idea of my daugh-
ter’s marrying anyone at the tender age
of sixteen. But no matter what argu-
ments I put forth, I couldn’t talk Jaynie
out of it. She insisted that she knew what
she wanted, and what she wanted was to

marry Paul
It was that familiar look of determina-

tion in JaynYs eyes—a look I’d gotten
used to—and the insistence in her voice
that made me finally realize that she was
adamant about taking this big step. Be-
cause I didn’t want to see my young

daughter run off in an elopement, I

planned a lovely church wedding and a

large reception afterward at our home.
She looked so fresh and dewy-eyed in

her white gown and veil as she walked
down the aisle that all I could do was
stem my tears and pray that I would be
proven wrong and this marriage would
work out.

But, sadly enough, I was only too right

Jayne and Paul were too young to tackle
the responsibilities of marriage. Jayne
was so restless, her mind so lively and
ever-changing, that it was only after

she was married that she realized that

she wanted desperately to become an
actress. She had always shown signs of

acting ability as a youngster when she
appeared in school plays, and she was
growing more and more beautiful. Perhaps
her desire to act was heightened because
of the humdrum routine of housework,
or perhaps it was the desire for inde-
pendence. At any rate, she decided to

tackle an acting career—and with every-
thing she had.

Again the old determination. I could
recognize it. I knew that no objec-
tions on my side would sway Jayne,

so I didn’t even try to talk her out of this.

One summer Jayne left her baby, Jayne
Marie, with me while she went to Los
Angeles to major in drama at UCLA.
When she returned there was a light

in her eyes and a thrust to her chin that
told me only too well that somehow,
even with a baby, Jayne would find a

way to become an actress.

She succeeded in persuading Paul to

move to Hollywood. And there, in order to

insure their remaining in the movie
capital while she tried getting started on
a career, she made a down payment on a

little house, with money she had re-
ceived as an inheritance from her grand-
mother. It’s the same house, incidentally,

she lives in today.

Not until her letters from Hollywood
told me that she had taken a job selling

candy in a theatre in order to earn some
money while waiting for a picture break,
did I begin to worry about Jayne. But I

was secretly proud, too, for I realized

that this girl of mine would wear her
fingers down to the bone, scrubbing floors,

if necessary, in order to make her way
until she got her first acting role.

Eventually, her zeal paid off and she
did several parts in TV and in pictures.

But her life was like too many stitches

on a knitting needle—that wouldn’t all

fit at once. No sooner would she pick up
the front few than those at the end
would drop off. No sooner had Jayne
landed her fh’st few roles than she and
Paul discovered their teenage marriage
was a mistake. Jayne had to make the
choice between a happy home and a career.

She could not give herself to both well.

She made her choice: She and Paul sep-
arated.

It was then, after she had made a dent
in pictures, Jayne came home and I was
shocked when I saw her. Her golden
brown hair that I had loved so much was
now a platinum blonde, worn long and
loose. Instead of the girlish sweater and
skirt, she wore a red sheath dress that
accentuated her figure.

“Jaynie, you look so different,” I ex-
claimed.

“Mama,” she told me—as she was to

explain to me so many times afterwards,
“this is the way I’m supposed to dress
now. My press agent says it’s important
for me to be noticed.”

But although Jayne looked more theatri-

cal, I was delighted to discover that she
was the same girl underneath. She was
sweet and affectionate at home and she
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HELEN MORGAN STORY, THE—War-

ners; CinemaScope: Drama full of nostalgic music

casts Ann Blyth as the torch singer of the ’twenties,

driven to drink by her unhappy love for racketeer

Paul Newman. (A) November

INTERLUDE—U-I; CinemaScope, Techni-

color : Sentimental romance, handsome German lo-

cales. American June Allyson falls in love with

suave Rossano Brazzi, whose wife (Marianne

Cook) is mentally ill. (A) October

V'V'V'

V

JOKER IS WILD, THE—Paramount;

VistaVision: Strong, frank biography of night-club

comic Joe E. Lewis, who’s splendidly portrayed by

Frank Sinatra. Socialite Jeanne Crain can’t win

him; dancer Mitzi Gaynor marries him. Eddie

Albert’s a loyal pal. (A) November

VVVV MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES—U-I;

CinemaScope: James Cagney scores in the affect-

ing story of Lon Chaney, silent-era character star.

Dorothy Malone and Jane Greer play the women
in his life. (F) November

VVVV NO DOWN PAYMENT—20th; Cinema-

Scope: Searching closeup of young couples living

in each other’s laps in a suburban housing devel-

opment. Cameron Mitchell, Joanne Woodward are

the most dramatic pair. (A) October

pW NO SLEEP TILL DAWN—Warners; Cine-

maScope, WarnerColor: In a brisk service picture,

Karl Malden’s a humble hero of the modern Air

Force. Natalie Wood snobbishly opposes her dad’s

career as sergeant. (F) November

V'V'V

V

PAJAMA GAME, THE—Warners; War-

nerColor: Hearty Doris Day musical, full of life

and laughter. In a Midwestern pajama factory,

union representative Doris falls in love with man-

agement’s John Raitt. (F) October

k^W STORY OF ESTHER COSTELLO. THE—
Columbia: Bitter account of a charity racket. Ros-

sano Brazzi scents profits as wife Joan Crawford

aids lovely Heather Sears, Irish girl who is deaf,

blind and mute. (A) November

VW SUN ALSO RISES, THE—20th; Cinema-

Scope, De Luxe Color: Lavish, honest film version

of the Hemingway classic. Ava Gardner, Tyrone

Power, Mel Ferrer, Errol Flynn are fine as drifters

in Europe—the “lost generation” of days after

World War I. (A) November

k/pV THREE FACES OF EVE, THE—20th; Cin-

emaScope: Joanne Woodward’s bravura perform-

ance highlights the case history of a woman with a

split personality. (A) November

VVW 3:10 TO YUMA—Columbia: Taut, well-

written, far superior to average horse operas. It’s

a duel of character between captured outlaw Glenn
Ford and captor Van Heflin, rancher driven into

poverty by drought. (F) October

VVV UNHOLY WIFE, THE—U-I: Neatly plotted

suspense story finds Diana Dors scheming to get

rid of husband Rod Steiger, for love of rodeo

rider Tom Tryon. (A) November

helped me with the dishes, as she used
to when she lived at home. After supper,
we would sit down and talk for hours
and hours in intimate, mother-daughter
fashion.

Things happened swiftly for Jayne
after that. She was given the feminine
lead in the Broadway comedy hit, “Will
Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” and became
the toast of New York. And, as a result

of her mounting publicity, she was signed
to a wonderful contract by 20th Century-
Fox.

Since then, I have seen my daughter
develop into one of the most publicized
girls in the country. Scarcely a day goes
by that I don’t see her name or picture
in print. Usually, I must admit, in a

revealing gown that is a far cry from
the simple things she wore when she lived

at home.

How does it feel to be the mother of

such a talked-about girl—a girl who
is known all over the country as “a

sexpot?”
It is both fascinating and frightening.

While I am glad that Jaynie is doing the
work she loves and is achieving a measure
of success in that work, I pray to God that

she will not be hurt.
When I was in New York with her, while

she appeared in the play, I became
alarmed at the fervor with which hundreds
of fans waited for her outside and some-
times tore at her clothes and her furs in

order to be near her. Sometimes it took us
all of an hour to walk the ten feet from
the dressing room door to the waiting
taxi, while Jayne signed autographs and
posed for the kids. I would become slightly

panicky when the crowds milled around
us, but Jayne, flattered by the attention,

was calm and smiling, displaying remark-
able patience.

“Bless them,” she’d say to me when
we’d reached the safety of the cab.

“They’re all for me, and I don’t want to

let them down.” Not a hair of hers was
out of place—but I was a complete wreck!

I remained with my husband in Dallas
during Jayne’s first few months back in

Hollywood again, when she was making
“The Girl Can’t Help It” and “The Way-
ward Bus.” Her star was rising high, and I

was elated at the glowing predictions the
studio made for her. But fears were
mingled with my elation when I’d read
things in the papers that made Jayne
seem like anything but the girl I know
as my daughter.
For instance, I was very upset when I

read that she had met Mickey Hargitay
when she saw him in a night club revue
and ordered him to her table as she
would order a bone for her dog. Accord-
ing to the stories I’ve read, she is sup-
posed to have said imperiously, “I’d like

a steak for my dog and that man on the
right for myself. I’m a star and I’m sup-
posed to be happy.”

It didn’t happen that way at all. I should
know. I was there, right at the Latin
Quarter, with Harry and Jayne and her
escort, Jules Styne. It was Mr. Styne who
suggested it might be fun to have Mickey
join us, and he introduced Mickey to all

of us in a most decorous way.
Since meeting, Mickey and Jayne have

become close friends and I think Mickey
is very good for Jayne. He is deeply in-

terested in everything that she does,
understands her life as a busy and am-
bitious actress and eases many of her
burdens and responsibilities. Although he
is a husky, muscular young man, there is

a gentle, patient quality about him that
helps Jayne find more serenity than she
ordinarily would in the hectic life she
leads. He regards Jayne the way I do, as

a child who needs protection. Since my
home is 1,500 miles away from Jayne, I

find it very reassuring to know that she
has someone as devoted and thoughtful
as Mickey to look after her.

That part makes me feel good. But I

don’t always feel good when I see Jayne
involved in publicity that is undignified.
Like the time when I saw a picture of

Jayne hoisted in mid-air by Mickey dur-
ing a recent Hollywood premiere. I was so
startled I got on the phone to talk to her
again. Jayne assured me that it was a
whim that occurred on the spur of the
moment. “The fans have been so good to

me,” she said, “that I wanted to do some-
thing to stir things up a bit.”

On one hand, it’s no fun to read of

these foolhardy escapades, and publicity
stunts day after day. But on the other,

there’s Jayne reassuring me that she
knows exactly what she is doing, and I

realize she’s a mature girl who has thought
things out well enough to know where
she’s headed.
As disturbed as I am at these antics,

which seem to be such an integral part of

her publicity, I was even more disturbed
to discover the lightning pace at which
Jayne skims through the day. I spent
several weeks with her recently in Holly-
wood.

In the morning, Jayne would breeze
out of her bedroom, kiss Jayne Marie,
gulp down a cup of coffee and dash off.

She’d be on her way either to the studio
or to the photographers or to do an in-

terview or make a public appearance or
to keep numerous other appointments that
had been set up for her. She’d fly in

again in the evening, play with Jayne
Marie, bathe and make a whirlwind
change into one of her fabulous gowns
and furs, rush off with Mickey to a dinner
party, a film premiere, some kind of

movie opening or other film function. All

of her waking hours she was on the go.

While I am deeply grateful that my
daughter is so much in demand, like any
mother, I wish she could slow down, for

the sake of her health.
I have every confidence that Jayne can

handle herself well, no matter what sit-

uation comes along. She has a fine, mid-
dle class background and she has proven
many times in the past that she cannot be
swayed from doing anything she believes
is right.

When I told her recently that I wish
the time would come when she didn’t

have to depend so much on the sexboat
type of publicity but could be herself,

Jayne smiled, and with a twinkle in her
eyes, said, “You know, Mama, some day
I’ll cut my hair short, let it grow in natu-
ral, wear high necked dresses and never
pose in another sexy gown again.”

Maybe she was kidding, but some day
she’ll mean it, and when she does, look
out. Because she’ll do it! Jayne’s al-

ways done what she really wanted to

do no matter what. The End
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RETURN OF HUGH
O’BRIAN

Continued from page 48

shoo-in,” he says. It has been said that
Hugh simply acted in a few little theatres,

asked for a role in a picture and got it.

Nothing could be farther from the truth,

according to Hugh: “I keep thinking
about the kids who might read a thing
like that and believe it. They’d think,
‘Heck if it’s as easy as that, we can do
it, too.’ So some nice kids could end up
broke and hungry in Hollywood. I never
earned a dime the first three years I was
in Hollywood, and, when I got a chance
at my first role, I took it without even
asking what sort of part it was.”
Nothing much happened to Hugh’s act-

ing career until, receiving a TV bid, he
became Wyatt Earp. Then, almost over-
night, he was part of an American way of

life, teaching millions of youngsters how
to draw a gun properly and indoctrinating
hundreds of thousands of young mothers
on the proper etiquette of handling and
raising a wild West hero.
Even movie stars have felt the touch of

Hugh’s Wyatt Earp and his fabulous
popularity, right in their own homes.
Not long ago, Dick Powell played a sheriff

in a bad-guy, good-guy saga. His chil-

dren, Pam and young Richard, watched
the film with great interest. Then, over
a post-cinema ice cream soda, they
launched into a detailed criticism of Dick’s
performance as a western sheriff.

“Wait a minute,” Dick grinned. “What
makes you kids such experts?”
With mild scorn, Pam and Richard in-

formed their Dad that they’d seen a real
sheriff, so they knew how it was done.

The real sheriff? Hugh O’Brian, of

course. Shortly thereafter, Hugh re-
ceived some fan mail from two of Holly-
wood’s most famous stars, Dick Powell
and his wife, June Allyson.
The situation in which Hugh finds him-

self during his third year as the hero of

television’s most popular western pro-
gram, is practically unique—a popularity
that cuts across all boundaries.
“Contrary to the popular notion, my

audience is composed largely of adults,
many of them women who are particu-
larly susceptible to the Wyatt Earp brand
of hero,” says Hugh. Kids are, of course,
wildly adoring of him, but only thirty-
five percent of his audience is composed
of children. They exert a big influence
on their folks, however, as is shown by
an incident that happened this year at a
celebrity-spangled television awards din-
ner.

Vice-President Richard Nixon, repre-
senting President Eisenhower, was handing
out the awards, and the tall, lean cowboy
star accepted his. As he shook hands
with Mr. Nixon and murmured a few
grateful words into the microphone, the
Vice-President turned to the audience
and said, “I’ve just returned from an ex-
tensive tour of Europe, where I have met
and spoken to many great rulers and
statesmen. But nothing that happened
to me on that tour is going to impress
my kids half as much as the fact that 1

shook hands with Wyatt Earp.”
This extraordinary nation-wide worship

prompts the question: What has Hugh
O’Brian got that fascinates women of all

ages, and men from the kindergarten to

the Vice-Presidency? His success has
been one of the most instantaneous in en-
tertainment history. Even Hopalong Cas-
sidy took some years to become a house-
hold word.
Examining the elements of the phe-

nomenon known as Hugh O’Brian, one
comes up with some fairly unusual qual-
ities. Hugh is extremely tall and slender,
whereas most cowboy stars have been
rather big and burly. He moves with the
grace of a dancer, something Hugh is

very proud of; he works hard at dancing
(something no cowboy of the past would
ever have admitted)

;
and, along with

the fact that he plays the personification
of Old-West virtue, there is a quality
that Hugh projects with his glinting blue
eyes and his lean jutting jaw that can
only be described as menace.

A dancer’s grace and an air of smolder-
ing danger, are surely strange equip-
ment for a cowboy hero. Yet, as

personified by Hugh O'Brian, they have led
to an entirely new concept of western
heroics. “Strange things happen now-
adays in western movies and TV,” says
Hugh. “Cowboys kiss girls instead of

horses; they speak dialogue that’s a lot

more interesting and literate than ‘Yup.’
In fact, they generally seem like real
human beings with human weaknesses,
and problems, but with that extra heroic
gift for the swift draw or the sudden
burst of courage that induces hero-
worship.” And the general opinion
seems to be that Hugh O’Brian and Wyatt
Earp led the way.
Not many of his adoring fans are

aware of the fact that Hugh’s big break
in the movies came from his roles as a
villain! When asked about this fan-
tastic switch Hugh grins broadly. “It’s

true,” he says. “I was under contract to

Universal for three years. And for

three long years I was a heavy. Why,
during the filming of the first fifteen

Wyatt Earp shows, every time there was
a gun battle, my instinct was to fall

down at the end of the shooting. I had
to keep reminding myself that I was
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the hero and that now I get to live after
the shooting’s over.”
One associate of Hugh’s feels part of

his secret is that he’s retained some of
that sharp edge of menace which came
from walking through a thousand swing-
ing doors into a thousand barrooms,
gunning for a thousand heroes. Even
though he’s no longer a villain, it is

that slight bad-guy style applied to the
playing of a real good-guy that makes
him so attractive to his fans—especially
his women fans.

But why didn’t that raw, sharp-eyed
attractiveness combine to make him a
movie star during his three years at
Universal?

“It’s hard to say,” Hugh shrugs good-
naturedly. “I got quite a bit of fan
mail in spite of the kind of roles I was
playing. But for real stardom I think
what you need is a prominent sympa-
thetic role in a good picture. One with-
out the other won’t do the trick. A good
part in a bad movie or vice versa leads
nowhere.”
What about the report that Hugh gets

more fan mail than some movie stars
with twenty or more years of stardom
behind them? “I don’t call it fan mail,”
Hugh says to this. “I call it ‘friend’

mail, the same as I call the fan clubs
friend clubs. I’d rather have a friend
than a fan; that way, it seems to me,
there’s less distance between you. I en-
joy my relationship with the fans.” He
rubbed his chin reflectively. “Unlike some
stars who give you the feeling they
wouldn’t give their fans the right time
of day. I’d rather smile than scowl, any
day. I’ll tell you something,” he continued.
“There isn’t too much difference between
movie and TV fans. Women, for ex-
ample, have always worshipped movie
heroes, and apparently they still use
the same emotions in their feelings for

stars they see on TV.” (Hugh gets as

much mail addressed to Wyatt Earp as to

Hugh O’Brian.)
“They’re just as loyal to both kinds

of stars. After all, you step up to the
boxoffice of a movie house, plunk down
money and walk into a big darkened
theatre and you kind of expect a fabu-
lous, God-like figure on the screen. But
television has a little different flavor.

People are allowing you into their homes.
You’re a friend

—
” Hugh laughed wryly,

“or an enemy, for that matter. But if

they like you, it’s a friend type relation-

ship. And if you’re going to be in their

home that often, then you’d just better

have a variety of talents.”

“T’m hoping to study an instrument; I’m

£ not sure which one, as yet. And I’m
working hard on my dancing and sing-

ing. In fact, they’re going to come in

handy when I go back to movie acting

—

which is practically immediately.” Al-
though closely associated with Earp, Hugh
is anxious for a little more variety. “I

have seen too many people who have be-
come associated with a certain character
sink into oblivion when the public loses in-

terest,” he observes.

“I might be playing the life story of

Billy Hill. He was the fellow who wrote
‘Wagon Wheels’ and a lot of great west-
ern standards. A musical—that’s just

what it will be. A musical biography. In

color at that, with bodies hitting the

dust.”

And what about the rumors of Hugh
getting the girl, for good, in real life?

“All I want from the woman I marry,”
he reflects, “is someone who will be a

wonderful companion for about sixty

years or so. Whether she’s a movie star

or not, I’ll tell you this: I’d like her to

be understanding of show business.

That’s so she’ll be able to appreciate what



you’re up against and take things with
a grain of salt.

“It’s hard to say about two careers in

a family,” he continued. “It’s rough, of

course, but I’ve seen some marriages like

that which are real happy,” he paused
a moment. “.

. . Tony Curtis and Janet
Leigh, for one. They’re a great couple.
Or Debbie and Eddie. Those are some
of the good examples. For the bad ones,

you don’t need me. You’ve got the di-

vorce records.
“I guess I’m like any other guy,” he

said. “If I married a performer, I’d

expect her to give up her career to make
a home for us. I certainly wouldn’t mind
if she worked now and then (talent has
to have expression), but it would have
to be an avocation. You see, I think
marriage should be a woman’s vocation,
basically.

“But to be honest with you, I really

don’t think, at this point, anyway, that

I will ever marry a movie star. There’s a

girl in New York I like very much. Her
name is Dorothy Bracken. She’s a won-
derful girl, a nonprofessional and I think
she would make a wonderful wife. You
know, my mother and father had a deeply
happy marriage until the death of my
mother, and when I marry, it will be for

keeps.”

Hugh adored his mother, and more than
likely the girl he marries will be like her.

His mother’s death has been a great
tragedy in Hugh’s life. One Christmas,
Hugh decided to go home to Rochester for

a visit with his folks. He was excited for

he had bought a plane ticket, which
would bring his mother back to Holly-
wood with him for the premiere of his

first picture, “Young Lovers.” Christmas
Eve, with the family all together, was
wonderful. But by the following morn-
ing, Christmas Day, Hugh’s mother was
gone; she had died in her sleep.

As a little boy, Hugh had always been
encouraged by his mother in anything
creative he’d tried. “My father never
wanted me to be an actor—but my mother
told me that if this was what I wanted
out of life she was with me. She lived

just long enough to know I was launched
on a career.”

Hugh was silent for a long moment.
He stood, unconsciously buckling the
gunbelt he would need for the shooting
of the next scene.

One of the biggest thrills of Hugh’s
career was when stars like Spencer
Tracy, Bob Mitchum and Van Heflin

began to come up to him at parties, strike

up a conversation and ask for an autograph
for their son or daughter or nephew, and
express their own admiration for him.

“The first time this happened,” says
Hugh, “all I could think of was Spencer
Tracy in some of the fabulous western
roles he’d played. And Bob Mitchum
as a cowboy hero in his early pictures.
This was high praise from—to use
a western phrase—the horse’s mouth.”
While there is no doubt that the time

is at hand for Hugh O’Brian to take his
rightful place as a movie star, he feels
that the enormous exposure week after
week on television will not hinder his
popularity in movies.

“After all,” commented Hugh, “assum-
ing I’ve made a lot of friends in a lot of
homes all over the country, as Wyatt
Earp, I figure maybe they’ll want to see
me on a giant screen in a theater as well
as in their living rooms. After all, if you
had a friend who was a movie star,

wouldn’t you go to the movies to see
him?”

I guess you would—especially if the
friend were Hugh O’Brian. The End
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YOU DON’T KNOW
ANN BLYTH
Continued from page 25

had just begun. Howls of anguish went
up from Blyth fans across the country.
“Don’t do it, Ann,” they pleaded. “Let
others play the tramps and alcoholics—we
don’t want you in those roles.” Skeptics
took a different view. “Little Miss Sweet-
ness and Light as Helen Morgan? Don’t
make me laugh,” hooted one critic. “Keep
her in the featherweight comedies and
frothy musicals—that’s where she be-
longs.”
But Ann is standing her ground. “I’m

getting out of this rut once and for all.

I’m an actress, and I want roles in which
I’ll be able to give a performance. And
I’ll fight for them if I have to!” To put
it briefly, the little lady has her Irish up
and is showing a firmness well -concealed
all these years by the blanket of sweet
virtue and unruffled poise which has all

but smothered her, professionally.
Hollywood has always been of two

minds about Ann. Reflecting the ma-
jority—those who took what they saw at

face value—one top male star begged out
of a co-starring assignment with Ann, ex-

cusing himself with, “I have all the re-
spect in the world for her—don’t get me
wrong. It’s just that she’s so nice she
makes me nervous.” This is the “nobody
raises his voice on the set because Ann’s
here” school of thinking. Then there is

a smaller group of friends and intimates

—

those who have seen behind the front,

who know the real Ann Blyth and who
wish fervently that this popular image
would just go off and die somewhere.
“Sure she’s nice,” replies one of them.

“And that’s as it should be. Let’s hope
the world never gets too small for simple
decency. But there’s a lot more to it than
that.

“Ann has been happily married for
almost five years now, has two children
and shortly expects another. All the rich
experiences of marriage and motherhood
have been hers. And a tough childhood
and early show business experience
taught her to keep her emotions well
under control. To enclose yourself in an
iron discipline like that takes guts. Be-
lieve me, if Ann ever gets a role in which
she can really lift the lid off and go to
town—watch out!” And if ever there was
such a role, Helen Morgan is it.

Tragic Helen—who perched on her
piano, enthralled millions with her soul-
ful chants and lived a life far sadder than
any blues she ever sang. Her adopted
baby was taken from her when its mother

threatened to go to court and paint Helen
as a lush with loose morals. Her five-
year affair with a married movie magnate
ended in heartbreak—the forerunner of
a string of loves that ended badly. They
brought her to trial for violating prohi-
bition.

In and out of hospitals, she was sunk
deeply into alcoholism. The lady who’d
made over a million died penniless.
“Helen left a fortune,” her husband re-
marked. “A fortune in friends.” And
this is the woman—with all her artistry,
her virtues and flaws, her heart and
heartaches—that Ann Blyth must bring
to life on the screen.

“It’s a tough role for Ann—it would be
tough for anyone,” observes a veteran
producer. “But what a lot of people for-
get is that Ann is a veteran with twenty-
four years of show business behind her.
And I don’t mean a few jobs as a kid star,

then fifteen years out for schooling, then
a comeback. Ann and greasepaint have
been steady partners for twenty-four
years. At a time when other little five-
year-olds are mostlv concerned with
whether they’ll start first grade this year
or next, Ann made her debut on New
York radio.”

“I remember her very well,” reminisces
Mrs. Peters of Peters Restaurant on Man-
hattan’s Second Avenue. “She was a little

sweetheart, just like other girls her age
except for one thing: She was really crazy
about spaghetti. And it was a good thing
too. For sometimes she’d want to be out
playing with the other kids, but there’d
be a radio performance to give, or sing-
ing and dancing lessons to go to. Ann
couldn’t understand why she couldn’t
spend more time with some of her neigh-
borhood chums, and she’d rebel. Then
spaghetti became a strategic necessity. A
plate of her favorite dish somehow helped
to ease the disappointments.
“A few years ago, she came in with a

woman from the studio,” continues Mrs.
Peters, pointing proudly to pictures of the
occasion, “and she stood up and an-
nounced. ‘This is where you get the best
spaghetti in New York.’ Ann’s always
been someone very special to us. She
and her mother and sister Dorothy lived

in a fourth-floor flat right around the
corner here on East 49th Street. They
were very nice, very ordinary people.”

“Ordinary is right,” remarks a neigh-
bor. “I can remember seeing her come
flying in from school, tear up the stairs

and fling her schoolbooks on the bed.
Then her mother would dress her in a

simple but clean and pretty little frock,

fix those lovely dark curls back with a

blue ribbon, and together they’d run out
to catch a bus or a trolley. More than
likely they’d be trying to be on time for

a performance or an audition, and there
wasn’t the money for taxis.

“What money they had was partially

contributed by Ann. It’s amazing when
you think of it, but Ann’s been helping
to support a household ever since she
was five. A lot of us knew that her par-
ents separated when Ann was a baby, but
she never mentioned it. Often a broken
home can really throw a child off balance.

But Ann just accepted things as they
were and made the best of them. She
had a serious-mindedness rare in one so

young.”
That’s the way she’s remembered at

New York’s Professional Children’s School.

“At one point, Ann got a reputation for

not talking to anyone,” remembers Miss
Bamshaw, the School’s secretary. “And
I said to myself, ‘I’ll soon see about this.’

So when I passed her in the corridor, I’d

make a point of saying, ‘Hello, Ann.’ And
she’d always reply very sweetly. We
gradually came to know her as a shy,

Caught offguard: Between their own ‘Hakes” and those of their respective toddlers,
P

Master Peter Douglas and Miss Kelly Curtis, who make their film debuts in “The

Vikings,” parents Kirk Douglas and Janet Leigh spoof on Scandinavian location
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quiet and timid girl, pretty much absorbed
in her work. Besides, when she wasn’t
studying, her mother—a dear little woman
with a lilting Irish brogue—would usually

be at the school to take her to some audi-
tion or appointment. Ann was so self-

effacing, however, that the principal won-
dered aloud, ‘Whatever does he see in

her?’ the day director Herman Shumlin
spotted her in the cafeteria and picked
her to play in ‘Watch On The Rhine.’

”

“I knew she wasn’t very experienced,”
explains Mr. Shumlin. “But she had a

quality of wholesomeness that the part

required. The play’s family had a strong

filial affection for each other, and Ann
reflected this beautifully. All of us loved
her, and though she was shy, sometimes
we’d persuade her to sing for us. That
was always a treat.”

Never a whiz educationally, Ann’s
grades really took a turn for the worse
when the play went on tour and she was
required to do correspondence work be-
tween performances. “Ann is failing in

English,” or “Ann needs to work harder
in algebra” were among the reports the
school sent to her mother. But, as with
most aspects of a normal childhood, any
scholastic honors she might have attained
were likewise sacrificed to the demands
of the theatre. Besides, she was getting

an education of a different type, since
the play toured every principal city in

the country. In Washington, a thrilled

and nervous fourteen-year-old curtsied
low after a command performance for the
Roosevelts, and later had dinner at the
White House. In Los Angeles, Universal
put her under contract.

It’s hard to see why, after two years in

mediocre musicals, Director Michael Cur-
tiz chose Ann to play in “Mildred Pierce.”
Like Shumlin, he must have seen some-
thing that he was looking for—but at the
opposite extreme. Ann’s role was that
of a despicable little creature who bled
her mother for all she was worth and
then seduced her own stepfather. It was
a new low in nastiness, and Ann’s expert
portrayal earned her a nomination for a
supporting Oscar, making her the young-
est actress ever to be so honored. Three
weeks after the film was completed, Ann
went tobogganing with friends.

“It was a beautiful, crisp winter’s eve-
ning,” recalls a studio technician who was
among the party, “and everyone was in
high good spirits. We were all happy
about the wonderful break for Ann, and
some of us even teased her about it, with
jibes like ‘What a wicked woman we have
here!’ and ‘You’ve been holding out on
us.’ She took it all in good fun, and came
back with some spirited cracks to match
ours.

“Then, on this particular ride, we hur-
tled down the slope, turned a particularly
sharp curve, and there was a scream.
Ann had been flung out into the dark-
ness, and when we’d managed to stop
the toboggan, and scramble back up the
hill, we found her twisted up like a pret-
zel. At the hospital, the doctors gave us
the bad news. A broken back. It meant
seven months in bed, and seven more in
a steel cast.”

It was almost a knockout punch, career-
wise, but Ann gritted her teeth and, as
in the past, turned for comfort and
strength to a faith solidly rooted in the
parochial schools of her childhood. It

stood by her when, near the end of her
convalescence, the mother who had been
with her every step of the way was fatally
stricken with cancer. And there, sub-
stantially, 'you have the story.

“A natural if ever I saw one,” exclaims
a veteran writer. “All the material is

there—a broken home, sacrifice of a nor-
mal childhood to a career, a near-tragic
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Arrow Tios
write. Cluelt. Peabody & Co.
530 Fifth Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Itnar & Hoards stole
new York. N. y Arnold Constable
or write, Baar & Beards. Inc.

15 West 37th Street. New York, N. Y.

Bonnie Pillow
Houston, Texas Foley Brothers
or write, Bonnie Pillows, Inc.

275 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Coro Cuff Links
write, Coro. Inc.

47 West 34th Street. New York, N. Y.

Fox Aeeessories
Chicago, ill Marian McCarthy
or write. Fox Accessories, Inc.

443 Fourth Avenue. New York, N. Y.

Gantner Sweater
write, Gantner of California

1453 Mission Street, San Francisco, Calif

Gntman-Lann plaid gloves
new YORK, N. Y Oppenheim Collins

Cleveland, ohio The May Company
or write. Gutman-Lann Glove Co., Inc.

244 Madison Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Haymaker glainourgams
write. Haymaker Sports, Inc.

498 Seventh Avenue. New York. N. Y.

Katten fur aeeessories
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Philadelphia, pa John Wanamakei
or write Walter Katten Inc.

45 West 34th Street New York. N. Y.
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NEW YORK, N. Y Lord and Taylor
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or write, I. B. Kleinert's Rubber Co.
485 Fifth Avenue. New York. N. Y.

Mickey alligator belt
write. Mickey Belts. Inc.

389 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y.

Oompliies Slippers
write, Oomphies, Inc.

350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Bain Dears
at good stores across the country
or write, Luckey Sales Co.. Inc.

47 West 34th Street, New York. N. Y.

Bolfs wallet
new york. N. Y Arnold Constable
or write, Rolfs
West Bend. Wise.

Ship'll Shore blouse
Houston, Texas Foley Brothers
Rochester, n. y McCurdy & Co.
or write, Ship'n Shore
1350 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Samsonite luggage
DENVER, COLO Denver Dry Goods
new york. N. Y Bloomingdale Bros
or write, Shwayder Brothers, Inc.

1050 So. Broadway, Denver. Colo.

Swank men's aeeessories
at fine stores across the country
or write. Swank, Inc.

2 West 37th Street

New York. N. Y.

Wear-Right mittens and ear hngs
write, Wear-Right Gloves, Inc.

244 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Weiss Jewelry
P new york, n. y Arnold Constable

Washington, d. c Woodward & Lothrop
or write, Albert Weiss & Co.
15 West 37th Street. New York, N. Y.

accident on the eve of her greatest tri-

umph, followed by a long period in which
she was either flat on her back or semi-
disabled, and finally, the death of her
mother while she was still in her teens.
“Ann could have cried all over every

shoulder in town, got plenty of publicity
and, incidentally, had plenty of excuses
for going off the deep end. And because
she has accepted what life offered with
faith and humility, instead of running
wild like an over-age delinquent, people
assume that she is incapable of giving a
fully-rounded performance. Rubbish! She
has known a wide variety of emotions in

her private life and she should be al-

lowed to show them on the screen.” This
opinion is shared by the man who chose
Ann for Helen Morgan. His name?
Again, Michael Curtiz.

“I’ll always be grateful to Mike,” Ann
says. “From the time he first cast me
against my type in ‘Mildred Pierce,’ he’s
never lost faith in me as an actress.

“I’ve discovered it’s impossible to please
all of the people all of the time. Some
people feel I should cut down the ‘sweet-
ness and light,’ while others feel I should
never play a shady lady. Certainly, I

don’t want to make a career of playing
‘scarlet women’ on the screen, nor would
I ever want to become identified with a
series of unsavory characters. But Helen,
I feel, was neither.
“She was a woman who yearned for

affection in her early life and later, when
great professional success came to her, it

was as if she sought to buy her way into

people’s hearts. She was generous to the
point that she would give blank checks
to acquaintances in need, and she let her
heart run away with her head in more
important matters. She was constantly
falling in love with the wrong man, but
she was sincere in her love. That they
weren’t good for her couldn’t change her
feeling toward them. I don’t think she
had any great, driving ambition, but
rather had a great loneliness which she
tried to get rid of by surrounding her-
self with ‘bought’ friends. Although she
had a magnificent talent, she felt inse-

cure with it. and I think this insecurity

led her finally down the alcoholic trail

to where she literally drank herself to

death.
“There was no meanness in Helen

Morgan, only sadness. She wasn’t a bad
woman, but a good woman who lost her
way. I’ve met many people who’ve had
part of Helen Morgan in them, particu-
larly in Hollywood. People who have that
same loneliness, that same insecurity, peo-
ple without an anchor, without a faith

who have plenty of money to buy what-
ever they need or want except the things
that money can’t buy—love and friends.

I feel sorry for these people, just as I felt

sorry for Helen Morgan—but I don’t call

them bad.
“One thing that’s been a great help,”

she confides, growing very thoughtful,
“is my marriage. My new-found roles

of wife and mother have added im-
measurably to my understanding of this

part of life that I’d only been able to ob-
serve as an outsider until that wonderful
day in 1953 when I married Jim. I feel

better equipped to play a full-rounded
woman, now that in my own life I’ve

found the true meaning of being a woman.
Which is another reason I’m so happy
about this role. For the past few years,

I’ve decorated a lot of tinsel-like musi-
cals with characters as deep as a saucer.

I haven’t had the opportunity to use this

new understanding of what it means to

be a woman, what it means to love and
be loved in return.
“We don’t dwell too long or too bru-

tally on the rougher aspects of Helen’s
life. Mike Curtiz felt, and I believe

rightly so, that if it were a choice be-
tween entertainment quality or just piling
on stark reality, the former should be
chosen. After all, no one motion picture
can really do full justice to a person’s
life. How can it, when often the person
doesn’t do justice to himself?”
Since “good” people are popularly sup-

posed to be without a sense of humor,
nobody expects Ann to see the funny
side of life. That she has a keen Irish
wit and a lively appreciation of a good
joke comes as a complete surprise. But
it’s there, always lurking behind her
snapping blue eyes.

“I know everybody’s going to think
the drunk scenes were the toughest for
me,” she says with a grin. “They weren’t!
People don’t realize that, for an actress,
a good drunk scene is an emotional field

day. You can sort of let out all your
stops, and the danger is in going over-
board and getting too ‘drunk.’ It’s up to
the director to keep you from doing that.
I’ve never been drunk in my life—but
I’ve observed the condition a few times!
So I just put my imagination to work, on
my observations, and I was able to do the
scenes quite easily.

“The toughest scenes for me,” she says,
seriously, “were at the beginning when
Helen was a seventeen-year-old. It’s diffi-

cult to play a convincing teenager with
all the dreams, emotional ups and downs,
quick changes of temper that are part of
all teenagers.
“One amusing thing happened,” she

chuckles. “We were shooting the carnival
scenes, where Helen first appears, as a
hula dancer. I was on an outside stage,
in the carnival setting, doing the hula.
In the midst of my hula, it was supposed
to rain, and the other girls were supposed
to scatter. I was to stay on the platform
continuing to dance in the rain. During
several rehearsals, everything went fine,

the studio-made rain falling just when
and where it should. However, when we
started filming the scene, a real rainstorm
came up suddenly, and threw everyone
into panic. Mike Curtiz yelled “Cut! Cut!
We’ll have to shoot our rain scene when it

stops raining!”
Looking back over her Hollywood years,

Ann comments: “I’ve felt that my pro-
fessional life has been in a rut—a com-
fortable one, mind you. for the past sev-
eral years. I think ‘Helen Morgan’ will

take me out of that rut, and I’m very
happy to leave it. An actress shouldn’t
get too comfortable in her professional

life—she’s liable to get lazy and won’t
fight for the roles she wants and won’t
fight against those she doesn’t want. I’m

free of all studio commitments for the
first time since I arrived in Hollywood.
I can choose the roles I want, and if

I want them badly enough, I’ll fight for

them, just as I did for ‘Helen Morgan.’
I hope though that I’ll be offered three-
dimensional roles from now on. But I’m
determined not to accept any picture in

which I don’t feel I’ll be able to give a

performance. I’m not going to get back
in that rut again.

“It may shock some people, but I can
honestly say that ‘Helen Morgan’ is my
favorite role,” says Ann with a laugh. “Of
course, that could be because it’s the

one I’ve just done! But seriously, I’m
grateful to have the chance at last to show
that I have developed as a woman and
I’m not just an empty goody-goody. And
I hope that this role will lead my career
into new and exciting channels.”
We hope so, too. The End
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GOD S GREATEST
GIFT TO ME
Continued from page 50

story—not merely because it answers the

question, but because it turned out to be

one of the most heart-warming and in-

telligent discussions of a controversial sub-
ject that we have ever read:

S
everal months ago, at a large party, I

was drawn away from the general

group by an acquaintance whom I

hadn’t seen for a long time. She had al-

ways taken an intense interest in my
adopted family, and had murmured at

some length about how wonderful she

thought it must be to have three daugh-
ters and a son, and how she wished that

she had children.
She took one of my hands, looked anx-

iously and searchingly into my eyes and
asked, “You’ve been through it, so you
can help me more than anyone, can’t you?
Tell me: exactly what are the problems
involved in adopting children? What
ought I do to prepare myself for, and what
warnings do you think I should be given

so that I might avoid mistakes?”
I told her, as kindly as possible, “If you

can ask questions like that, it seems to me
that you must feel more apprehension than

joy about becoming a mother. If you
were to bear a child, I don’t imagine you
would start by worrying over the prob-
lems to be presented by a teenager, and
I’ve seldom seen a natural mother pre-

paring formula and fretting over what
mistakes lay in her future attempts to rear

her child. Unless you can enter into

adoption proceedings with the same spirit

of quiet confidence, reliance upon the

general goodness of life, and simple trust

in the future that go with the garden
variety of parenthood, you aren’t ready
to take a child into your home.”
She uttered a small, wistful laugh and

said, “But suppose, when I do get the
child, I don’t like it, or it doesn’t like me.
Suppose it’s an unattractive baby?”
This rather foolish query reminded me

of the day my Christina was placed in my
arms. I had known for several months
that she was to be mine. At the adoption
agencies, I had been assured of the family
backgrounds of a series of babies who
were to be born and whose parents, for

one reason or another, were not going to

be able to keep them.
When I read the history of the baby

who was to become Christina, I stopped.
“This is mine,” I said. “I needn’t look
further. I understand everything about
this child.”

Boy or girl, it did not matter. I had
found my first-born.
The last few weeks of waiting were

almost as endless as those spent by a
natural mother. I had prepared the nurs-
ery far earlier than was necessary and
I had bought enough clothing to swaddle
a dozen children.

Finally the day came and I rushed to
meet my daughter. “You have a fine little

girl,” I had been told. I held her in my
arms, a wiggling pink organism without
hair, without teeth, without much interest
in anything except food.

“She’s the homeliest mite I’ve ever seen
in my life,” I murmured, knowing that I

was beaming upon her like a full moon.
“And she’s mine, all mine. My daughter,
Christina Crawford.”

It would have been impossible to con-
vey the magic of that moment, many years
ago, to my friend in the midst of the
present rather confused evening. I said,
rather inadequately I knew, “Possibly you

haven’t given much thought to the need
of adults for children, and the need of

children for a home. I think we should
talk about it at some other time.”
What I really wanted to say was, “Never

hesitate to adopt one child, or half a
dozen if you can give them love, a home,
and—as a result of those two conditions

—

a secure position in a community.”
I’ve thought about this a great deal, but

it came home to me more strongly than
ever recently, while I was making “The
Golden Virgin.” Of course, the adoption
situation in the picture was very unusual,
but the basic feelings of the mother and
the child are always the same. Playing
mother to that fine young English actress,

Heather Sears, I felt very close to the
part, and to this lovely girl, who does
such great work in the film that I’ve been
singing her praises like a real proud
mama.

I don’t profess to be anything approach-
ing an expert on the subject, but I’m
always happy to add my small voice to
the thunder of the experts who say that
every child needs to be loved by a mother
in the fullest sense of the word (not by
a matron, or a superintendent, or any of
the usually noble women who try to ful-
fill the heart demands of thirty to a hun-
dred youngsters)

;
that a child needs to

grow up in a home in which he feels that
he has a personal stake, whether that
house has four rooms or forty; and that
a child needs to grow up in a neighbor-
hood where there are other children living
in families, where there are adults in the
neighbor category so that property rights
and community cooperation can be learned—not in an institution where all experi-
ence, necessarily, is limited.

Finally, I believe that a child needs to
grow up as nearly free of fear as is pos-
sible in this world of ours; an orphanage,
because of its inescapably varying condi-
tion, is a breeding ground for all manner
of fears.

Naturally, some fright is with us always

OSCAR BAIT : Joanne Woodward, danc-

ing with Bob Quarry, may dance off

with Award for “Three Faces of Eve”

in greater or lesser degree, depending upon
the state of nations and our own states of

mind, but the fear of “not belonging”—one
of the most destructive, we are told by
psychologists—should be spared all chil-

dren. It is the fear that walks the corri-
dors of institutions at night, and looks in

through the windows on Christmas Eve.
Like any mother these days, I’ve studied

my job; I’ve found that, in spite of all the
criticism they have taken and all the
lampooning they have suffered, psycholo-
gists are excellent teachers, and that their
findings—personalized and mixed with
ordinary common sense which will apply
the proper theory to the proper state of
development—can be invaluable guide-
posts for mothers.

I
t appears to be a psychological truth that
a child, in order to develop a balanced
personality, should live in an atmos-

phere providing four things: response,
recognition, security, and new experi-
ences.
The word “response” in this usage

merely means the provided opportunity
for the child to express his emotional
nature and to experience love in return.
Love untrammeled, unmodified, untinged
with duty. The compassion of even the
best-intentioned head of an institution,
overworked, over-pressured, and under-
paid as she usually is, cannot supply the
individual sense of belonging and the
interchange of response that a child needs.
Sometimes this business of “response”

takes an unexpected turn. When Christina
was in intermediate school I picked her
up one afternoon to take her to the den-
tist’s. En route she was so preoccupied
that I knew something was disturbing her.
When I asked if she were afraid, she
seemed surprised, and said no.
“You’ve been taking me to the dentist

for years and you’ve never asked me that
before,” she said. “You just don’t expect
me to be afraid, do you?”

I told her no again, and explained that,
after her dental surgery (for which she
was to be hospitalized) I would be with
her until she emerged from the anesthetic.
Then I would have to rush to Christo-
pher’s school to be on hand to cheer dur-
ing his competition in the swimming meet.
After that, I would be back at the hospital.

“I understand,” Christina said. “If
Christopher were the one in the hospital,
and I were the one in the swimming meet,
you’d leave him long enough to watch
me, wouldn’t you? Well, that’s fair.” And
the sun came out again.
A child must have recognition. “You’ve

drawn a beautiful tree, darling. Now,
could you draw a house with a red door?”
does more for a budding Corot than a
year of art instruction. It is an easy
matter for a mother, natural or adoptive,
to supply this need and in so doing to
help the child find himself and his apti-
tudes.
Yet impartiality is an essential of in-

stitutions, so each child must be praised
equally. That being the case, the adept
child, being brought up in even the best-
managed orphanage is likely to conclude
that there is little point in exerting him-
self when his tree, which he can see is

quite good, is praised equally with
Bobby’s, although Bobby’s work looks as
if a tornado had just passed by. Discour-
agement and frustration are the lot of
the child who can’t be given specific, in-
terested, personalized attention.
A great many people have asked me,

from time to time, about Christopher’s
well-publicized flights from school. In
every case, his trouble has stemmed from
the problem of recognition. Christopher
wants to excel at everything.
He is big for his age and muscular, so

it has always been easy for him to play



football on the first team. That fact has
always kept him happy through the fall

months despite the annoyances of history,

math, and English.
Because of his height, he has usually

been able to win a place for himself on
the basketball team, and he swims like

a dolphin, so the winter and summer
athletic areas have always been periods of

ease and accomplishment. However, be-
tween basketball season and the season
of the swan dive, comes an aggravation
known as baseball. Christopher has dia-

mond trouble.
Every time he has failed to make the

team, or having made the team has turned
in a poor batting performance, he has
taken off for parts unknown.

I’ve never told Christopher that he is

inclined to get steamed up over unimpor-
tant things, because, to him, baseball is

of crucial importance. I have pointed out
what a fright he has given me as a result

of each departure, how much trouble he
has caused the officers who searched for

him, and how much embarrassment he
has brought to his school.
Then, one day (all mothers, adoptive

or otherwise, learn by trial and error), I

realized that recognition was Christo-
pher’s trouble. He had to make his mark.
Ambition, in general, is a laudable trait,

but when carried too far it can fill a
human life with misery because no one
can win all the time in everything.

I’ve always been able to reach Christo-
pher through his wonderful sense of
humor, so the next time I took the twins
to the zoo, we invited Christopher to go
along. I made it a point to take plenty of
time at the monkey cage, and I said to

Chris, “How would you like to compete
against that gym team?”
He said a guy would be crazy to try.

After all, that competition was talented.
“In this case the talent is easy to see,”

I said. “Sometimes it’s invisible, but it’s

there just the same. Each of us is gifted,

each in his own way, but nobody has
every gift that can be handed out to a
human being.”
Chris said something about not trying

out for gymnastics, but I knew—from his
wonderful grin—that I had put over my
point. More important, we now have a
point of reference so that when things go
wrong for Chris I can always remind him
that perhaps he was competing against
monkeys.

I think there is one more important fact

that should be mentioned about this. It

makes me ill to think what would have
happened to Chris if he had run away
repeatedly from an orphanage. When a
boy runs away from his own home

—

shades of Tom Sawyer—his family takes
it in stride and works to get at the root
of the decamping urge.
When a lad condemned to grow up

under well-intentioned but hard-pressed
institutional supervision, because of the
refusal of some relative to sign the neces-
sary papers to make him adoptable, does
exactly the same thing, he is headed for

“delinquency” labeling.

A child’s third great need is security.

One of the most abused words, “se-
curity” has very little to do with

money. I’ve been told that during World
War II, doctors found that the most secure
group, in terms of mental and emotional
stability, were boys brought up on farms.
On the average farm, cash is often

scarce (in spite of the Cadillacs of Texas)

,

but an early sense of security is estab-
lished by the orderly progress of the sea-
sons, by the rhythm of growing things, by
early responsibility imposed by the need
of crops and domestic animals for proper
care.

Not all children can be brought up in

the country, but all children—removed
from institutions—can be supplied with
the solid foundation of an ordered life.

They can be made responsible for house-
hold tasks and for pets (even if Mother
has to feed the puppy, the kitten, the
birds and the fish when small memories
fail)

.

They can be taught family pride and
loyalty in a hundred different ways, one
of which is the old familiar method: “We
don’t do that in our family.” “We don’t

say such things in our home.” “Help your
sister, dear—she needs you.”

I was once asked how one welds a
family out of a group of adopted children,
and I was surprised, because how could
it be different from an ordinary group?
No baby is bom with a sense of relation-
ship; he has to be taught family attitudes
and human associations.

Of course, I imagine this was easier for

our group than for some because Christina
and Christopher resemble one another so

strongly; both are sunny blondes with
bright complexions and blue eyes. Cathy

and Cindy are fraternal twins, and Cindy
is the sort who quickly finds identification
with her surroundings, being an adjust-
able type. She said with some pride the
other day, “I’ve got buckles all over my
nose, just like Mommy’s.”

“Buckles,” in case you are mystified,
are freckles, and she’s right. We’re both
well-buckled!
Security has another aspect, it seems to

me. Each of us seeks a framework for his
life. The framework is made up of per-
sonal habits and intellectual attitudes, and
ideally, never grows too rigid to allow
for expansion.

It is natural for children to test this
framework. Naughtiness is sometimes
only a checking of barriers to discover
where they are, and how strong.

I’ve always made rules for my children,
being careful to explain them in general
and to point out why our particular family
laws have been enacted. When a rule is

broken once, the culprit is permitted to
select his punishment out of a posted list,

and chooses a loss of some privilege like
television viewing (a closely regulated
‘sport’ in our home in any case).

The second infraction is considered
much more serious because a bad pattern
may be forming. The second punishment
is always calculated to make the rule-
breaking seem very, very unattractive;
sometimes weekends must be spent at
home without guests, or an early-to-bed
hour must be observed for a week.

Also, there have been times when I have
turned a child across my knee and ad-
ministered a sound spanking. I believe
that sometimes tension is built up in a
child to a pitch at which an actual physi-
cal blowing off of steam is a healthy thing.
The woman’s “good cry,” or the male
inclination to wrap a golf club around a
tree, are adult versions of the same sort
of emotional explosion.

The learning of ethical rules is also a
vital part of security. Along that line I

remember when Christina, in a scandal-
ized tone, once confided (after I had taken
a vow of secrecy which I have never vio-
lated, because honor cannot be learned by
the young unless it is practiced by their

elders) that a certain naughtiness had
taken place at school.

Candidly, the prank was fairly routine
and slightly humorous; certainly not to

be approved, but not terrible. Still,

Christina had made a big thing of it, and
it was clear that she expected her mother
to be appalled. Quickly I expressed
shocked regret, assuming the role expected
of me.
A few weeks later the framework paid

off. Accidentally I overheard Christina
refusing an invitation extended by one of

her girlfriends to whom I was not partial.

“I’m so pleased that you thought of me,”
said Christina courteously, “and I’m sorry
to have to refuse, but I know how Mother
would feel about it. No, I won’t even ask
her. She’d be horrified because she just

doesn’t believe in doing things that way.”
I’ve never known what it was that

would have horrified me, but I was thank-
ful that I had outlined a social stone wall

that served my eldest daughter well when
she needed its protection.

S
elf-reliance is, of course, another vital

part of security. Christopher was born
with a sturdy masculine sense of hav-

ing to stand on his own two feet and fend
for himself, but self-reliance in the femi-
nine gender is a more nebulous quality.

However, it has always seemed to me
that one of the things every woman should
be able to do, and do superbly, is to pre-

pare a wholesome and palatable meal and
to set it up quickly and efficiently.

We live in a day of vanishing household
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help, so it is becoming more and more
important for a girl to become a culinary

expert, to develoo a sort of cooking-sec-

ond-nature, in order to have enough spare

time and strength to participate in the

hundreds of creative activities now open
to women.

Christina, because of her cooking ex-
perience at home, got a good deal out of

last year’s trip to Switzerland. She is en-
tirely capable of putting together a de-
lightful dinner for six.

Even Cathy and Cindy are able to set

a delicious breakfast on the table for the

family, with everything coming out even

—

toast piping, coffee steaming, bacon hot

and crisp, eggs done to a turn, and but-
ter, jam, sugar, cream ready to be passed.

I think it was Cindy who squinted along
the tabletop one morning and observed
with satisfaction, “Everything’s hot at

once. Good for me.”

All my fussing, fuming, instructing, ca-
joling and encouraging paid rich dividends
in those two sentences.

Finally, we are told that a child needs
new experience, and that a humdrum ex-
istence hampers intellectual growth, and
stultifies the imagination.

I’ve been fortunate in being able to

provide a wide range of experience for

my quartet. They have traveled in the
States, they have been given every sort

of athletic instruction. Also, since my mar-
riage to Alfred we’ve taken them to

France, Italy and Switzerland.

That reminds me: a few weeks ago I

went riding with Christina and Christo-
pher. In the midst of a rambling conver-
sation, Christopher abruptly fixed his gaze
on my stubbornly cheerful face and ex-
claimed, “Mother, you’re afraid of your
horse!”

I confessed, “I’ve always been afraid of
horses. This one is no worse than the
rest!”

“You mean you’ve gone riding with us
all these years, and you were afraid every
step of the way?” he gasped.

I said that, well, they had to learn to
ride, and I would have been a fine mother
if I had permitted my terrors to interfere

“You don’t ever have to ride again,” he
said with authority. “All of us ride and
like it, so there isn’t any need for you to
go on suffering, so there.”

New experiences are healthy for adults,
too. Imagine not having to ride a horse
again—ever, and suddenly finding oneself
protected by one’s young son!

I thought then, as I have thought count-
less times, that—for me—going through
life without having children would have
been insupportable. I have used the
phrase “having children” advisedly, be-
cause “having children” is a condition not
satisfied merely by giving them birth.
Having children consists of teaching them,
and learning from them, loving them and
being loved in return, enjoying them, and
being exasperated by them, being without
illusion about them and yet seeing in them
the shining vanguard of the future.

I can only say to any couple wanting
children, but unable to have their own,
that this country will not have fulfilled
its obligation to its youngsters until not
one normal child of any age is living in
an orphanage.

And, finally, no one should hesitate to
adopt a child, because any thinking per-
son must see clearly that just as it is God
who sends the natural child, so it is God

—

working in His mysterious ways—who be-
stows the adopted child on those fortunate
enough to be entrusted with such a gift.

It is the greatest gift anyone can ever
receive. The End
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Wanted—20c Pieces, Gold Coins, Paper Money, etc. Our
Large Illustrated Guarantee Buying— Selling Catalogue, Giv-
ing Complete Allcoin Information—Send $1.00. Purchase
Catalogue before sending coins. Worthycoin Corporation,
Leaders Numismatic Quotations, K-453-C, Boston 8 , Mass.
ONE MILLION DOLLARS Confederate Money in $l0’s,
$20' s, 150’s, $100’s, etc. Only $2.98. Limit Four Million For
Only $10.00. Best Values Company, Dept. #M-53, 401
Market Street, Newark, New Jersey.

WE BUY ALL rare coins. Complete catalogue 25c. Fairview,
Box 11 16-PC , New York City 8.

$100.00 FOR CERTAIN pennies. Booklet listing prices, 25c.
Lincoln Coins, D-76, Glendale, Arizona.

WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete allcoin
catalogue 25c. Magnacoins, Box 61-TI, Whitestone 57, N.Y.

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
OPERATE RESTAURANT OR diner. Free booklet reveals
plan. Write Restaurant Arts , 512-MO, Fremont, Ohio.

EXTRA CHRISTMAS CASH, Additional Income. Supplies
$1.00, Refundable. Suco, 324 South Third Street, Minneapo-
lis 15, Minnesota.

GUARANTEED HOMEWORKI IMMEDIATE Commis-
sionsl Free Outfitsl Hirsch, 1301-12 Hoe, New York City 59.

$25 WEEKLY POSSIBLE, sparetime, preparing mailings for
advertisers. Temple Co., Muncie 2, Indiana.

MEN, WOMEN. EARN Extra Cash, Preparing Advertising
Postcards. Langdons, Box 41107W , Los Angeles 41, Calif.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED PAINTING Novelties. No
Selling. N, Roland, Vincentown 1, N.J.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Sparetime, For Information, Write
Hylite, 1472-W Broadway, New York 36.

EXTRA MONEY PREPARING, mailing literature. Tom, 1305
N. Western, Chicago 22.

$35 WEEKLY PREPARING envelopes. Instructions $1. Re-
fundable. Adservice. Spring Valley 151, New York,

MAKE MONEY PREPARING evelopesl Literature explain-
ing free. Cove, Box 768-E, Largo, Florida.

HELP & AGENTS WANTED
BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 16712C, Glen-
dale, Calif,

HOMEWORKERS: ASSEMBLE HANDLACED Precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B, California.

MAKE MONEY AT Home Assembling Our Items. No Tools,
Selling or Experience Necessary. Lee Mfg. 8507-W 3rd, Los
Angeles 48, California.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-44, Chicago
32, Illinois.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. StudioGirl-Hollywood, Glendale, Calif., Dept. 16712H.

FOREIGN & U.S.A. JOB LISTINGS

FREE INFORMATION: EARN High pay. All trades. Foreign
and USA Job Opportunities. Travel paid. Applications, Write
Dept. 61 B National Employment Information, 1020 Broad,
Newark, N.J.

AMERICAN, OVERSEAS JOBS. High Pay, Men, Women.
Transportation Paid. Free Information. Transworld, 200W
West 34th St., New York 1,

HOME SEWERS OPPORTUNITIES
SEW BEAUTIFUL FELT Novelties. Write enclosing stamp for

working details. Liebig Industries, Beaver Dam 5, Wisconsin.

SONG POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your poems today for free
examination

!

J. CHAS. McNEIL, (A. B. Master of Music)
815 MG San Vicente Blvd. Santa Monica, Calif.

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem!”
The secret is a new healing substance

(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

High School Course
at Home
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Many Finish in 2 Years
rapidly as yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subject#
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. H953, Drexel at 58th, Cmcago 37

WHY Have Dark or

Discolored Skin, Freckles,

Ugly Skin Spots—
WHEN Mercolized Wax Cream’s
amazing 7 night plan lightens,
beautifies skin while you sleep!
Just follow the famous Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 night plan to a whiter, clearer,

lovelier complexion. Apply specially med-
icated Mercolized Wax Cream to face,

arms, or elsewhere each night
for one week. You'll begin to see
results almost at once, as it light-

ens dark skin, blotches, freckles
and ugly skin spots as if by magic!
This is not a cover-up cosmetic;
Mercolized Wax Cream works

UNDER the skin surface. Beautiful women
have used this time -tested plan for over 40

years — you’ll love its fast, sure, longer
lasting results! Mercolized Wax Cream is

sold on a 100% guarantee or money back.

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters
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A HANDFUL
OF QUARTERS
Continued from page 27

tough life. He was only about fifteen, but
he looked much older. He lived alone and
made his living from a newspaper route.
He sent money to his folks, too, the fellows
said.

Why did he do this crazy thing? Was he
trying to buy recognition and friendship
that he didn’t have? Was it a gesture of

frustration and defiance, directed at the
thing that had made his life miserable

—

lack of money? Was he getting some kind
of bitter satisfaction in seeing the others
act like little monsters? I still don’t know.
But one thing I do know—the reason

that incident is so significant to me. That
was the day I started to think.

I know that this awareness of life and
its meaning, this beginning of finding the
answers to the questions, “Who am I?”
“What am I going to do with my life?”

“What does life mean?” is something that
comes to every teenager, in varying deg-
rees. It is not a happy state. It can be
pretty painful.
Many people say that the teenage years

are the happiest. They think of them as
being carefree, full of fun. I don’t agree.
I don’t think that any years are the best,

or the worst. Every year brings its own
problems.

I certainly wouldn’t be so presumptuous
as to set myself up as a spokesman on
teenage problems. I don’t feel that I have
the maturity or experience for that. I’m
still trying to find the answers. All I can
do is speak from my own experience, as a
person, and of what I have learned from
study, and from some of the roles I’ve

played.
I was always a loner. Even as a baby,

my mother says, I was perfectly happy
when I was by myself. So, when I became
a child actor and got my schooling from
a studio tutor instead of in a regular
school with other children, I didn’t feel

deprived. In fact, I had some wonderful
teachers who gave me much more per-
sonal attention than I would have had
elsewhere. And I had a wonderful home
life. My mother did everything possible
to give my brother Guy and me a happy
childhood, and we were very close. Guy is

two years older than I, and took the place
of the playmates I didn’t have. He’s mar-
ried now, lives in Oakland and has two
children, but we’re still very close. I re-
member being a bit envious of Guy when

my mother bought him a horse, even
though he let me ride it. I realize now
that it was a wise move on her part. It

was at the time when people made a big
fuss over me because I was in movies, and
she wanted to make it up to Guy.
But the fuss that he envied was some-

thing I never liked. It made me feel un-
comfortable, like some kind of curiosity.
I never “fitted in.” I never “belonged.”
I was Dean Stockwell, child movie actor.
It was like some kind of label. The boy,
Dean Stockwell, was somebody no one
knew or cared about—except my mother
and Guy.
That was the tough part. The work

—

well, that I just accepted as something
that had to be done. I simply did what I

was told, and that was that.
It wasn’t until I reached my teens and

left the studio tutors to go to parochial
school for two years, then to public high
school for my last year, that I realized just
how much I didn’t “belong.” I hated it!

Oh, there were some nice girls and fellows
who accepted me as one of them, but for
the most part, my brand as a child actor
was a barrier that made it impossible for
me to be accepted. So I never took part
in any school activities. I played a little

tennis, but that was all.

And those schools! I suppose that’s a
problem that many teenagers have today.
The teachers were underpaid, and the
school overcrowded. Many of the teachers,
possibly because of the low pay, were in-
different to the students’ needs, and some
totally unqualified, even from the stand-
point of knowledge. There wasn’t time for
any personal attention. And people won-
der why some teenagers don’t like school,
or get into trouble!

Take me, for instance. Ever since that
day when I was thirteen and walked
out of that YMCA, I had a great desire

to learn, not only from books, but about
life. But that need—which I’m sure is

shared by other young people—was never
met at the school, where it should have
been. I was lucky to have a good home life.

But what happens to all the others who
don’t?
When I got out of high school, I was

more at a loss than ever. I knew there
must be some way to end my confusion,
to help me find myself. But I didn’t
know what. I was pretty miserable.
My work was still just that—work.

When M-G-M dropped me, I didn’t feel

bad about it. And when they called me
back for another picture, shortly after

that, and I got offers from other studios,

I wasn’t overjoyed, either. At that point,

I just didn’t care.

More and more, I felt that the thing to
do was to get away, to go to some place
where I wasn’t known as Dean Stock-
well, Child Actor. I could have gone on
working in movies—but that could only
mean going on being miserable. So I

told my mother I was quitting, because I

wanted to go to Berkeley to college.
I hadn’t the slightest notion about what

to expect from college and, maybe, it’s

just as well. Because what I got was a
little knowledge of psychology from the
courses I took, a lot of knowledge about
poker and bridge, and some knowledge
about gii-ls.

I’d never dated much—back home, I

had the same old problem with girls
who looked at me as an actor, not just
another guy. Besides, I never liked the
kind of dates where you go through all

the rigmarole of dressing up, calling for
the girl with flowers, going to some
show or night club just for the sake of
going somewhere, I still don’t. I didn’t
like parties, either. Something in me
still revolts at the prospect of a lot of
people sitting around making small talk
that means nothing, and I know I’m
likely to behave boorishly, so I don’t go.
One college experience I had certainly

strengthened my feelings about that.

There was a big formal college dance.
I didn’t have a date, there was a girl

nobody had asked, so our friends paired
us off. It was pretty sad. She was a
nice enough girl, and maybe under differ-

ent circumstances we might have enjoyed
ourselves, but we were both so con-
scious of the way we’d met that it was
impossible. We tried dancing, but neither
of us were much good at it. Then, two
by two, the couples started leaving. We
found out some guys had taken a room
in a hotel across the street and had a lot

of liquor there. Everybody was over
there getting stewed, while the beaming
housemothers on watch at the dance
didn’t suspect a thing. Some party!
At the end of my first year, I decided

college was not for me. But please don’t

get me wrong. I’m not against college.

I simply didn’t find what I wanted there,

possibly because I still wasn’t sure my-
self what I wanted. But I did gain a lot

from the experience. The greatest thing
about it, for me, was a wonderful sense
of freedom. For the first time, I was able

to get away from my child actor tag and
be just another fellow. I could make
friends and date girls. And for the first

time, I got away from the sheltered fa-

miliarity of my home and the studio and
learned something about life, by mixing
with fellows and girls whose backgrounds
were much different from my own.

I know that there are a lot of fellows,

and girls, too, who go to school, get mar-
ried and settle down in a comfortable
groove and seem quite happy about it.

But I think they miss a lot. How much
can you feel and appreciate in your own
life, if you know nothing of the lives of

others? For this reason alone, I think

a teenager can get a great deal out of

going away to college. I know I did.

But it wasn’t enough. I was at loose ends
again—but now, there was a differ-

ence. I knew what I wanted to do.

I was going to go out in the country,

traveling and working at whatever jobs

I could find, to learn through living,

and seeing how others lived.

When I told my mother this, she wasn’t

too happy about it. I guess all mothers
worry about their kids going out on
their own. But she was great. She un-
derstood why I had to do it, and she

never tried to stop me.
Exactly what happened during those

three years when I was away from Holly-

wood, I don’t care to say. These memories
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are something that I want to keep for

myself, as one part of my life that be-

longs just to me. Besides, what hap-
pened isn’t so important as what I

learned from this experience.

When I set out, I had no money with
me. I worked my way, as I had planned,

and though I didn’t leave the country, I

traveled all over the United States.

Did I find what I was seeking? Defi-

nitely, yes! Not only from my own ex-
perience, but from observation. I saw
how other people felt, and acted and
thought. And I learned a great deal from
it. In short, it was an education in liv-

ing.

I’m not suggesting that every teenager

hit the road, as I did. Because of my
problem of being identified as an actor

in Hollywood, I was shut off from many
normal contacts, and mine was a special

case. But I do strongly believe that every
young person, particularly those who are

confused and uncertain about the future,

should get out and mix with others, to

find out how other people live. Only in

this way can you hope to understand
yourself.
When I felt that I had gotten enough

from my wanderings and it was time to

get down to the serious business of

building my life, I came back to Holly-
wood, to the only work I knew—acting.

But what a difference! My eyes had been
opened. Acting wasn’t just a job any-
more; it was a complicated, difficult art—

a

real challenge.
Frankly, I’ve found so many interests

that I’m still not sure I want to be an
actor. But I do find it exciting. After
I finished “The Careless Years” for United
Artists, I came to Broadway to play the

WHAT’S CARY
UP TO?

Continued from page 42

he is a wealthy man, Cary and his actress-

writer wife Betsy Drake, live compara-
tively simple lives. They have a house in

Beverly Hills and another in Palm Springs,

but neither is pretentious by millionaire

standards. The Palm Springs home is the
favorite, and there they spend most of

their time when they aren’t traveling.

While Betsy writes, Cary plays tennis,

rides horseback and lolls beside the swim-
ming pool. (“I’m dull; all I do is relax.”)

The Grants shun publicity and are
looked upon as a pair of lone wolves. They
rarely entertain. An old friend who has
known the couple for years says, “I’ve

never seen the inside of their house.”
Even more rarely do they attend parties.

Of Hollywood parties Cary says, “They
consist of two groups of people—one set

wouldn’t be found dead talking to the
other, who in turn wouldn’t be found
dead listening to the first.”

And Cary Grant practically wouldn’t be
found dead talking about himself. Al-
though he’s been making movies for
twenty-five years and has granted hun-
dreds of interviews, the facts about Cary
Grant’s personal life are few. Even to
friends, he is an enigma. This is not due
to any reticence on his part. A man of
quick enthusiasms, Cary has theories on
a wide range of subjects, and will talk
about them at great length-—special ways
of brushing your teeth, spiders, sports
cars, clothes, Buddhism, women and how
to cut down on martinis. But he is re-
luctant to talk about Cary Grant. As a
result, he is the source of much specula-
tion and produces varying reactions from

role of Chuck Steiner in “Compulsion.”
This part fascinates me. The play is

based on the novel, which was inspired

by the famous Loeb-Leooold ca^e. M ;ne
is the Leopold part, and Roddy Mc-
Dowall plays the Loeb part. Now, at

last, I know how interesting acting can
be!

One thing about my return to acting

was embarrassing—and totally unex-
pected. That was the business of my be-
ing compared to Jimmy Dean. It happens
that fast sport cars are a weakness of

mine. I love to drive by myself for

miles because it’s a good way to get a

change from the pressures and petty
details of everyday routine and clear your
thoughts. Unluckily, I bought a Porsche.
I didn’t know Jimmy owned one, in fact,

I didn’t know Jimmy, and since I’d been
away I knew little about him. Before I

knew what was going on, I was accused
of imitating him! I’d like to make it

clear that I never intended it. I don’t

think imitation is good for anyone. You've
got to find your own self.

Don’t get me wrong. I don’t have all

the answers. I’m still looking for them.
All I can say to other kids who have
trouble understanding life and them-
selves—they have a lot of company and
there are no short cuts, no easy way.
Growing up is something that comes
gradually, through experience and de-
velopment. Reading and music helped
me find myself.
And one thing I’ve really learned

—

finding a personal philosophy can really

br ;ng more happiness than anvthin^ eLe.

That’s why I’m glad about that handful
of quarters. They made me start to

think. I hope I never stop. The End
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Are you shy . . . timid . . . afraid to meet
and talk with people? If so, here’s good
news for you! For Elsa Maxwell, the fa-

mous hostess to world celebrities, has

written a book packed solid with ways to

develop poise and self-confidence.

j

This wonderful book entitled, Elsa Max-
well's Etiquette Book contains the an-
swers to all your everyday social

problems By following the suggestions

given in this book you know exactly how
to conduct yourself on every occasion.

Once you are completely familiar with

the rules of good manners you immedi-
ately lose your shyness—and you be-
come your true, radiant self

Win New Respect

people who know and work with him.
For instance, producer Jerry Wald tells

an interesting story about Cary. Jerry
hates to do cutting of film once a movie
is complete. It is a costly operation and
may wreck the continuity, he feels. “Re-
cently studio heads swore the running
time of the script ‘Kiss Them for Me’ was
too long,” relates Jerry. “I disagreed and
decided to ask Cary Grant to read it aloud
for me. Cary’s fast-paced sense of com-
edy timing is so perfect that he read it in

one hour and forty-seven minutes—and
the finished picture clocks in at one forty

five! After hearing him, I stuck to my
guns and refused to cut the script.”

Incidentally, in explaining the impor-
tance of detail in “Kiss Them for Me,” his

fifty-sixth film, Cary said: “What actors

fail to realize is that when they move a

couple of inches before that camera, they
jump twenty feet on the Roxy screen.”
From the point of view of columnist

Earl Wilson, who spent some time with
Grant wh’le he was making “The Pride
and the Passion” in Spain, “Cary is one
of the kindest people i’ve ever met. The
whole time I was with him he didn’t
knock a soul. In the case of a successful
actor, that’s something.”
On the other hand, a former acquaint-

ance of Cary’s remarked recently, “He’s
really a terrible snob. The first thing he
does when he meets somebody is check
what he’s wearing. If it is not up to his
own standards, he will as likely as not
walk away.”
The facts are he is kind but more snob

than not. He believes in living with a cer-
tain amount of grace and dash. He admires
elegance and style. He is almost obsessed
with neatness and order. And he respects
these same virtues in other people.
For instance. Cary is particularly articu-

late about the Actors Studio influence in
shaping recent Hollywood films. (“Is a
garbage can any more realistic than Buck-

Win new esteem and respect from your
friends—men and women alike. Read
one chapter in this helpful book in your
spare time, and in a very short period

you will find yourself with more self-

confidence than you ever dreamed you
would have. You will experience the

wonderful feeling of being looked up to

and admired.

Good manners are one of the greatest per-

sonal assets you can possess. Good jobs,

new friends, romance, and the chance to

influence people can be won with good
manners. Ladies and gentlemen are al-

ways welcome anywhere. And the

most encouraging thing about good man-
ners is that anyone can possess them.
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ingham Palace?”) Need he say more?
In 1953 and 1954, Cary suddenly took a

two-year hiatus from the movies and went
around the world on a freighter with Bet-
sy. His friends say the reason partly

stemmed from what he felt was Holly-
wood’s morbid preoccupation with the
“ashcan” school of drama. According to

one insider, “There were a diminishing
number of screenplays that fitted Cary’s
own highly polished Style, and he had no
intention of changing it.”

Recently, Cary made this comment on
the changing movie scene: “Actually, I’d

love to get back to those comedies I used
to do. But where can I find one? Writers
take themselves too seriously these days.
Also, really polished comic dialogue is

hard to write. It’s much easier to create
crude, everyday speech, and writers make
a lot of money doing it.”

But Cary’s ~elf-imposed “retirement”
came to an end in 1954. “My old

friend Alfred Hitchcock persuaded
me to read the script of ‘To Catch a
Thief,’ ” he said. “He told me that if I

would play it, he would throw in Grace
Kelly for good measure. It was the kind
of bright, literate script that appealed to

me, and Grace was the well-bred, well-
groomed type that I always enjoy playing
opposite.” If there was any doubt that

Cary Grant’s appeal had faded, this picture
completely removed it.

And Cary’s brief appearance on TV a
year later, when he received the Oscar for
Ingrid Bergman, not only enhanced his

own reputation but gave the Awards a
dignity which had been lacking up to that
moment. As a guest said, “It was the be-
ginning of the comeback of elegance.”
Frank Vincent, once Cary’s agent, also

greatly admired his client’s brand of debo-
nair elegance. Shortly before he died,

Frank said, “Even though Cary became an
American citizen in 1942, he is essentially

an Englishman. His home is his castle,

the last refuge of his privacy. Marriage
to him is a very private affair, and he
simply refuses to give out progress re-
ports on his welfare. He never has and
as far as I can see, he never will.”

The one “progress report,” made known
even to outsiders, concerns the relation-
ship with his wife, Betsy. One of the
Grants’ close friends has said, “Betsy has
been a stabilizing influence, helping Cary
develop a calmer and more mature atti-

tude towards life. She has certainly
changed his feelings about women. Un-
til recently Cary had very little regard for
them. He was rarely able, for instance,
to accept one as a friend.” Cary is quite
frank in discussing his relationships with
women in the past, and of his ex-wives
(Virginia Cherrill and Barbara Hutton),
he now says, “I know why they divorced
me. I was horrible, loathsome. They
were absolutely right.”

His first marriage to Virginia Cherrill in
1934 was a spectacular failure. A charm-
ing, witty girl who achieved brief glory as
Charlie Chaplin’s leading lady in “City
Lights,” she was as unable to cope with
Cary’s instability as he was to the whole
idea of marriage. Cary, for one thing,
was whooping it up with a vengeance at
the time. For instance, after one partic-
ularly lively evening on the town, he
called up several of his friends and the
police and announced that he had poisoned
himself. The police arrived with a stom-
ach pump, and in spite of Cary’s protes-
tations that it was only a gag, they
pumped him dry. His good humor, how-
ever, hadn’t forsaken him. Getting to his
feet, he said soberly, “Gentlemen, you’ve

p
nearly convinced me never to take a drink
again.”
A month later the marriage was official-
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Cary’s second marriage, to Barbara Hut-
ton in 1942, lasted longer—three years
—but could hardly have been termed

more successful. It got off to a bad start

when snickering gossip writers cattily re-
ferred to the match as “Cash and Cary.”
His friends remember Cary at the time

as being extremely moody. For days he
would be incommunicado. Then, unex-
pectedly, he would turn up at a party and
cheerfully thump away at a piano and
sing bawdy songs in a rich Cockney ac-
cent. But it was apparent to everybody
that he wasn’t happy. No one knew this

better than his wife. Barbara said after
they were divorced, “Cary never took me
out and when we were married I hardly
saw him. At night he was always busy
with his clippings or the radio.” This odd
relationship seemed to bother Cary as
much as it did his wife. Barbara recalls

that he would often comment bitterly, “I

can’t understand why someone like you
would marry me.”

All of this changed, his friends say, the
day Cary met Betsy Drake.
Cary saw Betsy for the first time in

London, where she was playing in the
British version of “Deep Are the Roots.”
He was impressed by her talent and de-
lighted by her appearance. Aboard ship,

on his way home from Europe, he saw her
once again strolling along the deck. He
was more attracted than ever to this seri-
ous girl in her “sensible” flat-heeled shoes.
While trying to figure how to manage an
introduction, Cary ran across his old
friend Merle Oberon, who was also
aboard and who knew Betsy. She wangled
a pair of seats for them at the captain’s
table.

When Betsy and Cary got home, he ar-
ranged to have her play the lead opposite
him in his next picture and on Christmas
Day, 1949, they were married in Arizona,
with Howard Hughes as Cary’s best man.
An old friend who had made the rounds

with Cary in his carefree between-mar-
riages days said of him recently, “Cary
developed a new dimension after marry-
ing Betsy. Up until that time I don’t
think he had ever harbored a serious
thought in his life, and the only thing he
read with much attention were scripts.

Betsy opened up for Cary the whole new
world of ideas.”

Betsy is given to the same kind of im-
petuous enthusiasms as her husband, but
with her it is nature and metaphysics and
Buddhism. “One day I came home to find
the house crawling with books on spid-
ers,” recalls Cary. “I glanced through one
by a Frenchman named Jean Henri Fab-
re, and I became fascinated by the little

fellows myself. Spent the rest of the
day reading about them.” Often Betsy
would stagger in with armsful of books
on all kinds of meaty subjects, and Cary
became as avid a reader as she. “I dis-
covered there was so much I wanted to
learn,” he says. “Reading is a refresh-
ing release from the idiocies of life, idio-
cies I know only too well.”
Hypnotism, for instance, is one of Cary’s

favorite topics of conversation these days.
From his enthusiasm, one would gather
it is almost a cureall for most of the
world’s ills. In his own case, he says, it

has helped him give up smoking and
drinking.
The Grants have an extensive library on

the subject of hypnotism and often ex-*
HOLIDAY PARTY TIPS!
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periment on each other. One evening,
Cary suggested that Betsy use her hyp-
notic influence to help him give up smok-
ing. “I went to sleep in a trance,” he
says, “and when I woke up, I felt per-
fectly splendid. But automatically, as
usual, I reached over to the bed table for
a cigarette. I lit it and was nauseated. I
haven’t smoked since or wanted to.”
While making “An Affair to Remem-

ber,” Cary developed a growth on his
forehead. It became so obvious that the
producer decided to halt production while
Grant went to the hospital. A month or
six weeks seemed to be the minimum time
it would take Cary to recuperate. “I told
him not to stop anything—to shoot around
me if necessary—and that I would be back
to work in a few days,” explains Cary.
“And with a local anesthetic and self-
hypnosis as pain killers, the growth was
removed in a forty-five minute opera-
tion!”

Within a few days the actor was back on
the lot. Not only was there no growth;
there wasn’t even a scar to show for the
operation.
And there is still nothing on Cary that

indicates what goes on inside him. These
days, as reluctant as ever to talk about
himself, Cary is eager to discuss Budd-
hism, psychiatry, the Atom bomb or yoga.
He sums up his feelings like this: “I know
people who will go scurrying to their
graves without having the slightest idea
of what life is all about, without even
trying to find out.”

Many old friends who knew Cary when
he was content to let others carry the
world’s burdens are sometimes dis-

mayed at his solemn declarations about
life and the world. But most are pleased
and recognize this as a sign of emotional
growth.
This change is most apparent in his re-

lationship with Betsy. He is very close to
his wife. Whenever he is away he always
writes her lengthy, intimate letters every
day.
The longest time the Grants have been

apart is when Cary was in Spain. Final-
ly, Betsy sailed to join him—on the ill-

fated Andrea Doria. Cary knew nothing
about the ship’s sinking so he was un-
derstandably confused when he received
a telegram from his wife reading:
“ABOARD ILE DE FRANCE. ALL IS
WELL. NOT A SCRATCH.” “Later,” he
recalls, “from friends’ messages I pieced
together the news that the Doria had
foundered, and that Betsy had transferred
to the French ship.”

Cary frantically called her on the ship’s
phone, and a friend who was standing be-
side him said, “Tears streamed down his
cheeks when he finally heard Betsy’s
voice and learned she was safe and well.”
Betsy suggested that he relax and take his
co-star, Sophia Loren, out to dinner. Cary
said later, “Betsy is the first wife I’ve had
who is also a friend.”

But if he presents a solemn side on oc-
casion it has certainly not dimmed his
boyish good humor. In London recently
to visit Betsy who was making a movie
there, Cary told reporters, “I’ve given up
smoking and drinking. Now I can devote
all my energy to the only vice I have
left—love.”

But he might have two others—his
compulsion for work (he starts work this

month on “Kind Sir,” in London with
Ingrid Bergman, after finishing “House-
boat”) and his obsession for keeping
youthful and fit.

“I guess every man looks the way he
wants to,” Cary says, “and shapes himself
like a sculptor. If you decide you are

going to be handsome, youthful and fit for

the rest of your life you will be. It’s as

simple as that.” The End
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home and said, “We’re moving. I just

bought a house. A ten-room mansion!”
And then there were the other things

you didn’t want to remember: how the

houses got bigger and bigger and how
your marriage got lonelier and lonelier till

somewhere along the line it wasn’t a mar-
riage at all.

Then one morning your husband left

the house to go to the studio and didn’t

come home for dinner. He didn’t come
home the next night either—and when
you called him the voice at the other end
wasn’t hurt or angry or bitter, it was
much worse: it was completely devoid
of feeling.

“I just wanted to find out if you are

coming home to dinner,” you said, trying

to make the request sound casual, and
the voice at your ear said “I don’t know.”
Nights stretched into weeks then, and
suddenly you knew that you and the

children didn’t matter to him any more.
So you had to escape—to escape com-

pletely from everything and everyone you
knew. You had to find some new meaning
in living, to pick up the pieces and try to

fit them into some kind of life that would
make sense to yourself and your children,

and most of all, you had to find yourself.

You had to, if you were Julie London.

What Julie London did then was to

return to Hollywood from Paris that

fall and file suit for divorce. The
settlement was generous: eighteen thou-
sand dollars a year alimony, a trust fund
of $100,000 for Julie and $50,000 for each
of the children.

That should have settled everything, but
it didn’t. Julie made a home for her two
daughters in a big house on top of a hill,

and started life over. But sometimes there

seemed no place at all to get started. When
day was over and dusk fell and other
wives started to listen for the familiar

sound of footsteps on the walk that meant
their husbands were coming home to

them, that was the time of day when
Julie felt most lost and alone and lonely.

She started searching for something to

keep her busy, and found it: a career. And
along the way, she found a new love too.

Julie London was born in Santa Rosa,
California on September 26, 1926, and
moved to San Bernardino with her family
when she was two months old. Her parents
were old-time vaudeville singers who had
a radio program on a local station, and
by the time she was three and a half
Julie was performing professionally. She
just wandered into the studio one day
and started singing, and that was that!

Her first paycheck, however, came from
running an elevator in a department store.

For when Julie was fifteen, she just went
to the Personnel Department, boosted her
age by a few years and landed the job.

It marked the end of her high-school
studies.

She was still running the elevator a few
years later when one day a woman came
over to Julie between stops and asked if

she’d ever thought of being in pictures.
Julie said “No,” she hadn’t. The woman
was Sue Carol, Alan Ladd’s wife, and she
was a talent agent. She whirled Julie
around to some of the studios and landed
her a few bit parts in movies. “It was
funny. In pictures I made fifty dollars a
day, then in between, I’d go back to the
store and work for nineteen dollars a
week.”

It was while she was working in the

department store, too, that she met Jack
Webb. He was a salesman there. They
met, and dated and started going together
steadily, ’Hien Jack was called into the

service, and when he got out, he settled

in San Francisco and became a radio

announcer. When he landed a role on
radio’s “Pat Novak For Hire,” Julie would
listen to him in Los Angeles. One night

she dropped him a note to tell him how
good she thought he was in the show.
At the time, she was about to finish her

biggest role, “The Red House” and made
plans to celebrate with a girl friend, a

weekend in San Francisco. She was pack-
ing for the trip when the telephone rang.

It was Jack, thanking her for her note and
asking when if ever she would be coming
to San Francisco. When she announced
that she and her girl friend would be
there that week-end, he arranged to

meet them at the airport. Three hours
after the plane landed, Julie and Jack
Webb were engaged to be married.

Julie was happy then. For the next
few months. Jack and she commuted
between Los Angeles and San Francisco.
That spring, Jack quit his job with the
network and moved to Los Angeles per-
manently. That July, they were married.
To Julie, it meant the start of living. For
there was someone who needed her,

wanted her and wanted her love. She'd
give it gladly. Talking about it now, she
says, “I didn’t care much about a career,

but things were pretty rough financially

when we were married. So I kept on work-
ing till we discovered we were going to

have a baby. Jack tried to dream up an
idea to make some money, and that’s

when he created and sold “Dragnet.” By
the time the baby was a few months old,

the show was already on radio and doing
so well that it was immediately on the
‘top ten’ popularity list. Then came tele-

vision, and Jack’s huge success. On the
twenty-ninth of November, 1952, I gave
birth to a second little girl, Lisa. Two
years later, Jack and I were divorced.

“I don’t care to talk about it too much,”
Julie smiled, and sat up straight. “In a

way, when I discuss this part of my life,

it sounds to me now as though all that

happened to someone else with someone
else.”

However far away it all seems now, at

the time the divorce left Julie pretty

badly shaken. She’d never had much ego
to start with, and had always been rather
shy and introverted. But now she’d failed

in the most important human relationship
of all—marriage. The failure hit hard.
Whatever security and confidence she’d
managed to assemble in 26 years of living

seemed to have been blown away with
the winds of divorce. To fail in marriage
seemed to fail as a human being. For she’d
submerged her identity in the marriage,
and when that went, she was nothing

—

just a shell of a person, with a long and
lonely future in the offing. Then she met
Bobby Troup, the well known composer-
musician.

To Julie it was an accidental meeting
in a small Hollywood restaurant where
she and a friend were having dinner

and Bobby Troup walked over to say
“Hello” to her friend and was introduced.
To Bobby, it wasn’t quite so accidental.

He tells it this way: “I was playing the
Celebrity Room and one night she walked
in. I was singing a song and she walked
by the bandstand and I thought, ‘That’s

one of the most strikingly beautiful girls

I’ve ever seen.’ Fortunately, I knew the
girl she was with, and I thought, ‘I can
easily sit down at the table and get intro-

duced.’ So I did. And I was.”
Afterward, at Julie’s house, someone

started to play the piano, and impulsively,
Julie started to sing along with it.
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“She gassed me. She was that good,”
Bobby says now.
He asked her for a date and spent the

entire evening telling her she ought to

sing professionally. But to Julie, whose
confidence was gone, singing in front of

people she didn’t know was unthinkable.
To sing before an audience would be
exposing her soul to the public, for all

to see and hear. If they didn’t like her
singing, it would mean they didn’t like

her. She couldn’t take that chance.
For a year and a half Bobby Troup

pleaded and cajoled and pressured, try-
ing to convince her that she really had
talent. The words fell on closed ears. One
night he brought two record executives
to the house to hear her sing. Julie took
one look at them, said “Hello,” and then
quietly disappeared into the bedroom.
Why take the risk of exposing herself to

defeat and shame? It was easier to hide
while Bobby made excuses for her and
the record executives said, “Well, if Miss
London ever overcomes her mike fright,

we’d like to listen to her.”
Once Bobby did manage to get her to

the studio for a recording date and she
sang four tunes in front of the microphone.
But she was so nervous and frightened
that the sounds that came out weren’t
the real Julie at all. Her timing was off.

her breathing was stilted, and the words
were devoid of meaning. All she could
see was the mike in front of her and
the sound engineer taking the song onto
the tracks. The company never released
the records. Bobby was hugely disap-
pointed, but to Julie it was a landmai-k.
Her worst fears had been realized. They’d
heard her, they didn’t like her, and
they didn’t want her. But she was still

living And she could still sing, if she
wanted to.

So Bobby tried another tack. If it was
too difficult to sing before a mike with
professional people passing judgment on
her, why not sing in a night club, where
people just wanted a little diversion, and
to be entertained? Bobby was singing in

a nightclub called the Encore then, and
one evening they were having dinner
across the street in a little place called
Johnny Walsh’s 881 Club when Julie

looked up from her steak and said, “You
know, if I ever worked in a club, this is

the one I’d like to be in.” Bobby whooped
for joy and went to look up the manager,
Johnny Walsh, who was a friend of his.

Somehow he managed to talk Johnny into
booking Julie without an audition.
For Julie, this was a big “first.” To the

members of the audience in the nightclub
she was going to be introduced as Julie
London—not Mrs. Julie Webb—and she
was going to make the grade or fail be-
cause she was herself, a girl who liked to

sing the blues.

Now Julie remembers, “The night I

opened, I thought I’d drop dead be-
fore the end ot my first number. But

somehow I opened my mouth and the
words came out. The customers liked it.”

“Liked it? They loved it!” Bobby inter-
jects. “Julie doesn’t tell you that she
was held over for several weeks and that
the place was packed every night. The
room had never done that kind of con-
sistent standing-room business before.”

But even success didn’t seem to help
very much. Wnen, one evening as they
were leaving hobby said, “What further
proof do you need to know that you’re
good?” she answered, “They’re just curi-
osity seekers. They just want to see what
Jack Webb’s ex-wife could do.” Bobby
looked at her and said nothing. It would
take a few more good experiences and a
little more applause before she’d be able to

accept herseii or what she was, a beauti-

Several of Bobby’s friends were about
to start a new record company, Liberty
Records, and casually Bobby suggested to

them that Julie might be interested in
making a record. They liked the idea. To-
gether, Bobby and the record company
executives worked out a plan. They’d get
the studio ready, complete with engineers,
sound men and technicians, but as far
as Julie was concerned, to all intents and
purposes this was to be nothing but a
practice session. They were all to pretend
that the record wasn’t to be cut till some
time next week.
They started at eight o’clock in the

evening, with Julie “practicing” her songs.
Along about two o’clock the next morning,
when Julie had unlimbered and the words
going into the mike were soft and real

and heart-rending, Bobbie signaled the
sound technician, and he dropped the
needle into the groove. By five o’clock in

the morning, they had the first pressing
of an album by Julie London.

“Julie Is Her Name,” a long-playing
released by Liberty, started off with “Cry
Me A River,” a tune which had been writ-
ten by a high-school friend of Julie’s

named Arthur Hamilton. When the disc
jockeys got the record, a new hit and a
new singer was born. “Cry Me A River”
was also released as a single, and more
than 800,000 copies of that first album have
since been sold.

“The first time I heard it being played,”
Julie recalls now, “I was walking down
Vine Street and was all wrapped up in my
own thoughts when suddenly I heard my
own voice coming out at me from a*+•*
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loud speaker intoning, “So cry me a river.

Cry me a river. I cried a river over you.”
Suddenly I wasn’t just a woman whose

marriage had gone to pieces. It was me.
I don’t know how to explain it, but for the

first time I felt conscious of myself as a

person, a woman with hopes and thoughts
and feelings whom other people could like

or dislike—but they’d be doing so because
I was me, and not because I was once
Mrs. Jack Webb.

Julie stayed there and listened. Then she
went into the record shop and bought the

record. She was wearing a tweed suit and
a sweater and looked far different from
the siren on the album cover, but the
clerk recognized her. “Aren’t you Julie

London?” he asked. She smiled and said,

'Yes.”
“I felt as though somebody had given

me something on a silver platter,” she
says now. “Maybe I can’t explain it to

you, but I felt, ‘I’m glad I’m me. I’m glad

I’m alive. I’m glad I’m here, this minute,
right now. For the first time, I felt con-
scious of my own identity.”

“The feeling was too good to lose, so I

walked around the block a couple of

times with the record under my arm, and
then I stopped in for an ice cream soda.

Then I got in the car and drove home.”
She made other records then, “Lonely

Girl” and “All about the Blues,” and ap-

pearances on TV. She guested with Ed
Sullivan, Perry Como and a number of
other shows and did a number of dramatic
roles on TV. Rosemary Clooney saw her
and suggested her to Jose Ferrer for a
small role in “The Great Man.”
The evening before her audition, Bobby

Troup stopped by to see her and found
her in tears. “Honey, I can’t do it,” she
blurted. “I feel so shaky and sick. I can’t
do that audition tomorrow.” He put his
arm around her shoulder. “They want you
for this part,” he said quietly. And they
did, after they heard her read the next
day.
The response of the movie critics, the

public and the executives to “The Great
Man” was heart-warming. They liked her.
She was a hit!

More TV followed, and then M-G-M
cast her to co-star with Robert Tay-
lor and John Cassavetes in “Saddle

the Wind.” So pleased were they with
her performance that they signed her up
for two more pictures, and she went
over to U-I for “How Lonely the Night,”
in which she co-stars with Richard Egan.
Even now, with movies, TV and records

bidding for her services, Julie finds it

hard to believe that she’s a success. “I

still have to prove myself,” she says firm-
ly, and you know that she means it. The
doubts and self-distrust that have plagued
her ever since Bobby Troup first heard her
sing at a party at her home is still there,

but the big difference is that now she
can cope with them and conquer them.
“Sure I still have doubts about my

ability,” she says candidly. “But I must
admit that I’m much better than I was a
few years ago. “For example, live TV
petrifies me. A few years ago I was
scared I wouldn’t do it. I guess that’s the
big difference. The fear is still inside me,
but at least now I try.

“The first day on my new picture was
awful. It was like I’d never made a movie
before. I had butterflies in my stomach
and I didn’t think I could go through with
it. But then I remembered that I’d made
two other pictures before, and that people
had liked them—and it got easier.”

“I don’t think I’ll ever get to the point
where I’m completely satisfied with every-
thing I do.” She shrugs her shoulders and
smiles. “But at least I’m going to try to

get there.” Julie London is a girl who
has had to stretch and reach to find

some measure of inner peace and security.

She hasn’t yet achieved the belief in her-
self and those around her that she seeks,

but she’s on her way.
Today, she lives in a large, comfortable

house that’s furnished in early American
and provides the home for her two daugh-
ters, her collection of antique silver and
two dachshunds who are affectionately

named Jose and Rosemary (after guess
whom?). Her first royalty check from
“Cry Me A River” went for a mink coat,

and the others went for beautiful clothes

for herself and her two children. And
when she gets home to her daughters
Stacy and Lisa, she’s too busy or tired

to give much thought to the fact that

she’s raising her children alone.

She and Bobby Troup are still a two-
some, but it’s a twosome marked by
quarrels and separations. Marriage? “I

don’t know,” she says honestly. The scars

of a marriage that failed have left their

marks on Julie. She’s frightened and de-
fensive, but perhaps Bobby Troup, who
helped her learn that self-expression and
accomplishment are neither to be feared

nor avoided can teach her that marriage
can be a good thing, too.

For the girl who thought her life was
over when she was 26 has discovered the

joy of living. Today, at 31, Julie London
is a woman reborn. The End
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JOHN KERR

This time last year the Hollywood
Wisenheimers thought John Kerr would
make it as a major star, if only because
the intellectual, sensitive type of chap
seemed to be coming into vogue. But
something went wrong.
John, son of stage actress June Walker,

and brought up in the traditions of the

theater, had a Harvard degree, a pretty

wife, twin daughters and behind him a

smash hit as the sensitive schoolboy of

Broadway’s “Tea and Sympathy” when he
made his film debut in M-G-M’s “The
Cobweb” in 1955. In this he did what
came to be known as a typical Kerr
part, that of a high-strung, emotionally
off-kilter young patient in a mental sani-

tarium. The critics liked him, but the
mixed public reaction made his studio

nervous and it rushed him into a romantic
lead with Leslie Caron in “Gaby,” a re-

make of “Waterloo Bridge.” The film

on release was compared unfavorably
with the earlier effort starring Vivien
Leigh and Robert Taylor. John seemed
miscast as a dashing young American
soldier who romances a ballerina in

World War II London.
Next he played his “Tea and Sympathy”

stage role for the cameras. Again the
critics went all-out for Johnny, who
played the prep school “offhorse” superbly,
but again the vast majority of the film

public didn’t know quite what to make
of him. M-G-M executives decided Johnny
was a talented boy who was fated for

the “prestige” rather than the “boxoffice”
echelons. His publicity, showcasing him
as rather docile, publicity-shy and color-

less didn’t help the situation either.

John’s next, and last, film for M-G-M,
“The Vintage,” was released in early ’57

and caused no lines to form around the
block. A rambling affair made in France,
the picture had to do with two wanderers
who get into love affairs in a village dur-
ing the wine harvest. Also in the film were
Mel Ferrer, Pier Angeli and Michele Mor-
gan. Johnny, the critics opined, had gotten
lost in the shuffle. The public seemed to

agree.

Verdict: The consensus is that the un-
deniably talented Mr. Kerr had been the
victim of ill-advised casting and generally
careless exploitation. A bright note was
injected with the news that he had won
the role of Lieutenant Cable in “South
Pacific,” which 20th-Fox will release in

1958. The role is a good one and may
start John’s career on an upswing.

PAUL NEWMAN

Another promising personality, Paul
Newman, has some strong roles coming up
in Warner’s “Helen Morgan Story” and
“The Left-Handed Gun” and also in
M-G-M’s “Until They Sail.” These may
salvage his badly stalemated career.

In the beginning, Paul, a stage and TV
actor who broke into films in Warners’
“The Silver Chalice,” had one strike
against him. This was his almost uncanny
resemblance to Marlon Brando. There was
also a strong similarity in the two men’s
acting styles and personality auras on-

screen. A close resemblance to a starring
predecessor has always been the bane of

Hollywood performers, and Newman’s
case was no different. A worried Warners,
undecided what to do with him, lent him
to M-G-M for two pictures. The first,

“Somebody Up There Likes Me,” which
the late James Dean was to have done,
was the biography of fighter Rocky Grazi-
ano. It won him widespread public inter-

est and critical respect to boot.
The second, “The Rack,” won him more

critical kudoes for his portrayal of a sen-
sitive victim of Chinese prison camp brain-
washing, but the public response was less

than enthusiastic, possibly because of the
controversial theme and subtleties of

characterization. Then many months went
by with no Newman appearances on-
screen

Verdict: Newman can succeed, with
choice variety of roles in getting out from
under the “Brando-type” tag, and as he
is an accomplished actor he should find

good roles coming his way. He seems to

have ironed out certain personal crises,

including a separation from his wife that
left him upset for months, his rugged good
looks and appealing personality are def-
inite assets, he is still young (32) and
with proper attention to his career on the
part of studio executives, and some strong
backing from his fans, Paul is certain to

start climbing upward again.

RICHARD EGAN

Richard Egan, a year ago this time, was
one of the hottest actors in films. He went
tobogganing for a very simple reason. He
drew inferior scripts.

No one worked harder to prepare for
an acting career than Egan. He got an
M.A. in theater history and dramatic
literature at Stanford, appeared in every
college and little theatre play he could,
found himself haunting Hollywood studios
at a later age than the average actor be-
cause of the four precious years of his

Twenties he had spent in the Service. In

1949, age twenty-eight, he finally got his

first break in Joan Crawford’s “The
Damned Don’t Cry,” but there followed
six discouraging years in a grab-bag of

secondary film stints before stardom fi-

nally came two years ago.
Typical of his bad luck during the past

year was his role in Elvis Presley’s debut
film, “Love Me Tender” for 20th. Though
Rich had the stronger part, he was still

expected to carry a film in which another
personality was the focal point of fan
interest. Today Egan is a fine, mellowed
actor. A devout Catholic, he is respected
in Hollywood. His straight-and-narrow
private life may have robbed him of some
color—and news space—but it would not
of itself had put him on the toboggan.
Weak roles in weak pix did that.

Verdict: Rich could become another
Gable in the right parts. It’s up to you.
You can let a promising guy go down the
drain, or you can send him on to fruitful

decades of stardom. All he needs is major
roles in major pictures.

JOHN DEREK

John Derek’s face was his fortune in

1949, the year he hit it big in movies. But
it would seem to be his chief liability in
1957. At thirty, he still looks like a dark-
eyed cherub. When he first shot to fame
under the aegis of Humphrey Bogart in

Columbia’s “Knock On Any Door” (eight
years go by swiftly) he was hailed among
other things as “the New Valentino” and
Columbia, which put him under contract,
was enthusiastic.

For a while John basked in his new-
found security. After some five years of
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struggle in small parts and a frustrating

contractual involvement with 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, John felt confident of the
future. But a series of A parts in B movies
and B parts in A movies followed, and by
1953 it was obvious to everyone, including
John, that something was seriously wrong.
Undaunted, he tried to win respect as an
actor at other studios. In 1954 he banked
on the small but meaty role of John
Wilkes Booth in the Richard Burton
starrer, “Prince of Players,” to put him
over. Though he turned in a competent
acting job, it wasn’t quite sharp enough to

establish him as a leading performer.
Verdict: Today, John Derek is in a

serious rut. At 30 he has not shaken off

the “pretty boy” tab. He gets star billing

in secondary features like UA’s “Fury at

Showdown,” secondary spots in films like

Paramount’s “The Ten Commandments”
and “Omar Khayyam.” Today John Derek
is unhappily proving a Hollywood rule:

Good looks help on the climb to the top,

but ability, personality and dramatic parts
have to be of ace caliber or else the
original asset becomes a great drawback.
More than anything else, John wants to

establish himself as a mature performer,
worthy of serious consideration, good looks
aside. To do this he must have intelligent

help from producers and a morale boost
from fans.

DEBRA PAGET

Debra Paget’s career is the feminine
equivalent of John Derek’s—and there is

more to it than the fact they both started
in movies about the same time, and both
have appeared recently in the same two
movies, “Ten Commandments” and “Omar
Khayyam.” For like John, Debra has
pretty, regular, symmetrical features, and
these were her fortune, at least initially.

Child of a show business family (her
mother was an actress) Debra was signed
by 20th-Fox at fifteen, after a scout saw
her in little theater roles. That was in

1948. And many ineffectual parts followed,
in which Debra rang the bell for pul-
chritude but racked up no scores for her
acting. Today, at twenty-four, she is

floundering.

A year or so ago, Deb went on a
“glamour” binge, sporting daring gowns,
riding around in a pink, jewel-encx-usted
Cadillac. She took over Connie Bennett’s
twenty-six-room mansion, a flamboyant
relic of the Twenties, which one wag said

was decorated in “Early Hollywood.” All
this glamour gloss failed to get her good
roles from the studio. Her Hollywood
friends looked on disapprovingly, felt it

was all phony. They begged her to be
herself—shy, simple, sincere, hardworking,
sensible.

Deb has never stopped believing that
she will one day be a great glamour star

—

one of the immortals. Will her dream come
true? It’s a moot point. Once there was a
girl of twenty-four—Deb’s present age

—

who had only beauty and couldn’t act

for beans. Her name was Ava Gardner.
Hollywood laughed at her aspirations. But
as this girl made the turn into the Thirties,

an expansive womanliness, an electric sex
appeal, an indefinable glamour came over
her and she confounded those who had
branded her a pretty climber with no
brains, depth or talent. Will Deb do a
Gardner?

t
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Verdict: Much depends on the roles she
gets. Certainly an “Omar Khayyam” does
nothing for her. While she plays in

shallow costume epics, her career is slowly
being snuffed out. She needs a part, no
matter how small, in which she can prove
she has star quality. Public demand
(strong after “Love Me Tender,” but wan-
ing now) just might help her get it.

JEAN SIMMONS

She came to Hollywood at twenty-one,
a recognized star in England, her birth-
place, where she had brought film audi-
ences to their knees with her portrayals
in such films as “Great Expectations” and
“Hamlet.” After two hesitant years in

nondescript Hollywood parts, she hit her
stride in M-G-M’s “Young Bess” and fol-

lowed it up with roles in such A pictures
as “Desiree,” “Guys and Dolls,” “Hilda
Crane” and the current “Until They Sail”
for M-G-M.
What then, is wrong on the Simmons

career front? Here are some possible
reasons for Jean’s failure to hit straight-A
starring status. (Jean is known as an “A-
minus” screen personality—the kind who
almost, but not quite, makes all-out,

permanent stardom.) For one thing, her
marriage is all-important to her. She is

sensitive to her husband’s personal feel-

ings and career ambitions, and in the
European manner, her close friends sus-
pect, she has deliberately inhibited her
career ambitions to give Stewart Granger
greater glory. Maybe for another thing,

while her personality is piquant and
charming, she is, on the whole, a trifle

British, a trifle quiet and subdued for the
larger American public, which idolizes

such flamboyant ladies as Rita Hayworth,
Marilyn Monroe and Kim Novak.
Though as much the lady as her fellow

countrywoman Deborah Kerr, she some-
how lacks Deborah’s mellow authority.
She is admittedly beautiful, but she re-
sembles too many other screen beauties,
notably Vivien Leigh. Lack of shrewd, dis-

tinctive personal exploitation, moreover,
has left her a nebulous figure in the mind
of the moviegoing public. “Oh, yes, Jean
Simmons—nice little girl. Wasn’t she the
one in ‘Guys and Dolls’?” about expresses
the public reaction to her on these shores.

Verdict: Jean is a good actress and this

is very much in her favor. If her career
continues the way it has been going, the
future is reasonably predictable, though
not as exciting as it might be. She will

probably always have stardom of a sort,

but to achieve a permanent place as an
all-time great will take an extra spurt
of hard work on her part and careful
career guidance. Do you agree?

DANA WYNTER

Two years ago when lovely English
actress Dana Wynter made her first strong
impression on American audiences in 20th
Century-Fox’s “The View From Pompey’s
Head,” there was considerable publicity
buildup about a new star getting herself
born. The next year, Dana, after only a
few pictures, married Hollywood lawyer
Greg Bautzer and announced that hence-
forth her career was to take a back seat
to her marriage. She underlined this by
refusing “Island in the Sun” because it

would separate her from her new husband
for three months.
Daughter of a London doctor who moved

to Southern Rhodesia when she was a
child, Dana saw the horrors of war in

England, developed a maturity beyond her
years. Ladylike, well-educated, deep-
thinking, Dana seemed headed for success
in American films when she married.
There were ominous notes, though, even
at the beginning. When, after TV and
theater stints in England and on Broad-
way, she made her first movie, several
commentators announced that she had the
looks of so-and-so, the bearing of such-
and-such, the personality of this one and
the talent of that one. This “comparisons
prove” gambit piques public interest but
is generally not helpful to a career.

Verdict: Dana has a fascinating per-

sonality all her own, but it has yet to
come to full flower on the screen. Though
her marriage will undoubtedly always be
first with her, she has a deep interest in
acting and shows no signs of quitting the
business entirely. Continued backing from
fans who understand her situation and
good pictures should keep her with us a
long time.

SHEREE NORTH

One girl who is given a better than
even chance of rising above her temporary
career slump is Sheree North. For Sheree
came up the hard way, weathering the
toughest kind of night club work, plus a
bevy of disappointments on Broadway
and elsewhere, and hills and valleys are
so much a part of her conditioning that at
twenty-four she has a built-in mechanism
for rolling with punches, careerwise and
personally.

Married at fifteen, a mother at sixteen,
divorced at seventeen, Sheree threw her-
self into a dancing career “to get milk for
my baby on a regular basis.” Years of
unsung barnstorming brought her finally

to national attention on Bing Crosby’s
first TV show in 1954, where her lithe,

offbeat dancing style electrified viewers.
A one-and-a-half-minute dance number
in the Broadway musical, “Hazel Flagg,”
was so breathtakingly executed that her
name went up in lights. Then she did the
movie version, “Living It Up,” with Mar-
tin and Lewis. Called to replace Marilyn
Monroe in 20th Century-Fox’s “How To
Be Very Very Popular,” Sheree was an in-
stant success, went on to rewarding assign-
ments in such 20th Century-Fox films as
“There’s No Business Like Show Busi-
ness” and “The Lieutenant Wore Skirts.”

Verdict: Conceded one of the best
dancers in the entertainment world,
Sheree has looks and personality to boot.
It looked like clear sailing ahead, but
weak pictures and strong competition from
Marilyn Monroe on the home lot had
gotten her into a rut by early 1957. She,
and Hollywood, began to wonder if she
had had it. Determined to extend her
range, she took a dramatic assignment in

“No Down Payment,” and movie audi-
ences were mightily impressed with her
sincere acting job as Tony Randall’s un-
happy wife. Her rooters are hopeful that
Sheree may have a whole new career as
a dramatic actress now.
Her admirers believe that, while her

present is clouded, her future may be
rosy, and for some very important reasons:
her quiet, workmanlike approach to her
career, her trouper’s spirit, the depth and
balance her early sufferings, financial and
emotional, have brought her, and the fact

that, although she has never been a
“pusher” she has a quiet, channeled in-

tensity that will keep her in the running.
What do you think?

VICTORIA SHAW

Victoria Shaw has been in movies for

only two of her twenty-two years, not
enough time to have met many career
crises, yet one of major proportions is

clouding her future now.
Vicki’s auburn-haired, green-eyed

beauty was evident even when she was
a child, but the thought of a show-busi-
ness career didn’t occur to her until after

she graduated from school, took a fling

at the business world and discovered that

typing and filing weren’t her cup of tea;

at which point she applied for a job at

a modeling agency. Within three months
she was known the length and breadth of

her native Australia as “The Face” and
found herself the highest-paid model in

the country.



The events that followed she owes to

Bob Hope, who was touring Australia. He
asked her to appear in a show he was
staging, and so impressed was he that

afterwards he told her, “If you ever go to

Hollywood, call my agent, Louis Shurr,
and tell him I recommend you.” Action
was the only answer to a suggestion like

that. In less than a month she was on
her way to Hollywood and ten days after

her arrival, with Louis Shurr’s help, she
won the second feminine lead in “The
Eddy Duchin Story.”
Paradoxically, all Vicki’s troubles

started after she landed a big-time movie
contract. Her performance as Chiquita
in the “Duchin Story” was more than just

good for a starter, and her studio felt it

could and should be choosey about pick-
ing just the right vehicle for her next
picture. But fate threw a monkey-wrench
into the works.
While her studio was busily turning

down loanout offers, their star-in-the-
making found out she was going to have

HOLLYWOOD’S
BIGGEST
COMEBACK
Continued from page 44

In “Test Pilot,” for instance, Clark Gable
went on a whale of a bender from one end
of the countrv to the other. Upon his re-
turn home, chastened and bloodshot, did
he find Myrna waiting with a shotgun?
Don’t be silly. She was there with love
and understanding and sympathy and—
well, you get the idea.

In 1951, the “perfect wife” wed her
fourth husband, State Department aide
Howland Sargeant, whom she met while
she was a delegate to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Or-
ganization. There were two more films,

and then last year she scotched retirement
rumors by plaintively querying, “Why
can’t an actress join an organization like

UNESCO without having the world say
she has retired? I was only waiting for a
smart, sophisticated comedy, and I found
it in ‘The Ambassador’s Daughter.’ ” The
public disagreed on the film’s quality. And
there matters stood—until Myrna’s old
films showed what a fine talent had been
sitting around wasted. Since, especially
for TV, Myrna has filmed a series tenta-
tively titled “Her Majesty.”
William Powell and Myrna Loy co-

starred so frequently that periodic state-
ments were issued to keep the public
from confusing their movie and their pri-
vate lives. Off-camera, Bill has been
happily married for seventeen years to
Diana Lewis, a starlet with whom he
eloped on two weeks’ acquaintance. Rarely
seen in new films these past ten years, Bill
has a ready explanation for Photoplay’s
readers.

“I realized I had to face old Father
Time, so I did ‘Life With Father.’ That
was a character role, and it turned out
pretty well.” (It won him the New York
Critics’ Prize.) “So I began to cast about
for more mature roles. But movies don’t
come up with many parts for an actor of
my age. I’m too far along to carry ro-
mantic roles. Besides, moviegoers don’t
want to see old goats like me as lovers.
But I’ll come back for good roles if I can
find them.”
Hollywood, there’s your cue! Nation-

wide statistics on TV showings of the
“Thin Man” films and “The Great Ziegfeld”

a baby. She and husband Roger Smith
couldn’t have been more delighted. They
went back to Australia, partly to visit her
family and partly to promote “The Eddy
Duchm Story.” By the time they returned
to Hollywood, Vicki couldn’t work.
Months at home under doctor’s orders
followed and daughter Tracey was born
in June of this year.
What to do is the question. Vicki says,

“At this point I don’t want to leave Tracey.
I’m still on salary, but I have no idea
when I’ll get a call to report to work.
When I’m not taking care of the baby,
I’m studying with Roger. We do scenes
from plays together. It’s wonderful prac-
tice. Mostly, however, I’m playing mother
and loving it!”

Verdict: Interest in a newcomer can
fade fast under long absence from the
screen. Pushing Vicki into any picture
just to have her seen is certainly not the
answer. But, while the right one is be-
ing found, her fans will have to be extra
loyal. The End

(“more stars than there are in heaven”)
indicate that the Powell charm is of the
ageless sort. And, as Lonesome George
would say, “You can’t hardly get that kind
no more.”

B ’ll’s good friend Ronald Colman (Holly-
wood’s “Three Musketeers” once were
Powell, Colman and Richard Barthel-

mess) is another selective critter. Unless he
can do something really good, he’d rather
do nothing at all. Recently recovered from a
lung ailment induced by pneumonia, Col-
man has the lead role in Warners’ current
all-star spectacle “The Story of Mankind.”
Unlike Clark Gable, who let out a blast
last year when M-G-M began releasing its

film library to TV, Colman feels the video
revivals are a good thing.

“As long as a film has exhausted its

theatre potential,” the veteran star tells

us, “I see no reason why it shouldn’t be
shown. Besides, it keeps one’s name and
work before the public.” Have the show-
ing of Colman’s old films affected his re-
lations with friends and neighbors in any
way? “No—except for favorable comments
now and then, and occasional comparisons
with TV pictures of today.” From the al-

ways-tactful Colman, there is no elabora-
tion on that last point. And what does he
now think about movie-making in the old
days? “Well, it was more fun perhaps

—

and less tension. But then, of course, one
was younger!”
A couple of femme favorites who have

been selective to the vanishing point in
recent years are Claudette Colbert and
Irene Dunne. Claudette, who has done
three unremarkable films since 1951’s dra-
matic “Three Came Home,” was all set for
her own TV series not too long ago; but
her husband, Dr. Joel Pressman, nixed
the idea on health grounds—didn’t like

what he’d heard about the strain from
Hollywood actresses working on TV. It

was also about this time that Claudette let

loose a blast at the skimpiness of gowns
on home screens.

“I call them bathtub dresses,” she said.

“The girls look exactly as if they’re sitting
in a bathtub. A lot of times the camera
cuts you off right here”—pointing to her
chest

—
“so you don’t see a thing but

white shoulders. And a lot of those
shoulders don’t look good! I guess some
girls don’t care what they look like as
long as they’re showing some flesh!”

Claudette has always been candor itself,

but this particular bit of oratory has its

humorous side: Claudette got her own
movie start in a bathtub! C. B. DeMille
was looking for someone to play the Em-
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press Poppaea in “The Sign of the Cross.”
The actress had to convey the idea that
she reveled in taking milk baths. Claudette
was tagged it. Later, she served DeMille
as a memorable Cleopatra, and went on to

win an Oscar for the historic free-for-all
“It Happened One Night.” That was the
night the Santa Fe Railroad held up the
Super Chief. Claudette was all set to board
the train when the Academy telephoned
her with the glad news she’d won an Oscar.
They held up the train, while Claudette
went to collect her prize.

Many another fine Colbert performance
followed, and a lot more of them will be
seen when Paramount and Universal, the
last two holdouts, iron out their current
TV feature-film deals. Meanwhile, Claud-
ette has contented herself with occasional
appearances in TV spectaculars and other
shows, summer-stock work and a stint re-
placing Margaret Sullavan in a Broadway
play. Recently she exclaimed, “I’ve been
out of movies so long that now, when I get
into taxis, the drivers want to know why
I left pictures. I never left. Will you
please tell that to all the people!” Note
that all top entertainers enjoy their work
—and if honest, admit enjoying acclaim.

P
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I
rene Dunne has been seen even less

often—and now has a splendid excuse
for her show-biz inactivity. President

Eisenhower recently appointed her one of

five alternate American delegates to the
United Nations. This is an honor that Irene
has fully earned; but fans, after reviewing
her wonderful work in “The Awful Truth,”
“Love Affair,” “Penny Serenade” and “I

Remember Mama,” will surely clamor to

get her back before the cameras. In
Hollywood, when scandals break and di-
vorce monopolizes the headlines, Irene is

held up as a contrasting example of how
to have both fame and a serene private life.

Next July 16th, Irene and her physician
husband, Dr. Frank Griffin, will celebrate
their thirtieth anniversary. She holds the
record for the most Oscar nominations
without a win (five). In establishing her-
self among filmdom’s all-time favorites,

she broke most of the rules. When Irene
entered Hollywood, sex-pots ruled su-
preme and gaudy glamour was as plentiful

as air.

“It’s not for me,” she told a friend.

“That’s one side of it. There’s another. It’s

smart to be conservative—if you’re born
conservative. I was. I’ll play that way,
being myself.” Later, her exceptional per-
sonal qualities were to gain her a Notre
Dame medal given only to outstanding
Roman Catholic laity and an award from
the National Council of Christians and
Jews. The title of “Hollywood’s perfect
lady” was repeated often enough to be
embarrassing. “It’s nice of people to call

me a lady,” she once remarked. “But I do
hope they’ll remember it’s important to be
a woman first.”

A fellow conservative, Claude Rains is

another who’s made himself scarce. He’s
one of the few players able to hold their
own before a camera with Bette Davis.
Though he played some sympathetic

roles, Claude is best remembered for the
parts he once referred to, with relish, as
his “dirty dogs.” (In “Anthony Adverse,”
“Adventures of Robin Hood,” “Notorious,”
etc.) A hayseed at heart, London-born
Claude struggled for success in the role of
a private -life American farmer. He now
lives on 300 acres in Delaware County,
Pennsylvania, along with chickens, pigs
and bushels of corn. About forty Rains
films are now available for TV, and you
can see him “live” shortly (as the villain,

natch!) in the TV spectacular “The Pied
Piper of Hamelin.”
The actor having probably the greatest

TV revival (twice weekly in some com-
munities) is the late Lionel Barrymore

(1878-1954), an astonishingly versatile
person and, while he lived, a testament to
the human spirit in the face of adversity.
Until twenty years ago, Lionel had dis-
tinguished himself in several plays, acted
in scores of movies (he started in 1912),
written a number of screenplays, directed
six films and won an Oscar. Then he
acted in “Saratoga,” which seems to have
been bad news for its cast. Star Jean Har-
low died before it was finished, and a hip
injury that Lionel sustained on the set
confined him to a wheelchair for the rest
of his life.

Far from ending his career, he spread
out in new directions. Ahead of him lay
the Dr. Kildare and Dr. Gillespie series,
in which, as the crusty old autocrat of
Blair General Hospital, he endeared him-
self to millions. On the side, he was
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1. Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert in

“It Happened One Night”

2. William Powell, Myrna Loy in
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4. Fredric March, Joan Bennett in
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painter, novelist and composer of sym-
phonic music. Lionel’s death reduced the
big three of the acting Royal Family to

one. Sister Ethel, like Lionel an Oscar

-

winner, is now in semi-retirement and was
recently on your theatre screens in

“Johnny Trouble.”
Mention of the Barrymores brings up

the Bennetts, another family of theatrical

renown. At the head of it stood Richard
Bennett, a magnificent actor and a flam-
boyant personality. Asked once if daughter
Constance inherited her temperament
from him, Bennett shot back, “Now where
the hell do you think she got it from?”
He was intensely proud of all three
daughters and their success. Barbara re-
tired early from the game, and Connie
went along her own spectacular way, at

one time becoming the highest-salaried
player in pictures. But it was the rela-

tively subdued Joan who proved to have
what it takes over the long haul. “You
can never tell about Joan,” her father re-
marked during her youth. “She has all

kinds of possibilities.”

Those possibilities never really came to
light until producer Walter Wanger cast
her as a neurotic in “Private Worlds.” He
then prevailed upon her to let her
blondined locks revert to their natural
dark brown shade. This step improved
her screen image and brought out a
marked resemblance to another Wanger
protegee, Hedy Lamarr. The idea was
given an added fillip when Gene Markey,
Joan’s second husband, went on to become
Hedy’s second husband.
Anyway, in 1940 Joan eloped with her

producer. They had two daughters, to add
to Joan’s two daughters by her previous
marriages. In films like “Woman in the
Window,” “Scarlet Street” and “The Ma-
comber Affair,” Joan projected her popu-
lar personality plus plenty of pulchritude,
and many of her hits are now in the TV
treasury.
The rarity of Joan’s screen work these

days may be traced to the time, twenty
years ago, when she subbed for a pregnant
Margaret Sullavan in the road company
of “Stage Door” and promised herself
time out from films for footlights. In re-
cent years, she’s been quite successfully
active in theater work all over the country.
The other lady that Wanger brought to

stardom is Hedy Lamarr, often called “the
most beautiful woman in the world.” Odd-
ly enough, it’s for this reason that Hedy
probably won’t be watching her old films
on TV in Houston, Texas, where she and
her fifth husband, oil millionaire W. How-
ard Lee, make their home.
Hedy has always been of two minds

about her famous face. A close friend
once observed, “She clings to the ideali-

zation of her beauty—it’s the one thing

she has that is her own that she can be
sure of.” But Hedy frankly blamed her
classic features for a lonely life and a

dismal marital record.
Husband number one, munitions mag-

nate Fritz Mandl, shut her up in a castle

while he made futile attempts to buy up
all prints of “Ecstasy”—that torrid bit of

German celluloid wherein Hedy went
swimming in nothing but water. The
seventeen-year-old bride took her clois-

tered existence for almost five years, and
then fled to America. After a dazzling
debut in “Algiers” (“Come wiz me to ze

Casbah,” murmured Charles Boyer),
Hedy’s Hollywood future was assured,
and she soon embarked on her second
marital venture. This was with Gene
Markey, who, Hedy testified at the divorce,

spent exactly four nights in fourteen
months at home with her. Husband num-
ber three was actor John Loder. For num-
ber four, bandleader Ted Stauffer, Hedy
put all her possessions on the auction
block and moved to Mexico. That idyl

was over in seven months.
Now Hedy is at U-I making “The Fe-

male Animal.” When all is said and done,
after seeing her recently, the Lamarr
beauty is still one of the fabulous sights

of this generation.

Merle Oberon is another lovely who’s
had more than her share of private
woes. Discoverer Korda claimed she

had “the most beautiful face I ever saw,”
but when Merle came to America, producer
Samuel Goldwyn told her to “go wash it”

(i.e., take off the exotic makeup). She did,

and scored in a string of hits. (Her person-
al favorite is “Wuthering Heights.”) A very
regular gal beneath her aristocratic film

manner, Merle was probably happiest en-
tertaining troops during World War II.

But private happiness eluded her.
Korda was knighted three years after

their 1939 nuptials, and Merle mixed in

London society as his lady. Divorce ended
that union in 1945. Then an allergy to

sulfa drugs left her face scarred. (The



scars were later removed.) Merle and
movie photographer Lucien Ballard married
by proxy in a 1945 Mexican civil ceremony.
The marriage was over in 1949. Some
months later, Merle watched her Italian

admirer, Count Cini, crash his private

plane in flames before her horrified eyes.

“My life is finished,” she wept. “There is

no point in going on.”

She seemed to move aimlessly in inter-

national circles, doing occasional TV work
and sitting pretty much on the sidelines,

though she was often heard to say, “Things
are calm, calm the way I’ve always wanted
them.” Last summer, she wed wealthy
Mexican industrialist Bruno Pagliai, and
present indications are that Merle’s long
battle for private happiness is finally won.
Another kind of battle, on a lighter

level, was fought by Dorothy Lamour vs.

her sarong. “I’ve worn a sarong in only
six pictures,” she once confided, “but the
public thinks I live in one.” Dottie’s per-
sistent efforts to part company with her
Polynesian wrap-around were doomed to
failure. During the war, servicemen sta-
tioned in the South Seas wrote in regu-
larly to complain that “Nothing here looks
like Dorothy Lamour.”

Dottie later left the film tropics, quit
stooging for Hope and Crosby and ap-
peared in some well-dressed roles with
indifferent success. The payoff, however,
happened at the London Palladium a few
years ago.

Dottie came onstage in two yards of
silver lame surrounded by 104 yards of
billowy white tulle. As she went into her
first number, a balcony voice inquired,
“Where’s your sarong?” Dottie went on
singing, and the inquiry was repeated.
She motioned the orchestra to stop, and
replied, “I’ll see what I can do.” After
a ninety-second dim-out, the lights came
up and the tulle had vanished. The ap-
plause that followed must have rattled
teacups around the country.
Dottie currently spends some time on

her highly successful night-club act. More
often, she’s home with husband Bill How-
ard and their two boys, Johnny and Tom-
my. The kids may sit up to watch Mama’s
early jungle epics—but Dottie doesn’t.
She’s had enough of that sarong!
Sonja Henie’s films are also now avail-

able for TV. Shrewd businesswoman
Sonja, once listed among filmdom’s ten
femme millionaires, still goes out every
year with her ice show and plays to stand-
ing-room only. In private life, she is now
married to a fellow Norwegian, shipping
tycoon Niels Onstad.
She won her first Olympic champion-

ship in 1928, at the age of thirteen.
(“Everybody is always wondering how
old I am, and I keep telling them, ‘Don’t
figure back.’ They do, though.”) A few
scenes later, Sonja was in pictures. The
formula for Henie films was always a
handsome leading man (Don Ameche, Ty
Power or John Payne), a minimum of
story and dialogue and a maximum of ice—and it clicked every time. Among ath-
letes turned film stars, no one has ever
matched Sonja’s fabulous success, though
Esther Williams probably came closest.
Between films, Sonja was smart enough to
go out and be seen in person.
Why keep on skating? “It’s good for

my nerves,” Sonja tells Photoplay. Will
she ever make another film? “Well, I’ve
never been under any illusions that I’m

an actress. But I know I could sell a
show. If I could find a story that would
use my skating show as background, as
‘The Greatest Show on Earth’ used the
circus, then I’d do it fast. But until then,
I’ll skate along as I am. When I go out
on the ice, I feel wonderful. I’m relaxed
and I’m happy. And what else matters?”
The opposite of this picture of calm

serenity was Sylvia Sidney with heart-
shaped face and sad eyes. “I can’t relax in

Hollywood,” she would say. “It’s too close-
ly tied up with work for me.” So she’d
usually hop a plane or a train for her
native New York and stay there between
pictures. As a result, she had no close
friends in Hollywood, avoided parties
(“with millions of people you don’t
know”), and few people got to know her
at all. But some provocative facts made
the rounds: She was fond of gardening
and swimming, drank about fifteen cups
of coffee per day, chain-smoked alarmingly
and kept her hands almost constantly in
motion. On set between takes, she could
usually be found working off nervous
energy by knitting.

Onscreen, she became a specialist in
pathos. “Sylvia Sidney and Her Saga
of Sadness” headlined one magazine piece,
for nobody, but nobody, could throw a
weep like Sylvia. “In the pictures I play,”
she chirped, “the girl who strays, pays

—

which provides me with some swell cry-
ing scenes.”

Sylvia’s boxoffice rating went to pieces,
partly because of poor management. She
and Charles Boyer were announced for
“Wuthering Heights,” but her boss decided
it was “too depressing.” And finally, she
herself bowed out of the “Algiers” role
that made Hedy Lamarr a star. What was
left was effectively demolished by several
poor pictures in the Forties. Sylvia never
liked Hollywood, and came to have a
pronounced preference for stage work.

I
n these reminiscences of stars who are
shining anew on your TV screen, we’ve
concentrated mainly on personalities no

longer on the Hollywood screen scene.
There are many others: Jeanette MacDon-
ald and Nelson Eddy, who are proving that
their wonderful appeal is timeless; the late,
great Leslie Howard, with his peerless
sensitivity; Greer Garson; Dick Powell,
crooner or tough guy; the movies’ most
charming child, Shirley Temple; Frank
Morgan; Robert Montgomery; Lew Ayres;
Wallace Beery; Charles Boyer; Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Robert Walker.
To all of them, we owe a debt of grati-

tude. They have brightened our lives
immeasurably. They have entertained us,
amused us, touched us, inspired us. And
they were able to do this because of the
never-ending magic of motion pictures, a
magic that only the movie industry can
fully instill. This is a magic that is tre-
mendously costly—in terms, not only of
the high-priced personalities it employs,
but in story and production costs to give
these great ones the proper vehicles. For
this reason, until pay-as-you-go TV be-
comes a reality, it will be years before to-
day’s new films are seen on your televi-
sion screen.

But, when that same magic can come
back, to enchant us again and again,
when it can preserve forever the best of
youth and charm and talent, who can
complain? The Endit**
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TELL US,

MR. LANCASTER
Continued jrom 'page 30

can appeal to all peoples. Not all the
time, though.
STUDENT: Mr. Lancaster, as a pro-

ducer, would you tell me this: When
you choose a picture, do you choose one
that is popular with the American public
even though you personally feel that story
is not too good?
MR. LANCASTER: Not always. Well,

no, we would never choose a picture if

we felt the story is not too good; that is,

if it doesn’t have the basic ingredients of

what would represent drama and en-
tertainment to people.
STUDENT: Mr. Lancaster, do you feel

that movies such as “The Man with the
Golden Arm” gives Europeans the wrong
impression of America?
MR. LANCASTER: I don’t think any

picture gives European people a wrong
impression of America if it is well made
and made with honesty and integrity as
to the subject matter.
STUDENT: Well, do you think such

movies encourage juvenile delinquency
here in the United States?
MR. LANCASTER: I think juvenile

delinquency is not encouraged by movies,
specifically. I think juvenile delinquency
is encouraged by unfortunate economic
conditions and conditions in homes where
children don’t have a proper upbringing
because, very often, of those conditions.
STUDENT: Sir, we know now there

are a lot of foreign actors and actresses
over the United States. Do you think
the American public seems to like these
people much better than their own peo-
ple, those they see all the time?
MR. LANCASTER: No. This brings

up the question of what makes really a
star performer. American people and, of

course, European people and people all

over the world, for that matter, like the
performer who has that unique person-
ality and quality which appeals to them
personally. It has nothing to do with
the fact that they are, shall we say, of
foreign extraction, I don’t think.
STUDENT: Do you feel foreign films

are going to make any great inroads into

the habits of the American movie-going
public?
MR. LANCASTER: I think time has

proven at least that foreign films as such
do appeal only to a limited group of
Americans. Again, it goes back to the
original question that was asked earlier.

One of the reasons is that American peo-
ple as such are more comfortable with a
subject matter that pertains to things
that they particularly understand. For-
eign people talk with accents that are very
hard to understand. Very often, they
have a very grim and brutal kind of
realism which a great many American
people do not like to see, since they do
not have any identification with the
problems. These are some of the reasons
foreign films are not especially successful
in a broad sense in the American cine-
matic world.
STUDENT: I am interested in know-

ing why you think western films should
be done necessarily with fun and action.

MR. LANCASTER: It isn’t that they
necessarily should; and a peculiar thing
happens in movies. You see, there have
been pictures like “High Noon,” for in-

stance, which have been highly successful.
On the other hand, there have been
pictures like the one I made with Gary
Cooper called “Veracruz,” which by criti-

cal standards does not measure up to a
“High Noon,” but which is a much more
satisfying picture from the point of view
of entertainment. There is also another
problem: When you make a film of a
special nature that will appeal to limited
groups of people, you have to face the
fact that these films are not in the broad
sense of the word, popular. Therefore,
when you do them, you must be careful

that you do them for a certain price,

because you have a limited income on
such films, and the first cardinal rule of

making pictures or writing a play or any
form of entertainment is to make some-
thing that is financially successful. If

they are not successful, you don’t con-
tinue in business, and you have no op-
portunity to present the ideas that you
think are unique or even artistic.

STUDENT: How does Hollywood face
competition between TV and movies?
MR. LANCASTER: What Hollywood

has attempted to do about it is this:

Actually, it is my personal opinion that

the advent of TV, as far as Hollywood
is concerned, has been a very, very
healthy thing. There was a time, about
ten short years ago, when almost any-
thing that came out of Hollywood could
be assured of reasonable financial suc-
cess. Naturally, this sort of lulled people
into a sense of false security, and there

was not a great deal of attempt on the
part of the studios to try to do anything
worthwhile and different and challenging.
Now that great inroads have been made
in the whole financial structure of Holly-
wood, they have realized they have to
do better things, things that are more
exciting, more challenging so that people
will leave their television receivers and
come out to look at them.
STUDENT: Sir, I have read you do

not attend many Hollywood social func-
tions. Don’t you like the type of people
at these functions?
MR. LANCASTER: Oh, yes. It has

nothing to do with the functions. It is

just that I have a group of friends that
I would prefer to be with. For example,
my wife and I like to play bridge. I have
never been particularly comfortable or
at ease in large social functions, cock-
tail parties, and so forth.
STUDENT: Would you ever encourage

your own children to go into acting if they
wanted to?
MR. LANCASTER: I would certainly

do it. I feel a child should have an op-
portunity to do anything he has an in-
clination toward.
STUDENT: Do yours watch you when

you are performing in movies?
MR. LANCASTER: Yes, and they’re

among my toughest critics. They have
traveled with me all over the world while
I was making movies. They have lived
in the Fiji Islands for four months and
attended school there, they attended
school in Mexico City, they have lived
in France for the summer and they have
lived in Italy for six months when I was
there making a picture. But now they
have reached the age where it is very
difficult for them to go with me because
they go to school. They have certain
ties there, so I try to arrange my program
so if I am shooting on location, it occurs
in the summertime so I can take them
with me.
STUDENT: Mr. Lancaster, you men-

tioned a few minutes ago about the en-
tertainment of movies, and that is why
people go to movies, to be entertained.
But it seems to me a juvenile delin-
quency film or a film on corruption in

life, the baseness in life, would be rather
not too entertaining.

MR. LANCASTER: Let me make clear

what I mean by entertaining. Every movie
that is made has a point of view, whether
it is a good one, a bad one, a useful one
or what. By entertainment, I mean that

regardless of what the subject matter
may be, it should have an entertainment
quality to it. That does not mean that

the subject should not be treated with
great seriousness, and great depth and
great definition.

STUDENT: I was wondering if the
type of film such as “On the Waterfront,”
where you can come out fighting mad and
want to clean up the waterfront, has the
purpose of reforming. Or “Baby Doll.”

MR. LANCASTER: Well, about “Baby
Doll,” I would quarrel with you. But
certainly on “On the Waterfront” I agree
with you.
STUDENT: Most of your films are

hard-bitten, often violent, dramas. Do
you object to your children seeing them?
MR. LANCASTER: Here is what I try

to do. I let my children see the films

that I am in. Some of them—for in-

stance, “Come Back Little Sheba,” which
I think is a worthwhile picture in addi-
tion to being an entertaining one—are

difficult for their immature minds to un-
derstand completely. But rather than
have them not see it, if they ask to see

it, I let them, but I make sure to see it

with them so I can try to answer all the

questions they might raise. Therefore.

I hope I can give them some sense of
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security about it, even those matters they
might not particularly understand.

I would like to cite an example of just

that. My little boy asked yesterday to see

“Sweet Smell of Success,” which is also a
very hard-bitten picture and not what
you would normally call children’s fare. I

said, “Well, Jimmie, that is fine; you can
see the picture. But I don’t think you
will like it. Why do you want to see it?”

“Well,” he said, “I’d like to see it, Dad-
dy, because you’re in it.”

“That is fair enough,” I said, “but I

don’t think you will understand it.” And
he answered, “I may not understand it,

but that doesn’t mean I won’t like it.”

STUDENT: Mr. Lancaster, what is the
reaction of producers to censorship
groups?
MR. LANCASTER: As you probably

know, there is no official censorship prob-
lem in the movies in the United States or
any official censorship at all. This is not
so in England, where they do have an of-
ficial government censorship, and can re-
fuse you a license to show a picture. In
short, they have a police force that can
stop you from showing the picture. There
is the Johnson office which has its head-
quarters here in Washington, and is a
self-imposed censorshin by the industry.
It is known as the MPPA—Motion Pic-
ture Producers Association. Their atti-

tude is this: They say to the producers,
“In order to protect the morality of the
nation as it might be affected by motion
pictures, if you will let us see the scripts

you are going to make, we will attempt,
not to censor, mind you, what you are
trying to say, but attempt to guide you in

matters of how to handle these problems
as best you can.”
Now, of course, it always comes to the

question of who are the people who are
going to decide this, how knowledgeable
are they, do they know better than the
actual creators of the motion picture?
What has happened is that in recent

years (and I think this a very healthy
thing) the MPPA has been forced to rec-
ognize—perhaps not forced but has will-
ingly recognized—the fact that enormous
advances have been made in the gen-
eral education of the American public
and, therefore, the subjects which were
considered tahoo before are now per-
mitted.
So what has happened is this: The old

code has been enormously changed. The
whole attitude of the so-called censor
board has improved a great deal. We do
now show pictures in which words like
“abortion” and “prostitution” are men-
tioned, and in which we discuss divorce
problems, and then, of course, there is the
matter of narcotics, which was recently
brought up in several pictures. The
picture “Hatful of Rain” now has been
approved by the board, where before the
“Man with the Golden Arm” was not
approved. It looks like things are look-
ing up in the censorship problem.
STUDENT: I would like to know,

would you agree with some critics who
say that Jayne Mansfield and Marilyn
Monroe have acting talents equal to their
more obvious appeals?
MR. LANCASTER: Well, I don’t know

what the critics feel about it. That is

their opinion. One of the things I would
like to be made clear about movies—again
it goes back to the business of being a
star: The most unique thing a motion
picture actor or actress can have is an
outstanding or peculiar personality of
some kind. And these girls certainly have
some outstanding qualities that appeal to
people visually, at least. Those are the
elements most important in the making of
a motion picture star. Not necessarily the
acting ability as such. On the other hand,
to be a good actor, to be an exciting per-

sonality on the screen, of course, is that
much better.

STUDENT: Who is the most beautiful
woman you have ever acted with?
MR. LANCASTER: They were all

beautiful. I am just quoting my lines
from “The Rainmaker.” “They are all

beautiful in a different way.”
STUDENT: I want to know what your

wife thinks about your performing in
movies and having these torrid love
scenes with Hollywood leading ladies.

MR. LANCASTER: The torrid love
scene you have with a Hollywood leading
lady is, from our point of view while we
are in the process of making it, “work.”
You have a job. You are creating an

illusion for an audience to see, and the
only assurance I think that my wife has
is that she knows I love her, and that is

about all I can say on that subject.
STUDENT: I am interested in knowing

why you didn’t change your name when
you started acting. Most actors and ac-
tresses do.

MR. LANCASTER: As a matter of fact,

I did want to change my name. They
were going to give me the name of an
economist, Stewart Chase. They decided
this by numerology. Then a gentleman
by the name of Mark Hellinger, who is

now dead, and who produced the first

picture I was in, “The Killers,” said to
me, “Is Burt Lancaster your real name?”

I said, “Yes.”
He said, “What’s wrong with that?”
I said, “Nothing.”
He said, “Let’s use it.”

I said, “O.K.”
STUDENT: Sir, because of television,

do you think that the pictures now com-
ing out might break down some of the
prices that these theatres have? In other
words, producing prices and everything?
MR. LANCASTER: You think the

prices are too high?
STUDENT: Well, yes.
MR. LANCASTER: I know this has

been a subject of great discussion among
distributors, because I have also been in

that end of the business since my pictures
are distributed and exhibited. The feel-
ing is they try to keep the economic level
of prices and pictures as low as possible
since it is, first of all, a traditional thing
and the people who generally support the
pictures are not those who have a great
deal of money, normally speaking.

I will glady say this: The distribution
groups would gladly put a picture up for
a nickel tomorrow if the cost of produc-
tion would permit them. There is no de-
sire on their part to try to cheat the pub-
lic. Sometimes pictures are so expensive
they have to charge certain prices in or-
der to get any kind of income from them.

“This has been one of the most provoc -

ative questioning sessions I’ve ever gone
through. Our young people are really
serious about motion pictures,” said Burt
as time ran out and the interview came
to a close. “Anyone who says American
teenagers are delinquents is all wet. I am
grateful to the National Broadcasting
Company’s ‘Youth Wants to Know,’ and
the National Education Association for
bringing us together today.” The End
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Anacin® gives you better total effect in relieving

pain than aspirin or any buffered aspirin:

ACTS INSTANTLY: Anacin goes to work instantly.

Brings fa9t relief to source of your pain.

MORE EFFECTIVE: Anacin is like a doctor's pre-

scription. That is, Anacin contains not one but
a combination of effective, medically proven in*

gredients.

SAFER: Anacin simply can not upset your stomach,

LESSENS TENSION: Anacin also reduces nervous
tension, leaves you relaxed, feeling fine after pain
goe9. Buy Anacin today.

P0EMSWANTED|VI %^For musical setting . . . send
Poems today. Any subject.

Immediate consideration. Phonograph records made.
CROWN MUSIC CO., 49 W. 32 St. f Studio 560, New YorK 1

Bladder 'Weakness'
If worried by “Bladder Weakness” (Getting Up
Nights or Bed Wetting, too frequent, burning or
itching urination) or Strong Smelling, Cloudy
Urine, due to common Kidney and Bladder Irri-
tations, try CYSTEX for quick help. 30 years use
prove safety for young and old. Ask druggist for
CYSTEX under guarantee of money-back if not
satisfied. See how fast you improve.

500 SSI PHOTO
mo. to 18yrs. Cash payments made if used
for advertising. Hundreds selected every
month. Send 1 small photo for approval.
Print child’s & mother’s name, address
on back. Returned 2 weeks. No Obligation.

HOLLYWOOD AD-PHOTOS
60B7-HL Sunset, Hollywood 28, California

SHORTHAND m
Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand. 1201
words per minute. No symbols; no machines.
Uses ABC’s. Easiest to learn, write, tran-
scribe. Lowest cost. Over 350,000 graduates,

-.Typing: available. 35th year. Schools in
over 400 cities Write for FREE booklet to:

Dept. 312-7
55 W. 42 St., N. Y. 36 W

6
WEEKS

Lovely Ring Set
Beautiful Engagement and

Wedding ring to match
in 1/40 10-k rolled
Gold plate, set with
attractive brilliants,

and fully guaranteed
For Selling $2.00
worth of Rosebud
Products. Order 8
Rosebud Salve to

9ell at 25tf a box OR
4 Rosebud Perfume to

sell for 50f a bottle. Send
NO money—weTRUST you.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO,
Box 54, Woodsboro, Maryland.

Cworvhodv’s Doin^l

WALLET Size 2</z x 3</i on
PORTRAIT QUALITY PAPER
Just pennies per picture for

beautiful portrait-quality

reproductions of your own favorite

photograph. Send one portrait or
snapshot (returned unharmed)
And money to:

WALLET PHOTOS. BOX M-47
Hillside, N.J.

In a hurry? Send 25c extra
for Super-Speed service.

We pay postage!

t

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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FOR LOVERS ONLY
Continued, jrom page 36

of the test. It should prove interesting.

There’s no doubt whatever that Natalie

and Bob are really in love! Not only do
they say so, but the test bears it out,

overwhelmingly. They admire each other
in every way. They’re supremely happy
when they’re together. They have a wealth
of common interests, and like each others’

friends. They find no faults in each other.

Their many friends and business acquaint-
ances heartily approve.

Quarrels they’ve had—real blow-offs.

Once, Nat stormed out of a night club after

an argument with Bob, and walked for

blocks until she found a cab to take her
home. But she and Bob would be sur-
prised at the experts’ opinion about this.

Take a look at the answer to Question 17.

Of course, they like each other’s looks!

Who wouldn’t? However, more important,
each likes the way the other talks, acts

and thinks, and they share the same high
ideals. Most of all, both are dead serious

about becoming fine artists in their work.
And although Bob is somewhat more the
diplomat than Natalie, both have the same
outspoken honesty. This quality has also

made it easy for them to acquire that very
important ingredient of real love—mutual
trust.

But there are a few reservations. Ques-
tion six, for instance. Although Natalie
and Bob were acquainted, they haven’t
really known each other well for a year.

It might be wise for them to wait until

then, to be sure about their love. Too, the
question on career interest (No. 16) is

still a question mark in their relationship.

Try as they might, and determined as they
may be to overcome this hazard, Bob can’t

always trek across the country to see
Natalie, as he did when she was working
on “Marjorie Morningstar” in New York

—

and vice versa. And remember those
staggering phone bills they piled up when
he was in the Orient working on “Stop-
over Tokyo”? Love at long distance is a

tough proposition!

Another point: On questions thirteen

and nineteen, only Natalie and Bob know
the answers—and they aren’t talking!

Reason: Privacy. They don’t want every
detail dragged through the glare of pub-
licity.

As to whether they’re ready for mar-
riage, here again the prospect looks good
for Natalie and Bob. Both come from
happy homes, are very close to their par-
ents, who favor the marriage, though they
would prefer that they wait a while to be
sure. They’re both in good health, and
share the same interests. Both have a

wonderfully zany sense of humor and com-
plement each other perfectly in that

respect, and they have much the same
cultural tastes. Collecting records is a
common hobby. On the trip to New York,
they strolled through the outdoor art show
in Greenwich Village, and were delighted
to discover that they liked exactly the
same paintings!

Is Natalie the kind of person Bob al-

ways wanted to marry, and does she feel

that way about Bob? Well, as far as the
qualities both have looked for in the op-
posite sex—intelligence, honesty, lack of

affectation, a sense of humor—the answer
would appear to be yes. But—neither has
been thinking in terms of marriage before.

Nat has always said she’d wait until she
was twenty -four, Bob’s said he wouldn’t
marry till thirty!

If this sounds too perfect—it is. There
are a few weak points in the picture.

Natalie, for instance, has not reached the
age psychologists consider best for mating

—she’s only nineteen. But that may be
quibbling, since she’s very mature for her
years. Bob didn’t finish two years’ college
or two years’ work by age twenty. He
wasn’t loafing—but he was floundering,
until he found his forte in acting. Their
backgrounds differ—Natalie’s folks have
always been in the movie business, Bob’s
very social parents are foreign to it. Nata-
lie, a hard-working girl, is not like Bob’s
mother; Bob, the handsome, dashing star,

is not like her movie-technician father.

In household matters, both have two left

hands. Neither likes to cook. Natalie’s
mother is always tidying her room; a
cleaning woman does the job for Bob.
Don’t hold that last point against them,

though, until you see how the experts feel.

But in any case, with the means to hire
help this should not develop into a real
problem. The same applies to the question
of money. Both Nat and Bob are inclined
to be spendthrifts. They like nice things,
particularly fine clothes. And both are as
openhanded and generous as they come.
This could put quite a strain on a family
budget. But since both have older and
wiser business heads holding their purse-
strings, they would probably continue to
do so if they married.
But there’s nothing there that couldn’t

be overcome with much love—and that,

they have, right now. Everything points
to a happy marriage ahead.
And how did you score? Check the

answers below and see!

ARE YOU REALLY IN LOVE?
1. If you don’t want to be alone sometimes,

you may be more dependent than in love.

One point for each no.

2. On the other hand, if there aren’t many
things you like to do together, your re-

lationship won’t have much basis. One point
for each yes.

3. If you’re feeling apologetic, you must be
ashamed of him. Love should be built on
pride. One point for each no.

4. If the people you are closest to, admire
him, your relationship is less likely to be
a fly-by-night affair. One point for each yes.

5. As in question 1, much suffering in sepa-

ration probably means you can’t get along
by yourself more than it means you’re in

love. One point for each no.

6. If your feeling for your intended has
been able to survive all the ups and downs
that happen to people during the course of

a year, you are more likely to be accepting
him for himself rather than what you want
him to be. One point for each yes.

7. You ought to be willing to make some
sacrifices to make the person you love happy.
One point for each yes.

8. If you find it hard to talk when you’re
together, you may be feeling more awe than
love. One point for each yes.

9. Beauty is only skin deep but love can’t

live if you’re repulsed by your beloved’s
appearance. One point for each yes.

10. A person’s behavior should be the basis

for your feeling about him. If good looks

is the only thing he’s got, you’re a goner
when silver threads appear among the gold.

One point for each yes.

11. You wouldn’t be human if you weren’t

tempted sometimes. One point for each yes.

12. Your beloved’s friends are likely to be
like him. If you don’t like them, maybe you
aren’t really in love with him. One point

for each yes.

13. As the saying goes “Marriage is a private

affair.” It may not mean home and children

to everyone, but heaven help you if you
don’t agree. Two points for agreement of

answers.
14. Most people are pretty touchy about their

ideals, and the kind of ideals a person has

are pretty good indicator of what he’s like.

If you don’t like them, you may not really

love him. One point for each yes.

15. A really honest person will admit that
there are some things about their beloved
that they don’t like. Your ability to face
this squarely is good evidence that you are
mature enough to be in love. One point for
each yes.

16. Any marriage will find it difficult to sur-
vive conflict of career interests. One point
for each no.

17. Strong disagreements are bound to come
up, between any two people. Your ability to
admit them shows integrity and a realistic

attitude. One point for each yes.

18. This is vital. Love cannot survive suspi-

cion. One point for each yes.

19. There are bound to be moments of doubt.
Better to face and examine them than deny
them. One point for each no.

SCORE:
18-20, Excellent; 15-17, Good; 13-15, Fair;
Under 13, wipe the stars out of your eyes!

ARE YOU READY FOR
MARRIAGE?
1. If your mate is too different from the

kind of person you’ve always wanted to

marry, it’s probably fascination, not love.

Three points for each yes.

2. If your mate is like your parent of the

opposite sex and this is what you want, it

probably means you have a healthy respect

for both your own and your mate’s sex.

Three points for each yes.

3. If your parents were happy, you prob-
ably had a happy childhood and you’ll tend
to be a healthy person and therefore a good
bet as a marriage partner. Three points for

yes.

4. The same applies if you haven’t found
it necessary to rebel against them. Three
points for each yes.

5. If one is always cleaning up and the

other always messing, nerves will get frayed.

The important thing here is agreement. Give
yourselves three points each if you’re both
Messie Bessies or both Spotless Susans, but

nothing if you disagree.

6. Two independent people don’t need each

other, and two people who are unsure of

themselves make a shaky marriage. Three
points each for disagreement.

7. Deception is bad grounds for marriage.

One point for each yes.

8. A sufficient degree of maturity is help-

ful toward bearing the strains of married
life. One point for each yes.

9. Advancing your education or facing the

rigors of the business world is good prepara-

tion for the reality of marriage. One point

for each yes.

10. Shared interests bind a marriage tighter.

One point for each yes.

11. Similarities in background also serve this

function. One point for each yes.

12. The same applies here. One point for

each yes.

13. A smooth-running household makes for a

smooth marriage. One point for each yes.

14. A similar sense of humor is always a

help. One point for each yes.

15. Similar tastes result in shared interests.

One point for each yes.

16. In-law opposition is tough to fight. One
point for each yes.

17. If you’re not interested in your mate’s

career, you’re only marrying part of the

person. One point for each yes.

18. Balance will be easier if one of you
watches the money in the bank and the

other likes to spend it. Three points each

for disagreement.

19. Hoping your mate will change after

you’re married is too much of a long-shot

when you’re hoping for a permanent mar-

riage. Three points for each no.

SCORE:
31-35, Excellent; 28-30, Good; 24-27, Fair;

23 or under. Better stay single or look for

another mate!



TAKE IT FROM A TRUE PARISIAN- GIVE EVENING IN PARIS
advises Paris-born Jean Pierre Aumont. It’s the fragrance more French women wear than any other ...and the French ho know!

Diamond Shape: cologne, sachet perfume. Evening in Paris Trio: cologne, tal- Vanity Set: six Evening in Paris

toilet water, purse perfume, compact 5.00 cum powder, purse perfume 2.50 treasures set in gleaming satin 6.50
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rha ( Ivory Look so clear. ..so fresh.

Wash your face regularly with pure,

mild Ivory Soap. Gentle enough for a

baby’s skin—so right for your skin.

. . . so easily yours

This adorable snow baby has That Ivory Look. A snowy fresh

and sparkling look your complexion can have through the magic of Ivory’s mildness.

Make a simple change to regular care with Ivory Soap—the soap mild enough

for a baby’s skin. And soon your compli

clearer—altogether lovelier. You’ll have

More doctors advise Ivory than any other soap

;xion will be fresher.

That Ivory Look!
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